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PREFACE 
THE Physics has always been recognized to be one of the most 

important of Aristotle's works, and it is therefore rather sur
prising that, until the appearance of Wicks teed and Corn ford's 
ed ition, no edition with an introduction and commentary had 
been produced in modern times. The need of such an edition 
was brought home to me when I was engaged in preparing for 
publication the translation by R. P. Hardie and R. K. Gaye; 
and the task of an editor had been facilitated by the Berlin 
Academy's editions of the paraphrase by Themistius and of the 
commentaries of Philoponus and Simplicius. I had some hopes 
that new light might be thrown on the text by a collation of the 
hitherto neglected Vienna MS. Gr. 100; but these have hardly 
been realized, since that MS. does not preserve many good 
read ings that were not already known to exist in other M 55. 
More light has in fact been derived from a study of the three 
Greek commentators. lowe much to the careful and scholarly 
work of Messrs. Hardie and Gaye; and at an earlier stage I 
learned much in the pleasant hours spe nt I in reading the 
PhYSICS as a member of the Oxford Aristotelian Society, under 
the guidance of such consummate Aristotelians as Professors 
Bywater, Smith, and Joachim. 

I have vari ed the plan adopted in my edition of the Meta· 
phys,cs, by printing the analysis continuously instead of prefixing 
it to the several chapters; I hope that this will make it easier for 
readers to follow the course of the magnificently continuous 
argument which runs, in particular, through books v, vi, and 
viii. 

It would have been possible, and might have been profitable, 
to make the Introduction much longer, by attempting to discuss 
more fully the philosophical merits of Aristotle's argument and 
of the resultant doctrines; but I thought that the interests of 
readers would on the whole be better served by keeping the 
work within the limits of a single volume. I have tried to supply, 
in text and commentary, the foundation on which such a discus
sion by others may be based. 
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wish to acknowledge with gratitude the provIsion by the 
Jowett Copyright Fund of a subsidy which has assisted the 
publication of the book, and to thank the officers and staff of 
the Clarendon Press for the care they have bestowed on its 
production . I would also thank Mr. D. J. Allan, Fellow of 
Balliol College, for his kindness in looking up some doubtful 
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INTRODUCTION 
I 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE PHYSICS 

I N inquiring into the structure of the Physics we may begin 
with the statement of Simplicius 1 that l Aristotle and his com· 

pan ions • describe the first five books as constituting TO. 7rfPL o.pXOJJl, 
cp1JCTUCa AEyofLeva, and the last three as constituting TO. 1T'fPt. KtVJj(T(W~. 

Simplicius in more than one passage contends for this division of 
the work. He describes it as having been known to Adrastus '1 

(a Peripatetic of the second century A.D.) and to Porphyry' 
(third century A.D.), and as having been adopted by Androniclls.' 
He also quotes Theophrastus l> as testimony for this division; 
but what he quotes from Theophrastus does not prove his 
point. It only amounts to showing that Theophrastus regarded 
hook v as part of the Physics, but since in any case this is in 
some sense true, it does not prove Simplicius' point, that 
Theophrastlls regarded book v as belonging to the </>1XT .. ';' in 'he 
sense in which that work was distinguished from the7rlp' K(V1juCWi. 

Nor is Simplicius' argument' from Aristotle's own modes of 
reference to the various books of the Physics conclusive. The 
references he quotes only show that in Phys. viii (25,0 9, 253b 8, 
267b 21) Aristotle implies that books ii and iii belong to the 
</>U(nKo. and that book viii itself does not, and that the De Caelo 
(2728. 30,27511 21) refers to books vi and viii as belonging to the ?rcp' 

Kt~CW~. They throw no light on the question whether book v 
was regarded by Aristotle as belonging to the one or to the 
other treatise. 

Simplicius further quotes Damas,' the biographer and per
haps the disciple of Eudemus, as referring to Tel. ?rCP' KtvVuCWi 

Tpta. 
A further argument used by Simplici~s to prove the correct· 

ness of his division into five books on nature and three books 
on movement is clearly incorrect. When Aristotle in Phys. 
viii. 257& 34 refers back to TO. Kaf)oAou TO. T.Cpl. ~UuCWfj;, Simplicius 

I Sol. 13- 16. '1 4. '4- s Boz.9. • 923.9. 
Ii 923. 10. ' 923. 16. 7 9Z4. J4. 

to .. B 



2 INTRODUCTION 

says that the reference is to book v, and Diels gives 228& 20 

as the passage referred to. But neither there nor else
where in book v is the point in question proved; the reference 
is to vi. 4. 

Simplicius admits that another division of the Physics was 
adopted by Porphyry, viz. that which reckoned books v-viii as 
forming the 7r£pl. Kt.n]O"(WS'! This division is accepted by Philo
ponus.z 

It will be well to state here all the evidence on the subject 
that can be drawn from Aristotle's own references. He uses 
the phrases Tn. cpUtTtKa, 'To. Tr£P' q,VU(w'>, in refe:rring back to 

Phys. i (Met. 986b 30, 1062" 3I, I076" 9, 1086" 23), 
Phys. ii (Phys. 253b 8, Met. 983" 33, 985& 12, 988" 22, 993' II, 

I059' 34), 
Phys. iii (Phys. 25,'8, 267b2I), 
Phys. v (Met. I042b 8), 

but also to Phys. vi (Plrys. 257& 34) and to Phys. viii (Met. 1073" 
32). H e uses the phrase TO. 7f"(P' Kt"~(W'> in referring forward to 
Phys. vi (An. Post. 95b lI), and in referring back to 

Phys. vi (Phys. 263' lI, De Caelo 272" 30, 299' 10, De Sensu 
445' 19, Met. I049b 36), and to Phys. viii (De Caelo 275' 22, De 
Gen. et Carr. 318& 3). 
He also uses the phrase 'Ta. '1t'£pl. xpovou KQt KUI~U(W'> in referring 
back to Plrys. vi (De Cado 303" 23)' Further, he uses the phrase 
Ta 7TCpl. TO.'; rlpXas in referring back to Phys. iii (De Caelo 274& 21). 

He also uses the words TO. 1Tfpl CPVCTfWfj; in referring back to the 
De Caelo (Met. 9ag" 24). Bonitz quotes Met. 1073" 32, and (with 
hesitation) Met. I042b 8, lo62b 31, 1086& 23, as also referring to 
the De Caelo and the De Ge1l. el Carr. by the litle TO </>V<T"~ or 
'To. 1rf::pl cpvu£w~; but in all these places there are passages in the 
Physics itself that may be referred to. 

These passages show that the titles 'To. 7t"£pl CPVUf::W~) 'To. c/>lJuucQ. 
had not for Aristotle a fixed meaning. They had, in fact, three 
meanings, a narrower, an intermediate, and a wider meaning. 
(I) Three references to 'To. c/>lJULI<O, in Phys, viii S show that 
Aristotle sometimes used the phrase of a course of lectures 
which included Phys. ii, iii but did not include Phys. viii itself. 
Books vi and viii are in distinction from this course called 'Ta 7t"f::PL 
I<lV~U(W(j;. (2) There is a sense in which books vi and viii are re-

1 802. 7- 13, , p, 2. 16. 



THE STRUCTURE OF THE PHYSICS 3 
ferred to as belonging to Tn ",pi </>"U'W, (Phys. 257" 34) or Tn 
</>v,ma. (Mel. 1073" 32). In this sense probably the whole of the 
Physics, or the whole of it with the exception of book vii, were 
thought of as belonging to Tn </>VU<Ka.. A further proof that Ari· 
stotle thought of the whole of the Physics as forming a unit, 
though within a larger unit, is offered by the opening of the 
Meteor%g£ca, which sums up the Physics, the De Cae/o, and the 
De Gen. el Carr., but separates the Physics from the other two 
works :---'7f'EP' p€v o~v Tt7w 7rP(;JT(JJV QtT{WV '"1~ cpvu£w~ Kat ?rEP' 7rrlO'7j5 
KtVl}UEW5 CPlJCTtK'ij5, (7"L BE: 7rEpl TWV KaTIl. T7Jv dvw ¢opav 8W.KEKOCT"lL7]P.£VWV 
.. " .. , .. .., ,.., ... 

aC1Tpwv Kat TrEpt TWV CTTOtXHWV TWV UWp.o.TtKWV, 'l'Toao. T€ Kat 7rOtQ., Kat '"]5 

d, d,U,:,.,Aa. fLETafloX;}';, Kat 7rEpl Y£V(UEW5 Kat cp()opO.5 TijS' KOtvijo:; £LpYJTat 

7rpfh£pov. (3) TO. <jll)UtKo. is used at least once of a group which 
included the De Cae/a, and probably also the De Gen. el Carr. 
and the Meleorologica, as well as the Physics. 

Aristotle's references do not show whether he regarded 
books i, iv, v, vii as belonging either to the group 7rEpl q,VUf.(JJ{j or 
to the group 7r£pl KLtn7U£W{j. But book i pretty obviously assigns 
itself to the earlier group. Book iv is clearly continuous with 
book iii, since the programme laid down in iii. 200 b 12- 25 is 
carried out in the two books taken together. Book v, on the 
other hand, makes a fresh start with an analysis of change into 
its kinds, and clearly belongs to the same line of inquiry as 
book vi i for the latter starts with the notions of continuity, con
tiguity, and succession, which have been defined in v. 3. A 
mere glance at the contents of book v, occupied entirely as it is 
with the problem of movement, shows how wrong-headed is 
Simplicius' insistence on separating it from books vi- viii and 
tacking it on to books i-iv. 

Yet Simplicius was not alone in his error. The headings 
prefixed to books vi- viii in our most important MS. (E) describe 
them as 7r£pl rij{j KlV~UEW{j TWV d{j 1 TO p, TO a, TO y. This strange 
numbering probably rests on a tradition much older than the 
manuscript. What was the origin of the tradition? The 
probable answer will appear presently. 

Book vii demands, and will receive, special consideration. I 
will here anticipate so far as to say that it breaks the continuity 
of what would otherwise be a continuous treatise on movement, 
books v, vi, viii. We know that Eudemus recognized this and 
passed over book vii in his Physics, which otherwise covered the 

\ 
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same ground as Aristotle's work. Now Simplicius quotes 
Damas, the biographer of Eudemus, as one of his authorities 
for the division of the Physics into five books on nature and 
three on movement. It was books V, vi, viii that were the Tpta 

?rEpl I(tV1]<T(wS'. But either Damas, or Sirnplicius, or some one in 
the chain of tradition which connected them, having before him 
our Pltysics in eight books, made the natural mistake of 
supposing that it was the last three that were the Tp{a 1UPI. 

Kt~<rEWS'. and then, in the face of plain facts, proceeded to dis
tinguish the first five as being TO. 7fEPI. c!)l)CTEWi. Porphyry's 
common sense saved him from this mistake. 

What we find , then, is two main parts of the Plryst"cs, 
(I) books i- iv, referred 'to as Tn. q,lJutKa. or TO. 1t"EPI. c/>V(T(wr;, (2) 
books V, vi, viii, referred to as Ta7rEpl. KtVrjcrEw~, but also included 
in Ttl cpvcrtl<cJ. in a wider sense of that term. There is also (3) a 
comparatively isolated book, book vii. 

It is natural to ask whether any light is cast on the original 
structure of the Physics by the lists of Aristotle's works that 
have come down from antiquity. The relevant eviden~e is as 
follows:-

Diogenes Laertius' list, 

Nos. 41 7Ttpl. a.px:71~ a 

Hesychius' list, 

45 7rEPI. KtvqUEW~ a. 
go 7r£p'i. CPVcrEW~ o.fJy 
91 CPVULKOV ii 

115 7rEp'i. KL~ElI)~ 0. 

Nos. 21 7rEP'i. a.PXwv ~ ¢VUEW~ a. 
40 7rEPi. Ktvr1UEwS' ii 

Ptolemy's list, 

81 7rEP'i. CPVUEW~ ii 

82 7rEP'i. CPlJUtKWV ii 

102 7rEp'i. Kn'~uEw~ ii 

148 ¢lJcrtKij~ tixpoa:O"tw~ iij 
170 7rEP'i. xpovou 

17 7rEP'i. KLVrjUEwV ij 
34 7rEP'i. aKpocluEw~ CPUcrLKij~ ij 
57 ()I.UHS CPlJO'LKa.'i. ii 

85 7rtp'i. xpovov a. 
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Almost everything in the interpretation of these lists, especially 

those of Diogenes and Hesychius, is highly conjectural; but it 
seems pretty certain that these titles were the titles of MSS. 
in the Alexandrian library. E. Howald has made out' a good 
case for supposing that the first two lists depend on the author
ity of Hermippus (about 200 B.C.), and the third on that of 
Andronicus (about 85 B.C.). It is reasonable to suppose that 
Diog. 41 and Hesych.21 refer to book i of the Physics, which 
announces as its subject (184& IS) Ta 7rfpl TCtS &.PXas and describes 
itself at the end (192b 2) as having established on £lulv upxa{, Kat. 

'rLlI(r;, Kat. 11'"00'"0.' 'Tall ap'Oji-Ov. It seems probable also that Diog. go 
refers to books ii- iv. The beginning of book ii presents the 
appearance of being the beginning of a separate work. It makes 
no reference to the results of book i, but starts straight off with 
an analysis of the notion of cpvui<;. In most of the M 5S. and in 
the lemmata of Philoponus and Simplicius it begins without a 
connecting particle, which is an unusual feature in Aristotle's 
works, and one that points to relative independence. Yet we 
have seen that the Metaphysics several times refers to book i as 
part of TO. CPVULKci, and though it seems to have been originally 
a separate essay 7rEpl apxwv, an attempt was later made (quite 
possibly by Aristotle himself) to link it up with the three 
following books. The evidence of this patchwork is seen in 
the best MS., E, where at the end of book i, after the words 
on ,...'lv o~v ... A£YWfLCVJ we have TWV -yap OVTWV TO. ,...iv ECrTW ~vCTn T<1 
8f: 8,' ciUos atT{alO, and then at the beginning of book ii (as in the 
other M 55.) TWV OVTWV TO. Il£v ~!T'TtV ~V(T£.t 'To. Bf: 0,' dUos ai/riolO. 

I conjecture that here the abrupt particle·less beginning ot 
book ii is its original beginning, and that OTt Ilf:V otv ... A(-YWfLf.V 

and E's yap in 'T~W -yap OVTWV represent a later attempt to produce 
at any rate an external connexion (for there is no organic con· 
nexion) between the two books. 

If we treat book i as the treatise 7rf.P~ apxwv par excellcnce, we 
must at the same time recognize that this phrase had a wider 
application; for the only actual reference in Aristotle under this 
title (in De Caefo 274" 21) is to Phys. iii. We must suppose 
that the treatise formed by uniting the one book 7rEP' apxwv 
with the three 7rEpl ~VuEWi could be referred to by either 

1 Hermes, 1920,204- 21. 
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title, though the latter greatly predominates; Simplicius 1 bears 
witness to the double nomenclature. 

Again, though books ii- iv are in a genuine sense continuous, 
it is book ii alone that deals specifically with the conception of 
nature, and it seems probable that it is to it that I-lesych. 8I 
refers. It is possible that Diog. 9I and even I-lesych. 82 also 
refer to it, but the reference of these titles is highly doubtful. 

Hesych. I70 and Ptol. 85 probably refer to the essay on time 
in Phys. iv. 10- 14, which may well have been originally a 
separate treatise. Diog. 45, lI5, I-lesych. 40, I02 probably 
refer to the two versions of book vii, which forms a fairly in
dependent essay on movement; but it is possible that one of 
the two in each list refers to the essay on movement in iii. 1- 3, 
which is now co·ordinated with the essay on time in iv. 10- 14. 

Ptolemy's 34 clearly refers to the existing Physics, and it is 
possible that his 17 may also refer to this; the title 1T'£pl KlJn]u(W~ 
or Kll'1}o"EWV may have at some time been extended to cover the 
whole work, as TCl <PlXTUCa. was extended to cover that which was 
not ~VCTtKa. in the narrower sense, but 7rEPI. Kty~CTEW5. 

Hesychius' reference (148) to a <PVCTtK7J Q.KpOQ.CTL5 in 18 books is 
puzzling, and Zeller and Diels conjecture that ~ (8) should be 
read. But we have seen that even the De Caelo and the De ' 
Ge1,. et Corr. were in the widest sense of 'To. 4>lXTLKa. included in 
this term, and it seems likely that the reference is to the Physics 
(eight books) + De Caelo (four books) + De Gen. el Corr. (two 
bookc)+Meleor. (four books); for the Meleorologica in its open
ing sentence treats all four works as forming a single p..il)ooo'i. 

The process of the building up of our Physics may then have 
taken the following form: -

""P' &pXWY ii (D . 4 I , H. 21) = Bk. i 1 ~ 
" (11 8) Bl" ~ ~ ,,,. 

""P~ "'v~'w' ii _ P'D I = 1-1 {. '\ Bk'" } ~ g, e:. 3 

~~~! ~~~~~Ii~~Y~:~~:~\~t;::I:~~~~~~;~nl!~tolJ:r~ 
the tradition) = Bits. V, vi, viii 'r II 
, , - (7 D H ) Bk .. b ",. 7rEpt KW'1CTEW'i Q.. • lIS, . 102 = . V1l ..e.. 

When we turn to the question of the comparative dates of 

1 801. 13. 
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the different parts of the Physics, we may start with the fact that 
books i and ii are presupposed by the earliest parts of the 
MetaphySIcs, the parts which Jaeger's researches enable us to 
assign with some probability to Aristotle's stay at Assos (c. 347- 4) 
immediately after leaving Athens on the death of Plato. Not 
only does Met. A contain explicit references to Phys. i, ii 
(these might have been added later), but it is plain that the 
whole treatment of earlier philosophers in Mel. A is based on 
the distinction of matter and form established in Phys. i, and on 
the doctrine of the four causes established in Phys. ii. We may 
therefore say with some confidence that these two books were 
composed while Aristotle was still a member of the Academy, 
though no doubt rapidly coming to reel his divergence from his 
master's views. 

The comparative date of books iii-iv and v- vi has been the 
subject of a debate between Tannery and Rodier. t Tannery 
points out that in v. 1 - 2 p.ETaf3oA~ is divided into Y(Y£UL<;, f/>(}opa, 
and IC{VTlUl~, which in turn is divided into UAAo{(t)(n~. al)~(Tl~ and 
¢(){fJ't~, and cPopa.; while in iii. I 1C{Y'f/fJ'li is used as the generic term 
(with P.ETo.f30A~ as an equivalent), and is divided into Y€V((TLi and 
q,()opa, OAAO{WUt~1 aU~'1(J'l~ and cPfHUt~, and q,opa.. The question 
then is, whether Aristotle first used IC[V1JUt~ in a wide sense 
(= P.ETo.{30Ai}) in which it included generation-and-destruction as 
one of its kinds, and later refined upon this by using it in a 
sense which excludes generation and destruction, or whether 
he widened its usage from the latter to the former sense. On 
the face of it the first is the more likely hypothesis, since it is 
quite in Aristotle's manner to proceed by a method of approxima
tion in which terms at first not distinguished are later dis
tinguished from each other. And, as Rodier points out, there 
is a definite trace of this method in the phrase in iv. 218b 19 
1Ll1~(V S( 8taq,f.P(TW A(yftV -i],.,,"i.v ~v T'f 1rapovTt "{VT/ULV ~ ,."ETo.{3oAi}V. 
Tannery, on the other hand, thinks that the sharp division of 
generation and destruction from the other kinds of ,."f.To./3oA-r, as 
not being 1C{VT1uL~ is a relic of the Platonic belief in a transcendent 
Form, and that the recognition of generation and destruction 
as merely one kind of "{VT1ULi marks an approach to a more 
scientific point of view. His notion of a truly scientific point 

1 Tannery in A.G.P., vii. 224- 9, ix. 115-18; Rodier, ib'J viii . 455- 60, 
ix, 185-9. 
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of view evidently is that it would be one from which generation 
and destruction would be reduced to change of quality, and 
this in turn to change of position, in the manner of nineteenth
century science. But Aristotle at no time adopts either of 
these identifications. Even when he argues that generation 
and destruction involve change of quality (Mel. I042b 3), and that 
change of quality i'IVolves change of position (Pltys. viii. 260b 4), 
he never £denlijies yiJ1EC]'t<O-CP(}OpO. with ciA..\oiwO'ts, or &,AA.O{WUtS with 
</>0,,0, but always distinguishes them. 

If he had passed from a narrower to a wider use of K{VYJ(rLS, 

and if this had had the metaphysical significance that Tannery 
ascribes to it, we should expect to find the \vider usage carefully 
adopted in later works. In fact, in works which are probably 
later than the middle books of the Physics, the usage is not 
constant, but the narrower use of K{vy]e;rtS predominates. We 
find the wider ~se in Phys. viii. 2618. 4, 264(1. 29, De GeN. et Corr. 
3IS"'2B. We find the narrower- in Phys. 260&27, De Caelo 
310& 23, De Anima 4061\ 12; and in Phys. viii. 26stL II, De Celt. et 
Corr. 319h3I, 336'19, Mel. H. I042"4, A. I069b91'''.fJoA~, not 
K{Vi]CTl';;, is the general term under which generation is brought. 
This variation, with a leaning to the stricter usage, is what we 
should expect to find if the change of nomenclature was one · 
that had no great metaphysical significance, but was inspired 
simply by the wish for a more precise terminology. 

Tannery's view that books v-vi are an earlier work which is 
~he 7rEpl KtV~O'"EW';;, and that books i-iv, viii are the <p1JCTtKcl proper, 
has the incidental disadvantage that he has to try to make out 
that the end of book iv is continuous in subject with the begin
ning of book viii, and has to pass over the much more striking 
continuity between books vi and viii. I may add that book v 
contains a definite reference back to book iii (224" II). 

[ conclude that books iii- iv are earlier than books v-vi. 
When I come to discuss the problem of book vii, I will give 

reasons for thinking that it is an early work, written before 
Aristotle had broken with the Platonic belief in idea-numbers. 
But each of the two versions of the book contains references to 
earlier books of the Physics: • 242b 4I (= fJ 242b 7), 247h "3 
refer back to book ViP 2421\ 6 refers back to book vi, and the 
last of these references is too casual to be likely to have been 
inserted later. This, then, would point to an early date for 
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books i-vi as well as for book vii itself. Nor is there anything in 
the contents of these books that implies much departure from 
the Platonic way of thinking. At the same time, the discussions 
in books iii-vi, while not in any way anti· Platonic, attack a series 
or problems ror which there was little in Plato's teaching to 
prepare the way; and in various places, as in the discussion of 
time, Plato's views are criticized. For the exploration of this 
new line of thought a considerable time must be allowed. 

The ancient title of the Physics, <Pl1CTtxT] &.KpOOUl'i'l implies that 
it was originally a course of lectures; and this must have been 
delivered either at Athens during Aristotle's membership of 
the Academy or during his headship or the Lyceum, or else at 
Assos. W e must not crowd too much into the short stay at 
Assos; and Jaeger has given fairly convincing reasons for 
dating the early books or the Metaphysics during that stay; 
which does not leave much time for the composition of anything 
else during it. The rew rererences to places which the Physics 
contain-to the road rrom Thebes to Athens (iii. 202b 13), to 
the Lyceum (iv. 219b21), to Athens (v. 224b21), and to walking 
to Thebes (vi. 23[b 3o)-suggest composition at Athens; and the 
reference to the Lyceum does not necessarily belong to the 
period of Aristotle's Meisleryahre; for the Lyceum was one of 
Socrates' favourite resorts, and allusions to it in Plato are 
rrequent. On the other hand, the rererences to Coriscus 
(iv. 219b 21, v. 227b 32) do not compel us to date the books in 
which they occur in the period of Aristotle's association with 
COriSClIS, either in the Academy or at Assos; for Coriscus is 
referred to not only in the Topics, which is, and in the Prt''or 
Analytics, which may be, early, but also in books which cannot 
be dated early-the ParvaNaturalia, theDe Par/ibus Allimaliu1n, 
the De Generali .. " A nimalium, and M elaphysics E and Z. 
Coriscus, having once been adopted as a stock example of 
l man', seems to have been retained in that capacity. 

The early character or book vii, and the ract that it presupposes 
books v-vi, which in turn are later than books iii-iv, coupled 
with the ract that the early part-or the Metaphysics presupposes 
Phys. i- ii, seem to suggest that it was during Aristotle's earlier 
stay at Athens that the greater part of the Physics was composed. 
There is nothing that need surprise us very much in this; for 
by the end or that stay Aristotle was a man or thirty-seven . 
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The older members of the Academy were not pupils of Plato 
so much as associates, working independently at subjects which 
fell within the general programme of Academic studies, and 
probably giving lectures on their own account. The older 
view, which ascribed all Aristotle's extant works to the period 
of his headship of the Lyceum, crowded more lecturing and 
writing into that period of twelve years than was intrinsically 
probable, and left the rest of his life unnaturally empty of such 
activity. The biological works and the large schemes of 
historical and constitutional research, to which Jaeger has 
directed attention, together with the philosophical works (such 
as the middle books of the Metaphysics) which are late in 
character, are sufficient to fill the Meisterjahre with as much 
literary activity as can reasonably be ascribed to it. 

On the other hand, Phys. i- vii cannot be dated veryeariy. In 
contrast with the dialogues, which contain few original ideas an d 
are mainly expositions and applications of Platonism, the Physics 
is a continuous and elaborate piece of reasoning on subjects 
on which Plato had given little guidance; and it can only, 
I think, be ascribed to the end of Aristotle's Academic period, 
when he had already acquired independence of mind and the 
full use of his philosophical powers. 

Book viii, in its present form, is undoubtedly later. There 
are three passages in chapter 6 1 which refer to movers of the 
planetary spheres, in distinction from the prime mover of the uni
verse; and Aristotle's attention was probably drawn to this prob~ 
lem by Callippus,' somewhere about 330 B.C. Jaeger argues ' 
that all these passages are later addi tions, and this would allow 
us to date the original form of the book much earlier. But it 
seems more likely that the first two passages, in which the 
sphere-movers are mentioned only as possibilities, belong to 
the original form of the book, and that only the last, in 
which their existence is taken for granted, is a later addition. 
If that be so, even the earlier form of the book cannot be 
dated earlier than Aristotle's final residence in Athens, from 
334 to 323 B.C. 

1 258b 1 J J 2 S9a 6- J 3, bz8-31; cf. infra, pp. 101- 2. 
2 Cf. M et. 1\. 1073b 32- 8, and Jaeger, Arisloteles, 366- 8. 
, i b. 383-90. 
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If anyone should think that I have accepted the cross· 
references in Aristotle too readily as evidence of comparative 
date, I would urge that the cross-references only make it more 
easy to detect sequences which would be fairly certain even 
without the existence of the references. The backward references 
refer to premisses required for the argument in hand, and 
claimed to have been proved earlier; and if they had not been 
proved earlier, we should have to suppose Aristotle to have 
proceeded in a most topsy-turvy manner, assuming points 
which he had not in fact proved but was going to prove in 
a later work. This he may have done now and then, but we 
cannot suppose him to have done it to the extent which alone 
would justify us in not regarding the cross-references as genuine 
evidence, in the main, of the order in which he developed his 
various arguments_ 

There are, howeve'r, three references to Phys. viii in the De 
Caelo, which in view of the obviously early character of that work, 
lend colour to the view that Phys. viii may itself be early: the 
references in 27311. 17, 27Sb 21, 31 Ill. 11 to Phys. viii. 8, viii. 10, 

and viii. 4 respectively. 

There are two main problems about book vii. There is the 
problem of its relation to the Phys~cs as a whole, and there is 
the problem raised by the existence of two versions of the first 
three chapters. The two problems cannot be kept entirely 
apart; and it seems advisable to address ourselves first to the 
second question. 

Simplicius tells us (1036. 4) that in his time there existed two 
versions of the book, containing the same problems and argu
ments, and in the same order, but differing slightly in verbal 
form. He implies that the two versions existed throughout the 
book, and he makes definite references to the lnpoy lj38op..ov 
j3{{3ALOv in four places :-

(I) in I05I. 5, where the words quoted are found in the 
version which I (following Prantl, and in part Bekker) have 
printed as secondary (and will refer to as (3), at 243b 27-9. 

(2) in 1054. 31, where the words are found in {3 243b 23-4. 

(3) in 1086. 23 (on 248b 6). Here he says that some MSS. of 
the first version have borrowed the reading of the second version 
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&.Ax.' apa. "IE OUa. p.~ op.wvup.a. n7rQlITa CTUp.{1'A:rrra. This reading occurs 
in none of our M SS., but it seems probable that the original 
reading of a was aU' Qua p.~ O"tIJlwvup.a, 1nlvT' o.uiJp./3>"."Ta (HI) and 
that the reading cL\.\' OtTo. p.r, op.li:wvp.a/7ravrD. CTVp-{3'A'Y}To. (F J K) is due 
to contamination of a by p. . 

(4) in 1093. TO (on 249'15). Here he cites the reading;' /'0<" 
ya.p XpOJlor; " aim)r; ch:, aTop-or; T4J (iBn. .:, aJLa l(aK(~Jla (USn 8tacp£pn (F, 
and apart from small variations j1), as having been introduced 
from {3. The reading which he himself follows is not found in 
any of our M SS. 

For the first three chapters, two markedly different versions 
are found in two groups of MSS., while some MSS. offer 
a combination of the two. a. is found in Bekker's band c, in 
Par. 2033, and in Bod!. Misc. 238. From 244b 5b to the end of 
chapter 3 H (Vat. 1027), and from 245b9 to the end of chapter 
3 I (Vat. 241) have version". Throughout the first three chap
ters EFJK and nine other MSS. studied by Bekker have {3, 
which H also has down to 244b20 and I down to 245b24. 
Eight minor MSS. studied by Bekker have from 244b 5 to the 
end of chapter 3 a mixed text. 

The Aldine edition prints {3 throughout. The Basel editions 
(1531, 1538, 1550) print 243' II-247' 19 and 247b 7- 248'9 as 
they stand in ", and relegate the corresponding parts of {3 to an 
appendix; but from 247b 1 to 7 they I follow {3. Through 
a misinterpretation of Simplicius' words in 1036. 15- 17 the 
editor of these editions, Erasmus, thought thatf3 was Themistius' 
paraphrase of a; but Themistius' paraphrase in fact bears a 
much closer relation to a than to f3. Erasmus does not say where 
he found the text of ", but he follows word for word the text 
printed in the Aldine Simplicius of 1526, and deserts a in 
exactly the places in which that text does so. 

The beginning of ", 241b 34-243" 40, was first printed by 
Morel, in an appendix to his edition (ParisI 1561). Morel says 
that he found it in a MS., but does 1I0t say which; evidently 
however it was Par. 1859 (b). 

Finally, "247b 1- 7 was printed first by Spengel in 1841. 
Bekker's quarto prints at the beginning of the book {3 241b 24-

243"11. For the rest of the first three chapters he prints" as 
his principal text, and {3 below. Prantl prints ", throughout 
these chapters, as the principal text, and {3 below, and in this 
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I follow him; but, unlike him, I have followed Bekker's lineation, 
and have numbered the lines of the beginning of u (which does 
not exist in Bekker) in such a way as to avoid confusion between 
u and p. 

Apart from small variations, such as exist elsewhere between 
his readings and those of our MSS., Simplicius agrees through
out chapters I to 3 with bcjy (i.e. he follows a); and, as we have 
seen, he expressly refers two of the readings of EF H IJ K to the 
'other second book'. With regard to Themistius, in one place 
(204. 16- 205. 2; cf. P 244" 28- b 18) his language is closer to that 
of f3 than to that of a, but in the main it is much closer to a. 

The fragm en ts of Philoponus occasionally refer to readings 
which we find in p (874.5, cf. 24Ib26; 874. I4, cf. 242b 4; 
875. 25, cf. 244" 23; 876. 3, cf. 244 b 17), but for the most part 
follow u. 

Shute maintains that in chapters 4 and 5 bcjy alone preserve 
the text of a in comparative purity, while EFH I K contain a 
mixture of a and fl. It is undeniable that in certain places 
Simplicills' readings, and therefore the main version, which he 
follows, are better preserved by the whole or greater part of the 
group bcjy than by the whole or greater part of the group 
EFHIJK; this can be seen from the apparatus to 248' 22, 
b I, 5. 9, 249 b 1,22, 2S0a 5, 6, b 2. But it is equally true that 
in 2488, IS, b 7, 249& 17, 20, b 2, 9, 18, 250· 10, 12 (his), b I the 
opposite is the case. Further, in two of the former passages, 
where the first group of MSS. (bejy) has the fuller reading, 
Simplicius may not be quoting Aristotle exactly, but expanding, 
and bcjy may have borrowed the extra words from him (see 250" 
5, 6). We have seen, too, that in one of the passages in these 
chapters, in his comment on which he refers to 'the other second 
book ' (248 b6), non~ of our MSS. has the reading which he 
ascribes to p, and that in the other (249" 'S) the reading which he 
ascribes to it is found (apart from slight variations) in bcjy as 
well as in F J. The general conclusion which emerges is rightly 
drawn by Hoffmann :-that for chapters 4 and 5 we have only u. 
There is for these chapters no such broad divergence of versions 
between EFJ K and bcjy as there is for the first three, but only 
such minute divergences as arise when different scribes copy 
from a single archetype. There has been in some M SS. con
tamination from p in 248b 6-7 and in 249" 'S, and perhaps 
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elsewhere, but in the main f3 is lost, so far as these chapters 
are concerned. 

It is plain that the ancient commentators all regarded a as 
the more authoritative of the two versions; and there is no 
doubt that they were right in so doing. Several considerations 
demonstrate the superiority 'of a. 

(I) In 243" 17 a gives the main forms of q,op&. in the order 
lA~tS', WOOLS', 0X'Y/ULf;J O{JlYjUt'ii, It then refers to the subspecies of EA~'o;; 
and Wo-tS' in a I8-b 16, and finally points out in b 16- 244& 4 that 
0XYJULS' and 8iIlrJUL .. are reducible to ~Af''ii and ~u,S'. f3 first in 
24311. 24 gives the species of ",OPa., in the order wen'>, a f t'>, oX7]CTtS', 
8lVl]eTtS', but expounds them in the order w;;nr; (So 26- 8), 0X'7Ut .. 
(& 28-b 23), ,~" (b 23- 9), Oiv~'m (b 29- 244" 17), which obscures 
th e point clearly brought out in a that lAb, and '''''' are logically 
prior to 0XYJCTtS and UII1JCTLS. 

(2) In a 243b 12-15 ;/(7J'lfO~, 7t'TV(Tt'ii, and the ('(Kpt'TlKal Ktvt1Ut:l~ 

are rightly described as forms of """. In f3 243b 25-7 they are 
absurdly described as 1A~",. (But this should perhaps be emended 
by excising f'A~t:t~ and understanding KlV7}U£t~ with at Aonra{.) 

(3) f3 245b 26-7 puts less accurately what is better stated in 
0. 245b 9- 11. 

(4) f3 246. 22-b 21 is rather a jejune restatement of what is 
stated more fully, and in a thoroughly Aristotelian way, in 
a 246& r_b 4. I 

(5) f3 247" 28- b 21 is similarly related to a 247b 1-7. 
(6) f3 has several un·Aristotelian phrases :-
iv -r?J CJ.v-rV /CQT7JYop{?- n]~ ovu{Q~ ~ TOU y£vov~ 242b 4· 

il1T'£p -rij'i cpopO.~ for 1iEpl n]'i cpopO.'i in 243& 10 creates some 
suspicion. This use of inrlp is found thrice in the Categories, 
five times in the Topics, and five times in the NicomacJzean 
Ethics, and nowhere else in Aristotle's genuine works. But 
it is common in the Magna Moralia and in the Rhetorica ad 
Alexandrutn. It is a late use; where it occurs in genuine 
works of Aristotle it is probably due to corruption, and where 
it exists in a work of unknown date it is an argument for late
ness. 

-ro Tij~ ruOtWUEW~ 245& 20, 246a 29, b 26, 248b 27, 'TO Tij~ -,]Bovij~ 

2478.25,27. 'TO n1~ i1iur"lfLTf~ ib. 30. This seems to be found, in 
genuine works of Aristotle, only in De Resp. 472b 9, and it is a 
late and feeble idiom. 
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ly Tn TIj~ brt~p.." .. V1T'aPXll 247b 29 and yivrrraL v~q,wv 7T'po<; 'T~V 
Evlpyuav 248h 26 are definitely un-Aristotelian. 

We may now proceed to consider the origin of book vii and 
of the two versions of it. There are several indications that 
the book is not an integral part of the Physics, but is, even if it 
be by Aristotle, an excrescence on the main plan, as aaKA a;e 
in the Metaphysics. 

(I) Simplicius quotes Damas, the biographer and perhaps the 
disciple of Eudemus, as referring to TO. 7UP" KL"'~(TEW," Tp[a (924. I4). 
Sirnpliciu5 himself interprets these as being books vi, vii, viii 
(80r. 14- 16). But book v is plainly inseparable from book vi, and 
there can be no real doubt that the reference is to book s V, vi, 
viii. (MS. E's numbering of books vi, vii, viii respectively 
as 7iEpl KtV~(T(W<; TWV El .. Y 'TO p, TO ii, TO 1 is an unsuccessful 
attempt to make a well· ordered unity of the three books which 
Simplicius identifies with TO. 7rlpl KU/~U(W~ Tp{a; book v cannot 
properly be excluded from the title, and book vii must be 
excluded from it.) 

(2) The list of Aristotle's works preserved by Diogenes 
Laertius has twice over 7rlpl KtIll}UfW'.> ci (nos. 45, 115 in Rose), 
and these reappear in Hesychius' list as nos. 40 and 102. The 
most probable interpretation is that these are references to the 
two versions of hook vii. They form evidence of the comparative 
separateness of that book, but not of a greater separateness than 
that of books v, vi, viii from books i-iv. 

(3) Eudemus, in his Physics, which otherwise closely followed 
Aristotle's Physics, omitted book vii (5. 1036. 13). 

(4) Themistius, who devotes 231 pages to the remaining 74 
pages of the Physics, devotes only five to the nine pages of this 
book. He says nothing about the first section, 241b 34-243" 31; 
but it cannot be inferred that he had not it before him. He 
omits it because its subject-matter is dealt with more fully in 
viii. 4- 5, as he omits vi. 7 because its subject-matter is treated 
more fully in viii. 10. 

(s) The beginning of book vii does not fit on, as regards subject. 
matter, to the end of book vi, nor its end to the beginning of 
book viii; while the beginning of book viii does fit on to the end 
of book vi. 

(6) The book starts without a connecting particle. This is 
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unusual in Aristotle. The only other clear cases are An. Post. 
ii, Met. aBrEZIKA, Pol. iii, iv. (In Phys. ii, viii, De Caelo ii, 
Met. <l.M, E. N. vii, Pol. ii, vii, Rhet. iii the MSS. disagree.) This 
is always evidence of at least comparative separateness from 
what precedes. 

(7) The book is apparently not referred to in any other work 
of Aristotle. (Hoffmann's contention 1 that viii. 256& 13-29 refers 
hack to vii. I is not convincing. The reasoning is much the same 
as that in vii. I, but there is no allusion to the latter.) But an 
argument from silence like this is not very conclusive. Against 
it may be set the fact that book vii itself does refer twice to book v 
(242b 42 l'V TO~~ TrpO-r£pov, cr. v. 4; 247b 13 7rpOTEPOV, cr. v. 22Sb IS) 
in sllch a way that it claims both to be by Aristotle and to be 
(in at least a wide sense) part of the same work as hook v. 
Version f1 seems in the word ~v 242& 6 to refer to vi. 240b 8-
24111 26, and in (V TO;:~ 7f'ponpov 242b 8 to v. 4. 

(8) With regard to the character of the book, Alexander 
described its arguments as AoYUCWTEpa., (rather verbal), and Sim
plicius describes ~hem as p.aJ.BaK';""po., (S. 1036. 12). Simplicius 
further remarks that the more important of the problems dis· 
cussed in the book, and those most relevant to th e subject
matter of the Physics, are found again in book viii (ib. 8); but 
this is an exaggeration, since it is only the arguments of ch. I 

that are to be found in book viii. Fin!1ly, Simplicius expresses 
the view that the book is neither inappropriate to the Physics, 
nor unworthy of Aristotle; and adds that it was probably 
written by Aristotle, was then superseded by book viii, but was 
inserted in the Physics by so,me of his successors as being 
appropriate to the general inquiry. He himself comments on 
.the whole book with his usual care. 

These remarks about the inferiority of the book have usually 
been accepted by modern scholars. Hoffmann, who has studied 
the book most carefully, regards it as rather elementary and 
suited for tiros, and further as being, unlike the rest of the 
Physics, concerned with physics proper and not with the philo· 
sophy of nature. I cannot altogether share this view. The 
arguments do not seem markedly different in character from 
many that occur in other parts of the Physics. It is true that 
book vii remains within the region of the material and does not 

1 De Arist. Phys. Lib. Sept. 25. 
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unfold the notion of an unmoved mover which moves in a non
physical way. But the same is true of a\l the books or the 
Physics other than book viii. Nor do the arguments seem to be 
especially elementary, or e..xpressed with a tedio.us fullness 
suitable only to the instruction of beginners. The comparative 
fu\lness of the expression is rightly used by Hoffmann against 
the view that book vii contains Aristotle's notes in preparation 
for lecturing. Such a theory, which might be plausible when 
applied for instance to De An. iii or to M et. A, is quite in
applicable to book vii. But I see no reason for holding with 
Hoffmann that version a (as well as 13) is a hearer's notes of 
Aristotle rather than written by Aristotle himself. Version a 

seems to me nowhere to betray an un-Aristotelian turn of thought 
or an un-Aristotelian idiom. ]f it has come to us from the notes 
of a hearer, his notes were so accurate that he has actually 
preserved in the main Aristotle's ipsissima verba. It is c1ear that 
th e three Greek commentators thought that they had the words 
of Aristotle before them, and it does not seem likely that they 
were all mistaken. 

On the other hand, book vii does stand outside the main 
s tructure of the Physics. Books v, vi, viii form a unity which it 
interrupts. And it has two passages which have been rightly 
signalized by Jaeger' as marks of early date :- ( I) the reference 
in 246b 4-8 to the apfTQ.t 'Tot) CTwp.Q.'TOr;;-irytnQ., KaAAOr;;, lCT,xVr;;. We find 
these in PI. Rep. 591 b, PI,,'. 25 e ff. (especially 26 b), Laws 631 c. 
W e find them in Aristotle's dialogue the Eudemus (fr. 45, p. 50. 
13-23 Rose). The only other work of Aristotle's in which we 
find them is th e Topics, which we know to be early (u6b 18, 
139b 21, 145' 8). (2) The phrase in 249' 23 "a, <l '<TT'. Jp,0l'0' ~ 
O~CTta., 7rAdwv Ka.l ;Aa'M'WV upt(}p.or;; op.ono~r;;. Aristotle is here s till 
treating it as an open question whether the Platonic reduction 
of essence to number is correct. 

A th ird evidence of early date cited by Hoffmann ' (viz. the 
implicit reliance on etymology as a guide to mean ing, in 247b IO) 

seems to me unconvincing. In view, however, of the two 
passages cited by Jaeger, Carteron's opinion that book vii was 
written after book viii in orde r to prepare the way for it more 
fully than books v-vi had done, seems to me less probable than 
Simplicius' view that book vii is earlier than book viii and was 

1 Aristotdes, 42 n., 313n. ! De Arist. Pltys. Lt'''. Sept. 27. 
40il c 
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superseded by it. On the other hand, the caustic remark in 
2411.1 39-42 about the notion of a self·mover indicates that, on 
one point at least, Aristotle has already diverged from Plato's 
teaching. The book may perhaps belong to the Assos period 
which Jaeger has led us to recognize as the time of origin of 
some of Aristotle's works. 

If we ask ourselves when book vii was incorporated in the 
Physics, the first point to be noticed is that apparently 
Eudemus did not regard it as part of the Physics. On the 
other hand, Alexander (fl. c. 200 A. D.) did so regard it; for 
Simplicius would certainly have quoted him along with 
Eudemus and Themistius if Alexander had 1/01 included book 
vii in his commentary on the Physics; and in fact Simplicius 
frequently in the course of the book quotes Alexander's inter
pretation. 

But we can probably carry the matter farther than this. In 
the list of Aristotle's works preserved by Hesychius there is 
mentioned (no. 148 Rose) CPlJ(TtKT,S aKpoQ,U(Wi r-r;. lij means 18, 
and the reference is probably to Physics i-viii + De Caelo i-iv + 
De Gen. el Corr. i-ii + Meleor. i-iv. Now E . Howald has made 
Qut a good case 1 for the view that Hesychius' list rests on the 
authority of Hermippus, the Alexandrian scholar of about 
200 B.C. By thjs time, then, book vii had been incorporated in 
the Physics. If we adopt Diels's emendation ~1XTtK7jr; aKpouu£wr; 
f.i, we reach the same conclusio n. Book vii, then, was included 
in the Physics sometime in the third century B.C. 

While I can see no ground for Hoffmann's view that both 
versions are derived from notes taken by pupils, there is much 
to be said for supposing that version f3 is so derived. The 
language, as we have seen, is in certain respects un-Aristotelian. 
Further. the variations from a seem on the whole not such as a 
person with a. before him would have made. They look more 
like a hearer's abbreviated and in some respects confused notes 
of the course of which a is Aristotle's own notes.2 Or it may 
be that they are the notes of an earlier or later course than that 
reported in a, in which Aristotle used a different order and 
mode of expression. 

1 Hermu, 19 20, 204- 2{. 

2 Probably his notes made after delivery, with a view to publication. 

/ I 
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Hoffmann thinks that {3 has been contaminated from a. His 

scheme is x 

/"'-y a 

I~ 
{3 

Now Simplicius says in two places (1086. 23, 1093. 10) that a 

had been contaminated from {3. This may, of course, have 
happened in other places {cr. 244a 10 TOU £A/cOV'To~J probably 
introduced from (3 243b 24). And the converse may very well 
have happened. For instances see 24Sb 17- 18 (cr. a. I6- b 2),21 
(cf. b 6), 23 (ef. b 8). But it is impossible to tell to what extent 
either process has taken place. Version f3 was known to 
Alexander (5. lOS!. S). And it was probably already known to 
H ermippus, since th e 7r£pl KlV7]U£W5 (i which occurs twice in 
Diogenes Laertius' list, and twice in that of Hesychius, may 
most probably be identified with the double version of book vii. 

a, then, I believe to be an early work by Aristotle. Torstrik 1 

may even be right in thinking it to be all that is left of the 
original version of the Physzcs. f3 almost certainly existed at 
least as early as the third century B .C., and may quite probably 
he a pupil's notes of the course of which Aristotle's own notes 
form a, or of a course of Aristotle's lectures differing but slightly 
from this . For chs. 4, 5, f3 is lost except for two brief indications 
by Simplicius. 0. does not belong to the main scheme composed 
of books v, vi, viii, but was inserted in the Physics in the third 
century B.C. by the zeal of disciples who were unwilling to 
sacrifice anything that Aristotle had written-very much as 
a<l.KA were inserted in the MetaphysIcs. 

II 

ARISTOTLE'S NATURAL PHILOSOPHY 

The Factors of Change-Maller, Form, and p,.,vation. 

THE first book of the Physics announces its subject-matter to 
be f nature', but makes no attempt to define what nature is. 
Instead of this, it addresses itself at once to the task of deter
mining the first principles, necessary conditions, or elements of 

1 De A1l£ma, Pref. xxvii. 
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nature, I nature' standing simply for the whole world of natural 
objects. The inquiry about its first principles is stated as an 
inquiry about their number,! hut it is, as might be ~xpected, by 
discovering what they are that it is discovered how many they 
are. At the start, however, we may say that either there is but 
one principle or there are more than one, and if the latter, either 
a finite or an infinite number. Aristotle examines first the view 
that there is but one first principle, and shows that by this two 
very different things may be meant. The first form of such a view 
is absolute monism such as that of the Eleatics, which denies the 
existence of any plurality and of any change. To examine this 
view is no proper task of physics ; for the task of physics has been 
stated to be the discovery of the first principle or first principles 
of nature. and this presupposes that there is a plurality of facts to 
be explained by reference to certain simple factors, while abso
lute monism denies the existence of any plurality of facts, and 
therefore of any explanatory facto rs ." Since such a view denies 
the essential presupposition of physics, it is not the business of 
physics to discuss it. Nevertheless, to clear the ground for 
physics, Aristotle proceeds to refute the view which would 
make physics impossible by denying its very presupposition; and 
this he does, first' by applying the distinction of the categories 
(which is treated as familiar to his hearers) and pointing out 
that whether monism admits the existence of different categories,' 
or asserts the existence of quality or quantity only,' or of sub· 
stance only,6 it in any case falls into hopeless difficulties; and 
again by pointing out the difficul ties into which it fa lls whether, 
when it says' reali ty is one', it means' continuous J j or (i n· 
d ivisible' 8 or . one in definition J g; and then 10 by examining in 
detail typical arguments used by the monists. 

The other kind of monism is not absolute monism. It asserts 
the existence of a single underlying body, but it admits that 
plurality and change exist. One form of this view derives a 
plurality of bodies from the one underlying body by dellsification 
and rarefaction; the other supposes different bodies that were 
always present in the underlying body to have been in course of 
time sifted OUt. 11 The latter form again has two varieties j Anaxa· 

1 184b 15-22 . 

Ii ib. 29- b 3. 
t ib. 19-25. 

, 18Sa 3· 
• 18Sb4-S· 

10 In ch . 3. 

s Inch. 2. 
'7 ib. ~I6. 

11 187a. 12-23. 

4 185& 27-9 . 
• ib. 16- 19. 
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goras holds that an infinite variety of bodies is thus sifted out; 
Empedocles holds that all that emerges is of four kinds and no 
more. Aristotle criticizes at some length Anaxagoras' vi~wJ 

and expresses his preference for that of Empedocles.1 

What emerges from this discussion is that al1 former thinkers 
have recognized contraries as first principles. Even the abso
lute monist Parmenides does so in his Way of Opinion; the 
first school of incomplete monists do so by admitting the 
principles of rarity and density j a member of the second school 
like Democritus does so by asserting the opposi tion of plenum 
and void, and by admitting contrarieties of position, shape, 
and arrangement among his atoms.2 Aristotle next attempts' to 
confirm by argument what he has found to be the universal 
belief. Primary contraries possess the two characteristics that 
the first principles of things ought to possess; th ey do not involve 
either each othe r or anything else in their composition, and 
they are involved in the com position of everything else. It is 
clear, he maintains, that everything that comes into being or 
passes away comes out or, and passes into, not any chance 
thing but its own contrary, or an intermediate, which is a mix
ture of it and its contrary. Where that which comes into being 
is a simple quality, ordinary language describes it as coming 
from its contrary, white from black, musical from unmusical. 
Where that which comes into being is something more complex, 
ordinary language has no easily recognized contrary term, but 
it is none the less true that things come from their contraries j 
each mode of arrangement, as of a house or of a statu e, comes 
into being precisely out of the absence of that mode of arrange· 
ment. 

W e have thus established that to account for the existence of 
change (which is assumed to be a fact of nature) we mllst 
suppose at least a pair of contrary principles, and we have 
shown that jf nature is to be intelligible, there must not be an 
infinite number of ultimate principles. The quest ion arises, 
whether a pair of contrary principles is enough. Evidently 
not; for a contrary (such as density or Love) does not act on 
its contrary, but on some third thing ; and again no contrary 
completely constitutes the substance of anything j it always 
presupposes a substratum; and again no substance is contrary 

I ib. 26-188~ 18. 
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to any other, but substance cannot be made up out of non-sub
stances; it therefore cannot be made up out of contraries. The 
thinkers who assert the existence of contrary principles always 
in fact suppose a third thing which is differentiated, permanently 
or temporarily, by the possession of one or other contrary. At 
the same time, it would be a mista~e to assume the existence of 
more than three ultimate principles; for two contraries need 
only one substratum to serve as their basis, and one substratum 
needs only two contraries to account for its differentiation. If 
there are more than one pair of contraries, all but one must be 
regarded as specifications of that one; for each genus-and 
substance is a single genus-admits of only one ultimate con
trariety_l 

Aristotle proceeds in ch. 7 to establish more securely and 
more definitely the triad of principles already reached. He 
does so by a general consideration of coming into being. 
A process of coming into being may be described in anyone 
of three ways. We may say (I) f a man becomes musical', 
or (2) j something unmusical becomes musical', or (3) f an un· 
musical man becomes a musical man '. In (I) we take account 
of a persistent element in the termt"nus a quo, and in (2) of a 
non-persistent element; but the complete fact is expressed only 
in (3). in which we take account of both elements. The two 
elements, it is to be observed. are only distinguishable by 
thought. not actually separate. The man is the something un
musical, but to be a man and to be unmusical are different 
things. The necessity of a substratum is most obvious when 
the change is merely the acquisition of a new size or quality or 
relation or place; for any such qualification obviously pre
supposes a substratum to which it attaches. But even when 
the change is the production of one substance out of another, 
there must be something that underlies the change. All change. 
then, proceeds from a supposite and .an opposite; its general 
formula is j x qualified as not-a becomes x qualified as a', and 
thus involves the three factors x, non-a, a, though, owing to the 
numerical identity of that which is x and that which is non·a, 
the conceptual difference of x and non·a is easily overlooked, 
and change may seem to involve only a pair of contraries. The 
three factors may be called (I) tmOK(tP.O'OV or v>..'1, (2) aJITLK£tp.O'OV 

, Ch.6. 
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or (T'T'PrtUl~, (3) jJ.oP4>-rl or t:r8o~ or apx~ ij> ;, .\0)'0>, the principle 
which forms the object of definition. (I) and (2), or (I) and (3), 
together make up an ouaIn or T60£ n. 

The Eleatics denied the existence of coming into being, 
because they held that it must be either from that which is or 
from that which is not, and could not be from either; not from 
that which is, because then there would be no change, and not 
from that which is not, because out of nothing nothing can 
corne. Aristotl e gets over this . difficulty by pointing out the 
distinction between generation out of something per se and 
generation out of something in virtue of the concomitance of 
that with something else. If a doctor becomes, by neglecting 
his art, no doctor, it is qua doctor that he undergoes the 
change; but if he turns grey it is not qua doctor but qua black
haired, i.e. in virtue of a concomitant of his doctorhood, that he 
does so. So too, if an OY comes into being ~K J-L7] OYTO'i) it is not 
be ,...~ OP'TO'i as such (which would contradict the principle ex nih£!o 
nihil fit); it comes into being €K J-L~ OV'TO'i) i.e. from a U'T Ep7]Ut'i, 

non-a, but €K J-L,q OJl'TO'i in virtue of the concomitance of the 
(n'£p1JuL'i with a lJ7roKf.t,...f.YOV, X. Again, if an OY comes into being 
U OV'TO'i, it is not €t OY'TO'i as such (in which case there would be 
no change), but U OVTO'i, i.e. from a lJ7t'OKf.tP.f.JlOJl, x, in virtue of 
the concomitance of the lJ1T'OKf.tj!f.VOY with a u'Tlp'r]O'w, non·a. Thus 
we save the existence of generation, without denying the prin
ciple 'everything either is or is not " which to an Eleatic seemed 
to make change impossible. 1 

The Platonists also recognize a triad, the one, the great, and 
the small. But though they speak of the great and the small, 
they treat the great and small as a single principle, not dis
tinguishing within the terminus a quo of change the persistent 
and the non-persistent element, supposite and opposite. Thus 
when the question is asked what it is that aims at the divine 
principle of form, we answer that it is the supposite or matter 
that does so, but they can only say that it is the opposite that 
does so-though th is can no more desire its own opposite, 
which will destroy it, than form can desire itself.2 

If we ask whether matter comes into being, or passes away, 
we must answer that qua that in which the crrlPY}Ul'i is present, it 
passes away when the U7'£p'r]u~'i passes away (for / that in which 

1 Ch.B. 2 J9Ib3S-1 923.25. 
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the UTEp7pLIO is present) then no longer exists), but that in virtue 
of its function it is eternal. For if matter ever was coming 
into being, there must have been something that underlay this 
process, and this itself would be matter, so that there would 
have been matter before matter came into being; and if matter 
perishes, it must pass into something, and this would still be 
matter, so that matter would survive its own perishing,1 

Thus the whole substance of book i, if we eliminate incidental 
digressions, is the establishment of matter, form, and privation 
as the factors involved in all change. Aristotle's chief claim is 
that he has for the first time exhibited clearly the distinction 
between matter and privation, and the necessity of both to any 
account of change j and this claim is a well·founded one. 

Nature as Internal Source of Change. 
He begins his account of nature, in book ii, by assuming the 

existence of two kinds of thing which ordinary language dis· 
tinguishes as f existing by nature' and f existing as a result of 
other causes' ; and the context shows that this latter phrase 
may be paraphrased by 'existing by art, or by other rational 
activity'. To the former class belong animals and their parts, 
plants (and presumably their parts), and the simple bodies fire, 
air, water, and earth ; to the other, such things as beds and 
clothes. N ow the former have this characteristic, that they 
have in themselves a power of ini tiating change and of bringing 
it to an end; animals and the simple bodies can initiate change 
of place j animals and plants can initiate change of size and of 
quality. Beds and clothes initiate no change. In a sense the 
two classes overlap; for beds and clothes are, after all, made 
up out of the simple bodies, and as such can initiate change of 
place; they will of themselves fall if unsupported, though no 
external force acts on them. But they do this not qua beds or 
clothes but qua composed of simple bodies. The distinction 
therefore holds good, and it reveals the fac t that when a is said 
to be a natural object and b is not, what is meant is that a as 
such has, and b as such has not, an internal power of originat· 
ing movement. This then is what nature is; things that have 
this f have a nature', and these of course are substances, 
since nature can exist only in a substratum; both these and 

1 19Za25-b4-
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their essential attributes I are by nature' or 'are according to 
nature '.1 

Aristotle adds that, while the nature or essence of a natural 
object is by some thinkers identified with the material of which 
it is made, it is more properly identified with the shape, or 
with the form which would be stated in the definition of the 
thing. A thing is most truly itself when it exists actually, not 
potentially, and its nature should therefore be identified not with 
the material out of which it can develop, but with the form it 
exhibits when it has developed. Form then is nature; but a 
certain definite absence of form is itself a kind of form and 
constitutes the nature of things at an earlier stage of develop
ment. 2 

Further light is thrown on Aristotle's view of "',;"" by the 
discussion in book viii. In book ii cfJ.VCTLIO is spoken of as an 
apxTl KtV~UEW~ EV airr4J, and we are apt to form the impression that 
Aristotle thinks of it as a power, resident in natural objects, of 
absolutely initiating movement. The apparent presence of such 
a power both in Iireless and more particularly in living things 
is cited in book viii among the grounds that seem to indicate 
the possibility of the origination of movement out of comlJlete 
immobility.s But as regards lifeless objects, Aristotle implies 
that their passage from a state of rest to one of movement is in 
fact not initiated from within but due to the action of an external 
agent. What is characteristic of them is that when a particular 
movement takes place, viz. the removal of an obstacle to their 
free movement, they respond to this by a movement of their 
own-upward in the case of fire and air, downward in that of 
water and earth-which is the actualization of a permanent 
potentiality of their nature. What is characteristic of living 
things is that when certain elements of their environment 
(notably air and food) set up changes in them which are not of 
the nature of locomotion, they respond by local movements of 
their limbs, which again are the realization of permanent 
potentialities of their nature. 4 Thus neither the four elements nor 
living things are absolute originators of movement from a state 
of complete immobility. Yet the distinction between natural 
movements, which are the realization of typical potentialities, 

1 192b8- 193a 9. ' 193b 18-20. • 252b 12-28. 
4 For the details of the discussion in bk. viii cf. pp. 86-8. 
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and compulsory movements, which are forced on things from 
without, contrary to their typical potentialities, remains [or 
Aristotle complete. 

Al'islotle's Dynam£cs,t 

The distinction between natural and compulsory movement 
lies at the basis of Aristotle's whole dynam ics. His theory of 
natural movement is a theory about the facts which are now 
summed up under the heading of gravitation. With regard to 
these facts there were three main theories in antiquity. There 
was the theory that bodies may be divided into light bodies, 
which tend towards the circumference of the universe, and 
heavy bodies, which tend towards its centre. This is Aristotle's 
view, but he adds 2 that while it is the nature of fire to move as 
far as it can towards the circumference, and of earth to move 
as far as it can towards the centre, to air we can ascribe only 
a tendency towards the region just inside the circumferential 
region, and to water only a tendency towards the region just 
outside the central region. Thus air is only in a qualified 
sense light, water only in a qualified sense heavy.' He adds 
that earth has weight (i.e. a centripetal tendency) wherever it is, 
water such a. tendency everywhere except in the region of earth, 
air everywhere except in the regions of water and earth, all 
three having weight in their own region 4; and he adds as 
proof of this that an innated skin weighs more than an empty 
one.1i 

This last allusion illustrates forcibly two great defects of 
Aristotle's theory. In the lirst place, the supposed experi· 
mental fact is not correct. If the experiment had been con
ducted exactly enough, he would have found that an empty skin 
and a skin inflated with air weigh, in air, exactly the same. In 
the second place, the theory is not true to the experimental 
facts he thought he had at his command; for if the inflated skin 
really weighed more than the empty one, that would suggest 
not that air has an upward tendency but that it has a downward 
one and that air is prevented from moving to the centre of the 

1 This section owes much to A. E. Haas's article in Archiv fur d. 
Gesdt. d. Nalurwisst1lsclraflen u. d. Technik, i (1908), 19-47. 

2 Anticipated by Anaxagoras, D. L. ii. 8. 
, De Caelo 3IJllZ2-9 t ib. 3U b 5-9. ti ib. 9. 
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universe merely by the greater weight of earth and of water. 
The supposed fact should have suggested therefore a compara
tive theory of weight, not the theory that different elements 
have contrary properties of heaviness and lightness. 

This experiment played an important part in the develop
ment of later theories. Ptolemy repeated the experiment, 
obtained the opposite result, that the inflated skin is lighter 
than the empty one, and drew the conclusion that air has no 
heaviness in its own region I; and from the fact that divers do 
not suffer from the pressure of the water above them he inferred 
that water also has no heaviness in its own region. 2 Finally 
Simplicius again made the experiment of the skins, got the 
correct result, that the inflated skin weighs the same in air as 
the empty skin, and explained this on the ground that since the 
natural /xJ7rl] of each element is to its own region, it has no fxm~ 
when it is already there. 3 

Though, in Aristotle's cosmology, the centre of the earth 
coincides with the centre of the universe, he was careful to say 
that it was to the latter as such and not to the former that heavy 
bodies go'; and he added that if the earth were to leave the 
centre of the universe and be placed where the moon is, 
particles of earth would still tend to the centre of the universe.o 
Both Plutarch and the Epi.cureans' rejected as absurd the 
notion that a point in space, irrespective of what occupies it, 
could be the natural terminus ad quem of gravitation. Plutarch 
argues that it is absurd to suppose that a heavy mass plunging 
through the earth would rest when it reaches the centre,? or if 
it overshot that mark would return to it.' 

The Epicureans also rejected the notion that there are abso
lutely light bodies, and assigned to all bodies alike a tendency 
downwards, holding that the upward movement of light bodies 
was an unnatural movement imparted to them by heavier bodies 
which squeezed them upwards. 9 

The theory of Plato was intermediate between that of Aristotle 
and that of the Atomists. Like the Atomists he rejects the 
notion that any of the elements is absolutely light." Like 

I Simp. de Caelo 710. 24. 2 ib. 17. sib. 29. 
4 De Caelo 296b 16. I 310b 2- 5. I Lucr. i. ib. 1052-60, 1074-6. 
'1 De Caelo273a It. I Mor. 92 4 ab. 
, Simp. de Caeio 267. 30, Epic. fro 276. 10 Simp. de Caelo 269. 6. 
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Aristotle, he thinks they have their characteristic regions to 
which they tend. Essentially, however, he makes this not a 
tendency towards different spatial regions, but a tendency of 
like towards like, of small parts of any of the elements to 
aggregate themselves with the main masses of what resembles 
them respectively; it is in fact a selective gravitation of like to 
like. I Thus the distinction between heavy and light becomes 
a relative one. All bodies are heavy, because all tend to unite 
with the main mass of what resembles them.' Some are lighter 
than others simply because they offer less opposition to a force 
that moves them towards what is unlike them.s Plato's prin~ 
ciple of universal selective gravitation, it will be seen, was more 
on the lines on which advance was to take place than Aristotle's 
division of the elements into two classes, distinguished by the 
spatial position of the regions they tend to. 

When we turn to consider the velOCtty of natural movement, 
we find that Aristotle considers this to be in the main deter
mined by two factors, (I) the amount of p07r~, i.e. of weight or 
lightness, possessed by the moving object,4 which in turn, as 
between bodies of the same kind, is said to vary directly with 
their size/ and {2} the density of the medium.' To these must 
be added a third factor, (3) the shape of the moving thing,' the 
notion being of course that a pointed object penetrates a given 
medium faster than a less pointed object of the same kind. If 
we ignore this as not lending itself readily to formulation, his 
formula would be 

CMxT 
D Density of medium 

or V ..--~~C-:;M,----,,-_ .' 
Density of medium 

From this he draws the conclusion that in a void, if there could 
be such a thing, since density of medium would = 0, all bodies 
would move with infinite velocity, or in other words would take 
no time to move.' But since he (rightly) thinks it impossible 
that any distance should be traversed in no time, he draws the 
wrong conclusion that a void must be impossible since motion 
through it would occupy no time. His error of course lies in 

1 Tim. 52 e-53 a. t ib. 63 e. Jib. 63 d. 
4 Phys. 215& 28. lib. 216& 15, De Caelo i. 6, 2nb 4, 30Sb 18. 
, PllYS. 2I5a 26. 7 ib. 216;1. 19. De Coeto iv. 6. 
I D = distance, M = mass, T=time, V = velocity, C = a constant . 
• Phys. 215b 12-Z16a 1 I. 
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not seeing that the essence of motion is the traversal of a given 
distance in a given time, and in supposing that it is essentially 
the penetration of a medium to a certain distance, so that the 
resistance of the medium, instead of being something that 
merely reduces the velocity of the moving body, is something 
by which the POm] of the body has to be divided, to get its 
velocity. In fact, having observed accurately that motion 
through a denser medium is slower than through a rarer one, 
he makes the natural enough mistake of supposing that velocity 
and density ceteris paribus vary inversely i failing to notice that 
the relation which connected them might be more complex than 
that of inverse proportion. A better mathematician might, even 
in the absence of evidence, have noticed the possibility of this. 

Major J. H. Hardcastle, writing in Nature,) has pointed out 
that Aristotle's view that bodies fall with a speed proportional 
to their weight is approximately true of the terminal velocity of 
projectiles, i.e. the velocity at which retardation due to a medium 
such as air or water almost exactly balances the acceleration due 
to gravity, resulting in an almost constant speed offall. Aristotle 
may have been relying on rough observation of this fact. But it 
is clear that he has not analysed out the factors that combine to 
produce this result. 

Though in the main he works with the idea of velocity and 
says little of acceleration, he assumed that the free fall of 
a heavy body is subject to acceleration, and that the free rise 
of a light body is so too.' Strato later sought to establish the 
former fact by two observations-that when water is poured from 
ajug the lower part of the waler breaks into drops while the upper 
does not, and that a body falling from a shorter distance makes 
no great impact on the ground, while one falling from a greater 
distance does. lI We do not know how Aristotle satisfied him~ 
self of the truth of the principle. I t seems probable that he 
simply assumed that the attraction of the terminus ad quem 
increased as the moving body approached it. Simplicius quotes 
a current explanation, that the nearer a portion of any element 
gets to its proper region, the more it acquires its own proper 
form, which is the tendency to move towards that region: This 

, xcii (1913- 14). 584- 5, xciii (1914). 428. 
2 Phys. 230b 24, De Caelo 27711 27. ! Simp. PAys. 916. 12- 28. 
4 ib. 5, Simp. De Caelo 266. 32. 
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is in accordance with Aristotle's principle that for a thing to 
move towards its place is to move towards its form. 1 

According to Aristotle compulsory movement is an entirely 
different phenomenon from natural movement. He no doubt 
realized that the nature of the medium affected the former as 
well as the latter, but in his actual treatment of compulsory 
movement he ignores the medium. In the case of compulsory 
movement the mass of tbe moving body is thought of not as 
increasing but as diminishing its velocity, so that his formula is 

MxD CFxT CF, 
Fx T = C, or D= ---xr-' or V= M' 

But this principle according to him is valid only when the ratio 
of force to mass moved remains constant or when the force 
increases relatively to the mass. 

(I) M can be halved and D doubled, F and T remaining the 
same. 

(2) M and T can be halved, F and D remaining the same. 
Since (3) D and T can be both halved or both doubled, F and 

M remaining the same, . 
. ' . (4) F and M can be halved, D and T remaining the same.' 
Since (5) M cannot be doubled and D halved, F and T 

remaining the same . 
. '. (6) Fand Dcannot be halved, Mand Tremainingthe same. 
(7) If F' moves M' distance D in time T, and FJI moves Mil 

distance D in time T, F' + F" move M' + Mil distance D in 
time T.' 

The enunciation of (5) and (6) is based by Aristotle on empirical 
grounds, e.g. on the fact that where a company of men can haul 
a ship a certain distance in a certain time, a single man may 
not be able to move it at all. He does not realize that this is 
due to friction, and speaks as if the mere weightiness of the 
object to be moved demanded a certain minimum force to move 
it at all. He does not contemplate a force acting on a mass 
and giving it a definite velocity of movement, which it then 
retains until some other force or some resistance brings its 
motion to an end or alters it. His general principle is that 
the continuance of imparted motion implies continued contact 

1 De Caeio 3 lOa 33. , F = force. 
3 Pltys. 249b 30- 250a 9. 4 ib. 2503.9-28. 
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between mover and moved; and when this seems not to be the 
case, as in the movement of a projectile, he falls back on some 
special explanation, such as that the air continues to impart 
movement to the moving body,l In the present passage, as 
the example of the ship-haulers t shows, he contemplates a force 
remaining in contact with the moving body. He sees correctly 
enough that the speed of the movement varies with the duration 
of th e application of the force, but fails to see that in the absence 
of a resisting medium and of friction the application of a force 
however small for a time however short would move a mass 
however great with a certain velocity. 

In another place,' as we have seen, Aristotle shows himself 
aware of the importance, in the theory of motion, of the nature 
of the medium, and indeed exaggerates its importance, making 
velocity inversely proportional to the density of the medium. 
He can hardly be supposed to have overlooked in the present 
passage 4 the existence of the resistance of the medium, and we 
must assume that he presupposes an identical medium to be 
present throughout. 

When he came to notice that though A moves B distance C 

in time D, A need not move 2 B (or ~ move B) distance f in 
2 2 

time D, Aristotle, if he had reasoned more profoundly, would 
have seen that this upset his original principle that if A moves 

B distance C in time D, A moves!!. precisely distance 2 C in 
2 

time D. ' He would have seen that his principle that velocity 
varies with force and inversely to mass moved, while true in 
itself (if we substitute acceleration for velocity), could not be 
the complete theory of the velocity of movement, and would 
have been led to suspect that the apparent breach of his prin· 
ciple was due to the interference of friction. He erred by 
underestimating the complexity of the problem. As Duhem 
well remarks/, 'Cette Dynarnique, en effet. semble s'adapter si 
heureusement aux observations courantes qu'elle ne pouvait 
manquer de s'imposer, tout d'abord, a I'acceptation des premiers 
qui aient specule sur les forces et les mouvements. 

(Au Piree, Aristote observe un groupe de haleurs; Ie corps 

1 ib. 266b 27-267R 20. !Ii ib. 250& 18. 

S Phys. iv. 8. 4 ib. vii. 5. B SJ1stbnedze Monde, i. 194- 5. 
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penche en avant, ils pesent <..Ie toute leur force sur un cable 
amarrt it la proue d'un bateau; lentement, la galere approche 
du rivage avec une vitesse qui semble con stante ; d'autres ha.leurs 
surviennent el, a la suite des premiers, s'attellent au cable; Ie 
vaisseau fend maintenant I'eau plus vite qu'il oe la fendait tout 
a !'heure; mais tout a coup, iI s'arrete; sa quille a touche Ie 
sable; les hommes qui etaient ~ssez nombreux et assez forts 
pour vaincre la resistance de I'eau ne peuvent surmonter Ie 
frottement de Ja coque sur Ie sable j pour tirer Ie bateau sur 
la greve, il leur faudra un nouveau renfort. Ne sont-ce pas la 
les observations qu'Aristote s'esl efforce de tracluire en langage 
math~matique ? 

( Pour que les physiciens en vicrment a rejeter la Dynamique 
d t Aristote et a construire la Dynamique mod erne, il leur faudra 
com prendre que les faits dont ils sont chaque jour les t~moins 
ne sont aucunement les faits simples, ~lementaires auxquels 
les lois fondamentales de la Dynamique se doivent immediate· 
ment appliquer; que la marche du navire tire par les ha.leurs, 
que Ie roulement, sur une route, de la voiture atteiee, doivent 
~tre regardes com me des mouvement.s d'une extreme com~ 
plexite i qu'un rl>ie de grande importance y est joue par des 
resistances dont les phenomenes vraiment simples doivent ~tre 
entierement exempts; en un mot, que pour formuler les prin
cipes de la science du mouvement, on doit, par abstraction, 
considerer un mobile qui, sous 1'action d'une force unique, se 
meut dans Ie vide. Or, de sa Dynamique, Aristote va juste
ment conclure qu'un tel mouvement est inconcevable: 

I-laving no conception of the First Law of Motion, Aristotle 
finds it necessary to offer some explanation of the fact that 
a body goes on moving after the body which moved it has 
ceased to be in contact with it. In vne passage I he says that 
this must be due either to u.vTLr.£pluracTL~ or to the fact that the 
impelled air pushes the body with a movement faster than its 
natural movement. The first explanation is that mooted by 
Plato in the Tima. .... s,' that the air which is dispelled by the 
moving body gathers in behind it and pushes it on. The 
second explanation, since it is distinguished from this, must be 
that there was from the start air between the propellant and 
the proj ectile, and that this pushes on the projectile so long as 

1 Pltys. 2ISa 14- 17. I 79 a-So c. 

\ 
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the motion imparted to it by the propellant is more vigorous 
than the natural motion of the projectile.1 Further, since 
Aristotle thinks of impressed movement not as a tendency to 
move for ever with a uniform velocity but as the property of 
moving a certain distance in a certain time and then coming to 
a stop, he naturally thinks of the movement as gradually losing 
velocity till it merges into immobility. Compulsory motion 
tends to decelerate, while natural motion tends to accelerate.' 

Apart from the defects of Aristotle's dynamics named above, 
perhaps his most serious error is his division of natural move
ment into two kinds, the rectilinear movement of the terrestrial 
elements and the rotatory movement of the celestial spheres. 
In regarding circular motion as being equally simple with 
rectilinear, he falls into a natural confusion between identity 
of direction and constant change of direction. This bifurcation, 
and the wider bifurcation of movement into natural and com
pulsory, are the main reasons why he failed to reach a correct 
and unified dynamical theory. Yet there is in Aristotle a 
hint at a true theory of rotation. In book vii !I he says there 
are four ways in which one body may be set in motion by 
another-pulling, pushing, carrying, and twirling or rotation. 
The accounts given of pulling and pushing imply that they act 
in a straight line to or from the motive agent 4; and rotation is 
said' to be compounded out of pulling and pushing, the motive 
agent pulling one part of the moving object and pushing another 
part. Here circular motion is in fact described as the resultant 
of two simple rectilinear movements. If Aristotle had extended 
this analysis to include the' natural J circular motion of the 
celestial spheres, he would have been on the track wh ich 
ultimately led to Newton's explanation of the movement of the 
planets. But in fact he always treats the rotation of the 
heavenly spheres as equally simple with rectiJinear motion.' 

The Four Causes. Chance, Necessity, 

We may now resume the thread of the argument in book ii. 
Aristotle next turns 1 to discuss what it is that is the precise 

I cr. PAys. 266b 27-26711"20, De Caelo 30Ib22-9. 
t Pltys. 230b 24, De Caelo 277b 6. 
4 ib. 18-b6. 
e Phys. 261 b 28-31, De Caeio 26Sb 17-19. 

ton D 

!I 24311. 17 . 
I! ib. 244ft 2. . .. 
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object of study to the student of nature. In particular, how does 
he differ from the mathematician? Physical bodies contain 
solids, planes, lines, points, which are the very things studied 
by the mathematician. But the mathematician studies them in 
abstraction from the fact that they are the limits of physical 
bodies. Though these things have no existence apart from 
physical bodies, we can study them in abstraction from the 
whole fact of change, and since they have a nature of their own, 
and consequential properties of their own, which are entirely 
independent of change, no error arises from their being studied 
in abstraction. It is a mistake, however, to suppose, as 
Aristotle accuses the Platonists of doing, that physical objects 
can be studied in abstraction from the fact of change. The 
difference between a mathematical and a physical object may 
be seen by comparing curvature with snubness. Curvature 
exists in physical bodies and (Aristotle would say) nowhere 
else; but it can be studied-the properties of various curves 
can be studied-in abstraction from the fact of change. Snub
ness, on the other hand, is a particular curvature in a particular 
sort of body. A certain kind of body, and therefore suscepti
bility to certain kinds of change, is involved in the very definition 
of snubness, and cannot properly be abstracted from when we 
study snubness. And in this respect flesh, bone, man, in short 
all the objects of the physicist's study, are like the snub. Each 
of them is a ,..oot: lv "'4Jo~-,t a particular form embodied in a par· 
ticular kind . of body which that form requires for its embodi
ment; they, and their attributes, are AOYOL €vvAm, enmattered 
forms.1 Not only physics, but even the more physical branches 
of mathematics- optics, harmonics, astronomy-study objects 
which no doubt have a mathematical character, but study them 
in respect of their physical attributes. 

Since the objects of physics are essentially complexes of 
matter and form, it follows that physics must take account both 
of their matter and of their form. But Aristotle implies that it 
is only f up to a certain point' that it studies each of these.3 It 
is not made very clear in his account how this point is fixed. 
But we may perhaps say that in studying any particular 
complex of form a with matter b, physics must know what kind 

I Met. I030bI8, I036bZ3. 

3 Pkys. 194a. 23, b 9. 
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of matter that form needs for its embodiment, and what form 
that matter is fitted to embody, as a doctor (though he is not a 
natural philosopher or physicist but an artist, whose task, how· 
ever, is in this respect akin to that of the physicist) I must know 
both the nature or definition of health so far as that can be 
stated without reference to any kind of matter, and also th e 
kind of matter in which that nature can be embodied, viz. f bile 
and phlegm '. On the other hand, qua studying a in b, the 
physicist is not bound to know what further ends a conduces to, 
nor what more primitive matter b is composed of. It is enough 
that he should know a and b in their relation of form to matter, 
of end to means, of actuality to potentiality. 

It is easy to see the agreement between this account of the 
nature of physics and that given in the Metaphysics,' where 
(ltwpl]nKTJ bnunJJLl] is divided into physics, dealing with XIJJPlCTTfJ. 
aX).' OVK tlK{VfJTa, things that have separate, substantial existence, 
but involve movement in their being, and therefore matter, 
which is the potentiality of movement; mathematics, dealing 
with uKlIIT}Ta JLf:V 011 XWptCTTo' Sf: iCTW~ aXA' W~ Ell vAn, things that 
are devoid of movement but have no separate existence, but 
only exist as embodied ill matter j and theology, which deals 
with XWptUTo. Kal uKLvT}Ta, pure forms that exist separately and 
exempt from change (viz. God and the beings that move the 
heavenly spheres). A typical example of physics as thus 
conceived is Aristotle's psychology, which is really psycho· 
physics, in which both body and soul, and the relation between 
them, are held constantly in view. In intention at least, all 
Aristotle's physical treatises adhere to this programme. The 
form or end is always in the forerront j the method of treatment, 
particularly in the biological works, is predominantly teleologi. 
cal. But constant regard is also had to the material structure 
by which and by which alone the ends of nature can be realized. 

Aristotle next points out that, since the object of physics is to 
understand natural change or process, in other words to know 
why it takes place, the physicist must inquire what are the 
various kinds of ainoll. aiTtOV must not here be understood 
as meaning I cause'; for the several aiTta are not causes in the 
sense of furnishing complete explanations of natural processes. 
It is on ly the union of them all that furnishes a complete 
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explanation, and severally they are merely necessary conditions 
of natural process. 

The chapter in which they are expounded' is repeated, but for 
its beginning and its end, in Met. a. 2, and it is impossible to say 
with certainty whether it was in its context in the Phys£cs or as 
part of his philosophical lexicon ·that Aristotle lirst formulated 
his doctrine. But it is to the Physics and not to book t:. that he 
refers in the Metaphysics' as the place in which the doctrine 
has been already expounded, and the exposition arises naturally 
enough out of its context in the Physics. In i. 5- 8 Aristotle 
has pointed out that everything that comes to be is a union of 
form and matter, that these are at least among the necessary 
conditions of its coming to be. The same two elements have 
been in ii. I described as being the two meanings of the word 
l nature', and in ii . 2 he has described physics as necessarily 
studying both. These reappear in ii. 3 as the constituent 
elements S in everything that comes to be by nature, and he 
adds to them the external conditions of natural process-the 
efficient and the final cause. 

Though these are here distinguished from one another and 
from the formal cause, and are distinguished from the latter as 
external from internal conditions of change, Aristotle tells us 
later that all three t often coincide '.4 This is clear enough as 
regards the formal and the final cause. In the case of the 
building of a house, one and the same thing, 'capacity to shelter 
living bodies and goods " 1\ is at the same time the internal factor 
which distinguishes the house from the bricks and mortar 
which are its proximate matter, and an external condition of 
the house's coming to be, the final cause which draws the 
builder on to his act of building. And so, too, in the case of 
natural as opposed to artistic process, the form which charac
terizes the product is also that at which nature was unconsciously 
aiming when it produced the product. The identity of the 
efficient with the formal cause is less obvious. The concrete 
things cited as examples of the efficient cause-' the person 
who advised a course of action, the father who begot a child, 
the maker and in general the cause of change J 6-sound. very 
different from the abstractions cited as instances of the formal 

J ii.3. 
4 198a 24. 

s 983a 33, 98 Sa J 2, 988H. 22, 993a I I. 

, Mel. I043a 16. 
3 195a 19. 

, I94b 30-2. 
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cause, e.g. the ratio of 2 to I as formal cause of the harmony of 
a note with its octave. ' Yet the general principle holds good ;
af' f.K TOU 81Jva.p.f.t 0117"010 ylyllETQt 'TO f.llfPYE{9- ~y lnrO il/fPYEr€!- 010'1"05.2 

That which potentially has a certain form comes to have it 
actually only through the actual presence of that (orm in the 
motive agent. But the form is present as efficient cause in 
different manners according as the process is natural and un
conscious, or artistic and intelligent. In natural process the 
form is literally present in the efficient cause. That which 
produces the form of heat in other things does so by possessing 
the form of heat itself; that which produces the form of man in 
another being produces it by possessing the form of man itself. 
The form is that which is really efficient in the concrete efficient 
cause. In the case of artistic production the form is not present 
in the efficient cause as qualifying this; that which produces a 
house is not itself a house. But the form is present in the 
builder as being known by him and as filling his mind. Pn'ma 
facie we might say that the efficient cause of a house is a man, 
but if we look more closely we see that it is a builder, and if we 
look marc closely still we see that it is the building art, in other 
words the form of house as known, that is the efficient cause.' 
Thus one thing, the form, functions both as a component in that 
which is produced, as its final cause, and as the really efficient 
element in its efficient cause. 

We do not know how Aristotle arrived at the doctrine of the 
four causes; where we find the doctrine in him, we find it not 
argued for but presented as self·evident. He may have reached 
it by direct reflection on instances of natural process and ot 
artistic production. But if so, the reflection was aided by the 
work of his predecessors; just as the doctrine of the categories 
was apparently the result of a direct attempt at classifying the 
contents of the universe, but was undoubtedly aided by Plato's 
recognition now of substance and again of quality or relation 
as main forms of being. The material cause, as Aristotle him
self points out,' is writ large in the whole history of early Greek 
philosophy. The efficient cause was implicitly recognized by 
Empedocles and Anaxagoras when they introduced love and 
strife, or reason, as moving principles. The formal cause was 

1 ib. 27-9. 
, 195 b 21 - 5· 
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recognized most clearly in the Theory of Ideas. The final 
cause, Aristotle says,l was not recognized in its true nature by any 
of his predecessors. He says elsewhere' that Plato used only 
the material and the formal cause. He strangely and grudgingly 
ignores the many passages in Plato which emphasize the 
efficient cause-the self-movi ng saul of the Phaedrus ' and the 
Laws/ the demiurgus of the Sopftistes Ii and the T~'maeus/, the 
niTta nj~ p1~(wr; of the Plti/ebus'" i and the many references to a 
final cause-the ultimate good or ov XaptV of the Pltt'lebus, 8 the 
object of the creator's purpose in the Tt"maeus 9 and th e Laws,llI 
In the Phtlebus 11 the material cause, the formal, the efficient (TO 
a.7r£LPOV, 7T'EpaS, 7] ai.Tta 'T~ .. p..t~(w .. ) are all to be found. In the 
T1'maeus the v7ro8oX~ and the 7T'upa8dyp..uuL answer to the material 
and the formal cause, the 0TJfLLOvpyor; and the object of his bene· 
ficent purpose to the efficient and the final. But Aristotle did 
not find anywhere in Plato the statement that in all change all 
four causes are needed. 

I n his account of the aina 12 Aristotle interpolates a discussion 
of chance-not that he thinks chance is a vera causa, but 
because it is often so regarded. IS 

He reaches his theory of chance by a series of approximations. 
To begin with, we may note that in chs. 4 and 5 ruX1J and TO 
aVT6p.aTOY are used almost indiscriminately, with only occasional 
suggestions that there is a difference between them, and that it 
is only in ch. 6 that they are carefully distinguished_ When 
they are distinguished, it becomes clear that TO aVT6p.n.TolI has a 
specific usage in which it stands for something different from 
rVXYJ, and a generic usage in which it includes both ruX1J and TO 
QiJT6PQTOY in the specific sense. We may perhaps use f chance' 
as equivalent to TO aVTOPQTOY in its generic sense, and f luck' to 
stand for rVX1J; we have no very natural English equivalent for 
TO aVT6pQTOY in its specific sense, but may perhaps call this 
I random '. 

After pointing out in eh. 4 the variety of views held by earlier 
thinkers about chance, Aristotle proceeds in eh . 5 to give his 
own account of its nature. He first points out that I some 

1 ib. 988b 6- 16. 
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things happen always in the same way, others for the most 
part '0 I.e. there are observable sequences which can be for· 
mulated quite rigidly in the form' a is followed by b', and 
others which can only he formulated in the form I a is usually 
followed by b', Aristotle is not contending that there is any 
lack of necessity in the causation of b in the latter case. ]t may 
well be that there is an absolute rule' a when accompanied by 
x is always followed by b '. He is simply pointing to the fact 
that there are nameable conditions (or sets of conditions) a which 
are usually but not always followed by a certain result b. There 
are, then, also cases in which such conditions are followed by 
results other than their normal results. As a first approximation, 
he identifies chance sequences with such cases. I But this is only 
an approximation to the truth. He proceeds to a further 
division of events into those that happen (lIfKa T OV and those 
that do not. It is impossible to make sense of his doctrine of 
chance if we ta ke EY£Ka 'TOU to have here its natural meaning of 
'for a purpose '. Things that happen (II(Ko. TOU are ' those that 
might be done as a result of thought and those that might 
happen as a result of nature ',2 i.e. those that produce end-like 
results. Now, events being divided (A) into (1) 'TU 0.(1 waavT(lJ~ 
yty.,6fl£Ya, (2) Tn W~ Ed 'To. "OAV, (3) 'To. 1iapa TaiiTa, and (B) into (I) 
Ta ;Y(l(a TOll (those having end-like results) and (2) TU p..q €1I(Ka TOU, 
it is obviously possible that some events in class A (3) are also 
in class B (I). Such events are chance events. Further, if we 
consider class A (3), where a is followed by an unusual result 
c, we can see that a does not as such cause c (for if it did, it would 
always cause it). It must be followed by C KaT" <TV".fJ'fJ~KO<, 

in virtue of a concomitant, as when some one who is pale or 
musical builds a hOllse not qua pale or musical but because of 
the concomitance of capacity to build with paleness or musical
ness. Thus Ka'TU uvp.f3f.f37JKO<; can take the place of p.-/p-' af.t p.~()' 
W~ (1it 'TO 1iOAV in the definition of chance.3 A typical example of 
chance is the following :-M goes to the market-place, say, to 
hear the news. N, who is in M's debt,lhappens at the same 
time to be in the market-place and to have just recovered a debt 
from O. M's going to the market·place leads, by virtue of Ns 
concomitant presence there, to the result that M recovers his 
debt from N, a result which is end·like because M would have 

I t 96h 10-17. ! ib. 21 - 2. 
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sought to produce it by going to the market-place if he had 
known that N was to be there and in funds,l 

Aristotle complicates his statement by anticipating the dis
tinction between nJX'} and 'TO ClbTOJUlTOV which is professedly 
deferred to ch_ 6. The end-like result that occurs in the case in 
question is, he says, f not one of the causes in the man himself, 
but one of the objects of choice or thought '. This is an 
obscure way of saying that the result in question is one that 
would normally be produced not as the result of an internal 
(and, we may add, blind) impulse, such as that by which living 
things grow and conduct their organic processes, but as the 
result of voluntary aiming at an imagined end. This is precisely 
what distinguishes 'TVX1} from TO a:irrofAClTOV in its specific sense; 
and a consideration of this instance leads to the definition 
7, TUX!! «lTla. I(ClTQ (Tl)P.{3£/31}KO" iv TOtS KClTa. 7rPOa.{pEUtV 'TWV (lIE/C£t 'TOlJ.

2 

This distinction is developed in eh. 6. Of chance events, 
those are said to be matters of luck which happen to beings 
capable of intelligent action/ i.e. to adult human beings.· But 
animals and lifeless things may be said to do things by clla"ce; 
a horse which loses its rider in battle} by chance (a:uT6"'Q:TO~) runs 
back to a place of safety; a tripod by" chance falls into a position 
in which it can be sat on. Random events are those in which 
the behaviour or movement of irrational or lifeless things} 
owing to the concomitance of some external cause, B produces a 
result which though end-like was not actually aimed at. 

The differentia which distinguishes random from lucky events 
is most clearly seen, says Aristotle,6 in events that happen by 
nature. When by some natural force an end·like result is pro
duced in a way contrary to the usual course of nature} that is a 
typical case of TO atrro",aTOY as opposed to 'TO a,1TO -nJX'1f1. But this 
is distinguished from the kind of random event mentioned 
above. There the concomitant which was operative was some
thing external to the thing in question; some feature of the 
path, for instance, which led the horse to take it rather than 
another. l-Jere the operative concomitant is something in the 
nature of the thing itself. This type of random event is left 
without illustration, but we can get some help from the dis
cussion in Mel. Z. We see from that that the type of event 

, l!)6b 33- 197' 3. 
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Aristotle has in mind is spontaneous generation, which in his 
view is due to the fact that matter of certain kinds, such as 
rotting earth, dew, or mud, I has in it the power of initiating a 
change in itself which transforms it into a living thing, and thus 
simulates the process of natural generation from seed.' 

The general upshot is cIear. Aristotle recognizes the existence 
of chance, not as a cause or type of cause, nor as a breach in 
necessary causation, but as a type of sequence whose general 
character is that an action or movement, by virtue of some con
comitant that happens to accompany it, exceptionally produces 
a result which, though it was not aimed at, is of a kind that 
might naturally have been aimed at. It is a name for sequences 
that simulate the conscious purposiveness of human action, or 
the unconscious teleology of nature. Its essence lies, according 
to Aristotle, not in the absence of a necessary connexion between 
antecedents and results, but in the absence of fmal causation, in 
cases in which the result is so strikingly end-like as to suggest 
to an uninformed observer the presence of final causation. Not 
that final causation is in such cases absent. M and N both go 
to the market-place for purposes of thei r own_ But M does not 
go there for the end which, neve rtheless, owing to Ns also 
going there, supervenes on M's going. 

It will be seen that bad luck does not fit easily into th is 
account. Unlucky events certainly do not suggest or simulate 
purposive action on the part of the person concerned. We can 
bring in bad luck only as a kind of appendix to Aristotle's 
account of luck; unlucky sequences are those that sugges t and 
simulate purposive action by a hostile agent, as lucky events 
suggest and simulate purposive action by the person himsel! 
who experiences the lucky event. 

Having enumerated the four causes, and shown that chance 
is not a separate cause but the operation of an efficient cause,' 
which produces by the aid of a concomitant an end-like though 
not aimed-at result, Aristotle proceeds ~ to discuss the use which 
physics should make of the four causes_ Incidentally he notes 
that the four causes are normally reducible to two. If we were 
dealing with unchangeable entities, such as the objects 01 

mathematics, our explanation would be by means of the formal 

I cr. Bonitz, Index, 124 b 3-22. 
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cause,t and no question of a material, a final, or an efficient 
cause would arise j the possession of any given attribute by any 
type of figure is to be explained by showing that the attribute is 
involved in the form or definition of the figure. But where we 
are deaJing with things subject to change (as in physics we 
always are) the formal cause is at the same time the final cause; 
i.e. the essence or characteristic nature of each species of thing 
is to be regarded as the end which nature in producing that 
thing aims at. And the formal or final cause is also identical 
with the efficient i the presence of the form in one member of 
the species is to be explained by the previous presence of the 
same form in another mem ber of the species; it is one man qua 
possessing the form of man that becomes the efficient cause of 
the birth of another man; it is one thing possessing heat that 
becomes the efficient cause of heat in another thing. 

Most inquirers about nature, Aristotle remarks, ignore this im
plication of formal and final causation in efficient causation . They 
merely try to trace the sequence of events, and in particular to 
find the direct and the remote efficient and material causes. 2 But 
we must recognize, besides the efficient causes which merely 
transmit movement they have themselves received, and which 
are members of the same species as that on which they act, two 
agents that are subject to no movement, viz. the being which is 
the ultimate originator of movement, and the formal or final 
cause, which, though embodied in transient individuals of the 
species, is itself eternal and unchangeable. The importance of 
recognizing the prime mover, and of recognizing the formal-final 
cause implicit in efficient causation, is the chief moral Aristotle 
wishes to emphasize. 

His emphasizing of the final cause brings him into conflict ~ 
with the view, of which he takes Empedocles as representative, 
that everything in nature is a matter of mechanical causation, 
of necessity operating a tergo. I t is agreed that the rain which 
now swells the crops and now sweeps them to destruction does 
not fall for either of these purposes, but because clouds when 
cooled must fall in rain. Similarly, Empedocles suggests, the 
parts of animals and of plants, which are so well adapted to 
their functions, are nevertheless produced by mechanical 
causation. Aristotle replies that occasional adaptation might 

I 198a 16-18. 2 I98a 33- 5. ~ ii. 8. 
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well be treated as due to chance (which, as we have seen, is the 
unreal appearance of purposiveness), but that it is of the 
nature of chance events to be exceptional, while everything or 
almost everything in nature has the appearance of adaptation to 
purpose. That end·like results should be co"stantly produced 
in the absence of final causation would be too extraordinary a 
coincidence to be credible. Aristotle further points to the 
analogy between the processes by which nature and art re
spectively produce their products, and infers that since art, 
which finds in nature the models it seeks to imitate, is manifestly 
purposive, so too must nature be. He points to conspicuous 
instances of adaptation-to the instinct of spiders, ants, and 
swallows, to the protection of the fruits of plants by the leaves, 
to the movement of the roots downwards, where their nutriment 
is to be found-and claims that all this is evidence of the 
operation of a final cause, and that occasional failures of 
adaptation in nature, such as monstrous births, are no more 
evidence of lack of purpose in nature than the failures of art are 
evidence of lack of purpose in the artist. If chance ruled in 
nature, any kind of animal should be liable to give birth to any 
other, but nothing is more obvious than the tendency of animals 
and plants to breed true to type. The absence of any evidence 
of deliberation is no indication of the absence of teleology, for 
art also moves straight to its goal without deliberation. In fact 
the only difference between art and nature is that in artistic 
activity agent and patient are disjoined, while in natural activity 
they are conjoined in one individual, so that when per accidens 
the agent and the patient of artistic action are conjoined, as 
when a physician heals himself, we get a true picture of the 
working of nature; and if art is purposive, so is nature. 

It is not the case, Aristotle maintains,1 that in nature there 
is an absolute necessitation working from pre·existing causes to 
effects; to say that is like saying that a wall is produced 
necessarily by the sinking of its heavy materials to the bottom 
and the rising of its light materials to the top. There is only 
an ex hypothesi necessitation; if certain results are to be 
achieved, certain preconditions must be present. It is not the 
form or result that is necessitated by the matter, but the matter 
and the processes in it that are necessitated by the result that 

lii·9· 
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nature aims at, the form that is to be achieved. Though th e 
physicist must take account both of the material and of the 
formal-final cause, it is the latter that must chiefly interest him, 
since it is the prius which necessitates the other. Here again, 
the analogy between nature and art holds good. As the purpose 
for which a house exists necessitates the materials that are to 
be used, so the form of man requires certain organs, these require 
certain tissues, and these in turn require the presence of the 
, simple bodies' in a certain proportion. I ndeed the bond of 
union between the form to be achieved and the materials to be 
used is so close that the appropriate materials become part at 
the very definition of the product; I even in the definition there 
are parts which form the quasi-material element of the 
definition.) I 

Chat/ge. 

Books iii and iv form a continuous treatise, dealing with 
change, and with subjects which necessarily arise in the con
sideration of change-the infinite, place, the void, time. 

The existence of change, Aristotle points out, depends on 
the fact that while certain things never exist except in fulfilment 
or actuality, others exist potentially before they exist actually. 
The distinction of actuality and potentiality can be found wilhin 
each of the categories. There is nothing in the world which 
overrides the categories and is neither a substance nor a quantity 
nor a quality nor in any other category; and from this it 
follows that there is no such thing as change which overrides the 
distinction of the categories and is not change in respect either 
of subslance or of quantity or of some other category. But there 
is not change in respect of all the categories, but in respect of 
four only-substance, quantity, quality, place; the reason for 
this is given later. Within each category two poles are to be 
distinguished: in substance there is form and privation, in 
quantity completeness and incompleteness, in place up and down; 
in quality there are no general names for the poles, but a variety 
of contraries is to be found, such as white and black. This 
polarity gives rises to the two forms of change in respect of 
substance, acquisition of form and loss of form, or generation 
and destruction; to the two forms of change of quantity, growth 

I 200b 7-
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and diminution; to the two forms of natural locomotion (rotation 
being here overlooked), movement up and down; and to a 
variety of pairs of opposed changes of quality. 

Change is always the actualization of potentiality as such. In 
any subject of change we may distinguish two elements which 
are factually united but conceptually distinct, its actual a·ness 
(say the bronzeness of a piece of bronze) and its capacity of 
being transformed into a b (say a statue). Change is the actuali
zation, not of its a-ness (which is actual before the change begins) 
but of its capacity to become b. For the actualization of this 
capacity must be either the change which transforms a into b, or 
the b which is thus produced; but it cannot be the latter, for by 
the time the latter exists, the capacity of being transformed into 
b has ceased to exist and is no longer being actualized. Change 
is to be identified neither with a nor with h, but with the transi· 
tion from a to b. Being the actualization of a potentiality, 
it exists only while the potentiality is being actualized and is 
not yet fully actualized; it is an actualization which at every 
moment of its existence is incomplete. 1 

The imparting of change is achieved by contact, and is 
therefore normally mutual. Its complete formulation is this :
m, which is actually x and potentially y, imparts x-ness to n, 
which is actually y and potentially x, while n simultaneously 
imparts y-ness to ",.' But Aristotle keeps the way open for the 
doctrine of the prime unmoved mover, by the limiting statement 
that it is only that which imparts change "'VITlKW, that is itself 
also changed .' Finally, he points out that within each change 
we may distinguish two moments or elements, factually united 
but conceptually distinct. Each change is at once the actualiza
tion in the patient of the agent's capacity of imparting change, 
and the actualization by the agent of the patient's capacity of 
suffering change (TOUOE £V 1'~OE and ToiioE lnroToiioE).4 

In the account of change in book iii KtV'Y/CTlI) and I'ETa{3oX-q are 
not distinguished from one another; both words are used as 
names for change in general, including the four varieties 
generation and destruction, aJteration, growth and diminution, 
and locomotion. But in book iv a hint is dropped that this 
identification is only provisionaP This hint is taken up in 
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book VI where p..f.Ta.f3oA~ is used as the generic term, and l({l'71CTL<; 

is distinguished from it as including the latter three kinds of 
change but not generation and destruction. Aristotle starts by 
distinguishing the type of case in which a given subject A can 
be said to change 1<0.0' a&&, from two other types of case: 
(r) change Ka'TU CTVP.{3f.f3TJKO .. , viz. the type of case in which A is 
said to change because B, of which A is a concomitant, changes, 
e.g. when we say TO p..01)ULKOy /1ao('n because a person who 
happens to be musical walks; (2) change KaTa Il-/po<;, viz. the 
type of case in which A is said to change because B, which is 
a part of A, changes, e.g. when a living body is said to be cured 
because the eye or the chest is cured.1 The essential or proper 
cause oj change is similarly distinguished from the accidental 
and (as we may call it) the inclusive (KUTa p.£p<J<) cause of change.' 

The elements involved in change are next enumerated
agent, patient, time, tenninus a quo, tennintts ad quem; and the 
distinction of the essential from the accidental and the inclusive 
is shown to be applicable to the termini as well as to the agent 
and the patient.s Essential change is asserted to be not between 
any chance termini, but either between contraries or their inter
mediates(i.e. between contraries, o~ between one of two contraries 
and a state intermediate between the two contraries, or between 
two intermediates between one pair of contraries), or between 
contradictories:' Putting the matter otherwise, we may say that 
change must be (I) from a positive term A to a positive term B, 
or (2) from a positive term A to its contradictory not·A, or 
(3) from a negative term not·A to its contradictory A, or (4) from 
a negative term not-A to a negative term not-B. But (4) is in 
fact ruled out, since here there is no opposition between the 
two terms; not-B is neither the contrary nor the contradictory of 
not-A. Case (3) is described as ylvf.ut~, but of this two varieties 
are recognized. The genesis of a quality is ylVEU{~ 'Tl<;, that of 
a substance ylVf.UL<; a.1T'.\:ij. Case (2) is described as cp(}opa., which 
is similarly divided into two kinds.~ Now ylVf.UL<; is not K{VYjUL<;, 

since KtV7]Ut<; implies the existence, throughout the KtV7]UL<;, of that 
which KtVfi'rul, while ylVf.UL<; implies the original non-existence 
of that which y{YVErUt; and besides, that which KLVf.crUL is always 
somewhere, while that which y{YVETUt is originally nowhere. 

1 224a 21-30. z ib. 30-4. 8 ib. 34-b 26 . 
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And fjJ6opa. is not K'V'I']Ut'>, because the contrary of a I(tV1]CTt5 is always 
either another x{vY]Ut .. or an ~PEP.{Q, while the contrary of a ~9opa 
is a yiv«",. It follows that only case (I), the passage from a 
positive state to the contrary positive state (or an intermediate), 
is x{v"'1U't'i. 

It will be noticed that there is an overlapping here between 
1£11(17(5 and K{v71U(S. For the passage from not-white to white, 
which would usually be called aAAotW(rtS, i.e. a form of x{v7JUtS, is 
included under 1£1'(0"(5, though only as Y£VEut .. TtS. In fact one 
and the same change may be considered from two points of view. 
It may be considered as the passage of a subject from blackness 
to whiteness, and then it will be called a K{Y7/Ut<;. Or it may be 
considered (more abstractly) as the coming into being of a par
ticular instance of whiteness, and then it will be called yiVEU{<; ns. 
Aristotle more often considers it in the former light, and limits 
yEV£Ul~ to what he here calls y;'v£Ut~ a7rAij, the coming into being 
of a substance. 

Though the subject of yf.VEUL~ is here called, in distinction from 
the subject of K{V7J(n~, a J.l~ OV, it must not be supposed that 
Aristotle considers yf.VEO'L~ to be the emergence of something out 
of nothing. A hint is dropped that the subject of yf.VEO'L'i is only 
per accidens a p..~ ov/ and this has been definitely stated in book i.2 
In 'Yf.vC(n~ what happens is that prime matter characterized by a 
certain set of attributes comes to be characterized by another 
set of attributes. But since prime matter is not a thing, but 
only an element recognized by analysis as involved in the being 
of a thing, and since anything, to be anything, must have certain 
indispensable attributes (at the very least, either dryness or 
wetness, and either heat or cold) as well as prime matter, when 
prime matter loses one set of attributes and gains a new set 
there is no thing that persists through the change, and therefore 
no K{Vl]Ul" but one thing ceases to be and another comes into 
being. 

Since there are certain ultimate categories of being, it follows 
that any K{Vy/O'l, must be in respect of one or other of the 
categories, and the main kinds of K{Vy/UL, will be discovered by 
noting the categories in respect of which it can take place. 
Aristotle assumes here a list of categories shorter than the 
complete list which he offers in the Organon.s KEi.u(JaL and fXHV 
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are not mentioned; it may be supposed that he had come to 
think of them as reducible to one or more of the other categories. 
Further, 1rOt(t" and 1rclOXEt" are treated as a single category, and 
'TrOT£. is omitted/ no doubt because time has already been noted t 

as standing in quite a different relation to change, viz. as that 
in which all change takes place. 

There remain the categories of substance, relation, action and 
passion, quality, place, quantity. Now there is no K{Jlf1U{~ in 
respect of substance, because a substance has no contrary. 
Change in respect of relation canuot be one of the primary 
kinds of change, because it is always incidental to change in 
some other respect. Change' of agent and patient' might be 
interpreted as meaning either change of which the subject is 
an action or passion, or change of which the termini are actions 
or pass ions. But an action or passion cannot be a persisting 
subject of change; what we might be tempted to call a change 
in an action or in a passion is (so Aristotle would say) the 
replacement of one action or passion by another. And change 
of which the termini are actions or passions is always incidental 
to change which has termini of another order; e.g. the change 
from getting ill to getting well is incidental to two changes of 
quality, getting ill and getting well. Thus we are left with 
change of quality, change of quantity, change of place as the 
fundamental kinds of 1({Y1Jaw. 

The l11fillite. · 
The discussion of movement naturally leads to the discussion 

of the infinite; for movement is continuous, and the continuous 
is naturally thought of as the infinitely divisible.' Not only 
with regard to movement itself, but with regard to spatial 
extensions and time, which are involved in the nature of move
ment, the question presents itself, whether they are finite or 
infinite. 5 Aristotle finds that many of his predecessors have 
assumed the existence of the infinite. The Pythagoreans and 
Plato assume the existence of an infinite whose nature is just to 
be infinite; some of the more genuinely physical philosophers 

I if our reading is right in ~25b 6. ' 224- 35. 
a I regret that Dr Edel's full and acute discussion of Aristotle's theory 
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assume a primary body-water or air or an intermediate
which has the characteristic of being infinite ; others, like 
Anaxagoras and Democritus, who believe in an infinity of 
elements, suppose that they form together an infinite whole. 1 

Aristotle has little difficulty in disposing of the belief in an 
infinite which is just infinite without being either an infinite 
extension or an infinite plurality, I and turns to consider the 
question which is appropriate to physics, viz. whether there 
can be an infinite body. He refutes its possibility first by the 
general consideration that it is the nature of any body to be c; 

bou.nded by a surface; and remarks incidentally that a similar 
consideration shows an infinite number to he imposs ible, viz. 
the consideration that it is the nature of number to be counted, ,!,' 
i.e. traversed completely in thought.' More detailed arguments 
follow. (I) An infinite body cannot be (a) composite. For no 
one element in it could be infinite and the rest finite, or the 
infinite element would destroy those that were finite. Nor can 
each of the elements be infinite, since each is limited by all the 
rest. Nor (b) can an infinite body be simple. There cannot 
be an infinite body distinct from the four familiar I simple 
bodies J; for there is no body distinct from them. Nor can 
anyone of them be or become infinite; for change is from 
contrary to contrary and implies that the material universe is 
not an undifferentiated simple body-let alone the question oj 
its infinity: 

(2) The same conclusion follows from a consideration of the 
movemC1t/ of parts of the supposed infinite body. Suppose first 
that the whole body is homogeneous. Then it will have an 
infinite region proper to it, and there is no reason why any part 
of it should move to or rest in any part of this region rather 
than any other; while obviously no part of its body occupies 
the whole of the region. Suppose then that the infinite body 
is flot homogeneous. Its differentiated parts will have to be 
either finite or infinite in number. They cannot be finite in 
number; for then (to make the whole infinite) one or more of 
them would have to be infinite in extent, and then the infinite 
part or parts would destroy the finitp-. Nor can they be 
infinite in number i for then there would have to be an infinite 

1 ib. 36-203b 2 . ' 204a 8-34. J 204b 1-10. 

t ib. 10- 2°567. 
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number of regions proper to them, but the regions are limited 
in number, since space has three dimensions and no more.' 

(3) An infinite body is incompatible with the observed tendency 
of all bodies to move either up or down, according as they are 
light or heavy. This tendency shows th e existence of absolute 
distinctions in space i but in the infinite space which an infinite 
body would need, there would be no absolute distinctions of up 
and down, before and behind, right and left. ' 

On the other hand, if we deny outright the existence of 
infinity, we are faced with equal difficulties. Time will have a 
beginning and an end i spatial magn itudes will not be divisible 
without limit into spatial magnitudes; number will not be 
infinite. An intermediate lin e must therefore be adopted. So 
far as spatial magnitude is concerned, there is no actual infinite; 
spatial magnitude is unHmited, ,however, in its potentiality of 
being successively divided. This potentiality must not be taken 
to be, as most potentialities are (like the bronze's potentiality of 
becoming a s tatue), one that can ever be completely realized; 
it can only be progressively and partially realized. There could 
never be a time at which a spatial magnitude would have been 
divid ed into an infinite number of parts; its infinity consists 
only in the fact that into however many parts it has been 
divided, it can be divided into more. It can only have the 
kind of realization that a day or a contest can have, a progres
sive and successive realization; with this difference, however, 
that in these cases each partial realization has ceased to be 
whe n its successor exists, while in the progressive division of 
a spatial whole each part still exis ts when its successor has 

, come into being. I ncidentally, the infinite potentiality of 
division involves an infinite potentiality of addition. For when 
we divide a whole line into halves, the second half into halves, 
the fourth quarter into halves, and so on, we generate not only 
the series j, 1, ! ... but also the series !, i+!, l+!+i .... 

Thus the infinite exists I potentiaIly and by way of exhaustion, 
(though it also exists actually, in the way in which we say that a 
day or a contest exists actually); and its potential existence is akin 
to that of matter, and not a capacity of separate existence like 
that ofa finite thing'. 3 The statement is a difficult one, but the 
suggestion seems to be that, if we pursue the path of division 

1 205" 8_b 1. 2 205b 14-206" 7. s 206b 12- 16 
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Oha{pEo"l~) or exhaustion (Ka6'a{p£o-tli), taking first half of a given 
finite whole, then half of what is left, and so on, an infinite 
series is not merely potentially involved in the finite whole, but 
can be progressively and partially realized, as a day or a contest 
not only exists potentially before it has begun, but is a lso 
brought into being by its parts successively coming into being; 1 

while on the other hand the potentiality of being of this infinite 
series is not such that it could ever come to be completely 
realized so that we could have it before us as we can have 
a finite thing.' Its potentiality is rather akin to that of matter, 
which exists not separately hut on ly as realized in a succession 
of things concrete of matter and form. 

The additive series i, i+!, i+!+l · .. is potentially infinite 
because, however far we have gone, we can go s till farther 
in tracing it; but it is not the case that in tracing it we can find 
a term greater than any assigned magnitude (as in tracing the 
series " t, l··· we can get a term less than any assigned magni
tude) ; we only approach the finite whole (represented by r) of 
which we are gradually taking in more and more.3 There is 110 

infinitely great spatial magnitude, and no infinitely small spatial 
magnitude, but there is a magnitude than which there is none 
greater (viz. th at of the material universe), while there is no 
magn itude than which there is none smaller (for Aristotle holds 
firmly to the infinite divisibility of space, and firmly discards 
the doctrine of indivisible lines) ,4 

Ari stotle refuses to accept the identification of the infinite 
with the complete or whole ~ or all-inclusive.fi The infinite is 
not that which has nothing beyond it but that of which there 
is always something beyond.? An infinite as such would not 
be complete (TEAf:WV); for what is complete must have an end 
(rEAo!».' I The infinite element in the complete consti tution of 
a magnitude is matter, that which is potentially a whole, but 
not actually . . . and is a whole and limited not in its own nature 
but in virtue of something else J 9_ a hard saying which we may 
perhaps interpret thus: what is infinite, in the only sense in 
which Aristotle admits infinity to belong to spatial magnitudes, 
i.e. infinite divisibility, is never the whole of any whole. It is 

1 Cf. 206323- 5. 
4 2068. 17. 

7 ib . I. 

2 Cf. z06a 18-21. 
II 20 78.9. 
lib. 14. 

9 206b 16-22. 
II ib. 19. 
9 ib.21-4. 
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matter, an element present in all wholes, but not enough to 
constitute them wholes; to make a whole it must be supple
mented by a definite form. 

When we pass from spatial magnitudes to number, in one 
respect we find an exactly opposite situation. There is a 
greatest magnitude but no smallest; there is a smallest number 
but no greatest. That there is a smallest number follows from 
the fact that number is a system built up on the basis of a unit 
taken as indivisible, and finding its lower limit in the unit. 
That there is no largest number follows from the fa ct that 
there is no limit to the bisection of spatial magnitude. But it 
must not be supposed that because there is no finite number 
than which there is not a greater number, there is actually 
existent an infinite number greater than all finite numbers. 
The infinity of the number series consists in the fact that 
however far we have counted, we can count still farther; it is 
a potential infinity, only capable of successive and partial 
realization, like that of time.1 

Aristotle claims that his denial of an actual infinite does no 
injury to mathematical theory. It is enough for mathematicians, 
he says, if they may conceive of a finite line as great as they 
wish to make it.2 On this Sir Thomas Heath remarks S that 
f Aristotle's denial of even the potential existence of a sum of 
magnitudes which shall exceed every definite magnitude was 
... inconsistent with the lemma or assumption used by Eudoxus 
in his method of exhaustion '. But if we take the lemma as 
quoted by Heath,' f II of unequal lines, unequal surfaces, or 
unequal solids, the greater exceeds the less by such a magni
tude as is capable, if added (continually) to itself, of exceeding 
any magnitude of those which are comparable to one another H, 
i.e. of magnitudes of the same kind as the original magnitudes', 
this merely states the principle, stated by Aristotle himself,' 
that however small a magnitude is, if added to itself sufficiently 
often it would produce a sum greater than any finite magnitude 
however great. This obviously does not involve the existence 
in r lnl1n natura of an actual infinite such as Aristotle denies. 

There is much that is acute in Aristotle's discussion of the 
infinite ; and it cannot be said that he has failed where others 

I 207b 1- 15. 
• lb. 326. 

2: ib. 27-34. s G/.:. A1"alhemalics, i. 344. 
6 z66bz, 206b9-12 . 
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have succeeded. For the claim which some modern mathe
maticians have made, to have solved the difficulties of the 
infinite by describing it not as that which has no end, but as 
that, a part of which can have as many members as the whole, 
seems merely to substitute one incomprehensible for another. 
But there are two features of the problem to which he seems 
insufficiently alive. He does not see the difficulty of supposing 
a finite material universe with nothing whatever, not even 
space, beyond it. And he accepts too easily the view that the 
infinitely numerous parts of a spatial whole are only potentially 
existent In It. It seems impossible to accept his view that the 
points in a line are brought into existence either by OUf act of 
dividing it, or by OUf act of counting points in it,t or by a body's 
coming to rest at them.' All these processes alike must be held 
to imply the pre-existence of the points, and thus the existence 
of an actual infinity of points in a line; and, similarly, we must 
believe in the actual existence of an infinite number of lines in 
a plane and of planes in a solid, not brought successively and 
partially into existence but coexistent from the start. It is on 
this rock that Aristotle's solution of Zeno's problem seems to 
split. 

Place. 

It is noteworthy that the short account of place in the 
Categon·es shows no trace of the theory of place developed in 
the Physics. What Aristotle says is: • Again, place is a 
continuum; for the parts of a body occupy a certain place, and 
these meet at a common limit; therefore also the parts of the 
place which are occupied by each of the parts of th e body meet 
at the same limit as the parts of the body. Therefore place 
also must be continuous i for its parts meet at a single common 
limit. J 3 These words, as Duhem points out,4 imply simply the 
common idea of place as the part of space occupied by a body. ' 
It is noteworthy too that place is treated under the category of 
quantity, while in the Physics they are different categories. 

1 263& 23- 9. 2 26za 22-6. S Cal. Sa 8-14_ 
4 Sysleme du Monde, i. 197-8. 
II This seems to support the view that the Cate;:ories are an early work 

of Aristotle, not a text-book prepared by a disciple. In the latter case 
Aristotle's mature doctrine of place would pr(lbably have been reproduced. 
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The doctrine of place in the Physics is not a doctrine of 
space. N either here nor elsewhere does Aristotle say much 
about space, xwpa, and he cannot be said to have a theory about 
it. He says much about flEYEOo5; he accepts it as a familiar 
attri bute of material things, and from the absence of any remarks 
about its general nature we may perhaps infer that he regarded 
it as ind efinable. H e offers here no theory of space answering 
to the theory of time in iv. IO- 14; he offers a th eory of 
position in space, of TO 7rOV, which ,answers not to time but to 
date or position in time, i.e. to TO ?ron. Thus objections which 
might be made to Aristotle's theory, if it were a theory of space, 
are irrelevant; but, as we shall see, it is open to serious objections 
on other grounds. 

The conception of place has a special significance for Aristotle. 
Not merely is the existence of place, as someth ing distinct from 
what occupies it, proved by the phenomenon of successive 
occupation of the same place by different bodies ; place is 
proved not merely to exist but to have a physical significance 
by the fact th at bodies have their proper places to which th ey 
tend to move, fire and all light things upwards, earth and all 
heavy things downwards. These constant tendencies convince 
him that differences of place are not relative to us, but involved 
in the nature of the universe and possessed of a physical 
influence. 1 

Having shown that place exists, Aristotle proceeds to the 
problem of what it is. We may pass over the discussion 2 in 
which he points 01lt difficulties in stating its nature and shows 
that it cannot be identified either with matter or with form; not 
with form, because it is separable from that whose place it is; 
not with matter, because it contains that whose place it is.' 
Chapter 3, on the meanings of fin ' and the question whether 
a thing can be in itself, may also be passed over. In chapter 4 
Aristotle comes to the real discussion of the nature of place. 
He lays down five conditions to which a true account must 
conform. (r) Place contains that whose place it is ; (2) it is no 
part of it. (3) The immediate place of a thing, as distinct from 
larger places in which this is contained,• is nei ther less nor 
greater th an it. (4) Place may be left behind by that whose 

1 iv. 20Sb 1-22. 

, 209b 30-2 . 

2 209:1. 2 - 2 10'- 13. 

4 cr. 209:\ 3 1-b I. 
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place it is. (5) Every place has the characteristic of being 
either up or down, and everything naturally moves to and stays 
in its proper place, i.e. up or down. 1 

It we say that we are £11 'T@ oupavce (within the celestial system), 
we do so because we are ill 'T~ UEpt i or, more strictly, within the 
innermost surface of the air, because only this and not the air 
as a whole has the characteristic (3) above. When that which 
immediately contains a given thing is continuous with it, we 
describe that which is contained as being in the other as part 
in whole; when the two are discontinuous but in contact we 
describe the inner one as being in the outer one as a thing is 
in its place. As a first approximation, then, we may say that 
the place of a thing is the inner surface of whatever is in 
continuous contact with the thing's outer surface. 2 

There are, Aristotle maintains, only four things one or other 
of which the place of a thing might reasonably be iden tified 
with- its shape or form, its matter, an interval stretching be
tween the inner extremities of its container, or these extremities 
themselves.s It cannot be anyone of the first three ; yet we 
can see to what each of these suggestions owes its plausibility. 
The view that place is/orm owes its plausibility to the fact that 
the place of a thing contains it. Now in fact a thing is con
tained both by its own outer extremities and by the inner 
extremities of what bounds it; but it is the latter that are the 
place of the body, the former being its form. The fact that 
while a container remains the same its content can change 
gives plausibi lity to the view that place is the interval between 
the extrem£ties, this being assumed to be something distinct 
from the successive bodies that fill . it. But there is no such 
thing; if th ere were, (r) there would be an infinity of places 
coinciding, since, when water and air replaced one another, each 
part of either would be constantly moving [rom one self-subsistent 
interval to another, and (water or air being divisible ad t'nfimtum) 
~here would thus be an infinite number of self-subsistent intervals 
one inside another and therefore partially coincident; and 
(2) one place would have another place, s ince, when the con
tainer itself moves, the self-subsistent interval inside it will, on 
the view in question. be coming to occupy another self-subsistent 
interval.' 

• ib. 14-29· 
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It is clear that the view Aristotl e is here opposing is not the 
view that there is one single space, distinguishable from the 
bodies that occupy it and move about in it. Against such a 
view, neither of the objections he urges would have any force; 
for (I) there would be no difficulty in supposing such a space to 
contain an infini ty of parts, and (2) it could not be suggested 
that when a body changes place its place changes place; the 
body would simply leave one part of space and move to another. 
Curiously enough, Aristotle does not seem anywhere to can· 
sider such a view. The view he is opposing is the view that 
inside each container th ere is a self-subsistent interval specially 
connected with the container, and being the place of the 
contents, in such a way that when the contents leave the con· 
tainer an interval remains behind,l but that, when the container 
moves, it carries with it the interval within it, which thus acquires 
a new place.!! Against such a view Aristotle's objections are 
sound. 

The view that place is mailer derives plausibility from our 
looking at the case of a thing not moving locally but changing 
its substantial character without becoming detached from its 
surroundings. There is then a close analogy between matter 
and place; matter is that widell was air and now is water, place 
that where there was air and now is water. But matter is not 
separable from that whose matter it is, and does not contain it, 
and place is separable and does contain.' W e are thus left 
with th e fourth view, that place is the limit of Ih. conlaimi.g body 
at which it is in contact with the contained body.' 

There is however a further distinction which is needed to 
complete the account of place. When a thing moves in a con
tainer that is itself moving (as when a boat moves along a river), 
the container should be called the vessel of the contained rather 
than its place. A vessel might be called a movable place, or a 
place an immovable vessel. The final definition of place, then, 
is that it is j the first unmoved boundary of the container', 
i.e. the inner surface of the innermost unmoved container of the 
body.' 

This defini tion is exposed to two obvious criticisms. (I) What 
guarantee is there, with regard to any given thing, that it has 

lib.20. ' ib.23-4. Sib. 29-212- 2. 
4 212- 2- 7. • ib. 14-21. 
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any unmoved container? For those who believe that space is 
infinite and body not so, there is no such guarantee; for they 
will find it possible to believe that the whole material universe 
may move from one part of space to another. But for Aristotle, 
who does not believe in the possibility of a void, and does not, 
indeed, use the conception of space (as something that may be 
either full or empty) but only that of p.fy,8o<, the extension of 
material bodies, it is axiomatic that the celestial system as a 
whole is not subject to translation (though it is to rotation); 
and in it he finds the place of all the things inside it. The 
inner surface and the centre of the rotating celestial system are 
the f up' and I down' which form the limits for all that comes 
between them.' But (2) if the place of a thing must be exempt 
[rom translation, it will follow that not everything need have an 
OlKt"lO~ T01!'"Ot;, a place that contains nothing but it; ~ for clearly 
that which immediately surrounds a given thing may be in 
process of translation. It is only a remote or larger place con
stituted by the celestial system that is necessarily (on Aristotle's 
view) exempt from translation. Thus the condition that the 
place of a thing must be no larger than the thing itself, proves 
incompatible with the requirement that the place of a thing must 
be at rest. This objection Aristotle nowhere meets, and possibly 
did not notice. 

He holds that the conception of place has been unnecessarily 
wrapped in mystery.' He seeks to end this by identifying the 
place of a thing with somethiMg already familiar, the inner 
boundary of the thing's container. III doing so he would seem 
to be adopting a purely relational view of place (and of motion, 
which is change of place); and perhaps this was his original 
intention. But in the course of his discussion he comes to see 
that the place of a thing is not to be identified with the possibly 
moving vessel in which it is contained, and in his requirement 
that the place of a thing must be unmoved he clearly comes 
round to thinking of position as absolute. His view amounts 
to saying that the position of body a is relative, is to be stated 
by naming the body b which contains body a, only provided 
that body b continues to occupy the same absolute position. 
There is thus in Aristotle's doctrine a vacillation between an 
absolute and a relational view of place; but it is only an 

lib. 21 - 9· 
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absolute view that agrees with his view of motion, which 
throughout supposes that absolute motion exists and that 
(relative motion' is only a/ayon de parler. 

The internal incoherence of the view is further seen in what 
he says of the celestial system. Since nothing surrounds this, 
he has to say that it has no place.' Yet what fits it to be the 
place and not the mere vessel of what is inside it is the fact that 
it itself continues in the same place. 

The difficulty of the view is further seen in this: The celestial 
system does not as a whole change place; but as it rotates, its 
parts change place. Aristotle therefore has to attribute place 
to them, though not to the whole. But since nothing surrounds 
the celestial system, the place of any part can only be identified 
with the other parts,'l Since, however, all the parts are moving, 
this is a place which lacks the imm obility that Aristotle has 
ascribed to place. He has here reverted to his original view of 
place as the inner boundary of the container, and forgotten the 
later·introduced qualification that the place of a thing must be 
itself unmoved. 

Aristotle's identification of place with someth ing already 
familiar is a praiseworthy attempt to avoid f multiplying entities 
beyond necessity'; but for the reasons given above it can hardly 
be regarded as successful. 

The Void. 

The subject of th e void is closely connected wi th that of place. 
For a void is thought of, by those who believe in it, as a place 
without any body in iL' Furthermore, the definition Aristotle 
has adopted of place makes it impossible for him to believe that 
there can be a place without any body in it. He finds, however, 
that the refutation of the void offered by Anaxagoras is unsatis
factory. Anaxagoras succeeded in showing experimentally that 
air is a material substance, and thus deprived believers in a void 
of one supposed evidence of the existence of voids; but he did 
not disprove the possibility of a void.~ The balance of argu
mem remained, so far, with the Atomists, who had four reasons 
for their belief in a void: (1) that movement implies a vo id for 
things to move into, since one body cannot trespass upon a 

12I2b 8. 
3213315- 18. 
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space occupied by another body; (2) that the fact of compression 
(itself supposed to be proved by the supposed experimental fact 
that a cask which holds a certain amount of wine not in skins 
will hold the same amount in skins) involves voids within a body, 
which the body occupies when compressed; (3) that the fact of 
growth by nutrition involves voids in the nourished body, into 
which the food enters; (4) that a void is implied by the supposed 
empirical fact that a vessel with ashes in it wiII hold as much 
water as it will hold when empty of ashes.1 Aristotle distinguishes 
three types of belief in a void: (a) the belief in a K£XWPLU!1-EVOV 

K£JIOY outside bodies 2_a belief based on argument (1) above; 
(b) the belief in pockets of void existing K£XWptap.€va within 
bodies '-a view based presumably on (3) above; and (c) the 
belief in a void diffused throughout bodies 4-based on the facts 
of compression and expansion referred to in arguments (2) and 
(4). These are the three views referred to in the summary Ii as 
the beliefs (a) in an a7rOKocptp..€VOV Kf.VDV Q7rAWS, (b) in an ar.m:£Kpta 

p..hov Kf.VDV ~V Tcf p..avo/J and (c) in a K£VDV ovvap..u j cf. the distinction 
between I{£VDV axwpLCTTOV and Kf.VOV K£xwpurp..f.vov in 214a 19. 

In a preliminary discussion in chapter 7, Aristotle argues, as 
against the first of the above proofs/ that motion does not need 
a void for its explanation; it can be explained just as well by 
supposing an avTt7r£ptrTTUrrL" in which bodies take one another's 
place, one entering into a given place just as another moves out 
of it; and, as against the second and the fourth pToof,7 that com
pression may be explained by supposing a body to be compressed 
by virtue of the expulsion of something previously contained in 
it (e.g. water by the expulsion of air), instead of by supposing 
that it subsides into voids or a void contained in it. Against 
the third proof, he argues s that growth sometimes takes place 
not by intussusception, but by qualitative change, as when water 
turns into air; and against the third and the fourth proof 
together,' that the invoking of a void hinders rather than helps 
matters, since if bodies increase (as they do) not in bits but 
uniformly all through their extent, and if this is to be explained 
by the filling of voids, that involves that bodies are void all 
through their extent. 

I 213b 3- 22. 
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He now turns to consider view {a),l His first argument 2 is 

really an ignoratio elmchi. He argues that the supposition of 
a void will not explain why some bodies naturally move up and 
others down, nor (since a void must be uniform throughout) 
why bodies should move into one part of a void rather than 
another. This would be a valid objection if the void had been 
put forward as a complete explanation of movement and of its 
varieties, but is not valid against the supposition that the void 
is a st'ne qu.a non of movement. The argument throws an inter· 
esting light on Aristotle's conception of the natural movements 
of the four elements. The argument assum es that no void or 
empty place can as such account for the movement of anything 
towards it rather than towards any other empty place, since 
both places are exactly alike. It follows then that the natural 
movements must be essentially towards filled places, and must 
be accounted for by what fills the places. This agrees with 
an earlier passage in which the movement of water to the posi
tion next to air is accounted for by the fact that air is in a sense 
the actualization of water, so that the movement is an instance 
of the normal movement of potentiality towards its actualiza
tion .' On the same principle, fire must be the actualization of 
air, and water of earth. What this would point to is a centri
fugal movement of the three inferior elements, air trying to get 
as near as possible to the sphere of fire, water to get as near as 
possible to that of air, and earth to get as near as possible to 
that of water. This cannot be reconciled, however, with Aris
totle's general theory that water and earth have a downward 
tendency, towards the centre of the universe. His normal view 
is that natural movement is towards certain positions as such, 
independently of what happens to occupy these.' 

But Aristotle's main argument against view (a) is that begin
ning in 2I5324. Here he assumes that a body of given weight 
moves faster than another (i) in inverse proportion to the resis· 
tance offered by the medium through which they travel, and 
(ii) in direct proportion to their relative weight. He considers 
the two factors separately. (i) If A moves a certain distance 
through medium B in time r, it will move the same distance 
through a rarer medium ~ in a time E which will be to r in 

1 ch.8 . 
• cr. p. 27. 
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length as t;. is to B in density. Therefore it will move the same 
distance through a void Z in 110 time. For suppose that, instead, 
it takes the finite time H. Then the void would have to be to 
the medium 6. in density as H is to E j but in fact it is to it in 
the ratio of zero to a finite quantity, which is less than the 
ratio between the finite times Hand E. 

Or again, in the time H in which A is supposed to traverse 
the void z, it will traverse a certain part of A, viz. ®. But then, 
if there is a medium which is to 6. in density as time H is to 
time E, A will go the same distance through this medium in time 
H as it does through the void. But it is impossible that it 
should traverse in equal times equal distances in a void and in 
a medium.! 

The argument would be sound if velocity was essentially the 
characteristic of overcoming a certain amount of resistance in 
a certain time. Then if two bodies with equal velocity were to 
enter respectively a void and a medh:lm, the former would move 
through the void in no time. But if, as modern physics has 
come to see, velocity is the characteristic of moving a certain 
distance in a certain time, the first body will pass through the 
void, and the second the same distance through a medium, in 
times which are to one another in a finite ratio; i.e. the body 
which moves through the void will take a finite time to move 
through it, and Aristotle's argument falls to the ground. He 
has been misled by thinking of velocity as essentially the over
coming of resistance and not as the traversing of a certain 
distance in a certain time. 

(ii) A heavier body is supposed to pass more quickly through 
a certain medium than a lighter, in direct proportion to their 
respective weights, weight being thought of as power to over
come a certain resistance in a certain time. From this it follows 
that all bodies should move with equal and infinite speed through 
a vacuum (since there is no resistance to be overcome); and 
this is rejected by Aristotle as absurd.2 The argument turns on 
the same mistake that has been noted above; ixnrTI, the velocity 
due to weight, is thought of as consisting, not in power to move 
a certain distance in a certain time, but in power to overcome 
a certain resistance in a certain time. The argument reveals 
one of the fundamental errors of Aristotle's dynamics. 

2 216a I 1-21. 
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View (b), which to account for compression supposes pockets 

of void present in a body, into which the body is squeezed, is 
briefly dismissed, on the ground that to suppose separate voids 
within a body is in principle the same as to suppose a separate 
void outside bodies l-the view which has already been refuted. 

And so Aristotle passes 2; to view (c), which is harder to grasp, 
but seems to be the view that there is void diffused throughout 
bodies, in greater or less amount. Th is is supposed to account 
for the difference of bodies in respect of density. The argument 
of Aristotle's opponents, the Atomists, consists of two parts :
(i) Suppose a certain bulk of water A is transformed into air, 
the bulk of the air will clearly be greater than that of the water, 
say B. Then, either somewhere else a bulk B of air must be 
being transformed into a bulk of water A (which is highly 
improbable), or the pressure of the newly made air will ultimately 
cause a bulging of the surface of the universe (which is assumed 
both by Aristotle and by the Atomists to be impossible, since 
there is no outside space for the universe to bulge into), or it 
must be possible for the air, as it is produced, to make room 
for itself by compressing what is next it. (ii) To account for 
this there must be a void diffused th roughout a body before it 
is compressed. Aristotle in reply admits step (i) and denies 
step (ii). He admits the existence of compression and of 

expansion, hut offers a different account of them. They are to 
be explained not by supposing a void to exist, hut by assuming 
matter to include in its nature not merely the potentiality of 
opposite states such as heat and cold, whiteness and blackness, 
but also the potentiality of different degrees of expansion. 
These potentialities are numerically distinct, but factually united 
in one single VA",. When air is produced from water, it is not 
by the intussusception of anything (not even of a void) from 
outside, but by the actualizing of a potentiality; and similarly 
with the opposite transformation. But this actualization of 
potentiality can take place not merely when there is a change 
of substance (as from water to air) but also when the substance 
remains the same; a portion of air can become larger or 
smaller, while remaining air. The expansion and contraction 
of matter is thus to be explained on the same lines as qualitative 
change, and not by the assumption of a void of which there is 

1 216b 30-3. Z ch. 9 
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more in rare than in dense bodies. And when water is expanded 
into air, we need not, in order to avoid admitting that the 
universe bulges, assume a corresponding transformation of air 
in to water, but only a corresponding compression of something 
somewhere else without necessary change of substance. 

We must, according to Aristotle, as Professor Joachim has 
observed,l , not think of a 1I dense I) body as one in which there 
are few or small II pores ", and of a If rare" body as one with 
large or many gaps interspacing its corporeal particles. We 
must rather conceive of VA'Y} as a material capable of filling space 
with all possible degrees of intensity, or capable of expanding 
and contracting without a break in its continuity. In this 
respect Aristotle's VA"I'} resembles "das Reale", as Kant con
ceives it.: cf. Kr£tik d. r. Vernunft, II Anticipationen d. 
Wahrnehmung ".' 

T£me. 

Aristotle approaches his own account of time by considering 
an old view which identified it with the rotation of the heavens. 2 

A view which identifies time with this or any other change is 
easily refuted,' but it is merely a mis-statement of the fact that 
time involves change, which Aristotle seeks to establish by 
pointing out that it is only the awareness of change that makes 
us aware of the lapse of time." Time then must be either change 
or some element in change, and since it is not the former it 
mnst be the latter.1\ The question is, what element? 

Movement is from something to something, and the interval 
traversed must, like all other p.eyH}'1, be continuous; i.e., however 
short it may be, it is divisible. So too then must be the move
ment which is the traversing of it, and so too the time in which 
the movement is accomplished. In every length, every move
ment, every time, there must be a before and an after, the 
distinction of before and after in place being the fundamental 
distinction on which th e other two are based. That which is 
before or after in movement is always as regards itSV7rOK£{jL£vov& 
a movement; an earlier or a later phase in a movement can 
itself only be a movement. But to be it, to be earlier or later, 
is not to be a movement; i.e, besides its general character of 

I De Gen. et Corr. 321&5-90. 
, ib. 21-219[]. 1. 

2 2l8a 33. 
1\ 219a 1- 10. 

3 218b 1-20. 

6 ib. 19-2 1. 
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being a movement, it has something further which is its being 
earlier or later. Now to recognize the existence of a lapse of 
time is just to recognize the distinction between an earlier and 
a later phase of movement. For, distance, and therefore move
ment over distance, being infinitely divisible, to recognize two 
separated phases of movement is to recognize that there has been 
intermediate movement linking them up; and to recognize that 
we have passed through two nows is to recognize that there 
has been a lapse of time between them and bounded by them. 
T o be aware of a single now without either regarding it as 
coming earlier or later than some other in a continuous 
movement, or regarding it as separating an earlier from a 
later phase, is not to become aware of movement, and therefore 
not to bp.come aware of the lapse of time. But when an earlier 
and a later are distinguished, we recognize the lapse of time. 
T ime is thus not movement, but I the number of movement in 
respect of before and after', I that in virtue of which move
ment is numerable '.' But since the name I number ' is applicable 
both to that which is numbered (as when we say I a number of 
men ') and to the abstract number 'J which we use in counting it, 
Aristotle states that time is number in the first and not in the 
second sense ; it is that in movement which is cou nted. 

To appreciate the significance of this theory, we must fi rst 
recognize that the I movement' by reference to which time is 
defined is not s imply locomotion. The word I"'Taf3oA~, which 
covers generation and destruction, growth and diminution, and 
qualitative change, as well as locomotion, is used, and it is stated 
that the recognition even of a change in one's own state of mind 
may enable us to recognize a lapse of time.3 The word K{Vf]Cnr;, 
which is mainly used, covers all the kinds of change except 
generation and destruction. It is true that the continuity of 
p1.ydJor; is treated as the primary fact on which the continuity 
of movement and time depends; and p.£ydJor; is directly in
volved only in locomotion and in growth and diminution. But 
even in generation and destruction and in qualitative change 
there is involved a quasi-jl£yt:8or;, an interval to be covered, and 
this equally with spatial plyt:8or; is continuous. There is thus 
no great difficulty in supposing change in its widest sense to be 

1 21 9b 1-3. 2 The &pI6p.O~ f'0IlClatl(6~ of Mel . Io8ob 19, &c. 
3 218b21, 219a4-6. 
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that by reference to which time is defined; and this is explicitly 
stated in 2231. 29- b 1. 

When Aristotle says that time is that in change which is 
counted, it must not be supposed that he means that it is by the 
recognition of different nows as different that the existence of 
change is recognized. The nowness, the felt presentness,' of 
each successive experience is exactly like the nowness of any 
other. It is rather by the noticing of change, by seei ng that a 
body which was at A is at B, or that a body which was white is 
black, that we detect the existence of different nows and of a 
lapse of time between them. This is the plain teaching of the 
beginning of eh. I T. Time is not the raHo cognoscendi of change. 
It is rather the ratio essendi. A thing can only be in one place, 
or in one state, at once j it is the existence of time that makes 
it possible for a thing to be at different places or in different 
states; and thus change, or rather (since change already involves 
time as an element) the existence of the same th ing in different 
places or states, becomes the ratio cognoscend,· of time. 

The description of time as that in change which is counted is 
unfortunate. For I counting' suggests de numeration, counting 
to the end j and Aristotle's language arouses the suggestion that 
we can count the nows, or else the indivisible periods of time, 
involved in a change. This, however, would be foreign to 
Aristotle's whole theory j he is absol utely consistent in main· 
taining the infinite divisibility of time and of change. By 
counting he means here simply the recognition of plurality; 
the doctrine is that time is that element in change which makes 
it possible for there to be, and to be recognized, a plurality of 
phases, by making it possible for a thing to be in different 
places or in different states. 

Besides the notion of counting, Aristotle uses in this cannexion 
the notion of measurement, and says that we can measure 
movement by time, and time by movement.. This obviously 
raises difficulties. We have no direct knowledge that a certai n 
amount of time has elapsed, from which we could then infer 
either that movement of a certain duration or that movement 
over a certain distance (whichever of these is meant to be 
im plied in I measuring movement') has taken place; for we 
know that time has eJapsed only by knowing that movement has 

I 220b 22- 8 . 
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tak en place. And again we cannot from the fact that movemen t 
over a certain distance has taken place infer, without knowledge 
of the pace of the movement, that a certain time has elapsed; 
and it would be absurd to say that it was by knowing that 
movement of a certain duration has taken place that we know 
that a certain time has elapsed, fo r to know one of these two 
things is already to know the other. The statement refers, 
therefore, not to an initial or fundamental measuring of move
me nt by time and vice versa, but to the ordinary fact of experi
ence that, jf we already know that a certain time has elapsed 
(and this we know only in the sense that we know that a certain 
number of units of time of a certain length has elapsed), we know 
(in the same sense) the duration of any movement which has 
lasted through the tim e, and (if we know the pace of the move
ment) can also infer the distance covered; and that similarly, 
if we know th at a certain body moving at a certain known pace 
has covered a certai n distance, we can infer the amount of time 
that has elapsed. In this cannexion Aristotle emphasizes the 
importance of having as our s tandard of measurement a move~ 
ment of known uniform pace. Now movemen t in a straight 
line, in his view, accelerates if it is natural movement, and 
decelerates if it is unnatural; the only kind of movement which 
naturally maintains a uniform pace is movement in a circle j and 
the rotation of the heavenly sphere therefore furni shes th e best 
unit for measuring the movement of everything else, and every 
period of time other than that which it itself occupies_ Thus he 
vindicates our actual procedure, in which the day-and·night is 
the fundamental unit of which all smaller units are fractions. 

I n a preliminary dialectical passage 1 he discusses the quest ion 
whether the now is always the same or successive nows are 
different, and raises objections to either view. H e answers the 
question in his accustomed manner, by drawing a distinction, 
which is stated twice,' Each of th e two statements is obscure, 
but each throws some light on the other. Combining them, we 
see that his meaning is that if when the question is asked the 
meaning is I is it by being the same thing specifically that every 
now is a now ? J, the answer is I yes; by being an earlier or a later 
cross·section in a movement J; while if the meaning is I does 
If being now JJ always mean the same thing ? ', the answer is I no ; 

1 2 1Sa8- 30, ~ 219b 12- 15,26-8. 
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on different occasions of its use the phrase stands for being in 
differe nt parts of the time series' (V P.Cy yap iv ciAA<f Kat ciA-Atel 
afpov (TOli-ro S' .ryv ain-~ 'TO "vII E!Vo.t)): or in other words, it is in so 
far as an earlier and a later cross-section in a movement are 
distinguishable and countable as two, that each of them is 
successively called now, each in contrast with the other (TO S' 
EtV(l1. Enpoll (V o.pdJp.:"roll yap TO 7rpO-rCPOV Kat ~CTTfPOVI TO viiI' 

fO"TlV}). 
The parallelism between space covered, movement, and time 

is constantly before Aristotle's mind in the passage, and he now 
attempts to draw a corresponding parallel between point of the 
space covered, moving body, and now or moment. As he has 
said of the now that what is a now is always the same, but the 
significance of I now' varies from time to time, so he points 

.out here that, while that which is the moving body is throughout 
a single thing (e.g. an individual stone), for the moving body to 
be at one part of its path is different from its being at another 
part. 1 Again, as it js by attention to the moving body that we 
recognize movement, it is by attention to the now, i.e. to the felt 
presentness of objects of experience which could not be experi
enced together at one time (such as whiteness and blackness in the 
same body), that we recognize the lapse of time. ' Finally, there 
is a suggestion that as it is because it is a 'rOSE n that the moving 
body is more easily recognized than its movement, it is because 
it is a 'rOSE 'rL that the now is more easily recognized than time. ~ 
The view that this suggests is that, as movement is the flux of 
a moving body, time is the flux of the now from the future 
through the present into the past. 

This assimilation of the now to the moving body overlooks a 
vital difference. The moving body is a numerically single thing, 
but the only sense in which I that which is now' can be said to 
be a single thing is that it is the same type of thing that is on 
different occasions said to be now, viz. an earlier or lat~r moment 
in a movement. There is no single entity 'the now' which marches 
from the future through the present to the past, as the moving 
body moves from A to B through C. Rather' now' is a name 
for each and all of an infinity of cross-sections or durationless 
dividing·points of time, a name applicable only to one of these 
at a time, but applicable to all at different times because of a 

1 ib. 18-~2. , ib. 28-30. 3 ib. 30-1. 
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common relation of presentness to a mind. Aristotle would 
have done better, it seems, if instead of saying that what is a now 
is always (specifically) the same but to be now is different, he 
had said that while the various things that are successively now 
are numerically different, their being now is specifically the same. 
He might then have said truly that the flow of time consists in 
the inheritance by one moment from another of an identical char~ 
acteristic of nowness or presentness. And he might possibly 
have claimed that there was an analogy between the passage of 
nowness from moment to moment and th e passage of the moving 
body from point to point. Such an idea may have been before 
his mind, but it cannot be said to be the doctrine expressed in 
what he says. 

I n a later passage 1 he discusses whether time depends for its 
existence on a mind. He answers that where there is nothing 
that can count, nothing can be countable, and therefore there 
can be no time, which is the number of movement, or move· 
ment qua countable. In the absence of mind, therefore, there 
would not be time but only the substratum of time, viz. move
ment. The answer is clearly unsatisfactory, for obviously 
change not only could not be apprehended, but could not 
exist, in the absence of time; and since the discussion is 
very brief and Aristotle nowhere recurs to the subject, we need 
not suppose that he attached much importance to the answer he 
gives. 

At the same time, the answer he gives here is consistent with 
his general account of the nature of a continuum. According 
to him, a continuum is essentially one and only one; so long as 
it is a genuine continuum there are in it no parts having actual 
existence; there are only potentially existing parts, which are 
brought to actual existence only by some event which breaks 
up the continuum and makes it no longer a continuum. Thus 
a line has no parts until it is cut in two by a stroke of the pen 
or by the act of counting the parts, t or by a moving body's 
stopping at some part of the line.' In the same way he holds 
that duration is in its own nature a perfect continuum admitting 
of no parts; parts of it and nows within it, which hitherto had 
only a potential existence, are brought to actual existence by a 
mind which distinguishes periods and nows within it, and it is 
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by this distingu ishing act that time, as distinct from seamless 
duration, is brought into being. 

There is to my mind the greatest possible difficulty in accepting 
Aristotle's view that the parts of a continuum are actualized by 
any mental act; the act of cQunting, for instance, is in truth not 
the creation of parts of a whole, but the recognition of parts 
that are already there. But even if we were to grant that this is 
011e way in which the parts of a continuum can be actualized, it is, 
even on his own showi ng, not the only way. A moving body's 
stopping in its course also serves to actualize th e parts of a lin e. 
And similarly the parts of duration are actualized by th e com· 
mencement and termination of bodily events within it; duration 
is pluralized into time (as Aristotle conceives of time) inde
pendently of any mental act. 

Continuity. 

Early in book v we find a chapter in which Aristotle defines 
a number of important terms-cip.a and XWplfi, ci1r'uuOo.t, IL(Ta~, 

€cJ>(~fi, €X0j.tCIIOII, uvvfXli.' The main object of the chapter is the 
establishment of the nature of the continuous. This is done by 
exhibi ting continuity as the narrowest of three successive qualifi
cations of the relation between two things. (I) One thing is 
€cJ>(~<;; on another when it follows on the other in some series 
and there is nothing of the same kind between them. (2) Two 
things are CbTT6p.(lIo. or iXO}J.£IICL when not merely is th ere nothing 
of th e same kind between them but the adjacen t extremes of the 
two are ";<', i.e. have nolMng between them. (3) A thing is 
continuous wh en th e converging extremes of its parts not merely 
are cijJ.CL but are lv. It follows from this, though he does not 
make the point, that two things cannot strictly speak ing be con
tinuous, si nce an extreme of one thing cannot be identical with 
an extreme of another thing alongside of it in space. On the 
other hand there is no difficulty in saying that an extreme of 
one part of a single thing is identical with an extreme of another 
part of the same thing j e.g. the upper extreme of one part may 
be the lower extreme of another. Again, continuity is com
patible not merely with complete homogeneity of characteristics 
but also with diversity of characteristics, so long as this is within 
the same substance. You may have for instance a log Of 

I v. 3. 
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wood differently coloured in different parts, and a piece which 
is the lightest portion of the dark part may be at the same time 
the darkest portion of the light part. 

The discussion of the continuous is resumed in vi. I, 2, 

where Aristotle argues convincingly that every continuum must 
be infinitely divisible, and points out that the infinite divisibility 
of extension, that of movement, and that of time imply each 
other.' The firmness with which he rejects any suggestion tha t 
a line can he divided without rema inder into points, a period of 
time into moments, or a movement into infinitesimal jerks-and 
this at a time when thinkers of repute believed in all these 
things-seems to me to indicate that he had a more mathe· 
rnatical turn of mind than he is usually credited with. So far as 
we know, he was th e first thinker who clearly stated the infinite 
divisibility of all continua. In this he diverged markedly from 
Plato, who evidently had a leaning towards the conception of 
indivisible lines/, and presumably also of indivisible times. 

One of Aristotle's arguments' may be cited for its neatness. 
1 t is an argument for the infinite divisibility of time and of ex
tension. He supposes a faster moving body A and a slower 
moving body B, and supposes B to move distance r~ in time 
ZH. Then A will move: distance ra in a lesser time Z@. Then 
B will move in time Z® a distance less than raj rK. Then A 
will move distance rK in a time less than ZG>: and so on. The 
s imple assumption 01 two bodies moving with uniform but 
different velocity establishes the infinite divisibility both of time 
and of distance. 

W e may note too another of Aristotle's arguments/ a reductio 
ad absurdum of the view which seems to lie at the basis of 
Zeno's I race-course' argument, the view that movement is the 
traversal of indivisible minima of distance in indivisible minima 
of time. This argument also merely assumes two bodies moving 
with uniform but unequal velocity, one, say, moving half as fast 
again as the other. Then in the same time the faster body will 
move through three indivisible units of d istance, and the slower 
through two. The time of the movement, then, will be divided 
both into three and into two indivisible times, th e second of the 

1 The infinite divisibility of movement forming the middle term by 
which that of extension and that of time are seen to imply one another. 

2 IIfet. 992:1. 20, 1084 b 1. s 23Zb 26- 233a 12. 4 233b 18- 32. 
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three supposed indivisible times will be in fact divided at its 
mid-point, and the faster body will, contrary to the hypothesis 
that is being criticized, take a divisible time to move through an 
indivis ible distance (the second of the three). 

While Aristotle firmly rejects the notion of ind ivis ible periods 
of time, he equally firml y asserts and argues for the existence 
of indivisible nows,I which are at the same time the limits of 
the past and of the future; before which movement and rest can 
cease, and after which they can begin, but in which neither 
movement nor rest can take place. In fact he maintains the 
existence of two types of element involved in the being of time: 
shorter times which are its components, and indivisible moments 
withou t which it could not exist but out of which it cannot be 
made up. And of course he would g ive a corresponding account 
of distance as involving both component and non-component 
elements. Further, he points out clearly that while every move
ment can be divided ad £nfin£tum into smaller movements, a 
movement contains, implied in its being though not as com
ponen ts, the being of the moving body at successive places, and 
that we can never say that at a moment a body is in movement 
or at rest, hut only that it is at a place.2 

The remaind er of book vi develops with unwearied diligence 
and (so far as I can judge) with unfailing accuracy the implica· 
tions of the infinite divisibility of time and of extension. 

The Paradoxes of Zeno. 

Aristotle's attitude towards the continuity of extension, of 
movement, and of time is well illustrated by his treatm ent of the 
paradoxes of Zeno directed agai nst the reality of motion. Almost 
all that we know about these comes from Aristotle. In fact, 
practically the only detail that reaches us independently of him 
is that Achilles' rival in Zeno's parable was a tortoise. This 
comes to us from the Greek commentators on Aristotle. The 
reference to the tortoise comes to us also from Plutarch, but in 
Plutarch th e tortoise is matched not against Achilles but against 
f the fast horse of Adras tus', so that possibly Achilles' rival was 
not a tortoise at all, and two independent stories may have got 
mixed up in the familiar title. 

The main account of the paradoxes is in Phys£cs vi. 9, but the 
1 vi. 3. 
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first paradox, the dichotomy, is also referred to in vi. 2 and in 
viii. 8. Aristotle tells us nothing about the opponents against 
whom Zeno's arguments were directed, but from a famous 
passage of the Parmenides 1 it is possible to infer that they were 
directed against people who ridiculed Parmenides' denial of the 
existence of plurality. The apparent fact of motion, involving 
the occupation of different places at different times, is a prima 
fade evidence of plurality, and therefore Zeno tried to deprive 
pluralism of this apparent support by proving the non-existence 
of motion; and this he proved by means of the absurd conse
quences which he held to follow if motion be assumed to exist. 

The second argument is referred to by Aristotle as {the so· 
called Achilles '; the third was probably called' the flying arrow'; 
the first may have been called' the dichotomy', and the fourth 
'the race-course '. In the main discussion Aristotle happens 
to mention j the flying arrow' first, because it connects directly 
with what he has been saying in the previous chapter. But he 
describes it definitely as the third argument, and we shall see 
that the order is a logical one. 

The first argument is put (in vi. 9) in the brief form' the argu
ment that motion does not take place because the moving body 
must get to the midway point before it gets to the end '. But 
from vi. 2 we see that the argument was of the nature of an 
infinite regress argument. It is not quite clear which of two 
forms it took. 2 The general nature of the argument is not 
affected by this question; in either case the argument is that 
motion over a finite distance is impossible because an infinite 
number of lines must be traversed and an infinite number of 
points passed by the moving body. But here an important 
question comes in. In vi. 2 Aristotle says that Zeno falsely 
assumes that it is impossible to traverse an infinite number of 
lines ,'n a jitlite lime; Aristotle implies that Zeno is drawing a 
false antithesis between the infinity of the number of lines and 
the finitude of the time in which the moving body has to traverse 
them. And he charges Zeno with confusing infinity with infinite 
divisibility. The time available is finite, but so is the distance 
to be traversed; the distance to be traversed is infinitely divi
sible, but so is the time j and therefore there is no reason 
why the distance should not be traversed in a finite time. Zeno 

1 1'28c. t cr. 23911 11-14 n. 
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in fact, according to Aristotle, is failing to note the complete 
parallelism in this respect between the nature of space and that 
or time, and as soon as that is pointed out the difficulty disap
pears. 

Recent writers have usually held that Aristotle here misses 
the point of Zeno's argument. Zeno, it is said, was not assum
ing time to be any otherwise constituted than space. His 
paradox therefore is not evaded by pointing out that time is 
infinitely divisible no less than space. In fact you will then 
merely have two difficulties on your hands instead of one. For 
you will have to admit that (1) a certain infinite number of finite 
spaces, added together, is less than a certain finite space, and 
(2) a certain infinite number of finite times is less than a certain 
finite time. Those who take this view seem to me not to have 
attended enough to (ir indeed they have known or the existence 
of) the last or the three passages in which Aristotle rerers to this 
paradox, Phys, viii. 8_ He there expressly admits that his rormer 
answer is not a complete answer to the difficulty that underlies 
Zeno's paradox. I For~, he says, t if one leaves out of account the 
length and the question whether it is possible to traverse an 
infinite number of lengths in a finite time, and asks the same 
question about the time itself(for the time has an infinite number 
of divisions), our former solution will be no longer adequate: I 

Thatistosay, he recognizes the deeper significance of the paradox 
exactly as modern writers have done. But he still maintains that 
his former solution was an adequate argumenlu .. m ad lzonu'l1ern as 
against Zeno,' And this it could be only ir Zeno made the 
paradox turn on a contrast between the infinite number of 
divisions of space to be covered in covering a finite space, and 
the finitude of a particular portion of time.3 

If Aristotle had never admitted his earli er refutation to be 
only adequate ad hominem, we might suppose him to have mis· 
understood Zeno's meaning; but since he draws the distinction 
1 have pointed out and still maintains that his earlier argument 
was good ad hominetll, this can only be because he held that the 
paradox as stated by Zeno took account of the infinite divisi
bility or space on ly, and not or that or time_ And since we have 
110 knowledge of the nature of Zeno's argument independent of 

1 2631\ 18- 22. ! 2638 15 . 
, (II rrfr.£p{laJliJl~ XPtlllCf 2333. z3. 263:t 16, 19· 
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what Aristotle tells us, we should accept his testimony on this 
point. 

Let us do as Aristotle suggests in viii. 8, leave out of account 
the precise form of Zeno's statement, and concentrate on the 
real underlying difficulty. This is a twofold one, that (I) in 
order to get to the end of a finite line, a moving body must 
have traversed an infinite number of lines and passed an 
infinite number of points, and that (2) in order to reach the 
momen t at which it reaches the end of the line, it must have 
endured throughout an infinite number of times and through an 
infinite number afmaments. It is possible to attack Zeno's argu
mentas an ignoratio elenchi'; to admit that he has proved that there 
is an infinite number of moments at which the moving body has 
not reached th e end of the line, but contend that he has not 
proved that there is not also a moment at which it has reached 
it. But this seems not entirely to meet the difficulty. For the 
fact apparently remains that, before it gets to the end of the 
line, the moving body will have had to get to the end of an 
infinite series, i.e. to have got to the end of something that has 
no end. Aristotle's final solution, given in viii. 8, is that the 
moving body has not in fact performed an infinite number of 
processes; it has not traversed an infinite number of lines or 
passed an infinite number of points, or endured through an 
infinite number of times or of moments. For both the parts 
and the boundaries between the parts of a line, and the parts 
and the boundaries between the parts of a time, exist only 
potentially until th ey are actualized, and none of them are 
actualized in a movement which is continuous. AU alike are 
actualized only when one or other of two things happens. 
(1) When a moving body pauses, and then resumes its move
ment, it actualizes (a) the two parts of its path, and the boundary 
that divides them, and (b) the two parts of the time of its move
ment, and the moment that divides them. I And (2) the parts 
and the boundaries can also be actualized by a mental act, the 
act of dividing a line or a tim e imaginatively into parts, or of 
counting parts of a line or of a time.2 The same solution is, in 
principle, offered by Noel, who maintains that a continuous 
movement is not a whole of parts at all. I find it difficult to 
believe that there is any escape along this line. It surely can-

I 262& 22-6. 2 263823-9. 
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not be maintained that a moving particle actualizes a point of 
space by coming to rest at it. It can corne to rest only at a 
point that is there to be rested at. And when it does not rest 
but moves continuously, the pre-existence of the points on its 
course is equally pre·supposed by its passage through them. 
Nor again can the process of counting be said to actualize that 
which it counts. 

The doctrines of Cantor, which Lord Russell asserts to 
have solved all the difficu lties of the continuous and the infinite, 
do not seem really to help us in this mat ter. In essence they 
seem to amount to substitut ing for the old conception of the 
infinite as that which has no end, the conception of it as a 
whole which has parts whose members are as numerous as 
those of the whole; there being in the infini te series of whole 
numbers, for instance, as many square whole numbers as 
there are whole numbers, though obviously not all whole 
numbers are square whole numbers. This is a property 
which can easily be seen to be involved in the nature of an 
infinite series, but it seems to do nothing to remove the paradox 
involved in an actual infinite. Nor have I found in any of th e 
other discussions of this first paradox any more satisfactory 
solution. Some of them I have not thought it worth while to 
go into in detail, since they rest on the denial of the infinite 
divisibility of space and lime i in refusing Ihis way out, at least, 
Aristotle is surely on firm ground. But the modern solutions 
which assert the infinite divisibility of time and space seem no 
more successful than those which deny it. Zen a's first paradox 
still awaits its final answer. 

Zeno's second paradox is the Achilles. It consists in point· 
ing out that if one of two bodies starts behind another along 
a course, by the time the first has reached the point from which 
the second started the second has moved some distance on; 
that when the first has covered that distance the second has 
moved a further distance, and so on j and in inferring that 
the first will never overta ke the second. Aristotle says that 
this argument.is in principle the same as th e first; both depend 
on our dividing (in though t) in a particular way the distance to 
be covered. The truth of this analysis is easily seen as regards 
th e first paradox. If we think of the whole path as made up of 
eql<al parts the difficulty will not arise; for however small the 
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parts may be, a finite number of them will exhaust the whole, 
however large that may be. It is only if we think of the 
whole as made up of parts diminishing in a constant ratio that 
the difficulty arises. And the analysis is equally true as regards 
the second paradox. Let the tortoise's start be represented by 
I (it is immaterial whether this stands for one yard, or ten, or 
any other dis tance). And let the speed of Achilles be to that 
of the tortoise as a to b (it does not matter what the ratio is 
so long as a is greater than b). Then (I) if you take as the 
rrpouAQ.JA-{3aVOjL€VOII ,uyd)o<; (the distance still to be covered by 
Achilles-in order to catch the tortoise-after he has reached 

the torto ise's starting-point) ~b J you get the following position . 
a-

Distance from start at 'I 
at '" 

T A 
I o 

b I' h a 1+ --h' WlIC = --b' a - a-

i. e. Achilles will catch the tortoise at that distance. And (2) if 
you take as the 7tpOUAap.{1avoJL(JloV p-£y(Oo<; anything greater than 

b b h r II' .. --b' say b ' you get t e 10 OWIng posItion. a- a- -n 

Distance from start 
at II 

7 

I 

b a-n 

A 

o 

at I, 1+ -b--' which = h a- -n a- -n 
a 

a-b-n' 

i. e. Achilles is " ahead. But (3) if you take as the first 
a-b-n 

stage of the r.. 1" anything less than ..!!..-b' say - bb ,two 
a- a- +n 

cases arise: (a) where n is less than h. Then at " the tortoise 

will be I + ~ and Achilles ~ from the beginning 
a- +n a- +n 

of the racecourse, i. e . the tortoise will be ; ahead. But 
a- +,~ 

if you go on taking stages each related to the previous one as b 
to a-b + 1l, Achilles will in the course of one of them (sooner or 
later according to the relative values of 01 h, n) overtake the 
tortoise. E.g. put a = 10, b = I, n = -!. 
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Then you have TATs lead. 
, 

1+,\ 
o 

H 

20 40 

'9 + 19' 

-for; 
A's lead 

'7 
19' . 

But if (b) you take" not less than b, and take stages each of 
which is to its predecessor as b to a-b+n, Achilles will in no 
such stage overtake the tortoise. And in particular (and this 
is the case which Zeno took), if you take 12 = h, i. e. divide the 
1A('YE8or; to be covered by Achilles into successive parts the first 
of which is equal to the tortoise's start, and each of which is to 
its predecessor as b to a, you get the following series. 

TATs lead 

at i1 I 0 1 

at t2 
b 1+ - , 
a 

b 

at Is 
b b' b 1+-+-. 1+ a a a-

Zeno shows, in fact, that no number of terms of the series 

b b' hi' h . I I b I, - , ""'i'" as a sum WllC IS equa to 1+ an equa num er a a 

of terms of the series 
b b' b' 
a' a21 £to ... 

Aristotle is right then in saying that both paradoxes depend 
on our mentally dividing in a particular way the space to be 
covered by a moving body in covering a certain distance. His 
answer to the Achilles consists1 in effect1 in saying that it is an 
ignoratio elenchi. Zeno proves that Achilles is not level with 
the tortoise at any of the poi[]ts got by dividing in a certain 
arbitrarily chosen way the space to be covered. But it does 
not follow that there is not some other point at which Achilles 
is level with the tortoise; and by dividing the space in front of 
Achilles in another way we can easily ascertain what point 
that is. 

Aristotle's answer to the paradox as staled by Zeno seems 
complete. Zeno only shows that at none of the points on the 
course selected on a certain principle will Achilles overtake the 
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tortoise, and wrongly infers that there is no point at which he 
WlI! overtake it. Now we found that in stating his first paradox 
Zeno (if Aristotle's report is correct) obscured his point by 
suggesting that time is not infinitely divisible as we11 as space; 
and yet he saw in principle a difficulty which goes right to the 
heart of the continuous and of the infinite series. It would 
seem that he s imilarly did not do complete justice to the diffi
culty of his own second paradox. Although his division of the 
space to be covered is arbitrary in the sense that it is only one 
of many ways of dividing it, it is as justifiable as any other. 
1t remains true, after Aris totle's answer, that Achilles must 
first cover the tortoise's original start, and in doing so lets the 
tortoise get a fresh though smaller s tart, and that in covering 
each start he lets him get a further one, and therefore, ap
parently, can never catch him up. 

I turn to ask whether modern s tudents of the problem have 
solved Zeno's paradox. The best discussion known to me is 
one by Professor Broad,1 of which I quote the essential part: 

'The argument that I want to put forward may be divided 
into two parts. The first thing to notice is that it is perfectly 
true that at no point given by the construction are Achilles and 
the tortoise togethe r at the same moment. But the points given 
by the construction are obviously not all the points in the 
common straight line, but only a small selection of them . 
Hence the conclusion that they never meet or meet at no point 
(which is what is actually asserted) cannot be justified by the 
explicit premises alone. As far as anyth ing that is made 
explicit is concerned there is nothing to show that the two do 
not meet at one of the infinitely numerous points on the line 
which are not given by the construction. Hence there must 
be some implicit premise involved. And this brings me to the 
second part of my argument. 

'The supporter of the Achilles must evidently hold that if 
the two do not meet at a point given by the construction they 
cannot meet at any point on the line. Why should he hold 
this? I think it is easy to see his reasons and to see that they 
are fallacious. H e can prove that if they meet at any point it 
must be beyond every point given by the construction. He 
can also prove that the number of points given by the construc-

t Mind xxii (1913), 318-g. 
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tion is infinite. And now he assumes the plausible proposition 
II what is beyond everyone of an infinite series of points must 
be infinitely beyond the first point of the series". If this were 
true his conclusion would follow, for it would take the two an 
infinite time to reach the only point at which they could possibly 
meet. But the proposition is utterly false. This ,can best be 
illustrated by considering a series of numbers instead of one 
of points, and the relation of It greater than JJ instead of that 
of (j beyond". Consider the series whose general term IS 

2 - _ 1 _ where n can have any integral value including 0, 
n+1 

It is clear that its first term is 1. ]t is further clear that it has 
an infinite number of terms. Finally 2 is greater than every 
term of the series. Hence if we had an analogous proposition 
to that assumed by the supporters of the Achilles we should 
have to say: "2 is infinitely greater than I, for it is greater 
than every term of an infinite series whose first term is I." The 
obvious absurdity of this shows the absurdity of the implicit pre
mises without which the Achilles cannot draw its conclusion: 

Professor Broad's discussion is admirable, but is his satisfaction 
entirely justified? It remains true that Achilles, to catch the 
tortoise, must have completed a series which, though it has 
a limit, a term beyond all the terms in the series, has no end, 
no last term of its own. What modern discussions seem to 
have shown is simply that Zeno's first two paradoxes have no 
special application to space and time but are involved in the 
nature of the number-series itself. But this is grist to Zeno's 
mill; for his ultimate object is not to prove that motion is 
impossible, but that plurality is impossible. And to this 1 know 
of no better answe r than the rather vague and unsatisfactory 
one, that our difficulties about infinite series arise only from 
our inveterate tendency to think of them as if they had the 
characteristics of finite series. 

The third paradox is that of the flying arrow, stated at the 
beginning of vi. 9. The text is difficult, and (I think) certainly 
corrupt or imperfect. But the general sense is clear. The 
arrow, which is supposed to be flying, is never really doing so, 
because at every moment it is not moving but simply occupying 
a certain space. Aristotles answer consists in saying that 
time is not composed of moments, any more than any other 
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continuum is composed of indivisibles. What Aristotle says is 
true, and furnishes a sufficient answer in advance to the attempts 
which have, strangely enough, been made by some modern 
mathematicians to represent time as made up of parts which 
must have duration in order to make up time and yet are 
supposed to be indivisible, or of moments at which the arrow 
is at rest+ indivisible times in which it is moving. The nature 
of Aristotle's answer may be brought out by a quotation from 
Professor Broad.' t We must distinguish between two senses 
at least of part and whole, viz., the sense in which a point is 
part of a line and the sense in which a little line is part of 
a bigger one. 10 the first sense we mean by /I part JJ a term or 
constituent in a related complex which is of a diffe rent nature 
from its terms. A point is a part of a line in the sense in which 
McTaggart is part of Trinity. In the second sense we mean 
by II part" something which is of the same nature as the whole. 
I do not know of any other examples of this sense of part and 
whole except extensive magnitudes. Let us call parts in the 
first sense /1 constituents JJ and in the second sense II com
ponents". Then the current mathematical view, as I under
stand it, is that a line has an infinite number of simple 
constituents and no simple components.' This is exactly 
Aristotle's view of time, and of space, except that he adds 
(mistakenly, as 1 think) that when a continuum exists actually 
as a whole, both the constituents (moments or points) and the 
components (shorter times or lines) exist only potentially. And 
his answer to Zeno is that though a moving body is not moving 
in any of the moments of the time of the movement,2 that does 
not prove that it does not move, since it £s moving in each of 
the component parts of the time of the movement. His reply 
might be put in this form. I When you say 1I a supposed 
moving body is always, in any now, not moving but simply at 
a part of space equal to itself", you must mean by your It now" 
either something that has duration or something that has not. 
H it has, there is no reason why movement should not take 
place in it; if it has not, then since no number of moments not 
having duration can make up a time that has duration, the fact 
that movement cannot take place in the moment is no reason 
why it should not take place in the time. If your (/ nows" have 

I ib. xxx (192 1),323. 2 cf. 239h 2. 
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no duration, you are mistaken in thinking of them as the 
components of time. They are involved in the being of time, 
but only as boundaries between parts of time, and all that could 
be expected to be found at them is boundaries between different 
movements or between the parts of a continuous movement. 
The components of a whole movement could only be expected 
to take place in the components of the whole time of the move· 
menl, i.e. in shorter times; and you have shown no reason 
why they should not take place in these.' 

But when we have maintained that time is composed not of 
moments but of times divisible without limit into shorter times, 
have we completely disposed of Zeno's difficulty? The present 
alone is real, standing between that which is no longer and that 
which is yet to be; and the present is indivisible; and in the 
present the arrow is at rest; how then does it move? Does 
movement consist simply in being at different places at differ
ent times? That is Lord Russell's solution, but it leaves us 
still with the problem how the moving body gets from one 
place to another, which yet it does. Modern mathematicians 
tell us that the fact that the arrow is at any moment not moving 
but at a place is only one example of the more general truth 
that every value of a variable is a constant i but do they by 
saying so make the fact of movement more intelligible? 

The fourth paradox is that of the race·course. Aristotle 
describes this paradox as resting on the assumption that two 
bodies of equal size take equal times to pass respectively 
a moving body and a resting body of equal size. This is so 
contrary to common sense that it is most unlikely that so acute 
a thinker as Zeno should have adopted it on its own merits as 
even a plausible basis of argument. It acquires a degree of 
plausibility only when it is arrived at from a previous assump
tion having a greater degree of plausibility. Now such an 
assumption can be found, and has in fact been pointed out by 
Brochard and Noel. 1n the first two arguments, Zeno argues 
with his opponents on the basis of a belief in the infinite 
divisibility at least of space. And the difficulties he leads them 
into are great enough to make it natural for him to imagine 
them turning in perplexity to a belief that space and time are 
not infinitely divisible, but divisible into indivisible parts. This 
IS probably the standpoint adopted with regard to time in the 

G 
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third paradox. And in the fourth he seems to adopt it (or 
rather to assume his opponents to adopt it) with regard to both 
time and space. The OyKOt, then, are bodies of unitary slze, 
and the passage of one past another occupies a uni t of time. 
Now consider the tran sition from fig. 2 to fig. 3.1 Th e front B 
has passed two A's; the front r has passed four B's. Common 
sense would say that when the front r was squarely oppos ite 
a B the B must have been overlapping an A to the extent of 
a hal f. But Zeno's supposed opponents cannot say this, because 
they say that each A and each B is indivisible, i.e. has no half. 
Therefore th ey must say that the front B has been resting 
during hal f of the time during which the front r has been 
movi ng, and has by two unitary movements passed two A's 
in the remaining half (wun TJ/,WTlJV E!vat 'nlV XpOvov 240& 12). In 
other words their belief in indivisible bodies drives them either 
explicitly to assume that it tak es as long for a body to pass 
a body moving in the opposite direction as to pass a resting 
body/ or at least to draw a conclus ion which involves that as 
a corollary. 

It looks as if Aristotle had failed to notice th e original error 
on which this argument of Zeno's rests, viz. the assumption of 
minimal spaces and bodies and times. He would have done 
better to call attent ion to this than to reject the argument on the 
ground of what seems to be a mere consequence of this- the 
ignoring of the difference between absolute and relative motion. 

Lord Russell sums up his later account of the general situa
tion 3 by saying that we may escape from Zeno's paradoxes 
I either by maintain ing that, though space and time do con
sist of points and instants, the number of them in any finite 
interval is infinite; or by denying that space and time cons ist 
of points and instants at all ; or last ly, by denying the reality of 
space and time altogether ' . Zeno's own position seems to be not 
so much that of denying explici tly the reality of space and time; 
rather, as being essen tially a monist, he denies that they have 
any plurality in them, whether this be a plurality of smaller spaces 
and times, or a plurality of points a nd instants. Lord Russell 
prefers to rely on the first alternative. Aristotle so far agrees 
that he consistently maintains that any space or time however 

1 p.661. t 240'1, 1-4. 
sOur Kno'wledge of the External World, 178. 
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short contains potentially an infinity of points or instants. But 
he combines with this the second alternative; while holding that 
there is potentiaIly an infinity of points in space and of moments 
in time, he denies that space and time can consist of points and 
moments. He accepts, then, the belief in the infinite divisibility 
of space which Zello assum es as the basis of his first argument; 
he points out in vi. 2 that the situation is relieved if we will take 
account also of the infinite divisibility of time ; and he argues in 
viii. 8 that the difficulties involved in the infinite divisibility of 
space and time are not insuperable. He accepts the basis of 
Zeno's second argument, i.e. the infi nite divisibility of space, 
but points out that on this basis Zeno rears an ignoratzo elenchi. 
He rejects £n toto the denial of the infinite divisibility of time 
which underlies the third argument, and the denial of the infinite 
divisibility of both space and time which underlies the fourth. 

The literature dealing with Zeno's paradoxes is very large, 
and I can only claim to have read most of the recent discussions 
of the subject. I may be allowed to try to sum up what seems 
to have been achieved in the course of discussion. (1) The 
earliest step forward from Aristotle was in the line of direct 
advance from him. He pointed out that, while Zeno shows 
that there is an infinite number of points at which Achilles has 
not overtaken the . tortoise, he does not prove that there is not 
a point at which he does overtake it. The question was naturally 
asked, t at what point does he overtake it? J Taking the tor
toise's start as 1 and the ratio of Achilles' speed to that of the 
tortoise as a to b, the answer was very easily arrived at, once 
the device of solving equations by using x for the unknown 
quantity had been invented. You have then only to say' Let x 
be the distance at which Achilles overtakes the tortoise; then 

x= 1+ b:, i.e. x= a~b.J To take a simple case, if Achilles 

moves ten times as fast as the tortoise, he catches him at dis
tance I-§- from the start. l But obviously, in saying where Achilles 
catches the tor toise, we do not answer Zeno's question how he 
can do so. 

(2) About the years 1892 and 1893 there was an intensive 

1 The problem was solved by Gregoi re St. Vincent in 1647 by the 
summation of an infinite series, and by the Abbe Deidier in 1760 by the 
solving of a simple equation, 
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study or the paradoxes by a group or French mathematicians 
and philosophers-N oel, Brochard, Evellin, Tannery, and others. 
One solid result of their labours was to show th at Zeno's four 
paradoxes were not thrown out at haphazard, but were arranged 
on a certain plan. What we know of Zeno's method from other 
sources suggests that he would probably proceed by way or 
dilemma. I If you take this view', he would say, t you are 
landed in this difficulty; and if you take that view, in this other.' 
Now in the first two paradoxes Zello is clearly assuming the 
infinite divisibility or space (though probably not that or time). 
I n the fourth paradox he is, as I have tried to show, working on 
the assumption that neither space nor time is infinitely divisible, 
that both are composed or small unitary parts. In the third 
paradox it is not very clear whether he is working with the 
notion that time is composed of an infinite number of unextended 
nows, or with the notion that it is composed of a finite number 
or small unitary times. But the latter is the more probable 
because we shall then have two paradoxes based on the assump
tion of infinite divisibility and two based on the assumption of 
divisibility into a finite number of indivisibles. 

Again, the French writers point out that the first and the 
third paradoxes deal with one moving body and raise only the 
problem of absolute motion, while the second and fourth intro
duce two moving bodies and raise the problem of relative motion 
(the fourth introducing absolute motion as well). 

In their attempts to get at the bottom of Zen a 's arguments, 
to take them individually and show which, if any, are sound and 
which, if any, are unsound, th e French writers are less success
ful. We get from them either ingenious but fantastic attempts 
to show that space, time, and movement are discontinuous, or 
rather cloudy theories or the complete unity and indivisibility or 
movement. 

(3) The theories or Georg Cantor and Dedekind about the 
nature of transfinite numbers might seem to promise more 
hope. Lord Russell constantly assures liS that these have finally 
settled all the difficulties about space, time, and movement, and 
in particular those raised by Zeno. But he never seems to 
succeed in showing just how they have done so. Two things, 
however, the German school seems to have done. They have 
shown that the problems about space, time, and movement are 
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not peculiar to space, time, and movement, but are involved in 
the nature of the number series itself and merely exemplified in 
such problems as Zeno's. And they have shown with much 
greater precision than any onc before them what are the proper
ties which an infinite series, if there be such a thing, must 
possess. One of these, and that which they adopt as the defini· 
tion of an infinite series, is that certain selected parts of an 
infinite series must have as many members as the whole series. 
But to point out that an infinite series must have this and many 
other paradoxical properties, while-it serves to make the notion 
of an infinite series more definite, does not help us to understand 
how there can be such a thing. And, this being so, it must, I 
think, be admitted that Zeno has Dot yet been finally answered. 

The Prime Muver. 

The subject of the Physics is nature; and nature is an 
internal principle of movement. Thus the Physics reaches its 
culmination in boo~ whose object is to account for the 
presence of movement in the world and for its having the 
characteristics it has. The argument of book viii is essen
tially an argument from the eternal existence of change to the 
existence of an unmoved movecwhich causes it. Now the first 
premiss needed for this argumen t is that change exists; but this 
is at the beginning taken for granted, and no attempt to prove 
it is made till 3. 253n. 32-b 6. The essential argument to prove 
it is the appeal to the observed facts of sense·perception. The 
argument that it is not the business of the physicist to refute 
a view which cuts at the very root of his science has less weigh t. 
It is important only if Aristotle is content to regard physics as 
a mere departmental science, accepting hypotheses without any 
attempt to prove their truth; but for AristotJe, physics, though 
it is not first philosophy, is yet philosophy and cannot shield 
itself behind such an argument. The argument would be no 
good reason for not trying somewhere to prove the existence of 
change. What he really relies on is the appeal to experience, 
coupled with the important addition that if it be urged that 
sense-perception is fallacious, it may be answered that even the 
occurrence from time to lime of these illusions itself implies 
change in our mental condition.1 

I 254124-30. 
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~eing kno~Jl t.q . exist, the next step logically is to 
Pr:9ve tha~lt mUStbe eternal. This - is the point to which
Aristotle actually first devotes himself.! The main argument 
used is to the effect that (change being the realization or poten
tiality) ir it is alleged that there was a first change, there must 
have existed, before it, something capable of producing it and 
something capable of suffering it; and that e ither these must 
have previous ly come into being (wh ich implies a change prior 
to the supposed first change), or they must have pre-existed 
without change occurring (which again requ ires a prior change 
to bring them into the condi tion in which they began to act one 
on the othe r),2 A similar argument is used to prove that change 
cannot come to an end. S And further, it is argued that, time 
bei ng the 'number' or measu rable extension of change, the eter· 
nity or change rollows rrom the e ternity or ti me, which itselr 
follows from the fact that it is the very nature of any moment to 
have time before and after it. 4 

Ger-tain-ebj ections to th e view that change must be eternal are 
-~ 

next mentioned. There is first th e objection that no change 
can be e ternal, cha nge being a passage from one of two ca n· 
t raries to the other and therefore limited in duration .6 I n reply, 
Aristotle admits that repeated changes between the same con
traries cannot be regarded as fo rming a s ingle continuous change, 
but promises to show later that there can nevertheless be a 
single continuous infinite change. This can be the case only if 
th ere is a change which is not bounded by contrary limits, and 
that is what Aristotle actually tries to show with regard to 
rotation, in ch. 8. 

The second objection is that we can actually observe the 
origination of change in lifeless things, where no change pre
existed.' In reply to this, he admits that pr"na facie there 
seem to be si tu ations in which, even in the presence of a suit· 
able motive agent, a thing remains for some time free from 
change and then undergoes change, and that such cases present 
a difficulty which must be considered later.' 

The third objection is or the same type as the second. It 
consists in claiming that an absolute origination of movement 

I In ch . J, 
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from complete rest is specially evident in the microcosm of a 
living thing, and may therefore by analogy be supposed to take 
place in the macrocosm,l To this Aristotle replies that such 
origination is not absolute origination. The movements of 
living things are to be explained by previous changes in the 
environment which awaken desire and thus lead to movements 
intended to secure the gratification of desire.2 Bct here too he 
promises a fuller consideration of the objection. This is to be 
found in ch . 6/ which, however, simply restates the answer given 
here. 

The way in which Aristotle actually deals with the second 
objection is this: he first establishes the view that there are 
th ings which pass from res t into motion and from motion into 
rest, by refuting (I) the view that everything is always at rest,t 
(2) the view that everything is always in motion,' (3) the view 
that everything is either always at rest or always in motion.' 
Various grounds are given for the rejection of these views, but 
they are all different forms of the appeal to experience. 'We 
have sufficient ground for rejecting all these theories in the 
simple fact that we see some things that are sometimes in motion 
and sometimes at rest t.' 

The fact on which the second objection rests having been 
thus established, he next devotes himself to explaining the fact 
in such a way as to show that the occurrence of change in things 
that were previously at rest is not an absolute origination of 
change from rest, and therefore does not conflict with his 
principle that every change implies previous change, that change 
has existed eternally. We should expect him therefore to point 
to previous changes which account for the apparent emergence 
of change, whether in lifeless or in living things, out of pure 
immobility. What he does, does not strictly meet the require~ 
ments of the argument. For instead.of proving the existence 
of previous changes, he proves the intelliKibHi1Y Q( such eroer-

_gences oLchange from immobility by pointing out that there is 
always a mover to account for them. He first divides changes 
into three kinds: (r) changes initiated within the thing that 
changes, i.e. the movements of living_~~.Lngs, (2) the natural 
movements of things that derive their movement from something 

1 252b 17-28. 
t 253a 32-b 6. 

t 253a 7-20. 
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else, e.g. the movement of fi re upwards and of earth down· 
wards, (3) the unnatural movements of such things, e.g. the 
movement of fire downwards and of earth upwards.' The ract 
that motion is always caused by a mov~r is most evident in the 
third case,' and evident enough in the first, since no one doubts 
that there is some motive agent that causes the movements of 
animals, though it may be difficul t to specify what it is.' It is 
least evident in the second case. The elements cannot be said 
to move themselves, for that is the property of Jiving things; 
further, if they could move themselves they should also be able 
to stop thei r movement, and to initiate other movements than 
locomotion . Further, their continuity presen ts a difficulty; for 
action involves diversity between agent and patient. Yet it is 
hard to say what external thing it is that moves them. The 
difficulty of this, Aristotle with great ingenuity ascribes to the 
fact that there are two stages in the causation of the natural 
movements of the elements. That which originally generated 
them and made th em light or heavy, i.e. presumably some hot 
substance which by imparting heat made them light, or some 
cold substance which by imparting cold made them heavy, was 
responsible for the first stage of the transition, the transition to 
the first actuality (akin to the transition which a student goes 
through when a teacher puts him in possession of knowledge). 
But when a substance has become light or heavy its nature is 
not yet completely actualized. For this to happen, anyobstade 
to its natural rising or falling must be removed, and that which 
removes this is the agent of the second stage of transition. 
Neither it alone nor the agent which originally mad e the sub· 
stance light or heavy can be said in the full sense to give it its 
natural movement. Both successively are needed, and the divi· 
sian of funct ion between th em results in our inability to point 
to the cause of the movement. Changes of quality and of s ize 
are similarly divisible into two stages.4 

Thus Aristotle's treatment of the second and third objections 
raised in ch. 2 to the eternity of change is inconclusive. What 
he has done is to establish by an appeal to experience the 
emergence of change in things that were previously at rest, and 
to point, not to previous changes that account for such emergence, 
but to movers that account for them. He may well have thought 

I 254b 12- 24. t ib. 24-7. ' ib. 27-33. 4 ib. 33-255b 30. 
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that the positive arguments for the eternity of change offered in 
ch. r are sufficient. He proceeds to deal with the question, 
what must be the nature of the ultimate mover which accounts 
for change. Change may happen in either of two ways. A may 
be moved by B in virtue of B's own nature, or it may be moved 
by B because B is moved by C. But it is clear that movement 
caused by something that is a mere instrument presupposes 
movement by something that causes movement in its own right. 
If an infinite regress is to be avoided, there must be a first 
cause of movement which causes movement not by virtue of 
being moved by anything else; in other words, which is either 
self·moved or unmoved. 1 

Aristotle adds a further argument to show that the first cause 
of movement is not always itself in movement. We may suppose 
(1) that the fact of being moved, though an invariable accompani· 
ment of being the cause of movement, is not essential to it. 
Aristotle infers, by a piece of bad logic, that if the relation in 
question were thus merely incidental, there might be a time 
when nothing was in movement; which would contradict his 
principle (already proved) that motion is eternal.' This error 
oflogic does not much affect Aristotle's argument. For evidently 
what anyone meallS who says that the cause of movement iS

1 always in movement is (2) that its being in movement is a neces
sary condition of its becoming a cause of movement. To this 
alternative Aristotle now turns. The supposition must take one 
of two forms. We may suppose (a) that the mover must be 
itself moved with the very kind of movement which it imparts. 
But if we are to be serious with this hypothesis we must carry 
it down to the minutest detail, and suppose that a teacher must 
not merely be learning, but be learning the very proposition he 
is teaching, and a catapult must be subject to the same kind of 
propulsion that it imparts-an absurd result! S Or we may 
suppose (6) that the mover is suffering a different kind of 
movement from that which it imparts. But this is equally 
absurd, whether we suppose that there is a series of such move
ments each different from all that succeed it (which is refuted 
by the fact that the number of kinds of movement is limited), or 
that the series returns on itself, A suffering movement X and 
causing movement Yin B, B suffering movement Yand causing 
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movement Z in C, C suffering movement Z and causing move
ment X in D ; for that in the end means that to suffer movement 
X, D must be moved by an A which suffers the same movement; 
i.e. we are back at hypothesis (a). Any hypothesis which implies 
that that which causes a movement must also be suffering it 
involves ascribing contrary states at the same time to the same 
thing. For movement is the transmission of some character
istic from something that has it to something that has not it; 
but if that which imparts movement has also to be suffering it, 
it must be both moving towards the possession of that character
istic and already in possession of it. l 

Thus we come back to the alternatives already mentioned; 
movement must in the long run be caused either by some liihg 
that is self-moved or by something that is unmoved. Aristotle 
proceeds to consider the first alternative, without mentioning 
Plato, but no doubt with reference to Plato's view that soul's 
power of self· movement is the cause of all other movement. 
We cannot suppose that the self-mover as a whole moves itself 
as a whole; for this view too would involve ascribing to the 
self-mover, as a whole, both the merely potential and the actual 
possession, i.e. both the non-possession and the possession, of 
the same attribute. Nor can the self-mover consist of two parts 
each of which is moved by the other. For in such a case there 
is no true first mover i but it is a first mover we are looking for. 
Be~es, we have already found that that which causes movement 
need not be itself moved, otherwise than by itself. There must 
be, within the self-mover, an element that causes movement, 
and if moved by the remainder is moved only incidentally. 
Essentially, tn.e.ll, .. J..kself-mover consists of an eleme nt which 
causes movement and_ an element which is moved, and to call 
it a self-mover is only to approximate to the truth. Again, 
Aristotle has little difficulty in showing that if there were any
thing that in strictness moved itself, that which moved being 
precisely identical with that which was moved, neither one nor 
more than one part of such a thing could also be quite s trictly 
a self-mover. If the relation mover-moved holds essentially 
between the whole and itself, it can only hold accidentally 
between any part and itself; and vice versa. Once more, then, 
we are driven to the conclusion that the self-mover must consist 

1 35731-23. 
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of a part that moves without being moved, and one that is 
moved without necessarily moving. But Aristotle has already 
shown that movement requires for its first cause either an un
moved or a self-moved mover; and now the second alternative 
has been shown to involve in the long run the first! 

Aristotle next arguest 2E eil 6 hat to account fo~the eternity 
of movement there mu~t be one or more eternal prime movers. 
He declines to claim that every unmoved mover is eternal. He 
makes several references in the chapter to unmoved movers 
which need not be regarded as eternal/ and again to self
movers which need not be so regarded,s There is one passage 
from which it seems to follow t~h~.elf=ver~ referred to 
are plants and animals, and the unmoved movers their souls or 
vital principles. 4 These vital principles, being unextended, 
may come into being and pass away immediately. without pro· 
cess. But not all unmoved movers can thus be non· eternal. 
No such non-eternal unmoved mover can account for the coming 
into being and passing away of the non-eternal self-movers 
themselves; nor can this be accounted for by a number of non
eternal unmoved movers (Le. souls) acting successively. Such 
a succession could only account [or a succession of changes, 
not for the eternity and continuity of change. There must be 
an all-embracing 1\ cause of movement apart from them, which 
accQunts for the successive coming into being of the unmoved 
movers, and gives them their power to move their bodies, and 
therewith other things. 

There appears to be an error in Aristotle's reasoning here. 
He has no doubt proved in ch. I the eternity of change. But 
what he has proved is that previous to any change there must 
have been some change to account for it. He has not proved 
the existence of a single continuous change in the sense in 
which he presently 6 claims to have proved it to exist, viz. 
a change I by one mover and of one moved " which alone, 
according to his doctrine,r is genuinely continuous. In/act the 
, eternal continuous change J for which he maintained that non
eternal movers will not account, and an eternal mover is needed, 
is the never-failing succession of the generation of living things i' 

t ib. z6- 258b 9. ! 258h 12,20,32. 
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he has not proved that there is con tinuous change in the strict 
sense, continuous change of one single subject of change. His 
certain ty that such change exists arises from a reason wh ich 
has never been mentioned in the argument, viz. the observation 
of the never-ceasing rotation of the heavens. He has not 
proved, as he claims, 1 that there must be continuous change, 
but he has a strong reason for believing that there is. 

Though the succession of the generation of Ji ving things has 
been said by Aristotle to be inexplicable without an eternal 
unmoved mover, the end of eh. 6 2 makes it plain that terrestrial 
phenomena are thought of by him as due not to tht! direct 
act ion of the first mover, nor even to the direct act ion of the 
primum 1110bile (the 7rPw-ro<; oupal'o<;), but to the action of that 
which is moved by the prz'mum rHohile.3 The prime mover is 
always in the same relation to terrestrial th ings, and cannot, 
th erefore, account d irectly for changes th at happen to th eri;. 
The first heaven, again, is as a whole always in the same rela· 
tion to the earth, rotating symmetrically round it. Bu t the sun, 
moon, and planets, which are moved by th e first heaven, come 
to occupy opposite regions, and to be grouped differently,4 with 
regard to things on earth, and thus become the cause of the 
alternation of the seasons, of seed-time and harvest, and of the 
changing fortunes of terrestrial things. aI'Opw7ro<; allfJpw7rol' Y(I'I'rj. 
KaL ~i\tO<;, as he has said much earlier.1i This view is expounded 
more fully elsewhere i e here it is only hinted at in the most 
general terms. 

Aristotle has claimed that there must exist a single eternal 
con tinuous movement. He has in fact assumed, on the g round 
of observation of the heavens, that it does exist. H e now pro~ 

ceeds to prove that it can exis t, in answer to t e objection raised 
in ch. 2 on the ground that all movemen t must be limited by the 
contraries between which it lies. ' His answer, in which he 
a ttempts to show (I) that locomotion is th e primary kind or 
change, ' (2) that locomotion can be continuous and eternal, and 
that no other kind of motion can,. (3) t at circular ~.Lon can 
be continuous and eternal and that no other kind of locomotion 

1 259a J6, b 23. 2 '200a 1- 19. ' ib. 5-7. 
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can,! I pass over, as being of small general interest. In ch.-lo 
he returns to the subject of the prime mover, and undertakes 
to show that this must be without parts and without magnitude. 
The first part of the proof consists in showing that nothing 
having finite magnitude can cause motion through infinite time, 
such as the unmoved mover has been shown to cause.s What 
Aristotle does succeed in proving is that a finite magnitude does 
not need to be applied for an infinite tim e in order to move 
a finite magnitude. But, not knowing the first law of motion, 
and supposing as he does that a force can move a magnitude 
only so long as it continues to be applied to it, he infers th at a 
finite magn itude cannot move a finite magnitude for an infi nite 
tim e. Secondly, he lays down the more general proposition 
that a fi nite magnitude cannot have infinite force; $ this is more 
general because it means that a finite magnitude cannot move 
an infinite magnitude, any more than it can move a finite 
magnitude for an infinite time. Thirdly, Aristotle adds for the 
sake of completeness, though it is irrelevant to his main theme, 
a proof to show that there cannot be a finite power in an infini te 
magnitude.· 

All these proofs have rested on the assumption that, in order 
that a body may continue to be in movement, the body that 
moves it must continue to be in contact with it. But that is 
contrary to the plain facts of our experience of projectiles. 
Aristotle sees the difficulty, but instead of giving up his assump· 
tion embarks on an ingenious but unconvincing attempt to 
explain the observed facts consistently with the assumption.s 

This, however, is a side issue. He returns to the main theme 
by arguing that, since it has been proved that no finite magni
tude can produce movement for an infinite time, a nd s ince the 
d iscussion in book iii has shown that no actual infinite magni· 
tud e exists, the eterna l movement of the heavens can only be 
accounted (or by a being which is without magnitude and 
without parts. 

The cosmic system is for Aristotle a system of concentric 
spheres, the outermost and quickest-moving being the heaven 
of the non.planetary stars, and each sphere moving at a pace 
proportional to its s ize I (with the exception of the terrestrial 
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sphere, which is fixed). Such being the system, where is the 
first mover to be located? Either at the centre or at the circum
ference, Aristotle replies; these are the apxa.{; the system must 
be actuated either from within or from without. And, since the 
speed of the outermost sphere is perceptibly the greatest, and 
speed diminishes with distance from the actuating principle, he 
concludes that the actuating principle is at the circumference. 
He must have thought therefore of the prime mover as being. 
though unextended itself, able to operate at a place, very much 
as we think of the soul as unextencled but able to operate on 
this or that part of our extended bodies. Nothing is said here 
of the mode of operation of the first cause ;-Arjstotle considers, 
presumablY, that the task of physics is ended w'len he has shown 
that the eternity of bodily movement demands a cause that is 
not bodily. 

The Development qf Aristotle's Theology. 

It is possible to trace to some extent, though there are gaps 
in the story and conjecture has sometimes to be used, the 
development of Aristotle's thought about the cause of the move· 
ment of the heavens. We must begin with the treatment of 
the subject in Plato's Laws. Plato there lays it down that the 
primary cause of movement must be that which can move both 
itself and other things; t and identifies this with soul. 2 He 
credits soul with carrying round the fiun and moon and the 
other stars,3 but, taking the sun as an example, leaves it an 
open question whether (1) soul is present in the sun and 
regulates its movement as a man's soul does that of his body, 
or (2) it provides itself with a body of fire or of some sort of air 
and forcibly pushes body with body, or (3) it is bare of body but 
guides the sun by , certain other powers excelling in wonder ' .• 
Further, he leaves it doubtful whether the guidance of the 
several stars is the work of one soul or of more than one. 
What is certain is that this soul is, or these souls are, divine, 
and that therefore, as Thales said, 'all things are full of gods '.' 
These various alternatives mark out the lines on which the 
speculation of the next generation proceeded. The first view, 
the belief in an immanent soul which guides each star as an 

, 894 c- 895 b. 2 895 c. ' 898 rl . 
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ordinary soul does its body, seems to be that which Plato him
self leaned to; at any rate it is adopted in the Ep£nomt"s, where 
the stars are said vovv EXHV and to be E/LtJrvxn,t and to maintain 
an unchanging motion because they have I deliberated on it 
long ago '.~ But it should be noted that even the Epz"nomis 
leaves it an open question whether soul is in the several stars 
or there is simply a soul jor each star,3 and again whether the 
stars are gods or images of gods/ which is another way of 
expressing the same doubt. 

The second view, which is described as the AOYO'> T£V(;W/ is 
perhaps to be understood by reference to the view of Eudoxus 
which described the stars as carried round (' body by body') by 
the spheres in which they were set. It is not clear that Eudoxus 
himself believed the movement of the spheres to be caused by 
souls, but presumably Plato had in mind thinkers who combined 
his own belief in soul as the prime mover with Eudoxus' belief 
in celestial spheres. The third view is the belief in a trans
cendent prime mover, and the oVl'ap.w; f,7r£pf3aAAovr:ra~ ()uvp.un 

with which this is credited are presumably the directive forces 
with which Aristotle was later to credit TO 0P£KTOV or EpW}J-£vov. 6 

For Aristotle's earliest views on these questions we must rely 
on three passages of Cicero relating to the De Phtlosophia.7 In 
the first of these 8 he is described as assigning to the stars sense· 
perception and intelligence. In the second \I he is said to have 
argued that the heavenly bodies must be moved either by nature 
or by force or by wilL They cannot be moved by nature, 
because then they would move either up or down instead of in 
circles. They cannot be moved by force, because there is no 
power greater than they which could move them contrary to 
nature. Therefore their motion must be voluntary. In the 
third passage 10 an Epicurean critic charges Aristotle with incon· 
sistency in assigning divinity to mind alone and giving the 
world a transcendent mover, and on the other hand making 
the world (or the 7rPWTO'> ovpuvos) itself divine, and presumably 
self·moving. But not much can be inferred from the passage; 
for it is put in the mouth of a speaker whose object is to pour 
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contempt on all thinkers but the Atomists. The passage is 
a confused one. Views which are €'ssentially two in number
the belief in a transcendent mover, and the belief in a self. 
moving celestial system-are represented as four distinct views, 
a nd one of the four is described unintelligently. 

The last of these passages has been treated by Jaeger as show· 
ing that in the De Plulosophia Aristotle taught the doctrine of 
th e transcendent mover of the heavens j the other two have 
been treated by von Arnim as proving the contrary. In truth 
Cicero's references prove neither the Olle nor the other. The 
first two passages, if Cicero is to be trusted, show that Aristotle 
described the heavenly bodies as endowed with life, sense· 
perception, and intelligence. The second might seem to go 
further, since it represents him as denying that there is any 
might greater than that of the stars themselves which could 
constrain them to move contrary to nature. But it is the 
words ' contrary to nature J that are important. Aristotle is 
not denying that there is any force greater than that of the 
s tars, but that there is any great enough to move them contrary 
to nature. The suggestion is that the movement of the stars is 
voluntary, neither imposed on them by an inevitable necessity of 
their own nature nor imposed on them contra ry to natu re from 
without. It might be thought of either as akin to the motion 
imparted to animals by their souls, without any implication 
of a transcendent mover, or as due to the voluntary effort of 
such souls to imitate the perfection of a transcendent mover. 
From the third passage perhaps the safest inference would be, 
not that Aristotle committed himself to the contradictory views 
ascribed to him by his critic, but that, imitating the caution of 
his master, he at this early s tage of his thought put forward the 
various possibilities without choosing between them. 

Perhaps the next step which Aristotle took was to distinguish 
the celestial elemen t, the ether, from the four terrestrial elements. 
Plato had treated the stars as being composed mainly of fire 
(T,'". 40 a), and no one, perhaps, before Aristotle had thought 
the celestial bodies to be composed of an element peculiar to 
themselves. In fro 23 (referred to above) it is implied that 
the home of the celestial bodies is identical with the fourth 
element, fire, and in fro 24 it is implied that the only natural 
movements are the movements upward or downward which 
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characterize the four elements, and that the movement of the 
stars is neither natural nor contrary to nature. But in the 
De Catlo t it is argu ed that motion must be either natural or 
contrary to nature, and that the heavens and the stars must be 
composed of a fifth element to which movement in a circle is 
natural. This, in distinction from the other four elements, is 
further said to be free from any change except locomotion. 

F rom the fact that in the De Caelo the celestial system is said 
to consist of an element whose nature it is to move in a circle, 
von Arnim argues that in that work Aristotle entirely dispenses 
with the notion of a transcendent mover. The inference is not 
justified; for in Phys. viii, though the movement of the elements 
is described as natural, the actualization of their potentiality of 
movement is said to demand the action of an outside agent. 
The doctrine of a transcendent mover is in no way inconsistent 
with the doctrine that the movement of the heavenly bodies is 
the realization of their own nature. But there are passages in 
the De Caelo which tell strongly in favour of von Arnim's thesis 
that there is there no thought of a transcendent mover. In 
i. 279" 33- b3 Aristotle expressly says that there is nothing 
more powerful «p"nov) than the heavenly system and capable 
of moving it, si nce such a mover would have to be more divine 
than it - which nothing can be, since the heavenly system is 
f lacking in none of its own perfections'. It is true that just 
before this' Aristotle has spoken of beings beyond the outer· 
most heaven which aJlaAAOLwTa Kat rL7!"a8ij nlJ1 UptCTTT]1I (XOYTa 'W~Y 

Ka, T7]Y aln-Clpl<f:CTTClrqv 8tcu)l.f:t 'TOV ii1ro.Y'To. alwvo.. He believes, then, 
in gods other than the heavenly bodies. But it is clear that he 
does not ascribe the motion of the heavens to them. 

Another passage tells the same tale-H. I. 28410 18- 23. 27- 35, 
where not only is there no thought of a transcendent mover, 
but the eternal movement of the heavens is said to be in· 
compatible even with necessitation by a soul, since the required 
efTort would be unworthy of the moving soul. Here at first 
sight Aristotle seems to dispense not only with a transcendent 
mover, but even with an immanent soul, and to give a purely 
mechanistic account of the heavenly movements. 

Vet that this is not his meaning is clearly indicated by two 
passages in the same book. In ii. 6 he argues for the regularity 
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of the movement of the heavens. Two proofs of this are offered 
from the nature of the movement itself. I But two others are 
used which refer directly to a mover of the heaven ly bodies,'l 
and in one of these it is definitely described as ao-w,tLo:rov.s 

Again, in ii. 12 Aristotle freely describes the motion of the 
heavenly bodies as due to soul. TULEt" Wi 7rCpt o-WP.o.TWV UlrrOW 
fLOYOV, Kat p.ovaowv Ta~ul JLEv iXOVTWJI, o..pvxwv Of r.c1,u1ro.lI, O«lVOOvlut9a: 

OCt (/ we; JLETEX0V'TWV lnro'A..Opf3o.VELV r.pa.'EW'i Kat 'wiji . .. 8~ OEt VOP.i'f.LV 
Kat ~v TWV eunpwv 7rpii,w (IvaI. TOlQ.VTl111 oia. 7rEp i] .,.WII tcewv KaL <pIJTWV," 

Each heavenly body is described as having a tw~ and an &Px'l 
or ruling principle, in fact a soul which moves it as the souls of 
living things move their bodies.' In the light of this passage 
and that in eh. 6 we must realize that in ii. I what Aristotle is 
denying is not soul, but soul which constrains' the heavenly 
bodies to motion contrary to their natural motion. What he is 
claiming is that his view of heavenly bodies as made of a sub
stance different from the terrestrial elements, which naturally 
moves in a circle, is preferable to a view which treats rectilinear 
motion as alone natural and therefore, to account for the circular 
movement of the heavenly bodies, demands the action of an 
alien and constraining soul. What the three passages taken 
together point to is that Aristotle when he wrote the De Cado 
explained the movements of the heavenly bodies by the action 
of immanent souls or powers of initiating movement. We 
need not adopt the precarious course of regarding any of the 
passages as merely taken over from the De Plu1osophia or as 
notes added when Aristotle had developed the doctrine of the 
transcendent mover. 

The introduction of th e transcendent mover, when it came, 
was not the negation but the completion of the view developed 
in the De Cae/o.' For if the view that movement is the actualiza
tion of an inherent capacity is true as far as it goes, it is not 
complete. The question remains, why does the capacity pass 
from being a mere capacity to being realized? The answer 
which Aristotle finally reached is that capacity is realized 
always by the action on the potential of that which is already 

I 28Sa 17-27, b 7- 22 . 

• 292a 18-21, b 1-2. 
, z8sa z7-" 7, b 2z-z89a 8. 3 28Sb 6. 

5 292b 28-30. e 284ft 27, 28 . 
, This is excellently brought out in Mr. Guthrie's article, C.Q. xxvii 

(1933), 162-71. 
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ac tual. And this he came to see to be incompatible with self
movement. In order to cause movement, the mover must 
already be in the state which is the terminus of the movement; 
in order to be moved, the moved must be not yet in that state. 
Thus that which moves cannot be identical with that which is 
moved. This is the essential argument by which Aristotle in 
Phys. viii proves the existence of a transcendent mover. 

Probably the earliest passage in Aristotle in which the 
doctrine of the transcendent mover is adumbrated is De Motu 
An. 2- 4. The general implication of the passage is that, just 
as the movement of animals would be impossible if there were 
not an unmoving earth for them to push against, the motion of 
the heavens would be impossible without an unmoved being 
which forms no part of them. l But the argument is only 
tentative, and it is a mere argument from analogy. Aristotle 
returns to the subject in what strikes me as a maturer argument, 
in Phys. vii. I. He there establishes first 'l that everything 
that is in movement is moved by something; and this seems to 
be directed both against the view that motion is a state which 
needs no causation, and against the view that a thing can be, 
in strictness, moved by itself.8 Having established that every
thing that is in motion must be moved by something other than 
its,elf, he next argues ~ that there cannot be a series A, B, C ... 
such that the movement of A is caused by B, that of B by C, 
and so ad -infinitum, but that there must be a first mover and 
a first moved. He does not say in so many words that the 
first mover must be unmoved, but we can draw the inference 
by applying to the first mover the proof advanced in the first 
part of the chapter. If the first mover were in movement, the 
movement could not be caused by the first mover itself, nor 
could it exist uncaused, nor is there any prior mover to cause 
it. We may fairly suppose that Aristotle drew this conclusion 
and considered himself to have proved the existence of a 
transcendent unmoved mover. But the argument is at two 
points, at least,s invalid, and he may have become conscious of 
this. In viii. 4-5, therefore, he abandons this argument and 
offers a fresh argument for the necessity of a prime mover; and 

1 69Bb 8-27, 699a 12-b 1 1, b 32-700a6. 2 241 h 34-2423 49< 
S 241 b 39, 4 242& 49-2431 12. 
Ii cf. 242& 38-49 n., b 53-9 n. 
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it is the argument of book viii that is retained and summarized 
in Met. A. 

Though book viii offers an elaborate argument for the 
existence of the prime unmoved mover, it tells us nothing of 
how this operates, and Met. A carries the theory further by 
stating that it is W~ OpO'TO" or W!O £pWp.£vov, i.e. as final cause and 
as this alone, that God operates on the world. There are 
earlier hints of this view. In one passage of the De CaeIo I 

Aristotle describes the s tars as living beings aiming at an end, 
and the first heaven as attaining the (htoTCh7] apxlj directly by 
a single movement. There is indeed in the passage no reference 
to the unmoved mover, and the 8ELO'Ttl.'"7 o.Px:7 may be thought of 
as an immanent end, a perfect state of itself which beckons the 
first heaven on to its attainment. But-when Aristotle had come 
to satisfy himself of the existence of the unmoved mover, it 
may be presumed that he retained the notion that the heavens 
act under final causation, and now thought of them as having 
in the first mover a transcendent end, and of their eternal 
rotation without translation as due to the endeavour to atta in, 
in such measure as a material thing can, something akin to the 
eternal unchanging activity of the first mover. Again, in the 
De Generatione et Corrupt":one 7. he illustrates the action of an 
UKLVI'}TOV on that which it moves by the action of a man who 
grieves anoth er . The suggestion is that the unmoved mover also 
acts on the prt'ntunz mobt'fe by inspiring a mental state, which 
must be that of desire. Finally, in Phys. ii.' Aristotle says OtTTal 
St at upxa~ at Ktl'OVU(lt rjlUULKW<;, c!Jv .;, ~T£pCJ. ov CP\JUtK~ ' 011 yQ.p EXH 

KW~cr£W~ (i.e . Toli KlV£t<rOat) o.px:Y/V iv o.~Tjj. TOWVTOV 8' £CTT;'V €t n KtV£t jJ.~ 

KtVOUjJ.£vov, WO'7r£P TO T£ '1l'"aVT€.\W~ o'K[V'tJTOV Kat [TO] 7l"aVTWV 7rPW-rOV Kal. 

TO T[ £UTt Kat .;, jJ.opCP~· T£AO<; yap K(l~ 0:; £vo;a . H ere TO TI. fun Kat 

~ I'-op</>~ refers to the form of whatever physical object may be 
in question ; but TO '1l'"(lVT€.\W~ o.K[VrrrOV Kat 17'aVTWV 17'PWTOV evidently 
refers to the prime mover, and it is plainly implied that this no 
less than the form operates as a final cause. 

There is a minor point on which a progress in Aristotle's 
thought can be traced. Plato leaves it an open question whether 
the several stars have separate souls that move them-lJtvxl1 
jL£v ~ I/roxa1 1TaVTwII TOlIrWV ai:'nat fcpa.V7]UaV (-and in the whole 
context he speaks freely both about God and about gods. 

4 Laws, 899 b. 
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Perhaps his meaning is best indicated in the passage in which 
he speaks of the overseer of the universe as appointing o.PXOVTE'O 
to preside over the several things in the universe in such a way 
that they shall make their contribution to the good of the whole.' 
H is view probably is, then, that there is a supreme soul, and 
that to everything in the universe (including the stars) there is 
assigned a subordinate soul of its own. Similarly Aristotle in 
the De Phrlosophia spoke of the s tars as gods,' but probably 
also spoke of the universe as God, or alternatively as being 
presided over by God.' The same general view is indicated in 
the De Cae/o" where the 7rpwTrJ 'w~ Ka~ apx!J, the soul of the first 
heaven, has ascribed to it 7fo>.)..';' lnr€poX'" over the souls of the 
other celestial bodies. In the De Motu Animaliu11l nothing is 
said of separate moving principles for the sun, moon, and 
planets; but nothing can be inferred from this, since the 
problem of their movements is not discussed at aU. 

I n the De Philosophia there is no trace of the view that the 
s tars are moved by spheres in which they are set; it is the stars 
themselves that are besouled and are responsible for their 
movement. But by the time when he wrote the De Caelo, 
Aristotle had already accepted the theory of celestial spheres 
(a view already perhaps hinted at in the second hypothesis 
mentioned in the Laws as I the \'iew of some people' &). For 
in ii. 8 he argues at length that the stars have no principle of 
movement of their own but are carried round by the ,ruI(AOt in 
which they are set. In ii. 9 he describes them definitely as 
attached to moving bodies,t' and in ii. 12 he substitutes the 
more exact crcpo.'ipa.t for I(UKA.OL.7 

In the Physics there are three passages that refer to a plurality 
of eternal unmoved movers. In the first of these' Aristotle 
leaves it an open question whether such a plurality exists. In 
the second t he expresses a preference, on the ground of economy, 
for the view that there is n, g r.pWTOV TWV tLcly,frWV tit8,ov OV terra., 
tipxTI "'Ot~ O:UOt~ KU,.,p(~. I .e., while recognizing the existence 
of many Ql(tvvro. KlVOVVTQ (for every soul is such, in the sense that 
it is tiKlV7JTOV 1<0.0' o.{,.,.6, and only I(lV7]'TOV I(o..,.a rrofL/3cjJ1'JI(Ot; through 
being involved in the movement of the body it moves), he 

, ib. 903 b. 
4 292b 28-30. 
'7 293& 7. 

t frr. 23, 24. 
~ 899 a. 
I 258bII. 

3 fro 26. 
• 291& It, 17. 
• 259'6- r3· 
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prefers to suppose a single etertlal unmoved mover on which 
all things depend for their movement. Jaeger's reasons for 
regarding these passages as later additions seem to be inadequate. 
But in a third passage 1 Aristotle speaks of some I ruling 
principles of things in the heavens, i.e. of those that have 
more than one movement' (the sun, moon, and planets), as being 
moved incidentally by something other than themselves. It is 
implied, though not said, that these apxa[ are in their own 
nature unmoved, and the reference must be to movers of the 
celestial spheres of Eudoxus' system. And to account for the 
eternal movement of the planetary bodies, they must be eternal. 
Thus in this passage Aristotle assumes what in the first passage 
he had merely mentioned as a possibility, and in the second had 
treated as improbable, that there is a plurality of eternal 
unmoved movers. This passage alone of the three, then, seems 
to be a later addition, made after he had reached the final view 
which he states in Met. A. 

III 
THE TEXT OF THE PHYSICS. 

The leading sources for the text of the Physics are the follow· 
ing:-

1. Parisi nus 1853 (E), of the beginning of the tenth century, 
the MS. which forms one of the main sources for Aristotle's 
physical, psychological, and biological works, as well as for the 
Metaphysics of Aristotle and of Theophrastus. 

2. Laurentianus 87. 7 (F), of the fourteenth century. 
3. Laurentianus 87. 6 (G), of the twelfth century, including 

only book iv. 
4. Vatican us 1027 (H), of the beginning of the fourteenth or 

perhaps of the thirteenth century. The old hand of this MS., 
of which alone Bekker records the readings, begins at iv. 21511 8. 

5. Vaticanus 241 (I), of the thirteenth century. 
6. Vindobonensis 100 (]), of the tenth century, which is an 

important source also for the De Caelo, the De Generatione et 
Corruptione, the Mel£or%gica, and the Metaphysics, as well as 
lor Theophrastus' Metaphysics. 

1 259b 28-31. 
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7. Laurentianus 87. 24 (K), of the middle of the thirteenth 
century, including only books vi to viii. 

Of these I have recollated E and G and collated j, which had 
not before been collated for the Physics. 

Besides these I have traced the existence of. 79 MSS. of the 
whole or parts (other than mere extracts) of the Physics. These 
have not been collated, except a certain number for book vii, 

8. For certain passages in books ii, iii, v we have parallel 
passages in the Metaphysics (M). 

9. For books i- iv the readings of the Arabo-Latin version 
(V) printed with Averroes' commentary have been collated by 
A. Mansion; v. Revue de Phdologie, 47. 5- 41. 

10. Themistius' paraphrase (T). His date is about 317-
390 A. D. 

II. Philoponus' commentary (P), complete for books i-iv, 
very fragmentary for books v-viii. Hisjloruit is about 530. 

12. Simplicius' commentary (5), of about the same date. 
13. Alexander's commentary (A), as quoted by Simplicius . 

Hisjlorur't is about 200 A .D. 

Apart from J and V, of which he took no account, the situation as 
regards the authorities was stated in a masterly way by Hermann 
Diels in the Ahhandlungen of the Berlin Academy (1882). He 
confined himself to books i- iv, of which alone he had at the 
time edited Simplicius' commentary. Though one may disagree 
with his treatment of many individual passages, there can be 
nothing but admiration for his general argument. He first 
shows that S presents a line of tradition independent of that 
represented by all the M SS. This is most clearly shown by 
2123. 6, where 5 has after UWP.UTOfO the words, omitted in all 
our M 55., Kat,. g O"Vl'a7ITEt "'0 7rEP~XOfl(I''f' The authenticity of 
these words is proved by what follows immediately in the MSS., 
AEyW of: TO 7rEPLEX6fLEVOI' uWfLO- TO Ktv1]TOV KaTa. ¢OPrlV, which pre
supposes a mention of TO 7rEPLEXOfLEVOV. The additional words 
are found not only in 5 but in P and in T, so that we are led to 
suspect that the three commentators, while diverging in detail, 
follow in the main one common tradition. It is to be noted 
that V here agrees with the commentators. 

Some of the passages used by Diels as proofs of the excellence 
of the indirect tradition are not convincing, since in some of them 
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the commentators may be merely paraphras ing, and in others 
the advantage is not on the side of the form in which they quote 
the text. But in 19" 10 Diels is probably right in rejecting 
.;, iiAf/ Kat, since it spoils the proportion ap.op<poll : TfXV1]TOII : : v>"'7J : 
ooo-w... In 196b 34 he seems right in preferring KOP.J;.0JLEIIOV of 
J PST to the readings of the other MSS. In '97& '7 S's 
~WyWII K(L~ 8mCTofLEIIQIi (q,oryWII Kai O{Q.CTtl.JLEl'Of> T, (ha.crO,.,.,Ellor; Kat 

.p.vyWV FI, Owr0I"VO< .p,Vywv J) seems to be right. In 221& 7 AST 
Damascius seem to be right in omitting 8(, This provides a 
principal clause for the sentence. 

In 216b 17-20 PST omit the probably corrupt sentence which 
all the MSS., V, and Averroes have. (G and H preface the 
sentence with a.\.\.ws-, which seems to imply that the writers of 
these M SS. (or the writer of their archetype) found this sen· 
tence only as a variant in some MSS.) But the Arabic transla
tion used by Averroes belongs to the ninth century, and £ has 
the character of a ninth-century MS. (absence of accents, and 
defective division of words); Diels infers th at the archetype of 
our MSS. is to be placed between 600 and 800 A.D. It would 
be safer to say, between 530 (the approximate date of Philoponus 
and Simplicius) and 850. 

Diels next cites a number of agreements between E and 5 
which confirm the superiority already assigned to £ by Laas, 
Bonitz, and Prantl. I. may supplement Diels's argument by 
mentioning the following passages in books v- viii in which E 
alone or almost alone agrees with S in what is evidently the 
right reading:-

230b 7 yap am. £' PS 
233b 23- 5 TO 1'" ••. TO Ii. £S: TO. I"V . .. TO. Ii, HI) K. 
235b I I " ... &".o).""."V £S: omitted by haplography in Ki\.' 
239b 9 TWV om itted wrongly by KA. 
240b '9 Ii' £S: yap KA by anticipation of b20. 
2,p'61'~KO< £S: I'Fy,Oo< Ki\. 
241& 17 ~ omitted wrongly by KAP. 
266"'33 illl"~ S( AB ES: £V ~ 8' 11 A:B A. 

Again, £ P seem to be right in the following places :-
235b 24 ~ Ii.: ~ yo." Ki\. yap repeated from O~ yo.". 
238b 35 ,«pov £FP: (K«.,poV HI) KS. 
239" 5 &v am. Ki\S. 

I For the sense in which I usc the symbol A see p. 120. 
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ET are right in :-
228& 22 p1.a.v: pia. AS. 
228b 21 J.vwp.a).la.: w,wjJJJA{o.s AS. 

233' 20 ;, ~vo. is probably a later addition by KA. 
233" 7 .;,. om. E' AT Aspasius, found in KAS. 

EA are right in 258- 27; TO B1 r . . . "yap is a gloss found in KA 
"yp. S but absent in EA. 

Diels adds, however, a large number of passages in which E 
has additions, omissions, or changes that are condemned either 
by internal evidence or by the adverse testimony of the com· 
mentators. To this 1 may add that there are not a few places 
in which E agrees with one or more of the commentators in 
error :-

ES 
249" 23 ofLwvVf'wv. 
255" 35 omission of the first TO. 
259" 28 the second TO is wrongly omitted in ES' but found in 

KAPSp. 
262" 2 Kat uAlo.,<, is omitted by haplography. 

EP 
230b I2 a sentence wrongly inserted. 
238b31 B. wrongly omitted. 
260& 8 Iv omitted by haplography. 
241b27 T<l' wrongly omitted. 

ET 
229" 12 rfj wrongly omitted. 
233" 20 rfj B,a,,,I,,,, omitted by haplography. 

Similarly passages may easily be found in which one or more 
of the other MSS. goes wrong in company with one or more of 
the commentators. The position, then, is that while the MSS. 
sometimes all go wrong when one or more of the commentators 
is right, so that their archetype must have been in error, yet at 
times a given MS. agrees with oneor more of the commentators 
in preserving the right reading against the other MSS., and at 
other times in giving a wrong reading where the other MSS. 
are right. How is this to be explained? Diels states three 
possibilities ;-

(I) that the MSS. were derived from a vulgate text provided 
with numerous variants from which they drew at pleasure; 
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(2) that they used the commentators as well as their archetype; 
(3) that they used other MSS. besides their archetype, and 

emended the text by their aid. 
He argues that all three possibilities were realized, and that 

the writers of our M 55. were not mere copyists with a single 
text before them which they tried mechanically to reproduce, 
but were scholars who treated the archetype much as modern 
scholars do Bekker's text, emending it from any source that 
was at their disposal. 

The hypothesis of an old MS. furnished with variants 
derives some confirmation from the presence in our MSS . 
themselves of many marginal or supralinear variants. Diels 
cites 2153 I as particularly instructive. Here IVST have E1iU()' 

on 7TaU(l Kivy}CTtlO, FG have r.pWTOII ,.,.~v ~v (which is erased in J) 
on ?rna-a /({v.,,(n~, E has €7r(tO' OTt: TJ '!TaUIl K{v'J}cns: 7rpWTOV fLEV OTt 1l'"clU(l 

KLVT}UtlO. Here E7rUO' is right j the first argument to prove that 
a void would be fatal to movement (214" 30) has been adduced 
in 2I4b 32, OU yap ECTTLV KTA. Here it is most natural to suppose 
that the archetype was furnished with the two readings (?rPWTOV 

I"Y O~Y, ,,,.,,0) and that I used it skilfully, FG unskilfully, and E 
stupidly. 

Again in Ig6b I EFI have Q.UTOV, S 1'OVTOU, J airroii 1'OVTOV. In 
200b 23 S has 'TQVra, E ?raUL, A P 'TaVrQ. ?ra.Ut. 

Such variants, in so far as they are not late conjectures (and 
they rarely look like this) may have been derived either from 
older MSS. or from the commentators. Now in 202b 21 S has 
Ka~ 1'08E, and the true reading KD.1. 'TO TOVSE depends on the MSS. 
FI], confirmed by VP. The archetype probably had both vari
ants, and E muddled them together. Or E may have taken his 
reading (Kal. 1'OVSE) direct (but carelessly) from the commentators. 

Again, in 208b 24, where S preserves the original reading, 
FG IJ adopt A's conjecture, and E tries to improve upon it. 

Diels concludes that it is doubtful whether the assumption 
of an archetype furnished with variants will account for all the 
facts. On that assumption it is not easy to see why some of 
the MSS. neglect obviously good readings and adopt poorer 
ones. It seems then that besides the archetype the various 
MSS. had other previous MSS. at their disposal, from which 
they adopted variants at their free will, sometimes good, some· 
times bad. Now if Diels's account is sound, as in the main I 
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believe it to be, we have not in the Pltyst'cs the situation that is 
found in many classical works, where you have a distinct 
family-tree with branches, and each descendant MS. perpetuates 
the distinctive errors of its ancestors and adds fresh distinctive 
errors, hut never returns to the truth except by conjecture. If 
the writers of our MSS. (or at any rate of the older of them) 
were learned men, drawing upon a whole store of variants 
from older MSS. and from the commentators, and using their 
own judgement in selecting from them, there will be a far less 
definite affiliation among the MSS. Even if there are main 
branches of the family-tree, deriving from distinct early copies 
of the archetype, yet the access which all the writers had to 
variants will lead to constant criss-crossing between the main 
branches; MSS. belonging to different main branches will 
nevertheless constantly agree even in erroneous readings which 
they should not on the ordinary principles of familiation agree 
in. This is in truth what we find in the Physics. A fact 
which is evident to anyone who will glance through Bekker's 
apparatus is that there are two main families of MSS., one con
sisting of E alone, the other of the MSS. FI in books i-iii, of 
FGI in iv. 208n 27-215"8, of FGHI in iv. 2Is"8-end, of FHI in 
books v-viii. Theonly other MS. cited systematically by Bekker, 
viz. K in books vi- viii, needs separate consideration. It agrees 
with E against A about 48 times to ]33 in book vi, about 80 times 
to 33 in book vii, about 161 times to 107 in book viii, about 289 
times to 270 in all. It must, I think, be regarded as forming a 
third line of tradition intermediate between the other two; and, 
as we shall see presently, a very accurate line. On the other 
hand J belongs decidedly to the same family as FGH I; a count 
of certain passages taken at random in the second part of book 
iv, for which we have all five M SS., shows the grouping FG HI] 
to be much commoner than any other. Within this family it 
seems to me difficult to establish definite branches, though on 
the whole GI] belong specially closely together, and F and Hare 
slightly more individual in their readings, and H more so than F.l 

To get a rough estimate of the value of the various sources 
for the text, I have drawn up a list of 268 passages in which 

1 Similarly in the Meleorologica H diverges considerably from FJ 
(Fobes's ed., p. viii). And in the De Caelo, Mr. D. J. Allan tells me that 
H diverges pretty widely from the group FJM. 
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Bekker's text can with fair certainty be improved upon, on 
grounds of sense or grammar, and I find that of these 

E gives the right reading in 91 places; 
F gives the right reading in 40 places; 
G in 6 places in book iv, which would mean on the same 

ratio about 35 in the whole Physics; 
H in 35 places in iv. 2150. 8- end of viii, which would mean on 

the same ratio about SS in the whole Physics; 
I in S6 places; 
J in 47 places; 
K in 2S places in books vi-viii, which would mean on the 

same ratio about 60 in the whole Physzcs; 
M in 20 places in books ii, iii, Vi 

V in 20 places in books i-iv, which would mean on the same 
ratio about 4S in the whole Physics; 

A in 8 places; 
P in S4 places + 6 in which he may have the right reading; 
S in 112 places + II in which he may have the right reading j 
Tin 40 places +9 in which he may have the right reading. 
The importance of E , of A as a whole (or a majority of the 

M55. included in it), and of 5 is so obvious that it needs no 
illustration. I will proceed to illustrate th e importance of in
dividual M55. of the A group even when they diverge from the 
main A tradition, and of K. 

I take as illustrations for this purpose the passages in which a 
departure from Bekker's text appears to be either necessary or 
very likely to be right. Of course there are many others in 
which Bekker himself follows one or more of these M 55. 

F 

186& 13 F alone with S omits otf.(1-(}a~1 which seems likely to be 
a gloss. But its omission may be accidental. 

IgoA 19 fL~ before fLOlJUlKOV is required, and does not seem 
likely to be an emendation. Its presence in P5T is doubtful. 

194b t The omission of the second at is required by the sense 
and is found only in FP. It does not seem likely to be an 
emendation. 

20Sa 14 F's 01l'"0(Ovoov points to the true reading 01l'"0lJOOV, found 
in MV. This cannot be emendation. 
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206b 8 TOU OAOV P.Ey((}O~ is certainly right, and can hardly be an 

emendation. It is found only in FS. 
219b 7 /)~ FG. This is unimportant because the MSS. deal 

very freely with /)( and o~. 
224& 12 The omission of (, is celtainly right, and is found 

only in FP. It is not likely to be an emendation. 
224b 17 The omission of the third T() is certainly right, and 

not likely to be due to emendation. F stands alone. 
226'2 TO before the first Y'YY0I"YOY is probably right. FJM 

(A b) stand alone. 
ib. 12 Ti for o~ FJM (JAb) S. This is certainly right and can· 

not be an emendation. 
237' 30 n FP for T6 is certainly right. 
267b 14 dUos FS for oU' "" . 
F is clearly independent of all the other MSS.; its closest 

connexions are with the G IJ group and with K, but it diverges 
considerably more from G IJ than they do from one another. 
In the Meleorologica Fobes considers that it has a special 
affinity with J, but I see no trace of this in the Physics. 

G 

21911 7 8~ FG; this is unimportant. 
(210b '7 : Diels says that here G stands nearest to S. In fact 

GI have the same reading, but in any case insertion or omission 
of articles is not very conclusive of independent value. 

2IIb 24: Diels says G s tands nearest to S. G has a TtSO, which I 
and S also have, but not in the same place. The passage is 
not very important evidence. 

2I3b 23, where Diels wishes to read aVT~ with G plS Stobaeus, 
is not conclusive evidence of any independent value of G, since 
the variation from a..rro to Q..rr~ may be purely accidental, or 
may again be due to the influence of P, or to emendation.) 

On the whole G does not seem to have much value except as 
forming one evidence of th e GIJ tradition. Any two of these 
probably indicate the tradition where they agree against the 
third . G seems to be independent of J ; for not only (I) has J 
none of these four readings, but also (2) G has none of the special 
readings of J where J seems to be right as against Bekker. On 
the whole G has the virtue of faithfuily transmitting that which 
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was committed to it, and has fewer individual errors than most 
of the other M SS. 

H 
2I5" 10 K<VO" 'H PST is pretty certainly right and not due to 

emendation. 
2Iga 20 awwv (an emblema from 1. Ig) is lacking only in 

H S T; this is certainly not due to emendation. 
21gb I4 13 Oi 7I"on HPS. 
222a.28 Ka.t before Elii' £K£i:1I0 om. HP. Not emendation. 
b 30 8uJJpl.Uft£vwv H PT. Not emendation. 
226a 14 KaL p.~ K{IIl'/(TtV om. E2HIAS. 
231" 5- 17 a late addition ; ·om. HT Porph. yp. A yp. S. 
240' 29 S' HS. Not important. 
246b 19 ':'U HIS. Not emendation . 
259b241'~ om. HS. Not emendation. 
2678. 2 KtVELV H S. 

I t is to be noticed that in nearly all these passages H is in agree
ment with S. Further in 222b 30 one MS. of S has 8twptap.£vwv. 

Only in 222' 28 is H without definite support in S. Apart from 
these passages in which H S alone or a1 most alone preserve the 
true reading, H is one of the two MSS. which in general main~ 
tain the closest relation to S. It seems to me highly probable 
that where it alone of the MSS. preserves the true reading, it 
is because the writer has made an intelligent use of S's com
mentary. Considering how many passages there are in which 
S's reading is not known to u S I it would be strange, if H's good 
readings were independent of 51 that he should not sometimes 
come to the rescue when S is silent. 

Another point to be noted about H is that it has more 
individual errors than any other of our MSS. 

18gR 12 'Tn aUVTLa IJST. 
202b 24 7rWS; I P. 
204b25 0,,""" IJP. 
207R7 Ka.Tn TO 7I"OUOV EtI]S. 

I 

21SR 1 (7I"(tO' on 7r(lU(l KtVy/Utf; ~ IV5. 
226a 14 Ka.i p.~ KLVYJU'IV om. E$HIA5. 
230' 28 TO yap y~piiv IJ. 
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24Sb 17 ava .. . KLvoup.lvov om. 1. This looks like a gloss, but 
1's omission may be due to homoioteleuton. 

246b 19 ':'3! HIS. 
J has four of these nine readings, and it looks as if I might 

be a descendant of J corrected by reference to the commentators. 

J 
187" 7 .:" am. Jl. Possibly emendation. 
IBgs- 12 'To. EVUY'Tta IJ ST. 
193b 17 second £l~ om. JIS. 

I96' 34 K0l"{0l"vou J PST. 
204b 25 o,,"w, IJP. 
226'2 TO FJM(Ab). 
226' 12 T! FJM(JAb)S. 
230' 28 TO yop Y'lpiiv IJ. 
The independent value of J is not great. Itis chiefly valuable 

as being the oldest and perhaps the most careful preserver of 
the A tradition. 

K 

24Ib 7 'TO fl£Ta(JaA£i.v K, 8 P.£TOo/3o.A£i.V KS, 9 f.L£Ta/3aA£i.v KS: an 
unimportant and perhaps accidental variation. 

26t17 KLVEt Tt dUo E11{. 
267b '3 8, om. KS. 
K has no great importance when it stands alone; but the 

fact that it is apparently independent both of E and of A gives it 
great importance when it agrees with one of these against the 
other. EK are probably right as against A, AK as against E. 

It is evident that anyone of these MSS. from time to time, 
either alone or in very slender company, is liable to preserve 
the true reading. It is impossible in many cases to say that 
this may not be the result of conjecture, but in the great 
majority of the cases the reading thus found in one or more 
MSS. is also found in one or more of the commentators; and, 
since they are most scrupulous in distinguishing traditional 
readings from conjectures, the pedigree of such readings is 
amply guaranteed. If a few of these readings are the result of 
conjecture by the copyists, they are so sound and so convincing 
that we may be just as grateful to their authors as we should be 
if they were preserving what was handed down to them. 
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There are a few other obviously correct readings which do 

not occur in the text of any MS. and were not actually followed 
by any of the commentators, but are recorded as variants by 
either a copyist or a commentator or both. Of these I have 
noted the following. 

199b 20 AlJO"aj.L<JlOI; yp. I 'YP' P. 
201 a 28-9 oVX .. . KtV11TOII yp I 1P' A Asp. 
20611. 2ga-33 ;n . . . (upol' om. yp. A yp. P yp. S. 
208110 18 TOV UUT(O~ and ~ om. yp P. 
2Ub 1-5 (Tt ... Ka.8't' om. Aspasius, secl . A. 

A rew passages I have been led to regard as intruders, and 
it is noteworthy that in all of these there is some authority 
either in the MSS. or in the commentators for so regarding 
them. This is of course not definite proof that there are not 
passages that occur in all the MSS. and all the commentators 
and are yet intruders. But it seems safe to say that if there 
were many such some of them would have been detected before 
now by olle scholar or another; and the fact that this has not 
happened is pretty good evidence of the soundness of the text, 
wh ere it occu rs both in the MSS. and in the commentators, so 
far as concerns its freedom from intrusive sentences or longer 
passages. The passages which must be regarded as intruders 
are: 

186a 7- 10 Kat yap . . . xa.Aurov is a repetition orI8S3 9- 12; om . ut 
vid. ST. That it is out of place here, and not in the other con· 
text as Bekker suggests, is shown by the variety or reading in 
1861\ 8, where FIJ have &U1JAXOYW"TO{ EtULV, as all the MSS. have 
in 18SH 10, but EP have nCTllAAoytO'TOL "i:aw o.Vrwv Ot .\.oyo" The 
shorter reading is right in the earlier passage, where Ot AOYo, 
have already been mentioned; E has doctored the later passage 
by putting in a:iJ'Twv 01: .\.6'}'OL because the subject of Aa/J-{3a.1I0lJUt 

here is not the XOYOl hut Parmenides and Melissus themselves. 
r86b 2o- 21 ~ (V '; ... cru/L{3'-f3TJK£V om. APST. This is a doublet 

of the previous clause. 
206' 2ga- 33 1" ... 1T<pov om. yp. A yp . P yp. S . This is easily 

recognized as an alternative briefer version of 206- 21- 9; cr. 
the beginning with a 21, a 31 with a 22, and the end with a 29. 
Here the language is unobjectionable, and the passage may 
have been an alternative version by ArisLOtle himself. 
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211 b 1-5 En ... KO:O~ om. Asp. secl. A . This is an alternative 

version of a 29-b I. 

2I6b 17-20 En (aAAW~ (Tt G H) . .. Q7rTOV om. PST. 
2I7b 12-16 tTL , , . iiA7J5 om. T yp.G yp.S. An alternative ver· 

sion of & 33-b 8. 
231- 5-17 ar.0pl}CTt:tE . . . avr{KHTIlL om . HT Porphyry yp.A yp.S. 

This deals, like the rest of the chapter, with the opposition 
between motion and rest. I t is shown to be spurious by the fact 
that it comes after the summary in a 2-4, which is evidently 
meant to conclude the chapter, and by the weakness of the last 
clause i'crw!O 8' f}IU.P.tCf K{V"1Ut,. 7r17 avr{KHTllt. 

When one comes to characterize the different MSS. more 
closely, it is obvious at once that E has special importance from 
the fact that it is the sole representative of one family. The 
superiority of many of its readings is manifest, and in general it 
makes the impression of having been less doctored than any of 
the other MSS. Such doctoring usually takes the form of 
putting in words and clauses to make the meaning clearer. 
When we have to choose between a fuller and a less full reading, 
both clear enough but the latter demanding rather closer atten· 
tion to the context, the conclusion is almost unavoidable that 
elucidation has been at work, and it is generally the A family 
that undertakes this; but this is not always the case. E.g. in 
185' 22 it is FI] that omit lS," (with PS); in 186& 13 it is F that 
omits OLEU(}o., (with S); in 231 b 23 it is FIJ K that omit ',Upwv; 
ib. 24 it is IJ K that omit 8W.UTQU£WS'. 

As regards agreement with the indirect tradition, I have 
noted the following numbers of agreements: 

M V A P 5 T Total. 
E 46 122 27 350 553 193 1291 

F 70 III 24 517 724 283 1729 
G 46 5 195 158 69 473 
H 22 10 70 348 66 516 
I 62 120 19 549 731 255 1736 
J 73 112 27 507 724 240 1683 
K 7 61 303 58 429 

Allowing for the fact that G, H, and K cover only parts of 
the Physics, and taking account of certain more minute tests 
that I have made, we may say that FHI] all agree more closely 
with M than E does; that EFG I] agree about equally with V; 
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that all the other MSS. agree better with P than E, and KIG 
somewhat better than the others; that all the others agree better 
than E with S, and K HJ noticeably betterthan the rest; that all 
agree better than E with T, and KFI better than the others. 

M. Mansion has made, in the article cited on p. 103, a valuable 
study of the light thrown on the text of the Physics by the 
Arabo-Latin translation. He shows that in all probability the 
Latin version printed with the commentary of Averroes was made 
early in the thirteenth century, and that it was the second of 
two versions made from an Arabic translation which in turn 
was made direct from the Greek by f:iunain son of Is~aq, not 
long before 873. This translation at two removes is naturally 
in many places useless for the determination of the precise 
Greek text which I:Iunajn used. But M. Mansion has been 
able in many places, where the M SS. of the Physics diverge, 
to detect which reading J:I unain must have had before him. 
He argues that f-:I unain's text had a marked affinity with that of 
E, and that the divergences are due partly to the individual 
errors to which E is known to be prone--omission of short 
words and phrases, and an occasional tendency to doctor the 
Greek-and partly to the fact that E not only used its own 
archetype but not infrequently borrowed readings from th e 
margin of its archetype, from the Greek commentators, and 
from other M SS. which it used as subsidiary sources. The 
figures I have quoted hardly support the view that E and V 
belong definitely together as against A. But they at least show 
that the text which I;lunain translated stood about halfway 
between E and A. 

My order for agreement with T (allowing for the fact that G, 
H, and K have the opportunity of agreeing with it only over 
parts of the work) is :-K, F, I, H, J, G, E. This agrees 
exactly (except for the fact that he omits J, which had not been 
collated when he wrote) with the percentages of agreement with 
T which result from the figures quoted by Schenkl on pp. xxii
xxiii of his edition of Themistius :-K 57, F 54, 1 52, H 51, 
G 46, E 38. 

On the whole, K stands best this test of comparison with the 
indirect tradition. On the other hand, the evidential value of 
E is much greater than that of any other single MS. For E 
stands alone in agreeing with M eleven times, and no other 
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MS. more than twice; with V 47 times (no other MS. more 
than thrice); with P 57 times (no other MS. more than 28); 
with S 78 times (no other MS. more than 28); with T 38 times 
(no other MS. more than 21). Of the other M SS. J is in this 
respect (as in total agreements) the most closely related to M; 
F and I to V; H to A; H and I to P; K and H to S; F to T. 
Apart from E, H has perhaps the greatest, G and J the least, 
evidential value; but the latter fact is only the natural conse
quence of the close agreement of G and J with one another. 

The general position is this :-E represents one line of tradi
tion, FGHIJ another. K does not belong to either line, but in 
book vi leans to A, in books vii and viii to E. Since the redis
covery of J, E has no longer the paramount importance which 
was formerly ascribed to it on the ground of age. The tradition 
it represents is probably a better tradition than that represented 
by A, but its individual errors, especially of omission, are so 
numerous that it cannot be counted a very good representative 
of its tradition. Though FGH IJ have many individual errors, the 
probability is that, where they do not all correctly represent their 
archetype, one or more of them will. Thus E on the one hand, 
FGHIJ on the other, or even a majority of them when none of 
them agree with E, have about equal claims to consideration. 
The argument, or the grammar, or the style, will usually enable 
us to choose without hesitation between the two families. On 
the other hand, when any of the MSS. FGHIJ agrees with E, 
that furnishes a presumption that E's reading is right. Or 
again, when K, or M, or V, or one of the commentators agrees 
with one family and there is no countervailing support on 
the other side, we need not hesitate to follow their testimony, 
except when the argument or the grammar or the style tells in 
the opposite direction. But this exception is important; there 
are many cases in which the readings of the commentators, and 
especially those of Alexander, are clearly inferior to readings 
that occur in the MSS. 

It must be remembered too that the commentators are often 
divided against one another; and further, that their com 4 

mentaries exist only in MSS. much later than the oldest MSS. 
of the Physics itself, so that their quotations from Aristotle have 
been liable to much alteration. Where we do not rely on the 
lemmata or quotations but infer the commentator's reading 
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from his interpretation, we are on much safer ground j but on 
such matters as the order of the words in Aristotle we are 
dependent on the lemmata and quotations. In many cases, 
therefore, even where we have some testimony from the com
mentators, the true reading remains in doubt. But there is this 
consolation, that where the sense or the style does not enable 
us to choose between the two readings, it usually makes little 
difference which we choose. 

The first version of book vii {a} demands separate considera
tion. The only MSS. which contain this version throughout 
the first three chapters are: 

I. Parisiensis ,859 (Bekker's b, Shute's A), of the fourteenth 
century; 

2. Parisiensis 186r (Bekker's c, Shute's B), of the fifteenth 
century; 

3. Parisiensis 2033 (Shute's C, which I have called j), of the 
fifteenth century; 

4. Bodleianus Misc. 238 (Shute's D, which I have called y), 
of the sixteenth century; 

but at 244b 5b several other MSS. begin to give this version. 
Of his main MSS., Bekker reports H and I as exhibiting a 
mixture of the two versions; H gives ve'rsion a from 244 b Sb 
onwards, and I from 245b 9. 

Where only bcjy are available, b is very much the best 
authority. It is often supported by S, and only occasionally 
needs to be helped out by the use of the other three M SS. ; 
more often all are in error, and S or conjectural emendation has 
to come to the rescue. When H and I become available, 
b remains the best authority, but not infrequently H, and less 
often 1, come to our help. 

Shute maintains that in chapters 4 and 5, while Bekker's and 
Prantl's texts are a mixture of the versions a and p, his four 
MSS. 'either give the true first text throughout or at least with 
very slight intermixture of the second'. I have elsewhere 1 

given reasons for rejecting this view, and for holding that all 
our MSS. in these chapters give us version a, and that the 
corresponding part of f3 is gone beyond recall. And in the 
main bcjy give an inferior text of these chapters. I have there-

1 pp. 13-14. 
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fore not given the readings even of b in full, which would have 
swollen the apparatus to an inordinate length, but have cited 
their readings only where they are plainly right and the other 
MSS. wrong, or where the authority of bcjy may help us to 
choose between divergent readings of the other MSS. 

In view of the large number of completely collated MSS. 
(two of them, too, of very early date), and of the large number 
of variants recorded by their later hands and by the commenta
tors, I have not thought it necessary to encumber the apparatus 
by quoting the readings of the Graeco-Latin translation or of 
the edit£o princeps; it seems to me improbable that important 
evidence would be for thcoming from th ese sources. And again, 
I have not attempted the delicate task of distinguishing between 
the later hands of any single MS., but have cited the readings 
of later hands, where they are cited, as E2, F', &c. Finally, in 
order to simplify the apparatus, I have not as a rule dis
tinguished between the lemmata, the paraphrases, and the cita
tions of Philoponus and Simplicius. f P J and 'S J must therefore 
be understood simply to mean that there is definite evidence in 
P hiloponus and Simplicius for the reading in question. The 
symbols pc, Pl, PP, pel, PCP, PIp, pc1p, etc" would have made the 
apparatus unduly complicated, without any equivalent gain. 

It may be of some assistance to the future study of the text if 
I append a list ofthe 75 MSS. which I have traced the existence 
of (other than those mentioned in the Sigla), with such indications 
of date as the catalogues supply, or as librarians have given me. 

Ambr. 12 (A 64 sup.), X liI 
saec. 

Ambr. 67 (A I74 sup.), XV 
" Its (B 96 sup.), XV 
" 268 (E 6 sup.), XlI I 
" 396 (G 51 sup.), Xill 
" 403 (G 61 sup.), XI II 
" 512 (M 46 sup.), XII I 
" 657 (Q 1 sup.), XV 
" 725 (R "9 sup.), XVI 
(iv. 221b 28-vi. 230' 24) 

Ambr. 837 (B 7 inf.), XV 
Barocc. 70.3, XV (bks. i-iv) 

Barocc. 70. 4, X V (bk. i) 
" 79, X I Vexeuntis (Bek-

keri h) 
Bod!. Auct. T. iii. 21, XVI 
Corp. Christ. Coli. (Oxon.) !Of, 

XV (Bekkeri Z) 
Erlang. 89, X V 
Escoria!' };. I I. 'S, XIV 

" };. Ill. 2, XVI 
" <1>. !I!. 9, XIV 

Laur. 86. 19, X I V 
" 87· 5, XIV 
" 87.10, XIV 
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Laur. 87. II, XV 

" 87· 16, XIII or XIV 
Marc. 200, ann. 1457 (Bekkeri 

Q) 
Marc. 205, X V ineuntis 

" 206, ann. I467(Bekkeri t) 
n 214, X I I I ineuntis (Bek
keri Ha) 

Marc. 219, XV 
IJ 220, XV 
II 227, XIV or XlI I exeun
tis 

Matrit. Bib!. Nat. 26, XV ver
gentis 

Matrit. Bib!. Nat. 35, XV or 
XVI (bk. i) 

Monac. 200, XV-XVI 
" 234, XVI (bks. i, ii) 
" 336, XV 

M utin. Estensis 4 (I I. A. 4), 
XIV exeuntis 

Neapo!. 233 (Ill. B. 9), XIV 
(bks. i- vii) 

Neapo!. 291 (III. D. 7), XIV 
" 323 (III. E. I), XIV 

Par. 1860, XV (Bekkeri I) 
" 2032, XIV (Bel<keri i) 
" 2063, XIV 
" 2595, XIII-XIV 
" Cois!. 166, XIV-XV 
(Bekkeri 0) 

Par. Supp!. 332, XV 
" 1/ 643, XIV 

Riccard. "4 (K. I. 20), XV or 
XVI 

Vat. 249, XV 

Vat. 250, XIV or XV (Bel< · 
keri d) 

Vat. 251, X I I I-XV (Bekkeri a) 
Vat. 256, XIV ineuntis (? 1320-

I) (Bekkeri T) 
Vat. 307, XII I or XIV 

" 935, XI II or XIV 
" 1025, XIV or XV (Bek· 
keri e) 

Vat. 1026, XIII (Bekkeri W) 
(vi. 238b 3o- viii fin.) 

Vat. 1028, XIV (bks. i-vii) 
" Barb. 136, XIV 
II " 237 c. ann. J 500 
(bks. i, ii) 

" Ott. 152, XV (Bekkeri g) 
" Pa!. II5, XV 
II 11 161, XV 
" ,,370, XV 
" R eg. 123, XV I 
" U rb. 36, XV 
" ,,38, XV (Bekkeri 
Q') 

Vind. 2 (oHm 35), ann. 1456 
" 27 (olim 39), XVI in· 
euntis 

Vind. 64 (oHm 38), ann. 1457 
" 75 (olim 37), ann. 1445 
" 141 (olim 36), XV 
" 204 (oHm 41), XV in· 
euntis (mutilated and imper
fect) 

Vind. 213 (olim 40), XV in· 
euntis (bks. vii, viii) 

Voss. 3, XIV-XV 
" 23, XV (bks. i- iv) 

Full information about the MSS. of Themistius, Philoponus, 
and Simplicius, in which the text of the Physz"cs is included in 
the form of lemmata, will be found in the Berlin Academy's 
edition of these writers. 
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Lib. 1-3. codices EFI) 
Lib. 4. 208&27-2 15&8. 

215&8-224a 17. 
Lib.;. EFHI) 

SIGLA 

EFGI) 
EFGHI) 

Lib. 6, 8. EFHI)K 
Lib. 7. Textus primus. 

Textus alter. 

24 1" 34-244"5. bcjy 
244"5"-245"9. Hbcjy 
245"9- 248"9. Hlbcjy 
24 1" 24-244" 19. EFH I)K 
244b 19- 245b24· EF1JK 
24 5" 24- 248" 2S. EFJK 

24811. JO- ZSOb 7 . EFH IJ K: interdum citantur bcjy 

Lib. 1- 3. A - F I) 
L ib. 4. 208&27 - 215&8. 

215&8 - 2 24& 17· 
Lib. 5- 8. A - FHI) 

~ ~ bcjy 
n = codices arnnes coUati 

A - FG I) 
A - FGHIJ 

E .... Par. gr. 1853, saec . x ineuntis 
F = Laur. 87 . 7, saec . xiv 
G = Laur. 87. 6, saec. xii 
H ." Vat. 1027, saec. xiii aut xiv 
I = Vat. 241, saec. xiii 
J = Vind. 100 (oHm 34), saec. x 
K = Laur. 87. 24, saec. xiii medii 

b = Par. 1859, saec. xiv 
c = Par. 1861, saec . xv 
j = Par. 2033, saec. xv 
y = Bodl. Misc. 238. saec. xvi 

M .... Aristotelis Melaphysica 
M (E) = E mpra: M (J) - J mpra: 

V = Versio Ambo-Latina 

[saee. xi i 
M (A")~Laur. 87. 12, 

A "'"' Alexander apud commentaria Simpl icii 
P c: Ph iloponi commentaria 
S = Simplicii commentaria 
T = Themistii paraphrasis 
po, 5a _ Philoponi, 5implicii citationes 
pi, 51 _ Phiioponi, 5implicii lemmata 
PP, 5P - Philoponi, 5implicii paraphrases 
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I 'E7TfLa~ TO EiatVQL Kal TO f7r{u-rauBaL uVjJ{3a(VH 7fEp2 1r&'- 184. 

(TQ§' Ta§' l,u8&aovS', QV dutv clpXa1 ~ arna ~ O'ToLXELa, EK 
TOV raVra yvwpl(nv (ron yap o16/-,E8a Y'YVWO"KELV tlCacrrov, 

orau ra. aina yvWplUW}JEV Tel 1Tpwra Kal TCIS' npxch· Tel§' 
7fpwraS' Kal }JIXPL rwv O'"TOLXE[WV), a~AOv on KaL rijS' 1TEPl. 
c!rucTfws f'mcrr"fJ-l'}5 7rHpariov 8wptuauBaL 7TPWTOV TO. 7ftpl IS 

Tn§' apxa.s. 1rtcj)1}/(E OE iK. TWV YVWPLfJ-wrtpwv ~J.LtV ~ oMS' 
Kal ua</>Ecrrlpwv 111'"1 Tn (J'arplUTEpa Tfi cJ>6<Tft Kat YVWptfJ-W
upa' ou yap ra1lra ~JJ.'i:v 1"£ yvcfJp'Jla Kat O:11/..W5'. OU)7fEP 

aVdYK11 rou rp07rOV roVrov 7Tpoa.ynv tIC rwv ao-acpfCTrlpwv /J.EV 
1"[1 q,JJUEt ~p.tV Of uaqJEurlpwv i", TO. uacpluupa Tfj CPVUEL ~o 
Kat YVWpL}JWTfpa. tun il' ~Jl'V TO 7rPWTOV oijl\a Kat uacJ>1j 'Tel 
croYKExvp.lva ~AAOV' lJcrTfPOV o' lK T06rWV ylyvETaL YVwp,JJ.a 
r a. O"ToLX£ta /Cal at apxal atQtpOVCTt railra. aU) b( TWV Ka-

80AOV t7T~ Tel KaO' £KaCJTa afL 7rpotEVat· TO yap OhOV KaTel 

T~V arU01]UtV yvwptp.wnpov. TO a£ KaOOhOV OhOV rt fun' 25 

7TOAAa yap 7TfplAap.{3aVft WS JJ.EPl1 TO KaOOAov. 7TI7TOVO€ aE 
TaVTO TOVTO TP07iOV nvn Ka~ Tn dVOJJ.aTa 7rPOS' TOV hOYOV' 184 b 
aAov yap n Kal aatOp(UTWS UlJp.a(vft. orOV 0 K~KAO), (, aE 
opurJJ.3S' atiToll a taLp€~ fls Ta KaO' gKQ(J'ra. Kat Ta '7TaLO(Q TO 

JJ.Ev 7rPWTOV 7rpOuayopf~ft 7TaVTaS' TOVs- &.vapaS' 7TaT/paS' Kat 

jJ.ljTlpas rcts yvvaLKaS', VI.TTfPOV Ot owp((U TOVTWV EKaTfpov. 

2 ' AvaylO7 o· ,iTO, p.(av ftvat T~V apX~v ~ 7TAf(OVS', Kal fl 15 
p.(av, i,To, CtK(V1]TOV, c:)S' ~YJ(J" napJJ.fV(01]S Kat MEh'(J'(TOS'. ~ Kt· 

184a Titulum om. I A am. J: TO A E: ~ 1rfpl a.PX~1I A F 
13 yIl6)P;'CT(J)~UI EFIPS: yll(J){I;'W~UI ] IS 1rp(MOIl 3wplCTaCT8al FJ 
Eustratius; 3lOpluClu8a& P 16 ~ am. I 17 Tn om. Jl 
18 YJ.l6>PlJ.l6Yrfpa E 19 "OUTOII ,.011 TP07f'OIl F ufl¢unlpr.Jv J1 
~iv am. A 20 -rii om. IJ T.~ ¢uuu E'AV: am. E l 21 ,.0 
am. E 22 1'"wpt~a yivfTat I: yJlWPtpn F 24 ;101 AP: fIS' ES 
26 wS' AP: CJ(T1rfp E b II «at om. P a.aloplCTT'(J)S' E IFJVP: 
a.3u;pIfJTOJl E'I I2 TO] aE TO I 13 ~ill om. FJ 1rPOUQ· 
YO/JfUU ••• livapoS' FJT: lnrO>"op.l3nllfl 1raV,.M 'TOllS' l!lI~paS' IV: 7f'UV'TM 
Tour (iv3pa, VnoAafifMllu (hoc verbum erasum) rrpouoyopfVU E 
14 aE om. F J 5 cY] btl Torstrik 16 &" ES: wurr,p AP 
</>~u. EFPS : </>au," IJ 

I 



<I>'rl:IK1U AKPOAl:E!U A 

VOVjlEV7'jVJ WCT7UP 01 CPVULICot, 01 #ltV &Epa CP&'UKOVTfS ElvaL 01 01 

vowp T~V 7TPWTtJV apX1Jv' £i OE 7TAE[OVS, ~ 7Tf7TfpaUJ.lEVaS ~ a1tf{~ 
povs, Ka, fl 7rE7TfpaCTILEvas 1iAdous Of J-tws, ~ ova ~ rpEtS ~ TIT. 

20 Tapas ~ cl'\.\OV Ttva. a.pdJp.ov, Kal fl c17rdpovs, ~ ovrwS' W(T7TfP 
A ' "of I t:. ... (''''') •• , ul1fA.oKPLTos, TO YEVOS lV, CTX'YJJLan uf IJLa't'Epovuas,'1 n u u 

aLacpEpOVUaS ~ /Cal fvavr{as. OJ.Lo(ws aE (71TOVUL Ka, 01 Ta. aura 

(lJTOVVTt:s' 7roaa' i, ciiv yap TO. ovra EO'"Tl7fpwTwv, (?JTOVUL raiJia 
1iOTEPOV ~v ~ 7TO'\'\&, Kal El 7TO'\'\d., 1iE7TEpaU}J.Eva ~ U7ffLpa, WtTTf 

25 T~V apx~v Kat TO tTTOLXE'LOV (1JTOVUL 7Tonpov ~v ~ 7f0'\'\&. 

' 5 ~~ 
ovv El ~v Kat ClIdVl1TOV TO ~v fTK07iELV 011 'iTEP' CPVCTfWS E<TT-;-;"-;'-

18SIl ,.EftV' Wu"ifEP yap #cal r<? YfWjJ.lrPl1 olJldn XoyoS' (un 7TpOS 
TOy dVEXOVTa Tas dpX&S. aX.\.' ljro, hEpas E7TUrr~ILl1~ ~ 1fa
crwv KOW1j~, OVTW~ ~UaE Tep 1iEpl apxwv' ov yap En apX~ 

ECTTtV, El ~v IlOVOV Kal oih-w~ ~V fCTTtV . ~ yap apx~ TtVO~ ~ Tt-
S vwv. GIlOtOV a~ TO UKOr.EtV El OilTW~ ~v Kal 1iPO~ ,s,AArW OECTW 

o1iotavovv atoJ...EYEC18at TWV AaY01) 2vo:.a A£YOlllvwv (oTov T~V 
<HpaKAdTHoV. ~ Er Tt~ cpa{YJ o.VOPW'TroV ~va 1"() ~v E1vat), ~ 

Aonv Aayov iPtCTTtKOV, 01ifP allCPOTfpOt IlEV lxo1)cTtv 01 AOYot, 
KaL <> MfA(UU01) Ka~ 0 llapllEvlaolJ' Kal yap Vtrua1j Aal-'-

10 /3&'VOlJUL Kal QCTl)AAO'ytCTTOl £lutv· jJ.O.>V..ov a' 0 M£AtU(T01) cpop
TtlCO~ Kal OUK lxwv anop{av, aAA' €VO~ aTOn01) aOOEVTO!; TO. 
~Aa uVIL{3a(VEL' TOVTO ae OVaE-V XaAE7I'OV. ~Il'iv a' inTOK£(
(TOW 1"(1 CP,'J(T£L ~ 71'dVTa ~ fVta KLvovp-Eva Elvat· a1jAov a' iK 
T1j~ f7l'aywyfj~. lllLa a' o'ME- Avnv lbravTa 1TPOU~KEt. aAA' 

t s ~ Qua iK TWV apxwv Tt~ fr.ta£tKvt~ VtfvS£Tat, Gua af JJ.~J 
oil, oToy TOV TfTpaYWVHTILOY TOY ILfV au). TWY TIl7JP-aTWV yEw
I.I..£TPLKOV Sta.\.VO''at, TOV Sf ' AvncpwvTo~ ov YfwILETptKOV' ou 
Il~V &.Ax' 11iHa~ 71'Epl CPVCT£WS P-fV ov, cpvCT 'Ka~ Sf a7fOp{al 

b 20 q Ov,.Calf omittendum ci. A 21 a; aWcpfpovuar- Torstrik: 
a; EIST: om. FJ: a; /Cai nifn /Cal. (JEun alflq,rpovunr I30nitz 22 leal. 
pro am. I 23 1rproTCal", 'I'}Toiir1t Bonitz: 1rPWTOV ,."Toiiul E: 
(I'}TOUUI 71'PGJTOI' ASr.: ('1TOVUI Sl 24 /Cnl. d 71'0).).& am. E 
25 ("rovul Toum nMfpoII E 26 611] III I 18S a I fUTOI I 
3 n':w I 5 fl] ,1 fUTIV F 7 q 6" ft 5 q,n.t"/ am. AS 
n"epr.J7I'OIl ,,,a [lAP: ;11(1 fi,,(}poo7foV S ft"fH] Xiyol AS q .•. 
12 XIIXm6" DPST: ~ ..• II D.7I'optall delenda censuit Cornford, 
8-12 orrfp .• . XM.f1TOI' sed. Dekker, collatis 186a 6-10 10 £IUI" 
om. E fuiXIOTa 1 13 f7"QI om. S I6 TO" alt.] Tav IeUI<XOV 
TO" Ij2P ll ,n am. 1 "j£CalfliTPOV I '7 ov JlfJlI am. E1 



2 . 184b 17 - 18Sb II 

CTu}J/3a{VEt A/YELY awoL's. iuwS' (XEt KUAWS (7ft jJ.ucpov btu-
Xfx8~vat 'lHpl aIJT-(dv' (XH yap CPLAoCTocp{av lj (T/(b/ln. 20 

}LpX~ 20 

OE olKfLOraTlJ 7TQ{TWV, i1ifLa~ 7To.\.\.axWS' AI.YfTat TO OU, 
7TWS A/yavenv Ot" A/yoUTH Etvat tv Ta wavra, 7TOUPOV 

ovuLav ra nauru ~ 7l'orHt ~ 7TDLa, Kal. 7T&..\W 7TOUPOV ovu{av 

I-Ltav ra 7TavTa, olav avf}pw7Tov ~va ~ t7T7TOV iva ~ "o/vX~v 
p.{av, ~ 7fOLOV ~v OE TOVrO, orov AWKOV ~ 8£p}Jov ~ 'TWV aA'\'wv 2S 

n T(~V rowvTwv. ral3Ta yap 7Tavra o,acp/pu Tf 7iOAV Kat 
nat/VaTa A/YEL". El JJ.fv yap EurUL Kat oveda Ka!. 1TOLi)v Kat. 

7rocrov, Kat: rain-a EiT' a:rrOAfAVP./Va a1T' aA'\~AWV frn- J..L~. 

7TOAAG. TIl, Dura' d 13E- nauru 7TOLOV ~ 7TOcrOV, Err' OV(J1}S' ovulas 
EtT£ }J~ OVU1}S'. arono", d OEt lh07iOV "-EyEtV TO a06,,0.1"ov. 30 

Ov8EIJ yap rwv ahA-WV XWPLU;OV luTt 7Taptz. T~V OVO-Lau' 7TaVTQ 
yap Ko.O' inrOKUjlEVOV AEYETa~ T~S ofJcrCa~. MEAtcrcrOS at- TO 

tv &:rrupov ETvaC cpncrLV. 7TOcrOV I1pa n TO QV' TO yap a7TU

pOV lv T41 7TOcr41, ovu(av at- I17TUPOV Etvat ~ 7TO~OT1JTa ~ 7T&.-
Oar OlJle fVaEXETa£ fl jl~ KaTa crVJ.l{3f{31JKOS, fl lijla Kal 7TO- 18Sb 
rra aTTa fTfV' 0 yap TOU a7TEtpov .\.oyor T41 'TTocr41 'TTpOU

XP11Tat, aAA' OVK ovcr(q. ovaE Tee 1TOLtf. d /lEV TOtVVV Ka!. ov-

uta (un Kat 7Toerov, Mo Ka!. oVX h TO av' £l a' over(a /Lovov, 

OVK Q7TUPOV, ovoE /LlYfOOS g~H ovUv' 7TOcrOV yap n terTat. 5 

En 5 

{'TTEt Kat aVTO TD ~v 7TOAAaxws AEyn'at 6;erTrEp Kat TO Qv. 

erKfTrdov Ttva TPOr.OV AEYOVO'LV Etva, h TO 'TTav. .\.'YETa~ a' 
!v ~ TO O'VVEXES ~ TO aawtpETOV ~ WV 0 AOYOS (\ alnas Kat 

r · "( ..t... H 'n '''' l' ( E ~ 0 TOV T IfV HVa~J Wer7fEp /LEVV Ka~ OWOS. E JltV TO VVV 

crVVEXES, 'TTOA.\.a TO EY ' Els I17THpOY yap OtatpETav TO UVVE- 10 

XES. (lxEt 0' O,Trop(av 7rEpt TOU JlEPOVS Ka!. TOt) OAOV, tuws Of 

n 19 n~TOtr EF]S: aln'our IP fXElV I 21 bTEl8i ASIT 
Eudelllus: Irrd EPSc 22 rrwr hPS : l8liv 7rwr E ;V Clvat P : 
~II F 23 over{av EJl]S : wr olier;all FI'P TO 7ravrn] lirrnvra 
EP ? alt.] 1'0 'lTaVTa ~] 24 nil ai EJP : at Tn I 25 ai] 
Kat F 1'0011 ciAAQ)V] aXXo F 27 'lTOH')" /Coi 'lToerov EJVPT Eudemus : 
'lTOtTOV KnltrOlOV FIS 29 lirrallT'a E't\. 32 AiY(TOt rijr oW-irIS' t\.P: 
rijr OVUlar 'AiyfTCH E MOueruor EFJS: 0 MiAlUCTOS' IP 33 fTval 
tPF/UlV ES: rJI'1Utv (lvat AP ::v] ;v yp. S 34 (lvm post 'lTtIOor I : 
om. J b 2 /:TTlL lIv (lu, E: (i'1 S 'Yop EVPS: af A 3 T~ om . 5 
5 Ci1rHpnV TO Sv ova; IP 6 TO ali'O F 7 tv £lva, A 8 ~v EFP: 
om.IJ 9 ~v om. £ 1 Toilltlv] o~v F 10 ::v FP, et ex;v fecit 
E CI1mpa Ell TO U alt . IPS: om. EFJ at om. AS 



<I>'I'~l KH~ AKPOA:i:ElU A 

OV 7fPOS TOV hayov ciA>..' almjV KaO' aVnlv, 7rOTEPOV ~v ~ 
7fAdW TO IJ.£POS Kat TO OAOV. Kat 7TWS h ~ 7fAEtw, Kat El 
'TfAE(W, 7TWS 7fA£lw, Kat 7TEpt rwv p..Epi:W rwv J.'~ crvv£Xwv' 

' .; /Co., d r~ OA<:> h hanpov ws dlna(pETOV, on Kal aitra au

TOLS. ) &AXa J.LljV €l ws o.aLa(pETOV, DuBEV luraL 7TOlTOV QUaE-
7TOLOV, OVaE a~ a7fEtpOV TO QU, (6U7fEP MehtO"uoS' ¢t7cnv, aloof 
7reTrEpafTfLEVOV, (f;U7TEP fIapJlEVWlJS' Te) yap Tolpas alna{pE

TOV, all Tel 7rE7TfpaupivDlJ. dAAa ,.,.~v El T~ >..oy<:> tv TIt 
20 aVTa 'mlVTa ws AW1TLOV Kat ~J.t&.novJ roy 'HpaKAE{rov >..oyov 

uvp,[3a{VH AEYUV a-UTOLS" rain-oJ) yap E(}TaL dyaOcfi KaL KaKcfJ 
fivat, Kal aya041 Kal J.L~ a.ya04l EivaL-cZCTTf TQVTOV terraL &yo.
Bov KaL OVK <lya06v, KaL avOpW7TOS Kat t'lT7TOS', Kal au 7Tfpl 
Toil £V fivaL Tel aUTo. 0 >"oyoS' lura, <thAn 1TEpl TOV 

15 j.Ll1olv-Kal TO TOU:'<)t fivaL Kat TOU<eSL TalrrOv. iOopv-

{30VVTO SE- Kat ot VUTEPOL TWU apXa(wv 07rW~ J.L~ l1.p.a YfUt}
TaL atrrot~ TO aVro ~v Kat 1ToUa. SLO 01 jJ.f:U TO EUTlv a¢f'i: • 
.\ov, WU7rfP AVKO¢pWUJ 01 DE- T~V .\I,tv J.LfUppV0J.LL(OU, on 
.; o.U8PW1T0~ oll .\f VKO~ brnv a.\.\a '\f'\fvKwTaL, ouSE- {3aSl-

30 (wv tUTlv &,\,\a {3aSl(fL, tva J.L~ 1TOTE TO faTt 7Tpoua7TTovTH 

7TO'\'\o. f!vaL 7TOU;)UL TO ;v, W~ jJ.ovaxw~ .\fyop.lvou TOV fVO~ 

~ TOV OVTO~. 7rO'\Aa aE- Ta QUTa ~ .\OY<e {olov 0.'\'\0 rlJ 

'\fVK¥ f!vaL Kat J.L0VULKce, TO S' aVro aJ.Lcf>w· 1T0'\'\a. apa. 
'")40t:t fI ~"l. '" 1"0 TO fU t} ULaLpfUfL, WU7TfP TO OI\OU Kat TO. J.LfpTj. ~VTav a 

186n. aE- ljSt} ~7TOpOVV. KaL WJ.Lo.\oYOVU TO EU 7ro.\'\a fwaL-&JU7rfP 

OVK fVaEX0J.LfUOU raVTOV ;V H /Cat 7rOUa. f!vaL , J.L~ T(lUTLKfl
J.LEva a/· tun yap TO h Kal OVVclJ.Ln Kat fVTfAEXf{q. . 

Tov TE a~ rpo1Tov TOVTOV EmoiJuw aaVvaTov (pa[vEr aL 3 
5 Ta aura ~v ETvaL, /Cal. l£ WU EmauKzroovuL, AVfLV ou xa-

A~7rOV. aJ.L¢on:pOL yap iP L(TTLKW~ uv.\.\oyl(OVTaL, Kat ME· 

b 16 oM;II] OUI( P EUTl FP oM;1I F 18 d8wIpnoJl'Tripar: I 
19-20 r.aYTo Ta oYTn I 20 t,.uinoJl fil, TOil J 21 fun J 22 Elliot 
om. FJP uy<'6cp . .. (llloL] f'q J'Ya8~ ttllal ((tllm om. I) I(al ayn8cil 
/I.: P-~Tf Q.}'oOq> P-'fJn l(aKcfi P frTTOL] [eTTen KO} I 24 riXXia 
AP: avro'ir aUa EV 2S /Cal alt.] I(al TO IP 26- 7 ~UTfpOI • •• 

auroir EVPS: ~UTfpOIl IC.oOU'Tr(P I(ul (ICni om. FI) 01 apxniOl P-? 'TrOTE 

uup{3nIv,'1 (CTUJifJaIIlH IJ) aUro,S" lip.« FI 'YP. E et post rasuram J 
28 ~0'1'ffp] ~r: 0 F 29 XI!'AfVKWTaI PST: 'AE'AEV/CWpoivor: n 30 1I'0T'1!' 

om. AS 31 TO ill /I. , add. E1: TO gil S 33 rq> a' nVrq> FI 
186a I a''11TOpoVI' ex ~a'1 ;"';'opOVJI fecitJt post /Cal add. El sup. lin. 
ouX1: om. AP 2 TI!' om. FI 3 (I' EIJP : Ii" F: all /Cnl b A 



2. 18Sh 12 - 3. 186" 34 

.\to'"ao~ lCat TIaPIL£lIa,,5' [Ka2 yap ¥rruoij AalL~&.v01J(n Kat 

dO'1lAAOYUTTOl dcnv aVTwlI 01. AOYO" ~AAOV a: is Mf'\{UCTOU 
¢opnKOS Kat oll/O: lxwv a:TrOp(av. lli' ~vos tlT01fOV tJoOlVTos 
TaAAa O1JJl!3a[vn' rowa 8' ovO'€v XaA£7TOV]. OTt #lEU ovv 1fa- 10 

paAoyC(ETat MIALUU05', oiji\ov' OlfTnt yap flA1J¢lvat, d 
n~ Y£VOP.fUOV IX£t o.px~v ({row, 3n Ka2 TO Il~ YEl/ap.EIIOV 

oiue IX£t. EtTa Kat ratITo &TOr.OV, TO r.aVTOS (lvat cipX~u
TOV r.paYJlaTOS Kal I-'~ TOV Xpovov, Kat Y£JJlu£ws p.~ Tij§' 

a7rAijs o..\Aa. KaL ci'\'\OL(.)(T(WS'. WtT7TfP ov/c d.Opoas y'yvo- 15 
JlIVT1S' J.lETa{3oAij5'. 17r£tTa aLa Tl Q.K{V7jTOV, d £11; (:)(nrfp 
yap Kat TO j.Llpos h au, Toal TO iJ8wp. KLVfrTat iv laVT<:>, 
aLa rt ov Kal TO ?Tav; E1fftTd dAAoloHTLS aLa it 0111( ~v E'll1; 
tlAAa. p.~v o·ME Ti' (wet. orov T£ ~v Etvat, 7T'\~V rc:; i~ av 
(OiiTWS Of tv Kat Ti~v CPVCTU(WV T tvES AEyova'tV, b'E(VWS ~'20 

oli)- avOpw7ros yap t'1J'1TOV lTEPOV T4J Eran Kat TavavT(a aA-
,,:,/AWV. 22 

Kal -rrp6S DapJ,LEVLOrjV O€ 0 aVros Tp07TOS TWV AO- 22 

ywv, Kal Ei nVES c1AAol. Elulv tOI.Ol.· Kat ~ AUULS rfi J,L£V on 

"'fVa~S rfi OE on OU UVjJ.1TEpa(VETat, o/EVa~S J,L£V V ll1TAWS 
AaJJ{3o.VEL TO ~V AlYEuOal., 'AEY0J,Llvov 7ro'\'\axwS', auvJ,L- 25 
'TrtpavTOS af on, El J,Lova TO. AEVKa A11<1>8E(11, UTJJ,La(VOVTOS 
~v TOV AEVKOV, ouOl-V ~TTOV 1To'\'\a Ta AEVKa Ka, OUX EV' 
oliTE yap rj1 CTVVExdq. h EUTal. TO 'AEVKOV OliTE Tc!i AOy«:>. c'lAAO 
yap lUTa, TO ELva, 'AEVK¥ Ka, Tefl OEOEYJ,Llv<:>. Kal OVK EUTal. 
7rapo. TO AEVKOV ovOh XWPl.UTOV· ou yap V XWPLUTOV a'\Ao. 30 

Tefl f'Vat EnpOIl TO AEVKOV Kat ce imapxEt. &'AAo. TOVTO 
napJ,LEVlol1S OV7rW o-VVE4Jpa. tlVo.YK11 o~ 'Aaj3EtV J,L~ J,LOVOV ~l' 
C11JJJalVELV TO OJI, KaO' OU av KaTTJyop110j}, Q).Aa Kal 07rEP 
tv Kal 07rfP EV. TO yap (1VJ,Lj3Ej3T]KOS' KaO' VrrOKHJ,LEVOV TLVOS 

. 7- 10 KO; ••• X""f1f~JI seclusi, collatis 185a 9-12: om. ut vid. ST: 
habent oP 8 oVr6JJI oI :\6)'01 EP: am. l\ 9-:10 a)')" ••• 
xo).ur6J1 sect. Comford 13 £rJlat FS: o;~u6(Jt (rJlat EIJVP 
15 a8pOwr 1'(JIOjltJllJr I 16 aui EPS: 1(01 bill A 18 OVXi 
IP n\ ESPS : om. EIA 19 ,..~alt.APS,etexrofecitE 21 rrf 
om. El 23 i bux (luiJI A : raWL P rrO I) 24 Tn EFS: 
Trii 1J ri om. EI: n KO! F: £l) 25 ).fyOjlf JlOJl ST "tp. E 
ouvP-1f'ipou"or F 28 'Yap am. £1 (i).).o •. _ 29 8fb(YPfJlI:' 
E'APS: om. El 29 T¥J 1'"0 E'P (UTI P 30 ov •.. XWPl4 
uniJl £'APS: om. £1 31 1'"¥] 1'"0 F 1'61 ).£vj[~ F 32 (tVIlf(;'pa 

Frrp: io"pa EJIS ),afh'i .. EFJPS: ).ofjEiJl TOll' ).iyovulJI tJl 1'"0 liJl 
.wal 1 V JUi] ov P 



<I>'Y':EI KH:E AKPOA:EEU:E A 

JS A.eYETat, 6SUH ~ UVP.f3/{31/Kf TO DU, OUK lerTat (lupau yo.p 
86b • • )" ",., , Il~ " !t\ \ • I I TOV aUTOS' fO-Ta, n apn OUle OV. 01.1 '/ (,O'Ta, Uf\I\.<e V1Tap-

XOV TO 07rfP av. OV yap tUTa, OU n aUro ('ivat, fl fJ.~ 

1ToAA.u Tel !Jv u1Jp.alvEL oVrws &UTE f'tvaC Tl €KUUTOV. lU..x.' 
V7TOKftTUL TO tv (1'1'/p.a{vnv gu. d ovv TO 07ffP (;v 1.J:YjoEvl crvp.. -

5 f3i{3rJtcEV dAAa (TO. QXAa) lK£tv~. T{ j.taAAov TO 01ffP OU (T'1p.a(vn 

TO (;v ~ p.~ OJ); El yilp IUTaL <0 lhrfp ov [Tawol Kat. AEUKOV, 

TO AEVKcfl A' ETvat p.~ fernv lhrep ou (ovo£ yap U1JP.{3E{37J1<E
vat aVTcfi orav H TO OV' OltOfV yap OJ) & OVX OTrEP DU). Olll( &pa 
tv TO AEVICOV' OVX OVTW Of WUTrEP TL ,.,.11 au, a:AA.' OAWS p.~ 

\0 OV. TO ~pa 07fEP (;V OVK OVO &A7]OES yap d7fE'iv on AEVKOV, 

TOUrO OE Dlue OJ' (U{IIJ.QW£V. WUU Kal TO AEVKOV CTlJp.a{VEL 

07fEP OU' 1TAflw upn UTlJla{VH TO OU. OV TO(l'VV OVO£ Jlly£80~ 
g~H TO OV, £r7T£p 07T£P ~v TO OV' harlpU( yap gupov T6 £1-

14 vat rwv Iloplwv. 
J 4 on liE litaLp£lTaL TO 07r£P tiv £is' 07T£P OV it 
15 clAhO, Kat T4> hOyU( cpaVEpov, orOV 0 flv8pW7T0S' El €UTtV 07TEP 

OV Tt, avaylO1 Kat TO (4)OV 07TEP OV n Elva, Kal TO alr.ovv. 
£i yap jJ.~ 07TEP OV n, CTVjJ.{3£{3'IJKOra IUTat. ~ o~v riii av()pw-
7TU( ~ Clhhe:> nvi iJ1tOKELJ.dv~ . Mh' <llitivaTov' UVJL{3£{3T]KOS 
T£ yap hEYETa, TOWO, ~ & Evli l x nuL v7Tapx£LV Ka~ Il~ v7Tap-

.. ... .... \6 • 1 '(' f3 'f3 ['" 
20 XHV, fJ OV £v Te:> I\. Ye:> V7TaPXH TO Cf rrvJL E 'lJKEV 7} fV Cf 

o hOYOS inrapXH <f CTVJL{3I{3T]KfV] (orOV TO JL'fv Ka()iju6at WS' 
XWpL(OjJ.EVOV. EV liE Tiii (TLJliji iJ7rapXft IS .\oyoS' IS rij!; ptvO~ 

~ ¢allh UVIl{3f/3TJKIVQt TO <TtJl6v)' In oun EV T4J 0PLunK41 
AOYU( lVEUTW ~ f.~ WV fUTtV, fV T41 .\OyU( Tefl TOUTWV oiu, EVV-

b 1-4 au ... (II AVPS: post 6 (;11 E I lrtTm n f1.>..Aw F 
2 0&0 IP: aUTril EFJS 3 U'1lJ'fillu] rtFjl'-ai"ot &un Ka'To orrfp 
n" Kat TO TOv,.t:l crvp{jt{:JIJKOr EV 5 ciXXr) 1"" liXXa scripsi, habet [ort. 
T: aXXa DP et ut vid. S: TfiXXu a' ci. Prantl 6 TOVrO seclusi, 
om. S: TOUTO T 7 1"0/ J y~p] "Iup ova; FIr 8 0" om. 
E1 oua; F yap E2i\P: om. £1 9 wr orrtp E 1'1 IJ? 
;$" APS: IJ~ (;" Tl E 10 TO £i'pa] (UTa' ,1prt TO 1 UTI] on TO 1I11 I 
J 1 &UT( E 1VS: c:x,..,.' fl EtAP iuql'-olJltll 1 12 07tfP UPS : 
Kol 07rfp N atorp oua;] oua; 1';' F 13 (rrTat J TO 011 aiL F I P 
et mg. Jl: om. EJS 14 011 1" i!H.o UPse: c1vm SP et fort. AT 
16 1"1 pro om. E 17 ;;11 1'1 EIJ1P: ;;IITO FJ' et fort. T 19 'Yap] 
"Yap (CTTol Koi I inrciPXHIl alt. om. P 20 lil • • • inrdpx" EPS : 
inrciPXfI ,'11 T'cii ~6y~ /J. 1";' FPS, erasum in E: TOv,.O IJ q ..• 
21 uvp.{jif3?K€1I am. APST 22 a; am. JI inrciPXfI AP: lvu-
7tflpXfl E 



7ULPXft 0 AUYO!: 0 rov OAOV, O!OV EV r</l o{nOO! 0 rov Q.v8pdJ- 25 
71'OV ~ lv riil AfVK</l (; rov AE1JKOV avOpdJ7I'01J. d ro{vvv ram-a 
rOVTOV £XH TOV Tp{hrov Kat Tef av8pW7I''f? lTUJ.Lf3'f311Kf TO 0(

'lTOUV, o.vaYK1] xwp!lTrOV EZVa! aUro, WlTTE lVUXOLTO d.V J.L~ 

U7I'0VV E!vat TOV avOpw7l'OV, ~ EV Tef AOYo/ riil rou O[7TOOOS 
lV'UTQL 0 TOU avOpdJ7rOU AUyo!:. aAA' &OVVQTOV' hE'iVO yap tv 30 

r<!l EKf(VOV AOYo/ {VWTtv. El 0' &llct> rroP.f3'f311Kf TO 3t7l'ouv 
KQl 'TO (<!l0v. Kal J.L~ £U"TW haTEpov 07l'fP OV n, Kal 0 av-
0PW7TO!: av d11 'TWV lTVJ.L{3Ef3'1KorwV hlpct>. aAAa. 'TO 07l'EP ~v 
{rrrw J.L'I3EVl UVJ.L{3E{3TJKO!:, Kal KaO' ov aJlcpw [Ka1 haTf-
pov], Kat TO h. TOVTWV AfYElTOw' tc Q.ata'pf'TWV apa 'TO 71'av; 35 

£VWL 0' tvIOO(TQV TOtS i\OyOLS Q.J.LCPOriPOLS, riil JlfV on mlvTa 1878 

EV, El TO tv h U'r}J.LQ{VEL, On {un TO J.L~ UV, T<!l OE- lK rijs 
O,xo'ToJllas. aTOJla. 71'Ol~UQVTES JlfyIO'l' cpavEpov OE Kat on 
OllK aA110ES WS, El ~Y UlJJ.La(vft TO iSv Kat J.L~ o!OV 'T€ liJ.La 
r~v Q.vTlcpauLV, OVK tural OVOEV IJ~ OV· OUJEY yap KWi\VH. J.LlJ 5 

a7l'AWS E!vaL. £ti\Aa p.r, OV n Etva! 'TO J.L~ ov. TO OE 3~ <pa-
vaL, 71'ap' avro TO tv El J.L,1 n IUTaL &A"O, h 7Tavra £(1'£ 

uOal, ar01l'"0v. rls yap p.avOcivEL aVTO TO tv El J.Lrl ro 07l'EP 
OV TL EtvaL; El OE Tovro. OVOfV op.ws KWi\VU 7TOi\.\a EtVat TO. 
avra. (JU7I'EP EZpT]ral . on P.EV O~V Oll'TWS' ~v dvaL ro ~v a3vva- 10 
TOV, OijAOV. 

4 Ins 0' 01 cpvuLKol A/yoV(n, OVO rp07rOl dulv. 01 J.LEv 
yap h 7TOL~UaV'TES' TO (~v] UWJ.La TO 1I7l'OKElJ.LEVOV, ~ rwv TPLWV 
TL ~ a.\Ao 0 tun 7TVpOS JlEV 'lTVKVO'TEPOV a/poS' oE i\eTrruTf
pov, 'TGlla YEVVWCTL 'lTVKVO'TT]Tt Kat p.aVOTTJTt 7ToUn 'Trot- 15 

OVVTES' (ravra 0' iurlv EvavT{a, KaOoAotJ 0' V7TEPOX~ Kal 
£A"U",'S', (JU7TEP TO IJlya cpTJul flAa'TWV Kal TO J.LLKpOV, 
7TA~V on 0 P.EV Tavra 'lTOlE'i' lIATJV TO OE- ~v TO fZ3oS'. or 
OE TO J.LEv ~V TO lnroKE(p.EvOV vi\T]V, TO. 0' tvaVT[a OLacpopU!; 

b 32 IS", FIP: am. E) 0 am. F 33 ~'" Ij'PS: Tt F et 
fecitEI: ISv Tl l' 34 UlJI43EfJ"l(o~ 1i,,8EVl F It.a8' o~ TIP 'YP' 
S : I{Cl86).olJ V yp. P: l{a86).olJ 3 ut vid. S I{al fl{cl.TEPOJl A 'YP' P I'p. 
S : am. EPS IS7a 2 ~vom. j1 II{ EJVS: am. FIP 5 O~I{J 
flval flGI{ F 6 Elvat] fl? Elval F Elval E 2APS: om. £1 ai 
EFIrp : am. j1 7 flJ wr fl EFlj2P 8 p.tl1l8aVH AP: av fla~-
8(I"'Ol E 9 Tl am. fort. ST g'1fW~ I 'rr.. ISPT(J Elvol A 12 a' 
am. J ¢aUt S 13 ~v seclusi; habent lIP 18 on am. 
PS 



<I>'Y'~l KH~ AKPOA~E!2~ A 

:30 Kal Era7J)' 01 1;' £1( TOV ~vo~ EvovCTa~ TclS' fVaVnOTtJTaS fl(
Kp(vEu6aL, WU7fEP • Ava£{JtGv8pos ~7Jcn, Kat 6uo, a' b /Cal 
71'OA.\.a q,Genu fivat, ~U7iEP 'EJ.L7I"EOOK,\:ijS Kal ' Aun£a
yapas' h Toil Il{yp,aros yap Kat oiirot f/(Kp[vovcn raAAa. aLa

cplpovcn Of &A'\~AWV riii 1"dV J.lf-V 7I'Ep[ollOV 7l'OlE'i'V TOVTWV, TaU 

25 A' a:rra" Kat TaU fL£v lbTupa, Tel T£ oJtOtoJ.tfP~ 1(0.1 TllVaV

rlo., 'TOU Of ra KaAOVJLEVa CTTOLXEtQ p.Ovov. EOtH Of 'Ava£a
yapas a7r€Lpa OVTWS ol'18ijvo.l Qul TO lnToAalJ.{3&'vEw T~V KOt
v~v a&!a.v TCZV CPVUlICWV f!vat QA1]eij, WS' ov Ylyvop.lvov O-V(5E

vaS' iK TOU JL~ OVTOS' (lha 70VTO yap oVrw AEyovcnu, ~v o}loil 
307raVra, Kat 'TO ytYVEuOal TOUSVO£ KaOiCTTT}KEV clAAolovcrOal, 

Ot Of cnJYKPlCTLV Kat a,&'KpLULV)' In a' iK. TOV )I(yv£(16a, l, a.\
A~'\'WV nivavTla' £VVr.ijPXEV ape.' d yap nau /-lEV T6 YL

YV0l-'fVOV &V&.YK11 ylyvfuBaL ~ i~ OVTWV ~ fK I-'~ OVTWV. TOVrWV 

Of ro P.fV EK I-'~ OVTWV ylYVfUBat &OVVQTOV (7Tfpl yap TaVT1JS' 

3S ol-'oyvwP.OUOVUt n]S' 06f'1S' Ci7TaVTfS' 01 7rfpl qrvUfWS'). TO AOL-

7TOV lja'1 CTUJJ.f3alvnv it o.v&.YKl'/S' £vap.Luav. it OVTWV P.Ev Kat 

lVV7rapXOVTWV ylYVfu8aL. aLa fLLKpaT7jTa ae TWV OYKWV l, 
187b avaLuB~TWJ.· ~fLtv. tho ¢aUL 7Tav EU TonUT' p.fp.tx8nL. aU)n 

r.av £K 7l'OVTe}S' EWPWV Y'YV0l-'fVOV' cpalVfUBat O£ aLocplpOVTa 

Kat 7TpouayopfllfuBaL (Hpa aAA~AWV EK TOV P.&'ALU8' lnrfP
IXOVTOS' aLa 7TA~OOS' EV Tfl p.~n TWV o.7l'dpwv· flALKPLVWS' JJ.EV 

S yap OAOV A.fVK()JJ ~ p.lA.av ~ yAV,ru ~ u&'pKa t, OUTOVV OiJK 

E!vat. orov ae 1TA€tUTOV EKaUTOV lxn. TOVTO aOKftV ETvaL T~U 

., CPVUW TOV 7Tp&'yp.aTOS' • 

., fl o~ TO I-'EV &7fELPOV n 67ffLPOV ayvw-

OTOV, TO fLEV KaTlI 7TAijOOS' ~ KOTa JJ.eYf8oS' &7ffLPOV ayvw

urov 7f6CTOV Tt, TO oe KaT' fThOS' 67fELpOV 6YVWUTOV 7fOtOV n. 
10 TWV a' apxwv cmdpwv oiJrrwv KaL KaTa 7fA~8oS' Kat KaT' fL-

aoS'. aaVVOTOV flo/vaL Tel f.K. TOVTWV. O'ln-W yap £lo£vaL TO 

a 20 b:'lCpiJlouuw P et fecit J 22 (lJlal FIpPS: fl"at n'r oJlT'a 
EJ'V 23 !Cal OOTOI EIjVT: am. FP 2S ct.r.upa AS: 111Ttlpa 
Tl'olfiJl E 26 POl'O" om. S, sed. Diels 27 .IT1'flpa OUTWS' EPS: 
oUTwr tirmpn A oui] TO. UTOlXfia aui I im-o~a8fiJl F 29 ({"TM 
a~~' if ({lITo r aUJ F 30 1TchlTa EIPST: Ta 1I'"aJITa EtA 32 apa] 
npa lnruPxoJl illJITO E 37 ala] ala O( A C1p'lCpOT1]f'a FIP 
IS; am. A b [ 1I'"all am. EI 3 wapxoII"or E 4 aU)] 
aul, TO A 6 (KaUTOJl AV: am. E to!Cfi I 8 KOT.I TO lI'Aij6or 
F 1 Koni om. A [0 KIlTO TO 1T)'~8oS' E I [ yap AS ; -yap 
Ci1T(lV E 



cnJv8Erov 1nrOAa/L{3avofLEV. orav ElowfLEV h r{vwv Kat 'rrOUWV 

EurLv. I In a' d clvaYK1J, OV TO JUJpWV lvlJiXETal d1T11hLKOVOVV 

EtVaL Kara. fLEYE8o~ Kat fLLKpOT1}TQ, Kat aVTO EVOEXEu8aL 
("-iyw lJE TWV TOLOUTWV n fLOplwv, El~ 2, lvumlPXov aLaLpEt- 15 

TaL TO OAOV). El a~ aaVvaTOV (¥OV ~ ¢vrov 07T1JXLKOVOVV EtvaL 

KaTn. fLEYE80~ Kat fLtKpOr1Jra, ¢flVEPOV on ~UaE rwv fLOPLWV 
dnovv ' IUTaL yap Kal TO OAOV OfLO{W~. Uap{ Of Ka, OO"TOVV 

Ka2 TO. TOLaVTG p.OpLa (4)oV, Ka, 01 Kap7Tol 1'WV cpvrwv. 

aijAov TO{VlJV on GaVVaTOv m),pKa ~ OUTOVV ~ a.AAO TL 07l"']AL- 10 

KOVOVV ETvat TO fLlYfOo~ ~ £7I"L TO p.£t(OV ~ £7Tl Te\ IAarrov. 

ETt £Z 1TavTu fL'£V Evv7rapXH Tel 1'ot.atn-a EV cl.\A.~A.OL~, Kat 

fL~ Y{YVETat &.\A' I.KKp{VETat iVDVTa, "iYETat a£ cl1TO TOV 7rAE{
OVO~. ylYVErat OE: i{ OTOVoVV OTtOVV (oTov h UGPKO~ fjowp £K

KPLVOP.fVOV Kat uo.p, I( fjaaTO~). a1TaV aE uWfLa 7rE7rEpaup.i- 15 
Vov avaLpEtTGL 1mo U'wjJ.aro~ 7rE7TEpaujJ.ivov, cpav£pov on O~K 
EvlJiXET4L EV £KaUT,:> €KaUTOV 1nraPXHV. a4>a,pEOELCT']~ yap 

fK rov iiaaro~ CTapK6~. Kal 'rraALv Q.AA1J~ y£vofLivTj~ EK rov 

Xomov a1ToKp(uH, d Ka!. G£2 £Aarrwv luraL ~ hKPLVOfL1v,]. 

ill' oJ.l.W~ OUX tmEp{3aAEt P.iYE06~ Tt rft fLLKpOT7JTt. ~U1" 30 

£l fLEV O'T1]UETGL ~ ;KKPLUL~. OVX 57Tav EV ?TaVTI. I.VIO"T4L (Iv 

yap 1'4' AOL1T¥ voan OVK £V1J7rap(EL uap,). El af JL~ Un/CTE

TaL aA.\.J aE2 r,£L clcpa(pEULV, EV 1TE7r£paup.iv,:> fUYEOn fua 

7TE1TEpaup.EVQ EviCTTGL Cl.1THpa TO ?T.\.ijOo~· TOVrO aJ 

aatlvaTOV. 

1TPO~ OE TOVTOLS, El a7l"av p.Ev uWjlQ clcpaLpE8ivTOS TtVOS 1.A.o.T- 35 

TOV avaYKTj ylyvEuOaL, T1]S' oE (TapKOS WPLUT4L TO ?TO(TOV Kat 

fJ.EyIOEt Ka!. ,.,.LKPOTllTt, cpaVEpOV on EK T1]S' £AGXlCTT1J~ uap-

KOS' o·MEv lKKPLO~uETaL uWjJ.Q· lU'TaL yap i.\aTTwv TijS' lAa- 188& 
XlUT,]S. ITt 0' Iv Tots a7idpoLS' uWjJ.auLv fvv1TapxoL av 1;0'] 

b 12 £l8i:ljJEII AP: i8wjJfll E 13 at El AS : at EIVP: a' &" E' 
14 U'jJll<p6T1jTU FIPS 16 ~~ Bonitz: a£ n 17 UjJII<PO-
T'j1"R FI IS o-nouII] O'JrOIOIlOU" F 19 jJ6pu, rov (wou F 20 q 
pr.] II:Ri FaXXonoUJI 01T'1)"U:OII E 21 q pro om. EV :2 fTt 
I1PT: El O~II Tei '~CI IWI TO. ¢vra MTE 1t7/).[ICO IUTI jJ~T'£ 1roO'a, ou~t Ta 
JJOplO a{;r;;JJI o1Tlj).,u:aoulI fUTal ovrf aii~'1O'III ovn: ~).,o(wo'IJI {'Jr' Cl.rrupoll 
;~fll tJO'u. oC;f'( ucip~ ftlj &11 OITIj).III:'l0VII ovn ourovlI oiiT£ U1rfpjJa TOlII 
</Jur;;',, ' {II: Tovn.w 'Yap fll:Onpa O&WII uVyI(£ITOI. En ut vid . A 1Td"TR 
EJP: Ci'JtllJITO FIS III om. S 28 'Y'IJOjJf"'1f F 29 ;rTTat 

om. I 30 WrEpf3ciX).u 1 et fecit J CTjJllI:porJ]n n 32 OVII: 
E'IIV1TUpErt E'AS: OUIC inmpeu EI uTn8qUfTaI E 33 1rErrfpoO'",flJ'f 
••. iut! AVPS: am. E 37 uJ.LIlI:porf[n FI Issa 1 {).,a'tTfUII 
scripsi cum SP: EXaTToII nSiT 



<l>'Y'~IKH~ AKPOA~En~ A 

lTap~ lhrftpos Kat aXil-a Kat lyKe¢aAOSJ K€XWpurp.;va l.duroL 

an' ciAA~AWV (oU). ov8'£v 0' ~TrOV OUTa. Ka, a7TUpov EKUcrTOV' 

5 1'0UTO 0' c1Aoyov. TO DE JlTJO/7rOH oLaKpdJ~IT€u8aL ov" Eloo'TwS' 
}JoE-v ",/YETaL, op(J(Js OE A/YETat' Tel yap 7taOYJ aXWpLtTTU' 
€l ovv flellLKTuL Ta xpwp,ara Kat at ;~€LS, fall OtaKP'OWUU', 
lCTT"at TL A(VKOV KaL VYLHVOZl oVX Enpov Tt liv ovoi KaO' lJ7TO~ 

K€LfLlvov. wO"n aro7TOS' Ta aovvara (1]T&V 0 vovs. €t7f'fP {3o'l5-

10 hEraL JAfV OWKptvaL, TOWO Of 7iOL~(JaL &ovvarov Kat Kara 

TO 7TO(IOV Ka, KUTa. TI} notov, KaTeI jJ.£V TO 7rOU'DV on 01}/o:. 

eunv lAaXLUTOV ,.dyeeos, Kuru oe TO 7rmov OTt axwpLura TIl 
r.aOt}. OlU( opOws DE OVOE T~V ylVHHv AafJ.f3&'vEL rwv op.o-

€LOWV. l<In /lEV yap ws 0 7f'1]Aos fls 7i1jAovs OLaLp€~TaL. fUTL 

15 A' WS av. Kat oux 0 aUTOS Tp67T0S'. WS 7TAivOOL i, olKtal) Kal. 

oiK(a EK 7f>..(v8wv, o{Jrw [Of) Kat {J3wp Kat a~p E~ a>">"~>"wv 

Kal fl"L Kat y(yvovraL. (31)..nov H nanw KaL 7if7rfpafTf.J.EVa 

>..a(3li:v, 07ifP 7TOLf~ • EJL7rf30K>"~S'. 

TIavTES' O~ ravavr(a apxc,s 7TOLOVfTLV ot H >"EYOVT£S' on 5 
lO h ro 7TaV Kat JL~ KLVOVP.fVOV (KaL yap TIapp.fvahlS' OfPP.OV 

Kat tvxpov apxo.s 7TOLEt, ravTa Of npofTayopdJH ...up KaL 

y~v) Kat 01 p.avov Kat 7TVKVOV, KaL 671fJ.OKPLTOI) TO 7TAijPfS Kat 

KfVOV, WV TO ,...fV WI) tv T3 OE- WS OVK tv £tva( <P7IfTw' En ()f.
un, (TX~J.Lan, rd.,n. TaVTa Of y~V1/ fvavr{wv' fJ!fTfWS &vw 

~5 KaTw, 7iPOfT()fV o7Tur()ev, fTX~fJarol) YfYWVLWfJlvov aywvwv, EiJOV 
7ifPL¢€plS'. on fJEv ovv ravavr(a 7TWS' 7TaVT€S' 7iOWVfTL TOS apxaS', 

3ijAov. Kal TOVrO £v>"0ywS" OE~ yap TO;) apxos ""~T€ E, a>">"~Awv 
fTvaL J.L11T€ l£ &A.Awv, Kal EK TOVTWV 7TaVTa' TOtS' of- Evav

r(OLS' ro~~' 7fPWTOLS' lJ7Tapxn raVra, 0"1 J.lEv TO npwra fTvaL 

a 4 ou addidi: om. npST 13'] fJiIlTOt P 6 Xi)'tm' pro AVS: 
Ai)'f& E 7 piptl<.rRtAVP: (piptK.ro E 8 «alEP: ~A VytftJ!CW 
FP: l,ytalvoJl EIJ oun E 10 piJl] p.rv aura E d6vvun:ll 
1 I TO pro et alt. om. E 13 opouMw TIPS: opolopipwv A: 
QI-IOIou6wv Moreliana 14 pr" om. FIjI IS 1TAlV(JOl 
AVP: 1TX,"(Jor E 16 6i secIusi, am. fort. ST: habent nP l((j( 

pro om. J 17 K.oi pro am. F Tf EP et lit vid. SP: lJ' ASI 
190?] lJJP 22KalTo1TIIICIIOIIS 'foom.! 1TXijpfrE1IVPST: 
UTtpdUJ £2 FJ yp. I S in de Caelo 24 8iuftwr I 25 7rpriu8EII 
[lPST: 'f(f~fWr 'frpou8EJ1 Susemihl tf1THT8fJl am. E uX!1JJ.un I 
Yf)'WVtr.)p/JlOV FIbVPSP: yw,,;a EJSo 5 in de Caelo ; om. T ayw-
1110" bVPSP: am. EAsoT S in de Caelo 'fa tiJ8v E S in de C(U/O: 
TO fV8iJ 'fa FJ 26 7th am. P 27 flKoTwS' P ,iAXryXwV ••• 
28 fl'\Aw)I nT : rThXr.w .• . dAXry).wJI PS 28 1TUII'fa] 'TC1 «Ha PST 



4. 188a 3 - 5. 188b 19 

,...~ i~ a.\.Awv, OUt Of TO fvavrla J.1.~ it aAA~'\wv. 30 

aA.\d 30 

OfL TOUrO Kal En, TOU .\oyov (J"KE"'a(1'(Ja~ 7TWS' crvp.j3a{vH. A1}-
7rTEOV or, 1TPWTOV on 7faVTWV rwv OVTWV oVlJh OVTE 7TOLEtV 7TE

¢VKEV ovrE 7TaOXEW TO TVXOV V7fO TOt) TvX6vTOS'. QUOE Y{YVETat 

onovv it OTOVOVV, av J.1.~ ns Aap..J3av'[I KaTIl (J"VJ1.j3Ej3r]lcos· 
7TWS yap a.v ylVOLTO A.EVKOy fK. ,./,Overt/cau, 7TA~V El ,_u) U1JJl - 35 

{3E/3l]KOS Er1} T<!l ,...1, AEVKt{) ~ T~ I-dAaVL TO jJ.OVO"LKOV; aAAa 
AEVKOV J.LfV y(yvETaL if of; AEVKOV, Kal. rOViOV Olll( EK r,avTos 

ahA' lie I.J.IA.avos ~ rwv J.LETa05. Kal j10VlTU(OV OVK EK ,...ov- 188b 

O"LI(01), 7rAr,v Ot"( h 7TUVTOS a'\A' I.t a/.w-verov ~ Er TL avrwv 
lO"n }lETaf"V. ov/)'f or, <j>8dpETuL ds TO TVXDY 71pwrnv, O!OV 
TO J...EVKOV OVK flso TO JLOVCTLKOV, 7TAr,v £l J.L?J nOTE Karll (TV,...

PEj3T}KO"', clA.A' ds TO p.r, hEVKOV, Kat OV/{ ds TO TVXOV &Ai\.' 5 
Els TO J.LEAav ~ TO p.fTa£v· WS a' aVTOOS Ka~ TO P.OVlJ"tKDV 

€is TC) p.~ P.OVlJ"tKOv, Kai TOVTO OVK lIs TO TVXOV aX.\' fis TO 

ap.ovlJ"ov ~ £l n airrwv £lJ"n p.fTaf6. op.o(ooS' DE- TOVTO Kat 

E7TL n';)v &.\.\OOV, £7Tll Kat ni p.~ ci-lrAu TWV OVTWV aAAU 
IJ"VVOfTa KaTa. TOV aVTOV IXft .\oyov· a.\.\ct ~lLa TO p.~ T(ls 10 

IWTLKHp.lvas oLaOIO'"fts wvop.alJ"OaL AavOav£t TOVTO O'"vp.f3a'ivov. 

O:V&.YK1] yap 7TUV TO ~pp.olJ"p.lvov E£ avapp.OU"TOV ytyvfCT8aL Kat 

TO avapp.OUTOV i£ TJPJJ.oup.lvov, Kat <j>Of(pfuOaL T(} ~PJJ.OIJ"p.'. 
vov fls (wapp.ouTlaJJ. Kat TaVTt]ll OU rr,v TlIxovuav O:.\Xa r1]V 

iiVTLKftjJ.lvT}v. ota¢lpft 0' oilOE-V £1T' app.ov{as fl1TEtv ~ T&'£fWS '5 
~ crvv81U"EWS' 4>avfpuv yap on 0 aVTos Xoyos. £lAAct J.I.~V 1 

Kat oida Kat £lVOpLCtS Kat OTLOVV <tAAO ylYVETat O,u.olws· lj 
Tf yap olKla ylYVETat £K TOV J.I.~ UVYKf'iu8aL £l.\Xa. OLrlPr;-

u8aL TaOt wol, Kat 0 O:vopuh· Kat TWV £uXT}p.aTLup.lvoov n 

a 30 tiAAwv APST: i'rfP6JII E ad, ... aXA~A6JII om. Jl 31 ~'1-
'Tf'rioll] (j1(f7f'rioll P 32 rrallTWII EPS S in de Cae/o: u:;rclVT6JII A aMi" 
om. S 33 urn) I 35 XWA::OII FST S in de Cae/o: TO ).fUA::OII 
EIJ flOV(jU(~S' F JL~] JL? /Cora 1 36 P? ES: om. hV S in 
de Caelo 37 /~ au EFS: OVA:: /~ IJ S in de Cae/o. b 4 TO 
alt. om. AT £l JL~l fllC? F: (1 J S in d~ Cae/I) 5 1((1).] lC(li fl~ 
fJ.? AWICOII h S in de Caelo 6 ~ FI S in de Caelo: ~ (is' EJ S' 
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<l>Y~IK IU AKPOA~E!2~ A 

20 i£ aUXTlJ.L0crVV7JS· Kal eKUUTOY TOVTWV Tn /LEV T(t~LS', ra of. 
cn5vOHrts r[S' EUTLV. El TO[VVV TOVT' luTtv aA1]O£S', ll"ITQV av y(. 

YVOtTO TO YLYV0J.J.fVOV Kat <PfJdPOLTO TO cpOUPOP.fVOV ~ it Euau. 
drov ~ fls lvaVT[a Kat TO. TOUTWV fura£6. TIl Of I.uraf" 
bi. TWV lvavT[wv fur-Lv, OrOY xpwp.aru II( AfVKOV Kat /J.£A.a-

25 vos" aUT! naYT' au ft11 TO: CPVCTH YLYV0J-l.E:Va ~ Evavr[a ~ l£ 
26 lvavr[wv. 
416 fLEXP' J.Lh ovv Elit TOCTOVTOV aXfObv (TVV7lKOAOvO~Kao"L 

Kal rwv ~AAwv 01 7iAf'i'UTOL, KaOa"ITfp fr7rOP.£V 7Tponpov' '7l'avTfS' 

yap TO. UTOLXt:ta Kat nh' 1m' avrwv KaAovp.lvas apxaS', Kat

'lrEP «1VE'V AOY011 TdUvTfs, O/LwS' TllvavT£a A/yovuw, 6)CT7T£P 1m' 
30 aw~S' T~S' aA'7}8dus avaYKQuOlvT£S'. otGcplpoVCTL 8' a.\A~-

AWV r41 TOVS' fJ.EV npoT£pa revS' A' vCTupa Aa/J.,8av£w, Kal TOllS 

JJ.£v yvWptjJ.WTEpa KaTa TOV Aoyov rov~ Of KaTll r~v arCT8Tj. 

CTtv (01 j.LfV yap OfPP.OV Kat "'vxpov, 01 0' vypov Kal ~pov. 

£T€POL Of r.fptTTOV Kat I1pnov ~ VErKO~ Kat cJ.nldav al· 
35 r{a~ TlOfVTat ri1~ YEveCTfws' ravTa 0' aAA~AWV oLa¢epn 

" 1' ')" "\' ' .. KaTa TOV E" PTjj.LE"VOV TP07TOV , WO'TE" TaVTa llE"y££v 7TW~ Kat ETf:pa 

clAA?]AWV. fHpa f.LEv cZCT7T£p Kat OOKEr TOr~ r.A..E(CTTOtS, TaVTa 

IBga DE ff avaA.oyov· Aap.{3avovCTL yap h Tiis avrij~ CTVUTOtXlas' 
TO. P.fV yap 7T£ptlXEt, TO. Of 7i£pt/XE"Tat TWV EvaVT(WV. TaVT?1 

H O~ wua6TW~ AEYOVUL Ka( hlpws, Kat XE"i'pOV Kat {3tA.. 

noy, Kat ot Ji.€V yvwptJi.WHpa Kan). TOV AOYOV, WU1fEP E"rpTj-

-' Tat 7rp6npov, 01 oE KaTa T~V afuOTjuw (TO P.EV yap KaOOAOV 

KaT(). TOY AOrOV YVWP LP.OV, TO DE KaO' gKauTov KaTa "war. 

u8'1uw' 0 p.Ey yap AOYOS TOV Ka8&Aov, ~ 0' aru8'1utS rov Kara 

p.lpos), orOV TO fLfY fLlya Kat TO fLLKpOV KaTU TOV Xoyov, TO 

DE p.avov Kal ro 1iVKVOV Kara rTjv afu81}uw. on f.LEv 01)V Evav-

10 T(as OE"L T(lS apxas £rvat, ¢avE"pov. 

'Ex0p.£vov 0' av £L1} AlyE"tv r.OHPOV avo ~ TP£LS ~ 7iAE"(oVS 6 
dulv. Mlav J.l.Ev yap OVX oroy H, l5n OVX ~V Tn Evavrta, arrEt-

b 21 TiS' am. Jl TOIVIIV] Ci? F 23 Els EIPT S in de Caelo: ElS' 
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E TI}V AS: am. E IZ pta A TO fvavrla lIST: TO fvuvrLov EF 



pOVS aJ
, on olne E7TUTT'JTOV TO ~V lcrrat, p.la T€ EvavTlwcrLS EV 

1TaEl ylvH hC, ~ a' ovcrla €V n ylvos, Kat on Eva/xnaL h. 
1TE7TEpacrp.lvwv, {3IAnov a' EK 7TE7TEpacrp.lvwv, (Jcr7TEP 'Ej.L7TE- 15 
aOKA~S, ~ E~ a:7rtdpwv' 1Tavra yap a.1TOOLOOVat OL£Tat ocra-
7r£p 'Ava~ayopas EK TWV amdpwv. En DE EerTtV aAAa &AAWV 
7rpoTf.pa EvavTla, Ka, y{yvETaL ETEpa E~ a.AA11AWV, o!OY YAvKv 
Ka, 7rtKpOV Kai A£vKOV Kat p.IAav, Hls DE a.pxas ad DEL 
j.LIVHv. '0 

5n j.LEv ovv OVTE j.Lla OVTE a7rELpOL, oijAOY EK TO-6TWY' lO 

E7r£f. OE- 7TE7r£pa(Jpivat, ro j.L~ 7rOtELV 0-60 /LOVOY lXH TtVa AO
yov' o'7rOrn7O'HE yap av rtS 7rW') ~ ~ 7rVKVOT'JS r7JV /Lavo'n/Ta 
7rOtELV Tt 7T1~vKEv ~ aifn} r~v 7TVKvoT'JTa. o/Lo{ws DE Kat 
aAA'J 07TotaOvv iz'avnon1s' ov yap ~ ~t.Ala TO VELKOS UVV&.YH 
Kat 7TOtEL n E~ awov, OVef TO VELKOS E£ hElv'J'), a.AA' a/L~w '5 
€npov Tt rp lrov. [VLOt. DE Ka, 7rAdw Aa/Lf3avovcrLv E~ WV Kara
crKEV&.(OVO"t T~V TWV OVTWV ¢vertv. 7TPOS DE TOVTOtS En KaV 
roo£ rtS o'7TOP~o"HEV, d M~ TtS f.rtpav v7ToO~erH TOLS lvav
TCOtS ¢vO"w' ovOWOl) yap OPWMEV rwv ovrwv overlay ro'vavrla. 
T~V a' apx~v ov Kaf)' inroKEt/Llvov OEL AlYfer8al TWOS. lcrrat 30 

yap o,px~ rijs clpX~s' ro yap V7rOKfdj.LEVOV apx~. Kat 7TPO
upOV OOKfL rou Kar'JyopoVj.Llvov Eivat. in OVK fival cpa/L£V 

_QYlrLa..!' EVi{V'TLaV qverf!£.. 7rWS ovv EK /L~ ovcrtWV overLa av ,J'J j ~. 
7rWS av 7rponpov j.L~ over (a overlas Ei'J; a'07TEp fi ns TOV n 

7rponpov aA'JO~ VO/L[erHEV Eival Aoyov Ka! TOWOV, clvaYKaLov. 35 
d /LIAA.H o,acrwuEtv uj.L¢orlPOVI) am-ous, v7TonOlvat TL Tp[rov, r89b 
wernEp tpafflv 01 j.Llav TLva ¢vcrw frVa, A/yovns TO 7rUV, orov 

vowp ~ 7rVP ~ TO j.LErafu Tovrwv. OOKEL af TO p.Era~v }lilA-
Aov' 7rVP yap ij071 Kat yij Kat. a~p Kat vowp p.n' lvavnon]-
TWV UVW1rE7iAEyp.lva lurlv. 01.0 Kal OUK aAoyws 7ToLOverw ot TO 5 

aI3 B".toU3fFj: om.E til fUTat CecitI biP 15 ai 
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pp 28 {17r08~lTH AS : Ur.o'f"i8T}lT( EIJ; &rr08~lTfTfJ( FP 30 OU 
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<l>Y~IKH~ AKPOA~E1U A 

V1TOKE[P.€VOV £TEPOV TOVT(()V '1l'OWVVTES', rwv 0' &.\'\'wv 01 oipa' 
Kat yap 0 a~p ~KtcrTa fXH rwv liA..\wv ota</'Jopas al<T87JTas' 
tXOP.fVOV OE TO f)owp. ahAa r.aVTH yE TO ~v TOVTO TOlS 
€Vavr(OLS crX1/p.ar{(ovcnv, 7rVKVOT1JTL Kat JlaVOT1JTI. Kat r'iJ 

10 p.ai\.\ov Kat ~TTOV. railra 0' llTTLV oAws V7rEPOX~ ol1>.ovon 
Kat f)"AH\/ItS, W(T'1TEP Efp1]TaL 7TpOHpOV. KaL IOLKE 7TaAaL£t 

Elva, Kal aVT1'/ ~ oata. on TO ~v Kat {J7fEPOX~ Kai lAAf.L
tv; apxat rwv OVTWV flcr{, 1TA~V ov Tav avrtJV rpo1Tov, OA.\' 
at fJ-EV a.PXa'i.'OL Ttl avo }J-h 7roLflV TO DE ~v 7TauXfLv, T(dV 

15 S' vUTlpwv nv£s TOV1JaVT{OV TO MEV ~1} 7TOU:tV TO. DE avo '7TaO'XfLv 
16 <paul ,MlAAOV. 
16 TO fLEV OVV rp[a ¢aUKHV TO. UTOLX£ta EivaL IK 

TE TOVTWV Kat EK TOWVTWV a.\.\wv £7rW-K07rOV<TL 06,nEv av lXHV 

TLva .\oyov, (JfT7rEP Ei7ioj-LW, TO DE 7TAdw TpLWV o'hln' 1TPOS 
JJ..lV yap TO 7nfoxuv lKavDv TO EV, £l De TfTTflPWV OVTooV OVO 

20 EuovraL fVaVn6H1'W), a£~fTft xwplS' lKUTlpff V7fapxuv £Tlpav 

TLVa /.I.fTa,v cpvuw' £l 0' it aAA~Aoov ovvavTaL Yfvvav avo 

OV<TaL, 7ifplfPY01) o.v 1] ETfpa rwv f.vavnW<T£oov £(1]. HJla OE Kal 

aovvaTOV 7TAdOVI) flvat fVaVTLW<TfLS' TaS' 7TpWTaS'. iLyap ovo-la 

EV n yivoS' lUTl TOV OVT02. wun T~ 7TpOTfPOV Kat ~(fTfPOV atol-

25 (fOVULV &AA~A.oov at apxat JlOVOV. aA'\' OU T~ YEVfL ' aft yap 
iv €vt YEvfL !-'{a ivavr[oou't)' EUTLV, 7To.ual Tf at fVaVTLWUEtS' 

GVaYfuOaL OOKOVULV flS' Jllav. on !-'Ev ouv oun h 'TO UTOLXftOV 
OUff 7TAdoo ovotv ~ rpLwv. cpavfpOv' 'Tovrwv DE 7TOTfPOV, Ka-

8a7Tfp d7rOP.fV. (l7Toplav [X£t 7TO'\A~V. 

30 "!la' ouv nllf'S' A./YWfJ.fV 7TPW'TOV 7ifpl 7iau1]S' Y£VfUfWS 7 
£7ifA8oVTH' [un yap KUra cpvuw Ta KOLVa '1iPWTOV fl7roVTaS' 
OVTW Ta. 7r~pl tKUUTOV taLa OfWpfLV. cpap.Ev yap yCYVf<TOUL it 
aAAov aAAO Kal It ErfPOV tupOV ; TO. imAo. A.IyoVTfS ~ Ttl 

b6 V7fO/(ll/AfIIOV] 1I'lpt(XOIi EI 8 yl am. P 9 lTV/(vOTlln] 
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;n rraum I a; F J5: om. 1 ai E5 : om. A 27 TO 0'1'01-
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6. 189b 6 - 7. 190' 24 

croYKfl,.uva. Aiyw Of ,DVTO wac. tun yap ytyvfUOat lw8pw7ioV 

jJ.OVCTtKOv, (un DE- TO p.~ P.OU(J'tKbV Y(YVECTOat jJ.OUcrtKOV ~ TOll 35 

J.L~ jJ.OVCTtKOlJ uv8pw7rolJ tJ.v8pw7roV fLOVUtKOV. a1TAovv fJ-e-v ovv I9080 

AEYW TO ytYVOJ.LfVOV TOV avOpW7rOV Kal TO jJ.~ fLOV(fLK6v, Kat 

a Y[YVfTat a7TAoilv, TO fLOVrJ' tKOV' crvYKf{P.fVOV OE Kat 8 Y{YVf o 

raL Ka£ TO ytYVOJJ.fVOV, orav TOV f.J.~ P.OV(]'LKOV I1V8PWTTOlJ cpw-
fLilJ y[yvw"Oat fLOV(JU.Ov !J,V()pW7TOV. TOVTWV OE- TO }lEV ou p.6vov 5 

AlYfTat rOOf Y[YVECT8at aAAa Kat EK TOVOf, orov iK jJ.~ 

jlOUUtKOV jJ.OV(TtKOS, TO 3' ou )..iYETa, E'Jl'"t 7TavTwv ' au yap E~ 

a.vOpdnrov iYEVfTO P.OVlTLKOS, MA' liVOPW1TOS f)/EVfTO jJ.OVUL"OS. 

TWV be ytYVOP.fVWV WS TIl a:TrAa A/yoJJ.EV y(yvw"Oat, TO fJ.€JJ 

lJ7TOpEVOV Y{YVfTaL TO O' OUX lJ1Top.EVOV· 0 fLEV yap tIvOpwrros 10 

tnrop.EVH P.OVULKOS ytyvop.£vos l1.vOPW7rOS Kal fun, TO Of p.~ 

f,1.0VUtlCOV Kal TO l1.P.OVUOV ovn a:1i"Aw~ ovn uVVn8Uf,1.EVOV {mo-

13 
o~wp,up.lvwv Of TOVrWV, if a7l'aVTWV TWV yLyvop.lvwv TOUrO 13 

{un "Aa/3£'i:v, Mv TtS' Em/3A/lJt?J (/)U7l'£P "A/yof,1.£v, OTt o£'i: Tt 

cut {nrOIC£LuOaL 1'6 ytYVOP.EVOV, Kal TOVTO f1 Kal. apLOp.~ brnv 15 

gv, aA"A' fiDEL yE OVX gv· TO yap fioH "A/yoo Kat AOYCP Tav

TOV' OU yap TaVTOV TO aVOpcfnf<f Kat TO aP.OVU<f ElvaL. Ka, TO 

f,1.€v {J7fOf,1.lvEL, TO 0' OVX {J7l'op./VEL· TO f,1.fv p.~ avnKdf,1.fVOV 
. . (' , 'e " )" iJ '1:' ~, V7rOp,WEL u yap av pwrro~ vrrOJ.LfVU, TO f,1.1} J.LOVULK V uf Kat TO 

&J.LOVUOV OVX {J7rOP.EVEL, OVOf TO if aJ.L~o'i:v uVYKdJ.LfVOV, orov 20 

o af,1.0VUOS l1.vOpoorros. TO 0' lK TWOS y(yvfu8al n, Kat J.L~ TO-

Of ytyvf.Cr8a( Tt, J.Lu"A"Aov J.LfV A/YETaL E7Tl TWV J.L~ {J7T0J.LWOV

TooV, olov E€ tljlOVCTOV J1.0VULKOV ylyv£uOm, if avOpcfJ7iov Of ov· 

011 J.L~v aAAa. Kal Errl TWV imO/.lEVOVTWV fvton A/Y£TaL wuav-
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12 uIJvn8ijlfVOV E . 15 /Cal. alt. El:::iT: om. FJ 16 aAA' oi'K ftau 
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JI.? E': jllTa vel Il-ry W, pfTa Laas 22 Tt om. Elj2VP 24 ov 
p,," aAAil] uX)\{i jlrJV £2IjI 



<I>'Y'l:IKHl: AKPOAl:E!ll: A 

25 TWS" it, yap xaAKO-u CtVOpLavra y(yvt:u()a{ cpall-EV, OV TOV 
xaAKOV O:vopulvra. TO Mlurot h. TOV iiVTLKHP.EVOV Kat }J.~ 

lJ7Top.ivoV'TOS' al.LCpoTEpWS AEYETatJ Kat iK. roBa€ rOOE Kat. 

rOOE roBE" Kat yap it aj..Lov<Tov Kal 0 ap.ovCToS' y{yvETat Jlovcn

KOS. 13Lo Kat. E7rL Toil UlJYKftllEVOV WUQVTWS" Kat yap i, al-L0v-
.?to <TOU av()pW7TOV Kat 0 allov(J"oS' livOpW7roS' Y{YVEufJat hEYETaL 

P.OVCTLKOS. 7ro.\..\.axws Of AEY0IJ-Ivov TOV Y{YVHr()at, Kat. rwv }J.EV 

au Y£YVfCTOaL aAAc1 rOOE Tt ytyvEu8aL, 0:7rAWS Of ytyvEuOaL 

rwv OVCTtWV p.ovov, KaTa. /-LEV raAAa </>avEpov on dV&.YK1J 
tJ7TOK£trrOa{ n TO ytYVOJlEVOV (Kat yap 7TO(J'OV KaL ?TOLOV Kat 

35 7'fpOS gnpov [Katll'OTe] Kal1Tov Y{YVETGL tnfoKEt}J.lvDtJ TtvoS' aUt 
TO. lJ.ovryv T~V ovu{av JJ.'YJOEVOS' KaT' lL\l\ov 'Alym-(JaL lJ7TOKftJLEVOV, 

190b ret 3' C1Ua ?TaVTCt KaTa T~S' ol)(,.{as)· on oE Kal a, ovcrlat 

Ka2 ocra (£AA.al (hrAWS DVTa E, lJ1fOKHjJ.fvov nvos ytYV€Tal, 

E7fttTIC01TOVVn ylVOLTO al' cpav€pov. ad yap icrn (; lnrolCHTat, 

l~ ou TO ytyvOjJ.fVOV, orov TIl cpvra ICa2 TIl (~a h 
5 tT1TfPMaTOS. ylYV€Tat Of TO. YLYVOjJ.fva a:1TAws TO. IJ-fV IJ-€ . 

TatTX1JJ..'aT{(FfL, orOV Q.vopufs, TO. OE 7TPOtT(UtTU, oiov TO. 

av~avoJ..'£va, TIl 0' acpaLpluH, orov EK TOV l\.{(Jov 0 tEpJ..'ijs, 
Ta Of O1.IV(JfUH, oioy olIC{a, Ta lj' aAAoLwuH, orov TO. 

Tp€7TOJ..'wa KaTa. T~V VA1JV. 1TavTa Of Ta oUrw ytyVOJ..'fva 

10 cpa!,€p?w on Et lJ7TOK£LlJ-lvoov ylYVfTUt. &)crTf oijAov EK TWV d · 
p~J..'lvoov on TO YLYV0IJ-€VOV l17rav at" (1'vvlhTOV Ecrn, ICa2 lun 

p.lv it YLYVOlJ-fVOV, iUTL M TL & TOUrO ylyv€Tat, Kal TOVTO OLTTOV' 

~ yd.p TO tJ7TOKf{Il€VOV ~ TO aVTtK€{Il£1'OV. A/yoo of- aVTtICI;'i'

u(JaL P.fV TO af.tOVUOV, lmolC€tuOaL oE TOV I1v(JPW7rOV, Kal n,v 

'S IlfV aUX1J/LOUOV1JV Kal T~V O,llop<j.l{av Kal T~V aTa,{av TO av

TtK!lIl€VOV, TOY of- XaA.KOV ~ TOY l\.{(Jov ~ TOY XPV(TOV TO lmo· 

a 28 <5 om. J 30 0 om. FS Xi'}lfTm '}'l'}'lIf(r8al I 3 I af 
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38 litt.: om. Jl 3 ylliOIT O J 4 o~ ylYllf'rat TO A 5 in de 
Caelo 5 TCI pro sup. lin. El 6 &Jlapuir EFj1PST: clllapuiS' 
II< xaAI<OV IJ2V 7 (\ om. E 9 "(lTtl (I<al I<nT/l E) T~JI VA'1J1 DVS: 
secludenda ci. Hamelin 11 <lTUIJI EIJZPT: om. FP 12 Ttl 
To' E1: TL TO JP: TOt I Tl om. JP 13 yap om. P IS I<at 
T~II alt. EVT: ~ A 



Kdp.EVOV. 17 

cpavEpbll 01)V WS', Et7TEP £Zulli aiTtaL Kat apxa1 TWV 17 

CPVUH O'V1'OOV, i£ &v 7TPW'ooV Elul Kat YEyovauL P.1J KaTlt 
uvp.j3EllryKOS' aAA' EKauTov & AfY€Tat KaTll T~V ovulav, on 
y(yvETat r.av IK T£ TOV lmOKHJJ.lvov Kat TijS' P.opr./>ijS'· uVY~ 20 
KUTat yap 0 P.OVULKbS' I1v(Jpoo1fOS i.£ av(JpW7rOV Kal P.OVUtKOV 
TpOr.OV nva' aWAVUEtS' yap [TOVS AOYOVS'] ELS'TOVS' Xoyovs TOVS 
hElvoov. aijAov ouv wS' ylyvOtT av TO. ytyvOj.lEVa h TOVTWV. tan 
Of TO p.h lnroK£{p.wov apL(JJ.I.~ P.fV EV, EtO£L Of OVO (0 J.l.EV yap 
av(JpW7ToS Kat 0 XPVUOS Kat OAWS ~ VAl1 ilptOJ.l.'1Jn]· TOOE 25 
yap n piiMov, Ka, ov KaTll UVJ.l.j3E/37JKOS (£ aVTov ylYVETat 
TO ytYVOjl.EVOV· ~ Of urlp"f}UtS' Kal ~ EvavT{wcrtS UVP.{3Ef3'1JKOS'} 
~v OE TO EWOS. arov ~ ratLs ~ 7', jl.OVULKfJ ~ TWV I1AAWV n 

",;),, OVTW KaT1JyopovJtlvwv. OLO fun p.'Ev wS' Mo AEKrfov ETvat 
TllS ilpXaS', lun 3' wS' TPE~S" Kat tun p.'Ev WS' TilvavTla, 30 
orov Et TtS XfYOL TO J.l.0VULKbV Kat TO l1p.ovuov t, TO fl£pf.J.OV Kal 
TO "'vxpov ~ TO ~PP.Oup.'vov Kat To al'app.ouToV, fun 0' WS' ov· 
lJ1r' &AXl]AWV yap 7raUXHV T&vavT{a &MvaTov. AV€TaL af.
Kat TOVTO OLa TO llAXo £lvaL TO V7rOKdp.EVOV· TOVTO yap OVK 
(VaVT{OV. &SUTE ovn 7rAE{OVS TWV (VaVT(WV al apxa1 TP01rOV nva, 35 
aAAa avo wS El7r{'iV T~ &pdJp.c:>, OVT au 7TavTEAwS' avo OLa 
TO gTEPOV V7rapXHV TO Etvat aVTO~S', ilAXa TPE~S" gTEPOV yap 191& 

TO o.vOpW7r1f Kat TO iip.ovu<t> ElvaL, Kat TO aUX'I}p.aT{UTce 

Kat XaXKcp. 3 

7rocraL P.EV ouv at apXa1 TWV 1I'Epl YfVEUtV cpv- 3 
crtKWV, Kat 7rWS' 1I'0ua{, Erp1JTat· Kat aijxov (unv on OE~ V7rO-
KE~u(Ja{ n TO~S' (Vavr{OLS Kat Tavavr{a OVO ElvaL. Tp67roV Of 5 
Twa llAXov OVK &vaYKa~ov' lKavov yap lUTaL TO ET£POV TWV 

b 18 1fPWTCVIJ EFIS et sup. lin. p: '/fpWTOV ex 1fpW'Oll fecit J2 Kal 
FIj1T: ry Ej2VPS 20 lirrrwl: '/failTa P: am. J 22 Tour hoyour 
secr. Diels: om. fort. PS : Tour opour E XOyour] opou," yp. P Tour 
am. P 23 "UIVOU I 24 .utvpr. EIJPS: am. E2FIT 25 ~ APST: 
am. E ripI8pT/T~ nPST: ~ appV8pl(TTOr Bonitz 26 yap TI EIJPS: 
Tt 'Yap F: TI Bonitz 27 ~ at ... uu/-,{3f{'1J/(or am. [ uu/-,Bifj'1KfV P 
30 Tar apxar A VPS : am. E 32 TO tert. om. E 36 a~ am. P 
191& 2 TO EP: Tef A TO EJP: T4i FI ante fl"u, add. TO FI 
et sup. lin. El: am. JP Tcp AS 3 O~II APS S in de Caelo: oJ" 
fLul)! ET 01 EFS S in de Caelo: am. IJT 1ffpl yiVffYlII npST: 
an omittenda? 4 KUJ '/fwr '/foual am. P '/fouat scripsi: 1fOCTM 
edd. flp1JT(u APT: ftp'1V,OI E tam! F TI WrOKf'iu8ol F 
6 post nun expunxit E fUTlIl f'UTI So 



<P'Y'~IKH~ AKPOA~E!l~ A 

£vavr[wv 7TOtELV TIl a7rovu{g /Cal 7Tapovu{q. T~V p.ETaj3oA~v. ~ 

DE lnroKEtp.fv'I} cj:>1J{HS f7l'tCTTtjT~ Kar' aVaAoytav. &s yap 7Tpas 

avOputvTu xaAKos ~ 7fPOS KA(V1JV CVAOV ~ 7TPOS rwv &AAWV 

10 n TroV lXOVTWV JJ.opcp~v (~ VA7j Kal] TO l1p.op</>ov lXEt 7Tplv 
Aa{3Erv T~V JJ.opCP~v, DUTroS ailr-ry 7TPOS ovu(av lXH Kal. TO 
r60E n Ka, TO Qu. Il(a p.Ep ovv apX~ aikry, o~X 01)Too ",(a 

Dvo-a ovo'E OtffwS' ~v WS' TO rOOE n, J.da OE ~s /) hOYOS', In 
Of TO £vavr{ov TOUTtt'. f] CTTfp1JUtS. ravra Of 7l"wS' avo Ka, 'TrWS 

157TAftW, dp7]TaL fV TOtS avw. 7TPWTOV IllV OVV lA/XfJ'YJ OTt ap-
Xat T£lvavT(a IJ,OUDV, vernpoy 3' OTt clvaYKlj Ka, a)...\o Tt 

inTOKl'i:aBat Ka, ELVat Tp{a o f.K. oE TroV vvv </>avEpOY rts ~ 

rHa</>opa T(dV fvaVT(WV, Kat 7TWS Ixov<Ttv al apxa1 7TPOS 
a'\A~.\aSJ Kat rt TO v7ToKdIlEVOV. 7ronpov OE: o1.ur[a TO fWOS 

20 ~ TO VrrOKf{Jl-EVOVJ OU'lTW oijAOV. d'\'\' on at dpXat TpE'i:S 

Kat 'lTWS TPf'i:SJ Kat T(S 0 TPO'lTOS aVTWV, aij'\OV. 'lTOlTal Ilf:V 

OVV Kat T(VH dlTlv al apxal, h TOVTWV fhwPElITOw.rav. 

dOn of: Ilovaxws OVToo AVETat Kat ~ .Wv apXa[oov 8 

a'lTopla, lIiyoollW IlETa TavTa. (fJTOVVTES yap 01 KaTa CP'-
25 AOlTocp{av 7rPWTOL T~V dA~OflaV Kat rTW CPVITW TWV OIlTWV 

l'ETpar.rjITav o!ov ooov nva a.\..\.'t}v d'lTooIT8'VTES 1nro a'lTEt 
pCas. Ka{ rj>aCTLV oliTE Y{YVfITOaL TWV OVTWV OVOf:V OVTE rj>(}E{pEIT8al 

ow. 1'6 avaYKa'i:ov Ilf:V E1vaL y(yvflTOaL T6 YLYVOf.LEVOV ~ it 
OVTOS ~ h Il~ OVTOS, EK OE Tovnuv a.llcpor€pwv a.ovvaTov 

30 f1vaL' OVTE yap TO av Y{YVEa(}aL (E1val yap 110.,.,) IK H f.L~ 

aVTOS O{,Ofv av YEvlcrOaL' V'lTOKElcr8aL yap n OE'i:V . Kat OVToo 

o~ TO lcpE!ijs (J1)J.Lj3a'i:vov aV!OVTES avo' E1vat 7ro.\..\.a cpacrw 

33 a.\..\.u J.LOVOV aVTO TO Qv. 

33 hE'i:VOt IlEV ovv TUVT.,.,V l.\.aj3ov T~V 

o6!av ala TO. dpl1J.dva· l1JJ.ElS oE AlyoJ.LEV on TO l! OVTOS 

a ') -rrapovrrlq. leal T9 oll'ovulq. VS 8 ¢v(Tlr nT: ~A'fJ S WS-
AST: &CT1rfP E 9 'l"WIl uHwv] liAAWV F: aAAO 5 10 ~ ~A'}lenl 
sed. Diels: om.S II Toom.P 13 (j~ua]o~craaIlE all] 
~II FIVP ;s- scripsi: '}' El: ;, E~FIPS P in de Anima: if 
Bekker: ~ Torstrik: TO ~l8or ~ Bonitz: om. J yp. A S in de Caelo 
14 /1; alt. om. El 15 (i"w8fll E apx? P: CIt apxtll El 21 TPfis 
EIrp: om. F p Tir sup. lin. E1 22 8fWPfiuOw FJ: 8fWP~-
u8wuall I 24 Aiyw}lfll EJJV: Aiyo~fJ' FST 25 TWV EPT: 
T'~JJ T'WV Flj1 26 o.lI'ftptaS' FIVPT; tl1fop{ar EJS 31 YfIJlrr8at 
E 2APS: '}'i"yllfu8at E1 afill SC Bonitz; aft nPSIT 



7. 19 1" 7- 8. 19 1b 25 
~ 1'-1] aUTOS ytyv£u6al, ~ TO IL~ ~v ~ TO bv 1TOLfLV n ~ 35 

'7i'acrXHv ~ onovv roSe ytyvHrOaL, Eva JL€v rpor.ov OfJO'£V c>ta
¢epn ~ TO TaU larpoy 7l'OL£LV n ~ 1TauxEtV ~ it laTpov 191h 

"Lval n ~ Y(YVHr(Jat, ~(J"T' E7i£tl)1] rOVra OLXWS' A/ynaL, 

o~Aov on Kat TO l, ouroS' KaL TO bu ~ 1fOLELV ~ 1Ta-
0XHV. UlKOOOP.Et /-LW ovv 0 larpas ovx ?i larpoS' nAi\.' if 
OlKOOOP.OS. Kat AWKOS Y{YV£Tat DUX n larpas aM' n piAas' 5 
, 'Il' ", { ~ I I 1 \ 11' L\ LarpwH "Kat aVLaTpor; Y YUEra, [f arpoS'. f:7TH fJE JJ.al\LuTa 

A.eyoJLfV KVp(WS TOP larpov 7TOLEtV n ~ 1faUXEW ~ y(yvEu(Jat 

£t larpov, EaV i1 larpos raVTa 7TacrX9 ~ 7TOLP ~ YLyvt1TUL, 
OijAOV on Ka, TO EK fJ.1] OYTOS ylYV£(l'OaL TOVTO CTr}p.a(vu, TO 

if P.71 DV. 07rEP heLvoL JJ.£V ov aL£AOVT£S o:rreUTYJUGV, Kat lha 10 

Ta6TtW T~V C1 yvowv Too-ourov 7Tpocr1JyvorjUav, WO"H JJ:YjOEV olf· 
uOaL Y{YVfuOaL Jly/o' f!va~ TWV etAAwV, a.'AA' a.VfAfiv 7rauav 

T~V ylvf(Tw' ~Jlfi!> DE Kat aVTo( cpaJlW Y{YVfUOat JlEv Jl'YJOEV 

Cx.7rAW!> ix fJ.~ DVTO!>, 7rw!> Jl'VTOL y{yvfUOat ix Jl~ DVTOS, oTov 

XaTa UVJlf3ff3Y/xos (€x. yap rijs UUP?lUfWS, ;) fun KaO' aVTo fJ.~ 15 

DV, 01,1/C . iVV7rapXOVTO!> Y(YVfra{ n' OaVJlaCfTaL DE roVro Kal 
'Il' ., ~ ...., 8 ( , '" ) ( , It' a vvarov OVTW UOKH ytYVfU a Tt, t:K flY/ OVTOS' wuaVTWS' (.If 

avo' f~ avro!> OVOE TO ~V y{yvfuOa~. 1iA~V KaTa lTtJJ..I.f3f{3y/KOS· oVrw 

DE Kat TOVrO y{YVfu(}aL, TOY awav rpo7rOY oTov fl iK Cc{lov (<e0v 
I \., ~, ?:" ~ I' (' ,. Y'YVOtTO KaL fK TWOS' ~'JXlV n ~<e0V' OtOV f KVWV t:K KVVOS' 1] ZO 

t1i7rOS') i, t1i7rOV y{YVDtTO. y{yvotro ""h' yap ltV OV JlOVOY EK n· 

vas (<{>OV 0 KVWV, aAAa Kal iK (~v, t1AA' OlJX ?i (ceov' V7r· 

apxft yap lj01} roVro' d 0' n J..I-tAAft y{yvfu(}at {4>0v J.'~ 
Kara UVJl{3f{31}KOS, Ot", €K (~OV (uraL, Ka, ft n av, oiJl<' €£ 
aYTOS'· avo' h J..I-~ avroS" TO yap €K J.'n aYTOS' ftp1}rat ~J..I-'i:V'5 

a35 ~?pr.ET: IKI1?AP l1?twijroE2I]PT: I1~AllijEl: AII~ 
TO 11~ FS Tl E'APS: am. £1 36 ij om. E h I e'~ 
EllS: TIl £~ E2FI z a,XwS" E2APST: a,XwS" ~ 1T>tfollax6'Jr EIV 
3 '10m. F ij] Tl ? Fj2 4 0311 om. F 7 XiyOP.fll • • • Tall 
om. Jl 8 mm-a FJV: Tam-a I: Taum Tawa E ij '}'l'}'II'1Tnt 
om. AV 9 hc p.~ ET: fA-? e~ AP TOUTO EIP: A:ni TOUT!) FJV 
10 flfll om. F 13 T?II om. E fl'l(UII ES: OU:)fll AP 14 IK 
TOU p.~ P 1TW~ Cornford: 8rrwS" E: lip.cur A oroll om. P 16 n 
Elpl: om. FJPP 17 Tt Olll. P 19 Tall] I(orn TOP E 
post (0/011 add. av FI et sup. lin. E1: om. J P 20 1(01] Kat fl I fl( 
om. EjIP fl( alt .... 21 tmTOll Laas: l~ 11T1TOll nPST: ;/ '1T1I"0r 
yp. S '}'I)'votTO pr.] YEVOtTO E P.fV om. FP 22 {mupxov P 
25 1]p.i.v fecit I 



<l>Y};IKH}; AKPOA};E!2}; A-B 

T[ CT1jp.aLVH, on i7 JJ.~ av. In OE Kat TO fivat (brav ~ 
2i p..~ tiva~ OVK dvatpovp.w. 
27 dS' jJ.Ev en) TP07fOS' aUTOS', UA.\.OS' S' 

on iv31.XETUL TuvTa "Al.ynv xUTa T~V ovvajJ.w Kal T~V £vl.p
yoaV' TOVTO O· EV aUOLS' ~hWpL(TTat lh' aKpt{3E{as J,W,A.\.OV. 

30 wuO' (Eh,EP lX/Y0/J-w) at (1.7fOp{aL A:vavrat at' lis avaYKu
(ap.Evo, avaL~lov(],L rwv flpYJJlEVWV tvw' <>ta. yap rouTo TOO'"OVrOY 

xat 01 7iponpov ltnpa7i7'f(]'av rijs ooov TryS' E7TL nlv ylvEuw 
Kat <P()opctV Kat OAWS' ""ETaf3oA~V' aUTt} yap au dcp()E~(]'a ~ 
qH)CTLS lf1racruv tAwny aVTwv T~V ayvDtUv. 

~5 <HfA-fJ.lvm /lEV OVV Kal EHpot nv£s denv aVTijs, Ct.\.A.' OUX 9 

lxavwS'. 7fPWTOV IlEV yap OJ.Lol\oyoiluw a7rAWS yCyvEuOa{ TL h p.~ 

I92a OVTOS', n fIapJ.LEv[oTW op8wS' AlYEw' Eira cpa(vnm am-otS', 
d7TEP lUTlv itpdJlJ.1{l Mea, Kat ovva,u.€L p.{a p.avav Eivat. TOVro 

DE iha<plpEt 7rAfLo-TOV. ~JlfL!> P.Ev yap VA1JV Kal O'"Tf.P7Io-w fn. 
pov ~ap.fV £tvat, Kal TOVT(OV TO p.Ev OVK ~v f!vat Kan~ rrvp.· 

5 {3f{371KOS, T~V VA7IV, T7]V OE UTf.P7IrrW Ka6' aun/v, Kat T~V 

p.Ev iyyh Kal ovo-lav lTWS, rr,v vA7Iv, T1,v oE ovoaMws' ot 
OE TO p.~ tv TO ,.Liya Ka!. TO }J.LKPOV oP.O{WS, ~ TO rrvvaM· 

¢onpov ~ TO XWPL!> hanpov. <3O'n 7TavTfAw!> fnpo!> 0 Tpa-

1T0S OVTOS' TijS' TptaOOS' Ko.KfLVOS'. p.f.xp' MEv yap OfVPO lTpO· 

10 ijA60v, on OfL nva i17l"OKfLrr8at CPVO'W, TaVTlJV P.fVTOL M{av 

7TOtOVo-W' Kat yap fl TtS' ovaoa 7TOtfL, AfYWV Mfya Ka, P.L· 

KPOV atrr~v, ovOh ~TTOV TatrrO 7TOLfL' n,v yap hfpav 7rapfLofv. 

~ MEv yap V7r0MflJOVrra (T1Jvatr(a Tfi MopCPfi TWV ytYVOMelJWV 
Eo-Ttv, Wrr7ifp P.~TT}p" ~ o' hlpa fJ.OLpa TijS' eVaVnWO'fWS' 7TOA-

J 5 AaKLS' av cJ>avTarr8dTJ T!f 7iPoS' TO KaK07TOLOV atrrijs anv(· 

(ovn rt,v OtaVOLaV ova' flvaL TO r.apd,7iav. aVTOS yap TWOS 
8f:{ov Kat aya80v Kat i~fTOV, TO p.Ev eVaVTCOV atrrii' ¢ap.fv 

b 26 ~ EJ2PS : Ii TO FIr 28 Taur«- IJP: TaLoTft E'F: T(IU1"U 

TavTu El Karo] /(Ili Kur« I 30 f'}..("yOJlfIJ EFJzVP: 'AiYOP.flJ 
IJl 31 ')lop] ')lap TOl I 32 TrW om. E 34 o.1rllualJ 
(nounlJ P) (Avu~" (Jbr(;lIJ APS: £>,,1)Ufll aUr(;lIJ rrauav E: mlu(lll fAtJO'fll 
A in MetajJhys£ca T;'II EPS : TU(,;'III T?II A: om. A in l'feta-
)'Jhysica 36 Tl IVP: om. EFJS 192a 2 /-LOIIOIJ ptall flllflt 
FP: Jliall flpal POIIOP S /-LOUOP fecit £' 4 cf>aJlflJ flllo/ ESP: 
fIvai. qmj.'fIJ AscT d)K.tiv FIrS: tiu et in litura iv litt. ou/( E: 01' 
OUI( J2 6 Kal om. IPS ai] a; O'T(P,,/UIV E 2APS II O'JlIKPOII I 
12 IlIjT~V] uuro F rrapf'iBf T;'II O'TipTJO'lJl ~ I 13 rijS' 
""P<Pij, PS 



flvat, TO a£ & r.Ecf>VKfV i</>lECT8at Kal dpEYfCT8at aVTOU Kant 
T~V aUrou cf>VCTLV. TO'i'S' a'E CTVJ.LJ3a{VH TO EvaVT[OV &pEYHTl)at 
rijS' awou </>OOpO,S', Ka[TO' OVTE aUro awou orOV if bjJlfCTl)at:lO 

TO EWOS' lhel TO J.L~ Elvat fVOEES', ovn TO Euavr{ou (CPl)apnKa 
yap aA'\~Awv Tel ivaVT[a), a.\.\el ToiJr' lcrnv ~ V.\71. W(T7fEP 
av El OfiAV 6.PPEVOS' Kat ato-xpov Ka.\oi/· 7T'\~V ov KaO' ain-a 
alcrxpov, aA.\el Kan] CTVJ.LJ3EJ371KOS'. OUOf Ofi.\v, aA.\el KaTa 
(Tvp.j3.j3ryK6,. '5 

cpOdpHaL OE- Kal Y{YVETaL ICTn JlEV ~S', ICTn 0' :15 

wS'~, wS' J.LEv yap TO EV ef, KaO' ain-o cpOflpETa, (TO yap 
CPOELp0J.LfVOV EV TOVT~ (err{v, ~ CTTEp71CTU)' wS' Of Kara OVVGJ.LLV, 
ov KaO' a-uro, aA'\' acpOaprov Kat clYEV71TOV aV&.YK71 aVr1Jv 
Elvat, fiTE yap iy£yvfro, v7ToKE'i'erOa£ n Of'i' 7fPWTOV i~ 

o~ EVV7f&'PXOVTOS" TOWO 0' ECTTlv ain-~ ~ <pvo-ts. ~ITT' IUTaL 7iP/'V ZO 

)'.EvEuOaL (Aly~ap_ v.\71V TO 7TPWTOV V7iOKEljJ.EVOV £KaUT~, i~ 

ov ylYVEral n iVV7TapXoVToS' ,.,.~ Karel UVJ.L{3E{37JKeS')· frn cpOE[
pEraL. EiS' roiJro ilcl>l~ETat lcrxarov, WUTE lcpOapfdvlJ ICTTaL 
7TptV cpOapr;VGL. 7TEpl aE rijs Kara TO ElOoS' apxr;S', 7TOTEPOV 
p.[a ~ 7To.\Aal Kal -:-(S' ~ T[UES' EZCr[U, 0" aKpL{3daS' rTjS' 7TPW - 35 

T1]S' C/H.\ouocp(aS' lpyov EUT(V owp(CTaL, werT' ElS' EKE'i'VOV TOV KaL-
pOV ilr.OKElCTOW. 7fEpl OE TWV CPVULKWV Kat cf>Oaprwv Elawu 192b 

iv TOtS' VU'TEPOV OELKVV,.,.EVOts lpOUjJ.EV. on jJ.fu OLiV dULV op-
XaC. Kat dVES'. Kat 7TOCTa, rov apdJp.ov, OLWp{UOW ~J.LLV OVTWS' 

"aAIV a' &AA~V dpX~V dpf6.P.fVOL Alywp..v. 

B. 

I Tidv OVTWV TCt ,.,.lv fern cf>VCTfL. Ta OE Ot' tLA.\GS al- 8 

TCa'), cpverEt jJ.EV T&. TE (<!ia KaL TU P.Ep1] awwv Kat TO. 

a 18 3 om. EFJP a&ov /Can; njv om. El 221"(1 E1AP: 
om. E1 23 8ijXu] 8ijXv kat F 24- 5 oMI . . • uv#4j"k&~ 
EIPS: om. FJT 26 .,.rfj EV J tjl8UPOP.fllOV -yap I 27 kaT!" 
EFJP: kant "'~1I IS 28 tiyb''1T"oV EFPS: a-yivvJ[Toll IJ 29 yi-
yllf1'm ST Ef Ej1PT: "'0 if FIJ2 30 av,...j EFVST: Qv,..ij~ 
IP: u~"J 33 fl~EIPST; Tlf;~FJ 36 iu.,.i";p-Y0ll 
F Bwpiuat nSP : awpiuau8at PSc I arrouofjfiu8fAJ I /Cal 
EPST: kat .,.;IV A 3 ~~v F 4 ~X'lll om. E1 Xi-yfAJP.fV 
FIV: XiyOP.fV EJ, deinde in E .,.li:w -yap OVTfAJ5' nl ,...(5' iUTtV CPVUft, nl 
a; a,' dX~a~ alr;a~ 

Tit. B. rrfpl alTifAJv E 9 P.11I] ai tjlapfv fivat EP 1'& . •. 10 
ka! alt. om. J I 



(~'Y'~IKH~ AKPOA~E!l~ B 

10 </>vra Kal TO. a7l"Aa TWV CTWj.laTWV, oTov y~ Kal 7TVP Kat 

a~p KaL Vowp (TavTn yap duaL Kal TO. TOlUVTU </>15CTH 
cpaJ.Liv), 7iaVTU Of TaVTo. ¢a{v£TaL owcpipoyra 7rPOS ra 
J.L~ CPVUH UVVEUTWra. Tovnllv MEV yap £KauTov £V Eavnf 
apx~v £XH "'Lzn1!TEWS' Kat UTaUEWS', Tn JJ.EV KUra T07rOV, 

15 TCl Of KaT' UV£7J<TW Kat ¢(}{UW. Ta Of KaT' aAAO{WUW' 

K}.{VTJ Of Kat 'fLanOV, Kal E' Tt. rOWVTau aA.Ao y{VOS 

fCTrtv, if J.Lh UT1JX'Y}KE TijS KUT'1yop{as h&'uTrJS Kat 

Ka8' Derov fo-TtV a.7TO TEXVT/S. oV3EJ.dav OPJ.L~V EXEt J.LETa w 

f3oA.ijs EJL¢VTOV, if Of uVjJ-f3{f37JKEV a1lTOtS ETvat A.d}{VOLS' ~ 
20 yrjtVOLS' ~ IUKTOtS iK TOVTWV, ixu. Kat Karu TO(TOVrOV, tils 

OVfT1]S' Tijs ¢VUEWS apxijs TtVOS' Kat atreus TOU KLVEt{T8aL Kat 

17PEJ.L£tV lv ~ lJ1TapXH 7TPWTCJlS 1(0.8' aVTo Kat JJ.~ KUra 

CTVJ.L{3Ef31JKOS ("Aiyw Of TO J.L1/ Karu U"VJ.L{3E{3TJKOS, on yi
VOLT' av aVroS' atiT(~ 'TLS' arnoS' lryLf.[aS' ~v larpoS" a'\'\" 

'5 l)JlwS' ov KaOo Vyt<l(EraL r~v larplK~v lXH, G..\.\.a CTlJJl{3i
{3lJKEV T(>v aurov larpov Eivat Kat. VyW(OJlEVOY' OlO Kal Xwp{
(Era' 'iTor' chr' a.\..\.~.\.wY) . 6JlolwS' OE KaL rwv &.\..\wv fKa
UTOY TWY 7rowvJllvwv' OUOEV yap aVTwv lXH rryv apx~v tV Eav
T~ T~S 7rOt~UEWS', a.\.\a Ta MEV tV &'\''\'OtS Ka, lfw8Ev, orov 

3001K'a KaL TWV &.\..\.wv rwv XElpOKIJ..~TWV EKauTov, Ta 0' £V 
a:uTois f.l£v a.\.\.' ou KaO' avni, aua KaTa uVM{3E{3f/KOS at· 
'Ttl.. yiVOlT' av aVTois. cjrvutS' }'Ev ovv £UTL TO pf/(Nv' CP-VUlV OE 

, >I I ... " • Kat Eunv 7ravra raV'Ta OVULa 
V7rOKE{f./..€IIOV yap TL, Ka, iv lnrOKHJ.l..lv~ £uTlv ~ cp-va"L!; ad. 

35 KaTa <I>-VCTLV oE TavTa TE KaL l)ua ro-vrotS' -inrapXH KaO' 
aliTa, otov T~ 'iTVpl <I>'purOal &vw' rovTo yap CP-VUtS' Jl£V OVK 

193:\ luTtv ova' fXH cp-vuw, ¢-VUEt aE- KaL Kara CP-VUtv fUrCV. r{ J.l..Ev 

. b 10 yijAT: yijll E II ~ac.>p/CaldfpaEV: ~ewpd~pT TaUTQ 
•.. 12 fj)oJ).iv ITS: sed. Prantl 12 TQVTO VS et ut vid. £1 : 1"{1 
P'I8ivra £2A 13-14 TOVTc.>V • •• f)(n EVAPT: T'~ p.iv "jap q,uuu 
oVTa rravTa cpalv~Tai ()(OVTQ iv faVTO(S' apx~v A 16 /Cal ft APST: 
~ £1: /Cat £' 18 opp~v ITPS: apx~v T yp. S 19 )'dHvou· 
~ )'711volr flvOI AT 20 /Cal om. FIPT TOUOiirOV apx~v /c'V~Ufc.>S' 
1(01 O'TQUUIIS' wr I 21 TOV om. £ 22 7l"PWTWS' EFIJtp : 
7l"PWTCf j1T /CaT&' APST: om. £ 24 TIS' om. ET 2S /CaBOT! 
E 27 a1T' EFST: om.IJP 28 Tijr 1fOl'lUfc.>S' Iv av,..w F 
32 "TO p'l8iv] "TOVTO S 33 oua EFJPS: oua T~V IT mlvra 
TallTa ES : Tain-a 7l"avTa AP 36 'ITvpl] rrvpl TO h I93a 1 /Ca~ 
AP: om. E 



ovv lunv ~ q,V(TLS', ErP7JTat, Kat Tl TO CPVUU Kat KaTa. cp6(TLV. 

~S' 0' E(JTW ~ cpva-~S', 7f"HpaUOU( oHKvVVat YEAoLov' ~avEpov 
yap on To~aVTa TWV OVTWV lUTlv 7ToAAa. TO OE- oHlwVvat Ta. 

cpaVEpa. aLa. TWV &¢avwv ov aVvafLEvov Kp[VHV lurt TO a,' aw6 5 

Kat ,..,~ 0,' a11TO yvwp,,..,OV (on 0' lvaEXETaL TOVTO 7TaOXHV, 01)1( 

Cf07JAOV' ervAAoy[uaLTo yap av TLS' lK. YEVET1]S' <i>v TV¢AOS' 
1TEP~ XPW,..,&'TWV), cZern avaYK7J TOlS' TOWVTO(S' 1TEPI. TWV dvo,ua-

rwv ElvaL TOV Aayoy, VOElV aE" ,u7Jo1v. 9 

aOKEL a' ~ cpverLS Kat ~ 9 
ovu(a TWV CPVUEL OVTWV iV[Qls ElvaL Ta 7TPWTOV fUlnrapxov €K&.~ 10 

erTIp, aPPVO,uLerTOV (av) KaO' favrO', orov K>"(V1JS' cjJVULS TO tvAov, 

aVOPLaVTOS a' 0 xaAKOS. U7JfLELOV OE ¢7JULV 'Avncpwv on, Et 
TLS' KaTopvtELE KA(V7JV Kat AafjOL aVvaJJ.LV ~ CT1J1TEOWV 6Sa-n 
aVEtVaL /3>"aUTOv, OVK au YEvEuOaL KAtV1JV 0.'\'\0. tVAOV, ~S' TO 

JJ.E"V KaTa UVIl/3E/3rpdJS' lmapxov, n)v KaTtt vOJJ.ov oLaOEuw, 5 

Kat r~v rEXV7JV, ~V 0' ovu{av ovo-av fKdvYJv ~ Kat aWIlEVH 
Tavra naerxovua <TVVEXWS'. El OE Kal TOVTWV gKaOTov npoS' rTE
pov TL raVro rovTo nE-rrOVOEV (oLov 0 /-LEv xaAKOS Kat 0 XPVUOS 

7TP0S' vowp, TO. a' OtrTa Kat ~v'\a npos riv, o,uo[ws Of Kat 

rwv 15.'\'\WV OTLOVV), fKELVO r~v cpvuw E!vaL Kat r~v overiav av- 10 

TWV. oLonEp 01 JJ.fv 7TVP, 01 af yijv, 01 0' alpa cpaulv, ot a~ 
vowp, 01 a' lVLa rovTwv, 01 Of naVTa TavTa r7JV ¢vuw El
vaL r7,v rwv ovrwv. 0 yap ns aurwv lnrl'\a/3E rOLOvrov. Ern 
h dn 7TAdw, TOVTO IWt TouavTa ¢'T1uw E!vaL T~V a7Tao-aV 

ovu(av, TO; Of C1AA.a navra na87J rovTwv KaL g~ELS Kat lha- 25 

OEUHS, Kat TOVrWV ,ufV onovv MOLOV (ov yap E!vaL IlETa

f30>"~V aVTOlS ft avrwv). ra 0' aAA.a y{YVEuOaL Kat cjJ8d-

pEuOaL a7TELpaKLS. 18 

iva fLEV ovv TP07TOV otn-ws ~ q,VULS A.lYErat, 28 

a 2 funll ~ rpvuu; ES: '1 ¢V£1't~ fU'Tl.v lJ: ¢vu,~ fUTlV F Ital alt. 
am. El <PVU1II] cpvuu' fUTIII 51 7 rv¢Xos &11 F 9 II0ftl' a; 
p'"acII ES: w/8ill 8i "vOftV A ~ alt. om. F 10 ow-ia E~FIPS: 
oVlTia ;, J : El dubium ,..(;:,v CPVITU bVTCUII ;uri TO 1fpWTOil ;VU1fOPXO/l 
in Iitura E2 ;V{OI~ fIllat om. F II all addidi (cf. M. l014b28). 
14 a¢fillat T 15 KaTe,. all. E 2AS: JeanI,..(w £1 1I0I'0V] 
pu8p.oll T 'YP' P 'YP' 5 20 fKf"ivo E1S: fltftV(I E'AT ZI 7fVp • •• 
'Yijll EV: i'ijv, O( 8i 7fVP I\. 23 T"II om. r 24 cpau(v A 
25 Ital pro EIV: am. F J 26 OTIOVV ElP: onovII flva, E2A 
27. Ital. ¢8flpur()at AS: om. E 28 OVT6lS ~ ¢&rtS ES; ~ cpvrns 
OVTW AP 



<I>'1':l:lKH~ AKPOA~En~ B 

;, 7fPWT7J €Kao"T~ inrOKELlLflfl} VA71 TWV EXOVTWV I.v aVTOtS' ap-
30 X~v KW~(TEWS Kal J.uraf3oAijl). aM.-au of: TP07TOV ;, p.opcp~ 

\ ''!'\l ' ... \ \' ~ ... "",' Kat TO EtuOS TO Kura TaU l\oyOV. . WO"7i

t
E yap nxv1J I\.fyt':TUL 

!> ..., " , t >I ' A,' , ~ 
Tu Kara nxv7Jv Kat TO TfXVLKOV, 01)1' fKa! ",v(ns TO KaTa 

<pVCTtV [AfYfTaL] KaL TO <j>VULKOY, OlJrf Of hEt 7i'W cpaZp.EV au 
lXELV Kura T~V rexV1Jv OUllEV. El OVValJ.H ·jJ.ovov fud /(A[V71. J.I.~ 

3S TTW oJ lXH TO fWOS' rijs KA{V7jS'. OVO' Etva, rlXV1]V. aVT' (V 

TOLS' !jJVtTEL uvvLuTap.lvOLS'· TO yap lwvcillfL (JaPe ~ ouroilv OVT' 
I93b lXH TTW rTjv favTov cpvaw, 7TptV uv >..af3[1 TO EWOS' TO Kara 

TaU AOYOY, C;; OPL(OfLEVOL ),.Iyo,.,.£v r[ fun crap£ ~ OCTT OVV. ovu 
<pVUEL (O"r[v. <ZO"u &.\..\ov rpo7rov ;, rjH)ULS' ;1v EtlJ 1'wv lX6vTWV 

EV awoLs KLV~(TH.oS' apx~v ;, jJ.opcp~ Kal n) froOS'. ov XWPL-

\ +. ,\\,<f. ,\ \' (el"" , A,' '" 5 erTOV ov al\.I\. 'Y/ KaTa TOV I\oyav. l' u £/( TOVTCOV 'YVCTLS p.£v 
o'h lCTTtV, cjrv(Fu OE, orov livOpw'7TOS'. ) Kalp.aAAav aVTt] CPVCTtS 
T11S VAt]S' ;KaCTTov yap TOTE AEYETat OTav £VTfA£X£{q. if. 
p.aAAov ~ OTav aVVaP.H. In Y{YV£Tat livOpw'7TOS it avOpw'7Tov. 
dAA' all KAlvt] IK KA{Vt]S' ala Kat cpa(FW OV TO (Fxijp.a fivaL 

10 T~V cp-6(FW dAAa. TO ~AOV. on YEVDtT' ltv, d {3AacrraVOt. all 
/(A{V'Y/ aAACr. gvl\.ov. fl a' apa TOUTO CPV(rtS, Kat 1; fJ.Op</>~ 
cp-6(FtS' Y{YVETaL yap l, avOpW'7TOV avOpw'7TOS. ITL a' ~ cp-6(FlS 
~ AEyOP.EVt] WS yEVHTLS ooos laTW £is cp-6ertv. ou yap ~CTn£p 
~ l&.TPEV(FLS AEYETaL DVK Els laTpLK~v ODOS aAA' Els Vy{nav' 

15 clvay."t] fl€v yap ano lurptKijs OllK Eis laTpL/(~v dvat r1]V l&.
TPEVCTW, OUx Din-co a' ~ CPVCTLS IXEL '7TpOS T~V ¢-6erLv, aAAa TO 
CPOOP.EVOV fK TLVOS ds d IpXETaL V cp-6ETat. Tl ot;v CP-6E
Tat; a"x, l~ av, dJ\J\' <1, 5. ~ &pa I'ap</>~ </>V<T". ~ a, 
p.opcp~ KaL ~ CPV(F£S ~hxws AEYETut· Kat yap 1] aTEpt](FLS £1-

20 aOS 7TWS f(F'T'W. El a' l(FTtV (FTEp'1'JCTtS Kal fvavT{ov n '7T£pl nlv 
O;7rAijV YEVECTW ~ p.~ ICTTw, VCTTfPOV ImerKE'7TrEov. 

a 29 &px~" KLvqU£(u~ EJPS: k'LvqO"lEoor apx;jV FI 32 Ka1'd. pro AP'S : 
Kan'a T~V E 33 A£YfTGt sed. Diels : om. S hfi EIV: lk'fllJO 
EIA 1I"Cal~ FJ q,ali~v E 34 KaTa ITS: om. PT 36 oill( 
E b I 1l"OV F ~v Xd{3n P : ovaX&{3n E: ~v X&{30t FI: ~ X&f3.'1 J 
2 r; EIJV et ut vid . PT: a E'FIS 6 aun1 q:,ufTtr EPS: q,vuu: 
(IVTl1 A 9 !S'U ¢acn 1'0 uXiJPIl aUK E IO-II art ... ~v).ov 
AS: om. Ell ¢vuu scripsi, fort. cum PST : TiX"'1 n : om. 
V, sec!. Hamelin K"al om. E' 12 yap AS : Y' E q APS : 
om. E 17 II fecit E, leg. ut vid. T: ij AS TI oJv q:,Vf1'fU 
j1S: df T( aJv ¢Vf1'(H E'FI]'P: om. £1 18 avx' fl~ TO (~OV 
&XI\' fIr TO f;~;; IP CIpa AS: om. E ai EIPS: ai yf' EtA 
20 ;UT'iv E 2IPS : ;U'TlV q EIFPP n FJVP: 81'& E: om. I 

.I 



J. 193' 29 - 2. 194' 12 

2 'KrrE"L OE- OLWpLUrUt 7rOUaxWS r, CP-6ULS, J-LEro. rOVTO 

8EWpfJdov rlvt CHu<pfpn d p.a()1/p.aTtKOS TOU <pV(TtKOV (Kat 
yap £7I't7r'EOa Kat (TUPEa lXft Til <PV(nKa CTwp.ara Kat P.~/01 

Kat unyfJ-&s. 7rEpl 6;V (TK07l'E~ 0 Jla01JP.UTLKOS)" in El ;, 25 

uUTpoAoy[a hepa ~ ""epos rij s cpvuucijs' fl yap TOU ¢VITLKOV 
TO r( fCfTW ';;i\ws ~ (HA~V1J EllJEVU L, rwv OE (j1JIL{3E{3TJKOTWV 

l(aO' alira. f-LfJOfV, ar01iOV, aAAws H Kat OTt. cpu[vovrut AI

YOVH:s' ot 7TEpl <pVCTEWS KaL 7Tfpl (TX~JlaTOS (1'EA~lnJS KaL r,A{ov, 

Kat o~ Kat 7ronpov (npaLpO(lO~S 1] yij Kat 0 KOrrj.LOS ~ ov. 30 

7TEpl TOVTWV J.L£V o~v 7Tpayp.auVrrUL Kat 0 JJ.a81JJ.LO.TLKOs, 

aAA' DUX V cpvcnKOV uWflaTOS Tolpar; EKUUTOV' ovll£ Ttl (J1J}J-

/3E{3rJKOTU (hWPE'i n TOWVTOLS OVUL uvp.[3e{3TJKEV· ~ho Kal xwpC. 
(fL' XWpLUrO, yap Tn VO~{TfL KW~tTEWS EUTL. Kat OVOEv OWCPE
PH, oiJS"€ Y{YVETUL "'E{jOOS Xwpt(OVTWV. AavOavovO"~ Of TOiITO 71'OL- 35 

ovvns Kal 01 TO:S' loia~ AiyoVHS' 'fa yap ~v(Jua Xwp{(OV-

O"W ~TTOV OVTa XWPWTa T<dV j.LaOrUJ..anKWV. Y{YVOLTO 0' av 1948. 
Toiho OijAOV, Et TtS' €KUTipwv 71'OP<eTO Aiy£w TOUS' opavS', Kat 

aVTWV xul rwv UVj.L{3£{3TJKOrwv. T~ JJ-EV yap 7i£P~T"-rOV IUTa, 

Kat TO llpTwv Kal TO ruotJ Kul TO KaJJ-mJAOV, In OE apLOJJ-OS 

Kat ypaJJ-}J..~ Kal O"xijJJ-a, o.VEV KW~U€WS, ua.p~ Of Kat OUTOVV 5 

Kal flVOPW7rOS oVKEn, aAAa TaVTa IiJU71'£P p2s ULP.~ aAA' OVX 

WS TO Xaj.LmJAov .\iYETaL. OTJAOt Of Kat Tit q)VuLKWTfpa 

rwv }J..a(hlIJ..aTWV, orov 071'nK~ Kat app.OV~K~ Ka1 UUTpo'\oy{a' 

avar.uAw yap TpOr.OV TLV' lxovCTW TV YEWP.€Tp{q.. ~}J..Ev yap 

YEwp.£Tp{a 7TEPL ypa}J..IlT}S' ~VCTLKT} S CTK071'£t. a'\A' OVX n <pv- 10 

CTLK~. ~ 0' 07Tn~ }J..aOTJj.LaTLK~V J.LfV ypap.j.L~v. ltA.\' 0Vx n 
llaOYJJ.LaTLKl, «lA'\' 1; </>VU'K~. " 12 

E71'EL o· ~ cpvrns OtXWS, TO Tf 12 

/ -' , 
b 22 ~ cjJ u(nr] ~ cjJva-u; AfyfTat EtAS: AfyfTaL 'I cjJucnr · P 

23 p.a8'1TU1:or E 24 ¢vuuc?I] qltJUUCQ IeUI El 25 fla8r'jTtlCOr E fl 
Susemihl: a' ]'P: 8' d Basiliensis: om. EFI]l 27 ~ AP : 
Kill. EV a~ E1AP : Tf E2 29 UfA~V'1r lCal ~AjOU EIJV: ~A{OV 
Kill UfA~"'1r FST 30 8q /Cal am. E IT: 8q £11 ~ y11 Klli 0 
/Couflor AST : 0 lCoup.or ICOI. ~ yij EV 31 fl~/J o~" TOUTWV I p,a8'1-
rueor E 36 01 7l"fPI Tar F J 94a 1 p,a8'1TtlCw/J E 3 fUH 
FT 4 {'n an atna £z 6 olllCin AP: O~IC aiTta in litura 
E m um AP: alrra £ 8 fJu8'1P,aTWV IJ2P : pa8'1TwV £1: 
fJU8'1IlRTtKWII E'FP 9 fXOtllTt TP.nrOl' TtVn F ~ ... 10 ')'tt.}p,(Tpia 
E~FJPS Olympiodorus: am. £1: aAX' ~ pill ytWp,fTpta IV 
11 p.a(}'1TtlC~v E 12 (7i"tt EJS: f7i"ftliq FIT li~ Kal;' F 



<l>Y~lKH~ AKPOA~E!2~ B 

EWOS Kat ~ v)l.:'1. ws av d ?fEP' cnp.OTTjTOS CTK07rO'i:JJ.EV rL lCTTLV, 

OVTW (JEwPTJdov' &O'"T' aliT' aViV VA1jS TIl TOtaVra OVTE Kura rljv 

15 VAlJV. KaL yap o~ Kat 'Tripl TO~TOV a:7I"op~O"EtfV (£v itS, 

.17Tf:l AVO at CPVC1'EtS, 7TEpl 7rorl:pas Toil </>VlTLKOV. ~ 'TrEpl Toil it 
ap.¢oLv; aA'A' d 7Tfpl TOV It ap.¢ot:v, Kat 'lTfpl haT~pas. 

7Tonpov ovv T1]S avrijS' ~ li)l.A1]S ha·dpav YVWp((EW; d!l jJ£V 
yap Tavs apxaLovs o.7joj3Ab/tavn oa,HElI au E!vat rijs VArpl 

20 (E7Tt J.w:pOv yap it M£paS 'EP.7TEOOKAijs Kat Cl1]p,OKptTOS' TOV 

ElOOUS' Kat rov r[ ~v Elvat ~tavTO)' d Of ~ riXVTJ JJ.tlJ-E'LTaL 

r1jv ¢VCTLV, TijS Of av.r;s bn(J'T~J.L1JS ElMvUL TO EWOS' Kat rljv 

vAfJV IlEXPL TOV (oiov iarpot) Vyf.EWV Ka, XOA~V Ka, cpAiYJla, 
EV DrS ~ VYLna, op.-o{WS OE Kat OlKOOOJ-LOV TO Tf E!OOS' rijs 

2S ol"Las Kat rryv vA1JV, on ?TAlIIOOL Kat ,vAa' W<TQVTWS Of 
Kat lr.2 TWV aAAwv), Kal TijS' cpv(JuijS' av E"ilJ TO yvwp{(E"tV 

afJ-</>oTEpaS' nts- cpVUE"tS'. II:!:- TO OV €veKa Kal TO TEAOS' TijS' 

alJTl]S, Ka~ otTa TOVTWV €VE"Ka. r, Of cpvrns dAos Kat oii (Vi

~(w~ yap fJ"VViXOVS TijS KLV~UE"WS OVOfjS' tun TL dAM. 
- (')" \'. tI Il ' ~ . , 30 TOVTO TO E"0xaTOV Ka~ TO ov £IJiKa' to Ka, ° 7TOH1T11S 

YEAo{ws 7Tpo~X8lJ El7T£tV "IXiL T€A£VT~V. ~tT1fiP OVV£K' Eyl.
V£TO n. j30VA£Tat yap ou 7TaV £!VaL TO luxaTov TEAOS, aAAa 
TO {3I.ATLrrrov)- £7rd Kal 7TOLOVO'W at rlxvaL rryv vA7]V at jJ.fV 

a7TAws ai of- flE"PYOV. Kat xpwjJ.£8a &s ~jJ.wv (V£Ka 7Tav-

35 TWV tnraPXOVTwV (€O'fJ-fV yap 7TWS Kat ;'JL£~S' TEAos' (~hxws 
yap TO 01) €V£Ka' £i'prjTat 0' EV TOLS 7T£pt qnAo(J'o¢(as). ovo 

I94b bE aI llpxova-aL rijs" vA1Js Kal yvwp((OVO''2L Tl.xvaL. if T€ 

XpwjJ.I.VlJ Kal TijS 1fOL1JTLKijS r, apXLT€KTOVLK~. OLD Kal r, 
xpWflEVlJ a:pXLT£KTOV'K~ 7TWS". a~a<pEpu oE n ~ jJ.f.V TOV it 

OOVS yvwpLtTnK~. {r, ci.PXLT£KTOVLK~.] r, ()£ &S" 7TO'1JTLK~. TijS 

5 vA.1J§"· <1 fJ-fV yap KVf3£PV~T1JS' 7TOLOV TL TO ftOOS" TOV 7TlJ()uA(ov 

a 13 UIJLOTl]"ToS' APT: ulpoii E T[ f'UTIII Ol(01ro'i.p£v AP 15 TOV-
TOU E1VPST: ?""oUt-ou lhxw~ E2A : TOUt-OU tuoo .. Bonitz 16 bwa~ 
FT 17 fl] elfl E 19 Q1TO$At.,pOV1"I i\P: f'Xblmvn E ih 
om. F 24 iryiHo i\ VT: iryiHft a1Tfp <OS' ~Al1 E 27 op.¢oTipar 
om. F 28 q,VOIS' 1"0 "TfAOS' ov F 29 n fun I TiXOS', ••• 
30 f'trxaTov scripsi, fort. habuit S: 1"£AOS', TOUToluXtlTo/i EIVP: "";XOf 
T~S' IClwl0fooS', ?""OUTO fUXf1TOII E2i\: fUXOTOII, "Toil"TO TtAo~ ci. AP, legit 
fort . T 30 "(.Ii £VP'1TISl1r " Fbi 8; EJ2T: Sq IJl: S; 
1(01 P: aq /Cal F I(oi FP : I(n~ ai EIJ 3 ~ om. F 4 [~ 
c:iPXl1""£KTOIIIIC~] ~ af PrantP : ~ ai, ~ apXIT£KTOlltlC~ vel ~ af UPXIT£IC"TOVIICI) 
ci. Prantl : ~ pro sup. lin. habet, ~ alt. erasit E 



2. '94' '3-3. 194b 30 

yvwpt(n Kat E'17uaTTH, 6 0' E" 71'o[ov ,UAOV Kal 7TO(WV KW~-
0"£001' tCTraL. E1' jJ.£V ovv TOtS "UTa TEXV1JV ~/J.£r:S 7TOWVjJ.ev T~V 

vA1jV TOU lpyov EVEKa, £1' OE- TOtS' t:j>VUUWLS lnr&.pxn ovo-a. En 
nov 7TPOS TL ~ vAt,. &AAcp yap eLon aAA1j vAT}. 9 

p.<XP< /j~ 9 

7l'DUOV r;:'1' ¢VcrtKOV oeL ElUvaL TO fWOS Kat TO Tl EU'TLV; ~ 10 

(/;U7rfP laTpov VEVpOV ~ xaA,,€a xaAKov, p.ix.p' TOV r(1'os 

(yap] (1'£l<a (,murDU, Kat 7TEpl raUra 8. iun xwpLuTa /-,fV eL
an, £1' Vh!1 al; o.VOPW7TOS' yap UV8PW'7T01' yevvif Kal iiAwS'. 
7T~S' o· IXEt TO XWPLCTTOU I(al: rt Eun, qnAoCTo</>(as (pYOy 
owp{uaL r1js 1rpWT1]). ,; 

3 6.LWPLup.iVWV ot: TOVTWV E7rtCTKE7rTeOV 7Tfpl T6)V aldwv. 
71'0r:& TE Kal 1rOffa TOU a.pdJp.ov EO"TLV. f1iEt yap TOt) elalVQL 
xapLV ~ 1rpaYlJ.arda, elalvaL Of ov 7Tponpov ol6p.eOa eKacrrov 

7Tplv av A&.{3WjJ.EV TO aLa. rt 'lTEpl ("a(Trov (rovTD a' E-CTrf: TO 

Aaf3ELv n,v 'TipJ,TT}V alT{av). O~AOV on /(al ~jJ.LV TOVTO 7fOLT}- :;10 

Teov /(a~ 'TiEPI. YEVE<TEooS Kal fjJOopUS /(al 7fa<TlJS T~S fjJVUtK~S 

J.LETaf3oAfjs, 07foo!i ElOOHS airrwv TaS apxas dvaYELv Els 

aVrllS 7fELpJ,jJ.EOa TWV (1JTOVjJ.EVWV (/(aUTOV. Eva IJ.fv 01)V TPO-

7fOV atnou A/YETat TO f~ ot Y{YVETa{ n fVV1TapXOVTOS, oTov 0 
xaAK6S TOU avop,&'vTOS /(al 0 l1pyvP0!i TfjS ¢taATJS /(al. Ta:;15 

TOVTooV yEvrr aAAov Of TO E!OOS Ka, TO r.apaOftYlJ.a, TOVTO 

O' iurlv 0 AOYO!i 0 TOU T{ ~v Elva, /(aL Ta TOUTOV YEU'Y} (oTov TOV 

OLo. '7Ta<TWV TO. OVO 7rpOS gu, Ka, OAWS' 0 a.p,Of.l6s) /(al TO. 

IJ.lp7J TO. £V r¥ AOYC:> , iTL OO EV ~ apxr, r1}S IJ.ETa{3oA~s ~ 
7rpcf),T'T} ~ T~S ~PEIJ.~UEooS, oro!.' 0 f3ovAoJua') aLnoS', KaL 0 7ra- 30 

b 6 Kal alt. EJP: Kar. (I( FI 7 K(lTa AP: KaTa r;jV £ 9 n 

~ E2FIJsPS: Tij £1: Tt r riAX¥ .. . iji\1J post 10 iun" F 
10 TO'"' om. F I I lrupo,", EFJS: Tew iaTp0'"' IT ~ ES : 
Ka, A V TOU rlllor scripsi: Tall Tt'"'O~ El J : TOU flafllm Ttllor F: 
T;,",or, T;llor S: TIllar fllfll:a, Twor yp. A: TOtl. Twor Aldina: rov. Tillor 
Jaeger 12 yap seclusi; habent as )'fJ. A a AS et sup. lin . 
El f,aq JS 13 /Ca, Ii ijXlOr F 14-15 qu).oaotpiar ••. 
1rpWT1jr IS: cptXouocpiar Tijr rrpWT1)r alOp{uat 'lpyov EIFJ: Tijr rrpWTlJ f 
ZpyOll cptXouo¢inr lhoplum T: ctJtXouo¢i.ar Tijr rrpWT1)r ((TTlll E lV 
17 'rrnary TOU S 18 ~] TO. tpVUIKa ~ I 21 /Ca, tert. ES: 
/Cal 1rfP' AP 22 IIVTi:W nh' apxar APS: TU,f; apxar aVTi:w E 
26 ri»"Xo I 27 0 alt. EIJP: om. FTM oroI' TC)JI ale. E 30 ~ 
fecit E2 
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T~P TOU rEKVOV. Kat ol\ws TO 7roLOVV TOU 7iOLOv/Jivov Kat TO }lETa

{3aAAov TOU fJ.£Ta{3a'A.hop.eVOV. In WS' TO rlA.oS" TOVrO a' €uTlv 

TO ali €VEKU, OrOY TOU 7fEpmaTEtV ~ vY(Ha' OLa it yap 7rEP'

?rant; cpaJJ.lv H tva VyLa{vlI", Kat drrovTEs OVTWS olOJ.lE(Ja &71'0-
35 ofowKIvat TO ainov. Kat Qua o~ Ktv1JUUVTOS (lUau iJ-f.Tafv 

ytYVfTUL TOU dADuS', orov rijs vYLdas ~ laxvacr{a ~ ~ KaOap-
1953. O"tS' ~ Tet cpapJJ.aJ<a ~ Tit opyava' navra yap ravra rov 

dAOUS €voai fernv, (Ha¢epn Of dA.'\~Awv wS' Dura TO. IJ.€V 
3 lpya Tn a' opyava. 
3 TO: MEV oliv aina 0XEOOV ~'!L'[I;!XW£ 

AEYfTat. (J'vp.{3a{vH Of 7ToA.Aaxws 'AEyOp,EvwV rwv al,Coop Ka, 

5 7To.\A.a TOU aVTOtl. aina E!vat. ov KaTa O1JP.j3E[3'1}KOS', orov TOU 
avopulVTOS' Ka, n aVapLaVT07rOLtK~ Ka, 0 xaAKOS, ou Ka8' 

tHpoV TL aAA' n uvopuh'. &AI\' pv TOY ain-av rp07f01!. &AAa 
TO fJ-EV W5' VAT} TO 3' W5' OOE II ~ KlV7Ja-t5', Ia-Ttv U Ttva Kal 

a.u.~AW~ aLTta, olav TO novELv TijS' EVEt{aS' Kat aVT7J TOV 

IO novELv' aAA' au TOV aVTOv Tpt57rOV, . GAAa TO fJ-EV W5' T'AOS' 
TO 3' wS' apx~ KW~a-EWS', In 3e- TO aUro TWV lvallT{wv . 

l<TTur (, yap ,!!apoy' aLnov Tov3E, TOUTO Kat. .anal!. alTtwp.dJa 

lV{OTE TOt) lvavr{ov, oTov T1]V G1iOva-Lav TOV KVf3EPV~TOV TijS' TOV 

1iAO{OV GVaTponijS', ou fjv ~ "apovu{a alT{a riiS' CTWT7JP{aS'A 

15 lbravT_a_ OE ra pvv dp7JfL'Va aLna ElS' r'TTapat "{,,TEL TponovS' 

TOV5' !paVEpWTaTOVS", ra p.'€v yap uToLXELa TWV uVAAaf3wv Kal 

~ VAry TWV a-KEVaUT(OV Kal TO 7rVP Kat Ta TOtaVra TWV ITW

IJ-&'TWV Kat Tlt p.lpT} TOV OAOV Kat al V1iOollFELS' TOV a-VP.1iE

paUfJ-aT05' WS' TO it ov aLna lunv, _ToVrw~ 3'€ :r}. p.'€v ~~ TQ. 

:10 lmOKE{fLEVOJb oTov Tt~. p.£PTJ, .ret 3f ~_TO r{ ~v EtV£U, TO TE 

lJAOV Kal ~ U.,)VOEUtS' Kat TO ElOoS" TO Of 1T7r£pp.a Kat 0 
la- r po5' Kat. 0 j3ovAE.,)UUS' Kat 

othv ~ A-PXL rij5' p.ETaJ3oAij5' ~ 

- , 7rOWVV, 7raVTa 
ra 0' ~-Io_ 

b 31 Toli pro om, I 34 lryLnIYll EJS: Vi'Ul"'1 FI 36 yiV1)T<U 
E iuxvavuia 1 195 :1. I ;, TO. ¢apfUllell E2AMVST: om. E1 yap 
DT: om. Susemihl et fort. P 4 i\iyera, om. F 6 leaL 
om. A o,,8pwvrolT"oll.ICq E et fecit Jl: civ8p,avroTl"ournleq FI au 
AM: TIlVTll a; au E 8 leiv1)u(s E2AM: .lCiv1)uis 'CTT'V EI 9 TijSJ 
Iltnov TijS /I.. 12 'UTIV EFJM: {UTIV atnov 1 13 Tijr TaU sup. 
lin. E1 15 Tporrour 1I"lrrTH AMPT: 1I"{1I"HI nHrOVS Bekker 
17 ~ om. E fT.lCfU(lCTT~V AMPS: IeOTIlO'leftl{l(TTWV E 23 fTTaUfCllS 

EIMVS: aTUfTfCllS ~ le,vrjlTfCllS EtAP '7"£1 nMSl: TO PSP /j' 

APS: a' ai\i\a E 



3. 194b 31 - 19Sb 13 
UAOS Ka, TclyaOov rwv aUwv: TO yap OV_(V~m /3tATU1TOV 
Kat riAOS TWV MAWV ieiAH €Tvat· fHacjlfplrw aE J.LTJOEV fl- 25 

WE'll aUTO a.ya8ov ~ cpawop,EVOV aya8al/. 26 

Tel fLEV ovv arna 36 
..., ... f "'I: • '1:' ... " iaurn Ka~ Too-aura (UTL 'tcfl .EtuU· IP07fQJ. uf rwv QLTLWIJ 

apdJp.t{J IJ.EV du[ nOAAot, KEq>aAaLovp.EvOL DE- Kal. OVTOL (Ach· 
TOUS. AirEiat yap arna 7TOAAaxws, Kat avTC~U rwv OP.OH
()WV 7fPOr:E.pWS ICa!. VCTTlpws.. a'\'\o aAAOV, oiov vYLflas larpos 30 

Kal nxv{Ty/S, KaL TOU OLa 7Tao-wv TO omAaULOV Kat apLO. 
/-lOS, Kal at'L TCt 7rfpdxovra 7TpOS Tn KaO' £l(a(1;oll. \ 1D... o· 
Wi TO JL1)jJ.!3f.!3r/l<os Kat itt. TOVT£.llV y1lnJ' DrOll CtvOPUiVTOS !lA
AWS OO.\VKAHTOS KaL a.\.\wS' avopLaVT01iOLOS, on lTvp,f3I{3YJKE 
r4l a.vOpLaVTorrOLce TO nOAVKAE(n:) f(VaL. Kat nt 7TEpdxoVTa oE 35 
TO CTvfL{3E{3T/KOS, orov El 0 avOpW7TOS atnoS' E'1] clVapt&'VTOS ~ 
OAWS (4)ov. tun Of Ka, TWV U1I/L{3E{311KoTwv aAAa a'\''\'wv 19Sb 

7roppwnpov Ka, Eyyvnpov. OrOY El 15 AEVKOS Kal 0 /LOVULKOS at-
nos ,\,/YOtTO TOV aVOp~&.VTOS. j 7raVTQ, OE 'Ka2 TO. OlKE(WS AEYO-

/LEva Ka~ TIl KaTo. U1I/L{:JE{3TJKOS TO. /LfV WS ~VV&./LEVg '\'1.
yET<lt Tel 0' WS lvfpyovvra. orov I TOV OiKOOO/LEI:uOaL olK[av r ol· 5 

KOOO/LOS ~ OiKOOO/Lr;)V OlK000f-L0S. . 0f-L0lws oE ; AExO~uETa, Ka, 

bp' ~v aLna TO. aLTLa 70l:S ElpTJf-LlvOts. orov TOVS, TOV avop'&'v. 

TOS ~ avop,&'VTOS ~ o'\'£OS HKOVOS. Kat xaAKOV ToiiOE ~ 
XaAKOV ~ o'\'WS VATJS' Kal E7r' nov UVf-L{3E{3TJKOT£OV wuav-

TWS. In Of UVf-L7rAEKOf-LEVa Ka, TatJTa KO:KEI:va AExO~uETaL. 10 

orOV OtJ ITO.\:VKAHTOS OtJOE clVOPWVT07rOLOS. O:,\,Aa. nOAV/(AHTOS 

avOp,aVT07rOLOS • • &A.A' Of-LWS 8.7ravTCl Taw&. fun TO f-LfV 7rAij-
OOS ~,. AEy6f-LEVa OE OtxWS ' ~ yap WS TO /(aO' EKClUTOV, 

a 24-5 TO ..• (iX).WII E'AMPST: om. £1 25- 6 J.''7lJi" • •• 
aya8ov] a'rM ~'7aEV ,lrrCtll aya6011 FI : P'78EY aUro Ei1Hill a),(l6011 JM: 
P'78ill tly060v oV'ro El1'nill T 27 TaUt-a] 'rO'01)'rO 1 29 y(ip 
EIJ MP; yap Ta FT 30 cTh>...o (inov EIS: ii).>...ov ({Ho 
FJ VYUlM d 1'f1TpOr FIMPT 31 /Cal pr.] /Cnl d IJP /Co, 
tert. ElM: /Ctll" E'AP 32 fifpdxovra AV: om. E TO I) P: 
TW F ;ICaura 1 33 et 34 t1'A>...or I 36 Rlla~U;lt1'Or ,i" E 
b I 8).(.o)r TO '~Oll 1 2 /Cal" p.ouU'tI(or E2AMVPST: om. £1 
3 ?TUI/TIl EFV: ?Tapa ?T(III'TIl IJ MPS 5 OlICj(l1l E2AV: om. 
ElM 0 oiIC08olU'r A 6 ? EJMS: ? 6 FI ante olICo!oJ.'or 
erasit J 6 aHX81j(UTat F 7 'roiia£ AMP TOV AMP: 
om. E 8 ? Rvapulvror sup. lin. E1 ? alto EMVP: ~ ICai A 
9 ~] 11 /Cill F I I oroll •. . aIl8pt!lJIT01TOlOr in mg. JI oMi .•• 
nO).,UIt).,fITor om. I 
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~ WS TO y'vos, ~ WS' 'TO UV/-L{3€{3T/KOS, ~ WS TO ylvos TOV 

J 5 crvMf3t::{3T/KOroS. ~ WS UVjL7TAEKoj.LEVa railra ~ cdS' chrAwS 
A€yojJ.fva· 1Tavra Of ~ EV€pyovvru ~ KUTa MvuJlw. \ Sta
</>lpn oE roo-oUrov, on rd p.'£v £v£pyovvra Kat ro. KaO' rICa

(frov I lfJLQ tUTL Kat obI( EtrrL I Kat wv aina, olov 00' 0 la
rpEVWV T~O£ rtfi vyw(oP.EvCf Kat 00£ 0 OlKOOOJLWV npVE 

~o r~ OlKOOOP.OVP.EvCf, TO. DE Kanl. OVVUJ.LLV all/c ad. epOEl
II pETaL yap OVX lijJ.a ~ olK(a Kat 0 OlKOOOP.OS'. 

" 
TO arTLOV haUTOV TO aKporurov (1JTfiv, WU7TfP Kat €7T(. nov 

Cl.\.\wv (orov l1v8pU)7TOS OlKOOOIUL on olI(006,.,.os. 0 a' 0["0-

OOJlOS' Kanl. T~V OlKOOOP.~K~V· Tovra TO(VVV 7fpOTfPOV TO ar-
25 nov, KaL otn-ws EliL 7TavTwv)- En TIl. jJ.fV yivTJ TroV YEVWV, 

TIl Of KaO' EKQ(TTOV n';)ll KaO' EICu/TrOV (orov aVOptaVTO-

7TOLOS' ME-v avoptaVTOS. oaf. DE TOVO{} Kat nts P.Ev ovvap.Hs 

TWV ovvaTWV, TfJ. 0' f.HPYOVVTa 7rPOS TIl f.VEPyov}J.f.Va. oeTa 

}J.fV ovv 1"(1 atnu Kal &v TP07TOV alna. lcrTW ~}J.i:v (HWpLeTJLEVa 

30 LKavws. 

i\IY€TaL DE Kal ~ TlJXt] /Cul TO am-O}J.uTOV TWV alT{wv. 4 
Kat 7r0AAa /Cal iivaL /Cul ytyvEcrtJaL OLa TVxt]V Kal OLa TO 

aVTop.aTOV· Tlva ovv Tpchrov lv TOVTOLS leTT!. Tots alT{oLs 11 TVXt] 

/Cal TO airrop.aTov, /Cal 7TOUPOV TO a:ln-o 71 rtlXt] /cUL TO 

35 avro}J.aTov ~ £upov. /CaL {)AWS r( f.UTLV ~ rVXlJ /Cat TO av-

TO}J.aTOV, f.7TLcrKE7rdov. lVtOL yap Kal d lcrTLV ~ }J.~ a7r0poulTw' 
I96n. OVOEV yap o~ y{YV€eT6aL a7r0 TVXlJS </JalT[v. aAAa 7raVTWV E!va{ 

TL a!nov WPUTfJ.EVOV ocra AEyOfJ.f.V a'7TO rat'ITOf../.-arov ytYVHrOaL 

~ nlX7JS, orOV TOU f.A(hi:v a7ro rtlX7]S Els r1}v ayopav. /Cat: 
KaTuAaf3Ei:v ~v lf3ovAETo }J.fV ov/c ceno aE. a!nov TO {3ovAEcrOaL 

5 ayOpacraL fAOovTa' o}J.otws OE Kat fT.t TWV aAAWV TWV ano 

rVXt]S AfY0fJ.£VWV aEt TL EivaL Aa{3Ei:v TO a!nov. aAA' 01~ 7"6_ 
XlJV. f.'7TE' f! yl n ~v ~ nJX7J. ar07TOV av cJ>avdl1 WS UAt]-

b 15 ror alt. 11M: om. S 16 ~ pro om. r 18 arna fecit E 
18 et 19 <> /\. T; om. E 20 rei E2/\.PST: 1'0 El 23 aV6pQJ1fOr 
scripsi, leg. fort. P; /iv6pO>7ror lIS 24 I<uru.] 8n I<U1'"!:l ES 26 ;I(U-
urov EPT: fl<lIUTfl A fl<UCTrOV EP: (I<OOTO A 27 oa~ al1"oiia~ El 
32 ~Hl AST:, aU! 1"~V E:, 1<01 al(I F. au; om. I 34 ~ om. IJT 
35 71 ••• avrllftorov] aVTflp.flroll 1<01 ~ rux'1 EV 36 fl I<at I 
1963, I a~ om. A 2 nom . FT Af)'op.~lIa I ravTop.arov FJS: 
O~'TO,.,.dTOV EJ 3 ~] Kat F Iml. ICoroAafjfill fXr r,Jv o)'opav I 
5 fA8ol'TO o)'opauol A 6 Af)'OP.;I'WII AVPST: Ai)'oP.fl' E2: om. El 



Ow!>. KaL a7TOp~/J"HEV av ns OLd T{ 7TOT' OVOEIS TWV apxaCwv 

uocpwv nl afna 7TEpl YfvluEW!> Kat ¢Bopas AEYWV 7TEpt Tt/
X'1!> OVOEV ou:'ptUflJ. aAA' WS' (OLKEV. OVOEV ~OVTO OVO' hf~VOL ft- 10 

vaL CI.7TO rVX1]S. aAAd Kat TOVrO OaVjlaUTOV' 7ToAAa. yap 

Kat Y{YVETaL Kat funv a7TO T1JX1]!> Ka, Ct7TO ravrOjl(lrOV, a 
OVK a:yvoovvus on lUTLV f7TavEvEYKfLV lKaUTOV i7T[ n afnov TWV 

Y'YVO J.Jivwv, KaOa7Tf p 0 7TaAatO!> AOYOS Et7TEV 0 avaLpwv r1]11 

nlX1]V, OjlW!> TOVTWV Ta jlEV eival cpaut mtvns a.7TO nlX1]S T 5 

TO. 0' OUK tl7TO TVX1]!>' 0(0 Ka, Q.IJ-ws yl 7Too!> 7jV 7TOL1]TfOV av

TOLs jlvE{av. aAAcl jl~v ovo' hdvwv yl n ¥>VTO E!vaL T~V 

T~X1]V, orov q>4A{av ~ veLKos ~ vovv ~ 7TVP ~ aAAo yl TL TWV 

TOlO~rwv. aTo7Tov oiiv Ern jl~ V7TEAajl{3avov ElvaL ErU olOjl£

VOL 7faphU7TOV, Kat raiJr' fvlOTE XP6JjlEVOL, w(nrep 'Ejl7fE- 20 

OOKA~!> OVK ad TOY (dpa aVWraTW o:rroKp{VEuOal CP1]IJ'W, clAA' 
07rW!> av nlxn. AIYEL yovv fV Tfl KOUj.J.07TOdq. WS <r ovroo UVVf

KVpUE Olwv Tod, 1ToAAaKL 0' aAAws"· Kal nl jlOpLa rwv 

(o/wv a1TO nlX1jS' yevluOaL rd 7rAELCTTa </l1]UW. 24-

Elu, oE TWES 14-

ot Kat rovpavov rovo£ Kal TWV KOlJ'jlWV 7ravrwv alTLwvr at TO 15 

aVTOjlaTOV' Q,7rO Tain-Oj.J.&TOV yap YfVEuOaL T~V O{V1]V Kal 

rT,V K{V1]UW T~V OtaKp{valTav Kat KaTaUT~uauav Els TaVr1]V 

T~V n:i!tv TO r.av. Kat JLaAa Tovro yE aVTO Oavj.J.alJ'at l1,lOV' Ai· 
YOVTH yap Ta j.J.Ev (<fla 'Kat Ta CPVTa. a.1TO T~X1]S jl~n 

E!vaL j.J.~n ylYVEuOaL, aAA' ljTOt </l~uw ~ voilv 7j n TOLOVTOV 30 

EUPOV ElvaL TO a,nov {OV yap 0 n (rvXEV iK TOV (J'1Tfpp.aTO!> 

fKaUTOV y{yv£raL, aAA' EK p.'Ev TaU TOlOvol fAala iK OE TOU 

TOlOvol avOpw1ToS), TOV 0' ovpavov Kat TO. 8uoraTa TWV cpa 

VEPWV Q,1TO TOV aVTOjlaTOV YEVluOaL, TOLa6T1]V O' alrlav j.J.1]-

a 8 Kat] Kav E ~1I~.l rro.'] Ti a~rroTf A 12 rl-1I'0 •.. Ta{/TO-
~TOV DT: sed . Torstrik & Ol.tK fecit E 13 fUTIV] luTt, 8f'i" 
fl a fecit E 17rfvE'yKfiv F TWV '}It'}lVOP(vwv] wpluilivoll Torstrik 
14 flrrfV om. fort . S, secl.Diels 150f'0{ws-E 18 lIouv~rrvpEVT : 
rrvp ~ vouv A 20 rrapi'Jmrrov EF] P: Trnpi'A ' Trov 1ST 2 I al'WraTW 
drrOlCptvHTOm ES: rl.TrOlCpll'fu8ot at'wnlTW A 22 O~I' Iv F 23 Tori 
Torstrik: Ton II 24 ¢1jUIV AS : ¢1juill oli.or E 25 KOUP.WII 
EIPST: ICOUJjlKWII E2i\V QrrallTWV S 26 '}Ifvhr8al Torstrik: 
'}Ii'}lVEUBnl lIP ¢aul T~II I 28 '}If alIT;' om. El: '}If om. 
T )"('}IOIiTaS' F] 29 '}lap om. F: TO J2: TO yap E'J1 30 ~ 
IIOVII] ~VTtI" 0311 Et Tt EI] PS: om. FT 32 l)"(liav I 
33 (1vBpwTroV I Bf/oram P5: Ihtonpn II 34 '}Ifll(uBat E 2A5 ; 
yi'}ll'luBm E1 a' om. EI 
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35 offJ.{av fivaL orav TWV C1>wV Kal TooV <pVTWV. Ka{To~ fl ovrwS' 

lXH. rovT' avro l1fwv €1I'lO"TaO"fWS', Kat KaAWS IXH AfX-

Ig6b 01jvat Tt 7ffP'i. aVTov. 'iTpOS yap T<f) Kat «hAWS aTOnOV Eiva, 
TO AEYOP.WOV, in aT07rWnpOv TO Al.yUV raVTa 0pWVTa'f> £V 
Jl€V TcJ) ovpav~ OVOE-v ar.o ravTop.aTOV ytYVOjlEVOV, lv OE TOrS' 

eVK ano nJX1]'f> 1To)..Aa CTvp.{3a{vovTa anD TlJX1Js' Ka{rOL dKOS 
5 yf ~v Tovvavrlov y{yvw'(}Ut • 

. ; 
aida ~ rVX'1. aOl1AoS' DE- av(}pw7i{vl1 owvo{q. wS' 8ELav novo-a 

Kat OaL/LOVLWnpov. wO"n UKf7rdov Kat rL ~K&.TfPOV, Ka, d 
raVTOV ~ gnpov Tr) H aVTOjJ.aTOV Kal ~ nlX7]. Kat 7rWS €is 
Tel (UWpLCTp.l.va arna f}),;rr{1TTOVCrtV. 

10 ITPWTOV JlEV ouv, bruen) opwp.w ret fJ.€V (1.4:£ wo-avTws 5 
YLyvop.wa TO. OE WS' inL TO 11'0.\V, ¢aVEpov on oUjEdpov TOVTWV 

aiTta Tj 'Tt)X7] Al.yuaL OVOE TO a?TO nJX1JS'. OVTE TOU if «ivay
/C7J!> Kat aId ovn TOV W!> E7Tt TO '/TO.\V. a.\.\' £'/THb~ l(TTtV a ylyv~. 
Tat Kat '/Tapa. Tawa, Kat TaVTa 7TaVT€!) cpautv ~!vat 0:,,0 

I '; TlJXl1!>. ¢av~pov OTt fUTt Tt ;, r6X7J Kat TO aUTo",aTov' 1"(1 
T€ tap TOlaVTa a7l'O r6X7J!> Ka, 1"(1 a7l'b TVX7J!> TOtaWa 

OVTU rufJ.~v. TWV bE- ytyvoJ-Livwv TIt JJ.Ev ;V~Ka TOU ylYV~Tat 
Tn b' ov (TOVTWV bE Ta. p.Ev KaTlt 7l'poalp~utv, Ta. 8' ou KaTa 

7Tpoa {p~utv, l1p.¢w 0' iv TO~!> (V~Kct TOV), tZUT~ Sij.\ov OTt Kat 

10 £V TO~S napa TO aVaYKa~OV Kat Tb W!> ~7l'L Tb no.\v lUTLV lVLa 

7l'fpl a £volXETaL V7TapXHV TO €VEKct TOU. tUTL 0' EVEKa TOU 

Qua T€ a7l'O otavola!> ttv npaxlhl7J Kat oua a7TO cpVUfW!>. 

Tn o~ TOlaVra oTav KaTa utJP.f3fj37J/( OS yiV7JTat, a1l"0 711· 

X7JS cpaJlfv f!VGt (WIT7l'EP yap Kat QV iITn TO JLfV KaB' awo 

196b 21-5 = Met. K. 1065326- 30 

a 35 fl] ')Il fl I 36 TOUT' E1S: TOVT6 ')If: E'lAP aVro £ lAP : 
TaVru £ 'l : allTt';w S b I TOv,..OV S: aVTov TOtlTO lJ J (l.O n-OIl AS : 
~oyov £VP 2 Op;;'/I.(/. E 4 Tuxtjr pro F IS: T" VX'1 f ,Iva, 
E) 5 )'f' om. E1S Ylvfu8at £2IJS fillat ai,..j(/. p..fll E: 
PfV f'lvf!( ai,..;n Sl: ntT;a p..fll f'tlla( SOT: f(Jlat p.fllT"m P 8 '1'"0 OVTO 
oVToE nom.F II ToAP : om.E O'n]wrF 13 Ka, 

am. F TO wr F TO om. EF fun TIVa il IP: TIIiO FJ 14 '1rfpi 
F TaUT(/. 1fclllTfS ES : 1f(IVTff TavTa A 15 TI 001.5 16 Kal .•• 
TUX'1r om. F 17 TOV am. El 20 '1rapa] 1ffpi FJII TO tert. 
AS: am. EP 22 T£ am. FPST '1rpaxthi'1 nps: 1fpax8iJ 
Torstrik, fort. T 23 yilltjTat nMP: Y;lI"1.0t olno Torstrik, 
fort. T 24 all] 0 £1 



TO at "aTa CTVf.L{3t{3TfICOS, 01)Too Kat a!nov Ev8lXtTQt Elvat, 25 

otov aiKlns KaO' airT-a p,£v atnov TO OiKOlio/-,tKOv. KaTa lTv,... 
f3Ef'TJlCOS liE" TO AEVKOV ~ TO ,.wUCTL/I;:cjy· TO JJ.EV ovv Ka8' awo 
atnov WPU1P.lVOV, TO liE KaTl1. rTVJJ./3f./3TfKOS aopuTToV' a1THpa 
yap av Tcj) €V, uvp.f3alYJ}. Ka8a7if.p ovv EA'X~. orau tv TO'i'S' 
guo,a TOU ytyvo,....lvOLS TaVTQ ylv1]TaL. ron 'AlYETaL 0:71'0 rav- 30 

TOP.&TOV Kal a7TD TUXlJS (avTwv Of 7rPOS li.i\ATJAQ T~V llw¢o-
pay TO-6TWV V(TUPOV 8wpLGTlov' vVV OE TOVio tUTW cpavEpov, on 
&,...cpw tv TOtS (vuc). TOV E(TTLV)' otov Evo:a TOU a1ToAa{3ltV TO a.p
y6pwv ~i\8EV av KOp..t(OJ,t.fVOV TOV [pavav, £l nOH' ~AOf. a' 011 TOV-

TOU £lJElCa, tlAAa. (TtJvlf3TJ aVTii.> I"AOEtv, Kat 7ToL~craL TaVTO TOU KO- 35 

",(cracrOat tVEKa' TOfrrO aE avO' WS E7TL TO 1TOi\:V cpOLT(;W Els TO 
xwplov OVT' i, dvaYKTfS" fern Sf TO TEADS, ~ KOP.La~. OlJ TWV EV 1978 

ain-~ alrlwv, aAAa TC~V 7TpoaLpETWV Kat a7TO otavolaS" Kat 
AEYETal yE TorE a7TQ n JXYJS' EA8E~V. El af 7rPOEAOjJ.EVOS Kat 

, .. ... 2' d. ~ ... ~ " \ \ ' [ ~, rOl/TOV EVEKa YJ aft 'Y0LTWV YJ WS E7TL TO '7rOI\U K0jJ.".:,ojJ.E -

1 ' 2" '1:" \""'" I ' , VOS, OUK a7TO TVXYJS. U71I\OV apa on 71 TVX71 a na KaTa 5 
crVjJ.{3E{371KOS EV TOLs KaTa 7fpoalpEuw TWV fVEKa TOV. OlO 
7TEPI. TO aVTO OLaVOLa Kat TVX'1' ~ YdP r.poa(pEuLs OVK &VEV 
otavolas. 8 

aopLuTa P.EV ovv Tel aiTta avaYK71 EtvaL a</>' wv 8 

av YlVOLTO TO a7TO rVX'1S' 08EV Kat ~ rVX'1 TOV aoptUTOll ElvaL 
COKEL Kat &071A05' o.vOpWr.r.e. Kat IUTLV WS OVOEV a7To rUXYJ5' 10 
OO~€LEV av ylyvEuOaL. 7raVTa yap TaVTa opOws A/YETaL, 
EVAOyWS. lCTTW P.EV yap W5' ylyvEraL a7To TVX1jS' Kara UVP.
f3Ef3TjK05' yap ylYVETaL, Kat lcrnv ainov WS UVP.(3E{3TjKOS ~ 
rVXTj' ws a· U7TAWS' OlJOEVOS" orov olKlas OlKOOOP.OS jJ.fv ai-

197' 5-14 = 1065' 30 -35 

b 29 Tqi] /11 TOO F 30 TOV "YtYllo,uillou' am. El Ton] TO 
£1 TOU TCJ VTop.drOIJ J 31 a{y.,.~11 F 34 /(op.tCop.ilJov 
JPST: lCo,utCop.uJotEI: /(oP.tU(lP.€IIOV E': /(OP.tUOP.HlOt FI yp. P 
35 avn;i om. t\.ps TaU /(0,uiuau6at fJ!£/m nPS: sed. llonitz 
19711. 1 (un] ; Tt fecit E 2 r.POCUPfTOlJI /(al nPS : o.rrpORlp~TOll' 
/((11 au/( 'Yp. 1 V 'YP' A 3 'Y£ Ton] TO E /(al om. E 1S 4 1C0fU-

''',uEIiOt sed. Torstrik, am. fort. PT 6 Toi" E1AMS: Tois /fr' 
;A.UTTOII £1:p TOll' nM : om. S 9 a7l"o AMPST: 0."11"0 r1jt E 
.l(a1] ~o/(fi AT TOU o.OplUTOV (apioTou I) ns: dOptUTOS P 10 ~o/(£i 
om. AT 011""0 TUX'1t OUaEJI I 12 &n fuMycuS" APS Ws] wS" 
oMEJI Torstrik 

~o" 3 

• 



<I>"i'~IKH~ AKPOA~En~ B 

15 nos, Kara crVfJ.{3€f3rJlCOs oE aV.\.7jT~)J Ka/. TOU fA66ZJTa 1(0-

p.'uauOat TO /iPrVptov. JJ.1] TOVTOV eVE/(o. v, .. Oovra, a7fUpa ;0 

7rA~8os' Kat yap lOftV TWO. (30V.\.6)J.EVOS Kat OLWKWV Kat ¢EVYWV 
Kal8wuo}lfIJOS-. Kat TO cpaVUL ELval Tt 7rapaAOYOV TiJv rvXtJv dp 
Ows" 0 yap AaYM ~ rwv lLEl OVTWV ~ rwv WS fT.1. TO 7rOAV, ~ of: 

20 nJxtJ fV TOrS YLYVOP.EVDLS 7fupa ruilra. 6)(TT' fiTd iiopLUTa 

TO. OUTros aLna, Kat ~ rVX71 d.0PLrTTOV. DJlW!) if hr' fvlwv 

a1i"Op~o"EUV &v ns, ap' ovv rtt TvX6vTU arn' hv ylVOLTO T~) 

njX'tj!i' o!ov vYLELas- ~ 7iVEvp.a ~ Et.\.1jO"LS', aAA' ov TO a7rOKf

KapOaL' tUTtV yap ClAAa &A'\'wv fYYVTf:pa rwv Karel (J"VJ.'-

25 /3f./3rp;;os alrCwv. TllX1J Of a}'a8~ fLf:V AeYHaL orav ura-
Oov TL a7fof3fi. ¢avAYJ oE oTav ¢avA6v Tt, nJTvx{a DE 
Ka/. OVITTvx{a orav JleYEOos Exovra raura' OLD Kat TO 7J'apa 

p.ucpov KaKOV ~ ayaOov "Aa{3f'iv p.iya ~ fVrVXftv ~ aTV· 
Xftv fUT(V, on WS 117rapxov >..lyH n a,avOLa' TO yap napa 

go ,.UKpOV &unfp OVO£V anlXftv OOKft. In a{3lf3awv ~ flrrvxta 
dJAOYWS' ~ yap TVX1l a{3l{3aws' OVTf yap afl ovO' ws fr.l 
TO nOAV orav T' flvaL TWV ano TVX1jS ovOlv. lun JL£V O~V ~I-'CPw 
aina, Ka(hl7tf.p fip1jTat, KaTa UVJL{3E{31jK6~Ka, ~ TVX1j 
Kal TO airrop.aTov-iv TOtS fVOEXOJLEVOLS Y(YVf.frOal p.~ ar.Aws 

35 /-L1jO' WS ir.l TO 'iTOAV, Kat TOVTWV urr' av ylVOLTO £VEKa. TOV. 

t:uacplpf L 0' on TO aVT0lJ.aTOV (7ft 'iTAf'iOV (un' TO IJ.EV 6 
yap a7fO TVX1jS nav a'iTo TaVTO/-LarOV, TOVTO 0' au 'lTav 

197b a'iTo TVX1jS . ~ /-LEV yap TUX1j Kal. TO anD TVX1j S fa-TtV OUOLS . 
Kal. TO ftrrvx-tj<Ta, av V7rap[ElEV Kat OAWS 7Tpa.[lS. alO I(al 

a 17 cpdJ'ywl' Kal 8fOUO,.u:l'or SF: cl>Et~"YWl' Knl i:lwuaJl£l'oS' T: 8H1u6-
fi.£l'oS' /Co i quVyWl' FI: 8fOUOP.fl'Oi' rpfUyWII ]: ¢~Uywv EV 18 fTvai. 
TI CPUl'(u F: (tll(u </'Jnvot 1"( I) : (tllO' cpaval S 20 TIlUrn AP; 
TavTav,-a E {'Tr(la~ E11J 21 6}lWS' E2APS: 6,.,.olwr EI 
22 yillOtTO 011 S 23 fi)..,]UIS' 5: fiA'1lTlr EI] : £i).IITIS' F: flA']-
8ip']u'S' PT arroKu06ap8al I 25 TUX? hPS: fUroXio Si {unv 
8Tn v &or trpO(iA~TO rirro.8ii', oTVXia lJ' 6m .. trapo. T~II 'TrpOaip~lTlII. TV);'1 E T 
27 1rfpl F 28,j((lKOV ry ayn80v DPPS: aya8011 ry I«IKOV pI et ut 
vid. T Ani3~jv l1iyo APS: ,.,.iyo Aa{jfjll E fVrvXflv ~ aTVX£tV 
EVS: OTVXftV ry ~v'TVXfiv pI et ut vid. T: rdrrvXfLv ~ lJVITTVXf-';V PP: 
avuTvXflv ry £liTUXftV A 29 {'uTiv AP: Iurlv n E 1rfPl. F 
32 l:Jlcpw AVPS: om. E 35 017' flv yivIIITo EF]PS: 017' &v 
yi"OtTO Iv TOLr I : {" Toif>' Torstrik, fort. T 37 'Tra " pro EPVST: 
om. FIJI b I {url.v EFJT: lcrrl" Iv IP 



a.vaYKlJ 1l'Ept Tn 7TpaKTa (rVat T~V TtJX1]V (cr1jJLflOV O' OT(. 
!JOKEl .,;rOl TaVTOV ElVat rft EvoalfLovlq. ~ EVrvxla ~ fYyV~, 
lj 3' Evoalp-ovla 7Tpa~(1) TtS" Evrrpa£la yap). wuO' 07TOUOtS' 5 
JJ.~ fVO'XETut 7ipa£al. OliOE- TO a7TO nlX1]S Tt 7TOtfjUUt, Kat 

Ola TOWO O~H I1o/VXov ovo~v OVTE OYJptov ovn: 7TG'C>COV OVOfV 7l'ou::'i.' 

U7TO nlX1JS'. on D1Jle IXH 7Tpoa{pHnv' 01/6' EVrvxta oM)' &1'11-

x(a l"/1UiPX£L TovroLS'. d JL~ KaB' OfJ.OU)Tl']Tu, Wff7TEP 14>1J 
[J , .... .. '\ '0 it· • f3 '" pwrapxos fVTVXHS Hva, TOllS' "" oUS' tr,; CUV 0' WJ.LOL, on 10 

TtflwVrat. 01 Of o,u.6(vyfS' aVTwv Kura7TarovvrUL, TO OE-
7Tlio-XHV (\;ro nJX1)S lJ7Tap£H 7TWS' Kat TOUTOtS. orav (, TrpaT

rwv TL 7TEpl aVTd 7Tp&.fn and rVXf/S', (l'\AWS aE aUK lUTLv' TO 
o' avrOjJ.GTOV Kat TOlS tiA.\o,S' (¥aLS Kat 7TO'\'\OlS rwv atfnJ
xwv, OLOV 0 t7T7fOS avrop.aTOS, qlap,lv. ~'\OEV, on icrw81J 15 

f.t€V fAfJwV, ov TOV rrwOfjva~ oE €VfKa ~A.Of' Kal 0 Tpl7i'OVS avnJ
ILaTD!> KaTt7i'frrfv' ;rrTlJ /tEv yap TOV KaOfjrrOa~ EVfKa, aA.A.' 
OV TOU KaOfjrrOat eVfKa Karl7i'frrfV. &:jUTE ¢aVfpov on EV TOtS 

6.7i'AWS EVfK&' TOU ytyvo/ttvo~s, OTav /t~ TOU uvp.j3avTos EVfKa Yl

V1JTaL cOV ~tw TO ainov, TOTE a7i'o TOV aVTop.&'TOV AtYOllfV' o'7i'D:.IO 
TVXT}S ol, TOVTWV orra anD TOV atn-op.aTov ylyvfTaL TWV 7i'pOaL. 

PfTWV TOtS £XOV(J'L 7i'pOalpfULV. U1}/tftOV ()E TD llaT1}V, on >"EYf. 
Tat OTav M~ YEVlJTat TO EVfKa &A.A.ov EKdvov EVfKa, orOV fl TO 
j3a()[uaL A.a7i'at'c:ws EVfKa E(J'nv, El ()E M~ EYlvfTo j3aoluallTt, 

p.aTT}V cpallh j3aU(J'aL Kat 7] j3a()LCTLS J.LaTala, WS TOVrO av 2S 

T() J.LaTT}V, TO 7i'ErpuKDS .lUou Evua, OTav M~ 7Tfpa{vl1 fKftVO 
ou Evua ~V Kat f1Tf¢VKft, E7Td Ei TtS A.ovuacrOaL ¢a{TJ ,.,.&'TlJV on 

OlU( EttAL7rfV 0 ijA.ws, YfA.OtOS av fr1}' OV yap ~IJ TOVrO EKfl
vov EVfKa. OVTW ()~ TO atn-0MaTOV Kal KaTa TD OVOlla OTav 

ailTo ILaT1]V ylVlJTaL' KaTt1Tf(J'W yap ov TOl! 1iaT&£aL EVfKEV 30 

b 3 T'~" APT: om. E 4 ~ d/T'uXlrJ om. FJIP 5 auolS' 
AT 6 'TO om. T, secl. Torstrik 12 alTO 'TUX'1r tJlTflPXfI F: 
inrap~ft arro TUX'1r J : im-apXH alTO TUX'1r P 13 0."0] T' a1TQ EJ2p 
14 f71\),OH' ITplS: aAOYOlr APP /Cal om. I 1ToAAoir EIJPS: 
om. FAT TWV dl/!uxwII EIVPS: Toir dl/!uxolr FJAT 17 fUT'1 
AV: (qT' E "Ifip (tw) Torstrik 19 TOU om. F '206)11 
ITP: o~ S 22 Toir nPSl: fl} Toir SPT 23 TO ••• fKfiliou 
nP (tiAAO ex ilX-hou fecit E) : Tcp ;IIfKa aAAou "'(ivo ou Prantl, {ort. 
ST: TO oli ;IIfKfl f7AhO £1CfLVOlJ yp. S: TO OU [VfKfI, CIAA' a fKfillOlJ 
Torstrik f1 TO $a{;tuat ES: TO {3rdiium f1 A: n> (3aoiqat 
Bekker 24 Of om. S 25 ¢np..fll EV : ;¢a/tfll A 27 ryl' 
Kat om. EV: ryv ~ ST 28 1~£AtlT(J) APS: 1~£AwrfIJ E 29 Kill 
om. A 30 ov] 0 F 



<l>Y~IKH~ AKPOA~E!2~ B 

o A{8o~' anD TOU awoJlarov lipa Kari7rEUfV <1 AtOM, on 
7d(1"0(' av tnro TtVOS- Kat TOV r.anl£at Evo:a. 

(UTl XWpt(OJ.lfVOV TOV ano T1)X1JS- fV TO~S' qnJtTH ytYV0f-l.iVOLS· 

orau yap yiVTfTU{ TL 7rapa ¢V(TLv. ron OVK ano rVXl1S 
35 .lA-Au ~AAOV a:rro ruvro,.,.arolJ YEyovlvat cj>ap,iv. l(TTL 

Of Ka, TOVTO lnpay' TOU /-LEV yap (too TO arnov, TOU O· 
fUn}§'. 

19811. it fJ-h o~v E(J'TW TO aVTOJlurov KaL Tt 1] .-tXl1. ELp1]TaL, 

Kat r{ (HacpfpovuW aAA~Awv. rwv Of rpo7rwv TlJs alr[as fV 
TOtS' OOfP 1) apx~ TijS KW~rTEWS h:anpov aVTWV' ~ yap rwv 
qn)U'H TL ~ nov Ct'1TO atat/alas alTtwv dEl EITTLV' tlAAa TOVTWV 

5 TO 7TA7jOoS' ii6p(G'Tov. f1l'"fl O· fOT' TO aimJ/J-aTov Kat 1] TVX11 

arna wv av n vous YEVOtTO aLnoS' ~ cpvtns, orav KUTa CTVP. 

/3f/3rl"OS aLnov n ylv1]TuL TOVTWV aVTwv. OVOEV Of Kanl CTVP.
{3E(37JKOS fUTL 7Tponpov rwv KaO' aUTO, OijAOV on oliOE TO KaTa 

UVP.{3f{3T}KO) atnov 7rPOHPOV TOU Kal}' aUTO. {)crnpov apa TO 

10 aVTop.aTOV Kal. ~ nlXl1 Kat VOV Kat CPVCTfW)' &)ITT' fl on p.a

A,crTa TOU ovpavov atnov TO aVTop.aTOV, nV&.YK7j 7rPOTf.POV 

vovv atnov Kal CPVUW fiva, Kat aAAWV 7TOAAWV Kat TOUOE 

TaU r.avTO~'. 
"On Of lunv atna, Kat on TocrauTa TOV npdljJ.ov ocra 7 

15 cpap.£v. OijAOV' TOlTaWa yap TOV apdJp.ov TO ota T( 7TEpLd

A7jcjJt.:v· ~ yap fl) TO T{ funv nvaYETat TO OLa T{ ~uxaTOV, 
fV TOL) UKUJ1}TO!) (olav fV TOLS' J.ta(}~p.acrLv· fl) 0PUjp.ov yap 

TOU EUUoS' ~ uvjJ.p.lrpov ~ lLA.\OV TLVOS' o.vaYETat luXaTov), 

~ Els TO Kwijcrav 1tPWTOV (orov QUI r{ f7roAip.7jcrav; on fUv-

b 31 0 pro om. F 32 fJlfICU TOU 1l"aTa~m S 33 TaU ErVPSp : 
TO FIpSt 34 'Tt am. £VP 36 af lIP: yap S Toli •• • 
Tau] TO . .• 'I'll J ;~w IIPt: £~wlhJl PPS 198& t .,.; alt. om. I 
2 StacpfpH F rWJI ••. alTiar J' PS: T~S' S' alTiaS' T6JJI TP01l'WII (TOJI 
TpmrOJl I) E1J2: '1'011 Sf 'Tp01l'fIV Tijr atTiaS' F 3 (KOT/pOl) IP 4 'T( 

ante ulf'iwJI S alTiwlI E'PST; alno" E 2A 5 q TVX'7 Kat. TU 
aVTopM'OV ST 6 Ii pro sup. lin. £1 YfV1]f'at Torstrik 7 8i 
11M : ai nOJl ci. Torstrik, fort. S 8 ain-o, w(rr' ovl;' aiTlolI, OijXOII 
EV (cf. M) 9 1fonp()JI F 12 aiTloJl Kut cpufnll AS (cf. M) : 
Kat. r/>VUl" alTiflv £ 1 : KUI cjJ llI:rtV arTlOJl E 'l 13 TOU AAPST: om. 
E 14 on alt. EPS: on £CTf't t\. 17 ynp om. I 

..J 



6. 197b 31 -7. 198h 9 
AlJl7av), ~ r{vos EVElCa (tva ap,CJ'HTtv). ~ fV TO,S Y'YVOj.lEVOLS ~ 10 

VA1}. 2[ 

on ILEV ovv 1"(1 aina Tam-a Ka~ Touaih-a, q,avfpov" I 

f1TE"l o' at aiTtaL rhrape;, 1Tfpl 7Tauwv TOV cJ>VUL"OV flSEVUL, 
Kat €is 7TaITQS ltv&.ywv 1"() ~ha rt Ur.OOWUH CPVCTLKWS', n)v 
VAt}y, TO £tooS', TO KLv7}UUV, TI:' ali tVEKa. lpXfTaL Of TO. rp[a 

ds [TO ) h 7ToA.,\,aKLS· TO J.LEV yap T£ fun Ka, TO oli EVEK.a tv 25 
flITt, TO 0' olhv ~ IdvYJCTL)~ 7TPWTOV T'i' dOH ravTo TO~TOLS" av-

0PW7TOS yap (ivOPW7rOV YEVV~-Ka2 oAwS' aCTa KWOlJjJ.fva KLVEL 

(5uu Of p.~J OVKETt ¢V(J"LK~S' ov yap lv aVToLs lxovTa K{VT/O"LV 

ovo' apx~v KW~O'EWS' KLVfL, ahA' CtldV1}Ta oura' OLO rpELS' al 
7rpayp.auLuL, ~ IJ.EV 7TEpt aKLV~TwvJ h OE 7TEpl Kwovp.evwv MEV 30 

a¢Oaprwv aE. 'tj De 1Tfpl Tn <pOapTa). WUTE" TO aLa r{ Kat 

£l~' T~V VA7W o.vayovTt a7i'oo{ooraL, Kat flS' TO T( fernv, Kaf. 

flS' TO 7TPWTOV Ktv~uav. 7rfpl YW€UEWS' yap j.LclALUTa TOWOV 

TOV TP07rOV TaS' alr{os UK07iOVUL, T{ j.LETa r( Y(YVfTaL, KaL T( 
.... 2' "'''8 '" .,~ • . "t:: '1/ ' . • 7TPWTOV t:7TOU1(HV TJ TL E7Ta EV, KaL OVTWS' aLH TO H,..EP/S" uLTTa, 3;, 

OE- at apxa1 at KtvOveraL <!>VULKWS', tjv ~ h€pa ou <!>verLK+ ou 
yap IXEL Ktvl1UEWS' apx~v fV aVril. TOWVTOV 0' £urlv Et TL Kt- IgBb 
vii: JJ.~ KtvOVj.LEVOV, WU7TfP TO Tf 7TaVTfAWS' ludVTJTOV Kat [TO] 

7raVTWV 7TPWTOV Kat TO r( brTLv Kal ~ JLOp<!>~' rEAOS' yap Kal 

ou gvua' 6)UTE: E7Td ~ <!>VULS' gvna TOV, Kat raVTTJV flOlvaL 

OEt. Kal 7TavTwS' a7rOOOrfOV TO OLa r(, oTov on £K TOVOE 5 

clvaYKTJ nU3E (n) oE fK rovo€ ~ a7iAwS' ~ wS' fTot TO 7TOAV}. 
Kat fl j.LEAAEL Tool E(uer8aL (OlCT7T€P h TWV 7ipOTaUfwv ro 

uVjJ.7T£paap.a), Kal on TOVT' 1jv TO T{ ~v E!vat, Kal oL6n f3IA-

nov OVTWS', O~X a:7l'AwS', aAAu TO 7rPOS' T~V hauTOv oV(J'{av. 

a 20 ylyVOP.tJlOlS' nA: Yfl1vwp.i"OIS' PS 21 TfluTa] TOiaiiTa 
22 at am. AAS TOll CPUO'II(OIi fecit E 23 arroll6Jufi 0 CPUUII(OS' [.2 
25 ,i £1 TO sed. Bonitz: am. PST ;lIno ;,,] ;"flCO EIV: 
;"(1((11 P 26 1(1;''JU~S' 1Tp6JTOV T'f fecit E Z 27 "'flip ES : 
IlfV yop A 30 OI(IJlIJTW" EP: al(i"1JTfJ" AS ICI"ovp.i"w" P.(U 

a¢tJelpTr:'JI EI\: ICIVOVp.oou /lEU cicpBapTov E21\S 31 'l"a am. ]I 
32-3 '1"0 ••• HS' om. F 34 UIC01rOUUI UP: {'1TOiiu1 A Tl air. 
t\. VPST: am. E 35 11T0/'1uoIJ P TO lcp(~ijS' &(1 S TW E 
36 ~ am. JI b I TOUTO [ 2 TO E'AVT: -yap TO EI TO 
seclusi: habent t\.ST: TO( E 3 lCat~] ~ F 4 ~ EFJS: 
.o:a' ~ IP 5 lCat FIVS: om. EP -yp. S, erasit J &n am. F 
6 TO AS : TollE EP ~ WS'] wS' F 8 (3tAWTTOV I 



<I>'Y'~[KH~ AKPOA~En~ B 

TO A£KTEOV O~ 7iPWTOV iJ-€V OU)Tt ~ <pucrts rwv EVfKa TOl) 8 
alr{wv, 17ruTa 7Tfpl Toil a.VaYKa{OU, 7rWS (XU ill TOL'S' <PU(Tt

KOtS ' ds yap ravr1W N,v alrlav avayovut 7l'avHS', on fr.HO~ 
TO 8fPflbV TowySl r.E<.pVHV Kat TO tvxPOIJ Kat EKaUTOV o~ rwv 

TOWVTWIl, rao1 £~ avaYKl]S' £0"1"1 Kal y(yvfTat· Ka, yap f(W 
15 aAA1Jv alrlav £r1l'"wO"w, (}UOIJ a1JraJ.L€VOL Xa(pHV EWULV, 6 Il'fv 

r7Jv qHAlav Kat TO VftKOS', <> DE Tall VOVV' (XU 3' cnrop(av rl 
KW.\:UH T~V qnJrnv ,..,,~ EVfKa TOV irDtELV JJ-'r'jO' on fj/Anov, aAA-.' 

(JalTfP iln 0 ZEt)S oVX 07TWS Tall ULrov avt~O'?}J &.\.\' It 
avaYK71s (TO yap avax8Ev "'vx8~vaL OfL, Kat TO tvXO'fv 

.0 iJowp YfV0f-tfVOV KanAlh'i:v' TO o· avf&.vw·Oat TOVTOV y£vO/-ll

vov Tall utroIJ uVIL{3a{vn), oj.to{ws Of Kal er T4{J a7l'OAAVTaL 0 
fTtroS' Ell TlJ aA~. ov TOWOV EVfKa VEL or.ws a.7ioA.1jTaL, tiAAa 
TOVrD CTVP.{3fj3YjK£V-WUTE T( KW'\:UH OVTc:tl Kat ra fJ-EpTJ EXHV 

fV rv cjlVUH, orOV TOUS OOOVTas ff avaYK'I}S avaT£~AaL TOUS 

25 fJ-fV ffJ-npOUO(ovs dflis, hnrTJodovs npos TO OLatp£'iv, TOUS OE 
yop.rJ;dovs nAan'is Kat XPTJutfJ-OVS npos TO AEatvHv r7JV Tpocjl1/l" 
hrd OU TOVTOV EV£Ka YWfuOaL, aA'\a UtJfJ-nfuf'iv; op.o[ws Of 
Kal '1l'EP' TWV 6AAWV j.I..fPWV, fV QUOtS liOKf'i vr.apXHV TO EVfKa 

rov. 07rOtJ fLEV ouv &7ravra uvvef3TJ (/)un£p KaV fl EVfKa TOV fyt-
30 YVfTO, railra fLEV fUW011 a'7TO Toil aVT0fJ.aTOV UVUTavra fnL

T1}Of[WS' oua Of p.~ oVrws, anW'\fTO Kat anOA'\VTaL, Ka-

3~ Oa'1l'fp 'EfJ-7rEOOKA~S AfYU TO. j30VYEvij &vlipo7rPCfpa. 

otiv AOYOS, ~ av TtS a1TOp~(THfV. 

TOWifrOS fernv' alivvaTOV OE Toihov 

ouros, 
" " .... EXHV TOV Tponov. Tavra 

35 ,...h yap Ka/. 7Tavra Ta <jlvUH ~ alfl. OVTW ytYVfTaL ~ WS fnl 
TO 7ro'\v, TWV 0' a7To nJXTJS Kat Toil alirOfJ-arov OVOEV. ov 

199(1. yap ano nJXTJS ova' a'1To crofJ.'1TTwfJ.aToS liOKE~ VHV '7ToAAaKLS 

TOU XfLJ..I.i~lL'OS, .1.\1...' lav iJ7To Kvva' O~OE- Kav}J-aTa iJ1tO Kllva. 

aAA' elV XHJ..I.WVOS. £l ouv ~ ano UtJll'1l'Twp.aros oOKf'i: ~ 

h 10 a~ EJVPS: a; FIT 13 /Cal. alt. EIj2T: Kilt TO F: om. 
p 14 yiyV~Tal ET: yiyvtTm /Cal 7ri¢v/(t A faV] K&V F 
18 alr~iju(U I 19 1'"0 alt. sup. lin. E\ om. rp 21 uvfLf3aivH 
TOV UiTOV A 22 VftV I 28 QuOLf AP: Off E 29 /Co v 

.\.P: /Cal. ES 32 .aouy~v~] $OUYfllij Kill F 33 ~1 OV I 
nXAor AP: om. E 34 a; EJS : a; TUU1'"a FI 3S OVTWf 

aft F 36 ov] oiJ'f'~ A 199a 1 ovn A 3 tl] ~ I ij pro 
P: Tel gliTa Eili in rasura, ~ w~ 1'"0 sup. lin. additis: ~ Wf j2: om. FIjI 



EVEKa rov ELVat. El M~ oMv TE Tavr EtVaL M~TE uno uvp.-

7TrWMaro!> M~r' U7TO raVTOMaTOV, EVEKa rov av Etl]. &XAa 5 
M~V ¢UUEL y' fUTl Tn TOtailTa 7TavTa. cO!> K~2v avrof. <J>aLEY 

ot Tawa Alyovn!>. Eunv apa TO ~VEKa TOV iV ' TOt!> CP-UCTEL YL-

YVOfJ./VOLS Kal OVCTW. 8 

In fV OUOLS reAo!> tun n. Tovrov ~vEKa 8 
7TpaTTETaL TO r.pOTEPOV Kat ro f<J>ECijS. OVKOVV cOs- r.paTTETaL, 

OVTW 7Tfcf>VK.E, Kat cOs 7TlcpvKEV, oVrw r.paTTETaL EKauTov, av 10 

fJ.~ n ffJ.7roOl(,1]. 7TpaTTETu£ a' EVEKa TOV' Kat r.fcpm:'EV apa 

£VEKa TOV. orOV El olKla TWV ¢VUH ytYIJ0fJ.fVWV ~V, O~TWS- av 
EylYVETO W!> VVV vr.O TijS TIXV7jS-' El DE Tn <J>VUH fJ.~ fJ.OVOV 

¢VCTH aMa Kat TEXV'[! Y(YVOLTO, wuuvrws- av y[yvotro ri 7rl-
cpVKEV. EVEKa &pu ()ar/pov OaTEpov. OAWS- DE ~ rEXVlJ Ta 15 

fJ.EV EmTEA£L Ii ~ CPVCTLS aovvuut ar.EpyaUUITOat, ra OE fJ.L

fJ.Etrat. El ouv Tn KaTa rEXVlJV fVEKa TOV, 15ijAOV on 
Kat TO. KaTa. CPVITW' 0fJ.0lwS yap lXH r.pos aA.\'I}Xa 

EV TOLS KaTa r/XVlJV Kaf. tv rOLS KaTa CPVITLV 1"(1 vUTEpa 7fPOS-

~~~ I. 

I-LCL\LCTTa oe ¢avEpOv E-7l'1 TWV Ccpwv TWV aXXwv, 20 

Ii Oi:TE TIxv'{I OUTE (1JT11uavTa oun (3ovX£VuafJ.EVa r.O££L' oO£v 

Ota1Topovcrl Ttv£!> 7fOTEPOV v<1J lj nVL &Ai\.o/ Epya(OVTaL ot T' ap

axvat Kal ot fJ.VpfJ.lJXES Kat TO. TOtaVra. Kant fJ.LKpOv a' 
ovroo 7fpo"iovn Kal EV TOLS <pVTOtS cpalVEraL TO. ITvJ.tcplpovTa yt

yvoJ.tEva 7fPOS TO r/i\.os, orOV Tn <pv.\i\.a TijS Toil xapnoil fVEKa 25 

uK"n1!>' tZO'T' El CPVITH TE 7fOtEL Kat €VEKa TOV '1 XEi\.L15wv r7JV 

VEOTTLnV Kat: 0 apaxVlJS TO ap&.xvwv, Kat Ta ¢vrn TO. 

¢vAi\.a EVEKa TWV Kap1iWV Ka~ Tns pl(as OVK clVW tlA.\a 

KtlToo TijS rpo¢ijs, cpav£pav OTt lUTLV ~ aiTta 7J TO£-

a 6 T ' E Til TOLavTIl AS: TovTa E 1!'elIITO EJPS: ')'f 1!'elIiTO 

FI 8 ouolr rrplT:. utf APPS Tt JUTL APspe: iun ASIT 
TOUTOU] TO fllHen TaU, TOUTOU A 10 OUTe') alt ...• f/WU'f'OIl hic EPS : 
po~t I ~ IJl;roat('I} A 12 f'vfKa TOU VPS: TOUTOU EVUQ A:. 
TOUTOU fPfKO TOV E 13 TU ¢UUH FJ'V: om. E lf 15 ai 
EJ2PT:. Tf FIJIS 16 r'1!'lT(~ft a fecit Et chrfp,),{I(fU8uL 
Flj1T 17 KflTa AS: KaTt~ T?II E 18 TU om. EJI KaTiI 
AS: II:OTfl T~V E (Xft A V: (Xn III TOlr E 19 1!'pcr Ttl 1TpOTfpa 
EtAS: om. El 21 1TOUI' aU) QlTopoiiut A 24 1tpoioPTO A et 
fecit E 25 ;IIUO ante Tijr A 26 /1,UT' fl] &>r Tij E 1l"OUIV 
j1 T~II] T~II lJTf 1!'fPI¢fpij F 27 TO ¢UAAOII E 29 II:UTW 

f'VfI(fI T~r A ~ pro om. F 



<l>Y:!:lKH:!: AKPOA:!:E.Q:!: B 

OtTT~, ~ fJ.(V WS' itAl1 ~ 0' wS' JlOP¢~J riAos A' aiklJ' TOU 
rlAovs Of EVEKa TaAAu, avT'/} au fit] ~ alrla, ~ au fVEKU. 

ap.apT(a Of y(yvETat /Cal EV TO'S Kaia rEXVYjV (lypmpE yap 

OVK opews a ypalLJLUTLKOS, Kal E7TonCTEV [OVK op8ws1 0 larpDS' 
35 T() </>apjJ.UKOV), WalE O~AOV on EvOlXETat KaL EV TO'S KaTit 

199b cpV(TLV. d o~ fernv EVLa /CaTn r'xvT/v EV DrS TO opewS' EVEKa 
TOV, EV DE TOrS ajJ.apraVOfLEVOtS gYEKa ILiv TWOS' EmXHpE~

Tat ahA' a.7ToTvyxavETuL, ojJ.o£wS' av IxoL Kat EV TOLS' cpV

UtICOLS'. Kat TIt rlparu a}Lapnj,....aTa EKE[VOV Toil fVEKa TOU. 

SKat EV TatS' i, npxijs &pa (TV(TTafTE<Tt TO. /3ovyw11. El fJ.~ 
7TPOS nuu opOV Kat dAoS' Duvara ljV lA(hLV, oLacpBHpop.lvTJs 

7 tiv upxij'ii nvoS' iytYVETO, W(j7TEP VUV TOV (f7TEP}.J.UTOS'. 

7 
d.vaYKTJ u7TlpJ.La YEvlCT(}at 1rPWTOU, aAAa f.L~ 

9 Kal TO H OVAOCPVES jJ.fV 7fpWTa" (J'7TlpJ1a ~v. 

In 
EiJ8vs ra (~a' 

9 ETt Kat €V TO!S 
10 CPVTOLS IVEun TO eVEK&' TOV, 1}TTOV ae o~~p8pWTal' 7TOUPOV 

OVV Kat lv TOrS cpvrors iY(YVETO, WU7TEP Tll f3ovywr; avap6-
7rp~pa, oin-w Kat 0,P.7rfAoy£vr; £Aa~67TP£fpa, ~ Oll; &T01TOV 

13 yap' al\Aa p.~v Eon YE. Er7T£p Kat fV TOLS '~t), 
13 In laH 

Ka, €V TaL) U7rEpp.auL y(yvfu8at 01TWS' lTvxw' OAWS 0' aVatpf~ 

15 0 OVTWS AEYWV nl CPV(J'H T£ Kat CPVCTtV' cpvun yap, OCTO. 
a7iO TWOS £V avrOLS apxr;s <TVVfXWS KLvovp.€Va acptlwiiraL 
frS n dAOS" aq> hauT71S' oe OU TO aVTO h&'UTOlS OVOf TO 
TvX6v, afl j.dVTOt 17iL TO aVTO, av p.~ n lj.t7ToO(CT'{I' TO 
OE oli eVEKa, Kat 8 TOVTOV EVfKa, YEVOtTO av Kat 0,1.0 ro-

20 X1JS, oTov A/yop..£v OTt a7io TVX1JS ~Alhv 0 ,EVOS Ka2 AV
fT&'j.tevoS' a1Tr;A8ev, oTav WU7iEP €VfKa rovrov £A8wv 7iPo.C?l, 
fJ.~ EV€Ka oE TOVTOV tA.8'{1. Kat TOVrO Kara uVjJ.(3e{371KOs 

II. 31 wr alt .] wr ~ J 32 ;, pro 1\5 : om. £ 34 Ol!K opOwr alt. 
om. £t: post iaTpor P b 3 EXOt om. F 4 G.jlOprylJ.llTa £2A~ ~ 
om.El Tovom.El 7 C,U1fEP ••• (rifecitE2 fTt1\PS: Hy 
Hamelin 8 TrpWTOII p.ill clAM I 9 1fPQUPOIl I 10 (llflITt AAP: 
fun ES 7;p8pwTat E rrpOTfpOIl F II KOr. om. F Ta om. 1\ 
12 Kal af'Trt'Xoyt'lIij EJVAPS: aP:1Tt'XOyt'lIij Kal FI 13 yt' om. El 
14 leal FJAS: om. El WU1fEP F a' IIT; Tf 5 IS /; om. I 
17 Err IISc: ('1f( SPT 19 a sup. lin . El lear. EJP: om. Fl 
20 Xvuciprllor yp. I yp. P: XOtJuajlfllOr IIP yp. S: AtJTpwUal-'EVOS' S 
2 I acpijKf 'YP' S TOU J 22 TOUTOU 8' Fl: TOU 8' J Kar. 'fOVTO fecit E2 



8. 199" 3 [ - 9. 200" [4 

(~ yap niXfJ TWV KaTa UVP.f3f.f3TJKO~ alrlwv, KaOa1ffp Kat 
7rponpov fir.O}LEV). &A..\.' orav TOVrO alEl ~ wS' ld TO ?TOAt, yl.
V1jTUL, all UVP.{3f!31JKQS ava' anD rVX1/s' EV OE TOtS CPVCTt- 2:; 

KOI.'S aft OVTWS, au JL~ n fp.7ToO{rrn. 26 

aro7Tov Of TO f.A.~ 0'£- 26 
(1'8at tvua TOV y{yvEu()at, tall p.~ i()wut TO KWOVV {30VAfV
<Tap,wall. Ka{rOL Kat ~ r£xv'Y/ ou (30VAt:UETUt· Kat fl EVijV 

EV T~ !VA~ ~ VaV7TTJYU::r,. 0IlO{lOS av TV rj>V(TH i7rOLH' (JUT' 

€l Ell TV r£xv?1 lVf.uTt TO (lIO':&' TOV, Kat Ell TV ¢VCTH. ,.,.a'\tuTu 30 

Of oijAov, orav ns larpf'vl1 awas EavT/iv' TOVTlfI yap lotKW 

~ ¢VU4S. on JLEv o~v alrtu n <PUUL), Kat OVT£uS' WS' EVfKa 
TOV, ¢avfpov. 

9 To a' it dvaYKl1S' 7rOUf>ov it tJ7To()iruwS' inrapXH 
~ Kat O,7tAws,. vvv JJ.fV yap OrOl/TUL TO i( dvaYK1JS Etvat 55 
iv TV YEVl.cr€t aenrEp tiv Et ns TOll TOI.'XOV i£ dvaYK1'}S' Yf.- 200· 

YEvijcr()at vop.{(o~, on Til P.EV {3ap€a K(trw 7r~CPVK£ ¢~p£-

(TOat Tel of- Kov¢a f7rL7rOA~S', iho 01 A[80L P.EV Karw Kat Til 

O£p.€lUU, .q OE y~ avw OLa Kovc:pOr1]ra. l7rL7TOA~S' OE M&ALura 
Tel t{/Aa' Kovcporara yap. aXA' op.w~ OUK av£v JJ-EV TOVTWV 5 
ylyov£v. ou JJ-IVTOt aLa "Tailra 7rA~V W~ OL' VA1jll, o.AA' fvua 
TOV Kp"6r.HW aTTa Kat uw(UV. op.o{w~ BE Kat fV TO~~ aAAoL~ 

7rauw, EV OUOL~ TO £V£Ka TOV lunv, aUK aVEV MEV TWV o.vay
Ka{av EXOvrwv r1]v cpt1UW, au IllVTOL "IE" lhci Taiira MA' ~ W~ 
iJA1jV, aM' fvaa TOU. orov aLa T( 0 7rp(wv TOLOUO(; 01TW~ roBl 10 

Kat fvaa rov(){. TOVTO JJ-IVTO' TO oii fVEKU o.Mvarov YEV/crOU L, 
av f.'~ (Tt01jpOV~ Ii' aV&.YK1] fLpa CTtlJ7UJOvv £!vaL, £l 7rplwv lUTaL 
Kat TO lpyov aVTov. it lJ7ToO~(]"f.W~ O~ TO avaYKa~ov, aAA' OVX 
W~ rlAo~' EV yap rf1 vAn TO avaYKa~OVJ TO 0' OV fV£KU EV 

b 23 ~ ••• ulJll{3i(371leor am. El 24 aAA' OTUII om. El ~ fe cit 
E ylyll71Tat A 25 oit] oit IeOTU j2S 26 orcuOat lea, fPUU 
Sl 27 fall Il~ crawr ~ fecit E2 KOIJlOVJI I 28 f'ovAfHU Jl 
it EIVPS: "lap fl E'A 29 Tn E 2AP: am. £1 30 T.;; alto 
am. £1 cpi/Uft] ~VUft £Vf(}"Tt A: cpi/uu In {UTt £2 200$ I 61' 
am. ElT yfy(llijUOQl f~ al'dyKl")r A: f~ aPUyKI")i"" T 2 OJlop&(ot E 
3 Kovcpa AT: K.ov~(J f~ E 4 ata. EIJP: au:' T~P FT 7 aTTa 
FPT: ullTa £2J: am. Ell 8 (P (Jum,; am. S dUOt,; fecit 
E' 'TO APS: om. E 9 cPVUtp ••• yf fecit £' "If am. 
FS 00'; a,' ~A71J1 S 10 Totou8[ AP: TOtoVror E I I TO o~ 
et IZ n fecit E 



(~'rl:TKH~ AKPOAl:Em; B-r 

J 5 Tee A.oy'fl. 
15 lun Of TO avaYKa~ov tv H TOtS fLa8~fJ.a(1"' Kat EV 

TOLS Kanl ¢vcnv ytyvojJ.lvots TP07rOV TLVo. 7rapa7TA:y/u[ws' l7T€l 

yap TO Eveil TOU la-nv, aV&.YK'IJ TO rp{ywvov OVO opea!:s to-as 
EXfLV' aAA.' OU" f7TEL TOVrO, £KELVO' (lAi\' dYE TOVTO jJ.~ €UTty, 

QUaE TO EV(JV fa-nv. fV Of TOLS' y'YVOpiVOLS' E'vua TOl) ava7TaAW, 
20 d TO rtAos [urw ~ fun, Kal TO lp:r.pou()EV lUTaL ~ fernv' £1 

Of fL~, (/)U7TEp EKEL p.~ OlJTOS' TOU (TvfJ.7rfpalJp.aros ~ &pX~ 
01i1( luraL, Kat EvruiJOa. TO dAO) Kat TO oii E'vo:a. apx~ yap 
Kat aifr-1], ou rijs 7Tpa,Ewr; a.\.\cl TOt} AOYUTJ.LOV (hEr: Of TOl) 

AOYLO"IWV' 7rpa,HS yap Dlue EtulY). tZUT' d terraL alK{a, elvaYK?l 
o '8'" I ..... [') "'\ ,.,.\ , 

25 TaVTU YEVECT at 71 lJ7rUPXftv, 1"J Elva, 1] OAlUS' T1JV lJl\1]V T1]V 

f'po:&. TOU, OrOll 7rA.{v(}OVS Kat 11.(001), El olKla' OV l.dvTOL lhcl 
ravT<). faTL TO rlAo<; &A.A' ~ ~<; VA1'jV, avo' lU'raL lha Taiira. 

0)..00<; plvroL p.~ ovrwv o·h (UTa, avO' ,j oiK(a oliO' 0 -rrp(wv, ~ 

P.fV d J.L~ at AWOL, 0 0' El p.~ 0 U'(01'jpo<;' OVOf yap fHL 0.1 
30 apxal, E'l J.L~ TO rp(ywvov ova opOa(. 

avaYKaLOV EV Tof<; CPVU'LKOL<; ro w<; VA1'j AfYOJ.LfVOV Kal at Kt

v~U'u<; at raVT1JS. Kat dp.cpw jJ.fV Tif CPVU'LKIf Af.KriaL al 
aiT(at, p.aAAov Of ~ r(vos EV€Ka' a!nov yap TOVTO T~<; VA1'jS'J 

aA)..' OVX aVT1) Tal) r£AOV<;' Kal ro ri)..o<; TO OV !VE'Ka, Kal ~ 

35 apx~ a7TO rov OPLU'jlOV Kat TOV i\oyov, tJU'1r€P EV TOLS KaTa 

200b r£xv1]V, E-rrfL 1j oiK(a rOLovDf, Ttl-OE' Off Yfvl.U'OaL Kat {map

xE'tv Ef avaYK1JS, Kat £7Tf.t ~ vy(ua roU, TIlDE' O£L Yf.Vf
'U'OaL ff avaYK1J<; Kat v-rrapXELV-OVTW<; Kat E'l livOpoo-rro<; TOO(, 

raoe· £l Of rao(, raoe. r(joos Of Kat EV r<:J ,,-oyt:> 100nv ro 

a 15- 16 Kat •• • cpUCTIY £2AP: om. £1 17 Tub: rCTTtI. fecit 
£' Jp8as F lUl1r £'i\PS: om. E 18 but V : Itl'l E: 
fl APST an.' d)'f T fecit £' 19 oua; . .. fUTIV om. El 
avcIlI'flXtv om. E IV 20 TO om. El Kol om. AP 21 rou 
uUjJlTfpaujJllTOr E 2AV: om. EI 23 dna E ll]'?: at clna 
E2FJl 24 avaYK'1 mvm EFP: T'Q~ro UIiUYKI/ IJ 25 ~ 
seclusi, om. P: ~ Ka! E 27 vX'1v Aldina: vh'lr fecit £2: Vhf) 
IJ : q v}..'1 F 28 ova' ~ ••. oUS' Fl 30 op8a'i~' AS 32 111 
alt. om. F 33 rivM PST: TI~or IT 34 OUK flUTry I ro 
alt.] TO V E q EF?: om. IJ b I ~ A et sup. lin. E': om. T 
,,/fvirr8m E'AT: yiyv(u8m £1 {l1Tdp~£IV I leat] ~ J 1 2 YfYirr8m 
FIT: ytYl'ft:T8m EJ 3 'TOa; E 2AV: om. E1ST 4 raal alt. 
nS: ro8i ut vid. T ro. avaYKaia I 



I 

9. 200' 15 - I. 200b 28 

avaYKGl:'ov. OptUap.Ev'1,l YdP TO lpyov TOV r.p{uv on (na(pf(n~ 5 

TOLaU, QvrY] y' OUK IOTa" cd J.L~ ;£n doovraS' TOWVUO(' otTO' 
0' all, fl fl~ (TLCfTJPOVS'. tun yap Kat Iv Tt{I A&Ylf tv(a p.OpLa 
wS' VAT] Toll ,,-oyOV. 

r. 

'E7iEl 0' ~ cpva"t) p.lv EOTW apx~ KUI11ITEWS Kat p.na· 
{30Al}S', ~ DE 11180(0) 1JJLtV 7TEpl </J'I)(HWS' lUTt, oEl Jl~ Aav· 
6avHv r[ fun K[V1}Clt)' avaYKatOV yap ayvooup.1v1J) avril) ay
vO£tUOaL Kat T~V ¢vaw. OwpUTafllVOLS OE 7rEpl KW~ITEWS 7TH- [5 

parEov rov aVTOV 17fEA(lE'Lv 1P07TOV 7H:pl rwv lcPE,ij!l, OOKEL o· 
17 K.CVTjC1U ELVat rwu <TVVEXWv. TO O' 5.7rUPOV fJJ.¢a {VETat 1fPW

TOV fV n;> UVVEXEL' 0,0 KaL TO~S' Opt(OflEVOLS TO <TVVEXh (TV/-,

j3a{V!L 7rpO(Txp~(Ta(J'8a, 7l'OAAaKLS' r<e A6y~ r<ii TOV Q.7rdpov, 
WS' TO £Is li7TftPOV (JtULPfTOV UVVEXfs- DV. -rrpos Of TOVTOLS aVEV ~o 

rorrov Kat Kfvoil KaL xpOVOV K(V1]tJ'W aovvarov Eiva,. o~A.ov ovv 

wS' oUI TE raVTa, Kat OLa TO 'iTavrwv ETvat KOlVa Ka2 Ka-

86A.ov raura, tJ'KE'rrrEOV 'iTpoXHp~uafJivoLS' 7ft:pl fKatJ'Tov 

TOVTWV (vtJ'rEpa yap 11 'iTEP' roov lo{wv 8Ewp{a rijS' 7TEpl rwv 

KO~VWV £tJ'nv} Kat -rrPWTOV, Ka8a-rrEp Ei1TaJ-LEV, 7TEpl KW~UfWS'. 25 

Eun O~ [n] TO P.Ev fVT£AEXt(q. J-L0VOV, TO OE ovvap.H Kallv

TEAEXELq., ro J-LEV rOOf TL, ro DE: rouovoE, ro DE: TOLOVOE, Kal 

roov aA..\wv TWV rou OVTOS' KaT'1Yop~Wv 0Jlo{wS'. rou OE 7TP0S' 

b 5 optuap;v'f F et fort. PST: optudJUvot E: optuallbJov IJ: 
WPHTPfVOV Prantl -rrpiwJ lIT : 1TPIOVOf ut vid. S 6 "I' scripsi : 
a'II 7 oil am. EI 8 Toli erasit E 

Tit. </JVUU~f ch:poauEC.lf y ?upl arrdpov E: ¢IJUIK6W'Y I 12 Kai. 
EIJPST : ,oc:ul UTUtTECtlS' Kat FV 13 fun am. EIV 8f' .•• 
I4 lCiv'IcTlr am. EV 14-16 uVrl'YKuiov •• • ftPf~ijf] clv0-YKaiov 7rPWTOJl 
I1f.V flrrfilJ Ti fun KLIJT]UIr. fr.UTa ToliTO aiOpUlOl1fVOVf: 1Ttpi n;;)JJ /q)fE~!: 'rOil 
alrrov 'rr'A8£,v Tpchrov V et in litura E 18 uv,u,8oivn] &II(;-YK'I P: 
uVl1l3aillH UIIU')'K'I E 19 rrpouxp~u6a, IJ «1ffipolJ, wt TO fIf: am. E 
21 I(IV'/UIV dativcTov FPS : IlStiJJ<1TOIi Klv'IU1vA 22 Tf £'APS: om. £1 
23 mUTa S: rraul E: Town miu l AP 25 Kal rrpwTolI] rrpwTov 
8i A fi7TOI1UJ FI 26 Tt TO p;v AS et fecit E: TO l1iv MP 
l10vol' am. 'YP' S TO IlM(Ab)APST Porphyrius: TO af. SUVallfl, TO 
M(EJ), Spengel 27 TO 8i alt. am. F 28 '-WI' pro EIJlS (d. 
M): fn-i TWI' E2FIJ~ 



<I>'l'~IKH~ AKPOA~E.a~ r 
n nIl"'" Ka8' inr<poX~'v i.<Y<TaL Kal KaT IUBllnv, TO a. 

30 Kanl TO '7TO~1jnKOV Kat 7ra01jTtKOV. Kal OAWS IHV7jTUCOV TE 

KaL KUJ11TOV' n) yap ICtV1}TtKOV KW1jTtKOV TOU KLV1jTOV Kat TO "L

V71TOV KtV1}TOV 1nrO TOU Ktv7jTtKOV. OV" l.un Of K[VYJ(Tt~ napa. Til 
7rpayp.arQ· P.fTaf3&')"'A.n yap tiEl TO IJ.ETa(3&.'AAov ~ KaT 

ovu{av ~ KaTa 7rO{TOV ~ KaTa '7TOU)V ~ KaTa. n:),TOV, KOUlOII o· 
35 17l't T015rwv oiralv tUTL Aaf3ELv, ws 4>aJ.Lfv. (, ovn rooE" O~H 7rO-

20l a (TOil OVTE notov ovn TWV lfAAWV KaTTJyop1JJ.l.aTwV o'MEv' ':zITT' QUOE
I(tVl}(TLS aloot- JJ.ETaf3oA~ DV()WOS (uTal 'Trapa nl Elp7Jf.Llva, flY!

OEI/OS yE" aUTOS 7Tapd. TO. £lp1JJllva. €KaUTOV Of OLXWS lmap
XH 7raULV, olov TO rOOE (TO }J.Ev yap p..op(~rl aUrDu, TO Of 

s UTEP1]fTLS), Kat KaTa TO 7TOLDV (TO ",Ell yap AEVKOV TO Of 
") , ,,' , , "\ ' 'It' 2. \' J.I.(I\QV. Kat KaTa TO 7TOUOV TO /LEV TEI\ELOV TO U aTEI\ES. 

OJ.WLWS Of Kal KaTll T~U cj>opa.u TO Jl£U UUW TO Of KaTw, 

~ Tel Jl£V KOUCPOV Til Of {3apv. ~UTE KtV1JUEWS Kal JlETaf3o . 

9 A:ijs lunv Er071 TouaUra aua TOV DUTOS. 

9 orJ1P71JlEVOV Of Ka8' 

10 (KUUTOV ylvos TOU Jl£V £VTEAEX£Lq TOU Of OVVaJ.LEL ~ TOU av. 

vaJlEL OVTOS fVTEAEXELa, V TOlOVrou, KLV11ULS fU'nV, oTou TOU JlfV 
,,, ,. 'II ,,,,, '" 'C ' , ' (lAI\OtWTOV, ?1 aI\I\OtWTOU, UJ\.I\.OlWcttS, TOU Uf: aV,1jTOV Kat TOV 

aunKEtfJ-Iuov cpOtTOV (OVo£v yap OVOfJ-U KOlVOV f.7T' afJ-q,OLV) ail· 

~(ns Kal q,8Lcns, TOV Of YEV1jTOV Kat q,OapTOV ylVECTtS Kat 

15 q,80pa, TOU af q,OPYJTOV ¢opa. on 0'£ TOVrO lunv ~ KLU1jCTtS, 

EVTEVOEV a~AOv. oTau yap TO olK.ooofJ-T}T6v, j~ TOtOVTOV aVTo 

b 29 AiYf'f'ai ••. f'XXft'/III1] Kat n.Xft'~I(V XiYfTnt /1..: XfYf,.a& K(lt fAA"
til' P 30 TO om. £: TO 1"( F KU''1T1KOII Tf .lal. KI"'ITOV A V: 
KI"1}"O" T( Kul K&V'ITiKO" E 31 "0 p; .. yap F 32 ~; EFj 
Ammonius Stephanus: ai 1"IS' IS 33 afi TO f'fTa(3&1\).OIl Ase: 
'1'0 pf'f'lJfjli).)..o .. afl E: TO p.fTa(3&).)..oJl SP 34 TrOUO" ~ KaTeI: S: 
trOO(\JI ~ £: '1'0 TrOUO" ~ KaTa TO A 35-201& I (UTI ••• o(;n alt. 
APS: om. £ 35 (¢apfJl I ZOla 2 oun A 3 flp'If'f"a] 
fjP'l~f"(l 3 OliTf ,.oaf olIn 1fOUOJl OllTf 1fOIO" (UTI Aa(3fi" wr cplJf'i .. (cf. 
~oo 35,-201a 1) E ,6 f'i ... FI~: f'fJl y,ip EJ 8 c,r:-r.f US : 
WUTt Kat A Io-n '1 ... fliTf).fXflfI II yp. 5: T~JI •• • fllfpyfiOII 

S (d. M) II TO/OUrOll £ yp. ST: TOIOUrOll lu'n Ij MPS: T& 

TOIOllrOJl Iun F KIJI'IuiS' lUTI" IT yp. S: Hyw KIJI'IUIJI M SP: Xiyw 
Kt"1JUW ftvat 51 lZ if fecit E' 14 YfV'1'1'oii Ej 5 : yO<JI'IToii 
FI YfJlfUtr fecit E IS TO V •• • (U'f""] on a' iUT~ Tov'1'o F 
16 au'1'oJl £1 



Jr..lyollE"V (iva" fVTfAEXfLq. 'fi, OlKOOOIlf.'iraL, Kat lunv rOUTO 

oiI(0801-'1]17'5" 0JLo{ws Of Kat P,a,811uLS Kat l&'rpEVULS Kat K"Ii-
\ 'If\ \ tflt ,I [ I' It' '" I\Lo-'5' Kat (ll\o-,S' Kat aupvvuts Kat yrJpavuts. 7TH u (Pta 

rain-a KaL OVVaJLH KaL }VTfAEXGCf_ fUrey, oUX llJLa Of ~ oil 20 

KaTil 76 aYro. &.\.\.' o!ou Bf.pjJ.ov MEV £VnAE"Xf.(q. Vroxpov oE 
ovva,uft. 17'0.\)..0. ,jot] 7iOLn.O"f! KaL 7if.{ufTat tir.·_ aA'\~,\wv· 

(brav yap IUTaL l1J.La 7TOUITLKOV KaL 7raBlJTLKov. WITTE leat 

~YLQ...VV <:ptJCTtKWS' KWt}TOV' _ 1iav yap TO TOWVTOV KWf.' KWOV

IlfVOV Kat airra. OOlefl.' J.Lfv OUY rUTtv ibrav. KWftuBaL TO Kt- 25 

vauv, ov fL~V aAAa 7TEpt Tom-au J.LEv l{ ~AWV IUTaL aijAov 
ihrws EXft (tun y&.p n Kwavv KaL_a~t¥11TOV). 1 ~ OE TOV ovvafLH 
• (' " )" • \ ~ ~, ~'.r " .1\\' aUTO!> t:VTfI\£Xnu, orav fVTEI\£XHq. au fVEPYTI OUX [I aVTO lLI\l\. 

n ~v1'JI6v, K(V!J!TJ~( Ecfnv. I 'A/yw Of TO ~ wac. tun yap 0 xaA.-

KOS aVVafLe~ avap~asJ o.A.X' OJ.l.WS Ovx ~ TOV XaA.KOV lVHA.l- 30 

Xeta, ?i XaAKOS, K{VTjeT(S Eunv' ov yup TO aVTO TO xaA.K~ 
EivaL KaL aVV&fLEL nv{ [KLVTjT41], brd El Tav-rov ~v a:rrAws 

Kat KaT/X TOV A.oyov, ~V av ~ Toil XaA.KOV, n XaAKOS, EV
HA.lxt:ta K{VTjeTLS' OVK EUTLV Sf rav-rov, WS Eip7JTaL (a~A.ov a' 
e7H T(~V EvavTtwv' TO fLfV yap lJvvao8aL vyta{VEtV Ka~ av- 35 

vau8at. KafLvfLV frepoV-Kat yap av TO KafLVt:tV Kat TO tryt- 20Ib 
a(VfLV TOv-rOV ~V- TO af lnroKE{fLEVov Kat TO vytatVOV Kat TO 

A f"'" ... ". . " '''') • '1l' , , vouovv, f (] VypOTTjS EW at/-ta, ratlTov Kat EV. E1TEt u OV Tat/-

TOll, W(nrfp OVaf XPWfLQ raVTOV KQl opaTOv, ~ TOV aVVaTOV, 

a 18 np.O[Q}f •.. "..&81](71" in mg. El Kai pa81]Ulr om. F: Kat ,/ 
pd8,/Ulf I 19 l1apuvulf (llV{)PQ}Ulf P) Kal 'Y~pav<Tt" nSP : 'Y"povulr 
11'01 aapuvuI" 51 (cr. M) 19-27 br£l . • . 8£] cnJpfja,vfI ()£ "IvfluOai 
oTali n £IITE)..ixua q [immo q £v1'f)..iXHa ill DirT", Kai oun 'TfpOTfPOIi oUO' 
vunpoll. q a~ ex M ci. DieJs 20 Tau,.a A5: TClVTn E 
21-2 flJTf)..fXftg ••• at1llR/.lfI VST: {)VlIap.H ••• flln)..fx~'g A et fecit 
E2 26 OU" 0~1I dHa F p.£v TOu,..OV F: P.£II TOVrQ}V J : P.£II o~v 
1"OU1'&lV I 27 01rQ}f (XU IP : 7l'wr (XH FJ: om. E KtVOl/V EV : 
TWII II'IIIO UIIT&lII AS a; nP Aspasius: ()~ MT Porphyrius 28 h-
Tf'AiXHR Aldina: om. nMAPS Aspasius PorphyrJus OUX ••. 
29 "I"'1T"(SIl l'P' 1 yp. A Aspasius: q (~rol fort. A) aUro ~ i1)..>..o ri "1111')1'011 

EFJAP Porphyrius: Ii aUTO KIV'1rOV I: o6X ri a~ro d'A>'" n (iA).o 'YP' P, 
ut vid . T 29 ,~ alt .. .. 6] Ii fUTl yap w8j .; E ~lhf MS 31 T'~ 
EI aUr6J 'I'6J F: U~TO ElM ST: aVrtf E2 32 KU''1To/ om. 
MS q"j ? E 33 "IIi AMV: Ii E 'i" &11 E 2AM: om. Elp 
34 "'''Jlulr Klv'f]<Tlr all ijv EIP: K.i,,'1u'S n~ M /'.)U1rfP A 



<l>l'l:IKHl: AKPOAl:EUl: r 
5 110VVQ.OV, EVTEAixna cf>avfpov on K{Vl]U{S fernv. 
5 OT L MEV ovv 

£UTLV aVr-ry, Kat on CTvp,[3a{Vft Ton KWE~0'"8a, orau ~ lUTEAl· 
xua 11 aim]. Kat. ovn 7TpOU.POV OUT( iJUHPOV, OijAOV- EvoiXETaL 
yap EKUUTOV OTE- J.LtV i.Vf.pyf.~V 01'£ OE- I-'~. oTou TO OlKOOOJl1J

TOU, Kat ~ TOU OlKOOOIl1JToi) lvEpy(ta. Ii OlKOOOjJ.T/TClV, OlKOOO-

10 fJ.1JU{S EITTW (~ yap OlKOOOP.1}CT'" ~ iVfPYfLa [TOi) ol,<ooO/-ltFOV] 
1] ~ allda' ahA' orav olK{a !1, oVKh' OlKOOOJ.!t]TOV [(TTLV- oi
KOoofJ.f'iTat OE- TO olKO{)OIll'JTOV' clv&.YKlJ ouv OlK006fJ.l'J 

r:TtV T~V EVfpyuav Elva,)' ~ o· OlKoMJ.t"t](ns ,,(V1JU{S ns. 

aAAa JJ.~v 0 aVTOI) fcf>ap}toU€L .\6yos Kat {7ft TWV lL\A.wv 
IS KtV?](TfWV. 

"'On Of Kai\ws Erp1JTat, O~AOV Kat l, WV 01 lL\A.oL 2 

7TfPI. avrijs AfYOlJ(J'W, Kat h TOl} I!::...~ eJ0!21! .Elvat llf.op{uat ~ 
At#s.. alinJv. r.r&n yap T~V K{V1]UW Kat r7JV J.L€Taf3oA~v ~ 
AU) yiVH OErVat aVvatr' av TLS', a~AOV TE UK07iOVOW ' wS' TL-

20 Olauw alrrl]V lvwt, frEROr!lLq, Kat aVl!LOnra1 Kat r.Q_-I~_~_Q.V\ 

cp&'uKovrH' Elva, n,v K{VnUW: WV 9VOfV ava~lov .J}J!~lqf)atJ 
oilr' av (TEpa n lovr' liv aVtua I ovr' av OVK avra- aAA' ovo' ~ 
I!:!Taf3QA~ our'.-..-!.lJY9-vra _ovr'_l K rOVTWV P.o.AAOV £urw ~ h 
.., , I " '>:' .... 1 ' 0' " , 1 , 

l.~l~.uQ rwv aVn'S.fJJ.lEVWV. ~~UE TOV E S TaVTa TL El!a'lOn aooU[~ov . 

-~.\-oo ~ 25 TL (jOKEr Eivat ~ ~-'Y!, T~S af ErlpaS' UVUTOtx{as aI apxat 
~ aLa ro unpnrtKg.t Elva, aOpLUrQt.: oun yap;roaE ovu TOLOVOE 

OVOEJ.l{a aVTwv funv, [on] ovo~ rwv aAAwv Kart1yoptwv. 1 TOV Of 
aOKErV ME.tUTOJ? E!va, T~V ~~w..rur.w.v : on ovn ds Q~V~J.lW. 

20I b 6- 7 = I06Sb 20-22 

b 5 ~Tl] 'TO E1 funll AV: funll fl Sf p..r, TO aln-o an' WS' xp6Jp.a 
'TO uVro /Cal. Opan)II, ~ SUlla},tn fUTill, 'T ;' II 'TOU SUllarou Ii SVllaTOll fVT"£AiX£lall 
£lMl AfyW I(j"'1(J"III E (cf. b 3- S) S-15 on ... /Ct"~O(6)lI om. -yp. A 
6 UU7r/ AMS ; TUVro P: a~T'I 'ToiiT'o E ~ et 7 nom. F 7 ali'T1/ 
FI 8ijXov AMT: ¢nv£pov E 8 ')Iti p] fJ-fV YUI) F TO am. E 
9 /Cai) n ulltoao~'1TOV _/CO! !"l et fort. 1,' ~vfPf'ua ~MS: f~TfA;xua E 
10 yap EV: yap 'TouT"u funv FI: yap 'TOUT" f(JTlV'1 J TJ IJT: am. 
EF TOV oll(08ofL'1TOV ET: om. AM 1 I ~ am. FIJl ffT T'rtt A 
12 o~ .. ] lipa 1JM: apo T~V F 13 Tlt AM: TIt' hT'TIV E 
17-20 Klfl .• . iVlOt IT (cf. M): am. T 18- 19 OVTf • " 'TIt am. 
"yp. A )8 I(nl T~V flfTfI{30X~v am. J : T;'V om. S 19 IM.vOl ITM: 
Tl8ivm 5 tf AMPS 20 OUT;'V (V!OL EPS: f .. , O! ntJT;'v A 
22 n] ii OVT' & .. fTfpa E bv alt. om. FIP . 23 ~ ~I( Erp: ~ 
FljIS 25 Tl IlPcP: 0111. piT 26 TOl6,,~£ EFJM: Touo .. 8f 
IPT 27 furl .. am. AM on om. MVT, sed. Bonitz 



I. 20 I b 5 - 3. 202" 17 

rwv OVTWV I oiin El!> lvip"yftay lUTtV Oli:vat atJrriv' ovn 
yap TO ovvurov 7focrov fivaL \ KWf~Ta, l! &vaYK1JS' oun TO £V- 30 

1£ ..... ..J.,., fpye{q. 7TOUDV, \ if 'C..f KiVl}(rtS' f.V'pYf.!~ ,....'£11 fival TLS' OOKE~, 1ii t.lI,t ... "~dl..-,, 
"""h aT~~h~ oi· a!nov 0' on ttnAh_ TO aJlllJrr6~,.JJLi.(J"TLv_lv'p - - . .:...:- ,.<.U-t;l 

I 
' ~,. , ... 1...o..-'l ~. t,,,,", ~ 

~ Kat ow TOm-O all xaAf7iOV aVT7Jl1 Aa{'E'iv Tt E<TTW' 11 ~;,. .( ........ _j ...... 

yap ElS' (J'Tlp.?1a:w avaYKa'iov lhivaL ~ Els ovvg,WJL ~ £is' Evip- " ~. at !.. 
YELav U,']TAij!!J TOVTWV o· !!VOfV cpa{vETaL lVaEXQgE'p'Ql!.~ I 'A£l7J..E!.?-' 35 

I •• I , 'l , ... I 202' 
TOWVV 0 HP_YlJ:LslLQfL'Cp.o:rr.os, EVEpyuav ILEV TLva HVat, TOLal/TryV ._ I 
~ , • f .." l." '\l: ~ I '!: , 11 i· """, .)0,1 
U EVEPYUUV OtaV U7TUP.£V, XUI\E7nW l·uP luEW, VUEXO/.Lfv1jv - t,o{ ;.) ... 
a' EtUm. " . l...'- \4 

KWEi.'raL Of Kal TO KWOVV I ~(J'1ff.P E'lP7JTaL ' 7fav, TO 3 .t, 
I. '!: J '" ". •• "" I (' , Lo ...... "".,. uvvafJ-Et ov Klr . .rrrov, Kat OlJ '1 aKtvl]lna l]pEfJ-La Eur v 'r yap 

. , ., ,., "! ) " , 
11 Ktvl1ULS lJ7rapXH. rOVTOV 11 uKLV1juLa TlPEfJ-LU. TO yap 7rpos 5 
TOUro EVEPYEiv. ~ rOLOvrov. avro TO KWEtV EOT'o Tovro Of 7TOlEt 

8{~El •. wurE l1./Joo- Kal 7TaUXH" ,OLO I ~ K[V1"/ULS EVTE>"EXELa rou 

KWIJTOV. rl KW1"/TOV. o-vfJ-!3a(vEt Of TOVTO 8r.[EL TOV KLVIJTLKOV. tfJu8' 

lijJ.a Kat naaXH. ELOOS Of aEI. o~o-ETa( Tt ,0 KLVQVV. ~TOL ro-

OE ~ TOLOVDE ~ TOo-OVOE, 0 lUTaL -Mxn "aLaj..!'2vJ...1j.5~U.7 to 

(fEW...!. QTaV KLVff, oTov .2... tVJ:EAEXElq. &v.!l.PMJ.:rr.D'i 7TOLEt I h TOV. 

ovVau._u..iPTOS_ UV8p6J7rOV IlivOpwr.ov. 

3 Kat TO (mOpovjJ.EVOV Df cpaVEpOv. OTL E<TTlv ~ "(V"f]<TLS tv 
.... ...., \ 1 !' ' [ 'J" ~ .... T'r KW1JTCf' EVTE,\EXELa yap EUTt TOVTOV KaL V"ITO TOV KLVIJTLKOV. 

Kat 71 TaU KW"f]TlKOV Of EVEPYELa OVK o.A>"1"/ EcTT{v' OEi fJ-€v yap 15 

E!vaL EVTEA.ExnaV UjJ.<potv· KLV1JTtKOV fJ-EV yap tUTLV r~ Duva

<TOaL, KLVOVV OE T~ iVEPYEtV, aA.>'" l<TTLV lVEpYlJTLKOV TaU KLV1JTOV, 

202313-21 = I066a 26- 34 

b 29 oM; F a.n-~v Ij1M: aVr~" o:rr"'-4lf EFJz 30 nO~d~ 
~Ivo, EM: Elvat noa-ov A ;VEp),Eiv arrouov E 31 uvm 
"l'U- BOK.Ei S: Elvat aOK.Ei rt f ElM: TIS' clvm BOK.fi A: Elllaf aOlui E2 
32 iUfLlI AM: fUT'v ~ E 33 aUT~ E ~ AP: f1 E 
20 2a I TOIIIVII] dq E 2 ftrrop.fV FIPT et fecit E 1aE'iv 

fecit E 3 flllm !J. V: (111m on a; IC{lA4lS' ftW/Tal a?AOV. ou "yIIP 
n~ TlIII IC[V'7CHV ICrtl T~II Jum(joAryll /" l7"'-Xce yivu 8flVat lhJllaI .,..' all TH·, ff Tf 

ICIIlr]fTtS' Ivrp"yf!fl P.Ev tlllfl' aOll'fi. Tlt, rinX~" 13;. a,nov a; 8.,., OUhts "'0 
aVVflT(lv E (d. 20I b 16- 19, 31- 2) miv] Elmlll Prantl 4 ICtV'1TOII 

E1FIAS: IClllljTtK.OV £2JV "yp. A Aspasius 5 TDtiTou S; TOI~T(~ D 
8- 9 uup.fJalvf' . •. rrelUXu sed. Prantl 8 ai om. F werO' ••. 
9 naerXf! £'AS; om. ElV 9 n AS; om. EVPT 10 ~ 
TOa-OVaEE2AVS: orn.Et 1I/(wn]p.qilinrasuraEI 14/(1""' •.• 
IClvr]nK.oii in I'asura E TOv.,..OU] TOU IC!V'7'1'"OV Andronicus ICUt om. 
MVPS: habent II Andronicus . TOU /(!V'ITlII'O~] TOVTOU J Andronict1s 
16 /(IJI'7TiJil I 16 et 17 7ef] T;' fecit E 



~'Yl:IKln; AKPOA:£E!2l: r 
WaTE o,",olws Illa ~ aJJ-~o'iv EVEpyfta tZU'TrEP TO a-UTO o~d
uTlJlJ.a h 7rPOS AVO leal AVO r.pos £V, Kat TO avaVTES Kal. TO 

20 KaraUTH' TaUTa yap ~v fL!U Eunv. 0 lJiVTOL .\.ayoS' oilX ftS' 

II 0fLO{WS Of KaL EnL TOV KLVOVVTOS' Ka, KtVOVJJ.EVOV. 

2 1 lXft 0' O,7Top{au 

.\.OY'K~V· avaYKa'i'ov YdP IlTws E!val Ttva £vlpYEtav TOV 

1tOL"1TLKOV #cai TOU 7Ta0tJTLKOV' TO J.L(:V a~ 7ro(1JtTLS. Til OE 7Tcl 
lJ-l}(ns. lpyov oe Kat Ti'Aos Toil JlfV 1ro[t} p.a, TOU Of ?ra8os. 

25 E7TEt ouv 11JJ.¢W KUnlUEtS, El p.£v gupaL. Iv Ttv,; ~ yap fJ.Jl
¢w EV T<~ 7Taaxoun Kal KWOVfJ.lV~jJ ~ n Mev 7TO[71CTLS EV Trf> 

7rOLOVVTL, ~ OE 1TaO'rj(nS EV Tcf) 7l'aoxovn (El oE OE'i' Kat TaV'

TTfU 7TO(TjCTW .leMErV, op.<f,VVJ.l.OS au £r1J). aA.\.a ,.,.~v fl TOVTO, 7J 

K{vrWU EV T<fl KLVovvn IUTaL (0 yap awos hayos Enl. KtvOVvTOS 
, ') .. )... ,.. , ~ I ... .. I 30 Kat KWOVfJ.EVOV , lOUT 1J Toav TO Kwavv KLVl1<TETat, 7] EXOV KW7]UtV 

OV KtV~uETat. El S' aJJ.cpw iv Tc? KWOI)IJ.'V~ Kat 7TaUXOl!n. 
Kat ~ 7TO(7]Ut~ Kal ~ 1n:107]ut~, Kat ~ S(Sa't~ Kal ~ JJ.&07]
ULS' avo ovuat fV Tc? JJ.avOavovn, r.pwrov JJ.Ev 71 ivtpYEta ~ 
("aurol) OVK iv hauT'i' v7Tap£H, EiTa aTo7Tov avo "tv~uns ajla 

35 "wliuOat· T(VES yap EcrovTat aAAOtWUEtS avo Toil (VOS' Kat ElS' 
tv Elaos; aAA' d.avvaTOV. ilia Illa IUTat ,., ivtpYEta. d.A'\' 

202b a'\oyov avo ErEPWV Tc? ELOH r7JV aVT~V Kat p.lav Eiva, ivlp
YEtav' Kat (UTat, EL7TEP 71 a(o a~tS' Kal ~ lla07]UtS TO aVTO Ka, 
~ 7TO(7]UtS Kal. ~ 7TaOT}UtS', Kat TO StSa<TKEtV T41 p.avOaVEtV 
TO aw-o Kal TO 7TOtE~V Tc? 7TaaXEtv, cZ<TU TOV S,SdUKOVTU av-

5 ayKT} IUTa t 7TavTa p.avOaVEtV KaL TOV 7TowuvTa 7TaaxEtV. 
• 5 ~ 

OVTE TO T~V fu\AOV ivlpyE'UV iv hlpCf Elvat t1ro7Tov (run yap 
~ aloatts iVEpYEta TOU otSauKahLlcoil, EV TtVt P.IVTOt, Kat OVK 
a7TOTETf.'T}IJ.IVT},aA.\a TOUSE iv T~aE), ovu IJ.lav ovo'i'v KWAVEt ovO"Ev 

a J 9 r.por avo F 22 nva ftVaL F TOU E J T: aA>.TJJI TOU 
FIV 23 ICallf>'>'TJv TOU I aq] yap FI : yf J 25 fr.fl 
IJ et fecit E : fl FP fnpm APS : fTfpat flulV E 26 'II ... 
ICtvolJpivtp in rasura E2 ICa11rowup1v~ S ~] ~ 'v ni> r.olOuvn 
IC~l alf1:IOi.Jm ~ V y~. S ~t ut vid. T . 34 ;IC~~OU] Iv i!Ca';1~ F 
allO] TO auo FS: Tar avo I 35 TUffr •• • fllOf post 36 aawa-
TOV transponenda vel T'VEf legendum ci. A b 2 ~ ••• pIi81Ju&r 
ES : ~ pd8TJcTlf !Cai. ~ (,; om. I) a,aa~Ir AP 7 fll TIVI] fun "IP' 
S !C1l1. om. F 8 rhraTfTJlTJp.illTJ EFIS et fecit j1 : arroTETpJ]-
Jlillwr yp. S !c6)>'Uft ... 9 ftval pro AS : T~V ain-~v ftVai !c6)>.tift E 



Tl]V a:hhv E!vat (lJ.h WS Tef) E!vat TO abro, <lAA' 
XU TO ouvaJ.LEt ~V 7rPOS TO EV£PYOVv). OVT' uvaYK17 

, " WS V1Tap~ 

TOV Otoa~ 10 

CTKOVTa J.LuvOavuv, ova' £t TO 7rmE'i:v Kal. 7raO'XEW TO aVTo ECTTW, 
" " '\ ' ... .. '( ') ,. ... \ I J.L11 j.L£VTOt WO'T£ TOV I\.oyov £wa, £va TOV TO n l1P £wat l\.£yovTa, 

orop WS' AcJnnov Kallj.Lanov, a.U: wS' r, 000, r, e~f37]O£V ) AO~va(£ 
Kat r, 'AO~v7](hv £IS' e~f1aS', 1!J007r£p £iPl1Tat Kat 7rpOT£pOV j ob yap 
TaVru 7raUTa imapXEL TOtS 07iWO'OV1I TOt, aVTOtS', &..\AU J.LOVOV IS 

r , ... ", " I\l ' )~, It';:!'} t ~ lJl o S' TO £tvat TO auro. OV J.Ly/V al\l\. OVU £ Y/ utoa£"LS' TTl j.Laul1O'U 
TO abro, Ka, To j.LavOav£w Tef OLOaO'K£W, I!JU7;£P ovo' El r, Ota
O"TaO'tS' f"da TWV OLECTT1]KOTWV, Kat TO odCTTaO'OaL Ev8lvfh f:KEt(T£ 
KCtK£t8w OEVpO ~v Kat TO aliro. DAWS' 0' El7T£tV ova' r, O[oa,tS' 

Tf] J.Lae~ITEt ova' r, 7TO{YJITLS TV 7TaO~UEL TO abro KVp{WS, aAX' 20 
~ V7rapxEt TavTa, r, K{VTlfTLS' TO yap TOVOE fV rcf>OE Kat TO 
TOVa£ lmO TOVO£ Evlpy£tav £tvaL ~npov Tef AOY«e. 

T{ JlEV OUV E(1TLV KlV'r1CTtS' Efpf}TaL Kal. KaOoAov Kat Ka1"(1 
pipos' ou yap &Oy/AOV 7rWS optCT81lCT£TaL TWV Elowu ~KaCTTov av~ 
TijS' a.XXO(WITLS J.LEU yap r, TOU aAAOtWTOV, I1 clXXmwTov, fV- 25 
nAIXHa. lTt DE yvwptJlwnpov, r, TOU ovv&'JlEL 7rOHjTtKOV Kal 
7Ta8Y/TLKOV, ~ rowin-ou, u7rAwS' T£ Kal. ?raAw Ka8' ("auTov, ~ 
OlK000J.Ly/CTLS' ~ laTpwuLs. TOV alirov Of AExO~uETat TP07TOV 
Kat 7TEpl TWV aAAWV KW~<T£WV EK&'(tTl1S, 

4 'E7TEl 0' E(TTtV ;, ?rEpl c/>VCTEWS hn(TT~j.Ly/ 7rEpl JlEyIOy/ 30 

Kal "{Vl1fTLV Kal xpovov, WV £Ka<TT • ..I1l avaYKatOV ~ a7rELpOV ~ 
7rE7TEpacrJllvov £tvat, El Kat J.L~ 7TaV Ecrnv a:1iUPOV ~ 7TE?r£
pa(Tp.lvov, oTov 7I"&.80S' ~ CTnYJ.L11 (rwv yap TOLOVTWV iCTWS' ov
oh uvaYKatOV EV Oadp,:! TOVTWV Etvat), 7rpOcrijKOV av Eiy/ rov 

7T£pt ¢V<TEW, ?rpayp,aTEVOj.L£VOv lhwpijuaL 7rEpl a.7Tdpov,!.L lcrTW 35 

b 9 1'rf' ser ipsi ~ 'TO U Otl1'O, wi' XWlTtOIl /(01 ljUinoll, dl\X' I 
10 llullc!flU EJ/I AP : itJIIOptllOIl EV: auvapu S I I 1I'"0lf'lI Kat1nluxuv 
EV:P :. 1T~tf'V Kat n\ ,;rruu"5uv S: 7Tauxuv KOt1'O n;Otf'~ A . 12, ~u1'€ 
scnpsl: wS'IT Hllat (va IJV: om. EF 1'011 1'0 Bonltz: 1"OP IJ : 
'TO E: om. F 13 orov wr] oroll A: wS' Bekker I\W1I'"lOV /Cal 
lfldnov EV: -ref I\wr.lo/ Kat lp01'iqJ A 15 wcipXft E 2AP: {,.,t&p~f& 
E 1 16 OV pryll erasit E, om. P 17 8,Mu/Cuv EP: 8,lMu/CftIl 
7"0 ol,1'O A oM' fi] ova; E' 20 et Zl ~] wr I 21 -rO Uaf 
E'FIVPS: n:laf E1: 1'Oaf T"oiJaf J III 1'cfjaf Kal. AVPS: om. E 
7"0 1'OUaf AVP: 1'O Uaf E: T"{18f S 23 lunll] ~ F fZP'IT"llt hie 
£P: post 24 pfp0S' A 24 trwr IP: Wi' EFJS 27 ~] 
tn E (add. ~ sup. lin. £1): TI ~ P 28 a; EFj2S: om. IP 
30 l-l.f"yi8~ 1'( /Cal. F 

j098 4 



<I>'f~IKH~ AKPOA~En~ r 

~ Il~J Kat El EUTLV, r{ hrTLv. U7JJl£'iov l)' on ra-6T'1,/S' T~S' ~7rL(Tn1-

203& JJ.'r}s ol KfCa '1 8fwp{a 1] 7rEpl alrrov· 7TrtVTES' yap 01 OOKOVVTE"S' &tw
XoywS' ~cf>(JaL rijs TOLaVT1]) 4nAo(ToCP{us 1rl'7rO{71vTat A,OYDV 

7TEpl Tot; G.1rf{pOV, Kat 7TaVTES wS' apx~v nva rdJea(n rwv av
TroZJ, 01 ILlv, l/)u7TfP 01 Ilv8ayopfLoL Kat nA.arwv, KaO' aUTO, 

5 OUX WS' UVfJ.{3€{3YJKOS nvt hlpcp ahA' ovulav aUro tv TO a7TH

pov. 7TA.~V 01 j.L£V TIv(JayopuoL tv TOtS alu81]To'is (all yap __ (0-

, " "II' ) ,.. , " t: ..., " " 
PLU!.QV 1rOtDVULV TOU apwJ.Lov , KaL ELVaL TO E,,;-W TOV ovpavov a7TU-

POY, ITA.arwv of- ltw p.h OVOEV EivaL (J"WjJ.U, OVOE TCts lOlas, 
OLa TO Jl1]OE 7iOU l I1JaL minis. TO j.J.EVTO L a7TELpov Kal. iv TO'iS 

JO alu811To'is Kat fV lKdvaLS' ETvat' Ka, 01 MEV TO lhrnpov ELvat 

TO llpnov (r01)TO yap iva7ToA.ullj3avOf.'EVOV Kat tJ7fO TOV 7TEpLT-
,.., , , ...... ~ " ~ 

TOU 7ifpawop.€voV 1rap€XfLV TMS' OVO"t TlJV a'lTHpLaV' O"lJIUWV 

O' €iVal TOVrOU TO (TlJp.f3a'i:'vov f1Tt TWV aptoP.Wv· 1r€ptnOfp.lvwv 

yap TWV YVWJ-LOVWV 7rfP'i. TO h Kat xwplS' OTE J-LEV aAAo afL 
J 5 Y{YVHT8al TO flOoS'. OTE- OE- ;V). llAaTWV OE avo T<1 a7rupa. 

IJ.tKPOV:.... 16 TO p,lya Kat TO 

, 6 ot OE 7Tfpl CPVUfWS' 7raVTES' [aEt] 
lJ7ronOlaO"w iTipav nua CPt/uw T<fl a7rdpe:! TWV AfY0J-Llvwv 

O"TOtXdwv, orov vowp ~ alpa ~ TO p,ETafu TOt/TWV. TWV oE 1Tf-

7rEpaupiva 7rOWt/VTWV O"TOLXELa ovO£l.S' a1rfLpa 1TOLE'i> OCTOL 0' 
20 li1rHpa 1rOWVO"L To2 O"TOLXELa. Ka8a1rfp 'Ava~ayopaS' Kat ~11 -

p,OKPtTOS', 0 p,E-V EK TWV op.owp.€pwv. 0 0' h T~S' 7ravO"'!rEp

p.{aS' TWV UXlJP,aTWV, Tfi 0,</>11 O"VV€XE"S' TO a7rHpOV ELVat 

cpau{V' Kat 0 p,Ev onovv TWV p,op{wv ELVat /L{yp,a O/Lo{wS' T<fl 

'!raVT' o~a TO OpaV onovv i~ OTOVOVV }'LYVOJ.LEVOV· fvnv8Ev yap 

l~ lOLH Kat OP.OV '!rOTE '!raVTa xp~/LaTa cpavat dvat, orov ~OE 

b 36 'TaVT~S' hie A5T, post 203:1. I fJEwpla E~ (expunetum), post 
ltrlOT~Jl1Jf p 2038 1 ~ .. . 7fEpl aVrou IJ5: ~ 7fEPIIlVTO fJEwpia in 
litura E2: ~ 8Ewpia 7fEpi aVTou F: q fJEwpla PT ol SOI<OVllnf om. F 
2 ~¢fJo, fecit E: locus pluribus 3 Toli AS : om. ET 'TIlla .•. 
4 (lI.I'I'o om. F 3 SIITWII I<fll oi I 4 Jl£"] 1-'£11 O~II J 5 1'1111 iTipcp 
d'\A' WS' ovulall ••• liTrElpo" fecit E 7 1TOIfJi)utV APP : ft"nt Xi),oIlGW 
Epl TO] S£ FP ollpallou TO J.Tr£IPOIl FS 8 alia; F 9 filial 

aun:!S' AS: aUroS' fTlitH E 10 h.flll(m FJS : tUtVOH EI fTlltH 
alt. om. F I I "lap EZAS: "jap TO El 12 7fflpiXH EF 
14 YI),1I0IJ-EIIWP Jl 16 ct7fallT't:f (if; A: afl 1TUllrES' E: millTH VPS 
IS TO] T"t S a£ om. El 22 ftllflt TO a7f"ftpOV F 23 UTIOUII 
pOPWIl E1IJPS Jl'iyp.a oIJ-oiwS' EP: oJloiwS' 1l'i),IlU A 24 )'1)1110-

p.t:1I01l E 2AP: YfIIOp..fIlOIl El 25 post I<fll habent 1J et sup. lin. E 
TO arrQJ.'T'a IJ et sup. lin. E: om. F ¢&"aL xp ~Jlara F: ru 
¢allm £1 



• \ t. \ ,~ " .., ' ' '' .... " " 1] (J"ap~ Kat 'rOoE" TO O(T'TQVV, Kat OVTWS OTLOVV' Kat 7TGVTa apa' 

Kal Cipa TO{VVV' apx~ yap ali p.ovov lv hauTe:> tun T~S' o,a
Kp{UfWS, iiAAa Kal 7faVTwv. (7fEl yap TO YLYVOJlEVOV €K TOU 
TOLOVTOV Y(YVETat ucfJ}J-aTOS', 1TaVTWV O' £t7Tt rlVEULS 7TA~V ovx 

lip.a, KaC nya apx~v Oft (!vat rijs YfvIcHW'l, aih-TJ O' fCTTlv 30 

p.[a, oTov (KEivD!; IWAft YOUP, 0 DE vous (br' apX~S TWOS fpya(c:-
TaL vo~uas' ~CTT€ a.vaYKTJ OJlOV nOTE 7l'&vru ftVat Kat ltpta-
u(}a( 'irOTE KLV01J/-LWU. .6.1JJ.LOKPLTOS O' OVOf-V £upov l~ £rEpov 

y{yvEu8aL TWV 7iPWTWV ¢rw[y' MA' OjlWS yf a&<iJ TO KOLYOY 

UWJ.La 7I"aVTWV EUTty a.PX)/. J.LEyE8£t Kanl p.OpLa Kat crx~- 203b 

p.an ow4>EpOV. 
on flEV ouv 7TpOo"~KOV(Ta TOtS cj;VCTLKOLS '1 (}(wp{a, oqAov 

h TOVTWV. EvAoyws DE Kat apX~V aV1"o nOEauL 7TclvrES' Dun 
yap ,.,.aTrJV orov u a-UTO dvaL, o;)n llAAt}v inrapXHv aVT(f 5 

ovvaj.Lw 7rA~V wS' aPX1/v' ,lnaVTa yap ~ apx~ ~ l( apxijs, 
Toil af a7rdpov OVK EUTtV apx~' Ett} yap!i.v avroil7rEpus, (naf Kat 
aYEVTJrOV Kal l1cp8aprov ws apx~ TtS ovua' TO H yap YEVD
j.LE-;;'V d:vayKr,t TiADS Aa{3Etv, KUI. T£AEVr~ 7raur,ts lUTlV CPOo-
pas, alD, Ka8c17rEp AEYo/UV, ov rat/Tt}s aPXJ1. &A.A' aVTr,t TWV 10 

aAAoov ELvat aOKE!: Kat 7rEptiXEtV C17raVTa Kat 7raVTa KV{3Ep
vav, ws cpa(TW OUOL p.~ 7rOWvut 7rapo. TO G7rEtPOV nAAas al
T{as, orOV VOVV ~ cptA{av' Kal TOUT' d'vaL TO 8EtoV' d:OavaTov 
yap Kal o.vcfJ'AE8pov. &U7rEP </>t}ulv 'Ava~{J.LaVapOS Kat 01 7r'AEL-

uTOl TWV 4>VULO'AOyoov. 15 

TOVa' Eiva{ it l17rELPOV ~ 7r{(JTLS iK 7rfVH L 5 

j.L&)..LuT' av uVf1-{3a{voL UK07rOVa-W, (K H TOU Xp6vov (OtTOS yap /I 

a7rEtpos) Kat h rils lv Tois f1-EYEOEUL a,atPEUEWS' (xpwVTat l. 

yap Kal 01: f1-a8'1ManKol Tee o.7rE{P'!l} In T~ OUTooS av MO- :1 

voos J.L~ lnro'Ad7rELv yiVEa-w Kat </>8opav, El a1!ELpov Er'1 oOw 

a 26 Spa] ~Q! fipa E 28 'rov om. I 30 ~lllat afi A 
31 01011] 3v E2A 32 orravrn 1r0'r; 1 34 ~I]uill] ¢VUfWV F ')If 

EP: om. A fllrr;;' JP: alrrwv E : aVT;' FlV .. I navTa>v EP: 
thrclVT"''' A apx~ om. E1 l(aTti 1'".1 p.opta 1 5 yap 1I"UJlHS' 
P.UTI]V E oMv Tf au1'"O FI et fecit J': aVTo oioll'ral EV: (Iin-o 0[011 
1'"f Bekker oln-cii l.17raPXftv A 7 tw om. I 8 rlY(III]TO" 
EJS: clYfVIII]TOV FI 9 Tf'Aor il.u{3riv EP: Xa{3riv n{r.or A 
10 Of01rfP 1(08& 1 13 oIoJloVII E 14 WU1rfP AS: wr E <#>I]u(1I1 
<Pl]lTtll 0 F IS n] TO 51 ,I( 1/'fVTf om. F 16 uvp.{3alllft 
E 18 p.a8'1Ttl(ol. E p..ollCf Jl 19 f7nXf{1rflll S 1(lIfUIII] n)1I 
'YfliflTtli F5T ~l, . . 20 ')'t'YI'Op..fIlOIi om. E 19 flI]] ~ F 
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<l>Yl:IKHl: AKPOAl:E!ll: r 
lO arpaLp!t raL TO YLYVOP.WOV· tn r<fi TO 7rE1Tfpaupivov afl 7rPOS 

n 7rfpa{VHV, tZun- a.vaYK1J J.J:'18'Ev fivaL 7flpas, fl ad 7r£

pa[vf.tv avaYK1J iHPOV 7TPOS ETfpoll. p.aAuTra OE- Ka, KV

p!~TaTovJ & ",V KOW~V 7TOLE'i a:rrop{av 1TaOT OLa yap TO fV 

Tn VO~UH p.~ lnroA£{7fEW Kat 0 apdJp.os OOKE'i lhrHpos fivaL 

25 Kat TO. Ma8rllJ.,anKa /uyEfJ7J Kal TO ;,w TOU ovpavov. a7fdpov 

0' aVTOS Toil ltw. Kal alJj.La I17iHPOV fivaL OOHi' Ka, KOUP.OL' 

Tt yap p.aA"Aov TOU KfUOV lVTav8a ;, fllTatiOa; werT' £t7n:P p.o

vaxov, ' Kat 7TaVTaxov EivaL TOil OYKOV. l1J.La 0' it Kal '-un KE

VOIl Kat Tonos O,7TELPOS. Kal uwp.a fivaL avaYKa'i'ov' 

30 £va/xw-8aL yap ~ fivaL OUSEv caa¢'pH Ell TOL'S a'iO{oLs. 

30 IXH 

I 0' ar.op(av ~ 7TEpl TOU lA:rrdpov 8Ewp{a' Kat ~p J.L~ (ivat n

OEJ.dIlOLS 71'0.\.\.' daVvaTa uvp.{3alvEL ~ql f'ivaL . En OE- 7rOT'. 

pw~ ternv. 7rOHPOV WS over[a ~ ws ervp.(3€(3'Y/KOS /CaO' aVTO cpverH 
nvl; ~ ovS€dpws. aU' ovSh 11TTov Eernv &7rHPOV ~ a7iHpa 

204a T~ 7rA~8H; p.&'i\terTa Sf: pVertKOV fernv erKb¥aerOa~ €J:.J!!Tt p.1.
YE80s aler8'Y/rov a7iHpov. 7fPWTOV o~v Swp~erdov 7roeraxws AfY£
ra, TO a7fUpov. !va p.ev ll~ TP07fOV TO aSVVaTOV SLEAOEtV Ttf 
p.~ 7r€cpvKlvaL SuivaL, lJU7if:'P ~ cpwv~ aOpaTOS' aAi\ws of: 

5 TO Sd,oSov lxov clTEi\njT11Tov, ~ 0 p.0YLs, ~ 0 7i£cpv/cos 
IX£tv p.~ IX£L Sd,ooov ~ 7rlpas. ETt U7i£tpoV lfiTalJ ~ /Cara 
7iPO(TO€ULV ~ /Can I oLa(p£uw ~ clp.cpodpws. 

XWPLrJ'TOV p.£v ovv £tvat TO &7TUpOV 1"(dV aLu8t}TWV, aUTO 5 
Tt ~v ct7T£tpOV. oiJx orov TE. d fap P.~T£ P.IYE8os fUTtV P.~TE 

to 7rA1j8os, cli\i\' ovu(a aUro Eun TO a7rUpOV Kal p.~ CTVP./3E/3'Y/
KOS. clSta(pETov IUTaL (TO yap CJLaLp£TOV ~ P.'YEOOS IUTaL ~ 
7iA1jOOS)- El Sf: TOWUrOV. OV/C a7iUpov. d p.~ WS ~ ¢wv~ 
CtopaTOS. CtAA' OVX ovrws OVTE c/>auI.v £ivaL ot ¢rlUKOVTES EivaL 

b 20 To/ om. E TO om. F 21 p"Ofll AT: P,,,Sf E 25 prdJ'1-
TtK(1. E 29 O'Wllu EP: O'wpa f11T"upOIl AVS ollaYKaioll (tllflt AP 
30 TO "lap lvoiXfO'(Ja& AST ry] TOU AST ftvaL] ,tllClt ~ fecit E 
3[ J.u1] Kat p..;' I 33 ; om. EI Wi' om. Bekker 34 p.."OfTipwi' 
AS ; EJV: Kat FIS 204fL 

[ CPUCTtKW J lO'T'" UKf,fOUOal 
lIP : btIUKi'lruuOa& ST 2 oJv om. F 4 ~ ] 0' ~ E 5 poytr 
ns : p6"u MPT 10 an' o~u,a] oliO',a Of AM 1l-12 lhcupf-
TaV • .. nXij60r AT: fJ-fYfOor Kaho1TXij8or SWIPfTOIl E 12 TOIOUTOII] 
ao,ulpfTOJl AMS 13 ftval pro om. I 

{ 

.I 



Te) ibrHpov oun 7J1.LELS (7JT01JJL£V, MA' Ws alHE,lTYjTOV. el ~f 
Karel C11Jj.L{3f.{311KOs fernv TO a7iHpov. OlJl( au £'11 O"TOLXEtOV rwv 15 

OVTWV, n lljrttpov, /JU7rEP OVOE TO aoparov rijs OtaAEICTOV, Ka(. 

TO' lj cpwvrllcrrLV a&paros. in 7rWS £VlJEXETut (!val it a.uTa 
I17THPOV, EZ7rEP J.L~ KaL apLOp.ov /(al IlEye8os, C:;V (un ImO' 
avdJ naOos n TO a7TEtpOV j ETI. yap ~TTOV aVtlYK'" ~ TaU 
aptfljJ.ov ~ TO ""'1£00S. ! cpavEpov (5£ Kat on ov/( ivalXETut £1- 30 

vaL T() a7fELpOV WS' iVEpye(q. ~v Kat WS ovu(av Kal apX~v' 
EfTTUL yap onovv avrov a7TELpov TO Aap.j3av0JJ.EVOV, El J.l.EpLurOv 

( "~'''' '" "6' '(' TO yap U7THPif (tvaL KaL a7THpov TO aUT. £t7rEP ova a TO 

6.7rfLPOV KaL j.J.~ KaO' l)'1f'DK£tplvov). ~(TT' .q lIota[pETOV ~ ds 
ii1rELpa OWLpErov' 1TO'\Aa a' lhrnpa E!vat TO avro aa~va- 25 

TOU (o..\.\a JJ.~v (iJ(Y'TrEP alpos a~p lAipos, ovrw KG' a:1TUpov 

a:r;dpov, t-f ye ovu(a fO'Tl Kat apx~) d/,dp~O'TOV l1.pa Kat aatal· 

peTOV. o"AA' daVvaTOV TO EVT£Aexd~ (;V l17iUPOV' 7rOCTOV yap 

n e!vat clvaYKa'iov. KaTCr. CTVp.f3e{3T/KO~ apa. imapxn TO 

a7rupov. clAA' el oih"w~, E"fpT/TaL on OVK EvaixeTat ain-o AI.- 30 

yHV aPX'lv, &A.A' ~ CTVjJ{3'{3TjKe, TOV aipa ~ TO apnov. 
WCTTe aj()7TW~ &v a7focpa{voLVTo 01 Aiyovn'!> oiiTw'!> IJJCT7fEP 

01 nv8ay&pELol cpacTLv' l1jJa yap oVCTlav 1iOtDVCTL TO 6,7(£lpOU 

Ka~ fJ.Ep((OVCTLV. 34 

&A.A' tCTW'!> alff7J jJ£v [ECTn] Ka8&.\ov ~ '~T1'1- 34 
CTt'!>, El EvaiXETaL a7(HpOV Kat EV TOL'!> p.a87Jp.anKoL'!> 35 

20411. 14-17 = lo66b 9-:11 17- 19 = l066b 7-9 20-31 
= 1066b 11- 21 34-b 8 = lo66b 21-6 

Il.J 4 aatf~tT'ITOV PST: ciOHC'l'rl]TOv E: a8tf~o8011 AM £i Ot 
A PST; in fl EM 15 TWV iSlITWV O'ro~x£ioll I 16 ;n n a' I ovai 
E2AMT: am. £1 17 flilat n aUTO EP: aVTO flvai n i\. 18 Ilq 
leal AM: leal. ,.U) E 19 aVTiI E in .•• 20 lliYf80r am. El 
20 flvm nT: ouuiall ,lllat PS 21 fllfPYfiq. &v AS: fvfPYEtavaV 
E: fV€PYEtaV T: 'l'T"EAfX£Iq. &v P iipmll AMVS: apx~ .. , &AA' qfTOV 

" TOil UPIOP.Ov leal. piYfOO". fn ii lhJIIQTOV ovo-Lav ,l"m TO dtr(lpOII I"TE-
)..fXflq. OJlTO .. TOU R1rcipov (d. a 11}-21) E 25 f71rflpO] f11rElpO 
a8wtpua E' 7I"OA)..O a' AMS: fTI7I'0)..)..0 E a:trupa TO Qin-t\ rlvol 
ciOVJlfITO" E : rlJlot utrUPOII TO OlJ'J';' ii8VJlOTOJI S: flJlut TO aVra cioVJlol'ov 
(I'Tf'fIPOl' M 26 o'A)..a 111111 WIJ'1I'Cp] Gxr1HP yap M VP et ut vid. T 
"'ip p;po~ a;po~ F 27 yr E 2AP: om. ElM 'uri E'AMP: 
001. Et 30 oVro] TO oUra F 31 r;J flefiJlo ~ AM et fecit 
£1 ~ am. £1 ('i'pnoJlAMV: apl'IOJlhvAiyo"ocipX~E 320VTW .. 
&u7l"Ep] lle£illo /Co8u7np A 34 Zu6)" APS: 'Yap E 'un AS ; 
aJlft'l£P: om.M ~AMPS : o01.E '~T"u'rEMVS: '~r"ul" 
1l0)..XoJl AP 3S a1TftpOJl] TO a1TflpoJi EIA 



<l>Y~IKH~ AKPOA~ESU r 
204b E!Va~ KaL Ell 'TOtS 1I0)]TOLS' Kat ILl'JOEV ~XOV(rL JlEyeOos' ~J.LEts 

A' E7TtUK07fOVJlEV 1I'fpl rwv alU01JTWV Kat 7fEpl WV 7rowvp.£8a 
T~V IlIOooov, ap' ferTLV iv aVTOtS ~ nUK fcrn crwj.la a7iHpOV 

(7ft niP a;;~1Jaw. AOYLKWS' MEV DUll UK07fovp.lvOLS lK rwv rOt-
S WVOf 06,ELfV ih OVK lEivaL' d yap fun uwp.aros )l..6yoS' 'TO 

brm/ocp wpLup.lvov, olHe (;.v frl1 uWfJ,a a:TrHPOV, ovn 1I01]TOV ovu 
alu8TfToV (a.\.\a Jl~V ovo· apdJjJ.oS' oVrwS' wS' KEXWpUJP.lvoS' Kat 

lhrupos' apd1JL1JTOV yap &pdJ}tOS' ~ TO lxov apdJjJ.ov· ifl 
DUll TO apL0J.L1JTOV EvoEXETaL apdJJl~(TaL, Kat OL£,fA(h'iv av 

10 ftTl OVVGTOll TO a:rrupov)' CPV(J'U(WS' Ot- p.aAAov 8fWPOVUW h 
TWV(l£. oun ydp cnJv()uov oiov Tf. fivaL ovu C17rAoVv. (T1JV

OErou JlEV DUll olHe IUTaL TO a7rftpOV uwp.a, El 7r£7ffpaup.I.va 

Tef 7iA~O€t T(t UTOLx£ta. avaY/OJ yap 7rA£[W E!va~, Ka~ lO'a. 

(EtV (lEt nlvavT{a, Ka~ ,...~ E"!va~ ~v ailT(7JV a7iE"Lpov (£l yap 

)5 07iOtT':J0vv AE(7iETaL ~ EV fVt uwp..an ovvaf.uS' OaT€pOV, oTov El 
TO 7iVP 7iE7r£pavral, <> 0' a~p a7rHp0S" EO'nv OE TO ilTOV 7rVP 

TOV iO'ov &lpor; Tfi ovvaj.LEt o7roO'a7rAaO'LovovV, fJ.0VOV Of ap,Oj.Lov 

nva lxov. ofJ.wS' ¢avEpov OTL TO lhrELpov imEpf3aAEL Kat 

<pOE"pEr TO 1iE7rEpaO'fJ.£Vov)· gKaO'Tov 0' 117rEtpov EivaL aovvaTOV' 

20 (TwJ.la j.LEv yap £(TTW TO 7iaVT'[1 EXOV (hao;-aO'w. 117rE"LpoV Of TO 

a1iE"paVTWS' lJLECTT1]KOS', &)O"TE" T() a7rELpOV O'wj.La 7raVTaxft lO'Ta, 

22 aLE"O"T1]KOS' E"ZS a7rEtpov. 

22 &.\.\a j.L~V OVO€ h KaL cnr.\ovv E!vat 

O'wJla a7ropOV EvoeXETal. OirE" WS' '\EYOVlT! TWH TO 7rapa 

T(l crToLXELa. f~ OV TaVTa YEVVWUW • .2vo' anAwS'. flcrlv yap n-

25 VH 01 TOVTO 1iOWUUL TO a7rELpOV, &A.A' OVK Mpa ~ vowp. 07rWS' 

JJ.~ Ta.\.\a ¢OE(p1]Ta, inro 1"OV a7rE"!pov aw-wv' lxovcn yap 

~ J /Cal.", alt.] /Cal /11 ,TO~S A, , _ ~~fis If ~'7r~(T,/C01rOU~fJ' feci.t E 
3 HI ••• £OTt AS : '1 OU/C £tT'f"tV 0,1 aVTOlf E 4 £1n] 7r(PI Morehana 
4 T~W TOIWVSf] TWI'8£ F 5 Aoyor TO fecit E' 6 ltTlTrilJ'{J nT : 
f'ffl'Tf'i8olS MS 7 oM' EFP: OtJT( IJ 8 yup EFIJ1P: yap 6 
j2MS 9 8LftfA8flll EIJPS: a,fA8,ill FT II 'fW,,8f aijAOII. 
otJu MV Tf fl"at AM : ftllm TO Cl'ffUPOII tTwJ.'a EV 12 fun FP 
13 O'TotXfia ft". ullay/C'1 FP 15 o7roO'~.IOiilJ EJV: 07J'wO'oi)I' FI 
16 1f£1rfpaO'Tat FI 18 ll1ffpBaAAH /Cnl ¢8dpu I} et fecit E 
20 pill om. FIM 21 1TaliTUXou F: nal'rjj MP fO'Tot IJMS : 
faTIII E: om. F 22 fls AS : /Cat fis E ftllat om. F 23 Iv· 
fJiXtTQI Tn U1T£1POII tTWllfl A: Tn U1fftPOII CTwp.a fvaiX~m, P 25 
1fowiio-t AP: 1fOlOu.-nS' E cnr6lf lJP: 6JS' EF 



5· 204b 1- 205& 17 

npos aA)..:qAa (vavr{wcTLv, O!Oll ,) MEv a~p '4roxpos, TO 0' 
VOWp vypov, TO O~ 7rVP 8fPP.OV· WV d ~V ~V 6:rrHpOV, lcpOapro 
av ~Of1 raXA.a' vvv O· EHPOV fIlIa{ <p(1.CTtV l, OV 70.1)To.. &0-6-
vaTOU 0' E!va~ TotOVTOV, OVX on l17THPOV (7TEpl TOt/TOV J.LEv yap 30 

Kow6v n AEKTfOV (7ft 1f(1.VTOS op.o{ws, Kat alpos Kat VaaTa ) 
Kat OTOVOVV). aA.'\' on OVK [(TiLV Towvrov lTwlla alcrfJI]TOV 1Tapa. 

TO. KaA.ovp.t:va OIOLXt:ta' llnavra yap l, oii fun, Kat omAVt:
TaL €is 70VTO, w(Tn ~v av EvravOa 7Tapa afpo. Kal 1TVP Kat 

y~v Kat vowp' cpa{VHa~ 0' avalv. OVO€ a~ 7rVP avo' ciA.A.o it 35 

rwv (J"TOLXdwv OVO(V a7Tupov £Va'XET(1.L fivaL. {)>"ws yap Ka12os8. 

xwpi:s' TOV 6:Trftpov filial n aVTwv, &06110.Tov TO 7Tav, Kav i; 
7fnrEpUUjJ.EVOV, ~ ELvaL ~ Y{YVEu(}aL tv TL aVTWV, W(T7TEP <Hp&'. 
KAEtn:$s' ¢7Jr:nv lbraVTa yCYVHrOa{ 'iTOH 7rVP (0 j)' awol) AOYas 
Kat '7rt TOV Evas, OLav 7rOWVO"t 7rapa 'fa <TTOLXE'i.'a 01 cpvcILK00' 5 

7raVTa yap J.1.ETa{3aAAH ff fvavT{av £ls fvavT(ov, orov EK O£PlloV 

ils "l/ruxpov, 7 

a£'i.' j)€ Kant 7ral'TOS lK TWVO£ <TK07rftV, ft fvOlXE- 7 
... , , ~, ,.. [0' '8' 1 ", ~''''\ TaL J1 OUK EVU£XETaL EwaL frwJ.La a7rUpOV aLfr 1]TOV. on uf OI\WS 

&o~vaTov E!vaL frwJ.1.a &7rHpaV al(f01]Tav, EK TWVj)f j)~AOV, 

7re¢UK£ yap 7rav TO alCT01JTOV 7rOV fTvaL, Kat fO"nv Tonos TtS 10 

EKaO"TOV, Kat 0 atJTOS TOV J.Lap(ou Kal 7raVTOS, oiov OA1]<; H 

T~S yijs KaL {3WAOV J.LWS, Kal 7rUpOS Kal o"7ilvO~pOS, c5CTH 

El J.Lh oJ.LouMs, aK(VYjTOV fCTTaL ~ aEl OlCTO~CTETaL' Ka{ioL 

a8VvaTov (r{ yap J.1.GAAOV KaTw ~ &vw ~ 07TOVOVV; Aeyw j)€ 

orov, fl (3wAoS £i1]. ?TOV ai1T1J KW1]O~frETaL ~ 7TOV jl£VE'i.'; 0 yap 15 

r07Tos &7T€tpOS Toil CTVYYfVOVS awfl CTwjJ.aTos. 

OEfu TOJ) OAOV T07TOV; Kat 7rWS; Tts O~V ~ 

204b 32- 2051L 7 = lo66b 36-1067& 7 
7- 20 

, . 
7rOTEPOV 011V Ka-

7rOV 7, J.LOV~ Kat 

b 27-8 o/uXp6s- (o/uxpovs- E) , . , VYPOII nPST: u"pos- . .. tUXPOIl 
ci. 5 28 t,1I] ws- T 29 &11 om. F ¢mnll ('lIat 'TO (~ A 
30 /J-fll om. F 33 II:QAovp.flla UTolx~ia AT: UTOlXf(U II:IIAOVp€lIa 
E a7l'all IT: a1fUII pill F 35 'Tt EP; 0111. F, post 20511. I 

frlliH ponunt 11 205a 2 T O AM: om. E 11:8.11 i1 AM : ~ lI:aL E 
4 cP?cn bf 117l'all1'a E 6 7l'aJi MP (1II1I11'IOJl AP: illallT!U E 
7 ..can't] 7l'fpl E2FIPS l.IC] ..cal II< AVPS 8 Jj OUI< IlIdixnm 
om. F flJlut •• • ol(1'8'11'OII F: (1'WPfl ('Jlat 01fftPOII al(1'81}'ToJi 11 : 
flJlat fi.1rf!POJI s: ('1I1lt E 9 flllUl ••• «1(1'81}1'OII nP: sed. Prantl 
12 {3wx.ov ptei s- ES: p.t&'s- {3w>.ov AT 14 07l'OVOVI' MV Bonitz: 7l'OV 
EIJ: Or.OtOIlOUII F 16 «~TijS' EM 17 ~ EFP: I<at 11 ~ am. F 



<I>'r:EIKH:E AKPOA:EE!1:E r 
~ K(VtjCTLS avr~s j ~ 1TUVraxOv ILEVEti OU Ktvt16~I7ETat lipa. ~ 
7rGvruxov ICW1j8~(J"ETat; olJ/< lLpa ITT~(TETa,)' d o· WOjJ.OLOV TO 

20 r.av. aVOJlotot Kat 01 T()7iOL' Kal 7rpWTOV p.h OUX h TO 
UWj.LG TOV 7rGVTOS aJ\.'A.' ~ T<fl l!7rTHT8at' €7rnra ~TO' 7TE7TE

palTjJiva raiJr' lerrat ~ lf1THpa r41 ELOEt. 7TE1TEpaujJiva fJ.fV 

oul' DUX orov n (luraL "lap TO. fJ.fV l1irHpa TO. 0' oil, Et TO 71'0.1' 

I17iHPOV, orov ';"0 1fiJp ~ TO vowp' ¢6opa OE TO TOLOVTOV Tots 

:lS, 29 IvavTCoLs [KaOa7Tfp dpT/TaL 7I'pOnpov])' [Kat ... Karoo.] El o' a7TELpa 
30 KallmAn, Kal oi r071'0£ a7iHpOL, xalluTuL l1:rrHpa rUITTOLXfLa' dOl 

... • • 0;:, , , ,., \ \ "'\ [ 
TOVT auvvaTOV KaL 7if7rfpault£VOL OL 1"071"OL, KaL TO 01\01' 7l'E-

7TfpavOaL d,vaYKa'i.'ov]· o.ov1'aro1' yap jJ.~ D.7raprt(nv TOP 1"0-
;rov Kat TO (J"WjJ.U· oiiu yap 0 ronDs 0 7Tas p.d(wv ~ ocral' 
, I)' ,,, '" (f!. 'l. ' '1)' 1/. 1/. ' EV EXETa~ TO uwp.a Ewa, u.fla u ov U7rUPOV tUTat TO 

35 uwp.a In), olin Te) uWfla /.J.E'i(ov n 0 T01TO!l' ~ yap KEVe)V 

20SblJ I\25 lUTat n ~ CTwfla ovoa/Lov 7rE(jlVKOS ELVat. (Ka~ oul TOVT' oMhls 
Te) ~v Katl17Tupov 7rVP i7rO(t}UEV OVOE yijv TWV !pvuwXoyoov, o.AA' 
~ l)Ooop ~ G..f.pa ~ Te) piuov uVrwv, on TonoS' f.Kadpov oijXOS' ,;v 

ou.optCTfJoivoS'. TaiTra 0' E1'fafJo!POUp((H T~ avw Kat l((lToo.) 
205b 'Avafay6pa, I)' 

:I aT07rWS A/YEl 7rEpl TijS TOV a7rE{pov fLovij!l' UTt}p{(EW yap 

awe) alJ7'o iflt}uw TO li1THPOV' TOVrO U, on EV at'rr41 (liUo 
"I)' ') <. • if A. \ • "0 • yap OV EV 7rEptEXHV, WS' 01TOV uv n • ' 7rE't'VKOS' EVTav a H · 

5 vat. TOVTO oj OVK aA7JOf.s· Eit} yap liv rt 7r0V ;3tfj, Kat oVX o~ 
7rf.CPVKEV. d OVV on fJoaAtOTa IL~ KWE'iTat TO OAOV (TO yap 

aVT~ UTT/pt(OILEVOV Kat fV aVT41 av aK(Vt}TOV ELvat avaYKt}), 

aUa (Ita rt ov 7rE(jlVKE KWE'iuOat, AEKrlOV. ov yap tKave)V Te) 

a 18 aln-ij £1 oli ••• 19 UT'~O'ETot AMP: om. E 19 UPOPOIOP 
nM: cllfopon8ir S 20 r.nv AMP: ar.ap E 21 T~ AM: 
TOV E 22 (UTm AM : iunp E r.E7rEpaujli"a ftfP o~p EFM P : 
Kal 1fEr.fpaO'jlEIIU ph IJ 23 El] ~ J 25 Ka8arrEp •• • 1fp6TEPOII 

om. EM Kal • •• 29 «aT(&) hie nPST: post b I flval ponenda d. 
Pacius: ante Kal. laeunam statu it Hayduck 30 drrAii AMPS: 
Tll. urr).,(i E fa Tat post O'ToIXEia F 31 Kal alt. AM: 
wun Ka! EV ullaYKaloP r.mEpulI8al M: am. E 34 uwp.a 
EPT: O'wJ.Ul rip.a A oM' AP ST: om. E 35 fTt EP: om. A 
25 TOVrO 8flr E1 26 ~II Kal. nrmpoll EIJP: nrrEtpolI KilL 211 F: flTrflPOII 
T 27 ~ pro om. E1T b 3 aVT&] otmii E1 et ut vid. T 
4 oMi E mptix.flv T et ut vid. PSI Bonitz : rr~pdXH n fIlial 
APS: a" E 6 KillijTat J yap] yap 'II APS 



S. 20Sa 18 - 20Sb 34 

oiffwS' EZm)VTQ Q.7n1A)'&'XOaL· £t1] ydp au Kat on ofne (xn &.A.\.ax~ 
KLvEtu8aL OV KLVOVjJ.EVOV. clA.\a. 7T£¢vKivaL ovoev KWX:VH' E7rEl Kat 10 

~ yij ou ¢ipETaL) o·M' £l a7TELpo!> ~vJ dpyJ.L'UTJ JltvTOL no ToV IlE. 
(TOU' ciA.\.' oVX on Ot"( (c,-nu a/v\o OV EVEX011<TETGL, Jl.£{VHEV 

au [t7Tt TOV JL€(Tov]. ahA' on 7ii¢VKEV Oi)TW. KaCToL i,dTJ av 
AEYHV on UT1]pl(£L aVr~v. d ovv JL1JO' En, r1]s yijs rowa ar· 
nov a7TE{pou ouurys, aA.A' on {3apos lXH, TO oe (3apv MivEt 15 

btL Toil p.luou, ~ af yij bTL T01) Jlluov, op.o(ws au KGL TO 611'£L

pov }-LEVOL EV airr~ Otc~ TtU' CiAA7JV alday, Kat ovx on a7l'fL
pov Kat CTTTfp{(H o:Vro favro. liMa De oijAov on KaU OTWVV 
JLlpos aioL /LEVELU' wS' ya.p TO a7THpov tv £auTC~ JJ-lvH (TTl}

peCav, OVTWS /Cav anouv A:l1<pOfi p.lpos EV €aUT~ jJ.EVEL' TOV 20 

yap oAov Kat TOV p,Ipovs O/lOfLOEtS ot TonOL, orop OA.T}S yfjs 
Kat (3WAOV KaTW Kat 7ravTOS' 7r1JpOS' Kal U7TW01jpOS' civw. ~UTE" 

El TOV a7TE{pov TO."..OS TO fV aw¥. Kat TOV fJlpovs " aVT()s. 

jJ.£VEr cipa. tv laVTCl)' 24 
GAWS Of ¢avEpov on &o~vaTov ihrupov 14 

i1fJa Alyuv uwp.a Kat T07TOV nva t:!vat TOtS uwp.autv. 25 

t:l ?jav uwp.a alUOT}TOV ~ {3/tpos (XU ~ KovcpOTTJTa, Ka, t:l 
p.fv {3apv. i.".., TO p.luov fXU nlv cjloPo.v cpvuu. t:l a€ KOil

</Jov, civw' avaYKT} yap Kat TIl ci7Tt:lPOV. aovvaTov Of ~ 
a.1iav Cnronpovovv ~ TO iiP.LUV hanpov 7Tt:7TovOlvaL' 7TWS yap 

alt:At:tS; ~ 7TWS TOV a7Tt:lpou IUTaL TO p.fv civw TO aE K(hw, 30 

~ fuxaTov Kal fLEUOV; (n 7Tav uWJLa alu01]ToV Iv Tonce. Tonou 

Of Er01] Kat (JLacpopal Tavw Kal KaTW Kat fP.7TPOUOEV Kat 

omuOEv Kat oE6ov Kat apLUHpOV' Kat TailTa OV P.OVOV 7TPOS 
~p.Cts Kat OIUEt, &AAa Kat £V aVT¥ T¥ OACP (HWpLUTaL. 

b 9-10 iJn • •• /ClVfi0'6uI EPST: OTiOVV m..Xo A It flpypiv'1 
AP: ~PY""'v'1 fecit £ tnfO S: a1l"0 Il lZ pf{Vrj F: P;VfUV IJ 
13 i1;-). TOV P(UOU am. E et fort. S on E1VT: (WI oli £'1\ )..iYfllI 

& ... 1 16 ~ ... piuou om. I 17 i ... £FS: 11.11 Iv IJ T"Uta 
feci t £' 18 iut1T"o E'FPS: aVro r: aVTff Elf et ut vid. T: 
a\n-W 1 20 pi VH EFS 23 '1";' III awc;5 AS: om. E 24 piJlu 
E a1fflpOIl aJMI ES : apa Q1fflPfW I J M : apo F: 1'0 tt1l"flPOV lIra P 
28 ;hwpo)/ uwpu, o~.illll1'()V IJ ~ thrav] ,tval 1I"0V carr. E: '1 roall 
MS 30 ~lfArjr fecit E '/'0 piJl avc.J lOTa! I 31 lelli 
MVPS: q IT 32 1'(ivc.J «ui I«ITc.J om. j1 leai. alt.] TO 1)2: leal 
'1"0 F leal fprrpoo6111 ET: /Cal. TO 1/Lr.pou8EJI F: 1'u rrpou8fJ1 I) 
34 8iuH JUT'1V aX)"" £'lJ 



<I>'Y'l:IKH:1: AKPOA:1:EiU r 
35 aOtlVUTOV a' Ell r!fi antlp<f t-lvn, ruvra. O,7TAWS O· El not/varov 

206a T(J7rov Cl7rHPOV fivaL, EV T01i~ Of nav (J'wjlu, aovvurov a7rH

pOll [nl fivaL uWJ.la. &.\i\a. p.~v TO yE 1TOV iv T()1T<f. Kat Tb 

iv T07T<f ?Tot!. El ovv fL'tJO€ 1TOrTOV atov r' Eivat TO a7THpOV-7iO

(yOU yap rl lurat, orov o{7nJXV ~ rp[7r11Xv' raVTa yap ul]-

5 p,U(VH TO 7iocrOV-OVTW Kat TO Ell r07rCf on 71'OV, TOVTO Of ;, 
avw ;, KaTw ;, Ell aAi\17 nul lhaUTaUEL TWV If. TOVTWV 0' 
fKUUTOV 7Tlpas r[ funv. on JJ.€V ovv EVfpYf[q. aUK [ern (Twf-la 

lhrnpov, cpaVEpov h Tobrwv. 
"On o' d p.~ £unv a7fELpov anAids. 7ioi\.\a aovvara 6 

IO crvJJ.!3a(vEL, lHjAov. TOt) TE yap Xp6vov ecrraL TLS' apx~ Kat u

AEvn]. Kat TO. jA.Eyi01J all oWLpETa ds p-EylfJr]. Kat ap'O,""os 
oil/( luraL lhrnpos. orav OE OLwPUJ'I,dvwv ai/TOO) Jl1JOErepWS 4>a(
VfJTut lvolXHrOaL, OWLT1jTOV OE" Kal (j~AOV on 1rWS jJ.fV lunv 

1r~S S' OV. AlYETaL S~ TO ilvaL TO jJ.fV SvvajJ.H TO Se lVTE-

15 AEXE{Cf, Kal TO a.1rHPOV Eun P.EV 1rPOU(JEUEL EfTn Sf KaL OWL

pEUH. TO Sf jJ.EydJos on jJ.fV KaT' tVEpYEWV aUK fernv a.1rHPOV, 

EtpT}TaL, SWLpEerEL S' tudv' OU yap xaAE;rov o.VEAE'i.'V Tns aTO

jJ.ovs ypajJ.jJ.as· AE{7TETaL ovv ovvajJ.EL ElvaL TO a7TELpav. OU SEL 
Of TO OVVclllEL tv Aap.j3avELV, &U7TEp EL ovvan)y TOUT' nvSpL-

20 avra E!vaL, WS Kat IUTaL rOUT' nvopu{s', OVTW Kat IhrELpov 

a EerraL lVEPYE{q.· UAA.' E7TEL 7TOAAaxws TO ElvaL, &U1rEP 'tj 
'tjll-Epa (ern Kal 0 uywv T~ nEt £lAA.o Kat £lAi\o y{YVHrOaL, 

OVTW /Cal TO £l1rHPOV (Kat yap t7Tt TOVTWV lern KaL ovvajJ.EL 

Kat EVEPYE{q.· 'Oi\vjJ.ma yap tun Kal Tef ovvaer(JaL TOY dywva 

25 Y(YVEerOaL Kat Tef y(yvEerOaL)' ai\i\wS' S' tv TE Tef xpoVIf SijAOV 
[TO i11TEtpOV] Kat t7iL TWV ilvOp(f)7rwv, KaL tnL TijS cHaLpEuEwS 

b 35 ci1l"(ipc:> UWIl(!'T"t ~;Vat EMVPS fl om. E 206a I n\ 
r01rov I :hweov Er"CH EMS: Elvat thrf"lpov AP 1I"UV APS : 'Il"clV 
TO E 2 n (tVai EF: Elvat rt I P: (Tva, ST 3 1I"&aav 'Yap A 
4 ~t1l"11XlJ ~ TPt1f'1XlJ AVPST: rpi.1I"'1XV ij al1r'1XlJ E 5 !Cat TO AS : 
!Cat E: OU8f Bonitz ;11 AST: om. E ij om. F 6 (illo) i1 !Carw 
AMVST: !CarO) i1 /:110) E TOU E 7 o~!C (un uoollo EFS: uoolla 
nu!C (CTTUI IJ 8 rovTwv] rwv ~lpTJllivO)v F 9 o1l"Awr] p.'18f ciHwr 
pi: Jl '18allwr PP I I flr Jliyc60r A 12 8twplo'llivwv oVTwr 
E'AP: "'pier",,,,," o~Twr !Cal. El q,alV(TOt F 14 8q] ~f F TO 
pr.om.S IS !Calalt.om.F 8tatpiuuE1Fj2PST: arpo'peuft 
E'IjIV 17 a~Top.dTnlJ' F 19 rOUT' 5 20 Tour' A5 : am. E 
!Cal iiJmpoII EP: .oc:ol ihmpoll n F: n .oc:UI /:1I"£lpav IJS 21 ~ om. 
EI] 22 (un om. S 23-5 !Clll. yap • •• rc7 ylyvECT6al AP : 
om. E 23 !Cal ult. om. F 25 dAAwr 8' AS: . !Cal /:XAwr di 
P: !Cal (ThAWi" Tf E Tf EIS : am. F] 26 ru li1rftPO)l AP : om. E 



• 

S. 20Sb 3S - 6. 206b IS 

T"WV JUYEBwv. 01\005' MEv yap ovrwS' I.UTtV n) ~:1rHPOV, .4> aft 
aAi\o Kal aAAo Aap.{36.vE(J'Oa~, Kat TO Aap.{3avoJl€Vov MEv 

afl E!vat 7rE7Tfpacrj.dvov, &i\i\.' ad yE Enpov Kat Enpov' 
[ ~ , ... \ ~ \ I " 
ETL Tu EWat 7l'I\EOVaXWS I\fYETaL, W<TTE 19 a 

TO (mupav ou OEt AaIJ.{3&'vHv WS T60E Tt, OLOV ltvOPW7rOV ~ 30 
olK{av, aAi\.' wS' ~ ~I-dpa AeYE1"at Kal 0 aywv, oLS TO E£VUL 

oux WS' ovcr(a TLS' yeyovfv, aM' aEl €V YEveCT€L ~ cJ>80pff, 
I , \ \' , '.. '" l' \ \' , 7ferrEpuulu:VDV. al\l\. ait yE ETEpOV KaL ETEpOV' UI\I\. EV 

TO'S p.eylOE(nV inrop.eVOVTOS TOU AYjcpOlvTOS [TOVTO uVJJ.(3a{- 206b 

1 ' ,~, ~, ,... , 0 ' A·O ' • • 
VEL • E7ft vi TOV XPOVOV KaL T(UP av pW7fWV 't' npOJLEVWV OVTWS WUTE 

p.~ hrtAd7rHv. 3 
TO DE- KaTa 7rPOUBfULV TO aun) lUTe '1iWS' Kat 3 

TO KGTa lHu[pmw' EV yap r4> 7TE7ff.pa(Jp.lv~ Kanl 7fpocr8e
(TtV y{yvETaL aVTHJ'Tpa}J.p.evws· fi yap OLULPO-6P.EVOV op(lrut fl~ 5 

ibrupov, TavT'[1 7Tpoun81p.EvoV cpuvE~Tat 7TpOS TO WPLUJJiVOV. 

fV yap T0 1rf7TEpa(Jp.1v<tJ J.lfyi8u av Aa{3wv Tt~ wPLup.Evov 

1rpOuAap.{3&.vp T~ a&c? Aoyifl, p.~ TO aUTO n TOV OAOV P.lYf8o~ 

1rEptAafJ.f3&'vwv, OV od,u(Jt TO 7TE7TEpaup.Evov· lay 0' 0.0 -

TW~ av~'[1 TOY AOYOV WuTf. ad n TO UVTO 7TfpLAap.f3avuv p.E- 10 

YEOO~, ad,H(JL, aLa TO 7TaV 7TE7TEpa(Jp.evov aVatpE~(JOat 

OT<tJOVV WPUIP.EV<:'. aAAw~ fJ.EV o~v OVK l(J"nv, OVTWS 0' lcrn TO 
" 'i1 1 ' l' 0 ' (" \ I 'i1' a7THpov, ouvaJ.lH T£ Kat t:7TL Ka atpE(J"f.L Kat EVTfl\fXUq. oE 
" <, < I .. \ I ,', ....) " EcrTW, W~ T1JY T/J.lEpav Uvat I\EY0J.lEV Kat TOV aywva' Kat ou-
VUJ.lEt OVTWS W~ f} VA1], Ka, OV KaB' a~T6, W~ TO 7Tf7TEpacrp.E- 15 

vov. Kat KaTa 7TPOUOW'W a~ O.oTWS' a7THpov aVVaflH l(J"TLV, & 

a 28 ,lCa~ : •. TO E'A,PS: a:~AO .. El , " p.ill (h'l1f~THpa(1"1-'{IIoil fI~OL 
ASP: p'fll Ofl1rf7rfpaUI-UVOJl So : f(Jla~ flfJl (HI 7H1ffpaUflfVOJl P 2gtz fTI 

(01'1 E 2) ... ).iYfTUl EVPS : om. A yp. A yp. P yp. S WUTE . •. 
33 ;TfPOJl UPS: om. yp. A 'Yp. P yp. 5 30 TO] TO £1f' S OMfh· 

).llp.fJdJlfl E 31 r, IJST: om. EF ofr] a. fecit E 32 Ti. 

om. ~ F2IlS: /CaL EP 33 1ffTffpaup.fVOJl IJ 5: fi 
1ffnfpllup.i"oJl fecit E: fl Kal'trf:1ffpoupiJlOJl F "If EIJSP: om. Fse 
,,, EIP: ,,, p,fV FJ b I TOUTO CTVfJ/3a("u AP : om. £ 2 1"Ou ••• 

iiv6pWr.wv EP : 1'(;)" (l,,6ow1rwV KUI. TOU XPOJlOtl A OV1"w. £2A5: om. 
~I 3. f'~IAfi1TU" E '5: inro~fiTTfUJ ~'A , fU1"i 1fW' EP ; 'trw. 
fUT! 5: 1fW. fUTI A 4 /Caru alt.] TO KaTa Laas 6 aVT'1 E1 
7 l" ),ap AVPST: lall £11 E av AP: om. E 1"1. AP: 1"( E 
8 1"1 sup. lin. E1 TOV 3).01} P.iYf8o. FS: P.iYf8o. 1"ef> oA~ £1: 

p.iYE8or Tef ).6y~ E 2IJP: TOV AO,},OI} p.ipo. 'Yp. S 9 ali~flCTI fecit E 
TO om. F 1 I m:iJl] 1fa" 1"0 IJ 12 t7> .. ).Wf • •• (U1"IJI AP: om. £ 
13 /Cal 11ft /Ca6mpiuu sed. StOlzle a; (UTII.' AS: lllu).(x.fiC} 8i fUT'" 
Prantl 14 AiyoP.fJl flvlII F 15 W. TO om. EP5 



~)YSIKIU AKPOASE.!2S r 
TaUTO AfyOjJ.f.V rpor.ou nUll Elvat Tep KaTa OLa{pEUW' aEl fLiv 
yap it ltw lUTat Aa}J-j3avfLv, ou ,.duToL tnrEpj3aAEt 
?raViDS JlEY{(}OtJ), CdU7TEP £7i1 rlJv Ota(pHrw {mEp-

20 j3aAAH 7raVTOS' WPLUp.f.lJQtJ Kal (lE-llOTaL IAaTiov. filun Of nay
TOS' lJ7TEp{3&'AAuv KUTa n)v iipOU(Jf.Uw. QuaE- ovvap.€t orov H 

Elvat, dr.EP JL~ fUTL Kanl uVP.{3f.{3T/KOS fuuAEXeCq. lhrupou, 
WU'7rEP cpuulv ot ¢vULoAoYOL TO [too uWfJ.a TOV KO(J"jJ.OU, aii ~ 
ovu{a ~ a~p ~ lL\'Ao it TOLOVTOU, 6.7rfLPOV flvat. aAA' d jJ.~ 

25 atov 1"£ ETum a7T€tpov fVT€AEXdq. fIwp.a alcdJ'r]TOlJ OVTW, cpaVE
pov 5n QUOE- ovva,uH au EfT] Kad, r.pouOf.(J'W, dAA' ~ ~(J"7ff.P 

E!pl}TaL o.VTf.(1'Tpap.JJ.f.VwS' ry owtplcru. f7n~:l KaL llA4lTWV aUt 
rowo avo TIl a7rfLpa brolTJuw. on Kul f'7iL T~V aV£1Jv OOKf.'i' 
{nrEp{3&'AAnv Kat £tS Cl7TfLpOlJ L€VUL Ka~ Ed T~U Ka8a{pHHu. 

30 7ToL~O'aS' l1evTO£ ova ov xpijTat· ovu yap EV TOtS' apLOp.otS' TO 
11Tl n,v KaOalpHTtV lt7inpov v7iaPXH (~ yap p.ovas E-Aaxt
urov), olin (TO) 11Tt T"1jv avC7Jv (p.EXpt yap ofKaooS' 1TOLft TOV apLO-

33 I-'0V). 
33 uVJ.L{3alvn Of TovvavTlov ftvat lhrnpov ~ wS' AeyoVCrLv. 

207fJ. ov yap ou J.L1)OE-V lfw, aA.A' ou lui n lcw 1url, roUTO lhrupov 
1fTrw. U1)J.LftOV oe' Kal yap rovS' <Sa,l(TvAiovS' a1Tf(povS' AlyovuL 
TOt.S' Il~ lxovraS' (T(jJEVOOV1]V, an alEC n lfw tun Aap.(3av£LV, 
/CaO' op.oLOr1]Ta Illv Twa AlyoVTfS', ov J.LIVTOL /Cup{WS" Oft 

5 yap 701)70 U lr:rapxnv Kat J.L1)OI "on ro a-oTo Aap.j36.
VfCTOaL' E-V <SE- Tef K'1lK.~.~ 01; Y{YV£TGL OVTWS', at..'A' alft TO 
E-</>£{ij)' IJ.OVOV (rEpov. li7T'HPOV JlE-V ovv (CTnV ou KaTll TO 7rOCTOV 
'Aap.{3&.vouuw alee n 'Aap.{3avEw £UTtV ltw. ov OE- p.1) <Sh l{w, 
TOUr' tun Te'AELOv Kal 15'Aov' OVTW yap Opt(op.fOa TO ahOV, ou 

lO }J.1]OE-V Q,1TEO"TW, orav avOpW7rOV o'Aov ~ KL(3WTLOV. CJO"7rEP OE-

b 17 ,lila! Tp07rOIl nlla F 18 TL EPS: Tt aUTov A 'O'Tl 
F tnnpj3(IAAU AP 19 rrnl1TOr E PST: 'Tf'al'TO~ WPtO'Ptl10lJ AV 
an V1t£pfjaAfi? 20 G£l EV ; om. A 21 T~11 om. F 22 (UTlll 

E 2 3 W~ P (~W8fl1 E 24 ~ pro et fIII(It om. FI 2S rlvat 
(1'Tf'upcIIJ om. E 28 avo TU urrrtpa EPT: u'r.flpa avo A "CIt 
om. F 29 Kat alt. om. F 32 TO PST, Bywater: om. IT 
frrl] 7r£pt E yap om. F 33 a'Tf'£lpov Elv(ll ST q APST: 
om. E 2073. 3 n FIPS: Tt O'AAo ET: om. J (~O) Aapj3v.Jlfll1 
'O'T( E: (O'nv (~W AaJ4laJlfll1 IJ 7 otv Tour' hnw AP TO 
E'IJ5; om. EIFPT 8 Aa(:Niv EIl.t\T : om. 5 o~ 1TPO~ T'tl 
PfP~ /-L1/8iv G'Tf'fO''Ttv ;~w I 10 OAOl' post Kt{3WTlOIl F "tf;J";'TlOV 

AST: "Ifjr.)T()1I E ai om. F: ai "al E 

• 
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TO KaO' €K.ClCTTOV, ovno Kat TO KVp{W~J orov TO OhOV oii llY1lJlv 
EUTtV lew' Db 0' EOTLV a7iovu{a ([w, 011 r.a.v, ;; TL av (l7rfi. 
OAOV a£ Kat TeAnov ~ TO aVTO 1Ta,.L7TClV ~ uVVEYYUS rTjv 
(/n)utv. ,/AHOV 0' ova£v JL~ EXOV r/)...o<;· TO a'E rhos 

7TEpas. 0,0 f3EA,TtOV Ol1JTEOV fIapJ.Lfv{(n]V MEA{UUOV Eip1JKlvClL' 15 

d IlEV yap r3 &r.uPOV OA01! qrlJu[v. 0 Of TO ahOV 1TE7r£P&.V~ 

Oat, C< }J,EUcrOOEV lcr07f'ClA.ES". 01; yap Alvov ALvce CTVV&'7ITELV EUTtv 
rce &7TClVTL Kat DAce TO a7TH,OOV, 17TEL lUTE.VOEV yf AClP.{3&.
V01)CTL Tt/V (TfJLVOTYJTCl ((U r a TOV a7Tf{p01), TO 7TavrCl 7ifP"XUV 

Kat TO ?TaU tv i(lUrcf EXfW. OLa TO lxuv TLVa OJLOLlJT1]TCl 20 

T<1J OAce. fCTn yap TO l'1:rrnpov T1]S rov 1,).£·ylOovs UAELOT1JTOS 

VA11 Kat TO ovva,uEL OAOV, lvnAfXf(q. S' OV, aWLpHOV a' 1.7([ 

T£ T~V KaOa(pEUW Kat T~V aVTfCTTpaJlJLEV1]J' r.pOUOEULV, OhOV 

liE" Kal 7iE7rEpaup.lvov au /Ca(}' aln-o aAAa KaT' aUo' Kal. 
ov 7rEPtEXEt aAAa 7rEptExETat, n G.7iEtPOV. (ho Ka~ ayvwOTov 25 

II o'7TEtpOV' E1~0~ yap oill( lXH ~ VA7J. (JUTE ¢avEpov OTt 
p.O.AAOV (V }JoOp{OU AOY<f TO fL1iHPOV ~ (V OAOV' }JooptOV yap 
~ VA?] TOU oAou CfJU7rEP 0 XaAKOS' T011 xaAKov aVapU{VTO~J 

(7rEI. Ei "IE 7rEptlXEt (V TOLS' alu(JlJTOL~J Kat tv TOL~ V07JTOL~ TO 
Il,"ya Kat T() }JotKPOV laH ?TEpdXEtV TIl. V07JTti. (h07TOV ae 30 

Kat ciaUvaTOV TO ayvwO'TOV Kat aoptUTOV ?TEpdXHV Kal 
opi(<<v. 

7 KaTa AOYOV af uUIL(3a'vH Kat TO KaTa 7fPOU(JHIW }Joev 
IL~ EtVat aOKELV I1?THpov OVTWS' &un 7raVT()S' irTfEp{3&AAEtV ILE 
yiOouS', 17Tt T~V ata{pEuLV a€ E!vat (7rEplEXETat yap ~ iJA'Y} 35 

€VTOS' Kat TO l'i7THPOV, 7TEPlEXH DE- TO £taoS')· EUAOyWS' ae Ka1 207b 

TO Iv /JoEV Tee aptO/Jo(f EtVat ~7rl /lEV TO ~AtiXtUTOV 7rEpaS E7ft aE 

a 12 ~ n E 13 TO OAOIl AST q alt.] q Td E 14 cpvcnll] 
cf>UO'Ill IU'Ttll A 16 TO OT,0POII ITS : (;.T,fIPOIl TO Bonit~ et fort. PT 
17 O'Ulln1l'TUil (UTI. EPS : 100n O'lIJ1drrTftJl A 18 y£] lll} 1 19 0'£1-'-

JlOT11TO fecit E 1Tall E' 1ifPliX£1JI ET: 1Tfp,iXOII A 20 ICnt . • . 
iauT!jj AT: om. EV £XflJl T, Bonitz: fXOJl A: om. EV 21 Toii 
sup. lin. E 1 22 UA'J nPT : ~ VA'J S a,otpfTOIl ••• 24 
liAAO nPST: seel. Stolzle 23 CrllfO'Tpnp.Il£II'J1l £1 2S oU ... 
7rfP'[XfTni Fj2VPST: flUX w£piXfI uAAo Vr.fpiXfTUl EIJI 261i 
,1,rf1POIl EIJP : om. FT 27 MW EF' 29 mp,iXfI APPT: 
7rfPliXOI E I" alt. om. I 31 TO om. E KOt alt. EP: ICO' 
TO AS 33 jAfl'] wr F 34 ovn.)" aT,£lp0l' F 3 5 ~ ES : 
WI' ~ A II I Kar pro AV: om. E 2 I" EI p.f" t\PST: om. E 
jJ-fl' om. AP1T 



<I>'¥~IKH~ AKPOA~Ef!~ r 
TO 7TAftOV (lEt 7TUVTOS lJ7rfp{3aAAHv 7T.\~eOVS'J hrl DE TWV 

p.f)'£8wv TovvavT{ov ;hi'l Jl€V TO {AarTOV 7TUVn)S V7rfp(3&.AAHV 
5 lJ..EyhJovs in, Of TO jJ.E'i(OV p.~ ETvat IJ.iYEOOS a7TUpov. afnov 

/;'" ,... '/;' " 'fl " ,. (. '8 OTt TO f.V ((Trw a tmpiiTOV, 0 Tt 7Tfp au liP n OLOY au pUl7iOS 

·'8 ,. \\')'/;"8" "\' \ HS av PW1iOS KaL au 7TOIV\Ot ,0 apt flOS (Trw Eva '7T1\E"tW Kat 

?TOU' ctrra, aUT' avaYK1) uTijvaL bTl TO clo,a{pfTov (TO yap Tp[a 

Kal 060 7rapwvv/lu Oyo,uanl £UTLV, ojJ.o{ws Of Kat T{;W tiUwv 

10 6.PLOpJJV £KatTTOS), £7Tl liE TO 7TAE'foV aft fUrL voryUQt· a7rHpOt 

yap al aLXOToJJ.{aL TOV p-EyMovs. &Sun ovvap.H /lEV IUTLv, 

lVEpydq. 0' ov' aAA' aft lrTrfp(3a'AAH TO 'A.ap.j3avop.EVDV 1rav 

Tor; &pLUP.EVOV 7ii\~8ovS' . aAA' ov XWpUTTDS' 0 IIp'OjJ.oS' o'tiros 
(TijS aLXOTO/l-{aS]. OVa! Jl'VH ~ a.7Tup{a a.\.Aa yiYVETaL, W(J"'Ta,p 

'5 Kat 0 XPOVOS Kat 0 apdJp.os TOV XPOVOV. {7Tt a'E rwv p.£y£. 

Owv TovvaVT{OV lUTe· (>tatp£tTat p."£v yap ds tt:rrupa TO (1)V£

XES, E7ft af Tb p.t:t(ov OVK EUTW I17iHPOV. ouov yap EVaeX€
Tat aVVaJLH ETvat, Kat. Ev£pydq. EvoeX£1'at TOUOVTOV €Tvm. 

6)00T£ E7f€t 6.7TUPOV ovalv Eoon P.iYEOOS alfT07jrov, OVK EVOEX€Tat 
20 7iaVTOS tnrEp{3o"A.~v E!vat wptOOJLEVOV p.€yMovs· £'7j yap liv n 

TOU ovpavov JLEt(OV. TO a' a.rrHpov OU TaVTOV Iv J.J.€yMH Kat 

KtV~o"H Kat. XPOV<p, WS JL{a ns CPVOOLS, a"A.Aa TO Vo"HPOV 

"A.EYETat Kara TO 7fPOUpOV, orov K(V1}O"LS f-lEV on TO ,.dy£6os 

ECP' OU KtV€tTaL ~ aAAowVraL ~ aV~&.V€TaL, 0 XPOVOS a€ aUI 
25 T~V K(V1}OOtV. VVJ' f-l€v OYV xpwp.€fJa TOUTOtS, vO"upOV ()€ 

EPOVJL€V Kat T( EooTtV €Kao"TOV, Kat alOn 7faV p.Ey€60S 
27 £is JL€YE01] Of.(lLP€TOV. 

'7 OVK acpalp€tTaL 

O£wp(av, avatpwv 

0' 0 "A.oyos OV()€ TOVS 

ovrws 
. , 

HvaL a7fEtpov 

b 3 TO lI"XEiov EFT: TO lI")"ft.W J: TU 1f),.E(6l I 1I"CIVT6lS' J liE. 
om. F 4 IXaxuTTov F 6 Trfp AP: om. E ;}I feci t E1 
7 frS' ,iv8p6lll"or om. I fva E'FS: 'vnr IJP et fecit E 8 TO alt. 
ET: Tn APS Tpia J(nl a~o EPS : aUG Kal Tp[O AVT 9 1TapWVlJ}J-(l 
E 2APS: om. El 10 (1Tl AP: (rrEI E 13 71"X'18ovr] p.f''1i8ovS' I 
o~Tor 0 op,B}J-or IJPS 14 T~r ~1XOTo}J-{nr sec1usi, om. PS: TOV 

T~r 81xoTop{ar E: TouT']r a'XoTop1.ar V (ina] aXX' att VPS 
18 Etva, T0(10V-rOJI F 20 nr J 21 TO C;' E'AMPS: a; TO 
E1 K.IV~(JU Kat pfjlf6u F 23 TO om. Jl TO EIVS: lI"ponpoJi 
E'A 26 (rOVpfJl EV et ut vid. T: 1I"flpacropfBa )"['YEIJl A Ti 
hrrw AS: On E 28 JUlBrJTllcovr E an.(Tit) OVT6lr? OUTCllf 
ElVa! FIP: }J-r, EI"m o{:;1'oor EV: ov,.oo p.~ E1vUl J nrruptw] TO (iTI"ftPOV 
FIT; 1'1 c:.TrUPOJI P 

• 



W<TU EVEPYE{q Elvat E7f1. T~V aV'1]<TtY ~OtE~{T1]TOV' OVO£ yap 

vDv OlovTat TOV a7fE{pov (OV yap xpW1ITat), aAAa J.lOVOV EtVat OCTrW 30 

av {JovAwvTaL 7fE7fEpa<TfJ-EVT]v' T~ Of fJ-fY{UTCp fJ-EYEOn 
TaU ain-vv fun TETfJ-ijuOat AOYOV 01T1JALKOVOVV jJ.EYE8os (upov. 

w<Tn 7fPOS J.lE-v TO OE,~aL (KE{VDtS ovoEV OtotUE( TO [0'] EtVaL EV 
TOtS ovuw fJ-EyIOEUtY. 34 

(7fft Of TO. aina oLriPTJTat TETpa· 3+ 

XWS, cpavfpov on WS VAT] TO a7fftpOV ainov E(TTt, Ka, OTt~.5 

TO fJ-fl! Elvat aUTCr (TTEP1]<TtS, TO Of Kaf)' aVTo t17rOKE{fJ-EVOV 208a 

TO UVVfXfs Kat al(TOT]TOV. cj>a{vovTaL DE ?ravTEs Kat O~ aA. 

AOL wS vAn XP6JfJ-WOt 1"<r a7fElpCf' OLO Kat aT07TOV TO 7ffPL-

EXOV 7fOLEtV aVTO aAAa fJ-~ 7TEPLEXOflfVOV. 
8 AOL1ioV 0' E7TEAOEtV KaO' olls AOYOVS TO a7TEtpOV E!vaL 00- 5 

Kft ov p.ovov OVVaJLH a.AA· wS a.CPWPLITfJ-EVOV· TO. fJ-£V yap 

EITTW arrrwv OVK avaYKata, Tn 0' fXH nvas hlpas a.A)llhts 

a7iaVT~UE(s. OUU yap fva ~ YEI/EULS J.l~ E7TtAf{7r[1, avaYKatOV 

fVEpydq. 117Tftpov ELvaL uWJLa aiu01]ToV' ~vaiXETaL yap ",V 

Oarlpov cj>80prw Oarlpov E!vaL YEvEutY, 7TE1Tfpaap.EVov aVTOS roD 10 

7TavTos. fn TO C17iTEITOaL Kat TO 7T'f7rEpaVOaL (upOV. TO jJ.fV 

yap 7T'pOS- Tt Kal. TLVOS (lt7T'TETat yap 7T'av TLv6s), Kal TWV 7Tf· 

7TEpau}J-Evwv TWL ITVjJ.f3Ef37JKEV, TO OE 7TE7rEparrjJ.lvov ov 7TPOS n' 
ova' ltVrwrOaL TclJ TVXDVTL TOV TVXOVTOS' [rrTtVo TO Of Tfl VO~<TEt 

7TLUTEVfW ar07TOV' OV yap E7r' ToD 7TpaYflQTOS ~ V7TEPOX~ Kat 1, 15 

[MELVrLs, aAA' E7TL TijS VO~<TfWS. (KQUTOV yap TJj.J.WV VO~<TEt'V 
(lV nS' 7iOAAG7iAauwv faVTOV au~wv Els 117iEtpov' M.A' OV 

OLa TOVTO lfw [T01] a<TTEos] rts ErrTtV f~1 TOU T1JALKOVTOV fJ-EYE8ovs 

b 29 aV~'1fIIJI EPT: aV~'1J1 A daIE~;TI'}TOI' EPJT: wS' CiaIE~IT7J1'OJI 
F1IVP 30 ou "lap EV et fort. ST: ouai F: ouai "lop IJ 
31 {30UAOI'TnI J 1T€1rEjXlfIl-tfJl'111 AP: T~II 1TE7Tfpaup.fJl'111 E 
33 fKEillOtr EV : fKEIJlW' AP a> seclusi: habent nPS 34 OtO"tll 
E, litteris tribus deletis sequentibus: OOrTillfO"T't FP: o~O''III fUTat IJS 
jwyiBEUIII APS: 1J.f''1iOfUII' fJM~1I ffITII' dllaYKaioll EV, fUTlI' quidem 
corr, in E 35 OTI] Tt E ff1Ttll alTlO1I Bekker 2083 I aUTwlI 
E (TTfP'lfIi!> fun TO AP 3 Kat om. E 4 IJ.~] I.I.~ TO AS 
5 a'] aft VP 6 d¢WplfIlJ.illov AVPT: d¢wp'up.ivov f1TEABftll E 
7 iTipaS' aA'1BEt!> EP: aA'1BEt!> iTipar A: aA'1BEtS'T 8 q APT: 
fecit E bnA.EL1TOt UVUYK'1 E 10 YfVEfItV BaTipov £tva( A TOU om. F 
12 Tlvorpr.AP: TlVoru1TTETalE K&VTwvF 14 a;APS: aihriE 
16 ~II ~p.wv voqUHE t\ 17 fOl/TOU om. E 18 Toii (lUTfO!> nPST: 
TOU clCTTfIJO!> yp. Eudemus: om. yp, P, Diels Ti JS Ii nPST : 
om. yp. P, Diels T'1AIKOVTOV EIPS: 1"'1A.v;:oiiaf' E A 
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& lxop.Eu, 5n VOEL TLS, aAX' on. lUTL' TOVrO DE fTVP.{3~{3TjKf:V. 

20 0 OE: Xpovos Kal ~ K(V?,/cnS a7iEtpa EUT(. Kal ~ vot](TtS oVX 
lmop.luovTos TOU Aajl{3avolLfvoV. P.£YE(}OS DE ovn Tfi Ka8mpl
UEL ovn Tn V01jTLKfi aV~~o"H lunv l):rrupov. aAAa 7rEpl /.I.E-v 

TOV a7rf.{pov, 7rWS tun Ka, 7TWS OUK lun Kal r[ EUTLU, E!p1JTat. 

'OjJ.O{WS 0' avaYK1J Kat 7iEP'l. T071'0V TbU CPVcrtKOV t1JU7TEP 

Kal 7TEpl o:rrE[pov yvwpC(ELV, d tUTtI! ~ ,.u1. Kat 7TWS tun, Kat 

TL £(TTLV. ra T€ yap /JUTa 7HlVT£S lJ7roi\ajJ.j3c'woVCTtV ELva! 'lTOV 

( ' \ .." '51 "' .. "'" ,). A. .. 30 TO yap fJ.11 au ovvap.ov ELvat' '7TOV yap fun r payEF\a't'M 11 

ucj>lyt;) Kat rijs Ktv~UHOS ~ KOLV~ p.aALf.TTa Kat KVptWTUTTj 

32 Karu rOWDIJ EUTll}, ~v KaAoVjJ.£V cpopav. 
32 lXH of: 7io.\.\as 

a:TrOpCaS T{ 7ror' EUTtV 0 ronDS" av yap raVTOV cpa{VETat (JEW. 

POV(rtv it a:mlvTwv rwv v7Tapxovrwv. tn a' ovo' lXOP.EV OVaE"V 

35 7I"apa rwv &AAWV oliu 7I"P07J7I"Op'rJP.EVOV oliu 7I"P07Jv7I"0p7Jp.evov 7TEPL 
208b 1 aVrov. 

OTL p.'Ev OVV E(TTLV 0 r07ToS', aOKE~ aij'\'ov EivaL ~K rij) 
, , '" , ,. " "'Sl ' "0 'C '0' aVTLfJ.ErQ(Tra(TEwS'· 07l"OV yap EfTn vvv vuwp, Evrav a ESEI\ ov-

roS' (J(T7TEP ~~ aYYElov 7I"aAW d~p EVEaTLV, orE" ae rov avrov 

r07l"ov rovrov &'\'\0 n TWV (Twp.aTWV KareXEL' TOVTO a~ TWV 

5 iyytyvOP.EVWV KaL p.ETa{3aA,\,ovTwV ~upov 7TavTwv E!va~ aOKE~' 

EV ~ yap a~p I(TTL vvv, i)awp ;V TOWer 7TPOUPOV ~V. (Juu aij

AOV cdS' ~V 0 T07TM n Kat ~ xwpa ~upov ap.¢o~v, ElS' ~v 

Kat ~, ~S' JLETE{3a,\ov. In at: al ¢opa/. TWV CPUULKWV (TW

fJ.aTWV Kat a7l"'\wv, olov 7TVpOS' Kat y7JS' Kat TWV TOLoVTWV, of; 

10 p.ovov a7]AOVUW on E(TTl n 0 T07l"OS'. a,\A' on Kat EXH nvn 

a 21 lmOXup!3ullop.itJotJ ] 22 VOTfT9 F ({rTf/poll AP: om. E 
23 'TOV om. E 

Tit. <ptJu1Kijr aKpod(uOJs ~. 7Tfpl r!)ttotJ leolttfpl Kfl/OV E: ¢VUIK6Wa 

GI 27 7ifpl EF}PS: 1rfPr. 'TOV GI 29 1!'UUTU T 30 p.~] 
n) fir, E flTjaop.ov F 31 KOU'~ ns : rrpw'TTj Eudemus yp. S: 
KOIV~ Kat 1!'PWTrj 'YP' S leni. om. F 33 Tit avdl. I h 1 £unll 
APST: lerri 'TI EV 3 ar,p APT: ar,p hfi E or; scripsi, legit ut 
vid. P : arE n 4 'Toli'Tav n)rrov 1 : nj1!'OIl FT KaTixft om. E a~ 
EP: at AV 5 1I'<::IVT(o)1' I 6 Iv Tounf rrpoTfpov vawp F 
8 p.fTf{3aHoli IJ : PfTifj(lXf S af-] 8i Kal I: om. S cpapal 
FI],PS: alar/Jopal EGp 10 Ti~ G on Kat] Kat on F: SKat G 
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aVvaJ-Lw. ¢lpETat yap €KaUrOY Els TOV avrou ronDV ,.,.~ KW
AV0fJ-EVOV, TO jJ.£u ctvw TO OE- 1<00Too· ravra 0' furl T01TOV J.tEpry 
Kat Erory, TO Tf avw Kat TO KaTOO Kat al AOL7ial rwv E, 
OLu<TT<iuEWV. ~(]'n of. TO. TOtuVra au jJ.OUOV 7TPOS ~lJ.as, T(J &.VW Kal 

I<&'Too Kat OE,dw Kal apt(fupoIJ" ~p.iv J.J.f.v yap Diue ad TO 15 

aVTo, (i'\'\a Karl). Tljv Oluw, 07rWS au uTpacpwjlEV, Y[YVETut 
(OLD Kat raVTO ?TOA.\aKLS lJEfL?Ju Kat apurnpov Kat avw Kat 
l(aToo Kat r.poa-8f.V Ka, 07nU8EV). EV of. TV CPVcrH OLwpUJ"Tat XWPLS' 
€KUUTOV. all yap ;; n ETvX1u E(]"TL TO llvw, aA)..' IhiOV <plpEra, 
TO 7T'iJp Kat TO KOVepOV' O,.,.o[ooS of. Kat TO K&'Too OUX ;; TL iTvxEV, 20 

&AI.' i57rov TIl EXOVTU {3apoS' Kat r£t YETJpa, WS' OV TV (HUH 
oLaq,'povTa JlOVOV u.\A.a Kat Tn ovvaJLEt. Ol]Aoi Of Kat TIl 
p.uOryp.anK&.. OVK aUTa yap €v r07'l"4;> OfJ.WS KaTcZ niu Blerw 
T~U 7rpoS' ~p.as tXH aEt~a Kul apUTTfpa WS' Ta fLOVOV 

'\fyofLEva o~a Oiuw, OUK ExovTa CPVUH To6TWV EKUUTOV. £n 25 

01 TO KEVOV <!>aCTKOVTH E!VUL TC),rov A/yovuw' TO yap KEVOV 

TD7rOS" av frry f.UT€Pry,uVOS' UWfLUTOS'. 27 

on fLEv ovv lUTe n 0 T6- 21 

'iTOS" 7fupa Ta UWfLaTa, KaL nav uWfLa aluO'1ToV (V rc1tr~, 

OLa TOVTWV 6.v TLS' vrro.\&.j3oL· 06,HE o· av Kat 'HCT(OOOS' dp. 

OWS' A.iYEW 7fo~~(TaS" rrpWTOV TO XdoS'. AiYEL yovv "7TavTwv 30 

j.L€V 7TPWTLUTU Xaos yIVET', aUTap £rrELTa yaL' EUpVUTfPVOS',." 

wS' olov 7TPWTOV vrrap,at xwpav TOLS' OUlTt, aLa TO VOj.L{(ELIf, 

WIT1TEP 01 7rO.\AO(, 7TavTa dual 7TOV Kat lv T01T~. d o' llTTt 

TOLOVTO, Oavj.LUCTn1 TLS' av dry ~ TOV Tonov ovvaflLS' Kal 1TpO-

rlpa 7TavTwv' ov yap &VEV TWV l1'\AWV ot,.O€V ilTTLV, hELvo 0' 35 

aVEv TWV aA.\wv, avaYKry rrpwTov f!vat· ot,. yap arrOAAVTaL 209& 

o TonoS' TWV (V at,.n!l CPOEtpop.ivwv. 2 

ot,. fL~V aAA' ~XH yE ,bro· :J 

b 11 U!lI(IIlLV 6 "orros. ¢ipfTtH GIJ aVTov F 13 Tf et TO 
EtAS: om. E'T 14-1 S iillw .•. apl(J'npoll EPT: }J(~u')lI KG! TO 
apC(J'TrpOIl Kat TO (111(J) 1((11 TO I(uru> I\.V 15 p,;., et 16 T1v om. F 
17 Kat pro om. II. apt(]'npflv fun I(ai A 18 T~t a; E 19 hal-
npoll F' lUTL Tel civw EGJP: TO (fllU> f'OTtv FI 23 "..fIOT/THCU E 
24 T~V om. E ws . . . 2S ala 5, Diels (Ta om. Laas); !:JUT( P.OllIW 
vo~tuOm au,.~w (fIVT(~)V VOEfU81H E) dv II, d. A, leg. ut vid. PT 
25 VVI( (XOllTa tj>v(]'(t AVS et ut vid. T: clAJ\(1 p.~ (XUli ¢VULV E 
28 1TfP! FJ2 30 yovv] yap F: P.;1I ot" 1: p.;y J 31 ..,iIlOlT' F 
33 IUTI AP: lUTf. n E 34 ~ APST: om. E nporfpo 1TCivTWY 
TIS: "pillT'] T{;) II llAAWV P 3S T6W ••• tunll] TWVI1HClJII E: aC%VIlTflV 
n T{;)v ilAAWIl (tval FV ll((tvo •.• 2090. 1 ilA.AWIl II. V: 0111. E 

ton 5 
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peav, El Eun. r( €crTL, 1TOTfPOV OyKOS TLS' CTwp.uros ~ ns hEpa 
CPVCHS' (1JT7'/TEOV yap TO y'vos aVTOV rrpwrov. lhaCTn]}J-UTU 

5 fJ.€v OUlI (Xu TpCa, P.~KOS KaL 'iTXaros Kal [36.80S'. Dis opl
(fraL uW/Aa ';Tall. Ctovvarov OE UWJ.LU fLvaL TOll ro7l'ov' €V 

rav.rii' yap av ELl'] avo (J'wj.Lura. fTL fhEP ((TTL uW}J.aTos 
,orroS' Kat xwpa, aijAov on Kat f1Tt¢uvdas /Cal rwv AOL7iWV 
7n=paTW1J' 0 yap aVTos dpp.ouft .\.6yos· 0;'011 yap 11V 1TpOU.-

10 pOll T(~ Toil vaaTDS 17d7rEOa, IUTat 7l"cL\w TO. TOU (dpos. 
~Aa JJ.~v ovoEp.{av (UU¢Opcw lX0p..Ev CTTLY/J-ijS Ka, T07TOV uny

p:ijs. lOUT' El p:tjOE raVT1jS (UPDU luTtl! 0 r0110S. OVOE TWV a1\.-
\ 't> ' ''11' I' , " " , ... "''' J ' " I\Wl! OVUEVOS', ovu un n .. up EKU<TTOV TOlJTWl' 0 TO~ TL yap 
lw 1TOT£ Kal OE(rJl-'fV dvaL TCJl) TOnOl!; ovu yap O'TOLXEtOV OVT' 

15 h OTOLXE{WV oTov T€ dvaL TOLaVT1JV (XOVTU rjJVCTLV, OVTE TC;W uoo
llaTLKWV ovn TWV auw,uaToov' ,u'y€8M /-LEV yap ;xn, uw
,ua 0' ovUv' ;UTL aE Ta /-LEV TWV alu8T)TwV UTOLX€ta 
ucfJ,uaTa, fK at: TWV VOT)TWV ovot:v Y{YV€TaL ,u,y€eos. tTL ot: 
Kat T{VOS liv ns 8dl1 TO'i'~ ovuw alnov €tvat TOV T07TOV; OVOE-

20,uta yap aVTif lmapxEt alrta TWV TETTapwV' oliu yap ws 
vA.l1 TWV OVTWV (ovot:v yap f~ am-oiJ UVV'CTT1JK€V) ovu WS' EnOS' 
Kat A.Oyos TWV 7ipayp,&.TWv ovO' ws T'A.OS', ovn KtvEt T«l OYTa. 
tn at: KaG am-oS' El tun TL TWV OVTWV, 7iOV IUTaL. 11 yap z~
VWVOS' a7rop{a (1JUt nva A.oyOY· d yap 7rav TO tv tv Tomp, 

35oijA.ov OTL Kal TOV T07l'OV TonoS' tUTaL, Kat TOVTO ds lhrnpov. 
tn WU7T€P ct7iav uw,ua fV T()-7I'CP, Oi/Too Kal fV r07rlp 
lhravTL uw,ua' 7iWS ovv £pOV,uEV 7iEp1 TWV av~avo,ufvwV; ltv-

209a 3 ri. f(lTt om. Jl :5-ylCor FGIP: -yap :5-yKor E: 'unv C)"1KM 
J 'Tlr pro EFGP: nvar IJ 5 p~~o vr Kalrr)..a'Tovr KIll {jaBovr 
EJ 15: pijl(Qr KII' {:laBor Kalr.)..aTor F: p~Kor rr)..OTor 8aBor P 6 7taJl 

AP: &1Tnll E 'Tall T01l"01l ElliOt F 10 TOU pro om. F I I B,a-
cpnpav oMEpiav EX0P.fV GIJ: a,,,cpopa oMi pia F 12 fTfPOJl .•• 
T(i7Tor EP: £fT'rtll 0 T67Tor inpoJl A 13 iKIIO'TOII] iTEpOJl S 14 1TUTE 
E 2APSc: om. Eisl IS IK E 2APS : flCnO'TOJl EI Elvat] Elval 
TrW Trl1rllv EIP 17 ;r, E2J ai sup lin. EljI nICTtl1JT(;JV 
5: ucu~.I{h"wv G in rasu ra, T: alutJr,Twv a cup.aTwv EFIJ 18 oU.lJiv 
EV : UTOIXEi{a)1I oMiJl APS 19 Tall TOn-Oil otTlO1l Elval F ElVal 
om. S 20 nlT!a tnrapXfI Ut,TCiJ A 011TE ••• 21 ZVT(uV AV: 
om. E ZI oM(v] (lUi( J : au Fl 22 wr om. EV 1'a] 
TtJlfl E' 23 !Ii APS: om. E El E'APS: om. E1 ;"TI 
T(\)II 8vrwv EIJPscT: TWV QVTWV iUT! SI 'lrOU scripsi cum PST: 
7tO~ edd. 25 tl'lrEipOIl EVPT: tl.'lrHPOV 1TpOE.UtV AS 26 eTt 

EGJVPS; ;Tl El FI arrflJl E'APS: trail El 27 ilrravTt E2AP : 
1TUV'Tt EI 'lrfP' T6lV au~alloJ.liv{a)JI IpOVJ.lEV S 
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&'Y"7} ya.p iK TOVTWV crvvav,E(J'8a~ aUToi:s 
€.\aTTwv Jl~'TE fJ-El(wv 0 TC),TOS hauTov. 

T Oil TC),iOV, El J.L~T· 

bta fJ-EV oliv TOVTWV 

av 1'('()V0I1 rC EUTtV, aAXa Kat El lcrnv, cnTopiiv avaYKaiov. 30 

2 'E7i€L Sf TO J.Lfv KaO' aVTD TO Sf KaT' et.\.\o AlYlial, 
Kal TonoS' 0 /JEV KOWOS, EV tf 8.?Tavra Til (TwJ.l.uni EITTtV, 

o o' rawS', ill ~ 7iPWT'e (A'YOO OE aToll (TV vvv ill ref) oupavtp 
on ill T~ alpt aUTOS' 0' Ell 7'0/ ovpavce, Kat Ell Tefl alpt DE on 
EV Tp yft, op.o{ws Sf Kat Ell TaUT?1 on EV rcfl oE T~ 7'()-"0/. 35 
" I • It ' \ ' '" ') • 5t I , • I , " 
as 7iEPtEXfL OVuEV 'lrAEOV 11 UE J H uTJ £(TTW 0 TQ7TOS TO 7TPWTOV 20gb 

7if:PtfXOV fKQUT OIJ n-;)v (1'WIUlrWV, n€pas n au d1]. cZUTE 130-
,€lEV au TO frOOS' Kal 1/ JloP1>~ ha/TTOV 0 Tonos E!va" ~ 

0p{(ETut TO IlEytdJos Kat 1/ VA'I) ~ TOV MEY/OOUS' TOVrO yap 
~K£I.UTOV 7T€pas. aVToo fLEv ovv (TKO'ITOVO"W 0 7'671'05' TO haO"Tov E!- 5 
ODS' £CTTW' il Of OO,I(€Z 0 TonoS' €ivat TO OtaCTT7JMa TOV M€yl. 
OOVS, ~ VA7]' TOVrO yap iupov TOV JJ..€yE8ov~. TOVrO 0' £CTT1 TO 
7r€pt€XOJl€VOV lnrO TOV doov~ Kal WPLCTJlEVOV, orav 1mo E7rmEOOV 
Kat 7rEpaTM, lCTn Of roLOVrov ~ VA1} Kat TO UOPLCTTOV' OTav 
yap &</Jatp€Ofi TO 7I"EpaS Kal TO. 71"0,071 ri}s CT<pa[pas, Ad· 10 

7r€Tat OWEV 7rapa r~v VA:'1V , OLO Kat ITAaTwv T~V VA1}V Kal 
T~V xwpav TUVTO <P1JCTW €tvat fV rep Tt,ualce' TO yap M€
TaA1J7inKOV Kal T~V xwpav (V Kat TUVTOV. &AAOV Of TpO-
7rOV hr:Z U AEyWV TO IJ.€TaA'YprnKOV Kal fV TOrS A€YOflEVOtS 
aypa<pOLs OOYJlaCTW, 0IlWS TOV T07rOV Kat r~v xwpav TO 15 

aVTo a7ff<pllvaTo. xlyovCTL p.Ev yap 1TaVT€S €!va{ n TOV ro-
7rDV, r{ 0' fCTT{V, OUTO S P.OVO S fr f€Xdp7JCT€V d7f€LV, 17 

€lKOT(!)S o· 17 

h TOVTWV CTK07rUVI.dvOLS oo,ur:v av €Tvat XaA€7iOV yvwp[CTat T{ 
fa-TtV 0 T01rO~J €h€p rovrwv (J7iOnpOVovv £CTT{V, dn ~ vX'Y) fin 
TO iWQS' &XAWS n yap n)v aKpOTltT1JV lXH OEav, Kal XW- 20 
pis aAA~Xwv au fqOLOV yvwp[(uv. UAAG. p.~v on yf Ctovva-

a 28 UlJV(I{,~HJ'()al ES : ulJvalJ~fivHJ'B(U A n'w TOlTOV aUToir A 
32 O:(l t] 1'''1 J G JJ 'rrPWT6J~ F a' 3rt oroI' £21J TC§ oW, EI 
34 Of om. FGlS b 1 8UlTfp (XH G d or, fecit E: f:l Of P: 
tifTfP T 2 fl(OUTOV T61V U6JJUlT6JV APT: TWV UWl'flTWV fl(QrTTOI' E 
4 ~ alt. sup, lin. E l 6 TO APS : om. ET 7 ~ VA'1] mUT9 
~ !;X7J aO~H S 10 ucpnipar fecit E II 10:(11 pro EJST: I(fl1 
(, FGIP 12 cparnv £2 14 flo:(iuf Ai)6W F Afyop./Votr 
E 2AP: om, £ IT 16 ar.avrH E2AT TOV APT : om. E 
19 ~ om. FGJT 21 MaiOII EFlS: PcJ8tOil (lwn GP : ;)fl01011 

aUT~V J p.~v AVPST: Jt~ 1I KUI E ')'f om. S 
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TOU lnronpovovv TOVTWV Elva, Tt3V Tr,7rOV, ov XaAE7Tc}V lOELV. TO 
JJ.'f:v yap EllIOS' Kal ~ vA.l} av Xwp{(ETa~ TOU 7fpaYfJ.QTOS. 

TOU l),£ nhiOU EvolxuaL' f.V c;> yap d~p 1jV. £V TOVT<fl r.aALY 
25 iJowp, WCT7fEP l</>aj.LfV. Y{YVtTaL, iiVTLj.LEOUfrap.fvwv &,\,\,IA.DtS TOU 

TE V'oaTOS' Kat TOV afpOS'. Kal TWV lL\.\wv UWj.LaTWV OJ.Lo[wS', 
WUTf OVTf ,...&pLOV out]' ;~LS aAAa. XWPLCTTOS' 0 T01iOS hauTotJ 

iud. Kat yap 80KEt TOtOWa TL (!vaL 0 T07fM atoy TO ay
YELav (tan yap TO aYYELOV ;C)7iOS J.l.ETacpopt]ToS)· TIl o· aYYE:'ov 

30 OVOEV TOf} 7fpayp.aros f(TTlV. Ii /LEV o~v XWPUTTOS [Eun] TOU 7rp&.
yp,aTos, TQVTl1 p.£v OUK ian TO E~OS' P Of 7iEp"Xft, TavTll 
0' tupas r1js VAl1S". OOK!L OE aft TO DV ?TOt) avn) 1"£ Elva! 

TL Kat lTEp6v Tl EKToS' a-urou. (rV.anvVL p..lvTOL AEKdov, d 
aEL 7rapEK{3aVTQS El7iElV, OLa. r{ OVK £V n}-rr'r Ta £,0'7 Kat ot 

35 apdJJLo(, fi7r£p TO 1L£6£KTLKOV 0 TorroS', £'T£ TaD JL£yaAov 
21011. KaL ToD JLLKPOV DVTOS' Toil IJ..dhKnKOV fin T~S' vi\7JS. WCT7r£P , 

fV T<fJ TtJLa[(~ ylypa¢w.) In 7rWS av cj>lPOlTO ds TOV aVTov 
T"()rrov, d <> T07rOS ~ iJA7J ~ TO £LaOS; &8vvaTov yap oil JL~ 
KtVtl(T'S fJ7J8e TO &Vltl ~ K(lTltl l(TT[, T01iOV f(Val . c;:)(Tn (7JT7J9 

5 dos iv TOt'S TOWVTOLS 0 T01iOS. £l 8' 1v awi{l <1 n:),ros (a£t' 

yap, £r1i£p ~ J.LOp<p~ ~ vi\l1), IOTaL d TO"OS iv Tom:!' p.£
Taj3ai\i\£' yap l1J.La Ti{l 7ipaYilan KaL KwtTTa, Kal TO 
f!aOS Kal. TO aOPL(TTOY, OVK aEt iv T~ avrce lii\i\' OV7i'£P KaL 
T"() 7Tpayp.a· c;j(TU Toil n)7i'OV ((TTaL TOTIOS. In orav I, aEpOS 

TO iJ8wp yiv7JraL, n7Toi\ltli\Ev 0 T07iOS' ov yap fV T~ aVTo/ T07i<fJ 
TO Y£VOjl£YOV (Twjla' r[s OVV 1j cj>60pa; I, ~v jlEV TO(VVV avay
Karou £!va( TL TOY T07iDV, Kat 7raA.LV I, ~Y a7TOp~(THEV liv 

,... , ... " " TLS aVTOV 7TfPL T1}S' oVenaS', ELp1JTaL. 
M£TO, 8E raVTa i\717i'rEOV 7TO(TaxWS &i\i\o iv &i\i\C}I i\i- 3 

15 YEraL, (va JLEV a~ rpo7rov ws <1 aaKTV'\OS Iv TV XELpl Kal. 

b 23 ov sup. lin. £ 1 24 ~)I ci~p T: a ~p F 2S wr A 
l<paJlo EJVT: <p!I~n' FGI 26 dfpor Kat TOU (rov om. F) !:IauTor A 
27 flCaOTOtl furi EJP: fUTi" iK(IOTOV FGI: fKaurOU T 28 K(lt 
yap aOIC(l APST: l50Kfiyap E TO EIJP: om. FG 30 furl 
rou 1fpfl.YJUlTOr A: rou 1fpayparor furl E: rou 1fpaypaTor PS 32 a' 
om. FP, eras it J : yf S ~;] yap yp. S TO o.f1 I 210'- 3 ~ 
E1S: qv ~ E2A 4 TW P furi om. S (1110, rOUTO WUTE I 
{f/TTjTfOV £1 Ell F S Toir 'TOloUrOIr EFGIPS: TOUrO! r rp uurw 
E ' FG'ljVPS; "'T';; E'G' 6 • EFljT; • GPS q EFIJ'T'; 
~ ~ Gj2S: 1(01 ~ P 8 /Cal alt. om. E1 9 'UTa, 0 r01Tor G 
14 TouTa M F 'A1J1T'Tioll AITS: Xf!lC'rfOIl EVT 
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SAWS TO fL'POS iv j~ OA'fl. aAAov Sf Wi TO QAOI! EV TOrS' 

Ji-EPEfTtV· au yap f.un napa TO. fLfPl1 TO OADV. &AAOV Of TpO. 
1rOV Wi 0 avOpw7TOS EV (~ Kal OAWS' frOOS' EV yivEt. aAAOV 
OE WS' TO ylvos Ell T~ fwn Kal OAWS' TO fLipos TOU EraOVS 

iv T~ A.0Y'e' tn Wi ~ VY[Ha €v OEPfLO'S' Kal 'iroxpo'i:s 20 

Kat O'AWS' TO fzaOS' Ell ry vAn. In wS' Ell /3ucnA£': TU 

rwv IEAA.~vwv Kal oAwS' iv rtf> 7rPWTCf K£V11TlK/f' In Wi iv 
T<1l aya841 Kal OAwS' EV r¥ dAn' mVTO 0' EfTTL TO ali fvna. 
1TaVTWV OE ICvpLWTarOll TO WS' iv ayydCf Ka~ OAWS' Ell T07f!.f>' 

a7l'Op~fTE£E o' tiv TLi, a,pa Kal aVTo TL Ell Eavnf lvaiXETGL 25 

EivaL, ~ ova/v, aA.A.a 7Tav ~ ovoafJ.OV ~ tv tiAACf· O£XWS OE 
TOUT' [UHV, 1]1'0£ Ka8' aVTO ~ Ka8' Enpoll. orav /JoEV yap 11 
JlOplU TOU OAOV TO ill <f Kal TO iv Tot/rtf. AExO~(TETaL TO oA.ov 
iv UVT!f' AIYETGL yap Kat Kara Ta JJ./PTJ. DrOll AEVKOS' on 
~ f1iLcpaVEta AEtI..o1. Kat i7TtCTT~/lWV on TO AOYlUTU<6v. 0 30 

IL'fv ouv ap.<f)OpEV~ OUK [UTat iv atff~. 01/6' <> olvos' 0 O£ TaU 
orvotl a/l<f>opEvs fUTaL' ;; TE yap Kat iv ~, U/l<f>oTEpa TOU ain-oil 
ILOpLG. oVrw p.£v ouv ivUXETat aUTO n EV aw~ E!vat, 1iPcfJ
TW~ 0' aVK ivofXETaL. olov TO AEVKOV iv uW/lan (~ brup&.-
vna yap ' iv O'w/lan), r, oJ i7TtO'n1/l1J iv lJroxft· KUTIi Tuih'a 2 lob 

Of at 1iPOOT/yop{at p.lpTJ DVTa, WS yE iv avfJp6mC{J (0 Of d/l
cpapEV~ Kat 0 olvo~ xwpts' p.Ev DVTa OV /llpt}. I1/lG Of' OU} 
OTav n P.lPl], IUTa, alna £v awcfJ)' olav TO AEtlKOV 1v av
fJPW7rC{J on iv uwp.an, Kat Iv TOVTC{J on iv i7rtcpavElq.· iv 5 
a£ TUVTV oVKln KaT' a.\.\o. Kat fnpa yE Tii' Er~E' TUUTa, 
Kat ll'\A'1/V ¢VCTLV lxn iKanpoL' Ka!: ovVaILtv, r, T' E7rtcf>ci-
VEla Kat TO AEtlKOV. ovn 01/ f7raKTLKWS ITK01iOVOW OVOfV opw· 

ILEV 1v EatlT/;; KaT' oVOfva TWV OWPLCTj.LWV, T~ TE .\6yce a~-

a 16 a; AT; 8J Tp6trov E 17 rrapo . •• (;),,011 AS: o)"ou 'Trapt. Ttl 
p il'1/ E 18 Iv '1"0/ CWo/ F 20 T4' EG1] : Tr;, TOU ft80tlf FGilP 
~ EJS: om. FG! 23 ill AS: ,ils Iv E 24 ill all. EFGJSP : 
TO iv I P: Wi' f'V SI 25 TtS fi t:pa S 26 'TraV E PiT: mlvTa 

EIFI]: om. G oM«pnii ~ Iv ,iA)"~ EIJP: OU~(lflW' ~ (V ti.}').Q) F: 
Iv riHIfJ ij oMapov G 28 TO pr, EJS: Til T' FGl 29 Tn EllS: 
om. EIFGJ 30 TO AV: KRI TO E 33 ccirri:> FG 34 oTov . •• 
uwwm E2FGIJ'PS: om. EIV : f'V UWJ.UlT& om. JI ~ • . • b I UWlJ-flTl 
EGJPP: om.lpl: ~om.F b 2 wrTfF 3 ~,oEGIJlP: 
8u)n FJI 4ljAP: p.fllriE ain-oFGJT: a&r-Ji'EI Iv 
alt.] Iv T~ E7GIJ 5 iv pr.] E'v TriJ A III tert.] (II Tn E'A 
7 ('cclnpfl F 8 6PWIJ-fV Iv iavT4' EP: Iv iaVT~ (UVTcfj G, atmii J) 
OPWP.fV A 9 TWII 8IOP'U-P.WII AP: TOV 81OptuI-'illvV E 



<I>'l'~l KH~ AKPOA~E!n: Do 

10 AOV OiL a8vvurov' OE~(TEt yap ap.cpoupa haTEpov inrap
xEtV, otov TOV dp,c/)O{lEU a.YYf'i6v H Kat Divali E!vat Kat rov 
oLvall Divali H KU' o'JJ.c/wpea, d7TEP £VOEXETUL aUTO n iv 
avnf' E'iunt. (/)UT d OTL p.aA(CTTG Ell &'\'\1/'\015' EtEV, 0 MEv 

dP.¢OPEVS' UtHaL Tiw Divali oUX n aVTos oivos ci,\.\' li h€i-
'5 VOS', 0 0' a!vDS lve(J'Tat iv Tefl all¢opE'i oVX r; aVTos ap.

¢OPEVS' &1..'\' !i fKftVOS'. KQnl JLEV OVV TO ('ivat on fTEPOV, 

oijAOV' &AXoS' yap 0 A.oyoS' TOV lv ~ Kat TOV lv 'TOVT~). 

aA.\a fJ.~V ouoE Kanl uVJl{3€{31JKOS f.VOEXHat ' l1JJ.a yap 
avo iv rU"'TCf IUTat' aVTos T€ yap ill aVTcf 0 Up..¢OPEVS' 

20 tUTaL, d av h CPVfT'S O€KTLK~J 7"01)T' ~VOEX€Ta, iv avnf> fIl i aL, 

1 [ Kal In lKftvo aii OHTLKOV, oTov, fl orvav, 0 aLvOS'". 
2 ( on J.lE-v OVV 

claVvaTov ill ailTlt> TL fivaL 7TPWTWS', oij.\ov· 0 Of Z~VUlV 

?j"Opft, on El 0 ro'1roS' lUTl TL, ~v TW ~ €l1'Tat, AVEW au Xa

Af7rOV' oUl>Ev yap KWAvn fV llAA~ E1va~ TOV 7rPWTOV TO -

'5 7rOV, J.L~ J.LIVTO~ WS EV r07rif fKE{V<e, aA"A' ~ff7rEP ~ J.LEV 

vy{na EV TO!:'S 8EpJ.LOtS w)' ££~)', TO OE 8fPJ.LOV fV l1'wJ.Lan 

W), 7r(180)'. tZO'H OUK a.vaYKl] El)' li7rnpov lEvat. fKEtVI) oE cpa

VfPOV , on f7rEL OllOEv TO aYYE!:'ov TOU EV atn-ii' (£HpOV yap TO 
, - 'I ~ , .. " " • "'1 " '''"0;, 1ipwrw)' 0 H Kat v ipJ> OliK av nl] ollre 1] lIM1 olin TO EWO)' 

30 0 T07iO)', aAA' gHPOV. EKELVOV yap n raVTa To il fVOJ} ro )', Kat 

'1 VAl] Kal. ~ J.LOPcp71. raura J.Lf.v ovv ~O'TW S'l]1ioPTJJ.Llva. 
T{ Of'iTOT' fO'TtV 0 T07rO)" ~()' av ylVO LTO lJ>avEpov. Aa- 4 

j3wJ.L€V Of 'iTEpl a..JToil oO'a OOKfL aA.TJfJws KafJ' awo v'iTap· 

xftV aVTlf. a.£WVllfV o~ TOV ror.ov ftVaL 'iTpwrov fAfv TlEp,I-

b 10 fKnTfp¥ J J2 0711011 om. G aVTO n EFT: n a.vT!) GlJS 
15 00'] Kat Ii I lUTnt FIS apcpopdir nVTor AS 16 lj E1 
(KfillM riprfJOpfur. KaTll FGI o~v om. F 17 r'lnM APS: Q),Awr E 
To ii E ' FClS: /; TO\! EI1 TOU E1FjPSPT: OTOU E~GISI 18 P~II 
E 2AVST: a~ Elp 19 Iv EFPS : uwp.am Iv GIJ lVf{nat F 
1'"£ AS: om. EP 20 et 22 ll\n-W FG 21 fKfIvOlJ aUT!KOl' 
E1 0 sup. lin. £1, om. F, erasit J 22 n E2AVS: om. £1 
7rpWTWr flvm F 23 0 . .. n GIJPS: 10TI.,.t J T07rOr E: J T01TM 

faTal 1"1 F: /; n:l1TOr fOT! T fV TI l" scripsi cum PST: Iv T" 'I 
IIpl A.UtW ov xaA.mOv E 2AVP : om. £1 24 (7A.AOO EIP: «;\"w 
PEV E 2t\. 1fpWTWr EJVP 26 Toi" om. E IST • Iv EFG S ': 
om. IJ 27 £lr EFJS: hr' GI 28 ouo; ! TOV 

om . ! atiTffiEVS:au't~FGIJ 29oilll']8100VKJ ~et 
ou't£ om. G 32 a~ G 33 au'to EFIJ 25: aVToll GJI 34 1HPli
xuv FI 
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XOV fKfLVQ o~ T07i'O~ fur{, Kat J.LYJlJ"€v TOV 7TP&'YJJ.UTO)J In 2IID. 

TOY r.pWTOV JJ.~T' fAaTTW Jl~T€ p.dCWJ In O:r.O>..d7TfuOaL 

hauTov Kat XWPUTTOV Elvat, 7TPO~ Of rouroLS' navra ro-
7rDV lXflV TO (tvro Kat Kt:trW, Kat ¢'pEu(JaL ¢-6crH Kat ,.,.{-

YEW lv TOts OlKf{OL') n)7TOLS' gKUtTTOV TWV croojJ.(hoov, TOVTO Of 5 
'irOtELV ~ avw ~ ",aToo. lJ7TOKELJJ.€VWV Of TO.,).oo11 TIl homa (lfw

pYJTffov. OEL of- 7rHpau8aL T~V uKI",w ovnv 7rOuLcr()aL 07100') 
TO r{ Ecrnv a7Tooo8~{TfTaL, 6)un: ra re a7fOpovp.Eva A:UEuOaL, 

Ka~ Til. OOKoi/uTa tJ1tapXHV T~ Toner V7iapXOVTU (CFTaL, Kat 

tTL TO TijS' OVCTKo)\CaS' arTLOV Kat TWV 7TEP' aVT011 a.7TOPtJJJ.a.- 10 

Too11 luraL <J>aVEpov' OVTC~) yap av KaAALura OELKVVOLTO ;",a(1'T011. 

7TPWTOV J.LE-V OVP Of!:' KaTaVO~CTaL on allK li11 i('1JHLTO 0 r07TOS, 

El J.L~ K{v7jeTLS' 1]11 ~ KaTa r07TDV' aLa yap TOVTO Kat T011 

ovpavov J.LaALCTT' olc5},uOa lv Tom:>, on afl iv K~V11CTH. Ta-6T11s 

OE TO j.LEv cpopa, TO OE afj£t]au Kat cj>f){uLS' Kat yap fV 15 

Tfl aV£~(JH Kat cpotO"ft J.lHaf3aAAH, Ka~ a 7rPOHPOV ~V EV
Tav8a, 7H.lAlV /u8eCTT11KfV fls lAaTTOV ~ /lf~(OV. £rTTL SE KL

VOVfLfVOV TO J.lEv KaO' aVTo EVfPYf{q., TO Sf KaTa UV/-Lf3€j3t]-. 

KOS ' KaTa CTV/lj3fj31)KOS OE TO /lEV EVOfX0J.lfVOV KW€~CTOaL 

KaO' aVTo, orOV Tn p.6p~a TOV CTWj.LaTOS Kat 0 EV Tlf 7TAO{lP 20 

~AOS, Tel 0' OVK EVOfx0p.fva MA' alfl KaTa CTVJ.l/3fj3t] KOS, 

oTov ~ AfVKOT'1S Kat ~ haCTT?)fJ-1)' TaiiTa yap OVTW }uTaj3l

j3A'1Kf T(lV T07TOV, on EV ~ v7TapxOVCJ'L p.ETa/3ai\AH. fT.f2 
OE AEyOP.€:V ftvaL WS El' T01T<f tv Tcf) ovpavcf). oLon EV T<f afpL 

OVTOS OE fV Tcf) ovpavcf)' Kat fV Tcf) aep, OE ollK EV 7raVT{, aAAa 2'; 

OLa TO lcrxaTov ahov Kal 1Tfpdxov EV Tcf) alPL cpap.fv Elvat 

(d yap 1Tas 0 a~p TOWOS, OVK av ruos dry fKaCTTov 0 T01TOS 
Kal fKauTov, OOK€:~ oe yf ruoS' fTvaL, TOWWOS' 0' 0 7fPWTOS' 
, ., )., '..' /) I 9' I 1.\ \' fV <:' fCTTtV· OTav J.lfV ouv fJ.1) '''[IP1)J.lfVOV "[I TO 7TfpLfXOV W\I\Q 

2 I la I p'1lifll €lIlOL TOU 1f'paypOToS' T: p1]llEV rou 1f'paypa'foS' flllat £2t\ 

2 1f'proTOII EFGJP: 1f'proTOl' T01f't1V I £l\aTTw f(l'fU p.~'f"f IT ETt 
EVT yp. P yp. S : in P~Tf 1\:5: fn p~ P 3 fivllt FPT : om. EGIJ 
4 ... ,,1 TO ,.JTG) C P 6 Be TWl' 'TOWV'TWl' G 7 iii] lli KU'Ta IrOtVOl' ntv 
ro OVTroS' G1 10 1f'fpi aUr(w om. 5 avro £2 13 ?V 
E1FPST: nS' ?v E~GIJV 14 010#£80 £11 nhTtf ET: Iv nl7Ttf 
olOJ.u8u AS 16 mup F 19 KaTa ••• aE] 'TOU oE !tan) uvp.· 
fM3rl'cor £~A rit j.tEvlvBfX()J.!fva FG 20 j.tip'1 F 22 ~ 
pr.] q rf fecit E 24 flvOl om. F Iv alt. ES : om. A 
25 51f'al''' 5 27 51TM GIJ et fecit E 28 liOl(ft .•• fT~'a, 
om. JI ZO'oS' fTllat] tuoS' I : {Tvot V : om. GP a' om. CJlp 



30 UVVEXfS, OVX £os iv T07T~ AfYETa~ E!vat lv iKE{V~, aAA.· 
£Os J-LfPOS iv 5A~ ' oTav OE- OLlIPlJJ.tfVOV P Kal. U7TTOj.LEVOU, tv 

7fPWT~ lUTI. To/ laxdT~ TOU 7TfpdxoVTOS, a ovn: fUTl j.LfpOS 

TOU fV aVTo/ oun: J.LE~(OV TOU otaO"n]JJ.aTOS aAA' Lo-OV' lv 

yap T<f aVT~ TO. luxaTa TWV a7TTop.fvwV. Kal. ITVVEX Es 

35 J-LEV ~v OVK Iv lKdvlf KWEtTa~ aAAa JUT' fKE{VOV, OLlIPlJJ.LfVOV 

OE- lv f.Kdv~' Kal Mv n: KwijTaL TO 7TEpdxov Mv n: f.Ll/. 
2IIb ouoh ijrrov. [In oTau f.L~ OL?1PTJf.LEVOV fl. W5' Mlpos lv OA~) Af

YETaL, orov lv nil &¢8aAf.Lo/ .q 0VILS !J lv To/ uwp.an 7} 
XE{P. oTau OE- OL!lPlJj.LfVOv, orov fV T<f Kaocp TO VOwp ~ lv 

TCf KEpaJJ.{~ 0 oivos' 1; f.LEv yap XEtP P.ETa. rot) UWllaTOS 
5 KWftTaL, TO OE vowp lv TW KaoU).] 
5 lj01] TO{VVV ¢avEp(Jv h 

TOtlTWV T{ fO"TtI) 0 Tonos. UXEOOV yap Tfrrapd fUTtU <:Iv avaYK1] 

TOV n)1TOV €V TL E!vat' ~ yap 1l0P<P~ ~ VAll ~ OtaUT1jfUl TL 

TO IlETatv TWV loXarwv. ~ TO. EuxaTa El J-LlJ ~aTL J.LlJOh 
OU1.UTlJJ.l.a 7fapo. TO TOU lyytyvoJ.l.lvov UWJ.l.aTOS IlfYE(JOS. TOVTWV 

10 0' OTt OVK lvOlXfTaL Ta. Tp{a E!vat, </>avEpov· aAAU aLa jJ.E-V 

T{) '1TEp,IXELV DOKEt 7} J.LOp¢~ EivaL' EV TavT¥ yap TO. luXaTa 

TOt) 7fEptfXOVTOS Kal. TOt) 7fEptEXOfJ.fVOV. [UTL J.LfV 01)V i1JJ.CPw 7ff
paTa. a'AA' OV TaU am-ou, t:lAAa. TO fJ.E-V E£OO5' TOt) 7fpaYJ.LaTOs. 

o OE T07iOS TaU 7iEp,lxoVTOS uWjJ.aTos, OLa OE- TO J.LETa(:JdA-
IS AELV 7iOAAaKLs J.LlvOVTOS TaU 7iEptfXOVTOS TO 7TEPLEX6J.LEVOV 

KaL OL"[1P1]jJ.fVOV. orov It aYYf{OV VDWP, TO p.ETaf'U E!va{ Tt 

DOKEt ataUT1]J.l.a. £Os av Tt 7iapa. TO uwp.a TO J.LEOLO"TaJ.LEVOV. 

TO 0' OVK laTtv. O,XAO, TO TVXDV ffJ.d7fTH CTW/la TWV J..I.E8t
tTTaJ..l.lvwv ./Cal 111TTEuOa~ 7iE¢VKOTWV. El A' ~v TL [TO] OtaUTr)J.l.a 

20 (KaO' av)ro 'lTECPVKOS (E!vat) Kal J.Llvov, lv To/ aVTCf tinHpoL av 

1juav T07fOL VuOtuTaJ.Llvov yap TOt) iJoaTos Kal. TOU afPOS TaUTO 

a 30 flllat ET: om. A 32 T0 EFS : 'W't 1'0/ GIJ et fecit E 
33 airrfj) ollTor OV'fE FGIP iv • .. b I ~HO" et ante et post b 1- 5 
fn .. . fl:u8w E b 1- 5 fTt •. /Cab'", npST: om, Aspasius, sed. A 
[ q a''''PIJp1~ov I 2 otov wr iv GIJ P 3 ante olov desiderantur 
wr /v TOlf':' ololl wr ill J ~ wr /v G J et fecit E 4 /CIITa. 
Bekker 6 0 om. F 8 Ta E 2APT: 001. £1 10 TO. TpIa ollie 
iv8iXfiTm GIJS TO P.fV F II }lOPCPI}}l~ flltUt E I2TOU 
alt. FIJP: om. EG 14 (:Ja>"'>'f'V El 17 TO alto om. E 
] 8 pfTfp.rri1rTH PS 19 TO om. PST 20 K.a8' , •• ftvat Laas, 
fort. T: TO 1rfcptJfl:or APS : 1Tf¢Vfl:Or E /Cal om. J potVHII iv 
latJTCf fort. T aVT~ £FVPS: aimp T01rff GIJ 21 quav ot T01TOI PT 

, 
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1i'OL~crEt nl jJ.OpLa r.aVTa ~V T~ OACfi 07UP CL';iQV TO iJowp 
EV r<e ayyd<t»· l1p.a Of Kal. 0 T(hroS' luraL IJ.ETaf3&'AAwv· 

WUT' (UraL TOU TOr.OV T' aAAoS' nJ-rros, Kal 7iOAA.Ol. 1"07l"0L 

l1f.La IcTovraL. olll\. fun Of uAAOS' 0 r&7I'"0s TaU /LOp{OU, tv ~ ~5 
KWEt raL, OTay OAOV n) ayyE'i'ov pdJ[rr;1J.QL, aAA' d a1iros' 
EV ~ yap fernv, tlVTtfJ.dJ[(1"TaraL 0 a~p Kal nl iJowp ~ Ta 
f.tOpta TOU voa:TOS, aAA.' DiJl( tV ~ Y{YVOVTaL ror.<t>. OS fJ.EpO'l 

leTTI. TOU T(),TOV OS' fUTt nJr;oS' oAov TOU ovpavov. Kal n VA'r} Of 
06gHEV av (tvaL r07ToS', £r yE EV ~PEJJ.OVVTr. TtS' U/(07TO{TJ Kat 30 

p..~ KEXWPLUp..lv<fl dAA.a UVlJEXft. WUiTEP yap d c1A.A.oLOVraL. 

fern Tt & vvv ME-v A.EVKOV ITCL\.aL Of p.tAav, Kaf. vvv }lEI' 

UKAYJPOJ) nahaL Of jJ.GAaKOV (lho cpaJ.L€V Elva{ n T"iJv VA1JV), 
ovrw Ka, 0 nf1TM oul TOLavTt]S" TtvoS' (ivaL OOKEL <!>avTacr{as, 

1j~3jV iKlivo IJ.EV aLon & ~v a~p. TOUrO VVV 1!owp. 0 ~E TIS· 35 
7TOS' ($n ou ~v a~p. fJITav(J' £CTn vVv vowp. ahA' ~ J.tEv Vh1], 

CfJu7TfP fAlX81] tV TOrS' 7TPOTf.POV, ovn XWptCTTrJ TOU 7TpayJ.taTOS' 2 12a 

ovn 7rfpt£XH, 0 OE T07rOS' 11J,L¢w. 2 

fl TO(VVV J.t1]Oh TWV Tpd;w 2 

o TonoS' fCTT(V, J.t11H TO fWO!! J.L~H ~ VA1] J.tlJH lh&CTT1JJ,LQ. n 
elEt vr.&.PXov ETfPOV 7Tapa TO TOV upayp.aTOS' TaU J.LfOtCTTa
JJ.tvov, elVa)''')1 TOV TOr.OV ElvaL TO AOL1TOV TWV nTT&'- 5 

PWV, TO nipaS' TOU 7TEpdxoJ-'TO!! (TWJ,LaTOS' (KaO' & <TVVa7T1"H 

T~ 7rEptEXOJ.L{VCf ) . Alyw Sf- TO 7TfptEX0J.LEVOV CTwJJ.a 6 a 

TO KWT/TOV KaTa cpopav. OOKfr Of fJ.lya n E!vaL Kat 

xaAf1TOV A.11¢8ijvaL 0 T6noS' ou~. 'Tf TO 7rapfJJ.¢a(Vfrr(}at T~V 
f)A.rjV Kat T~V J,Lopqnlv, KaL out TO EV l}pfJJ.ouvn n~ nfpL~xovn 
y!yvfuOaL T~V j.tfT<tCTTaCTLV TOU ¢fpoJJ.lvov· Ev3€Xfu(}aL yap cpa!- 10 

b 22 1TdllT'a EGIJPos: (ir.uvra Fpl 23 Kat . .• fUTal EFPS: 
to'TIIt I(fl1 11 nlzroS' GIJ 24 TOV T07l'0V faTal S TOV] l(a1 
T OV F : Ti TlS' TO U G T' fTh).or] f7Hor FG: TIS' (7).).0S' 1 PS: nAorJ 
25 0 n)7TOr S: TaIT'!S' 0 EGIJ : TaIToS' FP 26 T O 0).011 f' 30 ft 
••. TlS' E'APS : ;"'1PfJlOVII £1 31 K,xwpla,..,ill'!l ana O'V"fXfi 
ElFGI P: KfXWp,u,..,iIlOII ana uvvfXEr E'J (+ ~Taf3fino"TI El) 
32 TI] TOUTO I: TI TOu,.O GJ 32 et 33 7l'aAm EFJS: 1TciAn. C[ 
33 1" om. If 34 aOOC'fi fIlla, GIJ 35 0 Slip. lin. E1 TOV1'O 

... 36 a~p om. G 36 o~] III ; G: o{; VVII 1 11 cl~p I " i: II 
om. G 212.11. 1 1TPflTipOIS' F 2 T(;", TPIWIl ElFT: TOln-W" 
TWII TPIWlI E 2GIJ : TWII TPIWII 'TOl) TW V S 3 TIl et ~ om. corr. E, T 
afl~ 1'1 F 4 wcipXflll E 6--6 a Ka8' ... TrfPIlXOpill'!l VPST: 
om. IT 6a TO ECH IS: erasit J, om. P 7 piya 1'1 fIlial 
EGI}PS : Iliya fIlIa; 1'1 F: 1't ,..,iya ftVfI' T 9 IVTfpfIJ.OVIl 'Tcf £1 



<l>l'l:IKHl: AKPOAl:ES!l: D. 

VETa, c:!vat lHd,UT1jp.a f-LETa~V &.\.\0 n rwv KLVOVI.dvwv /LEyC:-

Owv. CTVJ.Lf3&'UfTat O£ TL Kat 0 a~p OOKWV uuwllaroS' EtVaL' 
cpalUEraL yap all p,ovav Tn 7TlpaTa rov aYYldov E!vat 0 r07roS'. 
dA.Aa Kal TO fJ.£Ta,fJ WS' KEVOV (all). EOTt O· W(J"7rEP TO aYYELOV 

15 TI)7l'oS' J.LETa¢op'tJToS', OVTWS' Kat 0 TCJ7rM a.YYEtOV aP.f.TUK{. 

V1]TOV. o,~ orav IJ-'fv Ell KLVOVP.1vce Kwijro.t Kat fu:raj3aAAlI 

TO €uro). oTov iv 7iOrallcfl 7TAoLOV, cdS' UYYE{cp xpijro.t p.o.A.
Aov .q romp r<fl 7ffpdxoVTL. {3ov"AfTUt 0' UK{VYjTOS' C:!Vo. t 0 ro-
7TOS" <ho 0 nos p.uAAov 1Torap.oS' ronDS'. on Q.K(VTjTOS 0 

10 nas. &Sun TO TOV 7TEpteXOVTOS" 7ilpas a,K{V1JTOV 7iPWTOV, TOW' 

lGTLV 0 rorroS'. Kal OLa. TOVrO TO p.E<:rov TOV oflpavov Kal TO luxa

TOV 'TO npoS' l'MOS rijS' KVKl\cp <papas 30KEL E!vaL TO J-LE-V &vw 

TV Of KaTw ",&'AL<TTa 7TQ.cn KVp[WS', on TO J.LEV alEl piVH, 

rou OE- ,w1(A,cp ro ~CTxaTov wCTavrooS' lxov Jllv€L. WCTT' f7T£L ro 

25 JlfV I(OUCPOV TO Woo cj>£PQJlEVQV fun q,VU"H, ro Of {3apv TO 

I(&'roo, TO iJ.€v 7TpOS' TO Jl£U"OV 1rfpdxov 1rlpaS' l(aToo f(Trtv, 

1(0.1 ailro TO ""ICTOV, TO Of 1rpoS' ro ~CTxaTov O:voo, 1(0.1 avro 

TO ICTxurov' I(at Ota. TOVrO OOKE'i' f1r{ToEOQV n E1vcu Kat orOV 
aYYE'i'ov 0 rQ7TOS' Kat 1r£pt£xov. ~n l1Jla r41 1rpaYJlan 0 

30 r077"oS" l1Jla ya.p r<';l 1rf1rEpauJllv,:! 1"11 nlpara. 

'i'!2t JlfV ovv CTWJlun fCTn n hTOS' (Twp.a 1rEpdxov avro, 5 
roVro tUTtV lv T01i':!, ~ oE Jl~, ov, au) KaV vooop ylv1Jrat TOL-
~ ", , ' ~( ' ,<, ovro, TO. JlEV p,opta KWTjCTErat avrov 7r£pLEXETat yap 1)7-

aA,A~A,oov), ro Of nav fun Jl£V wS' KW~(T£raL f(Tn o· wS' Oll. 

35 wS' JlfV yap OA,OV, l1Jla TOV r01iOV au JlETa{3a'AAH, KVKA,':! 

212b Of Kw£'i'raL-Twv JlOptwv yap otTOS' 0 rO'lToS'-Kal avoo JlfV 

Kat Karoo oll. KVKA,cp 0' fVLU' ra Of Kat avw Kat KI:1TW, aero. 

a 14 IetvaV OV scripsi: ~v K£VO" S: KEVOV IT 15 Knt ES: om. 
AT 16 ICH.Jjnu EFGJPcS: n KLVijTUl IPb pt:TfI/3aA)\£l fort. G 
J7 ws-] wr lv 1 18 aKlv'lTOS' EGIJS: a.KtV'1TOlf FP tlval 0 
T01tM EFPT: & T07r0S' ElI/ITt GIJ 19 ni7ros- fUT!" OTI IP <l7raS' 

EFlj1S: (i7rnS' GP: & &'lTQS' P 21 TO pro om. I 24 ICUKA.cp 
FGISP: IeUICA.Oll E JVP 25 fun CPVOH EFP: CPUUH fUTl GIJ 
27-8 rtllW •• , Kal pro E~.'\VS: om. £1 281'1] TI. G 29 'lTEP'-
fX6lV F 'lTpnYJ.lon E1FVT: 'lTpa:YlJaT['lT6,)S' £2G IJPS 30 Tcj 
'lTE'IT£pnrrp/vo/ EFJ2V: om. GIJ1PST 'lTfpUTn EFVPST: 7rfpn Tn Kfll 
<I T07r1l£ GIJ 31 wr.' E2 UWJ.lU] TO SCi : awp.o T n SP 32 (UTLV 

fV TOIT<:l EFPS: fv TO'IT'IllaTh. GIJ 35 wS' FGIPS: won E : 
(UTa, J b I KLVf,Ttll E IVPST: KtV~UETOt EI.'\. 0 nP: om. ST 
2 (via' Tn] ("to' (litO P: (vta fort. S: TIl 'YP' S Kal om. PT (1110) 
leO, Kd To) EFPT; Ka.rw Kal /il'w GIl 



4. 2 I 2" I I 

lXH 7nJKVuHTLV KaL ,."JvwO'"W. /J;CY1TEP O' EAEXlh1. Til p.lv EUTW 

EV T01iip Kara o15va!J.w. Ta o~ Kar' Evlpynav. {ito OTav iJ.€v 
o-VVEXEs ii TO 0fJ-0WMEpls, Kuru OVVU/J-LV EV T61i~ TO: Jlip7]. 5 

orav Of XWPLCrBi1 MEv (brT1JTa~ 0' WfT1TEP (J"wpo!>, Kar' lvlpyuav. 
, " ill' I ( ! " " 01\ \ ~J.. ,'" , KaL Ta IJ.EV KUu QVTU 0 av 1iUV uwp.a 1] Kara 'l'0pav 7J KaT 

avt-rJuw KWiJTOV Kae' avro ?TOV, 0 0' o-lJpav6!>, &fI7rfP EtP1]TUL, oil 
11'0V OAM ovo' tv nVL ,once £CJ"T{v, d )IE 1J.110Ev aVTov 7H:pdXH 
UW}.la · €¢' ~ oE KLVE~Tat, ravTn KaL r07Tos tun TO~S jJ.op[ow 10 

ETfPOV yap hlpov fX6P.EVOV n:Jv ,.J.Op{wv ErTT{V} 7(1 Of Karu crvIl· 

{3f.{31]K6s. orav ~ tvx~ Kal <5 ol;pav6s' ret yap Jlopta Ell r07iCf 
7TWS 1TavTu' id n!l KVKAtp yap '1TEPtfXH (tJ\A.O iL\Ao. OLD 
KLVEtTaL MEV KVKA<f TO avw, TO OE nav 01) 1TOV. TC.I yap 7I"OV 

aVT6 d iuTi Tt, Kat tTL aAAo TL (jEt "TvaL napa TOVTO EV r 5 
'I.~. ~ -rrEpdXH' napa DE- TO nuv Kat oAov ouoev E(JTW l;w TOV 

navTos, Kal ~ha TOVTO EV Tef oupavef -rravTa' 0 yap ovpavos 

TO nuv tITWS. tITTt 0' 0 Tonos OVX 0 ovpav6s, uAAa TOV ovpavov 

Tt TO EITxaTOV Kat Ct7rTOj.I.EVOV TOV KW7jTOV (J'6JJ.laTOS [nepas 

~PEJ.lOVV J. Kat out TOVTO r} J.lfv yij EV To/ {joan, roVTO 0' EV 20 

Tel> uept, OVTOS' 0' EV Tef aUUpt, 0 0' a18~p EV Tef ovpavt'i!, 

o 0' ovpavos OVKen EV ct,,\,A.<e' 22 

at anopCat nuo-at 

yap rrvvavt€(J'OaL 

cpaVEpov 0' EK TOVTWV on Kat 22 

A:VOWT' av ovrw .,\,EYOJ.leVOv rov Tonov. OVTE 
" " >I ~ 'l' , avaYK11 TOV T07TOV, OVTE (J'nYJ.l.1J) Etvat ro-

1TOV, OUT( ova (J'wJ.lara EV To/ aVro/ Ton/f, 'Ol)U Ou1(J'T7JJ.la n 25 
• '(~ \, t' " I \ I fLvat ITwJ.lanKOV (J'wJ.la yap TO J.lETar,;v TOV T07iOV TO TVXOV, 

uA"\" au OtaCJT7jJ.la (J'wJ.laros). Kal ((J'TW 0 ronos Kat nov, OUX 

WS EV T07r<f Of, u.,\,A' WS TO ".epas EV Tef nEn€parrJ.lfvcr. ou 

yap nuv TO tv EV TO-rrcr, OJ..Aa TO KW7JTOV ITwJ.la. Kat cpe

pETaL o~ El!i TOV avrov Tonov gKa(J'TOlJ dlAoyws (~ yap ECPE- 30 

~17!i Kat unTop..ElJOV J.l~ j3Cg. (J'VYYEV€S' Kat (J'VJ.lnE¢VKOTU 

b 3 S' EFGJS: yap T: am. I £'Af.yop.w fecit E 7 (Jura 
EJPST; a.{mJ FGl Kar' ES: am. AP 10 8 £]PS Ma;-imu5 
13 TO EGIS 1r€pdXft am. El li'JI.'JI.o JAAw I 14 p.€I/om. 
I) P KV"AW P.Ovov TO GIP 16 8 71'€P,f.XH FGlj1VPS: , 71'fPLf.XfTOL 
EJZ et ut vid. T ;~/defV A 18 0 pro am. PSc 19 71'f.PM 
~P€p.ovv AP: am. EVST 21 o t TO!> (l'] 0 b' UTIP S 22 an 
am. F 23 AvovTm OVTW PT 24 t'VOL 1'01' T071'OV I 25 ova; 
GIT fJl AT: (unv f" E nlInp am. F oi,S; GI: o~ yap T 
28 Sf. am. F :9 TO bv fV HIIHp E2GIVPT : ': T01T(:J TO 8" FS : 
fV T()1T(p £1 30 U(l(.TTOI' am. E 8 FIPT: t:J EGJ 



<l>T~IKH~ AKPOA~E!l.~ t; 

fJ.'€v (hra8~, (l1iTC)p.fva Of na01]TtI(a Kat 7rOH)TLKa aAA1!. 
AWV)' Kat jJ.lvH aT, <lr6(H~ ?TaU lv rlj'i OlKdf{' rOiTe::> 

, • \ ' \'" I ,~, I [ "]' , OVK al\oyw!i" Kat yap TO llEPOS, TO uf tcV Tf{' Toner WS' 

35 OWtPETOV ,Mpas TlPOS oAov ~(rT{vJ orov Drav voaTOS' KtV~(T'[I TLS 

213& Itopwv ~ alpo,;. Oi5TW Of Kal a~p £XH npos vowp' aTou vAt] 
yap, TO OE (toO!!, TO /-LEV vowp VAl) aEPOS, 0 0' a~p olov 
lvlpYHa TLS hdvov' TO yap vowp ovvalJ.f' &~p iUTLv, 0 0' 
a~p OVVaj.LfL vowp I1AAOI) rpc)"iiov. lhOpt(Tr£ov Of 7Tfpl TOVTWV 

5 V(TUpOY' <MAn aLa TOU KaLpov avaYK1] Jl'fv fl1TEiv, auacpws 
'>1' ~ • 11' "" A.' , ~, ,\ [ ' ] " uf VUU PT/UEV TOT lUTaL rra't'HTTEpOV. H ovv TO aUTO 1] Vl\.11 

Kat lVH'AIXHa (iJowp yap aJ1.q>w, ahAa TO IJ.EV ovva
IJ.H TO 3' fVTEAExdq.), lxot av ws p.op,6v '7iWS 7TpO) VAOV. 
lho Kat TOUTOLS tHP~ I(J'TLv' (T1JfJ.¢VUlS ai, OTav l1}l¢W €V£p-

10 ytdq. ~V ylvwVTat. Kat 1fEpl }lfV T01fOV, Kal OTt gun Kat T[ 

EUTLV, ErPlJTat. 

Tov aVTov ()£ TP01fOV inroA:rprTlov ElvaL TOU cjWUtKOU 8£w- 6 
pijuaL Ka, 1rEpl KEVOU, El EUTW ~ }l~J Kat 7n';)s EcrTL. Kal T[ EUTtV, 

IfJU7fEP Ka, 7fEpC. T01jOV' Ka/. yap 1rapa1rA7JO'(av lXEL T~V re 

'5 a1rtur(av Kat T~V 1r((J"TLV ()Ul TWV inroAa}l{3avo}llvwV" orOV yap 

T61rOV nUll Kat aYYELOV TO KEVOV nOEaCTLV ot A/yoVTES, OOHL 

OE 1rAr,pES }lEV EwaL, oTav EX'J/ TOU OYKOV ov OE/l::TLKOV fO'TLV, 

oTav Of UUp7JOfj, KfVOV, ws Ttl avTt' JlfV tv KEVOV Kal 1rAr,pES 
\ I \ <j,.... .". • \" II t 1'1 'It' <j, " 

Kat T01rOV, TO v ELvat allTOLS 011 TGlITO OV. ap~a(J"f7aL vf Vft 

20 Tijs crKItj.rEWS Aaf30ucrw (1 Tf A/yovuw ot cj>aUKOVTfS fTvaL Kat 
1raAW a AEYOVCTtV ot fJ-~ cpauKOVTH, KaL Tp(T01J TIlS KOWa,s 

b 32 1f'ot?TUClI Kal1f'afl?nl(a V P et ut vid. ST 33 1f'UV om. PT 
add. ;Kf!CTTOV post mlV E, post TlS1f'~ IJT 34 OVK, , • T01l"~ 
om. G otJl( UAllyWrJ (tJAOl'ooS" E2IJVP p..fpOS", -ro ai scripsi C\lm 

PV: P.fpOS" -roS£ EFIJ TW seclusi, om, p: JA~ 1'"0 F: -rrj) JA~ 
E2[J 35 oTov].l I . K1V1url 1'"l EtF: HS Ktll;WP GJ : w1'"lS" 
KtllrW'£1 I 213ft I a~p EIP: 0 ar,p E 2AS 2 yap. ' • vAf) 
E 2AS: om. E1 ai/lOS" vA'I F oroll om. El 3 yap] Bi 1 lu-rlv 
a~p GIJS 6 X€X8iv GIJ lCTT! E2 ~ secJusi, om. ut 
vid. PP: habent npl 7 /CO.I E et ut vid. PP: kat ~ Api ;;'dwp 
AP: (Xn vBoop E 9 a; fernll omv £1 (lIfP")I£t9- f")l")lfJl''TTaI Et 
10 Yfllf)TlIt F 1'"01f'OIl EGIJS: TOU 1'"I)1f'OIl FT 13 ~ J.t~ om. E' 
Kat 1f'(";,S" {(In APS: om. E Kal. ST: ~ D 14 yap om. EI 
-r~II ••• IS Klliam. F:uom, EIP 16 TOr.Oll TlVU EGIJP: 1'"tva 
T61f'UII F: 'TOlTOII 5 17 d' frVOl 1f'AijPfS" p.iv GIJP 18 W1' om. 
E1 Kf:IIOII om, F 19 nlu-rall. Ii.p~u(T8ru I} 20 1'"ryS" 
om. F An[3ouCTlil ex A.np./3aIlOtlCTtv fecit r: Aa{3oUCT'IS" G a. om. E 1 

21 CP{Ir:TICOJI"TH (tllal Kal EtA KO'"CiS" do~(\S" 1f'fpi OU-rWil A: 1f'€pl aVr-wv 
KOtila," do~a," 5 



1ifp2 avrwv MfaS'. 01 P.fv ot)v aUKvVVat 7rHPWP.fVOt on OUK 
lerTLv, OUX e {jovAoVrat A£YHV o[ av6pu)7rot KfVOV, rovr' lfEA£y
xovuw, aAA' (0) ap.apnlvovTES' A£yovuw: !fJU1ifP' Ava!ayopaS' Kat 

01 rovrov r6v rpo1iov EAiyxovTES'. f7rlOHKvVOVUt ya.p on fCTT{V n 25 

o a~p, crrPE{jAOVVTES' rov S' aUKOVS Ka2 OHKVVVTES' 6,S' lerxvpos 0 
a~p, Kal fva1ioAafJ.{3avovTES' fV ratS KAE'IrvOpats. ot o€: av-

0PW7rOt j3ovi\ovral KfVOV E!vat OulfTT1Jp.a iv <f lL1JaEV fern 
uwp.a aLu8t]rov' OlOJLfVot a€: ro ~V (hav ETvat erwp.a cj>aer{v, 

tV cf OAWS' fJ.TJO£V fern, row' ETvat KfVOV, aLO ro 7rA~PH aEpOS' 30 

KEVOV fTvat. ovxovv rowo Oft OUKVVVat, on EurL n 0 a~p. dAi\.' 
on OUK lun aU1UT1JlLa ETfPOV rwv uwp.arwv, OVTE xwpturov ovu 

fVfPYE{q. ov, '0 owAap.{javu TO 7rav uwp.a fiJUTE f!vat p.~ 

UVVEX£S, Ka6a7rEp A£YOVUW LlT}p.OKptroS' Kal AfVKt7T7rOS' Kal 

€TfPOt 7TOAA.Ot TWV CPVUtoA.oywv, ~ Kat d' n l£w TOV 7raVTlJS' 2I3b 

uWfJ.aroS' funv OVTOS CJ1JVEXOVS'. :1 

7rPOS TO 
piL.\i\OV • 

o~rOt p.'Ev ovv ou Kan]. 8upaS' ., 

7rp6{3A.TJp.a cmavrwuw. a.\A' 01 cpauKoUTH fTvat 
A£YOVUW 0' ~v JL'Ev on KtV'I}UtS' ~ Kan]. r07rov OUK 4lV 

• (. , . I ',1. " , "e. ) , , '" I! " ... €t'l} a:UTlJ u ern 'Y0pa Kat aV~11er,S'· ov yap av OOKfW ftvat 5 

KLVlJUW, ft p.~ frt] Kfv(}V' ro yap 7ri\~PfS' dOVVUTOV fivat O£

,auOat n. d Of o(ffTat Kal IUTaL OVO fV TauT41, fVO£XOtT' 

av Kat 07rouaOVV fivat l1p.u uwp.ara· r7}V yap owcpopav, 0,' 
~v OUK av ErlJ ro AEX8iv, OUK lu'TLV d7rftV. El O€: Tovro fva£Xf
TaL, Kat TO P.tKpOTUTOV OI~€Ta, TO P.iytUTOV· 7TOAAa yap 10 

p.LKpa TO IJ.Eya Eurtv' 6)U'TE d 1iOAA.a rua fvolXfTat fV 
TauTii> E!vat, Kai. 7rOAi\a avw'a. ME.\tUUOS' JL€:v ovv Kat Oft~ 

"' ,~" , , ' " , KVVCTW on TO 7rav aKWT}TOV fK TOVTWV' Et yap KtV1JuETat, 

avaYKl} filiaL (cplJCTt) KEVOV, 1'0 o'E K€VDV ou TWV OVTWV. €va p.'Ev 

oov rp01iOV fK Tovrwv aELKVVOVUW on ICTTLV n KEVOV, l1.\Aov o· on 15 

<!>aLvETat lvta UVVLovra Kat mA.Ovp.Eva, OLOV Kat TOJ) oivov 

a 23 ot f1v8p6J7f'Ol XEYUII E 24 A PST Pacius: om. IT opap-
TaMlIO'I Xt)'ovTfr F 28 KfVOIl AP: ).fynv ICfV(J/J E PrtO£V 1'[ 
£rTn F 29 a7f'HV ~v I 30 a,o TO EIFGIJ2V et ut vid. PST: 
aHITl Et: alo J: oli a;, TO Prantl 31 6w:vUII(U aft F: OHl(VUVai Jl 
32-3 XWPtrTTOV ••• 011] UXWPIO'TOV at'Jr;;'1I oGn XWPlU'TOV Porphyrius 
lJ 1 n T6}).1 ;~w E 4 on EGIPS: on ~ FJ 5 oOICoirt (IvaL 
KtJl'1ULr A 6 f~'1] ~ F 7 1'& om. A. ai,(IITO A (un 
GIJ 8 l1pu rZvut A. yap om. £1 10 UfUKporuTolI 

ai~f/(Teat F II 'TO piya ;uTi" AST: fun TO lJ(ya E 15 fK 
TOU1'OI./ ES: om. F Ttl TO S 16 ¢aivfTO! EFS: ¢aiVOVf-al GIJ 



<I>'1'l:IKIU AKPOAl:Elll: '" 

cpa(H UXfcr(}at p.ETa rwv aUKWV rovs 7T[6ovS', wS' Els Til. 
£VOVTa KEVa <TtJV'OVTOS TOV 7WKVOVP.€VOV uwp.aTM. In of- Ka, .;, 

av0,CTLs OOK£~ 'TraUt ylYVfCT6aL OLa KEVOV' r1]V jlEv yap rpo-

20 </>~v uwp.a ELVat, OVO OE- uwp.aru aOVVQrov lip-a £Lvm. 
p.aprvpwv Of Kat TO 7rEpl rijs d¢pas 1TOWVVTat, ~ aEXfTaL 
rUOl! fJowp 0(1'011 TO a:YYETov Tf) KWOV. ElvaL 0' EcpaUQV KaL 

01 DvOayopELOL 1(£1I6v, Kat f7iHmivm aVTO T~ ovpav¥ h. TOV 

ihrdpov 1Tvdp.QroS' Wi' dVQ7iveovTL Kat TO ,I(£v6v, e owpl(n 
25 rus </.rVUHS. WS 01lTOS rov K£1I01) XWPLlT}tOV TLVOS' rwv l¢E~ijS 

Kat (rijs ] owplcrewS" Kat TOUT' ELvaL r.pWTOV EV TOLS o.PLOIlOts· 
TO yap ,1(£11011 owpC(tW Tl]V CPV(HV aVTwv. E~ WV IJ-€v ovv 

0' fl€V cpa(TLv ELvaL 01 0' 01) <paUL, 0XEOOV TOtaVrQ Kat TO
(Tain-a €(1'TtJI. 

30 TIpos Of TO 7rorep<dI; EXfL Of!: XaiJEI.V rl crT/Malvn TOV- 7 
vop.a. aOKfl o~ TO KfVOV TOr.OS' fivUL EV C;; JJ.l]OIv fun . TOVTOV 

a' aJnov on TO ~V uW/J-a oioVTat flvat, r.av at: uWJJ.a EV 
T07T(~, KfVQV at: fV ~ TOr.~ }J.l]olv fun uWfJ.a, WUT' fi 7TOV 

f1.~ €un uWfJ.a, OVOEv fivat EVTav8a. uW}J.a a€ 7ra)uv llr.av 

2140, oiOlnat fivat a7rTov' TOWVTO Of 11 av lX'!1 f3&.poS' ~ KOVcpO. 

T7]TU. uvp.(3a{vft o~v h (TVAAOYUT/-lOV TOVTO f!vat KfVOV, fV 0/ 
JJ.l]OIv fUTL (3apv ~ KOVcpOV. Tam-a P.fV otiv, (JU7TfP fi7r0llfV 

Kal. r.ponpov, h CTvAAOytUJJ.0V (Tv}J.{3a{vtEt. Q.T07tOV Of fl ~ 

5 UTLY/J-~ KfVOV' Ofl yap Tonov £ivat fV <f (TcfJ,...aToS' Ian Ot&.
CTT7JfJ.a a7TTov. dA'A' ouv cpa{vETat AlYff]"Oat TO KfVOV fva JJ.EV 

TP07rOV TO IJ.~ r.Aijpu ai(T()7]TOV (J"WjJ.aTOS' KaTn T~V acjn,v' 

alu87JTOV 0' ;(TTl KaTil T~V a¢~v TO {japoS' lxov ~ KOVcpO. 

T7JTa (ou} KaV anop~(Tft£ TlS', T( av cpaZfV, fl lXOL TO ouf· 

b 17 p.un TooV aUKoov 8iXf(1(}m h 18 UVII'&VTOS' ITT: uvvt(avovToS' 

S 19 SOKf' ytYllfu8m 7nlutv FG]SP: r.aut 801((' ylYVfU8ut 51 
20 ftllnt uwp.n h 2 I ~] fi S 22 1uo/.l am. F TU Kf)lOV] I(fllOil 
t/.l S: I((VOV T 23 (Iin-o EFIJT: aUT~ GplS Stobaeus 241T/.IfV-
I1Qros E~API Stobaeus: 7TVfVP.(I Tennemann: 7Tvfiip.a TE Diels, fort. E 
ws] cOS' all FGIP 26 TijS' fIPS: sec!. Bonitz 27 litopi(u F et 
fecit J ~II fliv] fliv 20v sed erasit F 28 f/J(lUt am. r ux,,8ol1 
... 32 "t/.lat sup. lituram. E' 28 TOIaV'rQ Kat (n Kal £2) TOUUVrfl 
E2FS: TouaUra Kllt 'l"owvra GIJ 29 funv am. E2 31 (IMt 

om. F TOV'I"O J 32 TO om. J OtOIl n E2 33 fun om. G 
34 oMill EGIJVS: KfVC)II F 214!l. I otOIl nEG fo.V E 3 ~ 
EVPST: n ~ A 5 o/E1FPS: ~ T6rr~ E2GIJ 7 IL') 7TAijPfS 
(llu8'1TOV] 7TAijPfS' alu8'1TOii 'YP' A 'YP. S: 7TAijPES avlUuO~'I"OV 'Yp. A 
8 alu8'1'1"o/.l ... d1J~v am. E ? EP: I(ul A 9 chrop~uu E 



6. 213b 17 '- 7. 214b2 

UT1JfJ.a XpwfJ.u ~ "'DepOY, 7rOHPOV KEVOV ~ ov j ~ oijXov on 10 

El IJ-fV a'XOtTO (J'wj.La U7rTOV, HVDv, tl O€ I.U], oil)· flX. 
AOV Of rp07rov, lV tf J.L~ roof. n JL'lJO' olJu(a TLS (J"WJ.LaT!K~. 
Ii ' ,/" ... ~"~, "\(" La (",a(TW TWiS' HUat Tu K€VOV T11V TOV aWfLaros VI\1]V OL1f€P 

KaL TOP r on ov T() aUTO TOUra), A£youns au KaAwS" 1, J.LEV 

yap vAry ov xwpLCrT~ TWV 7rpayj.J.rJ.rwv, TO Of K€VOV C1JTOVOW t5 
WS XWpUTTOV. 16 

(TiEl DE 7fEpl Tonov OL 6JpUTTat, Kat TO KEVDyaU- J6 

aYK,., r07rOV €!vat. €l [(TTW, fUHP11/J-Ivov (Twp.aros, rOiTOS Of 
Kat 7rWS lun Kat 7J(~S' Diu .. l(YTW etpl}TaL, cpavEpov on oih-w 

JJ.EV K€VOV alll< Eo-nu, ovn K€XWPLU/.tEVOV OVTE axWpLO"TOV. TO yap 
KEVQV ou CTWJ.l.a a.AAa UWjJ.UTOS Ot&'<TTrJJ.LQ (JovA ETat eLVat· 20 

OU) Kat TO KEVDV OOKEt n fLvnt, on Kat 0 Tlhros, Ka, adt 
Tavnt ijKU yap o~ 11 K[Vl]C1U ~ KaTa r07TOV Kat TOLS TOV 

T07iOV cpaUKOVULV 

Kat TOtS' 'TO K€VOV', 

,.. / ," ,., 
€wat 'TL r.apa TO. UWl1aTa TO. €jJ.r.t7i'TOVTa 

atTtOV OE- KLV1/U€W5' OtouraL €ivat TO K€VOV 

OVTW S' W5' EV ~ KLV€tTat· TOUTO 0' av £tl] orOV TOV Tonov cpau( 15 

TWfS fivat. ollOfjJ.{a 0' clvaylOJ. d K[V1}UtS (U'TLV. fTvat KWOV. 

or..ws jJ.Ev OVV 7TaUl]S KtVllUEWS olloap.ws. Ot' ~ Ka1 MEr..LUUOV 

lr..aBEV' clAAOtouuBaL yap 'TO 7TAljPES lvoEXfTat. Mr..a o~ 

OliOE 7"7jv KaTa TOr-OV K(V1WW' lIjJ.a yap EVOEX€TaL lm€tdvaL 

&AA~r..Ots, OllOfVOS OVTOS otauT~fLaTOS XWPLUTOV 7iapd. 'To. uw- 30 

jJ.ara TIl Kwo~jJ.wa . KaL rOVTO oljAOV Kat EV rats rwv O'VV-

f XWV O{vaLS, rJJU7ifP Kal EV TatS TWV vypwv, lVOEXfraL Of 
Kal 7rvKvovuBat 11~ Els TO KfVOV aA.r..a OLU 'TO TO. fvovra fK-
7iVPl]V[(HV (OLOV voa'Tos" O'VVOAt{30jJ.fVOV TOY lvovra aEpa). Kal 2 14b 

avt&'vW"OaL Oll p.ovov dutovros' nvos aAr..U Kat ar..AOLWO'H. 

a I I KfVOp EPS : KfJlbJl flJlo( A IZ P? TOaf APPST: P:'1SfV 
TOar E : l-IT}afV pi n ] fUTi IPT: T, IUTtll S 13 TW II UWflUTW)f 

F 14 Qt.] c:,1' E 15 U6)flaT6)JI F 16 W1' xwptUTOJl AV 
et ut vid. PST: om . E {jf Ktll1rfpt F T(SIl"OV G: T oii Tm.OV 

JPS TOr.-OJl dJlaYICT} flvat GIJP: TOIT!>V flvat dJlayIC'7 F 18 fun 
/Crt; '11"W1' om. E: "Tr W1' om. F 19 KrXWPI (1P(VOV oVTfaXWplUTOJl 
A VPS: (ixwpuJ"TOV OVU KfXWP IUj.l fVO V l!.: XWPIUTOIl OUT( ICfX6JflUpiliO il T 
20 /3ov"l\erat EIFP : {Jou"l\ovTat EZGIJVS 22 frlCH E a~ ~ 
fec~t F; 23 TO ~lt. om. E1S .21 Sf ~pp: Of Tij~ PiT, TO 
/CfVUlI ftVl1t F: 1""0 KfVOV P 26 ftJ flVOI £t I fUTat /CIlIT}Ut1' 

F (lllo, KO ' K(vOJl G 27 ICI).II](1"fW' o~{jal-'w1' chfllul"jr G d"Traul'}1' 

£2FIJ 28 (JlaiXf 1""fII TO "TrAijprr A 29 v"Tr(~,ivat cA"qAot1' 
i lla iX£Tl11 A 30 mpl GJ~ 31 TO om. E1 32 leal om. S 
b I 8/\I{3ofl(lI0V E1 2 (lv~fu8m S 



<l>T~IKH l: AKPOAl:En~ 6 

orov £l it iianTO!> ylYVOtTO a~p. GAUlS Of 0 TE 7Tfpl T~ S' av
£~O'"EWS' hOyoS' Kat TOU tls T~V rlcj>pau €YXEOJLEVOU iloaroS' 

5 awoS' a-uTau E}L1iOat(uo ~ yap Olll( avcaVETat onovv, ~ ov 
CTWllan, ~ iVOEXETat avo CTwllara EV ralhcfi Eivat (chro
play ovv KOUl."V cl,fwv(Tt i\:6ELV, MA' all KE";'IJ OHKUVOV<TtU WS' 
")""'1" ~\~ '/" faTUI, 71 ?fau Hunt avaYICawv TO uWJLa I(£VOV, E 7taVTV all-

,&'VETat Kat av,f&.VHUl aLa KEVOV. o~) awoS' .\oyOS' Kal fn, 
10 T1j> r1cf>paS'. on MEV OV" I.e ~v C>EtKvVOVOW (Tvat TO "EVOU Av

ltv r40£OU, ¢aUfpOv. 

I10n O' OV" £CTnv KEVOU ovrw KExwplu/.Llvov, wS' luwl <pWTt, 8 
'AlywfJ-w 'lTaAw. El yap tunv haCTTOV ¢opa ns rwv a:rrAWV 
(fWI·uhwv qruCTH, OrOY T~ 7Tvpl J.l.EV 5.vw Tn o'f YV ,,&'roo 

15 Kal 7TPOS' TO JLlrrou, oijAov on atue au TO KEVOI) arnov ELl} rij> 
¢opas. r{vos ovv arnov £(TTaL TO KEva" j aOKE~yap arTlOV Etvat 
K'V~UEooS T1jS KanI T07iOV, TUVTl1S a' O~K E(]'nv. (n El ((]'TW n " 
o!ov n)7I'oS' EUTEpl1p.lvoS' (]'wp.aTOS, oTav 1; KEVOV. 1TOV OlUO~UE-
Ta, TO EiUTEO'fV f:ls aUTO CTwp.a j OU yap a~ Els C1'iTav. <> a' 

10 aVros >..oyos A:al 'iTpOS TOVS TOV T07rOV olop.lvovs E!val n ICE

xwptup.lvov, Els &v cplpETaL' 7rWS yap OluO~UETa, TO El/TE
O'fv ~ j.LEvE'i:; ICat 7iEpl TOV avw Kal KaToo Kal 'iTEpl TOV KEVOV 
o a'hos ltPj.LOUEt AoyoS' ElKOTWS' TO yap KEVOV T07TOV 7TOt
OVutv at E!vat ¢aUKOVTES' Kae. 7TWS a~ tVfuTaL ~ Iv [Tef! J ramI' 

15 ~ tv Ttf KEVtf; au yap (J'vp.{3alvEt, OTav oAov TEOn ws EV 

KEXooptup.lv'fJ 1'o-rr<:> Kal lmo}J.ivovn lTwp.a n' TO yap j.Llpos, 
av p.~ xwpls nOijraL, aUK (UTaL tv 1'07T'fJ aU' EV Ttf oAIt>. 

18 in El j.Ll/ r07Tos. ova'f KfVOV IUTat. 
,8 

b 3 ylYJlOtTO EGIJP: )'E"OLTO FS 6 q am. F 7 a~tOUUl 
,teOlll ?JI AS wr] wr £1 fecit E 8 TO CTWpa avoYKaiov APS (l] 
ij fecit EI 10 cht] otn-w G TO IC£JlOV £7WH AS 13 'AfYOP.fJl 
G I J 15 £t'1 utnov A rijr om. E 16 TO] Kwr,CTf6:)r TO 
IV 17 ,(lTtV litHO II. ;H F 18 ,'CTT£P'1jlfJlM EFJPS: iCTTfP'1-
Iti voll GI 19 ivnfJiv FIP 20 n)1I TD1TOII] Ton-our G ol0Jl-£lIolJr 
£lvai n EPS: ,lvu; n oiop.ivovr A 21 3IP </lipfTa'To 
qUPOI,UVOII. 1Twr F yap AVPS: om. E nO;" FGIAS 23 Ii 
aVror app.6Ufl ).6yor EP: 0 o&or 'Aoyor dpp.ouu F: ap~oun.) oUTor 
'A6yor GIJ 24 a" E'FGIPS: a£& J : om. £1 ij om. S T~ 
seclusi, om. PS 25-7 or, ... o'Afti flPT: om. yp. S 25 omll 
o'AOJl TIO/i om. F wr FGIS : om. EP: erasit J 26 T61T~ 
ura" 0').011 TlfJn Kui Fl uwpa T' PPSP Pacius: CTwpon flplSc 
27 Iv pro EJ PS: £" Tri> FGI 28 Jl-'1a; EtA ouaiv G I 
uvp(:3aiJlft •. • 2151. 1 a,or:popall om. yp. A 



7. 214b 3 -8. 215' 22 

o"w Etvat K£V6V ~) avaYKu'Lov, El7ifP £UTal K{V7]O't), ,ovvavr(ov 

paJ\i\ov, au TLS' f7UCTX:'07ifj . p.~ lvSiXHr8aL IJ:qOf h KLVE'i:. 30 
crOUL, £UU i1 KWOV' WfJ7iEP yd.p ol adi TO op.owv cpap.f.VOL 
, ~ . ,," "" "., , " , 

TrjV YTlV TJpe/Lnv, OVTW Kat EV rep KEVCP avaYK7] 71pEJ.l.EW' au 

yap fernv OV }Jfl.AAOV '7 ~TTOV KW1J (J~crETaL ' V yap KEVOV, oiu( 

IXH (HU¢opav. €7iEt(J' on 7I'o'o-a K(Vf1(HS ~ {3(q. ~ 21sa 
KUra cpvuw. &vaYKl1 Of ltv 7TEp if (~) !3Caw'l, frvaL Kat T~V 
Kanl cpvo-w (~ J.Lh yap /3Caws Tiapa ¢va:w, ~ Of 

'A..~ ., " 'A,')"' " ,~,,; Tiapa .,..vuw vcrTf~pa T1]S Kura '1IV(J"W ' lOUT H ""'1 Kara 'f'v-

CTLV luTtv EKd,UTCP rwv <!>vrrLKwv uwp.aTwv KlV1j CHS, OVaE TCdV 5 
aJ\J\wv €(TTaL KW~(TEWV ovoE}J-(a. d>"Aa p.~v qJ1J(Ht yE 7rWS 
ferrat P.7JOEJ.LLo.S OVCT''Y}S' lltucpopas KaTCL TO KEUOU Kat TO [bTu

pov; rl f.L€v yap U7r€tpov. OVOE-V lG'TaL livw OVOE KaTW QUOf 
/LEcrOV, ri Of KfVOV, ovoh oU1<popov ro llvw rov Karoo (filO'"7TfP 
yap roil P:'10fVO) OVOfp.La lwn ow(popa, oYroo Kal 'Toil KEVOV' to 
TO yap KfVOV p.~ av 'TL Kae. rrTipYJeH) OOKf~ fivat). ~ of: 
<p~rrn ¢opa ota¢opos. wuu lUTaL <PV(Tft ota¢opa. .q oliv 
OUK IUTL qrvufL ovOafJ.ou OVOWL <popa, ~ d TOUT' tUTtV, OVK [(Tn 

KfVOV. In vuv MEv KWEtTat TO. PL7rToV/J-EVa TaU wuaVTOS ovx 
O,7iTo/J-Ivov, ~ OL' CWTL7ifp{UTaa"LV, (JUTifP [VlO{ <pauLY. ~ out 15 

TO &Of~V 'TOV 6JuOlvTa alpa 8aTTOO K{VYJUW T1ji TOU 6JUOlVTOS 
¢opas ~V <plpfTaL fls TOV OlKf~OV T07iOV' €V Of To/ KfVo/ 
OVOfV rovToov vmipXfL, avo' lUTaL <p1pfrrOat aAA' ~ 
cds TO 6XOlJ/LfVOV. In oU>fls av lxoL fl7iflV OLa r { KWYJOfV rrT~
Ufra{ 7TOV' r{ yap llaAAov EVTavOa .q (vravOa; (JUT£. .q ~pf. ] 0 

Il~Uft .q ds lbrnpov avaYKYJ q)'pfUOat. lav p.~ n lll'1TO. 
o[rr'[l KPftTTOV. tTt vvv J.LfV ds TO KflJOV out ro lr1TE{KfLv <pl. 

b 30 "tV~tO"em IJ.JIDiv AT 33 o~ om. Gt ~ FT et sup. lin. 
J: Kl'l1 EGIJS oin: om. GI 21Sa 1 lr.uO' E IVST: 1rpWTUV 
}-lEV O~II FG et erasum in J an AS: OTf ~ E ~ pro A VS : 
rrpwToll fliv OTt ?faua IC lvr]O"u ~ E {lia 1CU''l8~o"ETfU ~ Fl 2 ~ 
addidi: om. nPT TlJII om. F 3 ~ .. . cJ>,jUUI om. G CPVULV 
(UTt", ~ E "/ ai rrapa <pUULIl om. F 5 EKCIUTtfl I;0st rTWfldTCOV F 
6 W'~U~WJI fUTm E 7 TO alt. om. E1T 8 TI APT: ~i fecit 
E /:VW ouai ICliTW EV: KriTW aMi ;;,"W A 9 i7 APT: ~t fecit 
E olacpipoll El : a,arpipn F TU E ICnTW Tau rlVW A 10 ;(TTI 

GJST: ;rTTruFHI: nm. E KfllfluHPST: /J-'I0l'Tos-EFGIJ 
II "trip HST: Of EFGIJ P Kat APST: Ka; ~ E 12 <purnt 
alt. EIV: Tri c/>VUfI E2AP 13 fUTat I cPopa ovat'" F 
14 Ti, Pt7rTOU/J.~V(I om. EptSl oUX AST: }J. ~ E 17 fir] Irr l PT 
18 Vr.lipXft EVST: (Vaf}(,fTat inrciPXflV A fUTt FH 22 fTi 
EHPS: ;TI a; FGI] 
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<I>'Y'l:IKHl: AKPOAl:E!2l: to 

pm'Oat SO KE/.'· EV DE T<!J KEV<!' '1HivTll op.o[w; TO TOWWOV, OOCYTE 
24 r.aVT'[l olu8~(J"ETaL. 

24 in OE Kat EK rwvo£ ¢aVfpOV TO AEYO. 
25 flEVOV . OpWj.J.EV yap TO a-UTa (3apor; Ka, UWJJ.u BanDV <pl-

pOJ.LEVOV Otet OVO alr(us, ~ ri{J OwcpIPEU' TO 0,' au, otov ~hJ 

lJouroS' ~ y17) t, 3,' voaToS' ~ a/po':), ~ ref) atacplpftV TO </H:pOP.EVOV, 
faV ra.\.\a ru'ha. lJ7TapXl1. iha T~V lJ7rEpox~v TOU {3apovs t, rij) 
KOV¢OTT}TOS. TO p.£v allv ()t' oil cplpETaL ainDv, OTt Ep:rrootCn 

30 p.aALuTa /LEv iivn</.>EpOJ.LEVOV, brHTa Kat pivoy' /J-a.AAov of-
TO /.l~ EVOW{pETOV' TOWVTO Of TO r.uxvupov. TO o~ E(/>, au 

2ISb A olcr8~crETa, lha TOU B TOV i¢' ~ r xpovov, aLa DE: TOU L\ 

AE7fTOdpov DuroS' TOV l(1/ <i1 E, d LO"OY TO Jl~KO'ii TO TOU B 
n!, {j" KaTe,. n,v avaAoylav TOU ffJ.7rOO[(OVTOS (J"wp.aroS'. (CTrW 

yap TO JlEv B vowp, TO OE: L\ a~p' ouce o~ Anrronpov 
5 d~p voaTO§' Kat duwf1.aTWTfpov. TOU01JT~ OaTTOV TO A ala 

TaU D. DluO~UETa, ~ aLa TOV B. EXErW o~ TOV alrrOV AOYOV 
OV7rEP Otfcrr7lKEV d~p 7rPOS' vSwp. TO TaX0S' 7rpOS' TO nfxoS'. 
WUH El SL7rAau{wS' AE7rTOV. £V oL7TAau{~ Xpovr.e T~V TO B S{· 
€lUtu ~ r1]V TO D.. Kat (UTaL 0 £¢. <f r XPOVO§' Ot7rAaULOS' 

10 TaU fcf ~ E. Kat aEt o~ OUff av if dUWP.UTWHPOV Kat ~TTOV 
£p.7iOOtUTLKOV Kal fMLutPETWTEPOV 0,' au ¢IPETaL. OaTTOV oZ. 
uO~UfTa,. TO of: KU'OV ovolva IX£L AOYOV 0/ lJ7rfplXfTut lmo 
TaU UWjJ.aTOS'. W(J'7rfP DUOf TO f1.710fV 7rpOS apdJp.ov. d yap TIl 
TlrTapa TWV TpLWV lnrEp'XEL h{. 7rAE{OVL Of TOrV OVorv. Kat 

IS In 7rAE{OVL TOV fvO~ ~ TOrV OVOtv. Toil Of P.1JOEVOS oVKln EX£L 

a 23 71"(1/.11"11 AP: 7I"al'Tl E 24 7I"(lv111 EFG HJS: 7Ta/.lTll olJoiw~ 
IT a; FHIJPST: om. EG 25 TO ••. UWMU] n vel uwP.Q 
Laas (3dpo~ Kai £FGHJ P: om. IT 26 ~] ~ fi TO aUTO ~dpo~ 
KUI trxijp.a Laas nf FGIJP : .,." EH . a,a¢ipn/.l7l G a/ 
alt. . . 27 jja".,.Of alt. E PT: M VaIlTO <- ~ i'ij~ A : aui yryf ~ a,' VaOTO~ S 
27 ~ a,' dipOf E Tef E IFIJPT; T"O EZGH 2~ ~ E2AP: om. 
El 29 00/.1 am. F 30 KtII] 5; Kol A 31 llf] ll" 1 
b I cP EFGJ P: n~ HI 2 AE1fTOTipov EGST: hE1fTowpn;'~ 
F HIP: AE1rTOllfPf UTipov fecit Jl TOV ••• E om. FG J I P et corr. E 
El om. F: Elf GH et corr. EJi TO TOV FGHIP: TOU J: 1'6,/.1 
corr. E 3 TW TOV a H 4 "op] p.;" yap FHIJ ILf/.l 
om. F (j TO v5wp H 7 a~ll] (\ ti"p FH 7iPOf TO vawp 
H 1fPO~ TO ",t)..nf G 8 XP/IIlC[) om. H 9 0 om. E o~ 
H "LlT~aUtO/.l F: aITT'XOU{WV H 10 llq om. F ri clUWPIl-
Twnpnv AP: aUWJ111TtMfpO" n Ell /(01 I\. et fecit E: ahA' VP 
cllltrllPETWTEPOII I 13 TTpOf TiHl H 14 7I"A.Eiov G a; AP: om. E 
15 TOV (/.lor 7I"AEiO/.l1 I\. ai om. I : an '}'E ? 



8. 215' 23 - 216' 9 
),.oyov cf lJ7ffPl.xu· clV&.YKfJ yap TO {J7TEPEXOV Otatp£lcr(Jat Ets '. , '\' , "" " 'T£ TrJV V7rEPOX1/V Kat TO V7fEPEX0P.EVOV. WCTTf (UTaL Ta TET-

Tapa ocr<e n iJ7ifplXH leal avolv. aLO OVO€ ypaJ.LJ.!~ cT'nyp.ijs 

{mEp1xft. El p.~ UVYKE"LTQt lK (Tuyp.wv. op.o(ws OE Kat TO 

KEVOU 7rPOS 'TO 7iXijpu OVOEva aTOv Tf lXfw AOyOV. WOTE OVOE 20 

T~V K{Vl](nV, aAA' El OLa TOV AE7rTOTt:lrOV EV TOIT<eol T~V TOIT~VaE 

cpipHQt. 1ha TOV HUOV 7TaVTOS {J7Tfp{3&'AAEt hoyav. 22 . ' (Trw yap ::u 

TO Z KEVOv. Lerou OE [Tefl MEY/Oft1 Tot)' B Kal 6. TO o~ A d 
O{ELO'"L Kat KLV1J(J~crETaL Ell TW' P.EU xpOV<f. Tee bp' aii H. lv 
fA-an-out Of TOV lcp' aii E. TOWOV g(u TOV .\oyov TO 25 

KEVDV 7rPOS' TO 7rAJjpfS. aA,.\.' lv TOCTOVT<f XPOV<:, 00"0S' lcp' 
or, TO B, TOV 6 TO A Uwn T~V TO 0. MU(H al yE KaV 

V n AE7TT/)Tf}Tt oLarplpov TOV aepoS' N/ C;; TO Z rUVTlJV 

T~V a.vaAoy(av ~v (Xft 0 XPOVOS ~<p' <f E 7TpOS TOV f<p' <;l 
H. av yap ri 'TO(TOVTce AE7T'TO'TEPOV 'TO £<p' C;; Z fTwp.n TOU 30 

fi, O(Tce inup£XEL 'TO E 'Toil H, aV'TEfT'Tpap.p.£vws UHU~ 'TI}) 
niXEL fV 'T~ 'TOUOVTce oerov 'TO H, rTjv 'TI) Z 'TI) l¢' ov A, Eaj,' 216a. 
¢£pT/Ta~. E{W 'To[vvv J.LT/oh ]i (TwJla fV T~ Z, tn 8(iTTOV. GA.\' 
ljV fV T~ H. 05UT' fV rQ'~ xpovce UHUt 7rAijpls 'TE ~V Kat KEVOV. 
aA'\' aOVVa'TOl'. cpaVEpov 'TO{VVV on, El tun XpOVOS lv C;; 'TOU 

KEVOU onouv OlCT8t}<rETa~, CTVP./311cTETat TOVTO TO &l>vvaTOV' fV rO"~) 5 

yap .\T/¢8r}CTETat 7r.\~pfS 'TE 5v o£E~dvat n Kat KEVOV' tfTTaL y&p 
n a.va.\oyov CTwp.a £TEPOV 7rPOS £upOV WS XPOVOS 7rpOS XPOVOV. 
WS 0' EV KE¢aAa(<p El7rE~V, OijAOV Tt) TOl! CTvp.{3a(VOVTOS ainov, 

on KtVr}CTEWS J.L'fv 7rPOS K(V7jUtV 7raCT1]S (CTn AOyOS' (iv xPOvce 

b 16 l3 l tllpficr8aL TO Vrrrp£xov A 17 Kal fir TO FGIJ 7tfPlf-
XclWIIOIl G 19 17tf, I l3i TIS : a,i d . Cornford 22 fUTW 

PAPS: TO El 23 af] ai Kid G Tqi Jlf)'£OH E 2AP; om. EIV 
24 b .. , •. xPollre EGHJ P : flrv iv 'TiV; XpovCf F: iv 'Tivl X(JovCf fl-fV I ill 
om. Ell' 25 TOU E IS: q 'TCf E2: ~ 'TOV A 01>' 1 & G E] 
fKalIJS 26 KfVOV • . • 'TrAijpfrAV: 'TrAijPfS'TrPOr-rtlKfIIOvES o.¢'I 
27 'TotJ] Tijr E2GJP )'f EFGIjSP: om. HSI 28 ,j] fl r,. 
TaVr-rJv TryVJ T~" aUT~v H 29 f EP: TO f A 'r~v GI c; 'ro 
Jj A 30 TOU AP: TOV i¢' 00 E 216a 1 TtP om, FP, erasit 
J oCTor E TO z], FGHIP 3 ~v APS: q E 4 TOllltJlI] 
Otll H (OTt EIJS: fCTTIH E!FGHIV XPollorE1S: Til' XPolior 
E2AVP 5 olrrfHjUfTat APS: olrr8ijvllt E 'TO sup. lin. J: af 
E: om. IS 6 uvp.f31jcrnot vel AfX81jCTfTnI ci. Bonitz nil om. 
EPS ),up AP: om. E 7 'Trpor (TfPOIi FGHIP: om. E) w'" 
EIJP: Wi' 0 FGH: c,u1rrp S 8 Tovom. El atn611 ICTT/v on FP 



<I>'l'liIKIU AKPOAliEDli t; 

10 fOP terTt, Xp6vov Of 7TGVTOS tern 7TPOS xpovov, 
II Gll-cpo'i:v), KfVOV oe 'iTpOS 7TA:ijpfS oux fernu. 

, 
7TE1fEparrfJ.fvwv 

11 V fJ-EV ovv (nacp~pov(n 
a,' wv </>Ipovrut, raUra crvfL(3a{UH, Kara Of T~V TWV cpEPO

p.lvwv iJ7rEpOX~v Taoe OPWP.EV yap Ta P.E[(W p01T~V lxovra 

~ (3&povs ~ KOVCPOTTJTOS, lau rai\i\a O/-LOLWr; lxn [roLs UX1/-
1$ ,ualTt), BaTTOY qHpofLfiva TO fa-ou xwp(ov, Ka/: xura >..oyov ou 

lXDV(TL .0. p.f.yI01) 7TpOS ltA.A.T}Aa. ~(JTE KaL aLa rov KEVOil. 
ciA.\.' clovvarDV' aLa T{va yap alrCav Ol(TO~lTf.TaL OaTTOV; tV 

Mev YdP TaLS 7TA.~pf(nV it cLVaYKT}s' BaTTOP yap (UULPf.L Tfi 
i(1x6~ TO /-LEt(au' ~ yap 0X~J.Lan OWtPE'i, ~ porrfi ,jv €X€L 

20 TO 4>EPOJ.LWOV ~ TO cl</>dUv. luoruxij apa 7Tavr' lcrrat. aM' 
:1 1 &OVVUTOV . 

21 on J,LEV ouv €l fa'Tt K£VOV, crv/J(3a(vH TovvavT{ov ~ a,' 
o xGracrKE"va(ov(Tw 01 </>a(1'KOVTfS fil lat KfVOV, CPaJ)fPOV h r wv 

ElpYljlivwv. 01 IlEv ouv orOVTa, TO KEVOV fivat, EtrrEp IUTaL 1; 
KaTa rOTrOV K{V'Y](n~, a7rOKEKptlllvov KUO' aVTO' TOVTO OE Tav-

25 TOV frYn TCf TOV n.l7wv (/JaVat Eivai n KEXWptUlllvov' TOVTO 0' 
26 on novvarov, Erp1]TaL TrpOnpov. 

26 Kat KaO' aVTO OE <TK07TOVULV 

cpavE{ry av ro )\fEYOllfVOV KEVOV wS' aA1JOW~ KEVOV. WU7rEP yap 

faV Iv voan nOv TLS' KV!30V, hUT~crfTaL rocrovrov vowp o(]"oS' /; 
KV{3OS', OVTW Kal fV nIp,' aAAct Tfl al(1'8~rYfL aOT}Aov. Kat 

30 alEL O~ EV 7ravTl rYwjlan lXOVTL jlETacrTarYw, bp' & 7r1¢VKE 

ILEO[uTau(JaL, aVaYK1], av IL~ rYvll7rtI\~Tat, ILEOCrYTacr8aL ~ 
Karw alEC, d Karw 1; cJ>opa W(T7rEP yijS'. ~ &vw, d 'TrUP, 
• , ,. ,. [']' ~" ." 0' , " " ~ 7J t7r UfJ.""W, 7J u7l'OWl' av n ?1 TO Evn EIlEVOV' EV uE u7J T~ 

KEVcf rovro Il€V novvarov (OVO€V yap rn'dlla). ilLa Of rov KVf30V 

35 T'O rUDV (aaUT7]lla l3LEA1]AVOlvaL, ,lJ7l'fP ~v KUL 7rpOTEPOV 

a It KflJ(W E2 12 ali EFGHI ¢tpfTlit F 13 T&af] 
TClI'Ta [ 14 Tf1X\.CI nplS : om. PP, sec!. Laas Toir rrx~parn 
seclusi, am. S: habent uP 18 Oii.noll ,~ OlJUYK'1r E Tn] TL E 
19 uxijp.a £2 20 (um! 7rO"Ta H dXl\') up..a at A 21 lUTat I 
22 a I 23 rlTHIl H 24 cl7rOKPLI.IO~fIIOlJ Bekker (e rrore preli) 
26 d8vIIClTOil EFHIS: &aUliaToll clllll4 GJ Kat APST: om. E 
uKomHjllTt S 27 KfIJOII am. F Yfip '" liaaT! &11 8,~ A 28 QUOII F 
30 &; F P 31 p..fOluTuuOru pro E F HI] : UVII{(J"TQnOm P et sup. lin. p 
3z ~] fi I 33 ~ am. S yp. P Prantl: habet lIP OTiO ~ 'YP. P : 
QUOII ST fi'1 FH 34 oMi FV Klidov] ICfllOV F 35 SU,X'l. 
hOflllH] aU).'1).v8iJlaL afl~ft€ 1I E2A: 8uX1)Xv8f vat aO~HEII (ill Corn· 
ford 

, 



8. 216' 10-9. 216b 27 

iv rifi KEVii!, &U7TEp au d TO VOlOp p.~ I-u:OCuraro T~ £VA[Vcp 216b 

K>if3'1' I'~a' " Ct~p, "AAa "'''VT~ OLv,O"av at' a"Toil. CtUa 
Il~V Ka, 0 I<lJ/30) yE IXEt TOcrOVTOV p.lYEOos, Q(10V KaTEXH 

KEVOV' 0 £i Kat fhplJ.ov ~ "'VXpov €aTW ~ {3apv ~ KOV¢OV, 
avoh ,jTTOV EUPOV 1'41 E!vaL 7iaVTWV rwv 7ra07]J.LaTWV lcrrt, Kal 5 

Elll~ XWpttITov' 'Alyoo DE- TOU oy/wv TOV £VA{VOV KVf30V. WUT Et 

KaL XWPHTOd1] TWV &AAWV 7TaVTWV Kat J.I.~n {3apv Jl~U KOV-

<pov d7], KaOl,n TO LCTOV KEVOU Kal lv Tefl aVT't' ((TTat 1'4> TOV 

nhrolJ Kal T~ TOU KEVOU p.lpn rO'ct> f-avT(~. Tt ovv OW[(TH TO TOV 

KVPOV UWJlU TOU LCTalJ K€VOV KaL TChrov; KaL d ova TOLaWa, OLa 10 

it OV Kat anoo-aavv lv 1'4> aVTtfl[fTTut; ~v MEV o~ TOVrO aro7rov 
Kal aovvuToV. In DE cpavEpov on rovro 0 KVj30S ~£(L KaL 
p.cdhurap.€Vos , 0 KaL TO. &'AAa crWf-Luru 7raVT' lXft. WUT' d 
TOt) TOnOl} ,.L"qOEv OWCP/pH, rt Of'i' 7rotf'i'V TOr.OV TO'i'S cJ"(~flauw 

7Tapa TOV hauTov 0YKOV, fl ar.atJh 0 OyKOS' j OVOf:v yap UVfl- IS 

/3aAAfTat, fl EUPOV 7TEpl aVrov tuov OlauT1jJ.ta rOtDVTOV fL1j. 
[fTL Of'i' S~AOV f1vaL OLOV KfVOV fV TO'i'S KtVOVjJ.€VOlS'. vvv 0' ovSa-

jJ.ov fVTOS' TOV KOUjJ.OV· 0 yap a~p lunv n, ov SO Kf'i' 0' Yf-OUDE-
ro f)Dwp, d i~uav 01 lX(hJfS ULD'r]PO'i" TV a<pp yap 1] KptCTLS' 

" ' "] - , { • '!' I,., TOV (l.7jTOV. on jJ.fV TO VVV OVK fun KfXWPLUflfVOV KfVOV, fK rov- 20 

rwv fUil oijAOV. 
9 Elutv M nVH 01 OLa TOV flavov Kal 7iVKVOV oLoviaL fj>a-

VfpOV fLval OTL lUTL KfVOV. fl f.l'€v yap jJ.l) lun f.lavov Kat 

7rVKVOV, OVDE- uvvdvaL Ka£ 7itAf'i'utJaL olav if' d OE- TOUTO f.l~ 

fL7j, ~ OAWS KtV'r](J"LS OVK ferrat, ~ KVjJ.avf'i' TO OAOV, (JU7jfP 25 
lcp1J .souBas, ~ ds L(J"OV aft (Of'i') f.lfTafJai\i\fLV Mpa Kat iJSwp 

(i\'yw OE OLOV d lC voaTos KvaBov yiYOVfV a~p, l1p.a fC LUOV 

b 1 t\p] "lap E 2 rralirn EHIJT: 1fall7a FG et sup. lin. J O~' 
am. El 3 "It om. EtA 4 ro K(v6v A Kat EFIJ'P: om. 
GHJI faTlv ~ t uxp;'" A: Kat '¥VXPOP fartl! P 5 €npov] 
fnpov (iU.li Kul fLaA.'lI..op I TO F: roil P 7 7r(lVTCtW r(;ill nAAwv A 
9 ro/ rou om. E: r0 I piPH ri' tar:' H II Klil' EI ;vom. F 
14 ro uro 71'OlJ Bekker (e rr. prel.) 15 iir.flB,/r H 161ffpl 
ns et ut vid. P: an 1fapa? I7-20 fTt ••• U1ITOU om. PST, 
sed. Bekker: habent nV Averroes 17 fn] (iAAw~ fn GH: 
(l'n J aft] a; aut a~ p 19 ulal}poi] irypol Uonitz yap 
u<pij I 21 fCTTaI I 23 ftvul ASP: olI)o E Eurl KOO" 
EGI J PS : /(fPOI! fCTTI F: faTt n K(VO" H 24 oMtv E oto" 
Tf Kai 1fIAftUOut F 7l'1AOUUOm EI p.~ am. JP 25 (1'11 ~ ] ~ E: 
q q F: itl} (jAWf ~ G: fiT} I: ij JP 26 (ir E21\.VP: om. E1 aft 
Bonitz: am. IlP 27 (l Ii. P: om. E 



<P1'l:IKHl: AKPOAl:E.Q~ C. 

«lpos vowp TO<TOVTOV YEYfV~(Tea,), ~ KEVOV ErVaL l€ aV&.yKlJ~· 
(J'VjJ.7TtAE'r:crOm yap Kal f7iEKUtVE<T8at QUK £vUXETat ll.i\.. 

3°.\.005'. d JlEv ovv TO fJ.avoy A.iyovcn TO 1iOAAa KEVo. KEXWPL

crp.lva EXOV, cpaVEpOV cds fl }J:I'}O E KEYOY fVOEXETUL ('!vaL XW
PLcrrOV W<Y''TTEP fJ.7}OE n)7iOV EXOJJTa at&'UTl]/-La aVTOV. ouoE jlavQY 

OVTli))' El Of p.~ xwpw"r6v, dAA.' ojJ.WS (VELva ! n KEVOV, ~TTOV 

fJ-'Ev aovvarov, uvp,f3alYH OE r.pWTOV f.tEV o~ r.aO"t]s KW~o"EWS' 
35 arnov TO KEVOV. &A.\a Tl}S' avw (TO yap fJ.UVQv KOV¢OY, at() 

a " ~ ''''~,J.. )" , :II , 217 KaL TO 1TVP MaUQV HvaL -yafTW J E7iHTa KW1]rTEWS mTLOV OUX 

ourw TO KEVOY WS' fV 0/. &AA' W(F'1rfp at aCrI(OI. r41 cplpHrOaL av
TOt <1vw <pI.povcn TO (TVVEXls. oiITw TO KEVOV avw <plpu. KaCroL 

TrWS atov T£ qwpcw dvaL MUOU n r07TDV KEvoil; KEVof) yap Y{YVE -

5 raL KEVOV, Els & cplpETaL. En De 7rWS brl rov papEos aifoow. 

UOVUW TO <pfpfuOaL Karw; Kat oijAov on d ou~ &v p,avon. 

pov Kat Kfvwnpov i1 avw OluO~Ufrm, d oAws €rl1 K€VOV, rd
XtUT' &v <PePOtTO. ruws oe Kal Tovr' aovvaTov KWT/Oijvat' Ao
yos 0' 0 aUTOS, &U7rfP on fV T4l KWIf a.K{V1JTa 7TdvTa, oww 

10 Kat TO KEVOV on «K{VT/TOV' auvp,{3A1Jra yap 7"(1 nlX1J. 

De KEVOV P,EV oli <pap,fV ftvaL, TO. ~AAa 0' ~1i6p1J TaL CtA1JOws. 

on ~ K{V1JULS OVK {UTaL, €l p,~ (frat mlKVWULS Kat p,&'VWULS, 

;, KVfLaVEt <> ovpav6s, ;, aid ruov vowp e, aipos (uTaL Ka~ 
al)P if voaTOS (oijAov yap on 1fA€[wv a~p i~ VOCLTOS Y{YVE. 

15 Ta,' avaYK1J TO{VUV, £l fL~ [un 7r{A1J(ftS, ~ efw(JoviJ.fVOV TO 

iXOfL€VOV TO Euxarov Kup..a{vHv 7rOL€tV. ;, aAAo(J{ 7TOV rUOV 

fLfTa,8&AA€LV it aipos vowp. tva 0 7ras OyKOS TOV oAov ruos 
1i. ;, Jl1Jo'Ev KLV€'iu(JaL' aft yap IJ.fOLCTTUJlEVOV TOVTO (1vp.{3~(J'€
TaL, av iJ.TJ KVKAce 7rEpduTfjTaL' olue afL 0' fls TO KVKA<f ~ 

b 28 TOUOVTiW ;;awp F j'rj'n'~tr8at A P: j'1j'lIrcr8at E 29 {TV",-
mXouu8al E I /1T(/(,.dvru8at E1S: uVI.l~7TrKnll.l~u8at E2A 
illa;X.rTu1 EFIS: ;lIaixru8u.t GI] IThXws ante ou" F 31 "'" 
GH rillal om. ] 32 ouo; F aUl!TT"fUl APST: llla-
u-Nj",aTa E 35 ainoll] rtvat F 217tl. 1 rtval om. F 
Z aunl E 3 rtvw ¢ipri] dVf.IJ<prpir I: o.vwtP0pov P 4 TOlTOV £ 
6 rlon I: on £G] 7 Kal KEVWTfpnV om. G 9 OT' OOUTrfP 
8T1 F Iv] Kal'" IP 10 on om. £1 II ou qlfljlrll om. Gl 
12 on £ H S: om. FGI] 13 ~d .... p /~ nEpOS '(!TOil HIS (UTI 

£2AS: (!Trat £ 1 16 lTou:i E nov TO iuov I 17 v~wp 
£FVP: flr vdCiJp GHIJST 19 all. , . lTrp'luT1}Tat om. I nfp'· 
lUT'aTat H 



9. 216b 28-217b II 

4;opa, ahA-a Kal Els fUM)· 01 f.LEv o~ o~a rGvru KEVOV TL 20 

1>arEV av EtVat, ~P.E~S DE AEYOJ.UV EK rwv lnroKHf.Llvwv on 
EUTW vA.7) p.(a nov fVaVrL6JV, (hpp.oV Kat ","vXpOV Kat rwv CiA.. 
AWV rwv <jJVCTtKi:JV EvavndHTfWV, Kal h QVVafJ-Et aVTOS fVEP~ 

YE{q. ~v Y{YVHat, Kal all xwpurT~ MEV ~ vAry, TO 0' E!vat fU
pov, Kat J .. da To/ apt8}l/f. El lrVXE, xpotas Kat 8fPP.OV 25 

Kat o/vXpov. 26 

(un DE Kat (J'wp.aros fJi\l] Kat flfY&>..OV Kat 26 

}J.tKpOV ~ aVT~ . OijAOV DE' orav yap f£ vaaTos a~p YEVT}TaL, 

1] aun, iJA1] ou 7rpOuAa{3ovCTa TL uA'Ao fYEVHO, aAA.' t> ~v 

Dvva,ufL, EVEpydq. (ylvEro, Kat 7TaAw {Jowp it alpos wcrav-
TooS, OTE f.LE-V Els fllytfJos fK jJ.tKporT)Tos", OTE 0' ds I.UKpa- 30 

T 1JTa fK JM.ylOous. oJ.1.olws T O{VVV KaV <5 dryp 7ToA:vS' {tv EV lA-arTOVL 

ylYV7)TaL oYKlf KaL it fA-arrOYOS ,.J.E((wv, ~ ovvaj.LEL overa VA1j 

ytYVETat ajJ.cpw. WU7rEP yap Kul iK tvxpov (JEPJlOV Kat h 
8fPj.LOV tvxP0V 1j aim]. on ~v 3vvdJlEL. OVTW Kat h OfPJlOV 

j.LaAAoV (J£pp.ov, ov3£voS' y£vop.ivov €V TV VA?1 (J£pp.ov 0 OVK ~v 217b 

(J£pp.ov on ~Trov ~v (hpp.ov. t1JU7rfP Y£ avo' ~ rov P.f{(OVOS' 

KVKAOV 7T£pLcpfpELa Kat KVprOr1]S' few y{YV1jrut fAarrovOS' KV-
, (') • ,".. .", .. \ \ I > e ", , , .. ..x' KI\OV, 1] 1] aVT71 overa 1] UI\I\T}, v ov EVL fyyfyOV£ TO Kvprov 0 'tv OU 

Kvprov aAA' fv(J6 (oit yap T<~ OtaA£{1THV TO ~TTOV ~ TO JJ.a.AAOV 5 
- ) > ,> - '""" (3 , > e > , > 'e furtV ' OUf) fun rlJ S' 't'l\oyuS' Aa HV TL /L£yf os- fV Cf ou Kat Ep-

J.LOT1}S' Kat AEVKOT1jS' lVHJTw. O{)TW TO{VVV Kat ~ 7rponpOV (JfPJ.LOTT}S 

(7rpos)rnv 1Junpov. werTE Kal ro /LfYf(Jos- Kal ~ }.LtKpOrT}S Tovalu(JT}

rov 0YKOV OV7rpoer>"a/3overT}S n rijs VA1]S l7TEKTf{VEraL, &AA' on ov 

vap.u ierTtP vAl] afJ.cpo'ip, wur' £OTI. TO avro 7TlIKVOV Kat fJ.a- 10 

VOV, Kal /Lta vAT} aVT(~v. {un O€ TO fJ.EV 7TVKVOV {3ap{" TO 

a 20 !l(1/ ala TOtUVrO F lCatv(h .. I 21 af om. F }..€ynp.H' 
FGHJPS: >..iy6JiJ-EvEIV 23lvfpy£Lq,E2AT: om.El 24 TO 
EFGJ T : '''' HI 26 Si FHIPT: S' ,I E : S? GJ 27 a;p 
i~ vouTor I' yiJl'lTat APS : yiv'/nH E 28 /:;\').0 Tt A 30 UIH-
ICporf]Tor BTl G 31 TOIlJtIII] a; l-l <> EFST: om. GIJP 
32 yiY"iTa! El: y€""rllt F ouua Y("fTat Vhf] A: VAl] oJUIl 'YlyJl~Tal S 
33 yap E 2AT; )'f E lV IIC tllpp.ov tVXPOII lCal. IIC l¥uXPOV lhppoav H 
b 1 P.'1aEVO~'YIIIOPO;I1UU F 2 ')If' EFIJPS: yap GH out'rjlCnl P 
3 YfV'lro t GH 1 4 ? 1 scripsi: habent ut vid. PPS: ~ EFGHJ pi: 
q 1 yfYLJli FGH 6 ou yap fun F jJf),E86r Tl F ou 
om. Gl }..fIlK6T'I~ Kat 8rppo6Tl/r fUTill G 8 1f"pO~ T~II scripsi, 
leg. fort. S : Tn E 'GHI]: Tij~ E2F lCal. pro om. H 10ltrrl.II 
~ iJl\f] A 



<I>'r:illKH:il AK POA:ilE.Q:il t. 

O€ p.aVDZI KOiJ¢OV. [En W(T'Trt:p ~ Toil leVleA-OU 7rEPL¢fp~ta crvv

ayop.1v7J ds EAaTrov Diu;, 6.AAo TL Aap./3avH TO KO~A.OV. &i\.\' 

~ ~v (TVV~Xe1], Kal Toil 7iVPOS 0 n liv ns J\.&.{3'[1 r.av EITTUt 

IS lhp/J-ov, DUTW Kat TO 7l"av O'"vvaywyT, Kal OLaOTOA.~ Tl]S av
rils VA1JS.] Mo yap €unv €(p' harlpov, rov TE '1TVKlJOV Kat 

Tot) J1.UVOV· TO T€ yap {3apu Kal TO l1'KA71POZl 7TVKva OOK€~ 

E iva" Kat Tllvavda J.Lava. 1"() T£ KOVepOV Ka, TO p..aAaKOV· 
OLaCPWVE~ Of TO {3apv Kai. TO (H.ATJpOV inL J.LoACf3oov Kat UL-

20 O~pov. 

20 h. o~ TWV €lprll..Livwv ¢av€pov WS oiir' a1ToKEKp'fL1vQv 

Hvall ICTTlv, ovO' U7l'AWS' OliT' tv rtf) p.av<e, ovu ovva}.tE"L, d p.11 
TlS {3ovAfTaL 7i&'VTWS KaAE'V KEvt)V TO arnov TOU ¢ipw·(Jat. 

oVrw o· ~ TOV (3apioS' Kat K015</>01) vl\1]. "Ii TOLaVT1], E'1J au TO 
, " ," , , I " 

KEVOW TO yap '1iVKVOV Kat TO J.Lavov Kara raVTT}V TlW Evav-

25 T{WUW <popas 7TO~1)nK&, KaTa OE- TO UKA1)pOV Kat p.aAaKOV 

'lTaOovs KaL a:rraOE{as, KaL OU <popas MA.' ETEpO~WUEWS ,."a.A

Aov. KaL WEpt p.ev KEVOV. 7iWS tern Kat 1TWS aUK (erTL. Otw 
p{u8w TOV rpowov TOWOV. 

, EXC>"J,LEVOV Of rwv Elp1JfJ.lvwv £O"r(v £'lTEA8E'iV 7TEpl Xp6vov' JO 

30 7TPWTOV OE- KaAwS" (XH oLa1Topijuat 1TEP~ aUTov KaL OlCt rwv 

£~WTEPLKWV AOyWV. 1TOTEPOV TWV OVTWV £UTtV ~ TWV p.~ OVTWV. 

ETra r{s ~ cpv(nS" mn-ov. on f.L€V ovv ~ OAWS" OVK fO"TLY ~ p.6-
ALs Kai. af.tvopwS". lK Twvol ns av ihro7iTEVUELEV. TO J.l..EV 

yap aVTOV ylYOVE KaL OUK faTLY. TO OE ,."fAAH Kat: OV7rW fUTtV. 

218a h Of TOVTWV Kat 0 a1rELpas Kat 0 aEt AaJJ-f3avop.EVOS Xpo-

vas UVYKELTaL. TO 0' lK jJ..~ ovrwv UVYKE(jJ..EVOV &ovvaTov th 
3 ETvat 06~ELE l.lErEXEtV ouer(aS". 

3 

b 12-16 fn ... vA,}" nPS: om. T "Ip. Gyp. S 14 ~"sup. lin. 
E1 Kal] nVTw Kai t\ fun GHI et post 8f'p~611 F 15 tT\:MYW)'~ 
/Cal a(au'ToA~ ES: (TVUf)"IWYii Kat 8W(FTOAn A 16 fcp' FGHJ P: 
cl(P' EIVS 17 "'lap om. Hi 19 TO alt. AP: om. E fJ-o}..i{18ov 
EIFHIJPT: I'tJAvfj8ovE2GS 20 6,.rAT: onE 21oUT' 
fll AP: OUBl" E 22 1TU"TW.r KQAf'iv KfVOV AVT: KaAfill 1'1 1«(,,011 
1J'f)VTOS' E 23 flv ft'l F 24 TO alt. om. E 27 alwpiu8w 
AST: alWpluTal E 28 'TOUTOII 1'011 TP01TOV FT 29 7I'fpi TaU 
XpOVOV H 30 lharroptum J 31 AOYwv om. fort. 5 32 airrwv 
F ~ pro E1S: om. E2A I'OAI1' EST: fJ-O"lIS' A . 33 n~ /,." 
GHljVP: 1'1.r &" Kal E: ::." TI~ TSo: 'TIS' F 218& 2 /"v flvm 
ao~m EGHjS: aO~fUV &11 F: ftVUI aogUf I 3 I'fTixuv E1PHS: 
fJ-fTiXnv 1T'OTl E2FGJ: 71'01'£ fJ-ETiXflV I 

, 



9. 217b 12-10.218" 28 

<TrDU, llv7fEp ~, aV&YI<1]. OT£ eUTw, 1j'Ot na.ura Tel JJ./p'I'J 
f!vat ~ IULa' TOU Of xpovov Tn Miv y/Y01)£ ra Of JJ.EAAU, 5 
tun 0' OVOEV. OVTO~ IlEptCTTOV. TO DE vuv ov }lEPOS' J.LETPEt T£ 

yap TO lLipos. Kat UVYKE'i:uOaL OEI: TO OAOV be TWI) l.L£pwv· 
o Of xpovos ou OOKE' (11)YKELU8at iK Ti]W vuv. In OE TO VVV, 

~ q,a(VETat lHOp((HV TO 1tapEA8oJ) Kat T6 ,..,.E;. •. AOI'. 'lTOTfPOJ) 

~v Kat TaWOI) dd o,a,.,.Ivft ~ MAO Kat <lAhO, ov p4o,ov 10 

l[)EtV. £l J.l.Ev yap alEl EUPOU Kat EHPOV, p.TJUV 0' furl TWI) 

tv Tee xpovce llAAO Kar. aUo p.lpos l1p.a (o J.I.~ 1rEP"XEL, 
TO DE 7TfptlXETaL, wrnrfp 0 EAaTTwv Xpovos 1l7fO TOU 7TAE(O

vas), TO OE U1)V I-'~ au 7fponpov Of ~v uV&.YKlJ lcpO&.p8aL Trod, 
Kat 'To. vvv l1p.a MEV aAA~AoLS alll< IUTaL, lcpOapOat oE r 5 

&V&YI<11 ad TO 7TPOHPOl', £v attr<e JlEv 0111) bPOap8at avx 
olav 'TE out TO EtVaL TOTE, (I) a.u.~ DE: vvv EcpOapOat 1'0 

7rponpov vvv o·h lvalXE1'at . laTW yap a.OVva1'OV EXOp,€Va 

Elvat aAA~Awv n1 vvv, WU7fEP aT'yp,~v unyp,~s. E'[7rEP o-ov EV 

1'~ ECPE{~S oille lcpOap-ruL GAA' EV UAAIf, tV TO'S P,E1'U{U :JO 

[ TO'S] VVV G.7rE{potS O-oUtv l1p,u av dl'J' 1'oVro Of GOVVUTOV. aAAa 

I-'~V ova' alE/. TO av1'o OLal-'eVHU OVVUTC)V' oVlJEVOS yap c}taL

PETOU 1rE1rEpuujJivov ~v 7rlpas laTtv, olin au lCP' ~V if UUVEXfs 
OUTf av l7T~ 1TAE{W' TO O€ vvv 7rlpas IUTeV, Kat XPOVOV tUTt 

Aa{3f'v 7rE1iEpaup,lvov. l TL fl TO I1fLU flvat KaTa XP01!OV Kat 2'; 

J.L~Tf 7rponpOV J.L~Tf verTfpOV TO tV Trf aVTlf> flvaL Ka/. hL [n'i>] 
vvv laTtv, El nl Tf 1Tponpov Kal 1'Il. iJ(Tnpov EV TcfJ vvv npo{ 
fernv, l1p,a av E'[11 Tel lros YEvofLwa p,vpwerTov r ots YE-

a 4-5 TfTO L ••• ;,,,a E P : TfTO' (vta ~ rrOVTa Tn ,.,.;PT/ £tllCU 1\SPT: 
~ 7T(ill1'a rei p.i p'1 ~ fliin ftVal So 6 P.ETPfl Tf FH 21SP: fwrpEirfU 
H1)APSo: P.fTPfl E2G: £1 incertum 7 p.;po~] p.fpor, T O at VlIli 

oli IUTefj F aii EFG J PS : a? 1: aOICfl H 8 oli am. F 9 atOp;-
'fiV E 1\ VS et ut vid. T: opi(ftv £' 10 ~ (rifl) Torstri k oli] 
is E II O'UII,3fiv H 12 fj ~ 'rrfptiXft Clp.a H 14 TO Tf 

EIHPS 15 ICAl ••• ap.a E2APS: om. £1 OUIC fUT(U nAA~AOir 
8Lfcp8ap8nt H 3; E'APS: om. £1 16 dJl(IYIC'I •• • 'rrPliTjOV ,. " ,. . . .,. . £'AP: Afl aVll)'IC'I Ttl 1rpoTfPOV S: aVfI )'/c'I £1 Ot/V am. I oUX TO 
)lU" OUX H 17 oro" T' rifl aUI H : vtOJ>Tat aUI Jl TOTE £'AVS : 
am. £1 18 £UTW £IAPS: fUT11I V: E1 incertum 19 UTlYp."" 
EPST: CTf',yp.~ /I. 2 1 Toirseclusi: am. S et fort. P 2 4 avom. F 
26 /Cill i"l [TW] Diels, "'iii fvl fort. T : lCili fll T~ nSc : lCal fill Trji ci. 
Bonitz: omiltendum ci . Banitz, fort. cum PS 27 )'f H : 
om . S 7rp6TEpa «at Ttl ~C1Tfpn F ;11] )'tVOf'fVa ;" S 28 Ttl 
fl~ 'Tor E'AS )'fVOP.flla nPSPT: )'f"F/UO~f"a Se: )'u' '1uo/oloa ~ 
"If " op,flla Diels P.VPWUTOV ante )'oop.Eva F ),'" 0,.,.;"0" FPS 



V0lJ.tVOt') T~lJ.fPOV, Kat OVTE 7rPOTfPOV OVTE: vuupOV OVOEV aAAo 
30 UAAOV. 

30 1rfpt J.LEV o~v TWI,.· irrrapxovTwV aVT~ TouailT' (UTW Ot71 -

7iop71J.Llva· Tl o· iUTlv 0 xpovo') Kat Tt') aVTou 11 ¢VUL'), 01J.0{w') 

EK Tf TWV 7rapaofooJ.Llvwv 11071AOV £UTLV, Kat 'TiEPL WV TVYX&.

VO/UV OLfA1]AVOOTE:,) 7rpOTfPOV. oi. J.L€v yap n,v TOU OAOV K{V71-

218b UW flva{ ¢auw, ot Of T1)v ucpatpav avn/v. KalToL nl') 7rf-

puPopO.') Kat TO Illpo') Xpovo') Tl') £UTt, 7rfpL¢Opa De yf oV' 

J.Llpo') yap 7rEp,¢opa') TO A1]1>lJEv, aAA' 011 7rfptcpopa. In o· 

El 7iA££OV') ~CTav ol ovpavo{, ojJ.o{ws av ~v 0 xpovo') ~ OTOVOVV 

5 aVTwv K[v71uLS, WtTTf 7ro'\'\ot XPOVOL ({p.a. ~ Of TOV o'\ov 

ucpatpa too,E jJ.Ev TOtS El7rOVCTtV ElvaL 0 XPovo<;, STL €V H 

T~ Xpovf{' 7iaVTa ECTTtV Kat fV Tfl TOU OAOV u¢alpq. · [UTLV O' 
ElnjOLKWTEPOV TO Elp71p.lvov ~ cZCTn 7TEpl aVTov TIl aovvaTa 

E7rtUK07TftV. E1iEt OE OOKEt p.aAulTa Klv71UL') fiva, Kat p.fTa. 

10 I3OA~ Tt') /) xpOVO'). TOUr' liv Er1J frKf1iT£OV. ~ p.'Ev OVV ~KaUTOV 

p.fTa{3oA~ Kal Klv71uL') tv aVTf{' T~ p.fTa{3aA'\oVTL MOVOV 

f.urlv. ~ ou av TVxn ~v a.VTO TO KLVOVP.H'OV Kat fJ.fTa{3a,\Aov · 

o Of xpovos 0J.l.0{WS Kat 1iaVTaxOV Kat 1iapa 7rauLV. tTL DE 
J.l.ETa{3oA~ p.lv (UTL OaTTWV Kat {3pa'OvrEpa. Xpovo<; 

15 a' OVK [CTTW' TO y ap {3paov Kat Taxv XpOVf{' cZpLUTaL, Taxv 

J.l.Ev TO EV OA[Yf{' 7TOAV KWOVJ.l.fVOV. j3pa'Ov Of TO f.V 7TOAActl 

d'\lyov' 0 Of xpovos ouX wpLO"TaL XPov<:J. OVTf T~ 7TOUO') Tt') 

Elva, o-t;u T~ 7Totek on IlEv TO{VVV OVK ((T'TW K{v71UL'). cpavEpov' 

p.710EV Of OtaCPEplrw Alynv ~Il'iv EV T4> r.apovTt K[VT/UW ~ 
20 I-'ETaf3oA~v • 

• AA.A.a. J.L~v ova· avfV yE jJ.ETa.f30Aij,)· OTa v yap f.l71 'OEV II 

a 29 liI\XO t;nOv oM!" H 30 flJ' TW at'11rOp'1f1.fJla EG IJPS: 
f'o;-ro: :"'In;oP'IpivQ F: clP'lrTBu> H 31 nlJr ov 'J ¢~rT" EGI}P: 
~lm:r ,'1 C/;VUt!> F: ~ ¢UfI!!> aVTOl} HS 32 Tf nP: om. S (lO'1hOV 
"ITt!> fUTI" £1 b 3 f1.!l'o!> • •• 1ffp4¢Opa om. I '}'np) at 
r ij!> sup. 1m. JI Xq8ill EV et sup. lin. p a' EGHIJP: om. 
FT 4 01 om. S OTlOU" H 6 fi'ITov(1tlJ AP : "'Hovun, E 
TE om. F P 7 XPDIICf ni ."allTn J P 8 i] om. H 9 1(1.1I'1u1r 
-rt ~ flilot H 10 TOV H &1' fIlCf1M"ioll G 11 lamci.J H f1.0VO" 
lurlll EHPST: (o n /LOVOII FGIJ 13 /Cal pro EFGIJT: om. HS 
at E'J\PST: ai /Cal E 1 14 lint EIPST: f"TI miua E2J\V 
15 8paau Kai ro -ra;tV I : rrlXv ICnl (1(,,1 ro P) (3paou VPST 19 at 
AVP : om. E ZI ah;\' ov /tryv oM' G '}'f om. S IlT}aiv 
0&01 EGJ) Psc,lT : av-TOt ~'10(v H: aVTol p';'1 8f" F : avrol f1.~ SP 



10. 218a 29-11. 219' 13 

aural fLETa/3&'A.A.Wf,J.EV T~V oU1Votav ~ AaOwflEv JUTa f3&.A
AOVTfS', Db OOKEi.' ~/J.LV YEyovivUL xpovor;, KUOa7rEp OVO€ TOLs 

i1' ~apooi.' Jlv()OA.oyovl-1'vo~s KUOH)OHV 7rapa TOtS iipwuw, 
orav iYEpOWrjL' O"VVa'lTTOVO"L yap r41 1Tponpov VVV TO vrrnpov :15 

VU1' Kat h 'lTOWV(TW, l,atpOVVTES aUl TIjv aVaLUOrjff{av TO IM

Ta~t1. &fT'7rEP o~v €l ,....~ ~v (upav TO 1'U1' dAAa rU'iJTo Kal 

£1', OVK &1' ~v XPovoS', DUTWS Kal f?rEl AavOaVH lupav au, ov 
Doni.' Eiz:JbL TO f.LETa~V Xp6vos. El o~ TO fL~ OrEITOaL E!vat 

xpovov TOTE uVjJ.j3a{VEL l1MLV, oral' JJ..~ op{crwp,w fL1/0fj.L{av 30 

IJ.£Taj3oA~vJ ahA.' £1' fvl Kat (HhaLpET<p cpa(vryTuL ~ tvx~ ME-
V£LV, oral' 0' altTOWI.LE(Ja Kal op((Twp.w, n5u ¢aJ.Lh YEYOVEVat 

Xpovov, cjJaVEpov on OVK tunv aVE V KLV~(J"EWS' Kat Juraf3oA1]S' 
xpovO). OTt fLEV 0111' ovu K(VYja-,S ollT' aVEu KLVJ1(HwS' 0 Xp6vos 219'" 

£u-Tl, cpav£pov* ArpfT/ov 0/, £1l'£L (tJTOVfJ.£V .t £tTTLV 0 xpOVOS, 

£vTEv(hv aPXOjlEvOtS, T{ T~S KtV~U-f(~S £U-Ttv. l1jla yap KtJJ~-

U-fWS alu-6avoJM:6a Kat xpOVOV' Kal yap fav ?i U-KOTOS Kat 

P:TjOE-V Ota Toil tTWjlaTOS 1l'atTXW/k£v, K{VTJtTLS OE ns £V ri1 5 

o/vxfl EV'[1t EVOVS li}J-a OOKE~ nS' YEYOVEVat Kat xpOVOS. 

aA.\.a /k~V Ka~ OTav Y£ Xp6vos OOK[I YfyovlvaL ns, li,...a 

Kal K{VTjtT{S' itS' OOKE~ YEyovEVat. cZtTn llTOL K{V'TjtTtS' ~ '17S 
KW~tTf(~S T{ £CTnv 0 Xp6vos. EnEl OVV OU K{VTJtTLS, avaYK1] T17S 

KW~CTH~S it ElvaL aVT6v. 10 

lnEl OE- TO KWOl)jJ.EVOV KWE~TaL IK n· 10 

vos £rs TL Kat nav ,...IYE6os U-VV£XfS, Q.KoAov8Et Tef> lJ.EyetJu 

~ K{V'TjCTtS' aLa yap TO TO p.lYE6os E!vat U-VVEXfs Kal ~ Kt. 

VTJcr(s EtTnV (J1)V£X~S, aLa Of rljv K{V'TjUW 0 xpovos' 0(1"1] yap ~ 

b ZZ JlETaIiJ).).WJlHI EFG IJ PS : JlETalidAwJlEIl H 23 xpollor EJ PST: 
o xpollorFGHI Z4(IIFPT:/IITfiGHIJ:om.E z5To . .• 
Tti) AS T 26 TO Jliuo" I Z7 o'\'\A EtA V: aA.Aa Kill El ;" 
KU( TaUTOV H 28 xpovor EGIJST: 6 xpollor FH /7TEI '\01l6allOt 
G: /mAall8«vH E 29 af £2 ETva! om. EG, sup. lin. J 
30 OpiUWJlEIl A et fort. S : Opi(WJlfJ/ E 31 Iv om. H qmivETIH G 1-1 
32, a' o,m. El 33 a~fu . : . Jlf:alio'\ij~ EFGJS: .. allflJ JlE;alio'Aijr 
Ic:at K'VIJUfwr T: JlfTa/3o'A lJr I((U Kt"IJIHWS allEV H: (11ifU KIIIIJUfwr I 
ZI9t1> I XPOIIOS pr.] 0 xpovor FI 2 Ir.d E1HS: f'1rHaft E'FGI] 
Ttf E1 6 om. F 3 U"XOJlfVOt Elp Tt] ft Tt Torstrik fUrnt E: 
IS XPOIIOS IUTiv H: (UTIli 0 XPOIIOS' P 6 aOK~i TtS' EGIJP: aOKti 
T! F: 'TtS' aOlCfl HS: aOKfi T 7 8Tav Kilt S "If OIn. FHST 
aOK!J 'Yf)'OVi"IH EGHJT: aOK~ 'YEII/u8at I: yfviu8Q1 aOKij F 8 w' 
om. H t'lO/(fL ET: cpai"~Tat AS 9-10 t'UTtV • • , nom, G 
17Tfl £IHJ2S: (7TUa~ E2FGlJi 10 Elvat n HS IZ TO alto 
om. E~FGJ 13 aLa, .• XPOJlOS' HVST: om. EFGIJ et ut vid. P 



<l>Yl:IKHl: AKPOAl:EDl: ~ 

"{VYja-LS, TOUOVTOS Kal 0 XPOllOS' alE, OOKEI: YEyovivat. TO o~ 

J 5 7rponpov Kal VCTTfPOV i.v TOiTt:-' 7fpwrov fUTLV. £vruvOa IJ.'Ev 07] 
rp ()fun' hn" 3' ill T<f l).fyEOn ~(TTL TO 7Tponpov Kat va-upov, 
(WaYK1/ Kat ill KW~o-E"t EtVaL TO 7Tponpov Kal iJUUPOll. avo.. 
AOYOV TO!:§' EKEt:. GAAa p.1jv I(ul iv Xp61J~ fUTLV TO 7TpOi"fPOV 
Kal vuupov Btu TO aKOAovOEtv aEl Oarlp<f OaTEpov aVTwv. fun 

20 DE TO 7TPOTEPOV Kat va-upou iv Tfi KLV~O'H & fJ.lv ?TOTE 

ov KLV11CTLS (f ITTLV} TO fJ-IVTOL flvaL aVrcf fUpay Kat OU K(VYj(HS. 

£lA-Ad. p.1jv Kat TOll xpOVOV yE yvwpCCOP.EV (hav 0p(uwJ.J.EV 

rr,v ,c{v7]uw. rc!) 7Tponpov Kat va-uPOY 0p((OVTES" Kat rO-r.f cpa-
, , , '" ... , '<' , '" 

IMY YEYOVEVat XPOVOV, oray TOU 7fpOTEpOV Kat VUTfpOV Ell T'[I 

25 KLV11UH aZu8rJULV Aaf3WJ.LEV. Op{(OJ.LfV Of rtf &.\.\0 Kat aAA.o 
inroAaf3E'iv aVT<1, Kal l.(.frat", TL aVTwv lupav' orav yap 

Eupa ro. Q./Cpa rov J.L£(jov vo~(jw/A-w, /Cal avo finn ~ tvx~ 

ra vvv. ro J.tE-V -:rpoupov ro a' vrrnpov. ron Kat rovro cpa

jJ.EV !iVaL Xp6vov' ro yap Opt(ojJ.f.VOlJ rii' vvv xpovoS' E"ilJaL 

30 aO/cEt· /Cat trTrOKf.{U(}W. orav J.t!V ovv wS' ~v ro vi/v aLrrBavw

jJ.E"Ba, Kat p.~ "rOt WS' npoTf.pov /Cal vrrnpov fV rn KLV~rrH ~ 

cOS' ro alrrQ J-LE-V npodpov at: KaL vudpov rwch·. 011 OOKE"t xpo

vos' YE"yov£vat ovodS'. on OVO! K{V1JrrtS'. orav Of ro nponpov 

21gb Kal vrrnpov. rorE A/yOjJ.EV Xp6vov' rovro yap funv 0 xpovOS'. 
~ apt'(}p.oS' KLV~<TEWS' Kara ro npoupov Kal {)UTfpov. ,. , 

OVK apa /Ct-
VlJO"LS' 0 XpovoS' aAA' ii apLBjJ.ov 'XEL 71 K{VlJUtS'. UlJJ.tf'iOV 01· 
ro /A-Ev yap nAE'iov Kal (Aarrov Kp{VOJ.tfV «pLOJ.tif. K{VlJUW Of 

s nAdw Kat EAarrw XPOVql' aptOp.oS' apa nS' 0 XpovoS'. l1i'£L 
0' apL8p.oS' fun o£X{';h (Kal yap ro apt8J-L0")JlEVOV Kal ro apLO-

a 14 leal APS: om. E nlfl om. 5 a~ EHAPT: a; vs: 11£ a~ 
FGlj 16 '7tflli~ a; T: irrfla" 5 t crn APST: om. E rrpWTOJl 
Cp "nl EFGIjS: "al TO HPT 17 "n1 alt.] /Cal. TO H 18 JJI] 
JJI Tep IP fUTIJI om. H 19 /Cal] /Cal TO HP 20 ,mll /Cal. TO 
GHIJP fJl TY /CUJ~tIft am. P f'", HST: aVT~JV b EFGIJ: TO 
iJl Torstrik rrOTf 1)", APS: rrpoTfpcw E 21 itITtll seclusit 
Torstrik, om. ,S ct ut vid. PP; habent fipe 22 ')If om. I 
23 TW EFGV: TO H Ij PT 25 Ti] Tep ano /Cal G 26 aVTd] 
(lVro EFGP 29 f["at alt . E 2AP: om. £1 30 alu6avwllf6a TO 
VVJI F 31 TOt E: ~ fecit] W~] WS' TO GHIJ /c1l1] Kill TO H 
32 11£11 EGIJ IPS: p.£JI uv F r: p." H a; '(flI VUTfPOU A V PPS : Kal 
vu1'£polJ pl: om. E ')I£)'OV£VfII XPOJloS' F 33 TO om. G 
b I KUI] Kal 1'0 E 2 1'0 om. J5 3 9 TIPT : ~ n Torstrik 
6 In S' 6 EtGP fun sup. lin. £1 cipd)P.IITOJl /Cal. TO apd}p.ovp.rJloJi 
H TO nps : sec!. jackson apd11l?TOJl FGIJP: apdlp.ovJI E 

, 



J.LYlTOV apLOj.l.OV Aeyop.EV, Kat cf ilp,OP.OVIJ-EV). 0 a~ Xpovos iO"Tlv 
TO aptO/J-ovp..EVOV ,ca~ ovx ~ apdJJ.LOVfJ.EV. EurL 0' (upau ~ 
apt0J.L0VjLEV /Cal TO aptOJ.LOVJ.LEVOV. Kat lJU1rEP ~ IClV1J cns ald CiA)..." 
KaL aAA'1. Kat 0 XPOVOS (0 0' CIlla r.aS' X]JOVO,) 0 avnSs' TO 10 

yap vVV TO awo 0 '77"0;' 'Iv-TO 8' Etvat awee fnpOv-TO Of 
vvv TOU XpOvov Opi{H. ij r.pOu.pOV Kat vU"upov). TO o~ uvv tern 
j.l.£V WS' TO ain-6. fUTL A' WS' OV TO abro' ~ jJ.'£v yap EV tL\.\ce 
lCa2 o.A)\(p. (UPOU (roUTD 8' 1jv owei' TO vVV (ETvat»), & ae 7TOTf 

ov fun TO vvv, TO aVTO. UKoAovOft yap, WI) tA.£XOf], T~ J.l. EV 15 

IHyf8£L ~ K(VlJOU, raVT?l ()' 0 xpoVOS'. ws <J>aJ.LEV· Kat 6J.Lolws 
a~ T~ CTTLYP.V TO </>EPOI-'EVQV, ~ nlV K[VIJCTW y1JWp{{Oj.L£V Kal TO 

7fponpov EV avrf1 Kat TO VCTUpOV. TOVTO Of () illv 1Ton ~v TO 
aVTO (~ (jnyJ.L~ yap ~ 'A{()os 1'; TL a1\Ao TOWVTOV tUTL), ref> 
AGyee Sf tLAAO, WU1TEP oi. (TocptuTal A.a,..,,/3o.vovuw gTEPOV TO ~o 
KOp {UKOV EV t\.vKdce £tVal Kat TO Kop£erKOV lv ayop~ . Kat 
TOUTO a~ T~ UAAOOl Kat llAAoOl EtVaL (UPOV' Ttf> at- <p£PO
J.LEV~ aKoAovOEt TO VUV, W(]'7rEP (} XPOVOS Tn KLV~ITH (Ttf> 
yap CPEPOJJ.EV/f YVWp£(OJ.lfV TO 7rPOUPOV Ka~ VUTEPOV tV KW~
UH, n a' aplOIJ.TlrCw TO 7rPOTEPOV Kat VUTEPOV, TO vuv l(],TLv)- ~ 5 
, '/ ~ A I ... .... , " '(' , wuT£ KaL v TOVTOlS 0 J.lEV 7rOT£ OV VUV £UTL. TO aVTO TO 7rpO-
upov yap Kat OUTEPOV f.ern TO f.v KUJ7}UU). TO a' E!vat lupov 
CrT ap,OJ.lTJTOV yap TO 7rPOUPOV Kat VUupOV, TO VVV lcrrw). Kal 

b 7 af EHIJ 8 .0 . . . ouX] ouX 0 np,Op.(Jl~lAfVOr, (In' "Yp. 
Aspasius 0 G Eun ... 9 ap,O/-,ouP. fVOV post b7 ap,OIAOv/-,EV 
transp. Torstrik: EUTl • • • ap,O,...oVlAfV om. j1 8 ¥om. El: OUX 0/ 
Aspasius 9 Kal pr.] n~}.a Aspasius 10 KOI I:>"A'1 EFHj'PPSP: 
om. GljlplSl 1I'or xpovoS:]lTfi~vel xJ/6vo~ r.ar Torstrik 1"0] oE' 
11 ~"l C;v Torstrik 12 opi'u Torstr ik : f'f1"pEi nvPS: blalpri 
Gottsch!ich: sed. Prant! : an /l£pi,u? vunpov AS: ~UTfpOJl op,(u 
EV Prant! 13 fUTl ••• (lUr& om . G -yap om. H 14 ':01 
(iAA.~ om. G vV .. Elva, vel flvat ci. Bonitz: habuit ut vid. P : 
vv" n & ••• 15 "vv EI incertum 14 & GH IJIPS: n E'FJ' 
7TOTf" H]'PS: ($ 1I"or, £'F: &n-6rf GIF 15 f UTl TO VI ,,] TO VUV 
f'un S : fUTl P a.toAouOfi • . • 16 Ijlap.fv sed. TOTstrik (d. 220b 

24- 6): habcnt DPST 15 c;,U7rfP E2AP 17 Tn crn-yp.fI OPST: 
U""'Ip.~ E: sec l. Torstrik 18 1"aUTfl H "I"u om. G at) 
EtFGHIJI 1)11 (UTi T' I H 20 TO AP: om. E 22 T OVTOV 

ut vid . P 24- 5 t" .. ~U'fpOU om. G 24 b·l fJl T9 
HS 25 -n APS: tl E Kal. FGIJ PS: leal. TO EH 1"0 
FGH I PT: om. ESt eras it J 26 wrrTf ... TO l"l"OlS- om. F 
. 0 nUTo ;Url F TO alt. EH 1 Pet sup. lin. ]I: om. FG 27 Kfli] 
~ FGIJP TO AP: om. EV fV] tV Tn H 1'"1'. FGI]P : 
TW H: om. E 28 1"0 vii" tITTtV G IJ P: (UTi. TO JlVV F: uiiv 
fUrl EH 



<l>'Y'~IKH:£ AKPOA:£E!l~ 6 

YVWPLfJ-OV 0(: llaXLO"Ta Toil1" [(Trw' 1(0.1 yap 1; KtVt}fTLS aLa TO 

30 KWOVJuvov Kal ~ <popa aLa TI) ¢EP(JJ.uvov· 1'03£ yap TL TO 
cpfpOlJ.fVOV, ~ Sf /c(VJ/crtS OV. tern fJ.EV ouv WS' TO aVTO TO lruv 

alf', fUTL 3' cds OV TO aVTO' Kal yap TO 4>fp0J1.f-
33 L'OY. 

33 ¢avfpov Of Kal on €in: XpovO!; J1.r} 1:'11, TO VVV Olll( av 
2201l £''1, Er TE" TO VVV jJ.~ ,:1-'1. xpovoS' all/( liv ELW I1JLa yap (/)(Y'7rfP 

TO CPEPOJLfVOV Kal 1; <popa, OVTWS' Kal (, ap'Oj.loS' 0 TOU cjJfpO
JlfVOV Kal (, T~S <popaS'. xpovO!> ""EV yap 0 r1JS ¢opas apt-
8J1.0s, TO vvv Of cdS' TO C/H:P0P.€Vov. oToy }.J.Ovas a.pd}J.lov. Kal 

5 <TVVEX1]> Tf ory 0 xpovo'S ref> vvv, Kal OLvpf/TaL Kanl TO l-'VV' 
aKOAOV(h, yap /Cal TOVTO rji ¢opq Kal. 7"<1> <PEPO}.LEvtp. Kat 

yap 17 K{VlJOU Kal r, ¢opa p.ta 7"0 <pEpojlIYf.p. on €V (Ka1 
DUX;; 7TOH aU-Kat yap av <ha"(iTOL-a.AAa rep A6y~)' Kat 
optCn Of T~V 7Tponpov K(ll VUT£pOV tdV1J(Jw TOVTO. a.Ko'\'ovllE-'L 

10 OE Kat TOVTO 7rWS rfi UTLYP.V· Kat yap 'J CTnyjJ.~ Kat CTtIVfXH 

TO fJ-~KOS Kat op[(E~' (CTn yap TOV p.£v <lPX~ TOU ~£ TE'\'EVT~ . 

<l'\'A' OTav fJ-fV OVTW Aap.f3riv'!l ns WS ovul XpwP.€VOS TV 1J.l~J 
<lVaYKl1 tCTTaCTOa~, d (uTaL apx~ Kat T£AHm) 1; aVT~ unyfJ.~· 

TO OE vvv OLa TO KwliIJOat TO CPEPOIl€VOV alE' enpov. werO' 0 
15 Xpovos aptOjJ.Os OUX ws T~S aUT~S erTLYIJ.T}s, on apX~ Kat 

TEAEVT~ • .lA-'\" WS Ta (erxaTa Tl/S ypap.fJ-Tis p.aAAov-Kal OUX 

wS' Ta pipTI, Out TE TO dpTlfJ-fVOV (Tfi yap ,.derT/ erTLYfJ-fi WS 
<;:," " , ... f3' ) ')I A. ' uvert XP1JIJuut, wern l1pffJ-fW CTVP. 1JCTETat, Ka~ Ht 't"aVEpov 

b 29 TOv-r'. ] TO viiv Toiir' H 3[ WS' TO) c:xr--r f. E 'n) viiv EVP; 
viiv S; TO viiv AfYOllfVOV FGJ: VUV Af')IOllfVOV 1: AfyOfLfVOV TO .. iiv H 
32 alf; am. S 70 alt. EFGHjSP: flCal. TO IPsl 220a I f~'1 
alt. AP: tUTul E XP0l'oS' EJP: 6 XpovoS' FGHI 2 " pro 
am. F 4 liE vt:v 1-1. 5 '10/] TOll' E 6 fICa; pro am. G, 
sup. lin.;t flCa~ yap . . . 7 cf>~pop.(Jlq> om. G 7 'Yap] yiip flCa i. 
E KUI. alto am. H 8 8tnAft7rOL G I j P l1fLu ex aHa fecerunt 
EJ T~] Ka; rep F 9 opi(u lii scripsi, fort. habuit S: npi(u 
fir, HIP: yap opien FGJT et fecit E niv ... KtV'1IT' " GH2JJP et 
in lit. E: rr,v rrpOTfpall Kat. VITrfPflll K{V1](TlII FT: rfi 1TI'OHPOV flCal 
t;UrEPOV 1(U1~(JfI HI TolirO] Touro Kat. (J'UllfXH Torstrik 10 Kal 
'Yap ~ (J'T''YP.~ E~AP: am. EI 12 wr FHJ),P: am. ECP 
13 £UTtv]2P npx? flCal. TfAf1JT~ FGHJP: ~ uPX~ Kf1i TfAHIT? J : 
? apx? Kal ~ TfAWr~ E 14 alft am. S IS ;;n ~ apxr, J 
16 TqS' "Ipap./.lryS' PP, Torstrik: Tijr aVTryr EFGHJP I; Tryr C1UTqS' 
)'IJup.p.ryS' T: Tryr I: an omittenda? 17 'Tf APS: am. E wS' 
FH I P5 et sup. lin. J: am. EG 



on OVOEv p.aptOv ro vuv rou xpavov, ova' ~ OtaiPHHS r~s KLV~-
CT€WS, cnrr7f€p ovo' ~ rrnyp.~ r~s ypafJ.p.~s· at oe ypafJ.fJ.al 20 

a1 OVO r~s fJ.taS fJ.apta. t n p.'€v ovv Trlpas ro vvv, av Xpovos, 
aAAo. rrVfJ.{3If31]K€V· n 0' apt0fJ.EL, apt0fJ.as t· ro. fJ.EV yap TrI
para hE{VOV p.6vov irrrlv 011 frJ'rLV 7ilpara, 0 0' aptOjJ.os 0 rwvo€ 
rwv t7T7TWV, 7} OEKas, Kat (1i\.i\.OOL. on p.'€v ro{vvv <> xpavos 
aptOp.os lrrnv KLV~rrEWS Kara ro 7iPOTfPOV KaL verTfpov, Kat 25 
erVV€X~S' (ervv€xOVS yap). cj>aVfpOv. 

12 'Ei\axuTTos DE dpdJjJ.os <> jJ.ev &:rri\.wS' E-errlv 1} ovas' rh 
oe aptOp.os ;ern P.EV ws ;erTLv, (ern 0' ~s OVK [erTLv. oTop ypap.
p.~s ii\.axuTros 7ii\.~8€t p./v ferTLv at OVO ~ ~ p.{a, p.fyl8€t 
B' 01U( lrrnv iAaxurJ'oS" aEt yap OLaLpEtTaL 7Taera ypap.p.~. 30 

wun <>p.o{ws Kal xpovos' iAaXLuTos yap Karn jJ.EV aptO-
p.av fernv <> fLS ~ 01 OVO, Karn P.EYEOOS 0' ObK fernv. 32 

rpaVEpOV 32 

De KaL OTL raxvs p.ev Kat (3paovs ov AeYfraL. 7TOAVs De 220b 

Kat o'\{yos Kal p.aKpOs Kal {3paxvS' . n p.ev yap <TVVEX~S. 
p.aKpos Kal {3paxvs, if De apLOp.os, 7ioAvs Kal d>dyos. Ta-
XVs DE Kat {3paovs OVI( lrrnv' ovoe yap apdJjJ.os ~ apdJp.ov-
P.EV Taxvs I(al {3paovs ovods. 5 

Kat <> avroS' oe 7iaVTaxOv 5 

lifJ.a· 7Tponpov OE Kat vernpov OVX 0 avroS', OTL Kat ~ P.E
ra{3oi\.~ ;, fJ.€v 7iapovcra p.{a, ;, DE Y€YfV1]P.1vlJ Kat ~ fJ.eA-

a 19 Oua;1I EGJAS Aspasius Porphyrius: ovai FHIPT p.o-
PIOII •• . SIatpwlf EPGHIJT Porphyrius: P.0PIOII TO XPOIIOII T'ij'i' 

ICUI,jo"fW'i' ova' ~ bIOI.PfU''i' P: P.fpor 11 Xpollor A Aspasius: P.OpiOlI 6 
XPOIIO'i' P Tij'i' ICt"~o"fW{ om . P 20 ~ UT't)'P-f] HA Aspasius: 
,d unyp-ni EFGIJT Porphyrius Tijf et 21 11' ECHIS: om. F] 
21 xpollor DPS : XPOIIOV Torstrik 22 dPl8p fi, apl8Jlos damnavit 
Torstrik np,Opfl EFGH lAPse : cipdlp.~UH J : apI8p.f'iml ci. A 
apt8f1or om. pse 23 POllOII G o~ EFG]P: 1ffPflTU oli 
HI B'] yap S 6 om. EJPST: T(;W F 25 II'ni] ICal TO J ICa~ 
om. G 26 yapl p~1I yap F 27-8 bvar • .• B' wr supra 
liluram E!l 28 Bf (}i 6 G fun poiv W'i' funv I) P et in lit. £ : 
lunv, ;(1-n P.fll W'i' F: £O"n piv c'"r (runll sup. lin. addito in G) CH] 
ypappor, ]I 29 1TX~8H] apdJpor 1fX~8f1 H ~ ;, lJia om. forr. T: 
~ om. F 31 KuiJ Kul 0 FH YUIJ ICUTG. P.EV] p:fll ICIIT'a I J2 6 
AP: uro l' £': Or1l11 6 E!lV 01 om. E'FP b 1 S; EFCHJS : 
at, V: BE S~ lOTI EIS: SLO'" FGHJ fJpu8u'i' PEII Kat Taxvs H 
2-3 ri· .. fJpaxur om. G 2 yap om. I 3 riJ 0 G 4 BE 
om. G yap EZAPS: ynp 11 E' C; ,lpd}p.oVP.fll nP: om. T, sed. 
Torstrik 5 aMi Err H Sf AST: Sf] EP 6 7tpOT'fPO'i' 
Bi ICal VUTfP0'i' GPT 



<l>Yl:IKHl: AKPOAl:Ef.!l: to 

Aovua €dpa, " OE: xpovos apd]p.os EaTW OUX ~ aptf)J.LOUf-l€V 
aAA' 0 ap'O,.I.OVP.fVOS, otTOS' ae uvp.{3a[VH 7fpOnpOV Kal VUTE-

Ie POy ait fTEpOS" TIl yap vuv gnpa. (/Tn Of 0 ap~8p.os fLS MEV 

Kat 0 aVTos 0 TWV (KarOl) t1T7l'WV Kat 0 rwv hurov av8pw
'1rWU, 6jv 0' a.PLOl-lC)S', gnpa, at t7T7TOL rwv avOpc/nrwv. In ws 
ivOlXHaL KlvT]<Ttv ElvaL T~V alrr~V Kat , .. daY 1TaALv Kal '7Ta-

14 AW, ourw Kat Xpovov, orov lVLaVTOV ~ lap ~ lJ.EnJ.rrwpov. 

" 
0;' 

IS JLOVOV of: n)v K{V11(f'W r<}l xpov'!> I.l€TpoUP.W, a:AAa Kat TV KL-

V1]IJ"U TOU Xp6vou Ottl TO 0p{(fu(Jat 1nr' aAA0Awv' 0 }-LEV yap 

xpovoS' op{(u T~V KlVTJ<TW apLOjJ.OS £tv alJT~S'. ~ 01:- K{Vllrns 

TOU )(pl1vov. Kat AfYOfJ-EV "DAVV Kat OA{YOV xpovov r5 KW1JCTU 

J.LETpOVVHS' J KaO&''ITfp Kat 1"0 apdJp:YjTo/ TOU apt8J.Lov, oTov T~ 

20 lVL t7l'1j(~ TOU rwv t7r7TWV /tptOJ.Lov. ro/ /LEV yap apt0J.l.<{1 TO 

TWV t7l'7TWV 7rAij8os yvwpl(op.£v, 7r&'AW DE- 1"'<11 hL t7T7rce Tall 

TWV t7r7TWV a.pdJ/J-ov aim)v. op.olws DE: Ka1 l7T1 TOV Xpovov "at 

TijS KW110"EWS' 1'<11 jlE:V yap xp6v~) T~V K[VT)<TW, Tn DE- K~V110'"H 

TOV XPDVOV jlfTPOVjlfV. Kat TOUr' fVADYWS <TVP.{3l{3t] KEV· UKO-

25 Aov8d yap T~ J.t€v J.LEyiOH lj K[V1]O'"LS. Til DE: KLV~O'"ft ,) xpo

VOS, T~ Ka1 7roO'"a Kat <TVVfxij Kat OtatpfTa E!va~' OLa. J.LEV 

yap TO TO J.LEYfOOS fLvaL TOWVTOV lj K[V1]O'"LS TaVTa 7rf.7rOV8EV. 
o~a Of T~V K{Vl]O'"W 0 xpDVOS. Ka1 J.LfTpOVJ.LfV Ka1 TO J.Lf.Yf8or; 
rfi KW~O'"H Kat T~V K[/-'t]<TW .0 jlEyiOH' 7rOAA~V yap fTval 

30 <PaP-EV T~V aODv, ~v ~ 7ropfla 7rOAA11. Ka1 Ta~n1v 7roA
.\~VJ av ~ oMr; [II] 7rO'\A~· Kat TOV xpOVOV, ~v ~ KLVT)<TLS, 

32 Kat rt]V KlvYJO'"w. av a xpovos. 

3' 

b 9 O'"VI-l,sUiJlfLJ O'"vfl,sn:Jlft l((lTO: TO IT i)O'"TfPOV Ital. 1rponpov H 
10 TO: . .. fO'"Tt fecit E ",fV om. £1 11 /Cat 0 TooV] Ktlt nov GI: 
T(;)II Tf H 12 a'] a' 0 H (J~ ir.1rOl TW" AS: oroll i1r1rwv /Cal E 
14 Xp6110v lvUXfTt:u oro" AT 18 /Cut alt.] ~ A Xpovov am. H 
19 Itn' am. F np,8p.~ jP Tfiv] ri fecit j orov .•• 20 c'ip!8I'oV 
om. I 20-2 T<j) . .• I1m-OV am. H 2 I (JlI] Iv El TOV 
aVrwv np,8/Joll. np.olwr EV 22 a; am. H Ti,i' F /Cat Tijr 
GHIJV: om. EF 2S P.fV EGHj PST: om. VI 27 TO 
alt. am. EFI llva' am. GH Tfl(TOt'TOV /cfli ~ H 29 ~(JJAfll 
llJlal GHljS: q,UJAfll T 30 q EFGHSPT: ri I: ri ~ ]SC /CaL .. 
31 1roXX~ am. G 30 mlITJ1V ¢aflfv flNlt 1rOA"~1I H 31 ri 
om. SVT 32 'rlllI .•• xpovor pr.] 0 xpollor T~JI /Ctll'1fT'V A 1'1" S 
fO'"T&V post 22l a 1 /CtV~fTfWi' I 221a I oV'I"O)r FGI] wpifT8at G 

, 



<Tat Ttvn K{Vl]UW ~ KaTaIJ-ETprJUH rr,v OAl]V «,)U7rf.P KaL TO 

}J-ijKOS 0 7l'ijxvs T~ op(ua, Tt fAiyf.OOS j) avap.ETp~Uf.L TO 

DAOV). KaL IUTtV TV KW~UEt TO EV xpOV,:> f.LVaL TO }J-f.TpELUOaL 

T~ XPOV':' KaL aVT~V KaL TO f.lva, aVTijs (l1}J-a yap r1JV KC· 5 

vl]uw KaL TO eTvat r7js KLV~UEWS }J-ETPf.L, Kal TOilT' tUTtV aUT; 
TO EV XPOV'{l ELvat, Td jlf.Tpf.LUOaL avrijs TO f.Lva,), aijAOV 
OTt Kat TOtS' 6.AAoLs TOilr' €un TO EV xpovCf f.Lvat, TO }J-f.TPEt
uOaL atrrwv TO t"LvaL 1me, TOU Xpovov. Td yap EV XPOVCf ElvaL 

OVOLV Ea-TtV Oaupov. ~V p.ev TO f.Lva, Ton ou 0 xpOVOS lerTtv, 10 

h DE- (,)U7r£P lVLa AfYOP.EV on EV ap,O}J-<p EUTLV. roVTo DE
u'Y}}J-alyEt ~TOL WS }J-fPOS aptOp.ou Kal. 7raOos. KaL (JAWS on 
TOU aptOp.ov n, ~ on lUTw awov aptO/uk breI. 0' aptOIL0S' 

<5 XpOVOS, TO ILEV vuv KaL TO 7i'ponpOV Kal. oua TOLaVra OVTWS EV 
XPOVCf WS El' apd)IL~ ILOYOS Kaf. TO 7l'€ptTTOY Kall1pnov (Tn ILE-V 15 
yap TOV apLOIL0i) Tt, Ta OETOi} xpOVOV T[ iUTLv)' TUDE- 7rpaYILaTa ws 

iv apdJp.ii> r~ XpovCf fGTlv. €l oE- TOUTO, 7repdxnaL V7rO xpOVOV 

(,)U7rEP (Kat Tn iv apLOp.r;, 1m' a.PLOILou) Kal Ta €V r07TCf lmO T07rOV. 

¢avEpov oE Kaf. on OllK IUTLV TO EV XPOVCf elvat TO eLvaL OTE 0 
XPOVOS (UTLV, c'JU7f£P OVDE- TO iv KW~UH E-£vaL OVal TO (V T07r':> 20 

on ~ KlVl]ULS Kaf. <5 Tonos fUTtV. £l yap (UTaL TO EV nVL o-orw. 

7raVTa TO. 7fpayp.aTa fV orCfovv IUTaL, Kal 0 oupavos tv Tft KfY
XPCf' on yap ~ Klyxpos lunv, fun /Cal 0 ovpavos. aAAa TDUTO 

p.Ev UVP.{3f{JrJKEV, EKEtVO 0' clV&.YKYJ 7rapaKOAovOELV, Kat T~ DVTL 

EV XpOvCf Elval nva XPOVOV OTE KaK£LVO (UTLV, Kaf. Ttf EV I(tV~UH 25 

DVTL Elva, TOTE K(VYJUW. 26 

(7fE/. Of ferTtV WS EV clPLOP.~ TO Iv xpovr.:', 26 

a 2 I(OTa~£'rpij(fm I ".;'v .• • 3 avnfLETp~uH om. F 2 0 1rijxtlr 
'1"0 p.ijl<or HI) 30] I(nl. G opiual EGST: 6,P10"8at FHIJ 4 n!. 
alt.]TipG 5- 7 Trj}· ··fLfTpf'iu8atom.F 5 aU'1"ijrE2FGHI]2VST: 
aUT~V £1: aUTiJ JlP 6 Tij~ I<lV~U£W~ Torstrik, fort. AST: "'n 
I<tV~CffL IT ~fTPf'i. om. E a&-.;' om. H 7 8ij>..ov AST 
Damascius: 8ijXov 8i EFGIJP: 3i aijxov H: aij>..ov a,i Bonitz 
9 aliTolr I 10 aUf'iv E: auoiv yap G 11 EGHT: om. FI]S 
II l3fpr.EST : aiTOA 12 "''1"o']To~E BTf G 13 a'] 3'Io"TIV E 
14 oua] O{TO ana H IS fLovur Tf I<al. H /Cal. '1"0 <1pnov FH 
16 '1"'] 8TI E 17 Tep Xpov,:, Tt fo"TlV I: Iv Tefl XpOv,:, ;{TTI"J OTt TOU 
ftvat allTwv 0 apL8~or 6 xpovor hrrlv Torstrik: Ot lJilca Imrot fort. PST 
V7JO " • 18 ciPl8~ou ex ST scripsi: inr' (U1TO TOU H) ap'0l'ov 6lCf7rfP n: 
inro XPOIIOtl 6l0"1rfp Torstrik 18 lnrO TO U TOn-OU AST 19 ;;'n I<al G 
o E 2APPT: om. EIptS 21 OU] fivat OTt H ~ om. E: 'Yop ~ G1 

23 (aTt post ovpav6r HI : om. F 25 Xpov,:, TO fiV(lt H 
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<1>')"};IKIU AKPOA};E!2}; Ll. 

A7J<f>(J~(1"ETa[ TtS 7fAdwv XPOVOS 1TaVTOS TOV w Xp6v~ DVTOS' 

O~6 GVaYK'7 7TaVTU nl EV xpov<p aura 7rfp~IXE(j8at lnrO Xpovov, 
WU7fEP Kat TUAAG alTa Iv nu! jU"TtV, orov HZ fV r01T<p into 

3;) TOU 7071'0\.1. Kat 7TaOXH o~ TL {l7rO TOU XPOVOV, KaO(i7rfp KUL 
'AiYHV fl,J(Jap.Ev on KaTaT~KH 0 Xpovos, Kat PlpaCTKfL 

r.avO' {nro TOU Xp6vov. Kat imAGVOaVETaL OLa TOV xpovov, GAil' 
22Ih ov JlEfLa07JKEV. QUDE- vloll ylyOVEV ouaE KaAOV' rpOopas yap ar. 

nos KaO' £UVTOV p.ahADV 0 xpovos' /tPLO/J-OS yap KW~(TEWS" 
• ll:' ~ ,t, , ( , ., A.. ~ '" " , 7J uf KW1]ULS E~LC1'T7J(1'LV TO V7rapxov' £lHTTf ",aVEpuv OTL Ta UtH 

aura, rI ald Dvra, OVK lunv iv xpovcp ' OU yap 7rEpdXETUL InfO 
5 Xpovov, ovo£ JJ.f.TpELraL TO EivaL aVT(;W inro TOV XPOVOV' ITt]. 

,diav DE 70-670V on ouoE 7iaUXn OliDE-V 1mb TOV xpovov WS 
aUK Dura tV Xpovcp. EWE' 0' E07tV 0 XPOVOS p,hpov KW~o-EooS, 

IUTa, KaL ~pEIL{as fLlTPOV [KaTa uVIL,BE,811KOS ]' 1Taua yap 

~pEJL[a EV xpov~ . ov yap I1Jff7rEP TO EV KtV~UH ~v &V&YKTj KL-

JO vEiuOaL. OVToo Kat TO EV xpov~' ou yap K{Z'TjULS 0 xpovos. 

aAA' ap,ollos KW~UEoo S. EV apLOfLlf> Of KtV~UEWS EvolXHaL Ei
vaL Kat TO ~PfjJ.OVV. OU yap 7fav TO aK[V1/TOV ~PEjJ.EI.. ltAAa 
TO EUTEPfJllEVOV KLV~UEWS 7ffCPVKOS Of KtvEiu8m, Ka8&:Trfp fiPl1 -

TaL EV ToiS' 7fpOnpov. TO 0' Elvat EV apL8IL0 EUTLV TO Elva{ TLva 

15 apLOjJ.OV Toil r.paYlLaTOS. Kal IlETpEI.UOaL TO ElvaL aVTOV Tee 
apLOp.ee tv ~ EUTLV, WUT' El EV xpovce, lnrO xpovov. P.£Tp~UH 
0' 0 XPOVOS' TO KWOVILEVOV Kal TO ~PEILOVV, n TO JL€V KLVOVjJ.EVOV TO 
Of ~pfjJ.oilV' TIjv yap K{V7]UW aVTwv fLETP~UU Kal T~V ~pfp.(av. 
r.ou7] TLS. &)OTf TO KLVOVI-lEVOV OVx ar.AwS' iOTaL P.ETP7]TOVtJ7rO xpd-

JO vov. n 7TOUOV T[ EUTLV, dAA' if ~ K{VYJULS aVTOV 7fomJ. &JUTE Dua 

I-l~TE KLVEtTaL JL~T' ~PfjJ.Ei, OUK lOT'll EV xp6v~' TO p.~v yap EV 
xpovce ElvaL TO JLETpEtUOaC fUTL xPOvce, 0 OE- XPOVOS KW~o"EWS' 

a 28 Til om. E wol Wro T01) FH I 29 (UTfJJ E 30 Kai. om. F 
'7I'"aUXf~ EGHVPS : '7I'"I:lO:Xf~II VI] _ l(u8d'7l'":p ... ~I flw~a~"J on~. F 
30 KUI om. El 32 '71'"0,,8 AS: '7I'"all E Kal ••• XpOIIOli] OVaf P.fTpfl'tm 
TO filial aVrov vrro 'tov XPO"OIJ FbI uinos APST: aTTwv E 3 Tit 
i\ ST : om. E 4 WO TOV XPOVOIJ F 5 ova; •.• XPO/lOIJ om. G 
6 'tOUTOIS E 7 Iv] Iv TC; I 8 KOTa UIJP.$dJ1]KOS E 2APS: om. 
EIVATyp.P IO'tolv]lvTcfI yap]'Y(lp~I 12 ~pfpOUII]~pi~~ivF 
15 ab-rovAS: aVTwE . 16 fl .•. imo AV: Kul Iv Xpo,,~ TO {nro Xp6voIJ 
KUI J.lfpOS E 18 I'HP~UU om. S 19 hrriv E ;<.P1JVlf P: TaU 
XPOIIOlJ E 2H 20 ri ... lunv om. E1V II ~] ~ I : rJ S 7tOU~ TlS . 

&(J'8' HS 21 J.I~uEGIJPPS: pqFHPI oVI(APS: oM;E ~fJl 
o m. F 22 fiva, . .. XPOV¥ E2AP: om. El: ([JI(It om. S €UTI TO 
pfTpElu6atFGI]S: TO p • .fTp(iu8m P 



12. 22" 27-13. 222' IS 

Kal ~p£p.las fJ-ETpOV. 33 

cpaVEpbV ovv on OVO€ TO p.~ (jy l(TTa~ nay Iv ~3 

xpov,:>, oTov ocra JJ.~ lv8/XfTat &,\,.\ws, (/;U7ifP Ta rT,v Ot£t-
P.f.TpOV E£VGt Tfi 7rAwpq. crVP.JLETpOV. OAWS yap, E1 JJ.ETpOV ~5 

fJ-Iv fun lav~(J"f.w s .5 Xpovos KaB' aVTo, rwv a' a'\.\wv KaT/I 

uVP.{3f.f3y/KOS, SijAov on WV TO Elvat P.f.TPf.'"i, TourDLS aroao-w 

lurat TO f£VQt EV T~ ~Pf.JJ.E~V ~ KWf.'io-Oat. aua JJ.EV ovv cp8apra 

Kal YWlJTa Ka2 oAws orE /-LEV avra OTE- Of fL~J avaYKlJ EV 
XPOV(f ELVat (luTtv yap xpovos TLS 71Ailwv, (')S lJ7U,pICU TOV H 30 

E!vaL aVTwv Kal T01) P.ETPOVVTOST7JVOVu[avaln-wv)" TWVO'f J.l~OVTWV 
Dua jJ.fV 7rEP'EXH 0 Xpovos, Ttl fJ.EV ~VJ olov "Op.:TJp6s 7roTE 

~v, TIl Of IUTaL, o!ov TWV fJ.EA.AOVnvV Tt, l1/ (moupa 7fEPL- 222a 

I " , , "rl. 1. A.' [\:t \ >1 1 .. 
EXO' KaL H £1; GJJ.'¥W, UJ.L't'0TEpa Kat 1f1' KaL fUTat: aua 

Of JL~ 7TEptlXfL fLryoap.fj. ovn ~v ovrE lunv ovn lura" tun OE ra 
~ ~ ".. " , I ,\ '" ... \ TOLaVTa TWV p.Tj OVTWV, ouwv TaVTtKnp.wa atH El1TtV, OLOV TO 

CUTUP.P.ETPOV Elvat T~V OUiP.ETPOV aEt Eun, Kal OVK lurat TOm-' 5 

EV XPov<f' ou TO{VVV OU3E TCJ U.u/lP.ETPOV' OtCJ alEl OVK fUTW, on 
fvavr{ov T~ alEl ovn. OCTWV OE- TO fvaVT{OV p.~ alEC, Tawa 

Of o.uvaTat Kal Elvat Kal p.~, Kat fernv yevEuLr; Kat cpfJopa 

aVTwv, 

13 To Of VUV fUTtV CTvveXHu Xpovov, WCT7rEP EAIXfJTj' CTvveXH 10 

yap TOV xpovov TOV 1TapEATjAV(}OTa Kat fUOP.WOP, Kat 

1Tlpas XPOVOV ECTT{V' (UTL yap rov P.EP apx~. TOV OE TEAEVT~. 

«AAa TOilr' OVX IJCT1TEP f1Tt TijS <TTtyp.ijr; P.EVO.uU1]S ¢aVEpOv. 

OtatPft OE ovvalkH, Kat?i IkEV TOLOVTO, aiEl Enpov TO vVv. 

zi OE ITVVOEt, aIEL TO aViD, WIT1TfP f7l'1 TWV lka(Jry,.,.aTLKWV J 5 

b 23 Kat] (un Kat H 24 f'ry om. E aXX' E 25 o).w~ 
f'fll yap H 26 P.fV om. GPP (UTL 0 XP6/1or KunlufWS- FGIJ : 
KL\I~O'f(:)i' lun 0 Xpovor H 28 10'1'1 F 29 yfll/l'lTO FI f'~] 
p.ry t;l'Ta H 30 A~] guw/I H &rr6pEH I 30-31 1'OU 
••• Kat am. S 30. T'f om. J\T 31 UUTWII alt. EVST : om. E 2J\ 
22Za t oTov E'lJ\ VPS: om. El nom. S Z Kat rl ... FU1'(u E2FGHIJ pI 
("IJ.¢W om. H ) : om. El: Kat ~v Kal to'1'11l seclusi, am. VPP oua] ~II 
E 2GHIP 3 1ffPLfXH E2J\p: om. El f'TJafll H ; om. El OUT'f 

fun" om. I fun] f1'& T 4 f'~ sup. lin. El 5 ferra' H 6 uvp.
P.ETpOV] rTUltf'fTPOJl Elvat H aiD ... on] alon T, Torstrik 8 af om. F 
'«(11 pro om. E It!}] p.r, (lvat E I I 1'0" XPOVOV om, F 1rupr).,TJ-
Av60Ta EGT: 1faPfA6!;vTa FHIJ lpx0p.fvov XP&1I0V Kal F 
J'2 1rfpa~ EIV yp. S: opor ST; ID-.w~ 1f'€pa~ E~A lrrriv 
om. El 



<l>Yl:IKHl: AKPOAl:EQ:!: 6 

ypap.llwv (011 yap ~ aVT~ alEl (]nyjJ.~ 75 VO~(TEt· cHaLpovvTWV 
''''\\ \ "\\ ~ '1>' , •• , I ). " 

yap al\l\t] Kat al\l\'1' II ut: Jua, 1] aVTTJ 7ravT?7 - DVTW KaL TO 

vvv TO J.l.Ev TOV Xpovov OW(pH1U KOra ov~aJltvJ TO Of 7T~pas 

aJl¢OlV Ka1 ~vonlS" ICTn Of rairro Kat Kara rawo ~ OWL. 
20 PHTtS KaL 7] ;Vw(TLS, TO O' Elvat Oll rai !TC). TI) ME-v ouv OVT W 'A.(

YITa, rwv vuv, aAAo o· aTav 6 XPOVOI) 0 TOVTOV iyyvs p. 
1f£EL vvv, on nlJ.1.fPOV if££L' ifKEL vuv, on if ABE n'Jl1.€pov. ra 
3' fV 'I'\{<f ylyovEv au puv, ovo' 0 KaruKAwTp.OS' [y/YOVE] vvv· 
KutroL (TVVfX~S 0 Xp6vos Eis aimi, a'\'\' on OVK fyy6S. TO OE 

25 'Trorl Xp6vos WPWp.fVOS 7tpOS TO 7TPOUPOV PUV, orov 'iTOTE- EA~

¢OTJ Tpola, Kal 71"07£ luraL KUTaKAvCTp.oS · OEr: yap 7TE7T€

pavOat npos TO VUV. Iff TaL flpa 7TOUOS TLS 0.71"0 rOVOE Xp6vos 
£is hElVO, Kat ~v Els TO 7TapE'AOOv. d OE- J.L1/0fl~ Xpovo~ 

O~ OV 'irOTE. 'ira~ tiv fL1J xpovo~ 'irf7rfpa(Jpivo~ . ap' ovv lmo-

30 r...d"'ftj ~ ov, eL7UP alfl {un K(V1JUt~; l1.r...Aos ovv ~ 0 a11ro~ 
7Tor...r...aKtS j o~r...ov on ws av ~ K(Vt](TtS. ovnu Kal 0 XpovO!;' 

" ,." " , I " 'I 
ft p.w yap 1] a1JTlJ Kat p.w ytyvErat 7rOTE. HTTaL Ka, Xpovos 

Efs Kat 0 aUTOS. d DE- p.~, 011K {UraL. E7rEl Of TO VVV Tfr...Evr~ 

222b Kal apx~ Xpovov, &AA' OU Toil atirov. &.\Aa roil p.E-V 'iTap~KOVros 

TEr...umJ , apX~ OE- r oil P./AAOVTO~J lxo, av W(J'1fEP 0 KVKAOS 

iv T<fl aVTii! 7!"lOS TO KVprov Kat TO KOlr...OV. ovrws Kat 0 Xpo

vos aEt EV apxfJ Ka, TEAEvrfJ. Kat Out TOUTO OOKEl aEt fn-
5 pos· ov yap TaU aliroil apX~ Kat TEr...wr~ TO vUV' l1/ta yap 

av KaL Kan~ TO aVTO 'ravavrla av Ei1J. Kat OVX tmoAdtn 

a 16- I 7 o~ .•• -ynp] Ii PfV (V, Tall7'r7 aft pla ;, unyp.q, Tn 1I0~!7ft af 
lhmpolJ11Twv (1ft yp. P 16 ou yap EGHIJ et in ras. F : ;, P€iI P 
aM E1HVP: f.!la of1 E2F; ott /Jia G IJ SWIPOUIITWIl ynp 
E'A V: Ka! aEI a,mpOUIITWIl E1: SUUPOUIITWII Qfl P 17 Kat ti.AAI'} 
FPT : am. EGHIJA 'lrUIIT!1 om. G olhw Sf Kat H 19 TaUTO 
alt. E2FGIJPS: m'lTo E1H :20 O~II GHIJVST: am. EF . 
21 TO ex TWII fecit E (ThAO S' OTUII] TO S' anw~ fecit E (J 
pro om. GJ f1) !i f'UTIII fecit E 22 tj~u yap vilv H q~H, Kat 
;;KH H ~Kt H 23 OU yiYOllf S oua' . . , "VII om. EV: oua' 0 
KflTUKAVCT,u6, S yiyov£ sed. Torstrik, am. T: ("'I'm H :2 4 0 
EPST: frTn H: om. FGI] EI, aUra] fr,onin-6,H 25 'lrp6upov 
sed. Bonitz 26 ~ 'Tpoia F 27 ToiilJf 0 XPOJlOf F 28 El, pro 
HP; Kat fl , EFI]: om. G P'1Scj, EH]PS: f.!~ frr F: pTJar t[, GI 
30 0 om. H 31 on] 0' OTi H : oov J &v fi" ~ F 
32 KGi alt. EVT: om . . '\ 33 {,nl Sf AP: bruS~ E: brEI yup T 
b I apxr, TOV XPOIIOIJ F 3 TO alt . om. H 6 J:II sed. 
llonitz KUTD. am. S TavavTla &" EV et ut vid. PS: Ta 
,i llTlKftfloa AT 

, 



13. 222' 16- 14. 222b 31 

a~· aiEl yap fV aPxfl. 
'TO S' ';01] 'TO fyyUS tern TOV 1Tap6v. 

7 

Tor; vVv arOfLOV fLipor; TOV jJ.EAAoVTor; XPOVOV (rr6n j3aU(£lS'; 
ljal]. on fYyUS' 0 XPOVOS fV C;; fLEA.AH), Kat TOU rrapf)..:'1AV· 

OoroS' XPOJ10V TO p..~ r.Oppw TOl) vvv (",in j3aol(ftS; 1;011 j3£- 10 

{3&.aLKa). TO Of "JALOP cpavaL lj01) iaAWK€va., ov AEYOJJ.EV. on 
)r,,[au 7r0PPW TOV vvv. Kal TO apTL TO fYrVS TOU 7TapOUTOS' 

uvu [TO ] p.6ptov TOt) 7TapfA66vTOS. 7'ff)T( ~AOfS' ; &pn, lav ?1 
/; Xp6vos tyyOs Toil EVEUTWTOS VVv. r.aA.aL OE TO 7rOpPW. TO 
0' ICatcpv71s TO fV aVaL/TO~T<p xpovcp aLa IJ.,tKpOr1}TQ €KUT(!u.'· 15 

I.l.ETaj3oA~ De 7Tacra <lHlcHL fK(1"raTLKov. iv oe Tef xpovce 7TauTa 
y(yvETaL Kal CPOE(pETat' OLO Kat at /-lEv crocpWTarov lAEYov, 0 
Of OvOayopftos fJapwv aJLafJlrJTarov, on Kat f7HAaVOaVQVraL 
fV TOVT<:J, AEYWV op06npov. 0l1Aov o~v on <pOaPCl) JJ.aAAov 
IUTa~ KaO' aVTov aLnos ~ YfvluEWS. KaO&'7rEp lA/XOTJ Kat 20 

7rponpov (EKCTTanKov yap ~ ILfTa/3oA~ l(aO' a1ir~v), YfVECTf.WS 

Of Kat TOU Ei'la, KaTU CTlJIL/3f./3TJKOS. CTTflLf~OV OE- 'Kavav on 
Y{YVfTa~ ILlV O"UOEV c1VEV TOU KLVEtcrOaL 7rWS atin) Kat 7rpaTTOV, 

cf>0E(pETaL of- KaL /-LTJOEv KLVOb,...EVOV. KaL TatlTl}V ,...&ALCTTa A/
yEW flw(}ap.EV 1J7rO TOU Xpovov cf>8opav. oti /-L~V o.A,\,' OVOE Tav- 25 

TTJV 0 XPOVOS 1T"Otft, o.AAu crvp.{3alvEL lv XPOVCfl ylyvf.u8a, Kal 

TaVT1]V T~V p.fTaf3oA~v. on /-LEv ouv lcrrw " XPOVOS Kat Tl. 

Kat 7i"OCTaxWS AlYfTa, TO VUV, Kat T{ TO 7rOTE- Kal TO apn 

Kat TO 1;OTJ Kat TO 7raAaL Kat TO l,alcpvJ}S. f'lpJ}TaL. 

14 TObrcuv o· ~p.tV OVTW oLwpw·,...Ivwv cpavEpov on 7raCTa 30 

/-LETaf3oA~ Kat li7rQ.V TO KLVOV/-LEVOV lv XPOV<e. TO yap OnITOV 

b 8 /3a8ilTflr G H : 89 /3a8;Cm" F: {ja81(u T 9 1f"llptA6ollTor 
FGHIT 10 {jaa;(f!r EGIJS: (3aa;uu~ FH 11 ai 
FGI]ST: a; TO EH 12 "At.al' 1f"OpPW EHT: 1f"6ppw AlaI' FGI]S 
13 TO om. ST, Bonitz ~A8fl' G 14 fyyvr APST: 0 ;nv~' 
E 15 ol'olu8ryT':l EFGI]T: al'maluB~To/ HS 8ui l.ul(ponrra 
E 2AS: ala U~IKpOTfJTa PT yp. S: om. EIV (KUrl!V FG2I] PT yp. 
S: om. EGIHVS 16 b:uranK~ F 1f"al'B' Cl Torstrik 
18 1f"apwlI d . S 20 runv ST /( (IT' aV-roll E 22 {KaVOI' 
yiVfTnt p..ll' "'yap OValI' H 23 ~fJafll G 24 a;] -yap G 
25 fi&>e(J~fII EtAT: ftw8a £1 all ~~I' E 2APT: om. £1 27 Kill 

T; FGI]T: I<ul. Tir E: om. H 28 "AI-Y"fT(ll HT : TI Tf E: Xi)'O~fll 
FGl] rli ult. AT: om. E 29 TO pro EFJT: TlToGHI TO alt. 
FH IT : om. EGJ 30 &b£ H alU)pur~;lIwIlHPT: aHlpl81l']p..~"'WIl 
FGJ et in lit. E: al'1PfJ~;IIWV I 1f"OUf1 fLfTafjaA.? EPST: annUf1 q 
~fT(lfJaA~ H: urrauQII I-l-fTa/3aA~1' FGIJ .u f'lI XPOJlIt' FV: uV&Y/C'] 
lCillftCT8m (II XPOJlo/ APT: Iv xpovtt) (uTi ... Sl 



<I>'l'~IKIU: A K POA~En~ "" 
\ 

Ka!. {3pa'()"I)UpOV KaTl). 1Tao-av iunv f.LETaf3oA~v (tv naCTL yap 

Oi/Too q,a(VHG')' I\'yoo Of eil:riov KWE-'tu8aL TO nponpov J-LETa-

223(1. !3aAAov E"ls 'TO lJ7foKdj.LfVOV KaTil TO aV'T(J OLaCTT"f/p.u KaL op.a. 
I\~v K{V"f/CrLV KLVOV/lEVOV (oTou ,bTl T~S' cpopus, d aJ.L</>w KaT<t 

T~V 7TEpt(PEP~ KtvEL'TaL ~ ap.<pw Karu T~V ddh'i:av' oJJ.oCws Of 
Kat {7ft T<'Jv CiAl\wv}. ahAa f.L~V TO yE 7TPOUPOV tv xp6v~ hrr-L' 

5 7Tponpov yap Kal f)(J"TEPOV A/yoP.EV Kant T~V 7TpOS TO vvv (bro
UTQULV, 'TO Of VVV opo') iOV 7Tap~KovTOS Kal 'Toil p.lltAoVTOS· &laT' 
E7TEt TO. VUV EV Xp6v~J Kal: Te) 7TPOTfPOV Kat VtTUpov ) lv Xpovcp 
luraL' fV ~ yap TO VVJ', Kul ~ TOV vuv a:7l'OUTacns. (lvavr{ws 

Of A/rEiaL TO 1Tponpov Kar&' Tf TOY napEA.1}AvOOTU xpOVOV 
10 Kat TOV /J.IAl\ovru· EV }tEV yap rep 1TapEA:ryAv8on 7Tponpov 

AI.YOf.LEV TO 1iOppdJTEPOV TOU vuv. vcrupov Of TO £yyUTEPOV, EV 
ae Ttf) jJ.tAAovn 7TPOUPOV jJ.€v TO £yyVnpov, vuupov 3£ TO 

, ) rI ... \ '). , • , I~' 7rOpPWHpOV. WUH €7r£t TO p,tV 7rponpOV €V XPOVc:!. 7Tau'[J U 

aKOAOVO€t KW~U€L T() 7rponpov, cpav€pov on 7raUQ jJ.€ra{3oA~ 

15 Kat 1Taua KtV1}ULS EV Xpove:> £UTtV. 

a~LOV 0' lmUKEo/€WS I(at 7rW S' 7TOTE EXH 0 XPOVOS' 1iPOS 

T1JV "'VX~v, I(al (ha Tt lv r.avrt OOI(€t €!vaL 0 XPOVOS', Kal 

EV yfl I(at lv 8aAaTT?J Kat £v ovpavtf). ~ on I(LV~U€~S' TL 7Td. 

ODS' ~ ;~LS', a.PLOjJ.OS' yE /J;v, TaitTa OE I(LV1}ra 7TaVTa (EV r07re:> 
, , ) .~.., , . , of '\It I 

20 yap 7Tavra, 0 u€ XPOVOS Kat 11 KLVr]UtS' ajJ.a Kara r€ uvva· 

jJ.tV Kat KaT' lVEpy£taV; 7TOUPOV OE If~ ovcrr]S' o/vx1js €ir] liv 

o XpovoS' ~ ov, a:7rOp~U£t€V av nS'. aaVVaTOV yap DVTOS ELva, 

TaU ap,OjJ.~croVTOS a1lvvaTov Kat apdJP.t]TOV n €!vaL, a(Tr~ a1j

AOV on ovo' ap'ojJ.OS" apLOjJ.OS' yap ~ TO ~pd}jJ.'1]J.Llvov ~ TO 
25 apL8jJ.t]TOV. £l O£ J.L1JOEV aAAO 7rhPVK€V ap,OjJ.€tV ~ "'VX~ Kal 

tvx1js voik. aovvaTov £!vaL Xpovov tvx1jS' p.~ OVaTjS, OJ..A' 

b 32 '(UTa] ,l(a1 G '" (hracra'~ H 223A 2 utOll E 2AVP : om. 
E' f1] ~] 3 1rfp,~ipfl(lll HP 4 yf EGHIJP: am. 
FT 7 ,l(at nJ] lll]AOIIOn Kat Ta H ,l(ul] KUt Ta H 8 llii" 
turt I(nl H 9 Tf om. J1 Xpovov Kal TO" ~tAAoVTa APP: 1(111. 
TO" p.t'JI.'JI.(WTa XPO/IOV EPl 13 Ttl AP: om. E 15 '7l'ocra 
am. H 17 llOKft;/lE1rruVTt H 6 om. FG]P ,l(al] 
oroll Kn! H 18 ;11 alt. am. F Iv am. FG] ry E2FGHJP: 
am. EIIT alon I 19 KIVf'i Ta. fecit E 20 xplwor EFGHjST: 
TOrrOl' IP yp. A ~ om. ] 21 tvxryl' ET: rijl' tvxijl' A5 
22 ftVat am. F 24 ova'] oM)' 6 G a/)tBp.ovp.r llov F : 
(ipIBp.'I'}p.ivov J 25 flptfJj.I.f'ill ~ ttJXq EHT: ry tvX'! opI8~£'i1l 
FGIJ 



~ roVTO () 7l'OTE ~v la-Ttv 0 xpovoS', oTov tl EvSixtTaL K{V'Y/ULV (t
vat CiVEV "'VX~S'. TO OE- 7rponpov Kat vuupov EV KLV~<TfL EUT(IJ" 

XPovO!> Of raw' E(TTlv n apt8JllJTa ferTLV. 29 

a:1Top~o"HE 0' liu TLS' 29 

Kat 7To(as KLV~(J"EUH' 0 Xp6vos apdJp.os. ~ 07TOlaUoVV; Kat yap 30 

y(yvETat Iv Xp6v~ Kat <PflECpETaL Kat aiJ,&'VfTaL Kat &'\'\.QL' 
~ \ A,' .t.." 1 '" avraL Kat 'YEpfTaL' fI OVU KLVJ'jULS' fan, raVT?1 HTTW 

£Ka(1"T1]S KLV~lT£WS apdlJ,LoS'. aLO KLV~cr£WS' fUTtV d:1TAWS apdJJloS' 
UVVEXOVS', MA' ou TLvos. a,'\'\" lrrrL vvv K£KLV~(J"8aL Kat Ci.\.\.O' 223b 

WV EKarlpas T~S' KLV~Ut'WS' Et11 au apdJp.os. EHpoS' otov xpovoS' 
lcrnv, Kat l1Jla AVO tUOL XPOVOL au fTEV' ~ au i 0 GYros yap 
XPOVOS' Ka£ tts 0 rUM Kat &JlQ.' t:"iOH OE- Kat 01 Jl~ I1p.a: d 
yap frEV ""PH, Ot 0' t1J"7iOL, hanpoL a' fhrra, 0 awoS' apL- 5 
Op.os. otn-w Of Kal TWV Ktv~(HWV T{;JV lJ.p.a 7TEpaLVojJ.lvwv 0 av-

ros xpovos, aAA' ~ P.Ev raXEta !uws ~ 0' ov, Kat ~ P.fV 

¢opa ~ O' aA.AO{WUW 0 p.lvrot Xpovos 0 ain-os, E!r.EP Kat 

[0 ap~OjlOs] to-os Kul l1jla, r~s TE aAAoLWO-EWS Kat r~s 
¢opas. KUt OLa roVro ut P.fV Ktzn1UE~S gTEpa~ Kat Xwp{s, 0 10 

Of Xpovos 7ruvruxov 0 avros, l5n Kal 0 apL8p.os E!S Kul 0 
avros 7Tuvraxov 0 rwv tcrwv Kal ap.a. " 

£7Td 0' fun ¢opa 1:1 

Kal rUVT1]S' ~ K~KAceJ apdJp.EtTaL 0' fKauTov h{ TWL UVYYEVEt, 

1\ 27 ~ FGHIj'VP: Uft E: am. p ~jI nP: am. S dupes: 
am. pI (tvOt am. F 28 BE] T£ H 29 xp6vor APS: 
6 xpoIJor E 30 dpt8por 0 xpoIJor HS: clpd}Jlor lITH" n xpovor P 
rrowaov"l 31 III XpulICf am. I Kat cj>O(ip£Tat am. EFG: 
ante Kal a.\}.otOurat H aV~(Tat GH 32 Kat EV: Iv Xpovq> 
Kal A <P8('PfTf.U El J] fi. E 33 Ian" arri\&r 
aptOpor EPS: u1fi\wr ap,6par Ian A b I IOVEilTOaL GPP: 
Kat KtVfiu6at HS ~i\o E2PGPS: d'i\i\a E1HIJ: ai\i\6)r FI 
2 ~v •.• rijr] &)UTf Itai. fT/par Torstrik: an &UO' £KoTEparTijr (fort. P)? 
3 XPOVOt i<Tot H ~ ov A V: am. carr. E aUrar EF HS: £irrnr 
GIJ 'Yp. E 4 Ktll, .. laor KOj scripsi: Kal i<TtH' KotEI: Kali<Tor 
Kal rror E'l: fIr opoi6)r Kal FGIJ yp. E: fIr Kal. war Kal rrar H .: 6 
iuor Kai rrar So: r.ar Kat fTI' 0 ilTor K{'I. Torstrik: d Kal 'lTor Kai B/. 
water: 1far 0 iuor Ka, Carteron Kat E 2APS: am. El 5 fUll 

FGIJP: 01 PE" ftfll E: (tfll 01 PEII H 6 BE am. EtH: B~ 
Torstrik 9 d uptOpor seclusi t/lopar Kol Ti]r c.lAXOtWUfwr 
H I I 1fOVTaxij H 12 rrOVTaxou APS: 1rrtJI'TOXij E 
Kal. am. Jl (UTI] (UTI. TWI' KtV.qUf6111 1fP6JTTl ~ Torstrik: r.P~TTj 
/u-r!. Prantl 13 i"i EIFGHP: ;" E~IJ TIN E'lAVPP: am. 
EtplT 



"''Y'~IKHS AKPOASE!2S <l-E 

'll: ''11 '" '1>' rI .. (") \ 1 I , J1-ovauE!: jJ.0vaut, t1l'7TOL U ~7l'7T<f. DUTW uE Kat 0 XPOVOS xpov~ 

IS nvl WpUJP.Evr.p, fJ.ETpetTat 0', WCT7T€P efr.op.Ev, ;; H XPOVOS Kt -
I ,< I , (" " I I " . , .... • lI7jUH Kat.,., KtvT/(HS Xpov~ rOVTO u o-TLV, on 11,,0 T.,.,S' WptU-

Il£VT]S KLm]o"EWS' XPOV<p I.LfTpetraL Tl1S' u KW~o"EWS TO 7iOCTOV 

'"') 1·' .... ' ' .... Kat TOU XPOVOV -E DUV TO 7fPWTOV }.J-ETpOV 7raVTWV 'TWV O"vy-

yevwv, ~ KVKAo¢op(a 7} OJlaA~S p.Erpov p.6.ALuTa, on 0 a.pl-

:10 Op..Os 0 raVr1]S' yvwptj.J.wraros. a'AAO(WULS J.lEv ovv ovn€ avtrJ
ITtS' OVO€ yIVEULS' 01ue elcr,Y OjJ.aAELS', ¢opa. 0' lUTLv. OLO Kat 00-

KEL 0 xpovos e£vaL .;, Ti]S (J'cpatpas KtV1]CTtS. on raVr'[l P.ETpOVV

TaL at aAAClL KLV~(THS' Kat 0 Xp6vos raVTn TV KLVll<TH. OLa 
DE- TOVTO Kat TO eiw60s AeYW"()aL uvp.{la{vH' <pauLv yap KVK-

25 AOV dvaL Tn avf)p6nfwa r.paYfJ.GTa, Kat rwv QAAWV TWV Kl

V1jCTLV fXOVTWV cj>VCT'/(~V /Cal yI.Vf.CTLV /Cal cj>8opav. TOVrO 01., 
5n Tavra 7i&.vra Tii' xpov~ Kp{Vf.TUL, Kat Aap.f3&.VH HAf.V· 
r~v Kat apx~v WCT7Tf.P av d Kar&' nva 7rf.p(OOOV. KaL yap 0 
xpovO) altras f.TVaL OOKf.t KVKAOS ns' roifro DE" r.aALV OOKf.t, 

30 oLon rOWVT1jS (CTrl cj>opas P.I.TPOV Kat p.f.rpf.trat avras 1m0 
rOWVT1jS'. WCTTE ro Alynv f.TVaL Til ytyvop.f.va rwv 7rpaYf.laTWV 

KllKAOV ro Alyf.tv (CTrlv rov Xpovov f.!val nva KVKAOV' Tovro 01, 
on JJ.f.rpf.traL Tfi KVKAO<POp{q.· 7iapa yap TO p.hpov OUOEV 

224a ~AAO 7iapf.f.l<pa{Vf.Tat T<1J P.f.TpO-6J.l€V~, dAA' ~ 7iAElw p.hpa 

::I TO OAOV. 
::I A{YETaL OE op(Jws Kal 5n a.pt8J.lOS p.Ev 0 altroS' 0 

TWV 7ipo(3aTwv Kat TWV KVVWV, El !CTOS' haTEpoS', OfKCtS OE 
OVX ~ airrTj OVO£ al.Ka ra am.a, &CT7iEP OVOE Tplywva Ta aVTa 

5 TO lCT67iAEVPOV Kat TO CTKaA1jvls, KalrOL Gx1jp.a "If rain-6, 

on rp{ywva ~p.<pw· TaVro yap Alyaat oli f.l~ ow<plpf.t ow<popq, 

b 14 p.oll(i8€f p.olld8fr JAollaa, ] 8' am. H fiE add. Torstrik 6 
APST: om. E WpHIJA(IICf TIII( Xpovt.:' H 16 000 E 2APP yp. S: 
om. E1VAptS 17 Tf GHIJP: BE E: am. F 18 a1Talt'TWJI H 
19 o,uaXr) loom. EPS 21 6p.!lX~r £2 22 6 om. F u¢aipor 
~ KlvlJU'lr F 27 1'r&lIT(I Tavra PPS : m:lllTa E1VplT 29 aVTor 
am. H EtVllI post nr F 30 ¢opar lUTI FGI] uVTor] 6 
aUTar G 31 TotaUTlJr ¢opar. wr TO E 32 TO •.• KUKXOV am. 
H lUT) TO To t; F Tilia f tval I 33 ,.0 JAETpo iiv F 224& I TCf 
JAfTpOIJJAivCf Torstrik: TO P.ETPOVP.fVOV nP ~ (an) Torstrik 
2-15 Xi)'ETat ••• rll'1fOI sed. Corn ford 2 an EG]S: OTt 6 
FHIP 6 alt. APS: om. E 3 Kal 6 TWV H 4 ouBE • . . 
alnd om. F 5 TO alto AP: om. E CTKaX1)lIir GljIP: CTKO>'IJIIOV 
FH]2S: CTKa>'I)VH a>.Xa E 6 o&u¢ipTl J 

, 

j 



14· 223 b 14 - I. 224" 34 
ahA' 01JX' ab o~a¢lpH. oioll Tplywvov rp,ywvo1J (rptyJJVov) oLa

¢op~ lHa¢€pH' TOLyapovv (TEpa rp{ywva' aX~Jl-aTOS' O£ av, 

&'\'1\' iv rfi avrfi (uGLpl<TH Kal P.L~. uxijf,J.a yap TO J.A-£v 
TOU)VOf KVKi\OS', TO O€ T OtOVlJ€ Tp{yWVOV, TOt/TOV U riJ /-LEV TOL- J O 

OVOE lU07rAruPOll, TO at rOLavo€" CTKat.:f]V€S'. ux7ip.G jJ.EV OVV TO 
aVTD, Kat rOViO rp{ywvov, rp{ywvov 3' ou T() ain-v. Kat 

apdJ}J-oS' a~ & airros (air yap OLU¢fPEt a.PLOP.OV (ua<j>opq. 
, , e' ") It , 0;:' , < ,~ 'A.'. \ \ I o apt p.os aVTWV J UfKGS u otJX 7J aVT11" f-y wv yap I\.fY€TUL, 

OWCP€PH' 1"(1 JlEv yap KVVE S', TO. o· tmTOL. Kat 7rEpt f-'EV J 5 

XPOV01J Kat aViOV Kal rwv "ITEpt aVTov OlKdwv TV CTKIVrn ft
PTfTaL, 

E 

METa,B&,\AH Of TO JJ.ETaf3&AAov nav TO }.I.E-v KUTa 

_ CT1JJl{3E{3TJKOS, orov orau .\.lYWJ.LfV TO jJ.OV(J"LKOV {3aO[(HV: on 
cf UVP.I3{f31JKEV P.01)CTLKtf fiuaL, rOVTO {3aO[(H' TO Of T~ TOll

TOU TL }J.~Ta{3aAA~w a:TrAWS AiYfTut }J.fra{3aUfLv. orov OCTa 

Aiyna, IW.Ta }J.lp71 (VYL&.(~Tat yap dJ (TW}J.U. on 6 d¢- 25 

OUA}J.OS ~ 0 OcfJpa" TaVTa Of }J.lprj TOV 5Aov (TcfJ}J.UTOS)' £(Tn 

U n & ovn KaTa (TV}J.{3 f(3TjKOS KLV~tTaL ovn T¥ lL\Ao n 
TWV uwov, CtAAa ~~ aVTo KWftCTOaL 7rPWTOV, Kat TOUT ~CTn 

TO KUO' aVTO KWTjTOV, Kar' aAATjv Of K[Vl1CTW €npov, oTov CtA
AOL~T6v, Kal aA.AOtW~fWS VYWVTOV ~ OfP}J.UVTOV fTfPOV. I £CTTt 30 

Of Kat f7rL TOV KLVOVVTOS WCTuvrws' TO fLfV yap Karel CTV}J.

(3f{311KOS KW~t, ro Of Kara fJi.pos ref) rwv rovTov Tt, TO Of 
KU(}' aVro 7rPWTOV, orov 0 IJ.fv Zarpos tarat, ~ Of Xflp '7jA~r-

, \~, >f , ~ ~ ..... " . Stl ~ , 
Tft . E"7iH u tCTTL JlfV Tt Tu KWOVV 7Tpwrov, ~CTTL uf n ru KW01J -

a 7 -rp{"Iwvov am. E1 (I'P~'YwvotJ) Torstrik, fort. 5 a/a¢opu. F 
8 ux..~p.nTltF: O'xijp.a I ~i] ai "IE E2GHJ: af UX~P.UTO~ I 9 '}lap 

fUTno H II Ul(uAI]ydll FHJ 2S p.€vom. H 12 TOVTO'Tpt'}l6>1'Oll 

scripsi, fort. bab. PS : 'TO 'TPlyWIIOIi E: 'TOl!'TO, rpIywlloli yap A 1(111 

FP: Kul 0 EGHIJ 13 af HP 16 £tP'ITOt jl-£Ta{3aAAU a; 
'TO IJ,(Ta{3uAAOIi E 

Tit. ¢VUtKij~ oKpod(HWr TO £. 1r£pi P.(Ta{30Aijr- E: ¢VUtKWV 1rfl-'7rTOIi 
I 22 oro ll oro v fecit £: 01'011 5 ante Til li teras quatuor dele-
tas E 'TO EFJ M5T: 'TOil HI 23 f'0VUIK.~ (tllm £2:\5: (llial 
P.OtJUIK.~ T: p.o IlO"tK.~Et 24 nom.El 27 aiM : a~F: anhjEHIJ 
31 leaT'll AM: om. E 32 lewolill H 'TWII om. F 33 1rA~U(TH FIJ 



<I>Yl:IKH:£ AKPOAl:E!1l: E 

35 I-LEVOU, In £v if. 0 xp6vo~, Ka!: 1fapa ravra €~ ov Kal t:is 
224b o-7Tacra yap KepT/crtS tIC HUOS' Kal Eis n' gnpov yap TO 7rPW

TOV KWOVP.fVOV Kat ElS' & KW£tTut Kal f~ ov, OLOV TO 'VA-OU 

Kal TO OEPP.Ov Kat TO tvxpov' TOVTWV Of TO fJ.'Ev 0, TO 0' 
Els 0, TO 0' e, ov-~ a~ I(tv'r]rns O~AOV on £V nl1 fUA<t'. 01)/( 

5 EV T41 ErOf~:--OV~E yap KWfL ovu KLVELrat TO fWDS' ~ 0 n;-
7TOS' ~ nl TOcrOVOE, ahA' (un KWOVV leal KWOVjJ.fVOV Kat ds 0 
IHvt:'nu. pitA-AOV yap ds & ~ e, au KWfLrat OVDJJ-&'(E-

.,.. TaL ~ J.A.fTaj3oA~. lho Kat ~ ¢Oopa (is TO JJ.~ tv IUTU-

j30A~ £<TTLV' Ka(rOL Kat e£ aVTOS jJ.fTaj3a'A.AEt TO ¢(Jnp0j.l.EVOV· 

10 Kat ~ ylVEfHS fls au, Ka{To, Kal f.K p.~ DUTor;. 

10 it fJ.'Ev auv fUTLV 

~ K{VTjaU, Etp7]TaL 'lTPOUPOV' . TO. Of do'/} Kat Tn naB?] Kal 0 " . 
• 071"05', Els a KtVOVVraL dt Kwovp.Eva, aK{V1Jni fa-nu, aTou ~ 

f7rlCT;~/J-7] Kat ~ (JEpI.u5T1}S'. Ka{rOt a7TOPl1uHfV &v ns, fl ra 

?!Aft!! IUV~UHS'J ~ Of AfVKOT1}S' 7Ta8os' laTat yap ds K{V7]UW 
l /3"""" ,., . " ",'." I ~ /J-fra 01\7]. W\I\. tUWS oVX 7] I\.fVKOT1/S' KWlJUtS', (.1.1\1\. 1] I\fVKav~ 

U(S'. la-nv Of Kat £v I.KtLVOts Kat TO KaTa UV/J-(3f(37]KOS' Kat TO 
" , [ 'J ' "\\ " , " KaTa IJ-fpOS Kat ru KaT al\l\o Kat TO 7Tpwrws Kat }J.1J 

Kar' 0..\.\0, oTov TO A.fVKaWOjJ.fVOV ds fJ.EV TO VOOlifJ.fVOV fJ.fTa

j3a.\.\H KaTa CTVJlj3fj31]KOS (Ttf yap xpw}J.an CTVjL(3/(31/Kf 

;10 vOftu8at), fls Of xpwfJ.a on fJ.lpos TO AfVKOV roil xpc:,lla~ 
ros (Kat fls T~V Evpw1T1jV on Illpos at 'AO~vat T~S Evpw~ 
7TlJS), Els OE TO AfVKOV xpwlla KaO' avro. 7TWS MfV ovv Ka(J' 

aVro KWf,raL Kat r.ws KaTa UVIl(3f(31/KOS', Kal 7TWS KaT' 

a.\.\o n Kat 7TWS rtf aVro 7Tpwrov, Kat f7rt KWOVVTOS Kat 

l5 E7T1. KLVOVlllvov, oij.\OV, Kat on ~ dV1]ULS OUK EV r41 ErOH a'\'\' 

EV rip Kwov}J.lvcp Kat KLV7JT41 KaT' ivlpYfLav. ~ /J-fV ovv Kan1. 

(TVP.(3f{31/ KOS IlfTa(3o.\~ a</>ELuOw' EV 57ra(TL Tf yap (un Kat 

Z24b 11-16 = IoCqb 9 - 12 

b 1 7rpWTCdr H 4 a~ HI yp. A yp. S: 8; EFJS yp. A 6 TO 
AS: om. E /Cat HIPS: om. EFf KOt FHIS: om. E] 
7 tl~ & om. £1 8 Kat om. EH] 9 /c1l1 om. F 100'11] 0 [ 
I(al alt. om. FIJT I ( ~ om. F TQ alto AT: om. E 14 /C;JJ"'JO'I~ 
£ yap] a; F /C{,,''10'IJI ~ ptT(I{30'A.~ H IS I~XX' ~ X~u/CnvUH' 
E2AS : om. E1 16 (O'rm I 17 [TO] Bonitz I(OT' ... 
npwTC.,r] /Conl1rpi;)Tov E: rrpwTCd~ H /Cat TO pi, EHIJ 18 ,inov 
E 23- 4 Kal alt. ... nom. E 24 Kul ... TOP"T" seel. 
Bonitz, om. fort. T TC;; Prantl: TO E2A: E1 incertum 25 ltd 
om. E 27 a7f'Qu{ nse : rraul SP yap T( EH 



I. 224' 35 - 225' 17 
alEL Kat navTwv' 0 Of Il~ Kara (J'VJ.l.{3Ef3YJKO~ Dille Iv lbrauw, 
&A.A.' fV TOtS' Evavr{Ots Kat TOtS fJ-nafU leal lv avnq,aCTH' 
TOVTOV oE 7r(UTLS EK T~S' f.7raywy~S'. ftC Of TOV p.ETafv JLETa- 30 

(3&'AAH' xp~Ta, yap avrfiJ wS' lvaVT{~ DVTL 7rpOS' hanpov' )<. 

(ern yap 7l'WS' TO IJ-ETaf'U nl &Kpa. OtO Kat TOWO 7rPOS' lKE'iva 
KaKE'iva 7rPOS TOVTO A'YETU( 7iWS' fvavda'!o!ov ~ }.tEUlJ otEta 
7iPOS' n,v inraTryv Ka, {3apEtU -rrpoS' T~V V1]n1V, Kat TO cpadw 
AEVKOV 1TPOS TO JJ-''Aav Kat fJ./AaV 7TpOS' TO AWKOV. 35 

f,Td oE 3:; 

nauu p.ETa{3oA~ £unv tK TWOS EtS Tl (O1/;>\.O/: Sf Kal. TOVVOJLU' 225& 

JlET' 6.AA.o yap TL Kat TO jJ.EV 7rPOTEPOV OlJAOL. 1"'0 S' l)UTEpOV). 

J.l.ETa{3aA.AOt au TO IJ.fTa{3&J...>..ov TfTpaxws' ~ yap l~ V1rO

KHJllvov Els inroKE{fLEVOV, ~ it imOKEtp.lvQv ds ,..,.~ {moKEe· 

JLEVOV, ~ OUK it lnfOKEtjJ.lvov ElS' V1fOKElIlEVOV, ~ o'h f{ {mo. 5 

KHJ.dvov Els ,....~ iI7TOK~(j.L€Vov· AEYW (if l)'7ToKd,....€vov ro Ka

ra<jJclcrH OlJAOVjl€Vov. <iJcrT€ aVclYKlJ £K rwv £IplJj.LEVWV rp€rS 

€!vaL j.L€raf3oAcls, r~v T€ £{ 1I7TOKHj.L€VOV Els inroKE(j.L€VOV, 

KaL T~V £{ lr;rOKHj.L€V01) Els jl~ V7fOK€{j.L€VOV, Kat T~V lK jl~ 

V7iOKELjl€VOV Els V1fOK€(jlEVOV. ~ yap oilK f{ V1fOKftj.LEVOV €is TO 

j.L~ 1I1roK€{jJ.€VOV OUK lanv IJ.ETaf3oA~ aUI ro M~ EivaL KaT' av· 
T{thcrw' OVTE yap lvavTla OVTE avr(<jJacr{s lcrnv. ~ Mh ovv OVK 

l£ il7TOKHjllvov £Is v7foKdMWOV jlEraf3oA~ KaT' avr{<jJauw y€. 
VHrtS lcrnv, ~ IJ-€v (mAWS U1fAij, ~ Of rts rwos (o!ov ~ J-Lfv 

EK f.l~ AEVKOV Els A€VKOV ylVEcrLS rovTov, ~ a' EK TOV fL~ OVTOS '5 

U7fAwS' ElS' ovcr{av yiVEU'LS' (mAwS', KaB' ~v a7fAws y{yvHT8aL Kal 

ou Tt y{yvEcr()aL A€YOfLEV)' ~ o· f{ inrOKELfL€VQV Els oVX tnroKE(· 

224b 28- 30 = 1067b 12-14 
1068b 15 

b 28 1I'UilTColil APS: 1I'aVTCoJr.' E 29 'Toir alt . FJS: l" 'Toir EHI : 
om. M 30 punj9ciAAEI] j9aAAH E1: pUOfJti'AAfi wr if f.IIQVT'OtJ H 
31 g"TI] n"l E2 33 wr E, fort. corr. o~Eia ... 34 V~TI]J' ElS: 
j911pfia 1rpor 'T~II vt,TTJV lCal. o~fi(J 1I'(lor 'Tqll (nlv om. F) V1I'ti'TTJII E2A 
22SR I 1I'Iiu-u om. FL errnv om. FS a; AS: yap E 3 &v] 
b' av £1 4 i~] OUK If HIJM: i~ ol.lx ST PfJ om. 5: oliX 
AMT 5 OUK om. MST: I' q FH fir] Elr OVx FMS: fit I'~ 
T O"!K l~ EMT: It ovx FS : if HI] 6 "'1] om. MT: OVX 
S bE EMT: b; TO AS 10 ov/( i~] pq if A: i~ oux M 
II p.~ pro EM: OUX A 12 oiJu Iv OIl'T'cpaCTH S OUK i~ EF]M: 
l~ ovx S: IIC f'q H: l~ I 14 tlT'T'" om. I d1rAij om. S 
Tiro 'T'"oro nM: Tlr S IS f'q pro om. I 17 TI. om. E2 



<l>T~IKH~ AKPOA~EQ~ E 

}-LEvav ¢Oop&., a:7TAws /-LEV r} lK rijS' o~(T(as Ifls TO J.L~ fivaL, 

1"'5' l3€ ~ £Is T~V &VTLKHfLEvrJV ur.oCPUCTLV, KaOa7rfp tAEX81] 
20 Kat E1Tt T~S' YEVf<TEWS'. 

2 0 d o~ TO f-l~ OV AEyeTa~ 7TAEOvaxwS', 
Kat J.L~Tf TO "aTa a-Vv()(uw ~ OW[pEUW Ev3lXETUL KWEtUOat 

J.L~'rE TO KaTa ovvaJ.LW, TO Tc}I a:TrAWS' KaT' EVEPYHav oun 
aVTLKE{/-tEVOV (TO /lEV yap J.L~ AEVKOV ~ J.L~ ayaOov OjJ-WS lv
alXETuL IctVElUOut Kara (TVJl/3Ej37JKOS'. Ert] yap (au) l'w0PW7TM TO 

25 J.L~ fl..fV"OV' TO o· a:rr'Aws Mli rOOf otioaMws). aovvurov (yap] 
TO M~ (j v KLVt/icr{}at (El Of TOm-O, Kal TijV ylvHHV dV"fJO"w fL
vat' y(yvETat yap TO J.l.ij QV' d yap Kat {)TL l-laALfJ'Ta Kara 

UVILf3E{31JKOS' Y{YVETU L, aAA' OjlWS d'\:1jOh d7TE'iv OTt lmapXH 

TO fL~ ~v Kant TOl! YLyvop..lvov O,1T'AwSt-0/Lo{ws Of Kal TO ~Pf-
3C fJ.liv. railra Tf a~ (TvjJ.(3a{vu QV(]XEpij [T(~ KWEtrrOaL 'n:J J.L~ 

• 1 ' . ,.. \ ~ .' ' 'l.... ' 11 • " OV Kat H nav TO KW01JJ.L~VOV ~V T07T~, TO Ut J.L1] OV 01) K ~UTW 

fV T07T~' E!1] yap ltv 7TOV. OUOE O~ ~ cpOopa K[V1JUL~' EvaVT[OV 

J.LfV yap KW~UH ~ K[V1]Ut~ ;, ~pEJ.L[a. 7} Of cpOopa YEVICTH Evav

T(OV. E7TEL Of 7T(lUa K.tV1JUL~ J.LETaj3oA~ n~, J.LETaj3oAa'i Of 
35 TPE~S at Elp1JJ.LIVaL, TOVr£llV Of al KaTa ylVEO'LV Ka~ ¢Oopcw 

22Sb OV KLV~UHS, aUTa t o· dULv at KaT' iivT[<j>acJ"tv, a:vaYK1] T1jv 

Et lJ7l"oKHJ.LlvQV ds lJ7l"OK~(J.L€VOV J.LETaj3oA~v K{V1J ULV ~tvat J.LO-
'/l"; 11,;</>. c/('" I v1Jv. Ta V7ToKHJ.LEva 1J Evavna 1] J.L~Tac;;1J Ka t yap 1J UTE· 

P1]CT LS KduOw Evavr{ov), Kat 01]Aoih-aL KaTacpaUH, TO YVJ.LVDV 

5 Kat VWOOV Kat J.LIAav. 

5 d o~v at KaT1Jyop[at oLfIP1JVTat OV<T[q. 

Kat nOLoT11n Kat Ttf) 7TOV [ Kat Tef 7TOT£l Kat T<f) 7TPOS n Ka, 

T41 7TOU<f> Kat T<f) 7TmE~V ~ 7TaO-XHv, avaYK1J TP~~~ Etvm I<L· 

V~UHS, n]V T£ TOU 7TOWV Kat T~V TOU 7TO(TOV Kal T~V KaTU , 
T07rOV. 

a I 8~om.E 19 ~ om.F 20&;E2 23 yap 
om. H "yaSav bV Qp.wr H 24 111' M(£J) Bekker: om. 
IIM(Ab) 25 yap am. M(JT)T 26 ftVU& K{VTJ(1tV F 
30 ram-a Jaeger rf! am. I, eras it J: ai E, Jaeger ar) E HM : 
a~ 7J"uvm FIJ r r;i ••• 31 01' am. EHJM 31 ( (1rlll am. S 
33 q p r o 1ST: ~ EH: am. FJM TN a; ¢(Jop~ Y{IIfU'lr S 
ul flulvom.I atFJM: KalEHI 2 fLov '1vE HM S: p.ovovFIJ 
4 KoracpuUf:L AM: KarorpvulII E TO AfIJKOV KHi TO yup.llr)J/ Ka, TO ,."iXaJl 
H ylJp.Jlov EFIJMST: 'l/tvxpav vel Tllcp""'c)J/ Bonitz 5 vwaC.v 
M(EJ): AflJKOV EFI)M(Ab)S 6 TtplTouhS: n)lT't' EM KClITfj 
lTOTf om. E HMS: ro/ om. I 7 TrF pro OIU. EH 8 lTOWV E H 
(ef. M) : lT0(10V F IJ T~II am. I 1l"OUOV E H (d. M): lTOtov F IJ 

, 



I. 225' 18 - 2. 22Sb 32 
2 Kar' ovrr{av 0' Ollie f.UTLV K[V1J(J"~) 1ha 1"6 J.L'10fV ELvaL ovcr{q. 10 

rwv ovrwv EvavTLov. 0110£ o~ TOV 7fPOS n' lVOEXETat yap 8adpov 
f1.ETa{3a'A.'AovTos (aA7J8EVW"Oat Kat f1.~) ilArylJEvEuOaL Oanpov fJ.1/0£V 
J.LETa~aA.AOVJ WITH Kara UVJ.L{3E{3YJK6S ~ I({Vl'j(ns aVTWV. OVO€ 
o~ 7fOWVVTOS' I(al 7fI:tUXDYTOS', ~ KLVOVJlEVOV Kal KLZ,'OllVTOS', on 
OllK tun Ktv~<TEWS' K[V1j(FtS OVOE- ylVfCHWS ylvErn" OVO' oAWS' j.lETa- 15 

f30>..ijs p.f.Taj3oA.ry. 'irPWTOV p.h YdP OLXWS EvOlXETaL Ktv~o"EWS' 
fwaL l({V7]UW, 11 WS lnrOKU}J.EVOV (ofov l1V8pW7TO S KWE'i'raL on 
h A£VKOV Els p.1>. .. av jJ.ETaj3aAAH' <ipa yE ai/rw Kat ~ KtV1]CnS ~ 
8fpp.a{VETaL ~ 'VI1JXETat ~ T()7rOV aAA,arTH ~ av~aVEraL 
~ rj>(J{vu; TOUTO OE aovvarov' 01; yap rwv lnroKufLlvwv n ~ :10 

J.l.Ha/3oAry), ~ Tef (TEpav TL lnToKE{p.Evov be JJ.ETaf3oAijs fLE
raf3&A.A.Hv eiS' Enpov f!OOS' [OLav avOpw7iOS h VOfJ'OV £ls vy{~ 

Hav]. ill' o~oE roVro ovvarov 7iA~V Kara fJ'VP.{3E{3YJKOS· avr~ 
yap ~ K{VYJfJ'LS E, lLAAOV doovs €ls clAAO EfJ'rl J.LETaf3oA~ (orOV 

av(JpW7iOV EK VOfJ'OV Els vylEtav)' KaL ~ rEVHns oE KaL ~ <pOopa 25 

WfJ'a~Tws. 7iA~V at fJ-'€V €ls aVTlKECfJ-Wa wol, ~ oE WU, ~ KlV1'/fJ'LS. 

ilJ.La OUV fJ-ETa{3aAAEt i, vytdas £ls VOrTOV KaL l, utn-ijs TaVTTJS TijS 

J.LEraf3oAiis €ls ctAATJV. OijAOV o~ 5n OTav VOrT1JrT!7, J.LETaf3E{3'A.7JKOS 

lfJ'TaL £ls o7ioLavoilv (ivOIxnaL yap ~PfJ.LE'i.V), KaL ITL £ls fJ-~ T~V TV· 

xovo-av ald, Ko.KE(V'r} €K TLVOS £is n lTEPOV genaL, wern KaL ~ avn. 30 

KHJ.LlvYJ la7aL vytaVerLs' aAAa T<t> (J1)J.L{3E{3YJK'vat, orov 
it a~'aJ.Lv~fJ'£WS £is A~(J'r}V M£Taj3aAA£t, on ~ 1J7iaPX£t, hE'iVO 

b II TOV M(Ab): np FHI: om. EJM(EJ)S 12 p.£mfj&A-
AOVTOS' ••• p-~ scripsi, cum AT ut vid.: p.£To(3d'AXOIITOS' TIS: flHa
l3uAAoVTOS' ll1/a€1I M(A b): 1l'18iJl ~~TafJliA>..ovTOS' M(EJ) : P.£Ta,8&A>..OVTOS' 
I-' ~ Schwegler 14 ~ EM: ovai 7taVTO~ AAS Kal. AMS: 
om. E IS IlfmfjoXijr p-£m(1oAJ, S: fMm{1oXq JlfmfJoAijr IT 
17 (iIl8pCtmoS' scripsi : 6 (1118pw7ror EHM: t1v8pwrror FIJ 18 apCt 
'}'E Olll. E H: r;;UTf M 19 ..iHaTTu EM : P-fTUAAUTTU A 21 IK] 
flvat fK. I 22 nrov • •• irytnall hic ITM: post p-ETafJoAJ, b 24 collo-
cavi, ut vid. cum 5 23 aVTq E2 et ut vid. 5: O~T'1 E 1A: alraUt 

M(Ab): rruu(l M(E]) 24 Eianur FIJS: am. EHM 24- 5 oroll 
•.. tr,[null hic collocavi : post fraOr b 22 rrM 25 tlll8pw7roV 
scripsi : (1v8pw7rQ/I M : nv8pwrrour S(F): (1v8punro~ ns (cett.) ry pro 
AM: yap ry £ 26 ~ a; w3{ M(Ah)S: ~ Waf E2M(E])P: om. 
A: £1 incertum ~ K.tll'}ulr EM(Ah)S: ~ O£ K[/I'IfflS' H: ~ a£ ,,(v,}uu· 
ouX OPOtWf FI : ov K!II~UfH: M(EJ) 28 8' FJ v6u'1p.1l E~ 
30 alfl EFJM: 8fiyap H: om. J l(uK.Eill1/ FIJM: l(al((tv1/JI EHS 
lura! ElM: om. E2AS Kal. EFHIS : am. JM 31 ll''1.1(JVUtf 

FMS: J, vyinvutr EHIJ Orl)II EHM: oroll fl FIJ 32-3 OTt 
•.. f<fTafM AAH om. F 



<l>T~IKH~ AKPOA~E.m: E 

33 p..ETa~d'AAEt aTE }LEv E"lS' f,rt<7T~Jlf)V OTE o' dS' ayvoLav. 

33 ~ 
dS' IhiEtpov {3aOtE"trUL, d l(1'1'at JLE"Ta{:Joi\ijS' p.ETaj3oA~ Kat 

35 YEv'ufwr; ylvf.uLS'. avaYK11 o~ Kat r1JV 7fpodpav, £l ~ vudpa 
22611. lUTat, orop d 11 a:;rAij ylvf.uU iyCYVETO 7TOTE, Kat TO YLYVOj.LWOV 

lY{YVETO, cl)OT£ Otl7iW llV TO ytyVOJ.lfVOV (mAws, dAAa n ytyV0J.Lf.

vou ytyvop.f.VOV ~atJ. Kat 1TaAw TOW' fY{YVETO nOH, WUT' oine ~v 
'7TW Tl)H YLYVOjJ.EVOV ytyV0J.L£vov. (wd Of rwv a:Trf.(pwv OllK funv 

5 n 7TPWTOV, OVI( lUTaL TO 7TPWTOV, WUT' 0"0£ TO lxvJLEvap, ovn yC. 
YVHT8at aup ovn KWf.t<76aL oTov H ovn J.LHa(3aAAHv ovMv. in TOV 

, "" • • '(' >I ., )" 'A,n J aurDV KWt}<7LS' 11 fvauna Kat ETL l1pfJ.LYJCTLS' J Kat YEVHTLS' Kat ",vopa, 

werTE TO YLYVOJlEVOV YLYVOJJ.fVOV orau ylvt}TaL ytYVO/-LEVOV, rOTE 

(p8£lpETaL' ovn yap EV(}VS ytyVOJ.LWOV ovO' VOT~pOV' ~!vaL yap 

to o~i.' TO c/lOftpOJ.L~VOV. In vl\.1]V o~'i v1T~i.'va, Ka~ Tc{l YLyvojJ.lvcp 

Kal Tc{l jJ.~TaJ3al\.l\.ovn. Ttf) OVV leJTat-!iJU7rfP TO al\.l\.oLWT!JV 

UWJ.La ~ "'VX~, OVTW T( TO YLYVOP.~VOV K(V1]ULf) ~ y{v~utf); Kat 

7Tal\.w T( fl" a KWOVVTaL i o£i.' yap ~lva, [Tt]",V TOVO£ h TOVO£ 
• 'It' ['" 1'" I II It'''' , HS Touf KWTjULV KaL J.LTJ KWTjUW '1J Y£v~uw. ap.a u£ 7TWS KaL 

15 IUTaL; OV yap lurat p.aOTjULf) ~ TijS J.LaO~(T£wf) YfVHHS, ~UT' 

OVOf Y~v'u£ws yIV~flUJ ov'M TtS nvos. ln £l Tp(a ftOTj KLV11 -

Uf(.)S lUTLv, TOVTWV TLva aV&.YKTj flvaL Kal T1}V V7TOKftj1.{vrJV c/lvuw 

Kal £ls a KwovvTaL, o!ov ",II cpopcw al\.l\.o,ovu8a~ ~ cpfpfuOaL. 

b 33 8YIIOtrl,II Smith, fort. PSP: VyiWfV nMSI f'rI EHM: ETl fJ' 
FIJS 35 q EHJsM: om. FIJl vunpat.a I 226a 2 TO 
FJM(Ab): om. EHIM(EJ) yp. A Aspasius ylYVOPfVOII ••• 
'YlYIIUl'fIlOIl] Tf81'/, dXXa. YllIOPfVOII ~v i'p. A Tl yl)'v61'~vov AM(E) 
yp. A yp. S: )"i'vol'~v6v n M(Ab): ')I'yvop.£vov E Aspasius: Tt 
yt)'1I0l'fIIOV o;rrXwS' M (]) 3 ')IlYPO/JfVClV Bonitz: TOTi )"),VOl'fIlOIl fecit 
E : .ll:al ')I'),IIOl'fVOV FIJ : ~ y l'YV0I'H10V M~A b) : ~ ),fllOl'fIIOII M(E)); om. 
H 'Yp. Ayp. S Aspasius ;;8'1 llM(A ) "IP. A "IP. S Aspasius: fl a~ 
M(E]) 4 y tYvOfJ-fIIOV alt. £1 : om. E1AM brEI nM : £7I't S bE 
E~AM : 8ry E I oine ((J'TtV n 'TT'pr.1TOV am. F 5 Tl om. EJ M (EJ)S QVK 
••. rrpwTov am. M(Ab)S ovrE et 6 oun pr.] ovn TO S 8 "It')lVOP.fVOV 
alt. El: om. EZAM 'YiJll]TQt £lFJM : "Ii"lv'1l'a~ E2HIS 9 an 
'YtyvOfLt:VOII )"')IVOPt'IIOV? 10 vX'1V 8f~ ElP: afi v'Al111 FHIMS 
II 1'(il om. EM 1 2 (1WPQ E 1HM : ~ rTWj.Ln. £ 2FIJS Ti 

F JM (JAb)S: Tt (sed erasum) lC'at M(E): a? E21 : om. EI H 13 TI. 

EM S: T' A. 7't om. M (Ai))S Toil3f pr.] TOU £1 14 Kat ••• 

yiJlEIlU'] ~ "IIJlfrTIJI E2HIAS: Kat I'~ IC'tJl11U11I E\ fort. T: p.ry KivI]cnll 

MP "I.P· A: I'ry ~i.Il11fTW ~ 'YfllEo;tJl F J ,7I'wr IC'C~t £ yp. S: Kat 71'wr A ')Ip. ~ 
16 ')'£IIErTH' ')'t'vffTfWr H: 'YfllfUfW'i' 'YfllEertr "I0fertr Prantl Tlvor 

E~HlrS: orn. £IFf 17 Tl E' Kcd am. FIJ 18 Klvfinlt 

I oIoII om. E1H1JS: olav clll(I'YKI] F 



0)..00) Of EnEt KWE'iraL [T() KWOU/-L€Vov] '7Tav rptxw" ~ Kara 

uvp.{3€{3rl'(os ~ 1"4> p.lpM n ~ [Tefl] KUO' aVTo, KGra UV/J-{3€- 20 

{31JKOS P.OUDV av EvolxoLTO f.LETa{3aAAHv T~V p.€Ta{3oA~VJ orou 

El 0 VYLU{OJ.LEVOS rp'xoL ~ p.avOavoL· rt,v Of Iwra UVP.{3f-
/lr}lcos (hPf4LfV ?raAaL, 13 

E'lTft Of DUn- obuCa!> ovn TOU npos n lJ 

oun Toil 'lTOLf'iV Kat 1iaI1XELV, AE{7rfTaL Kura TO 7TOLOV Kat TO 
7rO(]"OV Kat TO ?rOV K{zrf}UW ('ivat p.6voy· EV EKaUTce yap lun TOV- 25 

TWV EvavTlwrns. ~ J.tfv o~v KaTel TO 7TOLOV KtV1}rTLS o.AAO{WULS' 

[aTW' TOVTO yap E7f/{n)KTaL Kowau Ovof1.a. A/yoo of: TO 7f'OLOV 

OV TO EV Tn DUffeq. (Kat yap ~ rnacpopa 7l'OLOrl]S) "AAd TO 
7ra811TLlc6v, KU()' ~ 'AeYfTaL 1racT)(Ew ~ (maO€s (Tvat. n Of 
KGra. TO 7rorrellJ TO fJ-h Kowau o.VWVVf.LOS'. KaB' EKanpov 0' 30 

aij'1JULS' Kat cpO{(J"LS, ~ J.L€V £is TO rlAEWV JleYE(}OS aVC1}ULS', 
~ 0' h. TOm-OV CPO{(TLI). ~ OE- Kanl T07rOV Kal T6 KOW.)V Kat 

TO rOtoV avwvvJ.lOS, eaTCJJ OE cpopa KaAOVJ.lEVTf T6 KOWOV' Ka{

TOL "A.EYHa{ yf TaUTa </>Ep£UOat Ilova KVp{WI), DTav J.L~ i</>' 

aVTols fl TO Ur1]vat TOLl) fJ.fTaj3a"A.AoVut T6V T()7rOV, Kat Qua 35 

J.l~ aVTa (aura KLVfL KaTa T07rOV . ~ 0' lv Ttf> aVTe:> £iOH 226b 

J.lf1"aj3oA.~ f7rL T6 J.laA.hov Kal ~TTOV ilA.A.o[wu(1) lUTLv' ~ yap 
't' , '" I 1 ' , '1 '" • \" .... , " ft; wavnov Tf f I) tvavnov ICW1jULS tUTtV, 11 a7rI\.WS Tf 7i]1' £7i'L 

J.lEV yap 1"6 ~TTOV lovua £ll) TovvavTlov A.fXe~ufTaL J.lfTaj3&.A-

AHv, l7rl OE 1"6 p.O.A.A.ov WI) £K TovvaVTlov fls a-uTo. 5 

Otacf>'PH yap OUOEv 7r!1 J.l£1"aj3aAAHv ~ O,7rAWI), 7rA.~v -rrV 
Of~UfL TavaVTLa tJ7rapX£w' 1"6 OE- J.laAAOV Kat ~TTOV Eun 
T6 7r'A.!OV ~ l'A.aTTov EVU7rC1PXHv TOU lvaVTlov Kal J.l~. 8 

• on 8 

a 19 TO ICIVOUP.fVOV E 2AS: om. £1 Ij EHS: ~ Tc:l FIJ 20 'Tr;i] 
'TO E 'T~ sech!,si, o~. S: .,.,0 £2, ,21 Jlri~ws flJS ~ lJill E: 
P.£IITOL T OtOll] fI UVfl{3atvfI TtVI 'TpoxauavTI VYlatVftV OtOV yp. A 
yp . S 22 0 ~Yta'6/J-(vOS AS: VytaCOj.LfVOS TIS E TpixH Ij 
P.U.VOUVfI J 24 KtLl. alt.] ... a'nl T: ... 01 K(lTtl F 'TO AST: om. E 
28 7roiov FJMS 30 aVWVtiJ.lOV A [KaUpOV FIJT: f.,.,pOV EH 
31 'Ti'A,fIOV ns: .".XftOV T 32 Ulwv /C a i TO ICOIvelll 1J 33 ava,
vvpm I 34 cpipff,8al j'f mum H : j'f cjJipfulJat 'Taiim I : ¢ipw·8at TaiiTu 
FJ /Jova FI]ST: J.tovov £H hi>' [aUTo'is FHT: ('fj' aUTois I 
b I p.~ AS: om. £ 2 I} APS 3 ~ pro om. APS 5 fIs 
TO aVTO Moreliana 8 Tcf> A et ut vid. PS Toii IvuJlTl.olJ Iv· 
V1HipXftv A p.q] I-I-? EYIJ7rapXUII 1fij I; fl? (wrrapXftv1'oii EvnJlriolJ.".ij £ 



<l>Yl:IKHl: AKPOAl:Elll: E 

IJ.€V o.jjv avrat rpEtS fJ.OVUL Ktv~o-HS dulv, h. TOUTWV a~-
'0 AOY' O,K(VrJTOV a' io-rl TO H ;;;\(0) 6.0VVUTOJI KWljOijvaL. IJJU7rfP 

o "'6cpos &opaTOS. KG' T~ f.V 7iOA'\~ xpovce ,..,.O)..'S KLVOl)Jlf

vou ~ 'TO {3paMws apxop.fVOV, & 'AlYETat llvcndvT]'Tov. Kat TO 
?UqlVKOS JJ.ElI KLvii:u8aL KaL OVVGJ-LEVOV. p.~ /c LVOVp.wov OE rOTE" 
on 7fiCPVKf. Kat au KaL cZs, Q7ffP ~PEP.f.lV KM& n~v aKtV~-

IS TWV P.OVOV· EvaurLov yap ~pfJ.L(a KLm1(TH. rOUTE: aTlpTlUU au Etl1 

TOV 13UT(lCOV. r( MEV ovv (ern KtV1}ULS Kat r{ ~pf,..,.(aJ Kat r.ouaL 

p.ETaj3oA.at Kat '7TOtaL KW~IT€tSJ ¢aVEp6V (K TWV dp1JJllvwv. 

METa Of ravTa AlywP.EV d f.UTtV TO l1p.a Kal xwp{s, 3 

Kal r( TO l17rTfUOUL, Kat r{ TO ,.ura,v Kal Tt TO f.¢E'~S 
20 Kat Tt TO EX6P.WOV Kat (TVVfXESJ Kal rors 7TO{OtS £IWUTOV 

TOVTWV V7l'aPXftv 7i/cfJVKfV. l1p.a /LEV o.jjv Alyw Taw' ElvaL 

KaTel T07tOV, Qua £V ht TOr.<:> (UTL 7tPWT'fl, XWPLS' aE aua 

23,2273. i f.v hlp'fl, I1r.TEu8aL af wv TU aKpa l1p.a. 1 «(7TEt Sf 1l'aua 

p.ETaf3oA~ I.v TO~S' a.vTlKELp.lvoLS', Ta. a' avnKE{p.Eva Tel TE 

EvavTla Kat Tel KaTa. avTl¢auw, avn¢auEWS' S' oiJah ava. 

JO,226b,6 p.£uov, cpavEpOv on EV TOtS' (VaVT(OLS' IUTaL TO ".LETa,,6. 1 EV EAa. 
26, 27 XlUTOLS' a' lOT~ TO p.ETa~v TpLU{V' laxaTOV POfV y&p lEan r11S' 

2;. 23 J.LETaf30A~S' TO fvaVT{OV, ) I I"Hafv Sf ElS' & r.lcpvKE 7TPOTfPOV 

acpLKvE'iu8aL TO p.ETa[3o.AAov ~ £is' & luXaTov I"ETa[3&.AAEt KaTil 
'JS, 27 qruuLV uvv£xWS'p.£Ta[3aAAov. [f.v . . • £vaVTLOv. ] I UVVEXWS' Sf KLV£t

TaL TO p.J]O'£v ~ OTL oA{YLuTOV OLaAEtnOV TOU 7Tpayp.aToS' -J.L~ TOV 
• ( ''l '!l. .. '\ f 'l '\ f , '11' 'l"l. .., xpovov 01)Ut:V yap KWI\1)Et uWI\£Lr.OVTa, Kat £1)u1)S' Ute p.ETa T7JV 

., A,.1'I It.O ' ", '\ '\ .. ... , '1' 30 tJ7raTJ]v 't'uEy~au at Tflv v£anw, al\l\a TOV 7Tpayp.aTOS' EU <:> 

KW£tTUL. TOVrO Sf Iv TE TatS' KaTeI T07rOV KaL I.v TutS' ell... 

226b 10-16 = 1068b 20-25 21- 5 ~ 26- 30 

b II w)X,rET:poY"'A 12~T!}E2AM(Ab)ST: ToM (£): on 
M(J): om. £1 TO om. I 16 (un om. F 17 1rOUfH FI 
18 Xiyopu1l I(ai "TI. "T0XWPI.S' I 20 lCal-rl TO (f1JllfXfr HI 21 X;yw 
ES: Xfyl"TalA 22 "Tomp ((TT"l1rp6lTCf (1rPWTOIl £2) £2FJS: 1rPWTW f(TT, 
T01l'W H : fun "011'(0) 1I'PWTOII I: T01l"Cf (UTili £1: T07rCf 1I'PWTCf (1I'PWTOII 
Ab) M 23 ;TI'p~,,) lTlpCf TOrro/ I 2278. 7-10 f1l'fl .• . p.fTa~u 
hie collocavi cum T: post 227a 6 U1TT1p"al nMS : post 226b 32 cpniltpoll 
ci. Frantl 8 T"1 om. £ 9 Ta I(nTa oVTiq>auu,] oVTlq>autS' EM T 
226b 26-7 III • •• illavrloll hie eollocandum ci. Corn ford : post 25 
ftfTafki,'A).()1I nST 26 lu,..l TO I'fTa~ iJ om. fort. S 23 1I'pO'ffpOIl 
MT: 1I'PWTOII ns 24 I'ETafjaX}'u E'AMS : I'ET(J~a).).ftll £1 26-7 
III • •• (llaliTioll ante b 23 PETCI~t.. eollocavi 28 ~ om. E1 on] 
<1"0 AS O).''Y0UTOII £1 pq DP: ij S et ut vid. T 29 'Ya.p KCU).UU 
FHS: 1((o)A.Uf' yap EIJ 31 a~ om. £~H Kal • •• (7}.)',ats" om. IT 

, 



Aats f.l.ETaf3oAaLs cpaVEpOv. lvavr[ov Of KGra ronov TO Kar' 
EVf1f:l:av a7rEXOV 7TA"tO"TOV' ~ yap t.\uxtaTl'j 7rE7dpaVTat, fLl. 
TpOV Of TO 7rE7rfpaap.ivDV. £qH~ijS Of au IlEra r1}V i1PX~v 

GVTOS ~ (HUH ~ frOU ~ aAAcp nul ovrwS' acj)OpuT81vTOS 35 

JJ.1/0fV MEraEV' fUrL rwv EV TatlT~ "lIvE, Kat 01) lcp€$js fernv 2270. 
(Aiyw 0' oTov ypaJ1.J1.~ ypafJ-J.J.1/S ~ ypaJlJ-La(. ~ , .. wvaoos 1-1-0-

utts ~ fJ.0vao€S, ~ olK[as alK[a' I£AAo 0' ovo'fv KWAVEt fJ.E -

TaEu Eluat). TO yap lCPE(1jS nul f<pfC1jS Kat Va-UPDl' n° ou 
yap TO ~v ECPEEiis TOLV aVOLV, ovo' ~ VovjJ:'1v[a TV lJWrEpq. tepEE';;s, 5 

&i\.\a Tatk' hdvOLS. lX0P.EVOV oE & av lCPEEiis liv &7TTtjTUt. 6 
[ ' , t') 1 Il:' ... II "" " I E7TH ••• J,J.ETQC;;V. TO Of o-VVEX€S fun "lEV 07rEP EX0P.EVOV Tt, 10 

A/yoo O' Elvat fTVVfXE-s oral' ralrro ylv1JTat KaL ~v TO haTEpov 
'1repas oTs ct7TTOVTQL, Kal &cr7rEP UYJf.l.a[VH TOVVOjJ.a, (J'1)V£X7jTUL. 

TOWO S' OUX oiov TE SVOtV OVTOW £Tvat TOtV luXaTOtv. TOVTOV 

OE- OLWptUj.LfVOV ¢av£pov on €V TOVTOLS' E-UTt TO UVV£XlS', l£ 

WV 1v TL TllcpVK£ yCyv£uOaL KaT/I T0v uvva\jtw. Kat &S' ?Ton 15 

y{YV£TaL TO uvvlxov gv, oifrw Kal TO ol\ov lO'TaL 1v, oLov ~ 

YO}-L¢<f ~ KOAAn ~ a¢5 ~ TlPOUCPVUH. '7 
on 17 ¢av£pov Of Kal 

TlPWTOV TO l¢£,ijS' £UTL' TO fJ. fv yap a7iTojL£VOV £¢££iiS' av-
t ... ,~, • A. t.::: ' ,," L) (0;,' \. aYKrJ HVat, TO u £'Y£~'fS' ou Tlav a7rT£Uuat UW Kat £V TlPO-

dPOLS' Tefl 1\6Y<f TO l¢£fiis lunv, oiov lv apLO}-LOtS', a¢~ 0' 20 

" ) '" "," L) , 0;,' " OUK £UTLV, Kat €t }-L£V UVVEX£S, avaYKl1 UTlT£UuaL, H U U1fTf-

Tat, oi/TlW croVfX£S" OU yap (WaYK1] h £rVaL aVrwv Ta tzKpa, 

£l ll}-LU £rw' aAA' £l gil, avaYKl1 Kul lfp..a. WI.TH ~ uvp.¢v

(TtS' VUTaT7j KaTel T~V ylvEULV' avaYK7j yap i1\jtau6aL £l 

ITvp.crVITt.'TaL Ta tzKpa, Ta Of aTlTO}-L£Va Oll navra uup,7fl- 25 

b 32 pfTa,BoA (lIS] KUI~rnr:n F 35 C:~or E'JMS: povov iJVTOS 
E2HIA fraU EH]MPS: ¢VUH FIT oVrws] olJ E 227R 1 tun" 
lC/>ftrys F 2 pova~ p()vaaO~ S 3 ollcia] ol"ia~ £1: an 01,,1(1. 
ry olKI(U? a' om. E2: £1 incertum £Ivat fl.Ero.fu I 5 I¢E~~~ 
rt\ ;" H rOlJl avo EM Jlwp'1"la F rii SEUTtPfJ scripsi: TIlS' 
awripo.S' n 6 IK£[.1I0"': ES: 1/C£/'lIwv A OV hie FI]MPS, post 
ar.'T'7TaL H: om. E 7-10 if/"fl .•. fl.era~v post 226b 23 li.p.Q collocavi 
10 PEII Oill. I 12 uVJIixo~a, M 13 Tooll luxuTwvE 14 af om, 
E1 1 5 T~V om. F uuvrnlllJl IIM: uuva¢~" S &U1TfP 7l'OTE FH 
16 uvvixov EIFS: tTVVf)lfs" EtH IJ ry] El H 18 &110,),"'7 i¢f~ijS" 
AT 19 iv EH]S : Iv T Ots" F I 21 fl.fv] P.fll 03/1 H 23 fiEV 
et;" om. E 24 Tllv] T~JI Tf E at-Eu801 EI 25 rravT'wS' EH 

8 



<I>'1'~IKH~ AKPOA~Em: E 

CPVKEV' flJ ors Of Jl~ lcrnv aq,~. oijA.ov on ot"':' (uny ovo£ 
uVp.cf>vutS (V TOt/TOtS. tZur' EllUTL crTLYJL~ Kat jlovas atas Af
YOVUt KEXwptufLlvas, oVX orou if ELva, /Louaoa Kat (]'nyp.~v 

TO ain-o' Ta!.')" fJ-fV yap V7TapXH TO l17TuUOat, Tal'S' OE Ilo-
30 vaO'"w TO lcpetijs, Kat rwv J1.fV £volXETat f1va{ n ,.J.£Tafu 

(7Taua yap ypaJ.LJl~ J.LETutV UTLYJ.LWv). 1"(';iv O' OVI( GVaYK1]' 
ovo'f yap JlETafu ovaooS' Ka~ ,uovaooS'. .,.{ JJ.Ev auv hrn TO 
lip .. a Kat xwp[S', Kat iL TO l17rTfuOat, Kat T{ TO jJ.ETafu 

227b Kat TO lCPEftis. Kat iL d) lXOfLEVOV Kal TO rrvvExlS', Kat TO'i.'S' 

nOLoLS gKauTov Tovrwv v7idpXH, ELp1JTat. 

MCa Of l([vt](TLS )....IYETat 7roi\.\uXWS'· TO yap h 7ToA- 4 
AUXW§' >...IYOflfV. ylVH /LtV avp p.{a Kanl Tel (Jx~p.aTa T~) 

5 KUT1Jyop(as lurl (<popa JlEv yap ?Taul1 ¢op~ ;4' ylVB p.[a, 

a.i\i\o{WUtS Of ¢opas hepa T<f' ylvn). frOn Of p.[a, OTav T~ 

yevu p.(a ovua Kat EV G.TOP.t.:J EIOEL p. oTov xpwp.aTos p.'fv 

Elut owtPopa(-TOtyapovv aAAlJ T~ ELOEL piAaVCTtS Kat AEV-
[

" .,. \ 1 I \ I .,' , KaVeTtS 7Taua ovv I\EVKaV<TtS 1rUO"n I\EVKaV<TEL lJ UVTT/ KaT 
~" ,,,,, \ 1 1 \' '1>" 10 EWO S tUTaL Kat 7raUU p.EAav<TLS P.EI\U,VUU - l\fVKOTl1TOS U OV-

Kf.n· 0,0 T<f Eion p.(a An5KaV<TLS AfVKavo-u 7rao-rI' El 0' lcrnv 

&T8'l a Kal yf.VT/ l1p.u Ka, ELOT/ Eo-T(V, 01]AOV WS lCTnv WS fLOU p.(a 

lfJ'TaL, «7rAws Of p.{u ELOEL ov. oTov ~ p.a8lJCTLS, d ~ f7rLcrT~P.lJ 
doos P.fV lJ7rOAr1"'EWS, "If.J/OS Of TWV f7rtCTTlJllwV. a7TOpr1<TUE 

150' &V ns El ELOU p.{a <~) K{VlJ<TLS', OTUV h TOV aVTOV TO aVTO Els 

TO aVTO fUTa(3aAATI, oTov ~ p.(a (jnyp.~ h TOVOE ToiJ T07TOV 

dS' TOVOE TOV T07TOV 7TaXw Kal 7TaAw. El Of TOVT', fCTTaL ~ 

KUKAoq:,op{a TV Ev8vq:,op{q. ~ aVT~ Kal ~ KVALCTLS Tj1 (3aO{cru. 

~ O'6,pLCTTaL, TO EV ~ &V ETfPOV P T~ ErOU, on Erfpa ~ K{V'I}ertS', 

a 26 oinc fern" om. H 27 fi om . E2: tr 'nS' I X/yollerl] 
H),ollo'lll fIvat I 31 1faoiJr yap ypal-'lJijr /.LfTa~v aT'typ.~ yp. S 
I-'fTa~U avo UTtyp.mv H 32 PfTU~U yap Oliafll E oMf scripsi 
cum T; oM;" /I. bvuao)' 1<111 10'0"&/)0\' EIIIJT: f'vva8or /Cat avci80s FS 
b I TO pro om. E TU ult. am. FIJ TOtr am. H 4 Tn am. E 
6 (dpor EI fraft AST: 1'0/ fraU E 7 riTJpOl1 ft8u o~ov E 
9-10 1faua . .• /J.f~avuu seclusi (cf. bI 1 ala •.. 1TOUn) 9 1TaUa 8' o~v 
EH 10-11 )"tvKOT'ITor ••• 1Taern am. 'Yp. 5: )"fV/COT'ITOr 8' OV/cfTI 
ante 9 11aO'o collocandum ci. Corn ford 10 oille fO'TIV EI et fort . S ; 
oiJl< fara, H et fort. S I I .,.~] 1Tw~ H : 1fwr S: O:1T)"wr ci. Cornford 
1fafT'!1 om.S fl ... 16 roiJ8E EPAST: 8f £1 12 w~fq.,.tvE~,fort. 
ST: fqnV H: OVI' 1j2: om. FJ' 13 Etau poia H ~ alt . am. F 
I 5 ~ addid i ex S fls TO auro TO aliro F 16 ~] fl ~ H 18 r.~ 
fMv¢oplr.,. E 2AS : am. E1 Kal] "'4i ftliU /Cal. fort. ST 19 ~ lhw-
ptUTaL E2AS: WplCTrGL El Ttf ~taH om. fort. S r, HS: om. EFIJ 



20 

yivEt fJ-EV OVV Kat 20 

fWft K(V'I}(nS }.da 01)T(I)), Qr.AWS S'E p.ta K[V1]C1"LS ~ Tn o""ulq. 
p.[a Kat T~ apdlp.{f· Tts 3' ~ TOlaVTl}, oilA-oli aLEAop.ivot5. 
rp{a yap hrn TOV apdJp.ov 7T£p~ a AlyolJ.f.V rT,V Ktll't'/(1"W, 6 Ka!. 

EV ~ Kat on. 'Alyoo o' on avaYK7J flval n TO KWOVP.EVOV, 

orov &v()pWTrOV ~ xpvcrov, Kal tv nvt TOWO Ktvf.~(JOat, oTov EV '5 
n).7rlf ~ EV 7Ta8£" Kat TrOTl· EV xpovcp yap 7Tav KWEiTut. 

TOVTWV DE TO p.£v ELvaL ref 'lluu ~ ref ELOft jL[av EUTtl! Ell 7"41 
7Tp&.YMan EV 0/ KWf.'iTaL, TO a' fX0jJ.lv1JV EV ref Xpovcp. 
TO a' a7TAWS JJ.{av iv ilr.acTt TOtiTOLS" Kat Ell ~ yap h DEi 
E!vaL Kal IholLOV, oLOV TO E!OOS'. Kal TO on, orov 'TIJV Xp6vov 30 

;va Kat Jl~ ~HaAf.{7rHVJ Kat TO KWOVJ.LfVOV fv Elvat Jl~ KaTa. 

crVfJ-{3E{31JKOS, WU7ff.P TO f...f.VKOV j.Lf.Aa(vECdJat Kat KOp{UKOV f3a

at(ELV (h OE- KOp(UKOS Kat AWKOV, aAA.a KUTa (J'1)P.{3E{37jKOS), 
J.LTJO€ KOLVOV' €r7l yap &V I1fLu 060 a.V()pcJ7TOVS' vyta(€(J"Out rT,V 228a 

UiJT~V vyluv(J"w~ olov d¢OaAp.las· a.A,\' ov p.la aVT1J, a.AA' 
frOn fLea. TO of: ~wKpaT11 T~V uflrT,v fLf:V a.AAO{WfTtV a.AAOL
oV(J"8at T~ frOH, ~v lfAAce aE XPOV'f Kat 7T&AtV EV liAA'f, fl 
IJ.f:V lVOfXHUL TO ¢8ap€v 7TaAw EV y{yvHTOat T41 aptOp.~, fir] 5 
av Ka~ aVT11 jJ.{a, ,J of: j.t11, ~ aVT~ P.fV, jJ.{a 0' ov. EXft 
0' a.7Top(av Ta6Tl1 7TupurrA'Y!u{av Kat 7Tonpov jJ.(u 77 uy(na 

Kat OAWS' a~ l!fLS Kat reI. 7TaOT/ Tff OV(J"{q. €l(J"£v EV TOtS' ucfJ

f.La(J"W · KLVo6J.LfVU yap ¢a{V€TaL Ta EXOVTU Kal p€OVTa. tl o~ 
~ avrry Kat p..{a ~ ewOw Kal rov vy{€ta, aLa rt OVK av Kat 10 

OTav OWAL7TWV Aa{3n 7TaAw T~V VY{fLav, Kat aVT'Y! Ka.K€[V'Y! 

p..{a T41 aptOp.&) &V fL7]; 0 yap aVTOS AOYOS' 7TA~v TOUOVrOV 

oLa¢'pn, on d p.£v 060, 0,' aVTo TOVTO, £oS' r~ apLOp.ip. 

Kat ro.S' lV€PYf{as a.V&.YK7] (p.{a yap ap'()J.L41 EVfpyna €voS' 
b 23 f(illF)rnil p.lav ~ H 24 a';, OTt HI: a' F 25 iv] rj 

fll EH 26 OlTon E yap] 8i F 27 p.ia EH '" am. F 
28 TO ns: TO ai ref 1nrOf(flP.£IIr:> lJ.iulI ill Tei> 1Tpllyp.an ~ f(u/l'inu, TO 
Bonitz 'XOP.illF)1I scripsi, fort . cum PS: 'XOjlI'llOIl 1111 n: Tee OT( 
~;all clv,n Bonitz 29 ),Clp;" c; FIJ Iv Olll. E~: £1 incertum 
30 I(at aJ TO 1 o[ov am. Fl, erasit J 31 I'lvQl] 011 E2 
228B I /ill am. FJ ilp.tJ. am. S 2 V)'IUfllI H orp6ahp.iall F 
3 1T(o)l(paTF)" T~II jlEII nUTfjV H 6 a~T'I] ~ a&~ F fluXi S 
10 /Lin] /Lit! iryiHa F II 'Adf3n Kaf.1TaAIII A 12 1TA~" E 2AS; 
om. EJ 13 d tJ.~ jll" f;m avo p a,' ... wr] oUTwr yp. A a,' 
EIHJS: TO E2F: om. 1 wr "Yop Tql H 14 KO' EH ),p. IA : 
p.ia 1((11 FIJ P fvfpYflar Hayduck: ;~nr nPST yp. A 



<l>Y~IKH~ AK POA~E[2~ E 

, 8 ") '5::' < "t ,,, '" 'ltlt I ; 15 apt Jl<f' ft U ?J f~tS' p.tU, LUooS aVK av r<p UO~UE" TTW ,.ua 
, • • I .. (., , , Q 'il:' ~ " 

Kat ?J Eve:pynu ftV~' I,prav yap 7TaVUlJrat ,...autbWlJ, otJK£n 
[lTTLV ~ j3aoLau, 7Tc.L\.tv Of f3aOl(ovToS lurut). El o· ovv p.(a 
Kat r, aim]. £voiXOtT' hv TO u-uro Kat ~v Kat cpOE"{pEff(}at 

19 Kat Etvat 7TOAi\&K£S. 

19 atiraL JlEv ovv ElrJ'Lv at anop{at l~w T11S 

20 puv uKItEWS' bT£L OE O'lJVEX~S' 7Tao-a K[V7j CHS, T~V n a7TAWS 

JJ.{av cwaYKlJ Kal uvvfxi1 ETvat, EL7TfP 7raO-Q OLULPET1], Kal 

El CTVVEX~S" , .. dav. ov yap 7iaua rlvolT' av (TtJVEX~S 1TauT/. 

Wa"TrEp ova' &.\1\0 ayoh Tefl Tvx6vn TO TvX6v. aAA' {)uwv ~v 

T<l laxaTa. luxuru Of TCdV MEV OVK [un, rwv o' lfTTtv ,lA-Aa 
25 1'0/ fLOH Kal op.wvvp,a· 7TWS yap av I1V/ULTO ~ ~v ylVOtTO 

TO lc.rXUTOV ypUJ.lI1:ijs Kat (3aa{CHWS; fXO"UVUL p.€v OVV ftEV 

tw Kal al jJ-~ a1 aural refl dan jJ-1J8f refl yElIf.L (opap,wlI yap 

all TLS' 7iVpJ£€LEV EvBvs), Kat orov ~ AaJ,J.7faS (~) EK owooX~S' 

1>0pa EX0jJ-EV7], UVVEX~S 0' OV. KEtTaL yap TO UVVEXES, 6>V 

30 Ta loxara (v. ~OT' ExojJ-Eva~ Kat f1>E'~S £luI. T~ TOV )(pO-

VOV ELvaL UVV£X~, Ol!VEX~S Of r41 nh KLV7]UHS' TOVTO a', 
228b orav h TO luxarov ylv1Jrat ajJ-1>0Lv. OLO avaYK1J r~v aVTr/V 

ELvaL T<f ~:rOH Kat £VOS Kat £V EVf. XPOVIf Ttjv O,7fAWS UVVEXf] 

K{V7]UW Kal Il{av. r~ Xpovo/ Illv, 07fWS jJ-~ aKW7]IT(a jJ-f 

ratu n {fV T<fi-. aLaAfC7TOVn yap ~PfP.E'V lwaYK1J' 7iOAAaf. ouv 

5 Kat OV p.(a ~ K(V1JlTLS. WV fO'rtV r,pEjJ-{a p.fra£v, &JUTE fL ns 
KCV1JULS O'TaUEl OLaAap.j3aVfTat, OU p.Ca OVOf Ol!VEX~S' OLa

Aap.j3avErat a/. £l p.frafiJ Xpovos} T~S of- r<1' EL8ft p.~ 
P.L(iS. Kat El p.~ oLaAdiTfTat [15 Xpovos], 15 IJ.fV (yap] XP01/0S 

ErS, r41 ELon a' ~ K{V1JU~S G.AA.1J· r~v IJ.fV yap p.{av avaYK1J 

a IS juwr et TrW om. S 16 ~ om. F 17 fur-at S furlv 
H lj' om. A 18 K(ll aVTJ') Hayduck Knl 211 om. H: gv E 
19 O~II FHIS; om. EJ 22 poiav EIT: potu E 2AS 25 litolTo F 
26 plll om. H 27 a1 PO? oi: scripsi: p;, al EJ: at PO? FHIST . 
28 ry addidi ex T 29 ¢opar yf:VOpfVlJ (vel Yf:II0f.t€V'Ir), O"vllfxovr 
yp. Soil] OUK fern FJ y(jp om. EI TO om. FI 30 fXOpfIJfl 
Fl 31 (TUI'~X~{ E~fHI: oWfx(ir ut vid.~, ~on~tz ~ I yi~'ITn~ 
F 2. Tcp uau Ullal AT 3 I-I(Ta~u] IV To/ J.UTQ~U F: (II Tq.l 

P.(T-a~U n HI 4 O~II) PlII 0011 H 5 It] if H et fecit JI: ~ 
fecit E 6 oun I-li(( oOn FIJ 7 !if om. F 8 ,HaS" ou, 'WI 
FHIJ2 0 pr .... yap] pfll El: 0 E2: 0 (om. HI) xpovoS"'0l-ltV 
yap A: ° Xp6voS", 6 plll Bonitz 9 (Tr om. E 0' (taft 1\ ? "ivlJO'(S" 
om. EFJ (i,,"Xo H IW~ To/ fta£t &11(11''''1 H 



Kal Ttfi EraEL ~(av Etvat, rUVT1JV 0' a7rAWS p.{av ollie avay"'1' 10 

Ttl) /LEv o.ov KlvJ1"LS (mAws ,...la. f:tp1/rat' In Of AIYETUL fda 
Kal .,j TiAnos, Mv T'E" Kara ylvos fay Tf KaT' EWOS ii lau 
T£ KaT' ovcr{cw, ~U1TEP Kat fnl TWV UAAWv TO T£)r.HQJ) Kal 
OAOV TOV fucls. tun 0' ; aTE" !Cliv aT('A~S il, p.la AEYETaL, lau 

jJ.ovov if O'1JVfX~S. 15 

In 0' lL\.\ws napa TaS Elp1'JIJ.Evas J\.iYfTGL 15 

IL{a K[V'Y}fns "Ii d,u.aA.~S'. ~ yap o.vwlLaAos luTtV WS' ov OQ,l(ft 
jJ.ta, a.AAQ. "w,AAOV ~ op.aA~s. tJU7TEP ~ tdlJEt(l: ~ yap 
avwp.aAos ataLpET~ . IOU(E OE- (ua¢lpuv WI) TO J.LaAAOV KaL 
~T'rOV. luTtv OE: Iv a:7TaU!1 KWr/UH TO 0flQAWS ~ IL~' KaL yap 
hu CtXAoW'iTO 0JJ.UAWS, Kal <plpotTo eq/ 0fJ.uAoiJ otou KVKAOV 20 
~ f'vOdas, Kal 1TEpl av,y]CJw wcravTwS' Kal ¢(}{(nv. avw}taAla 

o· EUTlv otacpopa orE /-Lev f(f <f KwliTaL (aa6VaTOJ) yap olJ.a
A~V (tVaL rljv ';;[Vl1UW IJ.~ En, OJlaA41 Jl£yMH, orov ~ rij~ 
K£K)..acrJllvt"J~ K(V11cr,~ ~ ~ r11S' gl\lKOS' ~ Q.A>l.ov p.£yl8ovS', WII 
'lA,.' l '!..' \ \ \ '}' 'It '" .-p.TJ f:'t'apJlorrEl Tu TVXUV E7T"L TO TUXOV IUP0S' 11 Uf;; OVT£ 25 

£11 r41 b oi/r' Ell j~ 7ron ovn fV T~ ElS' 0. aAA' Iv T~ tZS'. Taxv
rijn yap Kat /3paavrijn fv(on lhwplUTat· ;'s Jl£1I yap TO 
aVTO T(lXOS. OfLaA:,]S, ;'s O£ p.~, aVW/AaAos. lho OlJK EraTJ 

J(W~crEwS 0":'0£ ataq,opal Tax0S' Kat /3pal)l)T~~. on 7r&.craLS' 
aKoAov8E'i' TatS' lJtacpopOtS KaT' E1OO5'. wun 0":'0£ /3aPVTYJS' Kal 30 

KOVCPOTrJS ~ Els TO aVTO, olov yijs r.pos avri}v ~ 7rVpOS' 7rPOS 
aVro. p.(a /A£II ouv ~ dvWP.a.\OS T41 ITVVEXr,S (Elvat), ~TTOV a/. 07TEP 229" 
TV KEKAacrp.fVrt crvp.{3a(vEt q,opq: TO a' ;,TrOIl P.(flS al£L TOt} 
fvavr(ov. d a£ ?TaUaV j~V Jl(av EVOfXETaL Kat dp.aA~v Elvat 

b 10 /Jiav KOI To/ fran I T~V aVT~v El ll' am. E dll')..6lf 
(Ivai f'tav OUK tivaYK'1 I]: OUK dvaYK'1 chrA6lf /Jtav (lval F 1I-Z::!9· 6 
Tlf .. . lcjlapf'onuv hie APST: post 231a 2 ~p;f'llrrlf E 11 o~v] 
o~v ~ I 8i APS: am. E 12 'OV .•. YfVOf E~AS: am. £1 
13 K(li T() gAov H 15 p.6vov II AS : r, f'OVOV E 8'] 8i Kill. F 
16 op.aA~f EtAS: Ol-'a}"6lf £t ~ .. . 17 op.aA~f am. H 18 8l] £1 
20 op.a}..ov E'AS: o}Ja)..C;; A Porphyrius : OJ.la)..ACIl £1 KVK}..~ ~ 
tVDflf!. A Porphyrius 21 au~'1V FI OVCIlfU1Aia E et 
ut vid. T: aVCIlj.loAiar AS 22 BTl E tIl El : o~ ST 
'>p.aAwr F 23 0JLO).,ft F 24 ~ q] ~ F 25 bfl TO TVX(III 
EtAS: am. El q EIFIj1: Uri E2HJ' 26 3 scripsi: 0 £1: 7TOV 

EIAS rv Tep fIr 3 I et ut vid. S : fl~ A FH1 et fecit E 27 yup 
alt. am. E 28 oM' H 31 TO om. F aVT~v] al,.T~JI Y?I' H 
229& aUTO 7TVP I-'in H f7vm addidi ex T 2 ",jfl~ uP: /Ji~(L 
ST alft om. T 3 o}Ja).,ij E2F1 



q>'n:tKH~ AKPOA~E12~ E 

Kat. JJ.~J all/( au Et1j<TUV at EXOluvat at f.l.~ lear f!OOS' al avraL 

5 IL(a Kat <TVVEX'1S" 1TWS yap au ftl1 oJJ.aA~S' ~ f~ a'\AoL~-
ITfWS' CTVYKHjJ.EV7J Kat. <popaS' j aEOL yap av lcj>apjJ.oTTtw. 

"'En a£ luopttTdov 7Tola "LV7}tJ'H tvavrta KwhO"H. Kat 7rEPl5 
p.ovijs Of TOP avrov rpo7Tov. OLatpEdov O€ 7rPWTOV 7Tonpov 
fvavr[a K{V1jaLS ~ lx. TOV aVTOV TV ds TO aUTO (orOV lj i£ VYL-

~ ~ ,. , ) t " , A,O ,,~ ~ +. • 
10 naS' TJI HS VyLHUV J 0 au KaL YfV£ITLS KaL 't' opa UOKft, 11 rf 

l~ fVUJ.'TCWV {olov ~ i, lryulas Tfi (K vOO'ov), ~ ~ €Is fvavrta 
(olov ~ £is VY[fWV Tn ds vocrov), ~ h f~ lvavT(ov Tfj Els luau
r[ov (orov ~ f' vYLE(as Tfi (is voo-ov). ~ h i£ fvavr(ov ds luau
r(ov rfj if fvaVT{OV ds Evavr(ov (orov h if -vYLE{as Eis VOITOl' 

"I' "')" , .... " .. t 5 T'[/ K VOCTOV fLS' VYLELUV . avaYKl1 yap 1] WU TLya TOVTWV HUUt 

TWV rpcJ.rrwv ~ 7TAe(ovs' OV yap ECTnv aAAws avnn(Jevat. EUTL 

O' ~ JJ.fV l~ lvavT{Ov rjj tis fvavT{Ov OVK fvavT{a. orov fj f~ 

vy,daS' TV dS' VOCTOV' ~ aim) yap Kat IJ,{a. TO JJ.'VTOt y' el
vat OU TaVTO aVTai's. &fT7TEP OU TalrrO TO f~ Vy,das J-LfTa-

zo paAAuv Kal TO elS' VOCTOV. OVO' ~ l, £vaVT{OV TV l, lvaVT{OV' 

l1JJ.a JJ.fv yap fTVJJ.f3a{VH l, lvavrlov Kat fls £vaVT{Ov ~ JJ.f
Ta~v-illa 7TfP' TOVTOV JJ.fV VUT£POV lPOVJJ.fV. aAAa llaAAOV 

TO fls lvavr{ov J-LETaf3&AA..Hv OO,UfV av f!vat afnov T1jS' lvav

TLWUfWS' ~ TO f:~ lvaVT{OV' fl J-LfV yap a.7TMA..ay-t/ lvavno-

35 TlJTOS. 11 OE A..1j"'ts. Ka, A..lYETat o· hauTl1 fls 0 JJ.ETaf3aA..-
\ .... \ \ '" /1: ... ... ., .., ; ; I\U jUll\l\OV 'YJ £" OV, OWV vYWVCTtS 'YJ us vytHaV, vouaVuts 

27 O' ~ tiS' vocrov. 

' 7 Ka1 ~ Els lvavrla 

Els fvaVT{a Kat f:~ 

a. 4 Kal. ••• 01 alt.] OUK &" fl'1<TOV at fXOllfVOI Kol Corn ford 01 
AS: om. E fXOP.fVOI •.• auTOl. scripsi, fort . cum PS: 11;' 
KU.,.' fUJO~ 'X0fl.fVat oiina (avTol. ]. KOI O{;Tat I) n 5 iJ.ia AT: 
~ flio E 7 K"'~Ufi '''OIlTIO H 8 a; pro om. E: a~ F 
9 q alt. om. E 10 "YfVfUU: cp80pa H ~ om. R1H 11 - 12 ~ ~ 
(~om. I) ... fVOVTI.OV EHIJPS: om. F 13 orov ..• vouov 
E IIJPS: om. E2FH ~ alt. E ' AT: om. EI f;~ ;VOViIOV 

om. [ 14 Tll om. EI 15 TlV&. om. S ltVaL TO llT(AlV F 
16 civTlTl6fVOI AS: JVTI6fivaI E 18 "'t' om. FIJ 19 ovalt. ] 
oil TO E : oM; H TO FIJS : ail EH 21 fl.;vom. IS KOI 
ante f~ F 22 TO~'TOV p.iv EHP: p.;" TO~'TOV IJ: JlfV T("~T6.lV F 
23 atTtOV flvol FIJ: OtTIOV H 24 I.hTOAXO)'?] a7TOAX(l)'~'~ FIJ 
lvovTtwuf6.lt H 26 vyiovulr ~ fir om. E ,,6u6.lul~ Et: vouw8"t 

E2 27 'i alto om. E I ~ E 2AS: ~ f~ fV(lVTi6.lv K01 ~ E1 fir 
fVllvTla om. H 28 l~] Kat l~ I niXR ... 29 (VUJlT;6.lV om. P 
28 Tat FHIS: T(l EJ 



EvaVTCwv Etvat, aAAa 'TO "tvat fa-ws ou raw-o, 1\Iyoo DE TO 
• • , "1' ~, !t· { - l' " us VylHUV T<fl to/( VOUOV Kat 'TO t~ vytf as- T<tJ f S' UDa-OV. f7TH 30 

oE OW¢IPH ""£Ta{3oA~ KW)/(TfWS' (~ Et( TWOS' yap irrroKHJ.lI-
, <, f3 \ ' I , . ). 'r:: ' t VOl) HS n V7TOKEt/-UVOV lura DI\TJ KLVTJULS' HrTLV J TJ fb £vavnov 

Els EvavT{ov TIl l£ Evavr(ov Els EVaVrtOV KLVTWU EvavT{a, orov 229b 

1; l, vytf{as Els vouov Tft £K vouau Els VY{fWV. OijAOV Of Kal 

h rijs E7faywyijs 07TOta OOK'" ra fvavT[a "tva" TO uou&.

(£a"Oat yap T<f) liyt&.(Eu8aL Kat TO l.wv8aVfU.· T<fl O:7Tara-
u(}aL J.L~ a,' avrOl) (fLS Evavr[a yap ' cZU1ifP yap €7rUIn71J.1JV, 5 
tun Kat a:mlnw Kat a,' avrou KTao-BaL Kat at' llA.\OV). KaL .q 
avw cjwpa TV 1('1.Tw (lvaVT{a yap ravra iv J.L~K€L)J Kat ~ 

Els af~tC' Tit Els &pLCTTfpa (lvavTCa yap ravra EV 1TAaTU), 
Kat .q els TO fjl.1Tpou8w Tit Els TO 07rUT8w (fvavrla yap Kat 

ravra). ~ 0' d~ Evavrlov JLOVOV OtJ K{V1j(Tt~ ilia fl£Taf3oA~, 10 

orOV ro ylYVfCT8at AEVKOV fl~ £K TtVO~. Kat OCTOt~ OE J.L~ £aTtv 

ivavr{a, -rj l~ atJrov Tfi Els atJro flETaf30Afi Evavrla' au) yl

VECTtS r.p80p~ EvaVTla Kat a:rrof3oArl A~VrH' avrat OE Jura

j30Aal piv, KtV~o"US 0' ov. ros 0' Els TO /l-fTafv Ktv~(T£tS, 
" ~. '" t'·", fI' 5 OUOLS rwv £vavnwv f(Jn /l-fTac;;v, CalS HS Evavna ?rWS UETfOV' I 

WS lvavrl<e yap xpijrat r41 fl€rafv ~ K.lv1j(Jt~, E1>' orroupa 

av M£Taj3aAAl1, orov EK 1>aLOv flEV £is TO A£V/(OV WS EK 
plAavos, Ka, l< itEVKOV ,ls </JataV ws fls p.'itav, l< Of 
J.L/AaVOS £is cpaLov W~ EI~ AEVKOU TO cpatoll' TO yap fllO"ov 

7rPOS €KaUpOV A/Y€Ta{ 7rWS EK&'HPOV rwv i1KPWU, Ka8&:7rfp Erp1jrat 20 

KaL 7rPOUpOV. K(V1j(JLS flEV o~ KW~(JH Evavda o1Jrws ~ if 
Evavr{ov £Is Evavr{ov rv if fvaVT{OV £is Evavr{ov. 

6 'E7rE' oE K(U~(Jft 011 JLovov OOKft K[V1j(JL~ EtVat Evavr[a 

aAAa Kal ~pEfl[a, rovro OLOp t(JrlOU. U7rAWS JLfU yap fvavr[ov 

a. 29 a; 1'"W I , 3? /Cal. ... VOO'OIi om. EI~ ~w I • TO E2 
31 8Ia¢fp'1 £2 ')'np f/C nvor H b I 1'"n • •• £/1011'1"101' om. El 
2 ~ om. E 3 'I1"Ola H et fort. El 4 ,),ap To/ vyui{£fT8at om . 
E 5 ,.;, 8,' av'l"ov] v¢' ITipolJ 5 6 (fT'TIV O~TW /Cut E2A 
7 'I"alrr'l £ 9 1'"(, om. H Elr T(, om. EH 10 T"aV'I"a fll 
{Melt. ~ fecit F II Y{V(O'eal S P-?] 1((11 P-? I Kill EHIPS: 
om. F J 8; om. EPS ftT1'"W] ftTTt Tl I 12 f/IQII'Tia ET; 
IVllllTtOV APS 'I"!I om. ET: /Cal. H 1'"atlT(J I 14 /CiP'IO'tr 
8' El 15 fir om. E 17 P-ETuf'ciXAn AS: p.fTnf'aA'1 E I/C 
p.i>..(llIor ] P.fA(IJ.I E 18 ftc om. J wr Elr j.'iA(lV om. E IIf. 8;] 
/Cui rIC. I 20 'I1"wr AiYIfTOL H iKaTfpOIl om. FHI 21 Kat AS: 
om. E ~ om: E~ ,!-2 Tn ' . .. fPOVrLOV om. ~IT • 23, IfrJ.lat 
om. S 24-5 urrAwS" ..• KIJ.lIj(Tlr om. £1 24-5 /(lJ.l'1tTlr fJ.laPT"tOV H 



<I>'Y'klKHk AKPOAkE12k E 
, "( '5::" l ~ (' ,. 25 KtvlJULS' KW1]o"H, aVT KftTat uf Kat ?)p€Jua uup7JeHr; yap, faTt 

0' WS' Kal ~ UrfP7I(rLS Evavr[a A/YETaL), 1TOtq. Of ?Tout, olov 

Tft IWiG. r07fov ~ Kanl r07iov. aAAQ. TOViO vilv A.lY£Tat 

a:7TAwS" 7ronpov yap TV EvravOa J.Lovfl .ry EK rOVTOV ~ ~ £Is 
TOVTO K{V1}(nr; avr{KHTULj O~AOV o~ l)n, End EV OVULV ~ "lv1J-

30 (TtS lJ1foKftp.lvoLr;. ift Miv h TOVTOV dr; TO Evavr{ov ~ EV TOVT<e 

I.WV~, Ttl 0' fK Toil EvaVT[OV fir; TOVrO ~ EV Tefl Evavr[cp. liJ.La Of 
Kat aAA~AaLS' EVQvrtaL at/ra," Kat yap ({ronDV, El KW~(]"HS' 

230ft IJ.fV EVQvrtaL elc,.(v, r,pf/J-{aL 0' iivnulJ.Lwat 01)/( EiO"[v. ellTlv OE
at Iv TOLS' (VaUrlOLS, oTov ~ lv vyu.{q. Tfi tv vaffe:> r,pEfJ.lq. 
(KW~O"Et Of Tji if vYLf.{as Els vOuov· Tfi yap b.: vouov €is vyl
Hav l1A.oyov-.ry yap fir; a'UTo KtV1](TLS' EV ~ lUTrjlcEv, r, plJ.L1JeTLs 

5 p.aAAov fernv, ~ UVJ.L{3a(vfL yE" l1J.la Y{YVECT(}at TV KW11UfL-
2 I ~,<f. I+', ( ')"'" I' ' uvaYK1J tiE 1J Ta1)T1JV 7J E"KE vrW Etvat · 01) yap 7J y V I\.EVKO~ 

TrJTL ~pE"j.J.(a fvaVT(n Tft fV vYLdq. OUOLS Of j.J.~ tUTW lvavrCa. 

TOVTWV j.J.ETa{3oA~ p.ev EUTtV aVTLKHj.J.lv1J ~ if. aVTou Tfi Els 

aVTD, K(VWHS o· OVK euTtv, orov ~ ff. OVTOS Tft ds OV, Kat 

10 jJ.ov~ jJ.Ev TOVTWV OVK tunv, aj.J.ETa{3ATJu(a oe. Kal El p.lv n 

ErTJ lJ7iOKE(p.E"VOV, r, lv T4> OVTt ap.ETa{3ATJula Tft fV T~ j.J.~ 

OVTt EvavT(a. El Of p.~ tun n TO j.J.~ uv, a1TOp~UELEV av TLS 

T(VL fvaVT(a ~ fV T<P OVTL &J.lETa{3"A TJu(a, Kat El ~pE"jJ.la fUrtV. 

El Of TOWO, ~ Oll 1TatTa ~pEJ.l(a Ktv~UEt ivavrta, ~ r, yIVEtT'S 

J 5 Kat <j>(}opa KlV7JULS. o~)..ov TO(VVV on ~pE}J,.(a p.'fv Oll AEKrla, 

E"l J.l~ Kat a~Ta, KW~UHS. 15P.OWV OE Tt Kal &/J.fTa{3ATju(a· 

fvavTla Of ~ OVOEVt ~ Tft fV T~ p.~ ovn ~ Tfi <j>(}oPIf' af)TTj 

18 yap If. aVr~sl ~ Of ylVE"ULS Els iKdvTjv. 

18 a1TOp~UfLE o· 6v itS 

b 25 len}] kal ~ I 26 8' E'APS : om. £1 lToti 8~ lTOl{l scripsi 
cum P ; froil:! 8~ frota £FH I ST: lTOIU 8E rooiat J oIov] ry H 27 kant 
n}JI TorrOIl J ~ leaTa TOtrOJI E 2AS: om. £1 JlVJI] J.LEII P : IlE II /lVII I 
28 fJlTav6a scripsi: "'muOai. IT: fJlTuV81 ci . Cornford ~ om. £ 
~ om. EF 29 f1TftOq FH 29-30 i''1TOI(HP-fJlOtr i] K'JI'1O'tS H 
31 ar fJlUJlTtm ci)'A~AatS H 32 a~'T(u sup lin. E ,7rorro/l ~ 
klll'lO',,£1 23o!to2qom. IJl III alt. am. EI 4nuToEFH JS: 
TavTo IP 5 ~ scripsi : nIT 1'( om. E 6 8; am. £1 ry pro om. 
El "1' om. H 7 !J'18i" H fJlavria £lFIJA yp. S: (IIMT:!)JI 
E'HS 8 TovnO)II Ayp. S: .T.Jv Ayp. 5: om . Eyp. 5 9-100[0" 
... fO'nv om. H 9 fis TO p.~ all El kal om. EJ A 10 Kat (L 
!Jill AS: om. E Tt ft'1 fecit Ell ~ EZAS : 0'" '1 E1 Tll . •• 
13 &ftf'TafJA'IO'ia om. F 13 (j E'FHIS: am. EIJ 15 Kat] 
Kat ~ F H KtV~O'(ti' H 



OtC(. T( EV ~fv Tfj KaTa nJ-rrov ~ETaj3oAfj €luI. Kat Kara ¢V. 
ULV Kal 1Tapa ¢VUW Kal. ,.taval Kat KW~C1Wi', EV Of Ta'i's aA. 20 

AatS' ov, oiov clAAOlwITLS' ~ fJ.EV KaTa ¢vuw ~ O£ 7Tapa 
cpuuw (OVOfV yap p.aXAov r, vylavcTLs ~ ~ vouavuLS' Kanl 
</IVITLV ~ napa </IVCTtV, OVOf AWKaVITLS' ~ fJ.1Aav(Ju} oj.lolwS' 
Of Kal En' aV€~ITEWS Kat CPOCITEWS {ovn yap aijTaL a.v..~

AaLS' ivavr(aL WS </IVITEL r, OE napa CPUITW, OllT' aV~1JITLS avtr1- l5 

ITEL}' Kut in, YW'UEWS Sf Ka, </IOopas 0 alrroS' AOYOS' ovn 
yap r, j.lfv Y€VEITLS Kara CPVITW ~ Sf cpOopa napa CPVITW 
(ro yap Y'r/pav KUra cpvuw), ovu ylVEITLV OpWj.lEV T1]v p.fv 
Kant ¢VITW r~v Of 7Tapa cpVITLV. ~ El EITTLV TO f3Cq. 7Tupa 
¢VITLV, Kat ¢Oopa av Er11 cpOopq. ElJUvr[u 1/ j3CULOS WS napa 30 

¢VITW ovO"a Tfj KUra ¢VCTLV; up' ovv Kul YEvI(f'ELS' Elutv EVLaL 
j3lawL Kal oVX dp.upp.EvaL, aiS' Evavr(uL al Kara cjlvuw. 
Kat aV~(f'EtS j3CaLO L Kat cpO(UEtS, OLOV av€~uELS' at TWV TUX" 230h 
oUI TPVcjl1]V n!3WVTwv, Kal. oi UrTm ot TU XV aopvvop.fVOL Kal 
p.~ 7nA'r/O'VTES'; brl 0' clAAOLWUEWS' 1TWS' i ~ wlTaurws i E!EV 
yap av TWES' j3[aLOL, at Of qWUtKUC, OLOV oi a¢djLEVOL jL~ lev 
KPLUljLOLS np.EpaLs, o~ 0' EV KPLIT[j.lOLS· o~ JA'€v ovv 1Tapa ¢v- 5 
ITLV ~A.\o[wvraL, ot Of KUTa cpvuw. E(]'ovruL o~ Kat cpOopUI. 
Evavrlat clA'\~AuLSJ ov YEV€CHUL. Ka, TL yE KwAvH EUTLV WS'; 
Kat yap EL r, j.l€V r,oE'ia n Of AV7r7Jpa EL'r/' WUTf OVX anAws 
¢Oopa ¢Oop~ IevavT[a, aAA' zi ~ p.'£v Towol n Of TOLUOL 
aVTwv lUTLv. 10 

OAWS' jLElJ ovv EvavT[at KW~ITHS Kat ~pEjL{aL TOV )0 

ELP'r/P.EVOV Tponov €lulv, OLOV ~ avw TfJ KaTW' T07l'OV yap £vuv
TLWUELS' aijraL. ¢EpETat OE r~v jLEV avw cjlopav CPUUEL TO 

a 19 KaiHIJS: om.EF KaTu.,.207l'upnJ7faparpuO'ulI(alKaTaH: 
KaT/I E 22 l'iiAAOIIJ axxo J ~ utrumque om. F 1I00'WO"S' fort. El 
24 "lap am. EIp illavrlm dXX,JAUI" H 25 q Sf E!IrST: ~ 
E IFHj2 28,j yup "IqpallO'tr E H yijpar FS : Y'lpaO'KEtP T ')If/l(O'W q 
')ITJpall rnllopwI'E/lH 29 ~tl]Eld~ FI: EidfJT 31 o311 nPT: flU 
Gaye 32 at K(J.Ta ¢VO'tll illallTlm F b 3 El~/I E T : fZ'1O'all t\ 
4 r1./I am. 1 T'II~S EHT: a1 Ill/l TtIlE" FIJ Ol om. F 5 T' E2F 
OJII om. A 6 (Jq HI]S: bE EFT Imi ¢8opal ivallTim scripsi : ai 
cp8opa'i (lIallTlm EP: i/luII'rlUi ui ¢8opai FIJ: (IIUIITI'" ¢8opai H: 
CJllillTla, Kal ¢8opu i T 7 ov EF1]P: Kal T: Klli ou H y~/ll(Utn 
Gaye; ')IElllO'u EFIJPS T: YElliO'H IlOIIOII H : Yf/lio'f!{S' Moreliana Sf H 
WS £IPS: yap w" E 2A 9 II am. £1 ~ pro am. Jl 10 otv] otv at H 
Kill'1U'S ~PfP.:'!! El 12 a~7'IH AST: aonu. Ka8oXov Sf 7TpOOTWS' TaVTO 
Kal Kl.Ip(6)s tnrapXfI EP (cf. b 21 adnot.) Iltll et ¢opnv AS: om. E 



<p'l'~[KH~ AKPOA~El1~ E-Z 

7fVP. T~V of: KarW r, yij. Kat fvaVT[at y' am-wv a1 cpapa{. TO 
DE- 7rVP <tvro IJ.h CPVUH, KaTw DE napa <J>vrrw' Kal £vaVT{a 

15 ,,/£ 1; KaT/X ¢VO'LV a-urou TV 7Tapa cpVCTLV. Ka, J.Loval 3' wu-
aVTws' ~ yap 6.vw J.LOV~ TV ltvWOfV KaTW Ktv~rrH £vaVT{a. 

ytYVETat OE TV "IV .q /-LEV J.LOV~ fKdvlJ 'Trapa q;VCTtv. 'i Of Kl· 

PT/crt" aVT1J Ka-:-a <!>vuw. tZO'TE KLV~(Tn JLOV~ l.vavr{a .q 7rapa 

CPVCTLV Tii KaTa q,vcnv TOU abrov' Kat yap ~ K{V1}cnS ~ TOV 

lO avrou ~vaVT{a OUTWS" .q IJ.f:U yap KaTil. CPVCrLV (£aTaL] awwv, 
~ avw ~ .q I(ciTw, .q of: Tiapa rjJVULV. lXH 0' ar.op{av El 
(UTLV 7T&.lTl}S' ~pEJJ.{aS' Tljl) Jl~ alEl yeVECTLS, Kat aVT11 TO tUTa

CTOat. TOV a~ napa CPVU"LV fLeVOVTOS, oLOV rijS' yijl) auto, d'1 
au ylv£clU. gH 6.pa £¢/pfTO avw {3{g, turaiD. aAA.a. TO 

25 lUTa,u.EVOV afl DOKE' ¢lpECJ'OaL BanDV, TO af f3lq. TovvavrLov. 011 

YEVOP.EVOV /ipa l1PfJ.LOVv IUTaL ~PfjJ.OVV. In oOK£LTo tUTa(TOa~ ~ 
oAwS' f!vat TO ds TOV aVTov T07l'0V ¢£pf.(yOat ~ (TvjJ.{3a{vuv 

8p.a. £Xft 0' a7l'0p{av fl fvavT(a ~ jJ.ov~ ~ fVTav8a Tn fV

rEV8f.V K'V~(TH' oTav ya.p K~v~Tat iK Tovol KaL ano{3af...A?1' 

30 In oOKfL lXHV TO a7l'o{3aAA6jJ.fvOV, £ZUT' d aVTll h ~pfjJ.{a fvav-
, '/ '8 ' , ( I tI ~ 't 1. ' na Tn VTfV f.V us TovvaVT OV KLVll(TH, ajJ.a vnapr;;;H Tavavn a. 

~ 71'11 ~PfjJ.fL, fl In jJ.£Vf.L, aAws OE: TOV KLVOVjJ.£VOV TO J.LE:V 

23Ifl. fKli, TO a' · Eis a J.LfTa{3aAAf.L; atO Kat jUiAf...OV K{VllCHS' Kt
V110"ft £vav..-lov ~ ~P£jJ.ll(TtS. KaL 71'fpt jJ.E:V Ktv~(T£WS' Kat ~p£
jJ.eas, 71'WS hadpa jJ.la. Kat r(v£s fVUVT(ut rC(TW, ft· 
PllTat . 

5 [a1Top~crH£ 0' av nS' KaL 71'£pt TOV tUTuUOat, d Kat auat 

b 13 y' E'ZHS: om. E IFIJ 01 EtAS: om. £1 Slacpopal jl 
IS i'fom.S Kal.]KoiaiS 16 KaTwom.E 17IKf:'II'J?(~IIW1TapaH 
18 a-&rijH: om.EI p.ollqE'ZhST: p.OI/OVEl 18- 19 ~KaTa.¢uuw 
Tn TOU am-ou 1ropa <pUUIV F 20 (urm am. S: post oVr-;;w FIJ 21 ~ 
avw q Kano.l S CPUiTIV) <puutl/. KaBoAou Sf Kal 1rpwrwr Taiira I(vpi.wr 
im&pxu E2H "Yp. S (d. b 12 adn.) 24 JTf Spll) 6 yap El; on I 
~o] 1"0 ~{V A 26 i"i'VOpEVOY £2 CiT~a, ~O ;'PCPOUY E " cr, E2AS : 
1"1 ~\: f~ Prantl., 8,?lCfi ~1"YE?,Ba, TO I 1(fTa.uBa, ~I~IJ\: ~tumc:Bal 
KUpU»f; AEYEuBat E"ln TOU Ka1"a CPUUIV E2HAS, et lam fir "lOV OIKflOV 1'07l"'0V 
lOv1'01' aAA' (aAA' am. S) OUKI"IT' 1'ov"lTopa <pUUIII HAS 27 ro E'ZAP: 
"TO'" E1 uup{jaivfI'" E'ZAPS; uup.fjnivH £1 28 ~ II-ovq fll"TRUBa F: 
II-0v" ;, Ill"TauBa E: ~ IVTauOn p.o",q H S fV1'ou8a HI 29 TOUS~ ry 
Kal FIJ arrofjUAA.!1 .•. 301'0 am. El 30 EI om. £1 a~1''1 q 
scripsi: ulirq ~ IJ : ~ abrq EFH: alirq Moreliana 32 ~ EFItP: 
;J 1 : flHS m.jscripsicumPS : 1rfiII E1E2FIP: ~ Hi'S: lIJ': 
£1 incertum 231& I f'na(3&AAfl £~AS: f'frl{3aAAEv El 2 Kal 
alt.] ~ 1 3 "lTW~ EIJS: Klll. rrwf; FH iKn1'lpa AS: iKU1'fP()Io' E 
5- 17 n"IT0pI}<rHE" ••• all"TiKElT"a1 EFIJ AS: om. HT "Yp. A "Yp. S Porphyrius 
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7TGpa c/rverw /CW~erHS', ravra~S' tcrnv ~pfJ1.ta avn/cHJ1.EV1'/. El 
J1.fV ovv J1.~ terTG~, ar07TOV' J1.EVH y&p, {3tq 3/. &)eru ~PfJ1.0VV 
n EcrrG~ ot)l( <1fl c1VfV TOU Yfvler8a~. iJ...\Aa 3~Aov on terral' 

Wer7rfp yap KtvftraL 7Tapa ¢vertv, /Cal. ~P£J1.0t1'/ &V n 7rapa 

cp6ertv. f7TfL 3' lernv fVCO'S' /ClVT/erLS' Kara CP6CHV Kal 7Tapa. 10 

cp6er tv, o!ov 7rVPL ~ avw Kara ¢6(TLV ~ 'Of KarW 7Tapa cpv. 

erw, 7TOUPOV avrT/ €vavr{a ~ ~ rl1S' yliS' j aVTl} yap (pEpna, 

Kard. q,6CHV /Ctlrw. ~ OiiAOV lJn aJ1.q,w, aAA' OVX weravrwS', 

aAA' ~ J1.fV Kanl q.ll5(T-W wS' Kara qrverw 01lCT7]S' rijS' avrov' 

~ 3' c1vw rov 7rVpOS' ril KaTW. WS' ~ Karel ¢verw ovua Tfl 7TapQ. 15 

¢vuw OVCTl1' 0J1.0{wS' oE Kal ratS' J1.0vatS'. ruwS' 3' ~p£}.dq. Kt· 

Vl}U[S' 7rl1 allr{KHrat.) 

z. 
I El '0' furl UVVfXES' Kal (t7Tr0J1.fVoV Kal l¢£tr,S', wS' 

(HWpUTrat 7TpOHPOV, uVVfxij J1.fV ~v ra luxaTa (v, (1.7I'ro. 

}Uva '0' &v l1J.la. i¢ftiiS' 0' WV JJ.l}'OEV J1.£ratv UVYYfVES'. 
''It' l t }.\;, I ~, I r " auvvarov ~{; u.u~aLpfrwv Hva, n crvV£XfS" 0 ov ypaJ1.J.L1'/v fK 

unYJAwv. ft7TfP ~ ypaJ1J.L~ jlEV O1JVfXES', ~ CTTLYJ.L~ OE Qc>tal. ~5 
pHOV. OVT£ yap ~v Tel lCTxara rwv CTTtYJ.LWV (oit yap fUTL ro 

jJ.Ev lcrx.arov TO 3' aAAo n jJ.opwv TOV a~haLpITov). ovO' I1jJ.G 
, • ( ' I." .... . ...., 'It I " Ta fCTXara ou yap flTTtV fCTxarov TOV aJLfpovS' OVuEV' fHpOV 
, ,. l • . ) It 'It" I " yap TO fCTXGrOV Ka 01) f<TXaTOV. En u avaYKT/ l1rOL CTVVE -

XEtS' fTvaL rO:.S' UTtYJ.LdS ~ a7l'rOjlEVGS aAA1JAWV, ft ~v fun 30 

TO <TVVEXES" 0 O· avroS' AOyOS' Kal hrl 7raVTWV rwv aotaLpl-

TWV. (TVVfXEt~' J1.€V o~ OVK av E!EV OLa Tav dp1]J1.lvov AOYOV' 23 Ib 

li7TuraL 3' a,7TGV ~ OAOV OAOV ~ Illpos fllpovS' ~ OAOV jJ.lpoS'. 

i7TEt 3' aJ.LEph TO aOW{pHOV, aV&YKl1 OAOV OA01) C17TUITOal. 

a 6 KU11ral,a E 9 ~P£I!O;'1 E~'1S: ~PEI!O'i FHJ: EI incertum 
10 K;JlJ1U'~ '"iotr F I I 1TVP J 12 au'r? pr.] uUTijr E 14 ",iJl] 
",;" W~ Fj'l wr om. FJ oJera F 'rijr UUTOV' ~ a' scripsi, legit 
ut vid. S: T~ITCr uVruv' ~ (~ J, am. E) n 15 wr q 1\S; over E 
'rii AS: am. E 17 'Trll om. £1 post oJlTlKH'Tal add. A 230b 
29-231a 3 8rav . •. (tP'ITnt: add. S a2-3 1rfP' •.• fip'I'1at: om. EV 

Tit. 1Tfpt KIJI~U((alr '161" dr -y ro fl- (ij E: cpvut/cooJ) (/CTOV I 21 (L 
EFHJKSl: f1nL ISc 24 &avva'ToJl'~ om. P -ypap.p.q £1 25 ",fJl 

ypup.p.q H lU UTI-Y",,) H 28 EUXU'rO" oM;1I (vel oUlU,,) 'rov 
a",fpovr KA: oM;JI EUXUrOJI 'TOll awpour T 29 o~ E2KAS: Ollie 
EJ a' om. FJIKS 30 '1a E b 2 JJ'POf alt.] ",'povr F 
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OAOV 
5 lX« 

O' OAOV a:7i'TolJ.fVOV OVI( 

'TO Ilh ai\l\o TO 0' 
,.,,, \' I 

crvv£xeS'. TO yap UVVEXfs

p.lpo!>, Kat OWLpEtTat dS' 
aM" f'~V oboE <</>'ffi, OtJT WS Enpa Kat T07Tct> KEXWPLrJp.Eva. 

" , .... '" , ,., .... .. ., " , .,. , 
{(naL unYMTJ unYJA.'[I 1] TO VVV TCf;l vvv, WCTT EK TOVTWY HYUt TO 

}J-1jKO!i n TOV xp6voy' i<Pf~7jS /J-h yap funv wv p:ry8lv fCTTt fJ.E~ 
TafU uVYYEvls, unyp.wv 3' aifl [raJ J.LETa£V ypafJ.J.L~ KaG T(~V 

IO VUV xpovos. In OmtpOtT' av etS' aow{pfTU, Ei7TfP f~ WV flJ"TtV 

hanpov, ds ruvru otutpe'i'rat' iiA'A' QV()fV ~v rwv O"vv~Xwv 

£Is a}Upr; lltaLpfTov. lti\.\o Sf ylvos OVX aTOv T' EtVaL fLfTatv 

[r&v unYJLWV Kat TWV PUV oUMv]. ~ yap [EO-TaL, 0111\011 WS' ljroL] 
&Jua{pETOV terraL ~ laaLpfTOV, Kal d laUtpfT()V, ~ Els aiha{-

J:' pEra ~ €is afL OWLpfTa' roVro Of crvvfX/s. ¢az,'fpov DE Ka1 

OTt nav UVVEXfs- owtpn'ov fls ald OLaLPET&.. El yap €LS clot
a{pETa, tUTaL a.OLa{pETOV QOta~pITOV a:1TTlJ/-LEVOV' h yap ro 

18 taxaTOV Kat (l7iTfTat rwv o-VVEXWV. 

IS rov 3' avrov A6yov 
jJ.eYE8os Kal xpOVOV Kat K{VTjUW E, clOtaLphwv UVYKEtu8aL, 

~o Kat Ota~pEtu8aL Els Qc>ta{pETa, ~ MTjOlv. o-ijAOV 0' h TWVOE. 

d yap TO J!EYE8os l£ aOtatplrwv UVYKELTa~, Kat ~ K{V1jULS 

~ rovrO l) €, fawv Kw~aEwv taTaL iioLatplrwv, oTov El ro ABr 
h TWV A B r EUrtV o.OLaLplrwv, ~ K{V1j<TLS Eel>' ~s ~EZ, ~v 

iKunj81] ro .Q E7it ri]s ABC lKaCTrov ro jllpos tXEt a.ota{· 

25 pErov. El 00 7TapOVCT1JS KW~U€WS iiv&YK1J KtVEtUOa( n, Kat El 
KWEtra( n, r.apEtVaL K{VT/<TtV, Ka(: TO KWEtcrOaL terTaL E£ dOL

aLphwv. TO fJ.€v o~ A hw~eTj ro .Q ~v TO D. KLVOVJ.LEVOV K(

V1JCTW, ro Of 8 r0v ro E, Ka, TO r waavrws T~V ro Z. El 
O~ dvayKYJ ro KWOVJ!EVOV 7ToOlv 7TOL J.L~ lip.a KWEtUOaL Kat 

b 4 £UTL K 6 £T(pa E1FJKS : OLalPfTO E2HIP 7 (J"TLYfL?J 
E 2SP: oTly,u.ijr E1KASI T~ EFIJKT: TWJI H: Tali Camotiana 
8 ,u.1)8iJl n iUTl F 9 TO seclusi: om. S 10 SIntpoiT' KAS : 
Sf l3tatplllvT' E 13 TWV ••• ouO/v om. E et ut vid. S ~ E et 
ut vid. S: f; KA fUTfH • • • fjTOt om. E et ut vid. S 14 aOlal· 
PfTOII ~ lhatpfTov fUTat F: OtatPfTOV ~ cl.OtaiPfTOV fUTal H IJ K fL .. 
fir] ~ E cl.8wrpfTfI fecit E 15 ~ ... OlatpfTa E 2F 2HI]KPSP: 
om. 51: rlfl om. EIP 16 dowipETa] uOtaipfTOII F: dSUtlpfTII 
SIUlpniTIl (OtatpOillTO El) TO UVllfXtr EHJ2 18 Xtlyov ErS : Xuyo v 
Kill FHJK 19 Klv~u,v Kat XPOIIOII HS 22 q (fITI) Bywater, 
fort . ST TO !-l£1I a F 'Y ,u.iYf8or IK H 23 IUTh .. ) f'uTlv 
!-ltpwII EH ~] Kat ~ FK a] q a EHJ 24 r] -yaUluTaO'ftAH' 
EFH TO om. £2KA 25 S~ EHIJKP: a; F 27 TO 
lilt. om. E1 28 {3 at F TO ult. om. IJ 

• 



K€KW~u(}aL OV E-KLVElTO OT€ iKWEtTO (orOV El e~fja'€ TL fja. 30 

lii(fI, "aVvaTov a"a {3aIJ{("v 0~{3a(. Kat (3f{3aIJ,Klva, 
e~fja'E), T~V Of TO A nlv al_Lfp11 hLV€lTO T6 n.. ft 11 TO ~ 232& 
K(V11CTLS 7iap~v ' C:;UT' d fL£v VOTEPOV OL~A1JA6(}n ~ OLnn. OLaLpnT, 

av ~r1J (OH yap o'nu, oun ~P€J.LH OUTE OLfA1JAV(}H, aAAtl 
"Era", ~v), El IJ' &"a IJdpx,ra, Kal IJ"A~AV8f, nl {3aIJi(ov, 
on fjaU(fL, fjffjaoLK6s iKf~ lUTaL Kat KfKLV1JJ,I.€VOV ov KLVfl· 5 

Tat. £l Of T~V J,l.fV OA1JV n,v ABr KW€lTal Tt. /Ca2 ~ K(Vf]-

ULS' 'tlv /cWflTat Ta ~ E Z fun, ~v 0' alJ..fp~ T~V A OtJ8fV KL· 

vflraL aAAQ KfK{Vf]TaL, fif] av ~ K{VT}(nS Ol)l( EK KW~O'fWV 

aAA' h KWf]fJ.chwv Kat T<fl KfKW~(d}a[ TL J.L~ KLVo6fJ.fVOV· r~v 
yap A OLEA~AV8fV otJ Otf~tOV. .::)eTT€ EeTTat TL fjf/3aOtK€VaL fL1J · 10 

ai7ion f3aOl(ov' TaVTf]V yap fj~fj&.OtKfV 011 {3aU(ov TaW7JV. 

£l ovv avaYKl1 ~ ~PffLflV ~ KWflerOaL 7T(iV, 'tlPfJ.Lfl KaO' 

EKaerTov TWV A B r, werT' lUTaL TL CTVVfXWS' ~pfJ.Loiiv llfUl Kat 

KLVOVfLfVOV. T~V yap AHr OA7JV £KtV€'i'TO Kal ~P€J.L£L onoiiv fLI-

POS'. WerT€" Kat 7Tauav. Ka2 d fLEV nl aOLa{pfTa T~S' ~EZ IS 

KW~O'fLS', KW~UfWS' 7TapOVCTTjS' fvolxOLT' av J.L~ KLv£~u8aL aAA' 
11PffL£(V' El Of J.L~ KLV~(TfLS', ~v K(V7JUW fL~ lK KLV~UfWV fTvat. 
0J.L0{ws 0' avaYK1J T4i fL~Kn Kat Tn KLV~erfL aa,a{pfTOV fivaL 

TOV Xpovov, Kat UVYKflu8aL h rwv vuv OVTWV aatatplTWV' £l 
yap 7T(iua aLaLpfT6S'. £V T~ £AaTTOVL OE- T6 lUOTax£s OtfLULV lO 

(Aarrov, OLaLpfTOS' lUTaL Kat 0 Xpovos. d 0' d xp6VOS' OLat. 

PHOS' tv ~ q,lpETa( n r1JV A, Ka1 ~ TO A IUTaL OLaLpEn]. 

2 'E7T~t OE- 7Tav J.LlYE8oS' Els fL'=rl871 OLaLpHOV (alOfLKTaL 

b 30 oli IKtvEi:ro ElpST: am. FJlK et in lacuna H orE IK'· 
Vf'TO EFHJKP: om. 1ST TIS F: fTl K 23Za l ST] HIK 
!i . .. A om. E: ry om. J1K 2 OlfAT/AMn Bonitz, fort. ST: 
OlijA6fV 11 3 ~ tnft] 81~n oun yap 81~f& £1 4 f'A~Av6f F 
$u~i(ov, aTE fja8l(n] $a8"" vel $u8i(flv H 5 iOTa! fKf'i H K 
6 .fUVijTlU £1 7 ni] q E2H 8 Hr' av E OVK _ •• 9 UAA' KAS: 
om_ E 8 I(IV~UfC"(, H 9 Tel> scripsi: TO EJKP: TooV S : TOU T: 
om. FHI I(fI{lv?u6m E'AST : I(IVf,u8al ElK 10 A am. El 
I3fl3a8u(ivul TI H 12 ~ pro om. I: Ci.rrav ~ F nav om. FIj1K 
,,08' E'FJKT: 8i K(l8' EIHI IS Tijs] Tor £1: Ttl E'HK 
16 "''''lulr E1 I 7 lC'v~uHr E'FH]KS: lIiv'1(1u EI : I(IJI~Uflr 
tlUI I 19 T'fiv] I(ill 'TOV E'HI 20 lI'auu 81UipETOS £'Hl'K 
yp . S: rraS' 8l1dpfTOS' EIJ: J1TOS' 8ta{pfT-oS 'YP. I 'YP' J A yp. S : lI'auo 
n8wipfTOS' FP: 1I'(is a8tnipfTOS yp_ 1 Aspasius: lI'au' ~ A 81mpfTOS 
ci. Cornford Iv . . _ ai] Kat Iv Tep IMTTOVI K 2l I(al 6 XpovoS' 
{(1'T'm 81fUptTOr K 22 Iv EHKS: furOI Iv FIJ n om. S 
23 IJ-Eyi01] HIKS: lJ-iyt8or EFJ 
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yap on nOt/varov if Q.TC)JlWV flval TL UUVEXES, J-LEYf.8os a' 
:as furlv a.7rav ITUVEX£S). avaYK1j T~ oanov iv T<!, rlT~ xpovcp fU:'i 

COY Kat iv Tefl lAaTTOVL ,/TOV Kat iv 7"4'> lAO-TTOVt 1iAELOV KWEL
O"tJa~, KUOa7rEp op{(ovra[ 'ftvES' TO oanov. EUTW yap TO ie/>' <; A 

T01) l(1)' ~ B BUTTOV. (7iEl TO(VVV OiirTov lunv TO 7rpon:pov /tEra

f3&'AAOV, iv 4> XPOV'fl TO A JJ.ETaf3E{3AYJKEV anD TO£) r dS' TO 6 , 
30 orov T<}I ZH, iv TOt/TCP TO B otJrrw luraL 7rPOS Tee 6, aAA' ct.7TO

AECVtEt, wO"u iv 7"4'> renf xrav,:, 1TAELOV OlEUJ'tV TO Oo.TTOV. aAl\a 
p.~v Kat iv T~ l'\aTTovL 7TAELOY' tv ~ yap TO A YEylv1JTUL 

Tlpo) To/ 6, TO B lCITW 7rPOS 1"0/ E TO {3paovupov Qv. OVKOVV EnEl 
232b TO A 7TpOIl To/ 6. YEYEVl'jTUL (V lbmvn 7"0/ ZH xpov'fl, TlPO!! 

rcfi e luraL iv lAarTovL TOVTOV' Kat EaToo iv T~ ZK. TO MEV 

ovv re, 0 O'EA~AV8E TO A, p.ii(6v fan TOV rE, a o€ xpo. 
vos 0 ZK lAaTTWV Toil 7TaVTOS Toil ZH, WITH £V lAaTTovL 

5 J.L£'i(ov 3{fLITW. cpavfpov Of lK TOVTWV Kat on TO tJaTTOV EV 
fAaTTOVt XPOV<f O(UUW TO LUOV. f .. d yap TrJV I.U.((W €V fAaT . 
TOVt odpXfTat Toil [3paovTEpoV, aVTO OE- KaB' aVTO Aap.[3a. 

VO/lfVOV iv nAdoVL XPOVCfl r7JV /If((W T~S fAarrovos, orOV r~v 
AM TijS AE, 7TAdwv ~v fLl] 0 xpOVOS 0 TIP, fV <f T~V 

10 AM oLlpXfTaL, ~ 0 rr~, fV ~ r7}v AE. WUH fl 0 TIP 
Xpovos fAaTTwv laTtV Toil X, tV 0/ TO [3paovnpov OdpXf. 

Tat T~V A2, Kal 0 n~ lAaTTWV EUTaL TOV i<p' ~ X' Toil 
yap n P lAaTTWV, TO OE- Toil fAaTTOVOS (AaTTOV Kat atJTO 

fAaTTOV. WUH fV lAarrOVL KW~UfTm TO LUOV. En 0' fl 7Tav 

15 aVaYK1] ~ £V ru~ ~ EV fAaTrov, ~ fV 7rAf(OVL KWf'i:· 

utJat, Kat TO /l£V lv .. Adov, [3paovTfpov, TO 0' lv LUte luo

Taxis, TO OE- Oarrov ovn luoTaxh OVTf [3paovTfpov, oVr' flY 

a 24 O'vllfxir] pEydlm; E IHI ptyfBor ... 25 O'VllfX£~ om. JI 
26 b E ' KAS: om. El tUOII ••• f?nnOlJt om. FJKS fT)..EOJ> 

IS 27 cf 1'0 a IJK 28 I¢' ~] 14>' ~ 1'0 H : om. El 30 rep 
pr.] TO J : III rcji E'FI 32 1ThfOll FHJK: T() 1ThfiOV E: 1I'"}.t:toll 
TOVTOV I 33-bI 1'0 •• • .6. om. K 33 £/TTat FJ 1'0 om. E 
gll om. FIJS b 2 £crr6J E 2FHJKS: rcrrm Ell 3 e EHIJS: a 
FK A om. El : 1TPWTOIl]I hnt om. K 5 pfi{OIi aiuuw ES: 
aiftO't Pf'i{OIl KA o~ E 6 11I'"uo~ FIJK r~1I om. El 
I" om. I ll-I2 roii •.. (urot om. K II X EIJI et ut vid. 
S: 1rX EtFHIJ 2K 12 X] 1TX FK 1'0 £ 2 13 oun) 
E2KAS: auroii E1 14 I(W'lB~UfrClt KA 15 ~] pill ~ A: 
pipos ~ K 1u~ Xp0I'If ~ Aldina I" alt. om. EJ 16 Kat om. I 
lO'omx;~ KAPST: ofWTaXf~ E 17- 18 III la-If &11 KA 



2. 232' 24 ·- 233" 14 
~IJ tu,:, OVT' iv 7TAdoVL KtvOLTO 1"6 OarTOII. >..d1TETUL ovv Ell ;.\&.r
TOVL, &0"7' avaYKl'} Kal TO la-oil Il'YEOor:; £11 £l\aTToIIL xpov<:, at-
duaL TO earTOII. 20 

€'/I'f£ DE" waua JJ.EV Klv1]ITtS iv xpOV<:, Kat ill 20 

ar.avTt xpov'f> ovvarolJ KWT}O~Vat, 7l"av Sf: TO KWO-6P.WOV £VOEXE
TaL Kat OarTOII KwliuOaL Kal {3paOUTfpOII, iv (inavn Xpovo/ 
lerraL TO (JarrOIl KLVE'i.'uOaL Kat {3paOVTfpov. rovTroll S' OVTWV 

&lIaYI(1] Kat TOil XPOVOV rrvvfX11 ELvaL. ),"yoo of: ITVVEX€s- TO 
OtaLPfTOIJ fl~ alft OLaLpfTa' TOVTOV yap lJ1roKHfJEVOV TOV ITVVE- '5 

xovS', QUaYKr] CTVvEXij Etvat Tall xpovov. f7TEl yap O£OftKTaL 

OTt TO (Janoll Ell iAaTToVL xpovcr UHOW TO '!TOil, ((!TOO TO fJ.f.v 
bJ>' ~ A 00.r70ll, TO 0' if/>' <f n {3paovnpov, Kat KEKW~

(TOW TO (3paovnpov TO f.</J' C;; fb. J.J.iye8oS' iv 1"0 ZH Xpovip. 
oijAov TOll/VII OTt TO OaTTOII Ell li\anOUL TOUTOV KW~(TETaL TO 30 

aVTo jJ.Iy~()o)· Kat HKW~CT()W EV rtf ze. 7l'cL\w 0' E7l'~t 'TO 
8aTTOV ~v 1"(f ze a'~A~AV()fV T~V OArw T~V r 6, TO {3paov. 
upOV EV Tef a-in-i{J xPOvcr 'T~V fAo.TTW OCHCTW' £CTTW OVV i.¢' 
ljS' rK. .hut Of TO {3pa0-6npov TO B EV Tefl Z0 Xpov<fl T~V 233" 
rK OlEA~"\VO~V, 'TO Oa.TTOV EV E-AaTTOVt a{UCTW. WUTE 7T&.Aw 

oLaLp~O~ CT~Tat 0 Z0 Xpovos. TOVTOU of oWLpovjJ.lvov Kat TO 
fK JJ-IyEfJoS' OLatpEO~UfTat KareL TOV awov AOyOV. El Of 'TO 
j.JiydJos, KaL 0 XpOVM. KaL aEL TOVT' IUTaL jJ.€TaAajJ.{3avovu'LV 5 

a?TO Toil OaTTOVM TO {3paOVTEpov Kal (mo TOU {3paovdpov TO 
OnTTOV, Kal Tef a7TOOEOHYf.LEV<fl XPWjJ.EVOLS· OLaLP~UH yap 
TO jJ.fV OCiTTOV TOV XPOVOV, TO OE {3pa0-6upov T6 f.Lr,KOS. El ovv 
al~l jJ.fV aVTLCTTp£cpnv CtA'TjOES, aVTtCTTp£¢0J.LEVOV OE- alEL y{yvETat 
lHa{p£CTLs, ¢avEpov on ?Tns Xpovos E(]TaL CTlJV£X~s. l1jJ.a OE- 10 

Or,AOV Kat on jJ.Ey£8os a.?Tav fUTt CTvv~X/s' rCtS' auras yap 
Kal Tns ,uaS' OtatpECTHS 0 xpOVOS OtatpEtTaL Kat TO jJ.Ey£(}OS. 

En Of Kal b: TWV El!uOOTWV A.oywv Aly£uOuL ¢av£pov ws Ei:· 
7l'EP 0 Xpovos lCTTL CTVVEX~S, on Kal TO jJ.EydJos, E'l?TEP fV 

b 18 Iv alt. Ol'n. F 19 c';.,crr' .•• t).tirrnVl om. KI 20 ai 
tl1fuUU K 22 Kat pro om. H fJt ••. 23 fjp1l8Vr£POII om. I ' 
23 fgfUrt H 26 (lvat om. H 27 ro pro om. £lH ro 
ult. om. 1]1 28 KtllfLU8w 1ST 30 Ktv'18~U£TtH £2KAST 
31- 2 1f(1).w ••• ze om. I 31 brl £2, \ 33 f!1TQJ E!,U]S;r: 
((Tnu FK 2331L I ;~ TO)'oI: £ un £2 II OTt KIll S 
12 {jWlpfUflr £2KAS: ai.pfuur E1 0 Tf XpOvor Kat TO Jl.fl'dJor 
a,mpftTa( KAS 14 £/1 KAT: Kat £/1 E 
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15 1"~ ~J1lcrH XPOVcp ;;fJ.~UV adpxnat Kal O,7TAWS' tv Trf! EA(ir. 
TOVt EAGTTOV' a1 yap awaf. oLaLpltHLS' E(TOVraL TOV XPOVOV 
Kat TOV luyMovs. Kat d o7ionpovovv lhrupoll, Kat O&'npov, 
Kal. wS' 6aHpov, Kat 8aHpOV, oLov il MEV TOtS laxarOLS' 
a7iUpOS 0 XPOlJOS', Kat TO JJ.ijKM 'TOtS' luxaTo,S'. d DE Tfi 

20 oLaLplcrEt, Tfl otaLpluH Kal. TO JlijKOS, flOE ap.qwtv, · 
II UJ.l.cpoi.v Kat TO p.IYfOos. 
2' OLO Ka/. 0 Z'1VWVOS .>toyoS' 

tEvl)Q) AaJ.Lf'avH TO J1~ lvOEXf.uOaL Tet anupa OLiAOEtV ~ 

l1tacr8m rwv 117rdpwv KaO' fKacrrov EV 7TE7Tipau/Llvcp XPovlf. 
OLXWS' yap 'AiY€TaL Kat TO J,LijKOS Kat 0 Xp6vos O,7THPOV, Kat 

25 OAWS' nav TO CTVV€Xls, llTOL /Cad! lnalpfCT-w ~ TOtS lax&'· 
TOLS. TWV /-lEV ovv Kara TO 7TOcrOV a7Tf.(pwv OVK EvolXETaL li"'a

(TOaL EV 7THupa(J'J1€v~) xpovcp. rwv DE Kant OWlPfCTLV ival-
\ , ". , .,,, .,." XHaL' Kat yap aVTOS 0 XPOVOS OVTWS a1i'ELpos. WUrE EV Tcr 

lmdpcr Kat OVK lv T<fl 7iE7iEpaUIJ-Evcr (TvIJ-{3a(vn ~hdvaL TO 
30 IhrfLpov, Ka, Ii7TTm"fJaL TWV o.1fdpwv TOLS o.7TE{pOLS, OV TOtS 

7iE1fEPUCTI-LIvOLS. ovn a~ TO a7Tnpov olav n I.v 7TEr.EpaujJ.Ev~ 
xpov~ OLEA8ELV, OVT' fV a7TEtp~ ro ':TE7TEpaup.Evov· o.AA' iav 

TE 0 XPOVOS ll.1fupos ~, Kat TO IJiYE80s lUTaL ar.npov, Eav IE 

TO I-LEYE8os, Kat 0 XPOVOS. lUTW yap 7TE7TEpauIJ-lvov I-LEYEOOS 

35 icp' ou AB, Xpovos O£ a7Tnpos I.</>' <f r· ElA~{pOW 01 n Tav 

233b Xpovov 7TE7iEpaUjJ.EVOII, Eel>' c;; r fl. I.v TO~T~ Ol)V otELu( n 

TOV jJ.EyE(}OVS, Kat ((Trw OtEAfJAVOOS I.</>' C;; BE, rouTo OE: ~ 
KaTal-LfTp~erH TO I.cf/ ce AB, ~ lAAntEL, n lJ7TEp/3aAEt· 
OLacpEpEL yap ovOlv' £l yap aEL TO tuav T~ BE J.dYE80s f.V 

5 tu~ xpover U£((TtV, rovTo Of KaTal-LHp£i ro OAOV, 7TE7rEpa(TI-LE
vas lerraL 0 7Tas Xpovos iv <f) O,ijAOEV' ds rua yap OtaLPE8~

UETaL Kat TO fJiYE8os. En 0' d I-L~ 7Tav I-LlyE80s f.V 

a 18 Kat ()6.TfPOIl om. E1 Toir EHjKPS : f'lI Toir FI 20 T.'J 
a&fupi(1'U EZKAS: om. EIT np.¢oill EIT : ap.¢oi.v 0 xpollor E2KA 
21 TO p.rylCor F 22 atfl\ftll £1 24-7 atxwr •.. XPOllrp om. F 
24 Kat pro om. H 6 XPollor lCal TO lJ.ijlCor H K lirrftpor £ 25 {jTOI] 
~ np 17K: ~ TO HI 26 TO KAT: om. £ 29 TO. t:.rTflpfl F 
31 OUTf EZST: oME £1 KA alj o~" TO F 32 OUT' ST: oira' IT 
33-4 p.iy(()or '" T(i om. Kl 35 o~ I a; ET: bl} KA 'TrfrrfpCltI-
p.ivou Toli XP()VOU F b 2 cf] cP TO E bE EFHKPS: 81j IJ 
3 VtTfPl3<il\rj E~: L'1Tfp{JJI\AU J 4 TO E 5 lCaTaJ.l.fTp~UH H 
TI) IIPST: T' Prantl 6 XPOJlOf 7Tiif F fir EiKAST: om. Et 
7 Knl. E1AT Aspasius: Wf lCat E2KASI (Tt ... 11 xpollor IIST: 
sed. Prantl 



2. 233a IS - 3· 233b 34 
ar.£{pce xpov<t alHUW, M.\' kUXfTa{ n Ka~ iv 7r£7TEpa
U~EV<t> l1LEAO£t", otov TO BE, TOVTO Of KaTaI-LETf»1(TEL TO 7TnV, 
Kal TO fuau Ell !u<t> a!HUW, bJCTTE 7T£7r£paUP.EVO~ lura, oK"l 0 10 

xpOJlos. on 0' olJ1e Ell a1T£(p'!l atUCTLV TO BE, cpavEpov, £l 
Al1cpOEltJ E7Tl OaTEpa 7T£7i£paup.Evos ,,} xpovos' El yap EV 
iAaTTOVL TO p.epos at£tCHV, TOVTO avaYKlJ 7r£7f£po.vOaL, Oa· 

dpOll yE 7fEpaTOS lnrapxovToi. 11 aunt Of a1TOOE"L,LS .1(0.1 

El TO JLfV J.L~/(OS &7rUPOV 0 Of xpovos 7rE7Tfpa(]p.lvos. IS 

</>a- '5 
VEPOV DUll Et:. rwv dP'1JLEVWV £OS' OVH ypaJ.LJJ.~ OVTE brl7rEOOV 
OVH OAWS TWV UVVEXWV oUJ'f.v luraL ,hop-au, ov p.ovall ~ha 

TO vvv AEXfJlv, clAAO: Kal on U1Jp.f3~tJ"ETa, lnQLpEtuOaL TO 
i1TOfLOV. E7TEl yap EV 'braun xpovcp TO OaTTOI} Kal {3paov
UpDU fern, TO OE BaTTOll 1TAftoV odpXETat tv Tefl !<Tep Xpovcp. 20 

fVOEXET'aL OE: Kal om'\'auLOv /CaL ~flLC)A.lOV ~hdvaL fl;;KO~ (Eil] 
yap av OVTO~ 0 hOYO~ TOV Taxov~), lVl]VEX8w o~V TO 8aTTOV 

~/LL{)ALOV EV Tefl airrefl xpovce, /CaL aLT1p~CTOW nl /LfYEOlJ TO 
/L£V TOV 8aTTovo~ d~ Tpla &ro/La, /(1)' wv AB Br r 6, 
TO a£ TOV {3paollTEpov £l~ AVO, £4>' wv EZ ZH. ov/covv :35 
/CaL 0 xpovos ~haLpfO~crfTaL d~ Tpla aTO/La' TO yap ,crov 

(V Tefl rcr¥ xpovw ouunv. 8tT1P~crOw o~v 0 Xpovo~ fl~ Ta 
KA AM MN. 7raAW o· Eirfl TO {3paovnpov fV~V£KTat 

T~V EZH, /Cat 0 Xpovo~ T/LlJO~IT€TaL OlXa. OLaLp€8~-
ITfTaL /ipa TO Iho/Lov, /Cat TO a/Lfph OV/C tv aTO/Lce O{€L- 30 

ULV ahA' EV 7rhdoVL. cjJaVfpov ovv OTt OVOEV tun TWV O"VVf-

XWv a/L£pE~. 
3 'Av&YKlJ Of /Cal TO vVV TO /L~ /Cae' EUPOV aAha /CaO' 

awo /Cat 7rPWTOV h€YO/LWOV &OW{pfTOV €TVaL, /Cal. EV il1TQVTt 

b 8 nom. H 9 8uXBfiv] Xpovlf StfXBf'V E ToiiTO •• . II 
BE om. K 12 Banpo EHIJKS: B,lnpov FT £v om. F 
14 1'f] "lap F r.f1TfpocrpiJlOlJ EI 17 ol1H FHJKT: oun n E: 
om. 1 fUTlIl F 18 /Co, Sj(~Tt 1: 8n H: (;n KUI. T uvp./3aiJlft 
H 19 TO {3pa8Vrfpo" fun /Cat TO BiiTrOIl H /Coi] Kat TO I 
20 Trii EtKAT: om. EI 21 at ElKS: om. FHT, erasit J 
23 TO ES: TO. KA 24 fl •... r6 scripsi, legit ut vid S: tcfJ' 
~ (6)11 H) oflya {af3 By 1'8 FH} rl. Tpia arol-'G n 25-6 TO •.• 
((Top.a om. P 25 TO ES: TIl F2HIJK , alto E'PHS: om. 
£IIJK 26 TO £2KAT: om. E1 27 ro. om. £: T.j" FK 
28 .. X~~, E'FHS: <X~, E'IJK a' om H. 29" ,. E'FHKS 
31 1I'A.flOUl H: rrAfio", Toii Barrol/o. El T;;W UV"-fXC:W fUTl1I H 
33 TO alt. om. P 34 avrol/ £1 1TpWT6)r PS flllat om. EIJK 

9 
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3S TO TOWVTO XpOV~ EVV7TaPXHV. tUTtV yap 'fTxun5v n Toil YE-
234/\ YOVOTOS, 01) bTl raSE oMUv fun roil fL€AAOVTOS, Kal 7TaAw 

TOl) ILlAAovTos, ali E1Tl raaE oVfU" fun Toii yt:yovor os ' 0 o~ cpa
J.LEV ap.</>oLv (rvat -rrlpas. TOVrO o~ lav ouxOfj on TOLOvrov ffTTW 

[ 0' • 'J \ ., t/ A.. \" \" ,.., , Ka auro Kat TaVTOIJ, ajJ-a -yaVfpov t:fTTUL Kat on auw~pE-

.5 TOV. avaY/OJ o~ TO a-lJT{j ElVat TO VUV TO luxurov Gp.</>od-
plOV 7"(01} xpovwv' fl yap £upov, £¢f$jS J.LEV oillc av Ell] ea

upav 8adpC{J Qui TO J.L~ ElVat (TVV~X€S' i£ aJupwv, El Of xw
ph; fKanpov , f.UTa;V lUTaL Xpovos' 1tO,V yap TD UVJJExh' 

TowiiTOV ';;<TT' <lvai n <TVv"vv"ov l'<Ta~v nov 7r<paTwv . &Al.a 
TO J.L~V El XPOVOS TO Juratv, OLULPfTOIJ (uraL' 7TQ:S- yap xpovos 

aloHKTuL on OtaLPETOS. &)OTE ~haLpETOV TO vvv. d OE- atUtpE

TOil TO vvv, terraL TL TOU YEyovoros iv TcfJ JliAAOVn Kat TOV 

fJ.EAAOVTO') £V Tefl YEyovon' KaO' a yap au OLaLpEOff, roilro 

OLOPLEL TOV 7fap~KOVTa Kat rov JMAAOVTa xpDVOV. &fLa of: 
15 Kat OUK au Ka8' aVro EL7] ro VVv. Q.AA.l Ka(J' ETEPOV' ,j yap 

lHa{pEutS OU Ka8' avro. 7fPO,) of: rovrots Toil vvv TO fLlv n YE

yovos IUTat TO of: fJ.EAAov. Kat OUK ad TO aVTO YEYOVO') ~ 
fLIAAOV. OVOf: O~ TO vilv TO avro' 7TOAAaxv yap OLatPETOS 

o xpOVOS. WUT' El TaVTa d.ovvaTov V7fllPXHv. o.vaYK'l1 

20 TO avro ELva, TO EV £Kar£p<[1 vVv. clAAa fL~V El rain-o, ¢a-

UEPOV on Kat dOW{P€TOV' €l yap Ota,pETDV, 7T(fAw Tain-a 

(J1JfJ.{3~uETat &. Kat EV Tee 7ipOTEpOV. on fLEV TO{VVV ~UTtV n EV 
Tep XpOV<[1 &OW(pETOV, 0 cpaJ.LEV Elva, TO vuv, aijAov EUTtV h 
rwv Elp7]fJ.lvoov· OTt 0' ov8h EV T4'> vvv KWELTat, £K TWVOE cpa-

25 PEPDV (tTTW. El yap, fVOEXETat Kal OarTOV KWELu8aL 

Ka, (3paOVTfpov . eCTTOO m) TO VUV fep' if> N, KEKtvr/UOW 

0' (V aUT'll TO Banov rr,v AB. O'VKOVV TO {3paavTEpov EV T~ 
aVT</i (Aarroo rijs AB KW1J8~UETaL, orov rlJV Ar. E7T€L of: 

b 35 TO om. FJK i'ap] yap T(l E 2348. 1-2 O~ .. 'I'tl'ov(ln.i' 
om. K: Knl ••• ~)'olloTor om. Il 2 cpnfltV H et ut vid. S : 
;cpnprl' FIJK: €cpflPfV (V E 4 Kn8' nino om. EllS (I UTOV J 
SlOTt £2 aSmipfTo/l iOTt/l E 5 3; F TWV xpovwv &'p,<p01·;pwv 
H 8 IUT'/I Ii XPOVM H atrnv E 9 Tt om. H 10 f1] fl 11 
F H aHtlpfTOr KA 13 ov KAP: itv TI E 14 SIOPUi. 
IS: Optf'i EFHJK 16 ou EFIJIKS1: TO ut vid. P: uu TO p: OU 
TfliJ SP: om. H yp. S 1'1] TOI F 18 TO pro 0111. S aUTO KAS: 
aUTO iJ.p.u ET 19 tnnlPXHv] umipXflv Trf> (TO K) JlUV FIJK 
22 'TrprrripCf FIJ2 23 8tatpfTOV I 25 yuPJ I'd l, fUTIV E2KA 
KIvtiu8at Kat (HITTOV H 26 Kat ET: i/l aUTff KlZt KA 27 1" I 
28 f'Trl £1 



TO {3paovnpov £11 OA~ 1'41 VVV K£K[Vt]Tat rl-,v Ar, TO OarTOII 
lv iA.arrovL TOVTOU KW1JO~(n:TaL, wern lhalPE8ryO"€TUL TO VUII. 30 

a'\A' ~v iiOLa[pfTOV. OVK flpa £rritv KWEtUOaL iv Tefl Vtill. 31 

"'AXil 3 t 
p.~v QVO' ~P€,u'iv' ~PfP.E'i.V yap A.Ey0P.£V TO 7r£q:,VKOS KLVEt 

u8at /-L7J KWOUP.EVOV on 7dcpVKEV l<a~ ov Kal 6)s. WITT' t7l'EI. 
iv T0 VUII oilBEv 7TE~VKE KtVEtu8aL, 011'\011 WS' ovo' ~PE/.J.f.'V. En 
0' fl TO aUTO /Jiv iun TO VUV iv a.1-L4>o'iv 1"0/:1I xpovow, fuM - 35 

Ii ' " ~ J1 't" ~ N \ ' Ii" 234b 
XETaL E TOil I.UV KWHuoaL TOV u t]pEJ.LHV OI\OV, TO OAOII 

KWOVj-LEVOV rov xpovov Ell onpovv KWt]O~(TETaL rwv 1"ovrov l(aO' 

o 7fhpVKE KtVEtUOUL, Kal TO ~PEf.LOVV WcrUVTWS ~PEJJ.~(J"fL, (TUM

f3~(Tf.TaL TO a-UTa liJ1.a ~PEP.E'i1J Kat KLVEiuOaL' TO yap ain-o 
£fTxarov rwv xpovwv ap.qwTEpwv, TO 111)11. In 0' ~PE/J.f:tV /-LEV 5 

AEyOP.EV TO OJ.lO[WS lxov Kat a-url> Kat TO. j.lEpTj vuv Kat 

r.ponpov· £v oe TI{) VUV OVK [un TO 7TpOnpov. 6SUT' oU)' ~(J£j.l£lV. 

avaYKTj lIpa Kat KWEluOal TO KLVOVj.lfVOV tV Xpov':! Kat ~p£

j.lflV TO ~PEj.lOUV. 

4 To O€ j.lfTa{3aAAov a7Tav avaYKTj owtpnov ftvat. E7TEL 10 

yap fK TWOS Ets n 7TaUa j.lEraf3oA~, Kat orav j.l€V il EV 

TOV1"<:> £is () j.lETt{3aAAEV. OVKETt j.lETa{3aAAEt. OTav at- f~ OU 

j.lErE{3aAAEV, Kal aVro Kal Ta j.llpTj 1TavTa, OV7TW j.lETaf3&'AAH 
(

' , • , " , '\ ~ , , • 10 1 \ TO yap wuaVTOOS EXOV Kat aVTO Kat Ta j.lEpTj OV j.lETa,...,UI\-

AH), a.V&..YKTj ovv TO fLlv n fV TOVT<:, ETvat, TO 0' fV Oadpcp 15 

TOV j.lETa{3aAAovTOS· oun yap fV iij.lCPOTlpOlS 011T' tv j.lTjOEdpcp 

ovvaTov. AEYoo a' ds 0 j.lETaf3aAAH TO 7iPWTOV KaTa T~V 

j.lETaf3oA~VJ OrOl1 EK TOU AEVKOU TO ¢au5v. OV TO j.ltAav · OV 

yap iivaYK1J TO j.lETa{3&AAov fV 07Tonp~lOVV Eiva, TWV tiKPWV. 

cpaVEpOV OVV on 71'av TO /J.£1"aj3aAAov IUTaL OLatpETOV. 

K[VTjULS 0' EO'TtV OtaLp£T~ lhxws. gva j.l€V TP01TOV 1"1{) 

XPOvcp J aAAOV O€ KaTo. Tns TWV }1.£pWV TOV KWOVj.ltvov KW~-

a 30 Iv om. J TOUTOV KAS: om. E 32 Aiyo,uv 1ST: 
fAfYOlJ fV EFHJK 33 Kat pro om. H 34 W," EST: 8Tl KA 
b I TO £21;fJ TO £2HJ TO £2KAP: Tall El 3 ICEKtllijU/Jfll J 
4 ~PfP,fi.1I alJa K 5 oP.¢Or-fPWII nilV XPUVC.lII K p,£11 EllS: om. 
HKT 8 qpfP,ttll1'O E2KAST: om. £1 10 a,a'pfTrlV avuylC'1 F 
II yap Kal. £K FJK Kflt om. I 12 /J.f1'f$aAfV E2FHI: p,fTa-
{:JdAAfi fort . ST 13 p.fTi{JaAfll £2FHI: p-fTa(3cJ.AAH Bonitz, 
fort. ST oVrrw scripsi: ou II 14 fXfll1 H 16 ap.¢oTipw 
F fl"afTipCf OAOV 8UVUTOV I 17 a' KAS : BE 1'0 E IS TO 
pr.] 1'0.1' E1 19 O'1TOTfPW E 

20 



<l>T~IKH~ AKPOA~En~ Z 

(TELS', oTov d TO Af KWEtrat ahov, Kat TO AB KLV~(TEl"aL 

Kal TO Sr. lcrrw o~ TOV fJ.fv AB ~ 6.E. TOU Of Br' ~ EZ 
:lS K(VYjcrLS rwv J.L€pwv. avaYlo] o~ r1JV OA1JV, irp' ~s il,Z, TOV 

Af E!va L KlV7]eTtv. Kw~crfTaL yap KarcZ raVTl}V. E7iE{1iEP £Ka
UpDU rwv J.l.fpWV KLVEtraL KaB' hadpav' ovOh Of KtVEtr aL 

KaTel n,v I1AAov K{VrjC1'W ' c:ZUTf ~ oArJ K{Vt]UHi TOV oAov EUTW 
j.uyUJovs KlvtJeHI). In o· El 7raua JLEv ,dV1]lTLS TLvos • .q o· 0)..7/ 

30 I(lV1]ITLS .q bp' ~S' tlZ J.L~TE rwv jJ.fPWV fUTtV fJ.rjOErfpOV (",dpom 

yap {Kadpa) f1.~T · lfAAov fJ.1JOEYOS' (au yap oAt] oAov, Kal 

rci. J .. dpTI rwv jJ.fpWY· TIl OE: J.dplJ TWV AB Br Kat 

ovolvwv lfuwv' ?TAE!oVWV yap ov/c ~v jJ.fa KtV1]CrtS), K&U .q 0)..1) 

KlvTlerLs EL1J TOV Asr J.UyE()OVS. In o· El llTnv liAA1j 
35 TOV oAov K{VT/aU, oToy bf/ ~S' Ell, a<paLpE6~(nTaL ur.' o:urijs 

235a .q fKarfpWV rwv /J-£p(;w K(VlJ(TL~' aVTa, 0' rUat guovTaL Ta'i~ 

6E EZ' JlLa yap fVO~ K{VT/UL~. cZUT' fl Jl€v oAl] OtaLPf8~ 

ueTat ~ 81 fl~ nh- TWV JlfpWV Ktv~CTf'S. rUl] iOTa, ~ 81 Tft 
6Z' flo' a11'oAfL11'fL Tt, orOV TO KI, aVTl] oiJOfVO~ icrraL KL-

5 VTfCTLS (ovn yap TOV oAov ovn TWV IJ.fPWV OLa TO JlLaV fivat 
(VOS, ovn aAAov oiJOfvor;' ~ yap uVV~X~S' K{VT/(nS fun UVVfXWV 

- ) • , '11' \ " f311 \ ., '11 ' nvwv J wuaVTWS of Kat H VTrEp UI\I\H KaTa TTlV OLaLpEUW' 

£OUT' d TOVTO aovvaTOV, avaYKl] T~V UVT~V ELvaL Kat !O'l'jV. 

UVTl} Jl£V ovv ~ OLULPHIU KUTa Ta~ TWV fJ.EpWV Ktv~UH~ f.OTtV, 

10 Kat lwaYKTf 7TUVTOS EivaL TOV jJ-EPLUTOV aVT~v ' (tAATf O€ KUTa 

TOV xpOVOV' E11'£2 yap li11'aua K{V1}(ns EV XPOV<fl, xpOVOS 3€ 
11'aS OLaLp£TClS, EV O€ T4' EAarrOVL f.AaTTWV lj K{V7IUL~, avaYK1) 

13 7faUUV KLV1}UW (UULpEtcdJaL Kanl TOV xpOVOV. 

f3 

b 23 Y KAS: ~y E "nl] "al. TO iiiB "lV~UfTat 0).01' "01. E "ll'F)B~u~rUl H 
24 a" om. E 25 at I ~r ~ 8{ KA 27 (r£pov K 28 1';'1' 

TOV dAhOV I luyiOovr 1!T1'1 H 29 8' fl] a;, E t 1TO!TrJ Ej2S: 
i11f'rJu(J FHlj1K 30 Q lcp~~ijr J: 14>' ~r ~ FK pfpor yap EIJ 
31 ("ttripov F OA" E1JS: ~ 0).." E2FHJ KP 32 lliPT/ alt.J 
Il£P" TOU a( E2KA AB Bf' PST, Prantl: o{:j'j IT 33 ovail'wv] 
oll" KA I(av~] KCIt H ~ JA." fecit E 34 W) ES: ~t'1 &v HIJK: 
om. F {:j EFIJ S: om. H K fi EIS : ~; Il(V FHJK (iX)..'1 
TOto o>.ou "ll'1]UlS'" ES: TO U OhOV K'VT]<TtS'" /iH" KA 35 ~r] ~r ~ J 
lorn. P 2353 Z E alt. FHKP: om. EIJ 3 dr . .. aI 
om. I TryV • •• "(V"UII' F I(lVI}ITfl$" • 4 to-Tnl om. E 
4 cl1tOAfl1tOl F funu FIJS : fun HK 5 TOU E2KAS : 
om. E1 fIl'al TOU iV') $" E2KAS 6 ~UTOI I 7 at E'KAS: 
8ry £1 lJTrfp13aXol I II 1TtlUa FS 

I 

I 
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KW01JjJ.EVOV Iv TWL KWE~TaL Kat Xpovov nva, Kat 7TUVTOS- lun 
,dvT](1u. avaYK1] nls aim].!!' E!vaL (JtuLpluHS TOt! T€ XpOvov 15 

Kat r7js- KW~UEWS' Kat TOU KWEtO'"OaL Kat TOV KLVOVjJ.{VOV Kat fV 
, . , ( \' • I • ~ • r . I 1.\ \' tt 7J KLV1]lHS 7i'1\1JV au 7raVTWV 0IlOLWS EV 0 S' 1] KLYrjCTLS, (.I.Al\a 

Toil IJ-'Ev r07TOV KaO' aVTD, TOti aE- '7TOWV Kan]: CTVP.{3Ef31JKOS). fl· 
>..~<p(}w yap 0 Xp6vos fV ~ KWE~TaL icp' ~ A, Ka, ~ ,dV1'j(]'LS 

l<p' ~ B. d ovv T~V OA1JV €v ref] ?TavTl xp6v~ KEK{V1JTUL, £V 30 

r4J ~}J{(]"H iAaTTw, Kat 7raALV TOVrOV 3taLpdUVTO S iA.arrw 
ruvTtlS', Kat (h:l OVTWS. 0fJ.0{ws DE Kat, d r, I(tVf]rHS OLaLpEn}, Kat 

() XPOVOS OLaLpfTOS" fl yap r7)v 5)..T,v fV T~ 7ravTt, r r,v r,p.{. 

U€(Uv tv Tefl ",.d(na, Kat 7faA.w rr,v l'\aTTw EV Tii> lAarrovL. 
TOV away Of TpOr.OV Kat TO KLVf~(jBaL ()LaLpdh]CTETUL. {(Trw:15 

yap l</>' t{i r TO KLVt:tuOaL. KaTel or, n,v r,jl[uEtav K{Vt"/ULV 

IAarrov lural 'Toil OAOV. Kat 7TaALV Kartl r~v r ijs 1)/_uuda!) 

1u.duuav. Kat alE~ oVrws. EUrL aE" Ka2 hfNjJ.EVOV 'TO KaO' ha· 
'TfpaV rwv KLV~(TEWV KLVEtu(JaL. orov KaTa TE: 'T~V L\.r Kal r1)v 

rE " Ii ''''\'' ""'\ (' " '" \ \ • I\EyEtV rL 'TO OI\OV E(T'TaL Kara rTJv OI\TJV H yap al\l\o. 30 

\' " ~8 "" "')' '1\( 7T1\E:LW EUTaL KWE:LU at KaTa 'T'YJv UlJTrjV KLVl]UW. ooU7TEp E E • 

~UjJ.EV Kat T~V K{Vt"/ULV OLalPET~V Els nlt; TWV p.epwv KW~UEtS' 
ovuav' Al]cpOfV'TOS' yap TOV Kwe,uOaL KaO' f,Karipav £TVVEX~"S' 

IU'Tal 'TO OAov. wua'll'TWS' O~ OEtx(J~UE'TaL Kat 'TO jJ.Tjl';;oS aWL· 
, ''''1 ~,?, • (J \' ( \' " 3' PETOV. Kat OI\OOS' 7Tav ev ¥ EU'TLV TJ jJ.ETapOI\l] 7r1\'YJV EVW.:) 

Kant (TVjJ.!3E!37JKOS. dTt TO jJ.ETa(3aAAov f(TT~V aWLpETOV)- !vOS 

yap aWLpOVfJ.EVOV 7TaVTa ~halpEO~O"t:TaL. Kat f1Tt 'Toil 7r€7TE:pa(T-

p.Eva EivaL ~ lJ:rrnpa OP.O(WS g,n KanI 7rav'TWv. ~KOA0607JKEV 23Sh 

af p.aALUTa 'TO OWtpE,uOaL 7TaVTa Ka, a1THpa Eiva, ano 'TOV 

fJ.€Ta!3aAAOV'TO,!>· EVOv'!> yap fvvnaPXH T<fl fJ.ETaf36.AAOVTt TO 

CHalp€'TOV Kat TO a7rELpov. 'TO fJ.~V Ot-V OLatpETOV afaEtKTaL 7TPO-

rEpOV, 'TO a' a7TELpOV fV 'TO'S f7T0fJ.fVOLS EUTaL aTjAOV. 5 
, EnEt a~ nav 'TO IJ.ETuf3aAAov IK TWOS Els TL fJ.ETa-

a 14 TW~] Xpov¥ H 1(UI(lral E2KAS: KIV~!Tfr(lt £1 £O'T~ 
E 2H IJ KS: fO'TIV q E1: fUTal KtllOlJp.ivolJ F IS atalpiu( lf ftvUl 

FH 17 tr')\ljv ••• l(iV"mf om. I 18 T071' OlJ rS: 7rDrrOU 
£FH Ij2KTJ ci. A: an T071'OlJ Ka t rou 1l'ClUOu? fD..~~8w • . . b I 
7TaI/TWV om. T 18-22 flA~¢OW ••• OUTWf ns: sed. Prantl 
22 fl KAS: om. E 23 fV To/ om. £1 : fV om. £2 25- 8 fUTt." 
. •. oUTwr OS: sed. Prantl 26 bq om. £1 27 r~v] Tijr J 
28 iripav E 29 by KAS: ya E 30 r] TplT'f/V £1 34 fUrat] 
K(:ll. S 36 Til om. El b I qKo'),.ou61jKfV EIJP: ~Ko)..oV81jUf 
FHKT 3 TO om. J 4 TO pro om. I 6 S; E2KAST: 
om. El £1( Ttl/OS' E 2KAPST: om. E1 



"',,(,SIKHS AKPOASE!2S Z 

{3aAAH, GtVaYK1J TO }.J.ETa/3£{3A.'rjKOS, au 1Tpwrov lu.rn[3/. 
{3A'f/KfV, f!vaL i" ~ J.J.f:Taf3'{3 AT}KEV. TO yap Ilf.Ta{3a'A.'Aov, i, 
av jJ.ETa{3&AAn, i£[uTuruL ~ a.r.OAEtr.fL avnJ, Kat lITO' Tawall 

10 icrn TO f.L£Ta[3&.A.AfLv Kat TO Q7ToA.d1THV. ~ aKoAovOf.' T~ J-LETa

/3&AAfW TO ar.oA.f.{iif."£V. El DE rii> IlfTa[3aJ\A.f.W TO ar.oAE[7TELV, 
rii> JLETa{3f.{3A.lJKEvat TO a7ToAEhoLr.EVat' 6jJ.Otws yap haupov 
(XH 7Tpor; hanpov. f7Td o~v J.Lla ,WII J.lETaf3oAwv ~ KaT' o.VTt

cpuuw, on }J.era{31f3A.rJKfV EK TOV .u~ OIlTor; dr; TD 011, a:frO)..' · 

15 AOL7TEV TO J.L~ 5v. lUTaL apa Ell rii> olin' nav yap avaYKt] ~ 
EZVat ~ Il~ fLllat. </lal/EpaV av" on iv Tfi KaT' avdepaaw jJ.E 

raf30Afi TO f1.ETaf3€f3'/I'YJKOS lerTaL i" ~ jJ.€Taf3'f3ATjKEV. El 0' 
Ell ruvTl1. Kal iv raLS' lL\A.uw ojJ.o{WS' yap hd Ilws Kat 
TwvaAAwv. in Ot- Ka, KUO' fKaCTTT}V Aap.{3!wo un cpavEpov. Ei-rrEp 

:li0 avaYK1J TO METa{3E{3ATJKOf> E!val 'liOV ~ Iv TWL. f'liEL yap If 
o~ METa{31{3A7JKEV a'lioAIAomEV. a.vaYKl1 O' E!va{ ?TOV. ~ fV 
TOUrcp ~ lv aAAcp lcnat. d MEV ouv tv UAA<:>. oTov lv T41 r, 
TO £if> TO B p..ETa{3E{3AT}KOf>. naALv h TOV r p..ETa/3&'A.An 

£if> TO B· ov yap ~V fX0p..f.VOV TO B. ~ oE p..ETa/3oA~ o-v-

:li5 VEX11f>. tZOTE TO jJ.ETa/3E{3Arp:,of>, OTE METa{31f3AT}KEV. jJ.ETa{3aA-

Aft df> (, Mf.Ta{3I/3AT}KEv. T01)TO 0' a.MVUTOV· avaYKT} apa TO 

p.fTa{3f(3AT}KOf> f!vaL lv TOVT~ flf> & J.Lf:Ta{3E{3AT}KfV. ¢aVEpov 

O~V OTt Kat TO YEYOVOS, OTE ylYOVfV, lo-TaL, Kat. TO l¢8ap

jJ.Evav aVK lo-TaL' KaBoAav Tf yap frpT}TaL 7rfp2 ?TUO"T}S' jJ.f.-

30 Ta{3oA~S', Kat. MaALO"Ta o~Aov EV Tff KaT' a.vrl¢wnv. 

p &. 
jJ.EV Tol/.·vv TO jJ.ETa{3E{3A.T}KOS. OTf. jJ.ETu{3I{3A.'Y}KE 'liPWTOV, fV 
£K£[V'{) fO"T{V. o~AoV' £ V ~ Of 'lipWTI.f jJ.fTa{3'f3AT}KEV TO jJ.fTa

f3£{3A.'Y}KOs, a.vaYKl'J I1TafJ.0V E!vaL. A.fyW OE 'liPWTOV 0 Jl~ 

T<fl EHPOV TL aVTOV E!vaL Towin-au fO"TtV. 100TW yap OLatpETOV TO 

35 Ar, Kat aL'!1p110"Bw KaTU TO B. El J.lfv aov lv T~ AB IUTa

f3Ef3A'Y}K£V ~ 'liaALV £v T<fl Br, OVK av lv 7ipWTI.f T<f3 Ar ILE-

b 8 (l,la! ••• Itfm{ji{j)"'1KEII om. E1 'l'ti KAT: '1'0 p.;" E {jll),,_ 
Ao".1 9 "TOl] Tal £1 10 TO alt. EHIJS : om. FK 
11- 12 (t ... Tef ES: Tef ai l{,\ I5 ;hrn" E ~ om. FHK 
18 i'('p] "lap Kal F 19 /Cal £2FHJKS: om. ElI 20 ~ 
EPIJ KPS : ;~ oil p.fTa{3ifj)"I'jKfP ry P HJ 22 TOUTe» ry ;11 (';).)''f 

KAS: f1A)"ce ~ III TOUT't! E (1 PO;II ut;1I KAP: am. E • 24 TO alt. 
Hayduck: .,.0/ III-' <TVllfX'lr: 5; ~ p.£Taf3oA~ A a; E P : yap KA 
25 p.fTa{3uAAn fir: S pfm{3i{3AI'j/cEII om. IJ1 27 ;11 om. £1 30 /Ca.,.· 
FRS: KnTa T~V EIJ K 33 allaYK'1] 1TP;;'TOV dvciy/C'1 I 36 T~A] TO a F 



5· 235h 7 - 236' 29 
raj3f/3Af}KO) (''1. El O· fV EKadplf IlEd{3aAAEv (avaYK1l yap 
~ fJ.ETa{3EJ3A7JKEVaL ~ p..ETaj3&J...AHv EV f:Kadp/f). KaV lv T<f 236& 
DAce /.LEraj3aA.AOL' «AX' ~v J.l.ETa{3€{3ATJI(()S. 0 aVTos DE 1\6. 
yOS' Kat El €v T~ fJ.€JJ ju.raj3d.AAf.t, €V oE rtr IlETaj3I{3A1J -
KEV' £CFraL yap it TOV 7rPWTOV 1rp6upov' WeFT' OUK av fit} OWL-

PET6V fV C;; p..fTa{3I.{3A7JKEV. cpavEpov ouv on Kat TO /:¢8app.l- :: 
vov Kat TO y£yov(h' EV ihOfL<f TO jJ-Ev £cp8apraL TO OE yi-
yavEV. 

A./YETaL DE TO EV cf 7rPWTCf JJ.Haf3'f3A1JKE OLXWS, TO 7 
MEV EV cf 7iPWTCf itrEHA.eu(J1J ~ JJ.£Taf3oA~ (TC>TE" yap GA.,]-

8h El7iE'i:v on jJ.ETa(3'f3Af/KEV), TO O' EV ~ 7fpwrce lip~aTO /.J.f.# 

raj3aAAEW. TO }-LEV ovv Kara. T() rtAos rij) JJ.ETaf3oA:ijs npw- 10 

TOV AEYOfLEVOV inrapxn n: Kat lunp (fvMXETaL yap hun
AE(TO~VaL 1lETal3oA~v Kat (un 1J.f:ra{3o'A.ij) riAos, 21 o~ Kat 
olOUKTaL aOtalp€TOV av OUl TO 1dpafi f!vat} TO O~ KaTCl T~V 

apx~v (jAws OVK ~oonv' ov yap Eoonv apX~ fUTa{3oA7jfi, ova' £v 
<f 7rPWT~ TOV xpovov jJ.fT{{3aAAEv. ~CTTW yap 1TPWTOV £cp' ~ 15 
TO At:,.. rovTo o~ aOta{pHoV fl EV oiu< €CTTW' UVfl{3~uETa, yap 
lXOflEva dvat Ta VVv. en o· El EV ref rA xpov<:, navTL ~PE
fl{i (KE{UOW yap ~PfMOVV), Kal iv Tef A ~PEMEl. tZUT' El UflE" ' 
p/~ fun TO A6., lij.M ~PfMllO'E"L Kal flETa{3E"j3ArJK.Ofi fUTaL' iv 
M~V yap TcJ> A 1}PE"flEl, lv OE Tef 6 flfra{3I{3ArJKEV. E1rEL o· ~o 
OUK €unv G.flEplfi, civaYKrJ ~HatpETov ElvaL Kal iv onpovv TWV TOVTOV 
p..ETa{3E{3ArJK{vat· OLatpEO€VrOfi yap Toil A6., El p..h EV MrJ0E . 

TlpCf IlHa{3I{3ArJKEV, ovo' Iv T<f oA~' flo' EV all~olv f.uTa 
/3&'AAft Kal tv Tefl 1TaVT{, fLT' lv Oar/pip }J.ETa{3I{3A1JKfV, 
OVK tv ref oACf 1TpWT~. 6Jun Q.JI(£YKlJ EV oTipoilv fUTa{3fj3A lJ· 25 
KlvaL. cpaVEpov TO{VVV on aUK ~(rnv iv ~) 7iPWTip }J.ETa{3l
{3A1JKEV' li7rEtpOL yap at OtatplCTEtfi. OVOE o~ Toil }J.ETaj3E{3ATf
KOTaS lOTW n 1rPWTOV & }J.ETa{3If3ArJKEV. lUTW yap TO 6Z 
7TPWTOV }J.Ha{3E{3ATJKOs Toil 6E· 1To'V yap O€OELKTat OLatPHOV 

b 37 t:i'l] I'} £1 "'fTi~o"A~1I PH 236a 2 j.lA'fa(3J"Ao( I af om. H 
3 rrfJ af H 7 X£I'c.J fed t F ;;p~aTo JJfra(jJAAEIJI P 8 7rPWT~ 
KAS: om. E £TfAIII81'} HI]K: £uAuMJI'} P J.A'18h ~ JI fl7rE!1I 
F 9 £11 c; EiKAS: om. El 10 O~ El AfyOP.fJI()JI 7fPWTOJl H 
IS WTt!3aAfll E2FK 16 nl om. HK tJq om. £1 18 ~PfP;]uU I 
20 ".;" om. H :21 ftvOl et TWII om. £1 24 ItT' scripsi, for t. leg. 
S: flS'U 25 o(,a' £2 7fPW'fOJlP 28 (u'ft EH]S: (uTfltFIK 
7fpOrfpOIl S Z.6. S 29 f'fTI1{jf/1AI'}KOr E2KAS: .LLfTofjf{jX'1K.6TOr E1 



<f>'1'~IKH~ AKPOA~EQ~ Z 

30 TO p.na{:JaA.AOV. 15 Of Xp6vos EV ill TO 6.Z j.J.ETa{je!3'AYJKfV 

lUTW lcp' ~ 0I. fl OUV EV r~ navil fa 6.Z fJ.fTa{3'f3AYJKfV, 
EV T~ ljP.{UH fAaTrov furaL n JJ.€Taf3€f3'A1}KOS Kal 7Tponpov 

TOU .6.Z, Kat 7TaAW TOtlrOV aAA.o, KaKf[vov (UPOV, Kat alEl 
Oi/TWS'. WUT' OVOEV 1(J'Ta~ 7TPWTOV TOl! j.J.f.Ta!3a"AA,OVTOS d fJ.f.ra{3l-

35 f3A~KfV. 

35 ()TL J.LfV ovv ovn TOV f..i.fTa/3aA.AovTos ov,' fV <f rura-
f3&'AAH Xp6vIf 7TPWTOV OVOEV fa-Ttl', ¢avEpov iK TWU Elp17fJ.EVWY· 

236h awo oE (, }lfTaj36.AAu ~ Ko,8' 0 jJ.Haj3aA.AfL, ov/d.8' 
0J.i.0{ws t£u. .pCa yap Eunv a AEynaL KaTll. 'liv IUTa . 
f30A~VJ TO Tf J.l.ETaf3&'A.Aov Kat EV <f Kat €is " METa

(3&.AAH, oTov 0 tJ.V8pW7TOS' Ka2 0 XPOVOS' Kat TO AeVKOV. (, 

5 fAEV ouv avOpW7rOS Kat (, XPOVOS' OWLpETO[, 7Tfpl Of TOU AEV
KOtl ltAA.oS' hOyOS". 7iA~V Kara UVJ1.{3E{37/1(OS "IE 7Tavra OL

atpETa' c;i yap uvp.[3'{3'r}KEV TO AEVKDV ~ ro 7TOLOV, fKElVO 
ota~pfT6v fernv' (1TEt o(m yf Ka8' avTtl A/YfraL OtatpEr a 

Kat Jl~ Karu crVjJ.{3E{3TjKOS, 0110' EV rovrOlS ecrraL ro 7Tpwrov, 

100rOV fV rOlS jJ.Eyl£hcrw. lcrrw yap ro i¢' i[J All Jl€Yf80 s, 

KEKW~ITBw 0' lK rov B Els ro f 7Tpwrov. 011KOVV £l jJ.£v uOta[
pErov euraL ro Bf, D.jJ.Eph UJlEPOVS luraL EX0jJ.EVOV· El o£ at

aLpErov, luraL TL rov r 7rPOU.pov, Els a fJ-ETa{3Ij3ATJKEV, KU· 

KElVOV 7rcL\w &AAo, Kat aft olJrws odt ro jJ.1JO~1TOU. trTrOAEl· 
15 1THV r~v o,a{pEuw. &)UT' 011K luraL 1Tpwrov Els ~ jJ.ETaj3If3.\.TJ

KW. OJlo{ws OE- Kat E1Tl TijS TOU 'lTO(TOV jJ.€Taj3oAijs· Kat yap 

alJrTJ EV a1IVEXEI. Eurw. ¢aVEpov OUV on fV fJ-OV'[1 rwv KW~UEWIJ 

Tn Kant TO 7TOLOV EVO'XfTaL aOLa{p€,OV KaB' av,D f'lvaL. 

'EnE' DE- TO jLE,aj3aAAov lhrav EV xpov'1l jJ.fTaj36,AAf.L, 6 
lO AEYfTaL 0' EV xpov'1l IJ.E",a{3aA'\' €LV Ka, WS EV r.pWT'1l Kat 

W~ KaB' EUPOV, orOV EV T<fi fVLaVT~ on fV Til ~J.l€pq. JLETa. 

{3&.AAf.L, EV ~ 7iPWT'1l XpOV'1l J.lETaj3&'AAf.L TO jLETa{3&AAoIl, 

EV Q''foiiv o.vaYKTJ TOV,Otl fJ-f.Taj3&'AAHv. o~Aov fJ-E-V OVV Kat Ef( 

a 30 TO za 5: om. El 3 I ?TaIlT). XW)lIo/ TO I 32 b, om. J 
fUTaI TI scripsi: TI (eTTUI 5: fOTOI EH : (UTai TO FIJK 34 ?TPWTO/l 
E2KAS: om. £1 8 .•. 35 p.fra,BtiAAoIiTOS" om. P b I 8 pr. 
rrPS: fIr & Prantl ~ ••. fl.(TU{jeiAX(1 om. I OUKf8' KAS: 
OVK(TI {;n E 3 T( om. E fiS" om. E'FHIK 5 OIOIPfTOI 
fecit E 7 11"01011 q TO AEUKO/l HK 8 alUlp~Ta Xf}'fTUI F 
9 Kal •• • UUfl.{3f{3I/KOS- om. I I 3 ~lS" om. I 18 TO KAP: 
om. E ,iiSw.ipno/l om. P 21 'I' rcji E2KAS: om. E: 
22 1I"PWT6JS" FK 23 TOUTO EI O~/I om. F Kat om. HK 



5. 236" 30 - 6. 237" 17 
TOV 6ptCTj.tofi (TO yap 7rPWTOV OVTWS fA/YOfl£V). au JJ-~V aAAa. Kat 

lK TWVO£ ¢avEp6v. €UTW yap fV ~ 7rPWT,:! KWE'i:TGt Te) /HVOVfLf - 25 
vov EC/>, ~ XP, Kat a']1p-r1uow Kadt TO K· 1Ta!l yap xpo
VOS' OI.aLPfTOS-. EV a~ T4> XK xp6v~ ljTO' KLVEtTaL ~ ov ICL

v£iraL, Kal 7fclAW Iv 7e:> KP wuavTwS'. tl p.£v ovu iv JlT1-
OfT€fX:J luv£iTaL, ~PEJ.LO(l1 av EV 'iii 7iaVT{ (KLVEto-OaL yap lV 
J.L718€Vl TWV TOVTOV KLVOVP.£vov aovvQrov)- tl o· fV OurfPf J.lOVff 30 

ICLVftraL. OVIC au tv 7rPWTIf "LVOtTO 74' xp· /CaO' ~T£pOV yap 
~ K{VT/C1'LS. a.V&:YK11 lipa iu OTlfoVV TOV fP KtvEt<rOaL. 3· 

OE(}ft- 33 

YIJ.£VOV DE: TOt/TOV </>avEpov on 'lTav TO KLVOVj.LEVOV avaYK11 KfIH

v~uOa, 7fp6npov. fl yap iv Tef XP 7fPWTC{J XPOV'f TO KA 
KfK(VT/Tat ILeYfOoS'. EV Tee ~Jl[(J"H TO 0fLoraxwS' KLVOl)fl-EVOV 35 

Kat l1J.LQ a.p,ap.fVOV TO iifLUTV luraL HKWTJfdvov. El OE TO 
0JJ.0TUX€S' iu Tiii abriii xpovt:' KEK(V7jra( n, Kat 6anpov 237& 
avaylO1 TavTo K£Ktv11u8aL JLlYE6o!>, wun KEKtV71p.lvov (UTaL 

TO KLVOVP.EVOV. En Of El Iv r41 7ravrt xpovce r~ X P KfKtJllI· 

u6aL AIYOILEV, ~ (jAWS Iv OTceOVV xpov'!l, T~ Aa~ErV TO 

EuxaTov awou vvv (TOih-O yap £un TO op((OV, Kat TO J.LETa(V 5 

TWV vvv XPOVOs), KaV iv TOrS &.u.OtS 0J.L0(W!> AlyoLTo KElCWij-

u6at. TOU 3' ~J.L(UEO!> laxaTov ~ Ota(pEuLS. werrE Kat fV T41 
~J.L(UEt KfKLVYJ,MVOV iUTaL Kat (jAW!> Iv OT'!l0VV TWV J.LfPWV· aEt 

yap aJ.La Tp TOfLfi XPOVOS lunv wptU"J.Llvas {nro TWV viJv. fl 
ovv ar.as J.Lh Xpovos StatpETos, TO of: JLfra~V TWV vDv Xpo- 10 

VOS, ar.av TO J.LETaf3&'AAov &r.ftpa lurat fLETaf3Ef3AlJKOs. In 
0' El TO UVVEXWS J.LETaf3&'AAav Kat JL~ q,8aph J.LlJOE '7TE7raV 

p.lvov n,s fLETaf3oA~!> ~ fLETaf3&'AAELV ~ fLETaf3ff3AlJKlvat 

avaYKatov Iv OTlpoiJv, EV oE T~ VVV aUK lunv p.ETaf3tiAAuv, 

avaYK71 jJ.ETa{3E{3AlJKlvat Ka8' €KaUrOV TWV vvv· WUT' d TO. 15 

vuv &7rELpa, nav ro J.LETaf3aAAov a7rftpa lerrat jJ.ETa{3E{3AlJ· 
KOS. 17 

ou jJ.ovov OE TO p.ETaj3aAl\.ov avaYKlJ J.l.fTo.{3E{3AlJKlvat. 17 

b 24 ;Aiyollfll KAS : ).iYOllfll E aAXu om. H: 8f p : 3i &A).Q I 
25 T"(owb, H 27 bl} KAPS : a; E X/e KAS : /eX E 30 /CllIOvp.ivwv J 
31 hOTfPOV FHl 3z-3 avoY/e'1 ••• TOVTOU om. I 32 /Ctllfl1T8m 
EP: /Cf/CtJlijIT8al KA 237a 1 Tt om. II /Ca8' fTfPOV EI 
4 fV] ~ fV F aVTOV TO (UxaTOV H 6 /eal Ep 8 /Cal om. EI 
10 TO] J KA 12 p.1)] ll'1ai I 14 EV Mo/0UV avcz')llCoiov H 15 T6.JJI 
VUV om. T: viiv HK 16 (UTa' IlfTafJ4J)''1ICOo; a7Tftpa, deinde· II- 16fT' 
••• fIfTofJffjAPjlCor iterum F 17-18 p.fTafjffjA1j/Cival •.• ovtijl'lCPj om. I 



<l>TSlKHS AKPOASE.QS Z 

(iJ\.J\.a Kat TO IJ.€Taj3Ef3J\.'lJKO~ aVUYK11 jlE'raj3aAAHv 7rpon

pov- lbrav yap TO EI( TWOS' EtS n fJ.ETa{3E{3AlJKOS EV xPOvce 
20 JJ.fTa{3E{3A7JKEV. lUTW yap EV 1"4' VVV EK TOU A Els TO B IJ.€-

ra{3E{3ATJKOS. 01JKOVV £11 fL£V T~ atJT('i> VV" EV <fl lunv EV TIl' 
A, 01, j.LETa{3'f3)..:'1KEV (aj.tu yap all Ei1J Ell T~ AKa, EV Tt!> B} 
TO yap IUTa(3£{3A1]KOS, OTE fu::ra{3I{3A7JKEV, on O'UK tunv Ell 
Tovnp. oE'aHKTuL 7rPOU.pov· il a' EV a.\.\~, J.LETafv IClTaL 

25 XPOVOS' OV yap ~v ExO/J.fVa TO. VVII. hrEl 01)11 tv Xp6v~ J.LE-

ra(3€j3AT(KEV, XPOVOS 0' (bras OLaLPETOS, EV T~ ~J.l.{(TE' &AAo 
teTTa, ILETaj3Ej3A'Y}KOS. Ka!. 7TuAw EV T~ EKE{VOV ~J.L{(J"H o.AAo, 
Kat alEt ai/TOOS" tJern IUTa{3aAAm av 7TpOnpov. In 0' fITt 1"01) 

IJ.£YlOovs cpaVEpWu.pOV TO AEXO€V OLa T(l O'1)VEXfs fivaL TO jJ.1-

30 YE(JOS EV cf> IJ.ETaj3aAAn TO /J.ETaj3aAAov. {(TrW yap TL lura. 

{3E(3AT)KOS h TOV r €ls 'Tb~. OVKOVV d P.EV aOLatp€'T()v fun 'TO 

r~, ap.€ph ap.€povs €u'Tat fX0P.€Vov· hr€t Of 'TOV'TO &MvaTov, 

&vaYK71 p.ey€Oos €!vat 'TO p.€Tafv Kat €ls Ihrupa OLatp€TOV' 

£OUT' €ls h€tva J.L€Ta{3&'AAH 7f'ponpov. avaYKlJ apa 7f'av TO jJ.€-

35 Ta{3ef3AlJKOS J.L€Taj3aAAHv 7f'pOUpov . ~ yap aVT~ Cm60H~!!> 
237b '1~ ' '!" ~l' '1 Kat tV TOt!> IllJ CTVV£X€UW, 0 OV €V T€ TOt!> t:vaVTLOL!> Kat tV 

UVTUP&'UH' AlJ"'OjL€Oa yap TOV xpOvov fV if> jL€Ta{3ej3AlJK£V, 

Kat 7f'aAW TaUTfL fpOVJ.L€V. WUH QVaYK1] TO /-lfTa{3€j3AlJKO!> 

p.€Ta{3a'AAHv Kat T() p.t:Taj3a'AAov Mera{3€j3AlJKeVaL, Kat 

5 lura! TOV J.L€V }.L€Ta{3&.'A'Auv TO p.€Ta{3€j3AlJKeVat 7rponpov, TOV 

Of M£Ta{3£j3AlJKeVat Tb p.t:Taj3aAA€w, Kat OVOE7ron AlJcpO~ 

U£TaL TO 7f'pWTOV. arnov OE TO-6TOV TO J.1~ €!VUL Uf1-€ph 6:p.t:-
pov!> €X0P.£VOV· li7f'upo!> yap ~ OLatP£UL!>, KUO&:1T£P f7f'L 

9 TWV Ulj~aVOJ.1evwv Kat KaOatpovjJivwv ypafJ-j.Lwv. 

9 cpav£pov ovv 

)05n Kat TO y€yovo!> aV&YKlJ ytyv€uOat 7rponpOV Kat TO ytyvo -

jJ.£VOV y€yovevaL, OCTa Otatp£TCl. Kat (J'vv£xij, ou lleUTOL alEl 

a 20 P.fT(lfjifjAJ]/(fl' £iKAS: P.l'f"{/(3i{3AJ]/(fV 013 £1 21 fV alt. am. J 
22 tV alt. KAS: om. E 23 on KAS: S E: r~ oli /J.frafji{3A'1/(H, 
OT( ci. Cornford 24 Ta~TC;> S 26 Xpovos Sf rrus FHIJ: rras Sf 
Xpovos KS: Sf rras XPOI'OS T 27 ~p.;(Jn t/(fil'oV F 28 p.fTa-
f3&hOl F rrrl E2KAP: om. E l 30 Tt FP; TO EHIJK 
31 fUTtU E 33 BlatpHOv E2KA5: aWtpfTOV fa El 35 -ra/) ~ E 
b I (I' ult. ] tV Tn 1 5 fun KAT 7 rrpwTov EHIJK5: rrpo-
TfPOI' FT 8 ~r(£lpor E'5: frr' (irrflpol' E2KAT 9 ypap.p.6J11 
E2KAST: om. £1 10 TrPOTfpov] TrOTt H I I oua lJWtPfTCI 
E2KAPST: d&LatPfTII £1 



6. 237" 18 -7. 238" 6 
~ ylYVETut, aAA.' (ti\i\o fuCon, otov TWV EKdvov n, (JU1TEP T1J~ 

olKlas TOV OEP.fAwv. OfLOCwS OE Kat £71'1 TOU ~6HPOplVOV Ka, 
i¢OapfJ-lvov' Eileus yap E-VV7T(lPXEL r41 YLYVOJ.LEV~ Ka, T~ 

</>8npOJlEvcp a1iEtpov n uvvEXE'i yE Olin, Ka, Dlue fCTTtV ovn y{- 15 
YVEUOat p.~ YEYOVOS' noun YEYOVEVUt p.~ y'YVO,UVDV Tt, of.Wlws 
Of Kal E'iTt TOU cp(hCPffJ"OUL KaL E7TG TOV £<pOap(Jat· aiEl yap 
;(JTaL Toil ,.,.£11 ¢(h[pHrOat TO EcpOap6aL 7Tponpov, TOV 3' e¢
eapOat TO cf>8dpHrOuL. (paVEpOli DUll OTL KGl TO YEYOVOS o.vaYK1) 
Y{YVHrOat r.ponpov Kat TO yr}'VOfLEVOV YEyavevut.' 7rav yap }J.E- 20 

YEBos Kat 71'as Xpovos lUL OWLpfTa. cOOT' Ell 0/ av Ti. OVK av 
Ei'Yf WS' 7rPWTIf. 

7 'E7TEl Of 7Tav TO KlVO'/JjJ.EVOV EV Xpov'f KWErraL, Ka/. Ell 
riil 7rAE{OVL JAE'i(OV j.d.YEOOS', EV T~ a7TE(p'tl xpovlp aovvurov 
ECTnv 7rE7TEpaullfvrJV KLVEtcrOm, JL~ n)v avri)v alfl Kat TWV hft- 25 
VTJY n KWOVP.EVOV, aAA' fV ihravn a,7wuaL'. on P.fV OllV ft n 

tUOTaxWY KWOLTO, avaYKTJ TO 7rE'lrfpuup.lvov EV 7rE7rfpaupiv<:J 
KWELU8at, oi]Aov {ATJ¢(UVTOS' yap P.opCou 0 KaTalJ.f.Tp~un 
r1JV OATJV, lv fO'"OtS' XPOVOtS' TOa-OVTOLS' {)a-a Ta p.opu:' fa-TtV, 

T~V OATJV KU{VTJTat, WUT' E7rEt Tawa 7rf.7T{pavTat KaL T~ 7T0- 30 

uov €KaUTOV Kat r~ 7TOUaKtS' (17raVTa, Kat 0 xPOVOY liv Ef1J 

7rE7rEpaufJ.lvoy· Toa-auniKtS' yap la-Tat TOa-OUTOS', QUOS' 0 Toil 

P.op(ou XPOVOY 7rOAAU7rAa(Ttau8Els T~ 7jA~8n TWV fJ.oplwv)· 

aAAa o~ KaV fJ.~ lUOTaxwS', ota¢Ipn ov8€v. €UTW yap 
i¢' ~S' TO AB fHaUTTJfJ.a 7rE7rfpaup.lvov, 0 KfK{V1}TaL 35 

EV T~ a7rE(p~. Kat 0 xp6voS' a7rUp0S' E¢' OV TO r 6.. El o~ 23811. 
avaYKTJ 7rpOT£pOV ET£POV hlpou KfKwi]uOat (roVro o€ oi]AOJ" 

on TOV Xp6vov EV T~ 7rpOTlpcp Kat vurlpcp ET£POV KfK(vTJTat· 

ad yap EV T~ 7rAdoVL ETfPOV luraL KfKWTJfJ./vov. lav TE I(FO

TaxwS' Mv T£ p.~ lcroTaxwS' fJ.ETa(3aAA!1. Kat fav T£ E7rL- 5 

T£{V!1 h K{Vt/OU Mv Tf o'VLfl Mv T£ fJ.1vl1. ov8€v ~TTOV), flA~¢OW 

b 12 diUa lcal UXl\o F: aAA' (rAAO n I orov] ~U1TfP F 
13 cp8f1po",€vuv Kal. om. S 14 Trf alt. om. KA I 5 ullllfxi~ r 
16 ')'fvOfltVOV H 19 /Cal om. E 20 ')'fVOflfVOV E 21 lfJ 
f''1 H 22 rrproTw AS: rrpwrw~ K: rrp6J'rov E 25 rrf1f£pau-
,,*VOII K '26 Iv] (V 'rr{) FK rriiuav E 29 Xp6vol~ ES: 
'rotr xpovotr KA 'l"ouom-otr om. HS 30 /rrfl] , E rrmt-
pllrcu F : rrnrEpauTfu HIK TO E rrOU6J 1 31 TO E 
34 f'~ EJS: fl fI~ FHIK 8tllCPfpOt I 35 AD S, Bonitz: a 
KaL'I"o 13 n S] 011 E 238(1, I TO om . E 2 h£pou om. r 
5 ~fTafjaA '1 I 



<l>Y~IKH~ AKPOA:SE!2~ Z 

a~ n TOV AS aLaun]}LQTOS', nl AE, & KaTaJ.LfTp~UU T~V 
AB. Tovro a~ TOt} a.7Tf.tpOV Iv nv~ iylvETO Xpov~ ' £V a:1rE{p<f 
yap ovx oiOv TE' TO yap &1Tav EV U7rdp'f. Kal 7iaALV ETf -

10 POJ) a~ Jau AaJ3w OCTOV TO AE, &vaYK1J EV 7TE7rfpaUJ,J.Ev'f 

XpOV<f' TO yap l17TQV lv a.7if(Po/. Kal OiiTW o~ AaJ.LJ3avwv, 
E7iHa~ TOt) jJ.fV a.7iELpoV DUOlY lern /AOPWV ~ KQTap.ETplICTH (aav. 

, '" 4o , " .. , varov yap TO a7T£tpOv HunL fie 7Tf.7TfpaUflEVWV Kat UTWV KaL 

av{uwv, ad, TO KaTaJ.LETf1'10~crf.CTOaL TO. 7Tf.'11fpaUfLlva 7TA~OH 

15 leal }JoEylOEt V'1fO TWOS' hos. fav Tf tera if £au Tf <1VLUQ, 

WPLtlp.iVQ Of T<f IlEylOn, ovO'fv ~TTOV)J TO Of OUllTT1JJ.LQ TO 1rE-
7TEpaap.£VDV 7TOUOLS' TOL5' AE }LETpt"iTQL, EV 7rE'TrEpatT}J.1v'f ttv 

XPOV<f TO A B KLvOtTO (w ua6rws Of KaL E1TL ~PEJ.L~o"EWS') · wCTn 
ovu Y(YVEuOaL OWE CP(h{pEuOaL arov if ad n TO avro Kat EV. 

20 0 aVTOS' af .\oyOS' Kal on OVO· £v 7rE7rEpaUJ."'vce XP01''f> Cl7rH-
pov o!ov TE KLVElUOat ova' ~pEp.((EuOat. ovO' ojtaAWS KtVOVp.wov 

OVT' avwjta.\ws, .\1]cpOlvTos yap nvos J.LlpovS' 0 avaJ..'ETfn1uH 

Tav u.\ov xpovov, fV TOtiTe:> 7rOUOV n ad,Huw TOt} J.Lf.ylOovS' Kal 

ovx o.\OV (Iv yap TcfJ 'lTavrl TCl o>..ov). Kal. 'lTa.\tv Iv TcfJ tIT':' 
25 11A..\o, Kal tv tKauTW op.o(WS, Etn tuov Ein avtuov Ted 1, . . . 

apx~s' atacplpn yap ovlJlv, Ei p.ovov 7r£1T£pacrp.lvov fKa

UTOV· Mj.\ov yap wS' avatpovJ.Llvou TOt} Xpovov TO a1TUpov oilK 

ava,p£O~cr£Tat, 7rf.7rf.pauJ.Llv7]s T~S acpaLpluf.ws ytYVOJ.LlV11S Ka~ 
TcfJ 7rOucfJ Kal TcfJ 7rOITaKts· WUT' ou OlH(TLV £V 7rE7rf.pauJ.Llv,:, 

30 XPOv,:, TO a7rf.LpOV, ovalv n otacplpH TO P./YEOoS' i1rt OaT£pa 

~ £7r' aJ.Lcponpa E!vat &7rUPOV' 0 yap aVTOS' lUTa, .\oyos, 
Q.7roC>£C>f.typ.lvwv af TOVrWV cpav£pClv on OVOf TO 7rE1T£pacrJ.Llvov 

J.LIYEOos TCl &.'Trf.tpOV fvlJlXETat atE.\(h'i:v EV 7rf.7rEpaUJ.Lf.v,:, 
ac.a n)v aVr~v alT(av· fV yap TcfJ fl-0p(ce TOt} xpovov 1TE7rf.parT-

35 J..'lvov alwn. Kal tv h&.UT':' wuavTws, ~UT' £v TcfJ 7ravTl 7rE-

a 7 TI) om. HK 8 TOv,.OV E [0 liv ).oBwv E 13 TO 
om . l 14 1rAi]8n /COl p.£yrBu EHJKPS: 1rA.q8r] /Ca, pfyllJr] FI 
15 li . . . ,1Vl(1a om. £1 17 "ouoir nP: 1TnTfpaUIJ£IIO&S''TfOO'"oir 
Bonitz TQiv K PETPEiTat EIHIJ'KP: pfTpqUfTOI El : fltTpfju8al 
Jl XPOJlftl all F 18- 19 WUT£ • • • ;v nS: sed. Prantl 19 T"I 

om. F 21 TO E 22 S] TaU Xpovov a I 2S fTn- alt.] 
fUTal E 26 yap] 3( H oM£lIi p OVOV El 1rf1UPflUflfJlOV] 1'1 

7rf'TffpaUjJfJlOII F: TrftrfpaoprvOIl 1'( HIJK 27 yap] 7rnTfpoup.rlloll 
£1 OVI( om, F 28 (jva,cupf8qufTfU E: (T\}VflllruPf8qUfTOl F 
29 IJlTr; F 30 8; EJl 8aTEpa ~ f7r' ii,.,.cp6Tfpa £2FIJKS: QjJcp6Tfpn 
~ f7r18£ITfpa H: (JOTfpa E 31 a7rupov om. £1 32 3f8wYP.fVWV S 
34 31/\] XP6vo/ ata KA 35 fV pro om. F 1T(tJI'Tl] rroJI'Ti 1'0 F 



7fEpuupivDV. (nEl o~ T6 7rE7f£paapivDV ov O{EUTL TO l17TEtpOV 

tV 7T£7r£pacrJ-l"V~ XPOVcp, oijXov WS OVOE- TO a:rrHpOV TO 7rerr£- 238b 
paUiJ-f.VOY· d yap TO l17THPOV TO 7T£7rfPUUp.f.VOV, cwaYlClJ Kat 

TO 7r£7Tfpau'fJ-'VOV aulva~ TO lhrnpov. allofv yap atafjJipH 071"0 -
npovovv ETvut TO KWOVP.fVOY· op.cportpoos yap TO 7r£7rfpaC1p.l. 

YOU atHut TO 6.7iHPOV. orav yap "tvijrut TO lhrnpov lq/:'I 
c;, TO A, lura, n am-ou Kanl TO B TI) 7T£7TfPUupiVDY, oLOV TO 
r.6., Kat 7l'&.Aw lL\.\.o KaL aUo, Kat alEt ai/rooS'. i/Ju(J' /ip.a 
m;Jlf3~(HTat TO a7rHpOV KEKwijuBaL TO 7T£7Tfpaup.lvov Kat TO 

7if7f£pacrp.lvov DU:A.T/AVOlvat TO &7rUpOY' OVDE- yap i(Jws OV
varDv l1A.A.ws TO a7THpov KW1)OijVUL TO 7WTrfPU(J/J.lvov ~ r4J [0 

, ,'!;: I ,.. .. 6 . , 
TO 7r£7ffpaUILHOY uLL£Vat TO U7TELPOV, 11 {PEP /J-£VOV 1] avup.£-

TpOUV. WO"T' E'lTd Tovr' aOt/varDV, olue. (w ado, TO O,1THPOV TO 
7ff7ffpaup.EYOV. aAAa IL~V ouaf TO l17fHPOV lv 7ff7ffpauILEVIf> 

XPOVCfl TO a7fHpOl.' OLHCTtY' fl yap TO l17fHPOV, Kat TO 7rf -
7ffpa(J'jJ.EvoV' fVV7iapXH yap Tif) a7TfLP~ TO 7ff7r£paUILEvov. T 5 
In Of Kat TOU XPOVOV ATjcp8EVTOS 7} aVr~ IfTTaL a7T6aH~LS. 

hut 0' OVTf TO 7ff7rfpafTfLEVOV TO a7TftpOV ovn, TO lhrHpov 

TO 7r£1i£pa(J'fJ-EVOV OVTf TO Q.7iftpOV TO 6.7fftpOV £V 7if7ffpaUILEV~ 

XpOVC(' KLVfLTat, cpaVfpov on ouaf KlV1]fTtS IfTTaL a7fHpOS lv 7ff -

1i£paujJ.Ev~ xpOV~' r£ yap OtacpEpH T~V K[VTjfTW ~ TO fLEYfOos ao 

7TOtftV a1rHpOV; CWayKTj yap, £l 07fOTfPOVOVV, Kat 8aTfpov £1-
vat 6.7ffLPOV· 7faUa yap cpopa fV T07iC('. 

8 'E7i£L oE 7iaV ~ KtVfLTaL ~ ~Pf/J.ft TO 1rfCPVKOS OTf 'lrE-
CPVKf KaL OV Kat &Ss, cwaYKTj TO lO'TaJ-LfVov OT( 'luTaTaL KtVfL

fTOaL ' d yap J-L~ KLVELTat, ~P£J-L~(J'ft, aAA' OUK lVOEXfTat ~Pf - 25 
jJ.l(ffTOat TO ~PfJ-LOUV. Tovrov 0' a7fOOf'OHYJ-LEVOV cpaVEpOV on 
Kal tv XpoVC(' 'lCrTauOat IlvaYK1J (ro yap KLVOVJ-LEVOV fV XpOVC(' 

KtVfLTat, TO a' i.O'Ta/-L£VOV OE'OftKrat KLVOVJ-LfVOV, &)UTf civaYK1J 

tv xpovce iO'ra(J'Oat)· In a' £l TO MEV OaTTOV Kat !3paOVTfpOV 

lv xpoVCfl AEYOMEV, ,urauOaL 0' lunv OanOV Kat {3pa'OVTfpOV. 30 

a 36 ail o~v HK II I 1rHrf'pafrp.ivov xpo"o/. fil F ,3 (I7;OTfiPOV 
HK 6 TO tert. om. KA 7 1((11 (11\1\0 om. S W(TCHlTWS' H 
10 TO f!1fEIPOV nl\l\w~ HK 10-1 I ij 'T~ 1l'f1rfpaup.iv'1' E l I I a'fil\'fJ-
I\v8ivat H 12 milT' HI] dSvlII'lTa H 14,,1 yap om. £ 1 
15 /VlJlI'UPXU, • ,1rf'1l'fpaupivf)v om. H 16 ~ £2KAS : yllp ~ £ 1 
17 TO pro om. F Olin] atWTllI oun KAS 18 TO tlrmpoll alt. 
om. El\ erasit] 21 fi om, FHJlK 23 ~ pro om. Jl 29 II 
KAS : om. EP 30 (V • , , {:3palJvTfpov om, Kl lJ' fcrnv 
fecit E 



"'Y~IKH~ AKPOA~ES2~ Z 

EV ~ Sf Xpovcp 7Tp6JTCf> TO LUTIlfLEIJDIJ tOTaTa~. EV OTc:rOVV o.VaYK'1 
TOVTOU LUTUUOaL. OLatp€(UVTOS yap TOV xpOVOV f1 fJ.~V Ell JJ.:ryOE

Tip'll rwv IJ.EPWV La-TaraL, ovo' £V 1"4> OAcp. tZUT' O'VK av to"TU£T O 

TO LITTap.EVOV· do' 1v Oarlpcp. OVK all 1v 7fPWTCf 74> 5A<p tOTatT O' 

35 KGO' Enpov yap iv Tovrcp LITTaraL, KUOa7rEp iA/X(}1J Kat 

l7l'1 TaU KWOVI-llvov 7rpOTfPOV. C!Ja7rEp DE TO KW01JP.EVOV 01)1( la-nv 

239a iv <p 7Tpwnp KWElTUL. ovrws avo' Iv ~ to-TaraL TO Lurap.fVOV· 

ovu yap TOU KWEluOaL O~TE" TaU tUTuuOa{ £UTtV TL 7rpWTOV. (aToo 

yap iv ~ 7rpwr<p t<TTaraL lcp' ~ TO AB. TOVrO a~ aJ.LEp'fs 
IJ.£V Dlue: ivOlXETuL ETvaL (K{V1jaU yap OVK ;(J"TtIl iv T<f a/UpEr 

[i QU], TU KEKWr;UOa£ TL av 0:V70V, TO O'IUTllj.LEVOV UaWC:Tat KWOVP.£

VOII)- aAAa fJ.~V £l OLaLPETOV fernY, iv orcpovv aVTou TWV P.fpWV 

LITTaraL' TOVrO yap a£of~KTaL 7Tponpov, on iv cf> 7TPWT~ tUTa

Ta~J iv OT~OVV TWV lKf{VOU tUTaTaL. i'1iff. o~v Xpovos iUTLV tv 

~ 7TPWT/f to-raTaL, Kat OVK aTOP.OV, a7TaS Of xpovas £ls 

ro c17THpa J.l.fPLCTTOS, OVK EUTaL fV C;; r.pWT'{J tUTaTaL. 

ova£ O~ TO 

~P£P.OVv on r.pWTOV ~pl}LT}UEV EUTtV. iv a}Lfpft J.A.fV yap DVK 

~pIJ.l.T}UfV aLa ro po~ fivaL K{VT}UW EV aTop.ee, iv C;; Of TO ~Pf
POf'iV, KaL TO KLvf'iuOaL (Ton yap lq,a}LfV ~Pf}LfW, OU Kat 

iv ~ '1i£q,VKOS KLVEtuOaL p.~ KLVE'iraL TO 7TE¢UKOS)' fn , oE 

15 Kat Ton A€YOpoEV ~PEP.EtV, OTav OP.O{WS fxn vuv Kal 7TPO 

upOV, WS OVX ~v{ nVL Kp{VOVTES &.\'\c1 ouo'iv TO'iV iAaX{
urDLV' ~O'T' OVK (uraL iv ~ ~PEP.Et &p.Epls. d Of fLEPLO'TOV. 

Xpovos av EiT}. Kat iv OTlfOUV at'n-ou TWV JJ.EPWV ~PEP.~UH. TOV 

aUTov yap TP07TOV OELxO~UfTaL ~v KaL Ed TWV 7TPOTfPOV' 

-;:0 ~crt' ovOiv faTaL '1ipWTOV. TOVTOU A' arnov on ~PfJ.l.f'i JlEV KaL 

KLVf'iraL '1inv iv Xpovlf. XpOvos 0' OUK fUTL '1iPWTOS OVOE fL€
ydJos ova' ;;AW~' UVVEXES avO/v' ll7TQV yap ds a7TfLpa P.EPLUTOV, 

b 31 at om. EIP 7Tpomtl EIJPS: 1TPWTW~ FHK TO Irrrow"o" 
nP: om. S lrrT!ll!fllOll fecit £1: ~P(~l'O~fllOll £2 32 roVrov] 
rou Jl fl Jl.~ III F 33 lUra(To] urTa E: lrrnlTfU FHP] 
34 rei E2JPS: om. £lFH IK UrTQTO £2HJ] 35 dn(1 Kat}' 
£2 inpov£FP: (l((iUPOII HI]KS yopom . E 239a I rrpWTCiJ~ 
H 2 rrpOTfpOII H 5 &v EIP: om. E 2KAS 7 rrpwTo/ EI] S: 
1TPWTWf FHK 8 Tf~1I am. r 0311 EFHKS: (1311 0 I] 9 1Tpom!J 
EFIJS: r.-pWTW~ HK (iTOP.OV KAS: ilro!Jof E Sf KAS : yap E 
10 IrrTlv F rrpwrwf H oMf £2KAP: ov £t I I !Jfll om. 
HK 13-15 au •• • ~p{"J..f/ill om. F 14 K!V?rat K 15 r6n 
am. EIT 17 Iv orr I 19 1fporipwv HIK 22 chwpov 5 



(7o€t Of 7Tav TO KW01JjL€VOV lv XPOVcp KW€LTat Kat IK HVOS' €'S' 

Tt IJ.ETaj3aAAH, lv if> xpovr:> KW€LTaL KaO' aVTOV Kat IJ.~ T~ 

fV fK€{VOV nvl, (.l()VVaTOV TOH KaT&' TL d 'vaL 7fPWTOV TO KWOV- 25 
, " ~, "...., "... , , IJ.€VOV. TO yap ?JP€IJ.HV HTTLV TO €V Tr:> aVTr:> HVat Xpovov nva 

Kal aUTO Kat TWV IJ.€PWV €KaerTOV. oVrWS' yap AfYOjLEV ~PE

IULV, DTav EV l£AA~) Kal llAAIfl TWV vvv aAl]OE"S' i1 fi7fELV on 
feV Tl~ aVT~ Kat ailTo Kat ra }.dp'r/ . El Of Toth' lern TO ~PE

jLfLV, OilK EvoeXETa~ TO f.J.ETaj3&'AAov Kant Tt Eivat OAOV KaTa 30 

TOV 7fPWTOV XpovoV' 0 yap XWJVOS' Ota~Pf'OS' lhraS', werH €V 

llAAe:> Kat aAAr:> ailTOU IJ.lPH a.A1]Oh IUTaL fi7fELV on fV TavT~ 
(unv Kat aVTO Kal Ta J.Llp'r/ . fl yap J.L~ O~TWS' a.AA' EV {vl 
J.LOVe:> TWV VUV, OVK {UTaL XPOVOV o'MIvu KaTa n, a.A.A.a KaTa 

TO 1dpuS' TOU xpovov. fV Of T~ VUV {UTW fJ,£V a.fL KaT&' n fJ,£V 35 

QV, ov jLlVTOt ~P€fJ,EL' OVH yap KW€tO"Oat our' ~PfJ.U'iv laTW lv 239b 

T~ VUV, a.AAa J.1.~ KWElUOat J..L€V a.A1]8fS' lv T~ l!VV Kal €LVa, 

Kani n, EV xPOvce 0' OVK EVOfXETat Eivat Kant TL ~PEJ.LOVV· 

uVJ..L{3a{VH yap TO CPEpOJ.LfVOV ~Pfl-'ELV. 
9 Z~vwv Of 7TapaAoyl(ETat· fl yap alEC, CP1]u{v. ~Pf- 5 

- - [' - 1'" , "'" 'i \1:" \ , jLEL r.av T/ KWH Tat OTav '[1 KaTa TO (UOV, EUTLV u atH TO 

CPf:pOJ..LEVOV €V Tlp VVJ1, a.K{V1]TOV TiJV CP€POjL1V7JV Eivat O·tUTOV. 

TOVTO a' EIlTl ",EVaOS" OV yap tTVYK€tTat 0 XPOVOS' h. TWV VUV 

TWV aOLaLplTWV, W(r7rfp ovo' l£AAO J..LfYfOOS' OVOfV. Tf"a
pES' a' £lllLv ot AoYOt 7ffpt KtV1]llfWS' Z~vwvoS' 01 r.upexovuS' TaS' 10 

OVUKOAlaS' TO'S' AVomTtV, 7fPWTOS' J.LEV 0 7fEpl TOU jL~ KWEL
<Teat OUI TO r.pOHPOV EiS' TO ifJLtuv aELV ticpLKfuOaL TO CPf
pojJ.€VoV ~ 7ipOS' TO dAOS' , '1Upt ov aLf{AOjJ.EV fV TOLS' r.pou

pov AOYOLS'. OUJUpoS' 3' <5 KaAovp.fvOS' 'AXt.AAfVS'· £Iln oJ 

a 24 avru EFHJKPS CPT fll £IHIJ et fort . S: r(;)11 tV E~: rwv 
FK: T~ tV TWV fort. S, Gaye 25 rrpOJTOV ftval I 26 Tep tV 

T~ J XpovCf ElvaL nva EK: Xp~;vov Ttva fIvaL I 28 IWt HIJKS: 
Kul ('V EF TW KA 29 Tep (ll,r~ KAS: ~ TOVTO E 32 1('04 til 
m\Ao/ FJ (l7r((11 tOTtll F 33 Iv om. F: /1>' E' 34 TOO E'KA 
3S prv 6U Prantl: pilloll ITP: ",ovov ut vid. ST b l ~P(",('iv E 
'1. "~] ,,;'11 El Iv Trfi IIVV ,j'ArJ6r.~ Kill /Con:! TI (lllm H 3 1'1 scripsi: TO 
£lKAPS: n TO E' 4 "Y0P /CUI TO I S!j El 6 ~ KIVf'TUL llPS: 
om. T, secl. Zeller: an Oll KIV((Tat? ante 8roll retento !j KIV. add. 
ov IClllfirm 0; Emminger, ovar" lJ; KIV((TUI Diels, /Cat p.~ /CIV((TUI Comford, 
~P(fJ.('i ai Lachelier alft nST: om. P 7 tV To/ vvv EHIjKPS: 
KaT/t TO '0'01' fort. T: Iv TeP VUV T0 (To/ om. Zeller) K(lT(1 TO iO'uv fecit 
F I Zeller: tV 7'4' viiI', rrav a; /CU'Ta TO 'UTov /v To/ viiI' Diels 9 TWV 

ES : om . KA 10 ol KAST: om. E 12 aftll (lr TO qplUI) 
1tpOTEpOV H 13 ;v om. I rrpoTipo'f S: rrp/uT8(1I KA 



<I>"Cl:! KHl: AKPOAl:Eill: Z 

15 atrost on TO fJpaSvTaTOV alJU7fOTE lCaTaAl]q,O~tT£Tat Olav 
1nrc, TOV ruX(tTTov' IIl:rrpou8w yap avaYKatOV fAOEtY TO Il,w
KOP OBEY WpJ.Ll]CTEV TO CPEVYOV, &JUTE nEl TL 7rpolXHV clvay
KaLov TO {3paa'{,Tf.pov. laTtv Sf: Kat owos <> aVroS' '\'oyoS' T¥ 
O'XOTollfLV, (Hacf>'PH 0' h· TC:> OlULPEtV ,.,.~ olxa TO 7fpOU-

20 A.aJ.L{3avoILEVov p.lydJos. TO j.L€V OVY J.L~ KQTQAap.{3avE -

(TOat TO {3pal)'VTEpov CTvp.(3I{3rJlCfV lK TOV >..oyov, ylyvETaL Of 
7fapa ravio Tfi (JtxoTop.lq. (lv d.J.LrpodPOLS' yap uVjJ.(3a(vEt 
J.L~ a.qHKvEtcrOaL 7TpOS' TO 7ffpaS chatpovp.!vov 7TOOS' TOV ItE

y/Oous' clAAO: 'TIPOcrlCfLTUl EV TO{,TCf on otiOE TO r&XHTTOV 

25 TETpay<po"1p.lvov iv r«fl aL~Kf"LV TO (3paovTurov), &lUT' clv-
1 \ ~ \; ... , " ). ~ I 2t".. , 
aYK" /Cal TfW I\V(fW EWa, T1jV avrf/v. TV u u~tOVV on TO 

7fPOEXOV 01; ICQrQA.QILf3avfTaL, "'EVOOS' 01"£ yap 7TpoIXEtI 
OV KaTaAaj.A.{3avETat· UAA' oP.WS KaTaAap./3avETat, £i. 
7iEp OWO'H oL£,dvaL rlJV 7i£7ifpaO'p.lvTjV. OiiTO' p.Ev OVV ot AVO 

30 A&YOL1 Tp(TOS 0' 0 VVV P71(ht'i, on ~ OrO'TOs CPfPOP.fV71 EC1TTjKEV. 
fTVP.f3atvH at- 7iapo. TO Aap.f3aV£tV TaV Xf>&VOV O'1JYKf~O'Oat EK 
TWV VVV' p.~ OtOOP.fVOV yap TOVTOU aUK 100TaL 0 (TVAAoytO'-

33 p.os. 
33 TfrapTOS 0' 0 7ifp2 TWV EV Tef O'Taolo/ KtVovIJ.l,JWV i, 

Evavdas to'wv OyKWV 7iap' lO'ous, TWV j.A.fu alTO rfAOUS rov 
35 UTaolov TWU 0' u .. o ILfO'OU. 10'1{> TaXEt, fU ¥ O'1JIJ.{3a(V£Lu 

240& ol£Tat lUou £luat Xpouou T~ omAaO'Lo/ TaU iiIJ.lO'uu. loon 0' c" 
napaAoYLO'IJ.OS EV Tc{l TO jlEv r.apa KWOl)jlfVOll ro Of nap' 

~PE"'1.0VU TO LO'OU j.A.fYEOOS a~tOVV Tef iuo/ TaXEt rou rcrov CPlPE
uOat Xp6vou' TOUTO 0' EUTL "IjIEVOOS . oTov 100TwO'av 01 £UTWTES 

5 LUOt 0YKOL icp' ~v Tet AA, ot 0' E¢' ~v TCt BB apx0p.E
UOL ano TOU p.lO'ou. rO'Ot TOY aptop.ou TOUTOtS OUTES KaL 
TO piYEOOS, ot 0' lCP' WY ret rr a.r.o TOU £O'xarou, rUOL TOY 
apLOjlOU DUHS TOUTOLS Kat TO J-I.lydJos, KaL lUOTax£~s TO~S B. 

b 15 /3pa8itra'Tov EST: {JpalJunpov KA 17 npoui)(£1V £1 
23 TO UTOU £ 24 fV om. HK 25 /3pa8Ur£pov FHK 26 Ifoi 
om. F ftV(U ilWTiprov T~V E 'TU alto om. HK 29 c1f~UU 
E' o! >'6ynt aVo FJ : 060 :\6ycu 5 : >'OyOt avu HJK 32 a,ao-
Jtf,mu KAT: a£c1ollivou E 33 'Tef EST: om. KA 34 JYI(Oi' I 
orro] ri1flhoii FIP 35 orro] aTf4lToii FHIJ'KP 240'- 1 ~lA-lUU F 
3 luonixu £1 5 TO. E'KAPS: 'TO £1 ao EP: flafJ FHJK: 
naoo J : as 'Ta E'KAPS : om. E1 {fj{fj EP: /3/38/3 F : /3 
HIJKS (ipxovra, E 6 piuou £HIjI et fort. S: ~iuou Tr:W 
a F J'K 7 'Y K.<\.S fuXaTt>U] fuxarou /3 A: luXaTou TWII (3 F 
8 'TOUI'"OlS' ih'fu F H K TOti'] Ttj K 



UVJAf3alvH o~ T6 1TPWTOV B liJAa £1Tl T~ £uxanp E!vaL Kat 
T6 1TPWTOV r, 1Tap' aAAllAa Kwovp.lvwv. CTVp.{3a(vH Of T6 10 

r 1Tapa 7TavTa [TO. B] oLECEAt]AvOivat, T6 oE B 1Tapa TO. 
~p.lcrrl' <ZUTE i]P.LUVV E!vaL TOV XPOVOV" LUOV yap haTEpov €unv 
'Trap' £KauTov. ilJAa oE CTVf.L{3alvEL TO 7fPWTOV B 7fapa r.aVTa TO. r 
r.apEAt]AVO€VaL· liJla yap IUTat T6 7iPWTOV r Kat To 1TpW. 
TOV B bTL TOtS' £vavrlOLS' £UXaTOLS', [LUOV XPOVOV 'Trap' €'KaUTOV 15 
ytYVOJlEVOV TWV B orrov 7fEP TWV A, as' cpt]rrw,] OLa TO aJl 
cpOTEpa rUOV xpavov 7fapa TO. A ytyvEuOaL. d JlfV ovv Aa· 
yoS' oVTaS' funv, uvp.f3alvEL oE 1Tapa TO Elpt]IJ-Ivov ",Ev30S'. 

0110£ o~ KaTa r1Jv £V TV (wncpaUEL p.ETaf3oA~v oVfJEv ~fJ.ZV 

IUTat aOVVaTOV, orOV d £K TOU j.J.~ AEVKOV dS' Tb AEVKOV j.J.ETa- 20 
f3&.AAEL Kat lv J.J.7/oEdpcr £urtv, cdS' apa OUTE AEVKOV IUTat OUTE 
ov AEVKOV' OU yap d p.~ OAOV £V 07fonpc.povv £unv, OV AEX8~. 
U£TaL A£VKOV ~ OV AEVKOV' AEVKOV yap AtyOj.J.EV ~ OV AEVKOV 
OV T~ oAov £!vaL TOLOVrOV, clAAa T~ TO. 7fAE"~UTa ~ TO. KV
pLWTaTa IJ.lprr OV TaVTO O· faTtV IJ.~ £iva! n £v TOVT<:> Kal 25 
IJ.~ EivaL £V TOVT<:> OAov. o/Lolws Of Kat hrl TOU aVTOS' Kat 
£'Trt TOU p,~ OVTOS Kat TWV aAAwv TWV KaT' ilVTlcpauw· IUTaL 
p,iv yap £C QvaylO]s £V Oadp/f TWV avnKEtlJ.lvwv, EV ovo£
rlp/f o· {)AOV ald. 7faAW O' £7ft TOU KVKAov Kal E7il T~S ucpat
pas Kat JAWS TWV tV awoZs KLVOvJlivwv, on UVJl{3~uETa, 30 
aUTO. ~P EP.£~V· EV yap T~ aVT~ TO'Tr/f xPOVOV nva IUTaL 
Kal aVTa Kal TO. f.L1PTf' aUTE" ~P£P.l1UH (lp.a Kal KLV~UETaL. 
7fPWTOV p.'fv yap TO. flipT] OVK tUTW EV T~ a11T~ ovO/va xpO. 

a 9 rrpwTov {3 E2KAS: (3 rrproToII El lrTxchw'Y ftJla' fecit H 
10 Y irrl Tro frTXJ.TOO {3 trap' H ai 1"0 E1FHJKAS: aT] TO. E'lI 
1 I Tn B seclusi : habent HI: (3 El: TO. a E2FJ KAPS atf~EA'IAV-
6illa, EFIJKP: alEA'IAV6illtH HAS TO EAS: TO: KAP ai 
E~~PKAPS: ?m. IF 1:,2 ~I':U'I ITA: 2l-'iu1/ A S, ~ ~I-'tcrv F ,: 
IWI '1ptUV H leT!1 H 13 EKarTTOV KAS: EKUrTTOII avrwII E TO 
trPWTOIl scripsi: TO a E: TO. KAS 14-15 rrUpiA.I']AV6illcu (8.pa . •• 
fCTxuTo,S'), ruoll Lachelier 14 fOTCU EJAS: hrn FHIK 15-16 
iuoll .•• ¢'1rTt sec1usi, ante TO a I [ collocanda ci. A : habent nS 
16 TO ')'1')'''0l-'f ''OIl E TroV r, OUOV rrfp (TO r) Lachelier 1I"Epl FK 
a KAA: nn E 17 napa Ta] Knn, TO A a KAA: aa E 
19 Tii om. H iivrlcparTfi E2KAS: <ParTE! £1 21 fUT'1( I : 
flllRl H 24 ft"at OAOII E 1"11 alt. om. KA levptwnpa H 
25 TE om. K 26 fll] TOlfrO Iv E dln'OS' .•• 27 f'~ E2FljKPS: 
I'~ ovroS' leai hl'i. Toli Ii : om. El 27 leal frrl. TWV E TWII alt . 
om. K 29 S' alt. HS: om . EFIJK 30 oAwS' om. S 31 UUT~ 
om. I £UTt FK 33 Tei' om. J 
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<l>'f~IKH~ AKPOA~En~ Z 

240b vOP, dTa Kal TO OAOV j.l.ETaj3aAAu alEl ds Enpov' otJ yap 

~ aVn1 eunv ~ a.na TOU A ),.,ulJ.!3avop.lvJ] 7TEpuplpua Ka, ~ 
ano TOU B Kat TaU r Kat n';)v aAAwv hauTov CT'lJfLdwv, 7iA~V 

WS' 0 P.OVUU(OS I1v(}pw7foS Kdl I1V8pW1TOS. on ut'IJ.f31f3rjl<'€v. 
5 WUTE" ,.,.ETaj3ciAAft alfL ~ hlpa ds T~V hipaL" Kat ovobroH 

~Pff.J.~CTEL. TOll awov of: rp07fOV Kai. E1TL rijs uC/>a(pas Ka, 

E7Tl TWV ti.\'\wv rwv Ell aVTo'i'S' KwovIJ.lvwv. 

'A7roofouYlllvwv of: TOVTWV A,IYOP.fV OTt TO UJUPES' otJ/( 10 

EvolXfTat KtvEtu8at 1TA~v Kanx UV}J-{3Ej3rl'(OS, olov KWOVlJ.lvov 

JO TaU UWj.laTOS ;, TOU p.EytfOovS' 1"4> Evv7TapXfLV, Ka8&'7TEp 

au d TO Ell r«e 7TAo(~ KlVOLTD lnrO rijs TOV r.Aolov ¢opas 
~ TO JLlpos TV TaU oAov KW~O'"€L. (dJuph a'E A/yoo T() Kara 

7fOITQlJ aOw{pETOV.) Ka!. yap at rwv fl.f.pwV KW~(TEVi fnpa{ 

£lut KaT' aunt Tf TI\ fJ.£PTJ Kat KUTa r1jv TOU oAov K[Vt)ULV. 

15 too~ 0' 5.v TtS (1Tt TijS cr¢ctCpas p.clA(UTa T~V OLa¢OpaV' ov 

yap Taln-OV raxos furl TWV T£ 1TPOS Tee KEVTPIf Kal TWV 

E-K'TOS /Cal T~S OAt)S, <Os ov p.~as O~U'lJS /cLV,]UfWS. Ka8a1Tfp 

ovv f!1TOP.fV, oVrw fJ. EV E-VOEXETaL KLVfluOaL TO aJLfpEs ws 15 

E-V Tee 1T'AO{1f Ka8~fJ.EvOS TOU 1TAo{ov 8lovros, KaO' aVTo oJ 
20 0VK iVOExnaL, fJ.fTa(3a'A'AErw yap iK TOll AB ds TO Br, 

ErT' h fJ.EyE8ovs Els fJ.f.YEBos ErT' i£ ftOOVS' fls froOS' frTE 

KaT' aVT{cjla(jW' 15 OE Xpovos {UTW lv ce 7rPWTIf fJ.Eraf3&A. 'A.H 

i¢' ou Ll. OVKOUV avdylO1 aVTo KaB' ~v fJ.fTa(3a'A'Af( Xpovov 

~ E-V Tcf AB f!vaL ~ iv rcf) Br, ~ Tel fJ.lv TL aVToll lv 

'5 TO~T'P TO 0' E-V Oarlplf' 1TaV yap TO fJ.fTa(3d'AAOV OVTWS 

E!XW. lv fKaTEPIf fJ.'fv OUV OVK e(jraL TL aVTOU' fJ.EPUTTOV yap 

au fit). aAAn fJ.ljV ova' fV Tee Bf' IJ.fTa(3fj3'At)KOS' yap 
(UTaL, V1TOKHTUL OE fJ.fTa(3dAAHV. 'Ad7TETaL o~ aUTO feV T~ 

AS fivat, KaB' ~v JLuaj3a'AAn Xp6vou. r,pEfJ.~Un apa' TO 

b I 1'"0 om. £1 aIfl om. I yap dfl ~ l' 4 wr E 2KAPS : 
om. El KUI clll6pw1for EFHJKP: om. S: .cu1 om. I 5 1'"~1I 
om. F 6 1'"ijr om. S 7 bri EHI)KSP: om. FSl 8 ).iYOjjfV 
E1KhT: ).iYWPfP E 2S 9 K!"oup.i"OIl TOU uwp.U1'"IJr EST: TOU 
UWp,U1'"Of KIJlOvp.illOV Kh 10 1'"rji IS: TO:w El: TO H: 1'"QU E 2FIK: 
om. T '"V7TUPXHII £IS: ,,, 0/ V'1J"(IPXft EtKh: ~ '"V1fllPXH T 
12 Kant EFS: KUTa TO HIJK 14 KaT' u~a FHKS: KUO' aim;' E: 
,I;;(1TU TaUTU I) 15 1'"tf ,l;;Ut '71"1 FK 16 'uTi ES: (uua KA 
17 ou] Qva; F 18 fl7roV HIJK I'fP] 1';11 oJ/I 1 ,l;;lvf(u6m 
om. Ii 19 a' ES: yap KA 20 PfTu{3ci).).fTtl! K 22 1tpWTWr 
H 24 aunf F 26 o~v om. H 27 '" KAS: n~o tV 
E 28 a~ToVTii> E 

• 



yap £V TCf' aVT;;; EivaL xpovov TtVa '}PEfLE~V ~v . WUT' OVK £v- 30 

OEXETaL TO a}.LEph KWE~UOat ova· OAW!: }.LETa{3&'AAELV· MO
vaxw!: yap hv OVTW!: ~v aVTov K{Vl1UL!:, tl 0 Xpovo!: ~v EK 
TWV vvv· alE, yap EV Tefl vvv KEKW1JMEVOV hv ~V KaL METa
{3E/3A1]KO!:. WUH KLVEtuOat jJ.fV MTJOE7rOH, KEICLV~UOa, o· cui. 24Ia 

TOVrO ()' OTt ao~vaTov, UOELICTaL Kal 7rponpov' olin yap 0 
Xpovos f.K TWV VVV ovO' r, ypaMJ.t~ h unYMwu ov8' r, Klv1JULS' 
h KW1JjJ.aToov· ov8Eu yap &AAO 7rOtE~ 0 TOVTO Alyoov ~ T~V 

Klvl1uW if ajJ.Epwv, Kaf)Cl7rEp ·au El TOV xpovov EK TWV UVV 5 

~ TO J.L~KOS' h UTtyJ.Lwv. 6 

tn Of Kat f.K TWUOE cpav£pov OTt 6 
OVH UTLY}.L~U OllT' /1AAO aowlpETOU OVfJfU fvoiXETaL KLVE~(]BaL. 

Ibrau yap TO KWOVjJ.EVOV &Ot/vaTOV 7rponpOV P.E'i(OV KLV7JOijvaL 

a't5Tov, 7rptV ~ rUOV ~ fAaTTOV. El O~ TOVrO, ¢aVEpov on 
Kat r, unyp.~ fAaTTOV ~ rUOV KLV7JO~UETaL 7rpWTOV. t7TEL Of 10 

&OtatPETO!:, &MvaTov fAaTTov KW1]8ijvaL 7rPOHPOV' L<Tl7V /1pa 

aVTl1' wun fUTaL r, ypajJ.p.~ h. UTLYp.wv· alEl yap LU1]V Kt

VOVjJ.EV1] T~V 7raUaU ypaMp.rjV UTLYjJ.~ KaTaMETp~U£L. £l Of 
TOVTO dOt/varov, Kal TO KLV£~uOaL TO aOWtP£TOV &ot/vaTOV. 

tTL 0' tl a7TaV tv XPOvcp KLV£tTaL, tv OE Tee VVV P,TJOEV, li7Ta!: 15 

oE xpOVOS otatp£Tos, £L1] av nS' Xpovos fAclTTWV OT(:'ovv TWU 
, ... ," ~ H " ... .. .. " KLVOVJ.L£VWV 1] £v <fI KLVHTat ouov aVTO. OVTOS J.L£v yap £uTat 

Xp6vos tv ~ KLVE~Tat OLa TO 7raV tv xpOV~ KLV£~u8aL, xpo
vos OE 7ras OLaLpETOS oloHKTaL 7rpOnpou. El 0' &pa unYfL'l 
KLV£tTaL, fUTaL TtS xpovos tAaTTWV ~ £V 0/ aVT~V hLV~01]. aAAa 20 

&o~vaTOV' tv yap T0 f.l\aTTovL lAaTrov aVaYK1] KWE~uOaL. 

&Sun IUTaL OLaLpETOV TO &OWtPETOV ds TO (l\aITov, WU7T£P Kat 

o xpovos ds TOI) xpovov. 

ph Kat aOtalP£TOll, d ~V 

~ ...... ~ \, 
p,ovaxws yap av KWOLTO TO ap,E-

f.V T~ VVY KLV£tcrOaL ovuaTOU Tefl 

b 30 XPOJlot! f;"m KA 32 K;JI'IrTl~ EJS: :, f('JI'IUI' FHIK 
241a 2 leut om. KA 3 If( TWJI UTTYP.~JJI F .6, J.L?leo' ,ES: 
jJ.f.YI80r KA 7 ('fT'yP.~ IK a",,"o om. F OV~fI' aamcpu·ov 
K 9 1l"ply fiJi ~ FIJK 11 cialUipfTOJI E fAUTTOJIti I ("'I E 
12 aliTf! J: aliT~ FHlK 1",/ K KtJlOUP.£I!'1J1 E 13 "TI'YP.~JI E 
14 TO alt. KAS: om. E 15 £n f1 7Tny PST IJI alt .] It E war 
K.'\S 16 ilJlnrEFHIPS: nr&JlJK orolJoiiJlKA 17 ~ 
ES: om. KAP &UOJl ••• 18 KttlfirQI om. HK 17 almS] 
OliTO Kflet"'}'Tf!L J 19 a' om, FHJK 20 ~ EPT: om. KA 
aVT~JI scripsi, fort. PT: nVT7j FHK: nVT~ ElJ 2Z 81U&PfTOJI TO 
8101PfTOII E 23 fir] rrpor E -ynp FHJKT: om. EI Ih] apa I 



35 aTOM'tI· TOV 
36 aOta[pETov n 

,6 
pos' (11raO'a 

<I>'rY1KH~ 

yap aVTov 
KWEtuOat. 

yap ~v • 'K 

AKPOAYE!2Y 

AOYOtJ <v T't' 

I"Taf30A~ Ii' OVK 
TWOS ErS n, 

Z-H 

vvv KLVEtUOa~ 
, 

Ka, 

• ov3EIlla a7TEt· EUTW 
Ka, ~ <v ilvncpauEt 

Kat ~ lv lvaVTlots. &)O'TE TWV Ilh KaT aVTlcpuuw ~ cpa(Tts 
Kat ~ O.'TT'O¢u(ns 7Tlpas (orov YEvluEWS 1l£V TO ov, ¢Oopos 

30 of- TO Il~ O'v), TWV 3' f.V TO'S lvavTlo~s Tet lvavTla' Tavra 
yap aKpa TijS IlETaf3oAijs, wun Kat aAAOtWO'EWS 7TI:tO''1S 
(f., lvavrlwv yap nvwv ~ aAAo{wUtS), ojJ.olws 3£ Kal av
'~UEWS KaL cpO[CHWS' aV~O'Ews jJ.fv yap TO 7Tlpas TOU 

24Ib KaTa ~v olKElav CPUl1W TEAE(OV IlEylOovs, cpO(UEWS 3£ lj 
TOVTOV [K(TraUts. ~ OE cpopa OVTW IlEV 011K [uTat 7TE7TEpa
(TjJ.lv'1· ov yap 7TaO'a EV ;vavT(o,s' aAA' €7iEt3~ TO &3vva
TOV TIl110ijvat ovrw, T~ Il~ ivOlXEtTOat TIl110ijvat (7TAfova. 

5 Xws yap A/YETa, TO aMvaTOv), oine. ivolXETat TO OVTWS 
aMvaTov dIlVEO'Oat, ou3E OAWS TO nouvaTov YEvilTOat Y(YVE
O'Oat, OVOE TO p.ETaf3aAE'iv aOvvaTov lvOlXOtT' av p.ETa. 
f3&AAEtV Els & MuvaTov IlETaf3aAEtv. Et OUV TO CPfPOIlEVOV 
IlETaf3&'AAOt ErS n, Ka, ovvaTOv .t(TTUt p.ETaf3aAE'iv. tZUT' 

100VK a7iEtpOS ~ "(Vl'/O'tS, ovo' OlO'O~(TETat Thv a1iEtpov' &ouva-
TOV yap OtEAOEtV aVnlv. on p.£v 01)V oilrws OVK EUTtV li1iH· 

pos I.J,ETaf3oA~ &)lTTE p.h wp((TOat 1flpa(Tt, cpavEpov. &AI\.' El 
OVTWS (vSixnaL cZO'U T~ Xpov<t> EivaL lhTEtpOV Thv UlJrhv 
oi)(Tav Kal fJ-lav, UKE7TTlov. fJ-h p.tas fJ-EV yap ytyv0iJ.Iv'1S OV. 

15 OEV rUWS KWAUEt, orav d IUTa ~V ¢opav ni\l\.olwlTtS Erl1 
Kal fJ-na T1jv aAAo{W(TW aV,"YJO'LS KaL 7r&.Aw ylVE(T'S- OVTU) 
yap alEt fJ-EV [(TTat T~ XPov'tI KtV'Y}(TtS, &i\i\' 01; fJ-(a out TO 
'.. I It < ~ " "" I 8 ' " p:YJ ELvat fJ..tav t"fO a7ra(TWv. WUTE vE ytYVEO' at fJ-Lav, OtlK EV-

OIXETaL a7rupov Eivat T¥ Xpov'tI 7ri\hv fJ-Las' aVT7J 0' ((TTlv 
20 ~ KUKi\'tI c/>opcL 

a 27 (I1TM £1 28 Iv om. Ep q,O!Tls"] Ko1'arf;ou,~ H et fecit F 
29 Tj om. H IJK 31 Knl.] l~ K 7rUU'1f om. 1 33 1'0 7riPOf nT: 1TfpO<; 
1'0 Prantl b 2 tKTUCTtf E {<TTl F 3 7rQUO E)T: iilraun FHIK 
ill om. r i7rEI H KT n) am. F 4 OVTOO, 'Trf] ov1'ro vel OU 

nil Et: nil E~T noXXaxwf FHIK 7 j.LETofjn.'AAnv EAP 
8 j.LETafja).jiJl KS: p;E1'n{:J&XXHv EAP 9 j.Lf!Tr1fj(llIXf!t I jJ.ETO-
/311XEiJl KS : jJ.fTa/3ciXXHv EA 10 I11TUPOf :un" ~ K 1'~I' om. E 
II aUK iUTlI' OVTOO<; F (i7rftpo<; ~ p;ET0{30Xry I 13 Iv8ixnlTO K Tcil 
FIJPST: f<TTll' {I' TU'l E: om. HK O~<TOJI 1'~JI (lVT~V F 15 1'qv 

om. ST 19 EtV!lt (;.7rUPOJl H hTTlV) upa K 20 ~ KV"X,:, 
IT: ~ KVKX,:,,.ua E: Tj p.ia ~ KI.1I,X,:, FHJK (~Ilia erasit J) 



10. 241" 25 - I. 242" 50 

H. 
I r/ Arrav TO KLVOVP.£vov V7TO TWOS' u.vaYK1j "LUELo-Oat' 

il P.fV yap EV £aVT41 fJ.~ lXH ~v apx~v rr;s KLV~o"EWS'. 35 
¢avEpov on v¢' hlpov ICWfLTat (&.\.\0 yap lUTaL TO 

KWOVV)' d a' EV aVT(~. trTTW (TO] flA1jJ-LJ.dvov lrJ>' ou TO AB 
o KtVE'i'TaL Ka()' awo, a.\.AU p.~ (rtf> rwv) 1"01)TOV n KLVELUOat. 

7fPWTOV J-LfV DUll TO lJ1io"AafJ.f3av£lv TO A B .ut/>' EavTov IH

p'/la-Oat aUI TO oAov H KLVELUOat Kat inr' OV()£V(ls' rwv.j.O 

lfw(hv OjJ.OLOV lcrnv tZU7TEP El TOV KA KLVOVVTOS' TO AM 
Ka2 aVTot) KLVOVJ.LEVOV d p.~ c/>auKoL TLS' TO KM KLVEtcr8aL 

inTo TLVOS', aut TO p.~ cpaVEpov Etvat 7TOT€POV TO KWOVV Kat 

7Tonpov TO KLVOVj.lEVOV· ETTa TO p.~ lnro TWOS KLVOVJlEVOV 

Olue avcfYK1J 7TavuauOaL KLVOVP.fVOV r4J llAAo r,pej.J.f.Lv. &AA' 35 2423-

Ei n 11PEJJ.EL T~ aAAo 7TE1Tavcr8aL KLVOVP.EVOV, clvaYKlJ {nr6 

TWOS alno KLVELcrOm. TOVTOV b' EIA't]p.p.lvou 7iav TO 

KWOVJ.lEVOV KLV~(J'ETaL inro TWOS. E?TEL yap EZ'\lJ7iTat [TO] 

KLVOVJ.lEVOV leI>' ~ TO AB. avaYKlJ (UaLpETOV aVTo ELVa,· 

7rav yap TO KWO-UJ.lEVOV OLatpETOV. oL?1p~er8w o~ KaTa TO 40 
r. Toil o~ rB J.l~ Kwovp.lvou ov KWlJ8~erETaL TO AB· 
El yap Kw~er£TaL, oij.\ov on TO Ar KLVOtT' hv Toil rB 
~PEf.wilvTos. WITTE OV Ka8' aVTO /(LVlJ8~erETaL Kat 7ipWTOV. 

a'\"\' vrrlKEtTO KaO' aUTO KWEterOaL Kat 7fpWTOV. avaYKlJ 

apa TOV rB J.l~ KwovJ.llvov ~PEP.EtV TO AB. () of: ~PEJ.l£t 45 

p.~ luvoup..lvou nvos, WjAo.\oyt]TaL inro TWOS KLVEterOaL, ~(J'n 

7iav aVaYKlJ TO KWO'/)jJ.EVOV inro TWOS KLVEta8at' aEl yap 
lerTaL TO KLVOVJJ.£VOV otaLP£TOV, Toil of: p.lpovs f1~ KLVOV· 

JJ.lvou avaYKlJ Kat TO o.\OV ~PE/.l.Etv. 49 

(7iEt OE 7iav TO KL - 49 

VOVJJ.EVOV QVaYK1j KWEterOaL 
. , 
V7iO TWOS, yf. TL KwijraL 50 

241b 34-8 - 241' 24"7 39-44 ~ 27-33 44- 2 42 ' 38 ~ 33-
242& 5 242& 38-49 = 242a 5-15 49-54 = 15-20 

Tit .• Ap~U1"o.,.iXovr 1n'pi KI,,~ufColr .,.6W Elr y 'TO a , ~: D.PI(TTOriXOV~ 
(t)llUIKij~ rh:pouufwr ~ b: 'Aplu.,.oriXovr cf>VUllCijS; alCpoauEws; DI(3),;oJl ZOIl C 

b 34 a"aylC'1 irtro nJlor S 37 alm; Spengel: utmji ~ llnnt C 'TO 
seclusi: om, P 38 'TC;; TWJI S, Spengel: T~ pp : T6iV pl: om. I 
41 fl1 ~ cjy 42 fl sec!. Bekker ¢(I(TKOt ••• KM] textum alterum 
241 b 3 ( - 242R 4 \l1ro')..ap.{3avol • _ • KII'OVI-'UlOI' fere habent cjy KM S, 
Prantl: AM I 242R 37 a' scripsi : yap I 38 'TO seclusi : 
om. 5 42 rB] a# c: Br Moreliana 46 Wfl0),6yr,TII cjy 
47 af' 1-'(1' -yap S 50 im-o HJlOS lCillfiu8al 5 yE ICII'ftu8UI Y 



<l>Yl:IKHl: AKPOAl:Efll: H 

",V ill l'01TCfl KlVf1O"tv {nT' lL\.\ov KtvotJj.dvov, Kat r.a.\w 'TO 
KtVOVV tm' aA.\.ov KWOVJ.LEIJOV KW~Ta~ KclKE'tVO vlj>' fTEPOV 

Kat elft oWWS', Q.vaYKl] ErVn( n TO Trpwrov KLVOVIJ, Kat J.L~ 

(3aU(uv Ell) enrHpav' J.I.~ yap icrrw, a.A.Aa YEl/luOw ;17TH· 
:is pOll. KUJ£(UOW o~ TO fJ-EV A 1mo TOU H, Ttl Of B 1nT'O 

TOU r, TO Of r trrro TOV 6, Kat aEf. TO iXOJlEVOV inTo TOV 

Exop,Ivov. in! , o~v 117roKHTGt TO KWOVV KLVOVjlEVOV KWELV, 

<1V&YI(1] C1.fla Y(YVHrOaL T~V TOU KLVOVfLEVOV KaL n)v TOU 
KUJOVVTOS Idvrww (Hila yap KLVt/i TO KLVOVV Kat KLVEtTaL 

60 TO KLVOVI.J.€VOV} cpaVEpOV (aiiv) 5n llJi.a (uraL TOU A Kat TOt) 

B Kat TOV r Ka, hauTov rwv KLVOVVTWV Ka, IW.JOVJJ.fVWV 

r} K(VT](HS. dA~CPOW OVV ~ halTTOV dV1]fns, Kat taToo TOU 

J.LfV A icp' ~S' E, TOU Of B iq/ ~S' Z, rwu (Of) r~ ECP' wV 

He. El yap aEf. KLVELTaL iKUCTTOIJ v</>' haUTOV, OJ.LWS EUTaL 
65 'Aa{3EtV fJ.lav haO'TotJ "LV'l'}Utv Tif aptOfJ.<f· 7Taua yo.p KLV'l'}

Ut~ EI( TWOS' ErS n, I(al OVI( ii7THPOS TOtS iuxaTots' A/yw 
O~ a,pL8fl/f ,..dav KlV'l'}lrLV n,v h TOU ain-ou ds TO aVTO 
T41 apdJfJ.ff EV Tff alIT,!> XPOV'!> T41 aptOJ.L1f ytYVOflEV1JV. 
fun yap KlV1]ULS Kat rEVEt Kat (LOft Kat aptOJAff 1; aVT~. 

242b 35 yEVH Jlfv f) T~S aVT~S KUT1Jyoplas, orov ovuLas ~ 7TOWT1JTOS, (ran 
DE- (~) fK TOU a&ou Tff ErOn ds TO aVTO TIf dOH, orov h AEVKOU 
(LS flEAav ;1 ;f ayaBou €is KaKov &ota<popov Tff (rOH' &pt 
OP.W OE ~ if €VOS Ttf &p ,OJJ.~ (ds h TIf aptOJ.L[f) EV Tef avnp xpo. 
v'!>. OrOY h TOUOE" TOU AfVKOV €is TOOE" TO fJ.EAaV, ~ h ToilOf. TOU 

';0 T07TOtJ Eis TOVO(, EV TefOE Ttf XPOV<p' (l yap £V aAA<p, oVKln 
fUTaL apdJJ.L1f JJ.la KLV'l'}17U, &AA' EZOH. E"LP1JTW Of 7TEpl 

4:3 TOVTWV £V TOtS 7rPOUpOV. 

4' 

66-b 42 - 32- ' 8 b 42-53 

a 51 I(IVOVI"-(VOI) IS: InVOVltfVOV Spenget 52 ,il\>"ol) Ittvovp.fJlOV 
Spengcl ,ociVfiTUi cjy2: /(tvfw8al yl 54 (irmpu cjy "'lop] 
8i cjy 55 8q Moreliana:~ 8; 1: 56 r alt.] 8 cj 58 ajla 
IS: 8'l1jlo Pranti 59 /(iVH om. c: "Ililim! Moreliana 60 o,!;v 
add. Spengel: fort. habuit 5 OTt om. ejy 63 8i add. Spengel 
64 op.oi(»~ "'IP' P b 36 ~ add. Prantl ex S fir ••• fraU y 
S: om. bej 37 ~ cjyS: om. b aaui¢opov] PO') aui¢opoJl P : 
fall ii ciauicpopov S, Spengel 3g fl~ ... cipt81"-cf add. Prantl 
42 TOUTOI) Y 8? Spengel 



<1l KEK(VYjTat T~V aVTOV K(VrjUW nl A, Kal tUToo E4>' ~ K. 
7Tf.7Tf.paujJ.~vrjs 3' ovuYjS' T~S T013 A KW~Uf.ooS Kat 0 XPOVOS' 

terrat 7Tf.7TfpaujJ.lvos. E7TE' o~ IhrHpa Til KwovvTa Kat Tn 45 

KWOVjJ.f.Va, Kat ~ KLVrjUtS' ~ EZH0 ~ E~ a7Tauwv a7Tupos 
IUTat· lVOEXf.Tat jJ.fv yap ,urw Etvat T~V T01) A Kat T01) 

B Kal T~V TWV ltAAoov, EVOEXETUt Of jJ.d(ovs TllS' TWV aAAoov, 

lOUT€. EL T€. lUUt f.l T€. p.d(ovs. ap.¢oTEpoo'f> a7THpO'f> ~ oArj' AajJ. -
(3avop.Ev yap TO EPOEXOP.EVOV. E7if.l O~ l1p.a KLVE~Tat Ka~ TO A 50 

Kat TWV aAAwv fKauTov, ~ OArj K{V1]UtS EV TEf! ailTC~ XpOV~ 

luruL Kal n T01) A· ~ Of T01) A EV 7TE7TEpacrp.lv~· lOUT€. 

Elrj av a7fupos EV 7TE7fEpaujJ.lvCf, TOVTO 0' aovvaTov. 53 

OVToo 53 

jJ.€v ovv OotELEV bv OEOELxOat TO Et apx~S', OV jJ.~v (hro-
adKVVTat aLa TO f-L1]OfV adKVVUOat liovvaTov' EVOEXETUL 55 

yap EV 7TE7fEpaap.lvCf XPOvce a7fUpOV ETvat K{V1]UW, fL~ ~vos 

aAAa 7foAAwv. 01fEP uVjJ.{3a{VH Kul E7fL rovrwv' (KaUrOV 

yap KLVE~TUL T1]v ~avTo13 K{VYjUW. l1p.a Of 7TOAAa KLvE~uOaL 

OVK clovvurov. clAA' El TO KWOVV 7Tpc1JrwS' Kara r01fOV KaL 

UOOjJ.anK~V K{vrWW clvdYKlJ ~ l11fTElTOaL ~ UVVEXh ETvaL 60 

T4' KWOVIJ.lv~, KaOa7fEp OpWjJ.EV E7Tl 7Tavroov, clvaYKlJ Tn 
KLVOVjlfVa Kal TO. KWOUVTU UVVEX'l f.!vat ~ l17fTHrOaL aA
A~Awv, 6)lTT' Elvu{ n It a1TaVTooV Ev. TOVTO of ErT€. 7TE7Tf 

paull.lvov ElU a7TfLpov. ovo'fv oW¢Epn 7TpM ra vvv· 7relV

TooS' yap ~ K[VJ1UtS' fUTaL a7rELpoS' atrElpwv OVTWV, Er7rEp 65 

lVOEXETUt KUt rITus Eivut Ka, f-Lf{(OVS clA.A~Awv· & yap f.v

O/XETut, Arj",OP.EOU ws imelpxov. tl ovv TO jl€v fK rwv ABr~ 

(~ 1fE7rfPUUfLivov ~) a1fELpOV r{ lCTTLV, KLVEtTaL Of rTjv EZH0 
K[VrjUW fV TIp xpovce r<fJ K, OVTOS Of 1fE7flpuvraL, f1lJp.{3a{vH EV 
7fE7rEpauJllvCf xpovif D.1fELPOV DLLIvat ~ TO 1ff.1TEpaup.lvov 1j 70 

b 43 UVTOU scripsi : owov I 44 TOU] TO b 45 ante 11Tft. 
addit y textum alterum 242b 12-13."u~ ... ;l(arTTO~ 8,i sc.rip~i: 
at I a7THpa] 3pa Y 48 fVlt.:XfTm • •• IIAA<alJ.' om. cJ: fJ,I-

~i:t'u'a, at f~{f0 tJ~ (sed erasum 49 fi] fi~ cjy Tf jua, fi S : 
11ft I: Tf au uTat ft Spengel 50 I(UI om. Prantl 52-3 i:Jun 

•. _ 7T£7TfpUU}Lfll¥ om. bi 53 (II] III rei) c 59 fl om. y 
r.pWTOJ.' S 64 TO MoreJiana 1rPWT<aI~ c ~6 ,1(01, pro 
om. cjy ' 68 q 1rf1rfpuu}Livov q addidi C17TftpoJl ~S: T<alV 01l'UP WJ.' 

Prant! 



<I>'Y'~IKH~ AKPOA~En~ H 

TO lJ.7TUpOV. ap.q>orlpws Of aa~Va.TOV · WOTE avaYK17 tura· 
crOat Kal (LilaC n 7TPWTOV KLVOVV leal IClvo61J.fVOV. ovoh 
yap lHacplpH TO O1JfL{3a{vuv E£ lJ7ToBlu(ws TO &8VVUTOV' 

243& 30 ~ yap WOefUlS EiA1J1TTUt EVO£XOJ-lEV1J, TOV 3' lvoEXOIlEVOV 
nBf.VTOS ooofv 7TpoCT~Kn y[yvHr8at adL rowo aovvuToV. 

To Of r.pWTOV KLVOVV. jJ.t, Wi TO o~ tV£K£V. ".\X' 58£v 2 

~ apx~ rijs Ktv~UfWS', a}-LQ T<f Kwovp.lv<:, leTT! (A/yw Of 
TO aJ.LQ. on OVO/V E(TTW avn';)v IJ.£Ta'6)- TOViO yap KOL -

35 VOIl 17tt 7rUVTOS KLVOVI-LEVOV Kat KWOVVTOS brnv. E7TE' Of 

iPE'S a! KLV~(TfLS'J if T< KaTu Tonov Kal ~ 
Kal. ~ ICard. T(\ 7(OI]'OV, a.vaYK11 Kal T(i 
ELvaL, T6 ¢Ipov Ka! 

, 
MAOtOvv Kat T< TO 

q,8,vov. 7TPWTOV • Etrrwp.Ev '1j'f pl TijS OW 

40 yap aWTJ TWV /(tv~crEWV. 

" 

KUl"a 
, 

7rOLOV TO 

KWOVVTU Tp{a , «veOV • TO ~ 

q,opas' 7TPWTYJ 

~ lUp' (avrov KLYEtTaL ~ im' clAAOV. aCTa IJ-fV ovv awa vt/>' 
Qt!TWV KtVf~Tat, cpavfpov iv TOWOtS' on c'i}J-a TO KLVOVfLfVOV Kat 

TO KLvoiiv lUTW' ivvr.apXH yap awo~S' TO 7TPWTOV KLVOVV, WaT' 
15 ovalv lunv avafLfTa~' Dua 0' 1m' illov Ktvf~TaL, TETpaxws 

avaYKlJ y{yvfu8aL' Tlrrapa yap dOlJ ,",S V7r' &AAOV cpopas, 
" \ t.,. .. '51' .. ... . , 6 
fl\~;"lS'. WULS, 0XlJULS, utVT1(rtS'. a1TauaL yap at Kara T 1TOV 

KLV~UflS aV&YOVTaL dS' Tawas' '1 fLfV yap I1TWUL!.' ~U{S' r[s 
lunv, DTav TO acj/ am-oil KLVOVV 17Ta/wAovOovv wOp, 1, fJ' &1TW-

'0 ULS', arav fL~ fnaKoAovOfl Kwr,crav, ~ Of P~"'LS', aTav O"cpo-

243b lJporlpav 7rOL1/U'l1 r~v acp' avrov K[VryuLV r~S' Kara. CPVULV cpo
pas, Kal fLlXPt rouovrov cp/pryrat EooS av KparV ~ KWryULS'. 
7TclALV ~ atooULS Kat cr6vwULS' l'17TOOULS Kat gA,tS flu(v' r; fJ-fV 

yap Moou,s l'1noouLs (~ yap aep' avrov ~ an' llAAov luTtv .,j 
5 • ). '51" "\ t ( \, , • ~ , \ anooutS, 1] Uf O'lIVWULS fl\~LS KaL yap npos auru KaL 7TpOS 

243:1. 32-40 = 243a 3-11 II - IS = 21 - 3 
zo--b z = 244& 21-4 b 3-16 = 243b 24-9 

15-20 .... 23-8 

b 72 Koi alt. om. c: iJ-? ut vid. S: ov Gaye 243& 31 aU) rov'l"o 
"Yi~frT8a, S 32 rrpi#roJl bS : 1rPWTCAJf cjy 37 /Cal alt. om. cjy 
'l"p;n rrp;;''I"oJl f'JlO' Y 38 CPiPOIiKOi '1"0 yS: om. bcj 12 ~ pr.] 
? mi'l"o S 14 rrpw'l"wi' y 16 'l"fnip'l"J]f -ij8J] 'f ijf b 17 &cnr om. c 
19 aef}' ovrov ex S scripsi: a1T' am-ou ~ frrOICOAou8oVII cjy S: 'traI(O~ 
Aou8CJJI b 20 a; Basiliensis: al} ~ b I aep' aVrov scripsi 
alT' avrou ~ 4 dcp' aUTOV 5, Spengel : orr' oVroii ~ 



I. 242b 71 - 2. 244" IS 

&AAo ~ E/ ... "S). WO'Tf Kat. aua TOm-WlI Era'1. olov CT1TalJqa-LS 

Kat "lpKLun' ~ IJ.'Ev yap o-VVWO'LS. ~ Sf aCwcns. 01J.0(ws af 
Kat. at &.\.\aL uVyt<p{lTHS Kat. lhaKp[ITEL~(bra!Ta, ya.p 
tuovrat a'WO"HS ~ CTVVW(TEL')-7TA~V OCTaL iv YEvlUH Kat CP80pif 
dULu. I1p.Q at- cpavEpov 3rt ovo' lu'nv &.\.\.0 n ylvos KW~lTE"WS 10 

~ crVYKPU1U KaL a UlKpLULS' (hraUaL yap a,avlp.ovraL E"fs 'nuas 

rwv dpTJl-'lvwv. In S' ~ ",Ell El(T7TVO~ g.\f,s. ;, l)' b::7TVO~ ~(TLS. 
op.o{ws ai Kat. ~ rna-,s. Ka1 DuaL uA.\aL aUI TOV (TWj.LGros 

~ b:.KpLTLKal ~ .\fl'rTtKal KLzn1IUis' ai /-LEV yap gAtELS' dulv, 
at a' d,7TWrTHS. aft af Kat Tas &.\.\a5' TOS Karll T(),TOV av- 15 

aYEW' llnGo-aL yap 7f{7TTOVtrLV El .. TECTo-apas Tauras. TOVTWV 

Of ,u.L\.w;' OX'1ITLS Kat ;, otV1](J"H; ds 1"'tLV Kal waw. ;, }.LEV 

yap OX7}CTLS Kara. TOVTWV TtVa TWV rpLwv rpo7Twv fUTtV (TO Jl 'fv 

yap 0XOVP.fVOV KLVftTaL Kan1- UVP.f3ff31JKO~, on fV KLvovfLlv<t' 

£urlv ~ £'1Tl KwovfLivov nvoS', TO o· axovv aXft ~ EAKOfLfVOV ~ 30 
w8oVfLfVOV ~ OUJOVP.fVOV. cZUT£ KOW~ Eunv a7rauwv TWV TPLWV ~ 244& 

o'x1JULS')' ~ Of atV1JUL~ uVYKHTaL E~ lA~fC:'S' H Kal WUfWS" 

dvaYKl] yo.p TO OLVOVV TO fLEV (AKHU TO O· W8ftV' TO fLfV 

yap cup' aVTOU TO Of '1TpoS' a1n-o aYfL. !!JUT' d TO wOOVV Kal 

TO fAKOV l1p.a T«e w(JOVfL1V/f Kat rc:> fAKOfLlV/f, tj>avfpov on 5 

TOV KaTa. T07l'OV K,vovlLIvov KaL KLVOUvrOS' ovolv £un fLfTa~v. 
a.AAa fL~V TOWO O~AOV Kal h TWV OPLUJ.LWV· 6}ULS' J.LEv yap 

ECTTLV ~ aq.> avrov ~ &71" aAAOV 7rPOS elAAO KtVl]ULS', fACLS' Of 
~ d7T' aAAoli 71'pOS avro ~ '1TpoS' elMo, orav lMrrwv ~ K(Vl]

o"LS'1/ [r~v (AKOvro~) TijS xwp,(ovO"l]S' .171" aAA~AWV TO. UVVfXl1' 10 

Ot;TW yap CTVVf¢lAKfTat 8aHpov. (raxa Of a&~fLfV au f!vaC 

TLS' £A(LS' Kat aAAWS" TO yap fVAOU {AKfL ro 71'VP oUX oi/

Too S'. TO 0' OVOfV lHa$lp£L KLvovJ.Llvov TOV £AKOVTOS' ~ fLlvovTor 

EAKfLV' drE JJ.fV yap lAK£L ot lunv, OTE: OE: ot ~u.) aovvarov 

oE ~ &$' aVTov 7rpoS' &'\'\0 n a7r' l1AAOV Topor a1n-O KWftV 15 

243b 17- 244- 2 = 243a 28_b 23 244a 2-6 = 243b29- 244- 18 
7-9 = 244a 19-21 8-11 = 243b 23-4 

b 8 at om. y 10 oMi" Y II q S, Prantl: ~ 1: 15 an 
a,l a~ ? 17 ~x'AJjutr cj «01 ~ ..• 18 gXJjuu: om. Y 18 3x'AJjou cj 
20 weavv cjy lXn b 244a 4 om.o P, Spengel: OlrrOV Jy: oliTov 
be 5 ,-cfi alt . om. S 9-10 aTOll . •. UlIVfX~ om. yp A 9 owo 
Moreliana: miTo I: SUTTWV scripsi cum S: SaTTOV 1: 10 Toli tA
KOVTor seclusi, om. S Tij r x.wf)!(nVUTJr bS: ~ Xc.JplCovuo cjy: ~ ~ xwpi
(OUITO Caye: I-'q XfiJplr 03(1"0 Diels orr' ... UVl'fx.ij IS: secl. Diels 
12 TO TrUP S den.: om. I: 15 a; q c (1l1Tl) Moreliana: O1'rro I: 



<I>'rl:IKIU AKPOAl:E!2S H 

244b JJ.~ a:7IrOj.LEVOV, ~(TrE tpaVEpOV on TOV Iwra r07fOV KWOVP./VOtl 

l KGl KWOVVTOS ovalv (un J.LETa~. 

l aAi\a J.L~V OVO£ TOV a.'\'\OLOV· 

Jllvov Kat rov cl'\'\owvvros. rowa O£ a~'\ov it £7TUYWyijS" £11 
ar.aul yap uVfJ.f3a{VH I1.JlU ETvat TlJ laxarov a.'\'\OLOVV Kal 

5 TO r.pWTOV clAAowv/Lu'ov' (V7iO,'C£l,at yap ~p..lv TO Td uA'\owv-

sa JJ.wa Iwra TtlS' 7TU(]lJTLKO.5' KuAovJ1lvaS' 7TOLonFaS' 7faoxovru 

Sb a.\AowuaBut). lbrav yap rrwfLa (f'wjJ.uroS' (Hatj>lpfL TOtS aluth]. 
5' TOtS ~ 7TAdO(TLV ~ l'\'aTTouw ~ rc? ,.w..>"Aov Kal ~TTOV TOtS 

Sd aVTOtS' · «,\,\,a. J.I.~V Kat ai\'\OLOVTaL T(J MAowVjtEVOV {mo rwv 

€lprJlJ.lvwv. ravra yap fun r.a,81J T~S V7rOKHP.lv7js 7TOtOTtjTOS' 

n yap (JEp/LaWO/lEVOV ~ yAvKaWOJ.LEVOV ~ 7TVKVOVILfUOV ~ f'1pawo. 

/LEVOll ~ AEvKalvop.EVOV clAA.owvu6a{ cpap.EV, ojJ.O{WS 7"(J H a'ftvxov 
KaL n) IJ.LVtvxov A{yoVnES, Ka1 1TcL\w ndV lp.tvxwv ra H p.~ 

10 alUOryTLKa rwv }.upwv Ka1 aliras raS' alu00ufLS'. aAA.oLovvraL yap 
1TWS' Kat at alu00uHS" ~ yap a!uOT/CTLS' ~ KaT' fvlpYfLav K[I'7J(T[S' 

fun cha rov uwp.aroS', 1TaCTXOVa7]S' TL r11S' alCT00CT~WS' . KaO' oCTa 
p.'€v auv TO li",vxov aAAolOvraL, KaL 1'0 €P.Vrvxov, KaO' 5!TQ o'€ 

, " ./. ".... I iJ '.1. (' ''' \ \ 1'0 ~p.'fvxov, OlJ Karu Tawa 1Tavra l' a'fvxov OlJ yap aI\I\OL-
15 DuraL Karu nlS' alCT00CTHS') Kat 1'0 p.'€v Aav8aVH, 1'0 8' ou 

245a AavOavfL 7iauxov. ou8'€v O'€ KWAvn Kat 1'0 €p."'vxov AavO&'
l'~LV, orav p.~ Kanl ras alaB0CTEtS' Y[YV'1TaL ~ &'\'\O{WCTLS'. Ei+ 
7i~p ouv a'\AolOuraL TO aAAOlOVP.EVOV 1J1T0 rwv atCTOy/rwv, EV 
il:rracri yf rovrOLS' ¢av~pov on l1p.G £CTr, TO (axaTov aAAoLOvv 

5 Kat TO 1fpwrov &A.AOLOVP.~VOV· 1"4> p.'€v yap O"VVEX~S' 0 &0PJ 
1'4' aJ alp, TO uwp.a. 7ra'\w Of TO p.'fy xpwp.a 1"4' ¢WT{, 

TO Of cpwS' Tij o"'n. TOV Gvroy a~ TP07fOV Ka, ~ aKO~ Ka1 ~ 
oucpP7Jau' 7rpwrov yap KWOVV r.pOS' TO KLVOVP.WOV <1 d.0p. Ka1 

244b 1-2 = 2443 24-5 2 - 12 = a 2S - h 27 12- 2451. 2 
= b 27- 2451. 20 2451. 2-10 = 20- 26 

b 2-3 aXlI.a ••• f.1l'o,},wyijr IS: o~oiwr 8; I{all fi 1'1 fun rrOI1]TIIC[JII 0I:11( 
'}'fVV'ITUCOV Toli 1fOLOV, Kat1'Ov,.o UIIII'}'oI:'11TOuiv d1TTO~fVOV f3apv K.OV¢OV 'Yp. 
A 5 rrp6>1'oll AS, Spengel: om. I V.m1K.fITal ••• 5b tinotOl!uBm 
addidi ex S: {mOK.f!1'1U ••• 1Ta8'1TtK.or XEY0J..lEllar '7I'OlO1"'11"OS' 7TaUXllllTa 

uXII.C){.ouuBm· TO '}'flP 1TOLOV all.AoIOUTO:L,..o/ aiuB'ITOII f11101, (lluB'1Ta a' ;(1"1"/'V, 
atr atafpipo1Ju, Ta. (1'w~a1'a aXX~'\wv ex S addenda ci. Prantl (cf. a 27-
b 16) 5b- d arrav ••• &1I..II.040UP- EIIOV H et ut vid. S: am. l': 6 Tiji" 
{rrroKHIlEII'1f HIS: TOt£ VrrOKUIJEVtJIf Spenge\: r ov VTrOKH~i,,01J Prantl 
8 TO Tf scripsi: TE TO I: T O H 11 Trwr IS : om. H 12 TOu 
IS: om. H 14 T'ulim om. H 245R 8 1T~TOV yap] Tef 
-;rPWTOII K.4110iivn· TO ya.p 1TPWTOII H 



i7Tl r1js YfVCTEWS 0l-ta(oo,,' IIp.a yap TV YEVCTH " xv/uk 
wcruVrwS' OE Ka, f7Tf. rwu a'o/VXWV Kat aVat0"8~TWV. werT' OV· 10 
o£v teTrat p.fTafv TOV aAAowuJtEVOV Kat TOU uAAoLOVVTOS. II 

OVOE 1 I 

JJ.~v Tot) avtaVOJ.LfVOV H Kat atJ£OVTOS" al"avH yap TO 7rPW 
TaU av.fov 7TPOcrytYVOJJ.EVOV, WO'TE ~v Y{YVEcrOat TO oAov. KU/. 

1TaAw cpO(VH TO cpO'ivov a:rroytyvoP.fVOV nvoS' TWV TOU cpO[vovros . 
'l ... ,,,, ,~ .. t " ,1,0' , 
avuYK71 OUV G1JVEXES ElVaL Kat TO a1l1:;01) leaL TO 't' wall, T'WV J 5 

Of ITVVEXWV OVOEV J.LETafU. q:,av£pov ouv 5n 1'0£ KLVOVP./vov Kal 
Toil KWOVVTOS' 7TP6JTOV Kal (oxarov 7rPOS' TO KW01JjJ.EVOV o'Mev 24Sb 
fUTtV a:vli p.tuov. 

3 "On i5f TO aAAowvp.fVOV lbrav &A'\OWVTUL inTo TWV al 
cr81}TWV, Kat iv fJ.ouOtS' lnrapXH TOVTOLS &AAo{WULS' 5ua KaO' 
avra AlYETuL 7TaoXHv lnro r wv aluOr,rwv, lK TWVOf 6fWPfI - 5 

rEoP. nov yap l1AAWV P.&.lI.tCTT' av ns lnroll.a{30t £V TE TOt'S CTx~-

p.au, Kat Ta'i:s fLopcfla'i:s Kat fV ra'i:s g,EUt Kat Ta'i:s rOVTWV 

i\~"'EUt Kat o'no{3oAa'i:s ui\i\o{wuw lnrapXEw' lv ovSEdpOts S' 
lcrnv. TO I-'EV yap CTX1]I-'an(op.EVOV Kat PVOfL,(ofLEVOV oTav i7a

ni\Eu8fj, ov AlY0jJ.EV (KE'i:vO i, oii €CTTtV, oTov TOV avSpLavTa Xall. - 10 
KOV ~ T~V 7rtJpal-'{Sa KlJpOV ~ rTjv Ki\{V1JV 6ji\ov, aAi\a 7Tapw 

vvJA.La(oVTES TO jJ.Ev Xal\KOVV, TO OE K~PWOV, TO Ot- ,vi\WOV. TO 

Sf: 7TE7rOv8os Kal ~i\i\OLWjJ.tVOV 7Tpouayopd)OfLEV" VYP(JV yap 
Ka1 8EPjJ.Ov Kat (]"KATlPov Tav Xai\KOV A/yojJ.fV Kat Tav K1]p6v 

(Ka1 ov jJ.6vov OV'TWS, ai\.\a. Kal TO vypov Kat TO 8EpjJ.OV 15 

xaAKov i\lY0jJ.Ev), ojJ.wvvjJ.ws T~ 7Ta8u 7TpocrayopEvoVTES rr,v 

vi\1]v. &UT' El KaTa p.'Ev TO uxijp.a Kat Thv p.opcflhv OV A/YETa, 246& 

2450. 11- 14 = 2450. 26-9 16-b 2 = 29-b 18 b 3--9 = b 19-
24 9- 2460. I = 24-2468 22 2460. 1- 4 = 22-5 

II 101m' alt. l:S: Kat 'TWI' H I I (11\~OlOtll'f IlOtl .•• dl\~otoiivrM IS : 
ul\I\Otoiivrm- Kat 'Toli OI\XOIO\lP.fVO\l H ovai] aMi J.l~1I 'Toli aV~al'OJ.lfvOU 
Kal 'Toli JXXololiJl'Toi' oVtU C 12 Kat au~cillollroi' H 13 ~v om. H 
16 o~v] 8i y 11 I 'TO l:P: n H 3 1Tav S 4- 5 Kat • •. 
aiu8'1r;;w HbS: om. CJY 5 avn' mluxu S 6 "/'f om. S 
7 'Ta'i' om. S: 'v raji' bcj Iv om. S Kal] lea, Iv c: ~ S 
8 OU8fT"fPati' H 9 Kat ;wBp.t{OP.H·OV om. 1: 12 TO pro et alt.] 'TOV 1: 
13-14 v1'pov . •• UIe).l]P()JI HIT: ~'1POl' yap Kat irypOJI Kill UIeX'IPOV Kat 
B£Pl'ov 1: 14 Kal 'Tal' K'II'OIi }..f1'Ol'fJl I : X;1'op.£I' Kill ro ~li)'o .. ST 
IS Kul alt. om. Y Kal. alt •... 16 xaAKOl'] XU).lCovKa'trci8ff'p.Ol'~li)"ol'S 
16-2460. 1 XEYOlAfV •. ~).'III] oP.WI'vP.Wi' )"E'}'oV'TEr 1'0/ na8H HP 
2461. 1 P-fV Kanl H Kai om. Dekker (an casu 1) ov] ,..,..~ H 



<l>T~TKH~ AKPOA~En~ H 

TO yt:yOVOS' EV C;; lUTt TO axiilla, KaTa Of TIt 7T&.611 Kat ,as 
MAOH~O'"US' .\~YETaL. cpaVEpov on DtU\. av fliP at YEvluHS' 
aAAOLwuHS. In OE- Kat. d1Tf:tV OUTWS' !lT07TOY av ootUEV, 

5 ~Ai\otwu8aL TOV I1vOPW7rOV ~ r1JV ol"Lav ~ I1AAO onovv 
TWV yt:ywY//.dvwv· MAa y{yvw'OaL fJ-fV ruwl) (KaUTOV avay

Ka~ov aAl\.owvp.f.VOV TtVOS, orov 'liS' VAllS' 7TVKVOV/liv1Js ~ fJ-a . 

vovJllvtJS' ~ lhpp.aLVojJ.iv7]s ~ '/tvX0j.Livt]S', oil j..dVTOL Til ytyvo
JlEV&' yf &AAowifraL, aU/ ~ yiVHJ"tS awwv aAAo{wuLS' EUTtV. 

'0 
'\\' , ''i!' < <It "n" ~, "a' • ~ ,I, 
QlV\a Jl1JV ovu at f. ~EtS' OVV at TOU CTwp,aros OVV at T1}S .,..v-

xiiS' aA'\ou.)ITELS'. at fJ-fV yap aPETat at Of KaK{at TWV 

gtHvV' oiu( lun Of oun: ~ iiPfT~ oun ~ KaK{a a.1\.A.o{wou, 

a'AA' ~ JlEV apfT~ UA.E{WU{S itS (oTav yap Aa.{3l1 n,v aUTDi) 
&pET~VJ ron {...fYETaL TEA.EWV (KaUTov-nln: yap tun p.&AUTTa 

IS [TO] KaTa q,vuw-cZrr7rfp KllKAOS TEAfLOS. OTav p.elALUTa 
, , '\ '" (3" ). 5l' , A,fl ' , YEv1JTat ,lCVKI\.O!l Kat OTav fl\.rLo"TOS, 11 uf KaKla ,+,uopa TOVTOV 

Kat EXO"TaO"LS" cZUTifP OVV Oir~E TO T~S olK{as HAE{wp.a AEyOP.fV 

o.AAo[wO"tv Ct1TOr.OV yap El 0 OptYKOS Kat 0 Klpap..os o.A
AolWUt!l. ~ El 8ptYKOVP.IV1J KaL KEpap.OViJ.EV7] aAAOWVTaL aAAct 

, '\ " < .' ) , " , "\'" ::10 P.l1 TEI\.HOVTat 7] mKLa. TOV aVTOV TPOTiOV KaL f'ln TWV apE-

246b TWV KaL TWV KaKLwv Kal TWV EXOVTWV ~ Aap.{3aVOJJTwV· at 
P.Ev yap TfAHWO"HS at Sf hUTelUEL!I Elulv. &O"T' Din, aAAoLW -

3 UHS. 

:\ In SE Kal q,ap.Ev ar.elua!l f!vaL jaS o.PfTih £v T~ 

7rPOS n 7fWS lXHV. TaS jJ.fV yap TOU uwp.aToS. oTov vy{nav 

5 Kal EiJf~lav, lv Kpaun Kal. UVjJ.P.fTp{q. OEPP.WV Kal "'vxpwv 

dOEP-iV, ~ aVrwv r.P0!l avnt TWV EVTO!l ~ r.pO s TO 7TEpdxov' 

op..O[W!I OE Kal TO KMAOS Kat rl)V lO"xvv Kal jaS &AAas 

2461\ 4-6 = 24611 25-6 8-12 = 28-30 12-17 = b 27-
2473. 20 1'7- 20 = 2461\ 26-8 b 3-14 = 1\ 30- b 27 

a. 3 "I(lIfUH~ HS: "I(~(Ttlr a~Tm I~ 4 ('1I'ftll O~T'I:.H' lIS: oUTeur 
fl1l'£tll H 5 qAAOtwu8m TOil fl~8pw1l'oll] q JAAowvu8ot Tall (11l 6pt;,)1I'0~ I: ~ 
1'(')11 (11l6po)1f0~ qAAOt;oo.6m I 6 yi,,£u8ru IS : Yflliu8nt H ~ la-wr om. S 
9 "If om. I aAAoWVVTat I: nAAowiiTf c 10-1 I nAAa •.• &AAOl(o-
trw' bHIS: om.cjy 13 Ttr] 1",rlu1"tllbcj yapom.cj 14 {KOU-
TOil ,.fAHOII I "lap] yap Kul I flaAtOTa (tITL HI: JAaAf{TTa y 15 1"a 
sec1usi, om. ST 16 Kui aTOll fjEAT'!tJTor an omittenda?: {3iXTlUTM 
~ 17 OUT( l: 18 /idpajlor &AAotwuur HI 19 fl] q HI: fl ~ j 
KOt] ~ I 20 ~ om. HI oVrov lJ1] TP01l'Oll Y b I KOt 11ft 
TWV HI KUI 11ft T~W H 3 7T(luoS' I flvut om. r 5 tVXPWII 
~ 8fPf!WII HI 6 aVTwv] avra Hcjy aVra b ~] leai H 



apETOS Kat KaK{a,. EKclUT1] yap €UH 'T~ 7rPOS n ned) lXftv, 
Kal 7iEpt Til olKE'i'a naO'l1 EV ~ KaKWS (JLGr{87](TL TO lxoy' 
olKf'i'a ~' vcp' ~v yJ.YVEu(JaL Kat cpOdp€lT8at 7fl¢VKEV. ,f-7TEt ovv 10 

TO. 7TPOS n OVH aVTil fernv &AAOUJuHS', of)H luTtv awwv &.\.. 
AO{WITLS OVO€ ylVECTLS ovo' OAWS' J.LETaf3o>"~ ovoEjJ..{a, <!>avEpov 
on ovO' 0.1 ;fHS ovO' at rwv g,fWV Q7To,BoAal Ka'" A~~HS 
dAAOLWO"EtS flutu, a.\.Aa y(yvEuOaL Il€V tcrws auras Ka2 

cj>fh{pEuOaL uA.A.oWVJ1.lvwv Hump avaYK1J. KaOa1rEp Kat Tj) fl- 15 

ODS Kat ti]v J.lOP¢~VI DrOp lJ£pJJ.wv Kat Vruxpwv ~ t1JPWV Kat 
vypwv, ~ £V ors Tvyxavovuw OVUat 7TpWTOtS. 7ffP' ravra yap 

EKaUT1J )...iYETG( KaK{a Kat &pET~, vcp' WV di\.\.owvu6aL 1rl
CPVKf TO [XOV' 1, }lEV yap OPEn, 7TOtf'i' ~ &"aOh ~ w~H 
7ia01JTtKOV, lj DE KaKLa 7Ta(}7jHKOV ~ EvavTLws a:TruOls. 20 

0IlO{WS 20 

Of KaL E'rrL 'TWV T~S Vrux1js ;£EWV' it,raual yap Kat avrul 247rJ. 
r~ 7I'pOS it 7rWS IXHV, Kat at p.'£v £lpn-at TEAHWCTHS, at 
oe KaKLat hfTrao-ELs. ITL 0'£ ~ /LfV apET~ EO OtaTL8t}ut 7rPOS Ta 
olKE~a 7I'aOt}, ;, OE KaK~a KaKws. &UT' DUO' aVTat luovTaL 

GAAOU:,JUHS' OVOE O~ at a7ro,BoAal Ka, at A~"'H'; aVTCalV. 5 

ytYVEUOUL O· aVTas avaYKat'ov aAAoLovJ .. tfVOlJ roil alcr81JTLKoil f-LE -

povs. aAAOtw8~UEraL a' t17l"0 rwv alu81JTWV' l11Ta(Ta yap ~ ~OLK1, 
apENJ "TiEP' r,oovas Kat Avnas TaS UWMaTucas, aUTaL Of ~ 
EV ref "TiparTELV ~ fV Tef MEMv~cr8aL ~ fV T~ £An((Ew. at 
Mh ouv fV Tjj 7Tpa~H Kara r~v atCTO'Y}uw denv, &0-8' tm' al- 10 
u811TOV itVOS /(LvEt'u8a~, at 0' tv TV MV~J.L!1 Kat EV TV fA-
7I'LOL ano raVTrjS dulv' ~ yap ora [7ra8ov J.LEIJ..V'Y}J.LEVOL ';;oovTaL, 

~ EA;r{(ovTES ora JJlAAOVULV. cZ(TT' £lV&.YK1'/ 7iauav T~V rOLaVT1JV 

~oov~v infO TWV alu8t}TwV y{yvEcr8aL. t7rt:t 0' r,oovijs Kal AV-
/ I , ., ,.,'/' (l 1f1'js yytYVOJ-l-EV1JS KaL 1'/ KaKLa /(a~ 1/ apETrj yytYVETUL 7rEp 15 

246b 19-20 = 247R 22-3 
= 23-8 

247a 5- 7 = 20-22 

b 8 fUTL] fV S II (errul a?;Twv HS: n?;rwvluTlv II 12 ot;n: S 
ot;6':£ SAws-HIS: SAws-oMt}; 15Il'njetI6~om.S 1711"pwTolS" 
HIISP: rrpwTwrSc 19 ~pr.HIS: om. I walHIS: wr 
8f"t 1: 20 ~ fvulIT;wr HIS: P.fV IV(IIITiwr Il'aj 'I 247R I yap] 
p.iv yap y 2 TfAflWrWr fIerlv al HI 3 a; om. HI rrpor] 
Til ;)(011 1fpor 1 5 al pro om I : Il'UI. cjy 7 aAAOtwe~erf'l-ai 
'IS: aAAOIoi;"m HI ~ om. Hy 9 ~ pr.] TI i1 S II ICillfiu8m 
om. HI Iv alt. om. I 12 fluiv om. I 13 P.fIlQVU'IV H 



<l>T~IKH~ AK POA:SEn:s H 

Ta~Tas yap daw), at o· ~ooval Kat at AV17'm aAAO~W(THS' 

TOU alcrOt}TuWV, ¢avfpov on aAAoLOvjJ..fVOV TtvoS' clvaYKtJ Kal 

ravTus o:rro!3aAAHv Kat AUjJ..j3avfLV. &rFO' ~ MEV YfVHTLS' 
aVTWV MET' ai\AOtwO"fWS', aural 0' aUK €lulu MAOtWO"fLS'. 

247b &.\'\0. jJ.~v ovo· at TaU V01]TLKOV fJ.EpOVS' egELS' a.AAOtWO"f"tS'. OVO' 
[UTtV aVTWV ylVEOU. 1TOAt, yap p.aALUTU TO €7WTTijP.DY (V r¥ 

7rPOS' TL 'TrWS' IXE"W '\{YOMEV. In DE Kat ¢aVEpov on OUK [UTtV 

airrwv YfVfITLS" TO yap KaTa ll1JVafLtV E7TLO"TijJ.LOY oUffV aUTO 
5 KLVt]Oev aA.A.i.t .4' a.\.\o 1nrap~aL y{yvETat hTt(J'T~JJ.OV. orGv 

yap ylV1JTat TO KaTa pipoS', t17'[UTura{ 7TWS' Ttl Ka86A.ov T<tJ 

EV J.LlpfL. 7l'aA.w DE rijs XP~(HWS' Kat rl]S EVEPYE{as 011l( fun 
ylvEuLS'. it I.L~ TLS' Kat rl]s a.vaj3i\l"ljlEws Kat rr;s (Upfjs aLETaL 

yiVf.(TW dvaL' TO yap xpr,C10aL Kat TO iVEPYf~V 0fJ.0LOV TOVrOLS'. ~ 

10 a' E~ apx~s Aij'irts rijs i7it<Tn1jJ-1)s YEVE<TtS OVK €<Tnv ova' uAAo{WULS ' 
r0 yap ~p EjJ-ijcrat Kal <TrijvaL 17JV (haVOLav i7r{<Tra<TOaL KaL <pPOVEtV 

AEyoMfOa. ds B ~ ro ~PEMElV OUK (<Tn YEVEULS' DAws yap OVaEjJ-tO.S 
MEraf3oAijs, Ka8a7rEp EipT]raL 7TpOUpOV. In B' W<T7rfP Drav lK rov 

MfOUEtV :, KaOUJOEW ~ VOUEi:V Els ravavr{a fJ.€raOTft ns. ov 

15 ¢aMEV imur~Mova YfyovEVat 7raAw (Ka{roL aovvaros ~v rft 

f7rLUr~MT1 xpij<TOat 7rpOTEpOV). ovrws ova' Drav i£ apx~s AafJ- 

f3&'vl1 r~v g£w' rel> yap KU(}{07au()aL T~V 'irvx~v ftC rijs <pv 

(T'uijs rapaxijs cpp6vtfJ-oV Tt y{yvErat Ka1 i7Tt07ijjJ-OV. OLO Ka1 

Tn 7ratOla oV'n MavOavEtv ovvavr-aL ovu Kara Tlls alUO~(T'fts 

248a ojJ.o{ws Kp(VELV roi:s r.pHJ'f3vdpots· 7roAA~ yap ~ rapax~ 

Ka1 ~ K[VqUtS. KaO{UTaTat Of Kat ~PEJl{(ETaL 7TPOS (VLa fJ-fV 

1m3 r~s ¢V<TfWS avrijs, "pas (vta 0' 1m' aAAwv. fV ajJ. -

a 16 al alt.om. HI 18 wrrO' HIbS: £n cjy 19 fliJT"'11(aur~ S) 
a' nUl( £rrf"lv d>.Xolw(nS'!S b I at (om. cjy) 'Toii vO'1f"1l(oii (vo']'Toii:£) 
p.£pUIJ~· ;em' dX'\otwuuS' H ::iSPT: TrfJ vo"rll((~ pipH ai ;~fI~ n';\';\ol~uf l S' 1 : 
Ii TOU vO,]f"ll(oii JlipolJf: ;~'S' dAXOlwUlf: s' 2 aVrwJI nT: aUTijS' 
ahXo[W(T!S' ova; S pnXluTa om. I: pahAOJl S 4 rc) ')lOp] l1rl TO HI 
oMr 1 5 inrap~u Dekker errore preli 6 '1'"(1 HIAT: 'Tn :sPS 
T~ HIAT: TO cjy: T£ b: TO PS 8 I(a( alt.] Tf I(at b OtOt'TO 

HI 9 'TO ')lap xpryuOai S: 'TO ')lap oi,£uOat HI: om.:S 10ovl(] 
J.l. EV OUI( 1-15: Jlrv O~JI OUI( 10M' dh).olwO'tf: ~S: om. HI II TO 
cj yap] 8£ yp. S ~PfJlL(1'U1 I 12 XiyoJll:v HI l1hWS'] y£viu~wf: S 
Ou8fJALn Ilfra~OA? HIS 13 Jrav om. S 15 cibuJlflTOV c ?~] n c: 
~ y 16 O\jTlllf:] l1'T(~1I cjy 17 ~8",1jf: cj 18 alJfTijr}; 
yiJl']TfH c 19 dUII(t'Tat I 24Sa 1 I(piVfl I 2 8£] ')lap I 
~pff'iCf'TaL HIS: lUlfp,Cft ~ 7rpoS' .•• 3 av.~S' HIS: om. ~ 



3. 247' 16-4· 24gb 4 
cporlpoLS oe- a>"AoLOvpivwv TLVWV TWV EV Tef> crwjJ.Gn, KaO&'-

7ifEP f7TL T~) Xp~(TfW) Kat rijs EVfPYf.{as, orav v~CPwv ylvTJ- 5 

TaL KaL EYfp(}fi. cpaVEpov OUV h rwv dpr/lJ.EVWV OTt TO o.".\OL
ova-OaL Kat ~ d..\.'\'O{WULS EV U TolS aiu01]TOLS ytYVcrUL KaL tv 

r4> alcrOryTtKte /LOplce TnS 'o/VX1]S, EV clAA<p a' OVOEVt 7rA~V 

JWTa (J'VJ.Lfjf(3'1]KOS. 

4 'A7TOp~fTUf o' av ns 1Tonpov fun IdvT]O'LS 1TaUa 71'a<Tl1 10 

uvp.j3l\rl7"7J ~ ov. tEl 04 EUTLV 7l'acrQ (TVJJ.f3A.1JT~. Ka, of.l.oraxh 

TO f.v rut:' xpov<p LcrOY KWO-6/-J..fVOV, lerraL 7TfptcJ>ffJ11S TLS iU1} 
f.ilOdq., Ka, J.lEl(wv o~ Kal lAaTTwv. En dA.A.O{W(HS Kat 

¢opa TLS LU1J. orav Iv rO"<:, XPOvcp TO JJ.'fv clAA.oLwOff TO O' 
£vfX8fj. IOTaL apa to-ov naOos P.~K£t. aAA.' aMvarov. aA.A.' J 5 
apa orav EV iu<p LUou KLV1]Ofi. Ton lcroraxls, LUov 3' OVK 
lernv ?TaBos J.I.~KH. &ITT€ OVK lcrnv &A.A.O{WULS ¢opq L<Tl1 ovo' 
lA.aTTwv, WUT' OU 7Taua C11JP.{3A7jT~; 18 

lr.l Sf TOU ICl)KAOV 18 

Ka~ T~S £v8f.{as ?TWS UVJL{3~ufTat; lfT07rOV T£ yap £l JL~ 
lunv KVKA<tl OJLO{WS TOUT' Ktv£tu8at Ka~ TOVTt f7rL T~S EV- 20 

8E{as, aA.A' fVOtJS avaYK1] ~ OiiTTOV ~ {3paovTEpov. t'fJ1T7rf.P 

av f.l KctTaVTES. TO 3' &'vavTEs' o.vof 3La¢lpEt o.vofv T«fl 
i\oy<tl. d T{S ¢1]lTtv avaYK7jV ErVat OiiTTOV EV(JVS ~ {3palnJ

rEpOV KWEtu(Jat· IUTa, yap JLE{(WV Kal EAaTTWV ~ 7rf.Pt¢f.P~S 

T~S f.vOdas, WUrE Ka, 'tCTlJ. El yap EV T«fl A xpov<tl 25 

.qv B OtEA~AV(J£ TO 3f T~V r, p.d(wv av f.r7j ~ B rijs r· oVrw 248b 
yap TO eiiTTOV fAEYETO. OVKOUV Ka, El fV EAaTT011' rUOY, Oo.T-

TOY' t'fJITT' IUTaL n JLlpos TOU A EV ~ TO B TOU KVKAOU TO 
rUOV Muut Ka/. TO r EV OA<:> T<fJ A (r~v f]. aAAu JL~V El 

a. 4 Tef HIS : om. ~ 5 lyipru6Jr Ka!. det. rijr am. I 7..'''] 
~ Iv ~ 8 ~iPH HI II 6",otoraXErEI 12 l"ll!'''~F lO"O" 
secl. Prantl (0"'7 /Cal, €V8fla K 14 ¢8opa El UTII] lI'ai H T!) 

alt. EHIS: Tl TO FJK 15 to"ovTo7rci80r F 16li1Ja Bonitz: 
(ipa EF1HIJK: om.FI iO"o,,'vr(J"~l 17 EUTat 1 1ra8orrrav 
",qll'H FJK2 19 rijr EHIJ2KS: om. FJI rf om. H 20 TOUT' 
air. Fy: TO UTO cett. 22 av F~S: om. EHIJK ova; scripsi: 
OUlEV EK: 11" ouai cj: 1n OVaE" A: (1"1 ai by oMf!, ~: ova';" 
EHIJK: om.F . 23 ¢'7O"tVE~: r:pqrJ'ftK: r:pqufIf." A (lJI(I),oI::l} 

EK ~ am. E b I T~"] TO ",E" T~I' FHIK2S atfA~AV8f ... 
(:J am. E 8tfAqAV8E HI~S: lilij)'8f FJK TryV • .• # am. Kl 

fLff.(O" J 3 lIlaT' fUrat] fi.r 'rf El: furen E2: ;;)(ITf K TO pro 
E 2AS: om. ElK TO tITO" 8ifllT' F2~: TO tUOl' 8iw:n TO iUIIV Fl: 
Ot.ftO"t EHIJKS 4 TO £1 r"" r seclusi: habent ns 



'I)Y~IKH~ AKPOA~E!l~ H 

5 19nv rrop.f3A:'1ra, (TtJp./3a(VH TO apn PTJOlv, LCT1}V £V8ftaV EtVQL 

Kt!KA~. aAA' ov rrup.{3A'r]Ta· ova' apa a1 KLVJ]CTHS. ahA' aua 
J..L~ I11JvwvvjJ.a, 7TavT' Q.cnJjJ.{3l\.1}Ta. orou Ota T{ ou CTVP.i3Al1-

Tay 7Tonpov d£vnpov TO ypa¢ftOV ~ 0 oivas ~ ~ V~T1J; on 
op.wvvp.a, ov crvp.f3.\TJTa· aXA' 1} V~T7] TV 7TapaV~Tl1 (J"Vp.-

10 {3ATJnJ. on TO aud) 07}jJ.a{vn TO o£v In' dp.¢OLV. ap' ovv ou 
Ta-ltrov TO raxv fVTavOa /CaKE!:, 1TOAV a' en ijrTov feu ax-

1:3 AOLWO"H Ka, CPOp~j 

12 ~ 7TPWTOV J.LEV TOWO ov" OJ...TJOIs, tOS El 
J.L~ oJ.LwVVfla uvp.{3A.."raj TO yap 'ii'oAv TO aVTO CTTJJlaeVn feV 

voan Kat '''PL, Kat au crvp.j3.\1'/Ta. €l DE p.~J T() yE omAd-
, , ( "" , 'fj ) " f3\ I .. , 15 (TLOV raVTO uvo yap r.pos EV J fWL OU crvJL I\.TJ1'a . 11 KaL 

Ed TOVTWV 0 aVTDs AOYOS; Kat yap TO 'lToAv op..WVVj.l.ov : 

Mil.' fVCWV Kal 01 AOYOL op,wvvpm, oTop El AEYOL TLS on 
TO 7TOA.U TO Touovrov Kal. ETL, &'AA.O ro roO'ovrov' KaL ro 

iO'ov ojJ.wvvjJ.OV. Kat r o h llt, El trvXH', f.v6v!) ojJ.WVV/-LOV. 

20 El Sf rom-o, KaL TIt Svo, End SLa rl ra jJ.Ev UVJ.lf3A'1ra 

21 Ttl S' OV, EinEp 1jV jJ.{a c!>verL!); 

2 I t, on £V dA.AlP "-rrpdJrlP S£I( ~ 
ru(cf); 0 jJ.Ev O~V t7T7TOS' Kat 0 KVWV erVJ.lI3A:'1r&', 7Tonpov A£V
KOTfPOV (EV ~ yap 7TpwrlP, ro am-o, 1] E7nc!>aV£La). Kat 

Kara J.d.YE6os weravrwS" vSwp Sf:' Kat c!>wvT, ov' EV lfAAlP 
'5 yap. ~ aijAov C5n terraL ovrw yE naura fV nOLErV, fV I1A.AlP 

4 a. '11 ' .. ,J.. I .. \ " , '( ' ) r " , 2 9 Uf. EKaO'rov .,..acrKEw f.wat, KaL EuraL ravro TO /TOV KaL YAVKV 

KaL AEVKOV, clAA' &'AAO EV (fAAcp; ETL Sf.KnKOV Oll Tb r vxov 

b 5-6 uVJ,i(3a{vn ••• UVI4J'A1JTCl om. P 5 ftllat "UMav HS 
6 riAN] aA'}..' apa i'~ i'p. S : an aAA' ("pa? 7 UUIIWIIUPIl, ?TallT' uavl43A1JTn 
scripsi: uVJlwvvp.a ?TavTa Clt'f'fJA'lTa E1: aVJIoovvl-'(J Ci?TaVT{I (?TaVTfl E~) 
afTVl-'fjA'1Ta E2HI 'YP' s: 0poo/ivp.(J miVTa (lir.aIlTa AS) O'lJP.fJA'1TfI FJK 
AS: oIJ.wvvl-'a nallTiI ciuvpfJA'lTrl I fTvp{3A'lTf}v TO nonpov E 8 'Ypa-
¢WII E1 0 olvaS' nT: TO O~M S 6TI] OTI 'Yap E2FHIJ 9 op.oo-
Vupov ElK UUpfj'A'1TOV K T,? KAS: om. E 0'lJJ,1-

fjA1JrT] IS: fTupBA'1TOP EKA 10 "'lpnivEl HIS: CTuJAfjaim EFJK 
14 Kul (II Clip, H 16 TO] Kilt TO F 18 TO om. S TO AS: 
om. EK iTl] ft TI E: £TI (iTi Kal b) TO am'A.atT&OIl ToO'au I dA'A.O 
TO ToO'oiiTOP] 6n al1rAaUlO1I TOUOU, aAAo TO TOO'OVTOP Kal TO lkrrA(I(1IOP ci. 
Shute aHa HU: TO TOO'OUrOV om. F: TO om. EJ 1,9 01-'00-
IIvf.la ci . Shute ante Kal fort. addendum ex S Kal TO am'A.aalOv 
21 qvom, I tTh'A.o/ TP01rC:> 1Tp&m:> E1 23 T6l aVr6l I Kat. 
om. EK 24 K(m'z] KaTa TO FHIS Kat q cjU1JPl1 F 25 )'''" 
ounu F1 1Totiill ~p K ;P om. K 249a I TO addidi 2 aAA' 
om. E' c1X'A.o om. KA clAAo/] ;rAXo/ Kal U"AAo/ I 



3 
aM' apa of; fJ.0VDV 3 

Oft rn CTVJ.L{3A..'ryTCl fJ.~ OIlWVVP.U Elvat a'\Aa Kat Jl~ lxuv o~a. 
¢opav, P.~H 0 P.~H €V ~; 'A.fyW DE orov xpwjJ.a (XH o~a(- 5 

P€(TW' To~yapovv ov rrV/J-f3A1]TOV Kuru Tovro (oiov 7ionpov KE

xpwp.anCTTUt fJ.aAAov, fJ.~ Kflra r1 xpwp.a, ahA' n xpwjJ.a), 
aAAa KUT a TO A.£VKOV. aVT(O KaL 'Tifpt ,dvYj(TLV o,uoTaX€S T~ 
fV iucp XPOl1(P KWELCT8at iuav TOcrOVS[' El o~ TOV ""~KOVS fV TCflOt 
TO P.€v ~AAOt(tl81J TO 3' ~v'X81J. ffT1J o.pa uffr-q ~ aAAo{wIHS 10 

Kat OIlOTax~s Tn ¢opq; ahA' aTo7wv. aLTtOY o· on ~ ,,{. 
V1]CTtS lXH d01]. WCTT' d Tn EV rucy xpov<tJ fVEX(UVTU rUDV 

JtijKOS lCToraX11 lurat, LUlJ ~ EVOEW, KaL ~ 7TEPHPEpriS. 7TD. 

upav ouv ninDV, on lj cpopa yivos ~ on ~ ypafJ.jJ.~ YEVOS; 
o IJ-€V yap Xp6vos 0 aim)s, au Of rtf fiou if aAAa, Kal: hE"iva 15 

ErOEt Ota¢EpfL. Kat yap ~ <papa E'01'/ lXEt, av fKf~VO lX'!1 
£r071 lcp' ot KWEtTaL (UTE Of lay tf. OLOV El 1TOOES. !3aouTLS. 

d OE 1TTEPVYES. 7rT~(ns. ~ OV, aAAa rots 0X~ILaCTw ~ cpopa 
'" )" , ,>I " 1 8 ' , -af\.I\'IJ;. WCTTE Ta EV LCTCfI ravro jJ.EyE os KLVOVjJ.Eva tCTOTaX'IJ. 

Td aUTO OE Kat GOLtlcpopOV I:ZOEL Kat /(W~CTEt GOUlcpOPOV' 20 

tZCTTE TOVTO CTKf7rr!OV, Tis Ota(POpa KW~CTEWS. Kat CTlJILa(vEL 0 
Aoyos OtTOS on TO ylvos OUX EV n, uA.Aa 1Tapa TOVTO Aav-

8avEL 1TOAAa, Elcrtv TE TWV OP.WVVJlLWV al jJ.£V 7roAv G1TIXOV

CTat, at Of £xovcrat nva op.OtOT'lJra, at 0' ~yyVs ~ YEVH ~ 
rtVGAoytCf, OLO OV SOKOVCTW o}J-wvvjJ.tat Elva, OVCTGt. 1TOU ovv 25 

ETfPOU Ta EThOS, (aV ravra EV aAACfI. ~ au aAAo £U &AAce; 

a 3 'TOU 'TVXOPTM addidi ex S Ip AS: om. EK 4 8fi] 8~ H 
5 '" ~] TO ill cP FJ : fV olr S fXH fJuz¢opa/l ~ awipf<TtP H 6 ou 
om. E /(fXPWC!'Tat H 8 dAAa FIJKS: aAX':j E: aAh' ~ H 
KUi. om. H 'Tef •. • 9 KtllfiIT8m scripsi: 'TO • •• IUllflU8R! ELK: TO • • • 
KIII1]9ill FH]~ etut vid. S 9 'Tllu6"at FHJ fl a~ ElKS: {,Tf:l H: 
om. FJ 10 TO pro EHIKS: rIlj; 'TO FJ a~ E upa om. Fl 

12 Iv 'Ttf 10'0/ FJ KLIIIJ8illTU P.ijICOf 10'011 H 13 ~ alto om. F 
14 ort funll ;, ElKS ~ AS: om. EK 15 "alt .... fKEllla 
scripsi ex S: "UlITOf' !ill 8i rcp tl&u ri, ICol br' EKfLIIQ A: drl (0 auror 
elfl FJ yp. A) /f.TI 'p.or r~ (uv 8iT~ E Z, g" 8f r4i K) r18u ~ Qilfl II'UICfilla 
(fICfl/lU ElF, om. K) EKA ),p. A 16 fl1lH] fl E1 ria'1 fXIJ H 
17 OTf. scripsi: tin: EFJ1K~: 8n S : €'tt HIP fOil (&11 K) al' 015 
PKS: l,,¥ E2FI : EI incertum fl] all 18 8i om. FHJ oua' E1 
19 Zu~] Uro/ XP6Po/ E2FI] 20 kat om. A: TO £ 2 J8uir/lopoll 
EHIJS: a!ucpopoll FK d81UtpOpOII fi'8(6)(rrr FJ 21 TOUTO 
om. 5 0] )'f 0 F 22 1t"AAa Af!v8(iIlH S 23 8f F 
OiJ.WIIV~WII E1S 24 al ai. EXOI)O"Ul KAS: om. E OJlOlOTIJTU Tlva H 
25 oMf. I 1TOrrpOJl K 26 TaVTU K ~v om. £21K 
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<l>'Y'~lKH~ AKPOA~En~ H 

Kat r(s opOS; ~ rc:; KPWOVP.fV 5n TQlrrOY TO AfVKOV Kat TO 
YAVKV ~ aAA.O-On €v aAACf cpa{VETat lupav, ~ OTt oAws 

19 ou ral!To j 

'9 
30 hlpq. hlpa j El 0"; fun nl tiYla(fu8at uAAowvcrOat, tun TOP 

J-tfV raxv TOP Of fJpaoews laOTjvaL, Kat ajJ.a nvrtS'. &CTT 

24gb lUTaL aAA-O(WITLS lUOTax~s' lv iO"ce yap Xpovcp ~AAOLW61']. 
altha r[ ~AAoLw81J j TO yap LUOV O~K lcrTtv lVTavOa AfYO
IUVOV, aAA' W~ lv T<f> 7rou<ll lcrOT'f/S. (VTaiJOa OjLOLOTl,/S'. 

aAA' tUTW lo-OTaXEs TO fV rO"lf Xp6Vlf TO am-o fJ.ETafJaAAov. 
5 7ronpov ovv lv ;, TO ?Ta8os ~ TO 7raOoS' OEf.' a-vp.f3&.AAHV; EV

ravOa p.'£v o~ on vy(r:tQ ~ aVnJ. IUTLV AafJEf.'v on OlJr€ lJ.aA
Aov Dun ~TTOV aXA' 0IlO(wS inrapXEL. fau Of TO 71"&.005' llAAo 
11. oToy aAAowUrat TO AWKUWOP.EVOV Kal. TO VYLa(OJ.I.,H'OV, 
1"OVTOLS OVOfV TO avro OVO' ruop OVO' O/l-OWV, ?1 lJOlJ raVra 

10 fWl'J 7rOL€t a.AAOtWcrfW"" Kat OVK Eun Jl{a WU7rfP ovb' at CPO

paC. WUH Atrrrdov 1l"OUQ ffbtj a.AA.OlwufW~ Kat 1l"O<Ta ¢opa~. 

d JlEV ovv nl KWOVJlfVa frOn bw¢Ipu, 6}V da-lv at KW~<Tit~ 

Ka(j' avnl Kat Jl~ KaTa (Jl)Jl{3f{3T}KOS, Kat al KW~(1'"ft~ dbit 

OLO{(TOVUW' El bE ylvfl, ylvH, fl 3' a.pdJJlCf, apt8ILif. a.AXa 
J 5 b~ 7rOHPOV fl~ TO 1l"O.8M 3ft j3AIl./taL, few ~ TO aVro ~ 0ILOLOV, 

fl lUOTaXE:L~ at aA.\OtWUit~. ~ fl~ TO uXAOLOVILHOV, orov £l 
TOV ILfV TO(1'"ov~H AfAWKaVTat TOV 3f TO(1'OVO[ i ~ fls IlJl<pw. Kat ~ 

. , 'I. i\ " ~ '\. .... ! l'J • ~ ., (' , ') , ;" Sl:' f, 
aWT} JltV T} al\l\.T} T<f 1l"allfL, it TO auro T} Jl'YJ TO aVTO, LUtj u 1J 

aVLUO~, flEKftvO(rUov ~)aVLuov; Kat fT.t YfvlufW~ Of Kat </>8opas 

20 TO aVTO (1'Kurdov. 1l"W~ luoTax~~ ~ YEVfUL~; d EV ru'P XPOV,:> 

II. 27 1"aVTov/Cal'YAu/cl~I/Clll AfU/c(W H /Coi]? S 28 II'.iAA~om. H 
¢ip(1"m J 29 a1 am. K (unl' F K 30 ETipo ETE'pq. J : ;1"ipn£ 
i1"ipUf: £2 : E1 ineertllm TOil 1 a€ TO" F H r : TO J 3 I TUxicus S 1"0 J 
/Cu;Fun ai /CO! 1 1"tIl Ch- E b I fUTal HIS: (U1"tV EF IJ K 2 oll/Cin 
H fUT tV EIJ~S: (CTrtU FHK 3 1TOOcjj ~ iuo1"l)f: H 4 10'0-

1"UXis hie EIS: ante b 5 1T6TfpOIi FHJK fll ... flfTIl,8{iHnv] 
aUTO (TO a~TQ H, om. K) flfTn(:jeiAAoli {JI (TO ;11 H) iO'Cf' XP0I'~ FHjK 
5 oov om. H IfvjJ{3.IXii." 5 6 on] ~ FJ on] n on F 
8 ri vlnll KA5: r.oioJl E 9 fta" Pj: am. P 10 WU1TEP 
om. KoMi ¢opa F: oM, ¢opat J I { 11"60'11 E 2A5: am. 
ElK cp80piis E1 13 "&0 F'S ftau Kat. at /Ctv~afl£ S 
IS "am. E 16 £1 HPS: ~ EfK: 'I F: am. I dAAfJu~tTl!S' 
... 1"0 om. El ~ .. . riU"WUflfV"V am. K1 17 1"otov8i HK 
18 Til J'f"/i8"s K El FH r e( fecit j2: fi'1 £1 : ~,i £2: tl £i'1 K 
~ il~ T tl addidi rnff6 om. KA 19 Ii fecit p: iJ S iuol! 
~ addidit Pacius at AS: am. EK 



TO aUTO Kat arOf!OV, olov /lVOpW7TOS etA-An f.l~ (<:JoV' OaT-
,> I" ~ ( '"'' I J:: I • .,. TWV u, IE t;U W"4{l fupav au yap EX0}J.EV nun uUO lEU o~S' 

'I' "2. ' )'1' '0" " 7J npOT'f}S WS 1} UUOjJ.OLOTfJS J 1,. E £UTW up~ I)..OS rl OVlna, 

7TAdwv Kat EAaTTWV apdJp.os O/-tOH01]s' aAA.' a.VWVVJlOV TO 
"'/' [' " ']" , Kowau, Ka~ TO KUTEPOV ;rowv' TO /-LEV 7TOLOV, W(T'rrEp Tu 15 

7TAE40V naSas ~ TO lJ7fEP'XOV fJ.o'AAOV, TO aE 7TOO"OV IJ.EL(OV. 
5 'E-m::L of- TO KWOVV KWEL TL ad Kat ~v nvt KaL p.fXpt 

TOU (A/yoo OE TO f.LEv Iv Twt. on EV xpovce, n) Of Jl'XPL 
TOU, on 7focrov n P.~KOS· clEf. yap all« KtYE"l Kal KEK(V1}K£V, 

wO"n: 7TOUOV n lUTaL 0 b(tv~OT/, Ka, lv 7TOO"c1». El a~ TO /lEV 30 

A TO KWOVV, TO OE B T() KLVOVI-'EVOV, /Juov DE KEK(v71raL jJ:ij 

KOS'TO r, f.V OO"~ Vi, 0 xpovos. lcp' au TO 6, lv o~ T<!> rUe:> xPOvce 2503 

1] !U7J ovvajltS' ~ l</>' au TO A TO 1i/-w:rv T01) B omA.ao-Lau rijs 
r KW~o-H, T~V of- TO r fV T<iJ ~P.(a-H Toil 6' OVTW yap 
avaAoyov la-Tat. Kat £l ~ airr~ ovvap.LS TO aim) EV T«e0l. 
ne Xpov':! TOo-~VOE KLVii: Kat T~V ~p.lo-EtaV fV 1'0/ ~P.ta-f', 5 
KaL ~ ~p.{a-Ha la-xvs nl fjP.tCTV KW~o-fL lV ne tlTe:> xpovce TO 
to-ov. orOV TijS A ovvap.toos la-TOO ~/L{uHa ~ TO E KaL TaU 
B TO Z ijp.to-v· op.o(ws o~ (XOVUL Kal avaAoyov ~ luxUs 
7rPOS TO {3apos, Wun: LUoV fV LU«e x.pOv':! Ktv~(TOVa-tv. KaL El 
TO E TO Z KWtL EV Tcii 6. rryv r, aUK avaYKl1 EV Tcii !uce to 
XPOV':l TO iq>' oi'i E TO omAauLOv TO[; Z KWErV T~V ~p.tuuav 
TijS r · d o~ TO A rryv TO B KLVEi Iv Tcii 6 OUl1V '1 TO 
r, TO if/LUTV TOl) A TO icf/ ~ E T~V TO B aU KW~(TU Iv Tcii 

b 21 oTolI] orov fl I 6a-TTooll AS: BaTToll EK 22 (J' AS: (J~ EK 
iUe:! tHpOIl E 2APS: uillucr ElK Twa IrIS: n EFHJIK £11 oTr 
FJI: om. EHIKS 23 ry alt.] ei F ;; om. E.' Kal FJ 24 0flO-

Et(J~f EHIJS: oflOtOl~(J~f !.K 25 ~1TOtO~," •• 7I"OtOIl .. Mo;e,Iiana: 
om. II 27 Ktlllt TL an HI KS: KtVnTm au E: Ktlln Tf aft Tt F J 
29 el yop EK Kal om. E2K: £1 incertum Iw(lv'lTat H 
250& I (JE XPOIlOf E: (JE XPOll'f K cP K TO EI : om. KA 2 tU'l 
om. HI ry om. EJK c; FH TO am. J TO] TO /AEv I 
at1TXo(Ttacrav EJ Tijf 1"Oll Y I 3 Kfll~aH 1"~II' T~V HI 4 rl 
om. E2 et fort. S 1"'fal1"rp] TC:' a'1"Tcp E 5 Iv] 1"ryf Y III IS 
post ryp,irru add. Xpovl:> K'"~UEt I, TOU a ~povou (xpov'f j) I, TOll 6 
xpovou Ktv~uH S 6 TO pr.] TryS' fl TO IS 7 filllUtl K: ~ rypiuua 
H : ry;.tluu 0' E ~ am. K Toli E 8 ulIaAO'YwS' H ~ am. 
EK 9 Knt} alO KtJV £2 10 6] a XPOVfJ? bcj yp. S OVK 

(iIlUYK'l E2H IJ~P 'YP' S: OVK dVUYKfliov F: rlI!U},K(Li'OV £1 KS I I E] 
TO f F' TO om. yp. S z], {3apouS' ~ yp. S 12 Y IT 'Yp. S: 
y. TOU f.L1/Ko ur S a~ AI: Of EK 1"0] T~V TO Fl 1"0 FHJS: 
om. ElK KLVfi ELH et post A K: KU/~UH E2FIJS JCT'l1! 

E2FIJIS: JU11 EIHK ~ om. E21 13 E] TO f HI ~I! om. S 



<l>T~[KI-I~ AKPOA~En~ H-E) 

XPovlP €cp' (~ TO Ll cub' Iv TWL TOV .6. TL rijs r aVaAoyOV 1rpOS 
15 n,v ifA1}V rr,v r ws TO A npos TO E· OAWS' yap El (ruxev 

ou /(W~()H oilS/v' au yap d h oi\'11 laxvs TOo"~VSE" €K{VYjC1'EU, ~ 

1,J.llUHU OU KtV110"EL ovn- 1TOcr1JU OUT' Iv O'iTOIT~OVV' £Is yap au 
KLVO(." T() 71'A.OtOV, EL7iEP if n rwv VEWAKWV dj.lVETaL loxh 
els TOU apd}JlDV Kat '1"0 lJ.ijKOS' & 7TaVTfS' hlV1JtTuv. OLa rOVTa 

~o 0 Z~vwvoS' hOyoS' aUK a.A.1]81h. wS' Vt0¢eL rijs Keyxpov onovv 
MipoS" OVOEV yap KWAVH J.L~ KLVitv TOU alpa Iv p:ryoEvl XPOV<f 
TOVrOV av h,{V'fJCTEV 7iEUWV 0 0"'0S' JJiOLjJ.VOS. ovoe o~ 70-

o-OVTOV p.opwv, QUOV au KW~CTELEV TOV OAOV el ,J1} /CaO' aVTo 

TOm-O, 011 KWEt. ovo£ yap ouoEV IrrTtv &A.A.' ~ OVV&.,uH Iv ref 
-, ".. ( - ) " , . , - , . , -25 OAIf>. EL uE Ta KWOVVTa uVO, Kat EKaTEpov TWUuE EKaTEpov KWH 

TO Touovoe lv TOIT~aE, Kat (J"vvn81j.LwUL at ovvap.ELS TO u-6VOfTOV 

£K TWV {3apwv TO rUOV KLVl]UOVUW jlfj,.os Kal £V LUlf XPOVlf' 

28 avaAoyov yap. 

28 a.p' o~V OiiTW Kat fT.' &AAOtW<TfWS Kat fiT' av-

,f~ (TfWS; Tt jl'h yap TO av,fov, T1 Of TO av,faVOfJ.fVOV, Iv 

30 7TOUef Of Xpovlf Kal 7iOUOV TO fJ.Ev av,fH TO Of av,f&'vfTUt, 

Kat TO aAAowvv Kat TO aAAoLOVfJ.fVOV wuaVTwS-TL ,.a1 7TOUOV 

250b ,.aTa TO ,uiAAov Kat ~TTOV iJAAo[wrat, Kat EV 7TOUef XPOVC{J, 

Iv omAaIT[lf omAa.(nov, Kat TO omAautov EV ot1TAau[ce' TO 
'Il ' " " ( '(<II"''') <II ." 'Il U 'YJfJ.LITV €V 7JfJ.tUH Xpovlf 'YJ €V 'YJ ILLCTfL 'YJILuTV. 'YJ fV tCTC{J UL-
iTAaITwv. €l Of TO aA,\oLOvv ~ av,fov TO TOITOVO€ EV Tef TOCTcfOf 

5 avfH ~ aAAow'i', OVK avaYK'YJ Kat TO ifILLUV EV -t,jl[UfL Kat 

EV ;'IL[UH fifJ.tCTV, aAA' ovoiv, El fTVXfV, liAAoLWCTfL ~ av

.f~UftJ WU'TrfP KaL f7Tl TOU j3apovs. 

R 14 TO om. FH] n Aldina et ut vid . S: TH' K: om. EAI 
y •.. IS Y FJS: )'~ .. . y HI: y EK 15 T~V alt. om. 
F] f FHII: t EJKS 16 o~ yap £l] OU "tap J: £l..,op 
FK ~ om. E: f iF! K Kill'1rTtV ~ q K 17 ov om. HIK 
1TOrTVV HI ftS'] f1 E 18 ~] £t J Tf om. K 20 '~IIW" 
wS' AOY0S' I ti'JI.1J8£S' K 'Trys FHJKT : T OV EI 22 TOVrO" 

om. F 7fflT{~II HJ:S: f'JI1TfU;"II E: ff/:fTHTWII FIK (JAM 0 K: 
(;'Aor H IhjJ aq TO HI 24 oU • •. yap om. E K aVvallH 
om. H 25 KtllOVVTa addidi. fort. legit P Kat FJ~P: om. 
EHIK T6Waf] TWVaf Kat K: Ti;waf Kat flS' E: af Tw,,8E P fK{"U 

HIK 26 TO om. 1\ 28 i7f' om. HI ifT' om. S 29 avf6-
JUIIOII F 30 af om. EK ar (Jv~(Tn ' S b I ~HoIW"Tat 
FJK 2 SI7f~l'Iui~ E 2AS: at1T~flUi() vt K : om. El al1r~dutoll 
om. K Kat] KQni I 'TO a'] Kal. TO IS 3 ~ pr.] Kai H 
4 rOO'wSI. H] 5 ~ av~u q HI QVfl,),Kaioll F Kat 'II ~fliuft] 
~ KO I F: KalJ 6 ijJltUV FJKS: TO r;ptlTV EHI oM; F 



0. 

I nOHpOJ) ytyovl non: K{V!,](TLS' oVK oiPuu 7fPOHpOJJ, Kal 

¢8dpfTQt 'm::L\w DVrCOS WCTTE' KWftU(}Ut fl-l]OfV, ~ oUr' iYEVETO Dun 

</>OdPfTUt, ('t;\A,' a~-l 11v Kal aft €IJ"Tat, Kal TOW' d8avaTov KaL 

a7TuvuToV trrraPXfL TOtS OVo-LV, orou 'w~ ns ai/ua TOtS' ¢VUfL 
O'VVEOTWO"t 'lTUUW; ElvaL J.tEv avv ,dV7]uW 7TaVTES' cpautv ol1TEpt IS 

¢VCTEWS n Alyouns OLa TO KOCTjJ.07TOLE'i:V Kat 7Tfpl YEV£Uf,WS 

KaL ¢8opU.s "ivat T~V OEcoplav 7TalTaV aUrOtS', ijv dOt/varov 
lnrapXfLv jJ.1'/ Kw0<TEWS ovO"1}S" aAA' 0(1'0( f.lJv a:rrdpovs 1'£ /Co· 

up.avS' EtUaC cj>arrw, Kat TOVS J.lEv y{yvEu8at TOUS DE qAJf.lpHT8aL 

TWV K6CTJlWY, (lE-t C/>auw ",ivaL ,dv1)(J"tV (avaYKui'ov yap rus 20 
YEvlufLS KaL nh- ¢8opas "LVaL I.lfTa KLV0uEWS aVTwv)- auoL 

o· Eva <~ aEl) ~ jJ.~ af.t, Kat 7TEp2 rf/ s KW~(T£WS V7rOr{OEvrat Kura. 

'A,6yov. El o~ EVOEXETal nOH j.l.170EV KWEtcrOaL, chxwS' avaYKlJ 

TOVTO UVJ.l.{3a{vHi)' ~ yap ws l Ava,ayopas Alyu (¢rwtv yap 

hEtVOS, oJ.l.OV 7TavTwv OVTWV Kat ~PEJ.l.OVVTWV T(JV li7THPOV Xpo - 25 
, , " il - " - ) ., 'E vov, K~V7JcrW £J.l.1rol1/Uat T v VOVV Kat utaKpWat, '1 ws j.l7T£-

OOKA~S €V J.l.IPH Ktv£tUOat Kat 7TaALV ~P£fJ.EtV, KwiiuOat J.l.Ev 

oTav n qHA[a h 7TOAAWV 7TOLV TO h ~ TO VetKOS 7TOAAa 

If EVOS, ~P£fJ.£'iv o· EV TOtS fJ.fTatu XPOVOLS, Alywv 

oih-ws Ii J.l.Ev h h 7TAEOVWV J.l.fJ.l.a81/K£ </)'v£uOaL, 30 

ljOf 7TaALv OLacjJVVTOS EvOS 7TA/ov' hTEAIOovuLV, 

Tn J.l.fv y{yvovTa{ TE Kat oli crcj>fCTtV flJ.7TfOOS alwv' 25 1 :\ 

i1 Of Tao' clAAauuOVTU OLaJ.l.7TEP'ES OVOUlJ.a A~YEL. 
Tam-v O· aL'Ev lauLv O,K[V1/TOL Kun). KVKAOV. 

TO yap "~ Of Tao' O,AAalTuOVTa " EvOlvOf h{iuf AIYfw awov 

CTKf7TTEOV o~ 7TfP't. TOVTWV 7TWS EXU' 7TPO lpyov 5 

Tit. 'Trfpl ICUfr/O'"£6)s' rwv EIS y 1'0 y: a E: CPVutl(ijs aKpOaUfCtlS ~ IW H 
b I I l'iYOVf KS: a£ ),~'Y0Vf EA 'Tron E2.KAST: om. E1 12 tJO'Tf 
E2KAT: om. £1 13 aAA' fi'1v Jl 15 1'£11 KAS: JL~ E 17 /Cal 
'TrfPi. cp(}opos K 'Triiunll Camotiana: 'TrllutV n 18 ;;0'0' EKST: 
mr6O'oi A nom. FKST 19 £Ivai am. K 20 1'011 /COul'/lII I 
21 nIt KAT: am. E cpopas p 22 lva ~ dEl ~ scripsi, cum T ut 
vid . : ~ i/fa ~ E 1S : ftf/f uti E~: ;IIa ~ KA 23 a; J2K I'~ K 
24 1'OUTO om. H 27 KtvElu(}rn pro om. E 28 71'OIEI J : q 'TrOll; £2 
30 "Ol)TCtlt n 1'£11 Diets: "OVTWS r/ JJ.£v S: Oi:TCtlS "~JJ.£II Bekker ~Jl£II 
JH ~II om. S 31 ~3; JKS: n ai EFHI 25Ia 2 Tn J Tel 
alaAAaO'UOIITn F atnP.'TrEpfS om. H 3 a' om. H 4-5 TO ••. 
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'1>'l"~JKH~ AKPOA~E.m; e 

yap ov /-I,ovav 7iPO~ T~V 7TEpl qnlCT£ws 8f.wp{av lIki:v r7Ju aA11-
BEtav, aAAQ. Ka, 1iPOS T~V /.d8ooov rT,v 7f(:pt Tij~ apx~s rijs 

87ipWTYJS . 

8 uptwp.dJa Of 7rPWTOV €K rwv OtCJ)puJ}dvwv r,IlLV £V 
TOtS cf,>V{HKOtS 7rpOnpov. cj>af.L£v a~ T~V K{V71CJ"lV EtVat lvlp-

10 ynav TOV KtvtjTOV 11 IUV11TOV. avaYKat'ov apa tmaPXEtv 'TIl 
7Tpayp.ara Til. Ovvdp.Eva KWf.L<T(Jat KU()' haUT7]V 1({V1JCTW. Kat 

XWptS OE TOt) 1"1]5' Ktv~o"EWS' opLap.ov. 7TaS' au OJLO.\Oy~rTHfV 

QVaYKatOV Elvat KLuE'iu8aL TO OVl/urOY KtvEtr10aL KaO' ~K&OT7IV 

K{V1]CTtV, orau MAowvuOaL p.'Ev 1"() clAAOLWTOV, ¢lpHy8aL DE TO 

15 Kant .... onDV /J-ETa!3/":rp'ov, wun Oft 7TPOUPOV KaV(JTOlJ ElvaL 

7rplu KaEuOaL Kat KaVCTTtKOV 7iplv KaHv. olJlCOVV Kal rain-a 
avaYKa'Lov ~ YEvluOaL TlOTE- OVK oura ~ Mota EtVat. d Jl€V 
TO{VVV iyluETo TWU KW7lTWV EKacrrou, avaYKaLov 7rPOUPOV r ijl) 
A1JcpOf{U1'}I) aAA1JV YfVfuOa~ lJ..frafJoA~v Kat K{V1'}UW, KaB' ~V 

~o iYfVfTO TO o3vvaTlJV KW1JBijvat ~ Kwijua,' fl 03' avra Tipoiimjp. 

XfV GfL KLV~UfWI) /L~ OUU1JI), aAoyov /LEV cpa{vfTat Ka, au

TOOfV i7nUr~UaULV, ov /L~V aAAa jJ.UAAOV iTt TipoayovuL TOVrO 

uV/LfJa{VftV avaYKaLov. d yap rwv /LEv KW1JTWV avrwv TWV 

o3E- KLV1'}TtKWV orE f.lfV Eura, n Tipwrov KLVOVV, TO o3! leLV01)j.L€. 

'5 vov, Or. 3' oMlv, &M' ~P'I"" &vaYKa,ov rouro I'fTa{3d,,

Anv 7lponpov' l1V yap n arnov rij" ~PfP.{GI)· ~ yap TjpfjJ.1J. 

utI) UrfP1'}Utl) KLV1}UE"WI). t:lun npb TIl" npwr1'}I) fJo£Taj3oAij" 

lU7Gt IJ.€Taf3oA~ 7fpodpa. ra P.€V yap KLVEL j.LovaxwI), 7"(1 
Of Ka/. TIts Evavr[a" Ktv~Unl), oTov TO I'.Ev mJP (JEpp.a[Vft, 

30 'o/VXH 0' ou, ~ o· E7iLUr~fJ-1'} OOKE"L TWV Evavr[wv fTvat jJ.{a. 

cpa{vE"rut p..€V ouv leaKE"t n ETvat OjJ.OLOTPOTiOV· Tb yap tv
xpov (hplJ.a[vE"1 urpa¢ev nWI) Kal a7fE"A06v, t:lU7rE"P Ka!. Q.jJ.ap 

r&.vH EKWV 0 E7TtUT~J.LWVJ orav av&'7rUAW x'p17U1'}TUt Tff Em-
25th Urr1IJ.'l1' aAA' ovv Qua yE" GVVanl ?Tou:'iv Kal ?T&aXHv ~ KtVCi.'V, 

TIl. Of KWE"Lu(Jat, ou 7TavTw" Gvvar&' (unv, aAA' ~OL lxovTa 
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Kat 7TA'1o-ta(OVTa aA.\.~'\OL). wo-o' OTav 7TA'1fTLao-l1' KWft, 
TO O~ KWftTat, Ka, OTav imapfv &S' ~v TO flEV KW1)nKOV 

TO OE KW1)TOV. d TO{VVV jJ.~ afl EKWlLTO, oiji\ov &S' OVX ov- 5 

TWS' fixov &S' ~v OuvajJ.fva TO jJ.EI! KWftcr8aL TO OE KW€tV, aAA' 

loft jJ.ETa{3a'\AHv OanpolJ aVTWIJ' aV&.YK1] yap fV TOtS 7TPOS' 
TL TOWO O"Vflf3a{VEW, orOIJ €l jJ.~ tv omA&'o-LOV VVV DL7TAauwv, 

jJ.fTaf3ai\Aftv, El jJ.~ ajJ.cponpa, 8&.npov. £UTat upa TLS 7TpO -

rlpa jJ.Haf3oA~ Tij) 7TpWT1]). 10 

7TPOS' DE TO-6TotS TO 7TPOUPOV 10 

Kat VUupOV 7TWS' IUTa, xpovov fJ.~ aVTOS' j ~ XPOVOS' jJ.~ 01)U1jS' 

KtV~UfWS' j ft O~ fUTLV 0 xpOVOS' KtV~UfWS aptOp.oS' ~ K{V'1U{S 

TLS', fL7TfP elft XPOVOS' £CJTLV, aV&.YK11 Kat KtVTJUtV atatalJ fTvat. 

MAo. jJ.~v 7Tfpt yf XPOIJOV £'w lvoS' 0fJ.0VOTJTLKWS £XOIJTfS 
cpa{IJOVTaL 7TavnS" aylV1jTOV yap ftvaL AlyovutV. Kal. lha 15 

To-6rov tl.'1flOKPLTOS yf OEtKVVUtV &s ao-6vaTov lt7TavTa yfyO-
v'vat· TOV yap xpovov elylV1JTOV fTvat. DAaTwv DE-
YfVV~ flOVOS" lIfJ.a fJ.EV yap aVTov T~ ovpav~ [Yfyovlvat], 
rov 0' ovpavov YiyovlvaL ¢TJu{v. Et ovv ao-6vaTov funv Kat ftVaL 

Kal voijuaL XPOVOV aVfV TOV VVV, TO O~ vvv fun flfUOT1]S ns, 20 

Kal apx~v Kal H'\fVT~V £Xov l1jJ.a, elpX~v jJ.fv TOV f.UO

fJ.Jvov Xpovov. TfA€VT~V oE TOV 7TapE,\OovTOS, aVaYK1) aft f tVaL 

Xpovov. TO yap (axarov TOV H/\'€VTa{ov AT/CPO/VTOS' XPOVOV 

Iv TWL TWV vvv to-TaL (ovo'Ev yap (un '\af3EtV iv T~ Xpovcp 

7rapa TO lIVV), WUT' f7iE{ fUTW apXl} n Ka, ni\fVrfJ TO vvv, 25 

elvaYK1J awov f7r' CtjJ.cponpa ftVaL afl Xpovov. Q;AAa JJ.~v 

Et yf Xpovov, ¢avEpov on avaYKTJ ErvaL Kal KLvrjUw, £L1f€P 0 
xpovos 7ra8oS' TL KW~UEWS'. 28 

o o' a.uTaS' AOyoS' Ka, 1ffpl Tov]8 
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<P'r~IKH~ AKPOA~EQ~ e 
li~(}apTOV Eivat T~V K(VlJCTW' Ka8&'7Tfp yap f7rl TOV YEvEcrOaL 

30 l({vfJeTLIJ (J1)VEf3aww 7ipOrEpav duae nva JJ.ETaf3oA~v rijs 7TPW
Tr/S', OVTWS fVTaiHJa V(l1'Epav T~S nAruTu{as' au yap I1JlQ 

7l'ClVETClt KLVOVjJ-EVOV Kal KW7JT6V QIJ, OrOll KClU)J.lEVOV Kal KQV 

UTOll OV (lvoeXE:TClL yap KClvCTrov EivaL j.J.~ KClLOP.EVOV), ovo€-
252a. KW1JTLKOV Kal KLVOVV . Kat TO cjJ8apTtlcov o~ Ot'~UEL cj>8apijvaL orav 

cp8dpTl' Kat TO TOVTOV cp8apnKOV 7TaAW VO'UPOV' Ka2 yap 
~ q;8opa p.Haf3oA~ res €UTLv. d o~ TaitT' liih/vara, OijAOV 

wS' lCTTLV (dow!> I(tvr](J"LS, aU' oux OTE f.L€v ~v OTE a' av' Ka~ 

5 yap EOLKE TO ovrw i\.IYHV 7ti\aap.an j.taA.i\ov. 
5 oJ.lolwS oE 

Kal TO 'AeYEW on 7ii<PVKEV OVTWS Ka~ ruvTrjV DEL vO}J-t(nv d'· 
vaL aPX'lv, 07fEP IOLKEv 'EJJ.7iEOOKAijs au d7iELV, WS TO Kpa

TELV Kq.C. KLVELV ill p.lpn T~V cjnA,{av Kat TO VEtKOS V7TflPXH 
TO~S 7rp&.yp.a(Jw £e aV&YK~~" r,PEP.ELV a£ TOV p.ETat v Xpo~ 

]0 VOV. Taxa Of Kal at p.lav apX~v 7rowvvns. fJJU7rEP 'Avaea. 
yopas, oVrws &v Et7rOI.EV. aAAa p.~v ovOlv yE aTaKTov TWV 
4>VUH Kal Kan), cpvuw' ~ yap 1>VUts alrta 7rQ.uw T&.tEWS. 
TO O' a7rEtpOV 7rPOS TO a7rUpOV ovo'va hOYOV IXH' Tafts OE-
7raua .\oyos. TO O· aTrHpOV xpovov r,PEp.ELv, EtTa KW'I]()ijva( 

IS TrOH, TOVTOV a€ p.7jaEp.lav Eivat lHacJ>opav, on vvv pJiAAOV 
.,. I '11 ' ~ " 't1/. • I rl-. I " 1] rrponpov, p.'I]u au Ttva Ta~w eXHv. OVKETt 't'VUEWS EPYOV. 
~ yap (mAws EXH TO cJ>VUH. Kat OVX OTe p.h OVTWS OTE 0' 
aAAws. orOV TO niJp al)W <pVUH cJ>lpETGL Kal OUX 01'£ p.Ev 
OTE- 0' OV' ~ hOYOV lXH TO p.~ U7ThOVV. OL07rEP J3EATtOV WS 

zo 'EP.7rEOOICAijS. KaV Ei TtS lHPOS Etp'l] KEV OVTWS lXEtv. €V fLE
pEL TO nav r,PEfLELV Kat KLVELu()at 7raALV' 1"(l~W yap 110'1] 
nv' EXH TO TOWVTOV. a:AAd Kal TOVrO OEL TOV A'yovTa fL~ 

¢avut p.ouov. a:AAa Kal T~V alTlav aVTov AEYUV, Kal fL~ 
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I. 251b 29-2. 252b 17 

"tOEa"Oat JJ:'10€V /J.lJO' a.fLOVV a~(wJJ: (1'\0"1011, aAA' ~ f7Tayw-
Y'lv ~ a7r60H~tv ¢lpHv' a-UTa f.L€V yap 01;1< aLna T/). lnro- 25 

nOlvTa, ovo'€ TOVT' ~v TO cpt>"OTT/Tt ~ Vf[KH ElvaL, aAA2t rijs 
JJ.fv TO o-vvayuv, Toil OE TO OLUKp[V£tV. El of- 7ipOUOpLEtrat 

TO 1.11 fllpn, AfKTlov t¢' ~v ovrws, WU7iEP OTt lunv n ~ (TV -

vayn TOVS' uv8pc1J'rrovS', ~ qHA{a, Kat. ¢n)yovuw 01 EXOpO't 
aA.A11A.OvS' · TOVrO yap V1iOr{8ETat Kat 1.11 T~ OAct' ElvaL' cf>al. 30 

VETaL yap f.nC nvwv DUTWS'. TO OE Kal ot' Cuwv xpovwv OEt-
Tat i\6yov nvos. 6AWS' Sf TO vO/J.[(nv a.PX~v elvaL ravTfW 

iA::av~v, ,J n alEt ~ luTtv OVTWS' ~ y[yvETat, OVK opOwS' lXH 

lnroAa{3EtV, ECP' & !l1JJlOKPLTOS' avayft TaS' 7rEPI. qn)(TfwS' al-
'rtaS', WS' OUToo Ka, TO 7rpOUPOV lY(YVfTo' Toil Of aE~ Dlue 35 
afwL apx~v Cl]n'iv, 'A.lywv E1T[ TLVWV dp(Jws, on ~r fn, 7rav- 252b 

1'OOV, OUK op8ws. KaG yap TO Tplywvov €XH OVULV c3p8uLS afl 
nh ywv{as tcraS'. aA'\' ojlwS' EerT l v Tt T~S' a'ifhoT1]TOS' TUVT'1S 

;TfPOV arnov' rwv plVTOt iipxwv OVK €unv ETfPOV atnov at. 
Q[wv ovcrwv. 5 

on jlEv o~v ovofls liv Xpovos ovo' IUTat OTf K{VTJ· 5 

Ins OVK 1jV ~ OVK €UTat, flp~er()w ToeraVTU. 

2 Ta o~ £vaVT(U T01lTO(S OV xa.\f7TOv AVfLV. ootHf 0' 
av EK TWV TOLWVOf UK01iOVerW ElJO~Xfer()at P.aAtUTU K{V1]UtV fT· 
vat 1iOTE jl~ ovuav o.\wS'. 7iPWTOV jl£V oTt OVOfjl{a atOLOS' 

jlfTa{3oA~' jlfTUj30A~ yap 117Tacru 7r/¢VKEV tK TWOS' Eis Tt, 10 

werT{ uvaYK1] 7TaU1]S jlfTaj3o.\ils fTvat 7Tfpas TO. EvaVT(a EV ors 
ylYVfTal, £is a7THpov a~ KWfLu8aL jl1]OfV. €n OpWjlfV on 
ovvarov KW1]()~vaL jl~Tf KWOVjlEVOV jll/T' €XOV ' EV €aVTcfl jlTJ· 

Ofjl(av K{V1JUW. oTov E7r! TWV atvxwv, wv OVTf jlfPOS' ova~v 

OVTf TO OAOV KWOVjlfVOV a.\A' ~PEP.OVV KWfLTU( 7TOT£' 7jpOU~KfV 15 

a~ ~ ad KWfLU8uL ~ p.TJ31r.oTf, ft7ifP p.~ Y(YVHUL OVIC ovua. 

'iTOAV o~ p,aAtUTu TO TOLOVTOV E1TG TWV EfJ-VUXWV eTvuL cpa. 
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(\>'Y'~IKI-n; AKPOA~En~ e 

VfPOV' OV0£l.J.ln.s yap tV r"J."i:v ~VOU(J"7J~ KLV~lTfW!; fV(OT£, ahA' 

~O"tJxa(ovTES' op.w!." Kwovp.£fJa 7l'OH, Kat EyyCYVETUL tV 7JJJ-W 

20 if r,/J-wv avrwv o.Pxr, KW~(T£WS'J KaV ILTJ(J'Ev l~w(}Ev KL-

v~O"[1. iOWO yap E7rt rwv o.1Jrvxwv ovx OPWP.fV Of-LO(WS', 

ahA' ad /CtVEt n altra. rwv l£wOEv tHPOW TO Of (4lov aVia 
<pa/Mv favTa KtVEtV. &)ITT' Et7rfP ~PEf.lfL nOTE r.a,u.7rav. EV 
UKLmlTlf K{VYj(TLS av Y{YVOLTO if am-ou Kat OlJ/t;; lfw{h:.v. d 0' 

25 tV (ce':' iowa OVVUTOV YEVEul}at, Tt KWA.:UH TO aVTa uvp.

~1jvaL Kal Kant TO nav; El yap tV IJ-LKpCiJ Koap_c:> ytYVETaL, 

Kat Ell fLfYaA<:>" Kat El tv rtf KOUf-L<f. Kdv r41 a:m::tp<t'. 
28 finEp £volXETaL KLVE'iuOUL TO li7THPOlJ Kat ~PffJ.f_"i:v aAov. , 

TOV-

. TooV or, TO p.'£v 7TPWTOV I\EX0f.V. TO p.r, Tr,V av~v aEL Kat 
3D f-Llav ntl o.p,Op.ii! E!vaL rl}v K(V7]eTW Tr,V ElS' ret nvnKdjJ.fva. 

dpOwS' AEYETat. TOVTO J-lEV yap l<TWS aVaYKaI.'OV. fL7rfP J-l~ 
a€t J-l[av Kat T~V avrl}v €!vat ovvaTOV T~V TOV aUrov Kat 

hos K[V7j<TW' Aeyw "0' oTov 7ronpov T~S J-lLas xopo~s E"Ts Kat 

o aUTOS ¢8oyyos. ~ (ift (npos. 0l1o[ws lXOV(J"7jS Kal KWOV-

35 J-lfV7jS. M.\' OJ-lWS o7rodpws 7i0T' lxn, OUOfV KWAVH n,v au-

2538. rYJv fLva[ Ttva T~ <TVVfX'1 E"TVaL Kal MOLOV' o~.\ov 0' l<TTaL 

,.,.aA'\ov h TWV V<Tnpov. TO OE KWE"tu8aL jJ..~ KLVOVJ-lfVOV OVOfV 
'" ~....... 1" .. "'t 1I .... ~... I ~ aT07iOV. av aTE" jJ..€V II TO KW7JUOV f£"WU€V. aTE" of J-lTJ . TOVTO 

J-leVTOL 7iWS uv fiT] , (T]T7jdov, .\.eyw Of WUTE TO aUTO unO 

5 Toil aUTOV KW1jTLKoil aVTos orE J-lEv KLVE~u8aL OrE oE J-l~ ' ov

lJEV yap aA'\" o'7rOP€t 0 Toilro .\.eywv ~ OLa T[ OUK aft TO. 

P,EV ~PfP,ft TWl-' OVTWV Tn Of KWELTaL. p..aA.L<TTa 0' tiv 00-
~H€V ro rp[rov £XfLV a7roplaJ/. ws fyytYVOJ-lEV7jS OVK fVOVU1jS 

7rpOTEPOV KLV~UEWS. TO (TV}L{3atVOV E-7rL rwv If.l'fvxwv· npf-

10 p,OVV yap 7rPOTEPOV J.LEra ravra {3aot(n. KW~(TaVros TWV 

lEw8€v OUOfVOS. WS OOK!t. TOVTO S' furL "'EVOOS. opw}J-€V yap 

aEl Tt KWOV}J-€VOV lv r4J (~ce rwv ClVJ.L¢VTWV· TOVTOV Of TIjs 

h 18 III ~p.ill om. FH oiiuF)~ F 19 OJ.Lojw~ E 20 aVrwv 
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KW~o-£ooS OVK aVTO TO {00V arnOV, MAa ro rr€pdxov ro-oos. 
aUTO Of cj>ajJ.£v aUTO KW£tV OV rracrav KCV7I(nV, aAAa r7JV 

KaTa Torrov. OVOE-V ovv KooA.,jH, jJ.aAAov B' 1o-oos avaYKaLov, 15 

€V jJ.EV TC:> o-w/-Lan rrOAA(h €yy{yv£CTOa~ KW110-HS {rIto TOV rr£p~f. 

XOVTOS', ro.,jroov B' lvlas T~V B~avolav ~ ~v Op£~LV KW£LV, EKd· 

V7IV Of TO DAOV ~ory {c:>0V Ktv£tV, olov o-vjJ.j3a{v£t rr€pt roVs

lhTvovs· alo-07lTLK?}S MEV yap ovo£jJ.Las EVOVCTryS KW~CTEooS', 

£VOV0-11S MivTot TLVOS, Ey£lp€TaL Ta C4la rraALV. MAo. yap lO 

cj>aVEpov £(1'TaL Kat rrEpl TOVTooV h TWV lrro/.tivoov. 

3 ' ApX~ Of Tij) CTKb/t£oos ij1r£P Kal 1rf:p1 Tr; S A£xO£lCTrp. 
arrop{aS'. OLa rl rron £vta TWV OVTWV oTE jJ.Ev KLV£LTat 

orE OE ~P€jJ.€L rrai\w. avaYK7I o~ 11TOt 1raVTa ~P€}.tEtV ad, ~ 
7iaVTa ad KW€LO'Oat, ~ TO. jJ.Ev KLVEt(1'OaL Tel. A' ~PEjJ.Etv, Kat '5 
7Tai\w TO-VTooV ~TOL TO. P.Ev KWO-VJ.LEVa KLVELuOat aEl Tel. A· 
~pfJ.LOVVTa l}PfJ.I.€LV. ~ 7TaVTa 7fEcj>.VKfVat oIJ.olws KLVfLCTOat Kal 

l1PEJ.L€LV. ~ TO i\Ot7rOV in Kal rplTov. EvofXfTaL yap TO. jJ.Ev 

a£L TWV OVTooV aK{V1}ra fivat. ra 0' aft Kwovp.fva, Ta 0' 
alupodpoov j.LETai\aJ.L/3av€w· 07T€P liJ.Ltv i\uTlov £UT{V' rovTo 30 

yap (xu i\vutv T€ 7TavToov TWV a1r0povJ.Llvoov, KaL rtAos ~flLV 

ravT1JS' r1js 7Tpayp.an(aS' €UTlv. TO p.h O~V rraVT' ~PfP.fLV, Kal 

rOVTOV {1JHLV AOYOV &cplvTas ~V arU01}CTtv. appOOCTT{a T[S fernv 
otavolas, Kat 7fEPL oi\ov nvos aA.'A' oil 'TrEp1 p.ipovs aP.cj>tCT/3~. 

T1J(1'LS' OVOE p.avov 'TrpOS TOU cj>veHKou. a'Ai\o. 1rPOS rrauas ros 35 

£7ft0-T~jJ.aS' cdS' fl7TELU Kat 7Ta.!TaS TC'ls ootas aLa TO Ktv~CTH 2531.1 
xpij(J-(}aL'TraCTas. (n 0' at 7r€PL TWU apXWV EUCTTl.t(1'€LS, W(1'7ffP 
EV TOLS 7rfPL TO. p.aO~p.aTa AUYOLS ovoiv deny 7TPOS TOV /-La01J . 

p.aTLKOV, op.o{oos BE KaL £7f1 TWV ai\Aoov, ovroos OVOE 7iEpl 
TOV VUY pl]OluTOS rrpos TOU cj>V!TLKOV' imoO£CTts yap OTt ~ cpv. 5 

CTtS' i1PX~ TijS KLV~o"€WS. 6 

O"X€BOv OE Kal TO cj>&'vat KLVELo-(}aL 6 

a 15 ruw~ a' F 16 Iv /if V EKT: om. A rei' fTwp.n.n 
post ,KWTJC1;W. F, 17 EVta K fK£[V7J K 18 C:l7TOLOV KA 
20 Ta] '7l"allTa TO E '7l"(IAIV om. E 22 ry'7l"rp JS: fl'7l"rp E : 
£r1'Tm rj1rfp FHIK '7l"£p't om. J 23 1TOH om. F OUT'fJtiv 
ICIVfl T£ £1 24 a;, TIroL FJKT: a' .,'fTotEI: a:, '1'01 H '7l"alirfJ 
ICnl Tjpfpriv F 27 ICIIJ£ttrtJru om. Fl 31 'IOaVTWVTf A: "If 
1T(iV1"wv F 33 urpEvr(l K 35 TO HI arrauflf EKS b 2 XPT/ 
E1 3 fUTl II E1: fn E~ TO F 1: Tn K p.nB'Ip.aTIICn K: p.IIB'I-

ru(ov E 4 1Trpl F ovrwf om. K OtJafV H 5 rriv] TO I 
6 T~~ EFKS: TH HI] bE '1'1 ICat IJS ICIVftfTBal 1T(iv'ta EKS: 
'7l"avT'a ICIV€LUBul A 



<I>l'l:IKHl: AKPOAl:E.(ll: 0 

7raVTa 'tEVOM J.llv. ~T'OV Of ,DUrOl) napa. T~V 1.,dOooov· (TI. . 

elJ I-Lfv yap n cpvcrtS E11 TOtS cpV(nKo'i.'s apx~. KaOci1rEp /<tmJ· 
O"E"WS', Kat ~pEp.{a). op.ws ot- CPVUtKOV ~ KLVf]UlS' Ka{ </Jaul 

JO ,WES KLVE'iuOat TCdV OV1"oo11 of, 7"£1 J.lfv TO. 3' 011, uAl\.tt 1TavTa 

Ka, eh:!, QA.\d AavO&'vHv TOVTO 'T~V ~/_l.fTlpav aiu01](Tw' -rrpos 

atS' Ka(7TEp au owpl(ovrus 7To{av KlvlJCTLV AEYOV(TLV, .q 7I'ao-aS', 
ou xaA.nfov ibravnJuat. OVTE yap avE,&'VEUOat ovn= cp(J{VHV 
alOv H UVVfXWS', aAA.' fun Kat TO p.luov. lun o· 0f.l0wS' 0 A.o. 

) 5 yOS' T~ 7fEpt TOU TOV uraAayf.lOV KurUTp{{3HV Kat T(l hc:f>v

O/LfVa TOVS' .\(OOVS' OtatPEtv' ou yap fl TouaVOf It,lwuEV ~ a¢lt
AtV 0 uraAayp.os, Kat TO 1J,.,.UTlJ 111 nJ.dUfL Xp6V<f> 1TPOHPOV' 
£lA-A' tJfJ'1iEP 1; VfWAKLa, Kal 0, UrGAayp.ol Ot TOlTotol Too-ovol 
KLVOV(TtV, TO Dt- Jilpor; aVTWV tv ovofvl xPOVte TOUOVrOV. ataLpli~ 

2 0 TaL jJ.iv OUV TO «cpaLpE8£v Els 7rAdw, «AA' ovoiv aVTWV £,cW~Ol1 

Xwp{SJ «AA' lijJ.a. cpaVEpov OUV WS OilK avayKa~ov aEL H 

a:7l'dVaLJ on OLatpELTaL 1; "ipl}{(J"LS Els a7rELpa, aAA' OAOV 7rOTf 
a7rLEVaL. ojJ.o[ws Of Ka, E7r' «AAOLWUEWS 07iOLQuovv' ov 

yap El ILEPlUTOV Els li7rELpa TO aAAowtJj.LEVOVJ OLa rOVTO Kat 

25 h MAO[WULS, aAA' «Opaa Y{YVETaL 7rOAAaKLS, c'!JU7iEP 1; 7rry~ 

["LS. En oTav n vou~ul1' avaYK7J xpavov YEv'uOaL EV C;; VyL~ 
au8~O'"ETaL, Kat IL~ EV 7rlpaTL xpOVOU fl-ETaf3&'AAELV' avaYKlJ 

Of Els lry[ELav fl-ETa/3UAAELV Kat IL~ Els aA.AO j.LfJOlv. fiiO'"TE 
TO <'pavaL UVVEXWS aAAOLOvuOaL Alav EO'"TL TO,S cpavepOLS aIL' 

30 CPLU/3lJU'V. Els TovvavTlov yap;' aAAO[WULS' /) O€ A[Bos ovn 
(TKAfJpaupos y[yvETat ovn j.LaAaKwupos. KaTet TE TO cfJ'pE. 

uOaL 8aVj.LaUTOV El A/AfjOEV 0 A[OOS KaTw CPEPOP.EVOS ~ JLEVWV 

Enl rijs y~s. ETt A' h "Ii] Kal rwv aJ\Awv fKauTov E£ avay~ 
KTjS JLIVOVO'"L p.~v EV TOtS OlKE£oLS TonOLS, KLVovvraL O€ /3La{ws 

b 7 'l'"OV'I'"O A 8 p.iv am. E2 9 OJA6J!' Cam at ian a : 
oJAoiwr n : oGX JJA-oiwI> Gaye Ka; am. E I I Aav8u/lft 
E2 12 ~ (fl) Thoresby Jones nUlIov I 13 01TQVTfl/l J 1 

14 flITt (lUTI 'TI S) I(al '1'"0 piuov KAS: am. E 0 am. E 
15 'l'"OU am. I 16 lwuf/l KAP 17 '1Tponpov am. H 18 'l'"nffni;;~ 
E2 : Tnrroi8f F HST: El incertum ToO"ov8i JT: 'I'"<>O'uv8c EFHIK 
21 Of.'O] UJA-II CIAOII H 22-3 OTt • •• amfVOI am. I 2301T0IOU
ou" KAST: 01TOIOOfTOTOUV E 24 dlmpo Ej2KSP: (1'Trftpov 
FHI]lSIlT 26 "(Ju~UTJ 'Tt FH: 'TIS' "O(1~Un E2: IIO(T~(Tn 'I'"I ~ 
IJ K 27 'TripOlIt FK' olla)'K'1 .•• 28 /-L£TrJ(jriAAHII om. P 
27 O/lU)'K'1 ai £11'] "Ul. E1: Ka~ ('is E~ 28 /lr, am. KA 30 ai] 
H FljIK 34 p.iv am. F "IVtjTO~ FHI 



if( TOVTWV' E'l7rEP OllV lv,' alirwv funv Iv Tots OlKE(OLS TonoLS', 35 

aV&.YK1J fL1]O'£ Kanl T07rOV 71'avra KtvE'i.'crOaL. 254& 
on IJ.fU o~v Ooov - 1 

varov ~ ad navru KLvE'i.'u8aL ~ at, r.aVTa ~p£f.LE'iv. h 706-
TWV Kal cl.AAWV TOtOm-COP 7iLITT£VUHEV liv TLS. dAAcZ Il~V OV()£ 
TIl /LEV dEl IvoEXfTaL ~PE}'E'i.'VJ TO. o' a.El KLvi'iuOaL, 7rOT£ 8' 
~PflLliv Kat 1TOTE '''VELo-OaL P:TjO€v. AEKTlov o' on aaVVaTOV. 5 
" 1 \ ... I I , , . , , (" 

WU7rt,P em 'TWU E P1JP.EVWV 7rponpov. Kat E7ft TOVTWU OpWJJ.f:V 

yap f1Tl rwv avddV YLyvollivas TIl.!! dp1JfJ.lvas JJ.ETaf3o'A.as), 
Kat r.pOS' TOVrOLS 15n j.t&.xnaL TOLS cjlaVEp0'i.'s d ap.c/JtlJ'/3'1T(;W· 
OVrE" yap aVffjULS ovO' ~ f3{aws ErnaL K{VTjUW, El fJ.~ KW~ 
(TEra' 7rapn <!>VCTLV ~PEf.LOVV ';{pon:pov. ylVH1W ouv avuLpE'i.' Kat 10 

cpOopav OVTOS 0 A6yoS'. CTXEOOV OE Kat TQ KWE'i.'uBaL ylYUfCTBa( 

TL Kat cj>OECpHTOaL OOKEL 1I'acnv' Els 0 !-LfV yap !-LErar;aA.AEt, , ,. 
Y'YVETaL rovro 'fJ 

rOVTo ~ £vrEvOEV. 

!-LEt £v{on . 

iv rount', if ot Sf !-L€Taf3aAAu, cp8dpEraL 

&Jun OijAov on ra !-L"fv KWEtTat, ra 0' ,jPE-

' 5 
TO Of iravra a£toVV orf }LfV ,jPE}LE'iV Orf Of Kt- '5 

vE'iuOaL, roth' ,j0'1 uvva7rrfov irPOS rots 7r&'Aat AOyOVS. apX~v 
OE ir&'ALV 7rOtTJrfOV a7TO rwv vVv owpLer6£vrwv, rl]V avrlIV ifV1iEP 
, V 8 6 ok I I ' ...... / ...... 'fJPc;;a}LE a Top npov. 'fJ yap rOL 7Tavra 71PE}LU, '1 r.avra KLVEtraL.1] 

ra}LEv ,jPE}LEt rel C5"f ICLVEtraL rwv ovrWV. Kat El ra }LEV ~PE}LEt nl 
Of KW£traL. avayK'11jroL 1iavra or E !-LEV ~PEP.EtV orE Of KLVEterOaL. 2 0 

(~ ret P.EV ad l1P£P.Etv ro. OE aEt Kwe'i:uOaL). ~ rel /-LEV &E1 ~PEJ.LE'iV 
ret oE aet KtvEt <TOaL avr wv, TO. 0' or E- J.L€V ~PEJ.LEtV orE- OE KtVEt<TOaL. 

on }LEV ro(vvv oVX ot6v Tf 7Tavr ' ~PEJ.LEtV. Erp"1raL JI.€V Kat r.pon 

pOV. Et7rW/-LEV OE Kat vvv. £l yap Kat Kar' &A~Ouav oi/rws lXEL 

KaOa7TEp <paUL nVH, £ivaL ro ~v aTtupov /Cat O,K(V1]rov. aAA' 25 

ovn f/Ja(VEra{ y£ Karn rl]v ar<TOTj<TLV. aAAa /cLVEtcrOaL 7iOAAa 

b 35 hnill aUTWlI K 2548. J O~II ov llvllaTllJI HI 3 TO'OUT(ull 
iThXwlI F oM; EJ ' KS : oun FHIJI 7 (1Tt KAT: «at f1Tl E 
9 yap] yap? E (o'n F I I 8; am. F 13- 14 If • .. ToiiTO 
am. Kl 18 f/TOt yap K "tVfLTO' q 1TavTa ~PfPfi F 19 TO. 
a~t.] af~ Ta EI . 2~ ",,'(iT~' TWV. Svr,WlI ~vay,,'1 ,KA 2 ! -2 1 pro : . ; 
af f(tllflo8at) "at nuX,v TOUTWJI T] Ta P.fll "'''OV~fJl(l «UlftTfU aH Ta a 
?pfpoiillrn '1PfPfi, ~ 6pol)iwr mlllTa OT; POIII t,pfp.ii OT; 8; "1 1f(iT(U 

margo K 21 ,If£ alt. am. J 21 q ... IClllfiu8m addidi hie: 
post atrrWlI ll 22 add. Prantl: om. ITS 23 pill EFJKS: P.fll 
Otlf HI 24 fl1TWIl £1: fi1TOP.fl' J «:al alt. om. K 25 'f(1I;~ 
cpaU'1i KA 26 ouro, I ICtII(iTQI FH I 



<I>'Y'l:IKHl: AKPOAl:E.!lS e 
TWV OVTWV. fL7rEP oov lcrnv oofa ~/€VO~S ~ oi\w~ a6ea, Kat 

KLVl)UU fernu, KaU d cpavracrLa. KaV el OTE fL€v OVTWS aOK€~ 

orE o' iTlpws' ~ yap ¢avrQcda Kat ~ aaea KW.,]O"EtS' 

30 nVEs €tvat OOKOVCTtV. ahi\d TO /LfV 7rEpl Tourov UK07fEtU, Kat 

(?JuLU i\6yov wv {3€ATtOV IXOfLEV ~ AOYOV ()€tO'Bah KUKWS 

Kp(VEtV fOT2v TO (3tA.nov Kat TO XEtpOV. Kat TO 7rurrOV Kat TO 

I.L~ 1rtO'rov, Kat apX11V Kal J.L~ apx.qv. oJlolws DE aovvarov 
Kat TO 7ravru KWEtUOaL, ~ TIt J.l.EV (h-, KWEta-8aL TO: o' ad 

35 ~PE"J1.€",v. 7rpOS 8:lTavru yap ravra lKav~ J1.{a 7rtrrTLS' opw-
254b fJ.€V yap (Uta orE fLEV KWOlJfJ.€l'a orE 0' ~P€fLOVvTa. C:)O"n <jJa-

VEPOV on a<>vvaTov o}totwS' TO 7Tavra ~Pff1.EtV Kat TO 7r&.vra 

KWELU8at U1JVEXWS ree 1"(1 MEV ,hl KWfLUOat Ttl 0' ~PEJ.l€LV 

ad. Aomov ovv O€WpijcraL 7ronpov 7raVTU TOLuvra ora KWE'i:-
5 crOat I(al ~PEjJ.£'iv, ~ EVlU jJ.Ev ovrws, EVLU a' ad ~PEjJ.E'i, EVLa 

1)' 0.£1 KLVE'iTUl' TOUTO yap 1)HKrlOV ~jJ.'iv, 

Twv o~ KWOVVTWV Kat KtvovjJ.ivwv 7"ll fJ-fV Kara crVJ.Lf3E- 4 
f3'YJKos KWE'i KU' KWE'iral, Ta. Of Kaf)' atora, KaTa CTUjJ.f3E 

f31/KOS J.LfV oTov ocra n T~ lJ7rapXEw TO'iS KWOUCTW ~ KWOV-

10 pivots Kat Ta KUTU jJ.opWV, Ta..o£ Kaf)' a-UTa, ocra jJ.~ T~ 

lJ7Tapx£w T~ KLVouvn ~ T~ KwouJ.LevCfl. jJ.'YJOf T<1l jJ.OPLOV n 

awwv KLV£'iv ~ KWE'icrOal, rwv /)f KaO' a-uTa. TIl jJ.fV tocf>' 

E-aurOU Tit /)' -Un' (iAAOU, Kat TU jJ.EV cf>vcrH TU Of f3{q. 

Kat napa cf>VUW. TO U ya.p avro 1;cf>' a-UTOU KWOVJ.I.£VOV <pv-
IS o-H KWf'iTal, olov €Kacrrov TWV '~wv (Kw£'iTat yap TO '~OV 

aVTO -ucp' a-urou, Oo-WV 1)' ~ apx~ EV aVTo'is rijs KW~(J'£WS, 

TaVTa q)'lj(J'fL ¢ajJ.fv KWE'io-8at· OLO TO jJ.€V '~OV OAOV cf>vcrEt 

aUTO EaUTO KWf'i, TO piVTOL crwjJ.a ivoeX£TaL Kal !,/>VcrH Kat 

napa <pvcrw KLV£'icrOaL' o Lacpep£L yap 07To{av U av K(V1}crW 

20 KWOVjl£VOV TVX[/ Kat h no{ou CTTOLXdou CTVV£UT1JKOS). Kat TWV 

-Un' Jli\AOV KWOVjJ-'vwv Td jJ-£V ¢VCTEt KtV~'iTat rd. S£ napa 

a 27 Kui] f1 H 28 KtIV] Kal. HJIK fl] ~ E~: "r f1 
om. F, erasit J 29 flva, OT£ FHI 30 flva, EFJKS: 
am. HI TOVTWP F: TOV I 31 6>JI om. E1 32 TO alt. 
am. E TO tert. E2KAS: om. £1 34 afl om. H ~PfJ.Hiv 
aft HI] 35 I-l{a i/(a v~ FHI b 1 01'£ a'1]pfJ,l.OVJlTU El 4 8f6)-
pijum EjIKS: 8fWPr]T€!JV FHIJ2 ~ aVTo FH 9 oroJl om. 
Kl 10 TO. pro am. ErKl II T~ alt. am. E1J 12 Tn 
am. ElK fliJl • .. 13 Tn pro am. El 16 a'] Tf K 17 a,on 
TO £' 18 abro om. I fltVTOt] ai K 19 awf/>€pO' H 
&JI om, FHIPK 20 Kal alt. am. £1 21 "'tPfiCT8m K 



qYU(J"W, napa qru(J"w /lEv oTov Ta YHlpa 6.vw Kat TO 7TVP K(LTW, 

En o~ Ta /lop~a TWV (~wv 7ToAAaKL~ KWEtTaL napa cj:H)(J"LV, 

napa TIts· (Jh,.Et~ Kat TOUs Tp07rOV~ rij~ K'V~(J"EW~. KaL /la

A'(J"Ta TO 1J7fO TLVO~ KWEt(J"ea~ TO KWOVjJ.EVOV lv TOt~ 7Tapa cj:>v- ~5 

(J"W KLVOVjJ.lvOL~ €(J"Tt tjJavEpov OLa TO a~AOV ElvaL 1J7f' 6.>u\OV KL

VOVIJ..£VOV. IUTa Of TIl 7Tapa tjJV(J"LV TWV Kant tjJV(J"w Til avra 

vtjJ' aVTwv, orov Hi ot>a· OU yap TOVT' aOTJAOV, El inTO TLVO~ 

KLVEtTaL, aAAd. 7TW~ OEt OLaAa{3EtV aurov TO KLVOVV Kal. TO 

KLVOtJILEVOY' EOLKEV yap W(J"7TEP EV TO'~ 7TAOlot~ Kaf. TOtS' IL~ 30 

tjJtJ(J"H (J1)VLUTaplvOLS, oVrw Kat EV TOtS (ceOLS ElvaL OLnPTJILlvov 

TO KLVOVV Kal. TO KLVOtJILEVOV, Kat OVToo TO a7Tav aVTO aVTO KL -

33 
fLaALUTa 0' a7TOpEtTaL TO AO('1l'OV T~S' dpTJILlv)lS TEAEV - 33 

Talas OLaLpluEoos' TWV yap V7l" aAAov K,vovILlvoov Hi ILfV 

7Tapa epVULV l011KafJ.EV KLVE,u(Jat, TO. Of AEl7TEraL aVn(JEtVaL 35 

on epV(T€t. TavTa 0' EUTtV & T~V a7Toplav 7TapaoxoL av 1J7r0 2SSa. 
T{VOS' KWEtTaL, oTov TO. Kovepa Kat TO. (3ap'a. Tav.a yap Els 

fJ.Ev Toh a.VTLKEtp.lvovS' T07TOVS' (3{q KLVEtTaL, £l~ Of TO'V, O!KE(OVS'. 

TO p..€V KOiJepOV avw TO O~ {3ap:U KaTOO, tjJveTEL' TO 0' V7TO 

TlvOS' OVKITL cpaVEpov, WU7TEP OTav KW(;WTaL 7fapa cpV(TW. TO 5 

1"£ yap aina vel/ aVTWV ¢avaL aovvarov' (WTLKOV 1"£ yap 

TOVTO Kat TWV lp.'frvxoov 'OLOV, KalluTavaL av laVvaTo aVTa aVTa 

{Alyw 0' oTov, fl TOV (3ao((ELV aiTLov avr~, Kat TOV p..~ [3a

S{(EW). WUT' El l7T' aw<1' TO avw cplpEuOaL T<1' 7fvpl, o~-

AOV on E7T' a.uTcp Kal TO Kt'irW . aAoyov Of Kal. TO fLlav 10 

KtV7JULV KLVet(TOaL p..OV7JV vep' aVTWV, EiYE" aVTa favnl KLVOVULV. 

En 7fW~ EvolXETaL UVVE"Xls TL Kal (J"VfLCPV€S' a-uTo favTo 

KWEtV; r1 yap ~v Kal (J"VVEX~~ p..~ aepff. TaVTn a7TaOls' 

aAA' V KfX,.WpLUTaL, TaVTn TO f.L€V 7TlcpvKf 7TOLEtV TO a~ na-

b 23 hE Kat 'to K 27 'tiiJv Knnl ¢VU"IV om. £1 28 Tn KAS: 
om. E 29 KtVri' £1 Xaf3ll.v T 30-32 £O!Kl V • • • KWOVUfVOV 

om. ] 30 "lOp 'TIIXII i:JUTf"P FK2 32 1fav S Ktvtill EFJKST: 
KtVfi HI 35 civTI'tdJillot K: n8HVat £1: n8fJlat E2: 25Sa 2 KtVijTU& 

E'l TU alt. om. H "yap aJi £l~ FK2 3 p;" EFJKS : om. H[ 
alC} KtvriTOt T01f flV~ I (1 E2 5 K(VOVll'tat £1 7 avvat'to F 
aVril aUTO scripsi: auro avro E: aVro iowa K: aVra F: /lUTa HI) 
8 Till! alt.] TO E2 9 tl EKS : t1Tri A. m'lTo} 10 In' 
nvrcp om. S Koi TO pro KAS : Kai El : TO Kal E2 II /lovrJV 
EFH)'S: pOVOJl K: TaliTa POV1JV p: om. 1 oVra om. S 
12 ulJf'¢lJir n KOI UVVfXES 1 13-14 TO&,11 ..• ICfXWP'UTOt om. Et 



<I>'l':£IKH:£ AKPOA:£En:£ 0 

150XHV. our' apa TOVT(vV ovO'£v uVro Eavra KWEI: (uV/LCPvii yap), 
aVT' CiA.Ao I.TVVfXEf> ovo£v, &A.A' uvaYK1J In'[lp1]crOat TO Kwavv Ell 

iKauTC:> 7iPOS TO KWOtl/LfVOV, oTov f,d TWIJ atvxwv OpWfJ.fV. 
orall KWjl n TWV fJ.LvroXWV. a'\'\'11 lTVl.J.,f3a{VfL Kat 

TaVTa -Uno TWOS' clE·, KWf!:U(JUt' ylVO'TO 3' av q;avEpov OWL-

:10 paven TaS' mnas. l aTw a€ KaL f7Tt TWV KWOVVTWV A.U{3ftV nt fl
p?JJllva' TIl. J-LEV yap napa. ¢vaw aVT(;JV KW1JTLKa hrnv, O!OIl 

o }J-OXAOS' OV cpVUH TOV (3apovs KWf/TLKOS, TIl oE CPVfffL, oiov 
TO fVfpydq OEPMOV KW7fTLKOV TOU OVVafLEt OEPfLoV. ojJ.O{WS Ot: 
Kat bTl. T(;JV iL\.\wv rwv TOLOVTWV. Kal KW'ITOIJ 0' wcraVT£tlS' 

25 cjn5(J"H TO OVVafLEt 7TOLOIJ ~ 7ro(J"OIJ ~ nov, orav IX?1 T~V apx~v 
",V TOLaVT1JV EV aVT¥ Kal Jl~ KUTa UVjJ.j3ff3T/KO) (fr1] yap 

lLV TO aVT!J Kal 7roLOV Kal 7focrov, d:.\.\.a Oarlpc:.J OrtT'EPOV 
crVjJ.f3'f3TfKEV Kat OV KaO' awo inrapxu). TO l)~ 7rVP Kal ~ 

y~ KWOVVTat lJ7fO TWOf; {3{q. p.lv Drav 7Tapa CPVffW. <j>VUEt 

30 o· oTav £lS' Taf; awwv Ev£pydaf; ovvap.Et DVTa. 

30 
ovvap.u 7TA£ovaxwf; A{YETa~. TOUr' arnov TOU JL~ 

E7r£l Of ro 
C/>avEpov E"t-

vaL lJ1iO T{VOf; 1"«1 Towvra KWEZrat, oTov 71\ 7rVP livw KaL 

r, y11 Karw. (un Of ovvaJ.LEt aAAwf; 15 p.av8avwv 17TLur~J.LwJJ 

Kat 0 EXWV 1jOt} Ka2 J.L~ EVE"PYWV, ad .. 0', oTav IIp.a T{J 7TOL -

35 t}nKov Kal TO 7Ta8t}nKOV ~(jW, y{yv£rat iVEpydq. TO l)v-

25Sb varDV, orOV TO J.LavOaVOv h Svvap.Et OVTOf; €T£POV y{yvETaL Sv

vajJ.Et (0 yap lxwv f7Hffn1J.L1JV J.L~ O£wpwv l)( OVV&J.LH f<Trlv 

i1a<Tn1J.Lwv 7TWf;. ahA' OVX wf; Kae: 7Tplv J.La(JEZv). OTav 0' OVTWf; 

IX'[1. Mv n p.7, KWhV"[I. £V£PYE"Z Kal (JEWP£t, ~ (UTaL EV T9 

5 cwnq)(l<TH Kat EV ayvoCq.. OP.O{Wf; of: raiir' (XU Kal f7Tl rwv 

q,V<TtKWV' ro yap "",VXPOV ovvap.H 8E"pp.ov, oTav OE- J.LETa

{3aA:[J, 1;01/ 7TVP, Ka{u Of. av p.ry TL KWAV?1 Kal £P.7TOOCCV' 
OP.O{Wf; o· (xu KaL 7iEpl ro {3apu Kal KOVCPOV' ro yap KaV-

a 15 CTVP.q,V'1'i' E 16 our'] ouai S atrupfltT8m H 18 /~"'vxwv 
aura aAAa £2KA 19 mira Had. EFHJKS: om. IT av om. F 
23 TO] TIl J 27 a" om. F /COl;] /C(lnI F 'TrOCTOII /Cal. 'TrOIO" 
FIJ 29 /Ctl/fiT'a& F 30 T~V • •• £lIipyftOIl F 31 'A[yn'at 
/CuI. TOVTO S 34 bfpyroll E et ut vid. S: 8fWpl;)JI KA an 
OS: fl Hayduck 35 TO Olll. E 'S yiylltTat FII yp. A: 
y{YllfTut bion EF' HJKAS b 2 iCTTIP om. H 4 ~~ Tt KPS 
1'-9 om. S 5 /11 E 2HS yp. A: oU/C i" J: DUX u7I'AOis i" A: om. 
EIFl K dyll"i~' op.oiwr (j~ Hayduck 6 ptTfl{3(1)..X" H 
7 /Cnl" £1 /CwA.vun /Cal ;,.I:rrOaICT?1 A 8 /Cai. TO ICOV¢OIl K TO 
yap /Cov¢oP om. EIKl 



epOV Y{YVfTat b: {3aplos, orov 1, ~oaTos a~p (T01)TO yap ov

Vclf-LH 7TpWTOV), Kal 1jOT} KOVqJOV. Kal. ~J'fpy~(jH y' f·Mus, tiv to 

fL~ n KWAV'[I. £vlpYHa OE- TOU KOVepOV TO 7TOt fTvaL Kat ClVW, 

KWAVETat 0', aTav fV r0 ~vaVT{r:> T67ir:>~' Kat TOVO' 0J.L0{WS 

gxEt Kal ~7Tl TOV ?TOCTOV Kat f7TL TOV 7TOLOV. 13 

Ka(rOt TOVrO (T}- 13 
HtTat, od" d 7Ton KWf'i:Tat fis TOV avrwv r07TOV ra Kovepa 

Kal TCl [3apl.a. arnav 0' on 7r1.¢VKI.V not, Kat rotn-' lCTTW TO 15 

KOV4>r:> Ka~ [3apE'i: f!vat, ro fLEv TIft avw TO Of r<1> KCiTW 

OLWPUTJ.L'VOV. OVVcl/LH 0' lCTr~v KOV¢OV Kat [3a,w 7roi\Aaxws, 

tJcr7TfP dP71TaL' orav H yap ii vowp, ovvafLH yl. 7rWS £(In 

KOVcJ>OV, Kal aTav a~p, (],TtV ws ETL OVV&J.LH (fvol.Xfrat yap 

£JJ.7rOOL(OP.f.VOV JJ.~ avw f!vaL) ai\i\' lew ihpatPf8fj TO fP.7rO- 20 

O[(ov, £VfPYft Kat a.ft avwrl.pw ylyvaaL. 0J.L0{ws Of Kat TO 
?TOtOV ds TO fVEpydq. f(VaL MfTa[3aAAH' fVtJVS yap (hoopft 
TO f7TtUrijp.ov, faV fL11 n KWi\Vl/' Kal ro 7iO(J'OV ~KTdvf.TaL, 

~av fLit TL KWAUl/. 0 Of TO vqH(]'TafLfVOV Kat KWAVOV KW~

uas f(J'TLV WS KLVft tun O· WS oil, oLov 0 TOV K{ova {mo- "5 

u7iauas ~ 0 TOV A{()OV CHPfAWV a7To rov a(],Kov £V Tefl ~oan' 
Kara <rVfl(3f[3YJKOS yap KWft, fZU7ifp Kat ~ a.vaKAalTOftlTa 

<r¢a'ipa OVX inTO TOU TO(XOV £KW,,07] a.AA' lnrO TOU {3illov
TOS. on MEV TO{VVV o·voEv rovrwv aVro Kwit favro, oijAOV' 
a.AAO: KW~CTfWS a.PX~v l Xf.t, au TOU KtVf'i:V ovoE TOU 7iOt - 3° 

EtV, a.AAa TOU 7raaxf.tv. fl o~ 7TavTa ro. KLVovllfva ~ CPV 

CTH KWf'i:Tat ~ ?Tapa qruCTLv Kal [3{q., Kat Ta H [3lf!. Kat 

?Tapa ¢V(],W 7iaVTa -inro TWOS KaL tm' aAAov, TWV OE cJ>v

UH r.aAw Ta 0' vej/ aVrwv Kwovp.fva -inro TWOS KWfhaL 

Kal TO. fL~ vcJ>' avrwv, oTov TO. Kou¢a Kat TO: (3apla 35 

(~ yap 1mo TOV yn·yryCTaVTOS' Kat 7Tot~<raVTOS KOVCPOV ~ (3apv. 256& 
~ lmo TOU TO. fj.L7TOO{(OVTa Kat KWAVOVTa i\vuaVTOS), a,7iaVTa 

liv TO: KWOV/LfVa 117;6 TWOS KtVOtTO. 

b JO )'l am. F 11 nlrrOIl Elva~ £2 12 a' am. EI Ell 
T~om. K' 13 /1tl To li alt. om. F KalTO!] Kal S {'1TfiTat 
E 2 KAS: C'ITEl El J4 a~roll EF 15 Kat TO] T£ Kat H 
1tOV S 16 Kat] ry H KaT'" TO ai rcr (1"w FH 17 8,wptrr-
"lvwv J '/TAEOII'lXWS FH 18 TE om. HKl -yi om. H: 
U F 19 ws EHS: om. FIJK -yap om. E 21 cpfpErat 
FH 25 wS' EFIJKS : !LEV wS" HT KIII~inH P 26 0 om. 
FKT III Bi rrf! E 27 ~ om. F 29 aVTo om. S invTo 
KIVEi F 33 TO. '/Tapa K 341m' aVTWIl E 35 Ta T£ 

Koucpa A 2561. 2 ~ om. £1 3 Ii" ... 1"tIlOS] llpa • •• rlVoS" av A 
4098 12 



<VC:l:IKH:l: AKPOA:l:E!l:l: e 
ToVro oe OLXWS' ~ yap ou ch' aVTO TO KWOVV, &AAa OL' 5 

5 EUPOV & KWfL TO KWOVV, ~ aL' a'UTo, Kul TOVrO ~ 7TPWTOV 

J.LETil TO laxuTov ~ ~>ta '7TAuovwv, oTou ~ ~aKTrJP{a KWEI: TOU 

AtOov Kat KWftTaL t11rO T~S' X£tpOS KWOVJ.lEvrj!; tnro TOU av
(Jp6nrov, ouros o' aUKETt rep lnr' alloy Kwliu(Jat. ~p_cpw a~ 

Kwliv c/>uJJ.lv. Kat TO UAftJ7atOV Kat TO 7TPWTOV TWU KWOVV -

JO TWU, aAAa p.aAAov TIl 7TPWTOV' £KELVO yap /cWEt TO TEAEV 

raiov, a.i\A' ou TOUTa TO 7rPWTOV, Kal aVEV ""Ell TOV 7TPWTOV TO 
TfAEVTa'i'ov 011 KW~o"H. €KELlIO a' d,VEV TOVTOV, oTou ~ f3aKTTJp{a 

au Kw~(]'n jJ.1J KWOVVTOS TOU av()pcfnrov. d a~ avaYK1'/ nav TO 
KWOVjLEVOV inr6 nvos TIE KLVEiCTt1UL, Kat ~ 1nTO KLVOVJ.dvov in? 

IS iiAAOV ~ p.~. lca~ fEl JlEV 1m' ".\.\.01) [KLVOVlllvov], &vaYK?J n 

fivaL KLVOVV 0 O'lJX 1m' aAi\ov 7TPWTOV, El ~E- TOtoWO TO 7TpWTOV, 

Oll/( &vaYK1J Oanpov (clMvUTOV yap ds IhrHpov UVUL TO KWOVV 

KaL KWOVp,fVOV 1nr' aAXov aVTI$· TWV yap ihrf(pwv OUK lunv 

OUOEv 7TPWTOV}---d oi)v li7Tav P,fV TO KW01J/-LfVOV 1l7TO TWOS KWfl
Tat, TO Of 7TPWTOV KtVOVV KWflTat P,EV. OVX 1nr' ahXou M. 

21 &I,&'YKl1 alrro vcp' aVTov KWfLcrOat. 

" 
TOVTOV AOYOV lcrTLV E7rfAOfLv. 7TaJI yap TO KtVOVV rC Tf KWfl KaL 

TtV{. ~ yap aVTif KLVfL TO KWOVV ~ aAA<p. OLOV (ivOPW7rOS ~ 
aUTOS ~ Tn J3aKT11P{q., KaL 0 aVfp,os KaTEfjaAfv ~ aVTOS ~ 

25 0 ACOOS 2>v lwuw. o.OVVaTOV De KLVflV avfV TOU aVTo aVr~ 

KLVOVVTOS TO ~ KLVfl' o.AX' d /-LEV aVTo aVT~ KWfL. OUK 

o.VaYKlJ &.1'1.1'1.0 fivat <I> KWfL, (tv DE 11 Enpov TO ~ KWfl. lCTTLV 

Tt 2> KW~Uft ou TtVL aAX' aVT~, ~ ds a7rHpOV fiuw. d o~v 
KWOVp,fVOV Tt KLVfl, aV&.YK1] crrfjvat Kal p.~ fls li7rflpOV levat· 

30 fl yap ~ f3aKT1]p{a KLVfl T~ KWflcr8at 1mo T~S XHPOS, ~ 

a 4 miTa scr ipsi: aUTO EFK: fauTo HI] ro om. J GAM ... 5 
Klvo iiv om. F' 5 am-v scri psi: avro 11 8 af H 13 KlvauvroS'] 
KIVOUP.iv'llnrO FIJ 14 Tf] uVro F inTo] inTo TOU E'F 
K£IJ.livov I 15 /ciVOVPfVtlV omittendum vel Jl !V (lnrO TOU) scriben-
dum ci. Spengel 16 8iJ af TO] 18 /Cai] Kat TO EtA alTflpWV 
Quaill fcrn rrp6JTOV K 19 I'l ] £l p.ill E n vor] KWOUVTOS' K 21 aE 
om.] 22 yap om. K 23 ? mir/iS' EHKS: aUTOS' IJ: 
aVTcf F 25 Tali] rOtoTOV El avrC;; 5, Bekker: aVro HIj2: auro 
E2F: om. £IJ'K 26 KlVf~'Tal Fl aAX' ... KIVf~ nm. I 
a(,nl om. K auro/ fecit p: a un;; £1 : allro £2 27 S EZ 
&v] ft K nom. K a EZ 28 Ti Kat S EK «iAA~) ciXA' 
Spengel aVT6 E~ i'1O'u' K 



xdp I(tV€~ rljv {3aKTrJpCav' d oe- Kat ravrl1 lL\AO KLVft. Kat 

ravT11V (rEPOV n ro KWOVV. orav O~ nVL Kwfl ,if·, EnpOl', 

avaYK1J ElvaL 'Trponpov ro aVr'O awii! KWOVJI, d ovv KWEtra, 

}.LEV 70vro, p.~ ctAAo OE TO KWOVV aVTO, avaYK1J aim) aVTo 

KWE~V' w<Tn Kal Kard. rOVTOV TOV AOYOV 7iToL fV(JVS TO KWOV· 2s6b 

IJ.fVOV vr.O TOV am-o KWOVVTOS KWELTaL, ~ IpXETat 'Tron fis ro 

TOWVrOV. 3 

r.pos DE TOLS Elp1JpiVOLS Kat WOE <TKOr.OV<TL TaVra 3 
UV}.L{31/<TETaL rawa. fl yap lmo KWOVjJ.EVOV KWE~raL T'O KL· 

VOVjJ.fVOV 'Trav • .,;ro, TOVro lmapXfL TO~S TrpaYjJ.acnv Kara <TVp.- .s 
{3E{31JKOS, wun KLVf~V jJ.Ev KW01J/J.EVOV, OV ILEVTOL OLa ro KWEtUOaL 

avro, ~ ov. aAAa KaO' avro. TrPWTOV jJ.Ev OUV d KurU. 

(J"VjJ.{3E{31JKOS. OUK avaYKJ] KWfi.'(J"OaL ro Kwoilv. EZ OE TOWO. 

OijAOV WS lVOEXEra( TrOTE jJ.J]OEV KWEi.'uOaL rwv OVTWV' OV yap 

aVaYKaLOV TO CTVJ.L{3f{371KOS. aAA' lVOEX0J.LfVOV J.L~ E!vat. fay 10 
OUV OWJ.LfV TO ovvaTOV E!vaL. ovoEV aovvaTov UV/J.{3~(J"ETaL, 

"'EVaOS 0' LUWS. aA.Aa TO K{VJ]UW IL~ E!vaL aovvaTOV' O£. 
OfLKTaL yap trPOTfPOV on &vaYK7I K{VJ]UW afl flvaL. Kat EV
AOYOOS OE TOVrO UVJ.L{3£{31JKEV. Tpta yap avaYK1J flvaL, TO TE 

KLVOV/J.EVOV Kat TO KLVOVV Kat ro tI> KLVft. TO J.LfV OUV KLVOlJ/J.EVOV 15 

dvaYK?] KLVE'iuOaL, KWEi.'v 0' OVK clvaYK1J' T'O 0' tI> KLVEi.', · 

Kal KLVfi.'V Kat KLVEi.'uOaL (UVJ.LJ.LETa{3aAAfL yap TOVrO lijJ.a 

Kat Kara ro avro Tii! KLVovp.lv<:, oV' oijAov 0' 111"1 rwv Karll 

r07l"ov KLVOVVTWV' lt7l"n(]""(JaL yap aAA~A.wv avaYKJ] J.L£XPL n 
vos) TO Of Kwoilv oVrws wur' ElvaL jJ.~ c;> KWEi.', uK{vJ]rov. l7l"fL 20 

0' OpW/J.fV TO l(]""xaTov, 0 KLVEi.'u(JaL jJ.£v ot/varaL, KunluEws 

0' apX~v OVK I.XfL, Kat 0 KWE'iraL p.lv. OVX 1m' llA'\ov oe-

a 3l ktVE"tTrn F Tll f:JaK.TI'}p:~ E TOIn-f} Pacius: TaVTI'} J) IT 
I~A"JI.o Tt klVft E 32 Hom. K S~ Tl EH 33 nVrw I : 
aim;> F: {aVTO J : TO E2 aVTO FHI : {lin-a E 34 am-oj aUTro 
FK2 aUTO aVrw K b I kill. om. I TO kIVOVP.~I/OV fjTOI E"Mur A 
2 "O'~UfTGi A n F 3-27 Ttp,ir ... &v hie ITS: ante 2SSa. 4 ~ 
yp. AT 3 Ta~dJ. UVP.,B.jUfTIIt] utJP.f:J~U(T"Ol TflVro' .\ : Tavnl 'JI"avra liTO· 
'JI"ct UVIJ{:J~UE"T(l1 K'i! 4 T"aVrIl] 1tOVT{l F 5 TOtt TTf'r:lyp,ruHv iITT(I{lX~! A 
I( (l T(\] ~ kaTu E~ 6 Wlt:t FK ot] P.? FI 7 aUTO EP]KP: 
aliTo n~l FtHI S klvoilv FS: ICtIlOVIJ~voJ! EHI]K 10 IJ?] P.fV 
p." I I I E"lva,] p.~ E"lvGi ElF O"VpiJalV!1 J 1 J 3 yap E KS : yap Toil· 
TO F1J: yap fjB" TO VTO H 14 Bt E]S: Sq K: om. FHI flvIII 
ovaYKI"] H J6 li.vny/(q Pfll wIE"tu8a& A 17 TOVTO KAPS: TO UTOV 
TO E 19 al/uyICI'} aX"JI.~"JI.wjl O1iTW "'{XPI A Tlvorl 1'£ Ttl/ur F 20 lIttTwr 
nEt /}}fIT' FK'l a E2 22-3 K/!'E"lTIU .•• aAA '] /(IIIf( ll{lI) V1I"' (iAAOV 
Sf /(tllf tTCU a"JI.;\'· oux PrantI, fort. S 22 olix ante 23 vcp' A 



<I>'r~IKH~ AKPOA~En~ e 

clA..\.' vcp' airrov. EV.\.OyOZ," tva J.L~ avaYKaL'ov Et7TWP.fV. Kat 
'f0 Tp[rov ftVUL 1) KtVEt Ch:(V1jTOV DV. ad) Kat 'Ava£ayopas- dp -

25 Ows A/YEL. 'TOV vovv a7l'a8ij CP&'CTKWV Kat o./.uy1J fiva" lnn
o~ yf "Lzn1<TfWS' apX~v awav Elval 7iOLfL' ov1'oo yap J.l.ovwS' av 

27 KtVO{71 tl.K{VT/TOS &V Kat KparO(T} al.uy~s (;)v. 

27 a.\..\a J.L~V 

El fJ.~ KUTa. <TVjl{3f!37JKOS o.,\,\,' l£ aV&.YKl1S' KtVELTaL TO /CL

VDVV, d OE J.L~ KWOLTO, DVK au KtVO{l}. avaYK1j TO Kwavv, V 
30 KWfLTaL, liTOL OVTW KWEt(TOaL WS yE KUTa TO aUTO EThOS' 

T~S' KW~(T€WS', ~ KaO' fUpOV. Alyw 0' ?jT OL TO Ofpp.aLvov 

Kat aVTO OfP}J-U[VHJ"OaL Kal TO vyui(ov vy,&'(EuOaL Kat TO 
<plpou rplpf(rOaL. ~ TO vyt(i(ov <plpHTOaL, TO OE (plpov 
QfJ{ciV£UOaL, ahA-a ¢avfpov on (Hh,vaTov' OEL yap JJ.'XP' 

257(1. TWV &Tf5J.Lwv OWLpovvra 'A.fYEW, orov £L n a,oauK£t yEW
fJ-ETPE~V. TOUTO OtOaUKEuOat YEWfJ-ETPE~V TO aVTO. ~ El in. 
1TTE~. Pt7fTE~UOat TOV awov TP07iOV rijs pNrEws' ~ Oi/TWS' fJ-EV 

fJ-11. &AAO o· If &/v\ov y£vovS'. orOV TO <pEPOV fJ-EV av'aVE . 

5 uOat. TO OE TOVrO avcov G..\AowUuOaL 1m' &AAOV. TO aE 
TOVrO &AAOWUV hlpav TtVa KLvE~uOal K(V1JCTLV. clAA' dvaYKll 

ITTfjvaL' 7iE7iEpaufJ-lvat yap at KLV11ut'LS'. TO 8E 7T11ALV ava. 

K.afJ-7TTEtV Kat TO aAAOLOVV ¢aVaL ¢IpECTOaL TO aUro 7iOlE~V 

fUTl Kav d EVOVS lcp1J TO ¢Ipov cp£pEuOal Kat 8,8auKi· 

10 uOat TO OLoaO"KOV (8ijAov YdP on KLvi~TaL Kal lnrO TOU 
o'vwrlpw KLVOUVTOS TO KLVOVP.EVOV 7iav, Kat fJ-aAAOV 1mo TOU 
7ipodpov TWV KLVOVVTWV). O,AAa fJ-~V TOilrO yE clovvaTov' TO 
Ot8aUKov yap <TVfJ-{3a(vEt fJ-aIIOc1vuv, WV TO fJ-EV fJ-~ lXt'LV TO 

J4 af IXELV f7TtUn]fJ-1JV o'vaYKa~Dv. 
tn OE p.aAAov TOVTWV (1AO· 

. " , ~, , V7iO K.LVOVfJ-EVOU KLVEtTaL TO KLVOVfJ-EVOV' " ... ; d iUTaL yap KLVllTov. WCT· 

7iEp d' TtS' A/YOt 7iav TO irYLaUTtKOV [Kat vY,&\OV 1 vy,aCTTov 

b 26 )'f EP : 7ifp KA 710((;: frVIlI I\. &11 ~6116)r FH IJ'P: 
p.oll(c)r l' 27 KI IIOi FI KpaTo,,, all al")'~r s 29 Tj] d EK 
30 C,S")'f scripsi: WuTf KA: WUTf TO E: WS" TO Gaye 31 8'] S' on 
KA 34 aUtd"fu6m EKS : (Ivtfu8al A 257a I SU'MU'!cH" E1 
'l ? om, Et 3 q] d a; EtS 4 rpEPOII pill] cfJ~pO~fllOll E1 
(I v~fu6at A 6 .!Ct"'lUU' Killftu8at H 7 )'ap (IUIII al A 9 TO 
BdJQUKOIl cl,MuKfu6at A 12 TO E'KAP : om. £1 13 uvJ43ai. 
1101 E 16 wr fall 'TIS" E 17 XE)'fI FHJ 11"0"] OT' I\. 
.!Cal uYICl'OJl sect. Gaye, om. S: Kat u)'ui(oJl Kat FHI 



E!vaL, Kal TO OlKOOO}J:'1TtKOV OlKOOOjJ.1JTOV, ~ Ev8vs ~ OLa 

'1T.\ftOVWV· .\I.yoo 0' orov E"l KW1jTOV fJ.£V 1m' aUou Tonv TO 

KW1jTLKOV, &.\.\' ov TaVTtjV T~V K[V7JUW KLJJ7JTOV f}v KWEL TO 20 

1T'\7JU[OV, «.\.\' Edpav. orov TO VYLacrrLKov p.a01]nKOV. &.\.\0. 

TOVTO f1Tava/3aLvov #,H 1TOTE Els TO aVTO EThOS. ~U"iTEP EL1TO ~ 

jJ.EV 1TpOTEpOV. Ttl fJ.fV OVV TOVTWV aovvaTOV, TO Of r,'\aujJ.aTw. 

OE"S" (honov yap TO it o.l'&'YK1]S TO &'\'\OLWTLKOV aV~TOV 

Eivat. OVK apa aVaYK1J ad KWELuOaL TO KtVOVjJ.EVOV 1m' a.\.\otJ, 25 

Kal TOVTOtJ KLvovp.lvotJ· (Tn](TfTaL flpa. WeTU 1jroL V1I0 ~PEP.OVVTOS 

KtV~eTETaL TO KtVOU/-tEVOV r,pwrov, ~ a-VTO EavTo KLJn}eTH. 27 
&.\.\0. 27 

J.L~v Kal EL yE OIoL eTKO'1TEtV '1TOTEPOV arnov KW~UEWS Kal 

apxt, TO aUTO aVTO KWOVV ~ TO VTr' a.\.\ov KWOVjJ.EVOV, iKEtvo 

7TaS' av 8d1J' TO yap aVTO Ka8' aUTO av ad 7Tponpov arnov 30 

TOV KaB' ETEPOV Kat aVTOV DVTOS. <iSeTU TOVTO eTKETrTEOV .\a· 

/30VeTW a.\.\7]V &pX~V' E"i' TL KLVEt aVTo aim), nws KWEt Kal 
T[va Tpchrov. 33 

a.vaYKatOV o~ TO KWOVjJ.EVOV lhrav EivaL OtaLPETOV 33 

Els aE"l lhaLpE"Ta' TOVTO yap O/SELKTat 1rPOTEPOV EV TOtS Ka8o· 

.\OtJ TOtS' 'TrEP' <PVeTEWS', OTt 'TraV TO KaO' aVTO KWOVP.EVOV 01JVExES'. 257b 

tiSvvaTov S~ TO alnO aVro KLVOVII naVT?l KWE'i:V auro aVTO' 

<PEPOLTO yap tiv G.\OV Kat 4)lpOL T~V aVT~v <popav. ~v tv Kat 

aTojJ.ov T~ trOft, Kal cl'\'\OWtTO Kal aAAOWt, &SeTTE OLOaeTKOL 

av KaL jJ.avOaVDt l1jJ.a, Kal VyLa(OL Kal VYLa(oLTO T1]V 5 

aVrl]V vY[ELav. ITt OLwpLUTaL on KWEtraL TO KLV1]rov' TOVTO 0' 
ieTTLV OVV&.jJ.H KLVOVjJ.EVOV, OUK iVTEAE"XEtq, TO Of ovv&' /-LEL Els fV ~ 

TEAEXE"taV paO[(EL, ECTTtV O· 1] KtV1]eTLS' EVUA€XHa KLV1jTOV &TE ~ 

n 18 fTvm EKS: EUTat A Kill E2KAS: om. E1 TO 011(080-
fUKCW E~S: TO ElK 20 KIV'IT';II E 21 p.a8'1TOII HJ: 
p.a8'7,Jl,anK1v K T " 24 yllp ,TO aA~o'wTtKO" If~IIUYK'I! av~'7;O~ A 
25 af! feCit J2: ftllal aft H TO KlIIOliV Kl l.I1r J K'lIucr8ut lilT Jl 

27 wl'18~(Tfi'T(JI £2 ~J ~ TO F OUTO nSp: a~TO '1 51 28 KOl 
om. S fY ? £1 29 T"O au- del. £: aUT"O om. S K'VO~Jl£/lOV 
EKS: om. A 30 &" om. JT alT"lOll aft rrpoupov A: rrpoTfpoII 
aft Kat ainoll!. 31 airrov aiTtOll~ OV'TO~ I 33, TO KAS:, 0!l" 
E 34 au om. E b I TOtS' om. A I(lllOllJl~IIOII Ka8 atrT"o 
KS 2 1TnllTl E aUTO om. S 3 ¢lpoiTo Ki\Sc: ¢ipOl 
ESPT tJJl om. H ¢iPOl KASc: ¢iPO'TO ESPT <p8oP(11i El 
4 Kill KASo: q ESPT aXAOtOlTO Kal AS: aAAmOVTO KUI K: om. E 
5 p.allBuliot EKST: 818&O'KO,'T0 A Kal Uj'UiCO' KAS: om. E 
7 oVllaJlu alt.] KtvovllfllOJI EKP 



<l>T~IKH~ AKPOA~E.a~ e 
.\~!I. TO Of KWOVV 1jol1 fv£pye{q €(],TW, OrOY 8f.PJ,J-U{VH TO Oepilov 

10 Kat OAWS Yf.VV~ TO EXOV TO €!Oos. !iJ(J-()' Il}J.U TO aVTO leaTll 
TO aVTO OepMov EU'TaL Kat ov 8epJ.l.ov. op,o{ws Of /Cat 'TWV ai\~ 

AWV EKUUTDV, o(]'wv T() KLVOVV ava.YKlJ EXEW TO CTVVcfJVVp.ov. TO 

13 fJ-EV apa KLV€t TO Of KWet"!"at TOU aVTo am-o KWOVVTOS. 

13 OTt a' 
01)/( lcrnv aUro aUTO Kwavv oVrws wuf)' £K&.UPOV v</>' €Kadpov 

15 KtvE'i:uOat, h TWUOf </>avEp6v. oiin yap lura, 7rPWTOV KtVOUV oU· 
aiv, EL yE aVro EaVT() KW~U£L EKaTfpOV (TO yap 7fponpov al
nwnpov TOU KWE'i'uOaL TOV EXOP.€VOV Kal KLV~fTH l-'aAADV' at
XWS' yap KLVE'i:u ~v, TO ,..,.'fv TO 1m' 0..\11.011 KLVOVjJ.EVOV a'UTO, 
TO 0' UlnW' iYrVTfpov Of TO 7roppwnpOlJ TDU KLVOVJ1-Ivov T~S 

20 apxijs ~ ·~o IJ-ETaf6)· En 01)1( clvaYKlJ TO KWOVV KLVEt<TOaL El 
J.L~ v</>' uv-rOV' Karel U1JJ.l.{3E{3YJKOS apa aV'T"tKLVEt 8anpov. 

lAa(3ov ro[vvv ivoEX€CT8at p.~ KWEtV' lCTTtv apa TO p.£v KWOV 

f.LEVOV TO O£ KWOVV aK[V1]ToV. in o·h avaYK1] TO KWOVV aVTtKL

VELCT8at, aAA' ~ aKCV1]TOV yl Tt KWErV avaYK1j ~ aVTO vcp' 
:as aVTOV KLVOV/.UVov, Ei7TEP avaYK1j aEt K[V1jCTW dvaL. In ~v KWEr 

26 K[V1]CTW, KWOLT' liv, WCTU TO 8Epp.aLvov 8Epp.a[VETaL. 
:a6 CtAACi 

p.~v OVO£ rou 7TpcfJrws aVro aVTO KLVOVVTOS ovn ~v p.Opwv 

oun 7TAE(W Ktv~o-EL aVTO aUro (Kao-TOV. TO yap OAOV El KL

VELraL aUro Vcf/ aVTov, llro, 1J7T0 rwv mhou TtVOS Kw~o-EraL ~ 
30 OAOV v¢' OAOV. d p.£v ovv T4' Kwlio-8u( n P.0PLOV UlrrO v¢' 

avrov. TOW' au Ei1} TO 7rPWTOV aitTo aVTO KLVOVV (XwpLCT8h 

yap TOWO p.£v K'V~CTEL alrro awo, TO Of OAOV o'UKEn)' El Of 
OAOV vef OAOtJ KLVEtraL, Kanl o-tJP.(3E(31]KOS av Tavru KWOt 

aVTn eaUTa. W(],TE fl jJ.~ avaYKuLov, ElA~cp8w jJ.~ KLVovp.Eva 

b 10 y£v~'~ KAS: Y{VfTOL E TO alt. am. HI KaTa TO UlrrO 
KAS; am. E 12 QUOP Kl; Qua K~ 13 aVTu E~Ki\S: 
am. E' 14 OUK am. El fUTlP EKS : (PMXETrJ! A av.ro] 
TO aUTO E2FS IeUIOUP :r;:I~S,: ~tPf'P A. ,~<TO'] 0S', KaO' E 
~S , oMo{ yf ,E 16 aUTO £aUTO KS: aUTO aUTO E: fKUTfPOV A 
iKaupop ICtP'Iun HJ: KU;i' ;'{(ITfPOP F: Ktw)<T£t I (llTtWTfPOP 

£2KAS: am. £ 1 18 1"0 alt. am. FK: Toop £1: n';)1 £2 
20 ICt"OVl-'fPOP IW'ftP yp. A 22 O,aJ3o" ToiJIVV EFH IPS: €).aIlE 
TO[VVII J': rOlllVV €'Aa(3oJl Kl: Of; Xal3fi" K2 rural FIK: fn J 
et fecit E 23 €n lIS: (1rf~ Prantl 24 ~ am. £1: fl £2 
TI am. FK v.,,' aVTouFJ 25- 6 I(II'flrtll • • • KIVO t '1 E 2A 26 KIVOIT' 

EKS: leal 1(1110/1" A 32 yap rowo piv KAS: pill yap rowa E 
33 &v am. H Ktvoi TaVTa FIJ: KIPf' mum H 34 QVGYKaia HI 



iJcp' atrrwv. rl]S o)..11S /1pa TO }lEV KLV~crft aK(vfJTOV ~V TO Of 2S8a 

K'V1JO~(TETa,' p.ovws yap oin-ws arov TE n aVTOKlU7JTOV fivaL, 

In eir.fp ~ 0)..1) at,rt, atrr~v Kwli, TO /LEV Ktv~o"H awr;s, TO 
OE KW~o"ETaL. ~ upa AB vcj>' aVTr;, n '([Vl1(J~(TETa, Kat {nrC, 

~.A. 5 
€7TEl DE KWEt TO J.LEv IHV015J.LEVOV 1m' aAAov TO 0' (udvTJ- 5 

TOV OV, Kat KtvErrat TO j.1EV KWaVY TO OE OllDEV Kwavv, TO aUTO 
aVTO KWOVV avaYK11 l, aKW~TOV erVat KWOVVTOS DE, KalIn €K 

KLVOVJJ.lvov jJ.~ KLlJOVVTOS 0' E~ ltv&.YKt'JS', aA.1\.' 07TUT€P' lrvXEv. 
llTTW yap TO A KLVOVV M'€v cudv'IT"ov aE, TO DE B KWOVjJ.EVOV T€ 

lJ7TO Toil A Kal KWOVY TO lcp' ~ r. TOViO DE KLVOVjl€VOV J.LEV inro JO 

TOU B, J.L~ KWOVV DE IJ.1JUv· fi7fEP yap Ka, Ddt 7fAELOVWV ~~EL 
7WT€- ds TO f, f(TTW a,' Evas JlOVOV. TO o~ lbrav ABr avd, 
£avTo KWEt. ahA' faV acplAW TO r, TO MEV AB KLV~(TH 

aln-o eaVTO, TO /LfV A KWOVV TO Of B KLVOV/L£VOV, TO Of r ov 

KW~<TH aVTo £avTo, ovo' ohWS KW~UtTa~. OAAa /L~V ova' ~ 15 

Br KW~O"ft airr~ EaUT~V aVfU TOV A· TO yap B KW€'i nf! 

KWf'iu8al lrTi' llhAou, ov Tef' v<p' awov nvos /L1pous. TO apa 

AB /LOVOV aVTO EauTo KWf'i. clvaYK1J apa TO aVTO £UVTO 

KWOVV lXHV TO KWOVV 11ldV1JTOV aI, Kat TO KLVOVjlfVOV jl1JOEV 
~, ~,t" ., >I >I A. ,). \ '\ '" II , 
u£ KLVOVV ££" avaYK1JS, a7fTolJ.£va '/TOt a/J-'t'w al\Al/,\WV 11 uanpou 20 
i'I' , ,.. ! 1 ' ~ (' " I UanpOlJ . ft f./o£V OVV o-VV£XH tun TO KLVOVV ro jJ.EV yap KLVOVjlfVOV 
, ~" ') 1t,1, • J ., ~"\~, avaYKawv HVat ITUVfXE"S, u't'fTat fKaT£pov £KaTfpov. U1JAOV u1j 

on TO ?TaV aVTO EauiD KWf'i ov T41 aVTov n fLvaL TOWVTOV orOV aViO 

aln-O KLVf'iV, &A.A.' oAOV KLV£L aVTo favTo, KLVOVJlf;v6v H Kat KLVOVV 

~ii> aViOV TL flvat TO KLVOVV Kat TO KLVOVjl£VOV. OU yap ohOV KL- 35 

VfL OVa' ohOV KLv£'iTaL, ahAa KLV£'i jlEV ~ TO A, KLV£LraL Of ~ TO 

2583 I &" om. Et Z p6"w~ ... fl,,!u E'K2AS: om. £1 KI 
4 Ktlf~Uf'T'm EHPKS: Kl lfTJ8~Uff'aI FIJI videzj6b 3-27 adn. opa] 
Upll TO E~ K!"7]II,jufTOl AS: Ktlf7]CTfT(lt E 5 bl"fl ES; lirull'l KA 
UVTO/C'''J}TO'' J 6 iavTo Fl 7 ; Tl om. E 9 af om. EJl ]0 ()~ 
FH I J ft1rtp E2KAP: bTl), El 71"AW;IIWII APP: 11"0>">"0011 EKpl 
~~u ... 12 rpr. om. £1 12 A] TO a E 13 nfl /lUro i"tJTO KIV~CTU 
A 14 A) yap EI: yap a £2FHJ I5~] TU K: ~ TO E 16 fly 
KAS; -y E : 0$)' E~ "liTO :mfTO K -yrip] p.~" yup F : a; H TO 
K 17 tm' Lt;\).ou /CllfE'iuBut A apu KAS : -yn.p E 19 /cllt 
KAS: om. E 20 lhm11lElfa ;~ apuyK'I~ A ~Tm EIJ A: Sf,iro, 
FKS: ~ H 21 p.flf alt. EKPS: om. 1\ 22 CTVlffXfJO uP"y-
<alolf ElI/ilL A li..pfTIlt f/cUTEPO" fKaTipuv om. EFHJ KAPS S;, 
am. Ej1K: 8; p 23 fllfHl] dlfo, n £1 24 /CIPfi'V flll!TO F 
KtVEll /cIVfllf H a; EA 26 ICllffi"Tm aAAa om. £ ~ S: ~ E: 
am. KA KlJlf'i"TaL Sf ~ (~ E, om. K) ro {3 EKS : n~ af fl IClJlflTa, A 



<l>TSIKHS AKPOASE!2S 0 

'7 B p,OVOV [TO Of r uno TOU A oVKln' ltovvarov yap]. 
27 d:rropCav 

3' EXH, fau cvpl"'?1 ns ~ 1"1]5' A, El (J"V1Jf:XfS' TO Kwavv }J.fV 

o."(V1jTOV 0/. ~ 1'1] 5' B 1'1]5' KWOVP.EV1J)· ;, AOLnTl apa Ktm}lTH 

30 1'1]5' A ~ T1]S B KW1J(J~CTfTat; fl yap TOVTO, ou" au EtTl r.pw -
nuS' KtVOVP.£Vfj 11</>' aVTijs ;, TO AB· &</>atpdJdcr1JS' yap ano 
r11S' AB, ETt KLV11<TH alrr~V ;, AOL7r~ AB. ~ ovvap"n p.'fv 

2S8b 11((inpoY OVOfV KWAvn ~ Oanpov, TO KWOVJ.l.WOV, 3taLPETOY (ivat, 
EVUi\£XEtCf 0' &Jna[pfTOV' Mv Of Ota.tpEOn. }J,:rpdn t:ivat lxov 
r17V ain-~v ¢VCTW' &0"1"' DUDE-V KWAVfL EV OWLPETOtS ovva,u.u 
7rpcfJTWS EVElvaL. cpaVEpov TO(VVV EK TOVTWV on EUTtV TO 1iPWTWS 

5 KWOVV a.K[VYjTOV· frn: yap EvOh tUTGrGL TO KLVOVjlEVOV, unO Tt

VM Of KLVOVJJ.EVOV, ds a.KlV7JTO V TO 7fpCJTOV, ErTf £ls KWOV

p.t:uov MEV, aVTo 3' avro KWOVV Kat ~tT7"&.VJ d}tqwrlpwS' 
uVM{3a{VH TO -rrPWTWS KLVOVV a7ia(nv dvaL TOl!i' KLVOVM~

VOL!i' aKLVl1TOV. 

]0 'E'7l'I:l Of Of/i' K{Vt"/cnv aft fIvaL Kat M~ OLahfL7THV, av- 6 
aYKt"/ fTva{ TL d.towv 0 7rPWTOV KWft, dn ~v fln 7TAdw' Kal TO 

r.pWTOV KtvOVV aK{vl1Tov. €KaCTTOV MEV o~v atowv flvaL TWV aKL

V~TWV MfV KWOVVTWV OE- ovoEv npos TOV vvv hOYOV' on 0' avay

Kalov f!val TL TO 6.K{Vt"/TOV MEV aVTo 7Ta<T'l} S' lKToS' MfTa-
15 {3oA~S', Kat a7iAws Kal KaT/I CTVM!3f{3t"/KOS', KLVl1TLKOV 0' 
h~pov, o~A.ov GOE" CTK07iOVCT'V. lCTTW H, E"t TtS' {3ovAfTat, f7iL 

TWWV lVOE"XOME"VOV WCTTE" flval 7ion Kat M~ fiva, aVfv YfV~ 

CTfWS' Kat cpOopas (Taxa yap 6.VaYKalOlJ, E"t TL tlMfPES OTE
}LEV lCTnv OTE OE }L~ ~CTTLV, aVfv TOV J.1.E"Ta{3ahAHv OTE- MEv E"I-

:JO vaL OTE OE- M~ f!vaL /TaV TO TOLOVTOV). Kat TWV apxwv TWV 

aKLV~TWV fJ-EV KLV1JTLKWV 0' lvCas OTE- fJ-EV fivaL OTE a~ J.J.~ f!· 

a27 ro ... yapKAyp.S : om.EA nJKyp.S: fjFHI 
28 ICWOVV p.Ev~ ICIVOU~fVOV Et 31 TO om. HIK 32 A alt.] 
~ a K 2 T~V a~T~v £XOV £2 3 ¢ua"l/l £KAS: 8u"(l~ul A 
'" om. I 4 1TPWTOV H ;IIfivnL FSP: tv fTval HI: 'Vftllll! rL 

£)5 1 : ~v f,va{ Tl K 7rPWT{J)~ APS: 7rPWTUV EK 7 8,' £1 

8 1TpwTwr ICIIIOVV AP: 1TPWTOV EKSI il1Ta!TlV] EV (71TOOW K2A: EV 
1Tacnv ES 10 fival Of' E'H KS 8taX,1TfLv K avaYlCo'if/v FHl 
II Tt ftV(U A dtacop E'FH2PKST: om. E1HtPJ 1TpWTovom. £2 

fIn ol1v tv FH) 12 1TpWTWt H tOtOIl E1 14 TOJ TO ahl. 
E2K 7r(irr'1~ EPS : 7rUtTl'jt'Tf F: mitT'1t 't~f HIJ: 1Ca11TutTl'jf K 
J 5 #Cat alt. om. £1 16 a~ scripsi : SE ITS {30VAOL't0 S 
l~ ¢opa~ f-.. OTE • .• 19 oTE W· EtKAS : O •.• 11 E\ 20-1 
7rav •• • p.l'j filial om. F 21 a om. E 



S. 2S8a27- 6. 259&15 
vat, fVS£X1uOw Kal rOWD. dAl\.' oii rt yE '7iAO'(lS ouvaroll' 
sij)..,ov yap wS' a,nov TOtS' aunt Ea1JTfl KlVOVcr(V EUTl n TOU OT~ 

MEV £tvat or£ Of J.L~. 1"6 1-''£11 yap awo Enuro KLVOVV &1Tav 

lXEtv clvaYKlJ JllYE6o!i'. d ILlJ0'£V KLUELTaL aJJ.fpls, n) Of /Ct· 35 

VOVV ovoEJlla avaYKI1 be ;WII dp1JJlEVWV. TOU a~ ia ""Ell Y{YVE. 

uDaL nl: Of CPOE{pEu6aL, Kat TOVT' £iVUL O1.IVEXWS', oiJaiv «,nov 
rwv aKtv~TWV JJ.~V p.~ GEL o· OVTWV, ov?/ a~ rwuSl MEv 

0'[ , 1 ' 0' .. ~ , l.' \ ..." Ta , KLUOVVTWV. rOVTWlI Eupa. TOV yap u.Et KaL UVVEXOVS OlJrE" 

EKauTov aVTwv ovn 7faVT(l nrna' Ttl J.lfV yap OVTWS' Ixftv 30 
ataLOU Kal l~ avaYK'I]S'. Ttl DE wavra a:7rHpa, Ka, OUX l1,.,.a 
7raVTa OllTa. 0;7)...011 Toll/VII on, €l Kat p.vp,alur; ;ULa [apx(1) 
1"WII aKL IJJ/TWV Mev KLUOVVTWV 'U, Kat 7TOAAa rwv a-un). laVTa 259ft. 
KLUOVVTWV, CPOE[pETQ.L, TO. o· tmY{YVETaL, KaL 'TOOE /JoEV ClI<LV1I'TOV 

tv 'TOOE KWEt, ('Tf.pOV DE 'Too{, aAA' OVO€V ~'T'TOV E(J"TLV n a 7fE

pdXH, Ka1 TOVTO Toap' (Kacrrov, 5 EaTLV ainov Toil TIl fJ-EV E1-
vat Til DE fJ-~ Kat Tijs UVVEXOV\, fJ-ETa{30AijS' Kat 'ToVro fJ-fV 5 

TouroLS" raVTa DE TOtS UAAotS aina KW~<TEWS. G 

Ei1iEP O~V at· 6 

lhoS' 7/ K{II1J<TLS, MOLOV Kat TO KLVOVV ECTTaL 7fPWTOV, El (V' El 
Of 7rAElw, 7TAdw Tel &taLa. ~V OE- p.O.AAOV ~ 7fOAAa, Ka1 

7fE1rEpaap.Eva ~ a1rEtpa, OE~ VOP.{(HV. 'TWV aVTwv yap (J'vp.· 

/3aLvovTwV aid rtl 7rE'rrEpa(J'jJ-Eva J.UiAAov ArJ7rrlov' EV yap 10 

TO~S CPU(J'H aE~ TO 1rE7TEpa(J'jJ-lz,'oy Kat TO (3IATLOV, &v lvoIXt) 

raL, inrapXELv jJ-&AAOV. lKaVOY DE- Kat EV, 0 7tPWTOV TWY 

thW~TWV CdOLOV av ecrTat apx~ TOt'S (tAAOLS KW11<TEWS'. 13 

<PaVE- 13 

pov oE KaL EK TOUOE 5n ava)'Kt} EtVa{ n EV Ka1 aioLOV TO 

7tPWTOV KWOVV. OIouKTaL yap 5n lwaYK1J ad K(VT](J'LV Elvat. 15 

b 22 )1£ nUITur EFT; naITor)l(" HIJK 23 TI ante TOlr E2KA 
24 ft~] "'~ r,va, AT ovaylC'1 anav ,u'ldJor £'XUI' A 26 af £1 
28 Twva i ",i" scripsi : T(;lJI O(t piv IT: TOO" fliv S: TOO" fJ.iv u(i Gaye 
29 TOM E2KAS: flVra £1 ICI"OVJlTWV sedusi, om. P TOVrw,,] 
Tr.,V pS: bui TOWWV E C'nl om. F ITVV(xwr S 30 ;'<OITTA 

£2 ourc naVTO atTta EKS : alnol' OUT( lI"aJlTa A 31 I(at pro 

nAT: om. yp. S 32 £'1110 scripsi: fVI E: ;IItal KA (lpXni. 
sec1usi : habent oS 259a 1 Ili" am. E I(I"OV/T(;W E~ Kt\S 
2 TIl] Tw(i H uwc'"';lT(iv F 3 Triac ai /Ctl'Ct El 3] ~ /Cal El 
7 ;,,' fl] i"l £1 8 1'& oibt" 7TAf;IW KS II a~ E TO alt. 
am. EI I2 (" EKS: (1 (V A 3] ~ tJ" E2 13 &" KAS: om. E 
14 ai] ot., J II( TOUTW" J I ;,,] a~l. H 15 I(IJl'1C1tv acl. (llIRI 

HI) : (lvot l(i"'1IT1" a(t F 



fi Dt- ad, 
xh, TO 0' 

<I>'rYIKHY A KPOAYEflY 0 

&vaYKl] 

I<p'~~s 

'. , <TVVfX"1 EWat' KaL 

au UVVEX'S'. CtAAa. 
yap TO afl UVVE· 

" , 
/J-TjV H yE rIVVEX11S', 

M[a. p.[a 0' ~ v¢' ~v&S' T< Toil KLVOVVTOS' Kal. EVOS' TOU KLVOV-, 
<l yap &;\AO Kal aAAO 

, 
o~ (1VVEX~S ~ J.LEVOU· KW1J er tL, 

20 OA.l1 K{V7J ITL S, clhA. ' I<p,~~s. 
20 Ii< T€ a~ TOVTWV 7rLCTTEVUftEV ltv 

TLS' (tva( TL r.pWTOV a.K(V1JTOV, Kal 7T&AW €1itj3A.b.J!as £':1"1 ra, 
apx&s [n;)v KWOVVTWV]. TO JJ.Ev o~ EivaL aTTa rwv OVTWV a OTE
Jl'fv KWetrat (hE Of ~PElll, <J>aVEpOv. Kat QUI TOt/TOU ylYOVE 
a~AOV on Olin: 7Tavra KLVELrat ovu navra ~PEJLf' ovu TO. 

25 jl£V &£1 ~P€}J.f.' TO. Of aft KtvE'irUL' ra yap f7iaJ.Lcpoup[. 

(OUTa Kal ovvap.w 'xaura Toil KLVE'iCTBaL Kat ~P€J.LE'iV 
adKVVCTlV Tlfpt aVTWV. fWEI oE Ta fJ.EV Towvra 01]Aa 7TaO"L, 

J30VA,of1.fOa Of aELtaL Kal TOrV ovaLv harlpou T~V cpvcnv, 
on EUTLV 'n1 MEV ad aK[V1JTa Ta Of aE~ Kwovp.Eva, 7rPO,6VTES 

30 0' €7rt 1'OV1'O Kat OlvTES Cl.7rav n\ KUJOVI.UVOV tJ7r6 TWOS KWf!:

{TOaL, Kat 1'OVT' Elvat ~ aK(lJ1]TOV t, KLVOVP.EVOV, Kat KWOVIAEVOV 

~ vcp' awov ~ V7r' aAAov ad, 7rpo~AOolA£v €7rl TO XapE'i:v 

on TWV Ktvovp.lvwv fUTtv apX~ Kwovp.lvwv p.'fv & aVTD EaVTO 

259b KWE'i:, ?TaVTWV Of TD ii.K(V1jTOV, OPWP.EV OE Kat cpaVEpws QVTQ 

1'OLaVTa a KWE'i: aVTa €QVTa, arov TO TWV £p.0/6XWV Kat TO 
n'dv (~wv ylvos, Tai1ra OE Kal o6£av 7rapltXE p.~ ?TOTE €V

OIXE1'GL K(V1jffW iyy(yvEuOaL f.l~ o~uav oXws, OLa T() lv TOV1'OLS 

5 opav ~jUls 1'0£11'0 uvp.f3a!:vov (aK{V1j1'G yap ?TOTE QVTa KWE'i:

TaL 7raXLV. WS OOKE'i:). 1'01)1'0 O~ Of!: Xaf3E'i:v, on p.(av K{V1j(J'W 

aVTa KWE'i:, Kat on TaVT1jV OV KVp(WS' OV yap i£ aVTOV TO 

arnov, aXA' EVHULV aAAaL KLV~UHS cpvuLKal TO'i:S (~LS, &s 

a. 16 afl. EPJ~KLS: aft FHPJ': Sf/i aft l([vIJalJl ftV(1I K2 ITVJlfxij 
EKS: l(utl1VVfXij A kO; yap TO] TO yllp S afi] uli ,tvm FK2 
171" om. FI] 18 ~ EIJKS: .,; F: om. H ~f/;' I K(l.l KAS: 
Kr.tt vf/;" E 19 yap EKT; yrlp Knl F: yllp TL HJ : n yap I Kol 
om. r 2 2 TCiw KIVOVVT WV seclusi: habet nps OV"WII om . K 
23 TOVTOV yi1'ovl E'KAPS: TO tiTO yfyOVfVO~ £1 25 uflpr. EFH 
j2KS: om. If 26 TO U] OTi P.fV A Kol] Ihi S' It.. 28 iKn-

·rlpov scripsi : fKarfpov E: (KOTfpo.lI KA 31 Kll i KIIIO~p.t:VOV om. 
F /Cal] KOI ft S 32 ~ pro E2KAS: om. £1 7Tpout,'A.8oP.fV 
£1: 1Tpoij'A.8IV J L 33 fa,.;v om. £1 KW(H~P.fIlOV K flfvom. 
El b 3 Sf scripsi cum P: ~'1 E2KA: om. £1 7T(lfJiXfl E2p : 
1TapfXflII J (voilt"/TO! H 4 f'Yyiyvfa8a~ FH IKP : fY/'fllia8m 
J: 1'lvHT8m ES 5 ~p.a£ opall A gvm '7TOTf FHJ 6 a~] Sf. 
JP: Tf £2 7 aVTu scripsi : OVTa IT: £U.VTU S 



6. 259ar6-b33 

ov KWOVVTat O~' GWWV, o!av uiJ£l]o'tS CP8{(Ju ava7l"vo~. as KL

VEtTUL TWV (4W11 €KaUTOY ~PEf.l.OfjV Kat OV KWOVP.EVOV T~V v<j>' 10 

aVTOV K{VT/CTtV. TOVTOV A' aLnov TO 7TEpdxov Kat nOAA-a TWV 

Elut6VTWV, olav ldrov ~ TPOCP~' 7iETTO;.dvT}S' /LEV yap Ka8E1~OOVITW, 
OWKPWOfLeV1}S 0' £YE{poVrGL Ka, KLYOVeTLV ;aVTOl)S', r1}S r.pWTrP' 

apxijs l£oo8EV OV(1"'II), OL6 Olue aEt KLVOVVTaL UVVEXWS vcp' av

TWV' &.\.\0 yap TO Kwavv, a.uTO KtVOVj.LWOV Kat Ju.raf3&'AAov I5 

7TP0S' lKUUTOY TWV KLV01)VTWV Euvn:L EV 1TaUt OE" 1'OUTOLS KtVEt-
, ~ ~ " 

TaL TO KWOVV 7rPWTOV Kat TO 

vet>' aVTOV, Kant uvILfjE(3rl'(OS' 

T07rOV it, UWJ.LU, wun Kat 
TV fJ-oxA.dq. Kwavv €avrD. 

arnov TOV aVTo EaVTO KLVEtV 

f.L!VTOL' f,tETai'aAAH yap TOV 

TO £V 1'43 uWJJ.Gn tv Kat 

'0 

1£ WV lunv 7TLCTUtJcraL on Ei r{ 20 

lun rwv aKtv1]TWV fJ-EV KWOVVTWV DE- Kat avra Karo: 

(1'UfJ.f3Ef31JK6S', aovvarov (1'VVExij K!v1jCTLV KLVE~V. 6)(1'T' EL-1TEp 

avaYKTj (1'VVEXWS' £ivaL KLVrjCTLV, ELvaL TL aE~ TO 7rpwrov KWOV11 

(udv1JTOV Kat KUTU lTVJlf3f{311KOS' , fl JliA.AEt, Ka6a7rEp 

Et7rOP.EV, l(J'ECJ"OaL tv TO~S' oVCJ"LY &7rauCJ"T6S' TLS Kat a8avaTOS 25 

K[VTj(n S', Kat JlEVE~V ~O tv aiJTo EV aVTii> Kat EV Tefl aVT<p' 

T11S' yap aPXl1S' P.EVOVCJ"1}S' dvaYK7J Kal TO ?TaV JlIVHU fTUVEXfS' 

~V ?TPOS' T~U dpx~v. o·h tunv af TO aitro TO KwltuOaL Karu 

lTVJL{3Ef3TjKOS' v</>' aVTOV Kat vcp' hlpov' TO /-LtV yap vcp' 

hipov v7rapXEL Kat TWV EV Tefl ovpavii> fULaLS' apxa~s, aera 30 

7rAdovs </>fpETaL cpopaS', OaTEpov Ot ro~S' cp8apTo~S' /-Louov. 

a:AA.a /-L~V Et yE €urw TL aft TOWVTOV, KWOUV /-LEV n aKlV1JTOU 

at aiJTo Ka, ,doLOu, auayK1} Kat TO 7rPWTOV infO TOVTOU KL-

b II TOUTCtlV FK 12 h om. A 1H:TTop.brfJ$ EJPS: 1fE1fTO-

,.dvfJ$ FHI: 1ff1fTOP.£VWV K p.iv ElKS: om EtA 13 frlVTa 
p 14 OUK at!] K(li otJ E2 16 fuun:! E'Fj2KS: ;aI)TO £2HIJ1; 
1I11Ta P KIVtiv TE TO J 1 17 1fPWT6)~ KLVOUV F TO £2FH I KP : om. 
EI] 19 TO alt. om. I Kaialt.HIJKIS: KalTolvE1F: KalToE2; 
ka, W$ K' 21 flln-rl scripsi: iaVTa KS: av-ro EI: aln-6JV KIVO lJ/.lfVWV 

E'lA 22 klliEill E2KAS: om. El 23 n] TI 7TPWTOV I 24 knl 
HS: KUI p.~ (IJ.~ eraserunt EFJ EFI]K Ei }AfAAU E2KAT: om. EI 
25 (('TrOP.EV E'KAT: ftTfO/UV f}A1fpOrrOfV E' fUf(J"(J1/l post o~ow A, 
post b 24 P.iXAU KS Tt~ FHJKS et pos t li8avnTo~ I: om. E 
~6 ;:H'!'V sc.ri ps~ ex T: P.fJlflV n , • l" ,avTtP E H KS : lv inv;o/ F : 
Ell aVTo/ J: WVTo/ 1 27 UVVfXf~ OV !LiVE !V I 28-31 OUII: ••• 

}AOVIIV UPS; om. T 2~ TO alt. E2KAPSP: om. E1S1 29 yap 
om. J' 30 {mrlpXEtv I Tr1 om. £2 31 di om. S 32 yf 
E]KPST: om. FHI KIVOVV] TO KIVUVV S }Ail' n] P.fVTOI I 
33 Kal aVTo I lmO TO&OO EKP et post k!VOVP.iVOV HI]: om. F 



<I>'rIIKHl: AKPOAl:E.lU e 
260a VOVJJ.EVOV dtOtDV ElvaL. ~crnv OE: TOVrO O~AOV fJ-ev Kat h rov 

,...~ au aAAw~ (ivat Y'VHHV Kat cp80pav Kat J.LfTaf30J\.~v TOtS' 

&.\.i\OU'. E"l J.l.1/ n KLV~O'ft /CtVOVIlEVOV' TO JJ.EV yap (UdV1JTOV 

[ ' "j'-" ., , I " I TrJv aVT1]V aH rov atJTOV KLV1jCH L Tp07TOV KaL luau KWTJCTW, 

5 lfn DUDEV «vTa fJ.£Taj3aAAov 7TPOS' TO KWOlJflWOV. TO Of KWOV~ 

fJ.fVOV 1mo rov KLVOVJ.I.fVOV J.J.€v, lnTo TOV aKLm1TOV DE KwovJ.dvov 

1jofl. odt TO aAAwS' KaL aAAwS' IXHV 7fPOS' r<l 7ipayp.ura, 

OU T11) aVTij, l(1Tat KLV~o"fWS' arnav, tii\Aa aLa TD £V fvav 
T£OLS' t:lvat r 07To LS' ~ fiOftTW £VQV'rtwS' 7iap'tfTGL KLVOlJfLEVOV 

10 {/Cacrrov TWV aAAwv, Kat orE J.l.EV ~PfjJ.OVV orE oE KLVOVj.LfVOV. 

cjJavfpov o~ ylYOVEV h 1"WV ElplJJ.llvwv Kal 21 KaT' apxos 
~7TOPOVllfVJ i( o~ nOTE ov 7TaVTa ~ KWfLTGL ~ 7JPfjJ.fL, ~ TO. 

J.lfV KLVf LTaL aft T21 o' !:lEt ~PfJ1E'i, aA'\' EVla OT~ JL~V on 

A' oV. TOVTOV yap TO arnov 0~A6v ~un vvv, OTt Tn JLfV inTO 

15 aKtlnlTOV KLVE,rUt a"iO{OV, OtO aEl KLVE'Tat, T(~ o· imo 

KWOVJJ,lvov Kal JLETaj3aAAovro~, &Sun Kal airn~ &'vaYKatOV 

JLETa(j&.AAHV . TO O· aK{V1JTOV, WU7rEP ErpljTUL, aTE a:7rAWS 

Kal. wuaVTWS' KaL EV Tef airr~ OWJLfVOV. f.l{av Kal a7rA~V , , 
KW1]UH KLV1JUW. 

20 Oir JL~V ai\Aa KaL lLAA1]V 7rOL1](TUf.lEVOL~ apx~v J1.Q.A- 7 
AOV ECTTaL 7i'EPL TOVTWV cpavEpov. O"KE7fT/ov yap 7i'6TEPO~' fVOE

XETa[ TLva K{V1]CfLV ETvaL CTVVEX~ ~ otJ, Kal d EVOEXETaL, T{S 

aVTl'}, KaL r{s 7i'PWT1'/ rwv KtV~o"EWV' O~AOV yap W~ Ef7UP 

avaYKU'ov /-L€V aEt 'c(Vl'}CTW dvaL, 7i'PWTl'} O€ ~OE KaL o"VVEX~S" 

25 on TO 7rPWTOV KLVOVV KW£' ravrljV nlV K{vrWtV, ~V avaYKatOV 

JL{av KaL n)v aVT~V ETvaL Kat UVVEX~ KaL 7i'pWTT/V. rpLwv o· 
OVCfWV KunlO"EWV, TijS H KaTa f.lIYE8o~ Kal ri1s KaTa 7i'a8os 

26011. 3 yap1 ap £1 4 -rqJl a~T~JI om. £KST uu TlllI aVTljJI 

I(tJl~(TH £': aEl ,f(tv~(TH TOV U~TOV A: Trw 6irTOII afl '(ll'~(TU T: TOV nlJToJl 
Ktl" /O"H S Tpn1ToII om. £2 5 1"0 ai ,f(!I'OUlJ,fJJOII E 2KAST ; om. 
E l 6 \mc, •. • ftfll £2A ')Ip. P; om. EIKPST ai EhP: Jj 
KST 7 ;;a'l E KAPS : ? El Tel tiAi\.w £1 £XftJl ;;th/1rpoS 
E g Iv E2KAS : om. Elp 10 /(Ot om. I II aq KAS: 
ai £ 12 q om. H 1('II[i1"tU Jj qPflUi EKT: ?PfP.£' ~ /(lll£tTOI A 

13 o£l KI,,£iTOI AS o£, al to KAS: om. E IS /(tVE'TIH alt. 
EKPST : p.£TafjdX'Au A 16 avay/(nir)v /(ui olTn I 17 lin 
om. £1 21 £UTOt om. I 21 - 2 bUX£TaI • •. • Ivat EKS: £tva! 
(om. F) Tlva K{V'l0tV IvliiXfTot A 24 «IIII)utv ,.tiv alfl I £tVat 

om. K 25 airT!}v J ~v E2FHlj2KS: om. Elf 26 Kat 
alt. At'S: om. EK ll') 8i ~ E2: yap S 27 KOTa EJKST: 
/(aTa TO FHI KOTtl EFJKS; I(oTa TO HI 



6. 260' 1-7. 260b 21 

Kat rijs KUra ronoz.:, ~v KUAOVJJ.fV <papau, raVTljV avaYKatov 

ELvaL 7rpWT1JV. aovvarov yap avtrww ELva, aA.AoLW<TEWS fJ.~ 
7TPOV7TUpXOVC17])' TI) yap aV{aVOflEVOV ;'UHV jJ.Ev cOS' Op..o{~ au· 30 
,dvETaL, £(JTW 0' cdS' avofJ.ollf· TpOCP~ yap AeYfTat r<f Evav · 

r{cp TO Evavr[ov. 7rpouylyvnuL Of nay ytYVOj.LEVOV 15J.LOWV 0ILO{ce. 

&vaYK1J ovv QAAOUoaW £LVQL T~V fls ravavTLa p..ETaf3oA~v. 

&Aha J.L~V Et yf uAAowVraL, OfL TL fivUL TO aAAOLOVV Kat 260b 

1TOWVV iK TOV ovvaJ.tH OfpP.OV fVf.pydq 8fPflOV. oill\ov OVV 
OTt TO Kwavv OUX op.o{WS' lXH, aAA' OT~ jJ.EV lyyvnpov (hE 
oE 7rOpPWHPOV TOV dAAoLOVpivov fur(v. raiJra 0' aViV tjwpaS' 
ov" ivOlXfTaL lnrapXfLV. El apa dvaYK7] aft dVT/<TW ELVat, 5 
a.vaYKl1 Kat <papav Clf:l ELvaL 7TPWT'1V TWV KWl}U€WY, Kat <po-
paS', fl €urw ~ JL€V 7TPWT1J ~ 0' VCTrepa, n)v 7ipWTT/V. 7 

ETt Of 7 
7iaVTWV TWV 7ra()lIp.aTwv apX~ 7r1)KVWO"tl' Kat MavwuLS' Kat 

yap {3apv Kal KOV1>OV Kat JLaAUKOV Kal UKAlJpOV Kat thpJLOV 

Kat "",VXPOV mJKVOT'r}T€S SOKOVUW Kat apatOT'r}TES £iva[ TW£S. 10 

1TVKVWCTLS Sf Ka, ,.,.avWCTtS cn5YKptCTtS Kat SLaKpLCTLS. Ka8' as 
yIV£CTLS Kat ¢8opa AEYHat r wv OVCTLWV. CTVYKpWOjJ,£va Si Kat 

SWKpWO/J-£va a.vaYKrf KUret T07rOV ,.,.£Tap&.AAHV. aAAa /J-~V 

KaL TOV aV~aJ)o,.,.lvov Kat <PO[VOVTOS jJ.£Tu{3aAAH Karu Tonov 

TO ,.,.'Yf.80s. 
En Kat £vTEv(hv E7iLCTK07iOV<TW IUTUL 

'5 
¢avf.pov on 15 

'1 ¢opa 7ipWTlj. TO yap 7iPWTOV, &<T7rf.P 
01)1'00 Kat f.7rt KLV1/U£WS hv A'YOLTO 1TAf.OVaxws. 

7ipOT£pOV oti T£ IL~ DVroS OVK EcrTaL TO-AAa, fK£ZVO 

14/ {Tlpwv, 

A/Y£TUL Se 
Of &Vf.V TWV 

UAAWV, Kat TO T4i xp6~''P' KaL TO KaT' ovu[av. C1o"T' E7id K[. 

vlJuw Mev avaYKu'i'ov £ivaL O"vv£xws, iLl] S' av crVVfXwS ~ 20 

UVVEX~S ovO"a ry l¢f.(~s, lLa'A.Aov S' ~ (J"VV£X~S' Kal {JEATLOV 

a 30 inrapxourT1jr £1 aU~ollf:vOV F 31 TO yap 'vOYTiov TpO<J>~ 
'AiYfTOI niJ lVOVTICf A 32 1rpfJcrYlvfoBat K 33 f:lvat post 
pfTa{30A.~v H b fJf:~O"H fluat t\ 2 thppou Til fVf:pyflq. i\ 
aJv] OI~V ;rTTlv FHI • ~ 3 0'1'( ... orf] nOT£ •• : nOT; f,: ,T~T£ ••• 

TOT£ HI] 5 1I £·KAS: om. £1 KtV1]IIIV (111 (lua')lIl:'1 H 
6 frvm af( H qwpar E2KI'IS : ¢opOJI (ort. £1 II or] or Kat 
E~F 13 K(l7"(l] /((11 KUTG E3 14 I(al a.lt. om. F 15 £V-
7(1UOa F 16 ¢BopO £1 &CTTTfp K(li i7Tl TW/I ({XXCilV A 17 lnl] 
bTl 'T ~f F avom. EI HK XiYOtTO] XiYfT(lt K: XiYOtTO npwToII FIJ 
18 Tt om. S 19 TO om. S TO £2KAPS : om. £1 20 /-Lfll 

~m: 1/ ~Et~ •.• O'uvtXwr om. E1 ~] ~ q A 21 o~O'a om. A 
'I] '1'1 A: 1j H K 



<l>Y:£IKH~ AKPOA~E.Q~ El 

UVVEXl1 ~ fCPf$j!t f(Vat, TO OE {'lATLOV ad lnro'AajJ.{3&'vop.fv 
iv r5 cpvun v1TaPXHv, av ~ OVVUTOV, ovvanlv DE O"UV£)(ij 

fTvat (OEtx8~(f£Tat 0' VCTUPOV' vvv OE TOUrO iJ1rOKE{UOW). /Cal 
25 TOUr1jV ovoEfJ.lav aAA.1jV orov T£ fTvat aAA' ~ cpopav. &vaYK1J 

r7JV ¢opav EivaL 1TPWTrW' OV(JfjJ.{a yap &vaYK1] ovn UV(EUOaL 
oun aAAotOvO'BaL TO </>fPOP.WOV. QUDE lJ~ ytYVEuOaL ~ cpOE{pE
uOat' TOVrWlJ OE OVOE/J.{av ElJOEXETOL rijs UVVEXOVS 1J3, OVCT1]S', 

29 ~v KtvEr TO 7rPWTOV KtVOVV. 

29 In xpovCfJ 7TPWTtW' TOLS' yap a'i-
30 S{O(S fJ-OVOV fV OEXETUL KWELeJ-(JaL ra.orqv. dAA' icp' hoS' jJ.£v 

chovovv TWV lx6vTWV ylVHTW T~V cpopcw avaYKoL'ov VUTaTl}V ET
vat TWV KLV~I7£WV' I).ETa yap TO YEvhrOm 7TPWTOV aAAo{w
Ins Kat aV,"IJULS, ¢opa 8' 1jo11 HTEAuw,.dvwv K{1J1W"{S fUTLV. 

26r a aAA' fnpov a.v&YK1J KWOVjJ.EVOV f ivaL KOTa <popav 7fpOT(pov. 0 
Kal rijsYEviITEooS ahwv ElTrat TO'S Y~YVOJ.Llvo,~, OV ytYVOJ.!EVOV. orOV 
ro YEVV~lTaV roil YEvv1J8Ivros. EiTEl oo,ul y' av ~ yIVE(TtS Eivat 
7rpwr7) rwv KW~crEWV aLa rovro, on YEvlu8a~ OEt ro iTpaYJ.La 

5 7fpwrov. ro A' Eq>' hos J.!EV orovovv rwv YLyvoJ.!lvoov OVTWS lXH. 
itAA' €UPOV avaYKa,ov 7fPOTEPOV TL KLVEtUOat rwv ytyvoJ.!lvoov 
au aVTo Kal J.!~ YLYVOJ.!EVOV. Kat TOVTOV €UPOV 7fPOUpov. EiTEL 
o~ yluEuLV a1)vuaTov ELvaL 7fPWTrjV (7fdvra yap au E'1J Til KL~ 

uovJ.!Eva cjJOapra), oijAov WS' OVOE rwv ECPE,ijS' KLV~crEWV OVOEJ.L{a 
10 nporlpa' Alyw 0' E¢E,ijS' aV'1jULV. E!T' ai\AO{OOO'LV Kal cpO{~ 

ULV Kat cp8opav' 1facraL yap vunpaL YEvIO'EWS, 000'1" d J.!1Ja~ 

YEUEULS' 1fporlpa cpopas, OVOE TWV aAAOOV OVOEJ.L{a IJ.ETaf3oAWu. 
OAWS TE cpa{VEraL TO YlyvOJ.!EUOV anA~S Kat En' o'PX~v lov, 

&Sun TO rfj YEUE:O'H vunpov TV cpvun 7fponpOU Eivat. ni\EvratOU 
15 OE cpopa 7f(lUW vmlPXH TOtS EU YEVEUEt. OLO TO. J.!EV OAooS'" 

O,K{V1JTa rwu (WVTooV a,' (v1)eLaV [rov opyavov], orOV TO. CPVTa 

b 22 {Ji om. J 23 t"il'} E an lJ' 1071 A 25 fThA'1V 
EJK?: om. FHI aAAa. cpopav KA 26 fd;~ffT{}al EJPT: 
(lti~ci vEu9al FHIK 29 rrpw1''1v KAS : rrpWT'1 E 30 jJ.uvov 
lvMXETm EKPST: fvlJiXHat ",ovov FIJ: l"BiX:To, p..uvl]v H ;" I 
31 no" lX6vT6IlI OTOI.WVlI F TWV IUIt~Uf6lll ((I'm E 32 dX-
AOL6IUIIt Koi njj~l'}ullI F j'2: aV~,/(T{r Kat dAAO[WUI~ K 33 HAfOV-
p..illwlI FI : TfAftOUp.€lI(ull H ; TfAOtl,ll.i"Cow J 26I a 3 frrflbq F y' 
om. F [: fj' H 4 YlvfCT{}m H 5 1tpoTfpav K 7 IUl'] 
~v KU( H 9 f1cp9apm £1 10 rrponpoJl E 13 Tf E 2j1P: 
fji FH IJ '! : Tt" fl KS: om. E I 16 (WJlTWV EFIJKS: (t/wv H P 
TOV opyuvou om. E'!KP olov] V1TUPXft olov F 



7. 260b 22 - 26 1b 12 

Kal nox.\a YEV1J TWV (<pWV. TOtS' a£ nAHOlJjlEVDlS' tnrapXH. 
WUT' d p.a"AAov IJ7TapXH <popa TOtS p.aAAov a7T£tA1JcJ>O(TtV rr,v 
cpvuw, KaL ~ K,{VT]f1W aVT1J -rrPWT1] rwv ai\.\wv av ELl'} Kar' 

overCav. <h& u ruvra KaL {hon ~KtO'Ta rijs ovulas ;t[(1'TUTaL TO 20 

KLVOlJjJ.EVOV TWV KtV~(Tf:WV ell T4l cjJEPHyOUL' KaTa P.OVTJV yap 

DUDE-V fLETaf3&'AAH TOU fivaL, WU1fEP a.)..Aowv,.dvov fJ-EV TO 7TatOV, 
av,avoplvov bE Kal. cJ>(J[VDVTOS' TO 71'oO"OV. luL\L<TTU DE- o~Aov 
on TO KWOVV aVTO aVTO p.aJ\urra rUVT1jV KtVEt KVp[WS, T~V Kara 

ronDI!' Ku[rOL cj>ap.£v TOL-rO ftVaL rwv KWOVf1ivwv KaL KWOVVTWV 25 

apX~V Kat 1rPWTOV TOtS' KWOVP';VOLS. TO ain-a am-D KWOVV . 

on jLfV TO[VVV ndV Iwnl<TEWV h cpopa 7iPWTYJ, cpaVE

pov h TOm-WV' r{s Of ¢opa 7tpWTYJ. vuv aELKTEoV. l1JlU DE
KaL TO VUV Kat Trponpov tnronOl.v, on ivoEXfTal nva 

K{V1jcrW fLva~ O'vvt'xij Kat MOLOV, ~avt'pov terraL TV aVTfi p.t'- 30 

0000/. on J.tfv ovv TWV .lAAWV KW~O'fWV ovoEJllav EVO~XETat 

<TVVfX~ ELvaL, h 7"W1I0£ ~avt'pov. anaO'at yap f~ avnK£L

JlEVWV Els o.VTtKElJlt'v&' ElO'tV at KW~eT£LS Kal JlfTaJ3ohal, orov 

YEVI.<TH Jlfv IW' ¢()op~ TO tv Kat TO Jl~ tv OpOL, aAAOtetSO'EL 

Of Ta Evavrta na01], aV'~fTH Of Kat ¢Ot<Tt't ~ JJiyff)os Kat 35 

P.tKp01f/S ~ nhEtOT1]S JU.yfOovs Kat o.TEAEta' EVCWTlat 0' at 

t'is TO. €vavTla. 7"0 OE Jl~ aiEL KWOV/J.EVOV 7"~vot' T~V Klv1]<Tw, tv 261b 

Of nponpov, aV&YK1J 7rponpov ~Pt'Jlt'LV. ¢avt'pov ovv on ~Pt'
J.t~<TH Iv T~ EvavT[Cf! 7"0 JlETa{3a.AAov. 0Jlo[ws OE: Kat €7rt 
TWV j.J..ETa{3oAWv· o.VT[KHTUt yap ¢Oopa KUI. y~VE<TtS a7rAWS 
Kat ~ Ka8' fKauTov TV Ka()' £Ka<TTOV. <ZUT' El o.SVvaTov IIp.a 5 

p.fTa{3&.AAHv TaS o.vTtKf.tMlvas, OVK tUTaL O1Jvt'X~s ~ J.tETU

{30A~, aAAa MfTa~v teTTaL aw-wv Xpovos. ovoh yap o~a¢l
pEL Evavrlas ~ fJ.~ EVaV7"tas ELVat nls KaT' avrt¢U<Ttv p.ETa

{3o>...&.s, t'l J.tovov aSVvaTOV l1JlU Tef aVT~ 7TapErvat (TOVrO 

yap ref' AOy~ OVOfV xp~(J"'JlOV), avo' El J.t~ avaYK1J ~pffJ.ijuaL 10 

EV TV o.vn¢&'<TEt, J.t7JO' f<Tr,v p.fraf3o)..~ ~PEP.'q. Evavrlov (Ob 
yap to'ws r,pEJlEr TO Jl~ UV, ~ Of q,8opa £is TO p.~ DV), a)..)..' 

a. 17 rwv om. J lJ1rdpXfL om. P 19 Ktw E'K atJTry, ~ 
a/l om. E 2. 25 TOU KtIJOVJ.tfl'OV K'l !Cnt] /(fI' TWV HI 26 aVTO 
om. H aUTO om. F 28 afaHKTatOI' E I 29 Ti,V K 
!Cui. EKS: Kai TO I\. ont BTL Sf E1 33 ail Kal K 34 TO 
alto EKT: om. AS 2 o~v] a' El 10 ).oycp] OA~ Bekker 
errore preli OMfV om. FK II J.t'1a'] fl p.1}8' P J.tfTn
{jOA.ry ~pfJ.tif! EFKplS: p.tra/30A.§ ~p£J.t;a H IJ pp 



(~Y~IKH~ AKPOA~En~ EJ 

El J.L6vov fL(.aCiJ Y(YVfTaL XPOVOS' OVTW yap oi", lUTLV ~ JJ,f . 
Ta{3oA~ (],VVfX~S' ovoE yap tv TOLS' 7TpOTfPOV 1] fVaJJr{wcns 

t 5 xp~(n/J-ovl a.AA.d. TO J.L~ fu3lxfO'OuL l1,...a lnrapXElv. 

'5 
Ot- rapaTTfCTOUt {)n TO a&d 7TAdO(TW IUTaL Evavdov, OLOV ~ 

K{vrwu Kal UTaUH Kat KUI~(],H rft ds Tovvavr{ov, ahA-a p.6vov 
TOVTO Aup.{3avELV, on avr{KftTu{ 7l'WS' Kat ri1 KLV~(1'H Kat Tn 
~Pf"J..(q. ~ K[vrWU 11 lvavTla, KuOa7TEp TO rUOV Kal TO jJ.ITpwv 

20 Tefl tJ1Tfpf.XOVn /Cal r~ l.11rfpfxop.lV<f, Kat on OVK lVOf.XfTUL 

ap.a nls aVTtKftp.EVQS DUTE" KLzn1O'HS' Dun IUTa(3oA.a.s {map 

XfW. ITl 3' hrl T€ TnS YfveUfWS Kat T~S' cpOopas Kat r.av 

HAWS' l1T07TOV au f:JVUL 36tHEV, El YEVOP.fVOV Ev8vS' Q.vaYKl1 

cp8apijvuL Kal J.L'YJUva Xp6vov OWJ.LELVat. WUH h TOVTWV au 
25 lj 7f{(rns ylvoLTO raLS aA.AatS'· CPVCTLKOV yap TO OJ.lO[WS lXfLV 

f.V a,7TaUULS'. 

"On 0' lvl'JEX€TaL dvaC TLva U7I'€LPOV, p.(av oVlTav Kat 8 
(TtJV€xij, Kat aVT'I1 llTTtV ~ KUKA'e' AfyWP.€V vvv. 'TraV /-lEV yap 

KWfLTaL TO ¢fPOP.€VOV ~ KVKA'e ~ fv8€LaV ~ P.LKT~V, cZlTT' 

30 fl /1-T/3' hdvwv ~ hEpa (71}V€X~S, oU)! T~V l, ap.¢oLv oTov 

T' €lVaL a-vYKHP.€VrW· on OE TO ¢fPOP.€VOV T~V fv6€LaV Kat 

7Tf7T€palT/1-fVT/V 011 ¢fpfTaL ITVV€XWS, O~AOV' avaKap.7TTft 
yap, Tb O· clva....:ap.7TTOv T~V €V8€LaV nh lvavT{as "":W€LTaL 

KtVlJITHS' lvavrla ytip KaT£t T07TOV ~ avw Tn KaTW Kat ~ 
35 ds TO 7TPOITOW Tn €ls TOtnTLIT(}w Kat ~ fls &pUTUpa. Tn ds 

o€"a' T07TOV yap lvavTtwuELs aUTaL. T{S 0' llTTlv ?1 p.Ca Kat 

262a ITVV€X~S K{VT}ULS, OLWpLITTa, 7rPOUpOV, on ~ TOV £VOS Kat lV 

€V, XPOV'f Kat lv &ota¢6p<tl Kar' €10os (Tp{a yap ~v. TO 

H KWOVP.€VOV, orov d,v8pw'TrOS ~ 8€os, Kat on, oiov XPOVOS, 

Kat Tp{TOV TO lV <f. TOVTO 0' EtTTtV Tonos ~ 7ra6os ~ doos ~ 

b l3 n-tIl(Om. E2 £UTfIt HIJK 14 r,EIIKAS : om.EI IS xplj -
O'LI10f FHS 16 r,] fl Hlp 18 AU~fiv K 20 nii alt. EFKS: 
om. HI] 22 Kai alt . om. H 23 fveV~ aV(I)!K1] EKT: allayK'l 
~vevs A 25 )'t)'IIOLTO E2JJ : El incertum 26 a1ruO'atf E II KAS : 
1ral1fUf E1 '27 ( tvai Tum KAPS: TtVa ftllm E 28 ;, EIIKAP: 
;, TiX"'1 1) £1 AfyWf'fll EIJP: }r.fYOIl~1I FHK J.LfIlEJKS: om. 
FHIT 3'2 UVII~Xij 1 34 TN c1vw;' KclTW IJ et ante KOTfl ni1TOIi 

F ;, om. J 35 ff'1rPOU(}fll £2 (I~ Ta (nl om. J) af~ltl 
Tn fir Ta apmTfpa I\. 26211. 1 ill om. I 2 ~v] fUU F HIP 
4 TplTOIi TO FHIPS: TO TPLTOV ElJ ; TPtTOl' E~K S' om. I (UTI,,] 

(uri" ~ H 'f'01fOf •• . 5 p,f),((}Of EKP: ,..61Tor ~ lI"U(}Of ~ Ilf)'f(}OS ~ 
f'lSor S: mi(}of ~ flaM ~ n,1fM {j IlfY€(}Of .1\ 



lleYE8os). TO. 0' EVG-vTta (Jtacpepu Tt!> EtOEt, Kat OVX fV' TO- 5 
nov 0' at dp1JJLeva~ (Ha<popat. U1JJLE'i:OV o· on EvavT(a ~ K(V1J
ITtS ~ a7ro TOU A 7rPOS TO B TV a7ro TOU B 7iPOS TO A, OTt 
tUTU<TW Kal. 7iavovO'w aAA~Aas, £tty alla y{yvwvTaL. KaL 
f7rt KVKAOV wuavTws, olav ~ (bro TaU A ~7il TO B Tfi a1TO 
TOU A f7TI. TO r (~<TTU<Tt yap, KaV UVVEXEtS 6,UW Kat J.1.~ yt- 10 
yV1JTa~ O,vaKaJL"IlS, o~a TO TaVaVTla ¢8dpEW Kal. KWAVUV &A
A1JAa} aAA' OVX ~ Els TO ?TAaywv TV aVW. " J.1.d.AUrTa OE ¢a- 12 

VEPOV OTt aSvvaTov Elva, uVVEXij rryv E7il Tlis Ev8das K{V1JUW, 
on aVaKafJ.7rTOV aVaYKa'i:OV OTijvat, ou J.1.0VOV E7i' EvOdas, 
GUo. KaV KVKAOV <pEpT/Tat. OV yap TUlrrOV KVKA<e cjJepE- 15 

(TOaL Kat KVKAOV' €(Tnv yap orE }J-£v <TVVE(pUV KtVOVJLEVOV, OTE 
S' E7iL TO avro iAOOV DeEP WPJ.1.~OT/ aVaKaJ.1.tat 1TaAw. on 
0' avaYKT) tUTaUOat, ~ ?T{uns ou 1l0VOV E7rL TijS aluO~uEWS 

aAAo. Kal E7rl TOU AOyOV. apx~ oE 110E. TPLWV yap OVTWV, 
apxlis piuou T£AEVTijS, TO lle<TOV 7rPOS hanpov CtJ.1.cjJW EUTtV, lO 

Kat Tt!> MEV apt8p..ce fV, Tce AOYce DE ova. In DE CtAAo 
E<TTtV TO OVv&'J.1.H Kat TO EVEpydq., lfJuTE TijS Ev8E(as TWV EVTOS 
rwv CtKPWV OTI.OUV UT)J.1.E'i:OV OVVaJ.1.H J.1.EV tun J.1.E<TOV, f.VEPYEtq. 
0' OVK lunv, Eav fJ.~ oLlA'[I TaVT!} Kal E7rU1To.V 7TaAW l1p£rrrat 
KWE'i:uOaL' O'UTW OE- TO JLE<TOV apx~ Y(YVETat Kat TEAEVT~J l5 

dpx~ JlEv TijS iJO'TEPOV, n :AEvrlJ OE- TijS 7rPWT1JS (Aeyw 0' 
oTov f.aV CPfpOfJ.EVOV TO A <TTft hTf. TOU B Kat 1TaAW ¢EprjTaL 
E7rL TO r). oTav OE- (Tl)VEXWS <pEPT)Tat, ovn YEyovevaL OVTE 
Ct7ToYEyoveVat oTov TE TO A KaTa TO B <TT/fJ-EtOV, aAAa fJ-O 
vov Eiva, EV Tefl vVv, EV xp6vce 0' OVOEVt7rA~V ov TO VVV EOTW oLa{- 30 

PEULS, EV Tce OA<e [Tce ABr]. (El DE- yeYOV€VaL ns e~UEt 
Kat n1ToyeYOVEvaL, nEl UT~<TETat TO A <pEPOfJ-€vov' &Mvarov 

a 6 ai elp'1/JotVOl KAS ; flp'11.tivm ai E ~ KS : om. EA 9 ~] fll 
B .•• 10 r] y ..• (:J £'K : rn ... yom. EI 10 YlvErot E K 
12 oux EHIKPS: oux1 FJ Ta ITAO:YI(l ST ro erasit E, om. P 
14 fIT'] f1ft rijS" A 15- 16 IC{"CAW •.• ICUICi\OJl (m! om. El) EIJKPS: 
ICVICAOV ••• ICUKhIP FH 17 dV(llCciflITTUV FHIJI 19 am) F 
21 AOYO/ Bf EHKST: Sf My'll FIJ 8f om. H 23 JIb om. 
E1 24 Bt£A1JTa, F raurn £' et fort. T: rauT'1" EIKA 
25 KfiuOnl £1 27 brl rou {3 (!'Tn F 28 Sf om. El 29 Kara1 
lCat. £IJ1 30 fV alt. om. ElK lI'i\~v fl ov F ff7TtV SW{p£CTIS" 
EKS: 8WlPfUlS" furtv A 3 I iv om. EK rau OAOV TlvoS' K2 
r~ ABr om. EK ¢~rHI Kl: Bryuu fV Toir 8vvap.u CT'1J.t.EiolS' K2 

4 0~8 13 



(I)Y~IKH~ AKPOA~E!2~ e 
262b yap T~ A al-'u YfyovEVat Tf E1Tt TOV B Kal a7ToYEyovivat. 

Ell aAA'f' apa Kal aA-Ace CTt],..u{ce xpOIJotJ. Xp6vos apa (uTaL 

o EV ,.dlTo/. aun ~P€P.~(J'f.t TO A bTL rov B. op..o{w!J Sf Kat 

in, rwv I£AA.wv CTTJfJ.(dwy· 0 YdP avro!J A.oyos E7Tl 7r<.fVTWV. 

5 oray a~ xp~O"T/TaL TO ¢£pop.£vov A T~ B ILEU<t> Kal nAwTff 
Kal apxV. o.vaYK1j fJ"T11VaL odt TO ova 7TOL€'i'V, ;'U7TfP au el 
Kat vOJ10'"EtfV.) all' a7TO J.L€V TOU A CTT/l-'f[OV a7Toyeyovf TijS 

8 apxijs, E7fl De TOU r YfYOVW, orav TfA£tJT~O'"'[I Kal o-rfi. 
8 I~ 

Kat r.pO~~ r1JV a7rop[av ,aUTO AEKriOV' 'XH yap o:rrop(av T71V -

10 Of. El yap €t7'f ~ TO E TV Z rO'71 Kal TO A ¢fpOLTO cruP!-

XWS' anD TOU aKpov 7TPOS' TO r, /1p.a 0' frry TO A Enl 1'0 
B UTj/J.f(ce. KaL TO t:l. ¢lpOLTO chro '11S Z aKpas 7TPOS' TO H 
0fLaAws Kat 1'41 avnfJ raxEt Tefl A, TO Ll 1p.7Tpo(J'8fV ij~fL 

fT.l TO H ~ TO A Enl TO r· TO yap 7Tponpov Opf.Lijuuv Kal 
15 a7TE'AOov 7TPOTEPOV E'AOErv avaYK1'1. ou yap l1p,a ytYOVE TO 

A £7TL T~ B Kat anOYEYOVEV ar.' alirov, (>to vcrTEp((Et . El yap 
l1p.a, oux VcrUPlEt. a'AA' aVaYK?J EcrTat ZcrTacrOal. OUK apa OE· 
Tiov, OTE TO A lyivETO KaTa TO B, TO Ll l1p,a KWEtcrOat 
ana TOV Z aKpov (d yap EcrTUL YEYOVOS' TO A Ent TOV B, 

20 £crTUl Kat TO a7TOYEvEcrOaL, Kat OVX l1p.a), aAA' ~V Iv TOMP 
XPOVOV Kal OUK EV XPOV'il' EVTav(Ju p..Ev ovv aovvaTov OVTWS' 
J+..lYHv 17Tt TijS' crVVEXOVS" l7rl DE TOU aVaKaWllTOvTOS' avciYK1} 
J+..lYHv oVrwS'. El yap ~ TO H cplpoLTO 7TP(lS' TO .6. Kal 7Tel · 
AW avaKap..tacru KaTlO ¢ipOtTO, T~ axpc.:> bp' OV .6. TE -

l5 AEVTp KaL apxf1 KEXP1}TaL, T~ lvl CltJP.E(c.:> cdS' ovo· (ho crrij
vaL avaYK1]" Kat OUX l1p.u ylyovEV EnL T~ .6. Kal a7TEA+ 
AVOW £l7T0 TOU .6.- €ICEt yap av /1p.a Ei1} Kal OVK ELl} EV 

To/ ah¥ VVv. aAAd. p.~v T~V yE 7TaAaL AVcrW ou AEKrEOV' 

b [ 'TO A om. HI n] TU R HI] br'i TO f::J F: leani TO f3 HIJ: 
om. K 2 lp] an' fIJ I upn] yap K oI:Ri ;ino/ om. £1S 
5 a~ scripsi : 8i US apx.fi II:al TfXWTn A 7-8 TijS" _ •• )'f)'OIl*.1I 

om. K 8 TO £' OTt UXfVTr}O'H Jl 9 TOVTO • •• arropiav om. £1 
I[ TO f3 O''1flfioll I 13 T~ A om. E TO A om. J: TO f3 FHI 
15 06 lap ajAa scripsi, bab. ut vid. S: O~K Ifpa afiR ElA: o~X l1f1C1 
t1pa E K J6 au:'] alo Kal F 17 vO'Tfpli HI (UTa' EHIJS: 
om. FK 18 lyivfTO KAS: lyivfTo E K.lUltO'Bat l1./M E 
20 IUTlv)' TOfliiJT!)fI I 22 TijruvvfxovrEFJKP : TOV fTvvqavS" 
HISl: TOV fTtlVfXWS" Gaye 23 XUftV F rrpoS" •• • 24 CPipOtTO 
om. E1 24 fCP' oj1;) lcp' ali TO K: Tcji A 25 K£XP'1TOt Ka1. upX§ A 
26 TO" FHI 27 &v EFljS: om. HK 28 ""v] a" j 



ov yap IvaEXETa~ 'A.EyEtV on fUTlv Kan}, TO Ll ~ TO H EV 
TOJ.'n , 011 ytYOVE a€: OVO' &7ToylyoVfV. clvaYKl1 yap 17rl rE- 30 

AOS' fAfh'i:v TO t:VEPYf.(q. au, p.~ OUVaJ.LEt. TO. fJ-€V o~v EV J1-EfJ'ff 
ovvaJJ.EL tun, TOUrO a' EVEPyELrt. Kal TfAEVT~ J1-EV KaTw(hv, 

apx~ 1)£ /lvudhv' Kat TWV KtV~o"EWV /ipa wo-a6TwS'. avaYK1J 263a 
upa (jT~vaL TO clvaKa,u:7l'TOV f7i'l T~S EvOElas. QUK apa f.y'M-
X HUL Q'VVExij K{Vl1(TLV E!vaL (7fl TijS EiJthtas MOLDV. 

TOU awav Of TP07TOV tl7TuvT1/dov Kal 7rpoS' TOVS IpwTi;lv-
' z' ,, [, ·t ... ]""" i:.'-Tas TOU 1]VWVOS' J\.oyou, KaL a~LOVVTaS'J fL aft TO 1JjUCTV uLLEvaL ;) 

OEt, TaiJra A' l11fHpa. Til 0' a7TELpa &a6VaTOV aLf.£EAth'iv, ~ 

ws TOU aVTou TOVTOV hayov TLVEs /lAAUlS' fPWTWUW, Gt'wvvuS' 
ap.a Tep KtVE'ia-8aL T~V ~JL{CTHav 7Tponpov ap,OjJ..EtV KaO' fICa 
(TTOV YLYVOJ.tEVOV TO ifl.WJ1J, 6>UTf CMAOVVTOS r1}V oA.l'W i1r.HPOV 

uvp.!3a{VfL ~pdJp.rl'dvat apdljJ.ov· roho a' OJJ.oAoyovJJ.lvws ECTrlv 10 

aat/varov. 
tv p.Ev ovv ro~s 7TpwrOLS AOYOLS' ro~S' 7rl(lt KLV~ ' II 

UlWS' €)..VOP.lV aut TOV TOV XPOVOV l17rlLpa lXlw €V aVr~' 

OVatV yap aro7Tov II iv a7Tdpo/ Xpov~ IhrHpa oLlpXlTa{ 
TLS" op.o{wS' at TO &7THpOV EV T€ Tee p.11IClL lJ7T&pXEL Kal 
EV T~ xpovo/. a)..)..' aVT7] ~ )..VULS' 7TPdS' jJ.E-v TOV EpWTWVTa 15 
llCavws EXH (~pwTaTo yap El EV 7Tl7TEpau~Evo/ a7TELpa EV
olXlrat a'E£EA(h~v ~ apdJp.1juaL), 7TPOS' at TO 7Tpayp.a Kat 
T~V a)..~8ELav oux lKavwS" av y&p TLS acpEp.£VoS' TOU P.~KOVS 

ICal: TOU Ipwruv El EV 7Tl7iEpaaplvo/ XPOVo/ €VaEXlTaL I11iELpa 
aLEfEA(h~v, 7TvvO&V1']raL f.7T' aVTov TOV xpOVOV TaVTa (EXEL 20 

" • I 2 I 0.:, , ) " < "" " yap 0 XPOVOS' a7TELpovS' utatpEUHS, OVICETL LKaVl1 lUTaL aUTl1 
~ )..-6ULS', a)..)..a TO &AllOh AEICrEOV, 07rEP Er7rOP.EV Iv TO~S' 

I1pn AOYOLS'. lav yap TLS' r7Jv CTVVEx1j otatpfj Els AVO ~jJ.(tTlJ, 

b 29 Tn 8 E 30 TOllm rff po. lou] oua; F: OUTE HI 31 I-'~] 
I(ai 1-'" F: ou K : om. H yp. A Tn ES : ru KA 32 T£AEtn7} K 
263a I u.pa AS: om. EK 3 "lvru .•• at8wv Prantl: Elva! • . . t810V 
El: tlvOL at8wv lrrl r~S' EVOE{ar E2K: dt5wv rlvat bTl r~HU8fla~ A; ~lllat 
lIT; dt810v r ijr fMEial' Bekker 5 Kill. (l~LO;;"TM sec1usi, om. fort. S 
fl om. K a~, 8u€vat H ; 8ufval K 6 a' alt. om. J 1 alE~fA8E'V 
aaVVaTOV FH: a5vvllTOV l~fA8fjv I 7 Ttv~ S' Xoyov IJ lpwTwow 
riA),' WI' K 9 yEVrll-'~VOV H utJl-'fjuivftv U.r.fIPOV K 10 C11J~-
{3(1l" F I I aOVIlOTOV •. • Ktv~(],fW<; supra lituram E2 TOIS' 

om . K 12 8laV1'"otJ E: ato. TO FHK tXWI urrupll FHJ III 
om. E1 14 W.0PXH post 11015 XPOIICJl FIJ; inrdpxClIl K: om. H 
16 urrflpa] xpovlf illTupn KS 17 8If~£A8f;:V EIJKS: alfX8,jll 
FH 19 Urfftpa 8tf~£A.8f'V EJKS: 51£~fA.8fjll urmpa FHI 



<1>'f~IJ(B~ AKPOA~EQ~ e 
OUTOS 74'> fVt CTl1f.1.€'<fJ tOS' OVut xp~Ta~' 7l'OtEt yap avro ap-

25 x~v Kal nAEVT~V. oVrw Of 1TOtfL 0 H apdhJ.wv Kat 0 ds 
Tel ~p.{(1"11 oLaLpwv. ourU) a£ oLaLpovvTOS 011/( ferral (TVVfX~S' ovO' 
11 ypaf.l.fJ.~ ov(f .q K.{vrJCTw· .;, yap uvvExr/s K{vrwo; UVVEXOVS 

f ernY, €z,' DE r4'J crVVEXEL tVHIH f-LfV a:;rupa ~fJ-{(jrJ. rlA.x' OVK 

€VTfAEXE{q. ahA-a Qvva,uEL. au Of 7iOLn fVTEAEXE(q.. ou 7TOL~ -

30 UH CTVVExij. aAAtt o"T~O"E"t, 57TEP E7T' TOU apLOp.OVVTOS' TO. r,,-d. 
(TEa <fJaVEpov €UTtV on CTVp.{3a{VH' TO yap ~v CTJ']Ju/iov avaYK17 

263b aVr~ a.pL8p.ELV ovo' TOU I-' fV yap hlpov TEAEV~ r,J.LtUEOS' 

TOt) o' irlpov apx~ fUTaL, au f.I.~ I.dav apdJp.ff T~V (TvvE)(ij. 

dA,\a. ova r,jlLITECM. roun Af:K'dov 7TpdS TOP EpWTwvra d €v

aeXtETat IhTftpa rHE~EA8liv ~ EV Xp6v~ ~ Iv J..L~KEL. on f ernv 
5 ws, lUTLV 3' Wi oiL EVTEAEXdq. MEV yap oura 01U, lVOEX€TUt, 

ovvafLH Of fvoeXETal' 0 yap UVVEXWS Kwo'6fLEVOS KaTa UVfL

j3Ej311KOS a7rftpa OtEA~i\veEv, (mi\ws 0' ov· uVfL(3I.{311KE yap 

TV ypafLl'-fj 5:1Tupa ~p.{UEa ETvat, ~ 0' ovuea fUTtV €rfpa KaL 

9 ro ElvGt. 

9 a~i\ov af Kal OTL fCW p.~ TLS 7rOtft TOV XpOVOV TO 

100laLPOiJV U1}MlLOV TO 7rPOTfPOV KaL vuupOV aEl rov VUrfPOV Tee 

7rpayp.an, IUTaL l1p.a nJ aVTO liv KaL OUK DV, Kal OH yl.

YOVW OUK DV. TO UT}p.t='i:ov P.Ev O~V i1P.CPOLV KOLVOV, Kat TOV 

'1Tporlpov Kat TOV VUTl.pOV, Kat TaUTOV Kat ~V i1PLOI'-CP, i\oyCf 

3' ou TaVTlJV (TOU P.Ev yap Hi\nJT~, TOV 0' apx~} Tee aE 
15 7Tpayp.aTL ad Toil VUrfp01J '1Ta801Js €uTlv. Xp6vos l¢' ~ ArB, 

7Tpayp.a fcj>' ~ 6. TOVTO fV P.Ev Tee A XpovCf i\fVKOV, fV aE 
Tee B OU i\WKOV' fV T0 I1pa r i\fVKOP Kal OV i\f1JKOV. fV OTCfoVV 

yap TOU A i\EVKOV a:i\1]OfS d7TfLV, d 7Tavra TOP Xp6vov TOVrOP 

~v i\WKOV, Kat · fV T<P B OV i\(vKch·· TO OE r tv aP.¢OLV. 

a 25 OVTCu] TOUTO HI up!8/J-ov K 26 ol,,( ( eTTt HI : 
o~K£n F 28 (VfUTt] fUTUI E: fUTlH H 30 ~p..iu"'I FK 
b I (lU'J"O Fa va ciptB/lf/iv K iT£POU ••• ~,u.{UfOS'] f:ripOU ~p..1UfOf: 
rlPXl] IJ: ~P.lUEOf: TOU h£pou apx~ FH 2 apx~] HAHlT~ II. 
6 fVa:XfTRt ov· 8 £2 7 aHA~AVBfV civayIC'1 U1fAWr P a'] yap I 
9 Si EFJKS: S, H: yap I '"< EFJKS: om. HI au JS : 
KfI" K p.~ et Toil XPOVOlJ E2KII.S: om. EI 10 TO] TOV 
FHJ; TWV I 1 I c1p.a om. H yiyO/lfV] YEv6p.fllOV F 12 TO 
om. £1 Kat T"OV rrpoTipou ICO'''O" EK 13 :,,] tv leal F 
15 1fCi8or: H o~ I ay{:J KII. et fecit E~: Anr casu Bekker 16 o~ 
1 /J(V om . E A] a SAW EK 17 y apa E2FH 18 UA1)€Jf S' 
fl7l'£iv AfUKQV A 19 Iv om. EFJK TO E1HJK: T~V E2 
p~ HJK 



ollie lipa 1)orlov fV 7TGVT(, ciA.\.1l 7I'A~V TOV uAEVTa(ov vvv lcp' ov JO 

TO r· TOiITO b' ~a~ TOU V(1'T(POV' Kal d iylYVETO OV AEVKOV Ka2 

lCPOElpETO (-ro) AEVICOV tv T<!l A 7TGVTl, ylYOVEV ~ lct>8apral tv 
ref r . WU1"t" AEVKOV ~ ,...~ AEUKOV EV lKdv~ 7TPWTOV &A7jOf~ 
Ebliv, ~ ore YEyOVEV OlJl( luraL, Kat OU lcp8aprat terraL, ~ 
l1p.G AEVKOV Kat OV AEVKOV Kat ()AfIJ~ tv Kat f.I.~ ~v a.V&.YKlJ 25 

Eivat. d o' (') au fl r.ponpov JJ.~ OY, o.vaYKl] ytYVEuOaL Qu. 

Ka~ on ytYVETGL JL~ £UTtv, obx oiov Tf Eis aT0ll-aUS xpovovs 
bWLpEtUOaL TOl) xp6vov. El yap tv ref> A TO ll. lyl
YVETO AEVKOV, y/YOVE S' l1p.a KaL I(]'Ttv fV hfP't' aro""<e 
Xp6v~) lxoJ.liv~ i)', lv ref B-d lv ref A ly{yvETo. OVK l1V, go 
lv DE Tit> B lcrrC-, yiVECHV OE~ nvu (ivat p.ETagv. cZUU Kal 
xpovov EV ~ ly{yvETo. ou yap <> awas ferrat AOYos KaL TO'i'~' 264(\ 
J1.~ &'1'o,...a I\iyovow, aAA' aVTov TOU Xpovov, tv ~ tylYVETO, 

ylyollE /Cal luTtv EV T4> EUXclTtf ulJjJ.Eltf, ov ot'l3h tX0jJ.EVOV 

Eunv oU>' tepEcijs' 01 3£ aTojJ.Ot XPOVOL EepE$iS. epavepov a' on 
el tv Tefl A OAtf xpovtf EytYVETO, oU/C lOTtv 7rAelWV xpovos tv ~ 5 
ylyovw KaL tylyvero ~ EV <ti EytYVETO jJ.ovov 7ravTl. 

ots jJ.lV o~v av HS cdS' olnCoLs 7TLuTEliUEtE AOYOLS, OWOL 

KaL TOLOWO{ nvls El(nv' AoyuadS 0' E;nuKo1TovUL Kav EK TWVaE 

aOCEtE Ttf Tat'lTo TOWO uVjJ.f3a{vuv. ll"av yap TO Ktvo6jJ.EVOV 

UVVEXWS, av lJ7TO jJ.TJOEVOS" hKpoVTJTaL, Els O"EP ~AOEV KaTa 10 

, A. ... l. • ... • 'A. I ; .. ' l ' ' B TTJV 't'0r--V, ELS TOVTO KaL E..,..fPETO "POTEPOV, OLOV Et t"7TL TO 

~AOE, KaL EcplpETO fT.l TO B. Kat oVx OT€" 7rAfjU(OV 1lv, aAA' 
E.vOVS ws ~p,aTo KWEtUOaL' T[ yap jJ.aAAov VVV ~ 7TpOUpOVj 

ojJ.o(ws Of KaL e7Tt TWV aAAwv. TO o~ a7TO TOV A [f7Tl TO r] 

b 20 l1rravn E2K oAM] Gp.a EI li¢' E t, H 21 T!) 

om. A a; 8;' £1 TOV lirIT£pou scripsi, habuerunt ut vid. PS : 
nl {j(J'upov EA: TOV a 1'(\ I~UT'£pO" K £i E2KAS : am. El oll om. 
I]S: "CIt ()lI E' .. ;,,=a;] /((I~ £1 KA,S? 22 TO addidi: om. ns 
23 &OTf AS: WUTE 1) K: WUTE it '1" E rrp;;'Tov fV cI(Eivf() I\. 
r.pWT~ E~ 24 aliI( fUT'III F 25 all] ~,) K tUl am. p fHJ 
EHKS: OUI( FIJ 26 QV pro E2 KAS : om. £1 28 a XPOVo/ 
TO A 29 Xp6,,¥ 01'0110/ H 30 olio\'] Kat aUK F 31 .$ft] 

o~v 8Ei K2 fTva; Tum FHIK 264a 1 x,p0voS' ~Jf Iv /I. 'rf' 
II iTO I) 6 om. F A6yor tU1'at KAP Toir £'t\P: om. E K 
3 oli] z:, K ;XO~fVOV 'UTIV EKS : iOTtV ixoJlfJfnV II. 4 oi ... 
'¢f~ij~ om. H 5 XpOIl'P om. H 6 fyiYVETO ? E'K/l.S: om. 
El 7 Xui'o,S' 1tlUTfUO'Ufll H : 1tHTnVUflfll S 8 /(a'TowuTOi 

om. £t o\'al F 9 uVJ.I(3nivHII TOUTn F J I tl]? EI 
12 Kal. aUK i¢fPfTO I 14 8; El/l. (rrl. TO rom. EK 



<l>T~IKH~ AKPOA~E'(U 0 

l:i CPfPOP.EVDV, orav ~7l"t TD r EA8lh 'lTa)uv ~£H E7l"l TO A ITVV 

EXWS KLVOV/J.EVov. 5T€ &pa a.7TO TOU A ¢epETut 7TPOS TO r, rOTE 
Kat Els TO A <p1pEraL TljV (mo TOU r KtV7jUtv, ~o-8' C1p.a nh
fvavTlas' fVo.vr[uL yap at KaT' EvOE~av. {{JJ.Oo OE- Kat EK TOV 

TOV IJ.ETa!3aAAH fV <f aUK lerTLv. El ovv TOVT' &86varo11. avaYK11 

20 tUTuuOaL Ent TOO r. OV/( apa fJ-{a ~ Klv1](]u' ~ yap owAap. 

(3avoIlEV7J O"Ta<TH au 1L{a. In Kat f.K TWVOE cpaVEpOV Ka8oAov 
tMLAAOV 7JEpl 7iCUTT/S Ktv~(TfWS'. El yap lhrav TO KWOVjJ.EVOV 

TWV flP1J1..I.Ivwv TLUa KlVE-tTUL KLVTJ(1"EWV Kat ~PE1LE~ rwv aVTL 

KEtfllvwv ~P€JJ.LWV (au yap ~v aAA1'f 7rapa Taurus), TO OE fl~ 
, , , ,~ '" (\ , Il: ' H " " " 

25 atH KLVOV}J.EVOV TlJVUE TTJu KLV7JCTLV I\EyW U oo-at HEpaL T~ H -

OEL, Kat JJ.11 EL TL JJ.OPLOV EO'TtV Tils OA:tp;) O:11&.YI<1] 7fponpov ~PE 

Jlliv ITjv WTLKEtJ.dv1JV ~pEJ.l[av (~ yap ~pEjJ.{a crrepTj(Ju Kwh 
CTt:CtlS} d ovv IvavT{a~ P.EV KunlCTHS at KaT' £V6EtaV, l1p.a 
Of jt~ lvo!xE,at KWEtCT6aL TaS €VaVT{as, TO aWO TOU A wpoS' 

30 TO r CPEPOjtEVOV OVK av cj>lPOLTO lijta KaL aWO TaU r WpOS' TO 
A· Ind 0' OUX ap.a cj>EpETaL, KwhuETaL Of TaVTTjV T~V K{VT) 
CTU', aV&YKT) 7rponpov ~pEjtijCTat 7rpoS' T~ r· aVTT) yap 
~V ~ aVnKEt}J'€VT) ~pEJ.L{a Tff ano TOU r KW~CTEt. o1jAov TO{VVV 

264L h TWV ElpllJ.LEVWV on OVK IUTaL lTVVfX~S' ~ K{V7jCTll). In OE Kat 
00£ 0 Aoyos p,aAAov OlKEtOS T<'dv dp1JJJivwv. l1J.La yap l¢-
6apTaL TO OV A£VKOV Ka, yeyov£ AEVKOV. d o~v UVVEX~S ~ aA 
AolwCTLI) Els AHKOV Kae. h A£VKOV Kal J.L~ J.LEVEt nva Xpovov, 

5 llJ.La Icj>BapTaL TO ov AWKOV Kat )lEYOV£ AEVKOV Kal )lEyovEv 
ou AruKOV' TpLWV yap IUTaL 0 aWol) xpovos. ITL OUK El o"vVEX~S 
o XPOVOS', Kat ~ KlvTjutS, aAA' l¢££ijs. 7rWS 0' av E'7j TO 
laxaTov Td aUTO TWV €VaVT{WV, orOV AEVKOTTjTOS Kal J1.EAa-

9 vlas; 
9 ~ 0' Id T1]1) nt:pL¢£pOVS lcrrat J1.{a Ka/. crVJ,'EX~S' ouOh 

a. 15 OTaV ••• EXOn om. A rnl] 1I"por E 16 Eh TO Y rq,fpfTo A 
20 piall IClV'1UtV E' ~ pro KAT: om. E 21 ov Jlia EKS: OVK 
funv Ilia A: ov Ilia t'uTill T En KAS: En al E 23 TWV ••• ICLJ,lflTtlt 
EKS: KIVflTfl l TlIIR TWII flpr)Il€J,lWII A ~pfll~'iTm I 26 EUTal S 
27 (1'1'£Pr)ou' Tijr K.tll~UfWr: E2: uTipr)uir rUTL ICIV~(1fWr: H IJ: OTi pTJutr: Tijr 
K.11I~ CTfWr runll F: [uTiv UT"iprWIr: Tijr: K.tllryUfWr K 30 TOV A Bekker 
31 K.lllfiTaI F 32 ;'Pfpij(T(U EFIJKS: ~PEJlfill HP r.por: Tcri 

KhS : T~II1fpOr TO E 33 ;11 EJS: om. FHIK ar.o om. Et 
~ I h] lh:-O FIJ OTt •.• 2 ftP'1/LiIlWV om. Fl 1 f (rml ES : Eon 
F2HIJK 4 Elr om. E: ~ Elr: K b:] p.~ fIc. HP: ftc p~ J 
5 TO EHIKS: n FJ K.al. yiYOVE AHIKOII EHIKPS: om. FJ 
Kfll • • • 6 XEUK6v £2FHJKP: om. Ell 7 a' om. h fill] all 
tI~1I H J 9 1fEpUpOpur H OValll J : Oual I 



yap aovvaTOV a1J/J-{3a(VEt' TO yap EK Toil A KWOlJjJ-EVOV ltJlU 10 

Ktvrj(]'fTa~ £is' TO A Kant T~V aVT~V 7fpo(Jw"tV (dS' & yap fj~EtJ 
\ ~ , ") '\\' . (/. , "" 

IW~ KWE~Ta~ ELS' .DUTO I al\.l\ DVX alta Ktv71tT€'rat TaS' Evavnas 

OVOE .as ilVTtKEtfJ-lva,,· au yap thraua h eLS TOUTO rfl EK TOVTOV 

EvavT{a ovo· o.vTtKEtfJ-lv'Y}J ai\i\' lvavTta p.'€v h KaT' EMki:av 
(TavTl1 yilp luTtv fvavT[a Kard TlJ7fOV, orov Ta Karu QuiP.E- 15 

., " \... )' I~"" < ",,' TpOV' a7rEXH yap '1r1\.€trTOV J aVTLKHJ.lEV1J Ut 1) Kuru TO aUTO 

f.LryKOS'. JOT' OVOEV KUU\:VEt <TVVEXWS' KWELa-8aL Kat fJ.17olva xp6-
vou OWAE{7fHV ' h fJ.Ev yap KV/(i\<p K{vrW{S EUTW ncr aVTov (Is 

aVT6. h OE KaT' £ilJE'i:UV a¢' aVTov Eis ai\i\o' Kat h jJ-€v 
fV T4J KUKi\<fl ovohron EV TOLS' aVToLs, h Of IWT' dAh'i:av 7foA- '10 

i\aKLS' fV TOLS auroLS'. TTJV fJ-fv ouv ad fV llAi\<p Kat lti\i\<p 

YLyvop.EvrJV EvolXHm KWELCTOaL (J"VVEXWs. T~V a' EV TOtS' au
TOtS' 7iOAAaK~S' OUK EvOlXE'ra~ ' «VaYK)] yap C1J,La KwlilJ"Oat 
TaS' «VTtKHJleVas. &IJ"T' ova' EV T~ ~JltKVKAl~ ovo' lv itAA'[1 
7ifptCPfPflq. OUaEf,Uq. EvaiXfTaL IJ"VVfXWS KLvftlJ"Oat· 7iOAAaKL~' ~5 

yap «VaYKl} TaVra KWEtIJ"Oa~ Kat Tas fvavTlaS' JlfTa{3aAA.Hv 
JlETa{3oAas' ov yap CTvvcbrTH rv apxv TO 7iepas. ~ aE rov 
KVKAOV IJ"VVa7l"TEt, Kat llJ"Tt Jl6Vl} reA.EWS. 28 

cpavEpov DE h 28 

raVTl}S rijs ata~pe(HWS OTt oUDE raS' uAAaS' EVDeXETaL Kw0 -
CTHS' dvaL <TVVEXEi'S" lv cma<TatS' yap raura uvp..f3alvfL Kt - 30 

VEt<TOUL 7iOAA.aKtS', orov EV dAA.ot~<TfL ret JlETa£V, Kal EV T11 
TOV 7iO(TOV TO. dva Jleuov fJ-EyeOl}. Kat EV YEVe(J"Et Kat cpOopij 
W<TaVTWS' Ovo€V yap DtacpepEL dAlya ~ 71"OAAa 7iO~ijCTa~, EV 
oIS' fCTTlv ~ fJ-ETaf3oA0. OVO€ fJ-ETafu OEtval n ~ acpEA.Etv· aJ,L - 2658. 
cporepwS' yap (]1)fJ-f3alvEL TauT?!. KLUEt<TOat 7ioA.AaKtS'. aijA.ov 
ouv h TOVTWV on ova' ot CPV<TWA.6YOL KaA.wS' Aeyov<Tw ot 7iaVTa 

b II KJV'18ryCHTaI £2 12 Kui KlV~Tat £1: K£K{V7/rut E2 14 ~ 
fvavria p..£v J Kar' £ldh'iav EKT: br' £V8£la~ AS IS raum 
EK ra KS: 7b E: ~ FHJ: £l I 18 aWAm£tV K acp' 
(" dcp' H) fflVTOU HISl: clrr' aVTou T: arrb TOU aurou SP £l~ • " 
I? ?UTOU O~. ,K, _ 19 OVTO scripsi,:, fUU;rO, F: uvro ~!J~PT: TO 
aVTO E acp aUTOV om. S 21 aft] OUT'll' I KaL £v llAACfl F J 
22 fvalX£Tut om. £1 23 allo 'Yap avdY"1J F 26 Tali' aVraf: 
EK , ,fl£Ta{3oAus fLfra,B&A~H~ FH" 28 ~VV,d7l"1;HV El , , ~£ 
ES: af Kat KA 29 ova£ . .• fPa€X€Tat] OUK fPa€XfTat oua£ Tali' 

aXAOf: A ou E 30 £11'01] ytVfCT(Jm K: Yf{v€u8at E TOVTOlf: 
ffvp,{3aivH E: UU}J.,B(I[VH Tuum A KLVftu8m post yap I 31 fV] 
;V T' £2 Tb F 32 yiVEt £1 33 OU8f I amcp8f{pn El 
71'OlftV H 26Sa. I rrpo(J'e£tva~ K 2 TaVTtl utJf.L{3atvu K 



<1>Y2:IKH2: AKPOA2:ES22: e 
TO. alcr811TCt KWELUOaL cpaUKOVTH aft- KWEta-8aL YdP &.V&.YI(11 

, ",..., "\ "( [" 1 " 5 TOVTWV TLua TWV KLVljrrEWV, Kat fLal\U1'T a KaT EKE vavS' {(TrW al\-

AOLOVI78a," PEtV yap CPUCTLV aEl Kat cp(J{vuv, En of: Kal n/v 
yevECHv Kat T~V ¢8opav al\.l\.o{wO"LlI AiyovO"w. 0 Of AOYoS' VVV 

Etpr]Kf Ka8oAov 7rfpl 7fa(T'1S' KwhufWS' OTt lear' OM)E/l..(av K{V1]ULV 

€voexu'ut KLVEtcr8aL <TVV EXWS' l(w rij, ,wKAcp. <Zuu ovn: KaT' 

10 aAAO{W CHV ovn Kar' avfrluw. on fJ-EV o~v OVT' U7THPOS fern 

p.ETa(3o'A~ ovoEJJ.{a OVTE O'1IVEX~S' Etoo rilS' K~KAo/ ¢opas f.(J"TW 

TOUQv8' 1,p.tV fipT/Meva. 

"'On oE rwv ¢opwv ~ KVKi\.ocpopta 7rpWT7/. 07]A OV. 1[alTa 9 
yap ¢opa. WU7iEP Kat 7rPOUPOV €i7r0J.LfV, ;, KVKA/f ~ hr' 

15 EvtJdas ;, lUKT~ . ravT1}) Of o:vaYK1] 1ipOTepaS' fivaL hdvQS" 
l£ f:KE[IIWV yap crvveG'Tl1KEv. rij, 0' dlJdaS' 1} K:VKAlf' d7Ti\i] 
yap Kat 'TEAfWS p.O.AAOV. a7rf:tpOV fLEV yap OUK {UTW EVfhlav 

cpEPEUOut (TO yap Of)TWS a7fEtpOV OVK tUTLV' lIf.1.a A' ova' El ~V, 
fKWEI.T' (w ova/v' ov yap ylYVETat TO aovvaTOV, OLEAOElJl 

20 Of T1Jv tmupov aovvuToV)' ~ a' (7ft T~S' 7fE7fEpaap.EV1]S 
avaKa,u.iTTOVUa ,u.'fv (TvvOn'r, KUG avo KW~o"US, ,u.~ aVQKU,u. 
'lTTOV(Ta Of aTEA~s Kat cpOapn1' 'lTponpov Sf Kat CPV(TU Ka~ 

A6y<fl Kat XPOV<f TO TEAEtOV ,u.fV TOU anAOVS, TOV ¢OapTov Of 
TO a¢OapTOV. lTt 7fpodpa ~v (VOEXETat atSwv ELvaL rijs p.1) 

25 €VOEX0,u.EV1]S· T1,V fJ-€V o~v KUKA<f lVSEXHut atowv Etvat, TWV 
OE aAAWV OVU 4>opCW OWE lii\A1]V ovoE,u.{av· unicrw yap OEl 

27 YEV/UOut, d OE (TT(tULS, l¢Oapr at ~ ,dv1]uts. 

2 i rui\6yws OE UV,U.-
f3/j31]KE TO r~v /I.,)KAc.e ,u.{av ELvaL Kat uVVEXij, Kat fJ-~ T~V 
f7r' EvOE{as' TijS fJ-fV yap f'lT' €vOdas &pLurat Kat apX1t 

30 Kal TIAos Kat ,u./uov, Kal 'lTavr' {XU (V aVTfi, &aT' lernv OBEV 
I1ptETat TO KW01J,u.EVOV Kat OV T€A£VT~(T£L (7fpOS yap TOtS 7f1· 

paULY ~PEfJ-El 7fav, ~ oO€V ~ ou), TTiS Of 7f€pt¢epovs aOPLa-Ta' T{ 

yap fLCii\Aov 07fOLOVOVV 7fEpas TWV (7ft TTiS ypaJ-Lp.Tjs; ollolws 

.. 5 Hila 'l'"ov,.wv FH) fUTIV secJusi 6 aft cpum FHI 
7 fl~AOtWUtll ai AfYOVUW El 14 !j alt. om. £1 br' Ev8fiur] fUfh'ia 
£K 16 yap om. H 17 yap alt.] o~v FH 18 apa a'] aA~' A 
19 OV] ovli; £ TO om, Hl 20 TryV] TO H 1HTrfpaupiv'lro fMEtaro 
~v.a"dp1l"~TOVUa A '" 23 lt~~ TE'AEtO~ F: TEAnov. ~H .,. 25, fV,lifXfTat 
atatoJ> UVIU £KS: Cltlito).' fVaEXETCIl uvat FHJ : at/hov uvat fI,afXfTut I 
26-7 r:TnlCI'tv ... "lvrJutr om. ST 27 ytVfU(}CH FIJ K EI1 ~ E UT/lutvl 
Irp8uppfvT} "tJl1}UH E 29 £11"' alt. KAS: om. E 32 !j ... ot] 
TO 7r68fV 1I"u'i E2K a; om. E1 33 ypal-'pijro] 1I"fptrpfpOU ro FH 



yap tKauTOV Kat apx~ Kat p.euov Kat TeAoS'. t3UT an T£ 

fTvaL EV apxfl Kat ~v reAEL Kat IJ-TjU7ron. OLO KtvftTa( TE' Kat 26sh 

r,PfIJ-Et 7rWS' ~ u¢atpa' TOV aVTOv yap KaTeXEL T07rOV . ainov 

0' on 7T&vTa (J"VIJ-{3e(3TjKf raiffa T~ KeVTp<:Jo Kat yap apx~ 

Kat IJ-€cTOV TOV IJ-fye80VS Kat reAos f.ur{v. WUTE' (~ha Td Ifw fTvaL 

TOVTO riis 7fEpL¢fpdaS' OVK lunv 01rOV rd ¢EPOIJ-EVOV r,PflJ-~UH £OS' 5 

ouA7]AvOoS' (ad yap ¢'pfTaL ?rEpl TO J.leuov, &.A.A' ou 7rpOS TO 

£uXaTOV), OLa Ot TO TOVrO fJ.1VHV ad TE' l}pffJ.Ef. 7TWS TO OAOV Kat 

KtvEf.raL UVVfXWS. U1JJ.l{3a(VEL a· CWTUJ"Tp6¢wS'· Kat yap on P.E-
TpOV TWV KWr]UEWV fJ 7rfpL¢Opa, 7rpwrrw aVaYKatOV aVT~V 

dvaL (lbravTa yap fJ.er-pftTaL rifi 7rPWT<:J), Kat DLon 7rpWTrf. 10 

J.lITpOV ~uTlv TWV lL\Awv. In DE Kat OjJ.M:ij ivUXfraL ETvat 

r1jv KVKA~ J.lOV1jv· Til yap br' dJfhlaS' avwJ.laAws (mo T~S' 

apx~S' ¢'pETaL Kat 7TPOS' ro rlAOS' mivTa yap OU<:J1rEP av 

acp(UT1JTat [7fAEtOV] TOV ~PfjJ.OVVTOS', ¢EPfTQL Ba.TTOV· rijs O£ 
KVKA~ P.OV7]S our' apx~ OUTE' dAos fV airrfl 7fl¢vKfv, aAA' '5 

iKros. 

on 0' ~ Kara T07rDV ¢opa 7rPWT1j TWV KLlI1]UEWV, p.apTv

pOVUt 7ravTfs OUOL 1rEpl KLV~(TEWS 7rE7f0{7]vTaL jJ.vE(av· TOS yap 

apxas aVT~S' a7rOo,ooautv TOtS' KLVOVUL TOLaVT1]V KtV7]eTLV. OLCI KPL 

ULS' yap Kat UVYKPLULS Ktv~<TELS Karcl- T07TOV dutv, OUToo Of 20 

KtvOVcTW fJ <pLA(a Kat TO VEtKOS" TO IJ.Ev yap OtaKptVEL, TO OE 
UVYKptvH aVTWV. Kat TOV vavv OE CP7]ULV 1 Avatayopas OLaKp(

VEtV TOV Ktv~UavTa 1rpWTOV. 0,.,.0(005' OE Kat OO"OL TOLaVT7]V J.LfV 

OUOEJ.LCaV alT(av AlyovO"LV, aLa Of TO KEVOV KWEtUOa( cpa<TLV' Ka, 

yap Om-OL ri}v Karel ronov K(V7]Utv KLVfLuBaL r1JV CPV(TLV A/YOV- 25 

O'W (fJ yap aLa TO KEVOV KtVT/(TLS ¢opa funv Ka, W5' fV r07f<:J). 

a 34 Kal TiAor am. EA T£ EKST: T; nva A b I ivalt. 
om. EJ I(.Ivfim[ n scripsi: I(.tvfiT(u EA: I(.IlIf(,., K 3 1I"~VTa 
uvp{3i(3'1l(.f 'fIlvm EFKP: 1I"dvTa Towa uuflfJ;(3'1/(,f J: TtlVra r.OVTa 
UlJP.f:j;(3'1l(.l HI ni>] 'v T~ K' 4 (,vat 'l'"OUTO EIKP: 'l'"OVTQ 

l,val FHJ ? -rplfJ(la~ ••• TO om. E 7 blo EI: al' alno E~ 
TO TOVTO P.iVHI! E et fort. PST: TOVTO p.lJlH EIKA n] I(.at F' 
9 1I"cp'rpopd] 1I"fplrpopa fun FHI: rpopa A TOVr-'1V EZ 10 1I"dvTa 
HIJ 1I"PWT'1 EtKAS: 1I"PWTOV E1 11 p.iuov H OfluXq 
EHJPS : OpOA~V FIK 12 (11"1 T~r (UhiM ano T~r dpx~r avro-
pOAwr FJ a1l"0 Tf Tijr E2 J 4 drpiuTOTOl H 1I"Aliov om. S, 
secl. Diels: 1I"'Afiro FHJK 8UTTOV EJKS : 8iiuITov FHI 15 OUT( 
~ apx~ oun TO TfAM EtH 1TirpUKfV (V IIVTll F 19 a'aJCptufir 
yap /Cal uV)'l(.p[uftr K 20 flul Kan't T6"o/l S 23 r.p6TfpoV I\. 
Kal om. H 24 P'1bl,.,.IIIV alria/llJK: olT[u/I P.1jblP.{OV FH </)(lUI 

Kt/lfiu8at F 25 I(.IV'1(J"tV om. El 26 I(.at wr om. S: wr EK 



(I>Y~[KH~ AKPOA~IW~ e 
'TWV o' aAAWV OUJfp.(aV iJ7rapXfW TOtS 7iPWTOtS &AXU TO'i.'S h. 
TOVTWV oZoVrat' au,&'v£(T8at yap Kal q,6[VHV Kal aAAotovUOaL 
UVYKPWOP.EVWV Kat OLUKPLVOlJ.fVWV TWV arop.wv uwp.arwv q,ardv. 

30 TOY a-urDv Of rpo7rov Kat O(Tot Dtet 7TVKVOTT}Ta ~ P.UV6-TT}TU 

KaraO"KfvaCOVO"t YEVECTLV Kat </>8opav- uVYXp[UH yap Kal Ota
KpC(J'H ruvra OtaKOtTP.OVULV. ~n Of 7iapa TOVTOVS ot rryv Vrox~v 
aldav 7iOtDVVTfS K£V~O'EWS' TO yap aVro aVTfJ KLVOVV apx~v 

E!val <fJwnv rwv KLVOVjJ.fVWV, KWEt Of TO (~ov Kat 1TQ.V TO EfJ. -
266a Vrvxov T~~' KaTa ronDV aUTO K,[J/TffTtv. KaL KVp{WS Of KLVft

uOal ¢ajJ.Ev ",,6uov 1'21 KLV01)IlEVOV [r1]V] Karel ronDv [,dvJ]O"w]' av 
0' 7jPEILfi fJ.Ev fV 1'41 aim!). av,&'v1}TaL 3' ~ cp8lvl1 ~ aA.A.ot 
O1JP.EVOV TvYXavlh nrJ KLVEtu8aL, a:IrAWS O£ KLVE'i.'uOaL at; 

5 <pawv. 
on p.'€v ovv dd H I(lV1]eHS ~v Kal IUTaL T6V a7Tavra Xpo

vov, Kat T{S apxr} Tijs aIo{ou KW~ff€WS, tn oE T{S 7TPW TTj Kl

V1]O"LS, Kat r{va K{vr/ffW atawv fvaEX€TaL P.OVTjV flvat, Kat TO 

KWOVV 7Tpwrov on aK{vl1ToV, E"iPl1TGL. 

10 "On OE Toifr' ap.EpEs avaYKG'i.'ov Elvat Kal }J:t]O€V lXfLV 10 

p.ly€Oos, VVV A/ywp.€v, 7fPWTOV 7upl TWV 7fpOTlpwv aVTOV ow

p{ffaVTfS. rowwv 0' ~v J.lIv fUTtV OTt OVX oMv Tf OVOE-V 7Tf7ffpa
UJ.llvov KWftV a7ffLpOV xpOVOV. TPf.a yap lUTLV, TO KWOVV, TO Kt

VOVJ.lflJOV, TO lV ~ rp{rov, 0 XPOVOS. TGVra OE :q 7faVTG ar.upa 

15:q r.avTa r.f7Tfpaup.lvG:q lvta, orav Tel OVO :q TO gv. EffTW O~ 
TO A TO KLVOVV, TO OE KWOVJ.l€VOV B, xpOVOS 117rfLpos l¢' 01) r. 
TO o~ ~ T11s B KLV€{TW Tt J.l'pOS, TO lcp' 01) E_ OV o~ fV LUlf 

T41 r· fV r.A€{OVL yap T6 J.l€'i.'(ov. wur' OVK lt7TfLPOS I> Xp6vos 

o TO Z. OVTW O~ Tn ~ 7TpoffTtOfls KaTaVaAwcrw TO A Kal 

20 TV E TO B· TOV OE- XPOVOV ov KaravaAwuw ad a<patpwv rUOV' 

a7TfLpos yap' ~(TTf ~ 7Taua A T~V OA7JV B KW~UfL lv 7T€7Tf-

h 27 'Toi~ rrpwTuH' &").0 010. El 28 OfOllH I 2y 5talef,wop.fllOOll] 
riHOWIJj.LfllWV A CPftUtv. ¢aul. T~JV £1 30 8" FH "/1 Uha E1: 
leai E' 31 /Col pr.] ~ FHIJ~ a~Olep{UH Taum om, £1 33 fOI1TO 
lIv,.tl HI 34 IelvryaH A Kal] 'fT OI K' 266& 2 T~II om. ES 
Ktll,,/UW om. EKS 3 ¢8{"71 q] CP8{vEt J 6 Tfi om, K 7 Til; 

alt.] Til; ;, K K{V'lUII; rrpOJT'] A 8 f'Vl1fX.fTal ciil1wv E j.L411']1I] Kat 

f/OJl']V K 10 af/tpfSO alloYKl1ioll fIlial ElKS: aJlaYK(ltOJI cl/UPfSO ElJlal H] : 
uvaYKoiov ftllOI OJlEPfSO F II Xiynp.EJI FHT 12 fun fl.fy IJI K 
13 KIVOVj.LEIIOV, 16 KIYOIi ll A 14 TO] K01 E'H 16 T3 alt. om. l\. 
{3 K/VOVP.fiIlOP F cf H 17 TijS' B post p.iposo A: om. K '1"3 om. 
H cf A 18 'YciP om. £1 19 £I om. 1-1 T6 scripsi; 
TOU II rfi] Tcji £lHJS: TO IK 21 fJ oX,]" A 



paCJp..ev~ xpov~ Toii r. 
KWE~er8at ouoh l1.7rHPOV '3 

on jJ.fV OUV OUK lvaeXETat TO ~3 
7rE7rEpaerpivov l1.7rUPOV KWElV Xp6vov, ¢aVEpov' OTt a' OAW!> OUK 

Eva'XETat €V 7rE7rEpaerjJ.lv~ jJ.EylOEt l:17rELpOV ELva[ ovvap.w, lK 25 

TWVOE OijAOV. lerTW yap ~ 7rAElwv avvajJ.LS £lEt ~ TO rerov Ell 
EAaTTovL XpovCf' 7rowiiera, orov 8Epp.a[vovcra ~ yAvKa[vovcra ~ 

pL7rToiiera Kat. OAWS' KtVoucra. aVaYK1jI apa Kat. tnro Toii 7rE7TE · 

paerp.evov P.fV o:rrHpov 0' IxoVTo!> ovvap.w 7TaerXHV n TO 7ra. 

UXOV, Ka, 7rAElOV ~ tJ7r' o.AAOV· 7rAdwv yap ~ l11fHPO!>. 30 

aAAa p.~V XPOVOV yE OlU( EvOiXETat ETvaL ovOlva. d yap 

fernv 0 l¢' 01) A Xp6voS' lv ~ r, l!L7rELpoS' lerxv!> EfUpp.a . 

VEV ~ lwerEv, EV T<f Of AB 7iE7rEpaerp.eV1jI TiS', npoS' TaVT1jIv 

J-lEl(w Aap.f3avwv aEL 7rE7rEpaerp.eVT}v iitw 7rOTf dS' TO EV T~ 266b 

A XpovCf' KEKLV1jIKevaL' 7rpoS' 7rE1rEpacrp.lvov yap ad 7Tpoern-
OEtS' V7iEpf3a'Aw 7iaVToS' wptcrp.lvov, Ka, a¢atpWV EAAElt-w 
weraVTWS'. fV LCJ<e l1pa xrOVCf' K'V~erEt T'[I a7rElpCf' ~ 7TE7TE
paerp.IV1jI. TOVrO 'Of a'OVVaTov' OV'OfV I1pa 1fE7TEpacrp.Evov EvoixE- 5 
Tat o.7rEtPOV ovvap.tv IXEtv. 6 

au TO{VVV ova' EV lJ.7idp<f 7rE7TE - 6 
paerp.evryv· Ka{Tm EvalXETat EV EAaTTOVt p.EylOEt 7TAdw 06-
vap.w Elvat· aAA' In p.a'AAov EV J-lE{(OVt 7r'Adw. (TTW o~ TO 

lcp ot AB &7rELPOV. TO o~ Bf lXEt ovvap.{y Twa, ~ tv nVL 

xrOVCf' hlV1jlUEV T~V .0., EV T<f XpovCf' (cp' ou EZ. av 'O~ T1}S' 10 

sr Ot7T'Aaer{av 'Aap.f3&.vw, EV r,1l{erEt XPOVCf' TOU EZ (lUTW 
" ., < ~ - \ '). , - Z0' ,....., yap aVT1jI 1jI aVUJ\oyta. WUrE f.V TCf' ... KWT}UEL, OVKOVV OVTW 

Aap.f3&.vwv UE' T7JV IlfV AB ov'Ohrou odtEt'"u, TOU Xp6vov 'Of 
TOU OOO;VTOS' alE/: EAaTTw A~t-olla" &7rHPOS' apa ~ ovvallLS' 

& 24 olll« /VarxfTat hie EKS : post 25 1l€'}IE8n A 26 aft post '}lap 
E2K: El incertum q alt, om. E /v am. EJ 28 /mrTOl!rra 
seripsi: pL1rTOVrra II 29 TO EHJ KS; am. FI 30 1rAftOV E2 et 
ut vid. P : 1rA£tW EIKA 1rAftW K cl1rflpOr ElKS: (11rflpor a1JIIOlllr 
F.2i\ 32 oli] rP E2A ~ 0111 . E ;Slpp.alvfv I: I8lpp.TJvfII £2JK : 
~ i8£pp.TJvfII H 33 ~rrwrrfv £1 Trf ES : r; KA a{3 £KS : 0 
a{3 A b I &El. Ao#Jvwv A tiEw] a€ .q~w E2H TO /11 om. Kl 
2 1rpor am. J 3 lnUp[:jUAAWII El acpmpwv] (hpa,p;;'v aft K 
/AA£I'l/tw 6.)(TaUT(ur fecit £2 4 Xpovw (ipa I ~ 1rf1TEparrllfvFJ Tn a1rfl~P<:' 
:\ 6 {XfIV Suvap.'v F 7 KaiTol] K(I[TOI '}If K 1rAf.lw EKS: 
1rAfLOVa E~A 8 /llfivOI S 1rAElwEFH2KS: rrAfiwv HllJ 9 ~ K 
10 icp' 0/ EJ II a'1rAUrrIOV F Xp6v<:'J /(Iv~rrfl Xp6v<:, E21) K: KLII~rrfl~ 
Xp6v'll F 12 'KaL 8 1\ 13 wi! ElKS: am. £21\ Xp6vov I 



<l>Y:1:IKHS AKPOA:1:ED.:1: E> 

15 luraL' 7l'aut;lS' yap 7if7TfpUap.EVT]S' tJ7ffp(3aAA£L ovvafLEWS, Ei yf 

71'&.<1"1]5' 7rE7I"EpUUp.EVTlS' ovvapEWS' avaYKTJ 7iE7ifpacrfLivov (tvat 

Kal TOJ) xpovov Cd yap Iv TWL ~ TO(J"t] ot, ~ flEl{wv £V fAaT
rovt jJ.f.V WPL(1"fJ.'l'~ Of Xp6v~ KW~O'"Et, KUra r1jV o.VTHTTPO¢~V 
rij s avuAoy(US)' a:TrHPOS' of. 7Tacra oVva/LLS', cZU1fEP Ka, 7TAij -

20 80S' Kal /1-lyf,(}os TO lJ7Tfp(3a.A.AOV 7TUVTOS" wptCFf.dvov. lcrrw Of 
Kat WOE oEt~aL rOUTO' AlJ"o/O}J.EOa yap nuu ovvup.UJ T~V 

aW1W Tefl y'VEt Tft ill r¥ o:mdp<p flEyffht, EV 7if.1tEPUfTP.lVCP 
lJ.f.ylOEt ovuuv, ~ KaTaJ1.Hp~(TEt T~V EV rrf> G.r.dpc.p 7rE7Tfpauj.ll 
VT/V ovvap.w. 

25 on /-Lip ovv OVK iVaEXfTUL a:1iHpOV fivaL ovvuJ.uv tV 7TE -

7TEpucrfLlv¥ P.f.y€f)H, ovc/ lv a:r;dp¥ 7Tf7TEpuap.lvYjv, be 70V

TWV aij.\ov. 7ffpl of. TWV cpf.pop.ivwv (XH KaAws oW7Topry ual 
nyu a:Trop(av r,pWTOV. El yap 71-CW TO KWOV}J-€VOV Ktv€LTaL l)7;O 
nvos, oua }J-T, aVTa ~avTCl KW£L, 7TWS KLVtiTat EVta /TVV£XWS 

30}J-~ a7rTo}J-evov TOV Ktv1]/TaVTOS, olov Tn pt7TTOVluva; el a' a}J-a 

KW£L KaL aAAo Tt 0 KLv1]/TaSJ orov TOV alpa, os KW01jP.fVOS 

KW£L, o}J-otws aovvaTov TOV 7TPWTOV }J-~ a7TTo}J-lvov p.T/OE KL~ 

VOVVTOS' Ktv£L/TOaLJ aAA' IIp.a 7TavTa (Kal) KWEL/TOaL KaL 7TE -

26'j':1 7Tav/T8aL OTav TO 7TPWTOV KWOVV 7TalJ/Tf]TULJ KaL El 7TOLfL, 

C1J/T7TEP ~ AtBOS', oMv H KWELV & fdvrj/TEV. a:vaYKT/ aT, TOVrO }lEv 
XfYEtvJ on TO 7TPWTOV KwijlJ'aV 7TOL£L oMv H KWELV ~ TaV alpa 

[roLoVrov ] ~ TO fJowp ~ Tt llXXo TOLOVTOV a 7T/¢VKE KWELV Kal 

5 KWELuOaL' axx' 01.!x' lip.a 7TavEraL KWOVV Kal KWOV}J-£VOV, aAAa 
KLV01JP.EVOV }J-EV a}J-a orav 0 KWWV 7TavO'1]TaL KWWV, KWOVV OE 
tTL f(TT{V. aLO Kat KWEL TL aXAO' fX0P.EVOV· KaL f7TL TOVTOV 

o am-os Xoyos. 7TaVETaL 01, oTav ad fXarTwv ~ QVva}J-LS' TOV 

b 15-16 WrfpfjaAAu ••• 1T£1ffpUO}J;II'7~ E2KAS : om. El 15 Et 
)'f 7TUU'7~] 1T&CT'7~ Sf AS 17 TOll om. El ill om. F Jl 18 Ktll~O' fI 
XfollCP A 21 ,yap E1HS:, y&p ~r, E2F}JK, , 22 :,~ EYHKS: 
Trill IJ 23 TrJJ1 7Tf7TfP(LOfJfJl'7" allvap.w f:JI (T'IV £v K) T<p (t1TftP<p EK: 
T~JI iJi Trf a1t£lp<p J.uyi8n 7TWf{XICTpiJl'lv aUJlU/AUI ] : T~1I tv Tei) &IT£tpCf 
7TEITfpa rTpill'7v S 26 oMf 7Tf'rff:paO'pEV'l1l fV dITdpCf A (ill om. F) 
TWVS£ HS 27 fXf1 /((!XW~ EKS : Ka>"w!O tXfL A 28 lmo TtVOf K1J1ftTut 
5 29 oUJI£X6i" tvta E 32 KIII£I EFJKS: KtJ.l Ot'7 HI 33 1t all 
yp. S: om. K Kill. S Aldina: om. IT 'Yp. S I(£KLJ.liju8cH H yp. S 
267a 2 0 F Tf Ktll£ill ] Tf K'"£I K: KU'fIV HS: Ktllfl ElF!] 
af FHIp 3 TO om. F Tf E2HIKS: KatEl: Tf I(ul J: n Kul F 
4 TOIOUT"Ov seclusi: habet ITS n (1)''>''0 EIJKS : (1)''>''0 Tl FH 
TOWVTOJI om. EKS 8 om. EI 7 Kal om. HIJ K IC:lJIfl (jXAo 
E I: KtJ/fiTat {i>"i\o H: IC:LV£ITat (ii\XotJ F IJ: I(tll£I7Q1 n U'AXOU Moreliana 
8 all ;>"OTTWJI EK et fort. S: (~OTTWV ali J: I>"uT"TWV FHIT 



KWELV eyytYV'l1Tat T<{l lxojJiv<:? dAos af nu-6€TGL, orall J.L'I1-
Kin 71'O'~(T'li TO 7rponpOV Kwavv, £lA-An KLVOVP,WOV JJ.ovov. ravra 10 

0' clV&.YKl1 C1p..u 7rUVHTOat, TO f.L£V Kwavv TO DE KLVOVJJ.fVOU, Kal 
j~V OA1JV K{V1'j(TW. ailTtl J.L'Ev ovv tv TOtS €VOEXOfllvDLS' OTE- IJ.€V 

'''VEtO-Oat OTE 3' ~pf.p.f.~V iyytyvETaL ~ K{V1]ULS', Ka, au IT1JVEX~S'. 

aXA?! cpa(vETat· ~ yap lCPEtijs OVTooV ~ d:rrjQfAlvwv lcrr{v' au 
yap ~v TO KLVOVV, dAA' fx0J.LroQ, aAA~A.wv. OLD Ell Mp,15 
Kal voan y[yvETaL ~ TOLavTJ] ,dVT}(J"LS, ~v Alyovu{ TLVH lWTL-
7fEp{(rTUUW fivaL. aovvarov DE &AAws TO. o.r.0pf/8Ivru )1.l)ELV. fl 
p.~ TOll dp1JJ.dvov Tp01TOV. n 0' aVTL7TEp{uTa(TtS IIp.a "aura XL 

vELcrOat 7fOLEt Kat KLVELV. &o"H Kal 1TaVE0"8aL' vvv Of cpa{vETa{ 

n h KLVOVJ.LfVOV (TVVEXWS' {nro TtvOS' auv; ov yap 1mb TOV aVToiJ. 20 

€7iEl o' ill TaLs DV<TW a.vaYKlJ K{1J11UW EtVaL CTVVEXij, avn1 oE 
J-l,a £ur(v, avaYK7] DE T~V J-l,av J-lEYE8ov !> Te TWO!> EtVaL (ov yap 

KtVELTaL TO o'J-lEYEOE!» Ka, fVO!> Kat vcp' €vO!> (ou yap lUTaL 

crVVEX~S'J QAA' lXopiV1J hEpa €TEpaS Kat OLl1P1JJ-lEVYJ), TO O~ 
KtVOUV d gv, ~ KLVOVjJ.EVOV KWEL ~ aK(lTf/TOV Qv. El J.LEV o~ Kwo6~ 25 

J.LEVOV, uvvaKoAovOELV oo1UEL Kat J-lETaf3&'AAELV awo, /lJ-la OE 
KLVElu8aL inTO TWO !>, cZUTE UT~UETaL Kat iitEt El!> TO KWEtUOat 267b 
lnrQ aKW~TOV. TOVrO yap aUK aV&.YK7] (J1)J.LfJ-ETaj3aAAELV, aAi\' 
, I !.', " (" ...," "')' , an TE UVV7]UETaL KWEW a7rOVOV yap TO OVTW KWEtV Kat ojJ.a~ 

A~S' aVr1J ~ K{vrWLS' ~ J-l6vYJ ~ /LaALuTa' ou yap lXEL fJ-ETa~ 
f30A~V TO KLVOVV ouoEp.(av. OEt OE OUOE TO KWOUJ.LEVOV 7rPOS tKELVO 5 

lXHv fJ-ETaj3oA~vJ tva ofJ.o{a 'fl ~ KW1JULS . avaYK7] o~ ~ EV 
piulf ~ EV KUKAce ELVat· aUTaL yap a~ apxa{. a.AACi T&. ~ 
xtUTa KWEtTaL Ta iYYVTaTa TOU KLVOVVTOS' . TOWVT1] O· ~ TOU 
KUKAOV K(V7]CTW hEL apa TO KWOVV. lXEt 0' U7rop{av d EVOEXE. 
Tat n KLVOUfJ.EVOV KLVEtV UVVEXWS, aAAa p.~ !:JU7rEP TO wOOVV 10 

a9"yylv'1TmEZFHST: lyyiv'1uuEIIJK a;om.EI II/clvou-
I-'~vov TO SE KIUOVV K 12 OX'lv om. S IS lv ElKS: /Callll 
£2;\ 16 /Cal ElKS: Kallv EIA 19 /Cal a ll. E'KAS: om. 
El 7Tau~uem] 7TOV(Tat E'FHIr 20 ill TI E';\ 21 fTvat 
Kiv,]UIJI ES: af/. /Civ'1u1JI fTva, F I: (tuai 'nva Klv'1U1V K 22 T( J yi 
FHK 23 KillEi' £2 TO E 2FIKS: om. E1HJ 24 ETfpa 
E'KAS : om. E1 SE £' 26 dE] af. Kat K b 2 yap] a; s 
(TuPP-Em(jd>"XHII EFHJKS; olJp.{jaA)"nv IT 3 Tf E IJKT : om. 
FH 5 TO IHJlOVV ovSfpioll EKT: oU1(p;av 7'"0 KLIIOVV A f/CEtVfI 
EHKS: l,ulliov FIJ 6 ~ om. F 8i E1FIJIST 7 lJl FIJKT: 
om. HS : punctis notatum in E aIEFHJT: om. I: anKol? 
8 Ta nT : 7'"0 S 9 KVKXOU H KS : 8A.olJ EFIJT 10 n E'AS: 
ToEIK 



<I>'Y'~JKH~ AKPOA~EJ1~ 0-H (textils alter) 

7r&Aw Kal '7TaAW, r41 i4>~~~!> Elvat UVVEXWS" ~ yap am-a 
OEL ad WOELV ~ €AKHV ~ lip.<pw, ~ £T£pOV n £/COEX0jJ.EVOV liAAO 
7fap' lL\!\ov, Wfr7fEP 7TaA.at EAeX6ry E7Tl rwv pt7rTovj.J.evwv, d 
;:: ,....,' [ '" , .... <,;, 1 ... ~ \ \ " , 
UlatpETO!> wv 0 a7lP Tj T O VOwp KWH al\l\OS aft KwotJfLf -

'5 voS'. ap.<podpw') (f oVX orov TE JJ-{av Elvat, clhA' EX01J.1vTJV, 

p.6v1J apa ITVVEX~S' ~v KWEt TO ih{vy/TOV' afl yap 0fLO(WS fXOV 

Kal 7TpOS' nl KLV011,...EVOV olJ.olws ;,£L Kat O"VVEXWS'. Stwpurp.i . 
vwv DE- T06rWV ¢aVEpOlJ on a3~vaTov n} 7TPWTOV KLVOVV Kal nK!. 
V1JTOV lXHv n l.dydJos. d yap fJ.lydJoS' EXH, uvaYK1J 11To, 

:)0 7TE7TEpaap.lvDv aVTo ElvaL ;, tnfupoZJ. a7rHpOV iJ.EV oup on oiu( 

fv3/xuaL piydJos Elvat, UOfLKTat 1iponpov lv TOLS <pvrn. 
/COLS" on OE TO 7TE7rEpafTp.l.vDlJ dovvaTOV EXHV 36vaJJ.w anH

pOY, Kal on aMvarolJ lnro 7rE7rEpaap..lIJOV KWE'i:ooOa( n Q,7rEt

pOV XPOIJOIJ. OEOElKTat vVV . TO 01. yE 7rPWTOV KWOVV atowv KWEL 
~5 K(Vlloow Kat a7rEtpOV XPOIJOV. <pavEpov TO (VVIJ on tlOta{pETov loon 

Kat ap.Ep£s Kat. OVOEV ~XOV ,",EYEOOS. 

b 1 I T~] .!toi TW H : /Cal TO K UVVEX6lr Camotiana: O'tlVExij 
EIA: fTlJv~x~r E2K yap 1"0 aliTo ut vid. PS 12 8Ei (lEI] (;Ei 
HI]PS: a~ F (l.\Xotl F 13 wr KUI. 1faXat H E' (;ICUpfTOr 
KS: mp~Tor El: fl (;i atcupr1"or EllA J4 tJ II E 2KhS: i1p itv EI 
~ TO vawp seclusi: habent E ' KA et ut vid. P: /Cal 1"0 vawp EIS 
tJ:XXor FS: uXAwr EIP: aXX' wr HI]: ('{.\.\ov E2K KIIIOIIl-'fliOIi P 
16 pOll'} EHIJS: pillEt FK KtII'I1"OIi £1 J7 ;~fl KA5: ~~n E 
181"01"0£1 19 eXEt ll]'&vtXEtIlH 1"oEI yap] yap nJ El 
21 1fPOTfpUIi ai(;U/cTal F 22 mrflpOII !luvaftlV FHI 23 V'lTO] 
('UTIV wo FK 24 IIUII] TU "lil' H a; TO El: TO K /Cill'}C1'tV 

KillE' H 



H (textus alter) 

I A7rav TO KWOVP.fVOV aV&.YKl] lnTO TUIOS' /(Wf~O"Oat. d M~V OVV 

iv aVT~ p.~ lXH T~V &pX~v rijs KW"UE'WS', ¢aVEpov on vcp' 25 
fTEPOV KWftrat (ClAAO yap lurat TO KWOVV)' £l 0' iv avr0. £lA~ -

¢Ow i¢' ali TO AB, ~ KWE'tTat p.~ n? TWV TOm-OU n KWEtUOal. 

7TPWTOV p.h OVV TO V7iOAap.~&.VHV TO AB vcr aVTOV KWE'i:fT8at. ()(a 
TO oAOV H KWE''i:uOaL Kat lnTO p:rythvoS' TWV ltw(hv 0J.L0L6v €U"TtV 

WCI1U,P all £i us TOU .6.E KLVOVVTOS TO EZ Kal aVTov leU/au- 30 

fJ-ivov lnfO)r,.aJ.Lf3lwoL TO 6EZ vcf/ am-oil KW£tUOaL. aLa TO 

J.L~ CTVvopav 7TOUPOV InTo 7iOrEPOV KLV£tTaL, 7TOUPOV TO llE 
1m3 TOU EZ ~ TO EZ lrTrO TOU .6.E. En TO vcr aVTOV IH 

VOlJIlEVOV ovobrOH 71'QVO"ETaL KLVO-U/LEVOV T~ ~T£p6v n fTT1]VaL 2428, 

KLVOVllevov. uvaYK17 TO(VVV, £t TL naUETat KLVOlJP.EVOV Tep En-
pov n urijvaL, aUTO vcp' hEpOV KWetUOaL. TOt/TOU of- ¢a-
VEPOV YEVOjlEVOV avaYKlJ 7Tav ro KWOVjl€VOV KW€tUOat inr6 n -
VOS. £7T€t yap €tA:l1ToTat TO AB KWOVjl€VOV, lnaLp€rov {uTat· 5 

7Tav yap TO KWOVP.EVOV (Ha~pETOV ~V. oL17p~erOw TO{VVV V TO r. 
cwaYKl1 o~ TOV rB ~PEjlOVVTOS ~PEP.EtU Kat TO AB. d yap 

jl0, ElA~<pOw KWOVjlEUOV. TOV TO{UUV fB ~P€J.LOVVTOS KLVOtTO av 
TO fA. OUK &pa KaG' avro KWEtTaL TO AB. £lAA' VTohHTO 

KaO' aVTO KWEterOaL 7TpWTOU. OlIAOV TO(VVU on TOU rB ~P€_ 10 

JLOVVTOS 1}p€JL~erEL Kat ro BA, Kat rore r.aUer€TaL KW01JP.E -

YOU. aA'\" EL n Tef) aAAo ~P€P.Etu terraTaL Kal r.avETaL KWOV

J.l€VOV, TOve' v<p' ErEPOV KWEtTaL. ¢auEpou o~ on 7Tau TO KWOV 

P.€VOV inTO TWOS KW€tra," OLatPETOU n yap fernv r.Q.u TO KLVOU-

P.EUOU, Kal rov jlfPOVS ~P€jlOVVTOS ~pEp..qerEL Kat TO OAOU. 15 

Tit. 71"fpl KU'?UH.)~ niw fl~ Y TO ii u: frio E : ¢V(TI"ij~ aKpodf1u)~ ,OP H: 
¢VCTI"{;W ;~aop'op I 241 b 24 o~v] yap Aldina 26 (lA-AO ••. KtvoOV 
om. HIJK 27-8 8 ... AB om. I: Sam. E 27 KLvfiTaL] 
KtvftTOI KUB' (lVTO aHa1'· Ttil pI) H: p.~ EP 28 iUVTOU FHK: 
nu TO E ala ... 29 KIVfta8at om. J 30 ~v om. E 3l wo-
Aap.fJdvfI K L\ am. E 32 7J"OTfpa TO E1HJ 33 TO] urro 
'TOU E' EZ] (£ K 242a 2 KI IIOVP.fVOV an omittendum? 
7I"I.lVUtTut E 3 aUTO Spengel: am-ou E: TOO()' KA 8; scripsi: yap II 
4 Ylvop.;"ou FHJK KllIOUPfVOV alUtpfTOV KIPftC,-{JUI E 6 n] fIr 
E2H 7 (jy FHIK 8 fly KA 10 7rproTOV] Kal7rpWTOV Spengel 
/3y FK 12 ft n] on K 13 8q a'OTt EIJK 15 Kat alto om. KA 



<l>Yl;IKHl; AKPOAl;Enl; H 

Of TO «VO"I"'VOV ,),,6 TWOS K,""TaL, aV.!YKry Kal TO KL

VOVJL£VOV nav Ell ronl{> KW£~(J"8at 1rrr' &.\.\OV· Kat 'TO KWOVV 

TO{VVV vcp' hlpov, l7fnb~ Kat auro KW€LTaL, Ka, 7l'cz..\w 
TOVTO vcJ/ !dpov. all a~ fis (i7TUPOV 7rPOELCTLV, aAAa o"T~o"E-

:ao Ta, 71'0V Kat luraL n 0 7rPWTW!: ainov (erraL TOV KWELa-8at. d 
yap I-L~J MA' d!: a:Trupov 7ip0f.UTLV, (CTrW TO fJ.£V A inro TOU 

B KWOVJlEVOU, TO bE B lJ7fO Toil f. TO OE- r 1mb TOV .1,. 

Ka, rOVTOV o~ TOV rpo7Tov fis I11iHpoV 7Tpo(3awETw. f.tTEt. o~v 
I1p.G TO KWOVV Kat aUTO KWELTat. OijAOV WS liMa K'V~<TETaL 

lI5 TO T£ A Kat. TO B· Kwovp.lvov yap TOV B KLV1}e~(TfTa, Kat. 

T'O A· Kat TO B 01, KwovJ.Llvov TOV r Kat. TO r TOU.1.. IUTaL 

Tolvvv l1p.a if T£ TOV A dV1]cTLS ( Kat Toil B) Ka, TOV r Kat. 
rwv AOt7H;)V haaTov. Kat. 'Aa{3EI,V Tolvuv avrwv haaT1]v QVV1J 

UOIJ.EOa. Kat yap d eKaUTOIJ vf/J' ~K&.UTOV KWf'i.'rGL, ovOfV ~T-
30 TOV p,ia TCf dptOp,if1 ~ E-KaOTOV K{VTjeTU, Kal aUK l17THPOS Tat's 

EoxaTotS, £7THb~7ifP TO KLVOVp,WOV 7TUV IK TWO S Ets n KWEl

Tat. ;, yap aptOp,~ ervp,{3a{VEt T~V aUT~V K{VTj(nV ELVat ;, YE
VEt ;, dOEt. apt0J.lce P,fV OVV Alyw n,v airrTJV K{VTjULV T~V h 
TOV aVTOV Els TO aUTO Tc{l aptOp,cp EV T':J aVTCi> xpovce 

242b T~ apt0J.lif1. oTov EK TOVaE TOV AfVKOV, 0 EeTnV ~v T~ 

aptOp.Cf. t:LS TobE TO p,eAav KaTa. TOVOE TOV Xpovov. Eva OVTa 
T~ aptOJ.LIf· El yap KaT' CiAAOV, oUK/n J.L{a leTTat Tif1 apt
OJ.Lif1 MAo. Tif1 dOH. ylVEt 0' ~ avn, K{vryertS ~ EV rfi avrfi 

5 KaTryyoptq. TijS ouertas ;, TOV YEVOVS, EiOH Of 11 EK TOV aVTov 
Tif1 frOEt Els TO aVTO TCf £tOft, oTov ~ f.K TOV A('VKOV Els TO 
J.LeAav ;, fK TOV ayaOov Els TO KaKOV. TaVTU 0' Etp1')Tat Kal 

8 EV TOtS 7TpOnpov. 
8 

a 16 a~ mlv TO " CIIOVJ,tfIlOV F: a~ TO "WOVp..fVOIl 7tall HIJK 17 inTO 
nllos ax:>"Otl /Cillfto-Bat £11 Tom:J I 18- 19 ;7tfla~ •.• lTfPOtl om. E 
19 ou a~] ou" H 20 a am. E 21 d,\).,' om. F2HK 25 TO 
om. F yap /Cal TOV E 26 Kat TO V fJ KA Tal) •• . TOV 
Spengel: TO "Y /Cal. TOV "Y TO II 27 /Cal. TOU {3 Aldina: am. II 
2.!S /Cal.] /Cal TOU El atTwll ('((lOTOV IJK: ;"auToll aVTwv FH 
29 /CIVfiT(H vq:,' fKdITTO'U H : vq:,' EKalTTOV afl. "IVftTUt I 30 ~ am. E 
l11Tl1poi EJ : i17tHpOV FK 33 TryV fII'iT~V] ~Iav E2I 34 .,.0/ pr.] 
TW IIVrW E b I apl8p..iJ "YtvOJlfVI]II, OIOJI KA Tei> am. E2: T' E 1 

2 TO om. £1 TOVaf TOJl] 8i TOV EHJ: TOil TOVaf F 3 ano 
EHJ 4 ~ pro om. I 6 fl,] /C1lT(\ F TO am. H TOV] 
TOU owou El flr] 11 fl, E 7 ai 81llPI]TUI £2: at~PIJTaI El 



2 

~d~~~4~B~o5~~~4~~ 
(CP' au TO He, Kat 0 xpovO!; ~v ~ KWfLrat nl A 0 K. WPUT- 10 
J.dv1JS a~ T~S KunJI'TE:WS TOU A, wpLup.lvos lUTaL Kat 0 XPOVOS 

Kat oiu<. &7TEtpOS 0 K. aX.\' fV r41 avrce XPOVCfl baVELTO TO 
A Kat TO B Kal TWV AOt7l'WV gKauTOV. uVJl{3a{VfL TO{VVV T~V 

"[V1](,TtV rr,v EZ HE> &'1iELPOV ovo-au tv WPUFP./V":! xpav':! /Ct · 

VEtUOaL rcfi K· EV ~ yap TO A hWELro, Kat TIl. T~ A l<p£ - 15 

fijs 8/naura E-KWELrO tJ:rrHpa oUTa. W<TT' EV Tee aiffce KWELTat. 

Kat yap l;TOL rUT] ~ ,,{vt]eTLS luraL TV Toil A [TV TOU B}, ~ Jul. 

Coov. tna¢lpEL at- avOlv' 1TavTws yap rl}v &7iELPOV "(VT/CTW lv 
7Tf1Tfpa(r}J.Ev<p XPOVCf' uvp.(3a[vEL KLVE'i.'U'OaL, Tovro 0' &aVvaTov. 

OVToo p.'€v ovv 06,uEV au OECKVvu8uL TO if apxijs, OU fJ.~V DEC· ~o 
KvvTa( }'E OLa TO IJ.TJO€V a T 07TOV (J"vp.(3a[VELY· fuolXfTaL yap 
, I"" ~ " ., 
('V 7TE7TEpaap.EV<p xpav':! KWtj(TW a7THpov EwaL, 1.J:'1 TTJV aVTTJV 

a€ aM' ErEpaV Kat hipav 1I"0AAWV Kwovp.ivwv Kat a7rf{pWV, 

07rfP CTVp.j3a{VfL Kat TOtS' vVv. aA.A' El T6 KWOVP.fVOV 7rPWTooS' 

[KaTa T01fOV Kal] CToop.anK~V K(VTJCTLV avaYKTJ li1TTfCT8aL ~ 25 

UVVfXfs' flvaL T~ Kwovvn, KaOa7rfp OPWP.fV E7rt 7rCtVTWV TOtn-O 

{3 • (" "" t· I "' ".. ' ) ' crop. awov fCTTaL yap f~ a7raVTWV f.V TO nav TJ CTVVfXfS', TO 

a~ €VafX0P.f.VOV dAi,4>8w, Kal ICTTOO TO p.£v P.iYf(}OS' ~ T6 
CTVVfX€s ECP' ot TO ABr D., ~ a£ TOVTOV K{V1JULS' ~ EZH0. 
atacplpft a' oV(}£v ~ 7rf1ifpaup.ivov ~ 117fHpov' op.o{OOS' yap EV 30 

, • K e' (" ) • " • 7rf1ifpnrrp.fVce Tee K£V1J 1JUETaL a7THpov TJ a7THpov TJ 7if7rfpaCT-

p.ivov. TOVTooV a' EKdupov TWV aavvaTwv. cpavfpov ovv on 
un1lTfra{ 7TOU Kal OVK fls a1iELpOV 7rP0f.LCTW TO afl vcp' hipov, 

aAA' lerraL n ~ 7rPWTOV KW1J8i,ufTat. p.1JaEV liE- lItaCPfplTW ro lmo
TE()ivTOS TLvoS' TOVTO afLKvvu()a,' TOV yap €vafXop.ivov u81vTOS' 2438. 

OVafV tiT07rOV taft CTvp.{3a{VELv . 

To af 7rPWTOV KWOVV, p.~ wS' 
, ,... I ,," ... 

apXTJ 'T1}S' KW1JCTfWS', fUTtV ap.a Tee 

TO ov tVfKfV, aA.A' OBEV ~ 

Kwovp.lv<:,. lip.a liE- A/yoo, 

b II lJf KA 'l'OU A] overt)t F 13 Tolvtlv] (Jf 'l'OLVVV I 14 TI'} 
£1 15 Kal Ttl] KO'l'o. E TO £' h'Jl£iTO 'rp€~ ij r (f1TUlITa H 
17 q om. H Tfj pro om. p : ~ FHIj2K 'Tn'l'OU B om. E 
20 !J.v ao~fUV E J..I. ~v] fl~v ob PK 23 /Cal alt. am. F2HI 
25 KOTa T6rrov I(al om. E 27 q] ~ drr'T0fl£voV q Spengei 'TOU'TO 
E'F 28 TO pro om. E 29 r.6. om. £1: 'Y £~ ;, alt. om. E 
30 TOVTO a' OUBfll Slarp/pH rZn 1T€1T£paUflfVOV €Zn I 31 tIlrHPOV 
addidi 1Tf1Tfpaup.EIII'}1I E 32 (Jf KaO' £upov £ T"WII dlJUVUTWV] 
dSvvu'l'ov FHJK 33 TOr£ E £lr om. £1 34 fll'}3iv 
a,~cpipH ~ I 243· I ortl(l/UuOa, TOU'I'O H 3 an TE £2 4 8p.a 
'1'0/ /(WOIIP.fVCP £(TTlIl F 

tOPS '4 



<l>Yl;IKHl; AK POAl;EDl; H 

5 8ton ov8'f:v aVTwv fJ.ETa£V Ecrnv- rouTo yap KOWOV f7rL 1TUVTO !i' 

KwovJ.dvov Kat KLVOVVTO!i' fUTtV. E-71'£1. lJE- rpEts dULV KW~U€tS', if 
TE" KarlI 'r()1TOV Kae. KUrel TO 1TOLOV Kat KUra TO 1TOcroV, 

clvdYKl1 Kat 'TIt Kwovp..Eva Tp(ao ~ 1L'£v ovv Kara r07TOV cpopa, 
~ O' KaTa Tii "otilv tiAAo{w(m, ~ O' KaTa Tii "ocrliv aiif~· 

10 UtS' Kat <pOlCTLS'. 1tPWTOV f-LEV ouv il1r'fp T~S' cpopCl!; d7rWjLEY' 

avnl yap 7TPWT1J TWV KLV~Q'"€(')V ferny. 
1I rI Ar.av t>~ TO c!>fPOIlEVOV 71TOL aVTo vcp' a'Urou KWELruL t, vcj>' 

hlpov. £l p.h I ovv vcp' avrov, cpavEpOv wS' EV aim;> rov 
~ • 1 '" ~ I 'l. I " 32-3 KLVQVVTOS V7rUPXOVTOS ap.a TO KWOVV Kat Tu KWOVjJ.fVOV fUTa~J 

, '.<1' I" t I , ...,. ( , "\ \ ' I 
I\aL OVtJfV aVTWV P.fTUC;;V· TO U V7T al\l\OV KLVOVf-I.E YOU TErpa -

l4 XWS' KLVELTat' at yap vcp' h/rol) KLV~(}"ftS' rhrapEs Elcnv. 6J(TLS' I 
25 £A£LS' OX1](TLS otV1}(TLS. Kal yap TllS &A..\as 7TacraS' £i~ ravTa~ 

c1vaYEuOat I uvp.(3a{vH. ri7~ JJ.Ev OVV WUEWS TO p,'fv 11TwutS Tt, 
~" " " " I "' '' ' ., )0 ~ ~ 26-7 uE a1TWln~ Eunv. E7rWUtS J.LEV OUV Eunv OTav 'Tu KWOVV TOV 

KWOVJ.Llvov J.I.~ anol\d7T71'Tat, &nwuts l>e aTav I TO anwOovv ano. 

A.tdn1Jrat. ~ Se 0X1JUtS EV ratS' TptU£V (uTat KW~(Tf:UW. TO 
, I ' 1 ~ 'Ll' (' ~ 1\ \... ... ~8-9 JUV yap UXOVp,EVOV ov Kau aVTO KWH Tat un..n..a KaTa UVJJ.· 

243b (3ff3TlKO~ (r~ yap I EV KWOVJ.l.iv~' fivat ~ f..nl KWOVfJ.€VOV KWEtTat), 
\ ~'1'" ~ .. . II ~I .. . \' .. ~ I 

21-l TO uE UXOVV KtvuTat 1] WuOV fJ.EVOV 1] En..K0J.LfVOV 1] UWOVfJ.EVOV. 

c!>aVEpov oiiv on ~ VX1]ULS lv TatS' Tpur~v IluraL KW~uEUtv. ~ 
~. t/\ t., >I \. ,... ,.. Lll 'i' I' , 23-4 U En..£"LS OTav 'ITOt npos aVTO 1] 1TpOS ETfPOV uaTTWV 11 1] IctV1JULS 

~ TOV gA.KOVTO~ JJ.~ Xwpt(oJ.l.lv1J T~S TOU EAKOP.EVOV. Kat yap I 
25 npos airro fUTtV ~ lAttS Kat 7TPOS lnpov. Ka£ at A.OL7ral: Of 

[fA.,fLS'] avlTaL TC~ EioEL (is raifra c1vaxOl/uovTaL, orov ~ ELU· 

6- '" I ~(~ ,,, ~ I l 7 ?TVfVULS Kat 71 EK7TVEUUtS' Kat 71 7TTlJUtS' Kat oum TWV uwp,aTWV ... . , ... \ ~. , I ( lLl ~". , 71 fKKpLTLKat 1] n..717rnKaL HUL, Kat 1] u7Tuu71uLS UTI Kat 1] KEPKtlTL S" 

l8-9 TO J.l.ev yap av-rwv UVYKPLlTLS' TO oe l>,aKp L!UtS'. Kat 1Taua a~ 

a 5 alrrwv aME v ET lu1'{J~v aUToov F /COUtOOS' HIK 6 C:ulv] 
flulv at HI ;; n] flu E1 7 1'0 alt. om. E 8 "at om. I 
Tpla (€lVal) Spengel o~v om. F TOn-OV ••• 9 TO alt. om. £1 
10 ?'TIPl. FHI '/irrop.fv K 21 ryTfH] ~ TO E 22 iav1'<ii EFIK 
25 lJlV'1U'S ~X'1UtS F TaUTa F 27 a7!'oXi7!''1TUt I /I7I'4>l1u • •• 
28 o7!'aXfi7!''1Tat om. F 28 an-wuav E d1TO~i1T'1Ta, Ell iun 
FHI b 21 ~ 17!'t Ktvovpoivc.> E 23 frrn FH I fJTQV YjroL 
scripsi cum S: YjTOL 6rav EFIJK: YjrO L OTt! H aUTO FHK: aUTOV 
EIS 8dTTWiJ FHJS: SaTTOV K: OTflV SUTT4>V EI rJ om. ElS 
24 ~ om. EP ~ E2S: om. F p~ om. E TijS EFJKS: om. HI 
Kai 'Yap "aj J 25 aUTOV EFIJK ~ om. FHIK ;)o,~flS seclusi 
flvTal scripsi: a&at E: ai aUral. KA 26 TaUTllS HIJK 27 ~ 
pro om. HI 28 at KA 29 /Cal pro ••• 8tdl(pLuir om. K 



2. 243& S-244b 23 
KtVTjlTtS' ~ Karu n)7TOV UVYKPLfTHi Kat o,aKpur{s fa-TtV. ~ 1 Of 244a 

O[Vl1IJU UVYKHTUL ?£ €Ag£wS Kal ~(TfW). TO jJ-fV yap ~lh-t TO 16 

KWOVV, TO I 3' fAKH. cpavfpov 01)V ~S' E1T£t &JJ-U TO c180vv Kat 
, "\ ~ ~\ ' I " 8 1 , "8' t' ~ 8 TO (I\KOV rtf fAKOfJ-EVCf Kat W OVfJ.EV<f €ernv, au €V jJ-fTUC;V TOV 17-1 

KWOV/"tlvov Kat TOV Kwovvr6, Eunv. ! 
1"O£)TO Of O~AOV Kat h nov wpurJJ-'vwv' ~ /J.(V yap (tutS' ~ 

',.1.," ~.j" I 1. ' "\ \ ,,, \ \' • 'l>' t/\ t " a't' fUVTOV TJ an al\I\.Ol./ npoS' aJ\l\o KW1]ULS', rJ U fl\~LS U1T 19-20 

"\ \ ~. ,,,, '1"\ \ "., , . '.i::' UI\I\OV 7rpUS aUTO 1] npoS' UI\/\O. ETL 1] (TVV(a)UtS' Kat 1] uLWULS'. 

T] Of p'io/LS' [hal' £hhrwv ~ K(Vl]<nS' YEiv11TUL T11' KUTa ¢vaw TOl) J1-~ 
</>fPOJ.LEVOV U¢OOpOTfPUS' ywop.lv1}) 1"115' c!)UfWS', I Kat jJ.expt 

TOt/TOV uVJJ.{3a[VEL <p1PfUtJUL fJ.f.XPL au au (T<jwoporlpa fl ~ 
KtV7]eHS' 1 Toil </>fPOJLEVOV' cpav£pOv a~ on T() KWOVP.EVOV Kat TO 23-..j. 

KWOVV l1p.a, Kat ov8"fv 1 aVTWV lUTtV p.ETa,V. 

aAAa p.~v ovo£ TOU OAAowvp.lvov Kat TOV aAAOLOVVTOS /25 

OVO£V fUTtV p.ETa(6. TOWO Of O~AOV be T~S E7Taywyijs. EV 26 

l11Tau, yap uVfL!,Ba{VH Clp.a fiva, TO aAAOWVV luXaTov Kat TO 

7rPWTOV aAAotovP.EVOV. TO / yap 7TOU)V aAAowih-at n:; alu8'Y/Tov 27-8 

Eiva" alu8T1Ta Of EUTtV orS' owcplpovcnv 1 TIl urJJf.taTa &AA~AooV, 244b 

oiov ,BapvTTJS' KOVCPOT'Y/S', UKATlPOTr]S f.taAaKOT'Y/S', 1 ",ocpOS' &"'ocp{a, 16-17 

AEVKOTr]S' jJ.EAavla, YAVKVT'Y/S' 7TtKPOT1JS', VYPOT'Y/S' 'rJPO/T1]S', 

7TVKVOTTIS flavoTTlS'} ,ca~ TO. jJ.ETa(u TOVTWV, ojJ.oloos Of Kat TO. 

aAAa / Tel 1mo TaS' alu8~CTHS', WV EtTTt Kat ~ (JfPjJ.OT'Y/S' Kat ~ 18- 19 
tVVXPOT'Y/S', Kat ~ / AHOTr]S' Kat l) TpaXVTt]S'. TaVTa y&p Eun 
miO'Y/ T~S' lmoKHf.tlvt]S' 7TOLOT1]TOS. / TOVTOLS yap cua<plpovcn 2C-2r 

Ta. aluOt]Ta TWV fToof.taTooV ry KaTa TO TOVTooV TL I J.LaAAov Kal 

~TTOV [Kal Tcf1 TOVTWV n) 7TauXHV. OEpf.taWOjJ.Eva yap ~ ",V·122 
XOjJ.Eva ~ yAVKaWOjJ.Eva ~ 7rLKpatvop.Eva ~ KaTa n GAAO TWV 

244& 16 ,~] ~fJl f~ FHJK 17 ft1rfP FHJK w801JJ,liJlt:,' /(Ot 
fXl(oiJill~ H 18 I(tJ/OVJlTOi' 1(01 'rOV I(Ivoup.illOIJ K 19 OPHTp..6W 

Fp: fipr'JiJiJl6)1I HIJIK a1TOUJU' E 20-1 a.rr· alt. . , ,8i(O)UIS'] 
Tjo" UI!IJ6)UIS' E 2 1 ~ alt. om. FJ K pi",lS' E 8unoll I K 
22 'YfJI'IUOllill'lS' E 23 mu'rou] 'Tom-au 'YfllOjAillOIJ FK: TOVT OU "11110-
,u1l01J J UlJjA¢iPH YlIIH18al K ~JI om. HIJK nom. E: f''1 FI 
24 cpfpoiJivolJ] I(lvOUllivolJ H lJq lJlon J K 1(lil0VII I(at 'r0 I(IIIOV/A-fJlOII 
F 25-6 aAAa" 'JLf-ra~U om. F 25 oMi om. E TOV alt. om. 
K 26 a)'CaI')1ijS' E 27 TO pr.] "'0 n : KA 28 orr om. El 
b 17 WXall(h"S' FJK 18 'ro F O/A-O[(o)~ ••• 20 1fOlOT'1TOS' 

margo £2 19 ~ alt. et 20 ,i om. I 20 1rd871 F et margo E : 
1ra80S'I1K 21 'roi" "lap £1 TO om. EIJl '1'" om. P 
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ANALYSIS 

BOOK I 
I. The scop' and ","hod if the book. 

I84a 10 . Since scientific knowledge of anything involves know
ledge of its first principles, the part relating to the first principles is 
the first part of the science of nature to be studied. 

16. The path leads (rom what is better known to us to what is 
better known by nature. This path we must now follow; we must 
reach the first principles by analysis of the confused data we start 
with . 

23. Hence we must proceed from universals to particulars j for 
wholes are better known to sense, and universals are wholes. 

26. Names are in the same relation to definitions; a name denotes 
a whole indefinitely, and a definition divides it into its particulars. 

b 12. So too children first call all men fathers, and only later speak 
with more precision. 

2. Our inquiry is about the 1mmber and character of IIze first 
jJri11cipies of nature. 

184b IS. There must be either (r) one principle, or (2) more 
than one. (I) If there is only one, this must be eithtr (a) un
changeable (Par men ides, Melissus), or (b) changeable (the physicists). 
(2) If there are more than one, they must be (a) finite or (b) infinite 
in number. (a) If finite, they must be two or three or four, &c. 
(6) If infinite, they must be (i) generically one but differing in shape 
(Dernocritus) or (ii) different in kind or even contrary. 

22. Similarly those who ask whether existing things are many 
are really asking whether their constituents, i.e. the first principles, 
are one or many, and if many, whether finite or infinite in number. 

25. To ask whether reality is one and unchangeable is not to 
raise a physical problem; for, as refutation of those who deny the 
first principles of geometry is the business not of geometry but of 
another special science or of a universal science, so the student of 
first principles is not called on to refute those who deny these j 
indeed if there is only one reality there cannot be a first principle, 
since a first principle is the first principle of something. 

185a 5. Therefore to consider whether reality is one in this way 
is like arguing against any other view put forward merely for argu
ment's sake (like that of Heraclitus), 

40111 15 
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7. or like refuting a contentious argument; the arguments both 
of Melissus and of Parrnenides have this character; they not only 
make false assumptions but reason wrongly from them j or rather 
that of Melissus is crude and offers no difficulty ; he derives all his 
results (rom a single false premiss, which is easy enough. 

12. We may assume that natu ral objects are, all or some of them, 
in a state of change-as is clear by induction. 

14. Further, it is not proper to refute everything, but only what is 
fa lsely deduced from the firs t principles of a science j a geometer 
must refute the squaring of the circle by means of segments: but not 
Antiphon's squaring of it. 

17. Still, though the Eleatics are not speaking about natu re, they 
incidentally raise certain physical problems which have philosophical 
interest. 

R eality is not one in tIlt way that the Eleatits supposed. 

20. (I) I Being' has different senses. In view of these we 
must see how all things are supposed to be one. Does I all things' 
mean substances, or quantities, or qualities; and are they all one 
substance, or one quality? All this makes a great difference, and 
all the alternatives are impossible. 

27. For (a) ir there are to be both substance and quality and 
quantity, whether these are separate or not there are many realities; 

29. while (b) ir all th ings are to be quality or quantity, this is 
absurd, or rather impossible j for nothing can exist apart except 
substance, since it is the subject of which everything else is asserted. 

32. Melissus says real ity is infinite i therefore it is a quantum, 
since a substance, quality, &c., can be infinite only incidentally, by 
being a quantum. Thus if both substance and quantity exist, 
reality is not one but two; while if only substance exists, it is not 
infinite, and has no magnitude. 

bS. (2) 'One' bas different senses; in what sense is the universe 
one? That is one which is (a) continuous, (6) indivisible, or (c) 
identical in definition. 

9. (a) If the universe IS continuous, the One is many, since a 
continuum is divisible. 

(II." Incidentally there is a question whether the part and the 
whole are one or many, and how they can be one or many, and if 
many, in what sense (this problem occurs equally with regard to 
non-continuous parts); and the difficulty arises that if each part is 
one with the whole, the parts are one with each other.) 

]6. (6) If the universe is indivisible, there will be no quantity or 
quality, and reality will be neither unlimited nor limited j for the 
limited is not indivisible, though the limit is. 
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19. (c) If all things are identical in definition, that leads to Hera

clitus' paradox; it will be the same th ing to be good and to be bad, 
to be good and not-good (so that the same thing will be good and 
not-good, or a man and a horse; reality will be not one thing but 
nothing), and to have a certain quality and to have a certain quantity 
will be the same. 

25. Even the later of the old philosophers were afraid lest the 
same thing should turn out to be one and many; hence some refused 
to say I A is B ', and others insisted on saying f the man walks', not 
'the man is walking '-as if' one' or 'is' had but one sense. 

32. But a thing may be many either in definition (e.g. to be white 
and to be musical are different, though the same thing may be both; 
so that the one is many) or by division (as a whole is its many parts). 
At this point they were in a difficulty; they had to admit that the 
one is many but were puzzled thereby-as though it were not possible 
for the same thing to be one and many, provided it is not one and 
many in the sense in which these are opposed to each other; what 
is one may be so either potentially or actually. 

3. Refutation of tIre Eleatic arguments. 

186a 4. Not only do the above considerations show the falsity of 
the view that reality is one, but the arguments on which it is based 
may be refuted. Both Melissus and Parmenides argue like mere 
debaters. 

10. (A) Melissus' argument is invalid. For (r) he thinks he has 
a right to say that if that which has come into being has a beginning, 
that which has not has none. 

'3. (2) It is absurd to think (a) that everything that bas come 
into being has a beginning (of the thing, not of the time), and (b) 
that there must be a beginning-not of simple coming to be but of 
qualitative change as well, as though there were no such thing as 
instantaneous change. 

16. (3) Why cannot reality be subject to change if it is one? 
(a) ,,yhy cannot the whole have a rotatory movement as a particular 
piece of water can? And (b) why should it not be subject to quali-
tative change? . 

19. (4) Reality cannot be one in kind, but only in matter. But 
even of the physicists some hold the latter though they deny the 
former, since man is different from horse in kind, and contrary from 
contrary. 

22. (B) Par men ides is open to the same objections, even if there 
are others. (1) His view is false, in that he supposes I being' to 
have but one meaning; and (II) it is badly reasoned, since (I) (a), 
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if we take merely the things that are white, (i) the fact that I white' 
has but one meaning does not prevent their being many; it does not 
follow that what is white is one either by continuity, or in definition 
(for to be the colour white and to be that which has the colour are 
not the same; yet this does not involve there being something 
apart from the white ; for they are different not qua separable but in 
their essence; but this Parmenides had not grasped). 

32. To support his view he must assume that I being 't whatever 
it is asserted of, means not only one thing but what is just being and 
just one; it will not do to suppose that being is an accident; for (ii) 
then what it is an accident of will not be i so that there will be some
thing that is 1ZOt. Therefore the just-existent will nOL be an accident 
of anything, s ince then that thing would not be an existent-unless 
j being' has a variety or meanings so that each of the things answering 
to them would be an existent; but we are supposing that I being' has 
mle meaning. 

b 4. (b) If, then, that which i.s just existent is not an accident of 
anything, but other things are accidents of it, (i) how is 'the just
existent' to mean something that exists and not something that does 
not exist? For if the just-existent is to be white, but the quality 
white is not just existent (indeed, 'existent' cannot even be an 
attribute of it, since ex hypothesi nothing is existent except what is 
just existent), what is white is non-existent (not merely not this or 
that existent) j therefore the just-existent is non--existent j for it was 
ex hypotksi Lrue to say of it that it was white, and this has been 
shown to mean something non-existent. 

n. (ii) To escape this difficulty, we must say that even I white' 
indicates something just existent; but then (contrary to Parmenides' 
original hypothesis) I existent' stands for more than one kind of 
th ing. 

12. (2) The existent will have no magnitude if it is just existent; 
for if it had magnitude the being of each of the parts would be 
different. 

14. (3) That the just-existent is divisible into other just-existents 
is evident j if man is a just-existent, so are animal and two-footed_ 
For otherwise they will be attributes, either of man or of some other 
subject. But that is impossible. 

18. For (a) an attribute is (i) that which can either belong or not 
belong to a subject, or (ii) that in whose definition the subject is 
present. 

23. And (b) elements included in the definition of a complex 
term do not include the complex term in their own definitions. 

26. Hence if the elements involved in man are attributes of man, 
they must in view of (a) above either (i) be separable (50 that a man 

J 
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need not be two-footed !}, or (ii) have' man 7 present in their defini
tiOD, which is forbidden by (6) above; 

31. while if they aTC attributes of something else (and not just 
existent), man also will be an attribute of that other thing. 

33. But let us grant that a just-existent is not an attribute of any
thing, and that of that of which both of two terms are predicated, tht! 
complex of these terms can he predicated; must we to escape the 
resulting difficulty say that the universe consists of indivisibles? 

ISt' l. Some gave in to the argument that all things arC one if 
I being I has hut one meaning, by saying that not-being exists, and to 
the argument irom dichotomy by recognizing indivisible magnitudes. 

3. But evidently it is llot true that if' being' means one thing 
and cannot at the same time mean the opposite, there can be no 
not·being; there is nothing to prevent what is not, not from being, 
simply, but from being what is not some particular thing. And surely 
to say that, if there is nothing besides being itself, all things will be 
one, is absurd. For who understands being itself to be anything 
but what is merely a particular existent? And if this is so, there is 
nothing to prevent the things that are from being man)'. 

10. Clearly then being cannot be one in this way. 

4. Stalemult and exanzi1zal;o11 of tlu opinions of Ihe physicists 
aboullhe pri1wples oj natural things. 

187:1. 12. The views of the physicists are of two kinds. (I) Some 
make the underlying body one, either one of the usual three or an 
intermediate between them, and derive the plurality of other things 
by condensation and rarefaction. These are contraries falling under 
the head of excess and defect, as do Plato's gre.l.t and small; but 
while Plato makes these matter and the One the form, Ihey make 
the underlying one to be matter and the contraries to be form . 

20. (2) Others describe the contrarieties as emerging out of the one; 
e.g. Anaximander, and those who make existing things one and many, 
as Empedocles and Anaxagoras do. They hoth evolve other things 
out of the I mixture', but Empedoc1es makes the evolution cyclical 
and posits only the I elements " while Anaxagoras supposes the 
evolution to happen once for all, and makes both the homoeomeries 
and the contraries that compose them to be indefinite in number. 

26. Anaxagoras made them indefinite because 
(a) he acx.epted the common doctrine that nothing comes out of 

not-being, 
31. and because (6), since contraries come out of each other, they 

must have already existed in each other; for if everyth ing that comes 
into being comes either out of what is or out of what is not, and the 
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latter cannot ex hypotltesi be true, things must have come out of what 
already existed but was owing to its smallness imperceptible. 

b t. Therefore, since they saw everything coming out of every
thing, they said that everything must have been mixed-in everything, 
and that things seemed different owing to the predominance of 
different elements. 

7. Now (a) if the indefinite qua indefinite is unknowable, that 
which is indefinite in number or in size is unknowable in quantity, 
and that which is indefinite in kind is unknowable in quality. But 
if the principles are indefinite both in number and in kind, their 
compounds cannot be known. 

13. (0) If that whose constituent parts may be indifferently of any 
greatness or smallness may necessarily itself be so too, then if a 
living thing cannot be indifferently of any greatness or smallness, 
neither can any of its parts, e.g. flesh, bone, fruit. 

22. (c) If all such things are present in each other and do not 
come into being but emerge, and get their name from their largest 
constituent, and anything can come out of anything, then since every 
finite body can be exhausted by subtractions of finite body, each 
thing cannot be present in each. }"'or if flesh were extracted from 
water, and more flesh from what is left, then even if what emerges is 
always smaller, there will be a size than which it will not be smaller. 
Thus if the emergence comes to an end, there will not be 
everything in everything; while if it does not, there will be in a 
finite magnitude an infinite nurnber of equal finite magnitudes; 
which is impossible. 

35. (d) If every body must by the removal of anything become 
smaller, and the size of flesh is finite in smallness as well as in great
ness, no body can emerge from the smallest flesh; for the flesh left 
will be less than the least possible. 

188a 2. (e) In the indefinite number of original bodies there would 
already be infinite flesh, blood, and brain, existent though not 
separate, and each infinite; which is impossible. 

5. (I) The statement that they will never be completely separated 
is made unintelligently but is true, for affections cannot exist separ
ately. If colours and states are mixed, then if they are separated 
there will be a white or a healthy which is not an attribute of any
thing. Thus Anaxagoras' Reason is trying an impossible task; it 
cannot separate things in respect of quantity because there is no 
least magnitude, nor in quality because qualities cannot exist 
apart. 

13. (g) Anaxagoras does not understand aright even the genesis 
of homoeomerous things. A clod is divided in one way into clods, 
in another way into something else j water and air are produced out 
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of each other, but not as bricks are produced out of a house or 
a house out of bricks. 

17. (h) It is better to make the elements fewer, i.e. finite in 
number, as Ernpedocles does. 

S. The pn'nciples are contraries. 

188a 19. All thinkers make contraries first principles- both the 
Eleatics, those who speak of rarity and density, and Democritus with 
his full and empty; further, he differentiates his atoms by position, 
shape, and order, each of which is a class including contraries. 

27. It is only natural that they should make contraries first prin. 
ciples; for the principles must be composed neither of one another 
nor of anything else (whi le all things must be composed of them); 
the primary· contraries fulfil the second condition because they are 
primary, and the first because they are contraries. 

30. But we must show by argument how this happens. We must 
assume first that things cannot act on, be acted on by, or be 
generated out of, others at random, unless per acddms. 

35. For how could white come out of musical, unless musical is 
an accident of not·white ? White is generated from not·white, and 
not from any and every not·white but from black or an intermediate. 

b 3. Nor does a thing pass away into any other indifferently; 
white does not pass into musical, unless per accidetls. It passes into 
not-white, and, more precisely, into black or an intermediate. 

S. So too even with composite things (but here the fact escapes 
us b~cause the opposite conditions are not named). 

12. For everything that is tuned must come out of and pass into 
what is not-tuned, and not-tuned in a precisely corresponding way, 
and vice versa. 

IS. The same argument applies to order or composition as to 
tuning. But, further, a house or a statue comes into being in the 
same way, from a state of disunion or shapelessness, being itself 
a form of order or composition. 

21. Thus everything comes out of and passes into its contrary or 
an intermediate. And intermediates are composed of contraries; 
so that all things that come into being by nature are contraries or 
composed of them. 

26. Most thinkers have, without giving a reason for it, adopted 
contraries as principles, as though compelled by the truth itself. 

30. But they differ in that some name contraries better known 
by definition (odd and even, strife and love). others contraries better 
known by sensation (wet and dry, hot and cold). 

36. Thus they name contraries that are different, and yet are the 
same by analogy inasmuch as they come from the same set of 
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opposites, some pairs being wider and others narrower. 
describe them better, others worse j some describe what is 
known in respect of definition (the universal), others what is 
known to sense (the particular). 

18911. g. Evidently, then, the principles must be contrary. 

6. The principles are either two or three in number. 

Some 
better 
better 

xSgn II. Are the principles two, three, or more? (1) There cannot 
be but one, since contraries go in pairs; (:2) they cannot be infinite 
in number, because (a) being would then not be knowable, (b) there 
is but one contrariety in one class, and substance is one class, 
(t) a finite number is sufficient, and preferable, (d) some contraries 
are generated out of each other, but the first principles must be 
eternal. 

20. The principles, then, are finite in number. (3) It is plausible 
not to make them two only j for (a) one might ask how density can 
act on rarity, or vice versa. So too with any other pair of contraries; 
a third thing is needed to be acted on. Some recognize even more 
principles than three. 

27. (b) There is also, if we do not suppose a nature underlying 
the contraries, the difficulty that contraries do not seem to be the 
substance of anything. But the first principle must not be said to be 
an altr£bute; for a subject is prior to its attribute, and the first 
principle would have a first principle prior to it. 

32. (c) Substance is not contrary to substance; but how can 
substance be composed of non-s ubstances? 

34. Hence, if we are to reconcile the argument in favour of con
traries as principles and the argument against their su fficiency, we 
must suppose a third thing underlying them, as those do who say the 
All is a single nature, such as water or fire or their intermediate. 

b 3. The intermediate is preferable j for fire, earth, &c., already 
involve contrarieties. Hence it is best to make the substratum dis
tinct from these, or if one of them, preferably air or water, as having 
fewest sensible differences. 

8. At any rate, it is this One that all the early thinkers give shape 
to by their contrarieties, which are forms of excess and defect. 

II. This view too, that the One and excess and defect are the 
principles, is ancient j but the old thinkers made the two active and 
the one passive, while some of the moderns reverse this . 

16. The view that there are three elements thus has something to 
be said for it j (4) the view that there are more has not. For 
(a) one passive element is enough, but if there are two pairs of con
traries there will have to be two intermediates j while if two pairs of 
contraries can generate from each other, one of the pairs is superfluous. 
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22. At the same time (b) there cannot be more than one pair of 

primary contraries. For substance is a single kind of reality) and its 
principles will differ only in priority and not in kind, since in one 
kind there is only one ultimate contrariety. 

27. Thus there is neither one element only, nor more than two or 
three; whether there are two or three, is a difficult question. 

7. Our view about the number and 1la/ure 0/ the princ£ples. 

18gb 30. (I) Let us state the principles involved in all corning-to
be, before we pass to the several kinds. 

32. In naming the terminus a quo and the if:rmitltts ad quem of 
change, we may name either the simple elements C the man becomes 
musical' or 'the unmusical becomes musical ') or the complex of 
them C the unmusical man becomes a musical man I). 

Ig035 . With one of the simple termini a quibtts we may use the 
word I from' _ (' from not-musical he becomes musical'); with the 
other we cannot (' from a man he becomes musical '). 

g . The one terminus a quo persists through the change, the other 
does not; the man, but not the unmusical, persists. 

13. (2) Thus there is always something that underlies change, 
and this, if one in number, is not one in definition; for to be a man 
is not the same as to be unmusical. The former persists, the latter 
does not. 

21. 'From' is used chiefly .with the non-persistent element, but is 
sometimes used with the persistent element (' the statue is made of 
or from bronze '). Of the non-persistent element we may say either 
'from it comes A' or 'it becomes A '. 

31. It is only substance that comes to be simply; in other cases 
a thing comes to be this or that. It is evident that there is some
thing underlying change of quantity, quality, &c., since all the 
categories other than substance involve an underlying substance. 

b I . But the generation even of substance presupposes a sub
stratum; e.g. living things corne from seed. Things that corne to 
be come to be by reshaping, accretion, subtraction, composition, 
alteration. But all of these presuppose a substratum. 

10. Thus what comes into being is always complex, and what 
comes to be it always includes a supposite and an opposite. 

17. (3) Evidently then, if the elements from which natural things 
are and have come to be-not possessed of some accident, but what 
they essentially are-are their first principles, every such thing is 
composed of a substratum and a shape, and into the definitions of 
these you can analyse them . 

23. The substratum is one in number though two in essence (for 
it is the underlying matter that is counted; for this is more of an 
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individual thing than the privation, and it is not an accident of that 
from which what comes into being comes into being; the privation 
is an accident of it). 

28. And the form produced is one. 
29. Thus the principles are in a sense two, and in a sense three. 
30 . In a sense contraries, viz. form and privation, are the prin

ciples; in a sense they are not (for contraries cannot be acted on 
by each other). This paradox also is solved by the fact that the 
substratum is something different from the two contraries. 

35. Thus in a sense the principles are no more than two; but in 
a sense they are three, since the substratum and the privation are 
different in essence. 

19183. We have now seen the number of the principles, and in 
what sense they are of this number. There must be a substratum 
and two contraries; yet in a sense three things are not necessary, 
since one of the contraries can by its absence or presence account 
for change. 

7. The substratum is to be known by analogy. It is to the 
individual substance as bronze is to a statue. wood to a bed, the 
shapeless material to the shaped thing. 

]2. This is one principle (thougb not one or existent as an 
individual thing is) j the object of definition is another; third comes 
the privation. 

14. 'We showed first merely that contraries' are principles, then 
that there must also be a substratum; we have now shown the 
difference between the contraries. how the principles are related, 
and what the substratum is. It is not yet clear whether the form 
or the substratum is substance, but we have shown that the principles 
are three, and in what sense. 

8. The true opinion removes the difficulty felt by the ande1lt 
pltilosopllers. 

I91R 23. This is the only way of solving the difficulty into which 
the early philosophers fell. They took a wrong path owing to in
t::xperience j they thought nothing could come into being because it 
must come into being either from what is or from what is not, and 
because bez"ng could not come into being (since it already was) and 
nothing could come into being from 110t-beillg (since there must be 
a substratum). 

31. And, magnifying the consequences as they went on, they said 
things could not be many but only the One itself could exist. 

34. But we maintain (r) that for anything to come into being out 
of what is or what is not, or for not-being or being to do or suffer or 
become anything, raises no different problem from a doctor's doing 
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or suffering something or something's coming into being out of a 
doctor. 

b 2. Therefore, since the latter statements may be made in t\'.,'O 

ways-viz. (a) a doctor builds, not qua doctor but qua builder, but 
(b) he heals qua doctor-so may the former. 

6 . Since we say most properly that something comes into being 
from a doctor when it comes from him qua doctor, we say most 
properly that a thing comes into being from not-being when it comes 
(rom not-being qua not-being. 

10. The early thinkers went off without dm.wing this distinction, 
and were thus led to deny the becoming and the existence of any
thing but the One Existent. 

13. We also sa.y that nothing comes into being simply from not
being, but that things come from not-being per acciams; they come 
from their privation, which per se is not-this not persisting in them. 
The early thinkers are surprised at this, and think that nothing can 
come from not-being. 

17. Similarly we say that nothing comes into being from what is, 
and that what iS 'does not come into being, except per accidens; but 
that this also does happen per accidws, just as if animal were to come 
from animal, i.e. a particular animal from a particular animal, e.g. 
a dog from a dog. For a dog would then come into being not 
merely from a particular animal, but from an animal, but it would 
not do so qua animal (for that is present already). If a particular 
animal is to come inlo being not per accidens, it will not be from 
animal, and if a particular being is to come into being, it will not be 
from being; nor yet from not-being (i.e. qua not-being). At the 
same time we do not deny that everything either is or is not. 

27. (2) Another solution is that the same things may be said with 
reference either to potentiality or to actuality. 

30. Thus we have solved the difficulties which led earlier thinkers 
off the path which leads to generation and destruction and, in 
general, change; if they had seen the nature of the substratum they 
would have been saved from error. 

9. Further rejlediO'lIS on the first jJrz,zciples of nature. 

19Ib 35. (r) Certain others have touched on the substratum, but 
inadequately. (a) They admit that genesis isper se from not-being, 
and that so far Parmenides is right. (b) They think that if tile sub· 
stratum is numerically one it is also one in significance; but there is 
a great difference between these two things. 

192&. 3. For 'We maintain that matter and privation are different, 
and that matter is not-being per accidens while privation is not-being 
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per se, and that matter is in a sense almost equivalent to substance 
while privation is not. 

6. But they idelltify not-being with the great and the small alike
either with both or with each. Thus their triad is quite different 
from ours. They got so far as to see that there must be an under
lying nature, but they made this single j even if a thinker recognizes 
a dyad of the great and the small, he is overlooking the other element 
of the substratum. 

13. For while the element that persists is joint cause, with form, 
of what is produced, the negative one of the pair of contraries might 
appear, if we look to its destructive character, not to exist at all. 

16. For while we describe privation as contrary to the good, and 
matter as desiring the good, they have to to make one contrary desire 
its own destruction j but neither can form desire itself (for it lacks 
nothing) nor can its contrary desire it (for contraries destroy each 
other). It is matter that desires form, as female does male and as 
the ugly desires the beautiful-the female or the ugly not per s~ but 
per aCCIdens. 

25. (2) The substratum in a sense perishes and comes to be, and 
in a sense does not. Qua that in which the privation is, it perishes 
when the privation perishes; but with reference to what it can 
become, it does not perish and does not come to be. For if it comes 
to be, there must have been already something from which as a con
stituent it comes into being j but it is just its own nature to be that, 
so that it would have existed before it came to be j and if it perishes, 
it will be reduced to its substratum, so that it will have perished 
before it perishes. 

34. (3) The discussion whether there is one formal principle or 
more, and what it is or they are, must be reserved for First Philosophy, 
but we shall in what follows discuss natural and perishable forms. 

b 2. (4) We have shown the existence, nature, and number of the 
first principles; now let us make a fresh start. 

BOOK II 
A. 

r. Nature and the natural. 

192b 8. Things may be divided into those that exist by nature 
and those that do not; the former include animals and their parts, 
plants, and simple bodies. 

13. Each of these has in it a principle of change and rest-in 
respect of place, of size, or of quality; but a bed or a garment has 
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as such no such principle (though it has qua composed of the simple 
bodies) ; 

20. which implies that nature is a principle of motion and rest in 
that in which it is present not per accidms. 

(23. I say 'not per aceidctls) to exclude such a case as a physi
cian's healing himself; it is an accident that the san'lc man is 
physician and patient.) 

27. Similarly anything else that is made has the principle of its 
making either outside itself or in itself only per accrdws. 

32. This is what nature is; those things I have a nature' which 
have such a principle. All such things are substances; nature 
always involves a subject in which it is. Both these things and 
their essential attributes are' in accordance with nature' , 

1930. 3. It would be foolish to try to prove that nature exists; for 
obviously many such things exist. To prove the obvious through 
the not-obvious is to .show lack of judgement, and involves one in 
talk about words, to which no thought corresponds. 

9. The nalure of natural objects is thought (r) by some to be the 
unshaped element proximately present in a given thing; e.g. the 
nature of a bed is thought to be wood. 

12. Antiphon cites the fact that if a rotting bed were to put forth 
a shoot, this would be wood and not a bed, as evidence that the 
shape imposed on it by art belongs to it per ace/dens, while its nature 
is that which persists; and says that if there is something related to 
wood as wood is to a bed, that is the nature of wood. 

21. H ence people identify the nature of things with fire, earth, air, 
water, or with more than one of these, or with them all, and describe 
everything else as affections or states of these, and say that these are 
eternal but everything else comes into being and passes away an 
infinite number of times. 

28. This is one sense of' nature'; (2) another is the shape or 
form corresponding to the definition. 

31. For (a) as a work of art is one which is in accordance with 
the rules of art, so a natural object is one which is in accordance 
with nature; and no one would say of what is only potentially a bed 
that it is in accordance with the rules of art or is a work of art, nor of 
that which is potentially flesh or bone that it has its own nature or is by 
nature, till it has acquired the form which corresponds to its definition. 

b 3. Thus in a second sense the nature of things that have an in
ternal principle of change is their form, which is not separable except 
in respect of definition. (The compound of the two elements, e,g. 
a man, is not nature, but' by nature '.) This is more truly nature 
than the matter; for a thing is itself when it exists actually, rather 
than when it exists potentially. 
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8. (b) If the fact that a bed would not produce a bed shows that 
not its shape but its material is its nature, the fact that a man pro-
duces a man shows that his form is his nature. ' 

12. (c) 4>VUtt;; in the sense of generation is a process towards nature. 
True, healing is a process not towards the healing art but towards 
health, but cP-urn<; in the sense of generation is a process towards 
nature. That which is growing is as such passing from something 
towards something, and what is produced in the process of growth 
is that towards which, not that from which, the growing thing is 
passing. Therefore shape is nature. 

18. Shape or nature is of two kinds; for even privation is a sort 
of form. Whether privation (or a contrary) is involved in simple 
generation is a matter for later inquiry. 

B. 

2. Distinction of the natural philosopher from the mathemait"cia1t 
and the metaphysic/em. 

193b 22. We must next inquire (r) how the mathematician differs 
from the student of nature (for natural bodies have solid shapes, 
planes, lines, and points, which are what the mathematician studies), 
and (2) whether astronomy is or is not a part of physics; for it is 
odd jf the physicist's task is to study what the sun or moon is, but 
none of their essential attributes, especially as physicists evidently 
do study the shape of the moon, the sun, the earth, and the universe. 

31. The mathematician also studies solid shapes, but notas the limits 
of natural bodies; nor does he study the attributes of shapes as 
attributes of shapes of natural bodies. This is why he abstracts (for 
his objects can be thought of in abstraction from change), and incurs 
no falsity in doing so. 

35. The believers in Ideas surreptitiously do the same; they 
abstract natural objects, which cannot properly be abstracted like 
mathematical objects. This becomes plain ir we try to define litt: 

two kinds of object, and their attributes. The odd and even, the 
straight and curved, number, line, and figure can exist apart from 
change, but flesh, bone, man cannot; these are things like the ~nub 
nose, not like' the curved.' 

194& 7. This is shown also by the more physical branches of 
mathematics-optics, harmonics, astronomy. Geometry studies a 
physical line, but not qua physical; opt ics studies a mathematical 
line, but qua physical. 

12. Since nature includes two elements, form and matter, we must 
study it as if we were studying snubness; such things are neither 
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independent of matter nor entirely constituted by matter. There 
being two natures, which will the physicist study? Or will he study 
the compound of both? If so, he will study each of the two. Are 
the two the objects of the same science, or of different sciences? 

18. (1) If we look to the ancients, physics would seem to be the 
study of matter ; for only Ernpedocles and Democri lus, and they 
only to a small extent, touched on form. But if art imitates nature, 
and the same art studies form and to some extent matter (as the arts 
in fact do), physics also will study both natures. 

fl.7. (2) The end and the means must be studied by the same 
science; and the nature is the end (for tbe terminus of a continuous 
process is also its final cause; hence the poet's absurd remark' he 
has the end for which he was born ', which is absurd because not 
every final point but only that which is best is a final cause). 

33. Indeed some arts make their matter and others make it work
able, and we use their matter as existing for our own sake (for we 
are the end in one of the two senses of ' end '). 

a6. There are two arts that rule and know the matter, the art that 
uses and that which presides over the making; even the former is in 
a sense architectonic, but they differ in that the former knows the 
form. the latter the matter j the steersman knows the form of the 
rudder, the rudder-maker the wood out of which, and the processes 
by which, it is to be made. In art we make the matter for the sake 
of the function; in nature it is ready-made. 

b 8. (3) Matter is a relative term; a different form requires a 
different matter. 

g . How far, then, should the physicist know form? To the 
extent of knowing the finai cause of each natural object; he studies 
things that are separable in respect of form but involve matter; for 
it takes a man, and the sun as well, to generate a man. That which 
can exist separately must be left to First Pbilosophy to study. 

C. THE CONDITIONS OF CHANGE. 

3. The essential conddions. 

194h 16. Since inquiry aims at knowledge, and we know a thing 
only when we have grasped its proximate cause, we must inquire into 
the proximate causes of physical change, so that we may refer each 
particular subject of inquiry to its causes. 

23. 'Cause ' means (r) constituent material ; 
26. (2) the form, pattern, or definition, and the generic and other 

elements in the definition j 
29. (3) lhe proximate originator of change or rest; 
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32. (4) the end or final cause (of means to an end some are 
actions, others instruments). 

19Sa 3. A thing has causes of more than one of these kinds (and 
this not merely incidentally), and what is the cause of a thing in one 
sense may be its effect in another; the onc may be final and the 
other efficient cause. 

11. That which by its presence causes onc thing becomes by its 
absence the cause of the contrary. 

15. All causes fall under these four types. (r) Letters are the 
cause of syllables, the material is the cause of artefacta, the four 
elements are the cause of bodies, parts the cause of wholes, 
premisses the cause of the conclusion, in the sense of 'that out of 
which'. 

20. (2) But the essence, whole, synthesis, or form also falls under 
'that out of which '. 

21. (3) The seed, the doctor, the adviser, and in general the 
agent fall under the efficient cause. 

23. (4) Other things are causes in the sense of final cause; this 
is the good or the apparent good. 

26. Cutting across this classification there are various distinctions: 
(I) there are particular causes and causes comprehending these (e.g. 
the cause of health is a doctor, or, more generally stated, a crafts
man). 

32. (2) There are proper causes and incidental causes) the latter 
including (a) the subject of that attribute which is the cause proper, 
(b) classes which include the subject, (c) other attributes of it. 

b 3. (3) Causes whether proper or incidental may be either poten
tial or actual. 

6. Of effects also, whether proper or incidental, we may distinguish 
the particular and the comprehensive. 

10. We may state as the cause a complex of the proper with an 
incidental cause. 

12. Thus there are six kinds of cause, (r) the particular cause, 
(2) the generic, (3) the incidental, (4) the generic incidental, (5) the 
combination of (I) and (3), (6) the combination of (2) and (4). 

16. And any of these may be actual or potential. But while the 
actual and individual causes exist just so long as the effects do, 
potential causes are not so limited. . 

21. We must always seek the most precise cause; e.g. (a) a man 
builds only because he is a builder, and a builder builds in virtue of 
the building art, which is therefore the prior cause; (b) generic 
causes must be stated for generic effects, particular causes for particu. 
lar effects; and (c) potential causes for potential effects, actual causes 
for actual effects. 
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4. The opinions oj othtrs about c/uZllce a1td spontaneity. 

19Sb 31. Many things are said to be and to happen owing to 
chance and spontaneity; we must ask (I) where chance and spon
taneity fall among the four causes) (2) whether chance and spontaneity 
are the same, (3) what they are. 

36. (a) Some people doubt if these things exist; they say there 
is a determinate cause of everything that is ascribed to chance or 
spontaneity ; 

'96- , . and add that if chance existed. it would be odd that the 
early thinkers in accounting for generation and destruction ascribed 
nothing to chance. 

II. But their procedure was surprising j for there are many things 
which all men ascribe to chance, though they know they can he 
ascribed to a definite cause; so that the early thinkers should have 
said something about chance. 

17. Nor can it be said that they identified chance with one of the 
determinate causes, such as Love, Strife, &c. 

19. II is odd, whether they did not think chance existed, or 
thought it existed but ignored it j especially since they sometimes 
used it, as Empedocles does in describing the movement of air, or 
the origin of the parts of animals. 

24. (b> There arc some who ascribe the origin of this world and 
of all worlds to spontaneity. 

28. This is surprising; tbeyascribe the origin of living things not 
to chance but to nature, reason, &c., but that of the heavens and of 
the heavenly bodies to spontaneity and to no determinate cause. 

35. If this is so, it demands explanation; their view is especially 
odd when they might have seen that in the heavens nothing happens 
by spontaneity, and that much happens by chance in the region 
where they deny chance. 

b 5. (c) Some, again, think chance is a cause, but obscure to 
human reasoning as being divine. 

5. Do dlanee and sponlaneity exisl'l What is chance and whal 
are ils character:'s lies 1 

Ig6b 10. Chance is not the cause either of invariable (or necessary) 
or or usual events. But there are also unusual events, and these 
everyone ascribes to chance, so that evidently chance and spontaneity 
exist; for we know that unusual events are chance events and chance 
events unusual events. 

17. Again, of events some serve a purpose (whether they take 
place as the result of purpose or not), while others do not j so that 
among unusual events some may serve a purpose. Events that 

'0;' r6 
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serve a purpose are those that might proceed from thought or from 
nature. 'Vhen such events take place per accidens, we ascribe them 
to chance. 

(24. For as some things exist per se, others per accidefls, so some 
things are causes per se, others Pe?' accidens. The per u cause is 
determinate, the cause per accidens indeterminate; for one thing may 
have an indefinite number of concomitants.) 

29. When accidental causation is found in purpose-serving events, 
we ascribe this to spontaneity and chance (the difference between 
them will be discussed later); 

33. e.g. M would have gone to recover his debt, if he had known, 
just when N was recovering his loan j but in fact it was an accident 
that he went. and did so with the result that he recovered his debt j 

and that although he did not usually or necessarily go to the place; 
and the result is one that might have been an object of purpose . 
This being so, we say he went by chance. Chance, then, is an 
accidental cause in the purposive subdivision of end-attaining events. 
Hence it is concerned with the same class of events as thought is. 

197R B. The causes from which a chance event may happen are 
indeterminate. Hence it is thought (1) that chance belongs to the 
indeterminate, (2) that it is inscrutable to man, (3) that nothing can 
happen by chance. All of these opinions may be justified. 

12. (3) No doubt things happen by chance in the sense that 
chance is an accidental cause j but in the proper sense chance 
causes nothing; a chance result always has its own proper cause. 

lB . (2) Chance is rightly said to be incalculable j calculation is 
of that which is always or usuaUy, while chance is found in the 
realm of the unusual. 

2 0. (r) Since accidental causes are indeterminate, so is chance. 
Yet not completely indeterminate; some accidental causes are less 
remote than others. 

25. Chance is called good when something good results, evil when 
something evil. When a great good results or a great evil is just 
missed, that is good fortune; evil fortune is the reverse of this. 

30. (4) Chance, and therefore good fortune, is rightly called in
secure; for no chance event can be invariable or usual. 

32. Both chance and spontaneity, then, are accidental causes, in 
the realm of such unusual events as might take place for the 'sake of 
an end. 

6. Distinction between chance and spontaneity, and between both and 
the essential conditions 0/ change. 

19t1. 36. Spontaneity is wider than chance. For chance events 
can bappen only to beings capable of having good fortune, and, in 
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genera], of acting; as is indicated by the fact that good fortune is 
thought to be almost if not quite the same as t doing well', which 
is a kind of action. 

h 6. Hence no lifeless thing or lower animal or child can act by 
chance, because it has not purpose; nor can such beings have good 
or bad fortune except in a merely analogous sense. They can be 
acted Oil by chance only when the agent who acts on them acts by 
chance. 

13. But the lower animals and many lifeless th ings can act spon. 
taneously. Thus spontaneity is found in the case of end-attaining 
events in general, when some such event takes place not with a view 
to the result that actually follows j chance is found wben a purpose
serving result happens spontaneously to a being that has purpose. 

22. That this is the nature of spontaneity (Tel a&op.QTOll) is shown 
by the fact that the word p.aTT}v is used when an act aimed at an end 
fails to attain its end. 

29. Thus, in accordance with the derivation of the word, spon
taneity means the case in which an action in its own proper nature 
takes place in vain, the result being one that might have been but 
was not intended. 

32. Spontaneity is most clearly distinguished from chance in 
events that happen hy nature but contrary to nature. Yet this is 
different from spontaneity proper, since in it the cause is internal to 
the agent, while in spontaneity proper it is external. 

Ig8& 1. Both spontaneity and chance fall under the efficient 
cause, the cause at work being something that acts by nature or as 
a result of thought; but the number of these is indeterminate. 

S. Since spontaneity and chance are names for the accidental 
causation by reason or nature of results which they might cause 
properly, and nothing accidental is prior to what is per se, the acci
dental cause is not prior to the cause per se. Spontaneity and chance 
are therefore posterior to reason and nature; so that even if spon
taneity is the cause of the heavens, reason and nature are prior 
causes of the universe and of many things in it. 

D. EXPLANATION IN NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. 

7. The physicist should explai1t by means of all lhe/our 
conditions of change. 

1983 14. Clearly there are causes, and the number of their kinds 
is that which we have stated; for the question' why? ' is answered 
by referring (1) to the essence, when we are dealing with unchange
able things (e.g. in mathematics, where explanation rests in the last 
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resort on definitions), or (2) to the first mover, or (3) to the end, or 
(4), when we are explaining generation, to the matter. 

21. The physicist must explain by reference to all four causes. 
24. Form, mover, and end often coincide; for essence and ertd 

are one, and the first mover is one in species with these, in the 
case of all things that move by being moved (and those that do not 
aTC no concern of physics, since tbey move without being susceptible 
of movement; hence there are three studies, concerned with the 
unmoved, with the moved but indestructible, and with Ihe de
structible). 

31. Thus the question 'why? I is answered by reference to the 
matter, the essence, and the first mover. In considering generation, 
people arc usually intereste,d only in the sequence of events, and in 
determining the proximate agent and the proximate patient. But 
there are two kinds of originators of natural movement, one of which 
is not itself natural, having no tendency to movement in itself j and 
this includes (1) the completely unchangeable, which is first of all 
things, and (2) the essence or shape, which is at the same time 
the end. 

b 4. Thus since nature acts for an end, we must know this cause 
as well, and explain by reference to all four causes. We must point 
out (r) that from this, tbat necessarily follows, either always or 
usually j (2) that if this is to be produced, these materials must be 
present; (3) that this was the essence of the thing; (4) that it is 
better so (not absolutely, but with reference to the nature of the 
particular thing). 

8. Does nature act for an end 1 

198b 10. We must (A) justify our assumption that nature works 
for an end, and (B) state in what way necessity is involved in natural 
phenomena j for physicists for the most part explain events as fol· 
lowing necessarily from what precedes, making little use of any other 
cause they may mention, such as love and strife, or reason. 

16. (A) Zeus does not send rain to make the corn grow; rain 
follows by necessity from the pre.existing conditions, and the corn's 
growing is the necessary result. 

23. May not the bodily parts (e.g. the teeth) be similarly produced 
by necessity, and their fitness for tbeir functions be an undesigned 
result? Then the creatures in whom everything came about as 
though for an end survived, and those in which this was not so 
perished and perish. 

3~. But this reasoning is not satisfactory. l;"or (I) (a) teeth and 
all the natural pans come about either always or usually in a certain 
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way, but chance or spontaneous events never do (rain in winter is 
not a product of chance, but only rain in the dog-days). 

199" a. (b) So if these things must be the result either of coinci· 
dence or of purpose, and cannot be the former, they must be the 
latter. 

5. (e) But all such things a re admittedly natural; so there is 
purposiveness in what happens and is by nature. 

S. (2) 'Where there is a terminus to a course of action, the earlier 
stages are for the sake of the terminus. Now the course of nature 
corresponds to the course of action. Therefore the course of nature 
also is for an end. If a house were a natural object, it would be 
constructed as it in fact is by aft; and if natural objects were pro
duced by act as well, they would be produced as they are by nature. 
Nature, therefore, like art, is purposive. 

IS. Art partly completes and partly imitates the work of nature; 
therefore if art is purposive, so is nature; for the later stages arc 
related similarly to the earlier in art and in nature. 

20. (3) The purposiveness of nature is most manifest in the lower 
animals, such as spiders and ants, which without a rt, inquiry, or 
deliberation do things which look like the work of reason. Tracing 
tbis tendency downwards, we find adaptation to ends even in the 
growth of plants. Evidently, then, a final cause is at work in nature. 

30. And of the two elements in nature, matter and form, the 
latter is the final cause. 

33. (4) Art has its failures, where it endeavours after an end but 
fails to reach it. Similarly monsters (including Empedocles' monsters 
of the prime) are failures in the purposiveness of nature, due to 
corruption of some principle in them. 

b ,. (5) Empedoc1es ought to have recognized that there must 
have been seeds before there were animals; the 'undifferentiated I 
that came first was seed. 

9 . (6) There is adaptation even in plants, though less distinct; 
would he say that there had been monstrous combinations in the 
plant world as in the animal? 

la. (7) On his principles. seeds ought to grow into anything at 
random j but in fact from a certain kind of seed a certain kind of 
animal proceeds, unless there is something that hinders it. 

18. No doubt end·1ike results may be produced by chance, but 
when such results follow always or usually, that is not chance; and 
in nature they do so follow. 

26. (8) It is absurd to deny purposiveness because of the absence 
of deliberation. Art does not deliberate; and art differs from nature 
only in that the motive principle is not in the thing moved. When 
it bappens to be so, as when a physician heals himselfJ we get some-
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thing just like nature. So if there is purposiveness in art, there is 
purposiveness in nature. Nature then is a cause, and one that works 
towards an end. 

9. The sense in 1tJhich -necessity is present £n natural things. , 

199b 34. (B) Is it necessity based on an hypothesis or absolute 
necessity that is found in nature? People think there is the kind of 
necessity there would he if a wall had to have the structure it has 
because the heavy materials sank and the light materials rose. But, 
in fact , while a wall could not exist without these materials, it exists 
not because of them but to serve a purpose. 

200n. 7. Similarly, wherever there is a final cause, the thing cannot 
exist without materials, which must be of a certain kind; but it 
exists for a purpose. Thus the necessity is hypothetical; it is not 
the necessity of a necessitated result; for it is the matter that is 
necessitated, while the end belongs to the element of form. 

IS. The operation of necessity in natural generation is similar to 
its operation in mathematics. In mathematics the first principles 
necessitate the conclusions, but not vice versa. In the coming of 
things into being, on the other hand, the end necessitates the 
beginning. 

22. Indeed the end itself is a beginning-not of the action but 
of the reasoning that leads to it (just as in mathematics the first 
principle is a beginning of reasoning, since there is no action there). 
If there is to be a house, there must be certain materials; but the 
end does not exist because of these, though it would not exist if 
they did not, as in mathematics the first principles would not be 
true if the conclusions were not. 

30. Thus what is necessitated in natural things is the matter and 
the changes in it. The physicist must study both causes, but 
especially the final cause, which is the cause of the matter and not 
vice 'l!ersa. In nature, as in art, the necessitation starts from the 
definition. Since a house is such and such a thing, such and such 
materials must be used; since a man is such and such a thing, he 
must be made of such and such materials. 

b 4. But presumably even in the definition there is an element 
that is necessitated. If we define the function of a saw as being to 
divide in a certain way, it must have teeth of a certain kind, and 
these must be of iron. Even in the definition there are certain 
parts which are its quasi-material element. 
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BOOK III 

A. CHANGE. 

[. TIle nature of chat/ge. 

200 b 12. Two reasons why the topics of books iii and iv must 
be studied by the physicist. (r) He must study change because 
nature is just a principle of change. He must study the infinite 
because change is continuous and it is in the continuous that 
infinity is most evident. He must study place, the void

J 
and time 

because change is thought to involve these. 
22. (2) Because of their universality these things must be studied 

before we come to more particular subjects of inquiry. 
25. \'Ve begin with change, and note that (a) the things in any 

category are divided into those that exist only actually and those 
that exist both potentially and actually; 

28. (b) of relative terms, some are related by way of excess and 
defect, others as respectively active and passive j 

32. (c) there is no such thing as change in the abstract j change 
is always in respect either of substance or of quantity or of quality 
or of place; 

20Ia. 3. (d) within each of these categories contraries are found
in substance form and privation, in quality (e.g.) white and black, in 
quantity complete and incomplete, in place (e.g.) above and below. 
Any such pair of contraries may form the termini of change. 

g . Change may now be defined as the actualization of the 
potential as such; alteration is the actualization of that which can 
be altered, growth and diminution of that which can grow or 
diminish, generation and destruction of that which can be generated 
or destroyed, locomotion of that which can be moved in space. 

IS. The accuracy of our definition can be seen by studying t)'pical 
changes such as being built, learning, healing, &c. 

19 . Since some self-identical things may be said to be both 
potentially and actually (only not to be potentially and actually the 
same thing at the same time), such things can act OU, and be acted 
on by, each other. Thus that which moves in a physical way can 
be moved, and in fact moves by being moved. But we must not 
assume as some do that everything that moves moves thus; we shalt 
find that there is an unmoved mover. 

27. In our definition the words' as such J are important. Change 
is not the actual i7.ation of anything in respect of its own specific 
character-e g. of bronze as bronze-but of things qua changeable. 
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It is the actualization, not of the capacity of being a statue, but of 
the capacity of being made into a statue. 

34. The presence of different capacities in the same thing may be 
seen in such a case as that of hea1th and disease. The capacity of 
being well is d ifferent from that of being ill (if it were not, b~ing 
well and being ill would be the same thing), yet they may be present 
in the same subject. 

b 5. The truth of our definition may be seen, once morc, by can· 
sidering the case of that which is capable of being made into a house. 
The actualization of this must be either a house or the process of 
building. But the house cannot be the actualization of the buildable, 
since when the house exists the buildable has ceased to exist; there
fore it must be the process of building that is the actualization of it 
qua buildable. Now building is a change. And generalizing we 
may say that the actualization of the potential as such is always 
a change. . 

2. Tht dtjinilion ()f chmtge confirmed. 

20Ib 16. The correctness of our definition of change is confirmed 
(I) by the failu re of other attempts and (2) by the impossibility of 
finding any better definition. 

18. (2) Change cannot be placed in any genus other than that in 
wh ich we have placed it. (1) Change has been defined as other
ness, inequality, or not-being. But what is other, unequal, or non
existent neither necessarily suffers change nor is a terminus of 
change, any more than its opposite does or is. 

24. The popularity of such defin itions is due to the facts that 
change is thought to be something indefinite and that otherness, 
inequality, and not-being have t,!1e indefiniteness that all privative 
terms have. 

27. The apparent indefiniteness of change is due to the fact that 
it cannot be identified either with potentiality or with actuali ty, 
since it is not true that either that which can be (e.g.) of a particular 
size or that which is actually of it necessarily changes to that size, 
and since change seems to be a sort of incomplete actualization. 

32. The I incompleteness' of change is due to the fact that the 
potential, of which it is the actualization, is itself necessarily 
incomplete. 

33. This is why change is difficult to define; it cannot be identified 
l sim ply eitherl\\'rith privation I or with potentiality or with actuali ty, 

but only with the actualization of the potential. I 
20211. 3. A mover that is capable of being moved, whose previous 

lack of movement is not the mere negation of movement but is rest, 
i.e. the absence of movement in something that can be moved,-
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such a mover is always, in causing movement, itself moved. For it 
moves by contact, and in touching another it is touched, and there
fore moved, by it. 

g. A mover always has a definite characteristic, e.g. a substant ial 
nature, a quality, or a size, by virtue of which it moves something 
else. Its moving of what it moves consists in imprinting on it in 
actuality this characteristic which the moved previously had only in 
potentiality. 

3. The mover and the moved. 

20211. 13. OUT definition of change enables us to answer the ques
tion what change is present in, by saying that it is in that which is 
changeable, since it is the actualization of this by the movent. Change 
is at the same time the actualization of the movent. For its poten
tiality is a potentiality of actualizing the potentiality of the moved. 
Thus the one change is the actualization of both movent and 
moved, as the same interval is the interval between one and two and 
between two and one. It is a case of there being one thing definable 
in two ways. 

21. Yet, since there are two namab1e ElltPYEla.t, the activity of the 
agent and the passivity of the patient, we may ask what these are in. 
Are both in the patient, or is the activity in the agent and the 
passivity in the patient? 

28. ( I) If the latter, movement must be in the mover, since the 
same account applies to rnm'er and moved as to agent and patient. 
Thus either every mover will be moved or something that has 
movement in it will yet not be moved. 

31. (2) If the former, the following difficulties apparently arise: 
(a) the actualization of each thing will not be in that thing. 

34. (b) It is absurd that the moved, in moving towards a single con
dition, should be undergoir.g two mo .... ements at once. The actuali
zation of the mover and of the moved must, then , be a single 
actualization . But how can two specifically different things have 
the same actualization? 

b 2. (c) If the activity and the passivity are the same, the teacher 
must always be learning and the agent always being acted on. 

5. These difficulties are not so serious as might appear. (a) It is 
not absurd that the actualization of one thing should be in another; 
teaching is the actualization of that which can teach, but the 
actualization of it in that which can learn. . 

8. (0) It is not absurd that the actualization of two things should 
be the same, provided this is taken to mean 'the same in sub
stratum', not I the same in essence '. 

10. (c) Even if to act and to be acted on are the same, not in 
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definition but in substratum, it does not follow that the teacher 
must always be learning. It is not things that are the same in any 
sense, but things whose essence is the same, that must have all their 
attributes the same. 

16. (d) Even if teaching is the same as learning, it does not 
follow that to teach is the same as to learn, just as, if the distance 
between two things is a single th ing, it does not follow that to 
stretch from here to there and to stretch from there to here are 
the same. 

19. (e) Strictly it is not true that activity is the same as passivity, 
but only that the movement which is describable as both is one and 
the same j to be the actualization of this in that and to be the 
actua lization of that by this are things that have different definitions. 

23. \Ve have now stated the general nature of change, and it is 
easy to apply this to the kinds of change j e.g. alteration will be the 
actualization of the alterable as such, or (more plainly) the actuali
zation of that which is potentially active and of that which is 
potentially passive, as such. 

B. THE INFINITE. 

4. Opinions of the early philosophers. 

202b 30. Since the study of nature is concerned with magnitudes, 
change, and time, each of which must be either infinite or finite 
(even if there are other things that are neither), we must examine 
whether the infinite exists, and if so, what it is. 

36. The appropriateness of this discussion to physics is seen from 
the fact that all considerable physicists treat the infinite as a first 
principle. 

203(\ 4. (I) Some of these do not treat infinity as an attribute of 
something else but make the infinite itself a substance ; but of these the 
Pythagoreans treat it as present in sensible things, and also descrilJe 
what is outside the heavens as infinite, while Plato recognizes nothing 
outside the heavens, but makes the infinite a constituent both of 
sensible things and of Ideas; 

10. and the Pythagoreans identify the infinite with the even 
(which, being a constituent in things and being limited by the odd, 
imparts to things their infinity), while Plato recognizes two infinites, 
the great and the small. 

16. (2) The natural philosophers proper assign to the infinite 
element an underlying nature other than infinity (e .g. water, &c.). 
None of those who recognize a finite number of elements makes 
them infini te in extent j those who make them ilfinite in number, 
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by contact. 

23. Anaxagoras makes each part a mixture just as the whole is 
a mixture, because he sees everything coming out of everything. 
This is why he says all things were together. The separation of the 
various kinds of th ing had a beginning, and this beginning was a 
single thing, such as what he calls reason, which must have had 
a beginning of its thinking and consequent action, so that before 
it began to act all things must have been together. 

33. Democritus describes none of his primary entities as coming 
into being out of another; but, for him, the universal bodily sub
stance, whose parts differ only in size and shape, is the principle of 
all things. 

b 3. It is reasonable enough in these thinkers to describe the 
infinite as a principle. For (I) it cannot exist to no purpose, and it 
can have no function except as a principle. For everything is either 
a principle or derived from one, and the infinite cannot be derived 
from one, since then it would have a limit. 

7. (2) Its being ungenerated and imperishable points to its being 
a principle; for there is a limit to all generation and destruction. 
This is why the infinite has no beginning but is itself thought to be 
the beginning of all other things and to contain and govern them, 
and to be what is divine. 

Main arguments for belief I 'n tIle infinite. 

15. Belief in the infinite is derived from five sources: (I) from 
the infinity of time, (2 ) from the divisibility of magnitudes, (3) from 
the fact that the perpetuity of generation and destruction can be 
maintained only if there is an infini te source to draw upon, (4) from 
the fact that the limited is always limited by something else; 

22. but above all, the infinity of number, of magnitudes, and of 
what is outside the heavens is inferred (5) from the fact that there 
is no limit to our power of thinking of them; while the infinity of I 
what is outside the heavens leads to belief in in fin ite body and in 
an infinite number of worlds. For why shoul rl there he body in one 
part of the void rather than in another? Further, if there is infinite 
void and place, there must be infini te body, since in eternal things 
there is no difference between being possible and existing, 

30. There are, however, difficulties both in denying and in assert
ing the existence of the infinite. Further, is (I) the infinite a sub
stance, or is (2) infinity an essential attribute of something else, or is 
(3) something per accidens infinite in extent or number? The problem 
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most pertinent for the physicist is, whether there is an infinite 
sensible magnitude. 

204a 2. We must first distinguish the senses of I infinite ': (t) that 
whose nature forbids its being traversed, (2) that which admits of 
incomplete or (3) difficult traversal, or (4) which, though of such 
a nature as to be traversable, yet does not admit of it. Again what 
is iofioit4i5 so in respect of addition, of division, or of both. 

5. Criticism of the Pythagorean and Pia/om! 6e/iif in a upamtely 
existing i,tjinile. 

204a 8. (r) The infinite cannot exist apart [rom sensible things as 
something that is infinite and nothing else. For if it is neither 
a magnitude nor a plurality nor an attribute of any kind, but its 
substantial nature is just lO be infinite, it must be indivisible, but if 
it is indivisible it cannot be infi nite except in the sense that it is not 
finite; which is not the sense we are interested in. 

(J4. If on the other hand infinity is an attribute of something else, 
the infinite cannot be, as infinite, an ultimate element of reality.) ~ 

J7. (2) There cannot be an infinite which is nothing else, unless 
there are similarly a number and a magnitude that are nothing else. 
For infinity is an attribute of number and magnitude, and an attribute 
of an attribute is even less capable of independent existence than an 
attribute. 

20. (3) If the infinite existed as a substance. then if it were 
divisible every part of it would be infinite (since if it is a substance, 
not an attribute, it must be infinite through and through). There
fore it is either (i) indivisible or (ii) divisible inlo in finites. 

25. But (ii) the same thing cannot be many infinites. Therefore 
(i) it must be indivisible. But what is actually infinite cannot be 
this, since it must be a quantum. Therefore infmity must be an 
attribute of something else, and then not it, but (if anything) that of 
wh ich it is an attribute, will be a first principle. 

32. Thus the Pythagoreans must be wrong in making it at the 
same lime a substance and divisible. 

There is no infinite sensible body. 

34. But this inquiry, whether infinity can exist among mathematical 
objects and among intelligible and non·extended things, is a more 
general inquiry than that on which we are bent, viz. whether there 
is among sensible things a body infinite in extension. 

b 4. (A) On the face of it such a thing would seem impossible, 
since body is defined as that which is limited by a surface. On this 
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showing there cannot be an infinite body either intelligible or 
sensible; nor, for that matterJ can there be an infinite number 
since number (or that which has number) is that which can be 
numbered. 

10. (B) Passing to morc concrete arguments, (I) the supposed 
infinite body must be either complex or simple. Now (a) it cannot 
be complex, if the clements are finite in number; for there must be 
more than one element, and (i) one element cannot be infinite and 
another finite j for even if the finite element exceeds the other in 
power, still, if it exceeds it by a limited amount, the infinite element 
will by its size destroy the other. 

19. And (ii) each element cannot be infinite, since what is infinite 
is infinite in all directions. 

22. (0) Nor can the infinite body be simple, either (1) as something 
other than the elements, out of which they are derived, or (ii) in 
generaL (i) This view was adopted because it was thought that if 
one of the elements were infinite, it would destroy its contrary. 

29. It is refuted by the fact that no such body other than air, fire, 
earth, and water is ever observed. 

35. (ii) Nor can the infinite be fire or any other element; for it is 
impossible for the universe, even if it be finite, to be or become 
identical with one of the elements j as it is impossible for it to be or 
become identical with the One apart from the elements which is 
posited by the physicists j in fact everything comes out of its 
contrary. 

205& 7. (2) The impossibility of an infinite sensible body may be 
seen also from the following considerations: Every kind of sensible 
body has a place where it tends to be, and this is the same for a part 
as for the whole. Thus (a) if the infinite body is homogeneous, 
every par t will be either immovable or always in movement, yet both 
are impossible; for in the infinite place proper to the infinite body 
why should it move or rest in any direction rather than in another ? 

19. (0) If the whole is not homogeneous, the proper places of its 
parIS will be unlike. Then (i) tbe body of the whole will be one 
only by contact. (ii) The parts will be either finite or infinite in 
variety of kind. (a) Finite they cannot be, for then if the whole is 
to be infinite some parts must be infinite and others not, and the 
infinite will be death to the finite. 

2g. ({3) If they are infinite and simple, their places will be infinite 
in number, and so will the elements be. But the possible places are 
limited in number, and so must the whole be. For a body and its 
place must fit each other ; the place must not be greater than what 
will hold the body, nor the' body greater than the place; for then 
there would be either a void, or a body with no proper place. 
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25. This is why the physicists identify the one infinite body 
not with fire or earth, but with water or air or their intermediate j 
that is because the place of the latter is indeterminate in respect of 
up and down. 

b I. Anaxagoras has an absurd argument about the stationariness 
of the infinite body. He says it steadies itself because it is in itself 
(since there is nothing else surrounding it), on the ground that where 
a thing is, there it is its nature to be. 

5. But (r) a thing may be where it is} under compulsion. 
(2) However much the whole is stationary (since that which is 
steadied by itself must be stationary), it is still a question why it is 
not its nature to be moved. It is not enough to leave the matter as 
Anaxagoras has left it; the infinite might be stationary because it 
has nowhere to move to, an? yet its nature might be to move. 

10. The earth does not move, and would not do so if it were 
infinite, provided it were prevented by the centre of the universe; 
but it would rest, not because there is nowhere for it to move to 
but because it is its nature to rcst at the centre. Yet it might be 
said to steady itself. 

14. If, then, the earth (if supposed infinite) would rest where it 
does, not for the alleged reason, but because it has weight and what 
is heavy rests at the centre, similarly the infinite body will rest in 
itself not because it is infinite and steadies itself, but for some other 
reason. 

18. (3) On that showing every part should be stationary; for the 
places of the whole and of its parts are similar. 

24. In general, there cannot be an infinite body and at the same 
time proper places for bodies, if any sensible body has either weight 
or lightness and therefore tends either to or from the centre; for 
then the infinite must do so too, but neither can the whole of it do 
either nor can each half of it do one of the two; for how can you 
divide the infinite into up and down, or extreme and middle? 

31. Again, every sensible body is in a place, and the varieties of 
place are up and down, before and behind, right and left; and these 
exist not merely in relation to us, but absolutely. But these varieties 
cannot exist in what is infinite. In general, if there cannot be an 
infinite place, and if every body is in place, there canqot be an 
infinite body. 

206& 2. But what is somewhere is in place, and what is in place is 
somewhere. Just as what is infinite cannot have size since it would 
have to have a particular size, that being what having size means, so 
being in place means being somewhere-up or down or in some 
other of the six directions, each of which has a limit. 

7. Clearly then there is no actually existent infinite body . 

.} 



6. That tlze i1ifi1lite exists and how it exists. 

2060. g. On the other hand the complete denial of an infinite 
involves many difficulties. T ime will have a beginning and end, 
there will be magnitudes not divisible into magni tudes, and number 
will not be unlimited. Clearly then we need an arbitrator between 
the opposing views j each view must be in some sense true. 

14. ' To be' means (I) to exist potentially, (2) to exist actually; 
what is infinite is infinite by addition or by division . Spatial extension 
is not infinite in actuality, but is so (a) by division (the belief in 
indivisible lines is easily refuted); therefore the spatially infinite 
must exist potentially. 

18. 'We need not suppose that this involves that it will sometime 
exist actually. 'To be' has more than one meaning; the being of 
the infinite is analogous to that of a contest, whose being consists in 
one thing happening after another. Even in such a case the contrast 
of I potentially' and' actually J is found; there' are' Olympic games 
both in the sense that the contest may take place and in the sense 
that it is taking place. 

25. The infinite exhibits itself (i) in one way in time and in the 
generations of mankind, (ii) in another in the division of spatial 
magnitudes. In general the infinite exists by one thing being taken 
after another, each being limited but a new one always being 
available; but in case (ii) what was previously taken persists, while 
in case (i) each member of the series perishes, but so that the series 
does not fail. 

b 3. (b) The infinite in respect of addition is in a sense the same 
thing as the infinite in respect of division i for where division is 
going on indefinitely, the part first marked off is being indefinitely 
added to. For if in a finite magnitude you take a determinate part 
and add to it in a constant ratio less than I : [, you will never exhaust 
the finite whole (though if you increase the ratio to I : I you will 
exhaust the whole). 

12. The infinite exists in no other way, but does exist (I) in the 
way described, potentially and by way of exhaustion, though it also 
exists actually, in the sense in which we say a day exists actually; 
and its potential existence is akin to that of matter; it has no inde
pendent existence as the finite has. 

16 . There is also (2) potentially an additive infinite, in the way 
which we describe as being in some sense identical with the way of 
division; you may always take something beyond what you have taken, 
but not so as to exceed any and every magnitude, as in division you 
can get something smaller than any assigned magnitude. You can
not even potentially get beyond every assigned magnitude by way of 
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addition, unless there is a body which is actually infinite, as the 
physicists suppose there is . If there cannot be such a sensible 
body, an additive infinite exists only in the way we have stated. 

27. Plato said there were two infinites for this reason, viz. that it 
is possible to proceed without limit both by way of increase and by 
way of diminution. But though he posits two infinites he does not 
use them; for in numbers there is for him no infinitesimal (for the 
unit is a minimum), and no infinite (for he makes ten the maximum). 

What the infinite is. 

33. The characteristic of the infinite is the opposite of that 
usually assigned to it. It is not that whicb there is nothing beyond, 
but that of which some part is always beyond. This is illustrated by 
the bezel-less rings which people cal~ endless; but these are not 
strictly infinite, because though you can always find some part beyond 
what you have got to, the same part does duty over and over again. 

207a , . The infinite is that of which some part is always beyond ; 
that of which there is nothing beyond is complete and whole. 
'Complete 1 and 'whole' mean very much the same thing; they 
involve the presence of a limit. 

15. Hence Parmenides spoke more correctly than Melissus j the 
former says the whole is limited, while the latter calls the infinite 
I whole I, thus joining incompatibles; for the dignity ascribed to the 
infinite, its containing everything, is ascribed to it just by virtue of 
its partial similarity to a whole. 

21. The infinite element in the comgleteness of magnitude is 
matter, that which is potentially though not actually a whole; divisible 
indefinitely (which involves an inverse indefinite addition), and 
a whole and finite not per se but per a/iud ; and qua infinite it does 
not contain but is contained. 

25. Hence qua infinite it is unknowable; for matter is formless. 
T hus the infinite is of the nature of a part rather than a whole j for 
matter is only a part of the whole thing; for if it contained in the 
sensible realm, in the intelligible realm the great and small should 
contain the intelligibles. It is absurd to make the unknowable and 
infinite that which contains and limits. 

7. The various kinds of injim'te. 

2071l 33. The fact that there is not a spatial extension greater 
than any that can be assigned, while there is one less than any 
that can be assigned, follows naturally from the fact that it is the 
nature of the infinite to be bounded by the formal element. 

) 



b I. The contrast between number, which has a minimum but no 
maximum, and extension, which has a maximum but no minimum, 
is only natural. Number is number of units and finds its minimum 
in the unit, whose nature is to be indivisible j while the possibility 
of an indefinite series of subdivisions of extension involves that 
there is no maximum of number. The infinity of number, being 
thus secured by the possibility of division without limit, exists itself 
only in potentiality j it lies in the fact that a number can be found 
greater than any assigned number. Infinite Dumber has no separate 
existence; the infinity of number is something that is always coming 
into being but never persists, any more than time does. 

IS. With spatial extension it is otherwise j what is continuous can 
be divided without limit, but there is no infinite in the direction of 
increase. For there cannot be a potential extension greater than the 
greatest possible actual extension, so that if there were a potential 
spatial infinite, there would h<lve to be actually something greater 
than the sensible universe, which there is not. 

21. The infinite in extension, movement, and time is not one 
single thing j movement is infinite because the extension it covers 
is infinite j and time is so because the movement that occupies it is 
so. We use these conceptions of infinity of movement and lime 
meanwhile, but will explain them later, as well as why every 
extension is divisible into extensions. 

27. Our account does not rob mathematicians of their science, 
by denying an actual inexhaustible infinite; they do not need this 
nor use it, but only demand that there may be a finite line as large 
as they wish. Now any magnitude may be divided in the same 
ratio as the largest magnitude. Thus for the purpose of proof it 
will make no difference to them whether an infinite exists among 
existing magnitudes. 

Whidl oJ the Jour caus(s the infinite is fo be 1'eftrred fo. 

34. In the fourrold scheme of causes, the infinite is evidently 
a material cause; its being is a privation, and its substratum is what 
is continuous and sensible. All other thinkers as well use it as 
matter; hence it is absurd of them to make it what contains, not 
what is contained. 

8. Refutation of tke arguments for an actual infinite. 

208a S. Of the arguments for an actual infinite, some have no 
demonstrative force j others can be met by valid counter-arguments. 
(I) An actual infinite sensible body is not needed to provide for the 
continuance of coming to be j for the destruction of one thing may 
be the generation of another. 

17 
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II. (2) Contact and limitation are different. Contact is relative 
to another object, and is an accident of some of the things that are 
limited; what is limited is not relative to anything else, nor can any 
and every limited thing be in contact with any and every other. 

14. (3) The reliance placed on our thinking is absurd; the 
excess and defect in question depend on our thinking. not on the 
object. For anyone might suppose any of us to be many times his 
own size, exaggerating his size indefinitely; but if some one is bigger 
than we are, it is not because some onc thinks so but because it is 
S0, and that some one thinks so is an accident. 

20. (4) Time, movement, and thought are infinite without implying 
the permanence of the successive phases; 

21. and (S) magnitude is not infinite either by virtue of its infinite 
divisibility or by virtue of our magnification of it in thought. 

BOOK IV 

A. PLACE. 

r. Dots place exist 7 \ 

208&27. The physicist must discuss whether place exists, and if 
so, how, and what it is; and this for two reasons, (r) because we all 
believe existing things to be somewhere, and (2) because the funda
mental kind of change is locomotion. 

32. The discussion is difficult; for (r) the various facts lend 
support to different theories; and (2) there has been no previQus 
discussion of the problems. 

b I. Various facts seem to prove that place exists. (r) The fact 
of displacement. Where there is water, there may come to be air, 
and perhaps later some other body j place then must be something 
different from the successive bodies that occupy it. 

8. (2) The movements of the four elements show that place not 
only exists but has some influence on things. For each body when 
not prevented moves to its own place- up, down, &c. 

14. Nor can it be replied that these distinctions of place aTe 
merely relative to us, For a thing can change its position relative 
to us, merely by our changing our position; but the distinctions of 
place exist in nature independently of us, 'up' being where fire and 
light bodies move to, and ' down' where earthy and heavy bodies 
move to. 

22. Further, the difference between absolute and relative position 
is shown by mathematical bodies; for while they have no absolute 
place, they have distinctions of position relative to us. 
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25. (3) Those who maintain the existence of a void are testifying 
to the existence of place; for the supposed void is just empty place. 

27. We may conclude that place is something distinct from 
bodies, and that all sensible bodies are in place. Hesiod would 
seem to be on the right lines in making chaos first of all things; 
this means that there must first be a space for things to be in. 

33. If this be right, an extraordinary importance attaches to 
place, as that which can exist without anything else while other 
things cannot exist without it. 

Doubt; about the nature of place. 

20gn 2. But if place exists: it is hard to say what it is-whether it 
is a sort of volume of body or a distinct entity (for we must first try 
to establish the genus it belongs to). (I) It has three dimensions, 
which are just those by which every body is delimited j yet place 
cannot be a body, for then there , ... ould be two bodies coinciding. 

7. (2) If bodies have places, surfaces and the other limits of 
bodies will have places, since where planes of water were, planes 
of air may corne to be. But there is no difference between a point 
and the place of a point, and therefore none between a line, plane, 
or body and the place of a line, plane, or body. 

'a. (3) What could we suppose place to be? It cannot, being 
what it is, be either an element or a compound of elements, either 
corporeal or incorporeal. For it has extension but no body, and the 
elements of sensible things are themselves bodies, while out of 
intelligible elements no extension can be made up. 

18. (4) What effect could place produce in things? It cannot 
serve as matter (for nothing is composed of it), nor as form or 
definition, nor as end, nor as moving cause. 

23. (5) If place is a reality, it will be somewhere. Zene's problem 
demands an answer; if everything that is is in place, place must 
have a place, and so ad infinitum. 

26. (6) As every body is in a place, in every place there is 
a body. \Vhat then are we to say of things that increase in size? 
Their place must grow with them, if each thing's place is neither 
less nor grp.ater tban it. 

29. Thus we have stjJ} to ask not only what place is but whether 
it exists. 

2. Is place matter or form 1 

2098. 31. A thing's proper place is that in which it is directly 
present and which it fills; while the common place is that in which 
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all bodies are because they arc either directly in it or )l1 something 
which is in it. 

b I. If place proper is the direct container of a body, it will be 
a limit, so that the place of each thing would seem to be its form, 
by which its magnitude and matter are delimited. 

6. On the other hand, in so far as place seems to be the extension 
of the magnitude of a thing, i.e. what is contained and li mited by 
the form, it seems to be matter or the unlimited j for when the 
boundary and the properties of a body are taken away, nothing is 
left but the matter. 

II. H ence Plato in the Timaeus identifies space and matter, 
making space identical with the I participative' (though he gave 
a different account of the C participative ' in bis unwritten lectures). 
While everyone says place exists, he alone says what it is. 

17. Clearly then it is hard to say whether place is form or matter, 
if it is either of them; the question demands the closest atlention, 
and, in particular, form and matter are hard to detect in abstraction 
frolll each other. 

21. Still, we can see that place is neither of the two. For ( I ) form ' 
and matter cannot be separated from that whose form and matter 
they arc, whereas place can be separated, since two bodies can take 
each other's places; thus place is neither a part nor a state of 
a body. 

28. (2) In fact place is akin to a vessel (which is a movable 
place), and a vessel is no part of what it contains. Thus qua 
separable from what it contains, place is not its form; and qua con
taining it, it is not its matter. Besides, apart from that which is 
anywhere there seems to be always something else outside it. 

33. (Plato, by the way, may well be asked why the Forms and 
numbers are not in place, if the' participative' is place,-whether 
the' participative' be identified wjth the great and small or with 
matter.) 

210 fl 2. Again (3) how could a thing move to its own place if 
place were matter or form? That which is in no essential relation 
to movement and has not an above and below cannot be place; it 
is among things that have these that we must look for it. 

5. (4) If a thing's place is in the thing (as it must be if it is form 
or matter of it), place will be in place (for both form and the 
indeterminate element move with the thing and are where it is). 

9. (5) \Vhen air is transformed into water, its plnce is destroyed, 
since the new body is not in the same place; what is the nature of 
this destruction? 

II. We have now stated the arguments which show that place is 
something, and the difficulties involved in saying what it is. 
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3. Can a tltitlg be in -itself, or a place be i'l a place? 

210~ 14. W'e next consider the senses in which one thing can be 
said to be I in I another. There is ( r) the sense in which a physical 
part is said to be in the whole to which it belongs, (2) that in which 
a whole is said to be in its parts, (3) that in which a species is said 
to be in its genus, (4) that in which a genus is said to be in any of 
its species, or (more generally) in which any element in a species is 
said to be in the definition of the species, (5) that in which form 
is said to be in matter, (6) that in which events are said to centre 
'in ' their primary motive agent, (7) that in which the existence of 
a thing is said to centre ' in' its final cause. (8) The strictest sense 
is that in which a thing is said to be in a vessel or in place. 

25 . (I) Now, can a thing be in itself? The question is ambiguous; 
it may mean, can a thing be in itself in respect of itself, or, can 
a thing be in itself in respect of a part of itself? When a whole has 
one part in another part, the whole may be said to be in itself j for 
things may have assertions made of them in respect of their parts 
(e.g. a man may be said to be white because his surface is white). 
A jar is not in itself, nor is the wine, but the jar of wine is, since 
contained and container are parts of the same thing. 

33. In this sense, though not in I.he primary sense, a thing may 
be in itself. The I in·ness' is indirect, analogous to the sense in 
which whiteness is in a body because 1t is in the surface of the body 
(or knowledge in the soul because it is the rational part of the 
soul). (The jar and the wine when apart are not parts, but when 
together are. Thus when and only when they are parts, the whole 
may be said to be in itself.) I.e. whiteness is in a man because it is 
in his body, and in his body because it is in its surface, while it is in 
the surface directly. And here container and contained (surface and 
whiteness) are different in species. 

b 8. Thus an inductive inquiry shows that a th ing is never in 
itself in any of the senses of 'in '; and this may be confirmed by 
reasoning. For each of the two, container and contained, would 
have to be both, if a thing can be strictly in itself. Thus, however 
much one is in the other, the jar contains the wine not qua itself 
wine but in so far as the wine is wine, and the wine is contained in 
the jar not qua itself a jar but in so far as the jar is a jar. 

16. Clearly the two are different in essence (for the definitions of 
container and contained are different). Nor can a thing be in itself 
per accidens; for then two things wou ld be in the same container ; 
the jar will be in itself, if a vessel can be in itsel f, and that which it 
holds will also be in it. Clearly then a thing cannot be in itself in 
the primary sense. 
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22. (2) Zena's difficulty, that if place is anythIng it will be £1J some· 
thing) is easy to solve j the primary place may be in something else, 
but not as in its proper place but in the sense in which health is in 
warm tissues as a state of tbem, or warmth in the body as an 
affection of it. The infinite regress is not involved. 

27. (3) This much is clear, that since a vessel is no part of its con
tents, place is neither matter nor form, but something different. For 
matter and form are parts of that which is in place. 

4. What jlace is. 

2IOb 32. Vve may learn what place is by studying the attributes it 
certainly possesses. (r) It contains that whose place it is. (2) It is 
no part of what it contains. (3) A thing's primary or proper place 
is neither smaller nor greater than it. (4) It is capable of being left 
behind by what it contains. (5) All place admits of the distinction 
of up and down. (6) Every body naturally moves towards and rests 
in its proper place, i.e. either up or down. 

2Ull 6. On these facts we must build our theory. We must try 
to frame it so that (r ) the problems will be solved, (2) the properties 
believed to belong to place will really belong to it, (3) the cause of 
the difficulties wilt be laid bare. 

12. There would have been no inquiry about place if there had 
not been locomotion; the main reason why we think even the 
heavens must be in place is that they are in constant movement. 
Besides locomotion, motion includes increase and diminution, which 
means occupation of more or less room. 

17. Some things are moved per se, others per accidens ; of the 
latter, some are capable of being moved per se (e.g. the parts of a 
moving body), others can bt:: moved only through the movement of 
that in which they are (e.g. whiteness). 

23. We say we are in the universe, because we are in the air and 
it is in the universe; but we are not in the whole of the air; we say 
we are in the air hec.ause we are within its innermost surface (for it 
is only this that fulfils the condition that a thing's place must be 
equal in size to the thing). When the container is continuous with 
the contained, the latter is in the former not as in a place, hut as 
a part in a whole j when the two are merely in contact, the thing is 
in the innermost surface of the container, which is no part of the 
contained and is exactly equal to it. 

34- 'When a thing is continuous with its container it moves with 
it; when it is discontinuous, £u it; no matter whether the container 
is in motion or not. 

b 5. It is now clear' what place is. It must be one of [our things: 
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(I) form, or (2) matter, or (3) an interval between the extremities of 
the container. or (4), if there is no such interval apart from the ex
tension of the contained body, the extremities of the container 
themselves. 

g. Three of these can be shown not to be place. (r) Since place 
contains the body, it looks as if it might be the form; for the 
extremities of container and contained coincide. Both are limits, 
but form is the limit of the thing itself, place the limit of the 
container. 

14. (3) Because the contained and separate body often change-.5 
while the container remains, it is thought that there is an interval, 
as something distinct from the changing body. This, however, is 
not so j onc or other of the changing bodies capable of being in 
contact with the container replaces lhe outgoing body. 

19. If there were an independent, permanent interval, (a) there 
would be an infinite number of places coinciding (for when water 
and air replace each other, all the parts will behave in the whole as 
the whole water does in the vessel). And (b) place would be some
thing that moves. Thus a place would have a place distinct from 
itself, and there would be many places coinciding. 

25. But in fact the place of the part, in which it moves when the 
whole vessel moves. remains the same ; for air and water replace 
each other in the place in which they are, not in that in which they 
come to be, which is a part of the place of the whole universe. 

29. (2) Matter might seem to be place. if one considered the 
case of a continuous body at rest. For as, in a case of qualitative 
change, there is something that is white and was black (which is 
the reason why we affirm the existence of matter), the belief in the 
existence of place is due to a similar phenomenon, except that we 
believe in matter because what was air is now water, and in place 
because wlzere there was air there is now water. But matter neither 
is separable from the thing nor contains it, while place is separable 
and does contain it. 

212a 2. If then place is none of these three things. it must be 
(4) tlte limit of tlu containing body at which it is in contact with 
the contained, i.e. with that which is locally movable. 

,. Place is thought to be something hard to grasp (r) because 
matter and form present themselves along with it, (2) because the 
displacement of a moving body takes place in a resting container j 
for it seems that there may be an interval other than the moving 
bodies. (3) The apparent incorporeality of air contributes to the 
difficulty j place is thought to be not merely the boundaries of the 
vessel, but also the interval, which is supposed to be void. 

14. But in fact, as a vessel is a movable place, so place is an 
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immovable vessel. And so when something is in motion in some~ 

thing that is in motion (as a boat in a river), the container acts as 
a vessel rather than as a place. Place insists on being immovable; 
and so it is the whole river that is the place of the boat, because the 
whole river is at rest. 

20. Thus place is the innermost motionless boundary of the 
container. And therefore the centre of the universe and the inner 
surface of the rotating system are held to be in the strictest sense 
down and up, because the one is always at rest and the other 
remains coincident with itself. 

24. Thus, since the light is what naturally moves up, and the 
heavy what naturally moves down, the boundary in the direction of 
the centre of the universe, and the centre itself, are down, and the 
boundary towards the outermost part of the universe, and the outer
most part itself, are up j and therefore place seems to be a sort of 
surface, vessel, or container. Further, place is coincident with that 
whose place it is j for limits are coincident with what they limit. 

5. Corol/aries. 

212& 31. Thus while a body surrounded by another is in place, one 
not so surrounded is not. Hence even if there were water not so 
surrounned, while its parts could move (being surrounded by each 
other), the whole in a sense could but in a sense could not. }<~or 

as a whole the universe does not change its place, hut it can move 
in a circle, since the whole is the place of the parts. Some of its 
parts move not up and down but in a circle; others move both up 
and down l viz. those that admit of densification and rarefaction. 

b 3. Some things are in place potentially, others actually. Thus 
when a homogeneous body is continuous1 its parts are potentially in 
place j but when they are separated but in contact, they are actually 
in place. 

7. Again , some things are in place per se j i.e. every body movable 
by way of locomotion or increase is per se somewhere; but the 
universe is not as a whole anywhere, since nothing surrounds it j yet 
the circle in which it moves forms a place for the parts, which are 
contiguous with each other. 

II. Other things are per accide1ls in place, e.g. the soul j and also 
the universe, whose parts are all in place, since on the circle one 
contains another. Thus the outer sphere moves in a circle, yet the 
universe is not anywhere. For that which is somewhere must have 
something surrounding it, but there is nothing outside the universe. 

17. Therefore all things are in the heavens; but their place is not 
the heavens but the inner edge of the heavens, which is in contact 
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with the movable body. Thus while earth is in water, water in air, 
air in ether, and ether in the heavens, the heavens are in nothing. 

22. OUT account solves all the problems about place. For 
(r) place need not increase with that whose place it is; (2) a point 
need not have a place; (3) there need not be two bodies in the 
same place; (4) there need not be a bodily interval (for what is 
between the boundaries of the place is any body that may be there, 
not an interval in body). (5) Place is somewhere, but not in place 
but as a limit is in what it limits. For not everything is in place, 
but only sensible body. 

29. (6) Everything naturally moves to its proper place; for what 
is successive to and in non-compulsory contact with another is akin 
to it; and if such things form an organic whole they are not affected 
by each other, but if they a re merely in contact they affect each 
other. And everything naturally rests in its own place j for so does 
a part in its whole, and that which is in a place is to its place as a 
part is to its whole, e.g. when one moves a portion of water or air. 

213 & I . Indeed air is so related to water; for water is as it were 
the matter of air and air an actualization of water, since water is 
potentially air while it is only in a secondary sense that air is 
potentially water. 

6. Now jf the same thing is matter and actuality (for water is both, 
but the one potentially and the other actually), water will be to air, 
in a sense, as part to whole. This is why they are in contact; it is 
organic union when two things become actually one. So much for 
the existence and nature of place. 

B. THE VOID. 

6. The views of others about the void. 

2 I3a 12. The physicist must investigate the existence and nature 
of the void as he does that of place. Belief and disbelief arise 
similarly in both cases from the assumptions that are made. For 
those who maintain the existence of void think of it as a place or 
vessel which is full when it contains the mass it can conlain, and 
empty when it is deprived of this; void, plenum, and place being 
the same thing but differently definable. 

19 . 'rVe must begin by stating (1) the arguments for a void, 
(2) those against ir, (3) the common opinions on the subject. 
(2) Those who try to prove that it does not exist, e.g. Anaxagoras, 
are refuting not what people mean by the void but what they mis· 
takenly say about it. They show that air is something, by distending 
wine·skins and proving the resistance of the ai r, 'and by catching it 
in water-siphons. 
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27. Now wha t people mean by void is an interval in which there 
is no perceptible body; but thinking that all that is is body they say 
that that in which there is nothing is void, and therefore that what 
is in fact full of air is void. 

31. Therefore what ought to be proved is not that air is some· 
thing, but that there is not an interval different from bodies, either 
separate or actua lly existent, which breaks the continuity of body as 
a whole (as the Atomists maintain), or even as something outside 
the whole of body, the latter being continuous. 

b 2. Thus the arguments used against the void do not attack the 
problem straightforwardly. (I) Those used on the other side do 50 
better. They say (a) that movement in respect of place (i.e. loco
motion and increase) could not exist without a void I since a plenum 
cannot admit anything into itself. They argue that if th ere can be 
two bodies in the same place, there is nothing to prevent there 
being an indefinite number; and that if this is so the smallest body 
could admit the largest; for many littles make a mickle l and there
fore if there can be many eq ual bodies in the same place, there can 
also be many unequal bodies. 

12. Melissus indeed proved from these premisses that the whole 
is immovable, since its motion would involve a void. 

IS. (b) They point out that many things are observably com
pressed, e.g. that a cask will hold the wine it formerly held, along 
with the skins into which this has been decanted, and they think 
this shows that a body which is compressed contracts into the voids 
which exist in it. 

18. (c) Everyone thinks that increase is made possible by a void; 
for food is a body, and two bodies cannot be in the same place. 

21. (d) They cite the example of ashes, which absorb as much 
water as the empty vessel did. 

22. (e) The Pythagoreans too said there was a void, which the 
universe breathed in from the infinite breath, and which divides 
natures, the void being a sort of separation between successive 
bodies; and this, they said, was found first in the number series, 
which is divided up by the void. These then are the arguments for 
and against. 

7. Wlzat C void' 11leatu. 

213' 30. (3) A study of the meaning of the word' void' will help 
us to decide between tbe two views. People think that void is ' place 
in which there is nothing '. This is because they think that what is 
is body, and that while every body is in place, a place in which 
there is no body is void j so that if in any particular place there is 
no body, they think there is nothing there. 
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34. Again, they th ink every body is tangible, i.e. heavy or light. 

It follows by syllogism that that in which there is nothing heavy or 
light is void. 

214& 4. But this last definition (omitting as it does the word 
I place ') would lead to the conclusion that a P0l11t is void; which is 
absurd, since a void must be ap/ace in which there is an intermission 
of tangible malter. 

6. At all events, void (a) in one sense means I not full of tangible 
matter', i.e. of heavy or light matter. On this we might ask whether 
jf the interval had colour or sound in it, they would call it void. 
Plainly they must say that if it could hold tangible body it is void, 
and if not not. 

II. (b) Void means 'that in which there is no II this II I, no bodily 
substance. H ence some ( .... iz. those who define place in the same 
way) say the void is the matter of body; but this is not right, since 
matter is not separable from things, whereas they treat the void 
as separable. 

Rifu to tion of the arguments for belief in a void. 

16. Since the void must (if there is such a thing) be place 
deprived of body, and we have defined the sense in which there is 
and the sense in which there is not such a thing as place, it is plain 
that in the sense in which some people maintain its existence void 
does not exist, either separate or inseparable; for void must be not 
body but an intermission of body. Hence void is thought to be 
something just because place is, and for the same reasons. 

22. For (a) locomotion comes to the aid both of those who assert 
the existence of place as distinct from the bodies that occupy it, and 
of those who assert the existence of void. They th ink void is a con
dition of change as being that in which it occurs j which would be 
the sort of thing that some maintain place to be. 

26. But the existence of change does not involve that of void. 
(i) Cbange in general does not involve it, for a reason which escaped 
Melissus; for a plenum can alter qualitatively. 

28. And (ii) even locomotion does not involve it; for things can 
make way for each other, though there is no interval separate from 
the moving bodies. 'This is plain in the rotation of continuous 
bodies, e.g. in that of liquids. 

32. (6) Things may be compressed not into a void within them 
but by expelling things that are in them (as the contained air is 
expelled when water is compressed). 

I.t I. And (c) they may increase not merely by the entrance of 
something but by qualitative change, as when water turns into air. 
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3. In general, argument (re) from increase and argument (rd) from 

the water poured on ashes get in their own way. For either (i) not 
any and every part of the body is increased, or (ii) it is increased by 
what is not body, or (iii) there may be two bodies in the same place 
(so that they are asking us to solve n. difficulty common to everyone, 
and not proving the existence of void), or (iv) the whole body must 
be void, if it is increased everywhere and increased through the 
existence of void. Similarly with the ashes. Thus the arguments 
by which the existence of void is proved are easily refuted. 

8. Then is no void separate from bodies. 

2I4b 12. "We continue the argument against a separately existing 
void. (r) 1t could not cause the natural upward or downward 
movement of the simple bodies. What then can be the locomotion 
of which it is thought to be the cause? 

'7. (2) If void is place deprived of body, where will a body placed 
in a void move to? It cannot move into the whole of the void. 
The argument used against those who believe in a separately existing 
place applies here too; how will 'what is placed in a void either 
move or rest, either in an upward or in a downward direction? 

24. (3) In what sense will things be in ei ther place or void? 
When a whole body is placed in a (by hypothesis) separately and 
permanently exist ing place, the expected resu lt does not follow; any 
part of it will not be in place but in the whole. 

28. (4) If place has no separate existence, neither has void. 
28. Instead of void being necessary if there is to be movement, 

it is incompatible with movement; for (1) the void contains no 
differentiae which should cause a thing to move in one direction 
rather than another. 

215a I. (2) Natural mm·ement is prior to compulsory, so that if 
natural bodies have not natural mm'ement, they will not have com
pulsory. But the void or infinite contains no differentiae to give 
ri se to natural motions; for as there are no d ifferences in nothing, 
there are none in the void, which is a form of not-being. But 
natural motions are differentiated, so that their directions must be 
different in nature. 

14. (3) Projectiles in fact continue to move when that which pro
pelled them is no longer in contact with them, either by virtue of 
mutual replacement, or because the air propelled behind them pro
pels them with a movement quicker than their natural movement to 
their own place. In a void none of these things can happen; a 
thing can only move as that does which is carried by something else. 

19. (4) In a void there is no reason why a thing should stop here 
rather than there; so that if it moves at all, it will move for ever. 



22. (5) Things are supposed to move into a void because It IS 

yielding; but a void is equally yielding everywhere, so that there 
should be movement in every direction. 

24. (6) A body of given weight moves faster or slower, (a) because 
the medium is different or (b) because the body is heavier or lighter 
than the body it is compared with. 

29. (a) The medium affects the result because it acts as a check 
when it is moving in th e opposite direction, and even when it is a t 
rest ; and the denser it is, the more it does th is. A will move through 
D (say, water) in time r, and through A (a rarer substance, say, air) 
in a time E which will be to r (if B = A in length) as A. is to B in 
density. 

b 12. But there is no ratio in which a void stands to a body in 
density (as zero is in no ratio to a number); and therefore no ratio 
between movement through a void and through a body ; if a thing 
moves through the rarest medium a certain distance in a certain 
time, it will move through the void with a speed that transcends any 
possible ratio even to this speed. 

22. Let Z be a void equal in length to Band A. If A is to move 
through it in a time H, less than E, the void will have to bear that 
ratio to the plenum. But then in a time = H, A will move th rough 
the part 0 of t:. . 

27. And it will also in that time traverse the whole of any body Z 
which exceeds air in rarity as E does H in length. For if Z is as 
much rarer than A as E is longer than H, A will traverse it in a time 
inverse to the speed, I.e. in a time = H. If Z is empty, then, A 
will traverse it still faster. But it was assumed to traverse it in H. 
So it will traverse it in an equal time whether it is full or empty, 
which is impossi ble. Thus if there is a time in which a thing moves 
through any part of a void, we shall have the impossible result that 
it traverses a certain distance whether full or void in equal times ; 
for there will be a body which is to the other body as the time of 
transit is to the other time of transit. 

21 6 :1 8. To sum up, the cause of the resulting impossibility is that 
while there is a ratio between any two movements (since they are in 
time, and there is a ratio between any two finite times), there is no 
ratio of density between a void and a plenum. 

12. (6) When we turn to consider the moving bodies, we see that 
bodies which have a grfater downward or upward impulse move, 
ceteris paribus, quicker over an equal distance, and do so in the ralio 
of the sizes of the moving bodies. They must do so even through 
a void. But they cannot ; for why should one move fas ter than the 
other? (In plena it must be so j for the greater d ivides the medium 
faster by reason of its force; for things divide a medium by reason 
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either of their shape, or of their impulse up or down.) Therefore 
all things will move with equal speed; but this is impossible. 

2 1. Evidently then the assumption of a void leads to a result 
opposite to that to secure which a void is postulated. People th ink 
there must be a separately existing void if there is to be locomotion j 

but this is the same as saying that there is a separately existing place, 
which we have shown to be impossible. 

There is no void occupied by any body . 

. 26 . A consideration of the vacuum in itself will also show its 
vacui ty. (J) As, if a cube be placed in water, water equal in volume 
to the cuhe will be dispJaced, so in air; only the effect is here in
sensible. In fact any body in which another is inserted must, if it 
is not compressed, be displaced, upwards or downwards or in both 
directions according to its constitution. In a void this cannot 
happen; but the void must have penetrated the cube to a distance 
equal to that which this portion of void formerly occupied in the 
void-just as if the water had gone right th rough the cube. 

b 2. But the cube has just the size of the void it occnpies; and 
this is different, even if not separable, from all its attributes. Then 
jf it 'Were separated from its attributes such as heaviness or lightness, 
it would occupy that part of place or of the void which is equal to 
itself. What then will he the difference between the body of the 
cube and the equal void or place? And if there are these two 
coinciding, why should there not be an indefinite number? 

12. (2) The cube will have this same magnitude even if it is dis
placed. If this does not differ from its place, why must we credit 
bodies with a place other than their own volume, if the latter he 
abstracted from its attributes? An equal interval connected with 
this adds nothing to it. 

20. Therefore there is no separately existing void. 

9. Tlzere is no void in bodies. 

216 b 2 2 . Some try to prove the existence of void from that of 
rarity and density. They argue that compression is impossible 
without rarity and density, and that if this be so, either (r) change 
will be impossible, or (2) the universe will bulge, or (3) every change 
of volume must be balanced by an equal and opposite change of 
volume, or (4) there must be a void; compression and expansion 
being otherwise impossible. 

30. N ow (a) if by , rare I they mean' having many separate voids ' , 
clearly if there cannot be a separate void (any more than there can 
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be a place having extension of its own), neither can there be a rare 
as they define it. 

33. But (b) if they think the void exists in what is rare, though 
not separately, this is Jess impossible indeed. but (i) the void will be 
the condi tion only of f/,pward movement (for what is rare is light), 

2178. I. and (ii) the void will be the condition of movement not as 
its medium; it will move things up as wine-skins do what is fastened 
to them. But how can there be a movement of the void, or a place 
-i.e. a void- for it to move into? 

5. (iii) How will the downward movement of heavy things be 
explained? 

6. (iv) H, the rarer a thing is, the more it moves up, then if 
a thing were completely void it would move fastest of all. But 
surely it cannot move at all; just as all things are immovable in 
a void, so a void is immovable ; for the velocities of a solid and 
a void are incomparable. 

IO. We deny the existence of a void, but the other alternatives are 
stated correctly, viz. that, if there is no compression and rarefaction, 
either (I) there will be no change, or (2) the universe wilt bulge, or 
(3) every change of volume must be balanced by one equal and 
opposite to it (for it is clear that a greater volume of air is produced 
out of a smaller volume of water; so that, if there is no compression, 
either the extremity of the universe must be made to bulge, or 
there must be an equal and opposite change elsewhere, or no such 
original change takes place; for when change takes place this result 
will always be produced unless the movement is circular, which it is 
not always). 

20. On these grounds others infer the existence of a void; but 
we maintain, on the basis of the principles we have laid down, that 
there is a single matter for contrary qualities (heat and cold, &c.), 
and that what actually is comes to be out of what is potentially, and 
that matter does not exist as separable though its being is different, 
and that a single matter may serve for colour, heat, and cold . 

26. There is also matter capable of greater or smaller bodily 
extension. Wben water has been transronned into air, the matter 
has not become a different body by the addition of anything from 
outside, but has become actually what it was potentially; and so too 
in the opposite change. 

3[. So too if air contracts or expands, the matter which is poten
tially smaller or larger becomes either the one or the other. For as 
the same matter from being cold becomes hot, or vice versa, so from 
being hot it becomes botter, though nothing in the matter has 
become hot which was not already hot. 

h 2. The case is like that of an arc of a circle which becomes an 
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arc of a smaller circle (whether it then retains its identity or not); 
convexity does not come into being in anything that was straight 
(for difference of curvature does not involve an intermission of 
curvature), So is the earlier heat related to the later. Similarly 
the sensible volume is expanded not by the matter's acquiring any
thing from without, but because it is potentially the matter for both 
greatness and smallness; so that the very thing that is dense becomes 
rare. 

II. The dense is heavy, the rare light; both the heavy and the 
hard are dense, both the light and the soft rare, but heaviness and 
hardness do not go together in lead and iron. 

20. It follows from what we have said that there is neither a 
separately existent void, either absolutely self-existent or present in 
the rare, nor a potentially existent void- unless one is willing to 
apply the name generally to the pre-condition of locomotion. At that 
rate the matter of the heavy and light would be the void j for it is 
in virtue of this opposition that the dense and the rare condition 
movement, while in virtue of their hardness and softness they con
dition change of quality. 

27. This then is our account of the senses in which there is and 
in which there is not a void. 

C. TIME. 

10. Doubts about tke existence oj time. 

217b 29. Our next subject is time. It is well to inquire first, quite 
un technically, whether it exists, and if it does, what its nature is . 
The following consider<:t.tions would lead one to suspect that it does 
not exist, or that its existence is faint and obscure. 

33. (I) Part of it has come into being and is no longer, part is 
about to be and is not yet; and it is of these parts that both infinite 
time and any particular time are composed. But that which consists 
of parts that are not cannot have a share in being. 

21S IL 3. (2) In the case of any divisible thing, either all or some of 
its parts must exist when it does; now none of the parts of time 
exist, though it is divisible. The now is not a part; for (a ) a part 
is a measure of the whole, and (b) a whole must consis t of its parts. 

8. And (3) it is not clear whether the now which divides the past 
and the future is always the same or always changing. (a) If it is 
always different , and no two parts of time exist together (unless one 
includes the other), and that which now is not and previously was 
must have ceased to be, the nows also cannot exist together, but the 
earlier now must have ceased to be. Now (i) it cannot have ceased
to-be in itself (for then it was), nor (ii) can it have ceased-to-be in 



another now. For let us lay it down that nows cannot be next to 
each other, any more than points. If then it has ceased-to-be not 
in the next now but in some other, it would exist in the intermediate 
news (infinite in number), simultaneous with them, which is im
possible. 

21. Nor (b) can it remain always the same; for (i) no divisible 
finite thing has but one limit, whether it be continuous in one 
dimension or in more; but the now is a limit, and we can take a 
finite time. 

25. And (ii) if to be simultaneous ill time is to be in the same 
now, then if both what is earlier and what is later are in one particular 
now, the events of 10,000 years ago will be simultaneous with those 
of to-day, and no event will be earlier than any other. 

Various opinions about the 1zalure of time. 

30. So much for the properties of time; its nature is left as obscure 
by the traditional views about it as it is by our preliminary discussion. 
For (a) some say it is the movement of the universe, and (b) others 
say it is the sphere itself. But (a) (i) even a part of the rotation of 
the heavens is time. (ii) If there were more than one world, on this 
view the movement of anyone of them would be equally time, so 
that there would be several simultaneous times. (6) The sphere of 
the universe was thought to be time because aU things are in both; 
but this view is too naive to need refutation. 

b g. (c) Time is thought, above ali, to be a sort of change. But 
(i) the change of anything is in that thing only, but time is every
where alike. (ii) Change may be faster or slower j time cannot. 
For the fast or slow is defined by reference to time, but time is not 
defined by reference to time, either to its quantity or to its quality. 
Evidently then time is not change. 

I I. What time is. The' now '. 

218b 21. Yet time involves change; for when we are conscious of no 
mental change we do not think time has elapsed, any more than the 
fabled sleepers in Sardinia do when they awake; they connect the 
later now with the earlier and make them one. 

27. As, if the now had remained the same, time would not have 
existed, so when its difference is not noted, the interval is not 
recognized as a lapse of time. If, then, the failure to notice time 
happens when we do not mark any mental change, and when we 
mark it we say time has elapsed, time involves change. 

2Iga I. Clearly then time is not change but involves it j we must 
begin our inquiry into its nature by asking what element in change 

tOgl 18 
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It IS. We perceive change and time together; for even if we have no 
sensuous experience, but experience a mental change, we think time 
has elapsed; and conversely wben we recognize a lapse of time we 
recognize change to have occurred. Time is therefore either change 
or some element of change, and since it is not the former it must be 
the latter. 

10. Since what changes changes from something into something, 
and every magnitude is continuous, change corresponds to magnitude ; 
change is continuous because magnitude is so, and time is so because 
change is so; for the length of the time answers to that of the change. 
Therefore the local before and after is the primary before and after. 

IS. In th is case it depends on position; but since it exists in 
magnitude it must exist in change, and therefore also in time. The 
before and after in change are identical in substratum with change, 
but different in essence. 

22. But time too we notice when we notice the before and after 
in change. We do this by judging the nows to be different, and to 
have an intermediate between them; and it is then that we say time 
has elapsed; for time is limited by the now. 

30. So when we perceive the now as one, and not either as 
occurring before and after in the change, or as the same now but as 
related to a before and an after, we do not recognize a lapse of time, 
because we do not recognize change to have taken place. But when 
we notice the before and after, we say there is time j for time is the 
number of change in respect of before and after. 

b 2. Time is not change, therefore, but that in respect of which 
change is numerable. This is indicated by the fact that we dis~ 
criminate the more and the less by number, and more and less move~ 
ment by time j so that time is a number. But' number' may mean 
either that which is numbered, or tbat by which we number it; time 
is number in the former sense. 

g. As change is different from moment to moment, so is time 
(but all simultaneous time is identical j for the now is then the same 
individual now-though it mny be differently defined and it is the 
now that marks out time in respect of before and after). The now is in 
a sense the same and in a sense not; qua element in this and then in 
that time, it is different; but in respect of its substratum it is the same. 

15. For change corresponds to magnitude, and time to change j 
and the moving body, by which we recognize movement and the 
before and after in it, to the point. And the moving body is the 
same individual thing, though different in its definition; as the sophists 
distinguish between being Coriscus in the Lyceum and Coriscus in 
the rnarket-place. 

22. The moving body, then, is different in respect of being in 
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different places j but the now corresponds to the moving body, as 
time does to movement (for it is by reference to the moving body 
that we recognize the before and after in movement, and the now 
exists in so far as the before and after are numerable); so that the 
now too is the same in respect of its substratu m (for it is the before 
and after in change), but its being is different . 

28. And the moving body is the best known of the entities 
involved i for change is known because of that which changes, and 
movement because of the moving body, which is an individual thing, 
while the change is not. 

31. Thus in a sense the now is always the same, in a sense not j 
just as this is true of the moving body. 

33. Time and the now imply each other, as do moving body and 
movement. For time is the number of movement, and the now 
corresponds to the moving body and is a sort of unit. 

220 a. 4. T ime is made continuous by the now, and divided at the 
now; in this respect also corresponding to movement, which is 
made one by the oneness of the moving body,-not by its individual 
unity but by its unity of definition. For it is the moving body that 
marks off the earlier movement from the laler. 

g. Both the now and the moving body in this respect correspond to 
the point, which both holds together and divides the line, serving as 
beginning of one part and end of another. But when we take one 
point as two, a pause is necessary, if the one point is to be bOlh 
beginning and end; while the now, because of the movement of the 
moving body, is always different. Thus time is a number not as 
a self-identical point has a number in respect of its being both 
beginning and end; it answers rather to the extremes of the line,
not to its parts, both because, to get the parts of a line, we have to 
use the middle point as two, so that a pause would be necessary, 
and because the now is evidently not a part of time, nor the cross
section of the movement a part of the movement, nor the point a 
part of the line. 

21. Now in so far as the now is a limit, it is not a time but 
incidental to time; it is a time only in so far as it numbers it; for 
limits belong only to that which they limit, but a number may be 
thc number of 3. particular set of horses and also occur elsewhere. 

24. T ime, then, is the number of movement in respect of before 
and after; and, being the num ber of what is continuous, it is itself 
continuous. 

12. Various attributes of timt. 

220P. 27. ( t) The smallest number absolutely is 2. A smallest 
number in a particular context in a sense there is and in a sense 
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there is not; e.g. the smallest number of a line in respect of plurality 
is 2, or J; but in respect of magnitude there is none, since every 
line is divisible. Similarly with time; the smallest number in respect 
of plurality is [ or 2, but in respect of length there is nonc. 

32. (2) Time qua number we speak of as much or little, and fj"" 
continuous as long or short; hut we do not speak of it as fast or 
slow, any mOTe than we so describe any number. 

b 5. (3) There is the same time everywhere at oncc, but not the 
same time before and after, because the past and the future change 
are always different from the present. Time is not the number we 
count with but the number counted, and this is always different 
before and aner, because the nows arc different. The number of 
[00 sheep and lhat of roo men are the same, but the things numbered 
are different. 

12. As the sa.me movement can be repeated, the same time can 
(e.g. a year). 

14. (4) \Ve measure time by motion as well as motion by time, 
because they are determined by each other. \Ve speak of much or 
little time, measuring it by the motion that takes place in it, as we 
do a number by the unit. For we apprehend the plurality of a group 
of horses by the number they count up to, and we apprehend this 
number by using the single horse as a unit. So too we number 
rno\'ernent and time by each otber. 

24. This is only natural j for movement corresponds to path, and 
time to movement, because all these are quanta, cont inuous, and 
divisible; movement is so because the path is so, and time is so 
because movement is so. \Ve also number path by movement and 
movement by path. 

The t/li,tgs that are in time. 

32. Since time measures movement, and does so by marking off 
a movement which will measure the whole movement, and move
ment's being in time consists in the fact that it and its being arc 
measured by time, this is what being in time is for other things also. 

22[a g. For to be in time is either ([ ) to be when lime is, or 
(2) to be in time as some things are said to be in number, i.e. (a) as 
a part, accident, or element in number, or (b) as having a number. 

13. Since time is a number, (2 a) the now, the before, &c., are in 
time as the unit and the odd and eveD are in number (i.e. as elements 
in it), but (2 b) things are in time in the sense which corresponds to 
being numerable; and if so, they are included by time as numerable 
things are by number and things in place by place. 

Ig. To be in time is not (r) to be when time is, any more than to 



be in movement or in place is to be when movement or place is. 
For at that rate all things will be in anything, and the heavens will 
be in a grain. But this is an accidental conjunction, while it is 
necessary that for that which is in time there should be time when it 
is, and for that which is in motion that there should be motion 
when t't is. 

26. Since that which is in time is so in the sense in which that 
which is numerable is in number, a time may be found greater than 
anything that is in time,; hence every thing that is in time must be 
contained by time,; and these things are acted on by time, as we say 
I time wears things away', and' all things are aged by time', and 
'we forget things through time', while we do not say that we learn 
things, or that things become new or beautiful, through time. Time 
in itself is ratber a cause of destruction j for it is the number of 
movement, and movement removes what is there already. 

b 3. Therefore eternal things are not in time; for they are not 
contained by time nor is their being measured by time,; that they 
are not in time is shown by the fact that they are not acted on by 
time. 

7. Since time is the measure of motion, it is also the measure of 
rest; for all rest is in time. For that which is in time need not be 
moved, as that which is in movement must; for time is not motion 
but the number of motion, and even that which is at rest mily be 
numerable by the number of motion. For not everything that is not 
in motion is at rest, but that which is capable of motion though 
deprived or it. 

14. For a thing to be in number means that it hilS a number, and 
that its being is meilsured by the number j so that if it is in time it 
must be measured by time. Time will measure that which is in 
motion ilnd that which is at rest, qua in motion or at rest; for it will 
measure their motion or rest. Therefore it is not the size of that 
which is in motion, hut the size of its motion, that will be measur
able by time. Thus things that are neither in motion nor at rest 
are not in time,; for to be in time is to be measurable by time, and 
it is of motion and rest that time is the measure. 

23. Therefore not everything that is not, is in time; i.e. not the 
things that cannot be otherwise than non-existent (e.g. the com
mensurability of the diagonal with the side). For if time is the 
measure of motion per Je, and of other things per accitims, the being 
of all the things whose being it measures will consist in resting or 
moving. 

28. Thus things that are perishable and generable, that sometimes 
are and sometimes are not, must be in time; for there is a time 
which will extend beyond their being and the time that measures 

/ 
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their being. Of things that are not, (a) those that time includes 
either were or will be, or both, according to the direction or directions 
in which time includes them, alld (b) those that it does not include 
in any direction neither were, are, nor will be. 

222B 3. The latter are those non-existent things whose opposites 
always exist j they are not in time because their opposites are not in 
time; they always are not, because they are contrary to things that 
always are. On the other hand those whose contraries do not always 
exist are capable both of being and of not· being, and are subject 
to generation and destruction. 

13. Definitions 0/ temporal terms. 

22211. 10. The now is the link of time; for it holds together 
past and future, and is the common boundary between times (the 
beginning of one and the end of another); but this is not obvious, 
as with the point, which is fixed. The now also divides time, 
potentially. 

14. As doing this, it is always different; as connecting. it is 
always the same; as with mathematical lines, in which the point 
is not always the same for thought. since in dividing the line we 
treat the point as two; but in so far as it is one, it is the same in all 
respects. So too the now is on the one hand potentially a dividing
point of time, and on the other the common boundary and unity of 
both parts; the dividing and the uniting are the same and in respect 
of the same thing, but their essence is different. 

20. This is one sense of the (now'; in another it means the time 
which is near the now in the first sense. In this sense I he will 
come now' or I he has come now ' because he has come or will come 
to-day; but the Trojan war or the ultimate flood is not now. 

24. I Sometime' is a time definitely related to the first sense of 
(now', i.e. separated from it by a certain time; and if there is no 
time that is not sometime, every period of time must be finite. 
Time wilt not run short, however, since motion is eternal. 

30. If we ask whether time is always changing, the question must 
be answered like the corresponding question about motion. Since 
the now is an end and a beginning of time, but not of the same 
time, time is like the circle, which has its convexity and its concavity 
in the same place. So too time is always at a beginning and at an 
end, but because the now is not the beginning and the end of the 
same time, time is always changing ; and because it is always at 
a beginning it will never fail. 

b 7. i Presently ' or (just now' stands for the part of the future or 
past time that is near the atomic now. I Lately' stands for the part 
of the past near the now; i long ago) for the part far from it. 
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14. I Suddenly' is used of that which has departed from its 

former state in an imperceptible time; but in fact all change makes 
things depart from their former state. In time all things become 
and perish; whence some called time the wisest of things, whi le 
Paron called it the most foolish, because in it we forget. 

19. Time is in itself the cause rather of perishing, and only 'per 
accidens of becoming; as is shown by the fact that nothing comes 
into being without movement and action, while things perish even 
without undergoing change. We caU this destruction by time, but 
strictly even this is only incidental to time. 

27. So much for the existence and nature of time, the meanings 
of I now', and the meaning of 'sometime', &c. 

r 4. Further reflections about time. 

222 b 30. It is clear that all change and everything that moves is 
in time. For all change is found to admit of fastness and slowness; 
to move relatively fast is to arrive earlier at a given state over an 
equal distance with a uniform movement; and what is earlier is 
in time (for earlier and later are relative to the now, which is in 
lime). 

(223 a 8. f Earlier' when used of past time means f farther from 
the present', when used of future time means' nearer the present '.) 

13. It follows that all change is in time. 
16. It is worth asking (r) how time is related to the soul, (2) why 

time is present everywhere. The answer to (2) is that time is an 
attribute of movement, and that earth, sun, and heavens are alike 
subject to movement (being in place), and that time and movement 
are coextensive both in potentiality and in actuality. 

2I. With regard to (I), would there be time if there were no soul? 
If there could not be something to do the counting the re would be 
nothing that was countable, and therefore there would be no number; 
for number is either that which has been or that which can be 
counted. Thus if nothing but soul can count, there cannot without 
soul be number, but only the substratum of number, i.e. motion. 

29. Of what kind of motion is time the number? Of any kind: 
for all four kinds take place in time. Thus time is the number of 
each movement qua movement, and therefore of continuous motion 
without qualification, not of anyone kind of movement. 

b I . But there may be two simultaneous motions; so that it seems 
there would be two simultaneous times. No: equal and simul
taneous time is self-identical; and even non-simultaneous times may 
be specifically the same) just as seven dogs and seven horses have 
the same number. 

6. Thus two simultaneous motions have the same time, though 
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one may be quick and the other slow, or one locomotion and the 
other alteration. Motions are different and apart, but time is every
where the same, because the number of equal and simultaneous 
movements is self-identical. 

12. Everything is numbered by means of something homogeneous 
with it, and therefore time by a finite time, and time is measured by 
movement and movement by time; if then the primary thing in 
each genus is the measure of all things in that genus, uniform 
circular motion is the measure par (xcellellce, because the number of 
it is the best known. 

20. There is no uniform alteration, generation, or increase, but 
there is uniform locomotion. This is why time is thought to be the 
movement of the celestial sphere; viz. because time is measured by 
this movement. This too is why human affairs and events generally 
are said to form a circle; it is because they are all judged by 
a temporal standard, and have their beginning and end as though 
conforming to a cycle. 

28. Time itself is thought to be a circlt:J because it measures and 
is measured by a circular motion j so that to say that events form 
a circle is to say that there is a circle of time, i.e. that time is 
measured by a circular motion; for what is measured is nothing 
more than the measure taken several times over. 

224' 2. It is said rightly that the number or a group or 10 sheep 
and of a group of IO dogs is the same number (if it is equal), but 
not the same ro, as the equilateral and the scalene are the same 
figure but not the same triangle j for a is the same c as b if it does 
not differ from b by a differentia of c. 

IS. So much for time and its properties. 

BOOK V 
I. Classification of movements and dlanges. 

224 a 21. What changes may change (I) per accidens j the musical 
walks because that which happens to be musical walks; (2) in the 
sense that a part of it changes simpJy; a body is healed because the 
eye or chest is healed; but (3) there is something that itself changes 
directly. This is what is per se movable, and it is different for each 
kind of movement. 

30. That which produces movement does so in the three corre· 
sponding ways. 

34. There is a direct mover, a direct mobile, a time in which, 
something from which, and something to which movement takes 
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place j the movement is in the mobile, not in the form it takes on; 
for there is a mover and ~ mobile apart from the form, place. or 
quality moved towards. 

b ,. I say t moved towards', for a change gets its name from that 
to which, rather than from that from which, it is; destruction is 
change to not-being, though it is also from being, and generation is 
change to being, though it is also from not-being. 

10. Vve have defined motion previously. The (orms, affections, 
and places to which things are moved are themselves unmoved. 
It might be objected that affections such as whiteness arC motions, 
so tha.t there will be change to a motion j but it is not whiteness but 
whitening that is a motion. 

16. In respect of the termini) as well as of the mover and the 
moved, the distinction of per accidens, per par/em or per aliud, and 
per se exists; that which is whitening changes per accidem to that 
which is known (for the colour it changes to may happen to be 
known), and it changes per parltm to colour because whiteness is 
a part of colour j but it changes per se to white colour. 

22. The distinction, then, of movement p er se [rom movement 
per acddells, and of movement per aliud from movement proper to 
a thing itse lf, is plain with regard both to mover and to moved ; and 
it is clear that movement is not in the form but in the moved. 

26. Movement per Qcddens we may leave aside j for it may be 
found as between any two termini, at any time, and attaching to any 
subject ; movement per se is found only between contraries and 
intermediates, and between contradictories, as may be shown by 
induction. 

30. Change may take place (rom an intermediate, because the 
intermediate serves as contrary to either extreme. It is a sort of 
contrary to them, and they to it ; grey is white compared with black, 
and black compared with white. 

Classification of changes' per se '. 

35. Since all change is from something to something, that which 
changes might conceivably change in four ways:-(I) from A to B, 
(2) from A to not-A, (3) from not-A to A, (4) from not-A to not-B. 

225 " 7. Thus there are three kinds of change, (I), (2), (3)· (4) 
is no kind of change because the terms are not opposite, being 
neither contrary nor conlradictory. 

12. Change (3) is generation, simply or in a particular respect 
(e.g. change from not-white to white is generation of white, change 
from not-being to substance is generation simply); change (2) is 
destruction, s imply or in a particular respect. 
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2 0 . 'Not-being' has several senses; if neither that which refers 
to the mental act of separat ion can be moved, nor that which refers 
to potentiality, i.e. that which is opposed to what simply exists in 
actuality (for though the not-white may be moved per accidens, 5ince 
it may be a man, that which is simply no particular thing cannot be 
moved at all), that which is not cannot be moved; 

26. and therefore generation cannot be movement; for what is 
not is generated; for however true it is that it is in virtue of a can· 
comitant that what is not comes to be, what comes to be, simply, is 
truly said not to be. 

29 . And similarly what is not cannot rest. Besides the difficu lties 
named, there is the further difficulty that everything that is moved 
is in place but what is not is not in place. 

32. Nor is destruction movement; for the contrary of a move· 
Illent is either a movement or a rest, but the contrary of destruction 
is generation. 

34. Since all movement is change, and there are the three kinds 
of change we have named, and of these generation and destruction 
are not movement, only kind (f)-change from A to B-is move· 
ment. The termini are either contraries or intermediates (for even 
a privative term may be taken to be a contrary), and are denoted by 
positive terms, such as ' naked " &c. 

b 5. If the categories are substance, quality, place, relation, quan
tity, action or passion, there must be three kinds of movement, In 

respect of quality, quantity, and place. 

2 . Classification oj movements 'per se '. 

225 bID. (A) In respect of substance there is no movelnent, 
because substance has no contrary. 

II. (B) There is no movement of what is relative, because, if one 
of two things changes, a relative term may cease to be true of the 
other though the other does not change, so that the movement of 
the two is per accidens. 

13. (C) There is no change of agent and patient, or of mover and 
moved, because there is no movement of movement, or generation 
of generation, or in general change of change. For (I) movement 
of movement would imply (a) that movement was the subject of 
movement j now movement cannot be warmed, change place, 
increase, &c., as a man can change from white to black. 

21. Or else (b) something else would have to change from change 
to some other state. But this can only happen per accidens. For 
change is change from one state to another (as are generation and 
destruction, except that the latter are to states opposed in one way, 
while movement is to states opposed in another way). 
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27. A thing changes simultaneously, then (it is supposed), from 

health to disease, a nd from this change to another. It is clear then 
that when it has become ill , it will have changed to whatever other 
change is involved (though in/act it may have changed to a state of 
rest), and to a determinate change, and this will be a change from 
one definite terminus to another, so that it will be the opposite 
process of getting well; but this will be per accidens, e. g. some
thing changes from remernberine to forgetting only because the 
subject of these changes changes first to a state of knowledge and 
then to one of ignorance. 

33. (2) There will be an infinite regress, if there is to be change of 
change and becoming of becoming. The former becoming must 
exist if the later is to exist. E.g. if the simple corning to be was at 
one time itself corning to be, then at some time that which was 
corning to be it was itself coming to be, so that that which was 
corning to be simply did not yet exist, but something which was coming 
to be coming to be already existed; and this again was sometime 
coming to be, so that it was not yet coming to be coming to be. 
Now since of an infinite number of terms none is first, there will be 
no first, and therefore no successor to it, and coming to be, move
ment, and change will be impossible. 

226 a 6. (3) The subject of contrary movements and of rest, and 
again that of becoming and perishing, is the same, so that that 
which comes to be coming to be is perishing when it has come to be 
coming to be, since it cannot do so before or after. 

10. (4) What can that be which becomes movement or corning to 
be? And what is its terminus ad quem? There must be a move
ment of A from B to C. But how can there be this? The coming 
to be of learning is not learning, and therefore the coming to be of 
coming to be cannot be coming to be. 

16. (5) Further, both the subject and the terminus ad quem of the 
movement would have to be one of the three kinds of movement, 
e.g. locomotion would have to be altered or locally moved! 

19. To sum up, change cannot change per se nor per par/em, but 
only per accidens; e.g. if a person who was being healed took to 
running or learning. But we have already eliminated per accidens 
change as irrelevant. 

23. It follows that there is only change in respect of quality, 
quantity, and place, each of which admits of contrariety. Change 
of quality may be called alteration. I mean by quality not the 
quality that forms the differentia of a substance, but that in respect 
of which a thing is called passive or impassive. 

29. Change of quantity has no common name, but its kinds are 
increase and diminution. Change of place may be called transpor· 
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tation, though strictly only those things are said to be transported 
which have not the power of stopping themselves or of moving 
themselves. 

b I, Change to more or less in the same kind is alteration j for 
change from a contrary or to a contrary may be so either sim ply or 
in some respect; for when a tbing moves towards a lesser degree, 
that may be called change to the contrary, and when towards 
a greater degree, that is change from the contrary to the state itself. 
It makes no difference whether the cbange be qualified or simple, 
except that in the former case the contraries will be present in 
a qualified form. Greater or less degree is the presence (or absence) 
of less or more of the contrary quality. 

8. Thus there are just three kinds of movement. 

TIle motionless. 

10. The motionless is (I) what is completely incapable of move· 
ment, (2) what moves with difficulty in a long time or is slow in 
beginning, (3) that which is qualified to move, but does not move 
when, where, and as it is qualified to do so. This alone is said to 
be at rest. For rest is contrary to motion, and is therefore the 
privation of motion ifl that which is capable of it. 

16. So much for the nature of motion and rest, the number of 
kinds of change, and the question which of them are movements. 

3. The lIleanil1g of I togeiller', I ajart', I touching', 'intermediate I , 

I successive I , I contiguous " I continuous '. 

226 b lB. Those things are I together in place ' which are in one 
proximate place j those are ( apart J that are in different proximate 
places ; those things are I in contact t whose extremities are together. 

227 a 7. Since all change is between opposites, and opposites are 
either contraries or contradictories, and contradictories have no 
intermediate, what is between is between contraries. 

226 b 26. 'Between' involves at least three terms; for the terminus 
ad quem of change is the contrary of the terminus a quo, and what 
is between is that at which what is changing continuously arrives 
before it arrives at the terminus ad quem. 

27. That changes continuously which passes over the distance 
covered, with little or no intermission (the presence or absence of a 
temporal interval being irrelevant). T his is seen both in locomotion 
and in other changes. 

32. T hat is ' contrary in place' which is the greatest distance 

J 
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apart in a slrai'ghlline j for the shortest line is something defmite, 
and it is that which is definite that serves as a measure. 

34. That is C in succession' which, being after the lerminUJ a 9110 
in respect of position or specific character or in some other way, 
has nothing of the same kind between it and what it is in succession 
to (e.g. that two lines may be in succession there must be no line 
between them, though there may be something of another kind). 
For what is in succession must be in succession to, and after, some
thing; I is not in succession to 2 but 2 to I. 

227 II. 6. That is 'contiguous' which, being in succession, is also 
in contact. The ' continuous' is a species of the contiguous; two 
things arc continuous when the li mits of each become identical and 
are held together. This is impossible when the limits are distinct. 
Continuity, then, exists in things out of which in virtue of their 
mutual contact a unity is produced. The unity of the whole will be 
of a kind corresponding to the unity of that which holds the parts 
together, whether they are held together by being nailed, by being 
glued, by contact, or by organic union. 

17. The successive comes first of these three terms; for that which 
is in contact must be successive, but not vict versa (hence succession 
can be found in more abst ract entities, such as numbers, in which 
contact is not fo und), and what is continuous must be in contact, 
but not vice versa (for extremities that are together need not be 
identical, but those that are identical must be together). 

23. Therefore organic union is latest in the order of becoming; 
for the extremit ies must touch if the things are to be organically 
united, but not vict versa. 

27. Thus if there are separately existent points and units, as some 
maintain, they are not the same; points have contact, units have 
succession; points can have an intermediate (for every line is 
between points), units need not have one, any more than there is 
one between rand 2. 

32. So much for the definitions of these characteristics, and the 
kinds or things to which they belong. 

4. The unity and diversity of movements. 

227 b3. A movement may be one in several senses. (I) Move· 
ments are genemlly one if they are in respect of the same category, 
e.g. one locomotion and another. (2) They are specifically one if 
they are also along: a path identical in species. There are differences 
of colour ; hence growing black and growing whi te are specifically 
different: there are no differences of wh.iteness; hence all growing 
\'Vhite is specifically one. 
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II. If there are any things that are both genera and species, there 
wi ll be a movement that is specifical ly one, but not without qualifica
tion; e.g. learning, if knowledge is a species of apprehension and the 
genus of the sciences. 

14. It might be asked whether there is a specifically identical 
movement when the same thing changes from the same to the same, 
e.g. one point from the same place to the same place again and 
again. If so, circular movement will be the same as rectilinear, and 
rolling as walking. Or does a speci fi c difference in the path, as 
between a straight and a curved line, make a specific difference in 
the movement? 

2 0 . (3) A movement that is single without quali fication is one that 
is one in essence and in number. There are three th ings with which 
movement is concerned-that which is moved (e.g. a man), that in 
which it is moved (e.g. in place or in an affection), the time of the 
movement. 

27. Generic or specific identity of movement depends on ' that in 
which', consecutiveness of movement on the time. Unquali fied 
unity involves all three j 'that in which' must be one and indivisible, 
the time must be one and continuous, the moving thing must be one 
(a) in no merely accidental way (Coriscus and what is pale are one, 
but only per accidens, and therefore the growing dark of what is 
pale and Coriscus' walking are not one movement), and (b) not 
merely with a specific unity (the simultaneous healing of two men of 
ophthalmia is only specifically identical). 

228 a. 3. The repeated altering of Socrates with specifically the 
same alteration would be one only if what has perished could renew 
its identity. 

6. A kindred question is whether the states and affections of 
bodies are self-identical ; for bodies are obviously subj ect to flux. 
If this morning's health and that of this moment are the same, will 
not health also be self- identical after an interruption? 

12. There is just this difference, that if the states are different the 
ac tivities must be different (since only what is numerically one can 
have an activity that is numerically one), while if the state is self
identical it does not follow that the activity is. For when one stops 
walking, the walking 110 longer exists till one resumes one's walking. 
If the walking were selr-identical, the sa me thing would perish and 
come again into being many times. 

Ig. These inquiries are foreign to our subject. Since every 
movement is continuous, movement that is without qualification one 
must be continuous, and vice versa. For not every movement can 
be continuous wilh every movement, just as no two chance things 
can be continuous, but only those whose extremities are one. 
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24. Now some things have no extremities, and others have 

extremities that are specifically different ; how could the end of 
a line touch or coincide with that of an act of walking? Movements 
that are not specifically or generically one may he contiguous; one 
may catch fever immediately after running, and a relay race is a can· 
secutive, but not a continuous, locomotion. Thus movements are 
consecutive by reason of the time, but continuity depends on the 
continuity of the movements, i.e. on the identity of their ex
tremities. 

hr. Thus a movement that is without qualificat ion continuous and 
one must be identical in species, must be the movement of one thing, 
and must be in one time. It must be in one time, lest rest inter
vene and break up the continuity of the movement. But unity of 
time is compatible with a lack of specific identity of movement ; and 
specific unity is needed to make unqualified unity though it does 
not guarantee it. 

II. (4) A complete movement is also called a single movement, 
whether the completeness be in respect of genus, of species, or of 
essence; just as in other cases completeness is of the nature of uni ly. 
But even an incomplete movement is sometimes called one, if it is 
continuous . 

IS. (5) A uniform movement is also called one (e.g. movement in 
a straight line) ; a non·uniform movement being divisible into different 
components. This difference is one of degree. Uniformity and 
non·uniformity may be found in every kind of movement-alteration, 
locomotion, increase and diminution. 

21 . Non-uniformity is a difference (a) sometimes in respect of the 
path traversed, e.g. when this is a crooked line or a spiral , or any 
path of which any part does not fit on to any other. 

25. (b) Sometimes it depends not on the subject, the time, or 
the terminus ad quem, but on the manner; for it may depend 011 

a difference of speed. Hence quickness and slowness are not 
species or differentiae of movement, because they belong to all the 
specifically different kinds of movement. Therefore neither are 
weight and lightness specifically different, when they mean tendency 
to move faster or slower in the same direction. 

229 a I. A non·uniform movement is one by reason of its con
tinuity, but less ofa unity than a uniform movement; and that which 
is less of something is a mixture of that with its contrary. If any 
movement that is one may be either uniform or non-uniform l con
secutive specifically different movements do not form one continuous 
movement; for a movement compounded of alteration and locomo
tion cannot be uniform, since to be so the parts should be capable 
of being superimposed on each other. 
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5. Contrariety of 11lQ'lJement. 

229 (I. 7. What movements are contrary to one another, and what 
rests? Is (r) movement from A contrary to movement to A, or (2) 
movement from A contrary to movement from the contrary of A, or 
(3) movement to A contrary to movement to the contrary of A, 
or (4) movement from A contrary to movement to the contrary 
of A, or (5) movement from A to its contrary contrary to movement 
from the contrary of A to A? 

16. (4) Movement from A is not contrary to movement to the 
contrary of A; these are the same, though their essence is not 
the same. 

20. (z) Movement from A is not contrary to movement from the 
contrary of A. Movement to contraries is incidentally movement 
from contraries, but the changing to contraries is more the cause of 
contrariety (since it is the getting of contrariety, while the other is 
the losing of it), and a movement gets its name rather from its 
terminus ad quem than from its terminus a quo. 

27. There remain (3) and (5). Now no doubt movements to 
contraries are also movements from contraries, but the essence of 
the two is not the same. Since movement differs from change in 
general in being change from something positive to something posi
tive, it is (5) motion from A to the contrary of A that is contrary to 
motion from the contrary of A to A. 

b 2 • Induction will show what kinds of things the contraries in
volved in contrary changes are. 

10. Change which is only to a contrary, e.g. becoming white, when 
the terminus a quo is unspecified, is not movement; and in the case 
of things that have no contrary I it is (I) change from such a thing 
that is contrary to change to it; but these changes are not movements. 

14. Where there are intermediates, these must be treated as con
traries j the movement treats the intermediate as a contrary, in 
whichever direction the movement takes place; the middle term 
may be said to be either extreme in comparison with the other. 

21. Thus (5) motion from A to its contrary is contrary to motion 
to A from its contrary. 

6. Contrariety of movement and rest. 

22gb23. Not only is movement contrary to movement, but so is 
rest, and this demands discussion. Movement is contrary to move
ment, but rest is also opposed to movement, being its privation,-to 
each kind of movement a certain kind of rest. 

27. \Ve must ask whether rest at a place is opposed to movement 
thence or to movement thi ther. There being 1\\'0 termini involved 
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in movement, to motion from A to its contrary is opposed rest at At 
to motion 10 A from its contrary is opposed rest in the contrary. 
Further, these rests are contrary to each other; there must be con
trary rests since there are contrary movements. 

230& [, Rest in health is contrary to rest in disease, and to move
ment [rom health to disease. For it cannot be contrary to move
ment from disease to health (for movement to that in which a thing 
comes to rest is rather a coming to rest, or at least coming to rest is 
concomitant with the movement), and it must be contrary either to 
this movement or to the other. 

7. In respect of the things that have no contraries, change from 
which is opposed to change to them but is not movement, there is 
also no rest, but only immobility. If there were a subject, its immo
bility in being ..... ould be contrary to its immobility in not-being, but 
if there is no not-being, it may be asked what immobility in being 
is contrary to, and whether it is rest . 

14. If it is, either not every rest is contrary to movement, or 
generation and destruction are movement. Clea.rly then it should 
not be called rest, but immobility; and it is contrary either to 
nothing, or to immobility in not-being, or to destruction, which is 
from it (while generation is to it). 

COlzlraridy of natural and Untlatura/1Il0Vtment alld rest. 

18. One might ask why in locomotion natural and unnatural 
rests and motions are distinguished, but not in the other kinds of 
motion. 

29. But if what is violent is unnatural, will not violent destruction, 
as being unnatural, be contrary to natural destruction? Are there 
not also generations that are unnatural, and violent increases and 
diminutions, and violent and natural alterations? 

b 6. There will be also destructions contrary to each other, not to 
generations. And why not? Destructions would also be contrary 
if one were pleasant and the other painful; it is not destruction 
simpliciter that is contrary to destruction, but one kind to another 
kind. 

10. This then is the way in which motions and rests are contrary. 
Upward movement is contrary to downward, and therefore the 
natural movement of fire is contrary (1) to that of earth, and (2) to 
the unnatural movement of fire. 

15. Again, rest above is contrary to motion from above down· 
wards j therefore the unnatural rest of earth is contrary to its natural 
motion, just as the natural motion of a thing is contrary to its 
unnatural motion. 

[9 
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iI. It may be asked whether every rest that is not eternal is 
generated, and whether its generation is a coming to a stop. If so, 
there must be a generation of unnatural rest j so that when earth is 
moving upwards it is coming to a stop. But what is coming to 
a stop moves ever faster, while that which is moving unnaturally 
moves ever slower. Therefore such a thing without baving come to 
be at rest will be at rest. Again, to come to a stOP is either identical 
with moving to one's own place, or a concomitant of it. 

28. There is a difficulty in the view that rest at a place is con
trary to motion thence; for when something is moving from a place 
or losing a characteristic, it stilI has what it is losing, so that if the 
rest is contrary to the movement, contrary characteristics will be 
present together. 

32. Or may we say that it is at rest in a sense ifit is still stationary. 
and in general, that of that which is moving part is here and part 
there? Hence motion is more contrary to motion than rest is. 

231 It. 2. So much for the unity of motion and rest, and for their 
contrariety. 

BOOK VI 

I. Every cOlltinuum consists of continuous and divisl'ble parts. 

231 It. 21. If, as we have seen, those things are continuous whose 
eXlremities are one, those contiguous whose extremities are together, 
those successive which have nothing homogeneous with them 
between them, a continuum cannot be composed of indivisibles, 
e.g. a line of points. 

26. For (I) points have not extremities that are either one or 
together. since what has no parts has no extremities. 

29. (2) If points are to make up a continuum, they must be either 
continuous or contiguous. Now (a) they cannot be continuous, for 
the reason just given; and (6) I,;unlact is of whole with whole, of 
part with part, or of part with whole. Now, since the indivisible 
has no parts, its contact must be of whole with whole; but such 
contact would not be continuity, which implies locally separate 
parts. 

b 6. Nor (3) can points make up a line, nor moments a time, 
through being successive; for only those things are successive 'that 
have nothing homogeneous between them, but points have always 
a line (and therefore points) between them, and moments a time 
(and therefore moments). 

10. Further, if length and time were composed of successive points 
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and moments, they could be divided into indivisibles; but we saw 
that nothing continuous was divisible into partless parts. 

12. Nor can there be any other kind of thing between the points 
or the moments, For if there is, it will be either indivisible or 
divisible, and if divisible, either into indivisibles, or into divisibles 
ad infinitum; and wha.t is of this latter nature is continuous. 

15. Further, every continuum is divisible into divisibles ad 
i1Zfimlutlt; for if it were divisible into indivisibles, one indivisible 
would be in contact with another, since th e extremities of things 
continuous with each other are one and in contact. 

lB. Either magnitude, time, and motion are all composed of and 
divisible into indivisibles, or none of them is. For if a magnitude 
is composed of indivisibles, the motion along it will be composed of 
an equal numher of indivisible movements. E.g. if the line ABr is 
composed of the indivisibles A, B, r, the motion 6.EZ with which n 
moves along ABr has each part indivisible. 

25. If, then, when motion is present something must be being 
moved, and vice versa, being moved will be composed ofindivisibles. 
n then was moved the distance A when it was being moved with 
the movement 6., and so with Band r. 

28. If, thp.n, that which is moving from somewhere to somewhere 
cannot at the same time be moving and Ilave 1/lovtd whither it was 
moving when it was moving, and if n was moving over the partless 
section A in virtue of the movement ll, it follows that if (a) it was 
traversing A before it had traversed it, the section must be divisible; 
for when n was traversing it, it neither was at rest nor had traversed 
it, but was between the extremes j while if (b) it at the same time is 
traversing and has traversed A, that which walks, when it is walking, 
will have walked to the place it is walking lo. 

2321:16. And if a thing is moving over the whole of ABr, and its 
movement is 6.EZ, and nothing is ever moving over the partless 
section A but can only have moved over it, movement will be com
posed not of movements but of jerks, and will take place through 
a thing's having moved over something which it never was moving 
over, so that it will be possible to have walked a distance one never 
was walking. 

12. If, then, everything must be either in motion or at rest, 0 
rests at each of the parts ABr, so that it will be possible for a thing 
to be at the same time continuously at rest and in motion; for it 
was moving over the whole ABr and resting at each part, and there· 
fore at the whole. And if the indivisible parts of 6.EZ are move
ments, a thing may be at rest while movement is present to it; while 
if they are not movements, movement may be composed of nan
movements. 
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18. And time will be indivisible, or composed of indivisible parts, 
if and only if the same is true oflength and motion j for ifaH motion 
is divIsible. and in a shorter time a thing moving with uniform speed 
moves a shorter distance, time also will be divisible; while if the 
time in which a thing moves the distance A is divisible, the distance 
A also will be divisible. 

2. Further proof that every cOlltimmm is infinitely divisible. 

232:\ 23 Since every magnitude is divis ible into magnitudes, the 
faster of two bodies must move (1) in an equal lime a greater distance, 
(2) in a less time an equal distance, (3) in a less time a greater 
distance. 

27. For let A be faster than B. Since that is faster which under
goes a change before something else does, in the time ZH in which 
A has changed from r to A, B will be short of a , so that (I) above 
is true. 

31. (3) is also true j for let B be at E when A is at a. Then, 
since A reaches a in the whole time ZH, it reaches G> in a shorter 
time ZK. Then re is greater than rE, but the time ZK is less 
than ZH. 

bS. (2) is also true; for (a) since A has traversed a greater distance 
than B in a shorter time, but itself traverses a greater distance (e.g. 
AM) in a greater time than it does a less distance (e.g. AE), the 
time TIP in which it traverses AM is greater than the time IIJ: in 
which it traverses A2, so that if lIP is less than X, in which B 
traverses A2:, III al'io will be less than X. 

14. (b) If everything must move either in an equal, in a less, or 
in a greater time than a given other thing, and that which moves in 
a greater time is slower, that which moves in an equal time equally 
fast, while the faster is neither equally fast nor slower, the faster can 
move neither in an equal nor in a greater time, and therefore must 
move in a less. 

20. Since every motion is in time and in every time motion may 
take place, and everything that moves may move faster or slower, in 
every time it is possible for a thing to move faster or slower. From 
this it follows that titlle also must be continuous, i.e. infinitely 
divisible. 

26. For, since we have shown that the faster body traverses an 
equal distance in a shorter time, let A be faster, B slower, and let B 
have moved the distance ra in time ZH. Then A will move the 
same distance in a shorter time, say in Z0. 

31. Again, since A has traversed the whole of ra in time Z0, the 
slower body will traverse in the same time a shorter distance, say 



rK. And since B traverses rK in time Z0, A will traverse it in less 
time, so that the time Z0 again will be divided in the same ratio, 
and with that the distance rK, and with that the time. 

233a 5. This will happen without limit if we substitute the slower 
for the faster and then the faster for the slower j the faster will 
divide the time, and the slower the distance. If we can always 
alternate thus, and this always leads to a division, every time will be 
continuous. And similarly every magnitude will be continuous; for 
time and magnitude are divided with an equal number of divisions, 
in the same ratio. 

13. Further, that since time is continuous, magnitude must be so, 
follows from our customary assumptions, that in half the time 
a thing moves half the distance, and in a le::is time a less distance; 
for time and magnitude will admit of the same divisions. And if 
one is infinite, the other is, and in the same sense; if time is infinite 
in respect of its extremities, so is magnitude j if in respect of divisi
bility, so is magnitude; if in both respects, so also magnitude. 

21. Hence Zeno's argument is wrong in assuming that it is not 
possible to traverse an infinite number of points, or be in contact with 
them, in a finite lime. For both magnitude and time, and in general 
every continuum, may be said to be infinite either in respect of 
division or in respect of its extremities. Now a thing cannot in a 
finite time be in contact with things infinite in respect of quantity, 
but it can with what is infinite in respect of divisibility; for the time 
itself is infinite in this sense. 

28. Thus it is in an infinite, not a finite, time that it is possible to 
traverse what is infinite, and the contact is by means of parts of 
time that are infinite, not finite, in number. Therefore a thing 
cannot traverse either what is infinite in a finite time, or what is finite 
in an infinite time, but ir either is infinite, so is the other. 

34. For let there be a finite magnitUde AB, and an infinite time 
r; and take a finite part of the time, rA. In this the moving body 
will traverse part or the distance, say BE. This will either measure 
AB exactly or fall short of it or exceed it-it makes no difference; 
for if it always traverses a distance equal to BE in an equal time, and 
this measures the whole, the whole time in which it traverses AB will 
be finite; for it will be divided into just as many parts as the 
distance. 

b7. Again, if not every magnitude is traversed in an infinite time, 
but some magnitude in a finite time, say BE, and this measures the 
whole, the moving body will traverse a distance equal to BE in an 
equal time, so that the time of the traversal of AB will be finite. 

II. That it is not in an infinite time that it will traverse BE is 
clear, if we suppose the time of the traversal of AD limited in one 
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direction; for if it traverses the part in less time than the whole, 
the time of the traversal of the part will be finite, since it has a limit 
in one direction. The same proof will refute the suggestion that 
the distance may be infin ite and the time fmite. 

15. It is clear then that neither a line nor a plane nor any con
tinuum can be indivisible, both from what has been said and because 
it would follow that the indivisible would be divided. 

19. FOT, since in any lime we may have a faster and a slower 
movement, and the faster traverses a greater distance in an equal 
time, and it is possible that the one distance traversed should he 
half as great again as the other, let the faster have travelled half as 
far again in the same time, and let the greater distance be divided 
into three indivisible parts All, nr, r6., and the less into two, EZ, 
ZH. Then the whole time also will be divided into three indivisible 
parts, say KA, AM! MN. But, since the slower body has traversed 
EZH, the time also will be divided into two. Therefore the indivi
sible will be divided, and a body will traverse the part less distance 
not in an indivisible but in a greater time. Clearly then no con
tinuum is without parts. 

3. A moment is indivisible, a1zd ?lothing is moved, or rests, t'n a moment. 

233b 33. The < now' in the primary sense must be indivisible, and 
such a now there must be in every period of time. For there is a 
limit of the past, on this side of which there is nothing of the future, 
and one of the future, on the far side of which there is nothing of 
the past; it is, as we maintain, a limit of both. If we can show 
that it is of this nature per se and that the limits of the past and 
future are identical, it will be evident that the joint limit is indi
visible. 

2348, 5. The nows which are the limits of the two times must be 
identical; for if the limits were different, (I) the one would not be 
successive upon the other because a continuum cannot be composed 
of indivisibles; while (2) if the two are separate there will be a time 
hetween them, since every continuum must have something homo
geneous between its limits. 

g. But if the interval is a time, it will be divisible, so that the 
now will be divisible. But if it is, (a) there will be some of the past 
in the future and of the future in the past; for that at which time is 
divided will mark off past and future time. (b) The supposed now 
will be so not per se but in virtue of something else; for the 
division will not be at it per se. (c) Part of the now will be past, 
part future, and not always the same part will be past or future; 
therefore the now will not be always the same, since the time can be 
divided at many points. 



19. If these consequences cannot be true, the now which is the 
limit of the past must be identical with that which is the limit of 
the future, and therefore the now must be indivisible j otherwise we 
get once more the absurd consequences that have been pointed out. 

22. That nothing is moved in a now, is seen from what follows: 
If something is so moved, it may be moved faster or slower. Let 
the now be N, and let the faster of two bodies move in it a distance 
AB. Then the slower will move in it a shorter distance Ar. The 
faster will then move the distance Ar in a shorter time, so that the 
now, which we have proved to be indivisible, will be divided. 

31. Nor can anything rest in the now; for only that can be said 
to be at rest which, being naturally fitted for movement, does not 
move when, where, and as it is naturally fitted to move; but nothing 
is naturally fitted to move in a now. 

34. Further, if the now is self-identical in the two times it 
separates, and a thing may be moving in the one whole time and 
resting in the other, and that which is moving or resting in a whole 
time will be moving or resting in any section of the whole time in 
which it is capable of moving or resting, if a body can move or rest 
in a now it will rest and move in the same now. 

L 5. Further, that is at rest which, and whose parts, are in the 
same state as they were before; but in the now there is no before, 
and therefore no rest. Therefore it is in time that what moves 
moves and what rests rests. 

4. Wltalever changes is dt'vt·sible. 

234b 10. Everything that changes must be divisible. For since 
all change is from A to B. and wben tbe changing thing is in B it is 
no longer changing, while when both it and its parts are in A it is 
not yet changing, one part of that which is changing must be in A 
and one in B ; for it cannot be ei[her in both or in neither. (B, that 
which the thing is changing into, is to be understood to mean the 
first thing changed into; e.g. when A is white, B is grey, nOl black; 
for that which is changing need not be in either of the extremes.) 
Evidently then everything that changes is divisible. 

Movement is divisible in two ways. 

21. Movement is divisible (r) in respf'ct of the time and (2) in 
respect of the movements of the parts of the moving thing; e.g. if 
AI' is moved as a whole, both AB and BI' will be moved. Let the 
movement of ABbe llE and that of BI' EZ. Then llZ is the move
ment of AI'; for (a) Ar will be moved with this movement (since 
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each of the parts is moved with one of the partial movements}, and 
nothing is moved with the movement of another thi "g. 

29. Further, (b) if every movement is the movement of some
thing, and the whole movement .6.Z is the movement neither of onc 
of the parts nor of anything else (for the parts of a whole movement 
are movements of the parts of that of which the whole movement is 
the movement i but the parts are movements of An, Br and of 
nothing else, since a single movement was not the movement of 
more than one thing), the whole movement will be the movement of 
Alll'. 

34. Further, (c) if there be another movement of the whole, e.g. 
81, the movement of each of the parts can be subtracted from it; 
and these will be equal to AE, EZ; for one thing has one move
ment. So if the whole movement 01 is divided into the movements 
of the pan s, 01 will be equal to .6.Z j while if .6.Z falls short of 0 1, 
the remainder of 01 will be the movement of nothing, since it can
not be the movement of the whole or of the parts or of anything 
else (for a continuous movement is the movement of continuous 
bodies). The same impossible result follows if az exceeds 01. 
They must, then, be equal and in fact identical. 

235" 9. This division (2) is according to the movements of the 
parts, and every divisible thing must be subject to it. But there is 
another « r) of 23 4b2r) according to the time of the movement; 
for, since every movement is in lime and every time is divisible, and 
the less the time the less tbe movement) every movement must be 
divisible in respect of time. 

The time, the movement, the being-in-motion, the movi1lg body, and 
the sp/ure of movement, are all similar(y diVided. 

13. Since everything that moves moves in some respect and for 
a certain time and has a motion belonging to it) there must be the 
same divisions of tbe time, of the movement, of the being-moved, of 
the moving thing, and of the respect in which it is moved (only not 
of all respects alike, but of place per se and of quality per accidens). 

18. (I) Let the time be A, the motion B. If then the thing has 
suffered the whole movement in tbe whole time, in half the time i[ 
suffers a less movement, and so on indefinitely. (2) Conversely if 
[he movement is divisible, so is the time; for if the thing suffers the 
whole movement in the whole time, it suffers half the movement in 
half the time, and so on. 

25 . (3 ) Similarly the being-moved will be divided. For (a) let r 
be the being-moved. The being-moved answering to the half· 
movement will be less than the whole being·moved, and so on. 
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28. (b) We get the same result if we set out the being.moved in 

respect of each of the two movements, AI' and rEo The whole 
being~moved will answer to the whole movement (if it were d ifferent, 
there would be more than one being-moved in respect of the !:ame 
movement), as we showed that the movement was divisible into the 
movements of the parts. For if we take the being-moved in respect 
of each of the two movements, the whole being-moved will be con
tinuous. 

34. (4) Similarly the distance, or in general the respect in which 
the movement takes place, will be div isible (except that in some 
cases th is is merely incidental to the divisibil ity of the moving 
th ing) ; if one is divided all will be divided. 

37. And similarly all alike will be finite, or all alike infinite. The 
divisibi lity and infmity of all comes primarily from that of the 
changing th ing. Now its divisibility has been pro .... ed before; its 
infinity will be plainer from what follows. 

s. Whatever has changed is, as SO(Jn as £t has changed, in that to 
which il has changed. 

23Sb 6 Since everything that changes changes from something 
into something, that which has changed, as soon as it has changed, 
must be in that into which it has changed . For that which changes 
leaves behind th:1t from which it changes, a nd leaving behind is 
either the S:lrne thing as changing or is implied by it, and th t! refore 
having left behind by having changed. 

13. So, since one kind of change is that from contradictory to 
contradictory, when a thing has changed from not-being to being it 
has left not-being behind. It \\"ill therefore be in being j for every
thing must either be or not be. Clearly then in change from con
tradictory to contradictory that wh ich bas changed is in that into 
which it has changed. But if in this, then also in the other kinds 
of change. 

19 . Further, in each kind of change we can see that it must be so, 
from the fact that that which has changed must be in something
either in that to which it has changed or in something else. If that 
which has changed to B is in something else, say r , it is at the same 
time changing once more from r to B; for B was supposed not to 
be in contact wi th r, but change is conti nuous. Thus that which 
has changed is changing to that into which it has changed. But 
this is impossible; therefore that which has changed must be in 
that into which it has changed. 

27. And evidently that which has come to be will be, and that 
which has perished will not be ; for the proposit ion is a general one 
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about all change, and is particularly clear in regard to change from 
contradictory to contradictory. 

Change is completed at a moment. 

30. That in which first that which has changed has changed must 
be indivisible; by I first ' I mean that which is of a certain kind not 
by virtue of something else's being 50. For let .AI' be divisible, and 
divided at B. If then the changing thing has changed in AB or in 
Br, it has not changed first in Ar. But if it was changing in each 
of the two (for it must either have changed or have been changing 
in each), it would also be changing in the whole; but we supposed 
it to have changed. Similarly if in one it is changing and in the 
other it has changed; there will then be something prior to the 
supposed f first '. Therefore that in which it has changed cannot be 
divisible. 

236'" 5. Evidently also that which has perished or come into 
being must have complt!ted its doing so at an indivisible moment. 

There is no first moment or jart in the time of a change, and no 
pari of the clla?1ging thing that changes first. 

7. 'That in which first a. thing has changed' may mean (I) that 
in which first the change was completed, or (2 ) that in which it 
began. (I) exists, for there is an end of change, which end we 
have shown to be indivisible. (2) does not exist, since there is no 
beginning of change. 

IS. For let that in which the thing began to change be At>.. This 
is not indivisible; for (a) then nows would be contiguous. (b) If 
the thing is resting in the whole time rA, it is also resting in A, so 
that if At>. is without parts, it will be at rest and have changed at the 
same lime; for in A it is at rest, while in t>. it has changed, 

20. Since At>. is not without parts, it must be divisible, and the 
thing must in each part of it have changed; for when At>. is divided, 
if the thing has changed in neither part it has not changed in the 
whole; if it changes in both, antl in the whole, or in one of its two 
parts, it has not changed first in the whole. Thus in every part it 
must have changed j therefore there is no time in which it has first 
changed, since the divisions are infinite. 

27. Nor is there a part of tha't which has changed that has 
changed first. For let AZ be the part of t>.E that has changed first; 
for everything that changes has been shown to be divisib le. And let 
the time in which t>.Z has changed be 01. Then in the half time 
something less will have changed, and changed before t>.Z, and so 
ad infinitu.m. 
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35. There is no first part, then, either (a) of that which changes 

or (b) of the time in which it changes; but this is not true (c) of the 
very thing that changes (or the respect in which the changing thing 
changes). (For there are three things involved in change-the 
changing thing, that in which it changes, and that into which it 
changes, e.g. a man, the time of the change, and the quality pale. 
The first two are divisible, the third is not-except that incidentally 
even it is divisible, since that to which it belongs is divisible.) Yet, 
of the respects in which things change, those that are divisible per se, 
i.e. magnitudes, have no first part any more than the changing thing 
or the time. 

b 10. For (i) let there be a magnitude il, and let r be the first 
th ing to which it has moved from B. Then if Br is indivisible, two 
things without parts will be contiguous ; while if it is divisible, there 
will be something prior to r to which il has moved, and so ad 
infinitum. So there will be nothing into which it has moved first. 

16. Similarly (ii) with change of size; this also is in a continuum. 
Clearly then it is only (iii) in qualitative change that there can be 
an indivisible transition. 

6. There is change t'n any part of the commensurate time of any change. 

236h J9. Everything that changes changes in time; and if we 
take the first or commensurate lime in which a thing undergoes 
a certain change, it changes in every part of that time. 

23. This is clear even ([) from the definition of the first or com
mensurate time, but (2) also from the following facts. Let XP be 
the commensurate time of a movement, and let it be divided at K. 
Then in the time XK the thing either moves or does not move, and 
similarly in KP. If it moves in neither, it is at rest in the whole; if 
in one of the two only, XP is not the commensurate time of the 
movement. Therefore it must move in any part of XP. 

Whatever changes has c/zallged be/ore, and 'W/~atever has changed 
was clzangz·ng befon. 

32. Thererore (A) everything that is moving must have already 
moved. For (r) if in the commensurate time Xl' it has moved a 
distance KA, in half the time a body moving with equal speed will 
have moved half the distance, and therefore the body itself must 
have done so too. 

237'3. (2) If by taking the last now of the whole time XP (for it 
is the now that forms the boundary, and what falls between the 
bounding nows is a time) we can say that a thing has moved in the 
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whole time, or indeed in any part of it, it must have moved in the 
other pans. But the point of division is the limit of the half time. 
Therefore in the half time, and indeed in any part of the time, the 
thing will have moved; for every section sets up a lime defined by 
its bounding nows. If then every time is divisible, and any interval 
between the nows is a time, everything that is changing will have 
suffered an infinite number of changes. 

II. (3) If that which is changing continuously and has not been 
destroyed or ceased from changing must at any lime either be 
changing or have changed, and if in a now it cannot be changing, it 
must have changed in each of the nows; so that if these are infinite, 
it must have undergone an infinite number of changes. 

17. Not only must that which is changing have changed, but (B) 
that which has changed must have been changing. For (r) everything 
that has changed has changed in time. For let it have changed 
from A to B in a now. Then (a) in the same now in which it is in 
A, it has not changed (for then it would be both in A and in B); 
for we have shown that that which has changed is not in that from 
which it has changed. And (6) if it is in another now that it has 
changed, there will be a time between the two nows j for nows were 
seen not to be contiguous. 

25. Since then it has changed in a time, and every time is divisible, 
it will have undergone another change in the half time, and so ad 
itifinitum j so it must always have already been changing. 

28. (2) The same conclusion follows more clearly from the con
tinuity of the distance over which the change takes place. For let 
something have changed from r to~. If rA is indivisible, two 
things without parts will be contiguous; and since this is impossible, 
the interval must be a distance and infinitely divisible; so that the 
changing thing must already have been changing into this infmite 
series of parts of the distance. So everything that has changed 
must previously have been changing. 

35. When change is between two things not continuous with each 
other, i.e. contraries or contradictories, we can use the proof from 
the time of the movement «I) above). 

b3. Thus that which has changed must have been changing. and 
that which is changing must have changed. Each will precede the 
other, and we shall never get a first term. T he reason is that two 
things without parts cannot be contiguous; for division may be 
carried on ad infinitum, as in the case of the lengthening and 
shortening of lines. 

g. It is evident then that that which has come into being must 
have been coming into being, and vice vtrsa, so long as we are deal
ing with things that are divisible and continuous; but what has come 
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into being need not be what is coming into being, but may be one 
of its parts. Similarly with what is perishing and what has perished; 
if what is corning into being or perishing is continuous, it has an 
element of infiniteness; coming into being and having come into 
being presuppose each other, and so do perishing and having 
perished; for every distance and every time are divisible perpetually. 
So that there is no first time in which, or path along which, change 
takes place. 

7. The finitude or infinity oj1lltJ'{Jement, of extensi(J11, mtd of tIle mrn;ed. 

237b 23. (A) Since everything that moves moves in time, and 
a greater distance in a greater time, it is impossible for the traversal 
of a finite distance to occupy an infinite time) assuming that the 
moving thing does not cover the distance Q\'er and over again. 

26. (I) If the body is moving with uniform speed) it must move 
the finite distance in a finite time; for if we take an aliquot part of 
the whole distance, the body has moved the whole distance in equal 
times as many as the parts of the distance; so that. since these 
are limited both in size and in number, the time too is limited j it is 
equal to the time of the part multiplied by the number of the parts. 

34. And (.) if the body is not moving uniformly, that makes no 
difference. For let AB be a finite distance which a body has moved 
in an infinite time rd. If, then, it must have traversed one part of 
the distance before another (as it must have done, whether the 
motion is uniform or is accelerated or retarded), take an aliquot part 
AE of AB. 

238fL 8. Then this part of the movement must take place in a pari 
of the infinite time; for it did not occupy an infinite time, since the 
whole took place in that. And if I take another part equal to AE, 
that again is traversed in a finite time. And if I take more parts, 
then since there is no part of that which is infinite that will measure 
it (for an infinite cannot be made out of finites whether equal or 
unequal, because things that are finite in plurality and in size can be 
measured by some unit; it does not matter whether they are equal 
or unequal, provided they are limited in size), but the finite interval 
is measured by a certain number of AE's, An must be traversed in 
a finite time (and so too in the case of coming to rest); so that 
a self-identical thing cannot be always in a state of becoming or 
perishing. 

20. (B) Similarly it can be shown that a body cannot undergo an 
inji"ile movement or coming to rest in afinile time, whether it move 
uniformly or not. For if an aliquot part of the time be taken, in this 
it will move a definite part of the distance and not the whole (for it 
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moves this in the whole time), and so in each part of the time 
whether equal or unequal to the first; for it makes no difference so 
long as each is finite; clearly while the time is exhausted the infinite 
distance is Dot, since the subtractions made are finite both in amount 
and ill number. It makes no difference whether the distance be 
infinite in one direction or in both. 

32. (C) This baving been proved, it follows that a finite magnitude 
cannot traverse an infinite magnitude in a finite time; for in each 
part of the time, and therefore in the whole time, it will traverse 
a finite magnitude. 

a6. (D) And therefore an infinite magnitude will not traverse 
a finite magnitude in a finite time, since if it did, a finite magnitude 
would also traverse an infinite. For it does not matter which ohhe 
two IS m movement. For when the infinite magnitude A moves, 
a part of it rA will occupy the finite magnitude B, and other parts 
will do so in succession. Thus simultaneously the infinite will have 
traversed the finite and the finite the infinite; for the former cannot 
happen without the latter ; and since the latter is impossible, so is 
the fOrIner. 

b 13. (E) Nor can the infinite traverse the infinite in a finite time; 
for (a) to do so it would have to traverse the finite which is contained 
in the infinite; and (b) the argument from the time can be used 
once more. 

17. (F) Since the finite cannot traverse the infinite, the infinite 
the finite, or the infinite the infinite, in a finite time, there cannot 
be infinite movement in a finite time; for it makes no difference 
whether we make the motion or the distance infinite, since if one is 
so, the other must be so, all locomotion involving place. 

8. OJ c01J1i~tg to rest, and of rest. 
238b 23. Since everything that is capa.ble of movement is either 

moving or at rest when, where, and in the way in which it is capablF. 
of moving, that which is coming to a stand must be moving j for If 
not, it will be at rest, hut that which is at rest r.annot be coming to 
rest. It follows that coming to rest must be in time, since that 
which moves moves in time. This also follows from the fact that 
'faster' and 'slower' imply time, and a thing may come to rest 
faster or slower. 

31. Whatever be the primary time in which a thing comes to rest, 
it is coming to rest in any part of this . For if we divide the time, 
(.r) if the thing is coming to rest in neither of the parts, it will not 
do so in the whole j while (2) if it does so in one only, it will come 
to rest in the whole not primarily but only in virtue of something 
else, as we proved in the case of that which moves. 
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36. As there is no primary time in which that which moves is 

moving, there is none in which that which comes to rest is coming 
to rest; for there is no primary element either of moving or of 
coming to rest. For let the primary time be AB. This cannot 
(I) be without parts j for mo\'ement can not take place in that which 
is without parts (because the moving thing would have to have been 
moved in part of the supposed partiess time), and that which is 
coming to Test is moving. 

23911 6 . But (2) if the time is divisible, the body is coming to 
rest in every part of it, as has been proved before. Since then that 
in which the body comes to rest primarily is a time and not a 
moment, and every time is infini tely divisible, there is nothing in 
which that which comes to rest comes to rest primarily. 

10. Nor is there a time when that which is at rest was first at rest; 
for (1) it did not rest in an indivisible moment, since (a) there is no 
movement in a moment, and there can be rest only in that in which 
there can be movement; and (b) we say a thing is at rest when it is 
in the same condition now as it was before, discern ing rest by the 
use of two moments at least. 

17. (2) But if that at which the thing was first at rest is divisible, 
it is a time, and the thing will be at rest in any of the parts of this 
time; so that there is no first. The reason is that everything that 
rests or moves does so in time, and there is no first time or magni
tude or continuum of any kind, since each is infinitely divisible. 

A thing that moves a certain distance precisely in a certain time is 
not for that time at any part of tis course. 

23. Since everything that moves moves in time and changes from 
something to something, therefore in the time in which it moves per 
se and not by moving in a part of the time, it cannot be over against 
some particular thing primarily. For to rest is for a thing and each 
of its parts to be in the same state for some time, and therefore that 
which is cbanging cannot be as a whole, at the primary time of its 
changing, over against any particular thing j for since every time is 
divisible, it would follow that the thing and its parts were in the same 
state at different parts of the time. 

33. If, instead of this, it is only at one now that the thing is in 
the same state, it will not be over against any particular thing for any 
time, but only at the limi t of time. But in a now, while a thing is 
always over against something, it is not at rest, any more than it 
could be in movement j though it may be said not to be moved. 
That which is in movement is, in the now, not moving, and is over 
against something, but in a period of time it cannot be at rest over 
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against anything; for that which is in movement would then be at 
rest. 

9· Refutation oj uno's arguments against the possibility of movement. 

23gb 5. Zena's argument is unsound. He says that if everything 
is at rest when it is O\·"er against that which is equal to itself, and 
that which is moving always fulfils this condition at a moment, the 
moving affOW must be at rest. This is false; for time is not com~ 

posed of indivisible nows, any more than any other magnitude is 
composed of indivisibles. 

g. There are four arguments of Zeno's about movement which 
are hard to refute, viz. l r) that which says that movement is im
possible because the moving body must a rrive at the halfway point 
before it arrives at the end. This we have dealt with before. 

14. (2) The so·called 'Achilles \ viz. that the slowest thing will 
never be caught up by the quickest; for the pursuer bas first to 
arrive at the point from which the pursued has started, so that the 
slower is always ahead. This is the same argument as that from 
dichotomy, except that the magnitude which is added at each step 
is not divided in half. 

20. The conclusion that the slower is not caught up follows from 
the argument, but depends on the same point as the dichotomy (for 
in both, the moving body's not arriving at the goal arises from a 
particular way of dividing the distance; but in this argument it is 
added that not even that which is reputed to be the quickest 
succeeds in its chase of the slowest), so that the solution also must 
be the same. 

26. The claim that that which is ahead is not caught up is fal se; 
it is not caught up when it is ahead, but it is caught up, if one allows 
that a finite line can be traversed to the end. 

29. (3) The argument mentioned above, which shows that the 
moving arrow res ts . This arises from assuming time to consist of 
moments; if this be denied the argument fails. I 

33. (4) The argument about the masses which move in opposite 
directions along a stadium past masses equal to themselves, some 
from the end of the stadium, (}thers from its turning-point, with 
equal speed; in this argument Zeno thinks it follows that the half 
time is equal to its double. The fallacy consists in supposing that 
things which move with the same speed past a moving object and 
past a resting object of the same size take the same time. 

240a 4. Let the masses at rest be AA; let BB be masses hegin
ning from the turning-point, equal in number and size to these; and 
let rr start from the end, equal in number and size to the A's and 
in speed to the B's. 
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9 . Then (a) the first B and the first r are simultaneously at the end 

ofthe A's. But (6) the r will have passed all the B's, while the B has 
passed only half that number of A's; so that the time occupied is 
the half of the whole time. But (el the first B has at the same time 
passed all the r's; for the first r and the first B will be simul
taneously at the contrary extremes, because both are for an equal 
time opposite the A's. This is the argument; it depends on the 
falsity we have pointed out. 

19. Nor will change from contradictory to contradictory present any 
insuperable difficulty. The suggestion is that if a thing is changing 
from not-white to white and is in neither, it will be neither white nor 
not-white. Hut if a thing is not as a whole in either, it does not follow 
that it cannot be said to be either white or not· white j for we call a 
thing white or not-white not because it is as a whole one of these 
but because most of its parts or its most important parts are. 

26. Similarly with being and not-being, and other contradictories; 
the thing will necessarily be in one of the opposite states, though 
not in either as a whole. 

29. So too with the objection that the circle. the sphere, or any· 
thing that returns on itself, will be at rest, since both they and their 
parts are for a certain time in the same place; so that they will be 
resting and moving at the same time. We answer that (I) the parts 
are not for any time in the same place, (2) the whole is always 
changing its position; for the curves starting from A, from B, and 
from any other point a re not the same except per accidens, as the 
musical and the man are the same. T hus the one curve is always 
changing into the olher, and will never be at rest. 

10. That which lIas Itot parts cannot move. 

240b 8. \Ve next maintain that that which is without parts cannot 
move except incidelllally, by virtue of presence in a moving body, 
as when the contents of a ship are moved by the movement of the 
ship, or a part by the movement of the whole. (By I without parts' 
I mean indivisible in respect of quantity.) 

13. For there is a difference between the movement of parts in 
virtue of the parts themselves and their movement in virtue of the 
movement of the whole. One can see this best in the sphere. 
The speed of the parts near the centre, that of those at the outside, 
and that of the whole are not the same, which implies that there is 
not one single movement. 

11. That which is Without parts, then, can only be moved in
cidentally. For (r) let it cbange from AB to Br, whether from 
magnitude to magnitude, from. place to place, or from contradictory 
to contradictory; and let the primary time of the change be a . 

20 
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23. Then at the time of the change it must be (a) in AB or (b) in 
:ar or (c) part in the one, part in the other. (c) is impossible j for 
then it would need to have parts. (b) is impossible. because then it 
would have already changed. (a) therefore must be the case; and 
therefore it will be at rest. 

30. Thus that which is without parts cannot move, or in general 
change ; it could do 50 only if time consisted of nows; then it would 
always have changed and would never be changing. 

241"' 2 But we have shown this to be impossible. Time does not 
consist of nows, a line of points, or a movement of jerks. He who 
analyses motion into partless motions is doing what corresponds to 
analysing ti me into nOW5 or a line into points. 

6. (2) The following argument also shows that neither a point nor 
anything indivisible can be moved. Nothing that is moved can be 
moved a distance greater than itself, before it is moved a distance 
equal to or less than itself. This then will be true of a point. But 
since it is indivisible, it cannot move a distance less than itself; 
therefore it must move one equal to itself. Therefore the line will 
be composed of points; for if a point is moved always an equal 
distance it will measure out the whole line. If this is impossible, so 
is the movement of an indivisible. 

15. (3) If everything is moved in time, and nothing in a now, and 
all time is divisible, there must be for any moving body a time less 
than that in which it is moved a distance equal to itself. For that 
in which it is moved this distance will be a time, since everything 
that is moved is moved in time j and we have shown that every time 
is divisible. If then a point is moved, there will be a time less than 
that in which it was moved its own length. But this is impossible ; 
for in a less time it must move a less distance. Thus the indivisible 
will be divisible into smaller parts, as the time will be in to shorter 
times. 

23 . The indivisible could be moved only if movement were 
possihle in an atomic now; movement in a now and movemen't of 
an indi visible go logicalJy together. 

Can change be infinite? 

26. There is no infinite change; (or all change of whatever kind 
is (rom something to something. Of change from contradictory to 
contradictory the positive and the negative are the boundaries 
(e g. being and not-being); of change between contraries, the con
traries. These are the extremes of change, and thererore both of 
alteration and of increase and diminution. The limit of increase is 
the complete magnitude answering to a thingls proper nature; the 
limit of diminution is the loss of this. 



b 2. Locomotion is not thus limited; for not all of it is between 
extremes; but since that which is incapable of being cut, in the 
sense that it is impossible for it to be cut, cannot be being cut, 
neither can that which is incapable of changing be in course of 
changing. 

S. If, then, that which is in local movement were to move to
wards some place, it must be capable of completing the movement. 
Therefore its movement is not boundless, nor can it move with a 
boundless mo\'ement. since it could not complete it. 

II. Thus there cannot be a movement that is not enclosed by 
boundaries; but we have to consider whether a movement which is 
single may not be temporally infinite. There is nothing to prevent 
eternal movement if a change of movement be allowed (e g. loco· 
motion being succeeded by alteration and that by increase and that 
by generation); but there is only one slngle motion that can be 
eternal, viz. rotation. 

BOOK VIr 

r. Whatever is in movemel1t is moved by somelhitlg. 

241b 34. Wbatever is in movement is moved by something; for if 
(r) it has not its source of movement in itself, it is evidently moved 
by something else; and if (2) it has its source of movement in itself, 
take AB, which is moved per se and not because one of its parts is in 
movement. 

39. Then (a) to suppose that AB is moved by itself, because it 
is moved as a whole and not by anything outside, is as if, when KA 
moves AM and is itself in movement, one were to deny that KM is 
moved by anything, because one did not see which part moved and 
which was moved. 

44. (b) That which is not moved by something need not stop 
being in movement because something else is at rest, but if anything 
is at rest because something else bas stopped moving, that thing 
must be moved by something. It follows that everything that is in 
movement is moved by something. For AB, which has been 
assumed to be in movement, must be divisible, since everything that 
is in movement is divisible. Let it be divided at r. Then if rB is 
not in movement AJ3 will not be so j for if it were, Ar would be in 
movement while TB was at rest j so that AB would not be in move
ment per se, as it was supposed to be. If TB is not in movement, 
then, AB must be at rest. But that which must be at rest when 
something else is not in movement has been admitted to be moved 
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by something. Therefore everything that is in movement is moved by 
something. 

There IS a first movent which is ?lot moved by any/fling dse. 

242n 49. Everything that is in movement must be moved by some· 
thing j therefore if something is moved locally by something else 
that is in movement, and again that which moves it is moved by 
something else that is in movement, and so on, there must be a 
first movent which sets a limit to the series j for let us suppose that 
there is not, and that the series is infinite. 

55. Let A be moved by B, B by r, r by 6., and so on. Since 
then it is assumed that that which moyes moves by being moved, 
the movement of moved and mover must be si multaneous (since the 
mover moves and the moved is moved simultaneously); evidently 
therefore the movement of all the bodies involved will be simul
taneous. Let the movement of A be E; that of B, Z j let those of 
r, A be H, 0. For each is always moved by another, yet each has a 
numerically single movement j for all movement is from something to 
something, and is not infinite in respect of its extremes. By a single 
movement I mean one between the same extremes in a numerically 
identical time. 

69. For movement may be one generically, when it is in respect 
of the same category; specifically, when it is between specifically 
identical limits j or numerically, when it is between numerically 
identical limits in a self·identical time. 

b 42. Let the time in which A has suffered its motion be K. Since 
the movement of A is limited, so is the time. But since the mover 
and the moved are infinite, the movement EZH0 composed of all 
the separate movements will be infinite (it matters not whether the 
movements of the other bodies are equal to or greater than that of 
A). Since A and each of the others are moved simultaneously, the 
whole movement will be in the same time as that of A ; and that of 
A is in a limited time; so that there must be infinite movement in 
finite time; but this is impossible. 

53. The point might seem to have been proved thus, but it is 
not a complete proof, because no impossible result has been 
deduced; for there may be an infinite movement in a finite time, if 
there be not one but several subjects. And this is what happens 
here ; each subject is moved with its own motion, but it is not 
impossible for many to be moved at once. 

59. But if that which causes local and bodily movement directly 
must either touch or be continuous with what it moves (as we see 
in every case), the moved and the mover must be either continuous 
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or in contact, and thus must form a unity. 'Whether this is fi nite or 
infinite makes no difference to our present point; in any case if the 
subjects are infinite in number the movement will be infinite, if 
the movements may be either equal or progressively greater; for we 
will take as actual what is possible. If then the whole composed of 
ABr.6. is either finite or infinite, and is moved with the movement 
EZH0 in the time K, and this lime is limited, either something finite or 
something infinite completes an infinite movement in a finite time. 
But neither is possible; so there must be a limit-a first mover and 
a first moved. The fact that the impossible result has been deduced 
from a hypothesis makes no difference; for the hypothesis has been 
assumed to be possible, and if what is possible is assumed to exist, 
no impossible result should follow. 

2 . The mover and the moved must be in contatt. 

243~ 32. The proximate mover is always together with the moved, 
in the sense that there is nothing between them. Since there are 
three kinds of motion- in respect of place, quality, and quantity
there must be Ihree kinds of mover. Let us speak first (A) of loco· 
motion, the primary kind of motion. 

n. Everything that is moved locally is moved either by itself 
or by something else. ( I) In things that are moved by themselves, 
the mover and the moved are obviously together, i.e. without in ter
mediate. 

IS . (2) Movement by another thing may take place in four ways 
-pulling, pushing, carrying, rotating. For all locomotions are 
reducible to these; pushing on is pushing in which that which is 
causing motion away from itself follows up what it pushes.i pushing 
away occurs when the mover does not follow up; thrO\vi ng occurs 
when the mover causes a motion away from itself more violent than 
the natural motion of that which it moves, and the object moves so 
long as the imparted motion controls it. 

b 3. Agai n, pushing apart is pushing away (for this may be either 
away from the pusher or away from something else), and pushing 
together is pulling (for this may be either to the puller or to something 
else). Similarly with the varieties of tbese, e.g. (in weaving) battening 
(a variely of pushing together), shedding (a variety of pushing apart). 
So too the other forms of combinat ion and separation, except those 
involved in becoming and perishing, are forms of pushing apart or of 
pushing together. At the same time it is evident that combination 
and separation do not form a separate kind of movement j for all 
form s of these can be allotted to one of the aforesaid kinds. 

12. Again, inhaling is pulling. and exhaling is pushing. So with 
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spitting j and generally the excretive movements are forms of pushing 
away, the assimilative movements forms of pUlling. All other kinds 
of locomotion similarly fall under the four named. 

16. Of these, again, carrying and rotating are reducible to pulling 
and pushing. For carrying is always dependent on one of the other 
three forms j for that which is carried is moved per acddens, because 
it is in or on a moving object and that which carries it is in doing 
so being either pulled or pushed or rotated. And rotation is a com· 
bination of pulling and pushing j that which is rotating something 
else must pull part of it and push another part. So that if that 
which pushes or pulls is together with that which it pushes or pulls, 
there is nothing between that which is moved locally and that wnich 
moves it. 

2441\-7. The same result follows from the definitions. Pushing is 
moving either from the pusher or from something else to something 
else; pulling is moving from something else either to the puller or 
to something else, when the movement is more rapid than that 
which tends to separate the two continuous things from each other; 
for it is thus that the one thing is pulled on with the other. (It 
might be thought that there is a different kind of pulling, as when 
wood draws the fire j but it makes no difference whether that which 
pulls is in motion or at rest j in the latter case it pulls to where it 
is, in the former to where it was.) Now it is impossible to move 
something either from the mover to something else, or from some· 
thing else to the mover, without touching it, so that plainly there is 
nothing between that which is moved locally and that wh ich moves it. 

b 2 . Nor (B) is there anything between that which changes quality 
and that which causes it to change. This is plain by induction j 

for we assume that th ings that change quality change in respect of 
the so ·caned affective qualities. For every body differs from every 
other either in virtue of more or fewer of the sensible qualities, or by 
having the same qualities in a different degree j and that which is 
altered in quality is altered by these same things. 

6 . For these are affections of the quality in ques tion; a thing is 
altered by being warmed, sweetened, condensed, &c., lifeless and living 
things alike and the non·sensitive and sensitive parts of hving things 
alike. For in a way even the senses suffer alteration j for actual 
sensation is a movement transmitted through the body, in which the 
senses suffer an alteration. 

12. In those respects in which a lifeless thing is altered, a living 
thing is so too, but not vice versa j a lifeless thing is not altered in 
respect of sense-organs, and it is not aware of being affected, while 
a living thing is. Yet even a living th ing may fail to notice its being 
affected if the change is not in respect of its sense·organs. 
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24Sa 2. If, then, it is by sensible objects that things are altered, 

clearly the proximate cause of alteration and the proximate subject 
of it must be together. The air is continuous with the cause of 
alteration, and the percipient body with the air. Again, the colour 
is continuous with the light, and the light with the eye. So too 
with hearing and smell- the air is the proximate cause of alteration j 

and the sa VOUT is in contact with the organ of tasle. Similarly with 
lifeless and insensitive things. Therefore there is nothing between 
the cause and the subject of alteration. 

II. (C) Nor is there anything between the cause and the subject 
of increase j the primary cause effects increase by being added to 
the subject of it so as to become one. Similarly with diminution. 
The cause, then, either of increase or of diminution must be 
continuous with the subject of it, and between things that are can· 
tinuous there is no intermed iate. 

16. Thus there is nothing between the proximate subject and the 
proximate cause of movement. 

3. All alteration pertai1ls to settsible qualities. 

24Sb 3. That everything that is altered is altered by sensible 
qualities, and that alteration is found only in things that can be 
affected per se by such, may be seen from what follows. Of other 
things, it is most of all in shapes) and in states of being and the 
acquisition or loss of them, that alteration might be thought to 
occur; but it does not in either. 

9. For (r) (a) when a thing has been shaped we do not call it by 
the name of the material ; we do not say that the statue is bronze, 
but that it is of bronze. But that which has undergone alteration 
we do call by the name of the material; we say that the bronze is 
liquid, and that the liquid is bronze, calling the material by the same 
name as the property it has acquired . 

246a I. SO that if when a shape is acquired the resultant is not 
called by the name of the material, but when an alteration is under· 
gone the resultant is so called, becol1lings of the former kind are not 
alterations. 

4. (b) It would be absurd to describe a man who had come into 
being as having been altered; coming into being involves alteration 
in something (e.g. the condensation or rarefaction of the materia!), 
but it is not the things that come into being that are altered, nor is 
their coming into being alteration. 

10. (2) Nor are the states either 
alterations. For (a) such states are 
and neither of these is an alteration. 

of the body or of the soul 
either excellences or defects, 
Excellence is a perfecting (for 
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when a thing has acquired its own excellence, it is said to be perfect, 
since it is then most in accordance with its nature); and defect is a 
destroying of perfection. 

17. As, then, we do not call the completion of a house an altera
tion (for it would be absurd if the coping-stone were an alteration) 
or if the house were altered rather than completed by the addition 
of it), so with the excellences and defects j they are perfectings or 
departures from perfection, and therefore not alterations. 

b 3. (b) All the excellences depend on the existence of a certain 
relation . For (i) the excellences of the body depend on a propor
tionate mixture of hot and cold materials, either within the body or 
between the body and its environment. Health, beauty, strength, 
etc., depend on such a relation, and dispose their possessor well 
with respect to the affections by which it is brought into being or 
destroyed. 

lO. Since then relations are not alterations, and are not the 
subjects of alte ration, generation, or any change, neither are states, 
nor their acquisition or loss, alterations j though no doubt their 
generation or destruction involves the alteration of something (as 
does that of form), e.g. of hot and cold, or dry and wet, or of that .. 
in which these are directly present, for each defect and excellence is 
concerned with the things by which the possessor of the excellence 
or defect tends to be altered; excellence makes it impassIve, or 
passive in a particular way, to these j defect makes it passive, or 
impassive in the contrary way, to them. 

20. And similarly (ii) the states of the mind depend on a certain 
relation ; the excellences are perfectings, the defects faIlings away. 
Excellence disposes its possessor well, defect badly, to its proper 
affections. Therefore these too, and the loss or acquisition of them, 
are l1{Jt alterations. 

247R. 6. But their coming into being involves alteration of the 
sensitive organ. And it is altered by sensible objects; for all moral 
excellence is concerned with pleasures and pains, and these depend 
on action, memory, or hope. Those arising in the course of action 
depend on sensation and must therefore be stirred by a sensible 
object, and those depending on memory or hope arise from memory 
or hope of the pleasures of action. Thus all such pleasure is sti rred 
by sensible objects. 

14. Since defect and excellence depend on the arising in us of 
pleasure and pain, and these are affections of tbe sensitive part, it 
must be in consequence of alteration in something that we lose or 
acquire the excellences and defects; so that thei r coming into being 
involves alteration, but they are not alterations. 

b 1. Nor (iii) are the states of the thinking part alterations) nor is 
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there generation of them. For (n) the knowing faculty depends, 
much the most, on the exister:ce of a certain relation. (f3) That 
which potentially has knowledge becomes actually in possession of 
knowledge not by any change in itself, but by something coming to 
be present to it. For when the particular occurs, one knows the 
universal by virtue of it. (y) There is no generation of the exercising 
of potential knowledge-unless one thinks there is generation of 
seeing or of touching. (8) The original acquisi tion of knowledge is 
not generation or alteration; for it is by our thought coming to rest 
that we a TC said to know, and there is no generation of rest, any 
more than of any change. 

13. (t:) As, when a man recovers from drunkenness, sleep, or 
disease, we do not say he has reacquired knowledge by a process of 
generation (though he could not use it before), neither do we so 
speak when he originally acquires the knowledge; for it is by the 
sett ling down of the soul from its natural disturbance that knowledge 
is acquired . The reason why children cannot learn or discriminate 
by the senses as well as thei r elders is that the d isturbance is great 
in their case. The settling down with regard to some objects is 
produced by nature, with regard to others by other causes, but in 
both cases by some alteration in the body, as when mental activity 
is recovered after drunkenness or sleep. 

248a 6 . Evidently, then, alteration depends on sensible objects 
and takes place in the sensi tive part of the soul, and in noth ing else 
save per QCCide'ls. 

4. Comparison 0/ movements. 

2481\ 10. The question may be asked whether all movements are 
comparable in respect of speed. If they are, (t) curves will be com
parable in length with straight lines, (2) it will be possible for an 
alteration and a locomotion to be equal if they have been accom
plished in equal times, so that a sensible affec tion will be equal to 
a length j which is impossible. Perhaps we should say then that 
movements are equal in speed when the objects have suffered equal 
movements, but that no affection is equal to a length) and therefore 
the movements are not comparable. 

18. (A) H ow will this work out in the case of the circle and the 
straight line? (a) It would be absurd if the motion of one thing in 
a straight line and that of another in a circle could not be of the 
same speed. 

22. (6) It makes no difference if we say the one must be faster or 
slower j for then a curve would be greater or less than a st raight line, 
and therefore might be equal to it. For if in time A the faster thing 
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has travelled along a curve B and the slower along a straight line r, 
B will be greater than r. But the faster also travels an equal 
distance in a less time ; 50 there will be a part of A in which n will 
travel a part of the curve equal to the straight line that r covers in 
the whole of A. The fact remains that if the motions are comparable, 
there will be a straight line equal to a circle. But the lines are not 
comparable j so neither are the motions. Things that are not ca.lled 
by the same name in the same sense are incomparable. W'e cannot 
compare a pen, a wine, and the highest note of the scale in respect 
of sharpness, because they are al1 called sharp only by an ambiguity j 
we can compare the highest note and that next to it, because they 
are called sharp in the same sense. May we not say then that 
'fast' does not rnean the same thing when applied to circular and 
rectilinear motion, and still less when applied to alteration and 
locomotion? 

b12. But it is not strictly true that if things are called by the same 
name in the same sense they are comparable. 'Much' means the 
same when applied to water and to air, but they are not comparable. 
If this be denied, at least' double' always means the same, but not ' 
all things that are double of something else are comparable. Or are 
we to maintain that these words are ambiguous? The very defini
tions of some things are ambiguous. If' much' means' so much 
and more ', 'so much' is different things in different cases j 'equal', 
'one', and' two' are similarly ambiguous. For why should some 
things be comparable and others not, if a single nature were involved 
in every case? I 

21. Or arc we to say that things are incomparable when the direct 
recipients of the attribute in question are different ? A horse and 
a dog are comparable in respect of A('lIKOT)]i because the direct 
recipient of A(vdT1]i, surface, is self·identical. So too they are com
parable in respect of magnitude. But water and a voice are not 
comparable in respect of A.ruKOT1]i because the recipients of the quality 
are different. 

25. This solution must be rejected, (r) because at that rate we 
could maintain that all attributes, such as 'equal', 'sweet', 'white:, 
are the same, but found in different recipients. Besides, (2) there 
can only be one direct recipient of one a ttribute. 

249!1. 3. Are we to say then that, for things to he comparable, not 
only must they be univocal but also neither the attribute nor its 
recipient must admit of difference? E.g. colour admits of difference; 
and therefore we cannot compare things in respect of colouredness, 
though we may in respect of whiteness. 

8. Similarly, in respect of motion, two things are of equal speed 
by virtue of being moved equal amounts in equal times. If then 
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one thing has been altered over a certain part of its length, and 
another has moved an equal distance, are the two motions equal in 
speed? This is absurd; the reason is that there are different species 
of motion. 

12. If, to avoid this difficulty, we say that things that are locafly 
moved an equal distance in an equal time are equally fast, we get the 
paradoxical result that a straight line and a curve can be equal. 
' Vhy are these motions incomparable; is it because motion is a genus, 
or because the line is a genus? Though the time is the same, if the 
lines differ in species the movements do so too. Sometimes the 
organs used, e.g. feet or wings, also seem to differentiate the motions, 
but this is not so j it is by the sbape of their paths that motions are 
differentiated. Thus we reach the result that it is things that move 
along the same path in an equal time that are equally fast, and 
a path that is identical in kind is also identical as regards the move
ment along it; so that this is what we must look to, to determine 
bow movement is differentiated. 

!lI. Our argument shows that the genus movement is not un
differentiated; but many si milar cases escape notice; and there are 
among cases of equivocation some where the meanings are far apart, 
some where they have a certain likeness, some where they almost form 
a genus or an analogy and are therefore not recognized as equivoca
tions. 

!l5. What, then, is the condition of a difference of species - the 
presence of the same attribute in different subjects, or of different 
att ributes in different subjects? By what criterion are we to judge 
that whiteness or sweetness is a single thing, or that it is not? Are 
we to say it is different because it appears different in different 
subjects, or because it is not self identical at all? 

!lg . (B) With regard to alteration, how can one be of equal speed 
with another? If getting well is an alteration, one man may get 
well quickly and another slowly, or two men in the same time, so 
that there \vill be alterations of equal speed; for tvi'O things were 
altered in an equal time. But altered what? vVe cannot say 
' equally',; what answers here to equality in quantity is likeness. 

b 4. Let us say that that is of equal speed which undergoes the 
same change in an equal time. Are we to compare the subjects of 
the attributes, or the attributes themselves? In the case taken 
above, since health is self-identical, we may assume that it is present 
without difference of degree; but if there be two different attributes, 
jf e.g. one thing is getting white and another is getting well, there is 
no identity, equality, or likeness, inasmuch as the differences of 
attribute make different species of alteration, as differences of path 
make different species of locomotion . 
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II. Thus we must grasp how many species there are of alteration, 
and of locomotion. If the proper subjects of two changes differ in 
species, the changes will do so too j if in genus, in genus; if 
numerically, numerically. But arc the I proper subjects of change " 
to whose identity or difference we must look to determine whether 
two alterations arc of equal speed, the attributes or the subjects of 
the attributes (e.g. the ex tents of the two objects that have become 
white)? Or should we look to both, and call the alterations identical 
or different by virtue of the auributc, and equal or unequal by 
virtue of the subject? 

19. (C) Similarly we must ask under what conditions two comings 
into being or destructions are of equal speed . The answer is 'if two 
things specifically alike, e.g. two men (not two animals) corne into 
being in the same time '. One coming into being is quicker than 
another if specifically different things come into being in equal 
times (for we have not names for the two things between which the 
difference exists, as we have for the two things between which unlike
ness exists)- or, if the theory which reduces substance to number 
is true, if a greater number and a lesser though specifically like 
number come into existence in a given time; but we have no general 
name for the relation between different substances (answering to' in
equality J for quantities and 'unlikeness' for qualities), nor for the 
two relata (answering to 'more J and' less' for qualilies and I greater', 
and' smaller' for quantities). 

s. The pn''IIcipie of virtual velocities. 

249b27. That which is setting in motion is always setting some, 
thing in motion, in a certain time, and to a certain distance (for 
when it is causing motion it always has caused motion, so that there 
must be a certain distance that has been traversed, and in a certain 
time). Let A then be the mover, B the moved, r the distance 
traversed, ~ the time. Then ( I ) an equal force will move half of B 
twice the distance in an equal time, or (z) the same distance in half 
the time j and since (3) the same force moves the same thing 
a certain distance in a certain time and half the distance in half the 
time, (4) half the force (E) will move half of B (Z) the same distance 
in the same time. 

25089. (5) If E moves Z a distance r in time ~ , it does not follow 
that E moves zZ half of r in time ~; therefore (6) if A moves B 
a distance I' in time ~) half of A will not necessarily move B in time 
~ or in any part of it a distance half of r j for it may not move it at 
all; if it did, it would follow that one man could move a ship, since 
both the force of the hauliers and the distance they move the ship 
can be divided into as many parts as there are men. 
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19. Therefore Zena is not right in saying that any part, bowever 
small, of a grain of millet must in falling make a sound j for it may 
be that it would not in any length of time move that extent of air 
which the whole medimnus would. Nor does it even move so great 
a part of the whole as it would move if it were alone; for no part 
even exists, otherwise than potentially, in the whole. 

25. But (7) if each of two forces moves one of two weights 
a certain distance in a certain time, the forces together will move 
the weights taken together an equal d istance in an equal time; for 
proportion is then preserved. 

28. Does this hold of alteration and of increase? There is some
thing that causes increase, something that is increased, a certain 
time, and a certain amount by which the one increases the other,
and so with alteration; in twice the time there will be twice the 
change, and twice the change will occupy twice the time; half the 
patient will be changed in half the time (or the patient will be 
changed half as much in half the time), or twice as much in an equal 
time. But in half the time the agent will not necessarily alLer or 
increase half the patient, or alter or increase the patient half as much, 
but may do so not at all, as in the case of a force moving a weight. 

BOOK VIII 
I. There always Ilas been and a/ways will be movement. 

250b II. Has movement come into being and does it cease to be, 
or is it eternal and incessant, the life, as it were, of all natural things? 

IS. All natural philosophers maintain the existence of movement, 
because they are making a theory of the world and of generation 
and destruction, which involve movement. But those who say there 
are infinite worlds, some coming into being, some ceasing to be, say 
motion is eternal (for their comings into being and passings away 
involve motion), while those who say there is one universe, assume 
movement to be or not to be eternal, according as they assume the 
universe to be or not to be eternal. 

23 . If it is possible for motion ever not to be, that must happen 
in one of two ways: (I) as Anaxagoras says, viz. that when all things 
had been together and at rest for an infinite time, reason introduced 
motion and order into them, or (2) as EmpedocJes says, viz. that 
things move when Love is making one out of many or Strire many 
out of one, and rest in the intervals. 

2511\ 5. To consider the question will be of service both to the 
study of nature and to the study of the first cause. 

S. (I) Let us start from the result of our previous discussions. We 
say that movement is the actualization of the movable qua movable. 
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There must therefore be th ings capable of moving with each kind of 
movement. And apart from the definition, everyone would admit 
that movement implies things capable of the several kinds of move
ment ; so that there must be something inflammable before there is 
a being burned, something capable of setting on fire before there is 
a setting on fire. 

16. These things then must either have come into being or be eter
nal. If each of them came into being, there must have been, previous 
to the assumed change, a change that brought them into being ; 
while the suggestion that they pre-existed already but there was no 
movement seems absurd at first sight, and will seem still more so on 
further reflect ion. 

23. For if, while there are things capable of being moved and things 
capable of causing movement, there are to be sometimes a first 
mover and a first moved and at other times rest, there must have 
been a previous change; for there must have been a cause of this 
rest j for comi ng to rest is a negation of movement. So there will 
be change before the supposed first change. 

28. For some th ings cause motion in one way only, others cause 
contrary movements-fire burns and does not chill , knowledge is of 
contraries. Yet even in the former class there seems to be some· 
thing similar; for what is cold in a way causes beat by retiring, as a 
man with knowledge errs voluntarily when he uses his knowledge' 
perversel y. 

b I. But at any rate things capable of causing and suffering move· 
ment are so capable only when in a certain condition and in mutual 
proximity, and when these conditions are fulfilled they move and 
are moved. 

5. If then they were not always in movement, they were not in the 
condition in which they were capable of moving and being moved, 
but one of them had to undergo a change j for if two things not in 
a certain relation are to get into it, at least one must change. There
fore there will be a change before the first change. 

10. (2) Besides, how can there be a before and after when there is 
not time ; or time when there is not motion? If time is the number 
of motion, or itself a motion) and if there is always time, motion 
must be eternal. But with one exception all philosophers are agreed 
in saying that time has not come into being, and Democritus uses 
this to re fu te the view that all things have come into being. Plato 
alone generates time; for he makes it simultaneous with the hea vens, 
and says these have corne into being. 

19. If then it is impossible for time either to be or to be conceived 
without the now, and the now is a mean, the beginning of the future 
and the end of the past, time must be eternal j for the end of any 
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time that may be supposed to be the last will be in a now (since 
there is nothing in time but nows) and therefore will have time on 
both sides of it. But if time is eternal, so is motion, since time is 
an attribute of motion. 

28. The same argument «I) above) shows motion to be imperish
able. As in discussing the generation of motion we saw there would 
be a change before the supposed first change, so now there must be 
one after the last; for a thing does not at the same time cease to 
be moved and to be movable, or to be capable of causing motion 
and to be causing it. And the destructive agent will have to be 
destroyed when it has done its destroying, and that which destroys it 
will have later to be destroyed; for destruction itself is a change. 
If these results are impossible, motion is clearly eternal; indeed, 
the opposite view is fantastic. 

252!1. 5. The same may be said of the view that 'such is the 
nature of things' and that this must be regarded as a principle; as 
when Empedocles says that it is the nature of things that Love and 
Strife should rule in turn and that there should be rest in the inter
vals. Those who believe in a single principle, like Anaxagoras, 
would probahly say the same. 

II. But nothing disordered exists by nature; nature is the cause 
of order. Now there is no ratio between infinite and infinite j but 
all order is ratio. That there should be rest for an infinite time 
and then movement, but nothing to account for its beginning now 
rather than before, this is not nature's work. For what is by nature 
is either invariable, like the upward motion of fire, or its variation 
has a law. 

19. Hence it is better, with Empedocles, to make the universe 
rest and move in turn; for there is some order in this. But even 
one who says this should not merely say it but support it by induc
tion or demonstration; for the assumed principles do not explain 
the al ternation, nor was this thei r essence; their essence was to 
bring together and to separate respectively. 

27. If he is to give definiteness to his alternation, he should quote 
instances, as he justifies the roles assigned to Love and Strife in the 
universe by pointing to their roles in human life. He should also 
justify his assignment of equal times to motion ancl rest. 

32. In general, it is not enough to assign as a cause that' things 
always are so', as Democritus says' it happened so before I. What 
he says is true enough of some cases, but he is not justified in 
generalizing. The triangle always has its angles equal to two right 
angles, but there is a reason for this eternalness ; whereas first 
principles are eternal and have 1to ulterior cause. 

b 5. This then is our proof that motion is elernal. 
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2. Rifulalio1l Of o/Jjections to tlte dernity oj movetltwt. 

2521. ,. The contrary view is not bard to refute. The following 
reasons seem to favour the possibility of a beginning of movement. 
(1) No change is eternal j for all change is from something to some
thing, so that the contrary termini must form a limit to movement. 

12. (2) We see, even among lifeless things, movement starting in 
things of which neither the whole nor any part is in movement. 

17. (3) This is clearest in the case of living things j movement 
starts in ourselves when there is no movement in us and no external 
mover. Tilis we do not see in lifeless things, which need an external 
mover i but if an animal is ever completely at rest, movement can 
be originated in an unmoving thing from within. And if this can 
happen in an animal, why not in the universe, if what is infinite can 
be said as a whole to move or to rest? 

28. (r) The first statement is true, that there cannot be a self
identical eternal movement between the same two opposites. This 
must be so, if it is possible for the motion of a self-identical thing 
not to be self-identical; if) e.g.) the sound produced by a single 
string is constantly different, though the string is in the same con
dition and struck in the same way. However this may be, there is no 
reason why there should not be a movement which is self-identical 
by virtue of being continuous and eternal; this will become clearer' 
later. 

25311. 2. (2) The fact that a thing which is not moving begins to 
move presents no difficulty, if at one time there is something that 
will move it from outside and at another there is not. But the 
question remains how the same thing can at one time be moved 
and at another not, by the same mover j this is the same as the 
question why the universe does not consist of things always at rest 
and things always in movement. 

7. (3) The case of living things offers the greatest difficulty) as 
seeming to show that movement can begin without an external 
mover. 

II. But this appearance is false. For we see some part of an 
animal to be always in movement j and the cause of this is not the 
animal) but presumably the environment. An animal originates in 
itself not all movement, but locomotion. It is possible, or rather 
necessary, that many movements should be started by the environ
ment) and that some of these should move thought or desire) and 
that this should move the whole animal, as happens in the case of 
sleep j there is no perceptive movement present, but there is some 
movement, and as a result the animal awakes. But this will be 
made clear by what follows. 
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3. Tlzere are things Inal are sometimes in movement, sometimes at rest. 

253" 22. OUT starting-point is identical with the starting-point of 
inquiry into the above-named problem j it is the question why some 
things are sometimes in movement, sometimes at rest. Either 

(J) All things are always at rest, or 
(2) All things are always in movement, or 
(3) Some things are in movement, others at rest, and of these 

either 
(a) the former arc always in movement, the latter always at rest,or 
(b) all are sometimes in movement, sometimes at rest, or 
(c) some things are always at rest, some always in movement, 

some sometimes at rest, sometimes in movement. 

The last of these possibilities removes aU the difficulties, and the 
assertion of its truth will terminate our work. 

32. To maintain (1) that all things are at rest and to afTer argu~ 
ment for this view, abandoning sense-perception, is a weakness of 
thought, and casts doubt not on a detail but on a system j it opposes 
not only physics, but practicaLLy all the sciences and all ordinary 
opinions. 

b 2. Besides, as objections to first principles do not concern the 
mathematician or any other scientist, this view does not concern the 
physicist; for it is his assumption that nature is a principle of 
movement. 

6. To say (2) that all things are in movement is false, but less 
subversive of physics; for though nature was defined as a principle 
of rest, as of movement, movement is what is typical of nature j and 
some say that all things are always in movement, but that this 
esca}Jes our senses. Though they do not specify what kind of 
movement they mean, or whether they mean all, it is easy to reply 
to them. 

13. For (a) neither increase nor diminution can be continuous; 
there is also the intermediate state. The argument is like that about 
the wearing away of stones by the dripping of water; if the dripping 
has removed so much, it does not follow tbat it removed half the 
amount in half the time; as in the case of the hauling of a ship, so 
many drops produce so much change, but a smaller number would 
in no length of time produce an equal amount. 'Vhat is removed 
is divisible into parts, but none of them was moved separately, but 
all together. Evidently then there need not be something always 
passing away because the process of diminution is infinitely divisible j 
the withdrawal may be at a moment. 

23. Similarly (b) with any change of quality; (i) the change need 
40111 
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not be infinitely dlvisible because the thing that is changed is so; 
it often takes place aU at -once, as in the case of freezing. Again, 
(ii) when anything has fallen ill, a time must elapse in which it 
becomes well; the change cannot take place in a moment; and tbe 
new process is a process towards health and not towards anything 
else. Thus to say that change of quality is continuous is to contradict 
obvious facts; for change is to a contrary state, but a stone is not 
al ways becoming harder or softer. 

31. And (c) with regard to locomotion, (i) it would be strange if it 
could escape our notice whether a stone was falling, or resting on 
the earth. Again, (ii) each of the four elements rests in its proper 
place, and moves from it only under compulsion; if then some of 
them are in their proper places, all things cannot be moving locally. 

~543. I. These and similar arguments show that things cannot all 
be always in motion, or all always at rest. But (3 a) neither are 
some always at rest, others always in motion, and none sometimes 
at rest and sometimes in motion . We reply to this, as to the 
previous views, (i) that we see the change from motion to rest and 
vice versa taking place, in the same subjects. 

8. We say (ii) that the theory is fighting obvious facts. There 
can be neither increase nor compulsory motion, unless a thing that 
is at rest can begin to move contrary to nature; thus this view does 
away with generation and destruction. Now all are practically 
agreed in thinking that motion is a sort of generation and destruc~ 

tion; for what a thing is changing into, this or in this it comes to 
be, and what it is changing from, this passes away or the thing 
passes away from this. Clearly then there are cases of occasional 
motion and occasional rest. 

IS. (3 b) The view that all things are sometimes at rest and 
sometimes in motion must be confronted with our former arguments. 
Let us start from the old enumeration of possible views. 

~3. We may continue the refutation of view (r). If all things 
are really at rest, as those maintain who make being infinite and 
unchangeable, at least they no not seem so to sense-perception. 
Now if false opinion, or indeed any opinion or imagination, exists, 
or if things seem sometimes so and sometimes otherwise, motion 
exists; for imagination and opinion are thought to be motions of a 
kind. 

30. But to consider this question, and to seek argument where 
we are too well off to need argument, is to judge badly of the better 
and the worse, the credible and the incredible, the ultimate and the 
non-ultimate. 

33 . Views (2) and (3 a) are similarly impossible. The answer to 
all these views is that we see some things sometimes moving and 
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sometimes resting. We have sti ll to consider whether (3 b) or (3 c) 
is the true view. 

4. Whatever is in movement is moved by somethillg else. 

254b 7. Some things are movers or are moved pcr accidens, others 
per se j peraccitiens (I) those that are so in the sense that they belong 
to what moves or is moved, and (2) those that are so in virtue of 
a part of themselves; per se those that are so in neither of these ways. 

12. Of things moved per SC, some are moved by themselves, others 
by something else, and some by nature, others by force j for (a) that 
which is moved by itself is moved by nature (e.g. any animal j the 
whole animal moves itself by nature, though the body may be moved 
ei ther by nature or contrary to nature, according to the movement it 
is making and the element it is composed of) j 

2 0. and (b) of things that are moved by something else (i) some 
are moved naturally and (ii) others contrary to nature, as when earthy 
things move upward or when the parts of animals are moved contrary 
to nature, in respect of their positions or the manner of their move· 
ment. 

24. The fact that that wh ich is in movement is moved by some
thing is most clear (b ii) in things that are in movement contrary to 
nature; 

27. Of things moved naturally it is clearest in (a) those that are 
moved by themselves, i.e. animals . . It is no t obscure whether these 
are moved by something, but only how the analysis into mover and 
moved is to be made; for it seems that the two are separate here as 
in a ship or any artificial construction, and that it is only in this 
sense that animals move themselves. 

33. The chief difficulty concerns (b i) the things that are moved by 
something else, but naturally. What are these, e.g. things light and 
heavy, moved by? They move into uncongenial regions by force, 
but into their proper regions by nature. 

255ft 5. We cannot say they move themselves j for (a) this appertains 
to life, and «(3) if they could, they could also stop themselves, so that 
if it were in the power of fire to move upward, it would be in its 
power to move downward. (y) If they move themselves, it is absurd 
tho.t they shou1d move on1y with one movement. 

12. (8) How call a continuous and naturally united thing move 
itself.? Qua one and continuous, a thing is impassive ; it is only in 
so far as there a re separate parts that one can act and the other be 
acted on j agent and patient must be separate, as we see them to be 
when a lifeless thing is acted on by a living thing. If we could 
analyse the causes we should see the same thing happening within 
living beings. 
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20. The Slme distinction may be found among movents; some 
are so, contrary to nature (e.g. the lever); others, by nature (e.g. the 
actually hot has naturally the power of affecting the potentially hot). 

24. So too that is naturally movable which is potentially of 
a certain quality or size or in a certain place, when it has this 
principle in itself and not per accidens; for the same thing might be 
of a certain quality and of a certain size but the onc might belong to 
the other per accidens. Thus fire and earth are moved by something 
forcibly when they are moved contrary to nature, but naturally when 
their potentialities are actualized. 

30. The existence of different senses of I potentially' is the reason 
why it is not clear by what such things are moved. A learner is 
potentially a knower in a different way from the man who has the 
knowledge but is not exercising it. But always, when that which 
can act and that which can be acted on are together, the potential 
becomes actual j that which is learning, from being potentially one 
thing comes to be potentially another (for the man who has know
ledge without using it is no doubt knowing potentially, but not in the 
same way as he was before he learned); but when he is in this state 
he exercises his knowledge if nothing hinders-or else he would be 
in the opposite state, that of ignorance. 

b 5. Similarly with natural things; the cold is potentially hot, and 
when it has been changed it is actually hot, and burns things if it is 
not prevented. So too with the heavy and the light; what is light 
comes from what is heavy, and is then already light, and will act as 
such if it is not hindered. The activity of what is light is to be in 
the upper region, and it is being hindered when it is in the lower. 
So too with size and with quality. 

13. Yet the question is asked, why light and heavy things move to 
their own regions. The answer is that this is their essence. But 
there is more than one way of being potentially light or heavy. 
When a thing is water, it is potentially light j and when it is air it is 
still potentially light (for it may be prevented from moving up); but 
if the hindrance is removed it becomes actually light and moves 
higher and higher. So too with that which is potentially of a certain 
quality or size. 

24. The person who removes the hindrance in a sense produces 
movement and in a ~ense does not; he produces it only ptraccitkns, 
as a rebounding ball is moved not by the wall but by the thrower. 

29. That no such thing moves itself, then, is clear; but it has 
a principle of movement, not of producing it but of suffering it. If, 
then, all things that are moved are moved ei ther naturally or con
trary to nature, and the latter are all moved by something elsc, while 
of the former both those that are and those that are not moved by 
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themselves are moved by something (e.g. light and heavy things, 
which are moved either by that which made them light or heavy, or 
by that which r~moved the obstacle to their movement), all things 
that aTC in movement are moved by something. 

5. The first fflOfJe1l1 is nol mtJ'{J<d by anylhing oulside ilself. 

'56" 4. (A) Being moved by another is of two kinds. The mover 
may cause movement (r) because of something else that moves it, or 
(2) of itself j and this mover proper may either come next to the 
th ing moved or be separated from it by interm ediates j the stick 
moves the stone and is moved by the hand, which is moved by the 
man, who is moved by nothing else. 

8. We say that both the last and the first are movers, but 
especially the first; for it moves the last and not vice versa, and the 
last will not cause movement without it, hut it can without the last. 

13. If then everything that is in movement is moved by something, 
and either by something moved by something else or not, and in the 
former case there must be something that causes motion without being 
moved, while in the latter case there need not be a mover that is 
also moved (for there cannot be an infinite series of moved movers, 
since in an infinite series there is no first term)- if then everything 
that is in movement is moved by something, and the first mover is 
moved but not by anything else, it must be moved by itself. 

21. (B) lVe may state the same argument in another way. Every 
mover moves something and with something- either with itself or 
with something else. Movement cannot be caused without some
thing which moves by itself that which it moves. But if it causes motion 
by itself, there need not be anything else wi th which it does so, whi le 
if there is something else with which it causes motion, there will also be 
something that does so by itself, or there will be an infinite regress. 

28. If then something causes motion by being moved, there must 
be a limit to the series; for if the stick causes mot ion by being 
moved by the hand, the hand does so with the stick, and if some· 
thing else does so with the hand, there is something else that moves 
the hand. 'When there is a series of things causing motion by means 
of an instrument, there must be a prior thiog that does so by itself. 

33. Ir this is in movement, but that which moves it is not some.
thing else, it must move itself; so that this argument also shows 
that either that which is in movement is moved directly by a self· 
mover, or we come to a self-mover in the long run. 

ba. (C) The same result can be reached otherwise. If everything 
that is in motion is moved by something that is in motion, either 
this belongs to things per accidens, so that that which causes motion is 
moved but does not do so by being moved, or it belongs to th ings 
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per st:, Now (r) if it is per accidens, that which causes motion need 
not be moved. And if this is so, it is possible that sometimes 
nothing should be in motion. Now jf we assume what is possible, 
nothing impossible wil1 follow, though something that is false may. 
But that there should ever not be motion has been shown to be: 
impossible. 

13. This is what might be expected. For there are three things
the mov~d, the mover, the instrument. The moved must be moved but 
need not move anything; the instrument must both move and be 
moved (for this changes with the moved, as is plain in the case of 
things causing locomotion; for they must be in contact with what 
they move, up to a point) i a mover which is not in contact must be 
motionless. 

20. Since we see the last term, which can be moved but has no 
spring of movement, and that which is moved by itself, it is probable 
(not to say necessary) that an unmoved mover also exists. Hence 
Anaxagoras is right in making his Reason impassive and unmixed, 
since he makes it a spring of movement; it can move only by being 
unmoved, and can prevail only by being unmixed. 

27. But if (2) that which causes movement is moved o/necessity, 
it must, qua moved, be moved either (a) with the same kind of 
movement or (b) with another. 

34. But this is impossible; for on hypothesis (a) there must be 
the most minute identity, e.g. if some one is teaching geometry, he 
must be learning the same proposition that he is teaching! And 
hypothesis (b) is exposed to the difficulty that the number of kinds 
of movement is limited. 

257" 7. If the advocate of hypothesis (b) says that when A causes 
local motion and is increased and B causes increase and is altered, 
C causes alteration and is locally moved, this comes to the same 
thing as hypothesis (a). For it is plain that a thing is moved not 
only by its immediate mover but also and even more by the remote 
mover. But this is impossible; for it means that the teacher must 
be learning, which implies that he both has and has not knowledge 
of the same thing. 

14. (D) If everything that is moved is moved by something that is 
moved, this implies the still more absurd consequence that everything 
that has the capacity for moving has the capacity for being moved, 
as though everything that could heal could be healed, &c., either 
(a) directly, or (b) indirectly, i.e. if that which could heal could be 
taught, but we ultimately come round to the same kind of process 
(i .e. being healed). (a) is impossible, and (b) fantastic, since it is 
absurd that that which is capable of causing increase should 
necessarily be capable of being altered. 
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25. It is not necessary, then, that that which is moved should be 

moved by something else, and that something that is moved; there
fore there will be a limit to the series. Thus that which is moved 
will be moved ultimately either by something that is at rest or by 
itself. 

27. (E) But further, if one had to ask whether that which moves 
itself or that which is moved by another is the cause of motion, 
anyone would name the former; for that which is pcr se a cause is 
a prior cause to that which is so per aliud. We must therefore make 
a fresh start and ask how that which moves itself does so. 

The first mover is immovable. 

33. Everything that is in movement must be infinitely divisible; 
since we have proved that everything that is in movement is cOn
tinuous. (A) It is impossible, then t that that which moves itself 
moves itself at all points; for ( I ) then that which is specifically one 
would be as a whole causing and suffering the same locomotion or 
alteration. 

b 6. Again, (2) we have shown that it is the movable that is 
moved; and the movable is potentially, not actually, in movement, 
and that which exists potentially is moving to actuality, and move
ment is an incomplete actualization of the movable. But that which 
causes movement must already have the attribute it imparts; it is 
that which is hot that heats. Thus the same thing will be at the 
same point hot and not hot; and similarly wherever that which 
causes change must have the quality it imparts. Therefore there 
must be a part of the st!lf-mover that moves and a part that is 
moved. 

13. (B) That each part is not moved by the other is evident from 
these considerations: (I) there would then be no first mover, since 
each part would (indirectly) move itself (for of two movents the 
prior is more the cause of movement; for there were two ways of 
causing movement, (a) by being moved by something else and (b) by 
oneself; and that which is farther from what is moved is nearer the 
first principle of movement than the intermediate). 

2:0. (2) That which causes movement need not be moved other
wise than by itself; therefore it is only per accz'dms that the other 
part countermoves. I take then the case in which it does not do 
so; then there is a part that is moved and a part that moves being 
unmoved. 

23. (3) That which moves need not be countermoved l but move
ment must be caused either by an unmoved or by a self-moved, if 
there must always be movement. 
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25. (4) On the hypothesis we are assuming, a thing would be 
moved with the movement it is causing. 

26. But (C) of that which primarily moves itself neither one nor many 
parts can move themselves. For ( r) if the whole is moved by itself, it wi ll 
either be moved by one of the parts, or as a whole by itself as a whole. 

30. If (a) it be by a part's being moved by itself, this will be the 
primary self·mover (for it when separated will move itself, and it will 
DOt be the whole that moves itself); if (b) the whole is moved by 
the whole, the parts move themselves only per accidms. Let us 
suppose that they do not move themselves. Then part of the whole 
will cause movement, being unmoved, and part will be moved; for 
only thus can a thing be self-moved. 

258a 3. Thus if we speak of a self-mover, we are describing the 
motion of the whole as due both to itself and to a part. 

5 . But, since some thi ngs cause motion by being moved by some· 
thing else, and others without being moved, and some things that 
are moved cause motion and others do not, a self-mover must 
consist of a part that causes motion without being moved and a part 
that is moved but does not necessarily cause motion. 

g . For let A cause motion without being moved, and B be moved 
by A and move r, and r be moved by B and move nothing (for we may 
suppose that there is but one intermediate). Then the whole ABr 
moves i tself. But ifI take away r, AD will move itself, A moving and.B 
being moved, while r will not move itself, or be in motion at all. Nor 
will :sr move itself without A, for B causes motion only by being 
moved. AB alone therefore moves itself. Therefore that which 
moves itself must have a part tbat causes motion wi thout being 
moved, and a part that is moved but does not necessarily cause 
motion, either both touching one another or one touching the other. 
If that which moves is a continuum (that which is moved must be), 
mover and moved will touch each other. 

22. Therefore the whole moves itself not by some part being 
such as to move itself; it is only as a whole that it moves itself. 
both being moved and moving because it has a part that moves and 
one that is moved. It is not moved as a whole nor does it move as 
a whole; A moves and B is moved. 

27. A question ar ises if one takes away part from A (if that which 
causes motion without being moved is a continuum) or from B; will 
the rest of A cause motion or the rest of B be moved? If they 
will, AB would not be primarily moved by itself. 

32. Is the answer that each of the two, or the moved part, may 
be potentially divisible, provided it is actually undivided, but that if it 
is divided, it no longer has the same nature; so that the power of 
causing motion or being moved may be in divisible things primarily? 
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b 4. It is evident then that the prime mover is unmoved j for 

whether that which is moved by something leads straight to the first 
unmoved mover, or to something that is in motion but moves and 
stops itself, in either case the first mover involved by all the things 
that are in motion is itself Dot in motion. 

6. Tile imtJlovable first mover is eternal and one. 

258b 10. Since motion must be eternal) there must be one or more 
first movers; and the first mover is unchangeable. That each 
unmoved mover should be eternal matters nothing to OUT argument; 
but that there must be something that has no part either per se or 
per accidens in motion, and that has the power of moving other things, 
is clear from the following considerations. 

16. Allow it to be possible that some things can be and not be 
without generation and destruction (as must be the case if anything 
without parts can at one time be and at another not); and that of 
unmoved movers some at one time are and at another are not. 
Still, this cannot be so with all; for things that move themselves 
have a cause of their being at one time and not at another. For 
everything that moves itself must have magnitude (since nothing 
without parts can be moved), though that which causes movement 
need not. The cause of the continuity of generation and destruction, 
then, is not any of the things that are unmoved but not eternal, nor 
a succession of such things. 

29. For neither each nOr all of them can cause what is eternal 
and continuous; for this causal relation must be eternal and 
necessary, while they are indefinite in number and not simultan
eous. It is clear, then, that however much some of the unmoved 
movers and many of the self-movers perish and are succeeded by 
others, and one thing being motionless moves another and that 
a third, yet there is something that contains these, and that is 
apart from each of them, which is the cause of some things being 
and others not, and of the continuity of change; and this is 
the cause of movement in them, while they are the cause of it in 
other things. 

259& 6. If, then, motion is eternal, so is the first mover, if it is 
single j and if there are more tban one, the eternals are more than 
one. But it is better to think the first mover to be one rather than 
many, finite rather than infinite in number. :For if a finite set of 
conditions will produce the same result it is better to assume them, 
since in nature the finite and the better must, when it is possible, 
exist rather than the opposite. And it is enough if there is one 
which, being the first of unmoved things and being eternal, is the 
cause of movement in all other things. 
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13. The following considerations also show that lhe first mover 
must be one and eternal. It has been shown that motion must be 
eternal, and therefore continuous; for the eternal is continuo~s, 
while the successive is not. But if motion is continuous, it must be 
one; and it is one if and only if it is produced by one mover and 
in one subject of movement; for if it is to be caused by one mover 
after another, the whole movement will he not continuous but 
successive. 

Tiu first 1nQVer is 1101 moved even incidentally. 
20. The necessity of a first, unmoved mover can he seen also by 

reviewing our original argument. It is evident that there are some 
things that are sometimes in motion and sometimes at rest. And 
it has thus become clear that neither are all things in motion) nor 
all at rest, nor some always at rest and the others always in motion; 
the things that can move at one time and rest at another prove this. 

27. Things of this sort are clear to all) but we wish to demonstrate 
the nature of the other two types) viz. that some things are always 
unmoved and others always moved. In our advance to this point 
we have assumed that everything that is in motion is moved by 
something) and that the mover is either unmoved or moved) and 
moved either by itself or by something else, and have reached the 
conclusion that the origin of movement is) among things in motion, 
something that moves itself, but is in the long run something uh. 
moved. Now we see that there are evidently things that move 
themselves (i.e. living things), and these have suggested the opinion 
that motion may come into being, not having existed at all before, 
since these things seem to pass from complete rest into motion. 
In answer to this it must be noted that they move themselves with 
but one motion, and not strictly even with that; the cause is not 
in themselves; there are in animals other natural movements which 
they do not impart to themselves-growth, decay, respiration-and 
these they experience when they are not experiencing the motion 
they impart to themselves. 

b II. The cause is the environment and many of the things that 
pass into them, e.g. food (they sleep when this is being digested, 
and when it is being distributed they awake and move themselves, 
the first cause being outside them, which is the reason why they are 
not moved by themselves continuously); it is something else that 
moves them, itself being in motion and changing as it comes into 
relation with each of the things that move themselves. 

16. In all these self.moving things the first mover and cause of 
their self-movement is moved by itself, but per'accidens; for the body, 
and therefore also that which is in the body and by its leverage of 
the body moves itself, changes its place. 
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20. It follows that if there is something unmoved in itself but 

per accidens moving itself, it cannot cause continuous motion. 
Therefore, since there must be continuous motion, there mlist be a 
first mover that is not moved even per accidens, if there is to be 
unceasing motion and being is to remain unchanged; for if the 
principle remains the whole must remain, since it is continuous wi th 
the principle. 

28. But it is not the same thing to be moved per accidens by one· 
self and by something else; the latter property belongs even to 
some of the principles that move the heavenly bodies, viz. to those 
that move the bodies which have complex orbits; while the former 
belongs only 10 perishable things. 

The C primum mobile t is elernol. 

32. If there is something that causes motion while itself unmoved 
and eternal, that which is directly moved by it must also be eternal. 
This is clear also from the fact that other things could not be sub
ject to change unless there were something that was in motion to 
move them. For that which is unmoved will always produce a 
single movement, since its relation to the moved does not change; 
but that which is moved by something that is moved indeed, but 
moved by what is unmoved, owing to its varying relation to things 
does not cause the same movement, but because it is in contrary 
places or different configurations will make each of the things it 
moves move in contrary ways, and sometimes rest and sometimes 
move. 

2600. II. 'Vhat we have said reveals the answer to our original 
inquiry, why it is not the case that all things are in motion, or all at 
rest, or some always in motion and others always at rest, but some 
are sometimes in mot ion and sometimes at rest. The cause is that 
some are moved by an unmoved eternal mover, and therefore are 
always in motion, while others are moved by something subject to 
change, and therefore themselves change. The unmoved, since it 
is always in the same condition, will impart one simple movement. 

7. Locomotion is the primary kind of movement. 

260a 20. Let us make a fresh start and ask whether any, and if 
so what, movement can be continuous, and what is the primary kind 
of movement; for if there must always be movement; and one kind 
of movement is primary and continuous, the first mover must 
produce movement of this kind. 

26. Of the three kinds of movement, in respect of size, quality, 
and place, the last must be the primary kind. For (r) there cannot be 
increase without alteration, since that which is increased is increased 
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in a sense by its like, and in a sense by its unlike; for contrary is said 
to be food to contrary, but in being absorbed it becomes like to like. 
This change to a contrary state must be alteration. 

hI. But if the food is altered, there must be something that alters 
it and makes it actually hot from being potentially hot. Therefore 
that which alters it must be at one time nearer to and at another 
farther from that which is altered. And this involves locomotion. 
If, then, there is to be movement always, there must, first among the 
movements, always be locomotion, and the first kind of locomotion 
if it has a series of kinds. 

7. (2) The origin of all changes of quality IS condensation and 
rarefaction; heavy and light, soft and hard, hot and cold, are forms 
of density and rarity. But condensation and rarefaction are com
bination and separation, in virtue of which substances are generated 
and destroyed. But in being combined and separated things must 
change their place. And further, the extension of that which grows 
or decreases changes with respect to place. 

15. (3) In movement as in other things, 'first' has more than 
one meaning. 'Prior' is applied (a) to that without which other 
things cannot exist, while it can exist without them, (b) to the prior 
in time, (c) to the prior in essence. Therefore (a) since there must 
be motion continuously, and either continuous or successive motion 
may exist continuously, but continuous motion does so more com
pletely, and it is better that motion be continuous rather than suc
cessive, and we assume the better to exist in nature if it is possible, · 
and it is possible for motion to be continuous, and this can only be 
locomotion, locomotion must be primary. 

26. For there is no need for that which changes place to be 
increased, or altered, or generated or destroyed j but none of these 
changes can take place unless there is the continuous movement 
which the first mover produces. 

29. (b) This is nrst in time ; for this alone can belong to eternal 
things. In the case of a single generable thing locomotion must 
come last (for after its generation alteration and increase come first, 
while locomotion belongs to things that have reached maturity); 
but there must be a prior thing subject to locomotion to be the 
cause of generation without being itself generated, as parent is to 
offspring. 

261& 3. Generation might seem to be the first of movements 
because the thing must first be generated. This is true of any single 
generated th ing, but prior to generated things there must be some
thing in motion, itself existing, and not subject to generation, and 
another prior to £1. 

7. Since generation cannot be the first (for then all moving things 
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would be destructible), none of the subsequent motions (increase, 
alteration, diminution, and destruction) can be prior to locomotion. 

13 . (c) In general, that which is being generated is imperfect and 
is moving towards its first principle, so that that which is later in 
generation is prior in nature. Now locomotion is the motion that 
is acquired last by generable things. Hence some living things aTC 

entirely motionless owing to imperfection (i.e. plants, and many 
kinds of animal). but locomotion belongs to things as they reach 
perfection. Thus if locomotion belongs more to things that have 
more completely reached their true nature, it must be essentially 
the first motion in respect of essence. 

20. There is the further reason that the movement in which the 
moving thing diverges least from its essence is locomotion j in th is 
alone none of its being is changed, while in alteration its quality, in 
increase and diminution its size, is changed. 

23. (4) It is ve ry clear that that which moves itself has loco· 
motion as its most. typical motion j and of all things that move and 
are moved the self-mover is the primary cause of movement to things 
that are in movement. 

No 1novemt111 or challge is conlifluoUS except locomolitJ1l. 

27. Evidently then locomotion is the first motion; what is the 
first locomotion? The answer to this will prove also what we have 
laid down both now and earlier, that there can be continuous and 
eternal motion . 

31. That no other movement can be continuous is clear from the 
following considerations. All other movements and changes are 
from opposite to opposite j being and not-being are the termini of 
generation and destruction; contrary qualities, of alteration; great
ness and smallness, of increase and diminution; and contrary 
changes are the changes to contrary termini. 

b I. Now that which exists before it moves with a particular 
motion must be at rest. Clearly then that which changes from one 
motion to its contrary will rest at the terminus. So too with opposed 
kinds of c1wllge. Destruction and generation are opposed, and a 
particular generation to a particular destruction . Therefore if a thing 
cannot simultaneously undergo opposite cbanges, such change cannot 
be continuous. 

7. For it makes no difference whether opposite changes are con· 
trary or not, if only they cannot belong to the same thing at the 
same time; nor does it matter if the thing need not rest at the 
terminus, nor if the contrary of change is not rest (for presumably 
that which is not is not at rest, and not-being is the terminus of 
destruction). All that matters is that there must be an interval of 
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time; for then the change is not continuous; in the case of motion 
it was no t the contrariety that mattered, but the impossibility of 
both motions being present together. 

15. We must not be disturbed by the fact that the same thing will 
have more than one contrary (i.e. that motion is contrary both to 
rest and to motion in the contrary direction). We must merely 
real ize that it is in a sense opposed to both, as the equal or moderate 
is opposed both to what exceeds it and to what it exceeds, and that 
opposite movements or changes cannot be present at the same time. 

22. Further, in the case of generation and destruction, and indeed 
generally, it would seem odd if a thing were destroyed as soon as it 
was generated, without any interval. And we may extend this to 
the other kinds of change j for it is natural that the same should 
hold good of them all. 

8. 01lly circular movement can be continuous and infinite. 

2 61b 27. Let us now show that there can be an infinite movement, 
single and continuous, and that this is circular movement. Every
thing that is moved locally is moved either in a circle or in a straight 
line or in a compound of the two, so that if one of the simple move· 
ments is discontinuous, so is the composite movement. Clearly 
that which moves in a straight line does not move continuously; for 
(I) it turns back on itself, and therefore moves with contrary move
ments: up and down, forward and backward, or left and right. 

36 . We have laid it down that a single and continuous movement 
is the movement of a single thing in a single time and in a specifically 
single respect. For there were three things: that which is moved, the 
time, and the respect, the last being of place, quality, form, or size. 

2 6 285. Now contraries are specifically different; and the differ
entiae of place are those we have named. That movement from .A 
to B is contrary to movement from B to A is shown by the fact that 
they arrest one another if they are simultaneous. So too with 
movement on a circle, e.g. from A to B and from A to r (for these 
arrest each other, even if they are continuous and there is no turning 
back).i but not with movement sideways and movement upwards. 

12. That rectilinear movement cannot be continuous is most 
clearly shown (2) by the fact that when it turns back there must be 
a pause (which is equally true of movement along a circle; for rotatory 
movement is not the same as movement along a circle j the latter 
may either be continuous, or turn back when it has returned to its 
starting-point). 

17. That there must be a pause is clear not merely from observa: 
tion hut by argument. For there are three things, beginning, 
middle, and end, and the middle is beginning relatively to the end 
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and end relatively to the beginning; it is olle in number but two in 
definition. 

21. Again, there is a difference between bei ng potentially and 
being actually, and any point between the ends of a straight line is 
a middle potentially, but not actually unless the moving object 
divides the line there and starts again after pausing; and then the 
middle point becomes the beginning of the later movement and the 
end of the earlier. 

28. 'When the movement is continuous, there has been no process 
of A's coming to be or ceasing to be at B j it is there only in the 
now, not in any time except that of which the now is a dividing
point, i.e. the whole time. (If one is to say that it has come to be 
and ceased to be there, A will be always stopping throughout its 
movement; for A cannot at the same time have come to be and 
ceased to be at the same point. Therefore it must be at different 
moments that it has done so. Therefore there will be an interval 
of time, and so it will rest at B ; and similarly at the other points. 
Thus when A uses the mid-point B both as end and as beginning, 
it must pause there because it makes it two just as one might in 
thought.) But it has ceased to be at its starting-poin t A and corne 
to be at r, when it has finished its movement and come to rest. 

8. Hence we can deal with the difficulty that arises, viz. that ir E 
were equ3.J to Z and A were to move continuously from the starting
point to r, and when A was at B, .6. was moving from Z to H 
uniformly at the same speed as A, .6. would arrive at H before A 
arrives at r; for that which starts first must arrive first. For A has 
not reached and left B at the same time, and that is why it falls 
behind A. 

17. To solve the difficulty we must refuse t.') assume that when A 
had reached B, .6. was JUm'ing from Z (for if A is to have reached B by 
a process, there will also be a process of leaving it, and this will not 
be simultaneous with the reaching it); A was at B at a section of 
time, not for a time. 

2[, But the way of speaking which was inappropriate to continuous 
movement is appropriate to that which turns back on itself. For if 
B moves to.6. and back :lgain, it uses A both as end and as beginning, 
and must therefore pause at it; and it has not reached and left 6-
simultaneously) since then it could both be and not be there 
simultaneously. 

28. We must not use our form er solution; we cannot say that H 
is at .6. at a moment and has not reached it or left it by a process. 
For here the end to be reached is an actually, not potentially, existing 
one. The intermediate points in a continuous movement exist 
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potentially, but this actually; it is an end from below, a beginning 
from above. Therefore that which turns back along a straight line 
must pause. and therefore there cannot be continuous eternal 
rectilinear movement. 

2638. 4. We may answer similarly those who ask Zena's question
whether the half must always be traversed before the whole, and the 
series of halves is infinite, and an infinity of things cannot be 
traversed; or those who claim that one should be able to count the 
mid-points as the moving body reaches them, so that when it had 
traversed the whole line one would have counted an infinite number, 
which is impossible. 

II. In our first discussion of movement we solved this problem by 
pointing out that the time is infini tely divisible, so that there is no 
difficulty in traversing an infinite number of points. 

]5. This solution is a sufficient answer to the putter of the problem 
(for the question was whether an infinite number of things can be 
traversed or counted in a finite time), but is not adequate as an 
account of the facts; for if onc leaves out the distance and the 
question whether an infinite number of th ings can be traversed in 
a finite time, and asks about the time itself (for it is infinitely 
divisible), this solution is insufficient j the true one, which we 
mentioned recently, must be given. 

23. This is, that jf one divides a continuous line into halves, onc 
uscs one point as two. This is done both by one who counts and 
by one who bisects a line. When one divides it thus, neith er the 
line nor the movement will be continuous; for continuous movement 
is movement over a continuous path, and in a continuous path there 
is no doubt an infinite number of halves, but only potentially. If 
one makes them actual, one will get not a continuous but an jnter~ 

mittent movement. 
30. This is what happens when one counts the halves ; the one 

point has been counted as two, as the end of one half and the 
beginning of another. 

b 3. To one who asks, then, whether an infinite number of things 
can be traversed either in time or in distance, the answer is that in 
a sense it can and in a sense it cannot. If they exist actually it is 
not possible; if potentially, it is; for one who moves continuously 
bas incidentally traversed an infinity of points, but not in an unqualified 
sense, since, while the line is incidentally an infinite number of 
halves, its essence is different. 

g. If one does not treat the moment that divides before and after 
as belonging to the later time so far as the object as concerned, the 
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same thing will be simultaneously existent and not~existent, and it 
will be non-existent when it has corne into being. The moment 
is common to the earlier and the later time and is numerically onc, 
but it is not one in definition, being the end of the one and the 
beginning of the other. But so far as the object is concerned it 
belongs to the later stage of what occurs to the object. 

IS. Let the lime be ArB, the object 6.. In the time A, a is white, 
in the time B not white; in r, therefore, it is both. For it is white 
in any element of A (if it was white for the whole of A), and not· 
white in any element of B; and r is in both A and B. To avoid 
this difficulty, we must say that it was whi te not in the whole of A, 
but in the whole of A except its last moment r, which belongs to 
the later stage. 

~I. If not-white was coming into being and white ceasing to be in 
the whole of A, not-white has come to be or white has ceased to be 
in r. Then eitber (r) it is in r that <l can first be said to be white, 
or (2) when it has become white it is not white, and when it has 
ceased to be white it is white, or (3) it is white and not-white (or 
existent and non-existent) at the same time. 

26. But if what is, formerly not having been, must have come to 
be existent, and does not exist when it is coming to be, time cannot 
be divided into indivisible times. For if A was becoming white in 
time A, and bas come to be, and is, white in an indivisible time 
consecutive to A, viz. in B, there must have been a becoming 
between A and B, and therefore a time in whicb it took place. 

2642 I. The same argument will not apply to those who do not be· 
lieve in indivisible times i for then the thing has come to be, and is, in 
the last moment of the time in which it was coming to be, a moment 
to which there is nothing consecutive. Further, if it was coming to 
be in the whole of A, the time in which it has corne to be and was 
coming to be is no greater than that in which it was coming to be, only. 

,. These and such-like are the reaUy appropriate arguments; but 
the same result emerges from the following abstract considerations. 
(r) Everything that is moving continuously, if it is not forced out of 
its path, mu~t have been moving towards that at which it actually 
arrives, and that too from the beginning of its movement; for why 
more at one moment than at another? Now that which is moving 
from A will when it has reached r move continuously back to A. 
SO when it was moving from A to r, it was also moving from r to A, 
i.e. with contrary movements. 

]8. (2) At the same time it is moving from where it is not. If 
this is impossible, it must pause at r. Therefore the movement is 
not a single one. 

40n 
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21. (3) Again, the following more general considerations prove 
the point with regard to every kind of movement. If everything 
that moves moves with one of the aforesaid movements (since there 
was no other), and that which has not always been moving with 
a given motion (I refer to specifically different motions, not to parts 
of one whole) must have been resting wi th the opposite rest; if then 
rectilinear motions are contrary, and a thing cannot move with 
contrary motions at oncc, that which is moving from A to r cannot 
simultaneously be moving from r to A j and since it is not performing 
both movements simultaneously but is about to perform the latter, 
it must first rest in r, since this is tbe rest opposed to motion from 
r. Clearly then the motion is not continuous. 

b 1. (4) The following argu ment is more specially adapted to our 
particular problem. Not-white has ceased to be and white has come 
to be simultaneously. If then the change to white and from white 
is continuous and does not pause, not-white bas ceased to be, white 
has come to be, and not-white has come to be, simultaneously. 

6. (5) Again, if the time is continuous, it does not follow that the 
movement is so; it may be successive; how could contraries meet 
in the same point? 

9 . But circular motion £5 single and continuous j for no impossible 
result follows from this. That w hieh is moving from A will be 
moving at the same time to A in virtue of the same impulse (for to 
that at which it will arrive, it is moving), but it will not be moving 
with contrary or opposite movements at once j for not every move
ment to a point is contrary or opposite to movement from that 
point; they are contrary if they are along a straight line (for this has 
points contrary in place, e.g. those at opposite ends of the diameter; 
for these are at the greatest possible distance from each other), and 
opposite if they are along the same line. T hus there is nothing to 
prevent the movement's being continuous j for circular motion is 
motion of a tbing from its place to its place, while rectilinear motion 
is from its place to another place. 

19. Furtber, circular motion is never repeatedly between the 
same termini, while rectilinear motion constantly is. Thus the 
motion which is always sh ifting its ground can be continuous, but 
that which repeats itself between fixed limits cannot; for the object 
would have to undergo contrary motions at once. Thus there 
cannot be continuous movement even in a semicircle or in any other 
arc; for the moving thing must often cover the same ground and 
suffer contrary motions; for such motion does not link its end with 
its beginning. But circular motion does, and is alone complete. 

28 . It is plain from this distinct.ion that the other kinds of motion 
cannot be continuous; for in all of them the same ground must be 
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covered repeatedly, e,g. in alteration the intermediate states, in 
quantitative change the intermediate sizes, and similarly in generation 
and destruction. It makes no difference whether we make the 
intermediates few or many, or whether we add or subtract one; in 
any case the same ground has to be covered repeatedly. 

265/\ 2 . Clearly, then, those physicists are wrong who say all 
sensible things are always in motion j for they must be moved with 
one of these motions, and above all, according to these thinkers, 
suffer qualitative change; they say that things are always in flux and 
decay, and that generation and destruction are alteration. 

7. But our argument has shown generally that no movement can 
be continuous except circular movement, and therefore neither 
alteration nor increase can be so. 'Ve need say no more to prove 
that there is no change either infinite or continuous except circular 
motion. 

9. Circular ?notion is the primary kind of locomotion. 

26Sa 13. Clearly circular motion is the primary kind of locomotion. 
For all locomotion is either circular, rectilinear, or mixed. Now the 
simple kinds must be prior to the mixed. And the circular kind is 
prior to the rectilinear; for (1) it is simpler and more perfect. For 
it is impossible to move along an infinite straight line (since there is 
no such thing, and if there were it could not be traversed); and 
motion along a finite one, if it turns back, is really two motions, 
while if it does not it is imperfect and comes to an end. But the 
perfect is prior to the imperfect, the imperishable to the perishable, 
by nature, in definition, and in time. 

24. (2) A motion that can be eternal is prior to one that cannot j 
now circular motion can, and no other locomotion or indeed change 
can, since it must be interrupted by rest. 

Confirmation of the above doctrines. 

27. It is only natural that circular motion should, and rectilinear 
should not, be single and continuous; for (r) the latter has a beginning, 
middle, and end, all in itself, and therefore places where the moving 
body must start and finish, while in a circle these are indeterminate, 
so that the moving body is always and never at a beginning and at 
an end. 

\) I. Hence the sphere is in a sense at rest as well as in motion, 
. since it occupies the same place. The reason is that the centre is 
at once beginning, middle, and end, so that, since (a) it is not on 
the circumference, there is no place at which the moving body can 
rest as having travers_ed its course (for it is always moving round the 
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middle, not to the end), and since (b) it stands still, the whole is always 
in a sense both at rest and in continuous motion. 

8. Because rotation is the measure of all movements it is the first, 
and because it is first it measures all. 

n. (2) Circular motion alone can be uniform; for things in 
rectilinear motion do not move with unirorm speed from the beginning 
and to the end, since all things in proportion as they are distant 
from the state of rest move faster j but ci rcular motion alone has no 
beginning, middle, and end in itself, but only outside it. 

17. All who have spoken of motion bear witness to the priority of 
locomotion; for it is to things that impart this kind of motion that 
they assign the origins of motion. For separation and combination 
are forms of locomotion, and it is thus that Love and Strife impart 
motion j Strife divides and Love combines. And Anaxagoras makes 
Mind, tbe first cause of motion, divide. 

23. So too with those who assign no such cause but make motion 
depend on the void; it is locomotion that they ascribe to nature, 
and the other kinds of motion they ascribe only to derivative things, 
which are said to increase, decay, and alter as the atoms are combined 
and divided. 

30. Similarly those who explain generation and destruction by 
density or rarity effect these by combination and separation. 

32. Similarly with those who make soul the cause of motion; 
they say that which moves itself is the source of motion, but it is 
locomotion that living things impart to themselves. 

266& I. Besides, it is only that which moves locally that in the 
strict sense is said to move. 

6. \Ve have now shown that there always was and will be motion) 
what is the source of eternal motion, what is the pri mary motion, 
what motion alone can be eternal) and that the first mover is un
moved. 

10. The first mover has 1W pariS or magnitude, a"d is at Ihe 
circumference of the lmiverse. 

26611. 10. We now proceed to show that the fi rst mover is without 
parts or magnitude, first establishing certain premisses. (I) One is 
that nothing finite can cause motion for an infinite time. There are 
th ree things-mover) moved, time of movement; and these are 
either all infinite or all finite or some infinite, some finite . 

15. Let A move B for an infinite time r. Let a move a part of 
n, E. It will not move it in a time equal to r j for it would take 
a greater time to move the 1arger object B. Therefore the time, Z, 
is not infinite. By adding to a I can exhaust A, and by adding 
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to E, B; but I cannot exhaust the lime by subtracting always an 
equal part, since it is infinite. Therefore A must move B in a finite 
part orr. Therefore nothing can be moved by a finite agent through 
an infinite time. 

24. (2) That there cannot be an infinite force in a finite magnitude 
is clear from the following considerations. Grant that the greater 
force is that which produces an equal effect in a less time. Then 
by a finite agent which has infinite force a patient must be affected, 
and more than by anything else, since infinite force is greater than 
any other. But this cannot occupy any time. For if A is the time 
in which the infinite force does its work, and AB that in which some 
finite force does its, if I take a greater and greater finite force I shall 
come to something that does its work in time A; for if I add con
stantly to a finite magnitude I shall exceed any definite magni lude. 
Therefore this fin ite force will move the object in a time equal to 
that in which the infinite force does so. But this is impossible; 
therefore nothing finite can have infinite force. 

b 6. (3) Therefore nothing infinite can have finite force . A greater 
force can reside in a less magnitude, but the superiority of any such 
greater force will be still greater if it is in a greater magnitude. 
(a) Let AB be infinite. Then nr has a force which moves ~ in 
some time, the time EZ. If then I take the double of Br, it will do 
its work in half the time EZ, i.e. in Z@. If I proceed thus I shall 
never exhaust AB, but I shall get a time less than any given time. 
Therefore the force will be infinite; for it exceeds any finite force, 
since any finite force must take an infinite time to do its work (for 
if a certain force does its work in a certain time, a greater force will 
do its work in a less but definite time); but any force that exceeds 
every definite force is infinite. 

2 0. (b) This can also be seen in this way : we shall take some 
force in a fini te magnitude (the same in kind with that in the infini te 
magnitude), which will exhaust the finite force in the infinite magni
tude. 

25. Thus there cannot be an infinite force in a finite magnitude, 
nor a fi nite force in an infinite magni tude. We had better next 
discuss a difficulty about moving bodies. If everything that is in 
motion is moved by something, except the things that move them~ 
selves, bow can some things move continuously though that which 
moved them is not in contact with them-e.g. projectiles? 

30. If that which moved them also moves something else, e.g. the 
air, which imparts motion by being moved, it is equally impossible 
that this should be in movement when the first mover is not touching 
it; all the things moved would have to be in motion simultaneously 
and to have ceased simultaneously when the fi rst mover ceased, even 
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if, like the magnet, it makes what it has moved capable of moving 
other things. 

267R 2. We must admit that the first mover gives the capacity of 
imparting movement to air or water! or to something else that is 
capable of imparting and suffering movement. But this thing does 
not cease simultaneously to move and to be moved; it ceases to be 
moved when its mover ceases to move it, but it goes on imparting 
movement, and moves something consecutive to it, and so on. The 
motion begins to cease when the motive force becomes less in each 
successive member of the series, and ceases finally when one member 
makes the next no longer a mover, but on ly to be in motion. These 
last two must simultaneously cease respectively moving and being 
moved, and therewith the whole motion ceases. 

12. This motion arises in things that can be at one time in motion, 
at another at rest, and is not continuous, though it seems so; for the 
members of the series are either successive or in contact, there being 
not .one movent but two consecutive movents; this is why such 
motion occurs in air and water. Some call it mutual replacement j 
but the facts can be explained only in the way we have stated. 
Mutual replacement makes aU the th ings involved move and be 
moved simultaneously, and therefore cease simultaneously; but our 
present problem concerns the appearance of c01llinuous motion in 
a single thing. Since it cannot be the same thing that goes on 
moving it, what is it that moves it? 

21. Since there must be continuous motion somewhere, and th is 
is single, and a single motion must be motion of a magnitude, and 
of one thing, and by one thing (since otherwise it would be not 
continuous but successive), therefore if the movent is one, it moves 
either (r) by being moved or (2) being itself unmoved. If ( r ), it 
will have to be moved by something, and the series must corne to 
an end in movement by something unmoved. For an unmoved 
mover need not change with that which it changes, but will always 
be able to impart motion (since such imparting involves no effort), 
and this motion alone or in the highest degree is uniform. And 
that the motion may be uniform the moved must not change in its 
relation to the mover. Therefore the mover must be either in the 
middle or on the circumference, since these are the first principles 
from which a sphere is derived. But that which is nearest the 
mover moves quickest) and such is the movement of the circum
ference j therefore the mover is there. 

b 9 . The question arises whether it is possible for something that 
is in motion to cause motion continuously, not as it is caused by 
repeated pushing; such a mover must either itself continue to push 
or pull, or both, or else the impulse must be taken up by one mover 
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from another; which is what we described as happening with pro· 
jectiles, jf the air, being divisible, causes motion by one part being 
moved after another. But in either case the motion is not single but 
consecutive. Therefore the only continuous motion is that imparted 
by what is unmoved; for it is invariable and therefore its relation to 
the moved is invariable. 

17. Clearly, then, the unmoved first mover cannot have any 
magnitude. For if it has, it must be either finite or infinite. '\rVe 
have shown before that there cannot be an infinite magnitude; and 
we have now shown that a finite thing cannot have infinite force, and 
that movement by a finite thing cannot go on for an infinite time. 
But the first mover imparts infinite motion and through infinite time. 
Therefore it is without parts or magnitude. 
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BOOK 1. CHAPTER I 

184& 10- 12. · E1t'u8~ ... yvwpltELv. This point has been laid down 
in All. Posl. 7 I b 9-12 ~1O{(TT(J.(1'f)at Sf. alOp-dP iKQ.U'tOY &.7r.\w~ .. . OTCU' 
;""'l!' ~ ... ,_, . fI , '" 

~V;T CltTLall otwp.f.ua YU'WO"KHV Ot YJJI TO 1rpayp..a EUTtIl, OTt f.K(tJlOV QLna 

HJ'TL 1I':1".\.. 
The antecedent of iliv is probably not 'Ta~ fLf.lJoSou~ but Ta:tn-a- not, 

of course, the rain-a 0[9. 12 but another TaVTIl which is to be under
stood as the object of (toil/at and 1.7r{(T'rau()o.t. So S. 9.2, 27, 21. 3. 

13- 14. Ta. a.hLU ••• Til trpWTQ Kat TUS o.PXo.S Ta') "'PWTUS Kat I-L'Xpl 
TWV aTOLXEIWV. Pacius takes 7rPW'TOS here to mean' proximate ', while 
J1-f.XPt TW"- CTTOLXf.{WV evidently refers to the u"'imate elements. But 
probably all three phrases refer to the ultimate factors. 

14-16. ~s: lHpl ~JaE~ hnUT~f.LTJ" ••• &'px&". Tij~ .. . bn<T'T1}}J-"f}fO 
must be taken as depending on 'To. ?rep!. 'Tlh apxai (so S. 10.1- 2). 
But rn ... bnCJTJ]}J-1J is very likely to be the true reading. Cf. 19Ia 

13 n. 
16- b 14. 1f1!fluKE • • • £KclTEpOV. Pacius describes Aristotle as pro

pounding three methods for the study of the first principles of 
physics: (I) the tJJethodus resolutiva a toto integrato ad parIes in/e
graflles j e.g. from a natural body into the matte r and form that con
stitute it. This is the method described in 8. 2 1- 3 and actually 
pursued in bk. i. (2) The tJJelhodus divisiva ab lmiversalibus et 
a fzotior£bus secundum sensum ad partieu/aria. This is the method 
described in 1\ 23- 6 and followed in natural philosophy generally as 
it passes from bodies in general (studied in the Pilysics) to simple 
bodies (D, Cae/oj and then to complex bodies (D, G ... , ,I Corr., 
N,I,or" and the biological t reatises), (3) The melnodus de.finiliva 
a nomine ad dejiftitio1lem, described in a 26- b r 2 and used passim in 
the physical works. 

Pacius seizes correctly enough the nature of the methods described 
in a 2 r-3, 23-6, and 26-b 12, respectively. But he is clearly wrong 
in suggesting that Aristotle puts these forward as three distinct 
methods. In the whole passage Aristotle seems to regard himself 
as describing a single method, as to whose precise nature however 
he is not very clear. The first section (a 16-23) is clear enough. It 
is true that in An. Post. i. 2 it is implied tbat we should proceed 
from Til yvwptl'-wnpa. rn ~u(J'f:t , not from 'To. yvwptl'-wnpa. 7]}J-LV. But 
that is because Aris totle is there stating the nature or scientific 
proof. Here, on the other hand, he is describing the method of 
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attaining knowledge of the ripxu{ (Tt"f.tpa:,(oll owp{uuuf)ut 'If'pWrOV TO:. 

'1t'(pl'To.> &.pxo.r; a IS; cf. a 22 r.). This is the very reverse of scientific 
proof. It is the method of reasoning back from what is confusedly 
given in experience to what that presupposes; cf. E.N. r09Sb 3 
tuwr; otv ~p.tV )'E clpKTiov 0:71"0 TWV 1,/A'iv yvwp{p.wv. The method is 
T€KJL7}PUiJ07]'> (P. g. 17. S. IS. 24,18.28), akin tathe process of inferring 
the presence of fire from that of smoke, except that it passes from 
whole to elements, not from effect to cause. 

But in a 23-6 the argument takes a turn that is, superficially at 
least, opposed to what we find in An. Post. 7284 L, and to Aristotle's 
general doctrine. For in A,l. Post. the KuBoAOV is described as 
farth est from sense and therefore as YVWptp.oll rii rpVCT£t, not .qp..lV, 
while here the KaOoAov is identified with the YlItiJptjAOll ~jAlll from which 
the study of first principles must proceed. It is clear that Ka06.\.ou 
is not used in its usual Aristotelian meaning. The reference must 
be not to a universal conceived quite clearly in its true nature, but 
to that stage in knowledge in which an object is known by percep
tion to possess some general characteristic (e.g. to be an animal) 
before it is known what its speci fic characteristic is (e.g. whether it is 
a horse or a cow). It is this phase of Aristotle's meaning that 
is il1ustrated by the example of the child who recognizes the general 
appearance presented by al1 men and that presented by all women, 
without noticing the special appearance of its father and its mother, 
and therefore cans all men father and all women mother (b 12- 14). 
But between the main account of this contrast (a 23- 6) and the 
illustration of it (b I 2-I4) comes a sentence in which another illustra
tion is given of the process meant, viz. 0. 26_b 12, in which it is 
illustrated by the contrast between the name and the definition, i.e. 
between the use of a name with a general knowledge of the charac
teristics it stands for, and the use of the definition which brings out 
more clearly the meaning of the name. 

It is not clear, however, precisely what Aristotle thinks of the 
definition as doing. His normal account of it is that it analyses 
a whole into its logical elements, genus and differentia. But here he 
speaks of it as dividing the whole in to its Karl £KQQ"Ta; which if 
taken strictly must mean the analysis of a genus into its species; 
yet that is the business not of definition but of logical division. To 
take his instance, that of I(lJKAO~ (b 11): does he mean that the 
definition analyses this into its genus (' plane figure ') and its differ
entia (' such that aU points on its circumference are equidistant from 
a given point ') j or that it distinguishes different kinds of thing that 
are known by the common name, e.g. wheel, wreath, geometrical 
circle, epic cycle (the last is referred to in A n. Post. 77 b 32 as 
illustrating the ambiguity of the word KVK.\.O~)? It seems impossible 
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that TO. Ka.(}' EKacrTQ. should be used of the logical elements ~genus 
and differentia). Yet it has not here quite its usual meaning, 
'species', for it is certainly no part of the object of the definition of 
a general name to state the species of the genus (and incidentally 
the genus circle has no species). ra Ka()' €Ko.O'Tll. seems to have 
here an unusual meaning : i.e. to mean the various senses of an 
ambiguous term. Though it is essentially the business of defini
tion to state the logical elements of a complex term, incidentally in 
doing this it will distinguish the various meanings of the term if this 
happens to be ambiguous. Only on this interpretation, apparently, 
will the remark about definition serve to illustrate, even remotely, 
what it is put forward as illustrating, viz. the transition from the recog· 
nition of the generic nature of an object to the recognition of its 
specific nature (11 23-6). 

Finally, it is to be noted that the transition from name to definition 
is not put forward as part of the method of physics. It is put 
forward merely as an illustration, and what Aristotle says of the 
actual method of physics is that it is one of analysis of the confused 
data of experience into their elements (a 21- 3), and at the same time 
one of coming to recognize the specific nature of that whose generic 
nature alone is at first recognized (0. 23- 6) j these two features not 
being clearly distinguished from each other. Both are amply 
illustrated in Aristotle1s actual conduct of his inquiry; the former, 
e.g., by his analysis in bk. i of the experienced fact of change into 
the elements matter, form, privation i the latter by the frequent transi
tion from a more general to a more particular determination of some 
conception . Cr. r89b 3 I lCTn yap Kara. CPVCTtV Ta. KO'l'a 7l'"PWTOV fttrOYTai 

Oll'TW Til. 7l'"fpl lKQ.UTOY l8ta. OfWPf'l'. The passage is discussed by 
Tannery in A .G.P. vi. 468- 74. 

19- lfpodYfLlI_ Some such phrase as TOY .\.6yov (which occurs in 
E.E. 1224!1. 8) is to be understood, as in Top. r6r a 4, 8. 

CHAPTER 2 

I84b ]5- 22. 'AV&Yk'l") . .. ~1Ia.lIT(as . The division is : 

p.{Q. upX'7 
I 

7l'"AdOl'fS &.PXa{ 

I 
aK{VtJTOS KtIlOlJP.nrr, 7rf1rfpaUI-'-EVat a7l'"HpOt 

I I 
1 I 

8vo TPfis TETTap£s K'TA. 
I 

homogeneous 
I 

heterogeneous 

The distinction of r mO~'ed' and' unmoved ' is not applied to the 
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thinkers who believed in 7rA~{OVf<; apxa{, because the only thinkers 
who treated the apx~ as unmovable were monists (the Eleatics). 

16. ,."lo.v, 19. 1tElI'Epo.O'fJotl'o.s , 20. d.1fE[pOUS. The nominatives would 
be more correct, but the irregularity is not unnatural, and Torstrik's 
proposal to read the nominatives is unnecessary. 

17. ot +uauc.oL This is not the only passage in which the phrase 
is used, as Bonitz's Index observes, chiefly of the Ionic ph ilosophers 
and of Empedocles, Anaxagoras, and the Atomists, in distinction 
from the Eleatics and Pythagoreans, whose views had a more meta~ 
physical character (d. 186& 20, 1878. 12, 203R 13, Md. I078b I9)· 

ot fJo EV dlpa ct>o.O'KOYTE<; EtI'Q~, Anaximenes and Diogenes of Apollonia. 
OL S' I1Swp, Thales and Hippo. 

19. ~ Suo. The reference may be to the Pythagorean cosmology 
described in Parmenides' 'Way of Opinion, which recognized the 
elements fire and night (i.e. mist or air) (fr. 8.56-9), or to the later 
Pythagorean cosmology which treated fire and earth as the elements 
(cf. PI. ZYm. 3 r b, Theoph. Mel. 6b 25, Burnet, E .G.P. § '47, and 
Ross, Arisl. Mel. 984b 4 n.). 

ii TpELS. Philoponus suggests Timaeus (i.e. Plato's Timaeus), with 
his principles God, the Idea, and matter. But a thinker who treats 
God and the Idea as principles is not a CPVULK6'i in the sense here 
meant. More probably Aristotle had no particular thinker in view. 

~ TETTOpa.S . T he reference is to Empedocles and Hippocrates. 
20-22 . ~ OUTWS ••• lva.vTla.s . The tradition is substantially united 

here, except that 8£ is omitted by FJ and may have been omitted 
byPhilopol1us (25. 13, 26. 12, but cf. 25.18), and that KaLis omitted 
by I. According to S. 44. 10-27 Alexander had the same reading 
and took the whole phrase to refer to Democritus, supposing that 
either ~ OlffW'i had been wrongly inserted by a copyist or Aristotle 
had omitted to add the alternative to which ~ o&rw< • ••. £VUv-rLUS' is 
opposed, viz. the view of Anaxagoras that the principles differ in 
kind. But the second of these suggestions is absurd, and as regards 
the first, not only is ~ o&rw~ vouched for by the united tradition, and 
not only does the whole form of the sentence call for alternatives 
here, but it is extremely unlikely that Aristotle would name De
rnocritus as the only believer in o:rrEtpOL dPXa{, when elsewhere in 
si milar contexts Anaxagoras is alway~ named with him (203n 20, De 
Cado 302b I4 and 3030. 4, De Gen. et Corr. 314a 17). Themistius 
(3. I), Porphyry (S. 44. r), and Philoponus (26. 8) are the refore justi
fied in taking ~ Kat £vaV1"{a'i as referring not to Democritus but to 
Anaxagoras (cf. r87a 25 Knt 'TOV ft€v-i.e. Anaxagoras-a7rEtpu, Tn TE 

OfJ.OlOft(P~ Kul 'To.vnV1"La). Simplicius (44. 27-45. J2) th inks ~ Knt 
£vQ.v-r{a'i refers both to Democritus and to Anaxagoras, but this is not 
satisfactory. 
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Bonitz argues that ~ (ioH Ota.cjU:poVUBS is inappropriate with 
reference to Democritus and must refer to Anaxagoras (cr. J87b [a, 
of Anaxagoras, rt;JV o· apxwv a",dpwv oVo-WI' Ko.l. 1(0.'10. 1rA-ij(JO~ 1(0.1. KaT' 

(l&x), and that in accordance with Aristotle's usual practice all the 
three differentiae of the Dernocritean atoms must have been men
tioned (cf. I88&23. v. Gen .• t Corr. 3I4& 24. 31Sb3S. AI.t. 98sb IS). 
and therefore proposes to read CTX!ll-'an O€ < 1(0.1. TeLett KQ.1. (Uun ow.
CPCPOVCTOS), ~ clon Ol.O.CPEPOVCTa5 .; KaL Eva.,.,.lo.5. Torstrik points out 
that in.De Caelo 27Sb 31 Aristotle says of the atoms ou.Jpt(M"Q.L Tat" 
uX17JM1O'U', simply, and proposes to read ~p.aTt O€ (olaq,cpovuas), ij 
(K0.1) cion oto.qnpovuar;; [~] Kat Evavrlar;; (' or differing also in species', 
&c.); cr. Anax. fro 4 l81as r.ulITotar;; • •. Kat XPOtus KUt ljSol'a,>. 

Il is nol likely that Aristotle would have mentioned contrariety as 
the only alternative to unity of kind j he would naturally have men
tioned difference of kind as well. The introduction of the first 
Stu<p(pQvCTa~ is therefore justified. If we adopt this reading, YEI'O'> 
and (l8~ are not opposed as genus and species, but used indis
criminately for I kind '; for other instances cr. Cal. 8b 27 with 9& 14, 

All. POSI. 97 b 24 with 34. H.A. 4sob [4 with 17. 3[ with 34; 
55711 4 with 24, Mel. l058b 26 with 28, 1071& 25 with 27, Pol. 
t250b 33 with 36. Failure to realize this may have led an early 
copyist to omit the first 8w.cp£poOO-u'>. 

The only alteration that is necessary is to read Sf: (Stucp€povCTa5), 
with Torstrik. 

Themistius points out that Anaxagoras held that the apxu{ were 
the moist and the dry, the warm and the cold, the light and the 
dark j and in Mel. I004b 32 Aristotle speaks of TO O£PJLUI' Kut IJroxpov 
as apxut EI'UVTlo.,. 

22- 5. ~"OLWS •.. 1fOAX&,. Alexander held that Aristotle is bere 
justifying himself for putting in the forefront of his inquiry (b I S) the 
question whether there is but one apri, or a finite number of a.PXai, or 
an infinite number of them, by pointing out that even the physicists 
who proposed to inquire how many oVTa there are had first to inquire 
(Alexander evidently read 7rpWTov ~"1TOlia, or 'vrouu, 7rPWTOV) how 
many &pXat there are (S. 45. I9-22). Simplicius thinks there is 
a special reference to the Eleatics, and that Aristotle is putting the 
most favourable construction on their theory by pointing out that, 
though they profess to ask whether there are many OVTU, they cannot 
reany be doubting what is so manjfest from experience, and must be 
asking whether the OVTW5 aI', i.e. the &.px!l TOV OVTO'>, is one or many. 

Simplicius can hardly be right in supposing that there is a special 
reference to the Eleatics j for, holding that TO 01' is one, they do not 
go 011 to the question £t 7rOAAa, 7r£1r£pa.CTp.eva ~ a7Utpo., as the persons 
here referred to are said to do (b 24). The reference is, as Alexander 
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held, to the physicists generally; Aristotle is pointing out that even 
those whose professed problem is, how many aTe the JVTa, are really 
asking, as he has in effect done (b IS), how many are the a.PXat. But 
Alexander is probably wrong in describing this as a In'(}r question 
which they have to ask. Bonitz emends to the favourite Aristotelian 
form of words ~e ~v ..• ((TTl. 7rPWTWV (cf. 190b 17 f;(."f.P (lulv aLT{at Kat 

apxat. T(;W q,VUH OVTWV, i~ ~v -rrpWT.WV (lul, De Gm. et Corr. 32Sb r8, 
Met. 99811. 23, I043 b 30, 10448. r6, &c.). But 51 has neither 7rPWTOV 

nor 1rPWTWV, and the variation in the MSS. between 7rpwTov t7]TOVCTt 

and '1fTovut 7rPWTOV may possibly point to 7rPWTOV being a later 
addition. 

25- 185&4. T(\ flEV ••• TlVt7W . As Pacius points out, there are 
involved here two distinct arguments to show that the inquiry 
whether reality is one and unchangeable does not belong to natural 
philosophy. (r) 184" 25- 185' 3. To say that reality is unchangeable 
is to deny the existence of nature, since nature is just a principle of 
change. (This definition of nature is first hinted at in r8Sa J2-r4, 
but is present to Aristotle's mind from the very beginning of the 
work, and is made explicit in ii. I.) And it is not the business of 
any science to argue with those who deny its first principles. 
(2) 18Sa 3- 5. To say that reality is one and only one is to deny the 
existence not only of an apx~ I(tv~a£w<;; but of any apxr11 since an 
apx~ is obviously an J.PX~ of something and involves the existence 
of at leas t one thing besides itself. For this reason too, then, the 
student of &.PXat has not to refute the Eleatic position. 

ISSa 2- 3. ~TOL ••• f(mv~~, i.e. (r) the science in question may 
be a subaltern science (as optics is subaltern to geometry, and 
harmonics to arithmetic, All. Post. 75b 12-17), and if so, the dis~ 
cussion of its apxat belongs to the superior science. Or (2) it may 
be a science which has no special science superior to it. In this case 
its ltpXo,t can be reached only by a science which is 7raawv I(OLV~. The 
Greek commentators say that the science referred to is dialectic, and 
this might be partially supported by An. Post. 77a 26- 9 bnl(otvwvOV(Tt 
of: 7raUllt at l1narf]p..llt aAA,j.\at<;; I(o,'ta 'to. KOtVa (I(OtVa of: '\lyw ots XpWVTa.t 

w<;; lK 'tOl!TWV a1!'"OOHI(VVVT£<;; • . . ), I(at .q ~La..\£I('ttK~ mWllt<;;. Cf. Top. 
lOla 36- b 4. But dialectic is not according to Aristotle a science, 
and the reference is more probably to metaphysics, of which he says 
that it is l(aBo)..o1) (i.e. 1!'"a.u[;w KOtV~) OVTWS on 7rPWT"I}, Met. 1026a 30. 

4, 5. olhws ~v, i.e. as understood by the Eleatics-a unity that 
excludes all difference. 

5. 8iow, in the special sense defined in Top. T04b 19-V1r0.\7J!f;t<;; 

7Tap&Oo~o<;; (cf. BlulV Ota¢1JAarrnV De Cae/o 306a 12, E.N. '096a 2). 
6. n,v ' Hpo,K).E[TELOV, i.e. the thesis which in Met. l ooSb 23 Aristotle 

says some people ascribed to Heraclitus, that the same thing is and 
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is not (cf. r8sh 20). Aristotle may have in mind such sayings of 
Heraclitus as 'it is the same thing to be good and to be bad' (b 2 I, 

Top. 15gb 30), and frr. 58-62, where we find such sayings as yva¢EL'f 
ooo~ dJfNia Kat (TKOAlTJ pia EU'TI. Kat .f] aVT~: 00(1) civw I(chw p..la Kat wvr~ : 
Oo.'A.auu-a iJ8wp KUOo.pwruTov Kal p.wpwrurov: JOQ:VUTOt (}vrrrol, 8111]To1 

&'OciVU7ot, tfiWT(1) TOil f,(£LVWV 00.'1(17"011, TOY O£ EK£tvwv {3{OJI TdJVEWTfS. 
But Aristotle probably considered the whole doctrine of 7rr.lllTI1 pr.!' 
to involve the denial of the law of contradiction. 

8-12. O'fTEp ... xaXE1T6v. These words occur with little variation 
in 1860. 6-10. The MSS. agree in having them in both passages. 
They are read by Themistius and Simplicius in this passage (T. 4. 12, 

S. 50. 5, 52.6) and apparently not in the other (for when Themistius 
says 8. 17 q,OprLKOf; O~I' 01r(P {c/J."I' 0 AOY0o;, KQt lq,' ll't UQAlft/WI' nro7rlf, 
he is probably referring back to his paraphrase (4. 14) of the present 
passage, and when Simplicius says 103. 2 p..a.AAOII of: alna.raL roy 
M(AtUfTOlJ AOyoy, WO; (tp"'IraL Kat7rp6T(pOIl,~ OTL 1rpOo; TOLO; aAAOL .. Kat a7rHpOII 
OVTOo; TO 011 CP"'lfJ'LI', ~ 6T t oUrO" p..£1' Kat Tn A~p.JLaTa OOK(L AUp..{3a.VHV "'ruS7j 
Kal aCT1JAAoytfTTWo; fTvvTdUvaL, it does not look as if he had the words 
in question actually before him at r86a 6); Philoponus has them in 
both passages. Bekker thinks the words should be excised here, 
but in view of the evidence it seems clear that it is in the later 
passage they should be excised. More strictly, it is the words that are 
verbally identical in the two passages, viz. Kat ya.p • .. XaA(7rOV, that 
should be excised in the second. ap..q,onpoL yap [PLfJ'TLKWf; CT1JAAOyt
'OllTaL, Kal MfALfJ'UOo; Kll.l IIapp..EvlS."o; are probably in place there, being 
a brief summary of what Aristotle says more fully in the present 
passage. Some copyist, probably between the time of Themistius 
(c. 315- 390) and that of Philoponus (fl. c. 530) added the words K.' 
yap . . . xaAE1rOV as a gloss, not noticing that aCT1JAAoYLUTot EluUf, 
correct enough in 1853. 10, where the subject is up..c/JOUPOL Ot AOyOL, 
will not do in 186/1, 8, where the subject is aftq,oT£pO~, Kat MEALUUO'i 
Kat llapp..EVlS."o; j and finally the ancestor of E, to put this right) added 
in 186a 8 alrTwy Ot AOY0t, which is lacking i~ the other good 
MSS. 

10. fLiiAAOV ... +OpTLKOS. Cf. Met. 986b 25 &.¢ETfOt ... at fL(Y ova . .. 
w~ OYTEo; p..lKPOV o.ypOtKOT€Pot, E€yoq,aVYJo; Kat MD.UTUOO;. 

II. illos thorrou So6lIlTO'i TO. 0.",,0. O'UfLPa.LIIEL is hardly compatible with 
auvAAoytUTO{ EluLV, 8 ro. But JLo.AAOY 0' . . . xaAE1rOV is meant to correct 
the statement Kal yap ",(vo7j Aap..f3tf.vouUt Kat auvUOYLUTot (rUlli, for 
p..OJ...AOY 8' means C or rather '. The ~v cl.T01rOY is probably not the 
illicit conversion mentioned in 186a 10-13, but, as Simpljcius says, 
that ll' [UTL Kat oVrwo; b- ws atn-o p.OVOV EtVat. This granted, 1\1elissus' 
conclusions, such as that there is no motion, that the universe is 
boundless, &c., follow. 
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12. To~iTO . Xo.:X.E'JI'OV, i.e. there is no difficulty in deducing 

absurd consequences if you start with absurd premisses. 
13. TO. cl>uau .•. E~VQl . Philoponus thinks that in saying ~ EYta 

Aristotle is allowing for the fact that ai SlJvafLw; ai £1' {J1rOKHJLEv~ Ka~ 

at aAoyoL YtvXa[, though CPlJ(],LKa., suffer no K[v1/cnlO, Simplicius suggests, 
more probably, that the exceptions implied are the poles, the centre, 
and the axis of the universe. But more probably still Aristotle has 
no definite exceptions in mind and is merely speaking cautiously. 

16. TOI' TETpaywvluf10Ll .• . TI-'-TJflCLTwv. Themistius, Philoponus, and 
(with a reservation) Simplicius agree in ascribing this to the great 
geometer Hippocrates of Chios (fl. c.45o-430). Themistius says 
H ippocrates tried to square the circle and failed through squaring 
only the lune (i.e. the figure bounded by two arcs of circles) described 
on the side of the square inscribed in the circle. Philoponus says 
he erred in thinking that because he could square a lune he could 
square the circle (sc. by dividing it completely into lunes similar to 
the one he had squared-which cannot be done). Simplicius has 
a much more elaborate account. He first gives, presumably on the 
authority of Alexander, (.) (56. I-I9) a method of squaring the lune 
on the side of a square inscribed in a circle, and (2) (56. r9-5 7. I 8) a 
method of finding a trapezium equal to the lunes inscribed on three 
consecutive sides of a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle + a semi
circle with a radius half that of the original circle. He adds (57. I8-24) 
that (3), subtracting the rectilinear figure equal to the three lunes 
(which can be found by the first proposition) from the trapezium we 
get a rectil inear figure equal to the semicircle mentioned in (2), and 
thus square the circle. 

There is a very obvious fallacy here-that the lune involved in 
prop. I is a lune bounded by a semicircle and a quadrant, while 
those involved in prop. 2 are bounded by a semicircle and a sextant. 
This seems too elementary a blunder for Hippocrates to have made. 

Simplicius adds (4) (58. 1- 24) an argument to the effect that, since 
by (I) above a lune can be squared, the circle can be squared by be
ing divided into lunes. This fails because the circle cannot be so 
divided; but this argument again seems too crude for Hippocrates. 

After some matter irrelevant to our purpose, Simplicius goes on 
(60.2 2) to state the account of Hippocrates' argument in Eudemus' 
History of Geometry, which, as he says, is more reliable owing to 
Eudemus' greater nearness to Hippocrates in time (68. 32). Eudemus 
gives (5) (61. f9-62_ 12) a method of squaring a lune whose outer 
curve is a semicircle, (6) (62_ I3-64. 6) a method of squaring a lune 
whose outer curve is greater than a semicircle, (7) (64- 7-67.10) a 
method of squaring a lune whose outer curve is less than a semicircle, 
(8) (67. rr-68. 32) a method of squaring the sum of a lune and a 
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circle. Then (9) by subtracting one of the squares reached in (5), 
(6), or (7) from that reached in (8) we get tbe square equal to a circle. 

All these quadratures of lunes, or of lunes + circles or semicircles. 
are perfectly sound, and Hippocrates' error, if any, arose in inferring 
from them that he could square the circle itself. Simplicius thinks 
that the argument Aristotle is cri ticizing is (a) the squaring by means 
of lunes, i.e. argument (4) above; or (b) some non-Hippocratean 
proof, I of which Alexander has exhibited one' (Sirnpiicius seems to 
mean argument (3), which he regards Alexander as having been 
wrong in ascribing to Hippocrates)j or (c) the quadrature of the 
c ircle+the lune, i.e. argument (9) (resting on proof (8». This, he 
adds, is that which would most naturally be described as Aristotle 
here describes the proof he has in mind, as 'Tall Ota. 'rWV Tf.1.7J p.O.TWV 
T£Tpaywvurp.ov, since it actually uses segments of a circle, which alone 
are properly Tf.1.7)p.o.TCL, lunes not being so. (There is apparently no 
force in this, because all the proofs use segments proper, as well as 
lunes.) 

Argument (9) contains in principle the same faUacy as argument (3). 
It assumes that since certain lunes can be squared certain otbers can. 
But it is less obviously fallacious. Argument (3) rests on the fact 
that one type of lune can be squared and assumes that a quite 
different one can. Argument (9) rests on the fact that a certain 
lune whose outer curve is a semicircle, one ~vhose outer curve is 
greater than a semicircle, and one whose outer curve is less than a 
semicircle, can be squared. It thus has an appearance of generality. 
But in reality, to be general, it would have to have as premiss that 
no matter what fraction of a circle the outer curve may be, and no 
matter what fraction of a circle the inner curve may be, any lune can 
be squared. Alternatively, of course, the proof would be satisfactory 
jf the lune used in prop. (8) were identical with one of those used 
in props. (5), (6), or (7); but it is identical with none of these. 
Still, the argument comes at any rate nearer to generality than 
argument (3), and is therefore more likely La have been taken by 
Hippocrates to have achieved the squaring of the circle. 

Two other passages of Aristotle bear on the question. One is 
Sopk EI. I7 I b 12-16 (where the general point is the same as that 
made in the present passage) TO. yap !f£1)80ypo.¢~p.a.Ta OVK Ip'UTtKo. 
(Kllro.. yap To.. inro TT]V TE)(V7JV ot 7rapaAoYHTf.1.0{)' OVO; y' €t TL ~un !f£1)'Oo
yp<i.</nlf.1.4 7r£pt &.A1'J8£~, o!ov TO 'I7nToKparo~ ~ 0 T£TP(J.yWV'up.O~ 0 8,0.. TWV 
f.1.TJVLUKWV. Here 1j implies that two distinct things are referred to in 
TO 'I7!'1foKpaTov~ and 0 T£Tpa.yWVtUf.1.0~ 0 OLa TWII f.1.YJVWKWJI. The latter 
might be supposed to be argument (3) or (4) above, and the former 
to be the more elaborate (9) above. But since argument (9) is a 
T£Tpo.YWVUT,.w<; 8,0.. f.1.TJVLUKOV, it is very unlikely that the two arguments 
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should be distinguished by Aristotle as T~ 'I1T1roKp(holX' and 0 T£'tpa· 

yWVlU""O~ (, OUl. TWV J.LlJVluICWV. Diets is in all probability right in 
treating ~ ... p.:qvlcrKWV as a (correct) gloss imported from r 72& 2-3, 
where the phrase occurs. 

The other passage of Aristotle bearing on the question is An. Pro 
69a 30- 34 orol' ci TO A (t'1 TETlXlywvttm'6at, TO 0 b:/J' ~ E w9lrypap.JMlV, 
TO 8' if/l' ~ Z ,ru/(AOS' fi. TOU EZ tv pOvov Et1J }J-(UOV, TO P.f:TO, ,.,."f1"lUKWV 

wav Y{VCU(}Ul rufhryp<iPJLff T OV KtJI(AOV, iytVr; ~v ftTl rov (i,8iva" Aristotle 
is illustrating the process of cl7rayw"Y17 (reduction of a proposition 
difficult to prove, to one that is more plausible). Here we are 
nearer to knowing the proposition ' Z is E" 'the circle is equal to 
a discoverable rectilinear figure', than we are to knowing the propo
sition I Z is ~', I the circle can be squared" because there is only one 
middle term necessary between Z and E, viz. I equal, along with 
certain lunes, to a rectil inear figure', whereas between Z and A there 
intervenes "E as well as this further middle term. 

Here Aristotle is referring to a quadrature of the circle depending 
on the equality of a rectilinear figure to a circle + lunes (in the 
plural). I.e., he is referring to argument (3) above. And since we 
have no evidence that he knew of any other quadrature by means or 
lunes or segments, it is probable that it is th is that he ascribes to 
Hippocrates in the Topics and refers to in the present passage. His 
testimony is thererore in conflict with that or Eudemus, who ascribes 
to Hippocrates not argument (3) but arguments (5), (6), (7), and (8), 
which, ir Hippocrates used them ror the purpose or squaring the 
ci rcle, could be used only as the basis of argument (9)' 

What, now, are the probabilities as to what Hippocrates proved 
or tried to prove? We may take it from Eudemus that he proved 
props. (5)- (8), that be squared three different lunes, and a lune+a 
circle. Did he think he had thereby squared the circle I (a) Heiberg 
thinks l thaL in the then state of logic he might have done so. But this 
seems hardly possible; and, as Heath adds, if Hippocrates thought 
he had squared the circle, he would surely have said so expressly at 
the end of his fourth quadrature. (6) Bjornbo bolds ' that Hippo
crates knew he had not squared the circle, but used language which 
without being actually untrue was calculated to create the impression 
that he had. But, as Heath remarks, this would hardly have been 
worth his while, since the first expert to read his treatise would have 
noticed the imposture. (c) H eath suggests that Hippocrates' was 
merely trying to put what be had discovered in the most favourable 
light', but this suggestion is open to thesarne objection as Bjijrnbo's. 
(Ii) Montucla suggests that Hippocrates offered (9) as a specimen 

1 PIli/ol. xliii, 336-'H-
, 1n P:lUly-WissOW3) Relll-En.e),c. xvi, 1787-99. 
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of fallacious reasoning, and only meant to assert that we should 
solve the problem of squaring the circle as soon as we could square 
all the lunes (or rather the lune involved in prop. 8) as satisfactorily 
as he had squared certain definite tunes. This suggestion seems 
much more probable than those that precede. But (e) we have seen 
that it looks as if Aristotle was not very well informed on what 
Hippocrates had done. He credits him with props. 1-3 instead of 
5-8. It seems not at all improbable that Hippocrates simply proved 
props. 5-8 (no doubt in the hope of ultimately squaring the circle) 
and made no claim to have squared the circle. The choice seems 
to lie between this and the previous suggestion. 

TfoLTJIl(hwv properly means I segments '1 and is not properly applica· 
ble to lunes. There are two possibilities about its meaning here. 
(I) All the propositions in question use segments of the circle, as 
well as lunes, and the word may be used in its proper sense. But 
(2) in one passage, De Cado 2901\ 4, Aristotle uses TJLTJp..a. of a sector 
of a circle. It is possible that in the fluid condition in which geo· 
metrical terminology still was, he may have used 'TJLTJJ-La of any part 
of the area of a circle, and therefore of a lune. This, however, 
seems less probable, since in An. Post. and Soph. El. he uses the 
correct word J-L'1V{UKOIO. 

On the whole topic of Hippocrates' proofs cf. Heath, Hist. of Gk. 
Math. i. J 83- 200, who gives the references to earlier modern dis
cussions. See also references to modern literature in Diels, Vors.3 
1. 299.21 n. 

17. TOV SE >Avn,*,wvTo~. The reference is to Antiphon the Sophist, 
a contemporary of Socrates. Thernistius says that he inscribed an 
equilateral triangle in a circle, then (by erecting an isosceles triangle 
on each side of the original triangle) a regular hexagon, then a dode
cagon, and so on, and thought that the side of the last triangle 
would coincide with an arc of the circle; thus violating the geo
metrical principle of the infinite divisibility of space. Philoponus 
makes him start by inscribing a square in a circle, then an octagon, 
and so on (the principle is the same). and make!'> his error to consist 
in violating the principle that a straight line cannot coincide with an 
arc of a circle. Simplicius describes his method more generally. 
'Inscribe in a circle any of the regular polygons that can be in· 
scribed, e.g. a square. Then inscribe an octagon, and so on, until 
you have exhausted the area of the circle.' Simplicius criticizes 
Alexander for saying that the geometrical principle violated is that 
a circle touches a straight line at a point; this, he says, is not an 
&pX~ but is proved by Euclid in bk. iii (prop. 16). The principle 
involved, Simplicius maintains, is that a straight line cannot coincide 
with an arc, and that since magnitude is infinitely divisible you 



cannot exhaust the area of the circle by drawing lines between chords 
and their arcs. 

Antiphon 's attempt at squaring the circle is mentioned also in 
Soph. EI. 172S 7, without any further information being given. Heath 
discusses it in Hist. of Gil. Matll. i. 221-3. He accepts Themistius' 
account as probably correct, and argues that the objection to 
Antiphon's method is really only verbal. Euclid, he remarks, uses 
the same construction in xii. 2 ; only he expresses the conclusion hy 
saying that if the process be continued far enough, the small seg
ments left over will be less than any assigned area. I.e., Antiphon 
invented the idea on which f Eudemus founded his epoch-making 
method of exhaustion. The practical value of Antiphon's construction 
is illustrated by Archimedes' treatise on the Measurement of a Circle, 
where, by constructing inscribed and circumscribed regular polygons 
with 96 sides, Archimedes proves that 3t>7r> 3t~, the lower limit, 
7r>3~-¥, being obtained by calculating the perimeter of the inscribed 
polygon of 96 sides, which is constructed in Antiphon's manner from 
an inscribed equilateral triangle.' 

Antiphon was a polymath and not a geometrical expert, and we 
cannot be sure that he did not make the mistake of supposing that 
he could by this method obtain a precise equivalent to the area of 
the circle. And if he did, he was certainly deserving of Aristotle's 
censure. But with the correction supplied by Euclid the method 
became one of great importance both theoretical and practical. 

It may be noted that Aristotle elsewhere (All , Post, 75 b 40, Soph, 
El. 17Ib 16, I72a. 4) mentions a third attempt at squaring the ci rcle, 
that of Bryson, which he classes with that of Antiphon as eristical 
and ungeometrical. 

t8. 1rEpt +uaEw~ fLtll ou, since in denying the existence of movement 
they deny the existence of tPVUt'i, which is an o.PX~ Ktv~UEW'i. 

+ua~ka~ St d:nopla.i, e.g. about the void, the infinite, and movement 
itself. 

20. EXEL ... 4H~oao4>(o.lI, 'is of philosophical interest '. 
22. 'll'Wi . E's lOEty before 1I'W'i is pretty clearly a later addition 

intended to make the construction easier. For the construction 
without lOEty cf. 2536. 22, De Gen. et Corr. 3rSh 24. 

22- 6. 'll'OTEpOY .• . TO~OUTWII. Aristotle asks two questions-(r) 
whether, when the Eleatics say that 'TU r.allTa Ell €UTL, they mean by 
rd. m:tv'Ta all substance, all quantity, or all quality, and (2) whether 
they mean by £V one substance, one quantity, or one quality. 

23- 4. oOaio.lI .•. 'll'QlITo.. E's reading ovalav Iday OE r,allra is super
ficially attractive, since it corresponds to ?TOLOY u. OE romo a. 25. But 
on examination it is seen that O£, while appropriate in the second 
phrase, is inappropriate in the first. E or its archetype seems (as in 
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a 22 and often elsewhere) to have aimed at improving on the tradi
tional text. 

29-30. E~ . .. liTOlfOIt, 'if it be maintained that all things are 
quality or quantity, then, whether substance in fact exists or not, 
the view is absurd ' . For if substance does not exist, quality or 
quantity does not exist, since they both presuppose substance 
(Il 3I f.); and if substance exists, all things obviously are not quality 
or quantity. 

b 7- 9. XlyUQ.L •.• OryOs. Pacius points nut that in enumerating 
the senses of 'one I Aristotle omits the second main type of ~v KaO' 

ialJ'rr) recognized in Alel . .6.. 6, viz. that which is one (iSH (1016& 17-
32, b 9, 31- IOQI1 3). This is because unity in form, i.e. analogical, 
generic, or specific identity, so obviously implies numerical difference 
that it could not have been what the Eleatics meant when they 
described TO. OVTtJ. as being one and only one. What they were 
asserting was the numen'cal unity of that which is. 

Tel (TlJVf.X'5 is the first type of' one' recognized in a (roIsb 36-
1016(\17), eLv" A010~ 0 ain-05 the third type (IOI6a32-b6). TO 
aOta{p£Tov corresponds pretty much to what is in a. 6 said to be the 
essential connotation of £v (IOI6b 17-3 I ) as opposed to the con· 
tinuous, the identical in form, and the identical in definition, which 
are the three main divisions of the denotation of (v. 

g. ,...leu, a poetical word for wine, from Homer onwards. 
10. TO EV, • their One '. 
12-13. 1rOT'f.POV ..• OAOV, 'whether the part and the whole together 

make one thing or two things '. 
13-14. Kalnws •.. lI'WS '7I'AEi'W, The apparently superfluous repe· 

titian of 7rW~ 7rAf.{W has led Brandis and Natorp to suspect corruption. 
Brandis proposes 7r~ tv f., 7iA,£{w, Kat El1TAf.{W, 1TWS 7rAE{W, and Natorp 
r.Ws tv £t r.A£{W, Kat f.t £v, 1TW'O rrA,£{w. But really there is no difficulty 
The text means I how can they be one or many, and if they are 
many, in what sense of" many !l are they many?' 

14. Kat • • • fJ.~ auvEXc7w. Aristotle means that, though the difficulty 
he is putting has arisen out of a consideration of the first possible 
meaning of' one', viz. conti nuous, it applies equally to parts which 
are not continuous (e.g. to the sheep of a flock) . 

15. Kat d ... a~TOLS, I and the difficulty arises that if each of two 
parts is one with the whole in the sense that it is indivisible [rom it, 
they will be also one with each other '. The argument in brief is: 
, your hand is you; your foot is you; therefore your foot is your hand '. 

lKQTEPOV. A whole of two parts is taken, as being the simplest 
case; cf. 186b 13. 

16. Et ws &SlaLpETov, I if reality is one in the sense of being indi
visible '. 
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O~SE lI'o~6v, presumably because quality is divisible in respect of 

intensity, or because a bare point or arithmetical unit has no 
quality. 

20, AWTflOV. No literary use of the word is quoted in the lexicons 
as occurring before Aristotle, but cf. I. G. 42 (r). 122. 127 (Epidaurus). 
AW1'f71 is a poetical word (e.g. in Homer) for' robe' (hence AW7T08Vn]~). 

TAl' <Hpa.kA£hou hOy0l'. Cr. a 6 n. 
21- 3. Ta.OTOI' ... ~tt1ro'il I it will be the same thing to be good and 

bad, to be good and not-good, and therefore the same thing will be 
good and not-good, or a man and a horse', If all characteristics are 
the same, that which possesses one will possess all. 

23- 5. IeQ.L 00 ... /-,,,,Slv, i.e. the doctrine that all things are one 
turns out to deny to things any determinate character at all. 

26. Ka.t oL UUTEpOt, i.e. not merely were the Eleatics anxious to 
admit no plurality within the one universe, lest that should break up 
its unity, but later thinkers similarly wished to admit no plurality in 
any individual thing. 

28. AUK6+pwv. In Pol. 12801l 10 Aristotle calls him Lycophron 
the sophist. As Zeller remarks, the expressions attributed to him in 
Rhel. r40sb 35, 1406- 7, Alex. in Top. 426.8, 456.6 indicate him 
to have been an imitator of Gorgias (who is cited in the same 
context in Rhet. 140Sb 37). For further information about him cr. 
Ze11er i6

• 1323 n. 3. 
T. 6.28 explains the present passage by saying that Lycophron 

allowed 'is' only as predicating existence of a substance, as in 
~WKpo.T'"f/r;; £OTtV, and disallowed it in its copulative use, saying 
~WKpo.T'Y}r;; AE1JKOr;; instead of lWKpO.T7lr;; A£vKor;; iO"'f"lV. This explanation 
is probably right. 

28- 32. oL 8t ... OVTO~. Themistius refers this view, absurdly enough, 
to Plato, who in Soph. 251 b ridicules the whole line of argument. 
Philoponus refers it, less improbably, to the Socratic Menedemus of 
Eretria. S. 91. 28, 93. 32 ascribes to the Eretrians yet a third view, 
which attempted to do away with all predication except that bf 
identical propositions such as 'the man is a man '. Zeller ii. 1 8. 

278 n. 2 thinks that the ascription to Menedemus hardly agrees with 
better attested information we have about him, and that the Cynics 
and the Megarian Stilpo are meant (on Stilpo cf. Zeller ib. 272). 
Apelt, however (Beitr/ige z. Gesch. d. Gr. Phil., 202- 4), makes it 
probable that Antisthenes, the Megarians, and the Eretrians united 
in attempting to dispense with the copulative lOTt. 

30- 32. IVQ . .. OVTOo;. S. 91. 23 says rightly tva. .•. V O~AOV OTt 
lulwfL£v'Y}v £Xn tpvcnv Tel U'VfLf1E/J1}KOTa, iJJeT'Tr£p Ka.t TO fiilfLa iYlpynav ~ 
'Tra8o<;; O'Y}AO'i vtpHfLlva n]<;; ovu{a<;; OVTa. 

32- 4. 1rOAA&' ... fLlp'll, i.e. in fact oVTa (i.e. any ov) may be many 
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either by including characteristics whose definitions are different, or 
by being quantitatively divisible into many parts. 

34. EVTo.u9a, i.e. in conn ex ion with that which is both one whole 
and many parts. , 

1864 1- 2. ~ST) ... E!va~. Superficially this is difficult. ' They were 
already in trouble, and admitted that the one is many, as though it 
were not possible for the one to be many,' The explanation is that 
th ere is a pause in the thought after Efvo.t II. I, and iJJcrrr€P ... Elvat 
goes with T,7rOPOVV rather than with WJWAOYOUV TO ~v 7roAAa Elvat. 'But 
at this point they began to be in difficulties, and to adm it (in view 
of the facts) that the same thing is one and many (though they 
thought this absurd in view of their assumptions)-as if there were 
any real difficulty in the same thing's being one and many, provided 
it is not the one and many that are opposed to one another; a thing 
may be actually one and potentially many' (i.e. divisible into many 
parts). 

CHAPTER 3 

18611. 7- 10. KQL .•• xo.AE1rov. For the reasons for excising these 
words here, cr. 18511. 8-I2 n. 

11- 13. OZETo.~ ... EXU. I He thinks he has acquired (sc. by a 
legiti mate immediate inference) from the premiss II everything that 
has come into being has a beginning" the further premiss 'I that 
which has not come into being has not a beginning II,' The step by 
which be has passed from one proposition to the other is not in fact 
a legitimate one. 

Aap.{3o.vHv is commonly used of assuming premisses, not of drawing 
conclusions. But it may be used of acquiring by inference proposi
tions which become premisses for further inferences; cf. 21611. 6 n., 
An. Pro 24b 10, An. Post. 79b27, Top. 10011. 29, ISSb 36, and Laas, 
Aristotelische Texles-Studiuz, 5-10. 

Melissus may have committed the fallacy in question (a.o:;crihed to 
him also in Soph. EI. ,61 b '3- '1, ,68b 35-40, r8,' 21-9); for 
Simplicius quotes from him (110.2.) the phrase J.PX~v 'T{ 1ea.1. TlAOIi 
EXOV ovB£" oun &.t8wv OliTE a.1f'f.lpOV EU'TW (fr. 4). from which it seems 
likely that he inferred (as Simplicius makes him infer) that TO p.T, 
fXOIl a1f'HpOV ~U'TlY. This would be anotber instance of the fallacy of 
illicit conversion : I nothing that has a beginning is a:7r£Lpov: there
fore tbat which has not a beginning is ar.upov'. But in fro 2 he does 
not infer TO p.~ Y£IIOP.EVOV OUIe fXEL a.PX~v from TO Y£1/0ftEIlOV ;XEL J.px7J1I 
Q1f'av, but makes the two statements side by side: d }J-£v ya.p ~ylVETO, 

apx.iJv &v Eix£v • . . lea.t TEA£1Jn]V •.. ' OTE B£ ~~T£ ~pta.7'O p.~n ~T£Ad1'T'fJu£v . •. 
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otJ/( ;XH apx~v ovo£ 'Tf:AE~V. In any case, as Burnet observes (E.G.P., 
§ 166), even if he perpetrated the illicit conversion, it was not the 
basis of his belief in the eternity of reality, which is rather to be 
found in fro I, d ya.p iyiv£TO, avaYKClt6v f.un 7rP'tv Y£Vf.u()Ut Elvat p:'18iv' 
Ei. TO{VVV JL1Jobt ~v, ovoo./L?J. ill' yf.VOtTO OVO£II iK P.",8EVt).;. 

13-16. EiTel . . ..... ETQI30X~~ , 'then this too is odd, that in the case 
of everything (sc. 1T"IlV'TO" TOV YfYoj-dvOlJ 8.12) there is a beginning of 
the thing-not of the time- and that there is a beginning of coming 
to be- not of simple coming to be, merely, but also of qualitative 
change-as though change may not come into being all at once ' , 
Aristotle believes that water, for instance. does not begin to freeze 
at a particular point, but freezes all over at once. You cannot say 
where freezing begins ; the water passes as a whole from olle state 
to another. Cf. 23611 27 O~OE OT] TOU fLETa{3f{3A7JKOTO'i ((TTW n r.pwrov 8 
fLfTa{3l{3A1}KEV, 253b 23 opooiw'i OE Kat. (r.' ,L\.AOUOO-fW'i 01rOlIl<TOUY' ou ya.p 
Et fLEpllTTOV fis a.1rflpa. TO nAAOWVfL£VOV, OLa TOWO Kat t) nAAo{WCTL'>, aU 
&.(JpOa ytyvETaL 1rOAAaKL'i, 6JU1rEP 1; r.lj~L'>. He would admit that in 
simple generation, e.g. of an animal, there is a part which first comes 
into being (the heart), but denies the corresponding necessity in the 
case of qualitative change. Similarly illumination is treated as 
instantaneous (De An. 41Bb 20-26). 

Melissus evidently held a view opposed to this. He must there~ 
fore have argued tbat if a change takes place, it must begin at a 
particular point and then spread. 

Ka11-l~ TOU XPOIiOU is an aside of Aristotle's, pointing out what is 
1LOt meant, and so is I-lTJ ri)s t\1f~~S d.~~a KaL d.A~o~waEws. cr. Mel. 
994ft. 22 OtXw,> yap Y{YVETaL TOOf EK 'TOUOE-fL~ W'i rOOf A'YU'at fLETa 
TOOE •• . a-\X ~ KTA. Cf. also 190ft ZI. 

The passage probably has a reference to the charge Aristotle 
brings against Melissus (Sopk. EI. 167b 13-'7. r68b35-40. r81' 27-9) 
that he reasons from the eternity of the real to its spatial infinity. 
He represents him here as saying that everything that comes into 
being has a spatial ap;0 at which its coming into being begins; and 
this, taken with the illicit conversion with which he also charges 
him (n I r-13), would yield the result that that which does not come 
into being has no spatial &.PX~' i.e. is infinite. Burnet argues (E. G. P. 
§ 166) that Aristotle has misunderstood fro 2 of Melissus, and that 
he takes Melissus to be inferring the spatial infinity of the real when 
by calling it ar.npov Melissus merely means' without beginning or end 
in time '. But the fragment seems to justify Aristotle's argument. It 
stands in Diels as follows: OTE TO{VVV OllK £'Y£VfTO, Eun TE Kill nfl -;51 
Kat o.£t EO'Tat, Kilt o.PX~V OVK EXn OVOE T£A£Vn]V, 0."\'\' a7l'£Lpov E!TTlV. £t 

.. , ., ." '" ~ (" c ' " ') , Jl.fV yap EY£VETO, apx"1v av nx£v "1P.;IlTO yap av "?rOTE Y£YOfL£vOV Kal 
T£ AEVT1}V (ET£AfVT"1U£ ya.p a v 1rOTE )'UO }-LEVOV)' aTE of: fLVrE ~p~aTo 
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fA:Y17'( ~TE.\.EtIn?O"£V ad T£ ~II Kat aIEl. lO"TQt, Olll( £Xu dpx!J1I oMt uA£un1v. OV 
yap (hl €!VQL avv<TTov, 0 n p.1] ?Tall tUTL, and Diels translates' denn es 
mUsste ja, wenn entstanden, einmal angefangen haben ... denn es 
miisste ja, wenn entstancien, einmal geendet haben', But in Simplicius 
(our sole authority for the fragment) we read not YEVO,uEJlOV but 
)'LVOp..EVOV in 29.24, 109.22, 23, 26 (bis), 27, and Y£vop.£vov only in 
109. 29; and in ps. -Arist. Xen. 9748. 9- 1 I we read a"tSwv 8£ till a7rHpOV 

(Tvat OTt OVK txEt c1flX~V of lEv E),£JlETO, ov8€- TE.\.E~V El .. S y'yvOP.EVOJl 
E-,,::AdJT7]CrE 1rOTE. It seems clear that this is the right reading in 
Simplicius, and that the translation is 'for it must have at some time 
begun coming to be' and I for it must have at ,some time finished 
coming to be '. Thus the spaced 'T£AEVT~V, if it referred to a temporal 
end, could only refer to the end of reality's coming to be, whereas in 
the first sentence 'T(AnlTllv would have to refer to the temporal end of 
its being; and the argument would fall to pieces. It is clear, therefore, 
that the argument must be: l For if it had come into being, it must 
have had a (spatial) beginning (i.e. a part which carne first into 
being) and a (spatial) end (i.e. a part which came last into being); 
but when it neither began nor finished and always is and always will 
be, it has no (spatial) beginning or end.' 

This is con firmed by the fact that in fro 4 Melissus says ap~v T'( 
Kal TiAo~ fXOV ovs~v OUT'( &.tSwv OUT( d.7rUPOV hITw, where unless the 
OVT£ a:rrapov is quite otiose it must refer to something different from 
eternalness, i.c. to spatial infinity. That Melissus asserted this of 
the real is clear from fro 3 d..,\X tiJU7rfP tCJTLV d.£{, Ol)'TW Kat TO fdydJo<; 

a.7r(LPOV d.€1. XP~ €LVo.t. And Aristotle seems to be right in his view as 
to one of the grounds on which Melissus rested this assertion; though 
no doubt Melissus had, as Burnet points out, a better ground-that 
if reality were limited it would be limited by empty space (De Gen. 
et Corr. 32Sa 14), i.e. by something which as he holds cannot exist. 

M. Offner tries in A .G.P. iv. 12-33 to show that Melissus was 
not guilty of the inference from lack of temporal beginning to lack 
of spatial limit; but not successfully. 

16- 18. E7I'UTQ .. . €~,.,; Melissus had evidently argued: If there 
is only one thing, TO OV, it cannot move, for in order to move it must 
have a space other than itself to move into. Aristotle replies: (I) I why 
should it not move in the way of .{VTt7r£p{CTTQUL<;, by its parts' taking 
each other's places (as in vortex motion, 214a 31)'. (To this 
Melissus might have replied that he has already excluded the very 
notion that the One has parts.) (2) I In any case, Melissus' argu
ment does not show the impossibility of qualitative change, which 
is itself a kind of K{VfJUL'O,' But in fact Melissus has a stronger ground 
for denying the reality of qualitative change. €L yap (upoLOil1"«L, 

a.vUyKl1 TO £CHI J1.~ OfLOLOV ElVQt., &.\Au OiTo.\.\vuOnL TO 7rp6crOOl Mv, 'TO o~ 
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orJl( lOll ytVHT()at (fr. 7 (2»). I .e., he rests his denial on the fact that 
in being changed the 01' would lose its identity. 

19. Tr>"'~11 T~ t~ ou, 'but only, if at all, in respect of the unity of the 
material of which it consists '. 

20. T~UI ~uau(wY. Cf. 184b 17 n. 
22-b 12. Kal ... TO ()v. Aristotle begins his criticism of Parmenides 

by pointing out (I) that his argument rests on the false assumption 
that 'being' is used only in one sense (824-5), (2) that even if we 
grant this premiss his conclusion does not follow. This second 
point is proved by showing that conclusions ad verse to Parrnenides' 
view follow whether we suppose being (a) to be an attribute belonging 
to something that has a distinct substantial nature of its own, or 
(6) to be the substantial nature of that which is. If (a) we conceive 
of TO OV on the analogy of TO ACVKOV, then (i) just as there must be 
two AEVK~ viz. white colour and that which possesses it, there must 
be ?rolla oVTa, viz. the substance which possesses being, as well as 
being itself (8. 26- 32). Hence being must be conceived in manner 
(b) (.32-4). (a) is open to the further objection (ii) that if being 
be so conceived there will have to be an OUI( ov, viz. that of which 
being is an attribute (& 34-b I). For this reason, too, being must 
be conceived not in manner (a) but in manner (b) (b 1- 3). But (b) 
is (i) open to the second objection raised to (a). For if being is the 
substantial nature or its possessor, then any attributes its possessor 
possesses will be OOK OVTQ, and since it is characterized by them it 
will be an OOK ov (b 3-II). Finally, (ii) if to avoid this we suppose 
its attributes as well as it to be Otr£p bV, the first objection raised to 
(0) reappears, for ov will then signify a variety of things, in other 
words there will be ?rOAAa bVTa (b II-I2). 

25. )'£YOJ.1EVOU 1ToH.axw~) i.e. Parmenides is ignorant of the distinct
ness of the categories of being, and of the difference between 
potential and actual being. 

25- 32. Q.O'U!J.lI'EpaVTos: • •• O'uvEwpa. Parmenides' two assumptions 
were: (r) 'being ' has but one meaning, and (2) there is nothing 
besides being. From this he argued that reality is one and indi
visible. Aristotle refutes the argument by making parallel supposi
tions about' white " viz. that (I) 'white' has but one meaning, and 
(2) there is nothing but what is white (a 26, cf. 29-30), and by 
showing that these are compatible with there being many white 
things. All that is white will not be one either (a) by being con
tinuous, or (b) by being identical in definition (since the colour white 
and that which is white must be differently defined). 

The third of the modes of unity named in 18Sb 7-9-indivisi. 
biIity-is omitted, presumably because it is sufficiently obvious 
that what is white cannot be a geometrical point (cf. I8Sb I6-19). 
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29. TO t:!Va.~ ).,EUK~ ••• SeS(y",,'v~, I to be the colour white and to 
be that which has taken on the colour white '. 

29-30. KQ~ •• • ouai ... XWPLCTTOI', I yet this does not involve that there 
will be something apart from the white \ i.e. we have pointed out the 
existence of a plurality without deserting the hypothesis £t P.OVQ 1'"n 
AWf(a A'I'}¢fht1'/ (A. 26). Kal •• . XWPUT'I'"OV should be separated from 
what precedes by a full stop rather than by a comma. 

32. O'UIiEWpa. This reading seems preferable, because the idiomatic 
word is more likely to have been corrupted into the familiar iwpa 
than vice versa. cr. Met. 984 h 2 oi;fhVL fTl)V€f3." rTjv TOLQUT1JV fTl)vL8EtV 
niTtav, De Gen. An. 75Sb 27 TOVrO oVX" CTVV£WpWWTav. 

32-b 12. o.V&'YKTJ .•. TO 011. This difficult passage may be paraphrased 
as follows: 'It is necessary, then, for Parmenides' argument that he 
should assume that "existent ", whatever it may be predicated of, 
means not only one thing, but what is just-existent and just-one, i.e. 
that the whole nature of any such thing is to be existent and one. 
It will not do to regard" existent" as an attribute; for an attribute 
is predicated of a subject, so that if II existent" were an attribute, 
that whose attribute it was would not be existent (since it is different 
from" existent "), so that there would exist something non-existent. 
The "just-existent ", then, will not be an attribute of anything else. 
For if it were, that other could not be an existent-unless fC existent /I 
had more than one meaning, so that each of the things answering 
to these meanings would be a particular existent; but we are assuming 
(with Parmenides) that II existent" has but one meaning. 

I If, then, that which is just existent is not an attribute of anything, 
but other things are attributes of it, how will "the just-existent" 
mean something that exists and not rather something that does not 
exist? For if the just-existent is to be also whi te, but the quality 
white is not just-existent (indeed "existent" cannot even be an 
attribute of it, since ex hypothesi nothing is existent that is not just
existent), then what is white is not existent (not merely not red or 
yellow, but not existent at all): thererore the just-existent is not 
existent; for it was ex hypothesi true to say of it that it is white, and 
this has been seen to mean something non-existent. To escape this 
difficulty we must say that even H white" indicates something just 
existent; but then we are forced to conclude that, contrary to 
Parmenides' fundamental hypothesis, "existent" stands for more 
than one kind of thing, viz. ror attributes as well as their subject.' 

Aristotle has pointed out in a. 25-31 that the mere assumption 
that' white ' has only one meaning, i.e. stands for one single quality, 
would not imply that there could not be many white things. Simi· 
larly, he implies, the mere assumption (which Par men ides makes) 
that' existent' has only one meaning would not justify Parmenides' 
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conclusion that there is only one existent. To justify this he must 
assume that anything of which I existent' is predicable must he 07rEP 
01' and iJ7T'EP €V, precisely identical with I existent' and lone', have 
its whole nature comprised in being existent and one. Existence 
must in fact be its substantial nature. Incidentally, Aristotle shows 
in a. 34-b 4 that the opposite assumption, that I existent' is essentially 
an attribute of something that has a separate nature of its own, is, 
when combined with Parmenides' logic of the proposition, fatal to 
Parmenides' view. For that other thing, just because it is other than 
I existent', will be non·existent, so that Parmenides will have (contrary 
to his main thesis au yap fLfrrrOH TOVrO &'py, clyat p..~ EOVTa, fro 7. I) 
to admit the existence of a non-existent. 

The logic of his theory, then, requires Pannenides to make existence 
the substantial nature of the existent. But if he does this, he gets 
into an equal difficulty (b 4-Il). For unless he is to make the 
existent have no qualities whatever but its essential quality of ex
istence, he must predicate some quality of it, say, white. But then 
just as, in considering the possible view that existence is an attribute, 
we saw that it led to the absurd conclusion that the subject of this 
attribute must be an existing non·existent, so we now see that if the 
existent is a subject, any attribute it has must (according to Par men i
dean logic), since it is other than it, be non· existent j and then since 
we bave judged the subject to be it (qualified by it), we shall have 
to say that our subject, the existent itself, is non-existent. 

Finally (b I [ - I 2), to escape this difficulty, we must say that even 
C white ' denotes a just·existent; but then we sha11 have given up the 
essential hypothesis of Parmenides, that I existent' is applicable only 
to one kind of thing. 

b 2 . o~ ... E!IIa.~ . 011 n seems preferable to OyTt, and if we read 
Oy Tt it is preferable to read aVT6, as P. 69.6 seems to do. Aristotle 
prefers the accusative and in finitive to the dative and infinitive with 
fcrTt (= I it is possible) (cf. Pol. 1297b 3, 130Sb 33), as with £yOiXf.Tat 
(Bz. bzdtx, 249' 60-b 3). 

3. dlla.L Tt = Oy TL f.lVQL. 

5. Uh}.a (Ta. Q~~CL) £KELV/f. The vulgate uAA' £Kf.{V~ can hardly beal 
this meaning, which is plainly required. Philoponus had <L\A' ElCdyCJ! 
before him, and saw its difficulty j for he proposes, as one alternative, 
to read uA"" EKf.{Yl.!! Tt paAAoy (69. 14-17). T . 10.10 p.a'AAoy O( C;; TO. 

aAAa (TlJpf3if3TJICf.V may point to our reading. S. 125.18 aAA' ElCdyce 
aAAO n UlJP.{3if3TJKf.Y is probably paraphrasing the vulgate reading. 

6. TCL~T6. There is no trace of this word in S. r25.22, P. 69.26 
(though the quotation in P. 69.23 has it), and the sense is improved 
by its removal. 

11- 12. wa TE . , . TO Qv. To avoid the difficulty stated in b 4-1 I we 
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must say that AruKOV as well as the subject that owns it is an 01', and 
therefore a 07rtip ov, since in hypothesis (b) 01' is equated with 07rEP 011 
(cf. B. 32-4). But then 0&1 signifies more than one thing-'\'cvKoV as 
well as that which owns it-and plurality is once more introduced 
into the universe. WUTf. gives a better sense than 6Jrrr' El, and t1.pa is 
not likely to occur in the apodosis of a conditional sentence except 
after a parenthesis (as in b 8); and Simplicius seems to have read 
6Jan (125. 33- J26. I). 

12- 14_ ou . . . p.op(wv, a further argument against Parmenides. 
If the existent is just.existent and nothing else, it cannot have 
magnitude; for if it had magnitude it would have to have parts, and 
these, to be different, would have to be, each of them, something 
more than just-existent. Thus Parmenides in saying that reality is 
finite, and Melissus in saying that it is infinite, both contradict their 
fundamental principle. The logical conclusion is that of Zeno, that 
being has no magnitude, but th.is in turn is contradicted by plain facts. 

13. Eko.Tlp't' (Dot EKauTCf) is explained by the fact that Aristotle has 
in mind Zeno's proof that if reality is extended, it is susceptible of 
OtXOTop.{a ad t'nfinilu1/l (cf. 1871\ 2). Each of the two parts readied 
by each successive dichotomy will have to have a different being 
from the other part. 

14- 33. on ... lrlp't' . In b 12- 14 Aristotle has shown that the 
Eleatics' conception of reality as a single indivisible thing which just 
is is inconsistent with its being extended, and thus comes into con
flict both with their assertions that it is 'finite' or ' infinite' in extent, 
and with the plain facts of experience. He now turns to show that 
if we pass from the analysis of an extended whole into parts to the 
analysis of a logical complex into elements, here also we find that 
there must be not only one substance but many, the logical elements 
of a substance being themselves substances. Being universals, they 
are of course only o(1Jupat ovu{at (in the language of the Categories), 
but they are ovu{at. Aristotle's argument is, that if they are not 
substances, they must be attributes. If they are attributes, they 
must be attributes either (r) of the original substance (e.g. man), or 
(2) or something else. (I) His proof that they cannot be the rormer 
rests on two assumptions, connected irregularly by n: b I9 and iTt b 23. 
(a) Attributes are either separable or inseparable from their subjects; 
the latter kind being attributes whose subjects are necessarily involved 
in their definition. (b) Elements involved in the definition of a 
complex term- e.g. in the definition of man-do not involve the 
complex in their own definition (this is obvious, because otherwise 
the definitions would be circular, a being defined by reference to b, 
and b by reference to a). Now the elements involved in man-e.g. 
biped-if they are attributes of man, must either be separable attri-
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butes (in which case a man need not be a biped !), or inseparable 
attributes, which is forbidden by (b) above. (2) If, on tbe other 
hand, biped and animal arc attributes of something other than man, 
then man, which is identical with biped animal, must be an attribute 
of that something. 

14. 81'1"fP all, j just-existent' or 'essentially a kind of existent ', is 
used here as equivalen t to I substance', since non-substances arc not 
kinds of existent but attributes of existents. 

18- 23. UIJf1~E~TJk6s .•. uLf.l.6v. Ooly two kinds of (J"lJp.f343"1KOS are 
illustrated in b 21 - 3 j only two should therefore be named in b 18-2 r. 
The difference of meaning between o~ lJl'T~ .My~ inrapXH TO ~ UVf1f3E' 
f3YJl(f.II and iv ~ 0 AOYOS im'aPXH «f CTlJJ.'.f3i/37JK(v is but slight, and there 
is no trace of the latter phrase in T. rI.I3, P. 76.3- 10, S. r28.13- r6. 
It must be regarded as a gloss on the earlier phrase. 

20. oJ lv T~ A6y~ lJ1rcipXH TO ~ aUfJoplp'I'JKEV is the second kind of 
KaO' aVTo mentioned in An. Post. (73a 37-b 3), viz. OeJ'Ol~ TWV EV1:7rap' 
XUVTWV aln-ol~ ain-a Ell T<!J Aoy~ EIIlJ7rclpXOl)eJ't 'T<!J 'Tt ErrTt O'lAOUII'Tl, orov TO 
EVOV inr&'PXH ypap.p.fj Kat TO 7rEpu/)£pi~. 

21-2. oTo .. . .. xwpttoluvov. This is apparently the origin of the 
phrase I separable accident '. XWpt,OP.EVOV = EVO£X0p.£1IOV inrcfpXEtV Kat 
p.~ lJ7rapxEtv h 19. 

34- 5 .• n\ .nO' 00 ... ~EylaOw. P. 78.'7-19 (cf. 74.25- 6) seems 
to have read Kat KaO' ot ap.cpw, .• m1 TO £K TOVTWV AEyiuOw. He also 
recognizes (ibid. 20-23) the reading Kat KaO' ot diUPlJJ Kat ~KaT(pOV, 
Kat TO EK TOVrIJJV AEyt.eJ'OW (recognized also by S. 129.24- 7), and (ibid . 
23-5) the reading Kat Ka8oAou /lp.cpw, Kat ~KaT£pov Kat TO IK TOv,.WV 
AE)'iu(}w. S.129.19-21 seems to have himself read Kat KaBoAOlJ n 
I1p_cpw, Kat 'TO EK TOtTrlJJV AEyiuOw. Philoponus' reading seems to be 
the right one. If Kat ~KaT£pov be reta ined, the comma rnust he 
placed after, not before, it; but the balance of the evidence is against 
these words , and they add nothing of value to the meaning. 

35. i~ dStaLpETwlI iipa TO nail j The Greek commentators take 
these words as a statement, not a question. Themistius' interpreta
tion (II. 36- 12.1) is too wide of the mark to be worth mentioning. 
Philoponus gives two interpretations (79.2-23) : (rl That which is 
strictly one is one either by being continuous or by being indivisible 
or by having a single definition (r85b 7- 9). Aristotle has shown that 
reality is not one in the third sense (186(1. 24- 32). nor in the first 
( 18611 32-V. Philoponus ad loc.- b 12). He now infers that it 
must be one in the second sense-it must be U7JJAElOV Ka1 EK eJ''7P.f:LWV: 
CTr/P.f.lOV because it is neither continuous nor identical in definition, 
f.K (T'(}p.dwv because (as we have seen in b I4- 35) its definition in
cludes words which indicate parts of it. (2) E~ d.8taLpiTWV = f.~ 

OVeJ'LWV, the clause thus summing up the result of U 14-35-
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It is evident that neither of these interpretations is acceptable. 
Simpiiciu5 also gives more than one interpretation. (r) His first 
interpretation (1 28. 32-129.7) is so obscure as to demand light 
rather than supply it, but its general intention is to treat the phrase 
as a reductio ad absurdmn of Parmenides' position (v. 129.13-1 5). 
(2) His second interpretation (129. 8-15), resting like the first on 
the authority of Alexander, takes a8uupETWV = inseparable from 'TO 
?Tay, i.e. of the same nature with it, i.e. ()V(TlWV j thus agreeing with 
Philoponus' second interpretation. 

Pacius takes the words to state the view which Parmenides must 
adopt if he is to avoid the conclusion that there are many entia. 
(Obviously, a view which recognizes aom{pl'Ta in the plural does not 
avoid this conclusion.) He makes the interesting suggestion that 
perhaps we should read J.pn and interpret the sentence thus: 'What 
therefore will Parmenides say, to avoid the multitude of entities which 
we have found to exist by analysing man into its elements? Will he 
be so absurd as to deny that what is can be divided? t 

There is another peculiarity of the passage, by taking account of 
which we can perhaps arrive at the meaning of the clause. Any 
one who reads carefuUy the words fl ... AlYf.UOW b 3I-5 will notice 
that the order seems peculiar. The argument looks as if it were 
complete when Aristotle has stated the conclusion of the hypothesis 
that the elements, animal and biped, are attributes of something 
other than man (viz. that man would then itself be an attribute), and 
has confronted this with the principle that a substance (like man) is 
an attribute of nothing (u 33-4). The words Kat KaO' ov ap..¢w, Kat 'TO 
iK 'ToVrwv A€''1f.UOw seem superfluous where they are. If they are 
wanted at all, they seem to be wanted as an additional premiss 
bifore the conclusion KaL;' d.vf)pw;ro<; &.v lLY} 'TWV rrvP.{3l/3YJKO'TWV £'TipCf' 
Simplicius points this out, though without proposing a change of 
reading. Laas proposed to transfer the words to that position. But 
this will not do; it separates the imperatives tUTw, Alyf.Uf)W, which 
manifestly belong together, and makes the second depend on ll, 
which is impossible. 

Both our problems can be solved if we suppose the main argu
ment to end with E'T(PCf b 33, d.AAa .. . 1Tav to add a reflection of 
Aristotle's own, and it d.otatpi'Twv apa 'TO 7Tav to be interrogative. 
'But let us grant that a substance (like man) is not an attribute of 
anything, and that of that of which both of two terms are predicated, 
the complex of the two terms can be predicated (which would seem 
to make man an attribute of that of which animal and biped are 
attributes); does it follow that the only way out of the difficulty is to 
make the universe consist of unanalysable entities-throwing over
board the analysis of man into animal and biped, which has Jed to 
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the difficulty? ' His own solution is a different one; viz. that man 
is analysable into elements, but that these are themselves not acci
dents, £v inrOKHP.€v'fl but substantial entities predicable KUO' u7roKEt,ull'olJ 
and being its essential nature-ovcrtat, though only 8E:1}Tt:pat ovutUt; 
i.e. that Otatp£tTUt TO 07rEP 01' E~~ 07rEP 01' n 0:.\.\0 (b 14). 

For apa used thus in a question = 'does it follow that . . . ?' cf. 
Xen. Mem. iv. 4.23 IJon:pa otv (sc. O"7rlpp.uTa), ;'1>7}, {3EAT[W; .6.iJAOV 
on, tcp7], 'Tel TWV dKp.a'oVTwv. Ta -r(;w p.~ o.Kp.a,ovTwv upa au O'7roluSaia.; 
.nd PI. Apol. 26d, PI,a,d. 58 • . 

187a I . (YLO t 8' EVIE'80(J"Qv TOLS AOYOLS d.",~oTipotsJ to both the famous 
Eleatic arguments. The first is the argument ascribed to Parmenides 
in r86a 24-5. and considered by Aristotle, ibid. a 25- h 12. The 
second argument, b ~I( ,..7j~ oixoTop.{as, has not been mentioned. The 
commentators are no doubt right in identifying it with the argument 
of Zeno against plurality, which has been skilfully reconstructed by 
Zeller (i.6 749-53) from the accounts that have come down from 
antiquity. The main arguments against the existence of plurality 
are two. (I) If being were many, it would have to be both infi· 
nitely little and infinitely great. Infinitely little, because since every 
plurality is a number of units, and only the indivisible is a true unity, 
each of the many must be either an indivisible unit or composed of 
such. But what is indivisible has no magnitude, since everything 
that has magnitude is infinitely divisible. The single parts of which 
the many consists must therefore have no magnitude. Nothing 
becomes greater by their being added to it, or less by their being 
taken away. But what does not increase things by its presence or 
decrease them by its absence is nothing. The many is therefore 
infinitely small, since each of its parts is so small as to be nothing. 
But on the other hand these parts must be l'njinitely great. For 
since that which has no magnitude is not, the many, in order to be, 
must have magnitude; its parts must therefore be distant from 
one another, i.e. there must be other parts between them. But the 
same is true of these; they also must have magnitude and be 
separated by yet other parts from the others, and so ad infinitum, 
so that we get infinitely many quantities or an infinite quantity. 
(2) Similarly the many must be both limited and unlimited in 
tlUmber. Limited, because it is as many as it is, no more nor less. 
Unlimited, because two things are two only when they are separated; 
in order that they may be separated, there must be something 
between them; and so too between this intermediate and each of 
the two, and so ad t"lljinitum. As in tbe first proof the conclusion 
that the many must be infinite in magnitude, so here the conclusion 
that it must be infinite in number, is got from the fact that it is con
ceived as a plurality or separated magnitudes, and between any two 
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of these a third, separating them, is intercalated. This part of both 
proofs would be aptly called I the argument from dichotomy " and is 
no doubt what Aristotle meant by this phrase. It is evident, too, 
that the acceptance of this argument (iv£SOUClV), i.e. the acceptance 
of the view that, if bodies are in finitely divisible, they must consist of 
an infinite number of infinitely great parts, would, by the paradoxical 
nature of the result, lead people to do what Aristotle says they did, 
viz. deny that bodies are infinitely divisible, and accept a belief in 
indivisible magnitudes. 

The other Eleatic argument referred to is the argument that I if 
/I being II has a single meaning, being is one thing, exclusive of any 
plurality'; and the thinkers referred to are said to have given in to 
this argument in that they accepted its conclusiveness and therefore 
thought that the existence of plurality can be explained only by 
supposing that being has 110t onc single meaning but that not-being 
is a kind of being distinct from being proper. The reasoning is 
expressed more clearly in Met. Io89B 2-6, ;OO£E yap aVToLi '7rallT' 
(nu()a.t ~v 'Ta ollTa, aVro 'TO OV, Ei t'~ 'Tti >.:VU£t 1<0., Op.OuE {3aOtf.L'Ta.t 'T~ 
IIap,uO'toOlJ AOy~ "ov yap J.L~7rOH 'Tom-o OafLll. f.!va, t'l] (OV'Ta ", &...\.A' 
&.vaYK71 Etva, 'TO fLl] &v OEL~aL OTt (ernv' om-w yap, (I< 'TOV ovrOi I<at IiA.\OlJ 
'TtVOi, 'To. OV'Ta (Uf.uOat, Et rooUa: lU'Ttv. It might be thought, therefore, 
that the EVLOt referred to are the thinkers referred to in the Meta
physirs, viz. the Platonists. But the (Vtot are said to have also given 
in to the argument from dichotomy, and to have accepted the belief 
in indivisible magnitudes. This might no doubt be a reference to 
Plato's and Xenocrates' doctrine of indivisible lines. Alexander 
(S. [34.[9. 135.[5. [38. II). Porphyry (ib. r35 . [. [40.6). and Tbe
mistius think it is Plato that is described as giving way to the first 
E leat ic argument, and Xenocrates to the second. Simplicius agrees 
with regard to Xenocrates (ib. 142.16), but not with regard to Plato, 
on the ground that Plato did not believe in a o.7rAWS" p.l] ov but in fL~ 
OV T< (137.7- 20). 

This is a sound point, and we are therefore justified in looking 
for (what Simplicius does not supply) another interpretation of (VLOL 
than that which refers it to Plato and Xenocrates. Now the most 
important theory of a..'T0p.a p..EylOT} was Atomism, and there is a passage 
which makes it fairly clear that Atomism is the theory here referred 
to. InDe Gen. t!t Corr. 324b 35- 3258. 32 Aristotle explains Atomism 
as due to reHection on Eleatic arguments. oo~ Of p.tlAUT'ra 1(0., 

7r£P' 7rav'Twv (VL AOY<t' OtWp{KauL AU) l<t7MTOS" 1<0., AT}p.OI<PL'TO<;, apxY1v 
7f'Otl'}uQ./Lf..,Ot l<aTe.. CPUUtV iprf.p f.CT'TLV. f.v{OtS" yap 'TWV apxa{wv (to the 
Eleatics) (OO~E 'TO &v l~ &'vQ.YK17S tv ETvat 1<0.1 &'I<LvrrrOV' 'TO p..E:V yap !CElIOV 
OUI< ov, I<tvT}01jvQ.t 0' OVI( &v owO,u()at t'l] OV'ToS" I«VOU I<f.XWPtup..f.VOlJ, ovo 
at 7rOAAo. f.!vat p..l] ovroS" 'TOU Ot£{pyOVTOS" .•• AWl(t1!'"7roS" 0' (XEtV 0~071 
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'\OyO~ ornVE§' 7rpOS' T7Jv a'lu(JYJul.JI Op.oAOyOVp.o'Q. ,\lyolITf.'i oi}le Q."a.tp~uooow 
OWE yo,(UUI OVT( q,(Jopa.v OUTE 1({II7JCTtII "al TO 1rAij805 TWV OVTWV. OJLo'A.Q-
Was (cr. Phys. 187a I (11(800'0.11) Sf TaVra. }LEV TOt'i ¢a.tV0I-I-EV01'i, TO';5' BE 
TO ~v KaTaUK(Va'OV(1"lV WS' OlUt A .. K{vqUlV ooo-all QV(lI KOIO", TI) TE I((VOII 

JL~ 011 Kal TOV OVTOS' OUBEV JL~ Oil q,7JCTt" t:tvo.,· TO yap /(vp{wS'~" 7r'a1L7rA7jfH.S' 
Ov. ill' Elvo.L TO TOWin-OIl OUX £1', Q.AA' o:r.upo. TO 7r.\7j8oS' /(0., UOpo.TU BUl 
UfUKpOTTJTOo TWV OyKWV. TO-liTO. 0 ill 'T1f K£V~ ¢lpHr(Jo.t (KElfOV yap Elvat)' 
Kal CTVvUTTap.f.llo. }J-EV ylv(uUl 7rOtEt'" &aAt1oP.O'o. 8t cfJ8o"av. Burnet 
seems to be right (E. G. P. § '73) in interpreting the present passage 
in the light of this other, and in holding that Aristotle is tracing 
both the main elements in tbe Atomic doctrine-the belief in the 
void (TO ,.,.Y, 011) and the belief in the atoms-to reflection on the 
implications of Eleatic arguments. 

3- 6. +a.V~pOIi ••• TO ~~ av, 'but it is also evident that it is not true 
that if being means one thing and cannot at the same time mean the 
opposite of that thing, no non-being will be; for there is nothing to 
prevent that which is not-not from being, simply, but from being 
what is not some particular thing '. Cf. Met. 1089& 16-18 TroUaxws 

, " " "" '0 ( ') , " yap Kat TO p,:q all ••• Kat TO JLOf p:q allvpwrrOIi fwa, crqp.o.'IIU TO p,:q 

fflla, TOOt, TO S( JL~ w(Ju TO JL~ frJlru. Tow"Bl, TO 8( JL~ TplTn'J)(U TO JL~ ftllat 

TO<TO"&' 
6 -S. ,.0 Sf: S~ +dollat •• , clTOTrO". The sense requires the placing of 

the comma after fj.ciJlal instead of after Oil a 7. 
7. ~t ... (CTfcr9Qt. The vulgate has WS fi. leTA. KUhner, Gr. Gr. ii. 

§ 550. , n. 3 (b) quotes several examples of the irregular combination 
of ws or on with accusative and infinitive (rendered more natural by 
the presence of an intervening clause, as in I93 1l 12-(4). But]I 
has not cas, and the word seems due to the Wi ft in a 4 having caught 
a copyist's eye. 

S- g . T(S ••• ftVa. l ; 'for who understands being itself to be any~ 
thing but what is just a particular existent (i.e. a substance)? I 

10. WcrTrfP f(P'lTa.t, 186b 14-33' 
OUTW!» 11', i.e. an undifferentiated unity. 

CHAPTER 4 

[Stl [~. ot +ucru.o~ in opposition to the Eleatics, cf. 184 b 17 n. 
ot /-LEI' ynp iv TrOt~aGl'Tf'; TO [&v1 CTWf'a. TO UTrOK~L~fVOV. This does 

not in itself differentiate this school from the other to which 
Aristotle opposes it, since that also believed in tv V7rOKft,...CIIOV uwp.o. 
(a 20 018' fK TOU IJlos KTA.). The distinguishing features of the first 
school are (I) that it identifies the underlying matter with one of the 
three elements or with an intermediate between them, and (2) that 

4011 
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it derives sensible things from this by densification and rarefaction. 
Those of the second school are (1) that it describes the underlying 
matter as somethmg indefinite in which all definite kinds of matter 
are potentially present, and (2) that it derives sensible things by 
segregation from this undifferentiated mixture. 

'TO (\v UWJLCt is not a natural phrase, and if OV be kept, the text is 
best translated' some, making being a single body, viz. the under~ 
lying body'. Neuhauser takes the Greek as = Ot J.LOt ya.p tv rrwJLo. 
1rOL~CTa.VTES TO ~v TO V7rOKf.lP.EVOV, but this is more difficult in view of 
the order of the words. It seems best to treat OV as a gloss; it is 
quite a natural one in view of the general trend of chapters 2 and 3. 
Alternatively uwp.a might be regarded as a gloss; but it is vouched 
for by S. '49.21. 

13. TWV Tp LWV TL , i.e. fire, air, or water. Aristotle remarks elsewhere 
that none of the early philosophers regarded earth as the lnrOI«(tP.(VOII 

(Met. 989' 6- 9). 
14. fj ... A(n'nhEpov. Such a substance is referred to again in 

De Gen. etCoYr. 328b 35, 3328. 21, Met. 9881\ 30. A substance inter
mediate between water and air is referred to in 203(\ IS, 205B27,De 
Cado 303b12, De Gen. et Corr. 332a21, Met. 98911.14; a substance 
intermediate between fire and wattr in 189b 3. The ancient com
mentators for the most part (e.g. T. '3.18, P. 87. 1, AI. in Met. 60. 8) 
explain these passages as referring to Anaximander; but such vague
ness in referring to so well-known a thinker would be surprising, 
and in spite of the occurrence in some of these passages, especially 
De Cado 303h 12, De Gttt. et Corr. 332& 25. of language which 
reminds us of Anaximander, the present passage shows clearly that 
he is not meant. He is mentioned by name in a 2 I, and his view, 
(I( TOU EIIO~ EVOVUQI> Tch EVQlI"I"t0'T7,1TQI> (I(Kp{V((l'(Jat, is expressly dis· 
tinguished from the belief in an intermediate substance out of which 
all other things are produced by dettsijication and rarefaction. 
Anaximander believed in a primary substance which had no such 
definite character as would be implied in being intermediate between 
two of the four commonly recognized elements, but which contained 
the potency of them all. Cf. Zeller, i'. 283-91. 

The view in question probably belongs to a somewhat later period 
of speculation, since it mediates between the views of Heraclitus 
and Anaximenes, between those of Tbales and Anaximenes l or 
between those of Heraclitus and Thales. It takes its origin from the 
thought of Anaximenes, since he was the first thinker who treated 
density and rarity as the characteristic marks of the different kinds of 
matter. S. 149.13, 151 .2 I says that Nicolaus and Porphyry referred 
the belier to Diogenes of Apollonia, but claims (25. 7) to have seen 
Diogenes' treatise De Natura, and says it treats air as the principle. 



This is also Aristotle's account of Diogenes' view (De Aft. 40Sa 22, 

M et. 98411. 5). Zeller and Diels conjecture that it was Idaeus of 
Himera that believed in the intermediate substance, but of this there 
is no evidence, and the only author who mentions Idaeus (Sext. ix. 
360) says definitely that he believed in air as the prim itive substance. 
We must be content to refer the belief in an intermediate substance 
to some member or members of the school of Anaximenes, which 
evidently lasted for a considerable time and had much influence (d. 
Burnet,E. G.P., §§ 31, 122). Aristotle's vagueness would be accounted 
for if he is referring to a view not explicitly stated by anyone but 
implied merely. 

16. TQUTQ S' laTLY iVQYTLn. This is important as an anticipation 
of the doctrine to be proved in ch. 5. 

17. tilO'lI'EP TO fltYQ +rrO't nX~iTwv Kal TO fLUCPOY. Cr. my notes on 
Mel. 987b 20, Theoph. Mel. 6' 25. 

18-20. lI'A~Y .. • EtSrr. For the contrast cf. 189b 13- 16. 
21- 22 . KaL oaOL •• . EtYQL, i.e. I and those too who make the under· 

lying material an indeterminate mixture which is both one and 
many', or, as Aristotle would say, actually one and potentially many, 
since everything emerges from it (8. 23). This is a true account of 
Empedocles' universe when it is in the state called '1.</>O,'ipos, in which 
opposites are united by love, and from which they emerge under the 
influence of strife. It is true also of the primitive condition imagined 
by Anaxagoras, in which all the homoiomeries or (J'1f'£pP-O,Tn are 
indistinguishably mingled, before they are separated out and arranged 
by Reason . 

23 . Kal othOL, i.e. as well as Anaximander. 
24. TOI' flEI', Empedocles, who believed in a cyclical change with 

the four phases "5.</>a'ipo'O (love in the ascendant), strife gaining on 
love, strife in the ascendant, love gaining on strife. 

25. TOY j-L ly, Anaxagoras. In the fragments dealing with the can· 
dition of things when all were together, we find references on the 
one hand to (rrrlplJ-aTa of kinds of substance like earth, hair, &c. 
(frr. 4,10), on the otheI hand to qualities grouped in opposites such 
as wet and dry, hot and cold, &c. (frr. 4, 8, la, 12, IS). These are 
what Aristotle refers to as the Op-OtolJ-£P~ and the £Vo'l'Tta. respectively. 
It seems likely that Anaxagoras thought of the homoiomeries as 
formed by union (in different proportions) of substances characterized 
by these contrary qualities, so that the latter are the fundamental 
elements in his picture of the world. Tannery (Scie11ce Hell. 286 f.) 
argued that these contrary qualities, and not, as had usually been 
supposed, such things as hair, earth, &c., were the things of which 
Anaxagoras declared that there is something of everything in 
everything. He appears to be right in calling attention to Anaxagoras' 
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rep~a.ted reference to pairs of contraries, but his view is open to 
Crl tl c1sm in two points: (r) it must not be supposed that when 
Anaxagoras says TO OfPfLOVI TO I/roXpOv, &c., he means the qualities of 
heat and cold in distinction from substances having these qualities. 
H earth, say, is to be regarded as less ultimate than the hot and 
the cold, it is nol that Anaxagoras supposed a substance could be 
produced by any mere umon of qualities, but rather that earth is 
thought to be composed of simple substances characterized by heat 
and cold respectively. (2) Anaxagoms seems to say both of the 
contraries and of the resultant complex bodies that there is something 
of everything in every thing. In fr. 4 they arc both described as 
oJ-tov (OVTa. In fr o 8 it is the contraries that are said not to be ' cut 
apart with a hatchet', but in fro 10 it is equally clearly implied that 
there is some hair in not-hair and some flesh in not-Aesh. 

26. TO. KuAoJp.Eva O'ToLXE'ia, because Aristotle believes Empedocles' 
I elements' to be really complex, composed of prime matter + the 
contrarieties hot or cold, and wet or dry. 

29- 30. Sui. TOUTO ••• d,).).oLouaeUt. Heidel as reported by Diels, 
Vorsl. i. 388. 2S o. regarded these words as an embleI1la from De 
Gen. tI Corr. 3 14& 13-[5, meant to be inserted after Tllia. & 23. But 
there seems to be no sufficient ground for this. And what does he 
make of Ot SE: cn.JyKptcnV Kat 8uuptu'U' a 3 1 ? 

Zeller seems to be right in saying (i' . 1209 n. I) tha t the mode of 
reference here implies that TO yiyv((r8o.t TOtaVSE lCo.Of.C1T7]KW &"u'Otoiio-Oat 
is an actual fragment from Anaxagoras. This is confirmed by De 
Gen. el Co,.,.. 31411. I3-IS Af.yU you ... ('Av(l,ayopa~) ~ TO yi-yvurOat 
Kat O:7I'OAAlJO'Oat TaVTOV Ka(JlC1T'f}KE T~ tUAotoiiuOat. Diets explains both 
passages as references to fro 17 1'0 BE yl"'(U'Oat Kat cbroAAvu(Jat Ol~K 
op(Jw'O vop.l'ovuw 0' "EXAl1VtS- oliBfl, yap xpYjJA4 yivETaL OliSE o'7TOAAtrtaL, 
ciAX' cbro IOVTWV XPl1p.aTWV uvp.p,lcr-yETal TE Kat 8tQl(pillETat. Kal. OVTWi 
&11 6pOw'O lCaXo'iw TO TE y[VEu(JaL fTVp,p,icr-yEUOUt KaL 1'0 Q1TOAAtJuOat 
StU.KplVECTOat. But this cannot be the passage Aristotle has in mind, 
for here and in De Gen. e/ Corr. 3 q& 13 he clearly implies that 
Anaxagoras identified Y£VEfTti with aAA otwuH, though this view was 
proper only for those who believed in a single underlying matter. 

The Greek may mean either' the comi ng into being of such and 
such a thing is just a changing of quality', or I this is the kind of 
th ing that coming into being is-a changing of quality '. 

31. ot Sf O'UylCpun .. K0.1 SUiKPLO'L", sc. rJ,JI YCvEUtV <PaUli' Elvc::u. \Ve 
have just seen that in fro 17 Anaxagoras identifies Y£VEU{<; with 
crVyK/XUtS, and cpOopD.. with 8taKptUti. But 0' 8£ distinguishes those 
who made this identification from Anaxagoras, who has been referred 
to in the earlier part of the sentence. oj; ~€ refers primarily to 
Empedocles, whose doctrine Aristotle often refers to as identifying 



yiv£U''i with UVYKPlUl'i Kat O'cLKP'Ul'i, though this is equally true of, 
and is ascribed by Aristotle elsewhere to, Anaxagoras. 

37- b I. 8u\ ... ,Lkp01'TlTa. •.• ",,...'LI'. Cr. Anaxagoras fro I 1rUVT(o)V OJAou 
(OVTWV oUB£v :",07]AO" ;", lnrG UJ1lKplrn,rO'i. 

b I. SlO ..• ,...£,...'LX8a.l. Cf. fro 6 Kat OVTW'i A", £L7] Ev 7TQII'Tt 7TUJ1'Ta, fr. I r 
£V 7Tall'TL ;ro.VTO'i p.oLpa ~"€UTl 1rA?J'" You. 

2- 7. +Q.lv€u8a.l .• . "'pdYI-unos. Cf. fro 12 OTWV 7TA£lu'TQ. ;"'" 'TaVrQ. 

(V07]AOTaTQ. ~v ~KQO'TOV (un KQ.tll"" 
7. n a.".£lpOV. The addition is necessary, since what is indefinite 

in one respect may be definite and knowable in another j cr. a 
surface that is indefinitely long but of a definite breadth. 

13- 18. ETt ••• O,...OLWS. If we read ETl o· £, avuYK1J in b 13, we must, 
to get a properly constructed sentence, accept Bonitz's o~ for oi in 
b 16. A way of escape is pwvided if we accept the reading of E 
and P. in b 13 :Tt of: avuYK7J. But we should then lose a very typical 
Aristotelian sentence (to whicb Booitz cites many parallels); and 
Bonitz's emendation derives some support from Alexander's para· 
phrase at b 16 €, ol'iv 'To. ,¥a Kat 'To. cpvra p.o/£ 7rT1AtKa cUTI.p.fn 7rOUcL 
(S. 168.3, 10); and it looks as if E's reading were due to an attempt 
to put the sentence right after 8~ had already been corrupted into 8(, 

13- 14. 00 . . . ""U(PO"lTa.. This is a reference to Anaxagoras' 
doctrine in fro 3, OVT€ yap 'TOU UJUKpoV €UTl 'TO y€ (.\cLXlUTOV, aU: 
€.\acruov aft. TO yap (OV OVK to'TL TO jJ.T] OVK ErVat. ilia Ka1 TOU p.cy&.Aov 
u£l lU"Tl JA£i:,ov. 

21. ~ lwt TO EAClTTOV. The words which S. 167.33- 168.1, 168.3-4, 
5- 6 describes Alexander as having read are evidently a duplicate 
version of b r6- 2 I. Simplicius says they occurred in none of the 
MSS. known to himself (r68. 2). 

22- 34. En ••• &SUI'Q.TOI'. This is an ingenious argument to disprove 
Anaxagoras' view that even the smallest portion of one rnrf.PJLacontains 
something of every other U7rf.pJAa. Aristotle takes for simplicity's sake 
the supposition that there are merely two kinds of rnripJAa involved. 
Anaxagoras maintains that in even the smallest portion of water 
there is some flesh. Now, says Aristotle, it may be assumed that 
any finite body will be exhausted by a sufficient number of sub· 
tractions of finite parts from it (b 25). If the flesh in the water is 
exhausted before the water is exhausted, there will be some water 
left in which there is no flesh (b 30-J2). Anaxagoras, then, must 
maintain that the subtraction of flesh can go on as long as there is 
any water left. Now if the portions of flesh subtracted got steadily 
smaller and smaller, the process might be supposed to go on for 
ever, just as in [ you can get an infinite series of the form! + 1+ 1 .. . 
(cr. De Swsu 44Sb 27 'TO JLf:", ol'iv Ul.IV£)(f:~ £lo; c:.7r£tpo. Tf.JLV£TQ, «vuTa, £lo; 
0' LUQ. 7r£7r£pauJLiva). But Aristotle has already established (b 13- 21) 
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that there are minimal parts of fl esh (as of everything else). There
fore even if up to a certain point the parts subtracted get steadily 
less, there is some part that cannot be exceeded in smallness, and 
any parts subtracted thereafter must be not less than th is. The 
series will take, say, the. form !+!+i+l . . . and Anaxagoras will 
have to maintain that this series continued indefinitely can be got 
out of the single portion of flesh, which is evidently absurd. Either 
the ~KKpUTt~ will stop when we have got t+l+i+ lt of flesh out of 
the water (in which case it will be clear that what we started with 
was not water at all, but flesh), or it will stop short of this point (in 
which case there will be some water left in which there is no flesh). 

ISBa 1. ECTTQ~ yap E).&.TTW~ Tii~ I ).QXLaTTjS, 'for then there will be a 
portion of flesh left which will be less than the least '. So S. 171.19, 
20,26. The MSS. of Philoponus vary between £AaTTWY and (Aanol/. 
The MS. reading is a natural corruption due to the assumption that 
the subject of E<TTQt is uWlJ-a. But th is does not suit the argument, 
for what Aristotle has proved (187 b [3- 21) is not that there is a 
portion of flesh than which no body can be smaller (this would con
tradict his doctrine of the infinite divisibility of matter), but that 
there is a portion of flesh than which no portion of flesh can be 
smaller. 

3- 4. KExwp~O',...ba. ••• OVTQ. 'With the MS. reading, IJ-f.VTOt is un
meaning, and there is no opposition between the clauses such as 8' 
implies. For the position of oil cr. E.N II47b 29 'Ta S' al/o.YKaZa flO, 
0.0, lltP£Ta. S( Ko.O' o.tmi and Bz. Index 539f1. IO-14. 

5. TOUTO 8' rt).oyo~, sc. because bodies existing side by side neces
sarily bound each other and are therefore not infinite. 

7. EL ... E~E~~ . Anaxagoras says (fr. 8) oU • .• a1T0KEK07rTat 7r£Af.KH 
o.ou TO O£PfJ.0V 6:7rO 'T01J if'lJx,pOV o.ou TO if'lJXpoy &.71'0 'T0 l) (i£pp.ov, and 
Aristotle takes him to refer to the quali ties. But it is almost certain 
that Anaxagoras meant' that which is hot I and (that which is cold'; 
cf. I87a 25 n. 

9. A yoU~ , the vov~ of which Anaxagoras says (fr. 13) E7rd ~p{aTo 
... .... ,... , , ., , ., • , < 
o vou~ KlY£W, 0.11'0 'tou KWOlJ}J-£YOlJ 7l"aVTO~ atrEKptYETO, Ka t OUOV t:KtVY/(T£Y 0 

YOv~, 7rQV TOVrO SU:Kp{(frJ. 

13-15. oGK . .. 00, i.e. Anaxagoras is not right in supposing that 
the homoiomeries are produced always by concretion of smaller 
portions of themselves which were present in 'substances predomi
nantly of another kind (fr. 10). It is true that mud can be divided 
in to smaller bits of mud, and built up out of smaller bits of mud. 
But it can also be analysed into earth and water, and built up out 
of earth and water. 

15- 17. Ka.l oGx ... y~Y~O~Ta.~, i.e. water and air are produced out 
of each other not as bricks can be produced from a house and a 
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house from bricks (or 7f7}'Ao{ from 7rY]Aot; and 7r1JAOli from 7f7}Aot), by 
mere segregation or aggregation of similar parts, but by a genuine 
Y€JlE(Ttr; involving change of quality and indeed of substance. The 
sense of the passage (as well as linguistic considerations) shows that 
BE in a 16 should be excised. It has probably been introduced 
owing to some copyist's taking Kal oVX 0 am-oS" 'Tp67ror; wr; 7rA{Y{)ot ;~ 
oiKtat; Kat olKLa he 7rA{,,()wv to go with the previous clause, and sup
posing that therefore a connective particle is wanted with OVTW 

I<T.\. 
17-18. JJE~nov . . . 'e",1fE8okAfjS. Apart from being true to the 

facts, the theory tbat ojJ-O(Loij can be produced out of simpler elements 
distinct from themselves has the scientific advantage that it enables 
us to do with a smaller number of ultimate elements, as Empedoc1es 
in fact does. The principle enunciated is the ancestor of Occam1s 
razor. Cf. 1891. 14- r6, 2591.9. 

CHAPTER 5 

ISSa. 19. Aristotle begins here his positive account of the first 
principles. 

20-22. Knl yap ... yijll. The reference to contrary principles 
occurs (fr. 8. 53) in the second part of Parrnenides' poem, that in 
which he professes to leave the truth of things and state the opinions 
of mortals (ib. 50-52). In Mel. 986b 28 Aristotle describes the 
transition from the' way of truth' to the' way of opinion' by saying 
that though Parmenides thinks that of necessity only Being exists , 
he is forced to follow the observed facts, and therefore to admit two 
causes, Being and Not-being. I.e., Parmenides is supposed to allow 
a lower order of reality to the sensible world and to set about the 
explanation of it, even though this explanation is not in accordance 
with his account of true reality. S. 39. I 0 describes his procedure 
in the same way. But this is inconsistent with what Parmenides 
says in fro 8.50- 52, which implies that the second part of the poem 
merely states the false opinions of mortals-not of the average Greeks 
of his time, who would not have recognized the' way of opinion' as 
their own, but of the popular philosophy of the day, i.e., as Burnet 
points out (E. C. P. §§ 90, 91), of the Pythagorean philosophy . 
Aristotle either is simply mistaken, or knows that he is merely stating 
what occurs in Parmenides' poem but does not belong to Parmenides' 
own Vlews. 7r~'i in Mel. 984b 4 perhaps gives some colour to the 
latter alternative. 

Aristotle repeats in M et. 986b 34 that the two causes recognized by 
Parmenides were the hot and the cold . The J..I.ofXPa{ that Parmenides 
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names are q,XoYO'i alOlpwv 1f'"iip and vu~ ci8a~'i (fr. 8.56, 59). Fire 
no doubt is hot and night is cold, but we have no evidence that 
these were the attributes which Parmenides treated as characteristic 
of them. Rather they are opposed as light and dark (cr. light and 
darkness in the Pythagorean list of contraries, M el. 986& 25), and 
the mention of heat and cold is an accommodation to Aristotle's 
own views, in which these played so important a part. 

Again, Aristotle repeats in De Gen. et Corr. 318b 6, 330b 14, 
Met. 986b 34 (cf. Theophr. Phys. Op. fro 6) that the two causes 
assigned by Parmenides were fi re and earth. The identification 01 

the second p.opq,~ with earth must be regarded as a mistake. The 
second principle is night (cr. S. 25. 16), and by this Parmenides 
means the Pythagorean I mist " I air I, or' void ' (cr. what Plato makes 
the Pythagorean Timaeus say, Tim . S8d ). Later in the history of 
Pythagoreanism, fire and earth probably came to be treated as the 
primary elements (cf. Tim. 3Ib, and Burnet, § 147), and this may 
explain Aristotle's words. 

22. Knl ot •. . 1fUICVOV. Cf. 187" IS. 
TO 1fX~pEi. For this as the name of Democritus' uup£ov cf. 1I1e1. 

98sb 5, 1009a 28. 
23. En 9lau, ax~""a.TL, T&~U, sc. 8ta~lp£Lv ~'1Ut 'TO c)v. Cf. Met. 

985 b r 5 Oto.~lp(tv yap ~aut TO tw fJVuP.ce Ka, Ota8t'Y'ii Kat TpOTrji P.O}IQV· 
TOVrWV OE A p.a, PUUp.Oi u-x!jp.d JUTLV TJ OE OtaOLy~ Tatti ~ OE Tporrq 8l,ni' 
ota~lp(t yap TO P.EV A TOV N uxTlI'-o.n TO OE AN TOV N A Tain TO O£ I 
TOU H 8((1(t. uxflp.a is a characteristic intrinsic to a particular atom j 

8l,ni is the position of one atom relatively to the atoms next it (e.g. 
AI differs from AH in respect of the 8l(w. of the second letter rela
tively to the first) j Ta~ti is the order in which two atoms occur (e.g. 
ANH differs from NAH in T~" ) . 

One might expect Aristotle to illustrate all three differentiae, and 
Susemihl has therefore proposed to read in" 25 (TaiEwi) rrpOu8£v 07rlU
OEV, which would agree well with the example of Ta~Li in the Meta
physics passage above. But in the sentence Tam-a . .. 7rEpt1>£PEi Aristotle 
need not be sticking closely to the Atomistic doctrine j he may be 
expressing his own view, and in that, I before' and j behind' is a 
difference of Olul<; (d. Hist. An. 494& 20 ~ Olutt; TWV p.£pwv 7rpO<; 'TO 
avw Kat KaTW Kat 7rpOU8LOV Kat IJ1r{u()tov). Nor is it very surprising, in 
view of his habits of composition, if Aristotle neglects to give an 
instance of difference of Tat"t<;. 

25. yEyw ... ~wp.lvov d.ywv~ov. Bekker's reading YWy{o. ruOv 7rEpt¢£pli 
cannot stand, as contraries must necessarily come in couples. The 
reading we have accepted is sufficiently vouched for by the inter
pretations of Philoponus and Simplicius. 

31. 11fl TOU Myou, 'in the case of" i.e. by reference to, the argu-
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ment (cr. 262& 19, and contrast 1881'1 29). The appeal to argument 
is contrasted with the appeal to authority (n. 26). 

II I. O~I( ilt fJoououoli idiomatically = U ou JLOuO'U(ou. 
5. !COol OUK f:t~ TO TUXOV, i.e. oin, £is 'TO p.~ AEV/(OJI TO 'T1Jxov. 
16-17. flU.A . . . &,...o(w~. Aristotle passes here to the case in 

which the thing produced and tbat from which it is produced are 
contraries, though their names do not (as in the former case) openly 
betray this. Thus olKtat a .. opuf~, &c. stand for something't)pp.ouJLlvov, 
and Tr'AlV80l , XQAK05, &c., for something &'VclpJLCXTTOV, though their 
names are not on the face of it contraries. 

26. ,...iXp~ . . . ToaoiiTov. For the idiom cr. Bz. Index, 464b I7-22. 
27. Ko.6ci1'l'EP d1fOf'EV 1rPOTf:pov, a 19-30. 
31. Trponpa. ... JOTEpa. = 32 yvWp'fLWTf.pa KaTa. TOV A6yOY . • • KaTa. 

T~Y atU'OY}U'u/. 
33. ot foLEV ••• 6EP/AOV Ka.l wu xp6v, Parmenides; cr. 11 20. 
ot S' lIypov Ka.l ('lpov. Porphyry referred this, probably rightly, to 

Xenophanes (P. ]25.27). Cf. fro 29 yij Kat Uwp 'It"aYT' lU'8' OU'(I. 
Yl"OI"TClL l]8( ¢VOYTClt. 

34. ITfpO~ St 'ft"fp~mV Ka.l o.pnov, the Pythagoreans j cr. Mel. 
986< 23· 

f, y(rKO!; KCl1 +l),CClV, Empedocles. 
36 ... o.To. Tlw (tpl'lfoL(YOY T,,01I"0Y, i.e. as r.plrnpo., YVWP'fLw-rCp4 KaTo. roy 

A6yOV, or WTEpa, yvwptp..WTf.pa KUTa. T7]v aiu8YJUu" 
189ft I. ).o.I'IJd.VOual . •. I7UaTO~X'Q'iJ i.e. one of the two contraries 

named by the various thinkers belongs in every case to one and the 
same column of positive terms, and the other to one and the same 
column of negative terms. 

2. Ttl. ,...ty ..• Iva.vTtwv. Bonitz points out that in several passages 
positive terms are said to be of the nature of excess, and negative 
terms of defect ( 187ft 16, 189b 10, Met. 99Zb 6, I 0 4Z b 24), and there· 
fore conjectures ~7r£plXEt ... lnrEp£xcTat. H e ignores the fact that 
not only are the two (TV(TTOtXlat lists of terms contrary each to each, 
but each O'VO"TOLXla also forms a list ranging from wider to narrower 
(cf. A1I. Pro 66b 27, A1I. Posi. 79b 7-10, 80b 27, 87b 6). This is the 
main point in the context; cr. I 88b 30- 33, and especially the contrast 
between the universal and the particular in 189& 5-8. 

3. 1(0.1 XELpOlo' (sc. Ot TO. YVWPtfL6Yrqxl. KQ.To. T1]Y a.tuBY}ow) I(a" ptATtOy 
(sc. Ot TO. YVWptfLWTEpa. I(lTo. TClY ,\OyOY). 

CHAPTER 6 

189&13. OQK 11l"U7T'f)Tolo' TO 6 .. E<TTQ'. This follows from the principle 
laid down in 184& 12-C4. 

,...la. T( ilo'o.VTlwO',s: ill' 1To.VTt ylvEL lvi., i.e. one supreme contrariety, of 
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which more specific forms will naturally also occur within the 
genus. 

14. 1, S' oGIT(a. Ell n yEIlOS. ylvoli is used here = category. The 
categories are the only 'YWr, proper, the only ylV1J that are not (1811' 
cr. 227b 4, Met. Tor6b 33, r024b 12, I054b 29, 35, [oS8a 13. 

The supreme Fontrariety in the category of substance is that of 
form and privation. Aristotle assumes that it is the apxa{ of </>VUU(Ut 

ovu{a~ that physics is looking for, and that there must be a contrariety 
applicable to cpV(TtKa't oualnt which will be a specification of the con
trariety applicable to substance in general. 

Kat on EvSiXET(U EK 7l'ETrEpnl1f1Evwv, cf. ISBa q. 
17- 20. ETL . .. ,...EVELV. Aristotle does not mean that one of two 

contraries is generated from the other, but that certain pairs of con
traries are generated from others. In referring to sweet and bitter,. 
white and black, he is taking a leaf out of Democritus' book (fr. I2S, 
,,6ftlf:' XP01l7, VOft~ YAVKV, VOftlf:' 7rtKpOIl, f.TE:[J o· o.TOPa. Kat K£VOV), and 
pointing out that contrarieties of colour and taste are derivative 
contrarieties arising in special circumstances from the operation of 
more universal and permanent contrarieties. The most universal 
contrariety, which he is hinting at as the fundamental one, is that of 
form and privation, which he comes to later in the book. 

26-7. EVlOL ••• ~ua'lV, as e.g. Empedocles supposes the existence 
of four elements for his contrary principles of love and strife to 
operate on. 

29. OUaEVO'; yap ApWJlEV TWV OVTWV ouO'[av TdvavTla, we do not see 
contraries constituting the substance of anything. Contraries are 
always qualities which presuppose a tJ7ioKdJ.LEVOV, and therefore can
not be the O.PX~ (Il 30), though they may be included among the uPXal. 

32-3. £Tl ... ouu{f!.. Cf. Cat. 3h 24- 7. The argument here is: 
substances are not contraries. If, therefore, we suppose the apxu{ 
constituting substances to be contraries, we are supposing non-sub
stances to be constitutive of substances, and prior to them, which is 
manifestly impossible. 

34-5. TOV TE trponpov . .. ~6yovJ i.e. that the apxa{ of substance 
must include contraries (ch. 5). 

35. Ko.t Toihov, i.e. that substances cannot be entirely analysed into 
contraries (a 21-34). 

b 2. otov uSwp, Thales. 
3. trup, Heraclitus and Hippasus. 
TO ""ETa.~O TOUTWV, cf. r878. r4 n. 
6. ot alpa., Anaximenes, and Diogenes of Apollonia. 
n. ~utrep ELpTJnu 1I'pChEpOV, r878. r6. 
12. Ka.t aUTTJ ~ 86~a, as well as the view which treats contraries 

alone as being the apxu{ (I88a I9). 
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13-14. d.AA· .. . 1I'o.aXElv. Aristotle has in mind the school of 
Anaximenes, which subjects a single material principle to the oppo
si te forces of densification and rarefaction (187& 12-16). 

14- 16. TWV S' U(lTEPWV • . • jl&AAOII, This refers to Plato's doctrine 
that the One is the formal principle, and the indefinite dyad of the 
great and sman the material. Cf. Met. 987b 18-27. For the con
trast between the school of Anaximenes and Plato cf. 187.16-20. 

18. ~alfEp dlt'oJlo, n. 2 I. 

18-22. 1fpOS 1'£10' yap TO TrdaXE~V . .. Er,.,. One subject-matter is 
sufficient to play the passive part. If there are two pairs of con
traries, they will either have two different subject-matters, one of 
which will be superfluous (b 19-2I)1 or they will have the same 
subject-matter, in which case one of the pairs of contraries is super
fluous (b 2[-2). 

20. xwpl§ tKa.TEP'r' J and Philoponus give the reading which the 
sense requires. The point is not that a matter separate from each 
pair of contraries, but that a separate matter for each pair of 
contraries, will be needed. 

21- 2. Et •• . E'lTJ . There is a slight looseness in describing con
traries as generating from each other. Contrary cannot act on 
contrary (8. 2 2- 6). What Aristotle means is rather that one contrary 
generates a new product by acting on a matter characterized by the 
other contrary. 

He is now considering the hypothesis that there are two pairs of 
contraries, which we may call A and A', Band B'. Now if the 
pairs of contraries, being two, generate from each other, i.e. if (r) B' 
can serve as a contrary for A to act on, and (2) B can serve as a 
contrary for A'to act on, then from (I) it follows that B'is the same 
as A', and from (2) that B is the same as A (since one thing has 
only one contrary) j so that one of our two pairs of contraries will 
have turned out to be superfluous. 

28. Ka.8&1TEp E'l1TOP.EV. Aristotle has not anywhere said expressly 
that the question whether there are two or three elements is a very 
hard one. This seems to be a reference to the tentative arguments 
(fXU Ttva .\.oyov R 2f, b 17) in a 2 r_b r6 in favour of a third principle. 

CHAPTER 7 

18gb 32. l~ QAAOU QAAO Ka.t ~~ hE-poU lTEpOLI. For the distinction 
cf. Met. Io87 b 29. 7'0 £7'fPOV (sc. evavT[ov errrt) 'T~ Ta&~ KClI. TO a.\..\.o 
aVT~. a.\.Ao points to numerical difference, ETfpoV to difference of 
quality. 

190&3. (; ylyvno.l, I what it becomes '. 
5-8. TOOTUH' . .• c1116pwTro§ lyiliETo fS-OUO'"lK6s. When, of the two 
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d:noAa. 'YLyvO}L(IIQ, we are speaking of something of the type represented 
by TO JLTJ J-UltKTtI(OV, we can say not only 'this becomes so-aod-so' 
but also • (rom this, so-aod-so comes into being '. \Vhen we are 
speaking of something of the type represented by I a man', we cannot 
always use the latter form. We do not use the EK form where (as in 
I the man becomes musical ') a subject merely takes on a new 
quality. But we do use it where a lJ7roKE{p.f.VOV undergoes a thorough 
re-shaping, so that its original nature may be said to be left behind 
and the word iK thus becomes appropriate. Thus (cf. a 25) we say 
iK xaAKov av8pla .. iyf.VE'T'O rather than;' XaAl(o," avopta .. FyiVETO. 

14. U .. TLS bnf3~I''''n IZU1I'EP 'AlyofLO', 'if one examines them in the 
way we are describing '. Bekker's comma after bn{3AEt/rv should 
disappear. 

19. TO f'~ f'Quanoy. It would be possible to keep the vulgate 
reading TO J.A.OlJCTlKiw and suppose this to refer to the case (of the 
same general type as TO o.fMJVCTOV p.oVCTLKOV ytyvETaL) in which TO 
p.oVCTlKOV afLOvCTOv ylYYETUl. But the whole of the context refers con
sistently to the other case and there is no trace of TO fLOOO'lI(OV in the 
Greek com mentators. For TO J.A.TJ fLOVCTUCOV Ka, (= I i.e.') TO a.JLOVCTOV 
cf.aIt. 

21 • .ca.l f'il TeSSE Y(YYEO'9a~ n does not mean that the form TOSE 
ytyvETaLT08E cannot be used in the case of TO. JJ.TJ lnrop.fvoVTa, but that it 
is not the one Aristotle is considering at the moment. Thus Laas's 
conjectures are unnecessary; and they are not really supported by 
Met. 994u 22 and S. 2 [0. 13. 

24- 6. 0& ••. d .. SpLa.YTa. cr. Alt!. ]033a 5-12, I04911. 18. 
3l:1. 0& ytyvEO'9aL, sc. AEYOJLOrWV. 
35. Ka.l 'TI'oTi. These words, if genuine, must be due to inad

vertence, (or a thing cannot change in respect of date, as it can in 
respect of quantity, quality, relations to other things, or place. 
There is no trace of I(o.( 'TrOT '£' in T. 27. 20 (which, however, also 
omits Kat 1I"0V), nor in P. 15S.26-r56. 4. 

b 2. ka.l 00'0. a.x.x.a. d.'TI'x.w~ ona. can hardly be right, for 0.1 ooo-lal = 
OCTO. &.7TAW~ aVTa «(err{v). Simplicius seems to interpret aAAQ. as 7Tapa. Ta 
7TpOTEPOV Elpr]jJ-EYO-, 'apart from the other categories' (2 I3. 8), but aUa 
could not mean anything other than ?r0-p(;. Ta~ oVCTta~. It is just possible 
that OCTO. aUa &:7rAW~ oVTa might mean things that are not strictly 
substances but substance-like, i.e. the elements in and parts of sub
stances. Or Pacius might be right in taking the reference to be to 
artificial things; cf. the- instances of TO. ytyvOflEVo. cl7TAW~ in b 6-8. 
But there is no trace of c1Ua in Themistius (bri. Sf: TWV OVCTlWV TWV 
y{yv#.CTOaL &.1I"AW~ AEYOJ.A.EVWV, 27.20), and it seems preferable to 
regard aUa as an emblema from the previous line. Kat will then 
= I Le.' 
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6. tivSPlllS, a bronze statue as distinct from one of stone (b 7). 
8. OrOY TO. TPE1I'Of1EYIl KUTo. T~I' ux'T)V, j ,e. the things that undergo 

change, not only by virtue of some local movement of their materials 
(which all the other kinds of change mentioned in b 5- 8 amount to), 
but in respect of their matter, i.e. of its 7ru81]TLlCa t 7I"OtoT1']Tts. Tp f7r£uOat 

is used of such change as that of wine when it turns sour (Sext. 
Emp. P. i. 41, cr. 'Tpo7l"[a~ orvo~ Aristoph. fr. 213), and also of the 
transformation of secretions into body tissue (e.g. De P art. An. 
670b 15). Since Aristotle is carefully working up to the conception 
of VAl'], the words Kant rqv vA1]v are (as Mr. Hardie observes) an un
fortunate anticipation, or possibly a gloss (cf. 19 In. IO). But Sirnplicius 
has them in 213.4, 2 14. IS· 

n. EaT~ fLEI' n YLYI'OP.EVOI', E'an 8E n S TOUTO ylYI'ETaL. The sequel 
shows that Aristotle uses these phrases (ambiguous in Greek) in the 
reverse sense to that in which they are used in a 2-3. 

17- 19. ~s . . . OTt. For other instances of this repetition v. 233m. 13, 
260a 23, and cr. Pol. I283b 16, 1337b S. 

22-3. 8Lu).oau') . . . EULI'WI'. The plural object TOVS AOYovs (or 
TOVS opov~) is not very likely to be right where the reference is to 
o p..o1KTtI(O~ CivOpw7ros, and when Philoponus says (160. 7) TOI' yap 
AUYOl' TOV p..overucov Qvf)PW7rOV «V(lAvO'us Els TOUS AOYovs, and Simplicius 
says (216.29) £is TOVS AOyOV~ Kal Eis TOttS 0PlO'POVS ~ autA.verts, it looks 
as if they had no expressed object to tbe verb before them. Diels 
is therefore probably right in supposing that the variants arose from 

T OtlS OpOliS . 
an original alaAvO'us yap €is TOV'i" AOYous TOVS EKElVWV. 

24- 6. 0 f1 EI' . .. ,.,.0.).).01'. Bonitz argues that VAT}, which is presently 
declared to be only KaT ' aVaAoytav bn~ (I911L 8), could not be 
described as JpdJP.T}T~, and that JpdJj-L1]Tl] gives no proper opposition 
to (]1)P.{3E{3"1}KOS. He therefore proposes .q vAT} .q appuOp.lO'TOS TOOE n 
p.a.AAov. But the traditional reading gives a perfectly good sense if 
taken as a defence of the expression apLf)p.~ EV (b 24). 'We say that 
the subject·matter is one in number. For what is to be counted 
(when we ask how many things there are involved in yivE(n~) is
not the duality of aspects (uA7J·element proper and O"TlPT}O"LN!lement) 
included in that from which change s tarts, but tbe one man or one 
piece of gold or in general one material which undergoes change ; 
for this is more of an individual thing than the privation, and what 
comes into being comes from it in 'no merely incidental way, while 
the privation (or contrariety to the form which comes into being) is 
incidental to it '. 

28. fY Sf TO Et80~1 i.e. the form which the matter comes to have as 
a result of the change. 

33. lilT' dA)'~)'WI' .. . dSUI'UTOY, cr. [89a 22- 6. 
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36. SUl. TO (TEPOI' 6lrapXEW TO Etllo.t D.lhOi'i, (because the essence of 
the matter and the essence of the privation are different '. 

1913 3. TWV 11"1;:p1 yil'EUlV +u(Juwv, ' of the natural things which are 
involved in generation 'J Ttl. ovpaVI.Q. being excluded. The words are 
vouched for by T. 29. 7, P. 166.7- 12, S. 2[9.20- 4, but are clearly 
unidiomatic: 7rEP~ yiVEO"lV should perhaps be excluded. 

10. ~ U~T) Kat. Diels seems right in omitting these words, with 
S. 226.7: T] vA,! Kat is a gloss which spoils the proportion dp.Op4>ov: 
'rEXVrrrOIl = vA." : avo-to.. 

13. p.[o. ••. X-oyos. Bekker's and Torstrik's emendat ions of .q into 
ii or ~ do not mend matters, and Bonitz's (TO EToos ~) 0 AOYOS has no 
great degree of probabili ty. Simplicius tells us that in Alexander's 
time there were MSS. which did not read the ';'; and there is no 
trace of it in J. But it is very hard to see how';' could have been 
introduced if the original reading had been fAIa o· 0 AO)'O~. Much 
the best course is to read JUG. S' ~'> 0 .\.0),0'>, 'one which is the object 
of definition'; cr. 0 .\.oyo,> -r11'> otJr:rw,<; Met. lor88.10, 10288. 35, &c., 
TO Tt.;jV Erva~ ov 0 AO),O<; optrr}J-o<; Met. Io qb 2I. From He to the HI 
read by E is a very small change. Cf. the constant confusion between 
7rPWTW<; an.d 7rpWT'il in the MSS. ([92h 22 et passim); cr. also [84& 
14-16 n. 

15. 1fPWTOV ,...(11 O~I' iXiX9fJ, ch. 5. 
16. UUTEpOI' S', cb. 6. 
17. TWI' I'UII, eh. 7. 
20. OUTI'lI.) S~Xov. The s.ubject is to some extent discussed in ii. I, 

where form rather than matter is said to be nature, and more fully 
in Met. Z. 3. 

CHAPTER 8 

19111. 28. ;; i~ OVTOS ~ IK ... ~ OIlTOc;. It is not at first sight clear 
whether this means' either from what is or from what is not I or 
'either from what is it or from what is not it'. But the latter seems 
to be the meaning, for the first of the other pair of alternatives ('from 
what is ') presents no obvious impossibility such as is referred to 
in a 29. 

g6- b 27. Ella. •.. dllo,lpOVfl-EY. The second "porro,> of solution comes 
in b 27. The first -rp67ro'> is led up to by pointing out that the 
question whether x in general can be generated from x or from non~x 

is made simpler if we take the single case in which x is a doctor. 
The general effect of the first solution is this: What is· comes into 
being per accidens from what is, i.e. from matter, which is not~being 
not per se but by virtue of a privation which belongs to it. At the 
same time what is ' comes to be per accidens from what is not, i.e. 
from a privation, which is per se not-being; but it does not come .to 
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be per se from this privation, but inasmuch as the privation belongs 
to a matter. 

b 3. TO i~ OI'TO~, sc. ytYll(U-8a.t, 
5. AEUKOS Y~YVETa.L . The reference is either to the haiT's growing 

white (cr. A(1)K~ riflf!- Soph. Aj. 625, AEVKQ. yi]pq. CTwftaT' Eur. H.F. 
909), or to the complexion's turning pale from lack of exposure to 
the sun (cf. AT. Thesm. 191, Ecc!. 428, Xen. Hell. 3· 4.19, and for 
the corresponding use of IL(Aar; PI. Rep. 474 e, Dem. 2 I. 7 [). 

7. ~ YLYVECT6GL, SC. 'n. 

g. TO n ,...~ Oil = "'1'"0 fie: p.~ DVrD'> n JL~ ov. 
10. 01l'Ep .. . a:rrlUTTjuQII) 'which distinction the early thinkers went 

off without drawing', For a7r£O"'T7]CTav cf. Top. I07b 9. Met. IoS6b 28, 

E.N. II6Sa 35. 
14. TrWS IJ-EVTOL . . • aVTos. Bekker's OfLWS /Livrot is not impossible; 

cr. Pl. Crito 54 d 7, and oP.W'i "'It: P.lVTOL Aristoph. Ratt. 61. But it 
does not seem to be an Aristotelian phrase, and there can be no 
serious doubt that Cornford is right in restoring TrW~ P.ivrOl. E's &rw~ 
and the vulgate op.w~ represent successive stages of corruption. 

16. OUI(. EI'UTrttpxOVTos, I the privation not surviving in the product ' . 
For the irregular neuter cf. I8SR 3 I TrulITa yap KaO' V7fOKHjA.fVOU AfYfTat 

r1i~ OixrLM, Cat. 4a I 7 .;, ovalo. ~v Kat TaVTOV apdlJLff (,V OfKTlKOV TWV 

£vav.,.Lwv £(TT-LVJ and Waitz on Cat. 4b 4. 
17. o.8UI'aTOl' . •• OI'TOS. The comma should come after, not as in 

Bekker before, y{yvEu()aL Tl. 

17-18. tJaaIITWS .. . ytYI'Eaea~, I and similarly we deny that anything 
comes into being out of the existent or that the existent comes to 
be anything '. This clause still depends on ¢awv b 13, iK .• . OVTOS 
b 15-17 being parenthetical. 

19. ounJ) i.e. KaTU UlJ}L{3437}KO<;. 
20- 21. otOI' .• . Y(yI'O~TO. The MSS. and the Greek commentators 

have oroI'd. KVWV U t7f1rOlJ yiYVOtTO. But there is no reason why 
Aristotle should illustrate his point by so fantastic a supposition, 
when the ordinary case of generation of dog by dog or of horse by 
horse would serve his purpose. Simplicius finds ,roWV £~ ,mfov diffi
cult, and thinks (239.18) that Aristotle would have done better to 
say CT¢K~E<; ii t'7f7fOlJ, a well-known example of the I spontaneous 
generation' in which Aristotle believed; but that will not serve as a 
defence of KVWV i, t'7f7fov. The MS. reauiog and the variant recorded 
by Simplicius, oroI' Et KVWV ~ t'7f7fo<; yCyvmTo) probably both arose, by 
omission, from the reading which I have adopted, though Laas is 
mistaken in claiming that there is any ancient authority for this 
reading itself. 

Aristotle:s claim is that the generation of 01" from 01' presents no 
more difficulty than the ordinary generation of animals. In such 
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generation not only is an animal born of a particular animal; It lS 

born of an allimal, but that does not imply that what is born is 
exactly the same as what it is born of (which would he absurd); 
I animal' is simply a common predicate of two things which have 
individual differences. And so too with 011. 

22- 3· d~A' .. . TOUTO is difficult. One expects oUX n tifJOY to go 
with il('~v in b22 , as U fLTJOvgoes with (KIl-TJ OVTQ5in b9-roand 25-6. 
But it does not give a good sense to say {a dog would come into 
being from an animal, but not from an animal qua animal; for that 
is already prescnt'; we should expect '(or that continues to be 
present', One has to suppose therefore that ouX V '0011 goes with 
o KVUW, in which case we get the good sense I a dog would come into 
being from an animal, but not a dog qua animal; for that is already 
present', so that the supposed coming to be would not be a coming 
to be at all. This same line of thought is carried on in £t Bf. Tt 

f,,(AAH y{y"(u8a.t '~Oll }J..~ KUTd. UVP./3£/3Y1KO-; KTA., 'if animal is to be 
the essential terminus ad quem of a coming to be, it cannot also be 
the essential termi1lUS a quo '. 

25. ou8' lK f.I.~ OIlTOs. Aristotle here recurs to the point made 
above in b 6-q. 

ErpTJTo.~, 1.J 9. 
26- 7. ETl ••• d.Va.LPOUfJoEV. Aristotle points out that he has avoided 

denying the law of excluded middle. If he said roundly that change 
proceeds neither from what is nor from what is not, he would be 
denying the law; but in saying that it is neither from what is, simply 
as such, nor from what is not, simply as such, he does not deny the law. 

27- 8. (n .. hO~ ... lvtpYEla.v. The second solution consists in 
pointing out that coming to be proceeds from that which actually is 
not, but potentially is, what it becomes. 

29. TOUTO ••• f.l.UX.hOV. One would naturally suppose this reference 
to be to the full discussion in Met. €I, especially in ch. 6. But not 
only does Met. H, which is closely connected with 0, refer back to 
the Physics (ro42b 7), but ~even Met. A, which is probably earlier 
than any other part of the Metaphysics except 6., does so several times. 
There seem to be three possibilities: (r) The reference may be to 
Met. 6. , which is on several grounds deemed to be an early work. 
But the passage on potentiality and actuality in a. IO qa 3S-b 9 is 
not so full a discussion as the present reference suggests, and a. I2 

on BW(lp.t~ hardly supplies anything to Aristotle's present purpose. 
(2) The reference may be to Md. 0, and be a later addition. (3) The 
reference may be to a lost work. The second suggestion is the most 
probable of the three. 

aI. TC;:II' ELPllf.l.lvw .. EYla.) i.e. yiv£(n~J cp()opa. j and JL£Ta/3oA.q in general 
(cf. b 32, 33). 
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33· Q.lh"1 ... ~ 4>ua~s, i.e. 'TJ fJrrOKHp.(vy] cpvuv; (a. 7), with ( I) its two 

elements matler and privation, which afford Aristotle's first solution 
(d. 0. 36,_b 27 n.). and (2) its two attribu les, potential being and actual 
not-being, which afford the second solution (cf. b 27-8 n.). 

CHAPTER 9 

191h 35- 1921\ 25. 'H/-Lf1lvo~ . . . aUfLpE P"11t6S. Aristotle has said 
in b 33 that it was ignorance of the lnrOKHP.(Y1J CPVU"LS that led astray 
the early thinkers. H e now proceeds to show that though the 
Platonists to some extent recognized the V1fOKUP.O,7] CPVCTtS, they were 
ignorant of its true nature; in particular, of the inclusion of both 
malter and privation in it. 

35. !tnt iTEpot nvt:s. From 192& 6- 8 it is clear that the reference 
is to Plato and the Platonists. In Met. lo8Sb 35- 10890. 6 they are 
similarly described as having accepted the existence of not-being j 

and they may be referred to in 1871\ I, where rather similar language 
is used. But see n. ad loe. 

19 2"" I. n no.pf-Lo·I:STJI' op6we; AtyUI', i.e. they admitted the correctness 
of Par men ides ' dilemma, 'T() yLyVOjMl'OV i7 ie OVTO~ ~ EK p.,q OVTO'> ytyv£TaL, 

but instead of regarding y£V£(IL~ as therefore impossible they embraced 
the second horn of his dilemma. 

2. SUVQf-LH fJ-lo., 'one in significance '. ovvcf.p.n = the f,on of 
190&' 16, b 24. 

6 . iyytie; Kal O.j0'10.V 'It'WS, I almost even substance, in a sense '. For 
the construction cf. PI. Men. 9 I e iyyV'i Kat ~P80fLYjKOVTa £T7] yfyOVOTU. 

6-8. ot 8i . . . lJ,(aTfpov, i.e. I but the Platouists, though like us 
they recognize a twofold material element, -identify not-being with 
the lwO aspects of their material principle alike-either with both 
together, or with either separately' . 

8. {) Tp61Tos OUTOS ril e; TfLa8os, the Platonic One, great, and small ; 
d . [87 I1. r6- 20. 

g . Kd.KElI'Oe;, Aristotle's form, matter, and privation. 
II. ns, Plato, as is clear from Mel. g87 b 20, 33. 
]2. TI)I' . . • ETEpo.l', the other aspect of the lnrOKflfL£v1} r/lVUL'i, VIZ. 

privation. 
14. WO'TrEP fJ-~TTJP' Aristotle bas in mind Plato's description of 

xwpa as akin to a mother, T£m. So d, 5 I a. 
]5. 11'pOS TO Ka.KOlTO~OV Q.jT~S:, i.e. to its association with r/l8opa (which 

depends on its introduction in place of form) rather than with 
",/£JlfUtfi. 

16-20. OI'TOS .•• ~eOpa'i, i.e. while we distinguish between priva
tion , which is contrary to form, and matter, which strives after form, 
the Platonists, failing to distinguish matter and privation, are bound 

._ 25 
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to make their material principle strive after its contrary, i.e. after its 
own destruction. 

18-19. TO 5~ . .. ~oa'lV . The whole section TO /Ltv . •. CPUfTW a 17-19 
should be stated as a definite expression of Aristotle's own view as 
against that of the Platonists (tOtS" 3' a 19). This clause should 
therefore be governed by cpafL(1I1 and I's reading TO O£ (sc. cpafLO 
£l"ut) 3 7rl~lJKfl' KTA. is preferable to the apparently simpler reading 
of the other MSS. 

22. TOUT' = 'TO b/llEjl£VOII. 

22-3. wcnrEp ••. KQAOU. Pacius holds that this refers not to the 
natural desire of woman for man or of the ugly for the beautiful. but 
for the desire of woman to be man and of the ugly to be beautiful; 
and in view of Aristotle's doctrine that {)'YJAVTTJf; is wcr7rEp allG.71Tfp{a 

CPVCTtKr, (De Gen,. An. 775& r 5) this may be so; but we cannot be sure. 
23- 5. Tr>"TJV .. . alJtL(3E~TJK60;. Aristotle realizes that in describing 

O~AlJ and aiCTxpov as desiring app(v and KaAov he has momentarily 
fallen into the Platonic error of making things desire their own con· 
traries; he points out therefore that alcrxpov and · O~AV are simply 
concomitants of the matter which is what, strictly speaking, strives 
after (iooo;. 

26- g. ~o; • .. €TVo.L, i.e. considered as (that in which the privation 
is', the matter perishes; for when the privation passes away, there 
is no longer anything ' in which the privation is'; but considered 
with reference to what it is capable of becoming, the matter does 
not perish pcr sc, since when it has the form it is capable of having 
the privation, and when it has the privation it is capable of having 
the form. 

31. Trp(~hov, I ultimate '. 
32. EvumlpxovTos distinguishes matter from the privation, which is 

an element pre·supposed by the coming into being of a thing but 
not present in the tbing ([9' b r6) . 

floTJ Ko.TG. autLP£p'lK6~ serves to mark off the matter both from the 
privation, from which a ,,/'YVOJl£VOV yt)'vETat KarD. crvp.{3((1ytK6 .. (19 I b 

r3- 16), and from accidental qualities of the material whic;h persist 
in the product. 

33- 4. wan . . . cfJeo.p~Va.L . The argument would have been clearer 
if Aristotle had said what symmetry with the argument intended to 
show that matter ou ,,/tYVE'TQt requires, viz. 'so that it will exist after it 
has perished I (d. ECTTat 7rp2v ,,/£VEcr()Qt a 30). But it is only another 
way of saying this to say I it will have perished before it perishes '. 

35- 6. T~~ TrpwTTJ~ ct»L~oao+{o.o; ..• S~op~ao.t . The promise is best 
fulfilled in Met. Z and A. 7-9. 

b 2. iv TO~<; uaTEpov SEtKVU,...lvot~ EPOUtLEV. This seems to be a 
general reference to such works as the remaining books of the 
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Physics (especially bk. ii), the De Cae/o, the De Gen. et Curr. 
(especially bk. ii), the Meteor%gica, and the De Anima. 

2- 4. OTL ••• A~yWfJ.U." On these words, and those added in E see 
Introduction, s, and Diets, Textgesch. 4I f.). Diels thinks that E's 
reading is the original one, and that it shows that hk. ii was originally 
connected (by yap) with hk. i. But P. 194. 3. 202.17, S. 261. 5 have 
no yap. Cf. b 8 o. 

BOOK II. CHAPTER r 

192b 8- 23. Twv 6 VTWV ••• O'u,....I3EfI"1K6~. The method by which 
Aristotle establishes the definition of <PUCTt .. is this: he considers 
what it is that distinguishes the things that are said to be q,uun. to 
be natural objects, from those that are not. What distinguishes 
them is an internal principle by which things are moved or brought 
to rest. This then is cpvU"L';. 

8. Twl' 51'TWI' ••• o.hlo.s. In book i Aristotle began the study of 
rp'IJU"tK~ with the conception of u.pXo.[, and the main result of the book 
was the establishment of three distinct u.pxa.{--i) ... ..,,, O'T£p"t}U"lS, t"!60s. 
In book ii he makes a fresh start by studying the conception of 
cpvms itself. There is no organic connexion betwe.en the two books; 
they arc independent approaches to the whole subject. Their inde
pendence is indicated not only by the absence of close connexion in 
the thought, but by the absence of a connecting particle, which is 
evidence, so far as it goes, that book ii was originally a separate essay 
(cf. Introduction, 5). Diels takes the words 'TWV yap OVTWV ••• 

alr{a .. , which occur at the end of book i in E, as showing an original 
cannexion which was later suppressed. But it is now clear that the 
long Aristotelian works have been put together out of shorter essays, 
and it is much more likely that the yap in E represents a later effort 
to make a verbal connexion between books i and ii. 

Some things, says Aristotle, are by natu re, others as a result of 
other causes (i.e. of 'rExv7}, 'TVX"t}, and 7rpOa.{pEu"~S, as T. 35.6 says). 
We expect him therefore to point to a class of things that owe their 
being to nature, in distinction from others which owe their being to 
other causes. But he does not in fact do this. What he points to 
is a class or things which owe, not their being but their movement 
and rest. to an internal principle (b 13- I4), while others do not owe 
their movement and rest to such a principle but, it is implied, to a 
principle external to the moving or resting thing (bI6-I9). To this 
extent the first words or the chapter are misleading; but Aristotle 
does establish a d istinction between two classes of things, one con
sisting of things which as such have an internal principle of move
ment (i .e. animals and their parts, plants, and the four simple bodies 
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earth, water, air, fire), the other of things such as beds and clothes 
which as such have no internal principle of movement, though in 
virtue of the simple bodies of which they are made they have such 
a principle (b 17-20). 

9- 11. +uau . .. uSwp. In this passage and what follows, ~u(n~ is 
represented as belonging to four grades of thing, each more complex 
than that which precedes: 

(I) simple bodies (b 10), 
(2) inanimate compounds (b 20), 
(3) parts of animals (and presumably also of plants) (b 9), i.e. 

(a) lissues and (b) organs composed of these, 
(4) whole animals and plants (b 9- IO ). 

Anything in either of the last two grades has the &.PX~ or &.pxa~ 
Kt~U(W~ which it has in virtue of its constituents, and in addition a 
fresh a,)xrI which derives [rom its own manner of composition. The 
simple bodies and the inanimate compounds are natural objects in 
so far as they have an internal principle of movement up or down 
(b 14); plants and their parts, in addition to having this in virtue 
of being compounded out of the simple bodies, have an internal 
principle of growth and decay (b 15); animals and their parts, in 
addition to these principles, have an internal principle of a special 
kind of qualitative change which is the physical basis of perception 
(b [5), and an internal principle of a special kind of locomotion of 
their own. The special CPUUt ... common to plants and animals is 
identical with the power of nutrition, and that of animals with the 
powers of nutrition, perception, and conation, included in their .yvX1/. 
Cf. De Part. An. 64[b 9 OVOf: yo.p 7TaO"a ¥rox11 c/n)O"lS, cL\.xa n p.6ptov 
aVT1j~ tv ~ Kal 7rAELW. 

EP have lhe fuller form cpvO"€t 8£ ~o.ttEV £lva, -rel. T€ '~a K1"A., but 
this, taken with rain-a yo.p ETvo.L Kat. 'To. TOlaliTo. CPVO"(t cpattlv (which is 
read by all the MSS. in b I I and by S. 26r. 6). is tautologous, and 
the shorter form is to be preferred. The absence of a clause 8,' 
a:>"Aa~ 8' o.iTto'!; KT'A. answering to ¢vO"€t ttlv KTA. is no real difficulty 
(since the clause 7TclVTO, • •• O"UVECTTWTa b 12- 13 serves the purpose), 
but may account for the introduction of the alternative reading. As 
in b 4, the writer of E seems to have been trying to improve on the 
original. 

II. TO. TOlQliTo. probably refers to inanimate compounds (d. b 20) , 

which are certainly included in 1'0. CPUo"H Dvm. 
17. Tij~ Ko.T'TJyopra.~ lKda-r'tJ~, I each such predicate " i.e. I bed', 

'garment ', &c. 
20. ~ ••. EXEl. Com ford places the comma before, not after, iK 

"T'oVrwv. It seems better, with T. 35. 22, P. 204. 1- 2, to take iK 
TOVTWV with tttK'TO'i!;. 
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22- 3. lv ~ . .. O'"UfL~E'h)l(os. Ell ~ probably = Ell TOVTtrJ (rather than 

TOVTO) tV ~. 
An attribute may be present in a subject, says S. 267. 22-268.6, 

KdO' aim) and not 7rPWTW<;, as I having angles equal to two right angles' 
belongs to the isosceles Kafl alIT() and yet mediately, because it is a 
triangle. Or it can be present in a subject r.pWTW'; and not KU()O ailT(), 
as whiteness is present in a surface and virtue in a soul. Sometimes 
both characteristics are combined, as in the connexion between 
rationality and man, or between triangularity and the isosceles. 

28. T6:11' 1I" O~OU"'EVWV, sc. by art. 
32. TO pTJ 6l v, cf. b 21-3. 
34. u1roKd",€vov ... d.eL Bekker and Prantl have no comma after 

T t . With this punctuation, Aristotle must be supposed to say that 
fjlvrn <; is a VTiOKfdp.cvov. This is clearly wrong, and Laas was right in 
punctuating afte r n. V7rOKf:[P.f.YOY yap T( then = Tawa yap v7roKdp.f:YOY 

'rt ECTTLY. 
36- 193a I . TOaT O • •. iaTLy. Natural phenomena are not fjltxnt;, 

since they are what proceeds from fjlVCTL"'; nor are they cpvcnv fX0v-ra, 
since they are not substances. But like natural substances they are 
fjlVCTEt or KaTo. fjlvCTW. S. 27I. rO-12 distinguishes between fjlVCTU and 
KaTa. fjlww, on the ground that everything produced by nature (e.g. 
mutilation and disease) is fjlVCT(L, but only what happens according 
to nature's plan is KaTo. q,VCTtv. But here, as elsewhere, Aristotle 
seems to intend no distinction. 

193& 1-6. T( •• . yvwP~fLOY. According to the doctrine of An. Post. 
89b 34-9oa 9 we must know the answer to the question f.L fun before 
we inquire T[ (Tn. But in this case no proof of the Ei. (CTTL is neces
sary, since it is obvious that there is such a thing as nature in dis
tinction from art. If we were to try to prove it, we could only 
produce grounds that would be less evident than the fact to be 
proved, and this is the mark of a.7rUtOf.VCT[a (Met. 1006& 6), i.e. of 
a.7raLOf.l)(T[a Tc7lY &'vaAVTtKWV, of ignorance of logic (ib. 100Sb 3). 

4- 9. TO SE .. . fLl1Sly. I t seems best to take OTt ... XfJWP.clTWV as 
parenthetical, and TO'''' TOlOVrOL<; = T O;:<; 'To. q,a.Vf:pU Ott1. TWV ufjlaVWl1 

Of:tKvVVat 7r(LpwP.CVOtr:;. 
The possibility of being unable to distinguish the self...cvident from 

the non·self-evident is illustrated by the case of a blind man who 
should try to prove what other people can see without proof, for 
instance that two particular colours match. 

9 - 12. SOKEr __ . Xa.h6~. Burnet contends (E.G.P.' 10-12,363 f.) 
that the meaning here indicated-' primitive substance '-was the 
original meaning of tjJVUt ... , and quotes such passages as Plato, Phaedo 
96 a 7 Tav.rr, ... -ri}<; uo¢ta. ... ~v o~ KaAOVCTL 7rf.pl fjlVUf.W~ lUTop[av; Eur. fro 
inc. 9ro &.AX u9avGLTov Ka80pwv ¢VCTf.W<; I KOUP.OV uP1pwv; Plato, Laws 
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891 C KLV8tJv£v£t yap 0 A(,,/UW Tawil. 7rVP Kat v8wp Kat yI111 KQl &.tpa 7rpWTa 
TjYf.tuOat 'TWV 1T(:lYTWV [ivett, Kat 'T~V cpuaw ovop.at€LV rain-a aUT&.; Arist. 
Frotrept. fro 52 ( tn: yap 7rUp dT' a7}p (iT' apd)p.or; £'T' J'.\'\at n ilE .. </lvuar;;. 
The original meaning of CPUCTti is also discussed by Prof. \V. A. Heidel 
in Proc. oj the American Acad. 0/ Arts and Scie1lces, xlv, no. 4, 
Prof. A. O. Lovejoy in Phi/os. Rev. xviii, 369 ff. , Mr. Beardslee in 
a dissertation (Univ. of Chicago Press, 1918), and by W. B. Veazie 
in A.G.P. xxxii i ( 1920),1- 22. Burnet's case hardly appears to be 
made out. 

Io-n. TO "'pWTOV . , . ~a.UT6. S. 27 3. 20-34 takes this to mean {the 
ultimate constituent material of each, which is essentially or by its 
own nature unshaped " i.e. prime matter, in contrast with the proxi
mate constituents of living beings (the organs) and those intermediate 
between the proximate constituents and the ultimate constituent (the 
tissues and elements), each of which is unshaped not essentially and 
completely but only in comparison wi th that which is formed out of 
it (the organs relatively to the living being, the tissues relatively to 
the organs, the elements relatively to the tissues). But this interpre
tation is put out of court by the instances that immediately follow
~VAOV, XIlA/(oS"- and by the whole passage !\ 9- 28, in which this first 
meaning of CPV(TtS" is illustrated by the proximate materials of various 
things, and prime matter is not even mentioned. 7rPWTOII then must 
mean I proximate \ and prime matter would be the ~V(T(s" only of 
things that stand next to it, i.e. (in Aristotle's system) of the four 
elements. In Met. JO I SR 7 Aristotle says CPV(TLS" O€ ~ 'T€ 7fpw'T'Y} VA", 
(/(Ill: Ilt;.,.", OtXwS", ~ .;, 7rpos" awo 7fpwT1'} :;, .;, OAWS" 7fpwTTJ. OtOIl TWII XaA/((;JII 
£fYYWII 7rpoS" a.UTo. jLfl, 7rPWTOS" 0 XUAKOS", ~AwS" o· ilfWS" 158wp, fi 7fall'T(l TO. 
T1JKTa. vowp). But this reference to prime matter appears to be an 
a fterthought ; it occurs in a passage of the MetapllYst'cs not answering 
to anything in the Physt'cs. In the paralld passage I OT4b27 we 
have simply t~ ou 7fpWT01J. In Met. Io69R. 28 Aristotle says that or 
7f(lAat, the early physic ists to whom the presen t passage refers, treated 
TO. Ko.O' £Ko.(TTa, e.g. fire and earth, not (Twp.a in general, as OV(TLa.
€/(a(TT¥ confirms the interpretation of 7rp[;l'TOII as 'proximate '. 

Both the grammar of the sentence and a comparison with lWei. 
JOI4b 27 app1J8piuTov allToS" indicate that ov should be inserted after 
&'ppVOp..LUTOII. 

11- 12. o!ov ... Xax'KOS. T hese words are puzzling, because prima 
facie a bed and a statue are not instances of Ta. CPV(T£t allTIl (R. 10). It 
is probably because of this difficulty that in the parallel passage of 
the Metaph)'sics, IOI4b 27. Ab reads TWII p.~ CPV(T£t OVTWIt. But there 
is no help in this reading, for we cannot suppose Aristotle to define 
<PV(TLS" by reference to things that are not <PV(T£t. Nor is it likely that 
oroll has the function which Bonitz assigns to it in his note on Met. 
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IOI4b 27, of introducing not an example but a comparison. Rather 
the bed and the statue are introduced as examples of CPUUEt OJ/Til 
because qua wood or bronze they do exist by nature (cf. 19zL 19- 20). 

12- 14. OTjf.LElOV ••• ~UAOV. Harpocration s.v.lp.f3tor; quotes Antiphon 
as using (in book i of his 'A.\:Jjt:h:ta) the phrase #cal. ~ <T1J7n:o~v TOV 

~AOU EP.f3W; yivotTo, and Sauppe thinks that his actual words were 
£( nr; Ka:TopV~Hf. KALV7JV Kilt 1] (J"1}Tr£otiw TOV ~AOU £fL{3wr; YEVOtTO, QUK av 
YEVOtTO KALV11, aU£.. ~AOV (fr. 15 Diets). On Antiphon d. Zeller i.G 

1324-9' The first book of his 'A>".qOua. seems to have dealt with 
metaphysics and theory of knowledge, but it is impossible to discover 
the context in which his discussion of 4>vrTt<;; occurred. 

For O'TJ11'"ESWV as a condition of generation d. Hipp. Dt:pl crapKwv 3, 
PI. Pha,do 96 b. 

on ... 0& .. av YEvla6aL KX[VYjV. For the confusion between the on 
construction and the accusative and infinitive cr. r87a 7 n . 

18- 19. oroI' ... y~v. Three of the examples are taken from PI. 
Ti11laeus, where gold (59 b 1- 4) and bronze (b 6- c 3) are derived from 
water, bones (64 c 4, 73 e 1) from earth. Aristotle's own theory is 
that things capable of being solidified and melted are composed 
either of water, or of water and earth (Meleor. 382b 31). 

20 • .!KELVO • • • a,"wv. 'We must either take the accusative and 
infinitive to depend on 4>qUtv&I2, or treat f17J/HLOV •• . crvVf:Xws: a 12-17 

as parenthetical, and take the present clause to continue the thought 
of 80Kf:t O' ~ CPVUts: KTA. a 9 and to be put in the accusative as if q:,au[ 

TtVES: and not OOx£t had gone before. 
21. ot }LEv lI'Up, Heraclitus and Hippasus (Mel. 9848. 7). 
ot 81 y~,. Elsewhere (D' An. 40Sb 8, Mel. 989" 5) Aristotle says 

that none of the philosophers had made earth their first principle. 
But he adds (Met. 989(1, 9) that most ordinary men regard it in that 
way, and cites Resiod as evidence. 

ot S' &Epa, Anaximenes and Diogenes of Apollonia (Mel. 9848. 5). 
ot 8, ~8wp, Thales and Hippo (Met. 984" 2). 
22. ot S' EVLa TOUTWV . Aristotle may have in mind Parrnenides' 

Way of Opinion, in which, as Aristotle interprets it, fire and earth 
are depicted as the ultimate elements (188' 20, M el. 984 b 4, 986b 33). 

OL S ~ lI'aVTo. TauTa., i.e. Empedoc1es (Met. 984a 8). 
25. Ka1 £~uS kat SLa6laELS. £~HS: differ from ~ta()iuEts: as the more 

from the less lasting, Cal. 8b 27 . 

29. trpwTTJ . For the meaning d. a 10-11 n. 
31-h 3. wO'trf:P ..• lCTTtV. This argument is in essence an argu

ment by analogy from art to nature j as the element of art in a thing 
is identified not with its bare matter but with the form imposed on 
this, so nature is to be identified not with matter but with form. 
But the argument is complicated by a reference to a concrete sense 
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of rlxvTJ, in which it means a work of art (cr. Soph . O.c. 472 Kpo.rYjP€" 
(lutv, dv8pOs f.VXfEtpos T€XJlT), and fro I 68 (Pearson), o7rAOtS' ••• ·Rcp,a.{ITTolJ 
T€XV[J, and Pausanias passz"m), and to a corresponding concrete use of 
</>vaw, in which it means a natural object of a certain kind (for which 
cf. Pi. Rep. 359 c () 1raua. cPvat'i: 8U.JKHV 7r€cP1JICE JI, Polito 272 C 1T1J11Bo.vo
J.L£VOL 7rapa W'uCT7]'i <j:n)O'EWIj;. ' As that is called a TEXV'fI which is in aceor· 
dance with the rules of an art or is artificial, and nothing is in 
accordance with the rules of an art or is a work of art until it has 
received the appropriate form, so that is called a q,vrJ"t'i which is KaTa 

¢vo"tV ICl'll CPllU"tKOV, and nothing is said to have its c/lVUt'i or to exist by 
q:,VUt" until it has received its appropriate form . Hence cPvatlO is £100'0 '. 

While it suits Aristotle's turn in a 31- 3 to refer to the concrete 
sense of cf:J1;(n~, he does not regard it as a proper one, and in b 2-3 
he says OVTf: .;pUCTU hrr{v, using CPVCTL~ in its ordinary abstract sense, 
instead of OVTf: CPU(Tt~ iCTTtV, which parallelism with a 35 ovS' £1vat 
TEXV71V would require. And in b 5-6 he definitely sets aside the 
concrete use of cpVCTLt;. 

This very unnecessary complication would be avoided if we read 
in a 3 1- 2 WCT7r£P yap TEXV7I AEYf.Tat (Ka1) TO Ka.To. TEXV1]V Kat TO T£XVLKOV, 
oih-w Ka.t CPVCTL~ (Ka1) TO KaTa CPVCTW Kat. TO cpur:W(OV, and in n. 35 ovo' 
(iva, TEXV[l, answering to b 2 OVTf: ~VCT£t ECTT{V. But there is no 
authority for this, and it is difficult to suppose that it could have 
been corrupted into the more difficult form. • 

b 2. ~ •• . 6UTOUV. T. 39. 3 Ka()' 0 and P . 2 r 5.8 Ka.() ' OV are probably 
a paraphrase of~. Simplicius seems to have read;; (276. 26). With 
the latter reading, 0 should probably be taken as the object of /..£:'10-
JL(V, and T{ Eern uapt ~ OOTOVV of op,tOP.£VOL (so Simplicius). 

4- 5. o~ . . . h6yov is added to distinguish Aristotle's from the 
Platonic f.tOo!>. 

5-6 . TO S' EK To,hwv .. . uv8pwlI'os:. This seems to be a parenthetical 
note on usage; cr. r92b 32-r93a 1. 

5. TOlhwv = vA1] and £!80~, the two senses of q,VUL!> descr ibed in 
0. 9- 30, 3o-h 5. 

7. iVTEXEX£~~. On the origin of this word d. my note on Met. 
104 tJ. 30. Hirzel's view (in Rh. Mus. r884. 169- 208) is also refuted 
by Susemihl in Bursian, Jahresb. 42 (1885). 7- II. i~TfA£X~~1 iVT(

Af.XwS', wherever they occur, are f. n. for iVSEA(X~S'J EVSEAEXWS'. 
I O- II. on ... ~u~ov, cf." 12- 17 . Prantl brackets these words, 

presumably because he thinks them a gloss based on 110 12- I4. But 
they are supported by Simplicius' parclphrase, and are quite appro
priate here. Their omission in E is doubtless due to homoiote
leuton. 

II- 12. Et •.. c'iv6pwll'oS:. With the MS. reading the argument must 
be supposed to be: 'but even if the fact that a bed, if it had enough 
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vitality to put forth a shoot, would produce not another bed but 
merely a shoot, shows that its bedness is due to art and only its 
woodenness is its nature, on the same principle by the consideration 
of man we can see that form also is nature; since a man produces 
not merely organs or tissues or elements hut another man, of the 
same form as himself.' The force of t.l 8' a.pd is concessive, as usual 
in Aristotle; cf. Top. r02& 24, 12tl'9, 1803. 10, ISIb 33, De Sensu 
437b 19, 442b 14, Pol. 13159. 10. 

The MS. reading in b I I J £t o· tlpa TOWO T€XV"'l, KClt ij p.opq,TJ cpvrn~ 
does not run at all naturally. Hamelin points out that 'Ttxv1} is 
lacking in S. 278.31 (cf. ib. I6). and therefore reads f.t 8' i1pa TOtn-O 

and explains it by reference to Y[YVf.Ta.t av8pwrrol) I.t a.v()pW7rOV b 8, 
treating b 9- 1I aAA' ... ~VAOV as parenthetical. But the elliptical 
t:t S' l1.pa TOVrO is not very likely in Aristotle; Bonitz, Indtx, quotes 
only Rlzet. 1370a 30 t:l St TOVrO. Various passages in the com
mentators (T. 39. 18, P. 2IO. 1,4,7,23, S. 278. 26,27) point to the 
reading t:t S· dpa TOVTO CPU(TtI;, and this gives far the best sense. TEXV'11 
will have been introduced by someone who thought that the opposi
tion between CPVCTll; and TEXl'YJ must be in Aristotles mind, and that 
TOVTO refers to KAtVI'}, not to evXov. 

12- 18. lTl ... +vcnc;. This is a third argument to support the 
view that f.L0{X/J~ is cpwLe;. The etymological meaning which Aristotle 
ascribes to rpVCTll;, viz. growth, must, he assumes, be identical with 
progress towards CPV{Tt~. But what a given thing progresses towards 
is not its matter, but its final form. Thererore form is CPVCTt~. 

P. 211. 8 ingeniously uses CPVCTUVCTte;, 'naturation., as equivalent to 
cpvCTle; in the sense of 'growth '. 

12-13. ~ +UUlS ... yivEUlS. In Met. 1014b I7 n. I have given 
reasons for doubting whether ¢VULI; ever bore this meaning. The 
few referen ces to it in Greek literature (e.g. Plato, Laws 892 c) seem 
to be learned references to a supposed etymological meaning. As 
Burnet points out, Ihough ¢VOJLUL means II grow', the simple root 
rplJ is the equivalent of the Latinfo and of the English be, and need 
not necessarily have the derivative meaning' grow'. See Burnet, 
E. G.P.! 10-r2, 363-4. 

17. n +UUQl. This readjng seems to be supported by T. 40. I. 
Philoponus recognizes both readings (217. 9-12). In Si mplicius the 
MSS. differ (279. 32), but his paraphrase seems to imply ~ (ib. 33)· 
n gives. however. rather the better sense. 

Tt oov +JUQl; 'what then is produced in this process of growing?' 
seems to give rather a better sense than de; T' otv CP UETUL j and is the 
reading or Simplicius (279· 34). 

19-20. KQL yap . .. iUTlv. S. 280. lZ- 22 gives various reasons why 
cT'T€py]eTte; is in a sense f:!8os: (I) because it is present in a {nrOKf:[p.t:VOv 
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and characterizes it, as E!8o~ also does; (2) because it is not a mere 
absence of form, but absence of form in something that might have 
the form, and fitness to receive the privation is a sort of corrupted 
form; (3) because certain privations may be considered as the 
inferior of two contrary forms, and indeed either of two contrary 
forms is the privation of the other. 

20- 21. et ... bnak£lI"TEov. The problem here stated is whether 
in the case of simple Y£VUrt<;, as of the other kinds of change, there 
is a privation or contrary of what is generated, from which the genera
tion proceeds. Pr£ma facie this is difficult, for it seems to contradict 
the dictum of the Categorzes that there is no contrary to substance. 
The solution is that the complete substance, which is a unity of 
matter and form, has as such no contrary, but that in respect of its 
form it has a contrary. Simple Y£V(UL'> is not of a bare x from a bare 
contrary y, but of matter characteri zed by form x from matter 
characterized by a contrary form y. 

21. Jan:poll IrrLuK£trTlOII, Phys. v. I, De Gen. el Corr. i. 3. 

CHAPTER 2 

The previous chapter has revealed that ,pUCTt'> bas two main senses, 
'matter' and' form '. In the present chapter Aristotle discusses the 
attitude of CP1JULK~ to these elements, and distinguishes it from fwBl1-
p,(J.'iLIO}, the attitude of which to them is different. Physics studies 
forms as involving matter for their embodiment j mathematics studies 
them in abstraction from such embodiment. 

193b 22- 35. ' Errd . .. xwplt6l1TWII. In b 22-6 Aristotle raises two 
questions; (I) in view of the fact that physical bodies have solid 
shapes and are bounded by planes, lines, and points, aU of which 
are studied by mathematics, how is mathematics to be distinguished 
from physics; and (2) in particular, is astronomy, which is one of 
the more physical branches of mathematics (194a 7), different from 
or a part of physics? In what follows, both questions are treated 
together, i.e. the general question is treated with special reference to 
astronomy. It would be odd, says Aristotle, if physics were limited 
to the study of the essence of the sun or moon and precluded from 
studying their geometrical attributes; and in fact physicists study 
both. The difference between physics and mathematics, however, 
is that when physics studies these geometrical attributes it studies 
them as the attributes of physical bodies) while mathematics studies 
them in abstraction from this aspect; a procedure which is quite 
justifiable. 

'What Aristotle charges the Platonists with in this passage is with 
doing improperly with regard to Til ,pVULK& what mathematicians do 
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rightly with regard to 'To. fU1{}TJp..anK&'. Now mathematicians do not 
necessarily, nor perhaps usually, ' separate' (XWp['£lV) the objects of 
mathematics in the sense of supposing that they exist apart from 
sensible things. They I separate' them in the sense of considering 
them in abstraction from sensible things. It is this that the Platonists 
are charged with doing in the case of Ta ~vuLKa. I.e., this is not 
Aristotle's usual charge against the Platonists, that they assign 
separate existence to the Forms. But if the Forms should not even 
be thought of in abstraction from sensible things, still less can it be 
right to think that they exist apart from sensible things. 

25- 6. fn . . . ~uaLki1s. This is a further question. Hamelin 
thinks it enough to print it with a question-mark, but it seems better 
to insert El. 

27. TWI' 8£ UUjJ-~E~T)KChwl' K(1e' n6TCt, i.e. planes, lines, and points. 
35-194n 7. A(11'9dI'OUUL ... AlYET(1L. While the abstraction of the 

mathematicians is justified (Aristotle says), that of the Platonists is 
not. The entities studied by mathematics are inseparable in fact, 
but can profitably be studied as if they were separable, from physical 
bodjes. But among the Ideas are included Ideas of things like 
flesh, bone, and man, in the very definition of which a reference to 
physical bodies capable of movement is implied. Take for instance 
the definition of man. He is '~ov AOYlKOV {}V7JT(W (S. 294. 16), and 
(00v is otJrrLu ~f£tvXO<ij al(]"(}1'}TLK.~ KttL Ka:To. 'TC}7rOV K(V7JTLK~ (ib. 18); and 
here ()v1}T6v, uirr(}Y1TLK~, and KUTa 1'671'01' KlV'1}TLK~ all include a reference 
to change. 

194\\ 2-3. Kal ••. aUjJ-pE~T)KOTCIJl', i.e. on the one hand of geo
metrical objects and their attributes, on the other hand of physical 
objects like flesh, bone, man, and their attributes. 

6. WUTrEp pls UL""~, a favourite example with Aristotle of that in 
which matter is necessarily involved; cr. AIel. r025 b 30-I026fL I, 

Z.5, 103535,26, I037n 31. 
7 - 12. 8l'j~o~ ... ~uuuol. This, while it is brought forward as a 

confirmation of Aristotle's view about the main question, what is the 
difference between physics and mathematics (I93b 22- 3), sen'es also 
as the answer to the question whether astronomy is a part of physics. 
It amounts to saying that astronomy (like optics and harmonics), 
while usually reckoned as a specially physical branch of mathematics, 
is really a branch of physics. Geometry treats of a line which is in 
fact the boundary of a physical object, but ignores this aspect of it; 
optics treats of a line that has mathematical properties, but treats it 
as having a physical character as well. 

IS. rils a~ril~ ~ a~~'1s. Philoponus interprets as jf the word to be 
supplied were tPvutKTjr; (234. r7), but probably f.7rLUT~fJ-Y1<ij is rather to 
be understood. 
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18-19· (Is fLflo' yap TOOS dpxo.lous . .. J>.."'1S" This agrees with the 
account in Met. A. 3, where the material cause is described as having 
been discovered before any of the others. 

20- 21. in!. ,""U(POV • •. ~~a.VTO. On Empedoc1es cr. De Part. Afl. 

6423 I7 clpX~ yap TJ c/lVCTL'i P.a.A'AOII -r-ij'i VAfJ'i. bltaxov 8l"o\l airrjj Kal. 
'E,lL7r£8oKAli'i 7rEptr.{1rTEI. •• . Kat ~Y OWLall KC.ti. T7]1I rf>VU'LJI uvaYKa'ETUl 

</>o.VUl 'TOil AOyOV (Tvat, o!ov cXrrouv c17ro8u~ov'i TL ((TTW' OVT( 'Yap (II Tt TWV 

U'TOLXdwv 'AiYH a:vro ovn: 8vo ~ 7p{a Olin: 7rclVTa, u.,U.o. .\.0/,0.10' T7}s p..{ff.w'i 

Uv-rWIl (d. De An. 4108. I, Met. 9938. 17). 
On Democritus cf. Mtf. I078b J 9 (about the formal cause) TWV 

p.~v yap cpvcrv:wv bri. p..LKpOlI a.",wKpLTO'i ~t/lQTO ,lLOVOII Kat wp{craTo 1rW'i TO 
OEpp..OIl "at 7"0 IjIUXpOv (cf. De Part. An. 642& 26). 

21- 7. Et .. . 4>U<TE~S'. Since art imitates nature (while it also com· 
pletes it, r99 tt [5), the study of art must conform to that of nature. 
But the study of an art involves the study to a certain extent both 
of form and of matter; so therefore does the study of nature. 

23. J-lEXP~ TOU is probably meant to qualify only the knowledge of 
the matter, since any science should know completely the form or 
essence of the things studied by it. It should know the matter to 
the extent of knowing the proximate matter in which the form is to 
be embodied (as health is in bile and phlegm), without needing 
to analyse the matter into its material constituents. 

xoX~v I(G1 4>XlYJ-lG, typical respectively of hot and cold substances 
(Prob!. 862b 27), on a proportion between which health depends 
('46b 4). 

27-8. €Tl ••• OU fVUG. The same science will study end and 
means; but q,VUl'>, in its primary sense, i.e. form , is end; therefore 
the science which studies this will study also cp";(n~ in its other sense, 
i.e. matter, since this is the means to form. 

29- 30. !!tv ... EVEKU. Superficially, the sense seems to demand 
Alexander's transposition of TEAOS: and ~uxaTov; for in 0. 27 and 28 
it is TEAD'>, not (UXCl.TOV, that is coupted with o-:i tVEK(t; and the trans· 
position receives some support from T. 42. 24- 6. But the MS. order 
is confirmed by I 99a 8, (T't iv OCTal'> T{AO,> (un Tt, TOVrOtl CatEKU '7rpcl.TT€TClL 

TO '7rpOT€POat Kat TO iq,£~,>, and the transposition is not one that is 
likely to have occurred. In view of this , I have \'entured, instead, 
to insert TO. This gives the sense I for where there is a continuous 
process up to a fixed point, this last point is also the final cause of 
the process.' Simplicius interprets the passage so (302. 24)-TOVTO 
TO €UXQ,TOat TE>"O'> faTtY ttl'> TO o-:i 0,£1(0. Kat OUX U1I'AWIi EUXo.TOV, i.e. the 
T£AO'> in the sense of 7r£pa'> is also TEAo'> in the sense of o~ tV€Ka. 

29. auv£x0i'is T~S ktV~a€(a)S Qu'"}sJ i.e. when a single thing in an un· 
interrupted time undergoes change in a single respect (2620. r). 
Then the state reached at the end of the change is the E180'>, whose 

J 
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rn£p'lcTtf:i was the state from which the change started j and the 
(tao,. is the final cause of the change. 

30- 31. 5,a ... lylvno, Com. Adesp. 447 Kock. Philoponus attri · 
butes the line to Euripides, but Bonitz remarks that the resolved 
fifth arsis suggests a comic poet. 

33-5. ilrE1 ... ~1fQ.px6Yn.w. To confirm the fact that the study of 
matter goes with the study of form (a 27-8), Aristotle points out that 
the arts not merely study the matter in which the form which is their 
end is to be embodied, hut even make it-either by substantial 
change from something different, or by rendering it more workable, 
as when wax is melted or iron smelted j and that the arts then treat 
the matter as means to human ends. 

brEi must be separated from what precedes by more than Bekker's 
com ma. 

35- 6. S~xwo; ... cfH}"oao~lGO; . The distinction is given in De An. 
4ISb 2, TO 8' oli £l'fKCL Btrrol', TO j.Lfll OU TO Sf c{) (cr. ib. 20, Mtl. r072b 2). 
E.g. in one sense health is the OU o,EKd of the medical art-it is the 
f!~ or c1Jvcno; to bring which into being the art is practised; in 
another sense the patient is the ou o.ua-be is that in whose interests 
it is practised. Aristotle does not in the passages named above say 
where he had previously drawn the distinction. The reference is 
doubtless, as Bernays points out (Die Dialoge des Arlst. 107-[ to) to 
the dialogue !J,p' </>.AO<To</>[a<. 

36- b , . Suo ... EOTGl. Taking up the antithesis 1rOLOUCnV ... 
XpWj.Lf9o. (Il 33-4), Aristotle says that both the art that uses a certain 
matter and the art which presides over its manufacture may be said 
to rule over it and to know it. Indeed, even that which uses the 
matter may, since it rules over it, itself be called a presiding art. 

36-b 2. Suo ... &pXlTEKTOVll(~. The form of the sentence shows 
that Aristotle is not contrasting the arts that ru le the maller with 
those that give knowledge, but saying that there are two different 
arts which do both of these things. The sense is improved by 
omitting with FP the vulgate a.t before yvwp{'OlJua.t. 

b 2- 3. Su; .. . lTW'i. The art which uses the matter may be called 
apXtT(KTOlltK~ 1r(lI~ because it apXETut Tiji v)':IJ'i, but is not strictly 
ciPX'TfKTOVtl(~ because it OU TCI(TaiIiETat. 

3- 5. SlG+'PU ... J).'1o; . .q poiv is here;' x.pwp.£I''I] , and this, which 
is only aPXlTCKTOVt1OJ 'lrW~1 cannot be opposed as ;, apXtnKTov,1OJ to Tij~ 
7rOl"I]Tt~ ;, o.PXtT£KTOI'un7. which is o.PXtTEKTOl'lK." in the strict sense. 
T] o.PXlTfKTOV'1OJ b 4 is best treated as a gloss, which was probably 
originally a gloss on the;, 8' clause. (It is impossible to be certain 
what readings the Greek commentators had before them.) When 
the sentence has been thus corrected, the SE clause may be taken in 
either of two ways: (r) =;' Sf Wi 7rotTTTtK~ aPX'TEKTOlltKl] O~UCL Tijs 
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iiA71'i yVWpUTTLI(~ ECTTtV, or (2) =;' 8E yvWpUTTLK1} (or aPXLTEKTOvtKyJ) 
Errnv W'i 7i'ot'YJTtl(~ rTj .. liA1}<;. The first interpretation gives far the 
better antithesis -TOV Eiom)'> YVWPtcrTt.KyJ, ,..ij .. vA1}'i YVWPUTTtKyJ- and is 
in itself the more natural interpretation of the Greek; further, the 
antithesis it gives is borne out by what follows-o ttl" KV{3EpvtrrYJ'i 
'17"Ot01l .. TL 'TO £100'> Toli 7r'1}oG.AlolJ yvwpt,u . .. Ii o· EK 7rOWU ~V.\Oll (= ;).1'/'» 
•• • EO'Tat. 

For the conception of the o.PXLT£KTWV as having knowledge and 
thereby giving orders to the Xf.!POT£XVG.t cf. PI. Polito 259 e, and for the 
example of the steersman cr. Crat. 390 d T£KTovo'i P.(!' apa. £pyov ECTTI:V 
7rot~O'at 7r7]3aALOV E1rtcrm.TovVTO'i K1J/3£pv-/jTOlJ , (t p£AAH Ko..\Oy Elva, TO 
7r71&1.AlOV. 

7- 8. £11 f!EV oi)" TOtS KQ.TU TEXVYlV ••• OaCTU. The point of this sen
tence seems to be that, since we have not to make the matter in 
which natural form is to be embodied, there are not two CPl)O"tKUI. 

(7nrrrT,p.«t answering to the productive and the using art, but one 
<pvrnK~ which studies matter and form alike. 

8-g. En ... Q~~T) "x'T). A further argument to show that physics 
studies ma.tter as well as form; matter and form are relative to one 
another, and must therefore be objects of a single science. 

10-15. il ... trpWTT)S. Aristotle's answer to the problem is stated 
doubly; (I) The physicist does not study form in general, but 
studies form to the extent of inquiring into the final (which is 
identical with the formal) cause..of every <pl)O"LKeJII O"wfLu, and (2) (which 
comes to the same thing) it studies forms that are separable in 
thought but embodied in matter, leaving to metaphysics the study 
of forms that exist in separation from matter (i.e. God and the 
'intelligences' that move the planets). The promise in b 14- 1$ is 
best fulfilled in Mel. A. 6-[0. 

10-13. il . .. lv J).n SE; 'Should we not say that the physicist's 
knowledge should be like that which the doctor should have of sinew 
and the bronze·smith of bronze-that he should know form to the 
extent of knowing the end subserved by each physical object, and 
that his knowledge is concerned with things whic.h are separable in 
respect of form but are immersed in matter?' 

In Wull'£P •.• XUAKOV, Aristotle illustrates the nature of physical 
science by a comparison with the arts, as in a 21 - 7 . He sets a limit 
to the physicist's knowledge of form by saying that he has nothing 
to do with pure forms that are not embodied in matter, and is con
cerned only with the forms which are the final cause of the physical 
things in which they a re embodied. 

The vulgate I1-(Xpt Tal). TtYOS' rap tV(Ka tKaa-rOy gives no good 
sense. Jaeger's P.EXPL TOl). T{VO<; yap (VEKU £KU(T'TOV, 'up to a certain 
point, viz., he must know to what end each thing is', gives a better 
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sense, but f.L'Xpt 'TOU is feeble as an answer to the question P-Wl. 
7T6<Tou. Simplicius evidently read IA-£XPI -r{voS", Tivor; yap (V£Ka (KaUTOV 

(306. 24), and Alexander knew the variant /-dXpt ,rtvor; (V£KU, Tt"vor; yap 
( V EKU (Kao"TOV (ib. 27, 307.35). Neither of these readings gives a 
good sense, and I have little doubt that all the variants have a risen 
from fd.xpL 'tOl) Tt, /or; £V£KU (KU(TT OV, which would be the neatest and 
most forcible expression of what must be Aristotle's meaning. yap 
would then be an intruder due to an early copyises failing to see 
the construction, by separating T{VO<; from TOV and reading both words 
as encli tic. For a similar insertion of yap owing to a misaccentuation 
of TWO<; d . .Alet. 1090037 (~ aAAotJ OE TUfor; }A-tKPOV Kat P-f.yrlAOlJ TO. [yap] 
ILEyi{}TJ r.OtEt. JLixpt TOV T{IIO~ lVEKa (TWO~ 'Yap £VCKo, £KWTTOV) is also a 
possible reading. 

13. a.VepWlfO~ . •• ~X.lOS . It is not disembodied forms that are 
the efficient causes in nature. For the production of a man there is 
needed the form of man embodied in his father, and as .a causa 
assistws the heat embod.ied in the sun, which is the causa assistens 
of all generation. Cf. Md. 107 ra 20 apxt1 'Yap TO Ka()' £1(0.(1"7"011 1"(;'" 

Ko,()' £KaO"Tpv' a.I!Bpwr.o~ p-f.V 'Yap clll{}pwrrou Ka8oAou, aU' OU/( (unv 
OVOf.{~1 &'AAo. IITJAd,~ 'AXtAAiw~ uou S( 0 r.a-n7p, and ib. 13 avOpwr.ou 
aLTwv T£( Tf. CTTOtXCta, 7T"VP Kat 'Yij W~ VATJ Kat TI) rOWI! ETSo~, Kat tn TL 

aAAO l~w orOI! 0 7rO-T~P, Kat r.O-po. TavTCt 0 i]AW~ Kat 0 AO~O~ I("UKAO~, the 
sun and its annual movement in the ecliptic. Cf. also De Gen. et 
Cory. 336a3I, b6, 17. 

CHAPTER 3 

This chapter is a doublet which corresponds in all except small 
details with Met. A. 2. From the fact that in A. 1. 1013& 16 Aristotle 
says iuaxw~ Sf. Kilt TO. aLna ">..£yCTo.t· 7rO:VTa ya.p Ta aLna apxa{, Bonitz 
infers that a discussion of the senses of ulno)! was rendered super
fluous in A by the discussion of the senses of 0PXl} in A. I, and that 
6.. 2 must have been borrowed from Phys. i.i. 3 and inserted in A by 
a later hand. This reasoning is unconvincing. It is more significant 
that the senses of dlTtOv given here and in A. 2 do not answer to the 
senses of apx? given in A. 1 j this may show that the chapter belongs 
originally to the Plzysics and not to the Metaphysirs. Asclepius in 
Met. 305. 19 tells us that some parts of A had been lost, and that the 
editors supplied the deficiency out of Aristotle's own writings. This 
may be the history of A. 2, or alternatively Aristotle himself may 
have used in A what he had already written as part of Physics ii. 
Cf. 195' 16-2 In. 

The main other passage on the four causes (apart from Met. 
983(1. 26-32, which describes them much as they are here described, 
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is A". Posi. ii. 11. There, instead of the material cause as described 
here, we have one which is called TO TeVWI! OVTWV aV&YK?] TOUT' ELvat., 

and is in fact the causa coglloscendt~ the premisses of a syllogism. 
This appears in the present chapter as an instance of the material 
cause (195"18). 

194u 18- 20. Ei.SlI'Q~ ... a!:Trall, cr. 1841\ 12-14. On the analogy 
of that passage, T~II 7rpWnJP atriav should mean the ultimate cause. 
But the instances given (1.1 24- 6, &c.) show that Aristotle here means 
the proximate cause. Cf. 1930. rG-II n. 

26. Ka.l TO 1rapa8t:ty,...a. These words, which occur also in .6..2, 

point to an early date. It was only in his Platonic period that 
Aristotle was likely to use so definitely Platonic a term, and it never 
occurs in his later references to f:!80S'. 

26- 9. TO\iTO .•. AOy~. orov ••. o.pd)fLoS' is best treated as paren
thetical, and Kat TU IL€P71 nl. ~v T'i3 AOYlf as belonging to the general 
statement, bringing in the differentia in addition to the genus, which 
is mentioned in h 27 and illustrated by oo.ptBp-oS'. 

35- 6. Ka.l ... Tlhous. The principal verb must be supplied from 
the context. I 'W e ac;sign in the same way (by mentioning a final 
cause) a cause to all the things that come in on the way to 
the end.' 

19Sa 15. TpOlTOUS. TlhrovS' in Bekker and Prantl is a misprint, or 
an error due to misreading of E. All the MSS. here and in Mel. 
rOI3 b I7 and the Greek commentators have TpOlTOVS'. 

16- 21. TO. "EV yo.p O"TOLXE~a. .•• E180s. In 194b 24,26 Aristotle 
distinguished TO ~~ 0-0 Y{YVf:Tal. T't Ivv;rapxovToS' and the (lSoS' or ;rapa.
OHYp.a.. He now includes both under the it 0-0. Matter and form 
are similarly called the ~v1J7rapXOVTa alna. in Met. I070b 22. 

20. TO TE O~OV. TO OAOII here means not the complex of form and 
matter but the OAOT'7}S' or n :AH0'T"l1S' which supervenes on the parts. 
It is the CTvIIB£cT£C; or form of combination of the elements. 

23. T~S p.ETaf3oA~s ~ UTa.al::WS. The sense is improved by the 
omission of ~ KLV~(T(WC; with E1MVS. Th~se words are probably a 
gloss on P-(TQf3oA~S'. 

27- 8. Tp6'Tt'o~ ••. lx'&TTOUI). TpOr.Ot 19sn IS refers to the four causes 
(cr. 194b 23). Here it refers to subdivisions occurring within each 
of the four causes. 

32. kat •.• EkQO"TOV. This antithesis includes both the antithesis 
genus-species (a 29- 32) and the antithesis species-individual 
(' 33- 5)· 

b 1- 3. (UTL • • • d. ... 8pL& ... TOS. Philoponus takes 0 AElII(OS' and a 
pouG'U(OC; as instances of TU 7r0pPWUPOII and Trt ~yylrr£pov respectively, 
since p.D1XTtK1} is a KQ(J' Q.~TO G'lJp-/3£/31JKOC; of man, while A£VKOn-]S' is a 
1<0-0' aVTo crup-f3£f31JIC.OC; of body, which is a genus including man. But 



the fuller form found in Met. a. IOl4a 5 orov (l 0 A(VKO~ Kal (, fLOlJ(7'tKO~ 
arTtO~ A£YOLTO TOV avSpulvTos:, cL\'\el fJ-T, p.6VOIl IIoA-uKAHToS' ~ av()pw7ros: 
shows that Simplicius is right in taking both" A(VKOS: and" fLOlJ(7'tKOS: 

as examples of Tel 7rOppwupov. They are so because they are acci
dents of Polyclitus or of man, which are in turn accidents of " 
avSptaVTo7rot6s:. 

6-7. !\}10LW; •. • Elpl]lA-lvot), I similar distinctions to those already 
drawn can be made in the case of the things of which the causes 
are causes '. 

g. il o~wS: UAl]). This does not mean that anything is the cause 
of prime matter, but that, e.g. , the bronze-smelter may be said to 
produce not only this bronze, or bronze, but also (more generally) 
matter for the sculptor. Cf. J94a 33 Tl"OtoUOW ai: Tt.xvat TT,Y VA7]Y ai. 
/L~v a:lrAw5 ai. S' flJEPYOy. 

10. En . .. A£xe~aETQ~. It is not clear whether this means (1), as 
s. 325. 9 takes it, I both with regard to effects and with regard to 
causes, we may in one statement combine two effects, or two causes ', 
or (2) as seems more likely, I we may combine in one statement 
accidental and proper causes (or effects) '. 

12- 16. dAA' ... 8ovo,/iw. We may state as the cause of a statue 
(I) the individual proper cause, ' a sculptor ', (2) the genus of the 
individual proper cause, 'an artist', (3) an individual incidental 
cause, e.g. 'Po]yclitus', (4) the genus of an individual incidental 
cause, I a man '. And not only may these be stated simply, but we 
may couple (r) and (3) and get (5) ' a sculptor, Polyc1itus' (cf. b II), 
or couple (2) and (4) and get (6) 'an artist ic man ' . Finally, each 
of these may be taken in two ways, either as actual or as potential 
(cf. b 3-6). 

16- 21. 8Lo,4>E'P£L .. . otKo8oJl0S:. Aristotle has treated the antithes is 
of KQ() ' lKo,(7'TOV and 7r(pdxoll (n. 30-32) and that of fV£P)'ovv and Ka'TU 

I%vafLLV (b 3-6) as distinct. But here he treats the Ko,()' lKaO"Tov as 
identical with the £VE.PYOVy (Kat in b 17 being explicative, and that to 
which Tn. fV(pyolwra Kat TO. Ko,()' ll<aO"TOV are opposed being designated 
in b 20 simply as Tel KaTa. SvvafUv). This is partly justifiable. For 
the universal is never operative save as realized in individuals; it is 
not' the artist' but a particular artist that actually produces a house 
(d. Afet. r0 7r a. Q-24). But within the individual artist there is a 
further distinction between potentiality and actuality; OS£ 0 otKo86fLo5 
is different from 0:0£ (, otKooofLwv. The latter phrase, found in b 19, 
is more exact in the context than the former, which occurs in the 
corresponding passage of Met. L\. (10148. 23). and this suggests that 
either (1) Aristotle wrote a . 2 first and introduced the correction 
when he inserted this chapter in the Physics, or (2) he wrote Phys. 
ii. 3 and a disciple borrowed it for Met. a, making this mistake in 

~O!18 26 
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the process. Aristotle himself is hardly likely to have written first 
the correct JO! 0 oi.Ko8op,[;J1I and then the incorrect OOE: ;, OlKOOOp,Ors, 

!lI- 5. 8E~ .. . 11'"QYTWY. TO aKpOTfl.TOV nrnoll here is not tbe highest, 
ultimate cause, like the aKpOTfl.Tat ah'Lat of Met. 10038. 26 or the 
a~pOTQTOV 'rW" 7fpaKT{;w ayaOwv of E.N. I09StL 16., It is rather, as 
T. 47.2 expresses it (cr. P. 258. 16), TO aiTtov f.KrlU7"OlJ TO KVptWTfl.TOV 

Kal 7rPOUEXECT'TQTOV, that which corresponds precisely to, is commen· 
surate with, the effect. Cf. Met. r044b I BEl OE TO. (YYVTUnl. alna 
AEyHV. TLt; iJ VA7]; p.~ -rri-p ~ nv {LX-AU T~V tOLaV (and ib. 15~20). This 
sense of aKpoTa:rov is unusual, but may be paralleled by PI. Polito 268 e 
hr' aKpov &"CPtKJlf.lUOat TO t1jTOVjLf.VOV, Phys. 209b 20 7"~V aKponJ.Tl1v £Xf.t 
()EUV, • it demands the most precise consideration '. 

28. lffloS TO. £vepyoufL£vB. The passive of £v£py£I.V, 'to be actualized " 
is rare in Aristotle.. But cf. De An. 4270. 6 llvvafLH TO UVTO Kat 
cUh.UtP£TOV Tci.VQVTLa, T~ S' E:iVQL OU, ci..\..\.o. T~ EV£PY£'iu()ru. Sta~PE:TI)v. 

CHAPTER 4 

19Sb 33- 6. T[va ..• bnaK£7rrlov. The first of the three questions 
is answered in 6. 198a. 2-5, the second in 6. 1970. 36- b 37, the lhird 
in ch. 5. 

33. iv TOUTOl5 .•• ah{OLS, i.e. among the four enumerated in ch. 3. 
36- I96a 3. EVLOL •.• fJ TUXTjS. The reference is to Democritus, who, 

while be used chance in his KOCTfL07roda, did not allow chance to be 
operative in details such as the finding of treasure (5. 330. 14, relying 
on Eudemus j cf. 1963. 24-35 and Leucippus fro 2, ovo£v xpijp.a P.cLTTJV 
ytV£Tat, ci..\.Ad 1l'"aVTQ £K AOYOV T£ Kat lnf' ci.V&yKTJ~). 

I96R. II-IS. 11'0~) .. a. yap Kal yLYVETa.l I(al E(TnV dno TUXTjS 1(0.1 drro Ta.UTO. 

j-lcbou . • • 8,""ws TOUTWV TO. flEV etva[ +Q(TL nnvTES &'11'0 TUXTjS TO. S' 001( drro 

TUX11S. Torstrik took TOVTWV to refer to 1l'"o.>v\.ti, and supposed the end 
of the sentence to be inconsistent with the beginning. He therefore 
wished to excise a7rO nJx:rJ~ Kat a:1rO TaVTOfltl.TOV. He also thought TOW 
y'yvofLf.VWV in a 13-14 to be pointless, and proposed WPLUP.{VOV instead. 
But 'T(llV -ylyVOP.f.VWV, taken as depending on £KaCTTOV, is quite sound, 
and TOVTWV refers to TWV 'Y'y"op.o,wv; and so interpreted the sentence, 
while grammatically irregular, contains no contradiction. 6:71"0 -rVX1}~ 
Kat 0. .. 0 TUVTOfLcLTOV seems to be vouched for by T. 48. 1 bp' fKWT'{J O£ 
TWV &'11"0 nJX1}C; A£yO}LlVWII ;CTTLV aZnov WPUTfL£VOV .\.a{3£lv. 

14. b '1I"a.}..o.u\~ AOYOC; is the argument given in & 1- 7. The words 
may mean (r) I the ancient argument', Le. that put forward by the 
Atomists (so S. 330. 14), or (2)' the before~mentioned argument' j d . 
254& 16 ot 1l'"cLAaL AOYOt, Pol. 1282a 15 0 1l'"J.AaL.\.6yo~. 

17- 19. uA>..a. ••. TOLOUTC<W, i.e. I it cannot even be said, in excuse of 



II. 3. 19Sh 2 1- 4. 196h 7 515 
their omission, that these thinkers identified chance with any of the 
causes they name', €K£LVWV = the O,trta. wptrrp.bla referred to in n. 2. 

22-3· hiy£l. . . . o.>"AW)1 fro 53 Diels. Cf. De Gen. et Corr. 334a 1-8 . 
23-4. Ka.t . . . cJ'lTJ(T~v. Cf. frs. 57-6 [ (referring to the period when 

Love is gaining the ascendant) and 198b 29- 3 r. 
Torstrik's TOTi is supported by De Gen. et Corr. 3348. 2 a.\.\~ aT£. p.EV 

cP'r/(}'W !Jxrr.€p 0:.1'"0 n JX1J1j ••. OT£. S( cp1Jcn 7rlcp VK£llat 'TO 7rVp UVW 1>€pEfTBru. 
24- 35. E.tal ... q,UT~IV. S. 33 r. 16 refers this, no doubt rightly, 

to Democritlls. Aristotle makes the same point, about the incon
sistencyof l.he Atomists, in De Part. An. 64th 15- 23- Pri'fllajade, 
the statement that Democritus ascribed the origin of the' whirl ' to 
'TalrroP.G..'TOV is itself inconsistent with the statement of D.L. ix. 45, 
;rclvTa T£ KaT' o.Va:yK,?V Y{Vf.u()at, ry'> StV1}'> aiTtus 01)(r'1e; n]'> YfVf.Uf.W<; 
;rclv-rwv, ~V «vayK,?V A€yf.I . The question is discussed by Bailey (Greeh 
Atomists and Epicu1'1ts, 139- 43), who shows that there is no incon
sistency; the whirl for Democritus • is produced as the inevitable 
outcome of natural processes', but it is «7l'"O TaVrojJ.Q.TOlJ in the sense 
that it is (I) undesigned and (2) unpredictable. 

25. To~pavou TOUSf., this heaven as opposed to others oftbe infinite 
number recognized by Democritus (Plac. 2. I, 3, Simp. in De Cado 
202. 16, D.L. ix. 44, &c.). 

26- 8 . d:Jfo Ta.~TOI-'&.TOU • •• 'iraI'. For the Stv,? or Otvoe; in Democritus 
cf. frr. r64, r67. 

Torstrik seems to be right in maintaining that the reading Y£IIEu()at 

is requ ired by StaKp{vauOov Kat KUTQcr-n7Uauuv. The MSS, are very 
unreliable as between y[yvf.Cr()at (ylVf.UOaL) and Yf.VEu()at; cr. 3. 34. 

28- 35. ~lyovTf.s ... ~UTWV. The sentence is an anacoluthon (owing 
to the parenthesis); it should have continued (in a. 33) with op.we; 

Af.YOlJUL TOV ovpavov. 

31- 3. o~ . .• o'v6pul1l'o<;. This became one of Epicurus' arguments 
to show that nothing comes from nothing (D. L. x. 38, Lucr. I. 159-
207), and was probably borrowed from Democritus. 

lI 5- 7. Etul .. . 8a.tP.OVlWTEp0j.l . The reference may be to Anaxagoras 
(cf. Plac. i. 29.7). Or it may be, as T. 50.2, S. 333· 5 suggest, to 
the popular cult of TvX'1' Sirnplicius also refers to PI. Laws 709 b 
'Oe; (ho'> p..£v 7l'"aV'Ta , Iw.1 jJ.(Ta OWl) nJX'? KaL KULpa,>, TavBpw7Ttva OtUKlJ
{3CPVWUL a-Vp,7TQVTU ; to the beginning of the appeal to the Delphic 
oracle (cL Tvxr1 KUL Ao~ta, T~Sf. 7Wt Of.P.LUTf.VW; ;) , and to Orph . 
Hymn. 72. 

CHAPTER 5 

The account of ruX'1 and TQVT6p.aTov in this chapter and the next 
should be compared with that in lIle!. I032b 2 I - 30, I0348.9-b 7. 
I have summarized Aristotle's doctrine of spontaneous YEVHJ't<;, as it 
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appears in the Metaphysics, in my Introduction to that work, p. cxxi. 
The point of view taken in the Physics is rather different, not being 
concerned with 'YEV(at~J but with events involving non·substantial 
change. 

196' 10- 17. npWTOII ... ~O',.,.o. There are events (A) which always 
happen, given certain conditions (8). There are also events (C) 
which usually happen, given certain conditions (D). No one calls 
events A or C results of chance. But since there are also events (E) 
which happen occasionally when certain condition!> (F) are present, 
and such events are precisely what are cal1ed chance events, it follows 
that there is such a thing as chance. 

Aristotle is not claiming that there is any breach of necessi ty 
involved in such cases. Events C and events E, as well as events A, 
are necessitated by the totality of their conditions. Eut events C 
are not necessitated by conditions D, but only by D + other condi. 
tions by which D are usually accompanied. And events E are not 
necessitated by conditions F, but only by F + other conditions by 
which F are occasionally accom'panied. 

Nor is he claiming that nJ)(I'} is an operative force, but only that 
there arc instances of the type of connexion which exists between 
events E and conditions F. 

He speaks in this section as if nJXlJ were coextensive with such 
Joose connexions. But from the next section it appears that its 
sphere is narrower. Events E are accidental results of condi tions F, 
but not chance results unless two further conditions are fulfilled, 
(I) that condi tions F have not been brought about in order to pro
duce events E, (2) that they are such as might naturally have been 
brought about for that purpose. 

II. WS ~nt TO noM. Here, in b 13, and in b 20 E has wS' E1Tl1ToAv, 
and this is not impossible; the phrase is found in Thuc. r. T2 . But 
there seems to be no other example in Aristotle, while w!> brl 'TO 
7TOAti is extremely common. Philoponus' lemma has 6JS' £1TL 'TO 7TOA6 
in b 1 r (though not in b 20), and Simplicius has it in b 20 (.135. 29), 

and throughout in his comment on the passage; and it appears in 
all the MSS. in b 36, 1978. 4, 19, 3r, 35. The omission of 'TO in E is 
prohabJy therefore accidental. 

11- 13, ct>UVEpOy .•. 1I"o}..u. H amelin argues that, since 'TO 0.11"0 -rVx:rJi 
means I the result of chance " Aristotle cannot be denying that TO 
cl1TO 'TVXlJi is the ~ause of what is necessary or usual. He therefore 
places a comma after >"£Yf:TaL instead of after nIX'1'>, and takes ov8£ . .. 
T."OAti to mean I nor does the result of chance belong either to the 
necessary or to the usual '. This way of taking the sentence is un
natural, however, and the traditional punctuation can be justified if 
we reflect that an action which is itself the result of purpose but leads 



to a chance result can be described as &:n-o nX"1~ (a 3 TOU (A8f:'iy o.lrO 
nlX'1e; cl~ ,",V a:)'opav, 1<0.1. lCaTaAa/3£'iv 8v ~POVA(TO p.£v OVI< ~('TO 8t:'), as 
we can say 11 happened to go into the market, and there I met my 
debtor'. \Vhere two events are thus connected, either can be said 
to be o.lrO nlX'1'" 

17- 22. TWV Sf: ytyv0fl-'vwv ... q,uaE~. Aristotle has laid it down 
that connexions of events with certain conditions or previous events 
may be (I) necessary or usual, or (2) unusual. lie now lays it down 
that connexions of events may be (a) teleological or (6) non-teleo
logical. And prima facie he seems to infer that some events of type 
(.) are also of type (a); and this is plainly unjustified. The Greek 
commentators get the passage into syllogistic form thus: 

Chance connexions are unusual (b 10-17). 
Chance conllexions are teleological (a.p.cpw !Y TOte; lV(I(U TOU, b (9). 
Therefore S0t11C unusual events are teleological (b 19- 21). 
This involves taking ap.¢w in b 19 = 7i 'TE TVX'IJ 1(0.1. TO o:itrop.aTOY, 

and that involves ending the parenthesis with 7rpOaip(UlY b [9. But 
it is obvious ( I) that o.p.cpw refers far more naturally to TO. T( I<QTQ. 

r.poo.tPC(JW Kat Ta. p.T, l<aTa. -rrpooiPE(]"LY, and (2) that the syllogism 
obtained is a hysteron jroteron. What Aristotle wants to establish 
is that chance events ale both unusual and teleological, and he 
needs as a prelimrnary to this to show that unusual events may be 
teleological. 

The reasoning is rather this: Since the division of conn ex ions of 
events into (I) necessary or usual and (2) unusual, and the division 
into (a) teleological and (6) non-teleological, are divisions based on 
independent principles, there is a possibility that some events of 
class (.) are also of class (a). This is what Aristotle says, though 
not very precisely, in the words lCaL tv TO'i~ 7rapo. TO all(1YKQtOY lCaL TO 
W~ En-I TO 7I"OAV ecrnll (Yta 7I"€P1. <1 £YO£X€ T at ir7rapxuv TO (II(K&' TO I) (b I9-
21). That such events actually exist, he leaves it to readers to 
supply from their own experience. 

One would naturally expect £V(J(d. TOV to mean I designed to attain 
an end '. But there are various considerations which show that the 
meaning must be I actually attaining something which either was, or 
migbt naturally have been, taken as an end '. (I) This is implied 
in the words (h21) (un 8' £YUd. TOV Duo. T£ alro 8'Qyola~ (1y 7rpaXO(i." 
lea, Gao. am) </lW(WS, ' things which might be done as a result of thought 
or of nature '. Torstrik, being persuaded that (1I(1C0. TOll must have 
the other meaning, emends 7rpo.XO~:'." to 7rpaxOfJ. But this is arbitrary. 
The notion that a chance connexion is one in which a result happens 
which might have been, though it was not, taken as an end, pervades 
the whole passage (b 33-6, 1978 15-r6,35, b Is- r6, 18- 20,30- 32, 
1981L 5-7); and such connexions are described as being ill TOte; EV£lea 
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T01) (b 33, 197"' 6). Torstrik has to suppose that at some stage an 
editor or copyist systematically altered the readings to bring the 
text into agreement with what Torstrik caUs the misconception of 
the meaning of €V€Ka TOU, by emendations in b 22, 197(L 35, I9sa 6. 
This is most improbable. (2) This meaning of €V€Ka T01) and the 
corresponding meaning of 0.0 €V£ KCl occur elsewhere in Aristotle. In 
E. N. II I I lL 5 it is said that a man may be ignorant €V£Ka TtvOt; he 
acts (cr. ib. 18), and this is illustrated by the example id UWT1]pt?-
7r{uas a1l"OKT£tvUt all (ib. 13), 'giving a dose to cure a sick man, one 
might kill him '. Here it is not the object of his desire but the 
esult his action will produce (this being a result that might have 

been a imed at) that is called the o{i E"£II:a. cr. the parallel passage 
in E . E. 122511 2, and E. N J[35b 12 TO. }Joo, /Af.T· &'YVOLOS ap.aprr,
J.laTfl. EU'TtV, (hav p.~Tf. OV p:r,Tf. a J.lY]TE ~ /AY]Tf. o{i EVEKa lJ7rfAa{J£ 7rPcl~j' 
~ yap ov (JQ).).ELV ~ OU TOlJTf{) ~ ov TOWOV ~ OV TOVTOU (V£Ka o/fJ(JYJ, uAAo. 

UVVE{:JYJ oux o{i o,£KCl. 0~8YJ. (3) Aristotle:s whole conception of the 
general course of nature as being EV(Kcl TOV, though not KCl.To. 7rpoaipunv 
or 8tclVOLav (see the contrast in r96b 18- 22), is the conception of 
a merely 'de facto teleology', that in which results that were not 
aimed at yet present the appearance of having been aimed at. 

7rpOaLpHn~ in b r8 and 8ulvolCt. in b 22 are evidently used as synony
mous, and TO. 8' ou Kant 7rpoatpHTW is therefore to be explained as 
= TO. 8' am) CPVU(W~. The distinction between conscious teleology 
and the unconscious teleology of nature is parenthetical here, but 
prepares the way for the distinction between -rvXYJ and TavT6p.o:rov . 
..vX1] is what simulates conscious teleology, and TCl.&6p.aTov in its 
narrower sense is what simulates the unconscious teleology of 
nature. 

The reading 7rpaX()(L'f} is found in all the MSS., and supported by 
pl. 272. 14. T . ST. r may imply 7rpaxOfi, or Themistius may have 
failed to see the significance of 7rpaxO([1]. In S. 335.21 the reading 
is doubtful, but the interpretation (ib. ZI-336. I) clearly implies 
7rpaX8(LYJ. S. 336. 27-9 hardly supports Torstrik's view that Porphyry 
read r.paxBfJ. 

23- 7. Ttl. s~ TO~QiiTa. • . • tJ-oua~Kov. As there are ov-ra that exist 
independently, viz. substances, and others that exist only as inci
dental to or concomitant with substances, viz. qualities, relations, 
&c. (cf. E. N. I096a 2 I 7rapacpvciOt TOUr' (sc. T~ 7rpo<; n) tOLKE Kat fTlJp.

(J£f3YJK6n TOl) OVTO~), SO there are cases in which A may be said to 
be KaTa. fTlJP.{JEf31]KO~ the cause of B. This may arise in either of two 
ways: (r) where A is incidental to C, which is the proper cause 
of B (cf. T95· 32-" 3). It is this type tbat is (as it bappens) illus
tra ted in I9Gb 26- 7, and a case of this kind is cited in 197a I2- 15 

as an instance of ..vXYJ. But (2) there is another type of accidental 



causation, in which A is the cause of B because B is a concomitant 
of D, 'which is the proper effect of A. This is the type pointed to 

by the words Kat brt TWV UVP.P£PTJKflTWV Wuathw ... in T95b 9. Aristotle's 
main illustration of chance-the creditor's finding his debtor recover
ing a loan (196'" 3-5, b 33- 1970. 5, 197ft J 5- J8)-approximates more 
to this type, but not entirely. For in both the above types A has 
no real share in the causation of B, and it is only by a fa~on de 
parler that it can be said to cause it at all. In Aristotle's typical 
illustration A has a genuine share in the causation, not of B but of 
an end-like result which follows from the conjunction of D and B. 
M's wish to see someone (197& (7) causes him to be in the market
place at a certain time. N's wish to recover a loan from 0 leads 
him to be in the market-place at the same time. The concomitance 
of N's presence with M's leads to M's recovery of his debt from N. 
M's wish has been a part of the cause of the recovery, not a mere 
concomitant of it. 

Chance is defined here without reference to the unusualness of 
the relation between the causal event and the end-like result. 'TO 
KCl'Ta. crtJP.(3£{3TJKur; has taken the place of 'TO P.~T· 0.£1 p.~{j' W~ brl'To 
7I"oA6. And well it may. For, while an CltnOV Ka{j' a:uTo (A) will be 
always followed by its result B, or only prevented by exceptional 
circumstances from being so followed, in the first type of I con
comitant causation' A will be followed by B only when C happens 
to be present as a concomitant of A, and in the second type only 
when B happens to be present as a concomitant of D. And in the 
illustration M will recover his debt only when N happens to be in 
the market-place at the same time as himself. If this illustration be 
taken as best expressing what Aristotle is trying to express, chance 
is for him a name for that type of sequence of events in which a 
purposive action, through the concomitance of some other action or 
event with the first action's proper result, leads to a further result 
which might have been, but was not in fact, an object of purposive 
action. 

Torstrik argues that b 24-5 imply that utnu should be read after 
ylV7JTClt in b 23, and T. SI. 18, S. 336. 26, 337. 2 lend some colour 
to his view. But S. 335. 32 tells against it, utnu is lacking in 
Philoponus' lemma, and the logic does not require it. atna where 
it occurs in Themistius and in Simplicius is probably put in by way 
of interpretation. 

27- 9. TO f'EV ••• uUf'~a{T}. A result B has one definite cause A ; 
but A may have an indefinite number of concomitants, and anyone 
of these may be called a concomitant atnov of B. 

30. TOUTO, i.e. TO KUTd. uVP.{34Jfld~ (b 23). b 24- 9 are parenthetical. 
32. uunpov 8~OpLU'T4!OV, in ch. 6. 
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33-197a 5. otOI' TUX'll), The nature of the case referred to 
depends on the reading in b 34. El apparently read KOp.t~OJA-£lI0'0. 
FI read /(OP.L(TOf'(lIO~, and P. 274. 22 mentions this as a variant. 
J and T. 52. 13, P . 274· 12,22, S. 338.29 read or imply the 
reading KOp.t~OP.'You. ICOJA-UTOP.£VOIi T(II' EpaVOJl would be a very insipid 
repetition of (vno. Toli &:1ro>..afNi:v TO o.pyUpwv, and the best way to deal 
with the text, if KOp.4.CTOp..fIlO'; were read, would be to place d iJ8n before 
instead of after KOjUUOP.f:VOS T OV £pavov. But KOP."OjLEVOU gives a good 
sense. M, N's creditor (cf. b 23~7 n.), goes to the market.place just 
when N is himself getting a subscription from 0, and seizes his 
opportunity. The reference is to the same story which was used 
to tliscf'edt', the belief in chance (I96a 1- 5), and we may suppose that 
the story was a well· known one, perhaps (as Cornford suggests) 
from a comedy. 

Though Aristotle uses KOp..J;.Op..l:vou here of N, in b 35, 19711 I, 15 
KOplUa.UOa.t and KOfLt81} refer to M j and this may account for the 
corruption to KOp..ur0J.LCYOt; . 

35. TOU lto,,{aa.a6a.L ivua. is read by the M55. :lnd by P. 274· 9, 
24 and S. 336. S. It was rejected by Bonitz on the assumption that 
iYEKa. must mean' for the sake of '. The phrase might well have 
come in as a gloss on TOVr-OU tvoco.. But we have found that in b 2I 

(YEKo. TOU means' producing an end-like result' (cr. b q-22 n.), and 
(YEKo. can have the same meaning bere. If we retain these words 
1r0t7]0'0., TOVTO means iAfhiY; if not, it means TO o.pyVpwy &:rroAa./3f.Ly. 
1rOt7]ua.t TOVrO may seem rather unidiomatic, but cr. 188b 10, 21 1& 5, 
Hdt. S. 97 Ei. KAEOp..£IIEa. p..o, TOll Aa.Kf.8a.LJ.L<lYLOII f'oiivoy OUK OrOt; T( iyo,CTO 
8to./3OAAf.LV, Tpf.it; Sf- JLupuf8as 'AB1}va.{wy l:1ro{1}uE TOln-O, Dem. 18. 52 
lpWT"1UOV a:vTOV'i, JLaUov o' tyw TOVO' Wf-P O'OlJ lrOL~UW. 

36 -197& [, Toiho . . . d.V&.yKTj~. This merely increases the remark
ableness of the coincidence. Even if M went every day to the 
market-place (for other reasons), his finding N there would be a 
chance; but not a remarkable chance. But we are perhaps meant 
to supply TOVTOU (VCKo., which is expressed in 197& 4. If M went to 
the market·place every day fo find N, his finding N would not be an 
instance of chnnce at all. 

197& 1-2. iO"Tl ••• Sta.vo{a.t;. This is irrelevant to the present dis
cussion, but anticipates the distinction drawn in ch. 6 between rU)('1 
and To.u-r0JLo.TOV in the narrower sense. 

~ KOJLt8~, like any other object of choice, 7rPOCUPCTUV, is something 
outside the agent, attracting it towards itself, while nature is a force 
in the agent stimulating it to act in a certain way. Now TVX'] simu
lates the operation of lI'poalpEUL<;; or 8ulvoto., and TD.Vr0JUlTOII (in the 
narrower sense) that of CPUO"L'i. Hence, when the KO}LLS1} is produced 
accidentally, this is a case of TVX!1J not of Ta.Vr0f'o.TOV. 



II . S. 196b 33 - 197& 2S 5. 1 

3- 4. kat KOlut6 .... EVOS. With Bekker's punctuation (with a 
comma after (.,fICo. and none after 7!'O~:V), Kop..J;,ofUJlOS spoils the corre
spondence with 196b 36-197& I, besides making a clause which it is 
difficult to interpret. On the other hand, with a comma after 1I"O~:u 
and none after (YfI<Q., K0fA-c.tOjL£vo,," reveals itself pretty clearly as a gloss. 
There is no trace of it in T . 52. I7 nor in P. 274. 27 · 

8- 25. dOplUTa. .. . «hiwv. This section is meant to confirm the 
definition of nX'1 al ready given and at the same time to justify the 
£v8ota about ")('II by showing that definition and (VSoto. agree with 
each olber. Of the Ev~a in a 9- I r, the first, that TVxrJ is TOU 

riop{CTTOV, is confirmed in a 20-2 I; tbe second, that it is 0.87]>..0"" 
&.vOpW7r't' (cf. 196h 6), in a 18-20; the third, that oUi)E" a,7rO ruX'1'> 
ytY"ETQl (cr. ' 9Sb 36- 196& IT), in a 12- 18. A fourth ('"80eo,, is stated 
and justified in & 30-32. 

8- g. dcSplaTQ . .. TUXll~. The causes of a chance event are in· 
defin ite, not in the sense that anyone of them is indefinite, but in 
the sense that they are indefinite in number, and that it is impossible 
to specify what can and what cannot in virtue of a concomitant lead 
to a particular result. 

U- Bt. 1f&VTa ... EuMyc.lo;. OTt, though read by Philoponus (277 · 9, 
ro) and Simplicius (34r. 25), should be omitted. The meaning is 
I for all these common opinions have, as might be expected (oiXOyWfO), 
some justi fica tion '. Eli'\6yw'> added thus at the end of a clause is 
common in Aristotle; cr. a 31, De Part. A rl . 673b ro, 688a 14, 69°" 
28, De Gen. Atl. 738&r8, 753112 2, E.N. 1153b1S, I162 b 6, E.E. 
1245" 38. 

12- 18. faTW .. . eeaacS,.,.ooo;. This is designed to confirm the thesis 
OVOEll um, TVX'1'> Y(Y"CTat. a 12- 14 EUTLV . . • 'TllX!J is therefore con· 
cessive, and the main point of the sentence is stated in WfO 8' (j:l'rXW,. 
ali8o·6,.. 

15- 18. Kat •• . eeaaOI'EYOO;. Cf. Ig6h 23- 7 n. 
18. Kat eeaaO,.,.EIIO'; . It seems probable that Simplicius' paraphrase 

I(al O(all Ttlla. ol/l0f'(IIo'O (340. 26) points to the true reading, which 
appears in corrupt forms in FIJT. SI. has Kal 4>t:lJyWII oI(ul O(Quo.f'(VOo;; 
or Kat Oca(T0f'€VO'O 1((1, 4>EIryWII. I(at 8(u(]"ojJ-£vO'i may have been cut out 
of E or its ancestor because it was thought to be a repetition of 
l8(tll Tt"o. POV'\0f'CIIOS1 but it is not this, since it means I to see some 
public spectacle '. 

6pew,;, sc. £X«t. 
21. Tn oUT(a,IS atTlG, i.e. TO:. KaTo. CTUIlf3437]1(0". 
2[- 5 . 0I'WS .• . aLTlc.lll. A colon is better than Bekker's comma 

after TV)(1}'O a 23. oro" ... Q.7rOI(£Ka.pOa, gives in effect Aristotle's 
answer. I Is it not the case that, when a man gets his hair cut, the 
wind that then blows on him or the sun's rays that then heat him 
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are more tru ly the cause of the health that results by chance, than 
his getting his hair cut? I The latter is too remote to count seriously 
as a cause. For the distinction between remote and proximate 
accidental arna. cf. 19Sb 1- 3. 

22. T~5 TUXYjS is here loosely put for T[;W &.71"0 TVX1J'i. 

23. ElX.Yja~'i, Simp\icius' reading (343- 2) must be substituted for 
Bekker's d)..:fJfrL'il which would mean' an eddy'. 

25· The extra sentence found in E and paraphrased in T. 53. 24-5 
cannot be, as Torstrik thought, an earlier version of n 25- 7 TVX!J ••. 
ruvTa, for the identification of €1J'rtJX{a. with the success of an endeavour 
is not Aristotelian. Diels is nearer the mark when he suggests 
(Textgesch. 36- 8) that these words are an addition by a Peripatetic 
inspired by Eudemus' definition (fr. 25) liv fJ-f.v TO KQ.nl T~V T£XV"fJV 
lrrtT£A£CTrJ, WruX{Q. A£Y£TQ.t, &v Sf. TO 'Trapa TaVT"fJV, aT1Jx{a. 

27- 30. 8~o ... 80KE~, To come within an ace of a great evil or 
a great good is counted good or ill fortune respectivelYl because we 
think of the great evil or good as having happened to us and then 
been lost. For the precise usage of 1tapa fUKPDV KaKov Aa{ki.v p.f.ya cr. 
r 8 '("')"" , , - , soc. . 95 TalJT"fJV sc. 'T"fJV 1tOI\.tT/::tav EV oll..ty<tl XPOV<tl UaI\.ElJcra.~ Ka.~ 

AlJB~lIaL 'Trapa.. fL(KpOV Er.O{"]UEI'J Thuc. 7.71 alft 'Trap' OA{YOV ~ Stic/>EVYOV 
~ o.7I'WA.\lJVTO. 

CHAPTER 6 

197b 5. ~ 8' Eu8aLI-'-ovta 11'PQ~l~ n~. Cr. the doctrine of the Ethics 
that d;Salp.ov{a is eV£PYHU KaT' o.PE'T11v. 

9-11. WO'11'EP . . '. KClTCl1faTOUIITCl L. This is probably (as is argued by 
Hirzel in Hermes x. 254 f.) a quotation from an epideictic speech 
by Protarchus, the pupil of Gorgias (PI. Pili!. 58 a), who plays the 
second part in the Philebus; cf. \Vilamowitz, Pla/o1l, i. 629. 

IS- 16. oTov •. ,~Afk The reference is perhaps to a riderless 
horse which returns to its own lines in battle. 

16- 18. KCll • • • KaTE-rrEO'£l.' . The reference is rather obscure, but the 
meaning probably is that if a standing tripod is thrown up and falls 
in such a position as to be capable of being sat on, this is a case of 
TavTop.aTov, since its position was not intended; while, when it was 
standing, its position was intended. 

18- 19. l. ... TOl,) ••• y t Y"'Of.l- E"'OL,), 'in those things, in general, which 
happen so as to bring about an end-like result ' . I.e. TO uVTop..aTov 

in its wider sense includes both what simulates TO KaTa cpVULY and 
what simulates TO KOrTa.. 'Trpoa[pww. 

19 - 20. gTa .... , . Cl(TtO"', 'when events of which the cause is outside 
happen not for the sake of the result which actually follows', The 
Greek commentators explain this by pointing out that if a cubical 
block ralls 50 as to be capable of being sat on, the cause is not out-, 



II. 5. '97a22-6. '97b2 3 
side, but involved in the nature of the block (since such 
must come to rest on one of its sides); while if a tripod 
the cause is outside. 

52 3 
• block 
so falls, 

With Simplicius' reading ov, we might either construe as above, 
substituting singular for plural, or we might place a comma after 
,,/Evrpat and take the subject of Y€Y'I'}TUL to be TO. (YEKa. 'TOU, and the 
antecedent of ot to be TOU (TlJP.f3a.VTO~, as Simplicius takes it. But 
~v is better supported, since (on Torstrik's testimony) it appears to 
be the reading of all the MSS., as well as of Philoponus. 

2 0 - 22. a:rro TUXT)'i •• . 1fPOo.LPEOW, (Qut of the whole class (viz. Ttt 

&:r.o TUlrroJ-lcl:rov) those of the natural objects of purpose which happen 
n7ro rU1n-OILclTOlJ for beings which have purpose, bappen by chance'. 

22-32. O'TJJ.l€~ov . .. £'V£KQ. In this parenthetical passage, Aristotle 
endeavours to support his definition of Tam-OP.QTO&f as the type of case 
in which an unintended (though end-like) result is produced, by 
deriving alrr6p..aTov from fLaT7]v, which refers to cases in which an 
intended result is not produced. 

aVrop.aTo'> is probably not in fact derived from p.a'T'T)v, but both 
may be derived from fLaop..at, I I seek' (so Prellwitz, Etym. WOrterbuch; 
Boisacq, Did. Etym., derives them from different roots). p.aT1Jv 
is the accusative of fLaT7], 'folly' or 'fault' (Stesicb. 47, Aesch. 
Ch. 9I8, Supp. 820, Soph. Fr. 798), while Ql;TOfLClTOS in its earliest 
sense (e.g. If. 2 . 408, 5. 749, 18.376, H es. OJ. 103) means simply 
I acting of one's own will '. For the form cf. ~A€fLaTo,>. 

22- 3. on Af.ynaL .•. £K£lVOU EVEKQ appears to be the statement of 
the a-TJJLftOV, not of that of which it is a (j7]JLfiov. The subject of Af.y£TQt 
therefore is TO P.clT1JV, and on means' because '. 

23. oTav ••. lK£(VOU t'VEK.Q. P. 289. 29 (TO 7Tapa.KOAOVOOVV TOt'> £VfKcl TOU 

OTo.v P.1/ o.Vroii EKf{1I0U £'vEKo. YEVWI'TaL) seems to imply the MS. reading; 
his words in 290.3 (ors OVK a7l'o.VT~ TO TEAO'> ot £VfKo. ylv£To.t), quoted 
by Bonitz in support of Prantl's reading, may be a free paraphrase. 
T. 55. 14 of,> OUK &.~VT7](jE TO. TEA7] ~V Xaptv £7l'po.X07], and S. 348. I7 
DTav T~ tV£Ka. TOtJ "/LVOf'€VO( p.~ TO o{, EVEKa Eyf:vETO &.KOA01J{)~o:l. give 
some support to Prantl's reading, but may be a paraphrase of the 
MS. reading. S. 349. 5 cites another reading which Diels, following 
one MS. of Simplicius, prints as yf:v1]To.t TO O{, (Y£Ka, &A.A' a £Kftvov 

tVfKa (which is Torstri k's conjecture), but Simplicius' interpretation, 
ib. 7 omv fL0 y~vrrro., TO O{, (YfKa dAAO av Tt 1rpOf{EVETO 8,' £I'£ivo 'TO 
1rpoywop.wov shows that his alternative reading was TO o{, EV£Ko. UAAO 

£Kf{I/OtJ £'11£1'0., to which he tries in vain to give a tolerable meaning. 
The MS. reading offers no great difficulty if we remember that 

£VEKcl TOV may mean' producing an end-like result I (d. I96b 17- 22 n.) . 
The phrase then means' when that which is intended to produce a 
resull other than itself does not produce it'. 
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29-30 . OilTW • •• ylY'l')TQ~ •• Thus the alrrop.aTOJl is, even etymologi

cally, the case in which the event itself has happened in vain " i.e. 
when in its own causal character (Ka.O' 0.&0) it has been ineffective, 
though it has by virtue of a concomitant led to an end-like result. 

32- 7. ,,&Alum .. . lVTO~. Aristotle says here that the na ture of 
TO a:1TO TQm-0Jl-O,TOV (in the specific sense), as distinct from 1'"0 0.17"0 
nJX"15, is best seen (V TOL'> cplHH.t 1'Y"'0p.£lIotr;. T. 56. r6 takes the 
reference to be to the production of monstrous births. But this 
can hardly be right, since in TO &:71-0 raln-op.clTolJ an end-like result is 
always produced, whereas monsters are instances of failure in the 
purposive activity of nature (199b 4) and are the reverse of end-like 
results. Mel. r032tL 28- 32 shows that the reference is to spontaneous 
generat ion: TOVrW .... (sc. TWV '1TO'~<T£W"") 8( TL .... €i y'y .... O .... TUL Kal a7To 
TuuTofLrirol) Kul (bro rVX7]<; 7rupa:rrA7]u-{wi WUir€P i .... 'TOl<; 0:71"0 q,VU€w<; 
y'yVOfLE .... O(<;· ~""LU yap Ka.KCl ra-vra. Kal iK Uircpp.aro<; y{y .... £T'~, Kat a .... £lJ 

(T'7r(pfLuro<;. In spontaneous generation an end-like result is pro
duced; the normal teleological action of nature in producing off
spring from parents of the same kind is simulated by nature's 
producing offspring in an exceptional way, without seed. Thus the 
production is both q,VUH and 7rOpa. q,VCfW. And it is easily dis
tinguishable from the operation of nJX7], which simulates the action 
not of nature but of human choice. 

At the same time (r97 b 35- 7), such generation is distinct from the 
form of ro Q,'1TO raurOfLaTOlJ described above. For there the production 
of the end-like result was due to an external concomitant (c!w f.tw ro 
UrrtOv b 20), while here it is due to something internal, i.e. due to the 
fact that matter-not prime matter but partly formed matter such 
as rotting earth, dew, mud, excrements, wood (cf. Bonitz, bldex 
124b3- 2z )- has a certain power of initiating change, and the par
ticular change that will transform it into a living body (00'0. 8£ Q,7r0 
TUurOJMlTOu ••. y,yv€rat, llU"wv ~ VA7] 8vvaraL Kat vq,' a:irnj<; Kt .... CtlTOat 

'Tam}v rqv 1(, .... 7]0', .... ~ .... 'TO 1T7Tlpp.a. J(W€l, Met. 1034 b 4- 6). 
The case in which an illness cures itself (HA. 604b 9) would be 

another instance of the kind of case Aristotle here means, in which 
the arnov is Evr6s-. 

1981\ 3- 4. ~ ... lunv, 'for what is at work in spontaneous and 
chance events is always one of the causes that operate by nature or 
as a result of thought '; sc. and nature and thought are eificietll 
causes. 

6- 7. OTO ........ (l~rwv . This may mean (r) 'when onc of these very 
causes (reason and nature) has become a cause incidentally' (T. 57. 2, 

P. 295. I), or (2) 'when something has become incidentally the cause 
of these very effects' (S. 354. 4- 5). (I) is perhaps preferable, since 
it fits in better with the remark in a 3- 4 that it is always nature or 



thought that is at work in spontaneous or chance events. The 
present sentence then will mean that spontaneity and chance are 
names for the production by nature or thought per acaaetls of results 
which they might produce directly. 

9- 13. UOTt!pOI' • • . 1fGI'TOo;. Since spontanei ty and chance are 
names for the production by nature or thought of results which are 
incidental to their proper resul ts, the proper operation of nature and 
thought must be prior to spontaneity and chance. 

A distinction must, it seems, be intended between (. ovpaJlor; and 
TOOf TO r.aJl. Even if, merely for the sake of argument, we grant to 
Democritus (cr. 196n 24- 35) that To.lm)p.a.Tov is the cause of the 
heavens, reason and nature must be prior causes of the universe as 
a whole and of many details in it, since TU1JT()jLo.TOV is only definable 
as that which simulates the action of nature or of reason. 

CHAPTER 7 

Ig8a14. OaG +up.ll', i.e. the [our causes; d. I94b 23- 195:1. 3. 
16- 21. il . .. 11),1')' The four causes are represented, it seems, as 

of unequally wide application. (r) With regard to all facts and 
events, one way of answering the question (why are they as they 
are?' is to refer to an essence or definition as one's final explanation 
«UXUTOJI in & 16 goes with TO T{ hI'rtJl, as (UXUTOV in & 18 goes with 
0pUTJLOV). Aristotle says lv 1"Ot5 &.KU,.,]TOt5, as if the formal cause were 
used only in dealing with eternal facts. But this cannot be the 
meaning, since he later (a 22-33) uses it as a principle of explanation 
of events as well. His meaning must be not that the formal cause 
is operative only lv TOt5 &.KtV~TOt5, but that it is the only cause that is 
operative there, efficient, final, and material causes being by the nature 
of the case excluded. (2) With regard to events, another way of 
answering the question 'why do they bappen? I is to point to an 
efficient cause. (3) With regard to events. a third way of answering 
the question is to point to a final cause. (4) With regard to events 
that have the special character of being YCVEUEt5 ( EJI 1"Ot5 ytYVOjLEJl0t51120), 

a fourth way of answering the question is to point to the matter out 
of which the new-formed substance is made. 

17- 18 . otOI' ••• EOXGTOV. So too in An. Post. 72a [4-24 OPlUp.o~ 
i.e. nominal definitions of the terms used in a science, are counted 
among the ultimate, aJLEUOt &pxa{ of scientific proof. 

Ig. otov .. • lO'u).1')O'uv. The example is stated more fully in An. 
Posi. 94ft. 36- b 7. The reference is to Darius' expedi tion against 
Athens in revenge for the occupation and burning of Sardis. 

!14- 5. ~PXETUL •• . '1rO').).&KLo; . Bonitz is no doubt right in reading 
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E.b; €y; he has the support of T. 57. 2 I, P. 3or. 7, S. 363. 32 . cr. De 
Caelo 288B. [6 1rAdovS' ;'07J ai. cpopa't (T1JYEA"1AV8acTLv (is' (y, 

25. Tl'OX.~dK~~. The qualification is necessary, because the formal 
cause tv TOtS al(tv-qrotS' is 1101 an efficient or a final cause. But tv 
'ToiS' KWlrrOLS' the essence of a thing is identical with the end that is 
fulfilled in it; and the efficient cause of a thing is the essence of the 
thing present in another member of the same species (826-7). It 
is a human being that begets a human being; and in everything that 
moves by being moved, it is the presence of a certain form in it that 
makes it the efficient cause of the presence of that form in that which 
it moves; e.g. it is the form of health in the doctor's mind that 
makes him the efficient cause of health in others (Mel. r070b 30- 34). 

27. Kal g~w., gua KLvou/-LEVa KLVEL is loosely tacked on to av()pw1T'or; 

yap aVOpW1T'OII y£vv~; we must understand something like of'-~wH80 ((rn 

TOtS" ~7r' aVTWV ywop,lvOtr; (T. 57. 26). 
28- 31. gua ••. +6apT<L In this parenthesis Aristotle points out that 

OCTo. KtVEt f'-YJ KLvOllf'-€Va are no part of the subject of physics, since they 
have no K{V1']CTLr; or apx:'l KtJl~CTEW" (here = apxf1 TOU KtJlEtUOa.L) in them 
and are therefore not <PlJCTtKo.. Thus there are three separate 
studies-metaphysics, the study of unmoved movers, i.e. God and 
the intelligences that move the planets; astronomy, the study of 
things subject to movement but eternal; and terrestrial physics, the 
study of destructible things. 

Bonitz is justified in preferring c1KW~TWV, KLVOlJP.£'vwv, UcpOa.PTWV to 
UK{V1']TOI', KWOV,uEVOI/, acpf)apTov. The use of 7rEpt with the genitive 
followed by 1rEp{ with the accusative has parallels in Met. T026n 12- 16, 
Rhet. 1355b 28-35, 1359a 30- 34, but is awkward enough to have 
given rise to corruption. 

31- 3. wITTe • • . KLv~uav. The final cause has been completely 
identified with the formal (a 25), and is therefore omitted here. The 
efficient cause is mentioned separately, because it has been less 
completely identified with the formal cause. The efficient cause of 
a thing is the form of the thing, but present in anolher thing of the 
same species (a 26- 7). 

33- b g. ll"epl YEI'EU(WS . •. ouura.v. Philoponus and Simplicius take 
a 33-5 as repeating in different words what was said in the last sen
tence, and therefore take TL ,uETa. T{ ytyvETat (a 34 ) to refer to the formal 
cause, since T{ 1rPWTOV (7rO[1]UEV ~ Tt £7ru(Jcv refers to the efficient and 
the material. But this is impossible as an interpretation of Tt I1.(To. 

Tt Y{YVETat. 

Rather the whole passage a. 33-b 9 must be taken to be a criticism 
of the usual method of physicists. They are usually concerned only 
in tracing the sequence of events (T£ ,uCTa. Tt Y{YVETUt). They start 
with some event in nature and ask what was the direct efficient 



cause (-rt 7rPWTOV €'Tf"O{lJ(T£V) or what was the direct material cause (~T{ 
l'Tf"aB£v,) and then ask what was the efficient cause of the efficient 
cause, and the material cause of the material cause (Kal O-:;TW~ aiEL TO 
€rp£$j~). Cf. the remark in Met. 985a ro that physicists like Empe
dodes and Anaxagoras recognized only the material and the efficient 
cause. But there are in fact two kinds of apx~ that produce natural 
change, and one of these is not itself natural, having no principle of 
movement (i.e. &px~ Toil Ktv£i(Tl9al) in itself. Besides the efficient 
cause which is a link in a sequence, moving by being moved, there 
is a kind of cause which moves without being moved j and under 
this we must recognize both (r) the completely immobile first cause 
of all things (God) and (2) the formal cause, which is at the same 
time the final cause. Since nature in fact works for an end, the 
student of nature must study the formal-final cause, as well as the 
others (Kat 'TallTY}V b 4). In fact, since there is a difference of aspect 
between the formal and the final cause, the complete answer to the 
question 'why?' must contain four different elements- efficient, 
material, formal, and final cause. 

To understand the sequence of events in nature we must not be 
satisfied with tracing back the sequence itself (T{ IUTa T{ y{yverat). 
\Ve must recognize eternal causes which stand outside the sequence. 
Otherwise we are led back in a never-ending search for beginnings. 
i'{ T( fJ..~ €UTat 7rapo. TO. at(T8TjTo. a"\"\a, OlJK £<TTat apxY1 Kat TU$l~ Kal y€v£(n~ 
Kat 'Ta oVpuvw., cl"\A' &d r1j~ apxi7~ apx~, 6JU7T£P Toi~ 8£O"\oyou; Kat 'Toi~ 
rpvUtKoi~ 7T"U(TtV, Met. r07Sb 24. 

33-5- 1rEpl ytl'eaEw~ ... bI>E~~~. Carteron states that Alexander 
and Themistius placed these words after ~v£Ka !l. 24. But what 
Alexander says (S. 366. IS) is simply that the intervening words 
may be treated as parenthetical, and T . 58. r-9 arranges his paraphrase 
accordingly. 

35- b4- ~h7Ta.l ... EV£Ka. There are two types of apx0 that produce 
natural movement-natural, as distinct from the changes imposed 
on things by TexvlJ or 'Tf"poa{pHn;; (S. 366.35). One such type of 
&pX"I] is found in Qua KWOll/J£va KH'£i (8. 27). The other is found in 
(I) the unmoved first mover, and in (2) the formal cause of each 
natural thing. Both (r) and (2) are final causes of natural process, 
the one its transcendent, the other its immanent end. 

b2--3. 6Sa1rEp . _ . ,...op~~. The 7raVUAW;; aK{v1JToV is identical with 
the 7n:ll'TWV 7rPWTOV, i.e. with the prime mover, God, just as the T{ eun 
is the same as the p..opCP~. I have bracketed TO as due to a copyist 
who thought four things were being mentioned. Simplicius probably 
read TO (367. r8-23), but points out that the 'Tf"aVUAW~ aK{vlJToV is 
identical with the 'Tf"a.V'TWV 7rpWTOV. 

5-9. Ka.l ... oua(uv. 7rallTw~, C in all four ways '. on tK ToiloE 
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fivayK'r1 To8f'1 'that from this that must follow·, refers to the efficient 
cause. Ei p.IUu r oSl. ((HuBal, I that, if this is to he, that must 
first be present', refers to the material causc. This is illustrated 
here, as in 195· 18, by the necessity of premisses as the material 
cause or precondition of the conclusion. OTt ToliT' ~v TO Tt ~v £Zvo.t 
refers to the formal cause. 8UlTt !3iAnov oVrwi, I that the th ing is so 
because it is better thus', refers to the final cause, and Aristotle 
points out that in explaining natural process the physicist must not 
be content, as a Platonist might, to say 'this is so, because it sub
serves the end of the whole universe', but must be able to show that 
the attributes each thing has arc better with a view to the nature of 
that particular thing j that, e.g., it is better for a man to have hands 
because they serve as organs of reason (P. 306. 2). This is Aristotle's 
way of accounting (or structure, in his biological writings, especially 
in the .De .Parit'btls Animaliu1ll. . 

CHAPTER 8 

198b 14-16. Kat yap ... I'OUI'. Aristotle expresses more fully his 
criticism of Empedocles and Anaxagoras for insufficient use of the 
efficient and the final cause, in Md. 98Sa 10-23, 988h 6-16. Cf. 
Socrates' disappointment with Anaxagoras, PI. Phaedo 98 b. 

24- 7. otOI' ••• <TU~1I'fCJ'f:LI'. W. Theiler, Zur Gesell. der le!eolog;scken 
Nalurbelracltlung, 25, argues that both Socrates (Xen. Afem. i. 4.6) 
and Aristotle (De Pari. An. 66,& 34-662' '5) borrowed their teleo· 
logical account of the teeth from Diogenes of Apollonia. Diels's 
Vorsokratiker contains no evidence on the subject. 

'J.7. i1l'e:l . . . O"Uf.l.1I'f<TfLI'. The construction is due to the fact that 
Aristotle is in effect quoting a \;ew held by certain other thinkers. 

32. Ttl. 130uYI!I'~ d.I'Sp01t'p~p(l. The phrase occurs in Empedocles 
fro 6 I, but with reference simply to the production of such creatures. 
A reference to their perishing in the struggle (or existence may have 
followed ; or, as Hamelin suggests, KnOU1r£p ..• 6,vap01rIXfpa. may 
refer to OO-a. af: ,...", OUTW'it rather than to &:ir~A£TO Kat a:n-OUUTat. 

199" 8-12. iT~ • .• El'ud. TOU. I The course of nature corresponds 
to the course of intelligent action. Now the course of such action 
is directed towards an end. Therefore the course of nature is 
directed towards an end.' The premiss that the course of nature 
corresponds to that of intelligent action is then illustrated by the fact 
(or assumed fact) that if a house were a natural product, it would he 
built by the same stages by which it is actually built by the art of 
building; while if natural products were produced by art, they would 
be built up by the same stages by which they are produced by 
nature. 



S. 375. I points out that jf TE'A(X is taken = I final cause', the 
sentence tTL •.• (~E~~ (- 8-9) is tautologous, and in fers ib. r4 that 
TE'AQ(; is used in a temporal, not in a teleological sense. I When there 
is a certain course of intelligent action terminating in a certain state 
of affairs, the earlier stages have that for their final cause.' The 
tautology is perhaps not so complete that the other interpretation is 
impossible. But Simplicius derives support from r94'" 29- 30. The 
argument would have been easier to follow if the substance of a 8-9 
( TL ••• lcf>EtTj,> had not been repeated, after the other premiss (A 9- r I 
O~KOW • .• ip.1ro8{~V), in Ii [J 1rparTETat tVEKa TOU. 

U- 12. "TrpQ.TTETQt •. . (IIUQ. TOil. The conclusion given in Bekker's 
reading Kal 1r'~UKEV d/a T OVTOU (VEKa is not warranted. £vEKa T OU, the 
reading of P. 316. 13 and of S. 376. 7, must be adopted. E combines 
both readings. 

15- 20. o~w)' . • 1Tp6Tfpa.. On the analogy between the operations 
of nature and art cf. Me/cor. 38r'" 9-I2, b 3- 9, De Part. An. 639b 

15- 2 [. 

22. 5lQ;rrOpouul nilES . The reference may be to Democritus, who 
was impressed by the instinct of spiders and swallows (fr. r 54. cf. 
cipQ.xvat r99- 22,27, XEAL8wv ib. 26). The spider, the ant, the bee, 
and the swallow came to be stock instances of animal sagacity, 
repeated by one author after anothel. For tbe history cf. S. O. 
Dickerman, Some St(}(R I llustrations of Animal Intelligence in Gk. 
Psychology, in Trans. of the Amer. Philo). Assocn. 42 (19Il). 
123-30 . 

30- 3[. KQll1TE1 ••. }1op+~, cf. r93& 28-3 I. 
33- 4. Eypa.1JrE ••• ypa}1}1(1TLKoS. The reference is to wri ting to 

dictation (Top. 142b 31). 
b4. Kal •.• E"IIEKo. TOil. For Aristotle's theory of monsters cf. 

G.A. iv. 3, 4 (especially 767& 36- b IS, 77 ob 9-I7). 
5. ~II TaLS .•• UUUT(iUEUL, in the monstrous combinations which 

according to Empedocles preceded the present animal form s ;-

1Tolla /LEV aJl~t1Tp&alJJ1Ta Ka~ ciJl~{CTT£pva ~VECT8a.", 
{1ory£vij tlv8p01rfXtJp«, Ttl. S' IJl1raALV ;~avaTE)''A(tv 
t..v8po4luTj {lOVKpalla.J fA-EJLELYpivo. Tfj JlEV Ur.' civ8pWv 
rjj 8E yuvatKo~vTj, CTKLfPO'ts T]CTIO'JJL£va yutOt'> (fr. 6I, cf. r98b 32). 

7. Wa-rrEp •• • ulflp}1QTOS, I as monsters are in fact produced when 
something untoward happens to the semen from which they are 
produced.' 

7- 9. in ... ~II. This is a further crjticism of Empedocles' 
theory. Empedocles speaks as jf animals were produced direct 
from animals, but there must always have been the intervening stage 
consisting of the semen, and if it is true that the now existing 

~o.. 27 
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animals were formed from something undifferentiated (OVAo1>lJf.<;), that 
must have been 3. seed and not an animal. 

The Greek commentators take the argument to be 'the mere fact 
that a full-grown animal must always be preceded by a seed shows 
a regular sequence which must be purposive.' But it is hard to read 
this into the Greek, and it seems better to take the sentence to be 
an incidental criticism of Empedocles' theory, not relevant to 
Aristotle's main argument. Matters do not seem to be mended by 
reading with Hamelin (:T'IT'EPJAaTor;' EZ y' &'vuYX'11 KTA. P. 322.8 reads 
and S. 38 r. 2 I implies (n. 

g. o&~o,*,uis I'tV 1rPWTQ :-OVACX/llJEi,<; p.tv 7rpWTa rV7rOL x(}ovor; t~avi

HAAOV (Emp. fro 6~. 4). 
OUAO¢VEl'i = I undifferentiated 'J as is shown by the subsequent 

lines of the fragment. These primitive forms are according to 
Empedocles compounds of water and fire. Aristotle uses OAOCPV1j'i 

in the same sense in De Part. An. 693R 25. 
13-18. in ... l",lf08lCTU' OAW'i in b 14 seems not, as P. 320. II, 

S. 383. 13 think, to start a new argument, but to be closely connected 
with ('Tt . . • (TVXev. On Empedocles' principles, it ought to be a 
matter of chance what development takes place in semina. But to 
talk thus is to overthrow the whole course of nature. For in fact 
from a given seed there develops only one kind of animal, barring 
accidents. 

'7- ,8. &4>' 1'"'"'10 . . . 1~"oS'an . The meaning may be (I) 'the 
result which proceeds from each &.PX~ (each type of semen) is not 
the same for the several species, nor yet any chance result, but in 
each species tends towards the same type' j or (2) 'the result which 
follows from each apx~ is not, indeed, the same for the individuals 
of each species, nor yet is it a chance result, but it always tends 
towards the same type.' 

20. ~VCT&"'EVOS d.TI'~MEV. Prantl is no doubt right in adopting this 
reading j AovuctfLEVO<; is a corruption, and AlJTpwuafLEVO'i an interpre
tation, of AVCTap.Evo<;. As Diels observes (Tex/geSc!l. 23), there is 
probably a reference to Plato's imprisonment in Aegina and his 
being ransomed by Anniceris of Cyrene, who had accidentally arrived 
there. Cf. D.L. iii 20 AlJTPOVrQ.L 8~ O:UTOV KOTa. TVX1'}Z' 7J'"Q.pWV 'AWLKEpt'i 
o Kvp1'}lIQ.to<; £iKOCTL p.vwv. Cf. also Luc. Dem. Ene. 23 and Aelian 
Yay. Hist. ii. 27 . The story is noticed by Philoponus (324.2I). 
The allusion cannot be to the Misoumenoi of Menander (Oxyr. Pap. 
No. 1013), to which S. 384.14 refers . 

24. 1TpOTEpOV, 196h 23- 7. 
26-31. a.T01tOV • •• EOLICEV ~ 4U)CTLS. It is absurd to deny teleology 

in nature because we do not find deliberation there. No one denies 
that art is purposive, but art does not deliberate. The carpenter 
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does not need to deliberate whether to saw off his plank or plane it 
first, nor the grammarian how to spell I Cleon I (T. 63. 1-4; cr. 
E.N II I2a 34 Kat. 7fcpt flO, To.S aKpt/3€fS Kat. o.m-cfPK£tS' TWV l7rLrTT7JfLwv 
O-Ul< tun f30lJA~, o!ov 7rEpl ypaJ!JLUTWV (ov yap StO'Ta'op,£v 7!"wS' ypa7rT(ov). 
The difference between art and nature lies not in this, but in the 
fact that art is a power in one thing to effect change in another 
(&pxfJ lv aA.\~, Met. 10701\ 7), and nature a power in a thing to effect 
change in itsetr (a.PX~ £v ain-cf), so that if the art of shipbuilding were 
present not in the artist's mind but in the timbers, its operation 
would be just like that of nature. Nay more, art is sometimes (per 
accidens) present in the very thing that it changes, as when a physi
cian heals himself. If this be all the difference between art and 
nature, then since art is teleological, so is nature. 

CHAPTER 9 

199b 34- 5. To S' l~ dV&'YKYlS . .• tin-AWl); The question is whether 
necessity is present in nature only in the sense that certain condi
tions are necessary if a certain desirable result is to be produced {oli 
O~K avev 'to (~, Met. I072b 12), or also in the sense that from certain 
conditions a certain result must follow. 

35. OlOIo'TCU. The reference is probably to Empedocles and 
Anaxagoras; cf. 198b J T- 16. 200a I - 5 is a parody of such passages 
as Anaxagoras fro r 5 'to J1-EV ?TlJI(YOV Kat OtEpOV Kat tfuXpOV Kat TO '0<pEPOV 
ivfJcfOE CTUYEXWPTJrTEY, £v()a vvv (~ y~), TO OE- &'palOv Kat TO fJ"PJ1-0V Kat 'to 
~'1]pov i~€XWP"1CT€V €k 'to T.pOCTW TOV al()ipo<;. 

2001\ 4. ~ 5£ y~, as Corn ford remarks, means unbaked brick, of 
which house-walls were usually made. 

8. Tid" d"aYKa[av lXOVTWV T~V +uu~v, materials which must have a 
certain nature if they are to be the materials of a certain kind of 
thing. 
. 13-15. l~ ~n-Oe'UEWS .. . A6Y~J ( the necessity, therefore, is hypo
thetical (i .e. is the necessity for this to be, if that is to be), not the 
necessity of a result which must follow from certain conditions; for 
the necessity affects the matter (i.e. it is the matter that is under 
necessity to be of a certain sort), while the end for the sake of which 
the matter has to be of a certain sort lies in the form which is to be 
realized.' 

Aristotle adopts this as one of the leading principles of his biology; 
cf. De Pari. An. 639h ,,-640' 8. 

15- 24. £un . .. ElUtV. (I) There is an analogy between the neces
sity found in mathematics and that found in natural processes, viz. 
that both are one·sided. In mathematics we have this sort of 
situation. The equality of the angles of a triangle to two right 
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angles is based upon the definition of the straight line, but the latter 
is not based on the former j though it is true that if the proposition 
did not hold good the definition would not be true. In natural 
process also there is a one-sided necessity. But (2) the two cases 
aTe the converse of each other in this respect ;-In mathematics the 
necessi ty proceeds from ground to consequence. In natural pro
cesses it proceeds from ends to preconditions j if the end is to be 
achieved, the preconditions must be so and so, and if these aTe not 
present the end will not be achieved. Yet (3) there is a closer 
analogy than has yet been suggested. For where action is concerned 
the final cause is the starting-poi nt-not of the action but of the 
reasoning that leads up to it, just as in mathematics, where there is 
no question of action, the premiss is the starling-point of the reason
ing. Thus in both cases we find the necessitation of a CTlJj.lTrf.paujJ.a 

by an apxr]I unaccompanied by a necessitation of the apx~ by the 
uv}J.Tr£paujla. And (it is implied) the unconscious working of nature 
is analogous to the conscious working of human purpose; in both 
cases it is the end that necessitates the means, not vice versa. 

In & 15-16 the comparison is stated as one between mathematics 
and natural generation . But in Q. 19 it is widened so as to become 
one between mathematics and )"V(ql~ in general, including the 
coming into being of things by human endeavour as well as by 
nature; and for the moment, as OU ri1~ 7i'pat(w~ aAAt... Toli AO)'lUjloli 

implies, it is the former that is mainly in Aristotle's mind; and it is 
this that is illustrated in "24-9' But in n. 3o-b 4 he returns to 
natural yf.I/(Ul<; and shows that there, as in artistic production, the 
end dictates the material. 

16- 17. lnL .. . TO E~eO TOSr iaTlY refers to the nominal definition of 
the straight line, wh ich is one of the starting-points of geometry 
(A 1t. P ost. 76b 3 (CTTl S' rSlQ. JAf.I/ Kal &. Aa}J.{3UI/(Tat (TIlaL, 7Hpl il ~ £'TrlUT~P-"1 
()(wp(i'ta. vm1.pxovra Ka()' a{,Tu, orol/ p-ol/rfOa~ ~ apl(}JLT}TtK~, ~ OE-Y(WP-(Tptu.. 
rrrJJLci.a Kat ypap-p.o.'i· Tam-a yap Aap./3o.VOV(]"l TO (Tva, Kat TOOt (!vat). 
The proof of the equality of the angles of a triangle to two right 
angles with which Aristotle was familiar (Ald. I05Tn 24- 6) was that 
which we find in Euc. i. 32. It depends 'on Euc. i. 13, which 
proves that the straight line bas the property that when one straight 
line stands on another, it makes the adjacent angles equal to two 
right angles; and the proof of this depends on the understanding of 
the nature of the straight line. The relation is irreversible j you 
cannot deduce the nature of the straight line from the property of 
the triangle, for in any proof you might attempt you would be 
assuming from the start the nature of the straight line, which is a 
precondition of the understanding of the nature of the triangle. 

19. O~S( TO E~8u Ean". More strictl y, this would be ouSE TO (M" 
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TOS{ funv. But the Greek can stand in the sense of I nei ther does 
the straight line as we have understood it exist'. 

24- 6. dvdYK'rJ .. . E"un TOU. Bekker has Q.JlclYK7} TClVrCl yn£CTOo.L ~ 
lmUPXnv ~ ETvat, ~ OAW5 T;/V VAYJV T1]v ;1I£Ka. TOll. H ere YEv£crBo.t ~ 
In,apxf.tv refers to two possibilities-that the proximate material of 
the product either may have to be made by the artist or may be 
already prescnt ; cf. [9411. 33 1rOLOV(TtV at -r€x.vat Tf]v V A7}V at J.Lf:V Q1I'"AW5 
ai 8f: d/EPYUV. ~ £Ivat is pointless after ~ {,r.clpXHV, and it seems better 
to take ftVQL as going with what follows. The ~ which follows it was 
inserted by some copyist who took ~ Elva, with what precedes. In 
Philoponus' lemma two MSS. have ~ Etva, OAW5 ryv and the remaining 
MS. has the unmeaning ~ E!PfU ~AW5 ~ T~V. 

30- 32, 4)QYEpOY • . • TCl.UT'I'}S . What is necessitated in physical 
objects is not the result, but the matter and the processes in it, which 
are necessitated by the result to be achieved. 

34- b 3. Ko.l TO Tt)"OS .• . >..6you, WcrlrEp ..• lIlra.PXELy-oVTWS KTA., an 
instance of I binary construction', for which see Riddell, Apology of 
Plato, r98- 9. It is very common in Aristotle. Cf. 202(\. 18-2 r n., 
222IJ. (4- 19 n., 226& 1I-12 n. 

b 4, Et Sf: TCl.S(, Ta.M, I and if these means must come into being, the 
means to them mlls t come into being'. 

4- 8. (CTWS • , • ~6you. Aristotle has said in & 30-32 that the 
necessitated element in the being of natural th ings is their matter 
and the processes in it ; he now adds that in their definition also 
there is a necessitated element. One element in the complete defi
nition of a physical thing will be a statement of the material of the 
th ing, and the material is necessitated by the work the thing is to 
do. Thus the complete analysis of a physical thing is :-TO UVVOAOV 

(TO cj:HJUUCOV) = (r) matter+(2) form, which = (a) material element 
of form + (b) functional element ofform. Here (a) is to (b) as (r) is 
to (2); it is WS VAYJ TOU A6YOll, the quasi-material element in the 
definition. 

I n b 5 the reading optuo.jLlv'f is supported by T. 66.14 optuap.£VO(5, 
P. 337· 2S (i . .. opiuatp.t, S. 393. 3 (i. •. . opit.OtTIJ 1"(5, and is pretty 
certainly right. With this reading the S' of the MSS. in b 6 becomes 
very difficult. There are a few recorded cases of 8l with a principal 
verb, preceded by a participle; cr. PI. Sy11lp. 220 b 1TaYTWV ~ oillc 
Ut6VTWV £v800(v, ~ (~ Tt5 £((01., Y,P.CPlUP.£VWV •• . , om-o; S' ... £~Et, and 
Xen. Allah. vi. 6. r6, Hell. iii. 3. 7, Hdt. v. 50. Other instances are 
cited in Denniston, Greek Partides, r8 r-2, wi th the comment that few 
are textually above suspicion I know of no sucb case in Aristotle, 
and it is much more likely that y' has been corrupted into 8'. 
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BOOK III. CHAPTER 1 

Books iii and iv form a continuous work in which Aristotle treats 
of the most general notions involved (or, in the case of the void, 
wrongly thought to be involved) in the notion of nature. These are 
motion (iii. 1-3). the infinite (iii. 4-8). place (iv. 1-5). the void 
(iv. 6-9). time (iv. 10-14). The reasons for the discussion of these 
subjects are given in iii. I. 200b 12-25. 

200b 16- 17. SOKEt ..• auvEXwv. This prima/ade view is confirmed 
by argument in iv. 219 a 10-13. 

17- 18. TO 8' Q1f£LpOY ••• aUllfXEL. Simplicius explains this as 
meaning that, though infinity belongs to both kinds of 7roaov, to the 
oUJJptap.'£YOJl (discrete quantity, i.e. number) as well as to the CTlJ)lEXt~J 
it belongs primarily to the lalter; it is the infinite di.visibility of the 
continuous that gives ri se to the infinity of the number series. 

18- 20. 8Li~ .•• 011. No definition of the continuous by any thinker 
earlier than Aristotle seems to be recorded. He himself frequently 
describes the continuous as infinitely divisible (Phys. 18Sb 10, 23 [324, 
2328. 24, 239(1, 22), but it is apparently only in De Caelo 26811 6 that 
this is put forward as its definition. He has other definitions of it as 
well- TO (J'1)V£XfS env '7'0. (UXo,'7'o, (V (Phys. 2280. 29, cf. 2278. II = Mel. 
106911 6, Cat. 58 I), <T1JvlE)(f:S ou K{VrJUl') ,.do. Ka(j' avro (Met. 101685), 
'7'0 <T1JV£XEs' lv '7't £K 1tA£tOVWV £v1J7I'"apxovrwv p.aAurra fLf.V OVlIafL£t, £L of. 
fL~, iv£pydq. Met. I023b 32). 

20- 21. o.lI£U T(),rou ••• K(IITjau' d,8UlIo.TOIl £!IIQ.l . This is obvious in 
the case of ¢opa, but according to Aristotle it is also true of the 
other kinds of change. Generation (Met. I042b 1-5) and alteration 
(Phys. 260b 4) presuppose locomotion. and growth presupposes 
alteration (Phys. 260' 29). 

21. Kilt KEIIOU. It is not Aristotle's own opmlOn that motion 
implies a void; he does not believe in the existence of a void. The 
sentence is under the governance of cpafTL (understood from ' OOK£~ 
(b 16). The implication of a void is one of the (voo~a, since it was 
insisted on by the atomists. 

26. (an .. . Ka.t lllTEx'EXElcr. The text as printed is given in all 
the MSS. of the Physics and the best MS. of the MetaphySiCS (I065b 5) 
and was read by Alexander, ThemistiusJ Porphyry (who, however, 
punctuated it, not to its improvement, with a comma before and not 
after Ka.t iliTEAEXdf~.), Philoponus, and Simplicius. Palaeographically, 
it is easy to explain the absence of the first TO of: 31JlIcljLH as due to 
haplography, or its presence as due to dittogra.phy or to deliberate 
correc tion by a copyist. Some support might be found for Spengel's 
reading by a comparison with De I nt. 23a 23-6 Ka.t ,..0. fLev allcv 
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SvyaJJ-(W~ Ey£pynU{ (lenv, orov at 7rpWTaL OVULru" TO. 8£ I-'-£To. Svval-'-(w'S. 8. Tjj 
JLEV c/>VCTEl 7rponpa 'T~ O£ xpovl{J VUTEpa, TO. 8£ OVOE1rOTE £v£pyHa{ Eluw 
d.AAcl ouvajJ-w; ,...6vov. But the doctrine that there are OVValA-EL> that 
from the nature of the case cannot be realized is rather an excre· 
scence on Aristotle's usual doctrine of OVvuI'LC;-a device which he 
adopts in order to deal with the difficult problems of the infinite and 
the void (Met. (048b 9- 17). The normal doctrine is that it is the 
nature of that which is potentially, to be realized. What is relevant 
here, where Aristotle is leading up to the definition of motion, is to 
oppose the changeable to the unchangeable, and this the reading of 
our text does. , TO (VTEAEXd'f P.dVOV is that which is always actually 
what it ever is, in respect of substance, size, quality, and the other cate· 
gories (b 27-8); TO 8\Jv&,un KQt £JluAf.Xdq. is' that which passes from 
a state of potentiality to one of actuality in any of these respects. 

27-8. KQt ••• 6f101ws. The antithesis of potentiality to actuality, 
and the possibility of a change from one to the otber, exist in every 
category (e.g. a man who is actually sitting is potentially standing, so 
that there may be change in the category of Kf.tu8at). But in v. I, 2 

Aristotle gives reasons for holding that essentially there is ,uETQf30A~ 
only in respect of the four categories substance, quality, quantity, 
place, and K{VT]Ut~ only in respect of the last three. 

TWV a:'\AWJI is a loose partitive genitive, 'and so too in the case of 
things in the other categories '. 

28- 32. TOU 8E 1I'poS' Tl .•• Klvt}TlKOU. In the Categories 'TO 1f'p&~ T~ 
is not divided into kinds. luMet. A. 15 it is divided into (r) TO. w~ ... 
lnrf.pEXOIl 7rpO~ lnrf.pf.xo/LCJlOV, (:2) TO. W~ •.. TO 7rOl1]TtKOV 7rpO~ TO 1rQ(Jrr 
TtKOII, (3) TO. W~ TO ,uf.TPT}TOV 1rpO~ TO jA-ETpOJl KQt brt(]'TT]TOJl 7rpO~ f.7rtur1,p..T]V 
Kat aiu8T]TC)II 7rpo~ a'{u{)T]ULV. In Met. I. IoS6b 35 it is divided into 'To. 
W~ £vavT{a. and TO. W!> brtcrn1J.1.T] 7rpO~ i:1rLUTTJTOV. Met. A thus contains 
the fullest classification; Phys. iii and Afet. I both omit one of the 
three kinds. Top. 125& 33- b 4 classifies Ta 7rPO~ TL from a different 
point of view into (I) those that must be in or about their correla
tives (e g. 3tcL8£ut~, &c.), (2) those that may be in their correlatives (e.g. 
knowledge of a soul, which may be in the soul that is known), (3) 
those that cannot be in their correlatives (e.g. contraries, which can· 
not be in their contraries, and knowledge of anything but a soul). 

The connexion of this section with what precedes is not very close, 
uul seems to be as follows. Aristotle has just pointed out that the 
distinction of 8vyap..,~ and iVTf.AEXHQ, and therefore the possibility of 
a transition from one to the other, which is K{YT](T'~J exists in all the 
categories. The mention of the categories now leads him to point 
out that (while K{VT]rT'~ can occur in various categories) TO KtVl7TlKOV 
and TO KW1]TOV as such form one main part of the category of relation 
(or relata). 
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29-31. TO St . .. KlY'lTOV. r.OU1TlKCW Ka.; 1in8Y1TU(OV is narrower 
than KtV1JTtKOV lea .. KlY1JTOV because it refers only to change of quality 
(o.>.Aoiwu,,). 

32. TO. Trp&YI'UTQ here means not the things that change but the 
various respects in which things may change (Tel Iv o!~ -y] K{Vy!CTt'i). 

Aristotle's object is to state that, since there is no such thing as 
, being' in the abstractJ there is no such thing as change in the 
abstract j change is change eitber of substantial nature or of quantity 
or of quality or of place. Simplicius thinks that this is maintained 
in opposit ion to Plato (though he labours to show that the opposi. 
tion is more apparent than real) . But the passages he refers to
Parm. I38 b-r39 b, r62 e-[63 b, Sopk 248e-249 b-do not show 
Plato to have differed from Aristotle on this point. 

20111 3- 4. £Ko.UTOV ••• WaUtV, 'the character of each category is 
present in the various things tbat fall within the category, in either 
of two modes'. The expression is rather loose, but the meaning is 
that in respect of substance a thing may either have a certain sub
stantial form (e.g. that of fire) or have the privation of this form; 
that in respect of quality it may have either whiteness or the absence 
of whiteness which is blackness; and so with the other categories. 

8-g. oo-n: . . . OVTOS. This might, as Alexander suggested, have 
followed directly after the last sentence but one. But the inter
vening sentence has supplied something towards the conclusion, 
since it has pointed out explicitly the existence of the termini 
between which change may take place in each of the four categories 
concerned. 

The statement is not strictly true, since according to Aristotle 
there is JL(Ta.{10A~ in respect of only four categories (substance, 
quality, quantity, place), and K{V7JO'L<; in respect of only three (quality, 
quantity, place): cf. 22Sb 7. 

/ g _b ]5. Slnpllf1ivou ... Kl vtjUEWV. An aggregate of bricks, stones, 
&c., may be regarded (r) as so many bricks, stones, &c., (2) as 
potentially a house, (3) as potentially being in course of being 
fashioned into a house. The movement of building is the reali7.a
tion not (1) of the materials as these materials (they are, previously 
to the movement of building, already actually these materials), nor 
(2) of their potentiality of being a house (the kouu is the realization 
of this), but (3) of their potentiality of being fashioned into a house. 
Similarly every movement is a realization-of·a-potentiality which is 
a stage on the way to a further realization of potentiality, and only 
exists while the further potentiality is not yet realized. Hence it is 
aTEA~<; (b 32), and, though in a sense an EvlpYflo., is distinct from an 
Evlpyua. in the narrower sense in which iVEpY(La implies that no 
element of 8uvaJLt~ is present at all. 

I 
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10-11. "TOU SUYo;,...u OVTOS lVTEA£XUa. ••. lCrTUi. ftfTEAiXEta, must 

here mean I actualization', not • actuality J: it is the jarsagt from 
potentiality to actuality that is 1({lIT}utr;. 

16- 17. n ... dYa.t, lit. I in so far as we say it is such,' more 
strictly 'in that respect which we refer to when we call it jj the 
buildable ",' Building is the actualization of its buildability, not of 
its being brick or stone, which was actual before it began to be made 
into a house. 

19- 21. lTrEL ... o.lho, I since some self-identical things are both 
potentially so-and-so and actually so-and-so, only not at the same 
time or else not the same so-and-so', S01l1t things, not all, because 
pure forms (God and the intelligences that move the spheres) have no 
potentiality in them. Things that have both potentiality and actu· 
ality act by virtue of the latter and are acted on by virtue of the 
former; and thus if X which is actually A is potentially B, and Y 
which is actual1y B is potentially A, X by virtue of its actuality and 
V's potentiality can make VB to be YA, and Y by virtue of its 
actuality and X's potentiality can make XA to be XB j while things 
that have only actuality act without being acted on. 

24. TO K~YOUY +VUlKWi. The 7rp&rO&! Kt&!OVI' UK{vvrOI' moves not 
q,VCTLKW5, but simply as being the object of desire or love (Mel. I072tl. 
26, b 3). 

25. SOKEl ••• K'l'oCh,. The reference may be, as Alex~der thought, ) 
to Plato's view that soul, which is what moves other things, is itself 
self-moved. But the self-movement he ascribes to soul is not of any 
of the physical kinds recognized by Aristotle, and Simp1i.cius is 
probably right in rejecting Alexander's interpretation and holding t 
that the reference is to the early materialists. 

26. l~ Q~)'WY, viii. 5. 
28. lVTE).tXELo.. It is necessary to insert either this or €1I(p,,/no, after 

7} O( 'T0l) OVVUI-LEt OV1'05, and it is more likely that it is £1''T€A£XEta that 
has been lost, by haplography. Diels points out that the words 
fln:t ... &'/C{Y7}'TOI' It. r9- 27 are represented in the summary in Met. K 
only by the words CTVI-L/3a.{I'f.L 8( K~&!£i.(TOaL o,.al' ~ lVTE.AEx£~a U aVn7, Kat 
OU'T£ r.par£pol' ovO' Vcr'T£pov (Io6sb 20-21), from which lvrEAf.X£ta can 
easily be 'understood' after OVT05; and he thinks that the passage 
It. 19- 27 belongs to a later amplified version which took the place of 
something answering more closely to what we have in Met. K. This 
is quite likely. 

o~x !i o.Ih3 d)')"" n KtY'lTOY, the reading of Aspasius (S. 422.20), is 
the only one of all the variants here that gives a good sense 
(Simplicius sensibly describes it as 'safer' than that of Alexander, 
423. r2) : I not in respect of being the thing that it is but in respect 
of being changeable' j cf. a IO-II. 
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32. 'UV'I'JT~, which is omitted in the Metaphysics (ro6sL 26) and by 
Simplicius, is pretty clearly a gloss on OVVUfLH Ttll£. Themistius' 
ovvrfp .. (l av8ptUvTL (7I. I x) is probably an interpretation of ovvafL£t 'HVL; 
at any rate Themistius almost certainly did not read KtV'l']'T~, 

Philoponus follows Themistius (352.21). 
34-b 3. 8~~ov .. . Ell. The distinction between the substratum 

(e.g. bronze) and the capacity (e.g. the capacity for being shaped 
into a statue) is here brought out by pointing to the fact that a single 
substratum combines opposite capacities in itself. The capacity for 
health is obviously not the same as the capacity for dise3se, but the 
same body has both. 

b 3. E~a' 6ypch-rp:; de' a.r~a.. The first view is that of Hippocrates, 
the founder of the humour.pathology, and of Plato (:Il'm. 8, e-86 a), 
the second probably that of Empedoc\es (c f. Diels' i. 205. 9, 
222. 38). 

4. ~<11rEP •• . 6pUTOV. Colour is no doubt what is seen, but is 
defined by Aristotle as KW'7'TlKCW 'Toli KClT' £V£PY£tClV c~hClcPavovc; (D e 
An. 418n 3I-U 2) or as TO Toli QI.O.!J>a.vovc; tV UWP.Cl'TL WPlU14£Vi{l 1T'£pac; 
(De Sensu 439b II) . It needs a fur ther condition, viz. light, before 
it becomes visible (De An. 4I8b 2 SU)1T'EP o~X opa'TOv avO) ¢WTOC;, Q..U.a. 
71'av TO £Ka<T'TOlJ XpW14Cl £V ¢WTI. opa'Tov) . I .e., visibility is a ulJjLf3rf3'1]Ko<; 

which under a certain condition the subject colour acquires. 
10-15. ~ . .. ",,~.'WY. The fulfilment of the buildable must be 

either the act of building (or process of being built) or the resulting 
house. But when the house is there, the buildable is no longer there, 
so that the house cannot be the fu lfilment of the buildable. T here
fore the act of building is the fulfilment of the buildable. Now the 
act of building is a typical K{V'I]ULIO, and a parallel account holds good 
of all K{V1}CTl<;. Therefore KtVy}U(C; is the fulfilment of potentiality. 

CHAPTER 2 

201b 17. lI'Epl a.~TijS, i.e. about movement, referring back to b 5. 
18-~o . oiir£ • .. 2I'LOL. 01)1'£ • . • 19 n<; answers to ~K TOV 147] pi-StOy 

E!YClL 8Wp{UClL aX.\w<; ClVn]V, and 8ij.\ov T£ UK07rOVUW KT.\. to i~ Jjv oi 

a.\.\OL 1T'Epl ClVrij<; .\iYOlJULV. 
19. SijMI' TE. In the ordinary reading Qij.\ov 8£, 8£ has to be taken 

as answering loosely to oun b IB. But E seems to have preserved 
here the original reading. 

19- 21. ""s . . . K(n'jO"LV. According to the Greek commentators, 
the reference is to the Pythagoreans and to Plato. TIj<; ETEpa<; 
(T1)UTOlX{Il<; b 2 5 suggests a reference to the former, and in Mel. 98611. 25 

1 Kll'OVjLEVOY occurs in the (T'1)UTOlx'a. of the indefinite. But the reference 
to otherness, inequality, and not-being suggests rather Plato's view; 
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cf. such passages as Soph. 256 d- e (TO p.~ 011 d II, ~ (JaT£pov CPV(Tt'> d 12), 
Tim. 57 e-s8 c (&'vWILaA6n,]<; 57 e 7. QvtuOT7}<; 58a I). 

21- 4. WI' • • • d.VTUH~£VWY. To identify movement with otherness, 
inequality, or not-being can only (Aristo tle argues) be a loose way 
of saying either that these are the subjects of movement or that they 
are the termini of movement. And to each of these statements 
there is an obvious objection . 

25. Tils: •. . hipac; aUUToLx(as, the second of two columns of which 
the first contains positive terms, the second their opposites. The 
most famous of these pairs of columns is that set up by some 
Pythagoreans, Met. 9863. 22-6; and in th is ~p£p.ovv and KlVOV}.t£VOll j 
are placed under;.TpQ~ and d:Trnpov respectively. 

28-9. OaTE • •• lVEpyuuv, 'neither on the 8vvaftt~·side nor on the 
Ev£pyua.side of reality'. 

3[-2. ~ TE K{VT)aLS . . • thEX~~ fiE. The relation between K[Y''1(n<;1 

and fVfrrtaa is stated more fully in Mel. r048b 29- 35 7rQ.ua yap 
K'V"1Ul~ aTEA~", laxvau(a p.a(J"1CTL~ {3aOtCTlr; OlK08op."1UL~ · aliTa, 01] KL~CT£t~, 
Ka1 ciTEAEi<; "IE. O-U yap ~ {3UOt~H Kat {3E{3a8tKEV1 OVO· olKoOop.Et Ka1 

«fKOO(,fLYjK£V, OUOf: Y'YVETUL Kal yfyOV£II ~ KtVEtTUt Kat KEKlv1pm, cLU' 
E!!.pOV, Ka1 KLVEt Kat KEK'vqK£V' EWpUKE of: Kat op~ o.p.a. TO aUro, Kal. VOEt 
Kat YE'Y01jlKEV. T;p, pEY o~v TOtUtlrr]V fYf:PYUUV A€yw, EKE(YYjY oE K(V1JULY. 

202a 2. 010.1' E(-lI'o.P.EV, 20r8.rO-I{. 
3- 4. KLVEtTUt •• • KlVT)"1"(lV. The sentence runs better with a comma 

after 7rQII instead of commas before and after ~CT1rEP E'lpYjTat. TO KLvoiiv 

WU7f"EP E'lpryrUL = 'TO KtYOVY ¢VCTLKW~ 20ra 24. 
4- 5. if .. . TJPEfLLo.. ~pEp.La, being the privative and not the bare 

negative of KLv1jIfn<;, can be ascribed only to that which is susceptible 
of movement. 

S- g. TO yelp 1I'pOS TOUTO lVEPYElV . .. 1I'&'axu, 'for to act on a thjng 
in respect of some characteristic it has, is identical with-moving it; 
and this the agent does by contact, so that it is at the same time 
also acted on j thus movement is the actualization of the movable in 
respect of its movability, and this happens by the contact of that 
which has the capacity of moving it, which therefore is at the same 
time also acted on. l a 7-9 sums up the whole account of motion, 
with the corollary1that ' for a thing \which is capable of being moved I 
to cause movement implies its also suffering movement. 

P rantl bracketed 0. 8- 9 CTvp.{3aLY€L ••• "1t"auXEt as a doublet of /I. 6- 7 
TOVTO ••• 7raCTXEt. But the summing·up aLO 7] KtVYjULr; lllTEAEXEtU TOll 

KlYllTOU, U KtvllTOV would be pointless here except as leading up to 
the corollary that this involves action of the patient on the agent. 
Simplicius has' 8-9 as well as' 6- 7 (434. 32, 436. 16, 438. 5). 

In De Gen. et Corr. 3238. 25-33 it is pointed out that, though 
contact is usually mutual and act ion usually involves reaction, there 
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are things (Aristotle means God and the beings that move the 
planets) which touch and act without being touched and acted 011. 

10. ~ TOaOVSI!. There is something to be said for omitting these 
words (with E), since it is in yEVf.Ul<; and &.A.\o{wu,<; that the trans· 
ference of form is most apparent. But Simplicius has lj Touov8(, 
and the omission in E is probably due to haplography. 

CHAPTER 3 

202EL I3. TO chropoo,...EVOII. This seems to refer not to any previous 
passage, but simply to a problem familiar to Aristotle's readers. 

l.v T~ KlV'JTQ, SC. ollie Ell 'T~ KLV7Jnx~. 
18- 2[. o,...otwS ... WUlf£P . .. o/Jootws is a good instance of Riddell's 

'binary structure ' (Apology of Plaia, 198, § 209). Cf. M<I. 983" 
I I - I? and Phys. 200 n. 34- b 3 n. 

20. iv ILl'" laTlV, i.e. T0 inrDKEtjL£v'f. in respect of their substratum . 
21. d:rropra.v AoyU(~V. The meaning of AoytXO<; may be seen from 

such passages as Top. 162 b 27 £i. fLE-V yap (K .pfVOWV £vo6~wy 8l, XOytKOS 
(sc. 0 Xoyo~), G.A, 747b 28 Xlyw XOyLKl]Y (sc. a1l'08H~lY) 8,0. 1'OVTO, on 
oO"It' Ka9oAou p.E.Uov, 1I'0ppWT£.pw TWV OlKdwv faTty Upxwv (cf. 7480. 7-1 r). 
AOYLKOS O'UAAOYlO',uo.;. is opposed to &.1I'68£t~L~ (An. Posi. 93'" r 5), AOyLKW~ 
Bf.wpf.i.v, O"K07r(i.O'OO,t (O'K01T(lV) to Et< 1'WY Kn,u£vwv (An. Posl. 88n. 19, 30), 
or to ~uO'tt<ws (Phys. 204b4, 10, De Gen, eI Corr. 3r61\ IT). What 
the present phrase in timates, then, is that the question is a superficial 
or dialectical one, turning on the verbal difference between 7rO[YlO'lS 
and 7ro.B'Y]O'LS and failing to see that these are but two ways of describ~ 
ing the same event from two different points of view. 

25- 7. ~ . , . 'fI'&.crxovn. The fuller form found in the Ambo·Latin 
translation and apparently in Themistius, and cited as a variant by 
Simplicius, would seem to be necessary to make the disjunction of 
possible views complete. But only the two alternatives found in 
our other authorities are taken up in the discussion, the second in 
a 28- 31, the first in '" 3I -b 22. Aristotle evidently omits as patently 
impossible the view that both activity and passivity are embodied 
in the agent, and the fuller reading is the result of a later endeavour 
to make a formally complete disjunction without regard to the ac tual 
course of the discussion . 

29- 30. 6 yAp BUTOS AOYOS .• . Klvoup.lvou . At first glance, one 
would suppose this to mean I for the same account will apply to the 
mover as to the moved '. But then aAAQ. ,ur,v (t TOVrO would have to 
mean £1 .q 7f'o.8T}O't~ fV Tee 7ruO'xoV'TI., whereas it must refer to the single 
indivisible view (1 .q fLEY 7f'olYlcnr; (V 1'tiJ 7TOtOVVTt, .q Ol 7rU(JYlO'LS EV 1'0 
1I'uO'xoV'TL. We must therefore suppose;' yap aVTOS AOyo~ . •• KLVOll . 

J 
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p.:VOlJ to mean I for the same account will apply to mover and moved 
as to agent and patient'. 

35- 6. T1VE5 . .. f.1Sos; The patieDt is one thing a nd suffers change 
to one single condition (e.g. from ignorance to knowledge); how 
then can we suppose that it is suffering two alterations, as would be 
involved if the activity as well as the passivity takes place in it? 

b g. ,...~ .. . (uho, I not as being the same thing in essence '. 
Grammar requires us to write T~ Ell/at for TO Etllatj cr. 186· 31, 
2I6b 5, &c. 

9- 10. do},,},,' • •• iVEpyouv, i.e. the same in substratum though capable 
of being differently described. In the same way one and the same 
change may be described as activity from the point of view of the 
agent and as passivity from that of the patient. 

]2. j.l~ •.• ~EyOVTa. . Grammar requires us to read WaT( for the W~ 
of the MSS. 

14. wa"/np . .. 11'"pOTEPOV, 0. 18- 20. 
23- 4. Tt . . . fJ-ipoc;. This sums up the substance of chs. 1-3, 

especially of chs. 1 and 2. 

CHAPTER 4 

2021..t 33. otOll naGos ~ aTly""~, A lI'a8ods neither finite nor infinite I 
because it is not in the category of quantity but in that of quality; 
a point is neither, because it is not a quantity but the limit of a 
certain quantum, viz. of a line. -

2030. 6. 11'">"~v . .. QLae'lTO~S . Aristotle points out elsewhere (Met. 
9861\ 23) that 7r'(POS Kat all'(tpOV was one of the chief ways (1I'(PtrTOII 
Kal. apnoll being another) in which the Pythagoreans formulated the 
formal and the material principle constitutive of sensible realities. 
They did not suppose these to have any existence except as consti· 
tuting sensible realities while Plato assigned a double role to the 
formal and the materia' principle (0.9-10, cf. Met. 9880.8-14). The) 
Ideas contained as formal principle the One and as material principle 
the great and small (or a1l'ltpov); sensible realities contained as 
formal principle the Ideas and as material principle a different 
a.1I'£lPOV (spatial extension), 

6-7. OU ••• &p.e~6 •. When Aristotle says (Mel. 987b27) that the 
Pythagoreans identified real th ings with numbers, it is not to be 
supposed that they reduced reality to an abstraction, but rather that 
they did not recognize the abstract nature of numbers. What they 
were doing was little more than to state that the characteristics of 
things depended, to a large extent, on the number and the numerica.l 
relations of their components. 

7. ka.l ••• ci11'"upov. This may be illustrated by 213b 22-5. The 
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Pythagoreans described the universe as 'breathing in' from the 
infinite 7I"VEViLQ or void which surrounded it. cr. Stob. Ed. i. 18, 6 
(Dox. 3 (6), where time also is described as breathed ih from the 
infinite that surrounds the oupavos j and the problem ascribed to the 
Pythagorean Archytas by S;mplicius (467. 26)-ill 1"W lcrxaTIf olov T~ 
arrAallf:t ovpavif yEVOJL£VO~, r.OT€POJI (KTdvat,u.t av T~V XlLpQ. ~ r1Jv p&.{3oov 
(is TO £~W, ~ ou; 

Thus Aristotle says that the Pythagoreans recognized TO /1:rrupoll 

(1) as an element in ordinary sensible things, and (2) as that which 
is outside the heavens. 

IO-U. Ko.L 01 flEV ... cipTLOV. For the reasons which led the Pytha
goreans to identify the infinite with even number cr. my note on 
Met. 9861l 18. Prof. Taylor has made a noteworthy further sugges
tion (C.R. xl (1926) 149 f.). He argues that on the Pythagorean 
assumption that the point is a p..ova.tO ()(UUI fxovo-a, every line consists 
of a finite number of finite but indivisible points separated by gaps, 
and that if this premiss be granted, a line containing an even number 
of points is capable of bisection ad infinitum (since every cut comes 
in a gap), while a line containing an odd number of points cannot 
be bisected at all (since the first cut would have to come at an 
indivisible point). This suggestion seems to me to offer a highly 
probable interpretation of the following passages. Stob. Eel. i. 10 

(Dox. 97) Kat p..~v EltO OVO otatpovp..lywy tua, '1'01) p..f.V 7T'(ptUUOV ,...OVOS lv 
p..l(T~ T.Ep{Eun, T01) o£ apT{OV K£Y7/ .\.d'ITETat xwpa Kal. aOlcnroTotO Kal. 
avo.pd}p..os, WtO &.V ivOEOUS Kat aT£AOVtO OVTOS. Pluto De Vita et Poesi 
Homeri 145 (jO£Y Kat TIDV ECP£~tO o.ptOp..Wv TOY fLf.y apTloy EVOEa Kat &T£Alj, 
TOV of. 7rEPUTUOV 7rA~P1] TE Kat TlAEtOV o."ITlcp1]v£v ..• YOV'fLOS yap fUTl l(a1 
fXH ovvap..Lv apxJjtO Kal olaipEO'"tY OVK E"ITlolX£TaL, &£1. TijtO ,...ovaoos EV al~m~ 

"IT£pLOVU'flS, 0 0' apnotO Oi'iT£ yo'v~ 7T'OT£ TOV 1r£pLCTO'"OY uvvTdN,...£vos £QVTcfl 
Oi'iT£ E<T'T!.V &oLa.ipE1"O'>. Pluto Mor. 388A Tat,> yap EL,> tua Top..ai.,> TttlV 

&pL8fLwv, (; p.f.y apno,> "ITo.v'T"[} OWnaP.EVO'> inrOAd"ITEL 'Tlva OEKT(K~V apx~v 
orov EV £a1lT~ Kal xwpav, EV of. T~ "IT£ptTT0 TQUTO "ITa06y'Tl p.luov a£, 
7T'£p{HTTt n]'> v£p..~(T£WS yOVlp.OI'. lb. 288A Kal otatpovp.lvwv El'> Tns 
1L(ll'aOa'>, 0 fL£v apTw'> KaBa"IT£p TO B-ijAV xwpav IlETa.$ K£V~V Evoiow(TL, TOU 
o£ 7T'£PI.'TTOU p..optOV QE{ 'Tl 7T'Aijpt:,> V1T'o.\.EL"ITETaL. 

It may be noted thatifZeno's argument about the OYKDl (239b 33-
240& 18) was directed against Pythagoreans, it must have been 
against a different form of theory from that implied in Prof. Taylor's 
explanation j for the 0YKOL or indivisible units are represented as 
touching one another. So, too, are the points referred to in 2278. 29. 

13 -15. 1T£PLTLOEI-lEVWV .• • lv. There is no doubt what 7T'£ptTtfhp..EVWY 
T~lV YVWfLOYWV 7T'£pl. TO lv •.. o,..f. of. tv refers to. It presupposes the 
Pythagorean method of representing numbers by dots arranged in 
a geometrical pattern, and expresses the fact that if you start with 
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one dot and place gnomons successively round it, you get figures of 
constant shape, viz. squares 

............................ , 

• • • ............ _ ... , 
• · ' . · : • 

FIG. T. 

i.e. the fact that J + 3 + 5 + , .. (2 n- I) = ng
• The question is, 'what 

is the other case that is opposed to this? '-in other words, I how is Kat 

xwp{<; to be interpreted? ' Themistius says (80. 22 - 4) ot 8t apTlOL 
'1rpourdUp.fYOl -rfj p.ovcfS, ICQT a 'rov, (cp£~<; (hl TL KaLYOI' t:lSo .. r.OtoVUL Kal 

.;, aLacpopo. 1T'pOW1W lEt .. rt7rUPOII, Tp lywvov, (rnt (1T"taywllov, (!O' 0 '1"1 1<G.1 

nlXOL. In other words, he thinks the series I, J + 2, r + 2 + 4 .. , is 
meant. Philoponus presents the same series, but also the series 
2,2 + I, 2+ 3,2 + 50 .. and the series 3,3+2, 3+4, 3+6 ... (394. I I
r 3, 23-6). 

Simplicius first interprets the passage as meaning 7i£PITdhf-LfYWII 
7i£pl TOil Eyo. clpdlJ.LOII T OY T£TpayWIlOY 7iOT£ p.Ey xwp'is T~IV yvwf-Lovwv . • . 
'7I'"OTE: 8E XWPIS T~IV o.prlwII (457. 8- 11). Later, however, he mentions 
with approval Alexander's interpretation, that xwplr; refers to ordi
nary arithmetical addition without the use of 7i£plBHTt<; uXTJJ1-anl(~ 

(ib. 12- 25), and adds an interpretat ion of his owo which is a variant 
upon this (ib. 25-458. 7). 

Milhaud (Phifosophes·Glometres de fa Greee, IlS-q), Burnet 
(E.G.P.', § 48.), and Heath (Hisi. of Gk. Malh. i . 82-3) offer a 
different interpretation, viz. that l(a1 xwp{<; refers to the figure 

~--- - -- - - --~-----1 

• • 
FIG. 2. 

i.e. to the fact that 2 + 4 + 6 + ... 2 n = n (n + t), i.e. gives rise to a 
series of rectangular fignres differing in the proportions of their adja
cent sides, but gradually approaching to squareness. Prof. Taylor, 
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in C.R. xl (1926). 150- 1 has reverted to Tbemistius' interpretation, 
and supported it by citi ng Stob. i. I . 10, p. 20 (Dox. 97) IT, Sl ry 
}LovaS, 'tWY (</J(t?i~ 1rEplCTUWV YVW,tLOYWY 7rEpLTl6f:p.lvwv, b 'YlYOf'£"O~ alfl. 
Trrpo.ywvOs fun' .,.w" BE apT{wv op.of.wr; 7r£PlTl(hp.lvwv, tT(POP.~KW; Ka1 

aVlUOl 1ra."Tf:~ a:1ro{JaIIIOtJ(TllI, iuoy BE lUWcLS o~(k 
Simplicius' various interpretations may be dismissed as obviously 

inadequate, and so may that of Zeller (i', 455, n. 3), that Kat xwp{<; 

means Kat 1r(ptTlOfP.lvwv TWV &..ptOp.wv xwpt ... .,.w" yvw.uovwv (i.e. 1r£pITt(h

lL£vWV TOW &'fJT{WV). The question we are left with is whether TW" 
yvWP.OIlWV is limited to odd numbers, and xwp{<; means' in the other 
case' (i.e. in the case in which even numbers are placed round the 
one), or TW" )'vw,u.ovwv includes even numbers as well as odd, and 
xwpb; means' when gnomons are placed one rOlmd arlOtller, wilholtt 
the odd'. I doubt whether Kat xwp{ .. can have the meaning assigned 
to it in the first interpretation. The second interpretation involves 
taking xwp{<; as meaning' separately' or 'apart from the one " which 
is a rendering much easier to accept. The matter seems to me to 
be settled by a long passage in Iamblichus' well-informed In Nicf>
machi Ari/llm. In/rod. (73. 15 ff. Pistelli), which turns entirely on 
the unity of shape preserved in series (I) and the diversity or shape 
produced in series (2). That this is a genuine presentation of an 
early Pythagorean doctrine is confirmed by the fact that the antithesis 
T£TpO.yWVOV, £Tf:POf'71KfS occurs in the list of Pythagorean contraries in 
Afel. 986& 22-6, for an cipd}JLO~ ;T(POf'~~ is precisely a number of 
the form tl(n+ r) (Nicom. Ar. ii. 17 . I, 18 2 j Theon Sm. 26. 2I 

Hiller; lamb. In Nic. 74. r9 Pistelli). 
The question remains whether yvWP.OVfS can be used to include even 

numbers as well as odd. The stricter meaning of lhe word is 'the 
figure which remains of a square when a smaller square is cu t out 
of it '; and in this sense each successive gnomon stands for an odd 
number, since the difference between two consecutive square 
numbers is always an odd number. But in a wider sense yvwfLWV 
can sland for any number which when added to a figurate number 
gives the next number of the same figure (Iamb. b. Nic. 58. '9 
Pistelli j Hero Ddt 58). Now, though the successive rectangles 
produced in fig. (2) differ in their proportions, they agree in being 
of the form n (n + J), and it was therefore a natural extension of the 
meaning of the word to call their complements yvwP.OI/(<;. 

Corn ford suggests that I possibly putting gnomons round without 
the unit means putting wo minimum gnomons round one anolher, 

thus [g . Each succeeding gnomon will then contain an even 

number (6, 8, 10, &c.). and we shall obtain the tradilional series of 
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oblongs '. This does not seem very likely, because the next step, 
that of putting six dots round the six, is so different in character 
from the putting of three dots round the first three. 

15-6. nhchwv .•. JUKpOV. For the meaning of this cr. my note 
on Met. 987b 20. Prof. A. E. Taylor has put forward an ingenious 
and attractive theory of the mea.ning of the doctrine of the great and 
small (Mi1ld, 1926, 4T9-40 and 1927, 12-33), but I have in my note 
on Theophr. Met. 6ft. 25 given reasons for doubting whether this can 
be accepted. 

The reason given by Aristotle for Plato's describing the material 
principle in this way is on Kat (,rL TTJV atJ$]v BOKEL lnrlp{3a'A).,nv Kat d~ 
a:rrnpoll Uvru. Kal brl T~V KaOalpECTtV (206b 28), i.e. that plurality appears 
to be capable of indefinite extension both in the upward and in the 
downward direction. 

[6. ot SE Trepl +UUEWS. This, as in some other passages (e.g. Met. 
I 00 [!l12), excludes the Pyth~goreans and Plato, who are thought of 
as being a priori theorists rather than genuine students of nature; 
it excludes also the Eleatics, who in denying the existence of move· \ 
ment denied the existence of <I)1R:n~, which is an &pX~ KtvqU€W~; d. 
184b '7 n. 

0' 71'"£P' q,W(W'i 7r&:vn:s here means not all the physicists in the 
narrower sense but all of them who recognize the infinite; for some 
are said not to recognize it at all (a r8- .19)' Aristotle in effect 
divides ot 7r€P' q,VU(w," (in the narrower sense) into three classes 
(though the first is not clearly marked off by him from the other two) : 
(I) those who recognize one infinite body (n 16- 18); (2) those WhO ] 
recognize a finite number of elements and do not think they make 
up an infinite whole (a 18-19); (3) those who recognize an infinite , 
number of elements and treat them as making up an infinite whole \ 
(0 [9- b 2). 

17-18. tTEpo.V .•. crTOlXE[UIII, 'some other nature of the s<K:alled 
elements', i.e. some underlying substance, viz. one of the so· called 
elements. For TWY 'A.eYOfJ-EVWV UTOtX€{wv cf. 1876. 26 n. 

18. otov ... dEpo.. The reference is to Thales (vowp) and to 
Anaximenes and Oiogenes of Apollonia (aEpa). 

f) T~ !-,-no.~o TOUTWV. The reference (as in 2058 27, De Cado 303b 12, 
De Gen. et Corr. 332a 20, Met. 9898 r4) seems to be not to Anaxi· 
mander (from whose doctrine the doctrine of the J-l(Ta~ is dis· 
tinguished in 187& 14, 21) but to a member of the school of 
Anaximenes never named by Aristotle but identified (without much 
probability) by Diels with Idaeus; cf. 187014 n. 

18-19. "lI'ElffPC""!-,-ivo., finite in number; ihtEtpo., infinite in extent. 
The reference is to such thinkers as Empedoc1es. 

21. TWV O!-'-OlO!-'-EPWV. Anaxagoras called these urrEpp.o.TQ j Aristotle 
4001 28 
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called them op.owp.£pij to bring Ollt the fact that each portion of them 
has the same analysis as their whole mass (a 23- 4). 

T~C) 1fClYO'1fEPjJolo.S' TWV crXTUJ.o.TWY, the differently shaped atoms which 
form the seed~bed, as it were, out of which all things grow. 

22- 3. Tti d.cJ:!n ••• q,o.ULIo'. These thinkers recognize not one single 
infinite body (like the thinkers referred to in a 17), but an infinite 
number of bodies which make up an infinite whole only by con. 
tinuity. 

25. ofLoii ... EtV(n, fr. I. 

27-8. Ko.l .. . 1TQVnw. Since things existed up.oil, together in 
space, they existed ap.a, simultaneously in time. For there was not 
only an originative source of the separation of each of them, but a 
single originative source of the separation of them aU, and before 
this began to operate they must have exis ted simultaneously. 

28- 33. ETI'E~ ••. KLYOUP.EVU . The principal clause begins at Ka{ 

Tt~a a.px~v 0. 30. 
31- 2. 0 8E vous .. . vo~uus, i.e. there must have been a moment 

of time at which the thought leading up to the separate activity of 
vovS' began; or perhaps the reference of apriS' n"o<; may be to some 
principle the apprehension of which induced voliS' to begin its activity, 
or to some principle in its own nature which induced it to begin its 
work of separation. 

33- b 2 • .6TjpoOlCpLTOS • . • 8Lucf!lpov. While Anaxagoras says that out 
of every substance portions of all other substances may be separated, 
Democritus says there are atoms differing in size and shape (b 1-2) 
which cannot emerge out of each other. According to him all 
change is simply the regrouping of these unmodifiable elements. 
Still, since they differ in nothing but size and shape, they are them
selves modifications of something that is common to them all, 
viz. uWfLa. 

b 7- 9. En . . . cf!6opiis. The infinite is ingenerable and indestruc
tible as being an apri, i.e. as it might be expected to be if it were 
an &PX~' so that its ingenerability and indestructibility confirm the 
view that it is an a.PX~. Its ingenerability and indestructibility are 
themselves proved by the facl that if it were generated and destroyed 
its generation would come to an end when the whole of it had been 
generated, and its destruction when the whole of it had been 

I destroyed j whereas that which is infinite has no last part to be 
generated or destroyed. 

II. 11'&YTU KUPEpviiv. Diels conjectures that this may be an expres
sion of Anaximander's. The expression occurs also in Heracl itus 
fro 41, Parmenides fro 12.3, but neither of these can be referred to 
here. The nearest extant parallel to the whole phrase 7r€PdXHV 
a1TUVTa Kal 7l'"(1V'Ta ICV{3€PVS." is Anaxirnenes fro 2 oro" Tj Ifrox'l ~ ~P.€T'pa. 
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cl~p oW-a crUYKpant i]p.as, Kat oAov TOP KOCTP.OIl 7rY£VILo. Kat rl-r,p (Anaxi. 
menes' a1Tftpov) 1n:.pdxn. 

13-14. &6&'vclTOJl ... Kal d,vwX€8pov. Diels (Vors. s 17. 35) prints 
these words as a quotation from Anaximander, and so they may 
well be. 

17-18. XPWVTQL ... d.1TE(p~1 i.e. mathematicians assume that every I 
line, plane, and solid is capable ofJ>elng divided without limit. 

18-20. tTL . . . YLYI'OllEliov. This argument is ascribed to Anaxi
mander (Plac. i. 3· 3). TO 'Ytyvo,u£YQV, SC. Kat TO ¢8npop.EVov. 

25. TO ESW TOU oupa.vou, the space beyond the heavens; cr. a 7. 
26. Kat Koap.m. The doctrine of an infinity of worlds is ascribed 

to many of the early thinkers-Anaximander, Anaximenes, Archelal1s, 
Xp.nophanes, Diogenes, Metrodorus of Chios, Anaxarcbus, Zena. 
But the reference to the void makes it probable that it is the 
Atomists that are chiefly referred to. 

28- 30. o.~a. . . • d.·iSI:OLS. The argument is an abbreviated form 
of one ascribed by Eudemus (fr. 30 Spenge!) to Arch)'!as (S. 467.26-
35). As abbreviated it runs: 'even if we waive the previous argu
ment and suppose that there is (not body but) void and infinite 
place beyond the universe, still, since (place is that in which there 
can be body, and since) in the case of eternal things what can be is, 
if there is infinite place there must be infinite body too'. 

34-204& I. ~ ou8nlpws ... TrX~9n; The suggestion is that, though 
there is nothing whose nature it is just to be infinite, and nothing to 
which infinity belongs as an essential attribute, there may be some
thing which by pure accident is infinite or forms an infinite plurality. 

2048. 1- 2. EL ••• cl.TrHPOV, i.e. whether there is a body that is essen
tially infinite, the second alternative mentioned above (zo3h 33- 4). 

a-6. EVa. ... TrlpQs. On the various meanings of a- privative, cf. 
Mel. rozzb 32. 

3- 4. EVa. . . . dOpa.TOS. This is the purely negative sense (' not 
limited ') in which even something non-quantitative such as a 7rcl005 
or CTTLY/J--q might be said to be a.r.HPOIf (20Z b 33), as opposed to the 
privative sense in which ti1r£tpOIl might be applied to that which. 
being a 7rO<TOY, so far as its generic nature goes might be traversed, 
but in virtue of its specific or individual nature cannot be completely 
traversed, or can be traversed only with difficulty. 

5. ~ 8 fS-oy~s. This is the colloquial sense in which, as S. 470. 24 I 
says, a maze or a pit might be called endless. 

6-7. i) KQ.TU Tl"poa6£O"LV ••• 8La.tPEO"LV, either capable of being added 
to, or capable of being divided, without limit. According to Aristotle, /1 
number is infinite Ka-ro. 7fPOUO«TlII, space KCl.Ta Ota{p(ut", and time 
&'f-L<pO'TlflOJl;· 
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CHAPTER 5 

204- 8- g. alh& ••. (i1u:~pol' = n bV awe, a.7rupov (cr. a q-I8), 'some
thing that is itself just infinite and nothing more' (cr. £i.U.' DVo-ta. 
aUTO cern TO a:,rnpov tI. TO). The reference is to the Pythagore.:'ln and 
Platonic view: cr, 203& 4-6. 

12-13. t:t tJ.~ ..• dopaTos, cr. a 3-4. 
16-17. WC71l'fp ••• d.cSpaToli. It is not the unseen as such, but voice, 

which is pel' accidens unseen, that is the apx~ of speech. 
19- 20. En ... ,.,.ly(eo~ . Number and extension exist nOl as separate 

entities but as attributes of things. Sti1l less, then, can infinity, 
which is (if anything) an attribute of number and extension, exist ns 
a separate entity. 

21. Ktlt clpX~... Only if there is an infinite whose essence is just 
to be infinite, i.e. only if the infinite as such is a substance, is the 
infinite as such a first principle or element of reality. If it is an 
attribute, it will be (at best) the subject of that attribute that will be 
an apm. Cf.· 14- 17. 

28. dJ...>"· ..• QTI"lLPOl', se. alLfplrTTOV KCll ti.8w.{p€-To" (l"o.L. 

30. elp'lTCU, a 14-J7. 
31. Tlw d.iPG, a reference to the view of Anaximenes and Diogenes 

of Apollonia. 
ii TO ciPT~Ol', a reference to the Pythagorean view. Cf. 203& Io- r5. 
34. KGt flEpttouO'll'. The Pythagoreans used, as one of their 

reasons for identifying the infinite with TO apnoll, the fact that an 
even number can be divided by two. Cf. my notes on 203" 10-II 

and on Met. 986- T 8. 
34- b 4. a>..>..' ••• GU~'10"ll'. Aristotle presupposes here a division of 

entities into (r) o.[u~Tci, (2) fW-fJTJP"a:rtKrL, (3) 1I0y/To. which have no 
magnitude either sensible or mathematical. The VfJ1}Tcl are pure 
forms ; the p.a.Ol'JlLanKcl are forms combined with vAy/ VO'1T~ or ex· 
tension (Mel. 1036" 9 j d. 1059b J 5); the Cliu(lqTf1. are forms combined 
with both VA.." V017n7 and vA.." alufhrrrl. Cf. my note on Af"el. 1036a9-10. 
For the threefold classification cf. ib. 1026- 13- 16. It is derived 
from Plato's recognition of TO. p.a.9-qlLo.Tuca as a class P.lT~, between 
Forms and sensible things (Met. 987b [4- T8); but Aristotle modified 
Plato's doctrine by treating forms (apart from a few cases such as 
God and the beings that move the planetary spheres, which are pure 
disembodied forms) and mathematical objects as elements in sensible 
things, separable only by abstraction. 

b 4. lnt nt'" a.uE'lO''UI = KClTa. 7rpOufhulV a 6, infinitely extended, as 
opposed to infinitely divisible. 

XOy\KWs. Cf. 202& 21 n. The abstract argument (b 4-10) is one 
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that applies to mathematical as well as to physical objects (0';'" 
vOl]Tov (see b 6 n.) Olin o.lufJqTOV b 6); the concrete argument (b 10 fr.) 
applies only to physical objects and turns on the division of these into 
c.bTAa and cnJVe(Ta. (b t T). 

6. I'O'I')TO" here corresponds not to f:V Tali lfOl7TOli (b [) but to (II TOti 

JUlfhJ,.,.QnJ(ois (a 35). The vovrcf of b I do not include (TwJLaTa. at all, 
fo r UWJAIl1'o" must have ""('1<80<;, But Ta JLC101JfL6.TtKU, which arc com
binations of form with VA"f} VO'ln], may in a looser sense be called 
vorrr&" Cf. Afel. r0361l 2- 5. 

7. Q~ l«(xwptaf1lvo~, sc. from numb~red things. 
10. TO a.1fUPOV, the supposed infini te number. 
12-13. Et . . • aTOLXELa.. Aristotle does not in this proof (b I f - 20511. 7) 

consider the other alternative, that there is an infinite number of 
elements. Alexander complained that he overlooked it (S. 478. [8); 
but he has already disproved it in Phys. i. 6, and he takes account 
of it in a later argument (20Sa 29). 

13. d..,a.YKTt ..• d",a.t. If the elements are finite in number, it is 
in the abstract possible that there should be only one. But Aristotle 
has already refuted this possibility in i. 4, 5. 

17- 18. ,...cS"'OI' ••• EX0I', i.e. provided that the 8ulla/'u~ of a portion 
of fire exceeds that of an equal portion of air in a finite ratio. 

23- 4. O"TE ••• y ElllfWUW. This may he a reference either to the 
arrf:l.pol' of Anaximander (so Simplicius) or to an element intermediate 
between the four commonly recognized elements. The two views 
are distinguished in 187&14, 2I; the present reasoning would apply 
to both. But see next note. t 

24- 9 . (tat", . . . Ta.iha. This appears to refer to one of Anaxi
mander's arguments for the existence of an 11:rrf.tpov distinct from all 
the things of our world. He assumed a strife between the opposites 
that make up the world- warm and cold, dry and wet. If anyone 
of these had been the fundamental reality, nothing else could ever have 
existed. Cr. Burnet, E.G.P., § '4, and the passages quoted by him. 

27- 8. orov .. • lrypov. Aristotle holds that, strictly speaking, air is 
characterized primarily by being lr/pO'i and water by being Vroxpov 
(De Gen. el Corr. 33,04- 5); and be holds that air is not ",")(po, but 
(hp~fil in addition to being {ry,k (ib. 330h 4 el passim). Simplicius 
therefore suggests (48 r. 33) tbat there may be a scribal error, i.e. 
that the original reading may have been 0 p.cv a~p lrypOfi, TO 8" ~8wp 
tJtuxpOv. But his other suggestion is more probable, that Aristotle 
in a purely illustrative reference to the four elements may not have 
aimed at strict accuracy. It may even be that when he wrote th is 
he had not worked out the doctrine expounded in the .De Cw. 
e/ CO". 

205& 2- 7. aSJIoIGTOV • •• ~uxpov. The reason why the universe can 
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never have been, and can never come to be, identical with (a) one 
of the elements (a 2- 3) or with (b) something more ultimate than the 
elements (a 4- 5) is that everything comes out of its contrary (a. 6-7). 
This premiss (which has itself been argued in i. 4, 5) proves the 
point, for Aristot le takes it as self·evident that (a) none of the four 
elements can be contrary to the other three, and that (0) something 
more ultimate than the four elements cannot be contrary to them all. 
The argument is made clearer by putting '0 o· aUro,> AOyO') ... cpvutKO{ 

a 4-5 in brackets. 
3- 4· WcrnEp <HpQK).E LTO~ .•• 7fUP, fr r. 30, 3(, 63-6, 90. ''''hat 

Aristotle ascribes to H eracl itus is not the belief in a future simul
aneous conflagration of all things (so Zeller is. 867), but the view 

that all things at one stage in thei r cycl ical process of change become 
fire. The evidence for a Heraclitean doctrine of a general conflagra
tion is late and untrustworthy; cr. Burnet, E. G.P., §§ 77- 8. 

5. TOU EVO~ .. . +ua~KOr, cr. 204b 23- 6. 
7. KQTd. 1fa.VT6~, i.e. the following argument is one which is equally 

applicable whether the infinite body is supposed to be one of the 
commonly recognized elements (204b 35-2051L4) or something apart 
from these (205" 4- 5). 

II. KQl .• . 1fo.VTO'i'. Aristotle does not mean that the place (i.e. 'TO 
TOV 1T"(pdX0l!To~ 7i£pafO, the inner limit of that which contains the thing, 
2 12a 20) of a whole is identically the same as that of any of its parts, 
but that the region of the universe proper to a whole is also the 
region proper to each of its parts. A clod of earth tends to fall 
towards the region proper to the earth, i.e. the part of th e uni"'erse 
next the centre. 

12- '-'1. waH' .. . £tva.~. The argument against an in fini te body based 
on difficulties about its place discusses it under two alternative hypo
theses, (a ) that it is homogeneous throughout (a. £2- 19), (b) that it 
contains parts of different nature (IL 19- b I ). 

12- 19. waTE . • • [J'T~a(Ta.L The argument to show that there can~ 
not be a homogeneous infinite body is difficult. Aristotle first sta tes 
the general position and then (II. 14- 19) illustrates it by taking a 
particular case. The general argument is: 

(A) If the infinite body is homogeneous, it will be immovable or 
else always in motion . 

(B) Both are impossible, for 
(C) why should it rest, or move, down or up, or anywhere in 

particular, rather than anywhere else? 
(Therefore (D) there cannot be a homogeneous infinite body.) 
The justification for (A) is as follows: Since tbe whole is 

homogeneous, there is no part of its place which is more appropriate 
to one part of the whole than to another. The natural conclusion 
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is that each part, and therefore the whole, should remain where it is . 
But if the whole should move, then since no part of its place is a 
more appropriate resting-place for any part of the whole than any 
other, it will never cease moving. 

(B) Ka{TOL &.3vvClrov must be taken to set aside both these alternatives. 
This it will do if r{ ... 01TOVOVII i be taken to mean' why should any 
part of the whole be resting unmoved, or be moving, in the down
ward or the upward or any particular region?' The question is 
grounded on the fact that, the whole being homogeneous, every part 
of its region is equally proper to every part of the whole. KaTw, aI/W, 
OJ'l'"OVOVV must refer to the places of rest, or motion, of the parts of 
the infinite whole; as applied to the place of the whole itself they 
would be unmeaning. Accordingly Aristotle proceeds to illustrate 
his argument by the case of a clod of earth. 

He considers and rejects various alternatives that present them· 
selves. (I) Will the single clod occupy the whole region of earth I 
Obviously not. (2) How else can it rest, or move? (a) Suppose 
it to rest somewhere, it will equally well rest everywhere (all parts of 
the region of earth being alike to it), and so will never move. 
(b) Suppose it to move in on.e place, it will equally move everywhere, 
and so will never rest . That it should never move, and that it 
should never rest, Aristotle treats as alike absurd, in view of his 
experience of the fact that earth sometimes moves, viz. when it is 
not as near the centre of the universe as it can get, and sometimes 
rests, viz. when it is as near as it can get. 

19. TO n-Q.v, the whole infinite body. 
22. T(lUT', the unlike parts of the infinite body. 
23- 4. EO'T(l~ . . • ihrELpov. Since finite amounts of each of a finite 

number of kinds of body cannot make up an infinite whole, there 
would have to be infinite amounts of some of these kinds, and finite 
amounts of others. Aristotle silently rejects the possibility of there 
being infinite amounts of each of the kinds, because they would be 
limited by each other and therefore not be infinite. 

30. K(lL E'(TTa~ • . • OTOlXEL(l. This consequence of the hypothesis is 
not used in the refutation

J 
which directs itself to the other consequence 

01 'T07TOl o..7r£LpOt. But Aristotle has proved elsewhere that there 
cannot be an infinite number of elements (i . 6). 

30- 1. EL ••• TOTl'O~. Aristotle assumes that space has just three 
dimensions, each of which extends in two directions (b 3 r- 3). 

3t. KaL TO O~OV, i.e. the universe must contain a finite number of 
kinds of part, and therefore (in view of the argument in a 22-5) be 
itself finite. 

33- 4. OUTE ••• etvcu. If Aristotle had been speaking of the place 
actually occupied by a body, he would have said ~ oO'ov 'TO O'wp.O. (UTL. 
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Since he is speaking of the proper place, to which a body tends, he 
says ~ OCTO" ivo£xeral '1'"6 CTWP.a. (II/at, 'than what the body is capable 
of filling'. 

25- 8. Ka.l ... KCI.TW. This section is quite out of place where it 
occurs in the MSS. and Greek commentators, viz. before £t o· d:Trnpa. 
in Q. 29; for it does not turn on the destruction of one element by 
an infinite contrary element (80 24-5), and in fact contemplates not 
a plurality of elements at all but a single infinite element (n 26). 
The words fit in better where I have, on Pacius' suggestion, placed 
them. They do not occur at all in Met. K, where Io671Lr8-23 
answers exactly to 2051\ 22-32 without this section . Their absence 
from K is less surprising if we suppose them to have occurred in the 
Physics where I have placed them; for the whole of Phys. 205 "32-
b 24 is omitted in K. 

The section fits in well afte r !I. 2g_ h I, for it turns on the point 
raised there, of the necessity for each element and its proper region 
fitting one another. Fire has a determinate 'Ton-o'>, viz. the circurn~ 
ference of the universe, and earth has a determinate 'T(hro'>, viz. the 
centre of the universe; therefore neither fire nor earth can be sup~ 

posed to be itself infinite, but (if anything) only air or water (since 
these tend to occupy the interspace between circumference and 
centre, and thus 'share the properties of upness and downness', 
have both an upward and a downward tendency), or a supposed 
intermediate between them. 

Alternatively we might suppose with Hayduck that there is a 
lacuna after 7T"ponpoJl in a 25, where there stood something answering 
to Themistius' words (88. 27- 9) 7T"pocrin of: ovo€- oUv 'T€ ~v 'TWV fTTOLX€{WV 
Q.7T"UpOV €tval EV 'Tn lTVV(UcrH tv 7Tiip ~ I'~. tiJPlUTUt yap EKacrrov TOVrWV 
o T()7ro'>, Kul 011 1TUS: oIK€lO'> a7T"uvn, &..\.\0. TI~ J1-f:V o.vw T~ 8f: KaTw. 

25- 6 . Ka.l .• . ~uO"~o}"6ywv. Aristotle says in Met. g8ga 5-8 that 
each of the four elements except earth has found an advocate among 
the physicists. But it is true that fire does not play the same 
part in Heraclitus' system that air or water does in some others. 
Fire is in his system only one of the phases through which everything 
passes (cf. 2053. 3- 4 n.), and is, apart from this, simply a symbol of 
the change and destruction which is the law of the universe. The 
reason given in the Metaphysics for earth not having been treated as 
the element is different from that here mentioned. In 18gb 5- 8 yet 
another reason is given for the preferability of air and water as 
elements. Aristotle is in each case simply guessing. 

27. "i USwp probably refers to Thales, though he does not seem to 
have characterized water as infinite. 

~ dlpa. refers to Anaximenes. 
-il TO f4EO"OIl a.~TI7W. Cf. 203a 18 n. 
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b 3- 4. TOUTO . • Etlla.~. Anaxagoras' argument as stated by Aristotle 

(we have no other evidence for it) is: the infinite is in itself (since 
there is nothing bigger than it for it to be in) j now where a thing is, 
there it is its nature to be; therefore it is the nature of the infinite 
to be in itself ; therefore it supports itself in its existing position. 
Aristotle criticizes by saying that the fact that a thing is where it is 
does not prove that it is not its nature to move elsewhere; it might 
be kept where it is by pta. Thus even if we admi t for the sake of 
argument chat the infinite is at rest, being self-supported. it has still 
to be shown why it must be at rest . 

9 -10. EL" ... KwouflO'Ol'. It is clear that Themistius (89· 25). 
Pbiloponus (449. '3- '4, 451. 16), and Sirnplicius (486. 1-2) had 
before them E's reading f:t1} yap &1' Ka.l on O{J/C ~XH &'AAaxij KlV£I.cr()ut 

OV I<tVov/Lf:VOY, I for it might be at rest because it has nowhere else to 
move to J J and yet it might be its nature to move. 

10-18. lTrEt ..• lnuTeS. The earth also might be described as sup
porting itself (b £3- 14). But that explains nothing. In the case of 
the earth we can reject the explanation of immobility suggested above, 
that it has nowhere else to move to. Its immobility is produced 
by the attraction exercised on it by the centre of the universe (b It), 
or in other words by the nature of earth (b 13), which is to move 
to the centre and rest there, o r in other words by its having weight 
(b IS). So, too, a definite reason should be given for the immobility 
of tbe infinite body. 

18- 24. o.~a. ... la.UT~. Aristotle now confirms his refutation of 
Anaxagoras' explanation of the immobility of his infinite body (a I - I8), 
by showing that on that basis every part of the infinite body, i.e. 
every sensible body, ought to be always at rest. 

24- 31. oX.w~ ... "laov ; Aristotle now passes to a further attack 
on the belief in an infinite body, hy showing that it is incompatible 
with the assigning of a proper place to bodies. The argument is 
that if you assign a proper place to bodies, and say that every sensible 
body tends to move either to or from the centre of the universe, you 
ought 10 say the same of the infinite body; but neither can it as 
a whole have one of the two movements nor can each half of it have 
one of the two; for how can you divide an infinite into halves, or 
how can part of it be up and part down, or part circumference and 
part centre? 

33-4. KUt TUUTU •• • ~hWpl(JTUL. Cf. 208b 8-22. Aristotle discusses 
in De Cado iv. r the view that there is no absolute up or down in 
the universe (308n q), and declares that there is an absolute up, the 
circumference of the universe, and an absolute down, its centre 
(ib. 2 I, 30). (Elsewbere he lays it down tbat tbe soutb pole is 
absolutely the QYW 7I"6'\o~ and the north pole the Ka.TW (De Cado 
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28Sb [4), but that is not his usual way of defining the avw and KQ.TW.) 

Again, the right side of the universe is stated to be that in which the 
stars arise, and the left that in which they set (De Cae!o 28Sb 16). 
In De Caelo ii. 5 Aristotle says that the movement of the heavens 
must be supposed to proceed forwards and not backwards; but that 
does not give us a definite lp:rrpoa-(h.v and o7rl(]"8£v in the universe, 
since the movement is circular. 

206a. 3- 5. d ... 'lrOtl. The construction of this sentence is diffi
cult, and Bonitz thought it necessary to read in a. 5 oih-w miSt- lv 'TorrCfl, 
OTt ?rOU (sc. (crTm), where ou8£ fV 'T07rtf is parallel to fL1'}8£ 1rOUOV in II. 3, 
7I'"O(TOV yap . .. 7l"o(J"ov a 3- 5 being parenthetical. Bonitz thinks that 
the Greek commentators all support his reading. It is impossible 
to be certain what Themistius (9I. 4-5) and Philoponus (464. r- 5) 
read. Simplicius read xa.~'TO (V T07r<f' (490 ' 27) (T~ before T07r~ in the 
MSS. of S. is plainly corrupt), and his OliSE (V T67r~ (ib. 22) is merely 
paraphrase. 

The reading of the MSS. and Simplicius may be justified if we 
treat 7l"OUOV yap • •• 1TOUOV a 3-5 as parenthetical, and suppose that 
the apodosis takes a form conforming not to the protasis but to the 
end of the parenthesis. 'If, then, the infinite cannot be a quantum
for it would have to be a particular quantum, e.g. two or three cubits 
long; for that is the sort of thing that I' a quantum" means-so, too, 
II in place" means' (understand uYJp..a.{vn) 'that a thing is in a parti. 
cular place' (sc. and therefore the infinite cannot be in place any 
more than it can be a quantum). cr. Met. 106)" 3 [ (the parallel 
passage) TO yap (V T67r<f' 1TOV, TOVrO oE crqp..a.{vn ~ clVW XTA. 

CHAPTER 6 

206'l. n. Ka.t ... ds ,...EyI6'1 , t and magnitudes will not be invariably 
divisible into magnitudes.' If infinite divisibility be denied, there are 
indivisible magnitudes; which are proved in vi. I to be impossible. 

]3. Sla.~TTJTOU SEl. Cf. De Caelo 279 b 1[. 

]5. Ka.t .. . S~a.lpEUEL. Aristotle takes up at once (a. Yfi_b 3) the 
C11TElpOV OtatPEUEt, and explains in b 3-12 the Q.1TEtpOV 1Tp()(]'BEU(L. 

~ha.~flluEl . This is the reading of T. 91. 22, P . 464.21,24, and 
S. 491.28, and Ota.tPEU'~ occurs elsewhere in the context (a 17 .... 4,17, 
I9, 27, d. 203b 17, 2048. 7). Xa.Ba.{pEUt<; also occurs, b 13, 29, 31, 
207n 23, 208a 2 r. The reading a.CPa.tp(U(L may owe its origin to the 
fact that acpa.{pEUtfi is the obvious opposite of 1Tp6uB£u~~. But the 
process Aristotle has in mind is essentially one of division. 

]7- ElP'1 T a.l , ch. 5· 
TaS dTOfloUS ypa.,...,.uk This doctrine is ascribed to Plato in 

Met. 9928. 20-22, and to Xenocrates by later writers (Prod us, 
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in Tim. 36b, ii. 246 Diehl, itl Euc!. 279.5 Friedlein; AI. itl Ald. 
[20. 6, 766'33'; T. 11l Phys. 12.6 j P . i,t Phys. 83. 20, 84.20; S. in 
Phys. 138. 14, 140. 12, 142. 16, i1l De Cae!o 563.22,665.7; Syr. in 
Met. 124. 2). The pseudo-Aristotelian treatise De Lineis Insecabilibus 
is apparently directed against Xenocrates' view. In my note on 
Met. 992a 20 I have discussed the reasons which may have led 
Plato and Xcnocrates to this strange belief. Aristotle discusses this 
view in Phys. vi. r. 

18. 8uv&.p.EL, i.e. by virtue of the potentiality which spatial extension 
bas of being divided without limit. 

18- 25 . 03 •.• T~ y(Y VEO'eQ~. Aristotle here in effect divides ",(1 

ovvap.£l. OVTCt into two kinds-one whose potentiality can be completely 
realized once for all (as the bronze which is potentially a statue 
becomes actually a statue), and one whose potentiality admits of I 
progressive realization but is never completely realized at anyone 
time. Thus when it is night, or before the Olympic games have 
begun, we may ~ay C there is (sc. potentially) such a thing as day' or 
there are Olympic games', and later we may say C it is (actually) 
day' or 'it is (actually) the Olympic games to-day' (& 24-5). but the 
actualization is not such that the whole day or the whole of the 
games exists at anyone time. Their actualization is essentially a 
process, a jieri. The infinite admits only of such an actualization 
as this j we can say of it I it is being actualized " but never' it has 
been actualized.' 

2S_b 3. an.W'i ' • • l1T~X.E{1TEIY. Having compared the progressive 
but never complete realization of the infinite to that of a day or 
a contest, Aristotle now points out that nevertheless the ac tualization 
of infinity admits of two kinds. The realization of both alike con
sists in the emergence of a series of parts each of which is itself 
limited but has successors which follow upon it without limit j but 
in the realization of infinity in a spatial magnitude by successive 
divisions of it each part persists after it has been called into being 
by an act of division; while in the progressive realization of time or 
of a natural kind such as mankind each member perishes, yet so that 
the succession never fails. 

It will be seen that n 27-9 OAW~ ... Kal £T£poY
j 

a. 33-b 3 QAA.' . •• 
~1rLAd1rHY form a single sentence such as is required to justify the 
general statement in a 25-7 aAAw~ . . , fLf."Yf.Bwy; a sentence which 
would be seriously interrupted by the section a 29 a-33 En . , ' Kal 
tuPOY, It is plain too that En ' , . Kat fUpOY is an alternative version of 
n. 18-29, Themistius seems, as his editor Schenkl observes (note on 
92,22) to have had a can Ration of both versions before him (cf. 
92. 20 with' 19.92.25 with '31). Philapanus says (468.9) that the 
second version was omitted in the more accurate MSS. Simplicius 
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says (495. 8) that it was omitted in many of tbe MSS. and that 
Alexander was aware of this. It was probably an alternative version 
which occurred in the margin of the original and was at an early 
dale incorporated into the text in most of the MSS. 

25-7. UhAWC; ... ,...e:YEOWI'. Aristotle means to distinguish not three 
but two modes of realization of the infinite; XJlOI'OC; and a:v{)pwrrol are 
contrasted with ~ 8ta.{P(Ul'-' TW" Jl.ryEOwV, as is evident from a 33- h 3. 

b 3- 12. T~ Se Ko.Ta 1fP00'9EUll' . . . wpLa,...lv¥. Aristotle now explains 
the sense in which there is an o:7rnpov 7rpou8lU'Et. If you divide 
a whole /1- £"'1,00'0 AA' into AD and BA', BA' into BC and CA', 
CA' into CD and DA', &c., and add BC, CD, &c. to AD, then 
just as AA' can be divided without limit, AlJ can be added to 
without limit. But, as he points out, the process of addition is 
limitless only if the fractions added to the WP LUP.(VOV (AB) diminish 
in a constant ratio. If the fractions added are equal, the whole will 
be exhausted in a finite number of additions. 

This last statement is equivalent to the famous Axiom of Archi
medes, which had already been used by Eudoxus, and possibly by 
Hippocrates of Chios (Heath, Greek Malh. i. 3.6-8). 

5. dVT€<7Tpo.,...,...lvws, since, as the parts taken diminish, the }LCyfOex 
produced by adding them to one of the original parts increases. 

8. TOU oXou ,,'YE801;. The MS. variants arose, as Diels points out, 
T OV .\6-yov ",l"{d/ot 

from an original written thus: 'TaU OAOU P.CyfOOS. 
12- 15. ciH.w~ . . . "IfE"n'Epo.a,...lvov. The punctuation I have adopted 

seems on the whole most likely to represent the course of Aristotle's 
thought. He first makes a statement which reproduces what he has 
said in a r6-rS, that the infinite exists potentially. and by way of 
division (i.e. as the infinitely divisible, not as the infinitely extended). 
H e then remarks parenthetically that (while it does not exist a t any 
time as a given entity), it does exist actually in the special sense 
that, when division of a line is going on, a process which is in 
principle endless is being progressively actualized, as a day or a 
contest is progressively actualized (cr. a. 21- 5). Finally, he elucidates 
its potential existence by a comparison of it with matter. 

It would also be possible to omit o£ (UTLJI, with E, and take 
8UJ1o.P.H •• • J.JlTf.ACXE{q. as meaning (I) 'both potentially-and-by·way
of -exhaustion .nd actually', or (.) 'both potentially .nd, by way of 
exhaustion, also actually '; and some readers may prefer one of these 
interpretations. 

13. 411'1 Ko.8a.~plaEL, I along the way of diminution', refers to the 
same process that has hitherto been called Ota{pEuli, but refe rs to it 
in a slightly different aspect. In the one the whole is regarded as 
divided into parts; in the other as diminished by the removal of parts. 

I 
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14- 15. KQl 5UI'&.~E\ ... 1TE1TEpa.afLEvov, The explanation of tVTd\(X({y. 

by the words ~ ... &:ywva leads Aristotle to revert to the existence 
of the a:rrupov Svvop.t:t and offer a corresponding explanation of that. 
I ust as VAT] exists 8vvafLH in the sense that it is capable of taking on 
successively a number of different forms, in each of which it is 
partially, and in none completely, realized, so too the a7rupov exists 
8uvo.p.n in the sense that it is capable of being partially realized by 
successive divisions of a whole. It never exists as a self-subsistent 
entity as the finite does. 

The reading of E , Phi loponus, and SimpJicius Kat ov teal)' awo 7T'(71"( 

pUCTI-I-lvov derives some support from Z0 7!\ 24, but gives a less suitable 
meaning here than the fuller reading. 

16-17. 8 . . . 8~a.rp£a~lI, cf. b 3-J2. But Aristotle adds now that 
the KaTQ. 7rpou(ltrnv /17rHpOV is only T p07rOV 'TLva parallel to the KaTQ. 

8w.tp£cTtv J.7rHPOII. You can always find, within a plydJof) A, some
A 

thing beyond what you have taken before. If you have taken - , you 
2 

A A A A A &. 'f h k A can get - + - , - + - + -8' c., Just as, 1 you ave ta en - , you 
2 4 2 4 2 

A A 
can get 4"' '8 I &c. But while by the latter method you can get 

something smaller than any assigned magnitude, you cannot by the 
former get something greater than any assigned magnitude, but only 
something greater than what you have already got by the application 
of the method; for A is the limit of what you can get by adding 
A A A 
- , -8' &c. to - . And in fact tbe universe is of a finite size which 
4 2 

frustrates any attempt to find an infinite magnitude (b 20- 7); ror the 
proof of the fini tude of the universe cr. n e Caelo i. 5. 

23- 4. Wa-trEp . . . £tlla.~, cr. 203& 7, b 25-6 . 
24- 5. £t . . . oihw. Aristotle considers himself to have proved 

this in ch. 5. 
28. 8uo Ta Q1fUpo., sc. TO/Llya Kat TO /LtKpOv. Cf. 203a 15- 16 n. 
32. I'lXP' . .. dp,OI'6.. This doctrine was held by the Pythagoreans 

(Theon Smyrn. pp. 99. q Hiller ; Theolog. Ari/llm. pp. 59 Ast; 
Photius, Bibl. p. 4391. 5 Bekker). Aristotle ascribes the view to some 
of the Platonists in Mel. 1073tL 20, 1084& 12, 31. Plato may have 
thought that the numbers higher than 10 could be treated as mere 
combinations of the numbers up to 10; though this involves treating 
the higher numbers, contrary to his own principle, as (f1J/L{3A7JTOl. But 
it is quite possible that Aristotle is taking seriously Eome mere obiter 
dictum of his master. It may have been simply that he pointed out 
that both the Greek names for the numbers and the Greek symbols 
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for them (jumping from t' = 10 to ,,' = 20) were based on a decimal 
system. This is the line of explanation suggested by S. 499 . r6-20, 
32-500. 2 . 

2078.1- 2. 00. •. • iunl'. It seems that there is a slight play upon 
words in this aphorism. The o~ in 00 p:1}8f.JI Uw seems to depend 
on (tw. The O:7r(tPOII £~w TOl) oupuvov was that which unlike the 
o~rav6<; has nothing beyond it. The ot; in 00 &.f.L'Tt Uw EUTt seems to 
be a partitive geni tive depending on Tt , [or the infinite as conceived 
by Aristotle is that of which there is always some part beyond the 
point you have reached in dividing it or in building it up by addi
tion. When, on the other hand, Aristotle identifies that 00 JL7JO£V 
;~w with the complete (n 8-9), here too 00 is a partitive genitive, 
and ECW is used in a different sense, viz. = I lacking' (a7l'"((TTtv a 10). 

This strange use of lew, adopted for the sake of epigram, leads to the 
still stranger and really indefensible phrase ov €UTtV &'7I'"ovu{a. Uw (a r 2). 

10- 12. WO'1t'EP • •• EO'TLI' E~W, j as we say of individual things U that 
is whole of which no part is outside or lacking", so we say of that 
which is strictly the whole (i.e. the universe) that it is that which 
nothing is outside, or from which nothing is lacking.' 

16. 1\ Jl£1' yap ... ~YJO'[v. Bonitz emended this to 0 P.fV ya.p a7rHpOV 
"1"0 OAOV q,."u{v, thus getting a more precise antithesis to 0 Sf TO OAOV 
7r'E1rEpO.V(}o.t . But Aristotle is simply saying that Melissus applied 
the word OAOV to his a1rEtpov, while Parmenides applied the word 
'riE1rEpaUP.£vov to his OAOV or universe, and he thus gets at any rate 
a verbal antithesis which suits his purpose. Bonitz gets some 
support from T. 95.10 and P. 475.2, but Simplicius clearly had the 
MS. reading (502 . S, 20). Bonitz points out rightly that Aristotle's 
usual way of referring to Melissus' doctrine is to say that he describes 
TO OV or 0 ovpavo'i as infinite (r8sa 32, b 17, 2S4a 25, Met. 98Gb 20, 
So ph. El. 167b 13, 181' 29). But Simplicius affords a perfectly 
simple explanation of the form of words used here when he says 
(502. 5) MlAtUUO'i p.o, yap, a:1rnpOV f'lTrwv 'TO QV, Kat OAOV aVTO cpYJaw 
(tvat. It may be added that the repetition of 'TO OAOV produced by 
Bonitz's reading is unnecessary and uncharacteristic of Aristotle. 

17. JlEUO'O&EV lUOTra.Xls. Fr. 8. 44 jJ.EUUOOW lU07r(lAfS 7ravr'f}, 'equal 
in all directions from the middle.' 

)Jvov XLV~ UUVQ1t'T£LV, a proverb for putting like things together. 
Cf. PI. Euthyd. 298 c, Strattis Po/am. fro 38. 

19- 20. TrEp~lXELV ••. EXELV. Bonitz's emendation of Bekker's 
7rEpl€XOV • •. lxov is sufficiently supported by T. 95, rs; E also has 
'1rEptEXELV, and its omission of the words following 7rlptiXEtV is easier to 

explain if its original had txnv, not txov. For the view in question 
cf. 203b II. 

21- 2. EO'n ••• 00, ' the infinite element in the complete constitu-
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tion of a magnitude is matter '; i.e. in any actual extended thing 
that which is infinite in the sense in which Aristotle has admitted 
the infinite, viz. that which is infinitely divisible, or in other words 
spatial extension, is the material element, which needs to be supple
mented by the formal element, i.e. definite shape. It is only when 
thus supplemented that it becomes actually a OhOV ; apart from such 
supplementation it is only potentially a OAoy. 

The order of the words is in favour of taking Til!: ... T£AUOnrrO!: as 
depending on TO a1iupov, not on VA.". 

22- 3. 8~o. LPETOV .. . npoa6£o'U'. The wording is very loose, and the 
phrase is excised by Stolzle; but it is sufficiently supported by 
P. 479· Is-r8, S. 502.31-2, T. 95. 22-4. For the meaning of TI,V 
Q.vT£cTTpafLp-£vy]v 7Tpou(hutY cf. 206b 3-12. 

24. Ka.T· QAAO, in virtue of the element of form or definite shape. 
27. ~v fLOPlOU AOY<t', a fairly common idiom in Aristotle (cf. 

H.A. 559b 20, E.N. "3Ib 20), as well as elsewhere (e.g. Hdt. 3.120 

(V civopwv AOy~) C to be reckoned as a man).' 
29-30. b rd ... VOTJTCi. Bonitz's punctuation restores sense to 

a passage which as printed by Bekker, with a comma after }l.tKpOV 

and none after aluB1]TOIS, was unintelligible. If the a7T'£tpOv is what 
contains or bounds in the case or sensible things, then the JLf.yo. Kat 

JLtI(POII, which is Plato's D.7T'£tpov (2036 IS), should be what contains 
in the case or intelligible things. But Plato actually makes it the 
material or bounded element in the Ideas (as well as in sensible 
things), Mel. 987b 20. 

CHAPTER 7 

207b 8-10. TO yap Tpta. ... EKBO"TOS, i.e. the nouns representing 
the numbers (as when we say 'two is an even number') are rela
ted 7TUPWVVp-ws to the corresponding adjectives; I two ' means f the 
number containing two units " and the nominal use arises rrom the 
adjectival use. Aristotle's doctrine or 7Tapwvvp.a is not very satis
factory, since in it metaphysical and linguistic considerations are 
blended. In general, he holds that adjectives expressing the 
presence of some quality are 7TapWvup.a as compared with the corres
ponding abstract nouns (Cat. 1& 14. I06 30, b 9. E.E. 1228!l. 35), as also 
adjectives of rnaterial as compared with the nouns of material (Phys. 
245b I I). He can hardly mean by this that they are etymologically 
derived rrom them; for he can hardly have thought that A£VKO'i was 
derived from A£VK6T1}'i (Cal. lOa 30) or £O"'TclVQt from UTf:fUt'i (ib. 6b J 3). 
A word is called a 7rapwvvp.o-v of another when (I) there is a linguistic 
conn ex ion behveen the words (Cat. 10& 3 2 _ b 9) and (2) the latter 
stands for something metaphysically simpler and more fundamental 
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than what the former stands for. AElJK6~ is 7rapwvvp.ov from AU/K01'7J5 
because it means I characterized by A(\IKOTl]!O '. Similarly the noun 
I two' is derived from the adjective I two' because it means I the 
number composed of two units '. 

For the order 'TO rp{a Kal. ova cr. Fhys. 22 7a 32 QUaE yap p.(Ta~ 
ovO:OO!O Kat J-Wv&.80r;. 

14. T~~ 8'XOTO,...tUo; is probably a (correct) gloss on XWptcrroi. 'This 
number has no existence apart from the bisection which gives rise 
to it '. Simplicius interprets XWP((rT05 rather differently; he thinks 
the meaning is that the number thus produced is not an abstract 
number, £11 irr'Ulo{q. Kdp.£JIos, but a fJWj.LUTLK05 aptOp.6<; (so too Philo
ponus). 

14- 15. oUSE ... Xpovou, cf. 206 fL 2I-b 3. 
Ig. breI. ..• a.lcrOl')TOV. This Aristotle considers himself to have 

established in ch. S. 
21- 5. TO S' Q1I'OPOII ••. KLII'IO'tll. The infinity which Aristotle be

lieves to exist in jAEy£80t; is not infinite extent but infinite divisibility 
(with what follows from it, the possibility of indefinite addition 
of diminishing fractions to an original fraction of the whole) (20680 

16- 18, b 3- 12). It is a therefore a corresponding infinity that 
he here ascribes to movement and to time. Since there is no jLly£-

60t; infinite in extent, there can be no movement over an infinite 
jAly(()cx. But there may be infinite movement in another sense. 
Time is infinite in extent (2Sl b 13,26), and circular movement 
lasting throughout infinite time wilt itself be infinite (241b 19, 26rb 

27- 265'12). 
25- 7. IIUII •.. 8tQlPETOII, i.e. we use [or the present the phrases 

I infinite magnitude " 'infinite movement', 'infinite time', but we 
shall show later what each of them stands for, and why every magni
tude is divisible into magnitudes. The reference is to vi . I, 2, 4. 

28. dlla.tpCIII •• • Q1I'£lpOIl. I can find no other instance of this use 
of o.l'o,tptLI' with an accusative and infinitive. Ul'o.tp<iv TO 8Lo,XEY£UOo,t 
(Mel. 1062b II, 1063 b I I ) and &'Vo,tp<LV TO brtUTo,u()o,t (ib. 994 b 20) are 
found , and possibly we should insert TO here. 

31- 2. T~ Sf f'<y(en/f luyl9u . .. £Tf:POIl. Any straight line, however 
short, can be divided in the same ratio as any other however long 
(Eucl. El. vi. 10), and therefore any property that could be proved by 
the use of a great magnitude can equally be proved by the use of 
a small one. Thus mathematics does not need very great magnitudes, 
let alone infinite ones. 

33- 4. !Zen£: •• . I·l.£yl9£O'lll. Reading 'TO 8E <lvo.t Iv 'TOL~ O~UtV €U'T(U 
P.<yEO<O'W, S. SII. 26 interprets K~V rT]v u1r08u~tv 8tJVQ.'TOV bp.o{w~ KQt 

bTl. 'TWI' J-LT, OV'TWV &.AX" l.1rtvoovjA£vwv jAryd)wv 7Tot£iO'Oo,~, «Un 'Ttl. y< 
uq,<(J"TWTo, UX~fLC1TQ. olne (I' 7Ta.Ut P.EyEfhutv· ou -yap 8~ Ko,l (I' 'TOtt; ;'nvoov~ 
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JL€1I0tt; «AX' £11 To,r; o~(1iv (UTt. This is not very satisfactory. It would 
be more natural to take the words as meaning I thus a small line will 
serve as well for proof as an infinite one, but its being will be (while 
that of an infinite line cannot be) in the realm of actually existing 
entities', But even this is not very naturally expressed E's reading 
gives an easy enough meanin~J but the absence of OVaEI' (unv 

avo:YI(lLOV in Philoponus and Sirnplicius puts these words under 
serious suspicion of being a gloss. Both readings seem to me to 
have originated from that which I have adopted, through an attempt 
to balance the p.£" clause with a 8' clause; this is unnecessary, as 
will be seen from De Ittt. 23 b 30, De Part. An. 690b 2 1 and from 
L. and S. S. Y. ""£'" A. i. 2. 

34. l1rEL ... TETpo.XWS, ii. 3· 
35. ws . .. lan, cr. 206b IS, 207 & 2J. 
208 fL I. TO !lEV dVO-L O-~T~ O'Tlp'laLS, sc. the mere absence of limit. 
2- 3. cJ!o.[VOYTBL .• • d.TrE(p~ , This is true both of the physicists who 

believed in infinite water or ai r, or an infinite intermediate element 
(2051\ 27), or an infinite op.ou 7Tavro. (203& 25), or a 7ro.VU7rEPpio. TUIY 

UX"f}p.o..'TWV (ib. 2[), as the matter out of which existing things were 
formed; and of the Pythagoreans and Plato, who posited a pure 
a.7rEtpoV as the material element in existing things (ib. 4). 

3- 4. SLO •• . 1rEpu:x6I-'-EVOV, cf. 203b II, 2 0 7 0. 18- 3 2. 

CHAPTER 8 

The arguments for an actual infinite reviewed in this chapter 
correspond to those mentioned in ch. 4: 

20S1l8- rr answers to 203b18- 20, 
lI- I 4 
14-[9 
20- 2! 
21 - 22 

20-22, 

22-30 , 

16- q, 
'7- [8. 

208a 6 - 8. Tel. .... Ey yap .•. d.TrO-II'T~O'ELs. The distinction meant to 
be conveyed is not very clear. It may be that Aristotle means that 
some of the arguments (presumably those answered in & 8- 19) have 
110 convincing power, while the others, though they have this, can 
he met by counter-arguments which prevent us from drawing the full 
conclusion which believers in an actual infinite wish us to draw. 

9 - 10. lvSiXETO-L .. • yEIIEaL"'. It is Aristotle's actual opinion that 
there is no absolute 'Y(VEUL<; and no absolute t/l8op&. ; the 'Y(VEat<; of 
one thing is always tne t/lOopa. of another and vice versa (De Gen. t! 
COYY. 319& 20). 

12. c11TTETO-L yap Tray TWOS, I for everything that is in contact is m 
contact with something J. 

~on 29 
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14. ou8' ... (!TTL"'I a second argument against this argument. Every

thing that exists is limited, but not any and every thing can he in con
tact with any and every other. Simplicius illustrates by saying that 
an utterance and a line cannot be in contact though both are limited. 
Contact can only exist either between two material things or between 
two mathematical objects, and is thus clearly distinct from limitation. 

15- 16. 00 . . . VO~CTEW~1 the infinitely great and infinitely small 
quantities that we get exist not in reality but in OllT thought. E7,{ = 
' on the side of'. 

IS. E~W ... p.t:yl8ous. Alexander took f.~W 'TOV QUTt"Oo; to mean 
'outside the city' (so too Themistius and Philoponus); but Simplicius 
objects that this would not be directly relevant to the discussion of 
the infinite, and prefers (after Eudemus) to take the words as meaning 
'bigger than the city' . This has the advantage of avoiding the 
zeugma in the use of E~W iinplied in Alexander's interpretation. But 
it gives a most unnatural meaning to Uoo 'TOV JU'T(os". Diets seems 
to be right in following the' more accurate manuscripts' reported 
by P. 495. 6 as having omitted 'TOU au'T£oS" and YJ. Diels is very likely 
right m thinking the interpolation arises from some words in Eudemus' 
commentary such as ov StI]. TOii'TO D..tUPT/S" XtA{wv O"'ta.o[wv EUTlv ~ TOU 

~<T"'o, I'-d~wv (cf. S. 5'7. 13- 17). 
20- 1. 0 SE Xpovos .. . }.QJ.L~Qvo""lvou. Here Aristotle allows some 

importance to the first of the arguments for an infinite put forward 
in cb. 4. Time, movement, and thought must be admitted to be 
limitless, but their being is a constant coming into being and passing 
away j they never exist as given infinite wholes. Cf. 2063 2S_b 3. 

21- 2. fJ-EyeBoS ... a:rrnpov. Aristotle here denies the force of the 
second argument put forward in ch. 4. An actual infinite is not 
proved to exist either by our power of actualty whittling away a given 
magnitude without limit, or by our power of imaginatively supposing 
it increased without limit. v0l17'LK9 is advisedly added to (1V&jUEt and 
not to Ka()atp(un; for Aristotle thinks there is a maximum, though 
no minimum, of really existing magnitude; cf. 207b 3- 5. 

BOOK IV. CHAPTER 1 

2081:1. 28. '1TWS fan, i.e. whether it exists as a separate entity (as on 
the OluCTTTlfLa. view), or as an element in that whose place it is (as, on 
the views which identify it with matter or with form), or as an element 
in what surrounds the thing whose place it is (as on Aristotle's own 
view). 

30. Tpo.ylXo.~os, I a fantastic animal, represented on Eastern carpets 
and the like' (L. and S.) ; cf. Dc Int. r61:1.16, An. Pro 49a 24, An. 
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Post. 9,b 7, Aristoph. Ratl. 937, Menand. Hal. '4, PI. Rep. 
488a. 

31- 2. Ka.L Til; IU~(J'EWS .. . ,*,opdv. rpopa is the most KOt~ of the 
four species of K{vrWW (or rather p..ero..f3oA~), since it is involved in 
the existence of all the others ; cr. 260& 26-261 8 26, Met. I07Zb 8, 
1073812 . It is also KvptwTfiT'r] K{V7JUt<; since it is that to which the 
word K{V'1O'W is most strictly applicable. 

34- b I. En ... a._hoG. Earlier thinkers bave not stated the diffi· 
culties about place; still less have they surmounted the difficulties. 

u3- 5 . IhE BE ... 80Ke:~ . Bekker and Prantl read 07"£ ~£ KTA., with 
a comma after KaT£XH. But a much better sense is got by reading 
aTE indefinite and placing a colon after KaT£Xft. Cornford takes the 
passage so, but prints OTE. 

10. nYc. SUva .... L"'. Svva,u.t~ means more than 'significance'. The 
proper place of a body, according to Aristotle, has an actual influence 
on it j an attractive influence which draws the body to it, as the form 
which matter is destined to assume has an attractive influence on 
matter. Cf. De Cae!o 310833 TO O' £L .. TOY (lVrou T01rOY ¢£p~q9(l1. 
(1«(lO'TOY TO f:i .. TO (lin-oli ~!805 €r:Tn ¢£pw.()r1..t. 

13-14. KQl Qt ~oma.l ••• 8lQo-r&'UlEwv. The behaviour of light and 
heavy bodies proves the physical influence only of the directions 
'up' and {down '. But Aristotle evidently assumes that if they have 
an independent existence, the other four must have such as well. 
Elsewhere he tries to establ ish an objective or absolute definition for 
them also. The right side of the universe is that on which the 
stars rise, the left that on which they set (De Cado ,8Sb 17- 19). 
The front of the universe is that region through which the stars 
move in going from right to left; the back is that which is opposite 
to the front (ib. ,87b 72-,88a I'). 

It is clear that, with Aristotle's conception of the universe as 
forming a sphere, if up and down, right and left, front and back are 
to be treated as the six divisions or directions, each pair must be 
interpreted as being the hemispheres into which the sphere is divided 
by a plane, and the three planes must be at right angles to each 
other. This gives quite a different interpretation to 'up' and 
'down' from that offered in the present chapter, where' up' refers 
to the circumference of the universe and C down' to its centre. The 
other interpretation is given to 'up' and' down' jn De Cado ii. 2, 

where it is argued that the south is the true upper pole of the 
universe. 

Really, of course, the present interpretation of avw and l(aTW would 
exclude there being any other directions at all, or alternatively would 
require six others and not four. In the latter case up and down 
would express distance from and nearness to the centre, and the 
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other six would express position in one or other of the six hemi· 
spheres produced, two at a time, by three planes through the centre 
intersecting at right angles. 

24- 5· c:,s ... EXCl(TTOV is the reading of S. 524. 34, 526. 4, 16. E 
has wUU p..OYOl' uVrwv vo£wOal "'-r,v BlaU', o.AAa. p.~ £x,HV q,VUW TOm-WI' 

clCaCTTov. The other MSS. and apparently Themistius (103 22) have 
(f,UTE fLoVOV VOf.'i,,-(}ut aln-wv ,",V BlcTL", oln( £xovrQ. </lvCTn TOVrwv (ICQ.O"TOV. 

Philoponus very likely had the same (500. ,8- 25, 503. 12- 20). 
Simplicius tells us that Alexander emended to (J;U'T( 1'0"011 lIOE'iUOa.t 

aUTwv T1]v BluLV; it is not clear what Alexander read a rter this. What 
is clear is that Alexander's emendation has found its way into the 
MSS., and that Laas and Diels are right in going back to Simplici us' 
reading. Diels takes wro T(l P.OI/OV AEyop.f.Va . . . OtJK EXOIl'ra as an 
accusative absolute, and in view of Met. 98rn. 25 uocpw'Tipovro 'Touro 
'Tf.xvtTllro T(;W (J.l7r€{pwv (;1rOAllp.!3avop.€v, W~ KllTa 'TO EISivat ,u.O.AAOV 
a.KOAov(;1ovuav 'Trlv uocptav 7r(lUt, and the other instances cited in 
Bonitz's Index 872a 18- 23, this is quite likely to be the construction. 
But another is equally likely; omitting the comma after a.pur'Tf.pO. 
and placing one after 8t.utv, we get the sense : I for, though they are 
not in place, ye t in respect of their position relatively to us they have 
a right and a left in the sense of" right I, and" left" in which these are 
merely names assigned in respect of relative position, while they have 
not these distinctions by their own nature.' 

I n any case the object of tbe reference to 1"0. p.a8."p.a1"LKo. is to 
reinforce the distinction between a right and left relative to the 
observer and one rooted in the nature of the observed, by pointing 
out that mathematical objects have the former and not the latter. 

30- 1. Xlyu . .. £.lrpuaTf:pyo~, Tluog. II6- I7. 
20ga 2 - 30. olr ..• d. ... ClyKaLOY. Aristotle claims in 2I2b 22-9 that 

these problems are solved by his account of place. The first problem 
is referred to in 212 b 25, the second ib. 24- 5, the fifth ib. 27- 9, the 
sixth ib. 23- 4. The third and fourth are not taken up in the later 
passage. 

4- 6. SLClO'T~t'ClTo. .. . nay. The suggested argument is: f Place 
has the th ree dimensions; body has the three dimensions; therefore 
place is body': an obvious fallacy, but plausible enough to give rise 
to an a..1ropla. 

14- 18. oVr€ . . . ,...ly€9os. Aristotle sets himself to prove four 
things: that place is not (I) a corporeal element, nor (2) composed 
of such, nor (3) an incorporeal element, nor (4) composed of such. 
(,) and (2) are not kept clearly apart in the proof, nor are (3) and 
(4); but the whole implied proof may be put as follows. Place 
cannot be (I) or (2) because both corporeal elements and what is 
composed of them are bodies, and space is flot a body. It cannot 



be (3) or (4) because neither incorporeal elements nor the things 
composed of them have size, and place has size. 

16. oJn: TWII dawfJ-dTwlI. By the incorporeal or intelligible (a 18) 
elements Aristotle means such elements as the Pythagorean 1ff.pa~ 

and Q.1fopov, or the Platonic EV and aopUTToi 8uai. 

23- 5. ETt .•• a:nupoli. The nature of the argument here, as well 
as of the repetition of it in 2IOb 23, and of the answer to it in 
2 I 2b27- 91 shows that we should read 1fOU ferrat not (as in the editions) 
as a question, but as a statement, I place will be somewhere '. This 
is confirmed by T. r05. '3, P. 513. 5-6, S. 534. 7- 8. 

28. be. TOUTI&lII, from the facts named in a 26-7, that every body is 
in place and there is body in every place, i.e. that body and place 
are co·extensive (t:l fL~' (Ac.lTTWV fL~E fLd'wv /) T01fOi £Kc.lo-rOU). Aris
totle has still to prove that there is body in every place, i.e. that 
there is no void (chs. 7- 9). But here he is merely stating n.1fopia.t, 
and he can assume this as an lv8o~ov though he has not proved it. 

CHAPTER 2 

209a 32-3. ka.t ... lrpWT~. Aristotle here defines KOtvOi TOtrOi as 
the all-inclusive place, and the ,8to~ TOtrO') of a body as the place 
completely occupied by it. Really there may be a series of inter
mediate places, for A may be in B, B in C, C in D, &c. Each of 
these intermediate places is a KOLVO'i T01fO; of A; but only the all
inclusive place is a completely KOtila; TOtrO;. This all-inclusive place 
is coextensive with the oVpavo;. 

b 3- 4. ~ . . . fJ-Eyl8ous. We may say either that a definite magni
tude is limited by its form , or that th e indefinite extension which is 
the matter or potentiality of a definite magnitude is limited by a form 
and the definite magnitude is thus produced. 

6 . TO SLQaT11fJ-a. TOU I-'Eyl8ouc; here means very much the same as 
~ ~A"1 ~ TOU fL£YlOour; in b 4. It is the indefinite extension which 
becomes a definite extension when limited by a form . 

10. Td n&.8,." i.e. the mathematical properties of the sphere, and 
the attributes consequent on the material it is made of. 

n -13. SU) • .. TQlholi. It is correct to say that the TimatUI identi
fies xwpa and TO ILf:TdA'I1I"TtKOV. The latter phrase does not occur 
there, but n,v TOl) YE)'ovoTor; OpaTOU Kat 1fc.lVTW; ala81]Tou fL1]T£pa. Kat 
V1fo80X7J1I ••• avopaTOV EI80; Tt Kat dJLDfXPOV, 1faV8fxl'), fLfTo."AafLpallov 
8£ atrOpWTaT4 1t1J T OU V01]TOU Kat 8\JQ"aAWTMaTOV of 5 [ a 4-b I is identi
fied with xwpa. in 52 a 8, b 4 (where T01f05 also is used, apparently 
without distinction of meaning, ;.., nllt Tom!, Kat KdTf.XOV XWpall Ttva). 
and d 3. This, with 1faPa.8dYfLOoTd or Forms, is what Plato needs for 
the construction of the sensible world. 
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Aristotle's phrase TO fH'T(J.A1}7lTLKOV may be due to a misinterpretation 
of the phrase J1ETa'Aa.J1{3avov O£ •.• 'tou VOlfTov. That phrase does 
not mean ' receptive of intelligible form', but' sharing in intelligi
bility ' (as the context shows). But TO p..era.'A.:rj1TTudw is not a bad 
paraphrase of such words as inroooX~ and 7ra,,8<x(s (cf. (opav 7rUpixov 
OCTo. (XU Y(VEOW 1rao"LV 52 b T) . It is much more risky to say, as 
Aristotle does, that Plato identified xwpa with VAT}. The truth ahout 
this is excellently put by Prof. Taylor (on Tim. 52 b 4). 'It is ... 
not true that Timaeus teaches that matter is space .. . . Matter really 
plays no part in his cosmology a t all. The" permanent implied in 
change II is not thought of by him as a" stuff" or a U substrate ". In 
being the permanent implied in change, it discharges the same 
function which vA:ry or "matter" does in the Physics of Aristotle, but 
there the resemblance of the two notions stops. There is no "sub~ 
strate of change" in the scheme of Timaeus. Aristotle is himself so 
imbued with the view that the permanent implied in change can 
only be thought of as " stuff /I or "substrate II that he was probably 
• .. lflconscious that he was falsifying the theory of the Tz1naeus by 
forcing his own technical terminology into it. ' Cf. also Prof. Taylor 
on Tim . S8c 2-4. 

13- 16. (1)...).ov SE Tpchrov .•. d.1fE~~Va.TO . Comparing this passage 
with b 33-21011. 2 we see that the discrepancy between the Tilllaeus 
and the' unwritten doctrines' was that in the latter the p.dhKTlKOV or 
fLETUAf}7rTLKOV was identified not with vAf} (or rather, as we have seen 
in the previous note, not with xwpa) but with the great and small. 
The substitution of this for xwpa as the non~formal element may be 
explained by the fact that, while in the TZ1naeus Plato was discussing 
only the constitution of sensible th ings, he later carried his analysis 
further and performed an analysis of the Forms corresponding to 
that which he had already performed on sensible things. ' The 
great and small' was a more suitable name than I space ' to use of 
that which unites with the One to make the Forms, as well as with 
the Forms to make sensible things (Met. g87b r8-22, 98811. II-J4). 

The o:ypu...po. 8J.yP.QTQ of Pinto are not elsewhere alluded to by 
Aristotle under this name. They are probably to be identified (as 
by S. 545. 23) with Plato's lectures on the Good, which, if we may 
trust the summary of them by Alexander in S. 454. 22-455. If, 

expounded inter alia the doctrine of the great and small. These 
lectures, we are told (S. 453. 28), were attended and taken down by 
Aristotle, Heraclides, Hestiaeus, and others. 

25. lZaTr~p E~a.""EV, 208b 2- 6. 
28- 30. Ka.t •• . laTLJo'. This sentence confirms the point just 

made, that the place of a thing is no part of the thing and therefore 
cannot be either its matter or its form; this is confirmed by the 
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facts that the place of a thing is akin to a vessel containing it (only 
that the vessel is movable while the place is not), and that a vessel is 
no part of its contents. The distinction between place and vessel is 
brought out more fully in 2128. 14-21. 

30- 32. n .... EV . . . tJ80s sums up b 2 [-30; n SE ... 0)..1') 0; sums up 
~3I-h5· 

32-3. BOKEL ••. Qlhou. This is a note putting in a slightly different 
way the distinctness of a thing's place from it, which has been the 
theme of b 22 - 32. Common thought, says Aristotle, holds that if 
a thing is somewhere, there is something outside it, distinct from it; 
this, he implies, is its place. 

33- 210& 2. n)..QTCI.HlL .•. ytypa.+EV. Aristotle evid.ently assumes 
that TO p-efhK'TlKOV (= 'TO P-f.TQA'Y)7r'TU(OV of b r4) is in Plato's system 
receptive of the Forms and numbers; this is perhaps due to the 
misunderstanding of Plato's phrase p..f.TaAap..!3a.vov O:7f'OpWTQ.Ta. 7i[J TOi} 

lI07JToi} mentioned in my note on b 11- 13. In fact the V1TO~OX-? is 
never represented by Plato as receiving the Forms hut only as 
receiving 'TIl. 1Ta.VTQ uWJUl.Ta (sob 6), and Aristotle's misunderstanding 
i$ due to his thinking of the function of the lnroOoxrJ too much in 
terms of his own conception of matter (cf. b II-13 n.), according to 
which matter does receive or participate in form. 

Plato implies in TtllZ. 52 a 8- b 5 that there are things (and he must 
mean the Forms) which are not in place; and this is undoubtedly 
his view about the Forms. Aristotle's argument against him on this 
ground rests on the misunderstanding ment'ioned above. 

21011. 2- 5. En . . . TOll'O'i. Aristotle reverts here t.o the point made 
in zoSb 8-r4~ the tendency of bodies to move to a place of their own, 
and uses it effectively to refute the view that place can be either the 
matter or the form of that whose place it is. 

3-4. oJ fL~ K("'1(T~'i ... lCJT{ does not mean' that of which there is 
1)0 motion " for there is no motion of place. The genitive must be 
taken more generally, I that to which motion and the distinction of 
up and down are in no necessary relation " i.e. that to or from which 
there can be no motion, and which does not contain the distinction 
of up and down; sc. matter or form . 

5. Et .• . TOrrO'i. Q.Vrw is the reading in the first hand of all Bekker's 
MSS. and occurs in Philoponus and in Simplicius' lemma (547· 33) 
and paraphrase (548. z). Simplicius is no doubt righ.t in interpreting 
aVr0 as Q.Vrc!J T~ 1Tpo.:YJUl.Tt. Bekker's a&~ gives no good sense. 

g- n . In ... ,Oop" ; Alexander (S. 549· 25- 550.4) and S. 550. 
5-24 take this to be an attack on the view that place is either form 
or matter. Alexander supposes the argument to be: 'if form is 
place, then since when air becomes water the form of air perishes, 
its place perishes; but place cannot perish. If on the other hand 
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matter is place, the difficulty arises that when water becomes air the 
matter remains the same but the place changes.' Simplicius agrees 
as regards the first horn of the dilemma, but thinks the second horn 
must be : I if on the other hand matter is place, the place becomes 
smaller, so that the old place perishes-which is absurd.' These 
explanations seem to me over·elaborate. There is no reference to 
the identification of place with form or with matter. As Aspasius 
saw (S. 549- 12). the sentence only means' when matter shrinks (as 
from the gaseous to the liquid condition), its former place is no 
longer there j for the matter now occupies a smaller place. But how 
can place perish? I The argument, like all those in chapters I and 
2, is dialectical; it presents the difficulty about shrinking bodies 
corresponding to that which 209& 27-9 presents about expanding 
bodies. 

CHAPTER 3 

Since the notion of place is i~separably bound up with that of 
being in a place, Aristotle endeavours to clear up ambiguities in the 
notion of { in', before proceeding to the further discussion of place. 
Incidentally this discussion provides him with three valuable results: 
(r) It enables him to dispose of the question whether, and if so in 
what sense, a thing can be in itself (n 25- h 22). (2) It enables him 
to answer Zeno's objection, that if place is anything it must be in 
another place (b 22- 7). (3) It furnishes yet another argument 
against the identification of place with either form or matter 
(b 27- 31) . 

ln Met. 10231\ 23-5 the senses of lv are said to correspond to 
those of £Xnv, which means (I) to treat according to one's own 
nature or impulse (answering to sense (6) here), (2) to have, as a 
receptive material has the form that is imposed on it (answering to 
sense (5) here), (3) to contain (answering to senses (I), (3) and (8) 
here), (4) to prevent a thing from moving according to its own 
impulse (answering to nothing in the present classification). ' 

210n 19. ko.L a}..ws; TO ~lpos TOU dSous is added to show that the 
differentia, no less than the genus, may be said to be in the species. 

20. t.ls ... I{IUXPOlS, i.e. health resides in the hot and cold materials 
in the body, and depends upon a proper balance of them for its 
existence. 

21~3. ETL ••• EVEka.. These two are idiomatic senses of lv, in 
which the English I in ' cannot be used, except with certain special 
verbs, as we might say I the fortunes of a company centre in the 
managing director' (sense (6», or I this is the object in which my 
desires are centred' (sense (7» . 
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itself, why Aristotle discusses at such length whether a thing can be 
in itsel( Simplicius provides a probable answer by saying that the 
problem was suggested to Aristotle by Anaxagoras' statement (205 b2) 

that the infinite maintains itself at rest because it is in itself. 
Aristotle refuted the view there on other grounds, but may have 
thought it well to add by implication a further argument against it. 

Another source of Aristotle's interest in the problem may be found 
in Plato's dialectical proofs in the Parmenides that the One cannot be 
in itself (I3Ba 7- b 5) and that it must be in itself (J 45 b 6-c 7) 
(quoted in S. 560,561). 

26- 7. ~iLxwo; • .• ETEPOV, i.e. we may be asking ( I) whether a thing 
can be, strictly qua itself, in itself qua itself, or (2) whether a thing 
can be in itself, in virtue of something else (i.e. in virtue of some 
part of itself being in another part of itself). Aristotle's conclusion 
is that it is only in the second, very loose, sense that a thing may be 
said to be in itself. 

29-30. >""tYETQL ••• AOYLaTLItOV. Tbe examples of whiteness and 
scientificness are introduced not, at this stage, as examples of a 
thing's being said to be in another KB1'a. n j.4Epor;;, but of the more 
general fact that an assertion which can be made strictly about a 
part may for that reason be made indirectly about the whole. A man 
is called white because his surface is white, or scientific because his 
rational faculty has been trained so as to have become scientific. 

31- 3. c\ Sf. TO\) oiyou d",,+OPEUo; •. • ",,6plQ., i.e. if we are willing to 
combine the loose wa.y of speaking of a as being in 0 when a part of 
a is in 6, and the loose way of speaking of a as being in 0 when a is 
in a part of 0, we may say that the whole bottle·of-wine is in itself 
because the wine is in the bottle. 

34-b 6. otov •. . a~~o . The instances of whiteness and scientific
ness are now brought into closer relation with the question whether 
a thing can be in itself. They are not instances of that (orov there
fore means 'just as', not 'e.g.'), but they are, equally with it, 
instances of the fact that A may be said to be in. B KaT' ti'\''\'o (C). 
A jar of wine may be said to be in itself in virtue of a part of it (the 
wine) being in another part (the jar). Not quite dissimilarly, white
ness may be said to be in a body because it is in its surface, and 
science to be in a soul because it is in its rational element (on 1'0 

AOYlOTlKOIl a 30); and, once more, it is in vi rtue of their presence in 
these (body and soul), which are parts when they are considered as 
present in a man (ti)~ yEo ill o.vBpW7r'f! b 2), that whiteness and scientific
ness may be said to be in a man, or in other words that a man may be 
described by the appellations (rrpo(rrryop{a, b 2) white' and ( scientific '. 

b 2- 4. 6 Si d",,+Ope:or;; . . . Q,h~. This appears to be a parenthesis. 
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The statement that soul and body are parts, when considered as 
elements in human nature (b 2), leads Aristotle to revert to the 
instance of the jar of wine (mentioned in ~ 30- 33) and to point out 
that similarly the jar and the wine are parts only when they are 
together. Then in b 4 he returns to the case of whiteness and states 
more explicitly what he has stated more obscurely in a 34-b 2. The 
sense is made clearer by the punctuation I have adopted in 
• 34- b 4. 

6- 8. ka.L ••• f...€UKOI'. Aristotle here points out that when we 
examine the case of whiteness and find what whiteness directly 
inheres in (viz. surface), we get no confirmation whatever for the 
view that a thing can be Ka(j' aVro, or directly, in itself; surface 
and whiteness are quite different things, and definable in quite 
different terms. 

g. KaT' ouSiva T~IY S~opLafLwl' , i.e. of the senses of iv enumerated in 
0. [5-2 4. 

16- 21. KQTo. fLEV 001' TO Etl'QL ..• otI'05. Aristotle proves two different 
things about container and contained. (I) They cannot be one in es
sence; to be acontainer and to be contained are clearly quite differently 
definable. But when to be an A and to be a B are quite differentj 
it sometimes happens that a particular A can serve as a B to itself, 
as when a physician becomes his own patient. Then A and Bare 
the same KUTa CTVI-'-{JEfJ7'JKOr; though not KUTa. TO €!vat. But (2) con
tainer and contained cannot be even thus related. For the relation 
of container and contained involves not only a notional but a factual 
difference between the two, so that if that which contains were in 
itself, there would be two bodies occupying the same place. 

Since the clause beginning aAAa p.~v ovoE is in opposition to KUTa. 

JJ.f.v TO €!vut OTt £TEPOV, it ought to run aAAa p~v oV8f. KUTa crup/3E/37'JKO<; 
E'voEXfTut 70 uVrO ErVut. Its actual form is dictated by a reminiscence 
of €t7rfP UO£XETut aVrJ Tt £v a:im{l Elvat b 12, so that it would read in 
full M.Aa. J1~v OVOf. KaTQ. UVpf3E{J7'JKOS lVOEX€Tut «liTo n EY a&~ €lvat. 

The sense is substantially the same. 
19-21. aUTOS •. . otl'OS, I for (a) the jar will be in itself (if we make 

the absurd assumption that that whose nature is to contain can be 
in itself), and (b) that which it is its nature to contain, e.g. wine if it 
is its nature to contain wine, will also be in it (the jar).' 

22- 7 . 8 ... lEvat. Aristotle reverts to Zeno's problem men
tioned in 209B 23- 5. The reading ;Y nvt (b 23) is (with OTt) better 
grammar, and gives a better argument, than Bekker's EI' T(Vt. It is 
also read by the Greek commentators. ZenD, in accordance with 
the thoroughgoing materialism of his school, said' that which exists 
must be in something, i.e. in some place. Therefore if a place 
exists, it must be in another place, and so ad infinitum. But this 
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infinite series does not exist. Therefore there is no such thing as 
place.' Aristotle answers: 'Grant that that which is must be in 
something. Yet it need not be in a place; there arc, as we have 
seen (tI. 15- 24) other senses of H in ". It may be in something as 
health is in warm living tissues as a state embodied in them, or as 
warmth itself may be in a body as a concomitant attribute. No in
finite series is involved. If the place of a body were in another place 
just as the body is in the first place, an infinite series would result. 
But if the first place is in something else in a different sense of " in ", 
an infinite series is not involved.' 

3 0 . TOU EYOVTOS, 'of the thing which is in a place'. 

CHAPTER 4 

21I(l. 3- 4. '1I'pOC; Si TOOTOLS • • • KaTea). Simplicius asks why the other 
directions, right and left, before and behind, are not mentioned as 
well as up and down, and answers correctly that the latter alone are 
differentiae of place considered as receptive of natural bodies. 
Aristotle tries, no doubt, (cr. 208b 13-14 n.) to find a cosmic signifi
cance for the other four directions, but essentially they relate to the 
parts of animal bodies and the directions of the movement of animals. 
Hence' up I and I down' alone find a definition in Aristotle's final 
account of place (212· 21-9). 

,-u. SEL ... +U)lEpO)l. The construction is confused. The last 
two clauses are (as TE a 8 shows) dependent on WUTE, but instead of 
using the infinitive, as in the first WUT£ clause, Aristotle reverts to 
the indicative, which he has used with 01l'"wo;' b 7. The 01l'"WS clause is 
itself interrogative, but merging into finality as often with verbs like 
uKi7rTEU9at, and the I final' element in the 07l"WS clause leads to the 
confusion in the two last werrE clauses. 

13- 14. S~a. yap ToiiTo ... 1C.~)I~O'Et, 'indeed, the chief reason why we 
think of even the heavens as being in place is that they are always 
ion movement '. But our reasoning is inaccurate, because their 
movement, being rotation, does not involve their being in place, and 
in fact they are not so (212a 3I-b II). 

18. l)lEPYEl.~. The point of this is seen when we corne to £~8EX6-
p.£JIOJl 8 Ig. Of the things that are actually moving per accidens some 
are capable of moving per St. 

26. TO EO'XUTOY ulhou, the inner surface of the air. 
27- 9. Et .•• l a.w. Here Aristotle uses, to aid him in discussing 

T07l"0o;', the third of the (voota. of 2IOb 32-2118 6, viz. TO~ 1I'"PWTO~ 
T()1I'"0V fLVr' £AaTTw IA:rJTE p.<t,w IEll/at. • 

32-3. 8 . .. iO'o)l. This is added to show that the account just 
given of the place of a thing agrees with the tIlOo~a. stated in II. 1-2 . 
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b 1- 5. ETL . . . KaS~. These words were read by Philoponus (546. 20), 
Simplicius (57°.28), and Themistius (IIZ . 22). According to 
Simplicius, Alexander condemned them as a dittograph of (L 29~36, 
and Aspasius said nothing about them in his commentary. Philo· 
ponus and Simplicius are inclined to defend them, as adding some
thing new by giving examples of the distinction. They may well be 
by Aristotle himself, but if so they must belong to an alternative 
version; they are too much of a repetition of a 29- 36 to have been 
meant to follow them. E furnishes some evidence of the intrusiveness 
of b 1- 5, for it has the words iv yap 74J aiJT(~ . .. ~'T'ToJ' a 33- h I both 
before and after ;n ... lCa&e, as if the scribe were not sure where 
the latter could best be fitted in. 

In b 3 the sense requires the insertion of wS' £V T07ro/ before orov. 
Bekker's KaTcl in b 4 is apparently a mere slip. 

2. " O~L'i' here means that part of the eye which is the precise 
organ of sight, i.e. according to Aristotle's view the KOPTI or 
pupil. 

10. Ta. TP~a., i.e. any of the three first named. The first two views 
have been already discussed and rejected in 209a. 3[- 2[0" 9, but 
Aristotle adds a brief refutation here; he argues against the identifi
cation with form in b [2- 14, against the identification with matter 
in b 36- 2J2a 2. He shows that the former view comes very near to 
the truth ; it errs merely by identifying place with the outer boundary 
of the contained, when it should have identified it with the inner 
boundary of the container, which is spatially coincident with but in 
definition distinct from the outer boundary of the contained. 

Ig. ChrTfU8aL, to touch, i.e. to fit, the container. 
19- 21. Et ••. T01!'OL. The MSS' l Philoponus, and Simplicius' 

lemma, have El 3' ~v TL TO (TO om. PS) 8U:lUT7JP.« TO (TO am. E) 7r£<plJKOS' 

I(at (Kat om. J) ,..";'vov (V T~ alrrC;; (o.im{j T07r't' GI]) G.7rf.tpm &v ~O'Q.V 
T07rOl. T. II6. 12 has d ~v Tt 3ufCTT7JJLQ. 1(0.9' a.1no 7r£tpUKOS' E!vat Kat 

p.o,f.tV £1' ~aUT~, d:7rEtpot &v -?UQ.V o[ T07rO£. Diels supports the MS. 
reading, interpreting TO 7rEtpVKO" as TO <pvO'£t ov. This, however, is 
not in accordance with Aristotle's usage. We are not bound to 
assume that Themistius had before him the words which he himself 
uses. His £v £Q.lJn~ is a mistaken paraphrase which he was led into 
by punctuating (as the editors have done) after instead of berore lv 
TW Qlrrw. The comma must come before these words, for the absurd 
c~nseq~ence to which Aristotle drives this view is not that there is 
an infinity of places, but that there is an infinity of coincident places 
(cf. b 24 7roAAol Tem-Ot IIp.a. lcrovTat). But Themistius' Kaf)' aUTO 
7rE~VKOS' ErVat (a.s Laas pointed out) gives the right sense (cf. 2 16a 24), 
and I can think of nothing that is more likely to have been what 
Aristotle wrote. Simplicius' paraphrase 8UlO'n1JLaTo~ TtS' tpVO'LS' {mer 
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fLiYOIITOS Karl awo J(al1L~ Ell (IwJL'l-TL OVTOIi (574.23) may point to the 
same reading. 

With the phrase KaO' aVTo 1rE<pVKOS (TvQt Kal fLf.1I011 may be compared 
2I4b 26 I(EXWpUTjA-f.Vce T07r~ Kat. {nrojJ-o,ovn. 

21- 3. j1f.etO'TQJLivou •.• d.YYEL't' . 'Vhen water and air are replacing 
each other in a process of an-tfLETC1OTQUtli or &.VTt7rf:ptO'TQU'" (cr. 208b 2). 

each of their parts will do, within the whole made up of the water 
and the air, what the waler does in the vessel, in the case considered 
above (b 14- 16) j i.e., on the view which Aristotle is combating, each 
part will leave an empty self-subsistent interval behind it when it 
changes its place. Thus within the whole self-subsistent interval 
which is supposed to extend from wall to wall of the containing 
vessel, there will be (since water or air is divisible into parts ad 
illji1litum) an infinite number of self·subsistent intervals, one inside 
another like the boxes in a nest of boxes. And each of them will 
partly coincide with all those that are inside itself, so that there will 
he (this is the first paradoxical conclusion to which Aristotle drives 
the opposing view) an infinite number of self-subsistent entities EV 
T~ a VT':J. 

23. 0.,...0. . •• ,...no.p&lAwv. This is the second paradoxical conse
quence, that when a container moves, the self-subsistent interval 
which, on the view in question , it has inside it, will be undergoing 
a change, i.e. will be moving to occupy another interval. Not only 
will things change their place, but places will change their place. 

It is necessary, I think, to suppose that the situation here con
templated is not that in which certain contents move out of a certain 
container (for then, on the view in question, the ou;'UTrJp.a remains 
behind-p.ivov b 2o- and does not move to a new place), hut that 
in which the container itself moves, carrying with it the Ow,urqfLa 
inside it. Movement of the container (as well as the independent 
movement of the contents) is referred to plainly in the next sen
tence. 

24- 5. Wen' • •. EO"OVTUl. Here Aristotle restates the two absurd 
consequences, in the reverse order. 

25- 9. OGK . .. oGpo.vou. Aristotle now points out that the facts of 
the case, when properly interpreted, do not involve the second of 
these consequences. I The place of a part, i.e. the place in which 
it moves, when the vessel is removed as a whole, is not different but 
the same '. The meaning one is at first inclined to expect is I the 
place of the part, into which it is moved, is not different '. The MSS. 
and the lemmata of P. 554.15 and S. 577. 9 read Ktvt:tTat in b 26, but 
all three commentators interpret as if they read -ytvf:Tat (T. 1I7. 8, 
P . 554. 24, S. 576. 8). If this be the general sense, we must suppose 
either that (V is used to express motion to and subsequent rest in 
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a place (L. and S. s.v., A.I. 8), or that y[v£Ta~ has been corrupted 
into KlV£tTat. But the former hypothesis does not seem consistent 
with Aristotle's carefulness of expression in such matters, and the 
corruption is not very probable. The words can be interpreted in 
a different way, in which Iv ~ KU'ELTo., is seen to be strictly correct. 
The meaning may be expanded as follows: 'The view that the place 
of a thing is a self-subsistent interval leads to the conclusion that 
one place moves into and acquires another place. But in fact, when 
we consider an aYTt7rf.p{UTaULi going on in a vessel which is also 
moved as a whole, while the remote or indirect place/rom which the 
contents are moved (i,e. the earlier proper place of the vessel) is 
different from that to which they are moved (£V .f 'YtyvovrUt Tomp, 
b 28, j,e, the later proper place of the vessel), the proper place of the 
contents, in which they are moved, is self-identical (being the inI?er 
surface of the vessel itself).' 

It would also be possible to take iv ~ KWf:i'TUt (as Prof. Taylor 
does, in his Commentary on Plato's Timaeus, 673) to mean' while it 
moves', but this is made rather improbable by the following words 
iv ~ 'Yap tunv, allTtp.dHCTTUTUL 0 a~p KTA. 

27. ~ Ta. I'0PLa. TOU U8aTos, i.e. 'or the parts of the water (when it is 
not a case of water and air replacing one another but merely a case 
of UVTt'7r£pt(]'TacH,) (Le. of rotation) of the water in a vessel) '. 

28-9. OS ... o~po."ou. It is not easy to see the precise point of 
this addition. It seems, however, to be meant to distinguish that 
iv ~ the mutual replacement of the water and air takes place, which 
is really (in the case supposed) a moving vessel, from that iv c; they 
corne to be, which is a genuine place or region, one division of the 
whole extension of the universe. The difference between the two 
kinds of iv «f is brought out more clearly in 2T28. [4-16. 

29-36. Kal,; u~'I'} ••. u8wp. Aristotle has already said that it is the 
fact of KtV71O'LS KaTu 1'011"OV that brings to light the necessity of recog
nizing the existence of place (20gb 1-8,21 I a 12- 14). In accordance 
with this he now says that it is possible to fail to recognize place as 
something distinct from matter, if we consider the case of a body 
that is at rest and has not been detached from its surroundings but 
remains in continuous contact with them, i.e. an instance not of 
locomotion but of change of substantial character, as when air 
becomes water (cf. 2100. 9). It is the presence of a quality like 
whiteness in that which was black that leads us to recognize the 
existence of matter; and it is a similar phenomenon that leads us 
to recognize the existence of place; and it might be thought that it 
is the same thing that is being recognized in both cases. But it is 
not precisely the same fact that leads to the recognition of matter 
and of place. What leads to the one is the fact that what was air 
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is now water; what leads to the other is the fact that where there 
was air there is now water. 

crvvf:Xt:i must, I think, be interpreted as meaning not strictly ' con
tinuous' (which for Aristotle implies substantial unity), but' in 
unbroken contact t. 

212(1. I. :'O"'TfEp ••• Trponpov, 209b 23, 3 I. 
6- 6 a. KaS' 0 ... TrEplExofLlv'f. These words, omitted by all Bekker's 

MSS., are preserved in the Araba-Latin translation, in T. rIB. 8, and in 
S. 580. 3, 58z. 30. 584. zo, and paraphrased in P. 567.5. They are 
clearly presupposed by the next words "Al.yw 8£ 'TO 7rt:PlEX0}LOIOV /CT.\., 

They are found in tbe second and third Basel editions of Aristotle's 
works (r5391 1550), but not in the first. 

8. 1fa.pE,.,.+atv£a8a.~ means' to appear alongside of somethi ng else' 
so as to interfere with it and produce confusion, as in De An. 429320 

7rap£p.cpaLJlop.£1I01l KWAVH Til J,UOTPWlI Kal CL.mcppO..TTH. 
13- 14. +a.LIIETQ~ ••• (011), 'for not only do the inner boundaries of 

the vessel seem to be the place of the contents, but also (when the 
vessel is not full) what intervenes between the contents and the 
vessel , what intervenes being taken to be a void, instead of air, 
which it is '. 

14- ]5. (un . . . d,...ETtlKLI"TjTOII. This appears to have no close 
logical connexion with what precedes. The whole section a 7- 14 is 
an interlude in the exposition of the nature of place, in which 
Aristotle pauses to comment on the reasons that have led to erroneous 
views. The mention, in this interlude (a 13), of the vessel brings 
him back to business and leads him to enunciate the difference 
between place and vessel, which had been rather overlooked in the 
preceding exposition. 

IS. T4i Tl'EptlxoVTl, the part of the river that immediately surrounds 
the boat, as distinct from 0 1I"as 7l'"OTap.Os (n 19). 

~OUAETa.L. For the idiom d. many passages cited in Bonitz, Index, 
'40b 37-55. 

19. 0 -rrus ,...UAAOV -rroTa,...os TOTl'OS , I the whole river-bed is more truly 
a place than the constantly changing particles of water that fill it 
from time to time t . 

20- 1. WO'TE . •• TOTl'OS, the place of a thing is the nearest unmoved 
boundary of a container, the first you would come to in working 
outwards from the thing. The requirement, the significance of 
which has dawned on Aristotle in the course of the discussion, that 
the place of a thing must be distinguished from its containing vessel, 
as unmoved [rom moved, comes into conflict with the requirement 
that the place of a body must be the limit of the containing body at 
which it is in contact with the contained body (a 6). This latter 
requirement is also implied in the assumption that a thing has an 
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iow~ or 7rpWTOr; 'Tarror; which contains nothing beyond it (209&' 3I - b 2); 
cr. also 2120. 29-30. The two requirements are in conflict, because 
you may have a body A in a moving body B. There is then no 
body which both is unmoved and immediately surrounds A. 

From Aristotle's silence on the point, it seems as if he had not 
noticed the difficulty. 

21- 8. Ka.t S~a. TOllTO .. . EUXnTov. Aristotle's object in this section 
is to show that his account of place agrees with one of the (voo~a 
with which he started (zIob32- 2Il806), viz. that place essentially 
bifurcates into up and down (2110. 3-6). This, he now remarks, 
arises from the fac t that the inner surface of the rotating celestial 
system and the centre of the universe are the first (and indeed only) 
permanently unmoved limits between which any given body is placed. 

21. TOU ovpavou, here, means' of the universe '. 
24. TOU Sf: ItUK~~, sc. cp£pojJ-WOlJ CTWjJ-UT05, seems to be the reading 

implied bySimplicius' paraphrase Toii KlJKAocpoP"P'tKOV rrwjJ-uTo5 (585 .14), 
and gives a rather better sense than TOV of- KVKAOV, which would be 
a natural' emendation' for a copyist to make. Simplicius' corol
larium de loco has KtlICA~ in 603. 27, K11IC;\01) in 607. 13. 

wuauTlIJO; EXOV I1Evu, i.e. does not as a whole change its place. 
28- 30. Kat 8La. TOUTO •.• TrlpaTa. Here Aristotle notes the agree

ment of his account with two others of the ly8o~a (2IOb 34- 2IIR I, 

21 ra 1- 2 ); d . 212i\ 2 r- 8 n. The place of a thing contains it j and 
tbe outer surface of a body coincides wi th its place, i.e. with the 
inner surface of its container, so that body and place have the same 
size. This is unfortunately incompatible with the definition of place 
in n. 20- 1 ; d. n. ad loe. 

0. 21 - 30 is tbus entirely occupied with pointing out the agreement 
of Aristotle's account with Ey80~a., and there is no need to treat 
II. 29- 30 (ETt ... 7ripa.Tu) as a 'stray', as Prof. Cornford does. 

28. E1f{1f£SOV here means not f plane' but ' surface '. Aristotle 
usually expresses by this bncpavna. But the distinction is not always 
clearly drawn. Cf., for example, Met. r076b 5- 36, where f.7r{7r£0011 
corresponds not to f.UlE'ia ypup.jJ-~ but to ypajJ-jJ-~, and includes curved 
section-faces of a solid as ypajJ-jJ-~ includes curved section-edges of 
a plane. 

CHAPTER 5 
2128. 32- b 3. 8~o . . . I1QVWU Lv. The stress in the previous sentence 

is, as usual, on the Si-clause. TOtoWO therefore can naturally mean 'such 
as to have no container '. The supposition that a volume of water could 
hQld together without a container no doubt seems to Aristotle an 
extravagant one, and the point of Ka.y is to suggest its extravagance. 

oth . . . o~ 8. 32- 4 in itself merely states what would follow if this 
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extravagant hypothesis were made. But in W~ .. . jUivWCTtV 8. 3S-b 3 
Aristotle is stating his own view about the actual universe. The 
transition is made possible by the fact that the supposition that 
water may be contained by nothing amounts to supposing that water 
may be the whole physical universe. Though 'TOlOVrO is grammatically 
the predicate of the clause it occurs in, that which it stands for, viz. the 
uncontained, i.e. the whole universe, becomes the subject of Aris· 
totle's thought, and he can thus proceed to make statements about 
the actual universe. The transition is aided by T;' 1rav, which can 
mean either I the whole of the water' or 'the universe '. 

3S- b I. ws . .. T(hro; . The reasoning is not very easy to follow, 
but is probably as follows: the universe does not change its place 
as a whole, since, having no container, it has no place; but it can 
and does move in a circle, because such movement is really the 
movement of its parts, and the circle, i.e. the outer surface of the 
celestial system, does serve as a container, i.e. as a place, for all 
the parts of the system. 

b 2. Illh,),,, .. ,1lQ.TW. The MSS. have KVKA<e S' (Yta 'To. of- Kat ~YW 
Kat KaTW (or Ka-TW Kat ~YW). Themistius' paraphrase has 'To. ,u.Ey yap 
aifT(;'" (sc. TWY p.op{WY) ,ruKA~ KtlI£LTat, TO. of: aYw Kat KaTW (rr9.24). 
Philoponus has KUKA~ of:- (Yta' (Yta of:- ayw Kal KaTw (601. J I). Simplicius' 
paraphrase has KVKA~ 8£ pOIlOV. TWII BE: p.op[wv awol} TO. p.£v KUKA<t' •. . 
TO. 8f: Kat ayw Kat KUTW (or KaTW Kat ayw) (588 . 38, d. 590.34). Later 
he has ,ruKA~ OE.' tVtQ. of: Kat. K~irW Kat. avw (589, 29), and later still says 
TtVE5 8' OU ypd.cpovow (vta, ttAAa. TO. OE ciyw Kat Ka-rw. On the whole it 
seems as if he read ,ruKA~ 0( ' (Yta 8f: Kat I<cJ.TW Kat avw. With this 
reading, ,ruKA~ 8l refers to the whole, and this produces a repetition 
of KUKA'!' of: KtV£t'TClt &. 35. The reading of the MSS. or that of 
Philoponus (which is identical in sense) is therefore preferable, The 
doctrine stated then is that the universe as a whole has no move
ment of translation, but only rotation, and that some parts of it (i.e. 
the 7rPWT05 OUpay65 and the spheres that carry round the planets-for 
which cf. Met. A. 8) are in circular motion, while others (i.e. the four 
elements) which suffer condensation and rarefaction) also move up or 
down, towards or away from the circumference of the universe, as 
they are rarefied or condensed. 

3. ~t:p S' l)'.lXe'l, 2 u a q_b r. The parts of a continuous whole 
are in place only potentially; detached bodies are in place actually. 

7- 11. KnL Tel .... fV 1C00S' n~lTIi (sc. €V'T()7r'e fcrTLJI) ••. Tel Sf KaTn au .... pt:
P'lKOS. For the distinction cf. 2Ua 17-23. It is for different reasons 
that ~ Ijrvx~ and;' OVpaV05 are said to be per accidens in place; the 
soul because the body, in which it resides, is in place, the universe 
because its parts are in place. The case of the soul is analogous to 
that of whiteness or knowledge (2118.22). 

4091 30 
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The two corresponding kinds of /(aTu rTVJA{3€{3lJKO'i KtVOVVTU lea" 
KtvOV,u£VG. are distinguished in 254b 8-1 0, KIl.TU CTVJA{3f.{3'Y}KO'i olov oua .... ' ... ..." , " " T€ T<f v 7f'apX£tV TOt<; KWOUUlV 1'] KLVOVP.£IIO t<; Kat Ta KQ.TQ. p.optav. 

8. WO'1TEP E!P'lTaL, tl. 32. 
10- 11. lcp' c; ... itTTi.v, The evidence of the MSS. and commen

tators is rather in favour of l¢' S KLVEt 'TQ.L. But the case must be the 
same as the case with br{ in b 13, and there the dative is clearly 
right. The direction in which the o-upavo<; moves, i.e. the circle 
(II. 3S-b I) or rather the spherical surface of the rotating ovpavo">, con
tains all the parts of the universe and is thus their place. 

14. TO al/W, SC. CTWp.o., the heavenly sphere. 
18. <\ TOlfOS, the place of TO:. £V oVptl.v'f. 
19. TO EUXa,TOV, the inner surface. 
1f'lpo.; ~PEI'0UV. There is no trace of these words in T. 121. 18, 

nor in S. 594. 12, 602 ·3, 607. 4. They occur in P. 6°4.10, IS, but 
on the whole seem likely to be a later addition. 

21. OUTOS ••• OUPQ"~. aUJTjp is here used as synonymous with 7rVp. 
Anaxagoras used the word in this sense (De Caelo 302b 4. Meteor. 
339b 21, 369b 14), and Aristotle blames him for doing so (De Caela 
270b 24). He never uses it himself as the name of the fifth element, 
of which the heavenly bodies are composed, though it later came to 
be used in this sense (e.g. De Mundo 39 2 " 5). 

22- 2138. 4. 4>a"fpcw . .• Tp0TrO... Aristotle claims that the account 
he has given of place solves all the problems raised in 2098. 2- 30. 

23- 4. OOTE .•• TOTrO .. refers to problem 6 (2098 26- 9). 
24. OOTE ••• T011'OV refers to problem 2 (2091\ 7- [3). 
25. OOTE .•. TOTr't' refers to problem 1 (20911. 4- 7). 
27- 9 . Kat Eanv .. . CTwp.a refers to problem 5 (2098. 23- 5). 
The third and fourth a.7l'OplaL are omitted. 
The sixth a.TrOpla was that since a body and its place are coexten

sive, the place must grow when the body grows. Aristotle's answer 
presumably is that since (on his view) the place of a body is not the 
extent of it, but the inner boundary of what contains it, when a body 
grows its r:ontainer must yield before it, so that its place is changed 
but does not grow. 

The second u7rop{a was that since a body has a place, the surfaces, 
lines, and points in it must have places; but since a point is indis
tinguishable from its place, on the same principle the lines. surfaces, 
and body are indistinguishable from their places. Aristotle's answer 
presumably is that since the place of a thing is the surface of what 
contains it, and since there is no surface that contains a point, a 
point has no place, though a body has. 

The first o.:rropw. was that place has just the same three dimensions 
that body has, so that prima facie it is a body; but it cannot be 
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this, since then there would be two bodies coinciding (viz. an 
ordinary body and its place). Aristotle's answer 15 that since place 
is not a body but the boundary of the containing body, the existence 
of place does not involve the existence of two bodies coinciding. 
To this he adds (b 25- )) tbat in repudiating the view that place is 
a body we are not driven to suppose that it is an interval in body. 
""hat intervenes between the boundaries that constitute the place 
of a thing is not an interval in body but whatever body happens 
to be there. b 25- 7 answers not one of the problems of 209& 2- 30, 
but a suggestion made in 2I!b 7. 

The fifth &:rrop{a was that of Zeno, that if place is a reality it must 
be somewhere, so that a place will have a place, and that place will 
have another, and so ad infinitum. Aristotle's answer is that in a 
sense place is somewhere, but not as in a place but as a limit may 
be said to be in (an element in) that which it limits j Zeno was 
wrong in assuming that everything that is must be in place; this is 
true only of movable body. This answer may be compared with 
that in 2 rob 22- 7 . that a place may be in something not as in a 
place, but as health is in warm tissues or as warmth is in a body, i.e. 
as an element in the constitution of that which it is (in '. 

29- 34. Ka.t • •. d.A6yws. To understand this passage we must 
remember (r) that in Aristotle's cosmology earth is normally can· 
centrated round the centre of the universe, water forms a layer 
outside earth, air a layer outside water, and fire a layer outside air; 
(2) that in his system each of these is characterized by two of the 
7rp&rat £l/QVTt6Tl,}TllO. Earth is cold and dry, water wet and cold, air 
bot and wet, fire dry and hot. Thus, working from TO avw to the 
centre of the universe, we have 

F · lDry 
Ire ,Hot 

A· jHot 
tr Wet 

f Wet 
Water \ Cold 

Earth jCold 
I Dry 

A stone may no doubt be propelled into the region of air with which 
it has no common quality; or water into that of fire; o~ vice versa. 
But the elements that are naturally (p.~ f3Lff) successive and in con
tact are ~Y1'£V~, have a quality in common . Thus air, in moving 
to the regia? b~t,,:een fire and water, is moving towards two things 
ea.ch of which IS In one respect avyylVES with it (oi'\6yw<;, i.e. as it 
ml~ht be expecte? to do) j and similarly water, in moving to the 
region between atr and earth. But while air, for instance, shares 
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one quality with fire and one with water, it differs from each in one 
quality, so that it never thoroughly coalesces with it (TtJIL7r(c#HJKOTa.)
in which case it would cease to be capable of acting on, or being 
acted on by, it-but retains both these capacities. 

This section is designed not to answer any of the problems of 
2091L 2 - 30, but to show that Aristotle's account of place agrees with 
the ;vSo~ov stated in 21 II!. 4- 6, which was onc of the l;r.OKELf'OIo. 

(ib. 6) with which any theory must agree if it is to be true. 
34- 5. Kat ••• iI1TLV. The reading of Bekker is KQt yo.p TO p.ipoc; 

'TOOt tv OA't' 1"0 T(),rl.f! KrA. Here it is to be noted that the words Ji(pos 
and OAI.f! are both inappropriate. The object plainly is to compare 
the relation between a thing and its place to that between a part 
and its whole j I part' and I whole' should therefore not be present 
in the description of the thing compared, but only in the description 
of that to which it is compared. The passage is made right by 
adopting the reading of P. 600.8, 605 . 13. 'Everything naturally 
remains in its proper place; for so does a part in its whole, and that 
which is in a place is to its place as a detached part is to its whole.' 
It is impossible to be sure what Themistius and Simplicius read. 

A comparison, and a distinction, between the relations of thing to 
place and of part to whole has already occurred in 2 I III 29 - b r. The 
word j)t«tpu'ov in 21Zb 35 calls attention to the fact that what the 
relation of thing to place is most like is tbat of a detached part to 
its whole, not that of a part of a continuous whole to its whole. 

35- 21311 I. oro .... .. d.lpo~. The tendency of bodies to move towards 
and remain in their proper places is compared here to the tendency 
of detached portions of water or air to rejoin and remain together. 
The reference is to what happens when, for instance, one dips one's 
hand into water and thus detaches part of the water; the separated 
parts rejoin and stay together (P. 600. IO). 

2138. 1- 4. OOTW ••. TpOlfO.... A new point is now added. Not only 
is there a general resemblance between the relation of thing to place 
and that of part to whole, but a thing in its proper place, e.g. water 
below air, is in a sense a part of that whose inner boundary forms 
its place, since it is relatively unqualified maUer, which by the addi
tion of a certain (am') is transformed into air. Earth, water, air, fire 
form a series in which each member is more like the celestial element 
in respect of tenuity, as well as nearer to it in position, than that 
which comes before, and is therefore regarded as the T£AdWO't~ or 
£lIlpyuo. of what comes before. 

In the phrase oIolI VAl'} yap, TO of: €!8o~ it is to be remarked that 
TO of: €rOO~ is not strictly correct, since air is rather the CT"UvlhTOII formed 
by the addition of a certain form to water, than strictly its form. 

3- 4. 6 S' d.~p .. . TpcS,ro ... , I though in another way air is potentially 
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water'. Water can be formed out of air no less than air OUl of water, 
but since the process here is one towards something less perfect, the 
process, which is both one of ylV(Ul<; and one of cl>6opa, is morc 
properly regarded as one of <J>8op<f or loss of form, lhan as one of 
yo,(U1S or acquisition of form. 

4- 5. SlOPlaTiov ••• ~C7'Tf.PO", in De Gen. t.f Corr. i. 3. 
6-7. EL •• • a,...+w, 'if the same thing is matter and actuality (for 

water is both).' The sense is improved by omitting;, before VA"] 
and before (YTfXlX"Q, as Philoponus (606. 17) seems to have done. 

7- 8. au .. a . . 4VTfXEXELIl-, I but is the one-form or rather the 
formed thing (air)-polenlially, and the olher-matter (waler)
actually,' 

9 - 10. 8u) .. . yivWVTOL. The relation just stated accounts for 
water being naturally in contact with air; if they had not the affinity 
that has been pointed out they would not be even in contact, and if 
they had more than affinity-if they became actually the same-they 
would completely coalesce. 

CHAPTER 6 

2131\ ]3. kQt Tt lCTTLI'. This reading is confirmed by 208'" 28.-In 
the main, Aristotle denies the existence of the void, and Kat 1TWi 

;crTt, Kat T{ COTUI may therefore exci te suspicion. We may suppose 
(I) that Aristotle means I and if it exists, how and what it is.' But 
(2) remembering that he sums up his results by saying KQ~ tr£p, fLf.V 

K£VOV, 1TWi (OTt KCll 7TCx OUK leTTl, 8twplcr(}w (2 17b27), it is better to 
suppose that he means j in what sense there exists somcthing which 
is what the supporters of a void mistakenly describe as a void, and 
what is its nature '. 

2]- 2. ICQt •• . ScS~Qs. These common opinions furni sh, on Aristotle's 
usual principlc, the test to which the opposing theories are to be 
brought. It is not quite clear where Aristotle introduces the state· 
ment of the KOWat SotaL) but we may conjecture that b 30-2 140. 16 is 
the passage referred to. 

24. o. The introduction of this word is plainly required by the 
sense, and is confirmed by T. 123.3, P. 607. IS, S. 648. 6. 

W<nrEp ·AI'Q~QycSPQs . Aristotle describes Anaxagoras in De Cado 
309" 19 as one of those who deny the existence of a void. Cf..De 
Rap. 470b 33, ps.-Arist. Xen. 976b 22. 

26- 7. CTTpf:p~oii"TEs •• • d.~ p, i.e. they strained wine· skins tight by 
blowing air into them, and then showed the resistance or the air 
rrom the fact that the skins could not be squashed fiat. 

27. !tnt ... 1C~f:",USPQlS. The nature of KAEyro8pa' is well discussed 
by H . Diels in At/like Technik,' 192 f., J. U. Powell in Clots. Quart. 
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xvii. 172- 4, and H. Last, lb. xviii. 169- (73' It is clear that the 
KAf:l{tv8pa referred to here, as in the famous fragment of Empe
dades, roo. 8- 21, in De Res? 473b8, and in Frob!. xvi. 8 (where 
Anaxagoras is again mentioned) is not the water-clock but the 
earlier instrument which was actually, as its name implies, a 'water
th ief' or ' water-lifter I acting on the siphon principle. In emptying 
this instrument the air was received in it (lVUTrOAUf/-{3a.VO'/lT'('i) by 
removing the finger from the upper orifice, when the inrush of the 
air drove the water out at the lower orifices. 

27- 31. ot 8( a.vapW1rO~ . . . dI'Q~. The argument here is rather 
elliptical. It may be expanded as foll ows : 'But they mean by void 
an interval in which there is no perceptible body; and thinking that 
all there is is (perceptible) body, they say that that in which there is 
absolutely no (perceptible corporeal) thing is void; whence they say 
that that which is (in fact) full of air is void.' I.e. their citation of 
vessels with nothing but air in them, as evidence of the existence of 
a void, is due to mere inadvertence; their theory is to be refuted 
not by showing that such examples are not in fact examples of void, 
but by attacking the whole conception of a complete void. 

32. oun .. . oon here, after OVK, might mean either' either . .. 
either' or 'neither ... neither'; but sense requires the former. 

Porphyry's reading is an interesting one, but there is no reason 
to adopt it against all the other evidence. 

33. TO 'lTD.y uClI-'Q. here means not' any particular whole body', but 
'the whole bodily universe', for this is what TOV 1T'aVT05 crWfA-a.TO~ 
means in b I. 

34- b I. Knl tTEpO~ .•• <i>UULOAOyWY. Simplicius mentions Metrodorus 
of Chios, and this is confirmed by Plac. i. 3. 17, Theophr. Phys. 
Opin. fro 8, Clem. Protr. 5. 66 (i. 50. 18 St.), Eus. P.E. xiv. 19. 8. 
We know of no pre~Socratic who believed in a void, except the 
Pytbagoreans mentioned in 2 I3b 23. 

b 1- 2. ~ ••. aUYEXouS. This is a reference to the Pythagorean 
notion of a void outside the universe (d. b 22), while the interven~ 
ing arguments (b 4- 2 2) were used to support the belief in voids 
with£ll the universe (a 32- 4). 

2- 3. ou .•• alTCLVTCluLY, a proverbial phrase meaning 'they (the 
deniers of a void) do not attack the problem by the right method of 
approach '. 

4- 22. AlyoUULY • . • KEYOy. In De Gen. et Corr. Aristotle ascribes 
the argument from movement (b 4-14) as well as that from increase 
(b r8- 20), definitely to Leucippus (325" 23- 32, b 4). The argument 
from compression (b 15- 18) may well have been used by Leucippus, 
though we have no evidence of this. Gomperz (Greek Thinkers, 
i. 352) thinks we may ascribe tbe fourth argument (b 21- 2) 'to 



Democritus with his marked bias to empiricism I, but it is difficult 
to see that it is more empirical than the others-all alike appeal to 
experience. and the second to a very special supposed experience
and we have no evidence on the point. 

The argument of b 4- 14 is refuted in 2 I4A 22- 32 , that of b [5-18 in 
214& 32-b I, that of b I8- 20 in 2I4b I - 9, that of b 2I- 2 in 2 [41:0 9- IO. 

7- 12. £L . . . QIILUU. If the same space will hold two bodies, it 
will on the same principle hold any nurn ber, and if you will only 
divide up a body however large and introduce the parts one by one, 
you will get them into a space however small; so that if a pint pot 
could hold three pints, it would follow that it could hold both a pint 
and a quart. And on the same principle it will hold any amounts. 

I2- 14. Ml~LUUOS ... gllTWII. Cf. Melissus fro 7 (7- 10), De Gen. et Carr. 
325& 2- 16. 

I6- 17. oTov . .. '!I'(6ous. This phenomenon is discussed in Frobl. 
938b I4- 2 4· 

17- 18. ws •.. UWJ.LIlTOS, i.e. the Atomists thought that it was by the 
compression of the wine into its own interstices that the cask was en
abled to hold the wine-skins as well as the wine that had previously 
filled it. 

21- 2. poa.PTOPLOV • •• KEIIOII. Gomperz (i.352) remarks that the 
Atomists can only have meant that the fact that a vessel with ashes 
in it will hold nearly as much water as when there were no ashes in 
it, proves the existence of a large amount of vacuum in the ashes. 
They must surely have noticed that it does not hold quite as much 
water. The problem is discussed in Frobl. 938b 24- 939' 9. 

22- 7. E!Va.L ••• a.&T(;'W. Stobaeus, Ed. i . 18. I, after quoting part 
of this passage, adds £11 of: T0 7r£pr. rl]S- IIu8ayopov q,tAOUOr:ptU<; 7rPWTIf 

'Ypo.¢£t (sc. Aristotle) TOil !Lf.1I oupallfJ/! £rva~ £va, £1fHucJ.YEuBat S' £K TOl) 

o.:lrdpo1) XPOVOV Tf- Ka~ 1fVO~V ([xpovov'j rr]v T' d.va7rvo~v Diels) Kat TO 
1<'£1I0V, 8 owpt'u (KclcrrWII TaS xwpas- d.d. 

22- 3. Etlla.~ . •• KEIIOII. Xuthus (d. 216b 26) and Ecphantus (Plac. 
i. 3. 19) seem to have been among the Pythagoreans in question. 

23- 4. Ka.L ••• KEIIOII. The readings here are somewhat doubtful. 
G,Pl. (6I5. I 9), SP. (65I. 21), Stobaeus have awii'; EFIJ and T. (124. 
18) have awo_ But on this point the requirements of sense and 
of Aristotle's idiom count for more than the evidence. Again, 
for 7rVWI-W-TO'i W. G. Tennemann suggested 7rvEvfLa, and Diets 7rV£VfLrl. 

Tf-, which he thinks derives some support from P. 615. 22, S. 65 J. 

27, and the passage of Stobaeus quoted above (note on 213b22- 7). 
In E 7rVEUfldTO<; is written over something which mayor may not 
have been 7rV£VP.c1 TE. But Stobaeus reads 7TvwfLdTOr;- in Ihis passage, 
and the passage in the Physics need not correspond verbally with that 
in the De Pythagoreis (b22- 7 n.). The sentence seems to me to run 
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most naturally if we read ailT(> and 71"vruftaTo~ and take the meaning 
to be ' and that it enters into the universe from the infinite breath, 
the universe being supposed to inbreathe the void as well' 5C. as 
the portions of 7rv(v,u.a found in the universe, e.g. in living things. 
Philoponus' and Simplicius' paraphrases seem to me at least equally 
compatible with this reading and interpretation. 

24- 7. O ... nlhwy. Simplicius remarks, no doubt rightly, that 
owpt'n TaS ¢VUWi cannot refer to the mere separation of physical 
bodies by void, since in that case CTWJW.TG. would have been the 
natural word to use. This being so, it is most natural to suppose 
that the reference is to the Pythagorean localization of different 
Iypes of thing in different parts of the universe (cf. ll£et. 990622- 7), 
and the suggestion will be that the different kinds of thing are kept 
apart by void; cf. Stob. (quoted in b Z2 - 7 n.) TO KCVOV, g 8wp[(n 
EKcl.CTTOW TOS xwpw; act. And since all things were according to the 
Pythagoreans modelled on numbers, this separation was supposed to 
be due to the discontinuity of the number series (b 2 6), to the fact that 
successive numbers differ by a finite interval. T. 124.20, P. 610. 

17- [9 may be right in supposing that TO yap KEVDV 8wp[Cnv rr,v~V{TlV 
a{;Twv refers also to the discontinuity which the Pythagoreans thought 
of as existing between the units of each single number (d. 2031\ 
10- 1 In.). 

CHAPTER 7 

213b 31- 4. TOlhoo ..• lVTUu-6u. The explanation is made confusing 
(r) by the order of the clauses and (2) by the introduction of the 
purely concessive clause 7rav 8(- uWfLa iv TOr.Cf. Restated, it takes 
this form: (People think that while every body is in place, there are 
places in which there is no body, and call these voids; and then, 
since they think that all that is is body, they think that where there 
is no body there is nothing, and hence define the void as a place in 
which there is nothing'. 

21484-6. o.TOlfOV •.. d.1I'TOU. Aristotle here points out the objection 
to the last named definition of void as 'that in which there is nothing 
heavy or light J (62- 3). Those who omit the word' place I from the 
definition let themselves in for the consequence that a point is a 
void, since it is something in which there is nothing heavy or light. 
But plainly a void must be a place, and a place in which there is an 
intermission of tangible matter. 

T. 125. 2-6 and S. 653. 33- 654. 7 take the passage so. Cornford 
points out that two other interpretations are possible: (r) 'for that 
in which (as in the void) there is extension of tangible body (i .e. 
room, whether empty or full, for an extended body) must be a place 
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(and a point is not a place) '; (2) 'for it (the point, if it is • void) 
must be a place in which there is extension of tangible body (but 
a point is not that) '. I.e. the subject of (tVQt may be (a) TO K(yOV, 

(6) {roiiro} iv ~ CTwjl,o:rofi (UTt OtclO"'T"1]fU1- a1TTov, or (c) Tl]v unyp;Ijv. The 
first of the three interpretations seems on the whole the best. 

9- 11. StO ... ou. Aristotle objects to the definition of void just 
given (& 7): I what would you say of an expanse, empty of tangible 
matter, that had in it colour or sound ·? If you say it is a void, you 
will have to explain how a void can have a sensible quality. If you 
say it is not a void, you will be admitting that someLhing which is 
not full of tangible matter is yet not a void, and thus contradicting 
your definition. You must therefore amend your definition by 
recognizing that' void ' is a privation, not a bare negation, i.e. by 
saying that void is that which is empty of tangible body though it 
could be occupied by it'. 

11- 12. ci~~ov ... Ul&J .... QT~K~. This second defmition differs from 
the first by omitting the qualification I tangible J or f heavy or light " 
This is a more scientific definition, since if there is matter in a 
certain expanse, the fact that the matter is not tangible is not a good 
reason for calling the expanse a void. 

13- 14. otWf:p • . • I(Q~wi. The sense is obviously improved by 
making Ot7rfp •• • TOVrO parenthetical and removing the comma placed 
by the editors after T01TO~. The reference in oi'1Tf:p ••• TOVrO is to 
21Ib7t 29- 2r211.2. Plato is induded (209bII-16). 

Aristotle's statement that certain thinkers think of the void as the 
matter of body is unhistorical, since no previous thinker had the 
conception of matter as Aristotle conceives of it. A reference to 
2 [1 b 29- 2 r2 a 2 will show the reasons that led him to find in the 
notion of void or place affinities with his own notion of malter, and 
at the same time notable discrepancies from it. The jor11ler are 
summed up in the comparison I just as matter is something which 
(e.g.) is white and was black, so place is that where water is and air 
was' (2 [[b 31-6). I.e., place, void, and matter have this in common, 
that each of them has in it a number of diverse potentialities. The 
faller <'Ire summed up in the dictum (211 b 36- 2 I 211. 2): I matter is 
inseparable frorIl, and does not contain, the thing whose matter it 
is; place is separable from, and does contain, tbat whose place it is.' 

16. wEpl TOWOU SU'~pLCTTa.L, iv. 1- 5. 
17. d (O'TU'. The sense is much improved by placing commas 

before and after these words. They then mean 'if there is such a 
thing'. 

18. wWi (UTL, as the inner Limit of wbat contains a thing. lI'Wi OUK 
(TTL~, as a self.subsistent interval; in other words, as a T07l'Oi fCTTCp-q
p,lvofO UWp,Q.TO~. OUTCI.', as a place deprived of body (& 17). 
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19. OUTE . .. d.)(WPUTTOV. Simplicius gives alternative explanations. 
(I) K€1I0V K€XWPUTfLivov = a sel f-subsistent void, some of which, viz. 
that beyond the material universe, never has body in it, whi le some
that which is enclosed in tenuous bodies and that which breaks the 
continuity of bodies-sometimes has no body in it : K£VOIl d.X~PtUTOV = 
a self-subsistent interval always in fact filled with body. (2) K(VtJV 

K€XWpur'J1.Evuv = void outside the material universe: K€VOII riXWpLO'TOV = 
void contained in bodies. Now in 2 13[L 32 XWPH1TOV is applied to a 
supposed interval breaking the continuity of bodies, i.e. to what on 
Simplicius'second interpretation is a KU/0 II axWpLU'TOV. His first 
interpretation is therefore probably the true one. 

22-b 10. ~Kn . . . Tl+pa.s. Aristotle here takes up and briefly 
refutes the arguments for void mentioned in 213b4- 22. 2140.22 - 32 

answers to 213b4-14, 8. 3 2 - b 1 to 213 b 15- 18, b I - 9 to 213bI8-20, 

b 9- 10 to 21 3 b 21 - 2. 

22. ~KE~ . For the idiomatic use = ' is there to aid them', cr. De 
Cae!o 279 ft 4 rrcfALv (, U-m-6'i ;j[n A&YO'it and ib. 304& 23. 

27. TruO"Js K lV~O'£W'i) sc. arTIOV (a necessary condition) £ivaL 'TO 
K£YOY (& 24). 

S ~ · 8 Ka.t MD..lcrcrOV EXa.8£v. The traditional reading 8tO Kat. MiAtO"ITOY 

0 .. 0.001 gives no good sense ; the alteration of 810 to 8t' 0 gives the 
good sense I for a reason which escaped Me}jssus', with the implica
tion that jf he had noticed it he could not have argued that since 
there is no void there cannot be change (2 13b 12- 14). Ka.t is best 
rendered (incidentally " I by the way I . 

28-9. dX)"o. ... KtVTjO'lV, a com/ruc/t'o ad sensum. Sc. aY£v K£YOlJ 

aSvvuToV £r1lo.t. 
29- 30. &,...a. •.. d),,),,~X01S . This is what Aristotle calls aVTt7T£pt. 

O'TQO't'i or aVTtf'£TaO'Ta.cn'i. Cf. 208b 2. 2 158. 15, 267& 16. 
bl- g . Kat . . . K£VOU. Aristotle points out that (r) in claiming 

that a void affords the only possible explanation of increase of size, 
the Atomists are overlooking the fact that increase may take place 
not only by assimilation, which is the only kind to which their 
explanation addresses itself, but by expansion (b 1-3); and that 
(2) their explanation of assimilation gets in its own way by making 
the fact more inexplicable than ever (b 3-9). 

In De Gen. et COff. 321ft. 9-29 Aristotle distinguishes between 
avl'qut'i and such a change as the production of air out of water. 
While similar in various respects, such expansion differs from av~ut'i 
in that (I) there is no accession of fresh material, (2) there is no 
perceptible substance persisting through the change. It is thus a 
case not of a.v'1}Ut'i but of cpOopa. and y';Y£Ut'i. Cf. Prof. Joachim ad 
loc. The passage in De Gen. et Cory. presents a more mature view 
than the present passing reference to expansion. 
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5-9. ~ yap .. . ItEVOU. The Atomists claimed that the void en· 

abled them to explain growth without introducing the paradox of 
there being two things in the same place-the growing body and 
the food that nourishes it (2I3b 18- 20). Aristotle refutes them by 
stating four alternatives, one or other of which they must accept, 
and none of which they can accept. (1) Not every part of the 
growing body grows. This will not do, for it is matter (Aristotle 
assumes) of common knowledge that a growing body grows pro
portionally in an its parts (De Gen. et Corr. 321a 2-3). Or (2) every 
part of the growing body grows, but what nourishes it is not body. 
This will not do, since both experience and the Atomistic theory 
imply that what nourishes is something bodily. Or (3) every part 
of the growing thing grows, and it is nourished by something bodily, 
and some parts of the growing thing are body. But then the bodily 
parts of it and the body they are nourished by are in the same place, 
and the Atomists fall into the same difficulty that they accuse us of 
falling into (zI3b 18- 20). I.e. they are calling on us to solve a 
difficulty which beats both us and them, and are certainly not proving 
the existence of void. Or (4) every part of the growing thing grows, 
and is nourished by something bodily, and all of its own parts are 
voids. This no doubt escapes the difficulty of 'two bodies in one 
place', but at what a price! 

A similar argument occurs in De Gen. et Corr. 321& 5- 9, in the 
chapter in which Aristotle's own account, by which he claims to 
avoid all these difficulties, is found. 

6 - 7. d:II'OPLQV ... AUUI'. The Greek commentators take this to 
mean' they are trying to solve an furopia which is common '. But 
a~l.OiKTLv means not • try' but I demand', i.e. demand of us (d. 
lip-as a~WVfL(V lfLP.lvt:LV el sim., Rhet. 1377h 91 3. 25. 29. 1384b 33). 

9. Sta KOOUt I through lhe presence of void in itself'. 
9 - 10. b 8' a~Tos hoyoe; ... TE+pas. The alleged fact here was 

(ZI3bzI-Z) that if you put ashes into a vessel, the vessel will hold 
as much water as it did when there were no ashes there. The 
Atomists' explanation is that the water occupies voids in the ashes; 
and Aristotle claims that this lands them in the same fourfold 
dilemma as their account of growth. 

CHAPTER 8 

214b 16- 17. SOKEL •.• TOlfOV. Aristotle's argument here is not con
vincing. The supporters of the void put it forward as an aZTtov 

(necessary condition) of locomotion (213b 4). He replies that it can
not be an ai'Tlov (determining cause) of locomotion in any particular 
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direction. The ambiguity in the meaning of atTLOV makes the 
argument worthless. 

18. OTay n KEYOV may be taken either with what precedes or with 
what follows. (I)' If when there is a void there is something like 
a place deprived of body'; (2) 'If void is something like a place 
deprived of body, then, when there is a void', &c. 

1TOU = 1'I'OL. L. and S. describe this use as characteristic only of 
late writers, but it is not uncommon in Aristotle. cr. ot b 33. 
oGoal'-ov 2 r Sa r 3. 

Ig. ou •.. a,1rClV. It is easy to see that Aristotle silently adds I nor 
can it move into any part of the void, since any part of the void is 
exactly like any other J. 

25- 7. ou .. . oX-t:'. S. 665. 33 seems to be right in interpreting o-tJ 
yap CTVP.f3ai.v£L as au KaTcl Xoyov d:"aJIT~. j things do not turn out right 
for those who believe in a separate void', If a whole body be sup· 
posed to be in a separately existing place or void, then on the same 
principle they must say that each part of the body is in a correspond· 
ing part of the place or void. But in fact we say that an undetached 
part of a body is not in a place but in the whole body (d. 211(1. 29-b I). 

26. O'wfJ-& T L. The sense requires us to read this instead of 
Bekker's CTwp.a:n, 

28. T(),roS, sc. Kcxwptup.lvo~, having an independent existence. 
31- 2. c:iO"'/l'Ep •• • Y'lv ~PE""E~V is an allusion to such passages about the 

earth as PI. Phaedo 109 a tUOpp07rOV ya.p 7rpiiYMo., op.o{OlJ 'TtVO~ iv ,..tlUIf 
nBl.v, oVX (tEL p.aAAov ova' ~TTOV ovoa.JMU£ KAlB~va.t, op.olw~ S· ;xov 
aKAtVfS P.EVEL, Tim. 62 d d yap TL Ka.t CTT£PEOV Eil1 KClTa P.£CTOV TOV 1ra.vrO<; 
l(f07ra.A£~, El~ OVOfV av 7rOTE" T(;W io-X(hwv iVE"X(hlYj Bta T~V 1rC1VTY1 0 P.OLOTl1Ta. 
a.tJT;;JV. Anaximander seems to have said very much the same about 
the earth (De Caelo 295b II, Hippo!. Rif. i. 6.3). In view of the 
language of these passages, ata TO OP.OLOV seems to mean not 'for a 
like reason' but' because of the uniformity of the medium '. 

33. ou = ot Cf. b 18 n. 
21511 I. ETruEl'. The first reason why a void makes movement 

impossible was given in 2T4b 31- 2 ISI\ I; the second begins here. 
Simplicius not only reads E7rHTo. in his lemma (667. 6), but expressly 
describes the argument as 8E1"E"PO~ AOyo~ (ib. 8). The variant reading 
7rpWTOV jJ.£v O~JI may have arisen from the fact that Simplicius, in 
describing this argument, divides it into parts, and says Ka.t 7rPWTOV 
p.£v T[()l1uW OTt 7taua. KllI'l'}Ul~ ~ Ka.Ta cpVUlV iCTTtV ~ {3latO"; (ib. II). 
Or it may be due to the fact that (according to Alexander apud S. 
667.3-5) in some MSS. (J1)P.{3aiJlEt • • . Ota.¢opO.v 214b 28- 2IS A. I was 
omitted. The variant readings are unintell.igently combined in E. 

10- 11. TOU kEliOU (TO yap kEYOV .. • Etveu), which is as well attested 
as Bekker's TOl) p.~ OJlTO'> (TO at K£1IOV ... E!Va.t), gives a better sense 
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since it does not involve a distinction between TO IL""Sb- and TO JLT, 
oV, a distinction which Aristotle is not likely to have meant 
to draw. 

12. waTE ... 8~Q.cI>opa.. Bekker's reading WOT' lUTaL Ta. <pvu(t (sc. 
KtVOVJLEVo.) Stri¢opa. does not give the right sense; it is not a distinc· 
tion between the things that move by nature, but a distinction 
between the directions they move to, that is proved, and that tends 
to ,refute beli~f ~n the, vo!d.; This sense is given by WO'7'"' (UTat cpVCTft 
Sw.¢opa (sc. TO allW Kat TO KaTW, a 9). 

13. o~Sap.ou, cf. 214b 18 n. 
IS. SL' QI'TL1I'fp~UTa.a'tV, d. a.vnlkn·&:U'Tau(~ 208b 2. WtrTrEP (YLO{ +«aLIl 

is probably a reference to PI. Tim. 59 a 'TI'"aXLV S' ~K7r{7rTOV"l"O, o.v'1'08£11 
TOV 7n1PO'i, a.TE: OUK fl, KOOI! £~(OVTO", w(Jml,.,.lvos ;, 7TATJU{OV a~p EVKLzrryrOl' 
oVTa ht TOl' vypol' o'YKOl' Et<; To.<; TOU 7T1lpo<; €8pa<; (J1)l'w{Jwl' aurol' aVT~ 
crtJp.p.ELyvvrrll'. The air pushed in front of the projectile gathers in 
behind it and so pushes it on. 

IS- I7. ~ . . . Tc:;'rov. If this alternative is really to be distinguished 
from al'TL1rEpLUTaaw, the suggestion must be that there was from the 
start air between the propellant and the projectile, and that this 
pushes on the projectile so long as its impressed movement is more 
vigorous than the impulse of the projectile to move to its own proper 
region of space (i.e. downwards). This explanation is stated more 
fully in 266b 27-267& 12. 

18- 19. o~8' . . . &XOUI'EVOV. The argument is: in the absence of a 
medium a body could continue moving only so long as it was carried 
on by something else as a ship is by the river which bears it j but 
projectiles in fact move without being thus carried on. 

22- 3. ETL • •• 801(EL. Aristotle is evidently, as Philoponus and 
Simplicius suppose, referring to the argument for the void resting 
on the supposed fact that it is the existence of more void patches 
in, say, fire or air, than in water or earth, that makes motion through 
the former faster than motion through the latter. Aristotle's objection 
is unconvincing. The suggestion of the Atomists was that if a body 
had a natural or impressed motion in a certain direction, it would 
move faster or further in that direction if it encountered more voids 
than if it encountered fewer. The absence of oLa¢opaL in the void 
would thus not prevent the body from maintaining tbe direction of 
its natural or impressed motion. 

2S- 9 . l>PWI'EV .. "Koo~6T"'TO~. On the face of it this seems to say 
that a body of fixed weight moves faster at one time tban at another 
either owing to a "difference in the medium or to a difference in 
the weight j the end of tbe sentence seems incompatible with its 
beginning. Hence Laas1s emendations. But the text is probably 
right. Aristotle has packed into one sentence, with insufficient 
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attention to the expression of his meaning, two comparisons : (I) a 
comparison of a body moving in one medium with the same body 
moving through a different medium (in 215& 29-2168. 12, which 
works out this comparison, a single moving body A is contemplated 
throughout) j (2) a comparison of a body with a heavier or lighter 
body moving through the same medium (in 2 r61l 12- Z I, which works 
out this comparison, two moving bodies are clearly contemplated). 
In both cases he is considering 'TO aVro {3apo<; Kul uwp.u, a body of 
fixed weight ; but he first compares it with itself, moving through 
a different medium} and then with a body of different weight. 

26- 7. S~· I1Sa.TO!) ... tUpas:. The fuller reading in E is strongly 
supported by T. 130. 23- 4, P. 651. 5- 8. S. 67I. 28- 9 seems to have 
read otti yY}'i ~ OL' iiOaTO'i ~ OL' o.<PO'i· 

29- 2160. 12. TO p.Ey OUY S~' OU +lpETIU ... aUJ.1~Q[Yu. Treating 
movement as being essentially not the moving a certain distance in 
a certain time, but the overcoming of a certain resistance, Aristotle 
commits the mistake of making the speed of a body through different 
media inversely proportional to the resistance of the media. For him 
velocity through water : velocity through ai r = resistance of air: resis
tance of water (2I5b 3), whereas it really = initial velocity minus 
resistance of water: initial velocity minus resistance of air. He is thus 
led to the wrong conclusion that, si nce a vacuum would offer no 
resistance, the velocity of movement through a vacuum should be 
infinite, and, since there are no observed movements which take 
no time, concludes that there is no vacuum in nature. 

b 13- 18. Ei. •. • O~S~Y. The apodosis answering to the Ei clause 
may begin (I) in b 15 with 'TOV 0[. ol can stand thus in apodosi 
when the principal clause is as here antithetic to the protasis 1 (cf. Pol. 
1287b 13, and the commoner use OfaXA.ci in apodosi); or perhaps 
y£ should he read. Or we may treat avctYK11 .•• rNTyp.wv b I6- 19 as 
parenthetical and (2) read op.oiw, S~ (with Cornford) in b '9, and 
treat this as beginning the apodosis, or (3) suppose the apodosis to 
be introduced irregularly by WUTE b 20 (for this construction cf. Bonitz, 
Arist. Studiw iii. I06- 22, and Index, g73~ 31-44). The latter two 
interpretations are open to the objection that they involve the presence 
of oVKln in an £l clause in b 15, but that is not unparalleled; cf. Cat. 
gb 2. Or (4) we might omit ol in b 14, with E; but this gives a less 
natural sentence. 

22. SUl TOU KEYOU. The sense requires the comma to be placed 
before these words, not after them as in most editions. 

28. TQUTTJY T~Y QYQ~oy[QY is a cognate accusative after oLaq,lpov. 
cr . .De Long. Vii. 465n. II omq,£pO\lUL 'Tavt7]1' T7]V OLncpopo.v. 

I Several examples are cited in Denniston, Greek Particles, lSI. 
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31- 216n. I. d.vTEUTpo.~foLEVWS .. . A, 'A will traverse Z in a time inverse 
to the speed of the movement, viz. in a time = H '. 

:n60. 2:- 3. d.~X · . . . H, ' but the movement of A through Z when Z 
was empty was supposed to occupy time H I, cf. 21S b 24. 

6. AT)4>e~aETQ~. Bonitz conjectures uvp./3.quf.'ra~ or A£xO~{]"<TaL. 
But AYJ~()~fTf.Ta, in the sense of I the resul t will be got' seems quite 
possible; cf. 186& 11-13' 

14· Ea.I' .• . aX~""QO". Either UI.Y TdAAa op.otW'; lXJ1 or EQV 0fLO{W<; 

£X11 TOtS UX~fLa(n would give good sense, but the combination seems 
impossible. ntAAa is on the whole the better supported reading 
(d. also 21St). 28), and 70(5 CTX.qj.LUUL is probably a gloss, anticipating 
n. 19. 

20. TO IJIEp0j.1EVOIo' ••• d.+dil'. TO CP£pop.£vov presumably refers to 
a naturally moving body, TO &¢dUv to a projectile. 

20- 21. to'OTo,X~ .•. &SUVO'TO.... What Aristotle treats as an absurd 
consequence of the belief in a void, that everything will fall wi th 
equal velocity in the void, is of course now known to be a fact. 
Corn ford points out that Empedocles divined it without experiment 
(Ep. i. 61, cf. Lucr. ii. 238). 

25- 6. TOUTO .• . lrponpo"'l 2 [l b 18- 29. 
27- 9. WO'1tEp . .. KUPOS. This should not be taken as an anticipa

tion of Archimedes' principle that a solid lighter than a fluid will be 
immersed, 'just so far that the weight of the solid is equal to the 
weight of the fluid displaced '. Aristotle is referring to the more 
obvious fact that a volume of water equal to the volume of the Stl b· 
merged part of the solid must have been displaced. 

30. ixovn fLETclO'TUO'W. This is put in , Philoponus says, to exclude 
TO. P.o..BT]JUl-TtKo.. jJ-£:YEOYf' It seems to be more likely to be meant to 
exclude celestial matter, which has no tendency to move up 
or down. 

33. ~ Elr' o.,...+w, sc. if it is water or air. 'Vater will move above 
earth and below fire and air j air will move above earth and water 
and below fi re. 

35. S~E~'1Xll&EV(:U. 8o~£.t£v cannot stand without dY (as in A). It is 
missing in Ei, and it seems best to omit it and to suppose that 
8tEAYfAlJO£VUt depends on Q.vaYKYf supplied KaTu UUVEUW out of cl8ui/u'TOV 
a 34 j which is made easier by the presence of a.VcfYKT] in a. 3 I . 

35- 6. 311"EP •• . KEVtii, 'which the portion of space now filled by 
the cube formerly extended to in the void'. 

b 3. OO'ov KQ.TiXH KEVOII (E), ' as the amount of void it occupies', 
seems more likely to be right than (luov KaTtXEL TO K£VOV (read by the 
other MSS.), I as the void occupies '. 

4- 9. 3 ... iUUT~. Aristotle's object is to point out that though 
the volume of the cube is characterized by certain sensible qualities, 
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it can be distinguished from them (d. De Gen. et Corr. 320b 16- 25), 
and when distinguished from them is an entity that is jndistinguish~ 
able from the equal volume of void which the believers in a void 
seek to distinguish from it. 

12. TOUTO, i.e. p..l.yEfJo<; or oYl<ov. 

14. TOU T(hrou. According to Torstrik's account of Bekker's MS. 
notes, Toiir6 1:"01) is a mere misprint for TOU Tan-Ol) , The latter seems 
to be implied by TOU K£VOV in T. I35· 3, P. 666. 30, S. 682. 14. 

IS. £L ... OYKoc;, if the volume be treated in abstraction from the 
sensible qualities; cf. b 4-6. 

16 . 7TEpt (lIh6v seems to be implied by Philoponus' 1.~w(JEv (662. 20, 

667. r), and occurs in Sirnplicius' lemma (682. II). But Uw801 
hardly gives the right sense, since the void is not thought by its 
supporters to extend beyond the cube, but to coincide with it. 7r£pl 
ain-ov would have to be interpreted as (connected with it '. But 
1T£pt and nupo. are constantly confused in the MSS., and 'Trap&. should 
perhaps be read. 

16. To~oiho ... , i.e. Kexwptup.£VOIi . 

17- 20. fTL .•. linTOu. These words are omitted by the Greek 
commentators; they are found in all Bekker's MSS. and in the 
Vetus Versi() and the Arabo-Latin translation, and in Averroes' com
mentary. aAAw5 ETL in GH (II. q) perhaps indicates that they stood 
in the margin in the :lrchetype of GR. olov K£lIOV (0. 17) is difficult. 
I Something like a void' does not give the sense required; and 
otov KE"l/OV for 'what sort of thing the .void is' is not Aristotelian. 
On the whole the passage is likely to be a later addition, not by 
Aristotle. The first Basel edition has the note: Ex Averroe sumpta. 

2 0 . KExwpLa,...ivov KEIo'O.... For the meaning of this cr. 214ft. 19 n. 

CHAPTER 9 

The argument from the fact of compression was mentioned already 
in 2I3b 15-r8 as one of the arguments for the void. 

2I6b 23- 29. lOt ••. &>..Aws. The argument here quoted for the 
void is as follows: (r) Compression involves the existence of rarity 
and density in bodies (b '3-4)' 

(2) This being granted, there are only the following possibilities: 
(a) movement never takes place (which is absurd), or (b) movement 
does take place j and this it can do only on one or other of three 
conditions, (i) that when it takes place the universe bulges (which is 
absurd), (ii) that when quantity a of a dense substance is transformed 
into quantity b of a rare substance, somewhere else a quantity = b 
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of a rare substance is being transformed into a quantity = a of 
a dense substance (which would be a strange coincidence), or 
(ii i) that compression and expansion take place, which involve (as 
we have seen in (r» rarity and density, which in turn (it is 
asserted) involve a void. 

The statement of the alternatives is loosely expressed. Grammati
cally (t 'TOL"TO p.T] £r7J1 'if compression did not exist', is the antecedent 
to all four consequents; but in fact it is the antecedent only to the 
first three. The argument is that if the denial of compression 
involves one or other of three absurd consequences, compression, 
and therefore a void, must be admitted to exis t. 

25. ~ . , . fUTCH. One alternative is to deny the existence of 
change of any kind-in place, size, or quality. This would be 
regarded by most people (and certainly by the Atomists) as too 
paradoxical to need refutation. But if we admit the existence of 
movement, we are (so the Atomists said) driven either into one of 
two equally paradoxical conclusions, or into admitting the existence 
of the void. 

25- 6. ~ KUJ!(1YEl • • • :ou6o.;. If we admit the existence of loco
motion or of growth (or of alteration, which involves locomotion), 
the first alternative is to suppose that the thing that is moving 
through space or growing pushes other things before it so as to 
produce a wave or bulge at the extremity of the universe. This is 
again treated as absurd .i and the Atomists might have added that 
a bulge at the surface of the universe would involve a void for the 
universe to bulge into, and thus introduce a void outside the universe 
in the attempt to escape admitting a void inside it. 

Very little is known of Xuthus. S. 683. 24 calls him a Pythagorean. 
Iambl. v.P. 267 mentions a Pythagorean of Croton whom he calls 
BoiiBo5, perhaps in error for '2:!oii8oS'. Zeller i. lb. 544 n. t suggests, 
wi th some probability, that Xu thus was a half-Pythagorean, half· 
Atomist. 

26- 8. ~ ... 'YE'YEY~CTeQ,~ . This alternative is treated as equally 
absurd.-The MSS. read ~ (is 'UOY &.Cl. JLf.Ta.j3a.UEtY KTA., but we need 
an indicative as in b 25. Bonitz was no doubt right in suggesting 
&'f.1. 8(i. Confusion between 0(;: and ad is common in MSS. 

30- 33. EL t!£v ... £Xoy •.. Et s£ ... Kf.YOV. The alternative ways 
of explaining p.avOrr]'i by means of the void are to suppose (I) that 
there are little pockets of void, capable of receiving body, in the 
rare body; (z) that there is void diffused throughout it . 

32. TOll'OY ... Q,lhou, 'having an extension of its own', i.e. an 
extension which is not that of a bod y. This refers to the view of 
place (refuted in 2U b 18-29) as 8ta.CT7TJp.« K.a.(l a.im) 7ff.c/JI)K05 Elvat. 

2171\ 3 . TO CTUY(Xis, e g. nets to which inflated skins act as floats. 
t098 3I 
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4-5. KEYOU yap .. . ~lpETa.L, I for then we get something void of 

void into which void moves '. 
5-6. En . . . K&TfiI; This is not really a fresh objection, but the 

continuation of that made in 2I6b 34-2q:l. I. 
8. raws ... KLVT)e~VQL . In view of Xoyos .. . TaX.,., a 8- 10, the 

meaning evidently is 'it is as impossible for a void to be moved as 
for things to be moved in a void t . 

8- 10. AOyOS . . . TnXll' The argument to sh ow that there can b e 
no movement through a void because the speed of such movement 
would be in no ra tio to the speed of movement through occupied 
space will be found stated at length in 2 I Sa 29-2 r6 o. I I. 

10- 26. bTEt . . . $uXpou . Bekker fin ishes the sentence with 
ytYV(TfJ.1. a 14, which leaves it without a principal clause. Boni tz puts 
a 14 017A.olI ••• ytYII€.TaL in brackets, followed by a colon, and finishes 
the sentence at Kty€.l.a-(}at a. 18. It seems to me clear, however, that 
(as Hayduck has urged) a 15-Z0 ullaywI] . .. d;()-J belongs to the 
parenthesis which begins in Il. 14, and that the principal clause does 
not come till Il. zo. 

11. Ttl QhhQ .. . dh'fJ8ws, in 2I6b 24-30. 
19. I'lv ••• 1I'Ep~tU"lTQL , an allusion to UII'Tt7r€.ptUTa(TLt;1 for which 

cf. 208b z, 21511.15. 
21. ~K TWV UlrOKEL/J-lvwv, i.e. on the basis of the conception of vA:q 

established in i. 9. 
b 4. (~) ... ClAh'fJ. Aristotle sets aside as irrelevant to his present 

purpose the question whether an arc in suffering deformation could 
be said to reta in its identity. 

8. (1I'pos) T~V OaTEpOV. There seems to be no satisfactory explana
tion of the vulgate rjj l)(TTfPOII. To su pply in thought (V€.CTTt would 
not give the right sense. 7rpo<; T~y VUTEPO II derives some support 
from S. 690. 6 oVrw Of Kat ~ OEPP.OTT}<; ~ 7rpOHpOII 7rpO'i T~" ~UHpOV. 

II-I2, 16- 26. E'un .• . KOU4>OV. Svo .. . /J-a.XAOV. The object of this 
section is to set aside the Atomists' explanation that it is by virtue 
of the void in it that what is /Lalloll rises (z I 6b 34-2 [7 8. I ), by saying 
that it is simply because it is necessarily light that TO /LallOIl ri ses. 

12- 16. En ••• tihTJS. This sentence interrupts the discussion of 
the connexion between density and weight (which begins in b II 

and is continued in b 16). There is no trace of it in Them istius, 
and Simplicius says that some MSS. omitted it. It is clearly 
a doublet of b 2- 7, and has crept into the text from the margin. 

19· p.ohif3Sou. E.M. 590. 8, Eust. 1340.30, Zonar. Lex. 1366 say 
that p.o'A.t{3o<; and fLOAU{300<; are the only correct forms. But J.LOAt/100'i 
is better supported both here and in Aristotle generally, and it 
seems better to keep this on record by reading it here. 

20- 21. OUT' . . . Suvn/J-u. Bekker prints this without punctuation, 
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as if the ovn'S introduced four alternatives. But really OtJllc1}LH is 
opposed to &'7rOKlKplJLEVOV, and within &'1rOKlKptJL€VOV Aristotle opposes 
a1r'\w~ to £11 T~ JLavii!. A KEVOV ar.oKll(ptlA-£lIO)l &'7rAwS would be one 
existing apart from bodies, e.g. outside the universe (cf 2I3b 1-2). 

A KOIOII U1rOK£KptjLEVOV lv 'TI{) P.ClV4J would be one of which pockets 
existed within rare bodies breaking up their continuity (d. 213a 33-
4). A KllIOV exist ing OVVQ.JL£L would be one which was always in fact 
occupied by body but was distinguishable from it in thought, as 
being capable of existing without body in it. Aristotle's own Con

ception is thus stated by Joachim (on De Gen. el Corr. 32I1l5-9): 
C We must not think of a "dense II body as one in which there are 
few or small II pores ", and of a "rare" body as one with large or 
many gaps interspacing its corporeal particles. We must rather 
conceive of vA'!'] as a material capable of filling space with all possible 
degrees of intensity, or capable of expanding and contracting 
without a break in its continuity. In this respect Aristotle's 11>"1] 
resembles II das Reale ", as Kant conceives it: cr. Krilik d. r. 
Vernunft, II Anticipationen d. Wahrnehmung".' 

24 . KaTG. TCU1T Tj V T~V lVaVT~W(J'L V, i.e. that of heavy and light. 
25 - 6 . KII.TG. Sf: TO UKATjpOV •.• ch ra8Elas: i.e. of u7rO,(jELa in virtue of 

being ,hard, of rra.8o'i in virtue of being soft. 
26. Kat oJ . . . ,..,6.AAOV. Simplicius holds that f.T£PO[WUW does not 

mean a>"Ao{wCTl'i merely but includes also the remaining two kinds of 
change-change of substance and of size. The \yord does not 
occur elsewhere in Aristotle's genuine works, but all these three 
kinds of change might well be grouped as f.T£pO{WtTLS in opposition to 
q,opo" which does not alter the moving thing but only its space
relations to other things. 

27. lI'WS f1un , sc. only if I void' be used as a name for the condition 
on which movement depends (b 2 1-4). 

CHAPTER 10 

2I7b 30-31. Kal. AOyWV. The UwnptKol A6YOL are explained 
by Philoponus as or p.~ a7rOOEtKTtKOt p."YJoi 7rpOs TOVS -Y1iT/UlOV'i TUJI/ 

aKpoan7111 ElpTJJ.t(vot, UAAa. r.pO'i> TOU'i 7rOAAOVS Kat iK m(javwy wpp.1JJ.A.£vO£ 
(70S. 22), and very similarly by Simpliciu5 as TO. KOtila. Kal aL' illa6~wy 
7rEpaLllup.Eva, a>"AQ. J.A.~ ~:i7rOOE'KTLKa. J.t1Jai uKpoaj-W-TLKO, (695· 34), I have 
collected and discussed Aristotle's rererences to the i;WUPLKOl A6yot 
in a note on Met. 1076a. 28. The preposition Ota. here, like the pre
position V7rlJ in Met. r076a 28, seems to show that discussions rather 
than any special books are meant-discussions not peculiar to the 
Peripatet ic school ; but in many cases Aristotle had in point of fact 
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developed these in his dialogues. The '\'0yo, here referred to are 
those that are put forward in b 33-2 rStI. 30. 

218" 14- 16. TO SE "'UII ,,~ 010' • . . lfp6npov. ' Vith the well-supported 
reading TO TE vii" "'TA., TO T£ vuv ""A. and Kat TO. ...vI' ICTA. are two 
apodoses following on the protasis £1: ••• 7TAt:tOVOI; (a II-I3). But 
a better sense is got by reading T~ Bf: "vII KTA., which then is part of 
the protasis. I(o.i TO. viiv then means I the nows also I j i.e., the nows, 
though they are not parts of time, share with the parts of time the 
atlribute of non-simultaneity. A misunderstanding of Kal as I and I 
probably led to the reading TO. 

19. CTTly,....~II. The vulgate reading rrnyp.~ would involve the 
interpretation I as a point is next to another point', But there are · 
no next points (as Aristotle proves in vi . J). 

20. iv TOlS I-LfTQ.~O TOlS .. uv can hardly be right. I read bl 'Tot~ 
JA-f'Ta~ VVII, 'in the intermediate nows ' with S°. 796.18; cf. P. 704· 
28, 29, T. 14 r. 24-5. 

26. kQ.t l .. l lT~1 .. iill. The vulgate reading Ka.t ill T~ Vl)V does not 
give the right sense. The reading viill simpliciler derives some SUP4 

port from P. 70S. 9, 708.16, S. 699· 27,30,33. But T. '4!. 32 " 
TaVrov "at tv ~ta.f"V(t TO viiv (d. ib. 29) supports our reading, which 
accounts better for the corruptions in the MS5.; cf. a 10, b 27. 
Simplicius' citation in 796.23 bas the vulgate reading. 

28. Tti €TO~ yellojJoE)'o. P.0PlOaTOil. Sc. 796. 25 has YC"lCTOJA£1IQ., and 
Diels on the strength of this reads Yf"'1CTOjL€lIo. ~ YEVOJA(VQ, and thinks 
that the YU,IOf'EVa which Sc. 796. 24 has before iv in a 27 arises from 
dislocation of the original reading. But T. [42. [- 3, P. 70S. 10, 

51\ 699. 29, 3r,32 plainly imply YfVOIAEVQ simply, and Rhet. T386t1 29 
'To. O( jLVptOUTOV (TOS YEvop.Eva ~ lu-op.fva, which Diels cites, does 
nOlhing to support his reading, since the context is quite different. 
It confirms, however, the omission of d.s by El. 

31- 3. TL ... It"POTEPOV, i.e. the nature of time is left just as obscure 
by the traditional views about it as it is by the difficul ties we have 
already (in 2 r 7 b 30- 2 t83 30) discussed (7rEpt ~JI = fK 'TOVTft)V 7rCpt ~v). 

33 _b I. ot fiEII ya.p ... + Q.(Ju. This is an allusion to such passages 
of Plato as Tim. 39c s- d 2 . Eudemus, Theophrastus, and Alexander 
agreed in thinking Plato is meant (S. 700. 18). 

b I. ot Sf: ... o.0nl". Simplicius interprets this as referring to the 
Pythagoreans, and suggests that the reference is due to a misinter4 

pretalion of the saying ascribed to Archytas by Iamblichus that 
time is the 8U:UrT17fU1-rij~ 1'OV 1i"aVTOS 4)lj<TEW~ (5. 700. 20, 786. 13). (The 
Other definition of time ascribed to Archytas-/lC{,'aa,6~ 'Tt~ apt8p.6-; 
(S. 786. 12) is almost certainly a plagiarism from Aristotle's own 
definition. It probably occurred in Ps.·Archytas W"EP' TOV TIaVTos.) 
Cr. Plac. i. 2 r. [ D1J8ayoPQ~ TOV X,P6VOJl.qv u-q,alpav TOU 1r(P'(XOV'TO~ EtVw.. 
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19- 20. foL YlSE" ... ""ETo.~OA~V. These words are important as 

indicating that even when, as in Plrys. i-iv, Aristotle uses ,.:tvt}cn .. 
and P.£TU{30'A.fJ interchangeably, he is aware of the distinction which 
he unfolds in v. 22Sn 34-b 9. They furnish a strong argument against 
Tannery's view that bks. v-vi are earlier than bks. iii- iv ; cr. 
Intro. 7- 8. 

CHAPTER rr 

2 18b 2 2 . ""ETa.~Qn.W""EY . jL£Ta{3a:Awp.£v would be more accurate, but 
fkETa{3&.AA.wJUII may be defended hy reference to 1raUXWftEV 21 911 5· 

23-6. Ko.6d:lTEp • . • ""(To.~o . Philoponus says the myth was that 
certain sick people went to the heroes in Sardinia and were 
treated, and slept for five days, of which they had no recollection 
when they awoke. S,implicius says the story was that nine children 
borne to Hcrac1es by the daughters of Thespius the son of 
Thespieus died in Sardinia (for the settlement of Sardinia by 
Heraclidae headed by Iolaus cf. Diad. iv. 29 f., v. IS, Straba v. 22S, 
Paus. vii. 2. 2, x. 17. S. [Arist] Mir. Attsc. 838b 16. Solin. 14. 10, 
46. 1 2 Mommsen). and that their bodies, down to the time of 
Aristotle and even of Alexander of Aphrodisias (from whom he 
evidently takes his information), resisted decay and looked like the 
bodies of men asleep. He adds that it was the custom for people 
OVt:LPWV £vun' ~ CI.>..A1}'i 'nv;''i xpda~ to sleep nva~ ft.aKPOT'P01J~ U7tV01J~ 
in the presence of these heroes; and that Eudemus confirmed the 
possibility of the phenomenon related by Aristotle by a similar inci
dentat Athens during the restival of the Apaluria. The Sardinian story 
is discussed by Rohde (Rhe"n. Mus. 35. (1880) 157- 63), who points 
out its obvious affinities to the legends which represent Alexander 
the Great, Nero, Charlemagne, Arthur, or Friedrich Barbarossa as 
sleeping in the earth till they come to revisit their people. The 
whole story combines some such legend with the common practice 
or illcubalio in a holy place in order to get predictive dreams or 
other illumination. Cf. also E. Pais, La Sardegna prima del dOlllinio 
romano (Accad. d. Line. 7. 188[, 294). Rohde and Pais suspect 
a Phoenician origin for the story of the sleeping heroes. 

The story evidently grew. Aristot le speaks of the whole story as 
a myth, but Alexander (unless Simplieius misrepresents him) seems 
to have claimed that the uncorrupted bodies of the heroes were still 
to be seen in his time. 

30. &ptCTWP. EV. This reading seems to be established by a com
parison with b 32, 2 £9(1. 22. 

2194 II. kat ... auvExi'i, sc. and therefore, in particular, the p..E)'€OO'i 
which stretches from the lermimM a quo to the termillus ad quem. 
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19-21. E<TTt ... [lo·nv]. The meaning of 0 ?Ton Oil is best seen in 
such an example as De Part. An. 649b 2 I 'T'O at,ua wSl ,«EV (un O£p,«ov, 
orov TL ~v ail'n~ 'TO at,uun ,,!vnt .•. 'T'O O' lJ7roK({,uVQV Kat;; 'TrOTt (!,V atflcf 
({TTW, au fhpfL6v. In the present passage 0 7rOTE: 01' is an abbreviated 
form of TOi1t'i' 0 7f"OT£ &v 7iponpov Kal VCTUpOV bt -rfi KtV~(J"£t ((T·rtv, 
i.e. that, being which the before and after in movement are before 
and after, i.e. the V7rOKf.LP.£VOV or subject which is before and after. 
The general sense of the sentence must he I the before and after in 
movement is, as regards its subject, movement; but its essence is 
hot movement '. Thus the (un in n 19 and the (UTLV in i\- 2 I repeat 
each other, and (unv should probably be omitted, as it is in S. 712. 

25. P. 720. 26- 8. The construction is just like that in b 18 j 8 ~EJI 
1TOT( 01' is epexegetic of TO 1TPOT(POJl KQ.t vcrnpoJl €J1 TV KtJl~UH, as it 
there is of TOV'I"O. lunv is due to misunderstanding of the difficult 
phrase 0 1rOTE 01'. Bekker's QirrWIl in a. 20 is pretty clearly an emblema 
from A. I9. 

2g. TO . . . Op~t6f1EVOV T~ VUV, I that which is bounded by a now at 
each end '. 

32. 1fPOTEPOU . .. TLVOS, 'but as an element (viz. the end) of an 
earlier section and an element (viz. the beginning) of a later', 

b 2-3. O~k , •• KlVTJULS, I time is therefore not movement, but the 
aspect of movement in respect of which it is numerable 1. For the 
construction d. b 25, Torstrik's insertion of~, though not unlikely 
to be right, is not strictly necessary. 

6. TO &pL8fLT}TOV is to be understood as almost a synonym of TO 
apt{)/LOvP.EVOV. A numbered or numerable plurality of particular 
things is being contrasted with abstract number (p.ovaOtK6<; apt{)p.&<;) 
c; o.pd)/Aov/kcv. . 

8- g. fern ... d.pL9p.ouflEVOV, Torstrik is very likely right in placing 
this after apt{)p.,ou/kEV b 7 ; the words may have been first omitted 
(cf. ]I) and then inserted in the wrong place. 

10-12. 0 S' ap.a. 1'1'0.<; xp6vo<; .• ,uaTEpov. The punctuation I have 
adopted seems to give the best cannexion of thought here. We 
might paraphrase as follows: 'but the time of one event is identical 
with the time of another simultaneous event; for the now involved, 
whatever now it may have been, is identical (though it is one thing 
for it to be the now involved in the time of one event, and another 
thing to be the now involved in the time of another simultaneous 
event), and it is the now that marks the time as before and after, 
and therefore also determines the times of two events as simul
taneous and identical when neither is before or after the other I. 

11- 12. TO St vuv .•• UUTEpOV. Bekker's reading is TO O€ vVV TCW 

XPOVOV f1.f.TPf.~ n -rrpOTf.pOIl Kat lJUTf.POV. This is the reading of all the 
MSS. but E, and is supported by P. 725. I, S. 722. I , 'S. But in 
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2 r80. 6- 7 Aristotle implies quite clearly that the moment does not 
measure time, and it is obvious that not a moment (which has no 
duration) but only a finite stretch of time could measure time. 
Further, P.£,TPEt is inappropriate to n 7rponpoJl Ka.t vcrn:pov. Aristo tle 
has said that we mark the passage of time by discriminating different 
moments within it (1\ 25-6), but this is not to measure time. Nor 
is the measuring of time relevant to the present context. These 
difficulties, or some of them, were felt by Torstrik, Prantl, and 
Gottschlich ; and Torstrik is probably right in supposing op{'a to 
have been the original verb, which was displaced early by the gloss 
Ji(TpEI. and preserved in the wrong place by E and the Arabo-Latin 
translation. Alternatively, one might suppose both IJ.£TPEl and opltu 
to be corruptions of fJ-Ep£tH. Cr. 239a 9 c'hras · Xp61101> Eis U1T'upa 
lJ.fptfTTfk Gottschlich's OtatPEt might be held to derive support from 
222 0. J 4. I8, 262(1. 30, but it would be rash to adopt it. 

12- 15. TO SE I'UI' ... Q1ho. Aristotle now passes to the question 
already discussed dialectically in 2 ISO. 8-30, whether the now remains 
one and the same or constantly changes. He answers the question 
in his usual manner, by saying that in a sense it is the same and in 
a sense not. Qua occurring at different points in the time series it 
is constantly changing, but as regards that, being which it is the 
now, viz. TO 1TpOUPOV Ka.t UfTTEPOII TO fV Ktvr7CTH b27, it is the same. 

14. TOUTO ••• (E!I'Ql). Bonitz's addition of Elvat derives some SliP
port [rom P. 726. 2 I, 24, though Pbiloponus may have been expanding; 
it seems impossible to see for certain what lies behind Simplicius' 
paraphrase TOWO o~ ~Y a{rT~ 1TPWTCf! (leg. 7rPOTEP/f) Kat VaTEP<!! AEynv 
(? AiYECTBat). Bonitz's reading gives the good sense 'and this 
(i.e. Occurrence at this or that point of time) was what nowness was 
for it '. 

IS-220n 21. aKOAOu9Et ... I-Lopla. The main object of this section 
is to develop the thought of 0. [0-[9, that JLEyd:iol> (path), KLV7IULI>, 
and x,pOIIO'l correspond to one another, by adding that UT'LYfJ-.f]: 
fLfYEBol> = cpqwJLf:Vov : Klv'1Ut'l = YVY: xpOVO'l. The di ffic ulties of this 
view are too obvious to require comment. 

15 -16. o.KOAou9Ei ••• ~QP.E". These words, with the exception of 
til'> i)'EXB'1 and to'l cpafJ-EY, are repeated in 220h 24-6, and seem to be 
appropriate in both places. They are vouched for h(re by P.726. 
28-30, and with the exception of WI> cpaJL(J! uy T . .rso. 12- [3, S. 722. 
23-4; and there by T. '53.24-5, P. 745. 3-8, S. 733· 30-3r. .:" 
~AiX8'1 and WI> cpajLEv seem at first sight to form a weak repetition, 
but in fact W'l ~AfXB'1 simply refers back to a IO- 19, while to'l 
cpafJ-tll means 'as we maintain', against actual or possible op
ponents. 

16-17. KQ.l •.. +Ep0I-LEI'OI'. The analogy between movement and 
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the p-EyEfJor; (path) it covers, in respect of continuity, was brought 
out in 0.. 10-19. Aristotle now points out that there is a similar 
analogy between the point which traces out the path, and the 
moving object which traces out the movement. H e is evidently 
working with the conception of the line as produced by the fl uxion 
(pvulr;) of a point (De An. 4098.4, P . 727.25, S. 72 2.28, 724.34, 
Iamb!. j" Nicom. Arilhm. (ed. Pistell i) 57.8). 

Ig. ~ O'Tly~t, yep. In b 15-18 the anyJ.Lr, (i.e. the geometrical 
point) has been treated as the generator of the path (ILly,Bo.), as the 
cpEpOJ.LCVOY is the generator of the movement. Here ern y,.,.';' is, by an 
unfortunate lapse, treated as a cpEf)()J.L€llOv j and here therefore (rnYJA-r, 
must be used in the sense of a particle. P. 728. 28, S. 723. 5 have 
UTLYIJ.:1], and it is difficult to think of any likely emendation. Torstrik 
tries to remove the difficulty by treating TV crTt'ypii in b 17 as corrupt, 
but it is in b 19. not in b I7, that the difficulty exists. The MS. 
reading may he defended by reference to 227 b 16, where CTTLyP.~ is 
used of a moving material part icle. 

T~ AOy~ SE 0:).).0, {but is different in respect of the account that 
may be given of it " viz. because it is at one time body A at place 
H, and at another body A a t place C. 

20- 21. Wa1rEp • •• d.yopcF. The premiss 'being Coriscus in the 
Lyceum is different from being Coriscus in the market-place' was 
used by the sophists to support the conclusion that Coriscus is 
different from himself. The argument, according to S. 723. I I-20, 
was {Coriscus, being the same, is now in the market-place and now 
in the Lyceum; he who comes to be now in the market-place and 
now in the Lyceum comes to be different from himself'. 

21- 8. Ka.t TOUTO ..• iO'Tll'. The moving body becomes different 
from itself in respect of being now here, now there. But the now corre~ 
sponds to the moving body. Therefore the now becomes different 
in respect of its ELllat; a different aspect of its being is revealed. 

25. n ... iaTtI'. These words reappear almost identically in b 28. 

They are vouched for here by T . I SO. 23, P . 728. 3 I- 729 6, S. 723. 
29- 30, and there by T. ISO. 25-6, P . 729 9, 20-24, S 723.33-5. 

The parallelism between the now and the moving body would 
have br.en made clearer if Aristotle had said T~ 8£ IIVI' TO 7rp6upov 
Kat ~CTT£POI' II' XpOv'!J. What he says comes to the same th ing. If 
the now is that by virtue of which the before and after can be 
counted, i e. distinguished as being two, not one, then it is by the 
passage of the now (revealed to us by the newness or presen tness of 
differen t events in succession) that we recognize the before and after 
in time, and the parallelism between the now and the moving object 
is established. Time is the pv(n~ Toil viiv, as movement is the pvu,~ 
TOV 4>EPOP.tI'OV, and the fLtYEOO'i (ypo.p'p'~) the pvu,~ T"ij~ unyp.7j~. 
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26-8. WerTE • •• EaTiv, ' thus (as the point remains the same, but 
by entering into different relations traces out the line, and as the 
moving body remains the same, but by entering into diffe rent 
relations traces out the movement) in the case of nows too the 
now remains the same in respect of that, being which it is a 
now (viz. that which comes before and after in movement), yet 
its being is different; for it is in so far as the before and after is 
numerable that we get the now '. The sentence is improved by 
reading vii" iCTn, ,..o instead of viiv, £CTTt ,..6. Cf. b 14- 15 . 

28- 3[. Klit yllwp~",o" . . . 00. Aristotle here points out that, as 
change is not directly cognizable, but is cognized by observing 
a cpcpop.cvov to be now here and later there, or (more generally) 
a KLVOtlP.(VOY to be now in one condition and late r in another, so 
time is not directly cognizable, but is cognized by noticing that 
nowness belongs first to one and then to another state of affa irs. 
The further implication is that, as the moving body is a 'TOO( Tt 

while its movement is not, the now is a ,..&O( n while time is not . 
But this view would be hard to maintain. Simplicius discusses 
what Aristotle can have meant by maintaining the unity of all nows 
T~ inrOKHP.(V't1. and is driven to the rather lame suggestion that 
Aristotle treats the nows as one T~ {nrDKHpiv't1 simply because they 
do not differ either in genus, in species, or in accidents (724. 27-
725 . 4, 725. 9-24). This does not reany imply that they form one 

29. TOUT', sc. 'TO vUv. 

220" 2-3. OUTWS: ... cpopiis. Time has already been called the 
number of movement (2 19h 2); the now is here called the number of 
the moved object. The suggestion is that, as the moving body by 
its successive appearances at successive places makes up a move
ment, so the now by its passage from the future to the past makes 
up time. 

4 . TO VUv •• • dp~ejJo ou, i.e. the now corresponds to the moving body, 
being a sort of unit involved in time (which is the number of move
ment) as the moving body, or rather its successive positions, are 
involved in the movement. The addi tion Or OY p.ovur; apdJiJ-ou is un
fortunate, for a time is not made up of a fin ite number of nows, nor 
a movement of a fin ite number of positions, as a number is made up 
of a finite num ber of units. In fact the notion of the now as the 
unit of time is incompatible with the notion of it as the generator 
of time, which is that with which Aristotle has chiefly been working. 
Tbe error is implicit in the original error of defining time as the 
number of movement. 

6 . TOllTO, the dependence of time on the now for its continuity and 
its divisibility. 
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7- 8. Kilt OUx. . x'oyw. It is not the individual unity of a moving 
body that makes the movem ent continuous (for a single body may 
have an interval between its movements), but the unity of the 
moving body in respect of the account that can be given of it, i.e. in 
respect of the fact that it can be described as 'a single body moving 
from a single place to a single place in a single time I (cf. 242 a 66-8). 
Carteron's aAAa (tiXAa) does not improve matters. 

7. kaL OUX 0 "fron 010' = Ka~ oux ~II 0' 71'"07"£ tv cp(peral, 'and not one thing, 
being which it is moved I, i.e. tbe self-identity of the moving body is 
not enough to secure the continuity of the movement. 

8-g. Kal opitEL . .. ToiiTo . The moving body forms the boundary 
between the earlier and the later movement, in the sense that its 
presence at a particular place divides its total movement into an 
earlier and a later phase. 

To get a formal correspondence with tL 5 and with a [o- r r, 
Torstrik wishes to insert Kat crvv€xf!l after 70VTO in a 9. But the 
uniting function of 'TO ¢€POfJ-OfOIl has been mentioned in a 7, and only 
its dividing function remains to be stated in a 9. The logic is correct 
if we read in II. 9 Kal op{'£t O£, as Simpiicius seems to have done 
( 6 ) • } '" , ..." ... , ... " , , 72 .27 : 01) fLovolI ° £ CT1JV~ 'TOV x.p0VOY 1TOt€L 'TO VIW KaTa. T7JY 1TpO'> TO 

¢£POfLOfOV aKOAov8tav, UAAQ. K a l Ota.tp£t alm)V owp{tov TO 7rprYr£POV Kat 
VCTT£pOV '"7'> KtV~CT((.!l'i. 

12-14. d.},>'" • •• (T£pOV. When we treat one point in a line ac; two, 
i.e. as the end of one part and the beginning of another, we must in 
thought pause over against the point, as it were j but we cannot 
(Aristotle maintains-wrongly, as it seems) thus pause over against 
a now, since the moving body is always moving to new positions, 
and needs a succession of ever-new nows to enable it to do so. 

14- 16. waS' ... T£}..HIT~. Time is a plurality, not in the sense in 
which a plurality can be distinguished within a single point inasmuch 
as it is the end of one part of a line and the beginning of another. 

16. TTl'> ypa.p.jl~'i. The vulgate reading rijt; av"1'i could only mean 
Ti1'i avTi1t; CTTlYfLl1t;, which in the context makes no sense. We cannot 
be sure what Simplicius read (cf 727. 12, 32). Philoponus seems 
to have read r11'i ypafJ-fL~~ (736. I), and there is little doubt that we 
should ei ther read this or omit ..r;~ Clin-qt;. In either case there is an 
emblema from the previous line. 

17- 21. 8u~ T£ TO dPllfLi'vov •. . fLOP La.. Simplicius thinks that the 
first reason alleged is a reason for holding that the plurality of nows 
which makes up time is not that which is got by considering one 
now as both an end and a beginning, but is the plurality consisting 
of an earlier and a later now; and that the second (Kat. In (sc. SuiTt) 
¢aV£fx)V KTA.) is a reason for maintaining that the plurality of nows is 
not a plurality of parts of time. Philoponus thinks that both are 
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reasons for the second statement, and that must, I think, be Aris
totle's intention, in view of the phrasing. On Simplicius' interpre
tation the words rfi yap fL€crrI crnyp:fj •• . CTlJfLp-,Juuat mean I for to 
get plurality in a mid-point we have to treat it as two, which involves 
a pause at the point, and if a moment of time were to function as 
two, time would have to stand still at that moment '. On Philo
ponus' interpretation the words in question are a very brief way of 
saying' for in order to get two parts of a line you must treat the 
mid-point as two, and to get two consecutive parts of time you must 
treat time as standing still at the moment that divides them; but 
time does not stand still '. 

21- 4. n ... a~xoe~. Each clause of the vulgate reading (which 
has iJ o' apdJp.EL, aptBfLos) can in itsel f be interpreted intelligibly, but 
(I) the first part of the sentence (down to ap,OfLo,,) has little or no 
connexion with the second, and (2) n 8' apt(JIJ-Ei, ap,(Jp.6s furnishes no 
proper antithesis to n IJ-fv 7T'£pa.r; 'to vvv, au Xpovo ... The reading which 
Philoponus (737 . I6. 25-7) had before him omitted &p,8p.o, and 
'understood' xpovos €u't{ instead; and this gives a fair antithesis, 
and a better connexion wi l h the second part of the sentence. With 
this reading, we might perhaps paraphrase the whole as follows: 
' In so far, then, as the now is :l. limit, it is not time but is merely 
something involved in the nature of time, but in so far as it counts 
time (i.e. in so far as now ness is :l. characteristic the repetition of 
which pluralizes time), it is time (i.e. by its repetition constitutes the 
whole of time); for limits are individual entities relative only to that 
of which they are limits, while the number of these horses, the 
number ten, is a universal that is repeated in other contexts '. 

The words it aptBIJ-EL were already in the text which Alexander had 
before him (P. 738. 24- 8. S. 72 9. 7- I3). and are probably genuine. 
Alexander proposed n apt(JrtEtTCLL, but n apl(Jp.EI. can stand, in the 
sense' inasmuch as it is the unit which serves for the counting of 
time '. But the absence of a principal clause after n apdJp.EI. is 
unsatisfactory. Further, Themistius seems to have had a different 
text before him. H is interpretation (152. 1-4) presupposes something 
like KaO' a.uTo IJ-fV o~v 7T'EpaS 'to vVl' 'tou xpovov, MAO. (T1)J.L/3'/371K(V, Ii 
aptOJ.LEI., ri1~ KW~UEWS Elvat. Though Simplicius (721. 14) quotes the 
text in the same form as Philoponus does, his commentary (728. 
27- 729. 4) cannot be reconciled with this; it starts by reproducing 
part ofThemistius' comment, and continues with a paraphrase of this. 

Various conjectures might be suggested, but none of them has 
any great probability, and it seems doubtful if what Aristotle wrote 
can ever be recovered. 
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CHAPTER 12 

The first part of this chapter, 220a 27 - b 32, is occupied in stating 
four attributes of time. (I) a 27- 32. Time in one sense has and in 
another has not a minimum. (2) a. 3z-b 5. Time may be much or 
little. long or short, but cannot be fast or slow. (3) b 5-14. Simul
taneous times are identical; successive times are numerically differ
ent, though they may be the same in species. (4) b 14-32. Move
ment and time determine and measure each other. The second part 
of the chapter, b32-222!\ 9, is occupied with the discussion of the 
phrase I in time', and of the things that may be said to be in time. 

220a 27- 32. 'EX&XHTTOS .•• ~(Tnv. The contrast between apdJp.-O" 
a1T.\.w~ and Tl" UpLOp-&," is that between number;; tlpdJp.ovp-cv and TO 
apdJp.ovlJ-f.YOII (2 19b 6), i.e. between number in th e abstract and 
number as embodied in particular groups of things. 

According to the normal view of Greek mathematicians, 2 was the 
first number. Cf. Mel. TOSSa 6 OtO Kat EvAoyw<; olHC (OTt TO ~v ap,Op.6<;· 
OVO£ ya.p TO p.l.Tpov I1ETp<l , &.A.A' apxT, Kat TO P.f.TPOIl Kal TO lv. H eath (Gk. 
Malh. i. 69) thinks that this doctrine may be of Pythagorean origin, 
but it isalready implied in the definition of numher as P.OIlcJ.OhW U'vuTr}p.a 
ascribed to Thales (Iamb. itl Nicom. Ar. hi/rod. cd. PisteJli, 10. 

8 - 10). It appears in Nicom. bzlrod. Arilhm. ii. 6. 3, and is implied by 
Euclid (El. vii, Def,. I, 2). Some of the Pythagorean, called the unit 
ap'Op.ov Kat p.0p{WV P.f.OOPI.OII, the boundary between number and frac
tions (Iamb. i11 Nicom. Ar.lnlrod. T T. 10). Perhaps the first to treat I 
definitely as a number were the follow ers of Chrysippus, who called 
it 7T'A~Oo<; Ell, magnitude one (ib. r r. 8). When he turns to particular 
or concrete number (n 29,32), Aristotle wavers as to whether I or 2 
is the first number. He naturally allows himself greater laxity of 
language when speaking about concrete than when speaking about 
abstract number. 

b 4. d.p,0}10S ~ dp~e}1ou}1f.Y would be aplOp.o<; P.Ollo.Ot!(O<;, abstract 
number, as opposed to aptO,w" W<; TO apd)jLoup.f.JlOV, concrete number, 
of which time is an example j cf. 2 J9b 5- 8. Torstrik contends that it 
would be a bad argument to say' time' (which is concrete number, 
b 8, 2 I9 h 7) 'cannot be quick or slow because abstract number 
cannot be so.' There is no trace of ~ apd)pAJvp.f.JI in T . 153. I, and 
Torstrik regards it as an interpolation due to the same line of 
thought which led to the variant recorded by Aspasius in 2 19b 8. 
But his reasoning is not convincing. 

8- 10. b FIt xpovos .•. ETf.Pa.. An abstract number is self-identical 
in each instance of its occurrence (a 23-4), being in fact a universal; 
but time, being an apl()jLo<; apt()p.ovp.f.Vo<;, is an individual, which is 
never repeated, since the nows comprised in it cannot recur. 
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12- 14. En • , • f1£T01TWpOV. When Aristotle says that the same 

movement, or time, may recur, he must be understood to be speaking 
of specific, not numerical identity. 

19- 22. KO,9QTrEp • • • Qthov, 'as we ascertain the number by using 
as a unit the thing that is to be coun ted, e.g. the number of a group 
of horses by using the single horse. For while we ascertain the size 
of the group of horses by using the abstract number, we ascertain 
the abstract number applicable to the horses by using the single 
horse as a unit.' 

24- 6. (hO~OUeEL ... Etl'Ql, cr. 219!l. 10- 19. 
32-22{tl g . bui . . . XPOliou . Bekker prints a colon after avnj" in 

221(1. 5 and a full stop after E!vat in u. 7, followed by S~.\Oy 8' OTt. But 
this leaves the first of his two sentences without a principal verb. 
Bonitz saw that there is but one sentence, and proposed to read 
S~'\ov S~, making this the beginning of the apodosis. But 01]'\ov 
without a particle is well supported, and Sl may easi ly have been 
added by a copyist who did not see the construction. The argu
ment is made easier to follow by printing WU1r(P ••. o.\ov a. 2- 4 and 
tIp.a . . . (tvat a 5- 7 as parentheses. 

221& J. KwrluEWS 1<0.1 TOU KlII(l(Jea.~. The distinction is the same 
which is in 22 In 5 conveyed by Kat Qlrn)v Kat TO (lilat atmj~. As 
Simplicius points out, and as Aristotle himself remarks in b 16 - 20 , 

a substance is not measured by the same thing which measures its 
being ; the former is measured by a lineal measure (such as a 1fTixu~, 
n 3). the latter by a temporal measure (such as a year). But if you 
take something, like K{v'Y1cn~, whose very being is (V T~ ytY"HTOQt, to 
measure it is the same thing as to measure the duration of its being, 
and it is a temporal unit that does both. 

6 . T~ S K L~(J£WS. Torstrik is right in reading this; cf. 1\ 5, 7,9, 
b 5, '5, 21 . Alexander (S. 135. 3T ), Themistius (r54· 9), and Sin>· 
plicius (735. 36) may have read 'T~, Kt1ll}0'(WS'. Simplicius well 
remarks that TO (lvat has not its usual Aristotelian meaning = (!80~l 
but means '"IV 1fapa'TaUtv -r1j~ \J7rap~(w'i Kat orov ,",V tvlpy£lall 'Toli OllTo'> 

(135 · 33)· 
II. i'l d.p ~al-'~' 'vVe cannot use the phrase' in number' in this 

sense, but perhaps j included in the numerical system' will serve for 
both the senses of iv &pt8p.~ mentioned in & II-J3· 

14- 15. Til 1-'£1' I'U'I .. . o.PTlO'I. The correspondence is exact. The 
now is in time and the unit in number, as elements involved in the 
fundamental nature of time and number (6J~ ,,'-'p0S' 0. 12). The attri
bute I before-after I is in time, and the attribute I odd-even' in 
number, as attributes alternatively predicable of time and number 
respectively (wS' 1fcUJOI) 0. 12 ). One is tempted to say that the now 
and the unit are KUO' a:&r6 to time and number in the {irst sense of 
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KUO' «{-'TO mentioned in An. Post. i. 4, viz. 0(10. iJ'rruPXH 7"£ £V T~ Tt 

((TTl", orov TPt'YWV~ "tpap-fl.:;' Kat ypafLll:fj (rny,.,."" (~ ya.p OV(T{a. uvrwv f.K 
TOVTWV (ent), Kat iv T<f A6y~ T~ AEYOVTL T{ (ernv EVV7rUPXEl (730. 34- 7), 
and that I before-after' and 'odd-even' are Kar)' aim) to time and 
number in the second sense mentioned in that passage: Oo-Ol~ TWV 

ivv7fapxovrwv utn-o'ic; Ul)To. £V T~ A6y~ EVl./7fUpxovcJ"t T0 .,.{ E(Tn o1}AoiivTt, 
orov TO EMu lJ"irapXH ypafLfLii Kat 'TO 7rfptCPfPEC;, Kat 'TO 7r£ptTTOIl Imt apTtov 
apt8}J-~ (ib. 37-40). Aristotle may have had that distinction in mind 
here, but it does not fit quite exactly; (or (r) he does not define 
time by reference to the now (though he sometimes defines number 
by reference to the unit, as 7rAYj805 fJ-ovo.8wv); and (2) he does 
define time by reference to before and after (219b r), and not vice 
versa. 

16- 17. TO. 8£ 1TpaYfJoo.To. .. . la-Trv. Torstrik argues that the MS. read~ 

ing TO. S~ 7T'po.YJLa.Ta. W~ iy dptOP,,{t! TI{) xpOYft' lUT{Y contains no proper 
antithesis to TO JL~V vvv •.. apnov, and that iv would be necessary 
before T~ xpavft'. Torstrik's conjecture gives an excellent sense, but 
find s no support in the Greek commentators. One is much tempted, 
instead of T'ii xpav'{J lUT{V, to read boldly oi SlKa. i7T7TOt, which is 
st rongly suggested by T. '54. 20 and finds support in P. 750. 23. 
S. 738. 16, 2I. We should then have to suppose that the archetype 
was mutilated (as in 11 q - rS), and that ,..ov XPOVOlJ T{ lunv was inserted 
from the previous line, and then altered into "'0 xpOY'e"'{ lUTLY (which 
I has), and finally into Ttii XPOII<t' (IT{v. 

But the traditional reading is defensible. Aristotle has said in 
n 14-16 that 'TO VVI', 'TO 7T'pou.pov, &c., are in time as p..OVo.s, TO 1n:ptTTOV, 
&c., are in number. There is an analogy between the relation of 
the one set of entities to time and that of the other to number. In 
contrast with this, events are I in time as their number' ; time and 
number do not figure here as having elements analogically related to 
them (the now to time, the unit to number). Time now figures as 
itself a variety of number, the number of movement, and for events 
to be in time is to be numerable, i.e. susceptible to the recognition 
of a before and an afler in them . 

17-18. d .. . Tthrou. Torstrik argues that this is not in place, 
(r) because it is a mere anticipation of a 26-30, (2) because it inter
rupts the discussion of the senses of lv xpovCf. He thinks, however, 
that it is not an interpolation but a piece of bad ed iting. Aristotle 
may have meant togo straight in a 17 to the question of TO 7T'£ptlx£(rf}ut 
tJ7T'O XPOllOlJ and then have added by an afterthought in a 19- 26 the 
rejection of the sense of TO £1' XPOY<{' Elva.L as TO Elva, OT( b Xp01JO~ £<TTtv. 

17-18. 1TEpdXno.t . .. Tchrou. The words added in brackets arc re
quired by the sense, and were read by Themistius ( r54. 24) and 
Simplicius (738. 25). 
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22. Kal KlyXP'1' This is perhaps the far-off origin of Blake's 
'To see a world in a grain of sand I (Auguries of ltmocence). 

b 4. ii alel OYTQ, in respect of their eternal being, not in respect of 
changes they may undergo in the course of it. 

8. Ka.Tc1 UU~~E~1J K6~ is omitted in T. 155'3[, and Philoponus says 
that most MSS. omitted it and that Alexander's commentary said 
nothing about it (756. 9). KG-TO. UlJI43e/3'YJKo<; in T. 156.8 seems to 
be expansion, and in 156. 29 it seems to refer to 22tb 26. It is 
just the sort of phrase that might have been added by a copyist under 
the influence of Ko.1"o. crtJJ1-f3Ef1YJK or; b 26, or of Alexander's comment 
(S. 742. 34) OTt cruP.f3Ef3TJKE 7fj KW~(TH;' CT'rEpy]ew; T~r; KUI~(TEW". 

9 - 14. o~ . .. 1fpOTEpOV. Time being not movement but the 
number or movement, or (as we might perhaps better say) the 
dimension in which movement is extended, there is no reason why 
rest should nO[ he extended in the same dimension; given that rest 
is not the negation of movement but the privation of it, i.e. the 
alternative state to movement in a thing that is capable or move· 
ment. 

13 - 14_ Ka.eci1rEp ••• 11'"pOTEPOV, iii. 202 0. 4. 
23- 5. +a.VEpOV ... aUfJ-JlETpoV. Aristotle says that not all the things 

that are not are in time; the non-existent things that are of necessi ty 
non· existent (O:'\''\'wS' b 24 = !r'\''\'ws- ~ p.Y] Eillat), such as that the 
diagonal of a square is commensurate with its side, are not in time. 
On the other hand, things that, though not existent now, were or will 
be existent, such as Homer or any future event (b 32), are in time. 
Similarly in Met. I024b 19- 21 'TO T~V ou1P.(TPOV (iVaL crup.p.f:7POV and TO 

0"£ KuOij(fOaL are quoted as instances of the two types of OVK oVTa. 

26. TWII S' CiAAWV KenO. aU /-L pt:P1JKO). This refers to moving (or 
resting) objects, which, as Aristotle has sa id in b 19, time measures 
not in respect of their own nature but in respect of the movement 
(or rest) which belongs to them. 

29. Kal o"w:; ... JJ-~' This is added to bring in the things that 
pass from not·being to being and vice versa without a process of 
generation or destruction, viz. acciden tal events (Met. I026b 23) and 
their causes (ib. [027a 29), sensations (De Sensu 446b 4), geometrical 
points, lines, and surfaces (Mel. I002 ll. 32), moments (ib. b 6), forms 
superinduced on matter (ib. I033b 5, T043b 15, I044b 22), contacts 
(De Caelo 280b 27). 

2228. 2. Kal ~V Kal Ea-ra.~! which is lacking in V and Pp., seems 
likely to be a gloss. 

6- 7. oG .. . olin. Torstrik argues that the fact that the commen
surability of the diagonal of the square with the side is not in time 
should be inferred from its never existing, and not vice versa. He 
therefore holds that the text must have read Blon £vavT{ov I(T'\'., that 
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atE' Ol)l( to'Tty is a gloss which got inserted after Sui, and that Tt then 
was altered into on. The readings of Philoponus and Simplicius 
are doubtful; T. 157.7 has Stern EVQlfT{OY £uTh· Tcft act OVTt. But 
Themistius may be simplifying, as he often does. The text may 
stand, as a slightly loose way of saying I and the reason why it 
always does not exist is just the already (& 4) mentioned fact that it 
is contrary to that which exists always '. 

CHAPTER '3 

Of the two kinds of thing described in 22 {I\ I3-q as being in 
time, Aristotle has in 221& 26-222& 9 discussed 'TT'pO.yp.aTQ (events), 
which are in lime in the sense of being measurable by time. He 
discusses in this chapter the other class (TO vii ... Kat TO 1iPOUpOY Ka~ 
oua TOUl.VTO, 22 III 14), which are in time in the sense of being IJ-fP'tl 
or 7rti071 of time, or generally TOV )(POIIOll TL (ib. 12- 13, 16) as unit, 
odd, even are of number (ib. IS). 

222/l 10 - 20. To Si flUfI .•. TU.rrO. The object of this section is to 
show that the now both actually holds time together, and potentially 
divides it. Simplicius takes the reference to its divisive function to 
begin with KG;' 7r£pOS .>.:p0IIOV £(T't'tV tl [1-12, and on the face of it this 
seems the natural interpretation. But it is negatived by the fact 
that in It 17- r9 7rEpaS Kat EVcYn]~ are coupled together in opposition 
to 8,aIpf:O'l~. The whole of 0. 10-13 must therefore be treated as 
expressing the uniting activity of the now, and the dividing activity 
held to be first introduced by DlaLPEL S€ 8vv&'JL!t It 14. 

10. W<nrf:p n .. t'x8"" 2Z0n 5. 
12. lI'lpClS Xp6vou means here not a boundary of the whole of time, 

but a boundary between one time and the next. 
o.\w~, which Bekker has before 7r'pa~, gives a wrong sense (since 

7rfp(J.S is not a generalization of <nJ&lEXHa), and is probably a corruption 
of OPO~I which is an old variant for (or gloss upon) 7ripa~. The 
reading 7rlpas is preferable to opos because it is the word which 
Aristotle uses in a 18. 

13. d.),,),,(\ • .• +«"EpO". The activity of the now as uniting time is 
analogous to that of the point as uniting the line, but owing to its 
transitoriness the fact is less obvious. 

14. SLQLPEl Sf. SUI'd.,...f:L. Both the line, and time, are essentially 
continuous; the point and tbe now divide them only in the sense 
that they make them potentially divisible by an act of thought 
which regards the line as made up of two linesl or the time of two 
times. 

14- 19. kClt •.• iflOTTJSl an example or' binary construction I j cf. note 
on 2oo'"34-b3. The point (or the now) is always one individual entity, 
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tv 'Tee 117rOKELJ-lEV,£,. But when it is treated as dividing, it is treated as 
OVO '7"0 AO"!/fl as if it were two, one being the end of one part and 
another the beginning of another; while when it is treated as uniting, 
it is treated as ~v T~ AOYc::'l a single principle holding together a single 
whole. 7ic1.VT?J a 17 = TW TE VrroKufLivw Kat TW AayW. 

18. TO fLE V ••• TO BE, /on the one h~nd .. : on the other hand '. 
19-20 . £an ... TQlho, (the dividing and the uniting are the same 

and are in respect of the same thing (i .e. tbe point in the case of the 
line, the now in the case of time), but their essence is not the same ', 
This is Aristotle's way of saying that they are inseparable but diverse 
aspects of one single situation. 

23. 038' . .. VUI'. In 1\ 26 the KaTaKAufTfLQ.; is described as future; 
and we want here a reference to a future event, to balance the 
reference to the Trojan war, as we have a past and a future event 
named in (l. 22 and in II. 25- 6. Therefore Yf:YOVE is probably corrupt. 
Themistius seems to have had noth ing in its place (rs8. 2); it is 
not clear whether Philoponus' text simply omitted it or had (07(14 in 
its place (76r. 23, 764. 26). Simplicius' paraphrase omits yl:YOVE vvv 
(750.6), but we cannot be sure what be read. Probably Y£YOVf. and 
tCTTa4 are rival glosses on the bare vw. 

Plato (Tim. 22 c) speaks of future as well as past floods, and 
Aristotle has a similar belief in cyclically returning destructions of 
civilization (Met. 1074b 10). 

24. 0 XpOYOs is a slight improvement on Bekker's ;(p6vos, and better 
attested. 

25. TO 1fpOTf.pOY YUY, i.e. the momentary now of It. 10- 20 as opposed 
to the extended now of /I. 21- 4. 

29. 1faS •• . Xpovo;, not, of course, time as a whole, but every 
particular period of time. 

30 . d 1fEP . .. KLY TJ UL; . This, which is assumed here, is proved in 
viii. r. 

31-3' 8ij).ov . . . ECTTClL. Aristotle merely says that the same time 
recurs if and only if the same movement recurs; but he evidently 
wishes his readers to d raw the conclusion that, since what recurs is 
not a numerically but only a specifically identical movement, the 
same is true of time. H e has already stated this in 220b 6-14. 

b 2- 4. EXOL • • • TEAEU,-n. Strict grammar would require the second 
clause to run oVr{l)S KaL ;, XpOvo,> <v Tr{) o.irr~ 7rW,> clpx7JV Kat 'Tf.A£l1T1]V, 
but the variation of form is natural enough. 

4-7. ICa.t SLQ Toiho . • . npxn. b 4-6 KClt SuI. 'Tou,.o • •• Et.."" b 6- 7 Ka.' 
ovx ... apxu give Aristotle's answers to the two questions raised in 
a 29- 31. 

5-6. &p.a. . . . dTJ. For the repetition of av cr. Bonitz, bldex, 

4In 59- ' 3· 
40U 32 
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16-17. ly 8~ Tt[) Xpo"¥ ... 4>9E[pETa.L. Torstrik objects that not 

all things come in to being and disappear in time, and emends 
accordingly. But the Greek commentators understand the text 
rightly as meaning that all things that corne into being and disappear 
do so in time. 

17. ot POEI' crOq,WTO,TOV EAeyOl', Simonides fro 19, p. I T23 Bergk. Sima
nides' actual words are not known. uocpwTaTov XpOvo~' uvrup{O'I<f.t yap 
7TaYTa: is also quoted as an apophthegm of Thales (Diog. Laert. i. 35.) 

6 SE nu9ayoPElos nnpwv. Themistius and Philoponus treat 
llapwv as a proper name. Simplicius conjectures r.ap6w, and 
connects the reference with the unnamed sage whom Eudemus 
described as remarking (when he heard Simoni des at Olympia 
praise time as cro¢tiJ-raTov) T{ 8£. @ '1Lp..WII{STJ, ol}l( lrr,AuvOnvojJ-£8a p.lvtot 
£V 't~ xpovlf j If Simonides had been mentioned by Aristotle, and if 
Aristotle had said nv6ayopnos TtS, Simplicius' view would be plausible; 
as things are, it is not. Nothing, however, is known about Paron, 
beyond what Aristotle says here. 

20- 1. l(u6dTfEP .•• ;rponpov, 22 rb 1. 

21- 2. YH£UEWS .. . uUf!I3EI3TJl<ch. This is because the destruction 
of one substance is necessarily the generation of another. 

23. ytYV£Ta.~ .•. Tfpa.TTElV. K.lVEicrOut refers to such cases as the 
"tU£ULS of a house by changes produced in the materials, 7rpdTTElV to 
such cases ,as the ~rodu~tion; of a~ artist by, practi;e in the art (E: N 
r103a 33 OLK08o!-,ow't(c; OLK.o8o}40l 'YlVOVTUt Kat K.LOap,toVTfS KLOapurrat). 

24. TQUT'1V, i e. destruction by which a thing is destroyed without 
suffering any K{vT}fns, e.g. death from old age as opposed to death 
by violence, accident, or disease. 

CHAPTER 14 

2231\. I. TO U'ITOKe!f1EVOV, the assumed terminus of change. Cf. 
229b 29 ~I' ovO'lv 7j KLJIT}fJ"'S V7rOK.Elp..£VOts. 

IIp.uA~v ktY1'jaLv kLJIOUP.EVOV. To judge from the instance given, 
o!-,a>"~v seems to refer here not to the uniform velocity of each of the 
moving bodies, but to the fact that the two moving bodies move along 
paths of similar shape, and not merely KU'Ta TO aVTO 8uifT7'7]p..a, between 
extremes that are the same linear distance apart. Cf. 2z8 L 18-25. 

3. TI]v 'TI'Ep~q,EP~, sc. "tpap.fL~Jf· 
20- 21. 0 Sf xpovos .•. .J:v£pyuuv, i.e. the things that are actually 

in movement are identical with those that are actually in time, and 
those that are potentially in movement with those that are potentially 
in time. A lexander thought that by the latter class of things are 
meant Ttl. -fJp€J1-ovlIra. But Simplicius points out that, since time is 
the measure of rest as well as of movement (22l b 8), things at rest 
are actually in time. He may therefore be right in suggesting that 
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the reference is to things that are capable of coming into being but 
have not yet done so. 

24- 5. d.pte~os .. . dpLe~'rJTOII, i.e. apdJp..os in the sense in which 
Aristotle holds time to be apdJp.os ICtn1CTfWS, as distinct from dptBp.o<; 
.;; &p,OI'OVI"v (abstract number) (219b 5- 8). 

26. &'x'h' "i idiomatically = 'but only '; cf. If.A. S63b 22,5801\ 20, 
Met. IOOS !). 12, I036b 31, 1038& 14, Pol. 1257b 21. The idiom is 
discussed by Cook Wilson in Class. Quart. iii. 12 [-4, and by 
Denniston in Gk. Particles, 24-7 . 

27. Toiho . .. Xpovos. "Ve may either (r) omit Q/I with S. 760. 4 
and translate C that which time is', i.e. is as regards its v7roKd,J.(vov, 
i.e. the substratum of time. Or (2) we may read ov and translate 
'that, being which time exists " which again means ' the substratum 
of time '. In the latter case we should expect Wil, and Oil must be 
explained by supposing that the phrase 0 r.OrE Oil had become so 
habitual with Aristotle (cf. 2 Iga 20, b 14. 18,26, 220R 8) that he uses 
it even where the subject of the EI7TtIl is a masculine noun. This 
reading is preferable, because it i5 doubtful if ;} r.OT£ cunll 0 xPOIIO<; 

would indicate clearly enough that the substratum of time is meant. 
b 1- 2. d~~' . . . dpdJjJ.os, 'but in addition to a particular thing that 

has changed something else may have changed; and there will be 
a number of each of the two respective changes of these subjects ' . 
aAAo is better than aAAa, in view of ~KaT£pa<;, and is supported by 
P . 776. 18. 781. 6, S. 763.30. 

Torstrik holds that tilll £Ka7'£pa.<; T7j<; KUnJUE:W<; is bad Greek, and 
should be tilll ~Ka7'(potJ T7j<; KLIn.1(TE:W<; or else tilll EKuT£pa<; KLII~U(WII 

The text is not impossible, however, if translated as above. If any 
change is made, ikl7-()' £KaT£pa<; ..71<; KW~U(W<; (cf. P . 781. 8) would be 
better than Torstrik's I11U7'( Kat ET£paS Ktll~{T£WS'. 

2-3. ET(POS . •. (to. This is a dialectical statement of a con
clusion that might be drawn from what precedes; Aristot le 
immediately sets it aside. 

3-4. 0 aUTOS yelp XpovQS .. . &' jJ.a. I have adopted a reading which 
gives the right sense, and perhaps will account as well as any other 
for the extraordinary variety of recorded readings. E's reading 
would have arisen from it by omission of (r~ 0 by haplography before 
ruo<;, and that of FGIJ by corruption of 0 ruo<; into OP.OLW<;. For 
o aliTo<; Kat ( t<; cf. J85b 8, Cat. 4a IO, Pol. 1280b 35, &c., and E:t<; Kat 0 
aUTO,> b I I infra; and for 0 ruo<; Kat op .. a cf. b 9, 12 . 

4 . E'i:SU . . . ajJ.Ct. Cf. 220b 12-14. 
8- ro. 0 jJ.lVTO~ Xp6vos . . . ~opiis. The vulgate text can hardly be 

right, either with or without a comma after ruo'>. It is most simply 
put right by treating 0 &.pd)l!o~ as a gloss. 

12- 13. E11'Et •.• ICUK).~. Prantl inserts 7rpw-r71 befole ((TTl, to provide 
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a minor premiss to fit the major premiss TO trpfdrov (sc. (rn) jJ-ETPOV 

1I"QVTWV 7"(;",' ovy)'OIWV b 18, and to give the conclusion drawn in b 19. 
The argument would have been clearer if the Greek had run so, and 
1I"pw", if written a,' might easily have been omitted. But there is no 
trace of 7I"pWrq in any of the MSS. or of the Greek commentators; 
and in point of fact the reason for regarding uniform circular move
ment as 1rpW-rov (the primary kind of movement) and therefore as 
p.irpov (the measure of all movement) is given in the last words of 
the sentence, OTt 0 aplO,wr; 0 TflVTqr; YVWptjWTa.Tor;, It is the know
ability of the number of regular circular movement that makes such 
movement the best measure of other movements and of time. It 
owes its knowability (1) to the fact that a single revolution forms 
a natural unit of circular motion, whereas there is nO natural unit of 
rectilinear motion or of non-local K{V7JCTl~, any unit of such that is 
taken being taken arbitrari ly; and (2) to the fact that the heavenly 
bodies, which exhibi t it, are visible to all men. 

U it be thought necessary to insert r.pWrq, the clause should run 
bn.~ St 7rpw'n'} (? TWV KLvr]UEWV) lOlLV .f] cPopc1. 

IS. Wa1rEp I!lWOP.O, 220b 23. 

20- 2(, ti~Aolwa~s ... ianv. Aristotle does not mean to deny 
that there may be o..u.o{WO-t~, au~Ut'>, or yiVfCTlI'); which for a time 
proceeds at a uniform rate. 'Vhat he is asserting is that none of 
them can be counted on to proceed always at this rate. The reason 
for this is expounded in 2618. 28-b 26, viz. that all kinds of It:tVTJUtl'); 

other than circular motion move between opposite termini and 
involve a pause at each terminus before movement begins in the 
opposite direction. 

Again, he is not asserting that all $opO. proceeds uniformly. 
Rectilinear motion does not do so, since (according to him) when it 
is It:aTo. CPVCTLV it becomes faster as bodies near their proper place, 
and when it is 7T'apa CPVUlV it becomes slower as the impressed force 
becomes exhausted. The circular motion of the heavenly bodies is 
the only change which by its nature proceeds uniformly. 

2(- 224l1. 2. 8LO ... O~OIl. Aristotle here pomts out that the sayings 
which describe time as the motion of the heavenly sphere, or as 
a circle, are natural exaggerations due to the close relation between 
time and its primary measure, which is the circular motion of the 
heavens. 

21- 2. tilO ... ClVTJatS, the ;v&iov recorded in :uSa 33. 

25-6. col ... +9opav, sc. KVKAOV flval. 

27. kplvnell = p.LTPftTru b 15. 
33- 224& 2. 1fupii yap TO P.lTpOV • . . 0>'011. The MS. reading is 

indefensible and Torstrik's TW p..£.TP01Jp..£y~ seems necessary i 7rUPfp..t/la1-
V(TaL then has its proper meaning, C nothing appears apart from the 
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measure in the measured '. In view of examples such as Xen. Ou. 
2. 13 Oliu aAAo~ 1rw'Tron J1.OL 7rapEUX£ 'Tel. £tl.UTOV 8tO'K(~'" dX).' :} a-V VlJ ... i 
i(}tAw; 1raplXHIl (cr. Denniston, Gk. Partides, 24- 7). it is unnecessary 
to insert on after uAh' ~, 

22411. 2-15. AEynUt . . • LlflTOl. In this section Aristotle returns to 
the point dealt with in 223b [-12, that the time of different events 
is the same time provided that it is equal and simultaneous, as the 
number of different groups is the same number if the groups are 
equal. He establishes the latter point by a morc careful treatment, 
and evolves the general formula that if two things a and 6 do not 
differ from one another by a differentia of their genus c, they are 
the same c (i.e. the same sort of c), though they may not be the 
same d (the same sort of d) where d is a species of c. Thus the ten 
which is the number of a group of ten sheep is the same number, 
but not the same ten, as the ten which is the number of a group of 
ten dogs. 

There is this difference, not pointed out by Aristotle, between the 
case of the two tens and that of the equilateral and the scalene 
triangle, that while the former differ only numerically, the latter 
form different sub-species. 

At the same time, this section probably has a connexioll with 
what has immediately preceded in 223b 23- 224" 2 . Aristotle has 
there admitted that there is some truth in the saying that the history 
of the world is cyclical. H ere he by implication points out that 
though days, months, years, and even the events that fill them. 
succeed one another cyclically, yet each day, month, year, and 
cycle of events is different individually from that which it succeeds, 
as a group of ten sheep is individually different from a group of ten 
dogs though they are both instances of the same number 10. 

Themistius does not comment on this section, but his allusion to 
8£KU 1T'p6{3a'ta in 162.23 (cr. 2243 3) seems to show that he had it 
before him; neither the number ten nor sheep are mentioned in 
223h 5. Philoponus and Simplicius comment on the passage, and 
take it as an elucidation of z23b 4-6. 

6 - 7. 'to.Gn\ •.• 8~C1lJ1lpu , 'for they are called the same c if they do 
not differ by a differentia of " but not the same d if they differ by 
a differentia of d'. 

7- 8. oroI' •. • 8lo.+'pU. Torstrik's insertion of TP'YWYOlJ receives 
some support from S. 772 . 9, and is called for by the sense. 

ll- 12. aX~fl-o. ... TPLyWVOV. Bekker has crxrllJ.a JA-f:V ow TO aUTO Kal. · 
TOWO (TptyWVOI' yap) . But here the Kai is unmeaning ; for no other 
pair of things has been described as TO aUTO crx'1p.a. Now E has 
instead of Kal. 'tOln-O (Tpiywvoy yap) simply Kat TO TpiywJlov, and it looks 
as if Kat TOtlrO TpiywJlOV were the true reading, to which yap was added 
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through misunderstanding of the construction. Philoponus' and 
Simplic ius' commentaries do not indicate clearly what they read, but 
P. 786.6-8, S. 770. 30 might be held to support our reading. 

12. Ko.L dp,8fJ-os. The edi tors have Kat 0 o.pt{Jj.lO'i, but KaL apd}jLo" 
is required for the sake of parallelism with <TX~fLa TO ain-o lL J I, BEKcL') 
ovx -Y] nUn} a 14. 

16. T~W ••• OiKE[WY Tn (TKl~El = Tt;lV T9 r.£pi aUTOV UK£.tfH OLKdwv. 

BOOK V. CHAPTER ( 

224 b 7-10. P.iiXAOY ... aYTos. Aristotle explains here why he has not 
in h 6 named the (~ot as well as the KlVOVJI, the "U'OVp,£IIOV, and the £l'i' O. 
Movement must have an~, or., but is sufficiently, and more commonly, 
described by naming the Eis ;; in addition to the KlvaVII and the 
K1VOVp.£vov j sufficiently, because in a K[v'1]rTL'i proper the 19 at must be 
the contrary of the El~ 0 (or an intermediate) (22Sb r-3), and in 
a y£IIHTt~ or ~(}op&. the contradictory of the £t~ 0 (225 8 35~b I); and 
more commonly, because it is natural to take for granted the given 
or pre-existing terminus and name that which is (during the change) 
still in the future. 

II. ElPllTClL lrpOnpOII, iii. 20l a roo 
Ta. BE EffiTJ •. . nne". £Z81,1 is here used of substantial natures, 7r1iB-r, 

of the inessential qualities and the sizes which are the lermin£ ad 
quos of alteration, and of increase or diminution, respectively. In 
b 5 EtSOS" included both substantial natures and inessential qualities. 

13-14. Et ••• KLII~CTWi. This is an assumption which is natural 
enough, since r.aBoS" is often used of processes of undergoing change. 
Aristotle's answer (b 15-16) consists in pointing out, in effect, that 
the word 7fatJoS" is ambiguous, standing sometimes for a process (such 
as AE1J,lCQ.VITLS") and sometimes for a condition that is a result. of 
a process (such as '\'£w'0'T11i), and that it is only a 7fuBoS" in the 
second sense that can properly be described as the terminus ad quem 
of a change. 

16~22. iOTLII •• . nllTC). Aristotle has a lready pointed out that the 
distinction of KaTo. ITVP.{3£{3TJK&', ,lCaTo. p.£PO'i , KaO' alm) 7fPWTOV exists in 
the case of the ,lClVOVP-EVOV (1\ 21-8) and of the KLVOtiV (8. 30-34). He 
now points out that it exists also EV <,lCE{VOli, in the case of the 
termini which are involved in all change (b 12 ; cf. a 3S-b I). H e 
illmtrates this by reference to the Eli 0, which he has already de
scribed as more important for the characterization of change than 
the if OV (b 7- 10). That which is growing white (I) may be moving 
per accidens to the state of being an object of thought, if it when it 
has become white is going to be an object of thought, and (2) it may 
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be said per partem to be moving towards being coloured, since 
whiteness is a part (or rather species) of colour; but (3 , it is moving 
p er se towards white colour. 

17- 18. Ko.L [TO] KilT' !l}..).,o ••• 0.).,).,0. Bekker reads 7';' KaT" OA'Ao and 
'TO p..~ Kar' aAAo. But b 16- r8 must be referring to the same three 
things that have been distinguished in a. 21-8 and in a 30-34. 
Further, 'ref aAAo TL T WV aVTOU has occurred in n 27 in the same sense 
as Ko.ro. P.€POt; in a 32. Bonitz seems justified therefore in arguing 
that here Ka.Te.. ,...£por; and KaT' aAAo are synonymous and that the TO 
before KaT' aUo is intrusive. Similarly TO 7rp6JTWr;; Kat p..Tj (not TO fL~) 
KC:T'rua is a good equivalent for TO KaO' UlnO 7rPWTOJl (lL 32-3). Thus 
we get (r) TO KaTa. crvll{3f.f37']KO<;, (2) TO KaTa. p.ipor;; Kat KaT' aAAo, (3) TO 

7rPWTW'> Kat JL7J KaT' aAAo. 
21. Ka( •• • Eopw1f1'lS". In b lS-22 as a whole Aristotle works out 

the distinction between the three possibilities (cf.last note) in a case 
of &.A,.'\O{WUl'i, in which the El'i 0 proper is a 7rci8o'i. But in the middle 
of the illustration it occurs to him that the distinction applies equally 
well to ¢opnJ in which the £t'i (j is a place, and in the present words 
he briefly indicates its application in such cases. 

22- 6. trwS . . . Evlpyuo.v. 7rw'i .• . 25 87;.\oy sums up a. 21-34; 
25-6 Kat . .• ;'YEpynav sums up a 34-b 10. 

24. Ka( •.. TfpWTOV. Prand's emendation is necessitated by the 
sense and supported by Til o.WO KWftCT8at r.pWTOV II. 28. But Bonitz 
holds that, the three possibilities to be distinguished having been 
already named in ;;-WS" ••• n b 22-4, 1rf;)S" T0 O:VTO 7rpw-rov is either an 
interpolation or in its wrong place (by the latter suggestion he no 
doubt means that in b 22-3 we should read 7rWi p.£v oty KaO' «-UTO 
Ktv£l:-mL Kat T0 aliTo 7rpWTOV) . The text, however, is perfectly defensible 
if we take Aristotle to be first opposing Ko.fJ' o.~TO to KaTa CTlJJL{3E{3"1'.6i, 
and then T~ aUTO 7rpWrOV to KaT' aAAo n . The two oppositions taken 
together then serve to oppose TO Ko.O' atrro 7rPWTOV (Il. 32- 3) both to TO 
Kara CT1JP.{3£{3TfKO'i and to TO KaT' aAAO n. 

26. ~ !J.EV oov Ka.Ta. (rtJ!J.~fP'1KOS ""Era.po~~ d.q,dCTeW. S. Sro. 7- 8 may 
be right in saying that Aristotle excludes TO KttT(l. J1.EpO<; from con
sideration as well as T~ KaTa (J1JP.{1fj37JKOi proper ; at least he does 
not discuss it in what follows. Change which is not per se, being 
completely indeterminate as regards its termini (EV a1!'auL), its time 
(aiE{), and it~ subjects (7I'UVTWV), is no mattt::r for scientific analysis. 

27- 8. EV o.1t'ClCT{ TE ••• TfQYTWV. Change per accidens can take place 
EV u7racn, since its termini are not necessarily either contraries (or 
thei r intermediates) or contradictories (cf. b 28- 9); it may be, e.g. , 
from being black to being an object of thought (u 18). It can take 
place atEt, since a thing may be changing per accidens even when it 
is not changing per sc, e.g. a man at rest in a ship is moving pcr 
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accidens if the ship is moving (S. 8ro. 23-5)' It c .. m be 7raVTWY, since 
even subjects that are not susceptible of movement per se may suffer 
movement per accidens; e.g. the soul through its association with the 
body (S. 8ro. 14- 1). 

30. TOUTOU ••• bra.ywyij~. Aristotle means that if you reviewed 
all the cases of per Sf change you could think of, you would satisfy 
yourself of the truth of what he says. 

35- 22Sb g. llt'Et . . . T01t'OV. The classification of change given in 
this chapter may be summarized as follows: In the abst ract, change 
might be supposed to be (r) from A to B, (2) from A to not-A, 
(3) from not-A to A, (4) from not-A to not-B. But in fact no change 
can be merely from not·A to not-B, since there is no antithesis 
between the supposed termini. Thus we get ( l) change from A to 
H, where ei ther A and B are contraries (each denoted by a positive 
term), or one is a contrary and the other is intermediate between it 
and its contrary. (2) change from A to not-A, i.e. tPfJopo., which 
may be (a) CPfJopO. cl7l'"~WS, the ceasing to be of a substance. or (b) tP(JopO. 
TtS, a substance's losing of a quality (or, we may add, of a size, or 
location). (3) change from not-A to A, i.e. Y(VECTLS, which may be 
(a) Y(VE(TtS cl'ITAWs-, the coming to be of a substance, or (b) yfl,((Tls TtS, 
a substance's acquisition of a quality (or size, or location). Since 
that which is not cannot be said to move, (3) is described as not 
being ,dv1]cTLS though it is p.ETaf3oA~; and since (3) is not xlV7jCTLS, 

(2) (which is its contrary) is not K£V7jUlS either (225820- 34). Thus we 
have a division of p-ETn{3oATJ into (I) X£II'YIUlS, between contraries, and 
(II) yi'vEutsand tPfJopo.., between contradictories. But it will be noticed 
that under the heading of YEVEU{S ns and ¢Oopa. TtS Aristotle intro
duces the very same changes which are also xw.qu(ls. The fact is 
that the same process may be described in either of two ways. 
Describe it as a thing's acquisition (or loss) of whiteness; then it is 
yEVHTt .. (or cpOopa.) Tl~. Describe it as a thing's passage from contrary 
to contrary, e.g. from blackness to whiteness (or from whiteness to 
blackness), and it is I(tv'Iutr •. 

A fresh principle of classification is introduced by the mention of 
the categories in 225h 5- 9. The kinds of p-(Taf3oATJ then regroup 
themselves as 

(a) xaT' ovu{aV-Yfl,I:ULS xal cpfJopa-which is not K{I/1]U''>J 

(b) l(aTQ. TO 1rOtOv-&..\.Ao{wu, .... 
(c) xaTQ. TO r.ou6v-Qii~ULS Kal cpfHuL .. , 
(d) KQTa. TO 7I'"Ov-cpopo... 
225& 3- 7. ~ ... STJAOU/-LEVOV. The use of v'lTOKdp-0I0l/ here can 

hardly be brought, as Bonitz brings it (Index, 798& r3), under its 
common meaning of £d quod positulIl esl t011lquam jundamwtu1n cui 
alia £nhaerent, for it refers not to the substratum of change (TO 



KLVQVJLE!IOV) but to its termini, which are not viewed as having any
thing inherent in them. Rather Aristotle means a positive entity 
(a 6-7)-a substantial nature, a quality, a size, or a place- which 
has to be laid down or presup[lased as implied in change. viz. as its 
terminus a quo or ad quem. Then JL~ lrrroKE{fLEVUV is used loosely for 
the absence of such an entity, such absence being implied as a 
terminus in two of the kinds of change (yt ... EULS and cpBopo.). 

5. O~K l~ ~1TOKEtf1bou. Since this is clearly meant to state the 
terminus a quo, it must be supposed to stand idiomatically for (K j1- 'q 
lnl'oKCLj1-EI/OV, which is substituted for it in a 9- 10. Cf. Bonit7., Index, 
539" '4. 

,. lK TWV ELpTJIlE'vwv more probably means I as a result of what has 
been said ' (in 224b 28-9) than (of the possibilities named '. 

13. KUT' dVTt~QalV, i.e. the relation of the ter1llinus a quo to the 
terminus ad quem is in this case (as opposed to that of change l~ 
lnrOKH,uIlOV Et<; {;7roKdI-U:IIOV) one of contradiction, not of contrariety. 

14. ~ IllV d:rrXi:Jc; . . • TlV05. There is a chiasmus bere, TWO<; answer
ing to ar.Aws, and T{S to f.brAij (cf. TOWOV a 15 X&,;rAws a 16). In Met. 
I067 b 23 AbE] have TLS Ttl/o<;, some later MSS. 'Ttva<; Ti<;. lb. 24- 5 
(on ¢Oopa) Ab has ric; nva<;, E] Ttl/OS Tis. S. 8r3. 26 omits u.;rAij and 
n ... 6<;. The reading is therefore somewhat uncertain, but since 
Aristotle in a 18- I 9 opposes Ur.AW<; to T{S, it would seem that he is 
not very careful in his statement of the opposition, and we may 
therefore accept what is the reading of all the MSS. here, Tl:<; TWO<;. 

15 . .q S' ~IC TOU ,...~ OVTOC; d.1TXi:JS Etc; Quainll. This does not mean 
genesis out of nothing; for Aristotle believes that ex nihilo nihil fit ; 
a man is produced from a seed, earth is produced from water. The 
fundamental difference for him between 'YEY((Tio; n~ and yo,EUt<; U:r.-Aij 
is that in the former there is a substance that persists through the 
change, whiie in the latter there is not, but only matter, which is 
only an element in a substance, incapable of existing without the 
element of form. This difference he somewhat exaggerates by 
describing yt ... £CTL<; thAij as (K T OV JLl) 5 ... TOS a;rAw~, which receives only 
a partial j usti fication from the fact that in ytIlECTL~ &.1rA~ a substance 
comes into being out of a sta te in which the substance simply was 
not, while in Y£v£u{s TLS a substance which already existed receives 
a new qualification. 

Ig. ~ E~C; T~V d.IITlICEtfLlv1)'" d.1To4>uaLV, e.g. from whiteness to not· 
whiteness (cf. a 14-15). 

20-26. Et . .. KLvE'iaea.~. Bekker and Prantl read in 3. 22-5 TO T~ 
a7l'Aw<; KaT' iv'fYYEtuv olin &.vTtKdfLEYO ... · TO p.f.v yap fL~ AE1JK(W ~ fL~ ayuOvv 
ofLw<; l",O~XETa., KLY£tu()at l<aTcl. UVfL{3E{3'Y}I</J<; (E.tYJ yap i1v I1I/BpwTro<; TIl fL~ 
AEVI<O ... ), TO (5' Q1rAW<; p.~ TOOE otJoafLws' datillaTOIl yap KTA. The sentence 
is thus left without a principal verb, and aOtillaTOV TO fL~ (lY KtVEtUOat 
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is made the reason for what has gone before, instead of the conclusion 
from it. The sentence is completely cured by placing II. 23-5 'TO J.tCv 
yap p.~ A£1JKOV . •• o'i;8ap,w~ in brackets and excising yap in a 25, which 
is omitted by the MSS. J and T in Mel. 1067b 30, and by Themi,tius 
in the Physics, since his paraphrase ([69. 18) reads QOV1/a.TOV TO {VVV 

TIl oVrw jLT] OJlTa KlVfZo-Oat. 

20. Ei • .• 1rx'EOVClXWS. The senses of p.T] Oil that Aristotle has in 
mind are (J) 'T() KaT/I. cnJvBECTLV ~ Ota{p£UlV (a 2 r), (2) TO '7"0 o.7rAWi KaT' 

fi,lpyuav ovn aVTtKE{p.£tIOV (a. 22) = 'TO o.7iAWi J.tY, rOOE (D 25). i.e. that 
of which not-man is an instance, (3) TO /AT] AOJI«)v ~ p.~ ayaBov (a 23). 
He points out that (I) and (2) cannot be moved at all, and that 
(3) can be moved only per accidens, and concludes (a 25- 6) that 'TO J-LTJ 

Oil cannot, in any of its senses, be strictly said to be moved. 
21. TO Kant uUII6EOU' ~ 8talpEuw. This is that which is not, in the 

sense that it is a false proposition, false because it puts tOgether what 
does not in fact coexist (Ka-rG. UVVBEUlV), or divides what in fact co
exists (~(~ha{pEuw). It is what is in Met. 10893, 28 called 'TO @5 t/ldJoo5 
flY] ov (cf. ib. 10173. 31, 1026& 35, r051b 1). In Cat. 40. 2I -b 13 

Aristotle points out that though a true '\0Y05 or o6ta may become 
false or a false one true, it undergoes no change but is made false or 
true only by a change in the facts. 

22- 3. TO KaTa. 8ovap.Lv •.. dVTLKElP.£VOV. This is the fl7] tv 01TAW5 
of 0. IS, the U1TAW5 p.7] -rOOE of 0. 25, in contrast to 'TO p.7] AWKOV :, 
p.7] &:yaB6v (11 23)' The not·white cannot be said to undergo change 
strictly, when what is not white becomes white, since what under· 
goes change persists through the change; but it can be said to 
undergo change per accidens since that of which it is an accident 
(and which is also an accident of it), viz. the 'not-white tiling. the 
man or stick or whatever it is, persists through the change. But 
when a T6SE, an individual substance, is produced out of what is not 
it, there is no substance that persists, and therefore no thing that 
can be said to undergo change, but only the matter, which is not a 
thing but only one element in a thing. 

25. oG8ap.wo;, i.e. neither per u nor per accidens. 
27-9. Et ••• o.1r~Wo;, i.e. even if it is per accidens that the p.l] ov 

comes to be something, i.e. even if it is not what is just not a man 
that becomes a man, but a whole (viz. a seed) made up out of not
manness inhering in matter, still not·manness may anyhow be predi. 
cated of that which comes to be a man, and in general, of that which 
comes to be any n lSE it may be said that it is not that 'TOOE. Cf. 
I9 Ih 13- 17. 

29. oP.Otws ••• ~PEP.E~V. a 26-9 £l ••• U1TAW5 being parenthetical, 
the present words follow, in sense, upon a 25-6 &'SvvaTov . .. KLVEiuBat. 
But the intervening words have driven the original construction out 
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of the author's mind, and he writes TO fJPEjJ.E(V) instead of ~P(fl("i", as 
if he had said &'ovlla7'OIl T" TO p,~ ~v KtVEtcrOat. 

Rest, being not the negation but the privation of movement, i.e. 
being predicable only of that which of which movement might be 
predicable, cannot be predicated of TO JLY] a" any more than move~ 
ment can. 

30-31. TauT&' TE ... 01', Jaeger (Emend. Arist. Spec/men, 58-60) 
objects to Bekker's reading (r) that the proper construction with 
O1.IJL{3a{vH should be not T~ KtVf.tUOaL but lK TOU KLVEl.cr(}o.L, (2) that the 
words cannot be translated' et hae eveniunt difficultates et aliae, 
quandoquidern' (€i). &c., and that there is nothing in the Greek to 
justify aliae. He reads therefore Tain-a. DE (Tailra a( E) 0';' O1.IJLf3a.lvn 
avU)(tpij Tef KLV~tuBa, 'TO J1-;" OV Ku2 K'TA. and translates' die gleicben 
ungereimten Konsequenzen wie bei der Bewegung des Nicht-seienden 
ergeben sich auch aus der U eberJegung, dass alles was sich bewegt 
im Raume ist '. 

His objection to T4J KLVEtrrOaL when taken with rrlJpof3aivCL is perhaps 
justified; but the words 'T!{) Ktv€i.rrBal. TO po~J OV are absent in EHJ and 
in Met. lo67 b 35 and are almost certainly a gloss. His interpretation 
of Taw&. as die gltichen and of'Tef KtVEi.rr(Jat TO 1-'-;" Oil as I as arise from 
the movement of the non· existent ' hardly commends itself j and 
there is no real difficulty in the introducing of the further OVUXEPfS 
by £.t. TaiITri T€ . •• oVCTXqnj 1<0.2 EI 'lTav KTA., ' these consequences turn 
out difficult, and another difficulty arises if', &c. is good Aristotelian 
Greek. l,'or the predicative use of SUUXEpij with (T1)JLf3atVH cf. (T1)fL

{3a{vEL ar o'lTov lJe An. 4 IIa I3, and for Et in a similar construction to 
the present cf. Meteor. 342b 4 ovo£v ctr01l"OV El. Ei is here practically = 
OTt, so that DVK (a 3I) is not irregular. Cf. Kuhner, ii. § SII.4hy. 

35. at EIP'1 fLiYQ. l , in n 8-IO. 
b 3-4. Ka l ..• lVo.YT[OV. Privative terms, though not stlictly con

traries (since only the extreme degree of privation is conlrariety, 
Met. 1046b 14, l05Sa 35), may be classed with contraries rather than 
with contradictories, since they stand not for the mere absence of 
a quality but for its absence from a subject which is in some degree 
qualified to have it. The termini of movement are, unlike the 
terminus a quo of generation and the terminus ad quem of destruction, 
expressed by a positive word (017AovTaL Kuraf/lricrn); cf. a. 6-7· 

'Naked' and' toothless ' are typical privative terms, Lut I black I 

is for Aristotle a typical contrary. Kal. o17AoiITat Kuraf/lriUf.t, TO YVJ1-YOY 
Kal. VWOO,", KQI. ft£Aav therefore follows in sense nOlan Ko.I. yap T] 
CTTtPYicrtS KEtuBw £VUVTLOII (which is parenthetical) but on Til. {nrOKf.Lp.€Vo. 

~ (Vo.VT{U (which, as Aristotle says, may be taken to include privative 
terms) ~ J1-ETo.t-V. 

4- 5. TO yU~YOY .•• ~E)'Q.Y. Bonitz objects that )'lJt'yOV does not 
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occur elsewhere in Aristotle as an instance of UT;p.,,(J'Lr;, and suggests 
o/ro)(!Xlv (cf. Cal. 12b 34, De Caelo 286" 26, De Gen. et Con-. 3 18b '7) 
or -rv<PAOY (ef. Cal. 12"' 32 and Cat. ch. 10 passim, Mel, I022 b 26-
r023& 5), which is supported by caecum in Bessarion's translation of 
Mti. 1068/\ 7). Dut yvp.n)Y has all the remaining evidence in its 
favour and is a perfectly good example of pri\·ation. 

Bonitz objects also to A£VKOV, and here there can be little doubt 
that the reading of the Metaphysics, vw86v (ef. Cat. 12"' 31,34, 13t\. 36) 
is right. It is easy to see how ,.,.tAav may have led to the introduc· 
tion of An1l(ov. 

5-7. e:t .•. 1I'&uxuv. The omission of lXEw and K£ta-(}aL is not 
uncommon; they occur only in Cat. rb 27, 20. 2- 3, Top. r03b 23 . 
It seems probable that Aristotle had come to regard them not as 
categories but as sub-categories, perhaps merging them respectively 
in Utr and ouUh.cn~, two of the sub-forms of '7TOl OV (Cat. 8b 26- 90. 13 ). 

6 . [ICClt T~ TroTI]. S. 829. 29 expressly comments on the absence 
of these words, and they are absent from Alet. 10680. 8- 9. Further, 
it is only ovuta (b la- II). -:rpas 'TL (b 11 - 13), and '7TOIE:tV and r.o.uXE:lV 
(b J 3- 226& 23) that are eliminated as not being possible spheres of 
",tvYJu~r; (cf. 22611. 23-4). It seems then that the category of time 
must have been si lently omitted by Aristotle, because it is self-evident 
that, time being that in which all movement takes place (2 24" 35), 
or the number of movement (2 I9h I), there is no s/Juies of movement 
which is in respect of time. 

7. "Qi. ... 1fQ,uXElv. It is noticeable that here, as in 226 tL 24, ?rOUt .. 

and '7TclUXHV seem to be coupled together as forming a single category. 
They are similarly coupled in Met. 10 I 7(], 26, 10680. 9. In Met. 
I029b 25, I o54tL 6, I069" 22, E.E. T2I7 b 33 th is single category is 
called simply KtV1'JUl~. This group of passages may be contrasted with 
those in which '7TOt(tV and 7ra.crXflvappear as separate categories, viz. 
Cal. [b 27, Top. I03b 23, An. Post. 8311. 22, b 17, Met. IOJ6b 7-8. 

CHAPTER 2 

22Sb 10- 11. TO flTJStll EtIlCl~ .. . lYelIlTLOII. This is laid down in 
Cat. 3h 24-7. Aristotle there goes on to show (b 27-32) that definite 
quantities also have no contrary, but admits that much and little, 
great and small, are contraries; and it is these that form the termini 
of quantitative change. There is change (p.(Taf3o'A~) in respect of 
substance, but it is not 1({lIYJcrt~ but generation or destruction, being 
between contradictories, not between contraries (225& 35). 

II. TOU npo'i T~ . The genitives in b 8, I4, 226:l 23, 24 show that 
TOU and not TW should be read here. 

II-13. lIl8IXETQ.~ ••• a.~TWV. The sense required plainly is C fOf, 
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owing to a change in one of two correlatives, the other correlative 
term may cease to be applicable though that to which it is applied 
does not change at all; thus the change of A in respect of relation 
is incidental to change of B in respect of some other category.' 
E.g. A is double the size of B; then if B changes its size, 'double) 
ceases to be applicable to A though A has not changed its size. 
S. 409. 2, 835. 14, 859.26 quotes the text as it is given by the MSS., 
but we must before UA"10ruw-8al. insert either J1-~, with Schwegler (in 
his edition of the Metaphysics), or aA:'18nJw"Oat Kat p:r" which would 
morc easily have dropped out and seems to be the reading presup· 
posed by A. apttd S. 835. , and by T . '70. 20-24. 

13-33. 0&8£ ... a.YVOto.v. The statement that there is no move· 
ment of agent and patient, or of mover and moved, is pretty loose, 
but Aristotle makes his meaning clear by saying (a) that movement 
is never itself the subject of movement (b 17- 21), and (b) that move
ment is never a terminus of movement except ptr accidens j i.e. if A 
passes from state B to state C and back to B, it will incidentally pass 
from the passage from B to C to the passage from C to B b 21-33. It 
may be remarked that even if e.g. acceleration or retardation, or change 
of direction of movement, is incidental to locomotion, that is no 
sufficient reason why these should not be treated as forming a 
distinct class of change, i.e. change from one movement to another. 

14. ~ . .. klIlOUIITO'). The 17'aJ1'To~ read by AS is hard to defend, 
since KLVOVY and KWOVP.€YOY are, if anything, narrower than 7rOWVY and 
7rf1.CTXOY, not wider (since an agent may act on a patient by bringing 
it to rest). I think therefore that 7ral'To~ is a mistaken gloss. 

22. ElS ETEpOIi EHio." 'into another mode of being'. Philoponus 
and Simplicius interpret this as 'into another kind of change '. But 
this is not a natural interpretation of £K I.Lf.Ta{3oA-r,s Els t.T£POY £loos. 
It is true that in b 27- 8 Aristotle says p.€Ta{3&U£t . . • ;~ airrijs rat7r7]s 
r-r,s p.£ra[3oA-r,s €ie; ci AA l] Y, sc. fL€Ta{3oA.qy . But that comes after he has 
recalled the fact that change is between opposites (b 26); of course 
the opposite of a change must be a change. Here he expresses 
himself more generally. 

otOIi • .. 6yLnav. This is not an illustration of change from change 
to something else, and I no longer think (as I did in commenting 
on Mel. Io68a. 22) that it may be treated as such by taking 1I00"0l) and 
vY{£lay loosely for YOO"UYO"Ewe; and vy{aYCT(JI. Further, S. 840. 8-9 
seems to read the clause as illustrating the fact tbat all change is £e 
(JXA.ol) €r&ve; de; aAAo (b 23- 4); accordingly I have transferred it to 
b 24. And to give it a correct construction I have read all()pW7rOV, 

which derives some support from the readings of Simplicius (MS. F) 
and of the MelaplLysics. 

23. aGTTj. Diels prints aWl] in S. 839. 29. But the statement 
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must be a general one about all ,dV1')Ut'iJ and Simplicius' interpre· 
tatian (ib. 30) takes it so. I have therefore written a.irr~, which 
gives much the same sense as the 1T'aUU of the Metaphysics (En. 

26. EIs nVTlKELp-UQ W~LJ i.e. from not-A to A, or from A to not ·A 
(, 35-b r). 

i) St •.. krIlYJa~s . I have adopted here the reading of Ab in 
A/el. 1068a 25 and of S. 840.6- 7. .;, of: root =.;, Of (is aVTtKELJLEIIU 
woc, i.e. from A to its contrary B. cr. b 1-3. The readings of H 
(~ of: K{V1')(TLS) and of FI (;, of: KtJly!Ut" ovx ojLo{wr;) seem to be attempts 
to get an antithesis to ai JLf.V (is aVTtKf.Lp.£lIa woc after;' oE WOC had 
been lost by haplography. The reading of Mel. (EJ) (ou K<V~O'''') 
has been introduced from 10680. 3. 

27. aJLe. at first sight seems questionable; it would seem that the 
change from change A to change B must succeed change A. But, as 
Simplicius points out, of that which is changing into something else 
some part must still have some of its former character. Change A 
must partly exist while it is changing into change B. 

29. iv8lXETo.L yA.p ~PEP.ElV. The point of this is to remind us that 
in fact what follows on a change may be a state of rest, though 
according to the view under discussion it has to be supposed that 
what is changing from state A to state B is at the same time changing 
from that change to another change. Philoponus and Simplicius 
take the clause so. 

30. KdKELVTj • •• EO'TttL. The point is not that the second change 
will have changed from something to something, but that it will be 
a change from something to something. I have therefore introduced 
EUs ;fJTat into the text. 

30- 31. WaTE ... 6y(o.vCTLS, 'so that it will actually be the gelting 
well that is the opposite of the falling ill/ sc. since the change to, while 
a thing changes from, one change must be the opposite change. 
v y{aVfJlS is preferable to Bekker's i] 0to.vCTls. 

33. 6TE p.iv •.. o.YVOlO.V. One would expect this clause to refer 
solely to the case last mentioned, the change from recollecting to 
forgetting, while the MS. reading vyt£laV introduces a reference to 
the remoter case of change from falling ill to recovering. Further, 
O'T~ /LEV . • • ME o· refers naturally not to different cases but to suc
cessive stages in the same case. Again, 0tHa in the one case does 
not answer to i7rt~fL7J in the other. The corresponding pairs of 
terms as given by Aristotle arc as follows: there is primarily a change 
from health to illness, or from ignorance to knowledge, and in
cidentally a change from falling ill to recovering, from recollecting 
to forgetting. Thus the term corresponding to brt~""'7J is JloO'os. 
Finally, the change from recollecting to forgetting is incidental not 
to the change from ignorance to knowledge, alone, but to this + a 



subsequent change from knowledge to ignorance. On all these 
grounds, Prof. J. A. Smith's ciYVOLClV seems to be a necessaryemenda. 
tion; it is confirmed by P . 853- 32-854. 4 and S. 842 . 18, 24, 
26-843. r. 

3S- o.lInYKTJ .. . 7I'poTipQII, sc. ylv€GW ytyvEuBa~_ Aristotle takes up 
the particular case of y€vlu€.w<; y£v€.CTl'i rather than the general case of 
P.£TCl/30A7j'i J'-€.Ta{30A1,. 

226B. 1. &:rrA~ yiv€.aL'i has not here its technical meaning of genera· 
tion as opposed to change in size, quality, or place (cf. 2258. 14-17)
a distinction that would be pointless here. It means the original, 
simple coming to be as opposed to the coming to be of corning to be 
that is mentioned in 22Sb 35. 

2- 3. waT€. •.. ~8TJ' On the extraordinary variety of readings 
recorded here it may be remarked that (1) Bonitz's Tl YCYVOP.EIIOV 

yLyvOP.£IlOY in B 2 is what the sense requires, and is confirmed by OTClV 
YEIIYJTClL yLYVOp.oov a 8 j (2) there is good authority for the omission 
of To in 8. 2, but TO y~yv6P.fVOV a7rAW'i, rather than yL)'JIOP.fVOV a:n-AID<;, 
seems to be needed as the antithesis to 'Tt ytYVOP.fVOV yLyVOP.EVOV ; 
(3) the balance of evidence is strongly in favour of ~O7] as against Et 
01, in a 3. The sentence which Bonitz gets by reading El 01" i.e. Et 
o~ K(lL TOin-' EY{YVETO 7I'"OTf, WUT' OUI( ~II 7l'"W TOTE YLYVO,u.(VOV, is a more 
violent instance of WUTE inapodosi than any in Aristotle j 2328. 12- 14, 
with which Bonitz compares it (Anst. Stud. ii. iii. 1°9), is probably 
not an instance at all ,cf. n. ad loc.). 

3-4. WilT' . •. YLYVOP.HOII YLYIIOP.(VOII. I have introduced the second 
ytYVO,u.EIIOV from E,I. 'So that it was then not yet coming to be 
coming to be,' sc. but only comi_ng to be coming to be comi ng 
to be. 

6-7. ETL ••. cf!9opO:, (further, what is subject to one movement is 
subject to the contrary movement, and to resting, and what is subject 
to being generated is subject to being destroyed.' Philoponus 
understands .;, EJlClvr{o. with -Yjplp.:r/Gw as well as with K{vl1CTt'iO, and takes 
Aristotle to mean that what is capable of one sort of rest is capable 
also of the contrary rest, i.e. of rest in the contrary region of the 
universe. More probably Simplic.ius is right in taking ;'pl,u.'I'}UL'i to 
mean the rest which is contrary to the original movement. Accord· 
ing to this view Aristotle means that what can move from A to B 
can also move from B tu A or rest at A. In any case Kat (TL 

~pf.P.'I'}UL<; is parenthetical) since the possibility of the contrary move
mel1t is alone what concerns the argument. 

T,PEP-7JUL<; here, as in 231a 2, probably means' resting', not as in 
2308. 4, 2380. 18, 'coming to rest '. In 2510. 26 either meaning 
would do. 

8-10. WaTE ••• +6ELpOPOEI'OI'. In accordance with the principle 
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just laid down, that which comes to be must also cease to be; the 
question is, when? Not as soon as it is coming to be coming to be 
(we must understand w(lu~ y~yvOJ.l£JlOJl as being opposed to 01"(111 

Y£VYlT(U, so that another ytyvop.£vov is to be understood, or read, after 
it), nor after it has come to be (VUT£pOV must apparently mean orall 
Y£JI'rfTat, as opposed to oruv yWr]Tat ytyvOfL€vov). For what is perishing 
must exist; and the YlyvO,uEIIOJl does not exist at ei ther of these 
times; at one of the times there is only a ytYVOfL£VOV 'YtYVOfLf:VOV, at 
the other only a )'E)'OJlO,. It follows that it perisbes when it has 
become, and is, ytYVO/ACVOV ; i.e. it ceases to be while it is coming to 
be, which is absurd. 

In a. 8 1 have adopted E's original reading TO y,y"o,u£l'OY ytyvo,t.tEvov. 
The second ytyvO,uEVOV is more likely to have been wrongly omitted 
than wrongly inserted. 

U - 12. Tli OOV £(TfQt-W<TTrEP ... ot7nu TL is an instance of Riddell's 
'binary structure' (Apology 0/ Plato, 198, § 209) j cf. 200110 34-b 3 n. 

13- 14. SEL •. • yEIlErTLv. Bekker's /(0., jJ.t, "'V1}(TtV ~ Y£VEU'tV is a con· 
flation of two readings which S. 854. 1s-r6 treats as al ternatives, jJ.t, 
"'V1}uw and ~ y£vnrtv. The first of these will hard ly bear Bonitz's 
rendering C Denn Bewegung muss Bewegung sein aus diesem be· 
stimmten Etwas in dies bestimmte Etwas, nicht btosse Bewegung '. 
To get th is meaning, one would have to insert something like aTrAw!> 
after jJ.Y, " [VTjUlV. Further, as S. 854.2 1 quotes Alexander as re· 
marking, the objection would seem to anticipate that in 11 r5-16. 
~ )'£v£UtV on the other hand gives a perfectly suitable sense. 

16. O&SE ... nileS!> is a rather careless ellipt ical expression of OUO· lj 
'"1!> )'EV£<TEW~ Y£VEU1S "t/:v(Ut~ OUO· ~ nlloli' "tCVE(TEW~ "t£V(G'LIi' Ttli' yo,EUtli. 

16- 17. (1: ••. EaTLV, 'if there are just three kinds of movement.' 
At first sight it would seem that this ought not to be assumed, for 
the point to be proved in 22Sb 13- 226n 23 is just that there is not, 
in addition to change of quality, quantity, and place (22S\.I 8-9), 
change in respect of 1rOU:tY and 7T'cl<TX(tV. But this would mean, 
strictly, change from one action to another, or to being acted on, as 
change of quality means change from one quali ty to another; and 
that change Toli 7rOtOiivrOIi Ka.l TrclUXOVTO~ in this sense does not exist 
has heen proved in 22Sb 2f-33, and Aristotle is justified in now 
assuming it. He has now returned to the distinct point, which he 
had introduced in 22Sb 17-21, under cover of the loose phrase 
C there is no movement of TrOWVV and TrclCTXOV, or of KLYOVV and /CwoV'· 
,.,.EVOV' ( 22Sb 13), viz. that movement itself cannot be moved. Since 
there are only the three kinds of movement, if movement were 
moved it would have to be movement of one of three kinds, and to 
be moved in one of these three ways; i.e we should have such an 
absurdity as locomotion being altered or being moved locally (a 18). 



v. 2. 226' t I - b 7 
18. K0.1 ELS a K LVOOVTo.L must be interpreted rather loosely, ' and the 

termini ad quos of the supposed movements would have to be fernu'ni 
ad quos of one of these three kinds of movement,' i.c. qualities, 
quantities, or places. 

19-20, ~ ... aUT6. Clearly the 'TW'S read by Bekker before Ka:ra 

crol'-{3€{3TJKO'i and before Ko.O· aim) arc' corrupt. Cf. 224421-34, and 
S. 856.27-8. 

20-22. KaTe! UU",,13EI3'11KOS .. . ,.,..o.V9&:VOL, i.e. change from one change 
to another can only occur as incidental to change from one quality, 
quantity, or place to another; cf. 22Sb 23-33. 

23. d,4a:lJ.1EII 1To.}..o.L, 224b 26-8. 
27- 9. Al.yw . . ErVCU, cr. Met. I020tt. 33 7I"Otov AiyE'Ta~ £VCl. !L{II TpOrrQV 

~ 8w.qwpa. Tij~ ova-{a,>, oroll '1rotav Tt a.v()pW7ro<; '~OJl on 8{r.olJV I(7"A., b 8 ~Tt 
oem ;ro.87} 'TWV KWOVP.£IIWV OVCTlWV, oroI' OfP,wT1'}S Kal tfvxpO'TY}<; "TA. 
Change with respect to a quality which is EV rV ovu{lt would be not 
&.Uo{w<no; but yivf.utlj or <pOopa. 

30 . TO ~EV kOLYO.... TO KOtVal', as is clear from a 32, does not agree 
with ro 7rOUOV but is an accusative of respect, ( as regards its common 
nature. ' 

KQ.O> lK&TfpOV, in respect of each of the two extremes of size, viz. 
greatness and smallness. 

33- b I . KQ[TOL ••. T 01TOV. In adopting ¢opa as the name for loco· 
motion in general, Aristotle remarks that in ordinary usage ¢ip£uOat 
tends to be restricted to things that do not initiate their own move· 
ment, ;.e. to lifeless things. or livings things such words as r.opf.'vf.uOat, 
!3aU'£tv, TpiXEW would rather be used. 

b 1-5. ~ 8> i ... T~ a,h~ f!8H ~£To.IJOX..j ... aUTO. Aristotle here 
points out that change in degree need not be considered a separate 
kind of change, but falls under aAAo{w<no;, being change from contrary 
to contrary 1Tn, though not absolutely. 

2-3. ~ yap i ~ lVQVT(OU • • • 1T!i. The opposition between do; £vaVT{OV 
and £~ £IIQVT{OU in b 4-5 justifies us in reading £~ .£IIQIIT{OU ~ flo; 

illavT{ov in b 3, with E. 
We may then (r) read ~ in b 2, with E, and take the subject of 

the clause to be alte ration (not change of degree, for this is ~ £~ 
EVOovr {ou ~ d .. £JlQ.vrtov 7111. as opposed to other alteration, which is 
~ £f £vavT{ou ~ ft .. illavT{ov a.7rAW .. ), or (2) read";' in b 2 and interpret 
f for change from or to a contrary is so either absolutely or in a 
certain sense.' 

5. ELI) aCT6, 'to the quality itself'. Bekker's fls- TO a&o is, accord· 
ing to Torstrik, not supported by Bekker's MS. collations; but it is 
as old as Morel's ed.ition . 

6 - 7. 1TX~ 1I . •. urrapXElv, 'except tbat in the former case the con· 
traries will have to be present only in a qualified sense.' 

to\l8 33 
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15-16. wO"Tf: ••• SEKTLKOU. The stress is on TOU SE:K7"tKOV. Being 
the contrary, not the contradictory, of movement, rest is I privation 
of movement in that which is capable of movement,' and therefore 
not in that which is rather non-movable (TO OAWS &.SvvaTOV KlV1J(J~YrU 

b 10) than immovable. 

CHAPTER 3 

The terms whose relations Aristotle is mainly interested in working 
Qut (cf. 227 fL 17-32) are 1.4)f:~'iO, ar.ro,uE:vov, 'EX0P.0I0V, O"'Uv£x£c;· attn 
is introduced because it is implied in the definition of d1!'"TOfu:vOY 

(226b 23), xwp[<; because it is the opposite of Clp.a (ib. 22), jJ.£Tatu 
because it is implied in the definition of I.cpE:e;,r; (2278. r). The 
relations between the four main terms are not altogether clear. He 
begins by defining ';".,.61'''ov (226b 23) and I</>,ti;, (ib. 34) indepen
dently of each other, and says that both attributes must be united to 
make an lxoJ.Ll.1I0V (227(1. 6). Thus, to take Simplicius' examples, two 
successive numbers are not ixop,fva because they are not in contact 
(cf. 227f1. 29); and a coat in contact with the body is not lxofLO'oV to it 
because it is not successive to it, not being of the same kind (cf. ib. r); 
but two successive houses that touch are lxop..f.va. Later, how
ever, Aristotle implies (ib. 18) that lrjJf.trJ'i is a wider term including 
a17"To,..,f.VOV. If this be so, if the a7TTop.fVov be necessarily (CP(~~~, then 
lxojL£JlOY is a mere synonym of r.l1TTO/LEVOIl and ib. 6 is misleading. 

Finally, the continuous is described indifferently as a ~ pecies of 
the lxop.£vov (ib. 10) and of the a.7I'"TO,u.£VOV (ib. 21). It is the species 
in which tbe extremities are not merely together but identical. 

Thus there is a confusion between two arrangements of the terms, 
which may be represented thus: 

(r) I</>,ti;< 
I 

I.I.~ U1r"To}J.£vov 

. , 
fJ.7f'TO}J.£VOV 

I 



V. 2. 226b IS - 3 . 226b 31 62, 
The latter is tbe prevalent classification in Aristotle. In no 

passage other than the present (and the corresponding passage in 
Met. K) is there any attempt to distinguish iX0jJ-£YDY from ar.To
JUVOV. 

226b 22. 8aa ... 1t'pWT~ . I You are EV 7"0 ovpavi:t because you are iv 
1"0 Upt} EV 'T~ dEpt because you are iv 7"9 ril, iv Tjj -til because you are 
in this place which contains nothing but you I (209!l. 33-b I). The 
last is your 'TQ7!'05 ioto'>, Ell; 7rPW'T~ (ib. a 33), in which you are di rectly 
or proximately. 

Prima facie then two things cannot be u/LG. KUTo:' T01TOV, for the 
place which contains nothing but A cannot contain nothing but B. 
Yet Aristotle evidently means that in some sense two things can be 
CIp.a KaTa T C),'/'"OV. Two suggestions might be made as to his meaning. 
(I) He might mean that onc thing, occupying one place, may be two 
things in the sense that it discharges two functions. E.g. the ends 
of two lines that meet may be said to be o.p.a, but that only means 
that one point serves as the cnd of two lines. But, since o.p.a is used 
in the definition not of continuity but of the less close relation of 
contact (226b 23), and the unity of two aKpa is expressly distin· 
guished from their being af.LO. (22 7n. 22- 3), it is evident that Aristotle's 
meaning is not what has been suggested but (2) that two things are 
a.Ma if they are in one place which contains nothing but the two, i.e. 
where there is nothing between them. 

22711. 7- 9. £1J'EI. ••• f.'ETa.~U . This section is out of place in the 
MSS. botb of the Physics and of the Metaphysics; I have placed it 
where Themistius places it, at the beginning of the discussion of 
'TO P.ETa~V. 

2:2:6b 2:6- 7. tV EAQX~O'TOLS: • •• tvaVTlov. If these words were kep t 
where the MSS. places them, JiEv would have to be excised, since 
€uxa1'ov cern riJs IJ.ETaj30)":ij'i 'TO Cl'o,VT{OV would be the sole reason given 
for lV c)",ax!uTOL'i CUTt 1'0 J1.ETa.~V TptU{V. The passage is much 
improved by Corn ford's rearrangement. 

27- 31. O'UI'EXWS • •• k LVElTBL . Continuity of movement demands 
that the whole 7f'pO.YJia in which the movement takes place, i.e. the 
whole distance traversed (whether this be literal distance, as in the 
case of locomotion, or the metaphorical distance between a quality 
and its contrary, as in alteration, or between small size and great 
size, as in increase nnd diminution), be covered, little or nothing of 
it being omitted. The presence or absence of a temporal interval 
is irrelevant, since, in the sense required for the definition of 
'betwee~ ', a movement is continuous even when it is temporally in· 
terrupted (O'IioEv yap KWAVH Ow.AEL7f'OV1'a, sc. TLva. (masc. sing. or neut. 
pI. ) TL TOU Xpovov 0Mw,> O'VVEXWS KlVf.LU(}i1t); and on the other hand 
when there is no temporal interruption you have not continuous 
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movement when contrary states follow one another immediately 
('leal £iJf)~ at IkETo. .,....r,v inra.n/l' cpOEytu.u(Jat T;,V VEclTl']V}. 

}~or the use of Toli 7rp&."yp.aro~ for the path of movement, or the 
quasi-path of other change, cf. 227 b 28. 

28. i) on &AI:Y laTOv. This might seem indefensible, on the ground 
that a movement must cover the 1.vhole distance between the termini. 
The words may be defended, however, in the light of Aristotle's 
words in b 29- 30 Kat fil)us 8E p..f.TG. .,....r,v inrclTl'}V ¢(J£"ye&'u()at -H]v vuh1}v. 
Such a transition is not continuous; but if all the notes between 
the highest and the lowest were sounded the transition would be 
continuous j and jf the notes omitted were relatively very few (~ on 
&Alyw"'TOII) the transition would still (in a slightly looser sense) be 
called continuous. 

32- 4. lVo.lITLOV ..• 'Tt'E'Tt'EPo.u,...lvov. Contraries being defined as the 
things that are at the greatest distance from each other, Aristotle 
adds that this I greatest distance ' is to be measured along a straight 
line j for the straight line, which is the shortest between two points. 
is perfectly determinate and can therefore serve as a measure. On 
the other hand two points which are further from each other than 
other two along one curve may be nearer each other than the other 
two along another curve. 

A and B are the most distant points on the curve ACDB, while 
C and D are the most distant on the curve CABD, so that I the 
most distant points J has no determinate single application when 
distance is measured along a curve. 

22711 2. Alyw ••. ypo.,...,...o.t, I e.g. a line or lines between the given 
line and the first line of the series.' 

27. oto.s Alyouu~ KExwplUp.lva.s, SC. at TU fmOKEtP.(VQ. TO~~ p.a()~p.a(n p.;" 
It &'cpatp£fT£WS A€YOVTES (S. 880. 3), i.e. the Pythagoreans and Platon· 
ists, whose views about TO. p.a(}1JJkanKa. are discussed in Mel. M. I- 3. 

28- 9. o~X' •. a~T6. Cf. Met. Io84b 25 (in criticism of the Platonists) 
tixrr( ... W'i fT'nyp.;"v TO ~v Kai rYjv &'px.7Jv ((}1JKUV (i} yap fLOVO'" crnYJJ-T, 
fiBero'i (aTtv), and the definition of (rnYJL~ as }Aovas (Uuty EXOlJUa (De 
A1I. 409n 6). Aristotle treats these definitions of P.OIIa.'i and (TTlyP.~ 
as implying the view that a unit actually becomes a point merely by 
acquiring position . 



29. TalS I'tll yap (sc. O"TLYILQt'i) UtrapXH TO D.11'TEO'OaL. This is not 
strictly true, since points have no D.Kpa (d. 226b 23). Alexander 
thought (S. 880. 10) that Or.Tf.UOaL was used for EcpaplLo'nll l coinci
dence, and S. (880. rr) thinks that Aristotle is expressing loosely 
the fact that lines touch at points. More probably he means that 
points, if conceived as they were by the Pythagoreans, viz. as very 
small solids, would be capable of touching. 

30- 2. Kal •.. I'0lltiSOS. If there is to be any proper opposition 
between £1I8iXETat and oille avciYK71, iv8'x,f.TD.l. must mean uvciy'"1 Ev8c
Xf.uOat, and OVK cilltlYI("'1 must mean OVK Q.vaYK71 fv8eXf.u8at. Now every 
line is between points, and therefore there may be a fLf.TaC'; between 
points; but if points ever touched, as Aristotle has said (II. 29) that 
(as conceived by the Pythagoreans) they can, there would be no 
fLf.Ta'J between them. And on the other hand, though successive 
units have not a fLf.Tatv, non·successive units have. Thus the 
opposition is ill thought out. ' 

32. o~St .•. I'0lld.SOS. The MS. reading ouoEv KT.\. can hardly be 
right, since ouas is not a jJ-Ovas. I therefore read OVOf: K'r.\. with 
T. 174. 14· 'There cannot be anything between two units, any 
more than between a two and a unit.' 

CHAPTER 4 
227 b 6 - 11. f.'lSEL ..• trd.crn. In b J9 Aristotle says ~ OUUP(O"TQt, 

'TI) EV ~ All (TEpaV n T~ f.tou, on hl.p« .q K{V11ut'i; The only previous 
passage to which this can refer is b 6-7 f.r8Et 8E pia., OTQ.V T~ yeVf.L p.{a 
ow.(l ,.-al ;., Q.TOfL'fI f.tOEt V, the meaning of which must therefore be 'a 
movement is one in species when, being one in genus, it is also along 
a path which is self· identical in species'. In the present passage specific 
identity of path is thought of as secured by specific identity of telmini ; 
and specific difference of path by specific difference of termini. But 
in b 14-20 Aristotle points out that two movements between the same 
extremes may differ by foll owing different routes (e.g. a straight and 
a curved path) or by being made in different manners (e.g. by rolling 
and by walking). All these three differences are covered by the 
general phrase I difference of path' (TI) iv ~ All f.Tf.pOV ii T~ (rOft). 

9 - 10. 11'0.0'0. ••• I'f.)'d.IIO'E~ is pretty evidently out of place; in sense 
it belongs to the second half of the sentence, and is in fact a doublet 
of OU) ... '1TtlU1J b r I. Simplicius makes sense of it where it is only 
by interpreting ow as if it were 01. (882. 2 I). He notes that .\WKOnrrO" 
... "cicrr1 was missing in some MSS., and there can be little doubt 
that the vulgate text has arisen from the conHation of doublets. 
Cornford's conjectures offer an alternative rectification of the passage. 

1'1-13. S~).OIo' .•. faTal. Bekker bas 8TjAOV WS (~Sf.t I<TA. Torstrik 
and 800hz argued that the sense must be I they will be r'n a Stnse 
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specifically identical I, and proposed the reading I have adopted. 
This is found in E2 and derives some support from the reading of 
H, and is probably what lies behind S. 883. 6 7l"W~ 0< EtcTtV and 
T. 174. 23 ?Twe; fL~v ElOn ft{a. 

I4- 20. (bfOp~aE~E . .. EtSu; cr. b 6- rr n . 

16 - 17. oTov . . . ka.l 1ruAu·J cf. 2 19b 19 n. 
20-228 & 3. YEVEl ••• P.LQ. That a movement may be numerically 

self·identical, Aristotle maintains, it must have (r) one subject, (2) 
one £V .;, and (3) one on (b 23- 4). The meaning of ev ~ does not 
seem to be precisely the same here as in b 19. There it meant the 
path of the movement. Here it seems to mean rather the province 
in which movement occurs, i.e. place (in the case of locomotion) or 
r.aOor; (in the case of alteration). The generic or specific identity of 
a motion is described as depending on the unity of the lv ii, and its 
consecutiveness on the unity of the OrE (b 27- 8). Bonitz argues that 
Aristotle must also have stated here what sort of identity of move
ment depends Oll the unity of the 0, and that u7faO"t TOVTOtS" (b 29) 
implies that all three and not merely two of the implications of 
movement (b 23-4) must have been mentioned in b 27- 8. He there
fore inserts after KLv£'iTal. b 28 TO O£ 'T~ lnroK£LJL£Vte j).lav £V T<f 7rpa.yp.a:n 
a Klv£'iTat. This would make the treatment more s),mmetrical, and 
might easily have dropped out by haplography. But while unity of 
£v ~ produces a genuine identity of movement in a certain sense, 
viz. generic or specific identity, and unity of OT( produces a genuine 
unity of movement ill another sense, viz. consecutiveness, unity of 0 
without unity of l:v ~ or of OTE does not produce unity of movement 
in any genuine sense at all. No one would say that my coughing 
to-day was a single movement with my walking from Oxford to 
' Voodstock ten years ago, merely because my body performed both 
these movements. Unity of substratum is important not as a 
separate source of unity of movement, but only when it is addtd to 
unity of lv ~ and of OTE, in which case it secures numerical identity of 
movement j and this point is made in whatfo!!ows (11 29-22811. 3). 

Again, o..'7f6.O"t TOtTrOI~ in b 29 may refer not to b 27-8 but to b 23-6. 
For these reasons I reject Bonitz's addition. 
27. Tq'TTP&'YfL6.TL dl' ~ IUI'£lT6.t, cf. 226b 27-31 n. 
28. TO S' ixofLll'YjI' II' T~ xpOl'w. The MS. reading TO S' EX6,u.£vov~v 

(V T0 xp6v~ is objectionable (r) because we want a feminine adjec
tive answering to fLLUV b 27, (2) because ~v would presuppose a 
previous discussion of temporal consecutiveness, and there has been 
none such (the definition of ixop.£vov in a 6 does not meet the case, 
because that rererred to spatial contiguity j nor does iv. 14, as 
Prantl suggests, meet the case). Bonitz proposed (for TO S' EXOJL£VOV ~I') 
TO O( 'T~ OTE:: u.1n..v EtVUL. But the reading TO O' £xojJ'£v'Y/v gives the right 



sense with a minimum of change, and derives some support from 
P. 793. 32, S. 885 ·3· For EXOP.£YO<; used of consecutive movement, 
cf. 228a 26, 30. 

29- 30. ~I' .f ... otOIl TO Et8o~, I the province in which the move
ment takes place, i.e. the species of the movement: 

228a 3- 6. TO 8£ IWKpQ.TTJ T~'" a.~n1V p.£y d.}.}.otwa,Y dX.}.o~oul1ea., ... 00. 
Aristotle considers here the case in which the iv ~ and the KW01JfL010V 

of two movements are identical but the times of the two are separ
ated. In these circumstances we CQuld, he says, regard the two 
movements as identical only if we could suppose an individual 
thing (viz. the earlier movement) to perish and then to resume its 
existence as the same individual thing j which is absurd. 

6. ~ a.~"", ,...ll', sc. n'f (iSH Kal. Ttf tnT'OKHfJ-EVIJ.l. 
6 -19. EX£~ . . . 1fO~}\(lK~s. Aristotle here passes from the question 

whether temporally separate but specifically like KW~UH~ of the same 
subject can be said to be one K{II7I(n~1 to the question whether 
relatively permanent states (E'~(t~) or relatively transient ones (1T'clO1]), 
when they recur in the same subject after a temporal interval, can be 
said to be self~identical, in spite of changes suffered by the subject 
in the interval (a 9). His answer is that, though a diversity of I.vEp
yuat (here = KtI"'r}U(t~) does not in itself imply a diversity of t~w;: 
(& 12-Q), yet (0' o-lill a 17) temporally separated (~EL~ can be supposed 
to be identical only if we can (as we cannot) suppose the same thing 
(i.e. the same individual If,,) to perish and then come into being 
again (a 17-19). 

12. & yap a.GTOS hOyos. This .\6yo~ comes in It I7- I9, where 
Aristotle points out tbat in spite of the difference in one respect 
between (~El~ and ivEpyEtaL or Ktvr}O'H~, the same can be said of ltEt~ 
that was said in a 3- 6 of Ktvr}O'E'~. 

13- 14' El , • ,d.Va.YKT), The reading here is very doubtful. It is 
impossible to tell what Themistius read. Philoponus seems to have 
read and interpreted as follows (856. 17-24): (l J-Lo, (sc. o.t t~u~) ova, 
Ot' (but 'to 794. 10) aim) TOVTO (sc. Kelt a.~ K'V~O'H~ OUo), tiJs- (sc. (I) 't~ 
• 8 ' '( " ) ""r .' ( , • ) S 888 apt JLIJ.l JUa. sc. 1} KtVT}(n~ , Kelt Tel~ E';H~ elvayKT} SC. fUelV ELvat. • 
16-889. I seems to have had the same reading and interpreted it in 
the same way, which is obviously unsatisfactory. It seems that we 
must in any case read f.V(py,dM for t~EL~, Then we may either read 
with EI H Ei J-LEv SUO, 8,' awl, Tuuru, W~ T~ &.p~Op.tf (' numerically 
different J as opposed to 'specifically different '), or with yp. AI. (i 
fJ-f.V o-UO oifTw~J T4i &ptOp.~, or £l J-Lf.V SVO, Ol).,.WS-, 74' ap,OJ-L~, continuing 
in any case with Kat .as f:vEpyda~ avaylO), and understanding ouo EtVelt. 

But none of these readings is really satisfactory, and tbere may be 
more deep-seated corruption. An alternative would be to read Ei. 
J-Lf.V ovo 'to elVTO 'ToVro W~ 't<f aptOfJ-~J Ka.t TQS (fEt~ &V&YK1] (p,{a yap &ptOJ-Lif 
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[f.vl.pyunl ivoS" &'pdJ,.,.0), interpreting 'TO aVTo -rom-o as the tJ7rOK({,.U:VDJI 

commonly treated as one, but on the theory of flux (a 9) really two. 
21. eLlrEp 1ro.aa. 8LaLpETTJ. If every K{V'T}U"L<; is divisible, each of the 

~lV~O'"US of which a larger KtV7](Tt<; is composed is divisible, and so ad 
infinitum. Therefore every K{vYJUl'; is infinitely divisible, i.e. con
tinuous. 

22_b ro. oll ... dV&YK'I'J. Aristotle here brings out the implication 
of the statement just made, that a continuous movement must be 
one. It follows that if two movements are to be continuous with 
each other, i.e. are to form a continuous movement, they must have 
the characteristics which a single movement has already (227b 29-
228:1. I) been said to have; they must be specifically alike, move
ments of a single subject, and in a single continuous time (22 8b [- 3). 

24· ~axa.TQ ... Ean, e.g. of units, points, moments: 
26-9. iX0I-'EVa.~ .. . ou. The texts have a colon after "IlIIH, and a 

comma after d;{)v<;. But only opa/iwv ... EMur; is an instance of 
change consecutive but not specifically or generically like. Kat 

orov ... ou brings out a fresh point, that there are consecutive move
ments that are specifically like but not continuous (because they are 
not movements of the same subject). I have altered the punctua
tion to bring this out. 

27. at fJ.~ a.t a.~TalJ 'those which are not the same.' The diver
gent readings of EJ and of FHIST point to the true reading. Cf. 
22911.4· 

28-9. Ka.L .. . ou, 'and there may be a movement (like the relay 
torch-race) that is consecutive, but not continuous '. ~ AaJ.L7Tas.q €K 
8ta 8oxflS' derives support from T . 176. I 2. A(l.p .. 7T(J.<; is often used = 
Aap."a/j~8pop.!a (see L. and S.). 

b 7- 9. TTtC; St Tif £i'8u ,...~ fJ.~aS ... frS. Bekker has T7jr; o£ T~ "ton 
p..~ fitar; 01), Kat d p~ 8U1Ad7TETat 0 xpovor;' (, IkCv yap xtWl'or; Ek H ere, 
as Bonitz points out, there is no construction for the genitive. J 
prefer the shorter reading to that of Bonitz, because Ota AE{7TETat, 'is 
intermi tted " requires as its subject not (, xpovo,> but ~ KtVl'}Ut<;. 

ll- 15. TlS f-ltl' 001' K[lI1)al'i .•. aul'£X~S. The general meaning of 
this section is that a complete movement is more properly said to be 
one than a movement that is incomplete, since the latter is part of 
a movement rather than one movement. 

[2- 13 . Uv TE Ka.Td. yillo!; . .. o~aia.v . It would be grammaticalty 
possible to take these words either with pIa or with -Yj TlAELOr;, though 
perhaps they go more naturally with the latter . Taken with pta they 
seem to give no satisfactory sense. If we take them with -Yj TlAno<;: 
the intention must be to distinguish (a) movements that are com ~ 
plete in respect of their "I£vor;, i.e. because they belong to a genus of 
movement that is particularly complete or thoroughgoing, (0) those 
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that are complete in respect of their species, because they belong to a 
species of movement that is particularly complete, (c) those that 
are complete in respect of their individual nature, because they 
are particularly complete members of their species. 

17- 18. ~ yo..p d.Y~""Q}..o') SLQLPET~. An irregular movement, e.g. one 
that is partly rectilinear and partly curvilinear, can always be 
analysed into two or more separate movements. 

18-19. (Oll(E • .• ~TTOV, i.e. there is a continuous gradation from 
complete regulari ty to complete irregularity, everything that inter
venes being more or less irregular. 

21- 2. dvwfLa.}..i:a. ... SL(l~Opat 'irregularity is a differentiation in the 
path of the movement' (cf. b 27 Blwpurral, 'an irregular movement is 
differentiated ') gives a better sense than Bekker's o.vw,u.a.\{as KT.\, 

23-5. o!ov , .. fJ-Epos. According to the Greek way of thinicing, 
there are two types of uniform or regular path, i.e. two paths such 
that by a shift along the direction of the path any part of it may be 
superimposed on any other: the straight line and the circle. I.e. 
they regarded the circle as having a uniform direction, where modern 
mathematicians would describe it as baving a uniform change of 
direction. 

23. -riis ICUX-Ucrl'EVT)i. i.e. a path that has angles in it. 
24. -rii1) tx.LICOS. The KoxXLa<; or cylindrical spiral is regular in the 

sense that any part will fit upon any other; but this was first proved 
by Apollonius of Perga in the 3rd century B.C. The tapering spiral, 
is, of course, irregular. 

25- 6. Tj S( ... ws, {another form of irregularity depends not on a 
difference of the thing moved, a separation in time, or a difference 
in the Itrmimts ad quem, but on a difference in the manner of the 
movement.' 

OUTE .. . ELS O. Bekker reads OliTf EV T0 71'OV O~T' €V 7"4' 71'OTC OUT( Ei<; O. 
But there is no proper opposition between 71'OV and fl~ o. The three 
elements in motion named here should correspond to those named 
in 227 b 23 () Kat Ell 0/ Kat O'rE, the thing moved, the path of movement 
(or quasi-path of qualitative or quantitative change), the time; cf. 
228b 2, where TO €tSo<; = 'TO EV ~ (they are equated in 227 b 29). In 
view of this, 0 (0 EI) should be read instead of r.ov. One is tempted 
to read Ev T~ EV C;; for El~ 0, but there is no evidence to support this, 
and the terminus may easily be named instead of the path as the third 
element in movement (cf. 224& 35, 236b 3). I therefore read EV T~ 
fic; O. 

28- 30. SLO . . . E~OS. Since the difference in respect of wc;, i.e. 
of velocity, is independent of the difference of EtC; 0 or EtSo<; (b 26) 
and cuts right across it, it does not itself constitute a difference of 
ctSoc;. 
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30-~29 :\ I. waTE • . . a..h6, I therefore neither do heaviness and 

lightness, when they are tendencies to move in the same direction 
(sc. but with different velocity), e.g. when they characterize two kinds 
(or portions) of earth compared together, or two kinds (or portions) 
of fire compared together, constitute species of movement.' When 
heaviness and lightness are used, on the other hand, of the tendency 
downward and the tendency upward respectively, as when earth is 
said to be heavy and fire light, they do consti tute species of move· 
ment. 

2298. 2. T'!i I(EKAa.O'~lvn , cf. 228b 23 n. 
3- 6. et ... i~a.p .... 6TTElV. Aristotle has pointed out (0. I) that a 

movement may be non-uniform, and yet one by reason of its con
tinuity. But any single movement, even if it is not carried out with 
uniform velocity, is capable (iI'S(X(TO-t & 3) of being so carried out; 
while a combination of specifically different movements is not capable 
of being so carried out; therefore no such combination can form a 
single movement. 

In 0. 4 I have adopted the reading which the sense requires, and 
which is supported by P. 795. 22, S. 899.2 2-3 (though Simplicius' 
quotation has simply 0.1. p.~ K(U' (roo~ lxofLOIat (goo. I». Cf. 2280. 27. 

CHAPTER 5 
229& 7- 8. Kat ... TpOnOI'. For this v. ch. 6. 
10. oral' . . . SOKEI:. KLI''Y}CTtlO is di fferen t from Y(I'(CTL<; and cp[)opa (cf. 

eh. I). But if it were the motion from A that was strictly contrary 
to the movement to A (no contrary of A being involved), contrariety 
between movements would be in this respect like the contrariety 
between generation and destruction, in which no contrary of A but 
only its absence is involved, as lennimts a 9110 or ad quem. Cr. 
IL 30 -3 2 n., b 10-14. 

22. dAAa. . . . EpOVfl-EV, !l 28. 
25. Kat AiY(Tat S' l Kc1.U'TT) (sc. EO-pO. TOVTO, or &:71'0 TOtYrOV) ELS 8 KTA. 
26. VOaaVITLS. Dekker has 1'0CTWO"t<; here, but I'OCTa1'O't'> in 230a 22. 

Neither YO<TULI'W nor l'oO'ouP.Ut seems to be found. Aristotle apparently 
coined the word l'oucf{ofLUt (b 3) on the analogy of iryUitofLut (b 4), 
and then voO'avO"'~ on the analogy of {ryCayert,>, as if irytal'CTt<; had been 
formed from {;ywtop.ut and not from Vyta{vw. 

27-8. AEL'lrETat ..• t vavTLwv . Thefirst alternative, 7ronpol' /:van'La 
KLI''Y}U"t<; Tf €K TOU am-ou rfj (t<; TO am-a (& 8-9) has not yet been con
sidered, but is dismissed in b II - I4. 

30-32 . t nEt ... ~O"TW. In ch. I movement was defined as being 
between two contraries, both denoted by positive terms, while 
generation and destruction were defined as being from not·A to A 
and from A to not-A respectively (225" 3- 7, 34-b 3). 
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b 3. TO. (VQH~a) not the contrary movements (which would be at 

EVUVT(Ut) but the contraries involved as the termini a quibus and ad 
quos of contrary movements. 

4- 5. TO P.UVe&V£l1' ••• a.6TOU, I learning from another to being 
deceived, in the sense in which that means being deceived otherwise 
than by oneself'. 

6 - 10. kat ~ 6.I'W ~opa . . . TallTa. For the assignment of up.down, 
right-left, before-behind to length, breadth, and depth respectively 
cf. De Caeto 284b 24-5. 

7. TC1~iTo., sc. TO a.vw and TO Kunu. 

la-,ll. ~ 8' El~ EVo.VT[OV .•• TWOS. Passage to one of two con
tcaries, when it is described simply as that and not as passage from 
one to the other of two contraries, is being viewed not as movement 
but as change (Le. as the YEIIHT[S TL, of 22So. T4). Cf. 224 b 35-22Sb 9 n. 

If passage to one contrary merely is not movement, the passage 
to one contrary and the passage to the other are not contrary move
ments. This eliminates the third of the possibilities stated in 
nS-IS· 

II-I4. Ka.l • . . oli. In b IC-II Aristotle has dealt with the case 
in which the contrary which is the terminus a quo is simply 
abstracted from. He now passes to the case in which the terminus 
ad quem (in Y£II£U(<;) or a quo (in ¢()opa) is not one of two contraries 
(e.g. is such a thing as the form o f man). This is the Y'"£Ul';; a7T"~71 
and the rp()opa &7I'A~ of 22Sa 14, IS. Here the two changes are con
trary, but they are not movements. This eliminates the first of the 
possibilities stated in 0. 8-15. 

19- 20. TO ya.p P.EUOV . . . QKPW+'. The sense is improved by inserting 
the second £Kaupoll (EJ) before TWII o./cPWII. 

20-21. Ka6tilf£p ..• lI'POT£POV, 224b 32-5. 

21-2. KlV"IO'L~ ... t~ tVo,YT(OU £l~ tVo.l'TlOV. All the other alternatives 
having been removed, the fifth possibility named in (I, S-I5 is now 
left in possession of the field. 

CHAPTER 6 

22gb 26. lI'Ot~ 8i 1I'0LQ, otov, A better sense is got thus than by 
reading with the editors 7ro{~ SE 7rota; oioll. 

29- 30. (Tf£t, . , UTfOKu/JoEvm\" cr. 2253. 34-b 5. 
31- 23°0. ,. clP.a. .. . oYLd~. Aristotle now passes from the con

trariety between rest and motion to the contrariety between rest and 
rest. a.vTat b 32 = rest in one contrary and rest in the other. But 
in the middle of this discussion he reverts to the point he had made 
in 22gb 29-31, that rest in A is opposed to motion from A to its 
contrary, not to motion to A from its contrary, and establishes this 
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by a fresh argument. 23°1). 3-6 KU/~CTn • •• ( !YQt is thus parenthetical, 
and in 0. 6- 7 ou ... f1yu"Cf he returns to confirm the point made in 
a 2, that the rest contrary to rest in health is rest in disease. I have 
tried to make the argument clear by punctuation. 

230n. 4-5. ~ yap £l~ Q~T~ k(nJcr~S ..• lern", I for movement to that 
very state in which the moving th ing stands still is ra ther a corning to 
rest than the contrary of the rest '. ~p£p.:,W't'; occurs in 226ft. 7 J 231& 2 

in the sense of -r,P€P.[u, but here the sense of I coming to rest J is 
required, as in 238& (8, Rhet. 1380/\ 8. 

5. ~ O'UP.~o.LYE~ yE (sc. ;'p{P.7JULV) KTA. seems to give a better sense 
than U UlJp./3olJlf.L Yf.. cr. b 27. 

6. dl'QYKl1 . . . ErVo.l, i.e. it must be either movement from disease 
to health or movement from health to disease that is the movement 
contrary to rest in health. 

7- 18. oao~'i . . . ilC£lVTfV. Aristotle has already in 229b TI- I4 con
sidered the changes which are the coming into being, and the ceasing 
to be, of something tbat has no contrary, i.e. (hrA~ Y(V£crL~ and a1l"A-r; 
cpOopti. He now considers the clJ.Lcra{3A.ywl.u which is contrasted witb 
such changes. If in such change there were a lnrOK£l.J.L£ 1I0V that 
passed from a state of not-being to one of being (or vice versa), its 
aJ.Lf.Ta{3A"JUta in the state of being would be contrary to its &J.L£Ta{3A7]uta 
in the state of not-being (a ro- r2) ; but if the non-existent is not 
a thing at all, it may be asked (1) what is the contrary of o.J.Lf.TQ.{3A7]uta 
in the state of being, and ('2) whether such aJ.Lf.Ta{3A.7]u/a is rest 
(a u-I3). If it were rest, then either not every rest would have 
a movement as its contrary (which is absurd), or the 'Y(V£Ut~ and 
cpOop&. to which the aJAf.Ta{3A:f'juta is opposed would be movement 
(which they are not, as we have seen in a 7-9) (a I 4-T 5). Clearly then, 
it is not rest, but is something simila r to rest and may be called 
aJ.Lf.Ta{3A7]fTta j and either it is contrary to nothing (if there is not n 
J.L~ 01', 0. 12). or (if there is, l\ 10- 1 I) it is contrary either to o.J.Lf.Ta{3A7]fTl.a 
in the state of not-being, or to destruction- to destruction, not to 
generation, since destruction is a movement away from the aJ.Lf.Ta
I3Arwta, while generation is a movement to it (a. IS- I8)_ 

19 - 20. iv poiI' -ril KClTa. T01TOV ""ETU~O~n • • • K ~ I'~(TEtS. e.g. the move
ment of fire upward and its rest at the outside of the universe are 
natural, its movement downward and its rest at the centre of the 
universe are unnatural. 

22- 3. O~8EI' • • • 1TUpa. <J!UQw. This sounds surprising. But it must 
be remembered that Aristotle is here simply developing an o.1l"opta.. 
H is answer is that the distinction of natural and unnatural is found 
in ali kinds of KtVT}17tS. 

29. 1) f.L I have adopted the reading of E . ~ as usual introduces 
tentatively Aristotle's answer to the &:r.op{a of n. r8-29. 



b 2. KQt ,...~ 1I'l~;'lelvTES, I even when not packed close in the 
earth'. Aristotle may be thinking of plants grown in the warmth 
of a house; SimpJicius refers to the 'A&.Jvt&K K111rDt, cuttings planted 
in pots for the time of mourning for Adonis; cr. PI. Phdr. 2 j6 b, 
Theophr. D.P. 6.7.3, Theoc. r 5, lI3, and Frazer, Adonis, Allis, Osin's, 
i. 236. 

4- 5. ot d.4IlEf'£I'Ol . . , ~J1lpQtS, • people who recover from fevers 
not on the critical days', 

6-7, lUOVTQ~, •• YE.I'ECT£Ul. Aristotle is Dot denying that q,Oopa{ 
are contrary to YClIlcrw;; he holds that they are (229b 12-T3). What 
he is saying is that there will also be contrarieties that are between 
q,Bofla and q,Bopa, not between q,BopO. and 1£V(UL<;, I have emended 
accordingly. 

7. KQt , , , ws; 
Bekker's Kat .r{ y£ 
(lva.,), 

The reading of E'PS is decidedly better than 
I(WAV(t; tun ya.p wS'. tUTLV wS' = '7TwS' (sc. l.VUII'TtUS' 

8 -10. KGt . .. lunl'. q,Oopa could not be supposed to be simply 
as such opposed to .pBopO., but it is easy to see that one q,Oop&. may 
be contrary to another in virtue of some characteristics they possess, 
e.g. that of being respectively pleasant and painful, or natural and 
unnatural. 

10. TOI' EtpTlf'll'ol' TP01l'OI'. I.e. apart from the contrariety existing 
Q7rAW<; between I(tVJ]CTl<; and 7Jp£p.ta, there are contrarieties between 
KL...qUftS (b r2-1S), between 7JP(p.taL, and between KLy,]Uf:L<; and T]{J£p.{at 

(b J S-19), in virtue of some particular characters they possess (v T] P.E" 
Tow.81. T] 8f: TOLa8, o:iJTWII (UTl" b 9). And this is so OAW<;, not, as was 
suggested in a r8-291 only in the case of <f>op&.. 

12. The added words which E preserves here and H in b 2 rare 
fragmentary; they need to be supplemented by 'TOL<; Q7rAOL~ uwp.aut 

(so s. 9 r3 · 4; cf. P. 798.4). Their meaning is that the distinction 
between movement (and rest) in the upward and in the downward 
directions belongs primarily to earth, water, air, and fire. There 
seems to be no sufficient reason for including the clause in the text. 

15. Kat ... c:,uaUTIIJS, 'and similarly there will he rests opposed to 
movements J. 

21- 8. i'xu . .. cif'G. In this section Aristotle states, wi thout 
answering, the O,7r0pla arising from the assumption that every noo
eternal state of rest must have a becoming. which is a coming to 
a standstill (TO 'aTaaBat). The Il:rropla arises from a consideration of 
the coming to rest of a thing in a place unnatural to it-which 
possesses characteristics the very opposite of those associated with 
1'0 to'TauBat. 

24-5. dX.X.Q ... eaTTOI'. This is a consequence of the fact to be 
named presently (b 26- 8), that 'T6 to'TQUOaL is very much the same 
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thing as a thing's moving to its own place. When it is doing tbis, 
it comes (according to Aristotle's theory) more and more under 
the influence of the attraction of its own place, and therefore moves 
faster and faster. Since that which is moving under compulsion, 
on the contrary, moves slower and slower as the influence of the 
propeller becomes weaker, that which is at rest after a compulsory 
motion cannot be said to have' come to a standstill', Therefore it 
is at rest without ever baving been coming to rest (b 25-6). 

26- 8. En . . . alia, The words preserved by Hand Simplicius 
here seem to have been originally an alternative version of the 
sentence as we have it. 

28- 23Ia 2. EXEL ... ~pll'T}(J'L'i. Aristotle now states a difficulty 
arising from his view that rest at a place is contrary to motion 
thence (229b28- 3I). 

30. a.UT,! -If "PEP.~a. . The argument requires this slight emendation. 
32-23111. I. ~ • . . P.ETa.~QX.X.n i If we read 71"11 indefinite, these 

words give the solution of the (hrop{a.. 'Are we to say that if the 
changing thing still remains where or as it was, it is in a certain 
definite respect at rest (i.e. and in that respect not in movement, so 
that no contradiction arises), and that in general part of a changing 
th ing is at the term£nus a qU() and part at the ttrtnz'nus ad quem (sc. 
of a part of the total movement)?' 

gx.ws ... p.ETo.~ciX.X.E~. This is proved in 234b 10-20. 

23111.1- 2. 8~o . .. ~plp."Iu~s . ~plP.7JCTI.S is here evidently used in the 
sense of t,pEp.{a (cf. 2268 6- 7 n.) . 

3. 1rWS EKo,Ttpo, p.(o. , cf. ch. 4 (though the unity of ~pEp.{a was not 
dealt with there). 

TL ... ES E ... O' ... T;a~ TLUL ... , cf. chs. 5 (on contrariety between movements) 
and 6 (on contrariety between rest and movement, and between 
rests). 

5- 17. d.1rOp~UnE .•. d. ... TtKELTO'L. S. 9I8. Ir- IS remarks that this 
section was lacking in some MSS. and was omitted by Porphyry and 
Themistius (in whose paraphrase there is in fact no trace of it), but 
that Alexander, though noting its absence in some MSS., com· 
mented on it. Simplicius' own view is that the section, being 
a repetit ion of what we have had earlier in the chapter, is a later 
addition. It is omitted by H and at least five other MSS' J but read 
by EFIJ and at least twenty others. 

It contains, in fact, nothing that we have not had already in 
230b 10- 28, and this, with the fact that the section comes after what 
are evidently meant to be the closing words of the chapter ( 23 I a 2-4), 

justifies us in rejecting it as an alternative version of 230b 10-28 

which has been by mistake included in the text. 



BOOK VI. CHAPTER I 

2310.21- 2. w, . . . 1fpOT£pOV, V. 227 lL 10- 13, 226b 23134- 227(1, r. 
b I. TO ... ELpT)fLivov hOYOII, a 26-9. 
6 - 10. aAhQ, .. Xpovo, . Aristotle has in 0. 29-b 6 shown that points 

cannot be either continuous or contiguous, the latter of which at least 
they would have to be in order to make up a continuous line. He now 
adds as an afterthought that they cannot even have the successiveness 
which in view of the definition of continuity in 227a 10--13 (cr. ib. 6) 
they must have in order to make up a continuous line. 

8- 10. bflEg~S .• . xpovos. Two things are successive if they have 
nothing o-tJyyt"V(S' with themselves between them. Now a line is not 
U1JYY£llls with a point, nor a time with a moment. Therefore the 
argument is not complete as it stands, and must be supplemented 
by the reflection that a line must include points and a time moments, 
so that if there is a line between any two points, there must be points 
between them, and similarly moments between any two moments. 

In b 9 the argument requires JL(Ta~, not TO fL£Ta~ j and there is 
no sign of TO in S. 928. I3- 14. 

10-12. En ..• 8Lalpnov. The next sentence, b 12-15 /l.A'Ao •.• 
CTlJIIE}(ls, plainly connects with the argument in b 6-IO to show that 
continua cannot be composed of successive (though not continuous 
or contiguous) indivisibles (cf. b 12 with b 9- IO) . Therefore, unless 
we are to suppose the order of the arguments to have become quite 
confu sed, we must suppose the present argument not to be a third 
main argument to show that continua cannot be composed of 
indivisibles, but to be a further argument to show that they cannot 
be composed of successive indivisibles. This, says Aristotle, would 
imply that they were divisibfe into successive indivisibles. But, he 
adds, we have seen already (11. 26- b 6) that a continuum cannot be 
divided into indivisibles at all. The close connexion between b 6-IO 
and b IO- I2 is also seen from the fact that EKrfT(POIl (b II) must mean 
P.Y]KO'i and XPOVO'i (b 8). 

10. tn, sc. (i TO fLY]KOS Kal 0 XpOVO'i €K '1'WV bp(~'i &.StUtplTWV (I(v. 

12-15. a~~o . .. (TUV£xl§. Aristotle has said (b 9- ro) that there is 
always a line between points) and a time between moments. He now 
adds that nothing other than a line can intervene between points, 
nothing other than a time between moments, since what intervened 
would have to be either indivisible or divisible. He does not refute 
the first alternative, hut it has been already refuted in & 26- b 6. The 
second alternative is refuted by the consideration that if the inter· 
mediate is divisible it must be divisible either into indivisibles (which 
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leads to the same difficulty as the first alternative) or into divisibles 
ad i1lfinitufII, in which case it is a continuum, i.e. a line or a time as 
the case may be. 

13. t, yd.p. 1 have adopted E 's reading, which seems to be sup
ported by S. 930. 1- 2. The longer version has all the appearance of 
being a (correct) gloss. 

15- 18. +GI'EpOy ... auvEX~w. From the cases of JA:ij"o~ and XJ>Ovo~ 
(b 8) Aristotle generalizes to all continua. They must be divisible 
into divisibles ad illji11ilum, for if they were divisible into indivisibles, 
there would be indivisibles touching each olher, which has in b 2- 6 
been shown to be impossible. 

J7- 18. 2" ... auvEXwv. Bekker's and Prantl's comma after tOXClTOV 

is due to misunderstanding of the clause. 
IS- 23211 22. TOU S' a,thou AOYOU . .• 8taLpl!nJ. This is a single 

argumen t to shQ\v that magnitude, time, and motion must either all 
be composed of indivisibles, or none of them so composed ; that 
the continuity or infinite divisibility of any of them implies the 
continuity of all. 

22. ~ TOUTOU. Bywater's';' id T OVrOU perhaps derives some support 
from T . 183.3, S. 932. 9. But if Aristotle can say KLYt"tTat TOVrO (sc. 
TO JL-ijKO~), it is not unnatural that he should say ~ K{Y710n .;, TOm-OU, 
and Themistius and Simplicius may be simply paraphrasing. The 
idiom is defended by Cook Wilson in J. of P. xxxii. '50-' as an 
objective genitive analogous to the English' a movement of a foot " 
'a retreat of two miles'. A parallel in the PIlYSitS ilSeir is 2638.27 
.q yap (Tlwt"x'1i" KiV"f]cnt; UlII'EXo~ (along a continuous line) «(TTLY. 

30. ou. It is simplest to take this to stand, as it often does, for 
ot. I t is illustrated by e~{Jal;,£, b 30, 31, 232(1. J. 

232t1. 2. waT' •.• SLnn. 6J(TT'irregularly introduces the apodosis; 
cr. Bonitz, I'ldex, 8731L 31~44. - Bon i tz 's conjecture of SL€A"1AVOn 
for 8t-ijAO£V derives some support from T. 183. 30, S. 933.23, and 
is called for by the sense. 

4- 5. tit ... KUlELTD.L. The sense is somewhat improved by inserting 
commas before and after TO {JaOl'oJl. 

5. EUL .. . ou. Cf. 23 Ib 30 n. 
7. TO. .6.EZ ~IJTl) 'is the movement denoted by the letters 6.EZ'. 
oGOlv must be taken adverbially, 'not at all I ; cf. :l22b 24, De 

Gen. All. 745' '3· 
9. T~ lCuLvTja8aL J 'and it will exist by reason of a thing's having 

completed a motion', &c., gives the right sense, and accounts best 
for the variants TO (EJKP) and T (;,IY (S. 934. 13, where Diels's T OV is 
an emendation). 

J2- 14. e:t ..• KU'OUJLEVOY. Bonitz, reading TJfXJL€t IU in " 12, treats 
this (Art'st. Stud. ii, iii. 109) as an example of werre in apodosi. But 
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FJK and T. 184-23 are evidently right in omitting 8(, and the sentence 
thus becomes normal. 

IS-Ig. &,...o{ws ..• dSLQ,LpETWV. The supposed indivisibility, or 
composition out of indivisibles, of time stands or fall s with the 
corresponding supposed property of length and of motion. 

20. iv T4i t} .. o.TTOVL ai, sc. xpovce. 

CHAPTER 2 

2328. 23. 8l8nKTo.L, in ch. t. 

27. Ko.9o.lI'EP .. • 9iiTTOV, i.e. some people actually use these three 
attributes as forming the definition of the' faster '. 

31-b 5. d.~Aa .. • 8LELOW. The diagram implied is 

r E o 

z K H 

If A travels distance r.6., and B distance rE, in time ZH, then if 0 
be taken anywhere between E and a, A will travel distance re in 
a time ZK which will be less than that in which B travels the shorter 
distance rEo 

b 5- 14 . +a.VEpO Il ..• rO"ol'. The diagram implied is 

A M 

u p 

x 

If A travels distance AM in time TIP, and E. be taken such that the 
slower body B takes, to travel AE, a time X greater than lIP, and if 
A travels A'E. in time 1I~, then since II~ must be less than IIP, it 
must aforliori be less than X.-In b I I , 12 the reading X is better 
attested than the vulgate UX. The MSS. in S. 940. 5, '3, 15 vary 
between the two readings, but Simplicius' commentary in 940.6 
shows that he read X. Instead of producing the line UP to 
represent the time taken by B, Aristotle d raws a fresh line and calls 
it simply X (ror ;xpOvo,-cL XP, 236b 26). 

19. K 0.1 TO rO"ol' .... lyE90s, as well as the greater IA-lydJor; which in 
a 3I-b 5 the faster body was proved to traverse in a less time than 
that in which the slower body traversed a less lA-iydJor;. 

34 
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26 -~33a 3. lWEi ... xpovos. The diagram implied is 

r K 

z ® H 

26. Sl8E~kTa.L, in b 5- 20. 
2338 3-4. Tothou ... hOYOV, i,e. in the time in which A will traverse 

TK, B will traverse a part of rK which will be to rK as the time 
in which A traverses rK is to the time Z® in which B traverses it. 

5-6. ""ETa.).o.fl~&youaw ..• I3po,SoTEpov, 'passing from the faster and 
taking the slower instead '. I have found no other instance of (hro 
with jJ.E'TaAo.p.j3rJ.vHV; the ordinary proposition is aVTl. 

g. dYTLaTpl~ElV . . . dVTLOTpE+O".lvou. UJlTUT'rpEcpEtv is evidently 
used transitively, with a personal subject understood. S. 943. 24- 8 
suggests two interpretations; (r) that aJlTLaTpECPHV is used as equiva
lent to fUTo"Aap.{3rlvnv (85), = 'substitute I j (2) that it refers to the 
fact that if the faster body' divides' the time, the slower 'divides I 
the d istance, and vice versa. Probably Aristotle means 'ir it is 
always correct to introduce the faster body and the slower alternately 
by saying 

B covers distance r6. in time ZH. 
Thererore A covers distance r6. in time Z® (say, half of ZH). 
Therefore B covers distance rK (half of raj in time Z®. 
Therefore A covers distance rK in half of Z@, &c.' 
1I- 12. 7(11) Q.UTD.I)' ••• S~QLpluHI) ••• SLQ.lPELT(H. The time and the 

distance suffer the same divisions, i.e. divisions in the same ratio, 
and an equal nurn ber of such divisions. 

13. EK T~II' ElW8clTWI' ~oywl' ~EYEUaa.~, such as that tv T<f ~,.d(nL xpovl{J 
~,.wro 8~EPXETQt KTA. (l\ 14- 16). 

13-14. t!I~ ... on. For the pleonasm cf. 190b I7, 260l\ 23. 
18-2I. oroI' ••• ""EYEaO~. The distinction between infinity Toi'i 

f.UXc1TOt .. and Tn 8w.tp€UEt is equivalent to that between IeQTa. 1ipOu(h;uw 

or '7rpouBEun (2046. 6, .206& IS) or £7r1. n,11 o.lJ~U"tv (204b 4, 207b 29), 
and IeQTG. 8ta{pEuu1 (204& 7) or brl. Ka()atpJu£L (206b 13). 

The statement that if time is infinite TOt' .. (UXaTOt'i, p:1jKO" must be 
so too, is a dangerous one for Aristotle to make j for he denies the 
infinity of extension (iii. 5) and asserts that of time (viii. I, 2). 
Simplicius is no doubt right when he says that Aristotle would have 
defended himself by urging that the never~ending rotation of the 
celestial sphere is movement along an infinite ft~KO~ . But the defence 
would not be satisfactory. 

21- 3. SU) ••• Xp61'~. This is the argument against the possi bility 
of movement wh ich in 239b ] I is called Zeno's 7rPWTO'i AOY0'i. It is 



there described as ;, 7rEp/' 'TOV JL:;' KW£ta-8aL 8ta. 'TO 7rponpov d~ 'TO YiP.tcTIJ 
8€tv acfHKEo-(Jo.t 'TO cPEPOJLElIOV ~ 7rPO~ TO TEAO'>. 

26 . KCl.T(1 TO trocrOY here = Tat'> EcrxaTO''>. 
30 . TOtS dtrdpOLS. S. 947 . 30 gives alternative interpretation!;, EV 

Tat'> op.o{w,> o:;;dpot,> TOV Xpovov P.EPEUtV ~ EV TOt,> tal)TOV. T . 187.16 
and P. 803. I I give the first interpretation, which is probably right, 
since there is no reference in the context to the infinite divisibility 
of the moving body. 

34-5. lOTW ••• AB. Since Aristotle evidently thinks of BE as 
the first part of the distance, his meaning would have been clearer 
if he had called the whole line BA. 

h 2- 3. TOUTO •. . ulrf: p~a}..Ei. I.e., either AB will be an exact 
multiple of BE, or the nearest mUltiple of BE to AB will be less or 
else greater than AB. BE 3, AB 16 will be an instance of EXXHl/J'i, 
BE 6, AB 16 an instance of vtrEP!3oA~ . 

4-7. S ~o.4»lpEL .. . ,.,.lyd~os. It makes no difference whether BE 
KaTap.ETpEt AB, EAA€t"H, or {nrEp!3&.A"AH. For in any case it in a 
looser sense Ka'To.lJ,f.Tp~(TH AB, i.e. a sufficient number of distances = 
BE will exhaust AB. And if they do, an equal number of times = 
r.6. will exhaust r . In b 7 the vulgate reading Wi Kat TO P,EYE()Oi is 
mistaken, for the point stressed by Aristotle is not that the time and 
the distance are each of them divided into equal parts, but that the 
d ivisions of the one wilt be exactly as numerous as those of the 
other (a IJ - I2). Sirnplicius' lemma has ~i Kat TO P.Eyf.()O~, but he 
later states both readings without choosing between them (949.30-
950 .5). 

7-II. En . .. Xp6"o~. This sentence might have been dispensed 
with, but in view of its presence in all the MSS. and in T. 188. 2- 5 
and in S. 950. 7 there is no sufficient reason for excising it. Bonitz 
takes the sentence as an example of WUT( in apodosi (which is not 
uncommon in Aristotle, cf. Bonitz, Itldex 873:\ 3 [-44), but it is 
equally probable that the apodosis is Kat T6 rUOV €v r(T~ O{mTtv. W(1T( 

in apodosi occurs for the most part only after a very long protasis. 
11- 14. on . . . ~1rclPXOYTOS. Since the whole line is finite (a 34), 

Aristotle naturally assumes that the time begins at a definite moment, 
i.e. is limited at one extremity. This one extremity being given 
«()nTErOl) yE 7T"lpaTO<; irr.apX0ll1'oi), it is easy to show that the time of 
the partial movement must also be limited at the other end, and 
therefore completely fmite. 

()nTEpOl) yE 7T"EpaTot; v"a.PXOVTOi might also be taken, but perhaps 
less naturally, to mean' the other extremity (i.e. the end) being given '. 

TOUTO b 13 means' the time of the partial movement '. 
2 1. I"SlXETat . .. ""~KO~, This may be taken either, with OE, as a 

third premiss, or, without 81 (as in the vulgate), as the conclusion . 
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S. 953.27 takes it in the former way and must have read 8i, while 
Themistius' paraphrase, omitting Of, may be loose (189. 7). 

23- 5. TO f1~V . .. TO Sf, E's reading, is evidently right as against 
the vulgate reading Ta. JLf.V • .. TQ. 0(. I t is supported by S. 954 . [,2. 

24. Els Tp[a. .hojJ-a.. . ra. Parallelism with b 25, Simplicius' 
commentary 954. I, 2, and the readings of FH, suggest that this is 
the true reading. EIJK similarly abbreviate EZ ZH into EZH in b 25, 
and KA AM MN into KMfN in b 28. 

29- 30. SLaLpEe~aETa.L ••. ciTof1ov . I.e., if one body moves half as 
fast again as the other, and if we suppose the distance covered by 
the faster to consist of three indi visible parts, and to be covered in 
three indivisible times, we must suppose the distance covered by the 
slower to consist of two indivisible parts, and the time to consist of 
two indivisible times. Then the same time will consist of three 
equal parts and also of two equal parts, and if so the middle one of 
the three parts which have been supposed indivisible will turn out 
to be divisible. 

30- 31. Kat ••. '1f~E[OIlL This is a second objectionable conse
quence. The slower body will traverse each of the two indivisible 
parts of the distance it covers, in a time which is half as great again 
as the indivisible time in which the faster body covers one of the 
indivisible parts of its journey. 

CHAPTER 3 

233b 33- 4. TO IIUII •.• AEy0j-lEVOII. This is the strictly momentary 
now, described in 2221\ 10-20, in distinction from the now which is 
a finite stretch of time including the momentary now (ib. 21-4), and 
called now by reason of the inclusion (KaO' (TEPOV) . 

234a 2- 3. t, .. . 1fEpns. H's reading cpaj.tEv, 'and this we maintain 
to be the limit of both', is Slipported by S. 956. 2, and gives a 
decidedly better sense than <cpa}.t.£v (cf. i\ 23, b 6). The latter would 
have to be supposed to be a reference to iv. 22211. 12, and the absence 
of something like 7rponpov or ill TOt'> 7rpw-rOt'> .:\.oyOt'> would be sus
picious. 

A similar variation of reading occurs at I\, 32, where AEyOjJ.EV is 
confirmed by Themistius and Simplicius. 

3. TOLOUTOII, i.e. aj.tcpoi.v 7rEpas. Kat TalrrOV is then explicative of 
TOtOWav. KaO' aUro is somewhat pointless, and there is no trace of 
it in S. 955· 3'. 

6- 7. Et • •• dfJ>EpWII. If the terminus a quo of the future be different 
from the terminus ad quem of the past, it cannot succeed it immedi
ately, for then there would be a continuous time consisting of two 
indivisible moments, whereas it has been proved in ch. I that no 
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continuum can consist of indivisibles. Sirnplicius remarks that the 
argument might seem to be a petilio prinaJii, since Aristotle assumes 
the indivisibility of the moment in an argument to prove its indi
visibility. But Simplicius rightly observes that it is the now regarded 
as terminus eillur of the past or of the future that Aristotle assumes 
to be indivisible, while he is proving that there is an indivisible now 
which is the terminus both of the past and of the future. 

g. C1UI'WI'U,...OI', not with the To/pa.ra (for where the 1rfpo:ro. are points 
the IJ.CTa.(V is a line, where the 7rEpa.TQ. are lines the }LETatv is a plane, 
&c.), but with that of which the "'pa.ra. are .. lpo.Tu. 

lo- n. Tl'a~ yo.p Xp6l'o~ ... SUUPETOS, in ch. 2. 
It- 14. ~(JTE ••• XpOI'OV. If we once suppose the terminus ad fjuem 

of the past to be different from the terminus a quo of the future (fl.6), 
it has been shown that there must be a time between them. And 
this time, like any other continuum, must be divisible. Therefore 
if the now which is the rueeting-place of past and future be once 
su pposed to contain two distinct moments, it must be conceived of as 
a lapse of time itself divisible into an earlier and a later, or a past and 
a future, time. Let A and B be the two distinct terminal moments 
of the now, and C and D the periods we get by dividing at any puint 
the lapse of time between A and B. Then in the lapse A to B, 
which should be entirely future qua being all after A, there is yet a 
part C which is past relatively to D; and in the same lapse, which 
should be entirely past qua being all before B, there is yet the part 
D which is future relatively to C. 

14- 16. Q}LQ. ••• Cltho. A further objectionable consequence of 
making the terminus of the past not identical with the term inus of 
the future is tha t the extended ' now' constituted by both together 
will not be a now which is a now ptr se, but one which is a now only 
in the secondary sense of including a now (cf. 233h 33-4 n.). For 
the real division of past from future occurs not precisely at it, but at 
some point intermediate between the two nows. 

The reading of the MSS. in a 16 o-u Kaf)' Ooirrh appears preferable 
to the others which Philoponus and Simplicius had before them. 
Though Simplicius' lemma has OU Ka.(f a.wo, he plainly read OU "TOU 
.aO· a~To (958. 23). 

17- 19. 1(0.1 • •• XP61'~. If the terminus ad fjunn of the past and 
the term/nus a quo of the future are different, there will, as we have 
seen (1\ 6-9), be a period of time between them, and this, being a 
continuum, will be divisible at an infinite number of points, each 
of which will be a different now and will mark off a different past 
and a different future, all within the same P.o.KpOV vVv (Philoponus' 
phrase) or 'specious present J. 

32. X/yol'-". This reading is confirmed by T . T9r. r, S. 96 r. '3. 
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cr. [I, 2-3 n. If EA.l.yOp<£v be read, the reference is to v. 226b 

12- 16. 

35. d.,...~Ol'" TOLII Xp6vo~v, i.e. the past which it ends and the future 
which it begins. 

CHAPTER 4 

234b 12- 13. <hal' ... lI"o.YTQ, I but when the changing thing is, 
both itself and all its parts, in that from which it was supposed to 
be changing', Bonitz objects to the vulgate i t ot p.E'd{3aA£ that it 
is absurd to say' when the changing thing is in that from which it 
changed't and wishes to read jL€Ta/3aAAH. But both here and in 
b 12 the fL£Ta/3aAAH of T. 19L 25, 26 and of S. 963.7.8 is probably 
a free rendering of E) K's fL£TI./3o.AAEV, which as interpreted gives the 
right sense. 

22- 2351l. 8 . Q~~OV ••• !UTJv. The object of this section is to show 
that the movement of a whole is divisible into the movements of its 
parts. To establish this, Aristotle first shows that the movement of 
a whole is identical with the sum of the movements of its parts. 
This is proved first in the section b 23- 9. At firs t sight it looks as 
if he were thinking of the motion of a body of length Ar moving in 
the direction of its length. 

First position A B r 
I I I , 

t>. E Z 

Second position A B r 
I I 

t>. E Z 

But then the movement of AB from 6. (i.e. from the position in 
which its hindmost part is at 6.) to E + the movement of Br from E 
to Z yields a movement of AI' not from 6. to Z but only from 6. to 
E . The linear representation must the~efore be abandoned (unless 
Aristotle made a careless mistake, which is possible), and T] 6.E and 
.;, EZ must be taken not to mean the movement of AB from 6. to E 
and of nr from E to Z, but to be simply designations for the move~ 
ments of the parts (whatever these movements may be) which to~ 

gether make up the motion of the whole. The movement of the 
whole has to be thought of as the product of the mass of the whole 
by the distance it covers, and the movement of each part similarly; 
then the movement of the whole = the sum of the movements of 
the parts. The movements of the parts are represented in a purely 
symbolic way by the collinear lines 6.E, EZ. In this case the sug~ 
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gestion which the phrases ;, .6.E, .;, EZ convey J that they stand for 
the paths of the parts, is misleading. 

29- 34. (Tl •• . p.£yl6ous, a second argument to show that if dE, 
EZ are the movements of the parts AB, BI\ AEZ is the movement 
of the whole ABI\ The argument may be expanded as follows : 
'What else can AEZ be the motion of? Not of AB or Br, since 
lizeir motions are aE, E Z. Not of anything else; for if aEZ as a 
whole were the motion of something other than ABr, the parts of 
6,EZ would be movements of the parts of that thing; but in fact the 
parts of AEZ are the movements of the parts of ABr and of nothing 
else (since one movement can only be the movement of one thing). 
Hence the whole movement 6.EZ is the movement of ABr.' 

31- 2 . oU ... fLEpWII, f for the parts of the movement are movements 
of the parts of that of which as a whole the movement as a whole is'. 

33. ou8lllwII. The plural of ovS£t~ is rare (except in the sense of 
I nobodies '), and there seems to be no other case in Aristotle. But 
it occurs in Plato (Tim . 20 b, Ep. 344 a) and especially with clUOt 

(Ale. II. 148e, E Ulhyd. 305 d), and occasionally in other authors. 
1t~E~611WII • .. I(lVTJO"~S, ' for one movement cannot have had more than 

one subject '. ~v does not seem to point to any previous discussion. 
235& 4- 7. Et ••. nvwv. If the movements of the parts fa ll short 

of 01 to the extent, say, of KI, KI will be the movement of nothing j 
for (a) it cannot be the movement of the whole or of the parts, 
because the movements of these are respectively 01, !lE, EZ and 
one thing has only one movement; and (b) it cannot be the move
ment of anything else, since a continuous movement is the movement 
of things contin uous with each other and Ar contains no continuous 
parts besides AB, Br. 

14. EV nv~ KlVE~TCU, f is moved in some respect', i.e. in respect of 
place, quality, or quantity. For this use of ~v 'TLVL cf. 227 b 25, 29. 
~v 'TLYL also suggests that movement is along a path (when the move· 
ment is locomotion) or along a quasi-path (when it is change of 
quality or of size) j and it is the path or quasi-path that in 8. 16 is 
said to be divisible (iy ~ Tj K{V7](n;;). 

1taVTOe;, sc. 'TOV KtV01JjJ-o-01J. 

16. I((1L rije; I(W~aEWS ••• I(tllE~aeo.~. It is not very clear what dis
tinction Aristotle means to draw between';' ,.;{yytUL>; and 'TO Kty£I.uBat • 

.P. 806. 22, 865.26 suggests that iJ K(VT/Utr; is regarded as a ltL'), 'TO 

KtVE~uBaL as an €ylfYYELa. It is perhaps more exact to say that by the 
KtVf}ULr; Aristotle means a certain movement considered as capable 
of being undergone by a variety of subjects, by 'TO Kt)l(I.uBa~ the 
historical undergoing of the movement by some individual subject. 

18. TOU J-LEII T01tOU ••• O"uJ-LI3EI3TJI(6c;. Simplicius tells us that Alexander 
conjectured 7rO<TOV for T07rOV, and it seems likely that it is from this 
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source that 7rOCTOU has found its way into all the MSS. except JI, If 
we read T61l"oV we must suppose that the third case, that of change 
of size, is omitted as obviously ranking with change of place in the 
respect mentioned (so S. 975. '2 r). The tv ~ here is identical with 
the aUra 3 /.I.£To.{3aAAH of '236h 1- 18, and Aristotle says definitely 
there that, of the three awa. &. jk£Ta/3cD...AH, that which is involved 
in change of size (b 16-17), as well as that involved in change of 
place (b 8-16), is divisible per se, and only that involved in change 
of quality is divisiblepey accidens (b 5- 8, I)- I8). 

Alexander supposes that TOl} 71"00-01) can include both change of size 
and change of place (so T. 193. 4), but this seems very doubtful. [t 

would be strange if locomotion, the primary and most literal kind of 
KlV'1<rt'" were not mentioned explicitly. We should perhaps read 'Toli 
f1EV T(),;;Ol) Ko.l: Tal) 1l"OUOl). 

18- 22. Et}..~,*,eW .•. olhws. This proves that the movement must 
have divisions answering to those of the time. Prantl's reason for 
bracketing this sentence is probably that he fails to notice the 
diffe rence between it and the sentence i\ 22-4. 

22- 4 . OJ-lO[WIi . .. l}..&TTOV~ proves the converse of what is proved 
in a 18- 22. This is made clearer by the introduction of c:i in 1\ 22 , 

which is confi rmed by S. 976. 2. 

28- 34. EOTL ••• aAov. Thi s seems to be meant to be an alterna
tive way (to that in n 25- 8) of showing that TO KtVc:I.U(}a.L is divisible 
correspondingly to the division of the K{V7IfTt'" In 234b 22- 23S IL 8 
Aristotle proved that the movement of a whole is the sum of the 
movements of the parts, in order to show that a movement is divisible 
correspondingly to the division of the moving th ing into parts . 
Similarly here he proves that where there is a '<lV'1Ut" divisible into 
parts, the Ktvc:t'u9a.t answering to the whole KlV'1Crt" is the sum of the 
KLVc:t'u9o.t's answering to the parts of the KlV'1Ut"J in order to show 
that the whole KtVEt'u9a.t is divisible correspondingly to the division 
of the KLII'I'/Ut<;. 

28. EKfMj-lEVOV, ; setting out by way of a particular example '. 
29- 30. otov . . rEo In II. 26 a line r has figured as the symbol of 

a whole KLV£lcr(}o.t . Aristotle now designates it as the line arE and 
takes it (rather confusingly) as a symbol of a whole KlV'1UL" divisible 
into two parts. 

30- 31. Et . . • K~V'lOW. H we suppose that tllere is a KLV£tu()aL 

answering to the whole KlV7)Ut" aE other thatt the sum of the 
KtVEl.'uOat's answering to aT, rE, we shall be supposing that there is 
more than one KLVEtUOUL answering to the same KLV7IU LS, since the 
KtVEtUOat which is thei r sum certainly is a KLV Et'U(}o.t answering to 
the whole K[VTJUL". The argument is of the same type as that in 
234b 34- 235" 8. 
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31. 1f~E l:w EaT(U K U,lE~a9a L . The use of the infinitive in the plural 

must be very rare in Greek, but when the argument requires an 
unusual phrase Aristotle never hesitates to use it. It would be 
possible to take the words as meaning' it will be possible for more 
than one thing to be moved', but this does not fit the argument so 
well, and Simplicius takes the words in the other way. 

33- 4. A1') ~eE"'TOS ... OAOII, The point of the clause seems to be 
this: The only possible reason for supposing that the sum of the 
KlJl£f.U()a.t'S answering to the KtJl~<T£IS A r , rE is not the Ktll£f.(]'Oat 

answering to the sum of the Joav~(Tw; lies in the suspicion that the 
two KLV£tu()at's do not form a continuous KtV£f.U(}UI; but in fact they 
do (since the KW1}(HtS ~r, rE are themselves continuous with each 
other). 

36. Ev6~, anyone of the five things enumerated in II. 15- I 7. 
37. 17rt TOU 1I'ETfEpo.O'P.EVo. EtVo.L ~ clTflHpa, f:Til with the genitive 

and infinitive in the sense of 'in the matter of' is unusual, but cr. 
Dem. 2 I. [80 T~II bt·l-rijS' 7r"op.7rTj~ KCLI. TOU IM-Bvf.LV 71'po<jlCLcnv Aa{3wlI. 
. b 4. TO fJ-EV oliv SLa.~PETOV SESELKTa~ Tl"pChEPOV, 234h 10- 20. 

5. TO S' Q1I'UpOV ... Sfj}.,ov, in ch. 6. 

CHAPTER 5 

235b 8. ~V ~ p.ETa.~ l~}.,YJKEV = Iv T01)7"o/ EtS' a p.era{3t{lA7JKEII (b 27). 
13. tTfEt •.• &VTI~cpa.O' L V, i.e. YWEUlS' and ¢Oopa. (2 25n 12- 20), 
18. Ta~~ o.}"ACLL~J i.e. change of place, quantity, and quality. 
22. TOUT't!, i.e. TOV7"Cf' Eis g p.f.Ta/31.{3'A"'IK£v. 
24. TO B (alt.). Hayduck's emendation is needed, 'for (1) lxw-OaL 

takes a genitive, not a dative, and (2) of two contiguous things only 
that which comes after the other is said f.XEUOUl (227'" 4- 6), and B 
comes after r. After TO B we must understand TOU r. 

SE is better attested than the vulgate yap, and gives a better sense. 
If T, B are different points in a continuous whole, there must 
be an interval between them, which the moving thing has still to 
cover. 

32. tv ~ is used here not as in n r6-q of the respect in which or 
interval over which a thing changes, but of the time of the change, 
as in 224" 35. 

23682--3. (, nGToc; Sf }.,oyoc; .. ' fJ-£Ta~EI3}.,YjKEV . Aristotle by over
sight adds this as if it were a separate case. It has already been 
mentioned in the words ~ m:1AW £-v 7"0 Br 23S b 36. 

10- 15. TO fJ-fV OUV KaT(t TO TE~O~ •.. P.ETE~a.}.,)..EV. No part of the 
process can be called absolutely first, because the part· may be 
divided again, t hus revealing a prior first, and so ad :"lIjitlt"tum. 
Similarly of course no part of the process can strictly be called the 
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end j but the limit (7ripar;) exists not as a part of the process but as 
an indivisible limit to it. In the corresponding sense there is an 
o.PX1l1 but it is not strictly speaking an apri J.t€Ta{3oXijr;, because as yet 
the process has not begun ; so it remains true that there is no such 
thing as TO £11 ~ 7f'pliYrCf ~p~aTo jJ.fTa{3a.AA£w. 

16- 17. TOUTO • •• VVI'. To treat A6. as indivisible would be to 
adopt the view which regards time as made up of very short indivi
sible units of time contiguous to one another. 

17. Ell TQ rA xpov~J i.e. in the period of time immediately pre
ceding At>.. 

18. Kilt .• . ~PEP.Et. It would be more correct to say' it is not in 
motion in A' i for in a moment nothing can be at rest any more 
lhan it can be in motion (2341\ 31- 4). . 

23- 5. Ei .•• 1I'pch4f. 'Vith the vulgate reading E' 8' EV a.p..~o'iv 
p..ETOof1aAAH, Kat EV T~ r.nVT{· Ei. 0' (V ()OoT£PIf I(TA., the words El .. . 
7rallTt are pointless. I have adopted the reading which S. 985. 26-7 
seems to presuppose. 'With this reading Ei ... 1f'aVTL and ElT' . •• 

P.fTUj3I.j3A"IKf.V are two protases leading to the same apodosis OVK EV 
T~ OAIf 7rPWTIf. For Et •. • EZTE cf. Xen. Cyr. ii. I. 7, Plat. Laws, 
95 2 b. 

29- 30. 1I'Qv . . • tLETaPa.x'x'OLl, 234b 10- 2 0 . 

32. £'x'anoll .•. f! ETaIJE ph'lKOS. The sense is slightly improved by 
reading Tt for the vulgate 'T(I (cf. 2:37 tL 30)' The omission of n after 
faTal. in EH is more natural than that of 'TO would be, and Simplicius' 
variation of order is unimportant. 

b 1. a,ho ... 0 fLf.TalJa.x'x'u, 'the very element in the changing thing 
that changes '. Prantl emends to Eis 0, for the sake of uniformity 
with b 3, but this is not necessary. 

6 . 1ra.LlTa, sC. 'Ta. r.ota. r.Ota. are divisible not 'per se but only 
because they are, as it were, spread out over the extended and 
thereCore divisible things that possess them. 

8- g. oao. ... autLPE~'l1K6i), those of the UlrrU & p..E'Ta./1aAAH which 
are jJt:r se divisible, i.e. the elements that change when the change is 
locomotion (b 1o- r6) or growth-or-diminution (b 16-17). 

g . ouS' lLi TOIholi) , SC. any more than in the p.f.'Ta./1aAAov (dealt with 
in 1\ 27-35) or in the time (dealt with in B r3-2:7 ). 

10-11. EcrrW ..• 1I'pWTOY. AB is a line used to symbolize a moving 
body, which moves along a line which is the productiop of its own 
length. \ 

12. d .... EptS • . . ~X0f!EIIOLI . This is impossible, because it would 
imply that a continuum could be made up out oC contiguous 
indivisible elements, whereas it can only be composed of divisible 
parts (chs. t , 2). 

17- 18. ~Q.VEpO" . • Etll Q. ~. Aristotle's doctrine with regard to 
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qualitative cbange is that so far as the a.UTO () IHTa{3a>..>"Et (e.g. the 
colour) is concerned there are indivisible instalments of change ; 
since on the other hand the quality is spread out over an extended 
and infinitely divisible thing, the whole thing changes quality through 
changes of quality of its parts, each of which changes is divisible 
into changes of qual ity of smaller parts, ad injim'tum. 

CHAPTER 6 

236b 20- 2I. A£YETCLL •.• ~TEpO" . Cf. the corresponding distinction 
with regard to place, 20911 3 (_b r. 

22- 3. Ell ~ TfPWT~ XpOII~ ••. f.LETCL~&'AAELV. ttf.Tu{3&''AAHV here cannot 
have the meaning exactly corresponding to that of ftET"a/3o)' .. >"H. The 
meaning must be 'in any part of the primary or commensurate time 
in which the changing thing completes a certain change, it must be 
changing '. 

2:4. TO yap Tl"PWTOV OIhw'i E""EyO~EV (23Sh 33), i.e. as meaning i filled 
by, or not extending beyond, the given change '. It follows from 
this that in every part of the 7rPWTO'i xrOVO'i the changing thing is 
changing. 

2:6. l~' ~ XP. The letters are of course suggested by the word 
xpOVO'i. 

Tl"U" y&.p xpovos S~alpETo", Cf. 232h 23- 233b 32. 
32:. KLvELO"Oal appears to be the r ight reading here; cf. j1-ETaf3dAAHv 

b 23. Kf.KWy](TBo.t has got into KA through the influence of KEKtv7jrrOo.L 

b 33. 
2:3711. 4. ~ ••. Xpov't'. The argument shows that Bekker's ~ oAwo; ~ 

is wrong; cf. a 8. lv OT~OVV xpov~ means I in any part of the whole 
time'. 

14. lv c~m~oull means I in any element of the whole time I, in
cluding both the shorter periods of time, in each of which the 
changing thing JLETaf3aAAf.t , and the moments, at each of which it 
IUTaf3~f3A"'KEV. 

19-2:5. a:rra.1I •• • IIUV. As a preliminary to proving that everything 
that has changed, previously was changing, Aristotle proves that 
everything that has changed has changed in time. T his then 
becomes the starting-point of the argument in a 25-8. 

2:3. lv TOUTC~ , in that from which it has changed. 
2:4. 8i8E~KTal Tl"pOTEpOV, 235b 6- 13. 
2:5. oU . .. VUII, cf. 23Ib 6- ro, where it is shown that nows are not 

iCPE$jo;. This implies that they are not f;x0j1-EVa, for the £X0j1-O'ov is 
a subdivision of the .</>,61< (227" 6). 

30. EO'TW yap n P.ETa.j3Ej3>"Y)KOs. F's reading Tt is confirmed by 
1'. 869.25; cf. 236- 32. 
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32. E1fEt . . . d,BU'Vo.TOI'. This follows from the definition of £'X0P.£1I0V 
as 8 &11 lCPE5j'O ~v a1TTJTTat (22711.6), and of Qr.Top.£vo. as WI' TIl o.Kpo. tIflo. 

(226b 23). That which has no parts has no aKpa.. 
3S- b 3 . ~ yap o.UT~ dTfo8Elt~ ., .. . lpoufLEV. I n 225 11 I2 it is said 

that the termini of change must be ei ther contraries or contradictories; 
and the doctrine there stated is that ~£yf.(n<; and ~Oop:.i. are between 
contradictories (ib. 12-20), and the other three kinds of change 
between contraries (ib. 34- b 5, 22611. 25). In particular, locomotion 
is said to be between (vavda m -ro. T()lTOV (226b 32, 230b r I). But in 
eh. 5 Aristotle has said that change of place and change of size 
are (V <T1WEX(i, over a continuous distance (236b8- I7), and tbat 
change of quality is the only K{Vr;(n~ that is not so (ib. 17-r8). 
I t is th is, therefore, that is meant here by change Ell EVaJI'Ttot'; (and 
indeed quali tative change is at least more obviously between contra· 
ries than change of place or of size), while change iv &.VTt~acrH is 
y(v£.(rt~ and ~(JoPQ . Since change of quali ty and y£V(ut~and·«p(Jopa 
are £1' TO~~ p.T, C1lJII£X(UlV, the argument from the infinite divisibi lity of 
the distance covered (a 28- 34) is inappl icable, and Aristotle falls 
back (b 2) on the previous argument from the infinite divisibility of 
the time occupied by the change (. 19-28). 

b 8- g . tin-u pos ... YPOoflfl wv. If we bisect a line, .bisect half of it, 
and so on, we get both a series of lines each greater than the one 
before (Ae, AD, AE ... ) and a series of lines each less than the 
one before (AC, CD, DE ... ) 

A C DEB 

and this process of division may be carried on ad i,zjinitutll. (cf. 
206b 3- 6). 

II. ouo. . •. UUVEX~ ' This is meant to exclude the things which 
Aristotle holds to be y£v'1'Ta. Kat ~eapTd. dVru 'TOU ytyvnrOa.ll(al. cp(h{pf:u(Jal, 
i.e. which come into being instantaneously (Met. 10271\ 29) , e.g. 
£v(pynQt such as sensations (De Sensu 446b 4), points (Met. [044b 22, 

lo60b (9), moments (ib. 1002 b 6), forms superinduced on matter 
(ib. r043b IS, r044b 22). 

I1- I3. OU . • . eEfll~UOV. S. 997 . 7 asks why Aristotle qualifies his 
statement by lVton, since it is always the case that the y{yvnr8at of 
a thing can have been preceded by the YEYoJl(vat only of a part, not of 
the whole. He thinks that the words 0" . . . (JEP.(>"tOV apply not tOTO 
ylYVOP.EVOJl YEY0I'£val 7ipOupov but to TO y(yov~~ y{YVEU()Ut 7ipOT£POV, 

and points out that, whi le the Yf:j'ovevD.t of a house is always preceded 
by its y{YV((T()Q.l, it EY{YJlETD not only when it was being completed 
but also when its foundation was being laid. This interpretation 
obviously does not do justice to what Aristotle says, and is precluded 
by Aristotle's actual language, o'u P.(v-rOt aLEt S Y{Y1IE'TQt, which obviously 



refers to Td ytYVOJJ,(VOV YEYoyivut, not to T~ YEYOYO S' y!yvwIJru '"ponpov. 
The meaning must be that while (a) when the whole is a oJLowtJ-Epi", 
one may say, e.g. , whenever flesh is coming into being, that flesh 
has already come into being, (b) when the whole is an &vop.owp.EpiS' 
like a house, we cannot say, when the house is coming in to being, 
that a house has come into being, but only that a foundation has. 

21- 2. WO'T' ••. 1fpWT~. Though the proposition enunciated at 
the beginning of the chapter is that a th ing is changed in any part 
of the time which is taken as that £V ~ 7rpc;mf tJ-ETU/3&),AEt, yet, since 
Aristotle has now pointed out the infinite divisibility of the path as 
well as of the time (b 20-21), (V ~ probably refers to both, and 
Aristotle is saying that there is no lime in which, or path along 
which, a changing thing changes W" 7rpWTfJ!. 

CHAPTER 7 

237b 25. TrETrEpo.afEVTtv, sc. ypuftp.r,v or KLV71Cnv. 
25-6. f~ TTJY a.~T~V ... K~vouf£vov, 'not performing the same motion 

again and again, and at every time one of its parts', as in rotation or 
the swing of a pendulum. 

35. TO AB. Bonitz's emendation is justified by S. fOOO. f9 and by 
Arislotle's invariable practice in naming a line; cf. 2380. 7,8, 18. 

23sa 2. €TEpO Y here and in a 3, 4 is an accusative of extent. 
3. on = 'that ', not I because '. 
13- 14. EK TrE1tEpa.afE'vwv ••• uv4awv. 7rE7rEpaup.Evwv must here mean 

'finite both in size and in number'. It is impossible both that the 
infinite should be made out of a finite Dumber of finite equals, and 
that it should be made out of a finite number of finite unequals. 

15- 16. U II TE Zau . .. ~TTOV. Bekker's and Prantl's punctuat ion, £O.v 
'7'E lUU 17 fall T£ allum' wpurp.clla. Sf: 'TliJ JLEyf.()n oMJf:1I ~TTOV, gives quite 
a wrong sense. Punctuated properly, the words mean I this being 
none the less true whether the parts are equal (as the parts of the 
time would be if the motion were of uniform velocity) or unequal (as 
they would be if it were of non·uniform velocity), provided they are 
limited in size '. Cf. a 4- 6. 

17. TroaoLs. This reading is confirmed against llonitz's "frETrEpa· 
up.ivot~ 7rOO'Ot~ by P. 870. 18. "frouoLS' Toi" AE. I by a certain (finite) 
number of the (ex hypollzcsifinite) parts AE', gives the sense required 
without the addition of 7r'E7r'Epau,u'llOt'" 

IS- 19. KLIIOLTO • . • Ev. Bekker's punctuation KWOLTO. wauvTwS' . .• 
-I]p£JLYynw~' 6J(]'TE ••• £V is wrong in that it suggests that W(]'T£ ... £V 
follows from WCTUVTW" • .• -r,PEP.-qUEW'>. It follows from the previous 
argument, f~aUlhw~ .. . fJPEft~crEW" being parenthetica1. 

IS. Waa.thws . . . 1jp£fL~aEws. In a sense all K!'II1}CTt~ is -r,P€P.1}O't'" 
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since what is moving from a terminus a quo is necessarily coming to 
rest at a terminus ad quem. But the form of words used shows that 
Aristotle is thinking of ~P(P.7JfTl~ as a different process from KLIIYJCTLS. 

He has been so far thinking of KLVy/fIlS as of uniform or increasing 
velocity, and he now points out that what he has said of this is true 
of movement of diminishing velocity; viz. that such a movement 
over a finite path cannot occupy an infinite time. 

]8- 19. wan . . . E.... These words, bracketed by Prantl, were 
read by Simplicius, and are perfectly defensible. Y{YVfuBat and 
cpBdpf.uOUL are processes of change, and the yillf.uts or cpBopa. of 
a single (finite) thing is thought of as if it were movement along 
a finite path, and therefore said to be incapable of lasting for an 
infinite time. 

24. o~ov . .. KnC Bekker's and PrantPs punctuation 0,,"011' €v yap 
"T4J 1!"a.IITf. "TO OAOV, Ka.t spoils the argument, for which cf. a 9. 

b 6. TO 7rE7rEpo.O'J1EVOV. E's reading is required by the sense. 
II. ~ ... a.VQ~ETPOUV, i.e. the finite p..l.yd)oro either may actually 

move through the infinite, or it may rueasure it by the infinite's 
moving through it. 

16. ~n ... a.iTo8uf~5. The reference is to the proof which 
proceeds by dividing up the time of the movement and not the path 
(238" 22- 30). 

17- 19. ~7rd ... K~VE~To.L. Since III 1!"E7rEpaa'l'"lllU: XPOIIU: qualifies all 
three statements, the sentence is much improved by omitting SlEtcTLII, 
with E, and treating it as a gloss. 

CHAPTER 8 
238b 29- 30. eTL •• . Ppo.8UTEpOV. This is a second proof that III 

XpovU: i(J'To.crOaL civa.Y/(l}. d K"TA. must therefore be taken as depending 
on q:,o.IIEpOIl (sc. la'Tt) b 26. S. J007· II- t4 interprets so. Perhaps, 
however, E is right in omitting d.-In b 31 Aristotle passes to a fresh 
point, and Bekker's colon after {3paouTEpov is not a sufficient stop. 

31- 6. lv t;i SE XPOV!? ••. 1I'pOTEpOV. Aristotle now proves of TO 
~crrtffJ-CVOV what he proved of T~ KI.VO'lJ/LEVOV in ch. 6. 

34. iv "II'"PWT!? T~ 8A!? This gives a better sense than (V 7rPWTIf? OAIf?, 
and is confirmed by P. 872. 23, S. 1007.27. 

3S. KQ8' ETEpOV is confirmed by P. 8IS· 4, 872.24, and by the 
passage referred to in KaOci7r£p €AlX0'r] Ka.t ld 'TOV KLIIOUfJ-lvov 7rpOT£POV, 
viz. 236b 3r. Ko,()' lupoll = 'T4llv £K£lVOV nv, (239 B 24)· 

239ft. 5. Sul TO KEKLY~Uea.( TL ll." Qlhou, 'because before being moved 
itwould have had to have been moved fora part of the supposed partless 
time '. The reference is to the doctrine proved in 236b 32-'237 0. I7 , 
that everything that is being moved must already have been moved. 
E's all is confirmed by P. 815.13. The vulgate reading also gives 
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a good sense, but all is more likely to have been accidentally omitted 
than to have been inserted later. 

TO S' lO'nll-'EYOV SlSElKTo.l KlVOU/-,EVOV, 238b 23- 6. 
7. TOUTO ..• ""POT£POV, 238b 31- 6. 
II. iv dJLEpEi fiEI' . What answers to this is cl 8( jJ.£p'UJ'TOIl, n. 17. 
13. E+a.P.fV, v. 226b J 2- 1 5. 
13- 14. OTE . . . ~, I when, i.e. in that in which '. £11 ~ is introduced 

to make the statement square exactly with that in n. 12. 

18-19. TOil Q!hOIl ya.p TP01rOV ••• irponpov. I.e. , the same can be 
proved of 'TO ';'pcp.ow as was proved of TO KtVOV/k£vov in ch. 6 and of 
TO ta-rap.£vov in 238b 31-6. 

24. T~ tv bw:vou nvL. Either this reading or Gaye's T~ £11 ToW 

EI<.C(lfOlJ 'TtV{ gives the right sense. It is not clear which Simplicius 
read (1009. 29, lOla. 2, 27). There are parallels to Gaye's reading 
in 2248. 32, 24Ib 27, 38. 

25. KQTet n EtVQL 1rp6hov, lover against some particular thing 
primarily', i.e. so as to be precisely opposite it, not in some larger 
place of which only part is occupied at once. 

33- h 4. d . . . ~PEiJ-EL",. From l\ 23 OIl, Aristotle has been proving 
that in the time in 'which a body is moving, in the sense that its 
movement precisely occupies the whole time, there is nothing which 
the moving body is precisely over against, no place which it precisely 
fills. He has proved this by reference to the infinite divisibility of 
time. He now points out that if it is said that it is in a single now that 
the body is precisely KaTeL Tt, then it is not Kant on for any time but 
only at a boundary of time, and that in this, though it can be said 
no, to move, it cannot be said to rest. In any case this could not 
amount to resting at a place for a certain time j for that would imply 
that what was moving was resting. 

b 3. KaTti n ~PlEflouv. It is impossible to get a good sense out of 
the vulgate KaTe,. TO ~PEfLOVJl . The passage is cured by reading Tt (cf. 
KaTeL n }J-£II OJ' (L 35); the reading of EZ is due to a conflation of the 
right with the wrong reading. For confusion between n and TO in 
the MSS. cf. 236"32, 237"3°. 

CHAPTER 9 

It is impossible to say \,,rith any certainty against whom Zene's 
paradoxes about motion were directed. Stallbaum (Plato, Farm., 
25-9) thought that Anaxagoras and Leucippus were chiefly intended. 
Tannery (Science hellene, 249- 52), Baumker (Problem der Materie, 
60-6I), and Burnet (E.G.P., 'S8, [Sg) hold that it is Pythagoreans 
that are attacked. Gaye argues (J. of P. xxxi (rg08). IlO- 1 IS) that 
the fourth argument is directed against Empedocles. H . Gomperz 
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(SoPhislik u. Rhelorik, [8 If.) suggests that Gorgias' ]J,p' 4>'; .. ,,,,< :, 
7r(pt TOU p.YJ OVT~J being a satirical exaggeration of Parmenides' views, 
lllay have been one of the works aimed at. 

Chronological grounds make it improbable that Zena could as a 
young man (PI. Parm. 128 d 6) have attacked Anaxagoras, Leucippus, 
or Gorgias. Again, it cannot well be maintained that all four of 
Zeno's arguments were directed against a single thinker or school j 
for the rust two are directed against those who believe, and the last 
two against those who disbelieve, in the infinite d ivisibility of 
continua. The only one of the [our arguments whose language 
gives any plausible ground for thinking of any particular school as 
being attacked is the fourth, where the reference to OyKO~ is taken 
by Tannery to point to the Pythagoreans. As Gaye points out, the 
passages of which Tannery was presumably thinking are the following: 

Stobaeus, Ed. i. 17. 3 ·Ep."n"t"80KA:ij~ KQt at"YoKpciTrJ~ £K JJ-~KPOTipw" 
<>YKWV TO. UTOtXti'Q UVYKp{V£t, a"n"t"p EO"Tt" (AclXtcTTa Kat oiov(1. UTOtX(ta 
crrOtXf.{wv. 

Galen, Hisl. Pllil. r8 Diels (244 K uhn) 'HpaKA.iIl~< 81 ;, n OVTtKa. 
Kal 'AUKA"'I'"'tdo'1~ ;, D,O\IYOs civdpILoV5 0YKOV') TO.') upx0.5 lnroT{OO'TQL T (;W 

OAWV. 
Eusebius, PraejJ. Evan. xiv. 23 01 8t TO.') IhofW~ P.(TOvop.O.uavT(') 

aJJ-(pTl cpaq," (1I1Q(. CTwJLaTQ T OV T,"QV"n)~ JLiprJ, U 4v d.OUUpiTWV OVTWII 
U1JVT{Ot:TQ' TO. "n"aVTQ Kat (l5 ;1 8'aAU£TaL ... ollop.a oi, </Kurtv, ain-Ot,) cLU.0 
'fIpaKA({8'1~ O£JLf.V05 £'«lA<CHII 0YK0115. 

It is clear that tbe use of the word O),KO,) by wri ters so late as 
Xenocrates, Heraclides Ponticus, and Asc1epiades Bithynus can 
throw no reliable light on early Pythagorean theory, and there is no 
real evidence that 0YKO') was used by Pythagoreans whom Zena 
could have had in mind. On the whole it seems pretty clear (in 
spite of the statement of P luto Mor. 883 D and Stob. Eel. i. '4. r 
that the Pythagoreans said that bodies are TJL"I'J7"Q. ('<; ci:7!"£tpov) that 
the Pythagoreans held that bodies are made up out of indivisible 
parts (cf. 227429 n.); but there is little to support the . view 
that they and tbey alone were aimed at by Zeno. Burnet says 
'We know from Plato that Zena's book was tbe work of his youth. 
It follows that he must have written it in I taly, and the Pythagoreans 
are the only people who can have criticized the views of Parrnenides 
there and at that date.' But a criticism by Empedocles of Agrigentum 
might well have come within Zeno's knowledge, more particularly if, 
as Alcidamas said (Diog. Laert. viii. 56), they were fellow·students 
under Parmenides (and Zeller and Burnet agree in thinking this 
probable).' 

I Zeller, I' . i52, n. I rejects the view that Zeno's arguments were directed 
:lR:Linst the Pythngorellns. 
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The evidence connecting the theory with Empedoc1es is, in 

turn, also sligh t. He uses the word OyK~, but in no technical way 
(fr. 20. I TOlnO fL€Y av {3POT(WV j.U.Af.WY &'ptOf.(K£TOV oY/(O)l, JOO. 13 &.Epo~ 
c1YKOC; ~(Tw(h 7f"t:uwv brl Tp~p..aTa iT1.IKvn). And indeed, in discussions 
of this subject, far too much has been made of the word 0y/(o'>, 
which Aristotle, for instance, not seldom uses as a natural synonym 
for uwp.a (Phys. 203iJ 28, 21 31\ 17, De Caelo 30sb IS, D e Sensu 
44Zb 6, lIf et. fo8sa 12, Io89b 14). What is more to the point is that 
Empedocles criticizes Parmenides (fr. 2.3-6 

7I'"avpov of: tw~ .. lowv J.L€po<; aOp~(TQ.vj«; 
w,rop.oPOt Ka7rIlOtO OLKYJV &'p(}(VTfS a1rE1T'TaV 
am-o ,uovov 7r£trrB(VT(<;, OT't' r.porr(/C.vpa-£l1 EKaUTO'i' 

7nlV'To(J" £>. .. a:VIIO/Lo'Ot, TO S' OAOII 1r a<; diX€ TaL f:VP€tV, 

and fro 4. r d.'\'\<1 Ot"o/. TWY p.f.&I p.a&l{YJv Q.7T'oTpNaTE )''\WUlT1'}~); that he 
believed in indivisible bodies (cr. Stab. Ed. i. q. 3 quoted above, 
and Plutarch lJEor. 883 E to the same effect) j and that Zeno wrote 
an 'E~lJ'l~ 'TWV 'EP.7I" t" OOK'\iotJ~ (Suidas s.y. Z~&I(lw), which, as Diels 
has shown (Sitzb. d. Ahademie zu Berhn, r884.359), must have 
been a criticism rather than a commentary. Empedocles, as the 
fi rst of the scientific pluralists, may well have been the main object 
of Zeno's attack. But there is some force in T. Gomperz's view 
(Griech. Denker, i. 155- 6) that the description of his book which 
Plato puts into Zeno's mouth in Farm. 128 c (pOl/eUa. Tl~ . . . T~ 
IIaplA-t"&ltoOlJ .\o)'<e 7rpO~ TOU~ (1rlXOPOVlITas- aVroy KWP.'{JOt"tY . .. allTl'\iyu 
8~ O~Y TOVrO T6 ypap.p.a 7rpO~ TOV~ Ta. '7I"oAAa. Aiyo&lTa~) suggests not so 
much a serious criticism by a rival philosopher, as the satirical 
attacks of those for whom Parmenides' denial of plurality was too 
much opposed to the evidence of the senses. All that we can say 
is that, if the fourth argument was aimed at any philosopher, it was 
more probably aimed at Empedoc1es than at any other. 

23gb 5- 2408.18. Z~lo'wv •• . ~eu8os. The line of thought of the 
later part of the last chapter leads naturally up to the mention 
of Zeno's paradox of the flying arrow (d. 2398. 3S-b 4 with b 5- 9), 
and the mention of this leads on to Zeno's other paradoxes about 
motion. 

5~7. et ... O·LO'TOlo'. The MS. reading can hardly be right; 
nor is it possible to be sure what readings the commentators had 
before them. T. 199. 4- 6 has el ya.p -1jp£p.£'i, <P"Iutv, a17'a&lTa, o'rav 11 
KaTa TO 'UO&l atn-ov (? ailTtf) ouiuT'qp.a, fun Of ad TO <pt"pop.EJlO&l 1(111"0. TO 
'lJ'01l ~alJTOV (? ~atJ1'~) ouiuT1]p.a, d.KL&ll'}TOV KT.\. P. 816. 30- 817 . 2 has 
(t1T'av, q,l'}u{&I, tv T~ lO'<p ~atJTOV (? ~alJ'T~) T07T<e innipxoy ~ ~Pt"p.f.t ~ Kt&lt"~Tat, 
d.8U&laTOV Df. £V T<f i'0'<f aVTOlJ (? aVr~) KWf.tlJ'9at, ~Pt"'Ut apo.. TO TO{IIV&I 
<pf:pOP.£II0&l pf} .. o~ tv (K40-Tlf 'TW&I &lV&I TOV ~IIOlJ Kae' 8v KtVt"tTat (£&1) tU<f 

35 
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£a:t)'rov (?£a.VTI{) T(hr«e v7rapxoy ~P£JL~U£t KTA, Simplicius' comment is 
too long to quote, but it seems from raIl. 27 - 8 that he had the 
same reading as our MSS., and that in his comment ib. 19- 27 he is 
trying to make the best of a difficult and indeed (one must think) 
impossible text. 

~ KLVE~To.L would be in point only ifZeno had argued disjunctively 
that because the arrow is not in motion, it is at rest; but since his 
conclusion is aK{V1JTOV (not Y]P£/LOVUQJI) ",V cpepop.w"v etVQL 01:0"7(0)1, he 
does not seem to reason thus. I think therefore that Themistius, 
who has no trace of 4 KLVel1'"Ql, preserves the original reading, and 
that:, K tv£tTQL has come in through the influence of such passages 
as 238b 23. Possibly, however, we should read ov ICWEtTQt.; for the 
construction cf. 263b 30. 

In view of the emphatic position of €crTtY, it seems to me 
possible to 'understand ' KaTa TO ruov with the clause ferTLV 8' a.t£t 
TO CP£P0IJ-CVOY iv T~ yVY. But if necessary it can be inserted 
after al£{, or after CP£pop.£lI0V, or after YVY, or we might read (KuTa TO 
rUOY) 8" len{v. 

Accepting ~ KtVt:t'TUl, Diels continues (ovS!V S! Ktvt:i'Tut) OTaY n Ka'Ta. 
TO W-OY, (un S' cit:t TO CPt:pop.t:VOY (V 1'41 YlIY, (r.Qy S( Ka'To' 't'() «rov (V T~ 
yvv), which gives a possible expression of what we may suppose to 
have been Zena's argument, but involves more emendation than 
seems necessary. 

7. T~V cflEpo,.,.EII'T)'" . •• 6'iCfTOII'. The gender is very unusual, and is 
probably reproduced from Zeno. 

S- g. OU ••• ouSl"" cf. ch. 2. 

ll- 14. 'lTpWTOS •• • }"6YOlS. From 233 1l 21-3 we see that this first 
argument was an argument to show that motion involved an infinite 
regress. It is not quite clear which of two forms it took. Zeno 
may have reasoned thus: (I) Before a moving body can get to the 
end of a line it inust get to the midway point; hefore it can get to 
the midway point it must get to the midway point of the first half; 
before it can get to that it must get to the midway point of the first 
quarter; and so on. Or he may have reasoned thus: (2) Rerore a 
moving body can get to the end of any line it must get to the mid
way point; then to the midway point of the second half; then to the 
midway point of the fourth quarter; and so on. T. 199. 13- 16 and 
S. 1013. 6-10 take the argument in the first way. Aristotle's words 
in 239b 18-20 {'u'TLY S( Kat o~o~ (the Achilles) Q aVTo~ AOyo~ T~ S'XOTO
p.£tV (the present argument), SUl¢£PH S' lv T<i' StUtp£tV fLiJ S{xa TO 
1T'pOCTAaIJ-f3avop.t:Yov fL£ydJor; might seem to point to the second inter
pretation. For (a) the present argument is clearly more like the 
Achilles on the second interpretation than on the first. And (b) on the 
first interpretation there is no 7rpouAafLf3ayofLt:vov fLEyt:fJO~, no further 
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distance to be covered, involved in the present argument, since the 
problem is how any distance at all can be covered. But (a) even on 
the first interpretation there is quite enough resemblance between 
the first two arguments, since they both turn on the necessity for 
passing an infinite number of points before a point a finite distance 
from the start can he reached. And (b) Aristotle's words do not 
necessarily imply that there is a 7rpOCTAap.{3allop.oov ,.,.1.y££)o'> involved 
in the first argument; they may only mean that the trporr'Aap.{3avo
JL£VOV JLf.yd}o'i involved in the second argument is not bisected, as the 
p.£y(Bo<; involved in the first argument was. The words of 239b [2-I3 
'because tbe moving body must arrive at the mid 4 point before it 
arrives at the end J are perhaps more naturally supplemented by 
adding I and at the mid-point of the first half before it arrives at the 
end of the first half I than by adding I and at the mid-point of the 
second half before it arrives at the end of the second half '. Zena's 
argument certainly is more striking if the first interpretation be 
adopted; for it then shows, not that a moving body can never reach 
the end of a certain finite distance, but that it can never get going 
at all. 

Aristotle's previous answer to this argument (referred to in b [3- 14) 
was that the time is infinite in exactly the same sense as the distance, 
viz . infinitely divisible (233& 21-31). 

14-29. SEOTEPOS . .• 11'E11'EpO'O'fi£Vl}.... Diogenes Laertius (ix. 29) 
says that Favorinus described Parmenides as baving used the argu· 
ment about Achilles and the tortoise; but he himself says that 
Zena invented it, and this is no doubt right. Cf. the account 
given by Zeno of his own role relatively to Parmenides, in PI. Parm. 
128 b- e. 

IS. TO f3po.80To.TOl'. That Zeno took the tOrloise as his example we 
learn from T. [99. 25, S. 10I4. 5. Cf. Pluto Moy. 1082 E, where the 
pursuer is ~8p~crTOU TflxV" i7l"1ro". 

16- 18. EI'Trpoa6E1' •• . f3po.80TEpOl'. The argument is: before the 
pursuer can catch the escaper he must reach the point A from which 
the escaper starts; but meantime the escaper will have got some 
way on, to B. Again, the pursuer must reach B before he can 
catch the escaper, but meantime the escaper will have got to C, and 
so ad infim·tum. 

lB. Tiii 8~XOTOfLEL"', i.e. as the argument in b 11-13. 
19- 20. 8LQ.~EPEt .. . fLEyE6o~. The principle of the two arguments 

is the same, viz. that a moving thing has to reach an infinite number 
of points before it can reach a given point. But in the first argu
ment Zen a happened to consider the infinite points as reached by 
successive bisection, while in the second argument he did not use 
bisection, but divided the 7rpocr)..up,{3uVOjJ.£vov p.iycOor;, i.e. the distance 
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which, in addition to the tortoise's start, Achilles has to cover in 
order to catch the tortoise, into parts which are to one another in a 
different ratio, viz. the ratio of the speed of Achilles to that of the 
tortoise, whatever that may be. 

26- 9. TO S' d.~LOUI' ... 1\'"£1\'"Epau"",EVT)I'. This amounts to saying that 
Zena is guilty of an ignoratt'o ele'nth;. He shows successfully that 
when Achilles has travelled the distance of the tortoise's start, he is 

"- behind (when the start is [, his velocity a, and the tortoise's 
a 

velocity b), that when he has travelled the distance I + ~ he is ~ 
a a 

behind, and so on; but he has not shown, and cannot show, that 

when Achilles has traversed the distance ~b he is still behind; and 
a-

if it be admitted that this finite distance can be traversed in a finite 
time (which is possible owing to the fact that time is infinitely 
divisible no less than space, 233/\ 21- 31), then he can and does 
catch the tortoise, and Zeno's argument for the unreality of motion, 
derived from the absurd result (which seems to follow from its 
reality) that a faster body can never overtake a slower, falls to the 
ground. 

30. 6 YUY P'l9ELS, b 5-7. 
33- 24°(1. 18. TETapTos ••• tJ!EUSOS. Zen a's fourth argument is very 

difficult to follow, partly owing to the use of ambiguous language by 
Aristotle, partly owing to doubts as to the readings. The argument 
assumes three sets of OYKOt (masses or bodies) placed along a race
course, one stationary and the other two moving past this one in 
opposite directions. One of the latter is described as moving from 
the end of the stadium, the other as moving from the middle 
(239b 34-5). And according to the common reading in 240tl. 6 (0.11'"0 
'TOV ,..da-ov 'TWV A) the latter is described as moving from the middle 
of tIle jixtd bodies, the former from the last of them. \Ve are natur
ally led therefore to suppose that the fixed bodies are placed half
way along the length of the stadium, and that the other two sets of 
bodies are at the start placed unsymmetrically with regard to them, 
thus: 

A's 

B's 

Fig. I 
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(The diagrams given by writers on the subject often represent the 
bodies as divided by gaps (0 0 0 D), but if gaps had been 
intended Zena could not have failed to take account of the tillle 
spent in passing them. I therefore, with Gaye and Heath, represent 
the bodies in each set as touching one another.) There is an initial 
difficulty in this interpretation, since it is only the front B that starts 
a7l"o TOU ,.,.1uov, and only the rear r that starts a..lTO TOU TEAOlJ'i, of the 
stadium . But that is not in itself insuperable; Aristotle1s diagram 
may have made plain what his words state rather obscurely. 

This unsymmetrical arrangement seems at first sight to be con
firmed by a reading in 2400. 10- 12 which has good authority
Ullp.,fJa.lVH liE Ttl r 1rnpu. 7T"a ... ra TO. A 8L£ffA1JAVOEVal, 'TO 8€ B 'Trap« 'Ta 
1Jp.{U1J. Gaye tries to explain the words on the basis of a symmetrical 
arrangement of the B's and the r's relatively to the A's. He sup
poses the original arrangement to be 

A's 

B's 

r's 

1-'----'----'-...L-' 

+- LI ---'----'----'--
Fig. 2 

and the arrangement contemplated in 240:\ 10-12 (as the result of 
movement by the B's and the r's) to be 

A'S 

B's I~ 

r's +-LI---,----,----,----.J 

Fig. 3 

But on this arrangement it requires an argument to justify the state~ 
ment made by Aristotle that the first r has moved past all the A1s 
while the first lJ has passed only half of them (viz. the argument 
'the first r has moved past all the B'si but it takes an equal time to 
pass any two bodies of equal size (a 1- 4); therefore it must have 
passed all the A's I), while this is, in fact, represented by Aristotle as 
the natural result of the situation as described by him. Now the 
words in question (240& 10-12) at first sight fit in well with the situation 
we started by assuming, since they imply that originally the B's and the 
r's were not situated symmetrically with regard to the A's. But d iffi~ 

culties arise when we look more closely into the matter. For the 
words we are considering are preceded immediately by the words 
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'it follows then that the first B and the first r arc simultaneously bri. 
-rep iCTxa:r'{J as they move past one another', This cannot mean (on 
the basis of our fig. I) that the B's and the r's simultaneously reach 
the opposite ends of the race-course, or the terminal A's, since they 
are not symmetrically situated either with regard to the race-course 
or with regard to the A's. The words can only mean that the first 
B reaches the rear r when the first r reaches the rear B (which of 
course it will). Now on the basis of our fig. I this will happen wben 
the three sets of bodies are thus related 

A's 

B's 

r's <-IL --'----'--'------' 
Fig. 4 

and when the bodies are in this position it is not true that (as 
Aristotle says in 2403. 10-1 2, according to the reading of F]KAPS), 
the first r has passed all the A's, and the first B only half of them. 
This would happen only if the bodies were in the position of fig. 3, 
but that is a position they can never reach from the original position 
assumed in our fig. 1. For by the time the r's have got so far to 
the left, the B's must have got further to the right. Again, the 
position described in the alternative reading in 2408. 10-1 2, crvjJ-{1a{vu 

of: 'TO r 7rapa. 1TaV'ra. 'fa B 8Lf:~EA7]AvB'va" TO of: B 7T"apa. Ta r;/J-{u7J (sc. TWV A). 
is the position shown in fig. 3; but the bodies cannot get from the 
position of fig. I to that of fig. 3. Pacius, who alone of the com
mentators takes the original position to be that of fig. I, has to 
suppose that the r's move two places to the left before the B's start 
moving j in fact, that the B's begin to move only when the situation 
is that of fig. 2. But there is no hint of this in Aristotle, and Pacius' 
interpretation is a desperate attempt to reconcile the supposition that 
the B's begin from the middle of the A's, and the r's from the end 
of the A's, with the situation described in 2403. 9- I3. 

On general grounds a symmetrical arrangement would seem to be 
preferable to an unsymmetrical one. Since the argument turns 
simply on the problem raised by bodies moving past fixed bodies 
and at the same time past one another, nothing whatever would be 
gained by making the arrangement unsymmetrical. 

Our unsymmetrical arrangement will evidently not work. The 
problem is, how to reconcile a symmetrical arrangement with the 
language of 239b 34-5 and 2400. 6- 7- Simplicius interprets &:7TO 
piuov 239b 35, an-o T01) p-f.uotJ 2408. 6, as I beginning from the beginning 
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the middle of the stadium to coincide with tbe middle of the A's. 
But, on the symmetrical arrangement which he presupposes, it could 
equally be said of the r's that they begin from the end of the 
stadium and finish at the middle of the A's, so that the difference 
between the B's and the 1"s would be quite misleadingly stated in 
Aristotle's words I the one set starting from the end of the stadium 
and the other from the middle '. Gaye (p. 103) tries to justify 
Simplicius' interpretation by saying that apx0p..(VOt 24oB. 5 means not 
j beginning to move' but f extending', and that the phrases used by 
Aristotle in 239b 33- 5 and 240B. 5-7 I must be explained by reference 
to the point of view of an imaginary person standing at the apx!I TOU 
O"TaSloll : that is to say, in their original position the C's stretch/rom 
the end of the course, and the B's from the middle point of the 
course, in the direction 0/ anyone occupying that position; thus 
there is no reference to the direction of the respective 1JIoti<ms of 
the two sets of DYKO' '. But he seems to have overlooked the fact 
that in 239 b 33-5 the bodies are described as tnQVing, the one set 
from the end of the stadium, the other from the middle, with equal 
speed. I would urge that this is not a possible description of the 
situation in fig. 2, if the Jl.lCTOV means the mid-point of th e length of 
the stadium, that being also the mid-point of the A's. For then both 
the B's and the 1"s move a7ro p..(O"Oll, and they could not he opposed 
as moving a7ro p..f.O"ov, a.7rO TEAove;. 

The solution lies in the supposition that TO p..(O"OV means the 
middle of the complete course along the stadium and back again; 
in other words the turning-point. a7ro Jl-f.O"Oll, a7ro TOU TEAove; then 
refer to direction, not to position, and the particular position of the 
A's relative to the length of the stadium is immaterial, as in view of 
the general nature of the argument it ought to be. The only diffi
culty that remains is the vulgate a7ro TOU jJ.EO"OV TWV A 240a 6, but 
EHIJI and perhaps Simplicius omit TWV A. These words (TWV A) 
are harmless in themselves since we do, in fact, suppose the B's to 
move from the middle of the A's, but they cannot stand because 
they would require us to take a7ro TOU (O'XClTot) as meaning' from the 
end of the A's', and thus imply a contrast between the B's and the 
r's which does not exist. (Since writing this, I find that Lachelier 
has anticipated my interpretation of a7ro TOU JLf.O'ov, and my omission 
of TWV A in & 6.) It must be admitted that TO p.£fTOV is apparently not 
used elsewhere of the turning-point of the OLallAo", the ordinary name 
for which is Kap:rrrTjp£r;. It must be admitted also that the 8tavAor; was 
only one out of many races that were run in the stadium, and that 
when only one length was run, one end of the race-course could not 
be called the p..ECTOV. But if Aristotle had in mind any race in which 
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an even number of lengths was run, he might naturally refer to the 
Ko,p:TrTTJpE<; as the IJ,(UOV; and a gesture by him as he drew the figure 
would make plain what he meant by the p.f.(Tov. The unnaturalness 
of the alternative interpretation of the passage seems to me to out· 
weigh the lack of other evidence for our interpretation of TO p..tcrov. 

I adopt fig. 2, then, but drop the encumbering supposition made 
by most of those who adopt the figure. How, then, do the three 
consequences stated in 2408. 9-17 work out? 

(1) 240' 9~1O. I take it that at this point Aristotle drew fig. 3· 
In view of the figure, the meaning of f7rl T~ £crXclT¥ will be clear. 
The front B is opposite the right-hand A(and the rearT)at the same 
time as the front r is opposite the rear B (and the left-hand A). 

(2) 240n10--13. Bekker's reading (r.ap« r.QVTQ Ta. B n II) seems,on 
the face of it, absurd, since one then naturally supplies TWV B with 
'Trap« Ta. .y,p.{<n'J, so that Aristotle would seem to be saying I the r has 
passed all the B's, and the B has passed half the B's ' ; and Gaye 
has therefore adopted Ta. A for 'Ta B. But it does not follow obviously 
from the situation as described by Aristotle that in passing from the 
position in fig. 2 to that of fig. 3 the front l' has passed all the A's. 
It has passed only half of them. Sirnplicius feels the difficulty and 
tries to remove it. He supposes Zena to reason that the front r 
must have passed all the A's because it has passed all the B's and 
because (as Zeno supposes, • ' - 4) it takes the same time to pass a 
standing body as it does to pass a moving body of the same size. 
But surely this reasoning would have to be inserted, whereas in fact 
what is said in 8. rO-12 is presented as the obvious implication of the 
situation as already described. I think therefore that TO. B is in 
principle right j but if we adopt it, it is difficult to interpret 7rapa Ta. 
.y,P.'CTfl as meaning I past half that number of bodies '. Nor does it 
seem likely that we should read, in the absence of any MS. support, 
7rapa. 'To. .y,p.{fTTJ A. A, which occurs in S. JOI8 . 2, is probably 
Simplicius' gloss-a gloss which it would be natural for him to add 
since he reads 'To. A earlier in the line. The variants Ta. A, 'To. B 
seem to me most likely to have arisen as rival glosses. The text is 
quite intelligible without them. Of the three parallel sets of bodies 
the B's are thought of as intermediate between the A's and the r's, 
and are thought of primarily as moving past the A's and only 
secondarily as moving past the r's, while the r's are thought of 
primarily as moving past the B's and only secondarily past the A's. 
Thus the text means I l' has moved past all the bodies it is moving 
past, B past only half of those it is moving past '. 

From the position described in these words Aristotle represents 
Zeno as inferring that the time of B's passage must be only half as 
great as that of r's. For it has passed only half the number of 
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bodies that r has, and (argues Z.) a moving body takes an equal time 
to pass each body of equal size that it passes, irrespective of whether 
what it passes is resting or moving (cf. a 1-4). 

(3) 24°"13- 17. In • 13 the vulgate has T~ B. But it is not true 
that in fig. 3 the B's, i.c. all the B's, have passed all the r's; only the 
first B has done so. I therefore read TO TrpWTUV B, which is what lies 
behind E's reading TO a. (3. 7rpWTOV is correctly represented byaj for 
a similar confusion in the MSS. c( Met. I041b 22 7rpWTOV •• • 8runpoJi 
EJAb: a . .. f3 recc. 

In n. 15- r6 the vulgate will not stand. YLYVOfLEVOY must go ([) with 
TO 7fPWTOV r or (2) with TO 7rpw-rOY r Ka~ TO 7r/Jf;rtov B. But (I) TO 
7rPWTOV I' Kat TO trpWTOV B being the joint subject of the previous 
clause, it is almost impossible that we should have a participial 
clause going with TO 7rPWTOY r alone. Further, the statement that 
the first r takes the same time to pass each B as it does to pass 
each A does not support, and is not even compatible with, the 
statement in the previous clause that the first r and the first B will 
be simultaneously' at the opposite extremes', i.e. in the position of 
fig. 3, since if the first r took the same time to pass each B as to 
pass each A it would never get into that position from fig. 2. And 
(2) if we take the clause to mean' the first r taking the same time 
to pass each B as the first 13 does to pass each A " that is similarly 
incompatible with the previous clause. And neither interpretation 
goes well with the following clause. It is st range reasoning that 
says 'the first r takes the same time to pass each B as it (or as the 
first B) does to pass each A, because the first r and the first B take 
the same time to pass the A's '. On the other hand, with rUOY ••• 

CPYJUlY away we get a clear argument. 
Alexander saw the difficulty, and proposed to transpose WOY • • • 

CPYJ(J"w after O~(f(A.,.,Av(Uyal in a I r. This, with our text and interpreta
tion of 0. rO- 12, gives a fairly good sense. But itis hard to see why 
the words should have got out or their proper place; and after them 
t(J"ov "yap (KQ.T€POV fcrnv ?rap' (KOocrrOY would be singularly flat. Omitting 
various other suggestions that might be made, it may be said that 
the most satisractory solution is to treat rO'ov . . . CP7Juw as a gloss on 
ZUOY ya.p (Ko.TCpOY cuny ?rap t:ICo.crrOY. A gloss added in the margin 
might easily find its way into the text at the wrong place. 

Lachelier's proposals (see critical notes on a I4- r 5, r6) give a 
good sense, but are very hazardous in the absence of MS. support. 

The general meaning of a 9-17 is clear. tI. 9- 10 states the obvious 
fact that if the B's and the r's start moving in opposite directions 
from positions symmetrically disposed towards the A's, the position 
of fig. 3 win in time be reached. .. Io- r3 points out that the front 
r will then have passed all the B's, while the front B has passed only 
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half that number of A's, so that the time of B's passage must be 
half of the time of the front r's passage. a I3- I? points out that 
nevertheless the front B has passed as many r's as the front r has 
passed B's, so that the time of its passage must be equal to that of 
the front r. Thus the half of a certain time must be equal to that 
time (3 I): an absurd consequence which is held to disprove the 
reality of motion. 

240a I. raov ..• ~,...~uu... Gaye argues (pp. 101-3) that this means 
that a time T/2 = the time 2 T, not that it = the time T, and he 
supposes that this is established by establishing in a 10- 13 that 
T/ z = T, and in· I3- I) that T= zT(pp. 105-6). But the other 
interpretation of the words is at least equally natural, and his inter
pretation of a 13- 17 is not plausible,and is impossible if we are right 
in reading TO 7rpw-rOll B in a. 13. 

18. TO El.pYJtJ-lvov tltEUSOS, a. 1- 4. 

19. KtlTll. ~v . . . tJ-ETQ~OA~V, i.e. generation and destruction. 
Aristotle first (a 20- 26) takes a case of YEVEU{<; Tl<; (generation of a 
quality), and then «(126) alludes brieRy to the case of Y£vn:rt<; Q.7rA.:ij 
(passage of a substance from not·being to being); cf. 225& 12- 20. 

29- 30. 1r~XlV ... on follows the construction of n. 19- 2 I oM!v 
1;p.."iV £crrru. aovvuToV, oroll •.• W<; KTA., f we shall not be placed in any 
insuperable difficulty by the objection (e.g.) tbat ... nor again by 
the objection that . ... ' 

b 1- 6. EtTa. • . . ~PEf!~O'U. Aristotle maintains that not only do 
the parts ofa rotating body change their place, but that, strictly, even 
the whole is always moving Eis (TEPOV, sc. nl7rov. For, in the case 
of the circle, for example, the circumference ABrA is different T~ 

A 

B 

Etvat from the circumferences BrAB, I'ABr, and only T~ V7rOK(tp1V~ 
the same. And each of these is always moving into the position of 
one of the others (loosely expressed by a.iEt .q (TEpa. E(<; n,v (TEpaV b 5). 

CHAPTER 10 

240b 8-14. 'A1rOSESnYf!£vwv ... K{V'lO'lV. The expression in b 12-14 

is elliptical. The connexion of thought may be expanded as follows: 
f that which is without parts can be moved only incidentally, through 
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the movement of that in which it is contained, as the contents of 
a ship or the parts of a whole may be moved. (That which is 
without parts, however, is that which is quantitatively indivisible, 
and therefore not a part of a whole.) For the parts of a whole 
have (like that which is without parts) a motion due to the motion 
of the whole, thougb they also have (what that which is without 
parts cannot have) a motion proper to themselves.' 

10. ~ TOU J.1Eyl8ouc;. S. 1025. 2- 8 seems to give the right explana. 
tion of this. Aristotle adds these words because he reflects that 
a point (which is the afL£pE<; in question) is not contained directly in 
that which is primarily moved, viz. a body, but in a line, which is 
contained in a plane, which is contained in a body. 

10- 12. Ka.O&-.rEp ... K~v~au. The case of the contents of a vessel 
and that of the parts of a whole are different; the form er are moved 
I:v JKE{V/f, the latter JUT' lKdvOlJ (2118. 34- 6). But both are cases of 
incidental motion. 

13- 17. Ka.l ... KLV~aEwS'. The point here made seems to have no 
direct bearing on the main subjec~ but is of interest in itself. 
Aristotle maintains that while the parts of a body may be said to be 
moved in respect of the motion of the whole body, yet in conse
quence of this very motion the parts may have a motion distinct 
from it. Kg. a spbere may be rotating with a certain velocity; 
then both the speed of the inner parts and that of the parts near the 
circumference will be different from that of the body as a whole, 
which is the speed of the circumference itself. 

21. ELT' . •. fLEYE6oS'. S. 1026.22'- 4 explains this as covering loco
motion as well as increase-aDd-diminution, and this is possible 
though unusual. 

21- 2. E!T' l~ E~OUS ••• d.vTt+a.(TLV refers to qualitative change and 
to generation-and-destruction; cf. a 19 n. 

25- 6. -.rav • •• dXEV. Cf. 234h 10- 17, where it is pointed out that 
only the third alternative can be true. 

29-30. TO yap ~V T~ a..rrc? EtVa.L •.. ~v. cr. 2390. 26-9. 
31- 3. fLova.X<7Is ••. VVv. This follows from 2350. I3- b 5, where it 

was proved that the time of a movement, the movement, the being 
moved, the moved body, and that over which movement takes place, 
have the same 8,a.tP(<TH<;. There could thererore be an indivisible 
moved uouy only if there could be an indivisible time. 

24111.2. TOUTO ••• -.rpOTEpOV. Cf. 237 3 r7- b22. 

17- 18. OUTOS ••• KlYEtO'eQ~, 'for that in which it is moved a distance 
equal to itself is a time, since everything that is moved is moved in 
time.' The gender of o&ro) is due to attraction. 

19. BlSBI{Ta.~ ".ponpov, 232b 23- 233& ro. 
20. a.UT~V lKW~e'l' The vulgate reading a.VT~ ll(tv~O"f} does not 
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give the right sense. T. 203. 3 has TO iCTOY awn and P. 8 [9,33 n,v 
iu'1v (a\m~. QVnJv, I its own length " answering to ouov mjTo IL 17, is 
plainly required. 

27. ~v . cr. 225& 1,2341.\ II. 

'" i.v dll'TL+aau, i.e. generation and destruction; cf. 225 /\ 12-20. 
28. Tj II' iVo.-VTLOLS, i.e. change of quality, size, or place j cr. 22Sll 

34-" 5· 
32. l~ iVQVTLWV •• • d.).~OLwaLS, 'for qual itative change always pre· 

supposes certain contraries.' 
33. au~~aEws .,.(1' yap (sc. aKIXW) TO "II'Epo.l) kTA, Prantl's emenda

tion, though attractive, does not seem necessary. 
b 3- 5. TO dSUVQTOV ••• dSUVa.TOV. Aristotle wishes to exclude the 

sense of &'OVVUTOV in which it stands for what is not strictly incapable 
of undergoing the change in question but is EV 1TO..u.~ xpov,{, JL6AL~ 
ICLVOIJP.EVOV or /3po.O£w~ apxoJL£voV (226b II- I2). A thing might be 
I impossible to cut' in the loose sense of being hard to cut and yet 
be in process of being cut; but it could not be strictly impossible to 
cut and yet be in process of being cut. 

7- 9 . OGSE • •• ""ETo.~o.AE~II. The distinction between 'TJL'I'}OijvaL b 4 
and 'T(P.VEU(Jo.t b 6) and between Y£v£u(Jat and ytyv(U8aL in b 6, is im· 
porta.nt; the point is that that of which the cutting cannot be brought 
to completion cannot be in course of being cut. T he vulgate text 
should therefore be altered by reading TO JLf.'Ta/3aA('i1l in b 7 and 
JLf.Ta/3aAE'iv in b 8,9. Sirnplicius evidently read p-E'Ta/3aAE'i1l (1030. 
32- 1031. 1). 

12- 14. Ii},,},,' •• . O"KETI'Tlov. The question is considered at length in 
261"27- 2651L 12, where reasons are given for what is herein b I 8-zo 
stated dogmatically. 

BOOK VII. CHAPTER 1 

On the text of this Dook see Introduction 11- 19, 116 f. 
In this chapter Aristotle sets himself to prove two theses: (I) that 

whatever is in movement is moved by something (24I b 34- 2421L 49. 
cf. 24tb 24- 242lL IS); (2) that there is a first movent which is not 
moved by anything else (2428.49- 2438. 31, cr. 2421L 15- 2438. 2). 

24th 37- 242(1. 49. (~ ... ~PE""E~Y. The refutation of the possibility 
of a self-mover is directed against PI. Phaedr. 245 d. 

37. £aTW [TO] ELA'l,...,...lllOll. The omission of.,.o seems to be re· 
quired by the sense and confirmed by Ei.>..#OW in the alternative 
version, and by P. 87 4· 5. 

43. IllfO TLVO~I i.e. by anything other than its whole self. 
24211. 37. TOUTOU S' Er},,'l,...,...lvou. It is just possible to justify 'Yap by 

supposing an ellipse : '(I make this point,) for if this be conceded,' 



&c. But it seems more likely that "tOp is an emblem a from ~ 38. 
The corruption is an old one, for it occurs in the other version 
(242' 3)· 

38- 49. l'lfll!t ... i'fPEfLlI!'Lv. It is true tbat the movement of a whole 
AB involves the movement of a part rB, since if rB were at rest 
not AB but at most only the remaining part AT would be in motion. 
But Aristotle makes the mistake of supposing that this implies the 
causal dependence of the movement of AB on the movement of a 
part of itself ru. That this is false is shown by the fact that it is 
equally true that if Ar were at rest AB could not be in motion, so 
that AB's motion, if it were causally dependent on that of rD, 
would be equally dependent on that of Ar. The fact is that the 
general principle laid down in 24Ib 44- 242(\ 37 is valid if &:.\.\0 
means something outside the thing in question, but not valid if 
W\.\o be taken to refer to a part of the thing in question; then the 
motion of the whole logically implies the motion of the part, but is 
not necessarily causally dependent on it. 

38. E'lA'ITfT1U [TO] IUVOJ/-'II!"'ov. The omission improves the sense 
and is confirmed by S. I039.3 and by the other version (24 2' 5). 
TO is an emblema from A 37. 

40 . 'Wo, ...... SlO'lpETO.... This has been proved in 240b8- 241a 26. 
43. kL""l8~0'II!To.L, sc. TO AB. 
51. kL ... ou,.,.l ... ou. Though the MSS. of Simplicius give I(u/OVILf:VOV in 

1°42. :l2, they give I(tvovj!evov ib. 25, and this is clearly implied by 
the comment ib. 27- 8. 

52. klVijTQ~. If Prantl's I(UI't'lTo.L is kept, 11 SI-3 I(at . •• oVrw~ must 
be supposed to be a second clause depending on brt:t 1\ 49, and 
a sO-sI Mv . .. I(WOVplIlOV must be supposed to be subordinate to 
the first iTrt'{ clause. But this destroys the argument, which requi res 
that only the fi rst clause of the sentence, stating the general principle 
1l'nv TO KtVOU,u,CIIOV 1i'l'o.'YKTJ Ktvt'luOat inro 7tVO~, should be dependent 
upon bnl, all the rest of the sentence showing what follows from 
the principle. 'Ve must therefore read Ktv1}Tat, which is actually the 
reading of the best MS. 

57- 6 2. l1fet ... '" k''''IO"L§. The grammar of the sentence may be 
put right either by inserting o' in IL 58 or by inserting o~v in 1\ 60. 
But the argument requires the latter change. 'Since the mover 
moves being moved (i.e. its moving is simultaneous with its being 
moved), the movement (i.e. the being moved) of the moved and 
that of the mover must be simultaneous (for the moving of the 
mover and the being moved of the moved are simultaneous); it is 
evident therefore that the movement (i.e. the being moved) of A, B, 
&c' J will be simultaneous.' The argument turns on the general con
sideration that events that are simultaneous with the same event are 
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simultaneous with each other. Simplicius' apa. in 1043.3 implies 
that he did not read 8' in It. 58, and his wr:rr£ in 1043. 5 implies that 
he read o~v or an equivalent in a 60. 

b 35. oroI' • .• 1fouSTTJTOS, i.e. the generation or destruction of one 
substance is generically the same as that of another j one change of 
quality is generically the same as another. 

41- 2. E1p'lTa.~ ... npon:pol', v. 4. 
47- 50. lvBlXETQL ... ~V8EXO/-LEVOV. Whether the movements of the 

terms of the supposed infinite series A, B, r . .. are equal or form a 
series of movements increasing in magnitude, their sum is an infinite 
movement. We take one or other of these possible cases to be real, 
ignoring the third possible case, that in which the movements of A, B, 
r ... are a series of movements decreasing in magnitude, in which 
case they would not form an infinite movement. Cr. 206b 7-12. 

53. TOUTO S' d.SUl'o.TOI'. Cf. 2388. 32- h 22. 
53- 9. olhw •.. o.SUI'UTOI'. Aristotle points out here that the 

argument of b 42- 53 is invalid because it is not impossible that 
several things should in a finite time have motions which in sum are 
infinite, though it is impossible that one thing should have an 
infinite motion in a finite time. He therefore proceeds to point out 
(b 59-63) that the series of moving and moved oojects must be at 
least in contact (a point which he will prove in ch. 2) and thus must 
form a unity, and to argue that this must perform an infinite move
ment because the movements of its parts when added together are 
infinite. The argument is invalid, because there is in fact no 
'movement EZH® t which anything suffers, but only movements 
E, Z, H, IE> which A,H, T,.6. respectively suffer, even if A, B, T, 6. are 
in contact. 

54. TO l~ d.PX~s, sc. that there is a 7rpwTOv KLVOUV. 

59. Ka.t aW~QnK~1' kll''lutV. This is added to exclude the case in 
which movement is produced by something (TO opEKrov, TO ~PWJLEYOV, 
Met. I07za 26 , b 3) acting on the mind. In that case there need 
not be and cannot be any contact or continuity between mover and 
moved. In De Gen. et Corr. 323a 28- 33 Aristotle ~ay~ that when 
something moves something else without being moved, it touches it 
without being touched; but this is in a metaphorical sense of 
'touches'. 

65- 7. £!1I'£P ... U1I'&pxov. Cr. b 47- 50 n. 
67- 8. £t ... ia-nv. The MS. reading here is inconsistent with 

the end of the sentence, ~ TO 7rnrEpuup .. ivov ~ TO D.7rElpOV. Prantl 
reads TW,.. o..7rE{pWV for a7rHpov, taking this with TWV AHl'6., but this 
produces rather an unnatural clause, and it seems more likely that 
~ 7r(7rEPUUP"EVQV ~ has dropped out. 

71. &/A~OTl!pws 8E d.SUVQTOV. Cf. 238a 32-b 22. 



VII. I. 242b 35 - 2. 243b I I 

72. Ka.l KlI'OU",,£vov, i.e . Kat n -rrpw.QV KlVOVP.£YOv. Simplicius' para-
h ( ) " - , . ", '" . prase (047. IS runs T O -rrpWTw r; KWOVV P':I'J/{(,L aVTO 'U7r al\l\OlJ KtvOlJ-

IM.VOV, which points to the reading p.~ KlVOVjL(Vov. On the other hand 
the alternative version has (242b 34) tCTTa.l n 8 7rPWTOV KlV1}O~<7£'rat, 
which confirms the MS. reading here. 

72- 243!\ 31. ooSEI' ••• &SUVQ.TOV. The existence of a first mover 
has been proved not ostensively, but by a reductio ad absurdum of the 
opposite hypothesis; Aristotle here points out that the proof is as 
cogent as if it were ostensive; for if the opposite hypothesis were 
really one that could be true, no impossible result should follow 
from it. 

CHAPTER 2 

2431L 33- 4. hEYw ", ,.,.ETo.EU'. Cr. the definition of a}J.Q in 226b 21, 
ufLa fL£v oliv Alyw Taw' £tvaL I<nTa. T01l"OV, oooa ~v (vI. T67r~ lOOT/. 1I"pWT~. 

39- 40. 'n'PWTll •.• Ku'~aEwv. This is proved in 2600. 20- 2616. 26. 
19. d~' a.UTOU. The sense requires this reading in place of 0.11"' 

aVTo-u of the MSS. 
b I. TTjs . . . +opns, sc. of the body that is thrown. 
2 . two; ••• KlVTJaLS, i.e. so long as the impressed movement of the 

projectile prevails against its natural movement (e.g. against the gravi· 
tat ion of heavy bodies). 

6-7. o!av . . . dpKLaLS. rnra.()"loot~ is the' battening' or beating up 
of the weft threads to make them lie close together, KlpKt(]"t~ the 
, shedding ' or dividing of the warp threads to permit of the passage 
between them of the shuttle containing the weft threads. 

9 - 10. 'n'A~" ..• Eiaw. It was the view of Empedoc1es, Anaxagoras, 
and the Atomists that generation and destruction are nothing but 
ooUyKPLoot<; and OUIXPLoot'i. Now Aristotle cannot admit that generation 
and destruction are forms of pushing apart or pulling together, since 
that would destroy the fundamental distinction he draws between 
generation-destruction and the three kinds of K{V1}ooL~ (cf. 225"' 12- b9). 
He cannot admit that that which is coming into being, for instance, 
and is therefore no t yet in being, is being pulled together; only that 
which al ready exists can be pulled together. He therefore has to 
make the c.n1yKPLooL~ and oU1Kp~ooL<; involved in generation and dest ruc
tion an exception to the general statement that U1;YKrtfTLi and lhrtKr'fTI.i 
are forms of pushing together and pushing apart. 

II. Tj aVyKpLaLS Kal SlIiKpLaLS. Simplicius seems right in supposing 
this to be directed against those who made ooVYKPLooL~ and OH1.KPLUL~ 
the primary forms of all locomotion and or all change; so far is this 
from being the case, Aristotle says, that they are not even a separate 
kind of change j all local movements are reducible to the four named 
in· I7 (S. r051. ,6- 23). Sirnplicius adds that Alexander first gave 
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this interpretation, but added another, that ulryKPUT''i and a'llKpHn'i 
are the widest genera of movement. Simplicius evidently read ~ 
cnJyKptut .. ; it seems as if Alexander first interpreted this reading, and 
then went on La interpret the alternative reading ~ cnJyKptCTt... The 
latter reading derives some support from the alternative version in 
b 29, Ka~ 1racTa. 8~ Ki.,."Ul<; ;, KaTll. TOTrOl' aVyKPtO"'i KQ.i 8Ul.Kptuli lCTTta'. 
But the authority of the alternative version is very slight. and these 
words in it are simply the result of a misreading of 'YJ UVYKptUtt;. The 
other reading agrees much better with the general argument of the 
passage. b 7- [0 brings ulryKpuTt<; and 8uUcptCTt .. under ~U'S'I not vlte 
versa. And it is not till b 16- 244ll. 4 that Aristotle brings OX't1CTL'O 
and 8{vlJOO'~ under ~Afl!; and WOOL!;. He is therefore not at all in a 
position to say in b IO- II that all kinds of movement are reducible 
to oVYKP'OOl" and 8U;'KPlOO'~ . 

20- 244&1. TO S' axoull • .• SlIlOUI1£1101', i.e. unless it happens to be 
a living being. But that case need not be considered, since Aristotle's 
object is to prove that TO 7rPWTOV KU'OUV (lpoa T~ KlVOlJPO£lIttJ (<rT{, which 
has already been proved of things that aUra. lKJ>' airTwll I<'I'('TQ', i.e. of 
living things (243" 12- 15). 

244" 9- 10. aT •• .. . a""x~. The best of Shute's MSS. (b) and 
Simplicius read 1"ij~ xwp,toVCT'I'JS; the remaining three of Shute's MSS. 
read l} Xwp~otJooa. The other version has in 243b 24 p.~ xwp~op1.,." 
TOU (or 1"ij!> TOU) fAl<op.c...olJ. Both T7j" xwpttovCTTI" and 'l} XWpttOlJOOCl 
give a good sense; with the former TO. 0'1JI'~ will mean TO ~AKOl' and 
TO EAKOP.(VOl', with the latter TO (AKOP.£I'Ol' and that which it is drawn 
away from. In view of the authority of band Simplicius, the former 
reading is perhaps to be preferred. The reading of the other version 
gives a sense inferior to both of the others. TOU CAI<OIl7'O", which 
Simplicius omits, is probably a gloss introduced from version B; 
the reference of ~ K{IITIO'"L" is clear enough without it. 

Diels thinks that.;, xwpttoW"a (corrupted into ~ .;, Xwp{~ovooa, and 
then paraphrased by n7' xwp<{ov<T7/') and /'-~ xwp,'o/,-'v~ spring from 
a common origin in p.~ xwpl" oW-a. Hut there would be no great 
point in describing the movement of the ~NcOV as being IL~ xwp{ro 
(rom that of the (AKOP.€II01'; and we should then have to suppose 0.11'"' 
cLU.~AWl' Ta. 0'VlI'e:xTi to be 3. later addition put in to give a meaning to 
TJ xwpt'OlJOOQ or rij" xwp"o~". But in S. 1054. 28 these words 
already occur. It seems more likely that the order of corruption 
was Tii~ XWfXto~ 'l} xwptl;.ouua--TJ xwpt'OlJOOQ.-fL~ X(a)pl" 000-0.

/'-~ xw",'o/,-,"'I' 
11- 14. TQXCl ••• illl. This is a somewhat parenthetical reference 

to a possible objection. Aristotle has in the preceding account of 
tAft" had in mind an object which moves, and as it moves draws 
something after it. It now occurs to him that there are instances 



of pulling in which the pulling body is not in movement; e.g. the 
supposed drawing of fire by a log of wood, or, he might have added, 
magnetic attraction. The difference between such a case and that 
which he has considered is, he maintains, unimportant. A resting 
body draws things to where it is, a moving hody draws things to 
where it was just before. It is not so clear how he could have 
brought magnetic attraction under his general principle that KtVOVV 
and KtvOVfL£VOV must be in contact. Presumably not by pointing out 
the existence of a field of force extending between the two, but by 
suggesting that particles emanating from tbe attracting body effect 
the attraction (S. 1056. 1- 3). 

b 2- 24511. 5 . d.~~a ... dXXo~ooflEVOV. The purport of b 2- 24511. 2 is 
to show that all UAAotWO"tS is uAAo{wens of a uWfLa in respect of its 
7Ta01}TLKai. (or alu01}'Tal.) 1I'"OtOT1]'TES by the action of the 'TI"a01}7"LKa'i. 

'TI"OtOT1JTfS of another uWfLa. Because it is thus a case of action of 
body on body, therefore, Aristotle argues (2458. 2- 5), it involves 
contact between the two bodies. as we have already found locomotion 
to do. 

5- 5 d. TO 1I"Pw-rOV dXAO~OOflf:vov· (6'ITOKEna.L •.. ) •.• dAAOloofl€l'oV uwo 
Tc;", flP'IJ.1lvwv. {me, TWV fip'lfLEVWV is evidently in no direct connexion 
with what precedes it in Bekker, and Spengel was right in saying there 
must be a lacuna. Further, Prantl is on the right lines in his sug· 
gestion as to what is missing. Simplicius' commentary plainly shows 
that he had a fuller reading, and he certainly must have had the 
first part of what 1 have inserted ({nl'"()KEtTat •• • UUOLOWOa.t) or some
thing very like it (1057. 24- 6). We find, further, that several MSS. 
have in the second version, in place of ~v ... Tpa.xV'n1i b 19- 20, the 
words o.7ro.v . • . aAAOLOVfLEVOV {me, T(;W fip'IfL€VWV, which supply a con
struction for 1m"0 TWV Ei.pYJfLivwlI and agree sufficiently with Simplicius' 
paraphrase in ros8. 8- r5 (cf. T. 204. r6-205. I). It would seem 
then that the writer of the archetype of our MSS. of the first version 
passed from one aAAowtJj-tEVOV 1J1TO to another and omitted all that 
came between, but that part of what was thus lost got inserted 
wrongly into the second version. 

sa. TQS 1fa.e'lT~Kai . •• 1I"OtOTT)TM (=TCt alu01]'Ta) are the third of the 
four kinds of 1TOtOTJjlUi recognized in Cat. 8 (along with £~Ui, 
8vvafLHs, and UX~p.a.TQ.). 

5 c. ~ T'f t-I-QAAOV Ka.t ~TTO'" TOLi a.\hoLS is difficult, but may perhaps be 
accepted in the sense' or by the same sensible qualities, by having 
them in greater or less degree'. This anyhow must have been the 
sense of Aristotle's words at this point, whether the form in which 
they have been preserved is correct or not. Cf. S. 1058. I4- IS· 

6. To.liTo. . • . 1fOtOTT)TOS, i.e. these are determinate forms of an 
underlying determinable quality. 

4098 
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2458. 5- 6. T~ fJ-tV . aw,...a.. Since the senses of sight, hearing, 

smell, and taste corne later (n. 6-9), the present words presumably 
refer to the awareness by the sense of touch of the heat or coldness 
of distant objects (S. 1060.8-12). 

6-7. 1T(Huv ... Oo/H, This agrees with the doctrine of De An. 
41811 31 that colour must act directly on 'TO KCLT' €V£PYHQV atacpavls:, 
air, water, &c., in order to act indirectly on the eye. 

7- 8. TCW a~T()V Sf: TP01rOV ••• dljp. For air as the medium of 
hearing and smell cf. De An. 419t1. 25-30. 

8- g. KQL ••• xu,...,k 1(110"L5 is a differentiation of a¢~, and there
fore does not need a separate medium like air; the flesh of the 
percipient acts as medium between the sensible object and the 
ultimate sense-organ, the heart, as it does in the ordinary operation 
of b.¢~ (though in the exceptional type of &¢~ referred to in n 5-6 a 
further medium is required). 

15. dvnYKTJ . • . cJle~vov. This is elliptical ; the a~~ov, i.e. that 
which is assimilated, must be in contact with the au[avo,t.LE:VOV, in 
order that assimilation should take place, and similarly the d1l"oytyvo
j1-EVOV must be in contact with the cp(hvov in order that diminution 
should take place. 

b 1. TOU KWOUVTOS ••. KLV00f/'EVOV, the direct mover, or in other words 
(KUt), the mover which is last of the movers as we proceed from the 
prime mover to the moved. 

CHAPTER 3 
Aristotle bas in 244 b 5-6, 2450. 2-3 assumed that alteration is ~7rO 

TOW atuO't}Twv, i.e. that it is the alteration of the alfTO"f}Tai or 7T'aO"f}nKu~ 
7T'OtOT7JTfS of one body by the action on them of the corresponding 
7T'OtOT1'}TE'> of another body. He now sets himself to prove this. He 
does so by showing that neither change of shape (245b 9-246" 9) nor 
change of l[t'> (2460. 10- 2480. 9) is alteration. He ignores the fourth 
kind of 7T'OtOn]<; recognized in the Categories, viz. OVVUfLt'>, perhaps on 
the ground suggested by S. 1062. 19-23, that it is not clear whether 
8vvafLH'i are 7rOUYT1'}'T£'> strictly speaking, but more probably because the 
fourfold division of lTOtOT"1'Tt,> had not yet been worked out by him. 

24Sb II. n,v 1I'upap.(8a, the candle. 
1I'apwvul-luitoVTES, 'changing the form of the word'. Cf. the definition 

of 7T'apwvvj.ill in Cat. III 12, 7rapwvvfLu S£ Aiyerat OCTo. d17'o 'Ttvo,> Ota¢i· 
povra rij 7T''TWUH -r1}V KU'Ta. TovvofLa 7T'poCT7'('fopiall EXEt. 

13. TrpOfTayopEuof/'EV, sc. £KEtVO U 00 £UTtV (b 10), (we still call by its 
original name '. 

13- 2468. t. lIypov • •• .1>"11v. b 16-2461\ 1 &fLwvUfLW'> .•. {)'\1Jv con· 
nects more naturally with b 13-14 vypov ..• K"f}POV than with b 15- 16 
Kal OV fLoVOV .•. >..iyofL£J/, and I have therefore treated the latter 
clause as parenthetical. 
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246'" 4-9. ETL ... ianI'. If this section is to be relevant to the 

proof that the acquisition of a new shape is not &.AAO{WO'tS, the coming 
into being of a man or a house is evidently regarded as an instance 
of crX1],.mncn~. The argument used in this section is that that which 
only comes into being by a certain process cannot be said to be 
altered by the process, since it did not exist before; though the 
material, which did exist before, is altered in the process. 

13- 16. d)..).: ••• IJlAnl7Tos. For this definition of virtue cr. Met. 
A. Io2Ib 20 ~ &.P€Ti] T£Af.LWU{,. 'Tts' lK<l(T'TOV yap nlTE TEA€tOY Kat ovu{a 

7rQ.U(l TOTE 'TfAda, OTav KaTQ 'TO (1305 rijs OlKdal;j a.Pfr1}S fAl1S(V £).Af.L7T71 
p.OpWV TOU leaTn cpvuw lJ.EyEOOlJf;. Hoffmann thinks that the definition 
in A is a later improvement on that found here, but his argument is 
not convincing. 

15. [TO) KQ.Td ~)\~O'LV. "1'"0 is absent in T. 206. 6, S. 1065. IS, and in 
the other version (b 30), and is on the whole better away. 

15- 16. 6TQV ••• IUATLaTOS. The reading of HI should be adopted 
here, unless {3tATUJ"TO<; be regarded as a gloss, and IWI. amv as an 
attempt to improve the construction when {3tAnuTOs had been intro
duced. The second version has simply OTO.V p.aAUnQ KVKAOS n (IJ 30) . 

b 4- 6. TAs I-'-£v ya.p TOU O'WI-'-Q.TOS •.• TLeEI-'-EV. Aristotle took over the 
doctrine of the ap(Ta.t TO-U uwp.aTos (health, strength, beauty) and of their 
dependence on proportion, from Plato (Rep. 591 b, Phil. 26 b, laws 
631 c). The doctrine appears in Aristotle's Eudemus (fr. 45 Rose) 
and in Top. 1I6b 18, I39b 2 I, 14Sb 8, and seems to be characteristic 
of an early period of his thought, when he was still much under Plato's 
influence. This point has been brought out by Jaeger, Arist. 42 n. 

11- 12. oun £O'TW • •• OOSEI-'-LCl. Cf. 22Sb r 1- 13, 
'5-16 .• Qe&",p ... ~op<l>~'. Cr.· 4- 8. 
17. ~ • .. 1I'PWTOL$, lor whatever it may be in which the tgns 

directly reside '. Aristotle does not wish to stop to consider whether 
these are, as he himself thinks, bodies characterized by one or other 
of the qualities hot and cold J and by one or other of the qualities 
dry and wet, or whether some other account should be givenJ as by 
AnaxagorasJ who makes the homoeomerous u7i£pp.o.ra to be the 
vehicle of Uns, or by the Atomists, who assign this role to lhe atoms 
(S. 1069.20-25). 

19- 20 • .q .... EV ynp d,PET~ ••• 1I'Cl9T)TU(OV. Both alternative.c: are 
given, because some would use 7Ta81'J only in a bad sense, while 
others would recognize both good and bad ;rae.". 

Ig. wSL The vulgate reading ws 8£L gives a good sense, but both 
S. 1069. 29 and the other version (2470. 23) have w8{ (' in such and 
such a way ') . 

20. ~ lVo.VTLWS d,1I'a91S1 C or impassive with the impassivity which is 
contrary to the passivity bestowed by excellence', 
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2471\ 6- 19. yLyvEa8o.t ... d.).).ou~aELS. In supporting his thesis that 

all aAAO{wcrtli is inro TWV o.lu01lT(;)V (24Sa 3), Aristotle is led to give an 
excessively physiological account of the genesis of virtue and vice. 
He speaks as if it were due merely to a waxing or waning insuscepti
bility to bodily pleasures and pains. In the NicomaduQIl Ethics he 
corrects this account by allowing for the fact that a man's attitude 
to pleasure and pain may be modified by such a motive as love of 
country or of friends, or by desire to realize the KaAOV. 

7- 8. Q'JrQaa. yap ~ ~eLK~ 4pcrTJ ... aw,ulTlK&S. This can be justified 
if we take' bodily pleasures I to mean all those that are ultimately 
connected with the body, as distinct from the pleasures of pure 
thought. But Aristotle draws the distinction between bodily and 
mental pleasures otherwise in E.N. 1II7b 28, where ambition is said 
to be concerned with a mental pleasure. 

13· rl)v To~a.UTllV ~&ovt1v, I bodily' pleasure of any of the three kinds 
(a8- 9)· 

16-17. a.L S' ~Sov(ll . .. (lla9T)TtKou. According to Aristotle's more 
mature doctrine in E.N. 1174& 13- 1 17S(L 3 pleasure and pain are not 
OAAO(WuH'i ; pleasure is a Tf:AdiOO"l'i, pain an £/(UTQ.O'l'i, and they take 
place QAAOlOlJ,uIlOtJ nllo'i (the organs of sense). 

b 2- 3 . 1fo)..) ... ).lYOP.EV. The moral virtues no doubt depend on 
a relation between contrary tendencies; but intellectual excellence 
is more obviously dependent on a relation, since f.7r(~P.7] is 
essentially of an f.7rlCTTl]TOV. 

For the rather unusual phrase 7iOAV p.o)UO'Ta. cr. 252b 17. 
5. 0.).).0, sc. Ttl Ka.Ta. p.lpo'i (b6). 
6 - 7. E1fLCfT(lTUl . ...... lpu. This reading is supported by T. 206. r 5, 

by Alexander apud S. r075. ' - 3, and by the other version ('47b '0). 
The alternative reading, though supported by P. 87 7. 4- 5 and by 
S. 1073. 24, r07 5. J 7, seems less appropriate to the context ; it would 
refer to the deductive, not to the inductive process. 

8- g . Et • . • elva.~. Aristotle often points out that there is no 
generation of sense-perception; at one moment we do not perceive, 
at another we do, and that is all. 

9 . TO yap xpija9a.L. These words, preserved in S. [ 075.21-2, and 
represented in H[ by the easi ly explained corruption 1'0 "lap o'l((l'f}at, 

should certainly be restored. 
11- 1:1. T~ yap ~PEfLijCTa.L ... ).£yof.LE9(l. Aristotle hints at an etymo

logical connexion between to'TaulJat (cr. Kaf}{UTa.uf}cu b 17) and E7rL
UTQ.I7(JCU, and in this he is probably right, 17r{crra.p.al being an old 
middle voice of 1~{C1TTIP." 

12. ).ty&~(9Q, which I have restored from Shute's MSS., is rather 
more satisfactory than AI.,,/OP.CV. 

13. ku8&1f£p ELP'lTQl 1fp6Tfpov, v. 225b IS. 
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14-15. au .. . TrcOu.... We do not say that such a man has become 

E7t"tO"T'"ljp..WY again, because he has never ceased to be so. All that 
bas happened is that a cause which prevented thejunclionillg of his 
brtu-rrj",,1J has been removed. 

18- 24811 2. SlO . . . KlVT)UlS. The notion that youth is especially 
beset by bodily Tapam seems to be derived from PI. Tim. 43 a-44 b. 

248& 3. li1r' ci.X,Xwv, i.c. \nr' ;001)'; Ka, 8t8axij" according to the doctrine 
of E .N. I 179 b 20-2 r. 

4- 6. KQ.9ci.ff£p ••• lyEp9il. xpqcT£WS:, the reading of Shute's MSS., 
gives a much better balance to the sentence than the i.yEfXTEW'i of 
Bekker and Prantl. 

8- g. I. ... a)'J,¥ . . . uu!-,-pEl3rJlc6'i, i.e. the moral and intellectual 
faculties of the soul arc affected only incidentally, through the 
affection of the sensitive faculty. 

CHAPTER 4 

This is a particularly difficult chapter. The text is somewhat 
corrupt ; the expression is even terser than usual. The discussion 
is highly aporematic j suggestions and objections follow each other 
with great rapidity, and the turns of thought are unusually difficult 
to follow. I have tried to indicate the course of the argument by 
an analysis which is rather longer than the original, and a good deal 
of the necessary com mentary is contained in the analysis. 

2488. la- II. 'ATfOp~aElE • • • ou. The problem is stated rather 
vaguely, but the discussion shows that the question is whether every 
KtV'1}CTt'i is comparable with every other in respect of vdocily. 

11- 13. EL ..• lXOTTW.... The argument is: 'if (1) every rnovement 
is corn parable in speed with every other, i.e. equal to or greater or 
less than any other (which is the point at issue), and (2) movements 
of equal speed are those that cover equal distances in equal times 
(which is admitted), then there will be curvil inear movements which 
cover equal distances in equal times with rectilinear movements, and 
therefore curves which are equal to straight lines. But this is not 
so. Therefore (I) is untrue.' 

It is not clear why Aristotle thought the consequence l<TTUL ••• 

E> •. aTTWIl 1\ I2-I3 to be a fatal one. One would have expected him 
to accept it as obvious that a curve rnay be longer or shorter than 
a straight line, even if he did not admit that it could be equal to 
one j for this is suggested by very obvious facts of experience. I t 
seems probable that the fact on which he is relyiug is that a straight 
line and a curve are ou UVfL{3A'1}T&' (b 6), i.e. that there is no unitary 
line of which both are multiples, and that from th is he wrongly 
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infers that a straight line cannot be either equal to or greater 
or less than a curve. 

It should be noted, however, that the passage is aporematic, and 
that Aristotle does not necessarily hold that all the objections which 
he raises arc incapable of being met. 

21- 2. dAA' ... (iVa-lITES', I but if it were necessary from their very 
nature that one should move quicker or slower than the other, as it no 
doubt would be necessary if the one were moving downhill and the 
other uphill '. 

b 3-4. WO'"T' ••• [T~V rJ. The usual punctuation, with a comma 
after SiElCTL, and none after T41 A, implies that the translation is I there· 
fore there will be a part of A in which B will traverse a part of the 
circle equal (to the straight line r traversed by the body 1'), while 
(lit. 'and ') r will traverse the line r in the whole of A '. We not 
only get rid of this invertebrate sentence but get a thoroughly idio
matic one by deleting the comma after 8{mTt and placing one after 
T4i A, with the sense' therefore there will be a part of A in which B 
will traverse a part of the circle equal to the (straight) line which r 
will traverse in the whole time A, viz. r ' ; and a still better one if 
we regard ~v r as a gloss, similar to those with which the MSS. are 
studded in ch. s. 

4-6. d>..Xa. ... 1(~"'~UELs. In a 19- b 4 Aristotle has set forth 
reasons for the prima facie view that circular movement is compara
ble with rectilinear. Here he returns to his old point (cf. a. 12), that, 
in spite of appearances to the contrary, such movements are not 
comparable because that would imply that a curve may be equal 
to a straight line in length. 

6- 7. dXX' Cua. ... d.UOf1I3X1)T<l. I have printed the reading which 
fits the context best and accounts best for the variants. The mis
reading of 7raVT' /J.uvJAI3A"IJ'ra. as 1T'aVT(l UlJp-/3Al]Ta. led to the alteration 
of UlJV~wtJ/La. into op.wVlJ/La. 

In view of' 'S and 249" 3 we should very likely read &AA' (apo.) . .. 
auvp./1AT}Ta; 

II. lVTail6<l Kd.KEL, i.e. in circular and rectilinear motion. 
13- 14. TO yap 1TOXO •.• (J'Uf1PX1)Td.. Sirnplicius and Pacius take the 

impossibility of comparing I much water ' with 'much air' to turn on 
the fact that I much' may in either case mean I much in volume' or 
'much in weight ' (8vvap.L~). But the ambiguity which Aristotle 
ultimately shows to exist in the word 7rOAV is a different one, viz. 
that while it always means I more than a certain standard or average 
amount " the standard is one that varies from case to case (b 17-18). 
It may depend for instance on comparative rarity. I A lot of radium ' 
would mean a much smaller absolute quantity of radium than' a lot 
of iron' would of iron. 
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14-15. Et •. . au,...~~TJT&J i.e. if it be denied that ' much I is univocal, 

at least' double' is so; and yet two things that are respectively 
double arc not comparable-since, of course, it all depends on what 
they are double of. 

17- 20 . d.AA' ... 800. Aristotle points out the existence of a class 
of terms (relative terms, in fact) each of which is correctly defined 
by a certain form of words, but a form of words which contains a 
variable. 'Much' means' so much and more I, i.e. 'more than a 
certain standard or average amount', but leaves it indeterminate 
what that standard amount is. I Equal ' means' of the same size as 
something else', but leaves indeterminate the size of that other. 
e One I means' containing a certain unit only once', but leaves the 
size of the unit indeterminate; so with {two'; and so therefore with 
{double', which means {in the ratio of two to one I (b 15). 

T he meaning of b 18 is entirely cleared up by the insertion of a 
comma after ~T't. 'ToO"ovrov 'TE Kat tT't is the definition of lnr£pEXov 
which we get in Met. I02In 6. 

18. 1(0.1 TO !aov &J1WVUJ10V. S. r088. 26-7 Kat 0 'TOU Ol7rAa(T{oll Ot 
AOyo~ /) Aiywv ovo 7f'pO~ ~v op.Jwvp.o,> €OTt suggests that we should 
probably add, after op.wvvp.ov, the words Kat TO OL1rAaO"wv. This 
appears out of place in the Kat TO Ot1r-AaO"wv TOo-OV which Shute's 
MSS. have in b 18. 

22- 4. & fIoEV o~v Lmro!t ... lv aAA~ yap. Ka.l KnTa. J-llydio,> WO"QVTW,> = 
Kat 7f'OUpOV p.£'itov (since size in the case both of the horse and of the 
dog resides in O"wfla). In the following words Aristotle points out 
that though AruKOV and /Llyn are applicable both to iJowp and to 
cpwv~, what they directly reside in is different in the two cases. 

For A£VKOV vowp, I clear water .. cr. 11. 23. 282, Od. 5. 70, &c.; for 
A£lncy, cpwv~, {a clear voice', cf. Top. Io6n 25. 

25- 24gn 2. f) .•• {lAA~ ; Simplicius takes this to mean {at that 
rate each term is univocal-equality for instance will always be the 
same, but will assume different forms in different subject-matters, 
and so with sweetness and whiteness '. But this is not a very 
effective reductio ad absurdum of the suggestion made in b 2 1- 5' 
I am inclined to think that Aristotle reduces the suggestion ad 
absurdum by saying that at that rate all terms might just as well be 
said to mean the same thing at bottom as one another, any difference 
in their mt:aning being said to be due merely to the presence of the 
common quality in different subjects. This seems to me the more 
natural meaning of '7I'av'Ta ~v ?7"Ot£t:v.-The sense, and a comparison 
with 249n. 27, appear to require the insertion of TO after TavTo. 

249n2- 3. En ... 'TrpWTOV. The second objection to the sugges· 
tion made in 248b 21- 5 is that it presupposes thatthe same attribute 
can be present directly in more than one subject, whereas if we take 
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things quite strictly the same attribute can be present directly only 
in one subject-colour in surface, savour in juice (S. r090. 18), &c. 

3. TOU TUXOI'TOC;. The introduction of these words seems to be 
justified by S. [090. 16, I096. 2. 

8-9. OUTW • • • ToaovSL The variants are best explained if we 
suppose 'TiJ ..• KU/f.I.UOaL to have been corrupted into TO .•. KWEtcrOat, 

and this emended into TO ... KlJl'l'}Blv. 

9- 10. Et • . . ijvlX6TJ. This clause, as it stands in the MSS., is 
very difficult. It is not clear whether TOV fL~KOV~ ;" 'TceU means' over 
a certain part of the (or its) ,.,.ijKO<;', or £V T~8t means 'in a certain 
time I and 1'01) fL~KOV<; depends on TO p.£v, TO G(. Siffiplicius accepts 
the first alternative and paraphrases lit jL(VTOt I.v 'rtf aUT4i XJ>OvCf 'TO P.£II 
irlT"OKdIJ-EIIOII ~II E't.7J ~ Ev8ELa, ni o£ KL""UEt~ o«i¢opoL,6JCFTE KnTcl IJ-tll TO 

l1IJ-LUV TOV IJ-~KOV'iJ TOVTEO'TL '"i'i dJfh{n'i, 7f'apaTETaiJ-f.vOV n ~ aUTO TO 
17fLLO'V TOV P.~KOVS &.A.\OLwBi]vnt, KIlTQ. at TO .\OL1l"OIl EIIEX()7jllat n KaTa 
¢Opdll KLVOUP.EIIOV (1°92.6- 9). The difficulty of this' interpretation is 
evident, and in particular it is clear that it requires not TO O· -YJvEX87J 
but £11 T<fO:' S' a.\.\o Tt TJIIEXBT}. The difficulty of the alternative 
interpretation is equally clear. Simplicius is probably right, how· 
ever, in taking £11 T<f8{ to refer not to time, but to distance, and the 
clause is best interpreted as meaning' if one thing has sutTered 
cbange of quality along a certain part of its length, and another has 
been transported a distance equal to this '. 

12- 13. WUT' ... 1fEpl(PEp~S. These words are at first sight puzzling, 
but become intelligible if we realize (I) that £VEX()EVTIl is the emphatic 
word, and (2) that the grammatical structure is compressed and 
illogical but idiomatic. What Aristotle means is 'so that we must 
correct our original statement (II. 8-9) and say If things that are locally 
moved an equal distance in an equal time are of equal speed "; but 
if we say this, we shall still be landed in the difficulty that we shall 
be making a straight line equal to acurve'. S. 1092. 17- 20 explains 
the words exactly rightly. The more logical form would be 6JO'TE Ta. 
ill to'l[J Xpov\f illCX,BllITa wOV P.~KOS to'OTaxij ECT'Tat' Ei at TOVTO, rU7J Tj 
EvBELa Kai. .;, 7f'EPl¢£P~S. 

14. YEVOS = Erol1 EXOII (B. 12). 
15- 16. (, ,...EV yo.p Xpovos- ... S~n+lpH. I have restored the reading 

of Simplicius. KaT' £K£'2111l in S. 1093. 1 is probably, as Diels sug· 
gests, a corruption of Kat. (KEtllnl which occurs ib. 7. Bekkerls text 
& IJ-£II "Yap Xp6l1o'i &Et UTOP.OS T~ £'t.OEl. ~ flfLd K&'KELlla ErOH O~a¢EpEl; is 
identical with that of Alexander (S. 1093. 9). except that Alexander 
adds 0 aUT6'i before aEt; and Simplicius informs us that this reading 
(including 0 OWO<i) was transferred from the other version. 

av Ot 1'~ EloH V c!.\.\a (sc. 1'0. (¢' WII KWELTaL). Kilt €K£tllll (sc. Il~ ¢opat) 
f.'t.OEt Oto.cpipEl. 

...... 
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17. OTE St lo.v ~, i.e. if the organs with which the movements are 
performed differ. 

IS. TO~S aX~"'QaLV, i.e. by the straightness or curvature of the path, 
and by this alone. 

22- 3. dXXa. ... 1I"oXXa, I but there are many other undetected 
cases in which there is a lack of a single genus " and therefore an 
impossibility of comparison. 

23- 5. E~o"[V ••• dva.>..oy{q.. Simplicius' comment (1096. 29- I097. 
3) is excellent: ai p.£v ... t/Jcnr£p al (bra n)Xl]I;, ai O£ . .. w!t ai ((KOVES 

7rpO<; TO. 7rpWTl)nnru, at of: (yyv .. (tOW ~ ylvH ~ o.Vo.Aoytfh yf:llf.t p..!V 'To. &.cp' 
(110<; Kat 7rpO<; ~v At:yOP.£VrJ. (things proceeding from a common source 
or conducing to a single end, cf. E.N. I096b 27 ) ... &.VaAoylli' of: 
••. TO. ryv £V T~ .\0)'0/ Kat rfi x.pf.{Cf OP.OtOTrJTa. u~tovTa, W'i .;, &pX~· 
Kat yap ~ 7M']y7] Kat .;, Kap8!.a Kat JLova,> Kat f17JJLEiov Kat TO r,yOVJLOIOV 

lv 7ToAu &.PX~ AiY£Tat. 7TOAV, Ot7TAaO'toV, WOV, (V, 8vo are presumably 
oJJ-WVVJLQ of the analogical kind. 

28- 9. on l.v c1n,tt' ... Ta.&T6; i.e., are we to say that there is a 
specific difference of quality where a quality manifested in different 
subjects appears different (as e.g. whiteness does when present in a 
horse and in a dog, 248b 22), or only (and this is no doubt the 
alternative Aristotle would choose) when the quality is in its own 
nature different (as e.g. the A£VK(lT"7'> of water and that of a voice 
(ib. 24»? 

Aristotle has said in 11 2- 3 that a single quality has only one direct 
subject. But here he is speaking of indirect or per accidens subjects. 
A surface is the only thing that can be directly white in the literal 
sense ( 248b 23). but a horse and a dog can be indirectly white, 
because they both have surfaces. 

b 2- 4 . &hXa. • .. P.ETa.j3dn.ov, 'but was changed, with what qualifi
cation? We cannot say "was changed to an equal extent", since 
II equal I' is appropriate only to quantity and to the definition of 
quantitative change (i.e. locomotion and increase-and·diminution) j 
what corresponds in the case of qualitative change is likeness. But 
let us use a more general word and say" that is of equal speed which 
suffers the same change in an equal time II: Here, as in It 19- 20, 'the 
same' means' specifically (not numerically) the same '. 

5- 10. 1TOTEPOII •.. ~opaL As Aristotle laid down that cpopa{, to be 
comparable, must be of the same kind, i.e . must be over paths of the 
same kind (a f9- 20), so here he says that aAAOtwum: to be com
parable must be of the same kind, i.e. must be in respect of 7T'a81J of 
the same kind; identity in the subject of the 7T'(180s: is not enough to 
make the a'\'\oLwO'Et~ comparable. 

12- 14. Et ... &p~ep.~. KaO' avra Kat JL~ KaTa O'vp.f3£{J1JKOs: is inserted 
to distinguish the very elements in changing things which are the 
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subjects of change (the f.V .; 7fPWTce of 248b 23) from the changing 
thing as a whole. It is not difference in the latter (as between a 
horse and a man, S. IIOO. IS) but difference in the former that 
creates difference between two Kt~O'"H~. Thus &,A'\O{WUl5 differs 
from al:i~utS" in genus, because 'TO 1TOtOV and ."b r.O(fOV differ in genus. 
Change of colour differs from change of temperature in species 
because colour and temperature differ in species. Change of colour 
in one thing differs numerically from a precisely similar change in 
another because the colour of the one differs numerically from that 
of the other. 

14- 19. d~).a ... al/laOV; In b 5- 11 Aristotle pointed out that it is 
the 7ru8os and not the subject that forms the basis of comparison 
between two &.UOU.OU£t~; identity or difference of 7rciOo<; makes the 
&.UoUoa£ti like or u1tlike. He now points out that the subject also 
plays a part in the comparison; according as more or less of the 

. subject is altered, the &'AAOlwa£~i will be equal or unequal. 
16. f!!t lUOTQXELS kT~" ' to determine whether " etc. 
18. EL . .. o.~TO. The sense obviously requires this reading. Most 

of the MSS. simply omit ~ fL~ TO aliTe) through haplography, but E 's 
reading £t TO aUro Q.liTo preserves a trace of the original. 

19. Et . •. o.vLaov. EK£'YO is 'TO ci.\AOLOVjL£YOY. tUOY';; has dropped 
out by haplography. 

:U. TO a,Iho Kut chofJoov, 'two things which are identical, i.e. indi
visible in species from one another.' 

22- 6. oG ... ~Lf:'tOV. In deating with qualitative change, we have 
a definite word to express the relation between two 7rci£tr, a and b 
which makes change to a avtaoTciX?1i with change to b occupying the 
same time; we call them &'vofLOUl. (b 23. cf. b 3). And we have 
separate words to express the difference of intensity of the two 
7ra.fJ1}; we use the words fLaAAov and ~rrov (b 26). Similarly in deal
ing with change involving quantity, whether this be locomotion or 
increase·or-diminution, we have a word to express the relation 
between the spaces covered, or the increases-or-diminutions suffered, 
in ch:lOges which are .illtaOTclX£li; we call them UVtO'a. (cf. b 3, 19). 
And we have separate words to express the different quanta involved; 
we call them ,...£1.1;011 and {AarrOIl (b 26). With regard to the genera
tion or destruction of substances, we have (I) no word answering to 
avo,...oLOv and avuTov, but have to use the word ~T£POV, which is not on 
a par with these since it is applicable in all the categories, and (2) no 
pair of words answering to fla.AAOV..qT'TOV and }-t£i'Ov-(Aarrov. b 25-6 
Ka.t ••• fla.Uov expresses the same point as b 22- 3 ov ... uvO,uOt0T1)i. 

In b 23- 4 we have a passing reference to the Pythagorean and 
Platonic doctrine that the essence of things is numerical-a doctrine 
which Aristotle evidently treats as an open question, so that Jaeger 



is justified (Anst. 313 n.) in regarding the reference as evidence of 
an early date for Bk. VII. 

With the ordi nary reading and punctuation, which begins a sen
tence with Kat El (UTlIl KT.\'I the connexion of this reference with the 
context is not clear, and the omission of the article before 7fAdwll 
Kat ;'\arrwil aplBJLor; is unsatisfactory. I have tried to remedy both 
these faults by treating otJ ••• UIIOp,OtO'f'l'}r; b 22- 3 as parenthetical, and 
by adopting the well·attested 7j for Kat in b 23. 7r.\dtW ICal JAd.rrwll 
cipLB~r; op.oHo~r; then becomes an alternative to (TEPOl' b 22. One 
ylJlf.uL'O is greater than another if in equal times different substances
or, to put the matter more definitely" if the greater and the less 
of two numbers specifically alike-come into existence. 

The reference in 7rAEtwll Kat ;>"o.rrwJI aptBplJr; oJLOEt8~'O must be to 
the Pythagorean division of numbers into kinds such as 

the triangular .. 
the square 

.. 
the pentagonal .. 

(Nicom. Ar. ii. 8- II, Theo Sm. 37. 7 to 4r. 2, ed. Hiller). 
The numbers within anyone of these kinds were described as 

OP-OELBEt'O (Iambl. i'l~ Nico'llt. Arithm. I'lltrod. 70. 1 It ed. PisteUi). We 
know that there was a form of Pythagorean-Platonic theory which 
assigned different numbers to different uwp-aTa (cf. for instance Alex. 
in Met. 767. 12, which assigns II to fire, 13 to air, 9 to water). 
Various uwp.uTa would then be arranged in different series according 
as their numbers were triangular, square, &c. ; and Aristotle suggests 
that if this theory were accepted, the coming-into-being of UWp,o.TU 
(e.g. animals) corresponding to a greater and a smaller number in the 
same series, in equal times, would be unequal in speed. 

CHAPTER 5 

249h29- 30. clEl . .. 7rOI1~ . It has been proved in 236b32-
23 7n 17 that everything that ICtJlEtTat also KfiKtVYJTat, and it is a natural 
inference from this that everything that KtJlEt also KEKtVf1ICCJI. The 
point of the introduction of this observation here is this: It is 
Aristotle's object to discuss the proportions that exist between the 
four terms mover, moved, distance of movement, time of movement. 
N ow the mere fact that A is moving B does not of itself guarantee 
that the movement covers a definite distance or occupies a defmite 
time; what makes both the distance and the time definite is the fact 
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that every movement which is in progress must have already been in 
progress for a definite time, and must in that time have covered a 
definite distance. 

30- 2S0n. 28. Et • • • dVQAOYOV y6.p. The proportions established 
by Aristotle are the following: 

If A moves B distance r in time 6., 
(r) A moves B/ 2 distance 21' in time Il. (250' 1- 3), 
(2) A moves B/2 distance l' in time 1l./ 2 (ib. 3), 
(3) A moves B distance 1'/ 2 in time 1l./ 2 (ib. 4-5), 
(4) A/ 2 moves B/ 2 distance l' in time Il. (ib. 6- 7), 
(5) A need not move 2B distance r / 2 in time a (ib. 9-12), 
(6) A/ 2 need not move B distance 1'/ 2 in time Il. (ib. 12- (5). 
(7) If A moves B distance r in time a J and H moves ® distance 

r in time .6., then A + H moves B + 0 distance r in time A (ib. 25- 8). 

250n 9 - 15. Ka.l ... E. EKand S. lIOS. 16- 17 read &. ... a)'KQtOV for OUK 

&.v.111<17 in n. 10, and EK and one MS. of Simplicius read of: for 8~ in 
n 12. If for simplicity we eliminate the references to E and Z, the 
passage will then say I if A/2 moves B/ z distance r in time A, A/ z 
moves B distance r / 2 in time A, but if A moves B distance r in 
time A, it does not follow that A/ 2 moves B distance r / z in time 6. '. 
This is very difficult, more especially since Aristotle has said in 
Q. 4- 5 that if A moves B distance r in time a, A/z moves B/ 2 
distance r in time.6.. S. 1106. IZ-14 tries to get over the difficulty 
by supposing that Aristotle is in a 9 - 12 dealing only with the case 
in which A/ 2 succeeds in moving 13, and saying that if it does, it 
moves it only distance r / z in time a, and proceeds in fL 12-15 to 
correct himself by saying that it may not be able to move B ato/ 
distance in time r. But it does not seem plausible to attribute to 
Aristotle so complete a volle/ace within so short a passage. Cornfold 
in Class. Quarl. 26 (I932), 52- 3 tries to defend the reading of EK 
by supposing &9-I2 to mean that A/z can in time a successively 
move two weights each = B/ z distance r / z. But in the whole of 
the context (till a 25- 8) Aristotle is speaking of a single force moving 
a singJe weight, and I do not think that in the context TO BUTAUUWV 

'Tot) Z can mean anything other than I a weight twice as great as Z '. 
I prefer therefore to adopt in aro the reading of HI], supported by 
Shute's four MSS. and by P. 880. 29. Themistius' summary (207.4- r3) 
knows nothing of the contradiction (or apparent contradiction) implied 
in the other reading. There is evidence that EK and Sirnplicius 
are here following an inferior tradition, for in [l, 15 they have -rrpo .. TO 
Z, of which nothing can be made. Further, S. 1106. 1- 5 recognizes 
the existence of the reading o{)/( ciVcL"Y"1], and admits that the meaning 
it gives is &').:1J()(U1'(POV 1'( Kal TO'" €7ncp£pop.tVOl'i <TlIV~OV. 
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Four objections remain. (r) Prof. Cornford argues that, on the 

view which he rejects, the sentence beginning in 0. 9 should begin 
not with Kat but with ill', It certainly would not have been 
surprising if it had begun with aA,\', But the statement as it stands, 
with Kat, becomes natural enough when we realize that the fact that 
if A moves B distance r in time ~. A/ 2 moves B/2 distance r in 
time .6. is represented as depending on the fact that the ratio of 
force to mass remains the same (lL 8-g). From this point of view 
it becomes not an apparently contradictory fact (such as would 
require to be introduced by &AXcf) but a natural consequence, that 
when the ratio diminishes, the proportionality should not hold good. 

(2) Prof. Corn ford argues that, on the view he rejects, 0. 12- 15 

merely repeat tl. 9- 12 . But there is a difference, though not a very 
great one, between what is said in the two sections. In the one the 
mass is doubled, in the other the force is halved. 

(3) The reading of EK might be thought to derive some support 
from b 2 Ka, 'to Ot1T"Aa(TLov lv OL7T'AaulCf-l. If this be taken to mean 
4 and an object twice the size is altered in twice the time' it would 
correspond to what is said in tI. 9- 12 with EK's reading. But in fact TO 
Ot7l"AaO'LOv £11 Ot7TAau,ct' states simply the converse of £V Ot7l"A.aU'<tJ om·>"&'· 
(nov, I given twice the time, the object is altered twice as much, and 
given that the alteration is twice as greatJ twice the time is needed' . 

(4) Prof. Cornford thinks that his interpretation here assists the 
true interpretation of 2650. [2-23. His interpretation oftbat passage 
is undoubtedly right, but anyone who will consult my note on the 
passage will see that its true interpretation is independent of the 
interpretation of the present passage. 

The argument is pretty evenly balanced between the two readings 
here, but seems to me to lean slightly towards that which I have 
adopted. OVK seems to have dropped out, and o~ to have been 
consequently changed to 8(, through the assumption of an early 
copyist that in 0. 9 - 12 J as in what has preceded, a positive proportional 
relation was to be stated. 

In a. 12 I have restored KLV£i": Aristotle is careful to use the 
present or aorist tense in the protasis (Il 5, 10, 16, 25) and the future 
in the apodosis (& 3,6, 13, I7, 27). In a 14 the sense requires the 
omission of the comma before ovB', and is improved by the omission 
of ~ before &'vaAo)'ov; Simplicius evidently had no ~ (tI07. 2, 10), 

though some MSS. read ~ or ~ in 1108. 10. In a 15 WS TO A 'If"pOS TO 
E is carelessly put for WS 'TO E 1TpOS TO A. 

12- 13. ~'" TO B .•. ~Y TO B. The feminine article might seem 
inappropriate to B, which is a {3o.po<;, and in the rest of the passage 
the feminine form is used only with reference to a BVllap.Ls (A n 2, 

E a 7) or to a )'pap.p.r, (r 8. 2,3,10,12, 14, IS). But in the diagram 
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all the terms were represented by ypa.JLJLa{, so that the feminine form 
is permissible. 

19. ELS TOY d.ple~Oy, SC. 'tWV VEwAKtw, into as many parts as there 
are ship-haulers. 

19-21. 8~a TOUTO ... p.lpos . S. IIOS. 18-28 says that Zena posed 
Protagoras with the question :-since the fall of a rnedimnus of 
millet makes a sound, must not one grain make a sound which is 
the same fraction of the whole sound as the grain is of the medimnus? 

2:5- 6. €t ... TOO'~8E. None of the MS. readings is satisfactory, 
and it seems best to insert KtVOUVTa, which derives some support 
from P. 881. 18 El. avo 'tLVo. E!£V KLVOVVTG.. Ka.t £KrJ.T£pOY has more 
authority than £KO:r£pov or Bekker's (KaUpaV DE, and may account for 
the unmeaning Kat which EK has before the second iKa.nprw. 

3I- b I. !ta.t TO d.AAO~OUV ... xpov~. The sense is improved by 
inserting a colon or dash before T1. 

b 2. iv 8mA(10'{w ... 8vrrAa.O'Lw. Neither BnrAaCTtOV nor 'TO 8t7T'AaCTtOV 
can refer either (;) to mover, f~ran obvious reason, or (2) to moved, 
because then Aristotle would be asserting ofaXAo{wO'L~ what he 
denies of ¢opO. in a. I2- r9, while he says the same principles apply to 
both (ovrw a 28, WU7rEP I(at ('ITt 'Toli /Japot)r; h 7). They must both 
refer to the amount of the change produced, and the phrase must 
mean 'when the time is doubled, the amount of cbange will be 
doubled, and vice versa'. 

2- 3. TO S' ~,...,O'u ... SL1I'AUO'tOV. Here Ell terce 8t7T'AaO'tOv must mean 
'an object half as great as the original object will be changed twice 
as much in an equal time'. Therefore TO ~P.W'lJ must mean' an object 
half as great'. ~ iv ~p.{O'Et ~p.u;rt) may mean (r) 'or the original 
object will be changed half as much in half the time', or (2) lor, 
given that the time is half the original time, the object changed will 
be half as great' (i.e. the converse of TO 77P.UTV EV ~fJ-{UH XpOVIf, as 'TO 
~h1l'A.acnov Ell St1l'Ao.O'tlf is the converse of iv St'7T'AUUtce 8t1l'Aauwv). But the 
absence of an article with ~p.uro points to interpretation (r). In that 
case ~ EV YjP.lUH ~p.tUlJ is parenthetical. 

5-6. o~!t . .. ~,.uO'u. Prima/aeie this looks as if it were meant to 
state the point corresponding to that stated in 1\ 12-15, i.e. the point 
that from the fact that a force A can alter an object B a certain 
amount in a certain time, it does not follow that a fraction of A can 
alter B any particular amount in any particular time, or indeed that 
t can alter it at all. On this hypothesis 'TO ~!J.'Ul) must mean' half the 

agent', but the statement I half the agent will not necessarily change 
the patient in half the time' would be absurd. Logically we should 
want Ell Bt1l'AauLIf for (V Tjp.{UEt in b 5 and 6. But such an emendation 
would, in the absence of any external evidence, be too violent. 

The statement may be explained in the light of 253b 14-26. 
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Aristotle there points out that if raindrops wear away an object in 
a certain time, it does not follow that half of the number of raindrops 
wear away half the object in half the time, since the effect may come 
with a rush (a.8p6a 253 b 25) towards the end of the time,; and that 
this is true in general of d.UO{wo"l~ (ib. 23). 'TO 1JJ.LUTlJ then in 
250h 5 is object of aAAolwuH, and the point is that, as forces 
working simultaneously may produce a result of which each alone 
could produce no fraction (a 12- 15), so a force working continuously 
may in time produce a result of which it does not produce l i n in 
r/ n of the time. 

BOOK VIII. CHAPTER r 

250b 14- 15. aToll ... TrQcnv. The comparison is apt, since tw~ is 
just the power of self· movement. Further, the comparison serves to 
justi fy the previous clause. If movement is to all natural th ings as 
life is to living things, they cannot exist without movement any more 
than living things could without life. 

18- 19. aO'OL • . . 4>aO'w, i.e. Anaximander, Leucippus, Democritus 
(S. II21. 6). Plac. ii . I. 3 adds Anaximenes, Archelaus. Xenophanes, 
and Diogenes of Apolloni •. 

21- 2. OO'OL •.. ,...~ dfL. The vulgate reading gives no good sense. 
For the view that there is but one world does not itself lead to any 
corresponding belief in the eternity or non-eternity of movement 
(V7rOT[(h:VTat KaTa. AOyOV). Themistius' oO"Ot KQI. EVa. KOfJJ.L0V Kat &.tOtOV 
V7rOneElITfS .. . OfJQt Ot lva. J.L'(v OUK Motov 0; (209 . II- I3) points to 
OUOL 0 Eva ~ afL':' J.L~ cid as being the true reading. Simplicius reads 
acroL 0'( ~ l va .:, }l,7J af{, but thinks (wrongly) that it may be in terpreted 
as if it were .:, lva Kat ad, ~ J.L7J a£t Kat tva. \Vith our reading we get 
the good sense ' those who think that there is but one universe and 
make it eternal or not eternal, make movement eternal or not eternal 
accordingly'. 

24- 6. 4>,}O'LI' • . . 8LUKPLI'QL, fro 1,1 3. 
29-2511\ 3. AEyWI' .•• KUKAOI', fro 17.9- 13 = 26.8- 12. 
30. OUTWS n floEI'll' . I follow Diels (I) in treating OVTW~ as the 

beginning of the quotation, not as introducing it (S. 33 . 26 gives it 
as part of the quotation), and (2) in reading n Jl-l.y (cf. n 8l. 25Ia 2). 

25111 4- 5. TO yap ... ~1rOA1J1rTiol'. The reading of H evidently 
gives a better sense than the reading adopted by Bekker; viz. 'for 
we must suppose that he means by n S'( TaO &..llU(TfJOVT{l. that they 
alternate from the motion towards EV to motion towards iro'\'\&, and 
vice versa '. The first three lines of the quotation insist on the 
rotation, the last two on the permanence of the rotation. There is 
no reference to rest during the J.L£Tatu XPOVOL when Love and Strife 
are exactly balanced. 
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8- g . the Ti:W 8UdplUflEVWV . . . 11'pOTEpOV, in iii. 2010. 10. The present 
book is evidently regarded as not being part of "rCa. q,vCTU«l, which as 
usual means books i-iv only. 

22. ~1Tlan1aQaw, I when we attend to it '. For lq,unaVQL with .,..qv 
8UlVOLO.V understood cf. Bonitz, Index 3051\ 6-17. 

lfpoQ.youa~. This is the preferable reading, because it is more 
likeJy to have been al tered into -:rpOtOvuL than vice versa. For 
a similar usage cf. Pol. I282 b 35. 

TOUTO, SC. TO aAOYOV cpabl£uIJeu. 
25. ToiiTo, the thing that was at rest and is in motion. 
26- 7. tjv . . . Klv~aEws. With these words we must understand 

I and there must have been a change consisting in the removal of 
this ahLov T1j~ t,PlP.{O.s'. This is brought out more fully in b 1-10. 

28- 30. Tel ,...£1' yap . . . ""Ln. Aristotle actually makes no use of 
this distinction here, and in fact treats it as a digression, from which 
he returns to the main point in ciA.\.' oriv KT.\.. b t . But he may have 
meant originally to make the point that if a thing which has a Svvnp.ts" 

EvnVT{wv energizes first in the one and then in the contrary way, 
there must have been a prior change in it to account for th is. E.g. 
a doctor who uses his knowledge first to cure and then to kill must 
have come under the influence of a new desire. 

b 4- 5. ws . . . IUV'r)TOV. Bekker's wS' E!vnt KTA. is unintelligible, and 
~v is confi rmed by Met. t048o.6 and by wS".)]v 8uvap.flIQ 2SI b 6. 

10-28. 1t'pOS Sf TOIhots ••. KtY~UEWS . T his section interrupts the 
main argument of the chapter. U 8- b IO proves that if motion be 
supposed to have had a beginning, there must have been a motion 
prior to that which is supposed to have been the first. b 28- 252u 5 
proves that if it is supposed that motion will have an end, there will 
be a motion poster ior to that which is supposed to be the last. 
b 10- 28 adds a more general argument in favour of the eternity of time. 

10- 13. 11'pOS Sf TOUTO~S ..• EtVo.L . To say that motion began or 
will end is to imply that there was a state of things before the state 
of motion began, or that there will be one after it is over. But if 
time is the number of motion (i.e. that in respect of which motion is 
measurable) this is to imply that there was something before, or will 
be something after, time ; but before and after are distinctions drawn 
within time and cannot fall outside it. 

12;-13. ~t . . . TLS. Similarly in 2 I9f1. 8 Aristotle says that time is 
~TOt "lllY/u,S" ~ nls KlY1}UfWS" Tl. But he immediately rejects the first 
alternative, and finally concludes that ti me is &.pdJ~<; KlV~fTEW" K(ITa 

T O 7fponpov KG.t ~U'TfPOV ( 22 01\24) ' The view that it is K{V7}fT'" (sc. TOV 
OAOU) is one of those held by Aristotle's predecessors (218& 33). 

15 ~ 17. Knt ••• €!vn~ . \Ve have no fragments of Democritus to 
support this. 
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17- 19. m .. QTWV •• • +T)O'{v, The reference is to Tim. 28 h, 38 b. 
Prof. Taylor in his note on Tim . 28 b 4 con tends wi th much force 
that Plato's statement that the universe ylyovE is only OtO(1(TKa.\{as 
xapw, his object being logical analysis and not a description of the 
sequence of events. 

The argument requires us to treat 1£),011£110.' in b 18 as an emblem a 
and to supply (tVQ' in thought. 

28- 252tl. I. 1\ S' a.,hos h6yos . .. K~VOUV. (, a.irT~ AUrOS, i.c. an 
argument answering to that by which Aristotle proved in IL 8- b 10 

that movement has no beginning. He does not work out in full 
the corresponding argument to prove that movement will have no 
end, but it is not difficult to supply what is missing. He pointed 
out before that KtVT}T'Q. must have existed before the supposed first 
K[vYfUti ("'9- I7 ), and that it must have needed a K{VYfUl i before the 
supposed first K{VYfULi to alter them from the state of .fJp~:p .. {o. into that 
of K{VYfUli (tI. 23- b 10). Similarly here he points out that there will 
be KW'1T fi after the supposed last K{VYfUti (b 31-252& I) . 'We have 
only to add the reflection that there will have to be a K{V'1ULi after 
the supposed last K{VYfCTti to alter them from the state of K[V7JULi into 
that of .r,pfp.{a. 

252/\ 1-3. KQt TO ~aa.pnKov .. . lanv. Aristotle now adds the refiec· 
tion that if the supposed last l'<TafJoA~ be a </>00";', after this </>00";' the 
¢Oaprl.J(oJl will still remain to be destroyed, and after it has been 
destroyed its ¢8apTtKOJl wiB still remain to be dest royed, and so 
ad infinitum. The readings TO t/18apTtKOII in & I and cp(h{PfI (' has 
destroyed ') in a 2 give the right sense. Most of the MSS. of 
Simplicius have cp()dPYl ([175, 12, II77 . 2 1). Hayduck's Kal. TO 

cpOapTOII O£ 8f~CTH ¢()apijvat oTo.v ¢8apfj is less attractive. 
7- 9 . QS TO KPQT€~V ••• l~ d.Vci:yKTJ~. This thought is implied in the 

words of EmpedocJes (fr. 30):-
aVTa.p (7rfl. Jdya N ftKOi illl P.€A£fCTCnll UJp(CP(J7J 
is np.u.<; T' avopovCTf TfAftofL(1I0to XPOVOtO 

010 UCPLII ap.Ot{3a~olO 7t"AaT()(; 7t"ap' £A~A.aTat 0 pKOV. 

10- 11. TciXa . .. £lrroLfv. plav apX'1v does not mean lone principle' 
in general, but lone principle of movement '. Anaxagoras is a 
pluralist, but recognizes only one principle of movement (VOVi), as 
against Empedocles' two. 

13. TO S' Q'TrflpOV .. . (XU, e.g. the indefinite period of change bears 
no ratio to the indefinite period of rest. 

Ig- 22. S~O'TrfP •.• TOLOUTOV. I.e. Empedocles at least treats the 
alternation of rest and motion as a law of the universe, while 
Anaxagoras merely introduces motion at one particular point of the 
world's history without suggesting why it should have begun then 
rather than sooner or later. 

4091 37 
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25. TO. lJlToTEe~VTQ. , i.e. cpLAta and V(iKO~. 
27- 8 Et ••• ,...lpEL) C if he is to make his statement more specific by 

including the fact that these forces operate in ,turn ' . 
28. W(TlrEp STL, i.e. fJJU7r EP 'A€YEL OTt. 
34- 5. i+' .3 .•. EyLYV£TO. We have no fragments of Democritus 

t~at can be cited in support of this. 
3S- b 5. TOU SE d.El ••. oOO"WI'. Democritus claims generally that 

no cause need be sought for that which is eternal. This is true in 
some cases, i.e. there are eternal apxaL for which no cause is to be 
sought beyond themselves (b 4- 5). But it is not true in others j e.g. 
the equality of the angles of a triangle to two right angles is eternal, 
but neverthele"ss depends upon more fundamental principles, from 
which it is actually deduced by geometry. 

CHAPTER 2 

252bI7. 1TOAO ... l.uiA~aTQ. Cf. 247b 2- 3 n. 
TO To~oihOIl . . . EII1Q~ lJIo.llEpOV depends on OpW}LEV, 'understood' 

from b 12 . 

26. iv ~U(P~ K6a~~. The phrase is borrowed from Democritus 
(fr. 34). 

27. KaL Et . . . Q1TElP~. Aristotle adds this to allow for the 
possibility of there being a boundless universe beyond the world 
of which we have knowledge, i.e. beyond that of which the sphere 
of the fixed stars is the boundary: He does not believe in such 
a wor1d himself, but others had done so (Anaximander and Anaxi
menes). 

28. EL'II'EP •. . ox.ov. In iii. 2058. 8 - 20611 7 Aristotle has shown the 
impossibility of an infinite body's being either in motion or at rest. 
The whole reference to 'TO d.1rHPOV here is a reference to a view 
which he believes to be untenable. 

28-253a~. TOlhwv . . . uCTnpov. Aristotle admits here that recti
linear motion between opposite termini cannot be eternal and self
identical. This at least follows, he says, if it be admitted that the 
self-identity of the moved object does not guarantee the self-identity 
of the motion-though this may be disputed, whether for instance 
the movement of a single string (and therewith the sound it produces) 
is the same when it is in the same condition and is repeatedly struck 
in the same way. However we answer this question, he continues, 
there is nothing to prevent the possibility of a movement whose unity 
depends not on the unity of the thing moved but on the movement's 
own continuity and eternity. This is circular motion, which in ch. 8 
he proves to be alone capable of being continuous and eternal. 
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253a 2. OOSEI' nT01rOV, i.e. causes no difficulty for the believer in 

eternal movement. 
6 - 7. Sui TI. •• • KLVfLTO,L. This is the problem discussed in the 

next chapter. 
II- 20. TOUTO . • . 1ra.~LI'. This passage is noteworthy as being 

(with 259b I~I6) that in which Aristotle most distinctly gives up the 
ordinary description of living things as genuine initiators of move~ 
ment. He gives here a thoroughly deterministic account, according 
to which, though thought and desire occur as links in the process, 
everything that a living thing does is in tbe last resort due to the 
action of the environment on the living body. 

II- l3. opwp.£v .•• !awt;. Aristotle is no doubt thinking of such 
movements as those of growth, decay, and respiration (Z59b9) set 
up in animal bodies by their environment. 

20. lvouO"Y)Ii fLlVTO~ TlVOS. In 259b 13 this is said to be the distri
bution of food through the system, following upon the digestive 
process which is the cause of sleep j cf . .De Somno 4581L 10-25. 

20- 21. nAAa. . .. E1TOp.lvwv, cf. 259 b [- 16. 

CHAPTER 3 

253& 22- 4. ApX~ .. . 1I"dA~v. The starting-point of the inquiry 
which occupies chs. 3-5 is the same question which lies at the 
basis of the a:rrop{a (mentioned in 0. 3- 5). how the same thing can 
sometimes be moved and sometim es not be moved by the same 
mover ; viz. the question why some things are sometimes in move
ment and sometimes at rest. But before asking why this is so, 
Aristotle has to show that it is so, and this is the subject of the 
present chapter. 

30- 32. ihrEp . . . E(JTLV. Among the problems which Aristotle 
considers to be solved by adopting the last hypothesis (8 28- 30) are 
these: (I) The eternity of motion will not be disproved by the fact that 
motion is between fixed points (252b9- I2), if it can be shown that 
not all movement is of this kind. i.e. that there is an eternal circular 
movement caused by an unmoved mover. (2) The origination of 
movement in an unmoved subject (25 zb IZ- 16) will not show" that 
movement has had a beginning, if it can be shown that there is 
an eternal movement. The establishment of the last hypothesis, 
including (a) an unmoved prime mover, (6) an always moving celestial 
system, (c) terrestrial things which are sometimes at rest and some· 
times in motion, furnishes a complete cosmology and is thus the 
'r€Aor; rijr; 7rpaYJJ.uT£{n<;. 

32. TO .... EI' 001' 'Tfa.VT' i)pE .... ELV, Sc. cpava.t. 
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34. kQl ... dJA-4HO"p~TTJ(ns . The denial of the existence of move
ment is an attack not on a mere detail of physical theory, but on 
the whole system of natural science. This is brought out in detail 
in a 35- h6. 

b2-6. iTL .•• KLy,JO'EWS. Cr. 184b 25- 1858. 5. The mathematician 
or the physicist cannot listen to objections to the &.PXnt of his 
science, for without indemonstrable apxo.t no science is possible. 
That nature is a source of movement is no morc disputable for the 
physicist than the existence of the unit is for the mathematician. 
cr. An. Post. i. JJ roo 

6- 7. ax,SO, . .. ~leo8o,. Aristotle would not be likely to qualify 
the first of the two clauses by oxcoov. We must therefore take 
O"Xt"o6v as qualifying the whole statement' we may almost say that 
the view that all things are in movement, while false, is less subversive 
of physical science than the other '. 

7- 9. hiS'! ... ~Pf""Lo.S, ii . I92b 21. Cf. 2510. 8- 9 n. 
g. o""ws • • • k(YTJa~s. The vulgate reading, ojLo[wr; KTA., gives no 

good sense, and ojLwr;, the reading of Vicomercatus, Camotius, and 
Pacius, gives the sense required. ojLotwr; may then be supposed 
to be due to the influence of b 4 ; the two words are often confused 
in ~1SS . (cr. 1968. IS, 1978. 21). Gaye~s oux ojLo!.w .. , 'not equally, sc. 
but more' (cf. Pol. 1303h 10 oUX ojLo{wr; &.AAa. JLaAAOV), gives an 
excellent sense but is less likely to have been corrupted. 

12. TrOlCI,Y ••• TrnaCLS. This is a construclio ad stnsum; the full 
form would be 'TI'onpov JL{av K{vTJaw AfyotJ(Tl(Kal Er play 7ro{av) ~ 'TI'cLCFa ... 

13- 14. OUTE yap .. . ,.,.iaov. I.e. there is an intervening normal 
size at which growth ends and decay begins. 

14- 23. £crn .. . dTrU!VM. In 250& 17- 19 Aristotle pointed out that 
the hauling of a ship is due to the cumulative simultaneous effort of 
the haulers, and that it must not be inferred that each of them hauls 
it a little way. Similarly he here points out that a process of growth 
or decay need not be continuous from beginning to end, but that 
there may be pauses in it followed by crises at which the cumulative 
sucassive action of some small force may produce a large effect. 

25. dA~' . . . 1I'lj~~s. Aristotle does not mean that solidi fication 
always is rlIJpaa, but that it sometimes is ; cr. Meteor. 348b 22. 

26- 8. En ... ,.,.'!Siv. This is best taken as an argument against 
the possibility of continuous never.ending alteration of a single type, 
say falling ill. C When something has fallen ill, there must be a time 
in which it will grow well, and the transition cannot take place in 
a moment; and the transition must be a transit ion to health and 
not to anything else '-so that it cannot be regarded as forming 
a stage in a continuous process of falling ill. 

31- 3. k(ml TE TO +ipEaSa~ ... yYjs. It is of course the existence 



of undetec ted movement, not of undetected rest, of which Aristotle 
means to say that it would be strange. But the introduction of ~ 
JJ-EVWV hl n;~ yij .. is natural enough, since the sentence in effect 
means r it would be strange if we did not know whether a stone was 
falling or resting on the earth '. 

25411.7. To.c;: dprrfol-tva.c;: f'UClPOAd.c;:, i.e. from rest to motion and vice 
versa. 

9- 10. O~TE ••• 1I'"p6npov. It is not clear whether (I) Aristotle 
means, as his language strictly implies, that o:i)~u~~, as well as {3{aw~ 
K{V71'JL~, involves the unnatural movement of what was previously at 
rest, or (2) the construction is loose and he means only that a~~(TL~ 
involves the movement of what was previously at rest, and {3[aw .. 
K{V7JUL~ involves the unnatural movement of what was previously at 
rest. On the first interpretation, the reference will be (as Alexander 
took it to be, S. IZOr. 14) to the rising of food in the body that is 
being nourished by it, contrary to its natural tendency to fall . It 
seems to me more likely that S. r 20 r. 19 is right in adopting in 
effect the second interpretation and suggesting that so far as ai)~uL" 
goes Aristotle is simply referring to his proof in 253b 13- 23 that 
aU''1UL~ is interrupted by periods of rest. 

IO-II. yivf"o'lV •.. A6yoc;:. 'YEV(O'L~ and cpOopO., as much as o..iJ~UL~ and 
f3{aLO~ K{vYJUl~, involve rest before 1'£v£Ut~ or <pOop&. begins and after 
it ends, and are therefore irreconcilable with the theory in question. 

12- 14. ELS 3 ... lVTEU9EV. £11 TOW,!, and £V'TWOEV are probably 
inserted with special reference to <popa, TOVTO being more applicable 
to &AAO{W<TLS and ai5tqut .. -fj>O{Ut ... 

16. TOOS 1I'"d.}..o..~ AOyoUS. The reference is probably to ch. I, where 
Aristotle has argued against the view that motion is not continuously 
going on in the universe. But the point at issue is not the same 
one: to prove that there has always been and always will be motion 
is not to prove that there are any particular things which always 
have been and always will be in motion. Aristotle may have 
specially in mind here his arguments against the theory he ascribes 
to Empedocles, of a cycle in which rest and movement succeed 
each other (25 2' 5-32). 

16- 22. apx~v . . . thE St K~VElO'eat. Aristotle here refers back to 
the enumeration of possible views in 253ti24- 30. The subdivisions 
of the third view (Tel fJ-Ev KtVEl(JOat 'Ta o' ~PEJJ-ElV) are stated thus in the 
two passages (taking the vulgate reading in 2549. 21). 

(a) Ta J-l-Ev KLvouJJ-£va KWf"lUOo..t dEt 
'To. o' .qP£JJ-olJV'Ta YJPEji-ElV 25311. 26- 7· 

(b) lI'aVTa lI'E<pt.'KCvat op.o{wr; K(VEl

uOaL Kal.qpEJJ-Elv 253 ti 27- 8. 
lI'c1I1Ta OTE /LEv Y]pEJLElV o'rt O( 
K(VElUOUt 254ft. 20. 
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(c) TO. fJ-f.V ad -rwv OJlTWV (VdVI}TfJ. 

(!vat, To.. S· aft KWOVfu:va, Tel. o' 
uj-tcporlpwv Jk£TUAa.P./3o.VUV 253a 

28- 30. 

TO. ftf.V a£t ~P£/J,('i" Tel. DE Jd 
I<tv£'iuOa~ O:VTWV, 'ttL S' OTE /LEV 
;'p£ft£I.V 01'£ OE KLv£'UOat 254R 

2[- 2. 

The first subdivision is thus omitted in the vulgate reading in the 
present passage, and that although the view in question is that 
which has just been refuted in 0. 3- f5 , and though it is referred to 
in a 34-5 and in b 3- 4. Clearly therefore the text is defeclive. It 
is easi ly remedied by inserting ~ To' p.f:v ad ~P(/H:tll, 'To. of. «£1 KLv£'irr(}aL 

in CL 2I. We then get the a, b, c of 2538. 26- 30 in the order h, a, c. 
23. on . .. orp6T(PO~, 253/\ 3z- b 6. 
25. Ku9&:lrf:p ... dKll'''lTOV, The reference is to Melissus, cf. J8Sa 32, 

r86n I6. 
29- 30. ~ YGp cpaVTaa[a. .•• SOKouau,l, cf. De Au. 428b II. 

30- 3· ~'M . .. ~PX~" cf. 193" 4- 9· 
33- 5· oflOLWS • . • ~PEflE~V, d . 253b 6-2S41L I, 254& 3- 15. 

CHAPTER 4 

254b9. gao. .•. KLVoufllvOLS . Cf. 22411.22 oroI' OTQY AiywJUY TO 
P.OlJ(JLKOy /3aot,uv, on C;; UlJp./3'j3,I'(£V J1.OUUtK~ ElYar, TOVTO /3ao[{u. 

10. Kat ....... 6pLOII. cr. 22411. 25 Vytcf.'ETQL ya.p TO uWfLa, on 0 
~¢BaA,m~ ~ b Owpa~. 

14-24. TO TE yap atho u~' «hou KLVOU .... EVOV • KLv~aEw~. 'What 
answers to Tf: b 14 is Kat b 20, SO that b IS- 20 KtVEtTQ( •• • O-UY f:CTT11 KO'> 

is parenthetical. The effect of the sentence is to compare the 
division into TO. vcp' f(llJT(;.w and Ta vrr' JA~WY KLVOVP.£VQ with that into 
Ta. CPVUEL and TO. /3t~ KLYOlJfLE1/«, and point out that while all vcp' £aVTWV 
KLVOVP.f:YQ are CPVUH KLVOVjJ-(V(l, some V7r' lliwv KtYOvjJ.f:va are c/lVUH and 
some are f3{Cf KLVOlJ,u£va. 

17- 20. SU) ... auvEaTTJKos. When the animal moves itself (or 
rather, as Aristotle points out b 28-33, when the moving principle 
in it, i.e. the soul, moves the body), it moves naturally; when on 
the other hand the body is not being moved as an integral part 
of a living being, but as so much earth, water, &c., it may move 
either naturally, if it meves to the regien preper te it, or unnatur
ally, if it meves under the influence 'Of some force to the opposite 
region. 

23-4. ETl . .. KLV'ljaf:WS. 7rapa TU" BEua,>, e.g. when a man walks 
on his hands; r.apa TOV'> -rp67rov~ T1j~ KW~U£W", e.g. when he rolls 
along the ground instead of walking (S. 1208. 18). 

24- 6. Kul,.uHuaTQ ... KLIIOUJoLEIIOY. Aristotle has in 12- 24 divided 
things that are moved directly 'Or per se into (a) those that are moved 
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by themselves, (b) those that are moved by other things naturally, 
(c) those that are moved by other things unnaturally. He now 
points out that the fact that movement is always caused by some 
agent is clearest in (c), i.e. in the unnatural movements of lifeless 
things (b 24- 7), and next to them in (a), i.e. in the natural move
ments of living things (b 27- 33), and least clear in (b), the natural 
movements of lifeless things (b 33- 255b 31). 

27-8. foLncl. Sri Tc1 'lI'o.pa. +uaw ... Q~TWV, sc. cpaVf.pa. (ernv {l7ro TWOS" 

KlV01JfL&d. 

33. rils ... S~Qlfll(TEWSI i.e. of the classification in b 20- 22. 

255(1. 7- 10. Kat tcna.vcu .. . Kchw. Moving in the opposite direction 
is not the same as stopping, so that WUT' . . . K(hw does not really 
follow (rom Kal mal/at ~JI EoullaTO nitro. aiml.. But, though the 
passage is careless, Aristotle probably wrote it as it stands. The 
power of moving downward may be regarded as a sort of natural 
corollary of the power of cbecking upward movement. 

10- 11. nXoyoy . . . KI"OOa~y, i.e. the elements might be expected, if 
they initiate movement, to initiate change of quality and quantity as 
well as of place. Cf. what Aristotle says of living things, 2 59b 6- 1 r. 

15. TOlhwy, sc. fire and the like. 
18- 28. dXXa. ... OrrnpXEL. Lifeless things moving naturally, no 

less than when moved by some living thing (a q-18), are moved by 
something. This becomes evident when we divide the causes of 
movement. These ('Tll I(tl'OVVTU = at uh'{ut), no less than KWOllp.fva, 

may be divided into Ta. <pv(J"u and TO. 7rUpo. CPV(J"LY. There are things 
that cause movement not by their own nature, such as the lever, 
which causes movement upward not by its own nature but by its 
downward movement (which is imposed on it from without) and by 
its position relatively to the fulcrum and to the object to be moved. 
But there are other things which merely by being actually of 
a certain nature tend to convert to that nature things that are 
potentially of it. These are cpvO"u KtYOUvTa., and the things that are 
thus converted are cpvO"Et KtYT}'Ttl.. 

25 . T~y dpX~" T~y TOU1UTYjV, i.e. TOll KlYfwOru. 
26- 8. Kut ..• 6TT&'PXEl, i.e. a thing may, in the course of acquiring 

a certain quality, incidentally come to be of a certain size (or in 
a certain place), but this is irrelevant to its passage from potential to 
actual possession of the quality. 

30- 3. lTTEt ••• KnTw. The meaning of this is brought out by the 
whole passage n 33-b 3r. A thing exists SUytl.1LH at two different 
stages. There is the OVYUJLl" which precedes the formation of a £~l". 
'What transforms this into a <~l" is a 7rOt1}'f"lKO". e.g. a teacher 
teaching a learner, or a hot substance heating a cold one. But 
when the te,,, (or second 8vvuJL'~) has been set up, there may be 
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hindrances which prevent it from being actualized in an iv£pyna. 
(e.g. actual knowing, or actual rising). What transforms the £tt'i 
into an iV£P'Yf.la is something that removes the hindrance; and 
superficially it might seem that this is what imparts the K'V7]CTl'i or 
f:v£pyna. to the Svvap.EL ICtvOVftwov or £vcpyouv. But on a deeper view 
what imparts the K'V1}CTt'i or f:lltPYEla. is that which transformed the 
first SUI/QfLt'> into a Uti_ 

34- b 5 . cit:t ... d.yvo'~) 'whenever that which can act and that which 
can be acted on are both present, that which has a capacity comes 
to be actually what it was potentially; e.g. (I) when a capable 
teacher meets a capable learner, the learner does not remain as he 
was but from being potentially one thing (sc. bnCTT~p.wv) becomes 
potentially another (sc, £},;wpwv) (for the man who possesses knowledge 
but is not exercising it no doubt still is in a sense only potentially 
possessed of knowledge, but not in the sense in which he was so 
before he learned); and (2) when he is in this state, if nothing 
hinders he exercises the activity of knowing; if he did not, he 
would be in the opposite state, that of ignorance 1. The two parts 
of the illustration from the case of knowledge illustrate (I) the 
passage from 8vY(1jJ.ls to ftu; (or, as the schoolmen call it, from 
po/entia prima to actus priqr or potentia secunda) and (2) from UtS to 
£V(pyuo. (or from po/entia sectmda to actus ucundus). 

In a 35 most of the MSS, and Simplicius have y{YYUo.t €v{oTf: 

£VEP¥({tt, and Simplicius makes a creditable effort to justify lVlon by 
pointing out (1) that even if r.Ot1]'TtICOV and r.o.O.,,-rtICOV meet, the latter 
is not actualized unless the former is in full and unimpeded activity, 
(2) that while in bodily matters the m'eeting of 7rOt"11'tICOV and 
r.aO'TfTtKOy is enough, in the case of teaching and learning choice and 
a lapse of time are necessary as well. The fact remains that £VlOU 
after aE{ prociuces an intolerably weak sentence. Aristotle would be 
most unlikely so to weaken the statement of what he means to 
be a universal principle, and he may well have thought that oTav 
ap.(1 TO r.Ot"1'TtKOV Kal TO r.a8T]'TtKOV ~<Ttv, if understood intelligently, 
contains all the nece!;sary qualifications, There is some good 
evidence of the early absence of iv{OT£~ and it bears to my mind 
the marks of a gloss by a cautious commentator or scribe. Alex. 
ander had €YlOn:, but he also had the inferior reading Kal oiJx dr..\w~ 
£v ayyoLCiL in b 5 ; and he knew of MSS. which had not tVlOn (5. 
1ZI4. IO). 

Hayduck's proposal of d for a«:l in 11 34, and of OP.O{WIi 8r1 pre· 
ceded by a colon in b 5, is attractive, but ad and 8( are both well 
attested, Hayduck later abandoned this proposal and suggested 
instead y{V(Ta.~ lyywv Toii (YEpy«:tV in a 35, but this has little probability 
on palaeographical grounds, though attractive on grounds of sense 
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C. tell. 11 . 735 9 ~yyvTt:pw Kat 7roppwnpw aUTO 0.1/701/ f:Yo€X£Ta, 

dl'UL Ouva,u£l, WCT7rfP 0 KaO£l.iSWY Yf.Wj1.£TP7JS TOV iYPTlYOPOTO'; 1Toppwdpw, 
Ka2 OV.,.OS TOV (hwpo'iWT05). 

b 5- 7. oflo(wS .. . tltJorroSrtn. Here ~811 7rVP illustrates £[t<;, and Iw.tn 

Of illustrates EVfPY£lrJ.. We are to understand that the potentially hot 
is made actually hot (or, when the degree of heat is great, turned 
into fire) by what is actually hot (cr .• 22-3). 

8- 11. O!-,OLWS ... KWhU!!. This case also illustrates the actualization 
of the potential by what is actual. For it is by the action of what 
is hot and therefore light that the potentially light water is trans
formed into actually light air. 

II-I2. t.vlpyua. ... n. What is already light is prevented from 
behaving as such, i.e. from rising, when it is held down in the un~ 
congenial lower region by bodies above it. And similarly, of course, 
what is already heavy may be prevented from falling, when it is held 
up in the uncongenial upper region by bodies below it. 

23- 4. Ka.l ... KWAUU, i.e. that which normally is of a certain size 
expands to occupy the corresponding space when it ceases to be 
compressed. It then passes from being 8vvclJ.LH '/TOO'ov in the second 
sense to being I.vEfYYdq. '/Too-ov. 

24-8. & SE: . .. P&'~XO"'TO~ . He who removes an obstacle, e.g. the 
pillar which prevents the roof from falling, or the weight which pre
vents the buoy from rising to the surface of the water, moves the 
thus freed object only incidentally, by removing an obstacle to its 
natural movement, as the wall from which a ball rebounds moves it 
only by changing the direction of its movement. 

32- 3. T&. TE P('t . . . a~~ou, cf. 254b 24- 7. 
33-4. TW.., SE: 4>uau .. . KlVE~Ta.~, cf. 254b 27- 33. 
35- 25611.2. Tal-'YJ u4>' a.UTWV . .. ~6aavTo!O, cr. 2S4b 33- 25Sb 3I. 
2560. I. TOU yE"'V~O'ClVTO!O ••• Pa.pu, i.e. the hot substance which by 

acting on a cold but potentially hot substance made it actually hot 
and therefore light j or the cold substance which by acting on a hot 
but potentially cold substance made it actually cold and therefore 
heavy. Cf.25S822- 3, b8- II. 

CHAPTER 5 

2561\ 4-5. ~ ... a.lhO. TO K,voill' is not the subject of the sentence ; 
U7l'(lVTQ. TO. KtvOVILEVQ. V7l'O TtVOS" KtVEiTat is to be understood (cf. 82- 3). 
Therefore 8t' o.VT~ TO KLVOVV should be read instead of the vulgate St' 
a.ln-O TO KLVOVv, and 8,' Q.lrrO for 8t' aVTo in n 5. 

5- 6. KQ1 • .. 'If~E~O"'W"', i.e if we work back from the thing that is 
finally moved, we come, either directly or after certain intermediates, 
to that which moves by itself. 
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15. Et . •• [KH'ou"l.,ou]. One or other of Spengel's emendations 
seems necessary to bring the clause in to line with inro KtVOUfL£1I0V 1m" 
llioll a 14 and to provide a proper antithesis to a ovx lnr' dAAov 
r.pWTOII n. 16; and the omission of KWOVPEVOV is the more probable of 
the two. Et v;r' UAAOV must then be taken as a brief way of stating 
the alternative £l lnrtJ KlVOVp.wov lnr' lliov. 

16- 19. Et ••• 'TrP~TOV . The argument may be expanded thus: 
'if the immediate mover X is something not moved by anything 
else, there need not be a mover Yof the other type (one that moves 
by being moved); for (if X needed a Y to move Z, it would need a 
Y' to move Y, a Y' to move Y', and so all, bu~) there cannot be an 
infinite series of moved movers, since in an infinite series there is no 
first term.' 

25. T OU Q~TO QUT~ IHIIOUVTOS. Aristotle constantly uses this gram
matically irregular form, to avoid suggesting the meaning' the same', 
which the grammatically correct TOV o.~TOV Q.in-~ KLIIOVVTOS- would 
suggest. Cr. 257 b r3, 27, 2S8bZ3, 259&J. 

28. o~ . .. o.UT¥ . In a 32- 3 T IV, a lone is used in opposition to 
Qin-~, so that in a 28 the nvt a lone is sufficient, without Spengel's 
ci,\Ate· 

31- 32. EL ... KtIlOUII. \Vith Bekker's reading (TQ.VT1]V in a 3I), the 
two clauses are completely tautologous. Pacius' reading TQ.Vrn re
moves the tautology. TauT'[] and T avT1]V of course refer to the 
hand. 

32. (iTall • . . ETEpOII, ' when there is at each stage a fresh mover 
moving by means of something.' 

b 5- 7. ~TOL ••• Q~h6. That which Aristotle first . supposes to be 
per accidens, and next to be per se, is not the dependence of the 
being moved of the KLVOV,LU:VOII on the being moved of the KLVOVV, .but 
the being moved of the kLVOVV (cf. the statement of the second 
alternative in b 28 El JLT, KaTa UlJJLi3£i3TJKOS- &,A.\.' l~ &.vaYK1]i KLII£LTQL TO 

KWOVV). 

7- 9. trPWTOII ••• OIlTCa)!,. If the KLV01J/LEVOV'S being moved depends 
on the KLVOVV'S being moved, and if the KLYOVV need not be moved, 
then the KlvovfL<vOY need not be moved, and there may be a time at 
which nothing is in movement. In b 8 either TO KtVOVJI or TO KtvOV

jI-£.VOV will give good sense, but TO KLVOW has the support of b 28 and 
of S. I22S · 25. 

12- 13. 8ESE~KTa.~ ••. ErliCH, in ch. r. 
14. TOUTO, i.e. that there must be a mover which is not moved by 

anything else. 
17- 19. aUf1I'ETo.~a.~~U . . • T~1I6'i. E.g. the hand which throw.s a 

stone must remain in contact with it (and therefore move with it) 
for a certain time, though it then lets go. 
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22- 3. kat ... Q.\hoil. Prantl reads Kat g KtV£t IJ-£V, k' a.\)..ov O€ 

(KLV(tTat). tiAA' oUX vcp' avTOv. He has the support of FHIJ for the 
position of o{;X' but no MS. support for the alteration of KLvt"tTaL to 
KLVEt or for the insertion of KWEtTat. It is impossible to be sure 
what Simpiicius read, but 1227 . 10-21 lend some support to Prantl. 
T~ 223. 5 taken by itself would seem to support him, but the 
reference to an alrrOK{V7JTOV ib. 7 - 1 I supports E's reading. The 
motive of Prantl's alteration is to get an intermediate between 'TO 
KLVOVV and 'TO KLVOV,Lt£l.lOV answering to the intermediate in b 16, 'TO ~ 
KWEt, which KLVt:t Kal KLv£VrUL, i.e. the instrument with which some
thing moves something else-such as a stick (a 6). But the threefold 
classification in b 20-24 is of a different nature from that in b I4- 1 5 
(developed in b 15-20). The earlier classification depends on the 
parts played by each of three things in a limited chain of causation; 
A moves B, B is moved by A and moves C, C is moved by B. 
Band C play different parts in this particular series, but in them· 
selves they are of the same nature, for C (e.g. a stone) can proceed 
to move something else just as B (e.g. a stick) has moved it. The 
classification in b 20-24 is of three different kinds of thing. There 
are the things that can be in movement but cannot originate move· 
ment (b 21- 2), the things that can be in movement and can originate 
movement (i.e. that can move themselves) (b 22- 3), and the things 
that can originate movement but cannot be in movement (b 24)-in 
other words, inanimate things, animate things, and God. 

30- 3I. ~Tm ••. K~~O'EW!i . Bekker's W(TTf. cannot stand, and ti); "IE 

seems the best emendation. 
34- 25711 3. BEL • •. pl~EW!i. As regards the first alternative, that 

a thing must be moved with the same movement which it causes, 
Aristotle merely points out that this principle must be pressed to its 
conclusion; the two movements, if they are to be the same, must 
be precisely the same; and this he leaves to be refuted by its own 
absurdity. 

2570. 3- 7. ~ . . . K~Y~O'E~!i. The second alternative, that the tWQ 
movements must be different, Aristotle refutes by pointing out that 
there are not enough kinds of movement to suffice for the infinitely 
many movements. 

7-14. TO BE 1ro.hLY d.Vo.K&'f!1t'TELY ••• d.yo.YKQLOY. The third possibility 
(a variant of the second), that A should cause movement X and 
be moved by B with movement Y, that B should move A with 
movement Y and be moved by C with movement Z, that C should 
move B with movement Z and be moved by D with movement X, 
Aristotle refutes by arguing that it reduces itself to the first, For 
if B moves A, and C moves B, and D moves C, then a fortion' 
D moves A, and moves it with movement X, i.e. with the same 
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movement which A itself causes. He would be justified in saying 
that, in the case supposed, A is moved by D, the remote cause of 
its movement, and as a result of a movement of type X. but not 
justified in saying that it is moved by D wi'" movement X, and 
therefore does not succeed in reducing the th ird possibility to the 
first. 

14. ETL • •• QAOYOII. It cannot be said that the section a [4- 25 
brings out any greater absurdity than has already been shown to 
exist in the view Aristotle is opposing. Simplicius thinks the present 
proof brings out the absurdity more because it is more general than 
the argument in 2S6b 3- 25 7& 14. which divided the problem into its 
parts (256b 7- 27. 27- 257" 14). It seems to me more likely that 
Aristotle's present language is used rather carelessly. 

17. [KClt ~Yl6.tOl'J. There is no point in the addi tion of these 
words, and no trace of them in S. 1231. 9. 

22. wcnn:p E'Lrrofl't:I' Tl"ponpol', tI. 7-12. 
23- 5. TO 1"1' O~I' ••• E!I'Cl~ . TO rutN .. (a. 18) is c:i.8U'I'a:rov, since it 

leads to the plain contradiction involved in a thing's being and not 
being in a certain state at the same time (a 12-14). TO 8£, i.e. T~ 8la. 
7TAHO"Wl' (a 18), is, though not demonstrably ci.8U'VQ.TOV, an uncon
vincing figment. Why should we suppose that that which causes 
change of quali t)" for instance, must suffer change of size? 

33- 2S81J 9. 'I'Q.yKa.~Ol' .•• dKtl'I'JTOl'. This section is devoted to 
discussing the way in which it is possible for a thing to move itself. 
Aristotle first (b 2- r2) shows that it is not possible for the whole 
th ing through and through to be setting itself in motion, and con
cludes (b 12-13) that one part of it must be causing movement and 
one part suffering it. This might conceivably happen in either of 
three ways: ( I) by each of two parts moving the other-which 
Aristotle shows to be impossible in b 13-26 i (2) by one or more 
parts moving themselves while others remain unmoved-which he 
shows to be impossible in b 26- 258> 5; (3) by one part moving the 
other part-which he accepts as the true view and expounds in 
258& 5- b 9. 

34- bl . To\ho ••• +uO'f"W~ . S. 1233. 25 says that the reference is 
to book v, and Diels refers to v. 228a 20 ff. But vi. 234b 10-20 is 
the only passage that deals with tbis precise point. In any case it 
is noteworthy that the phrase €v TOtS KalMAOu TOtS 1I"CP' ~U'(T£WS refers 
here not to one of the first four books (commonly called TO. 1I"£pI. 

f/>U(1'£ws) but to one of the group v, vi, viii (commonly called TU1l"£PI. 
Ktnlcr(WS). 

h6. En ... k~""TOl', d. 25[tl.9-16. 
8. EO"TLI' ••• cinXT,s. Movement is the incomplete actualization of 

a movable, since its complete actualization is the thing produced by 
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the movement. Building is the incomplete, the house the complete, 
actualization of the buildable. Cf. iii. r. 

12. 0(110.11' .. . auvwvufAoov, i.e. where that which imposes a certain 
quality on something must have that quality itself j i.e. wherever the 
causing of the movement is natural to the mover; cf. 255" 21 - 3. 

13. TOU .. . IHvouvros. Cr. 2 56a 25 n. 
15 - 20. oun . .. JlETo. ~U. The argument is this: If A moves B 

and B moves C, A may truly be called the first mover of C, and 
more truly its mover than B. But if each moves the other, and 
therefore each indirectly moves itself, there is no priority between 
the two and neither can be called the fi rst mover. I have restored 
in b r6 the lutio dijJitiljoy awa la.vro, which is supported by S. I237. 
31, 1238. 6. 

17- 19. 8~xws . . . Q.UT~, cr. 2560. 4- 5. 
20- 23. En ... ciKLVTlTOV. Aristotle has shown in 256b 4- 257A 27 

that the first mover is either unmoved or self-moved; thus there is a 
mover that is not moved by anything except (at most) by itself. 
And if so, being moved by something else is not necessari ly implied 
in being a mover. Take, then, one of the parts of the self·mover 
which on the theory in question are supposed to move each other 
(b '3-'5). If it is moved by the other part, that is merely per 
accidens and may therefore be supposed not to happen. Then we 
are left with one part that is moved and another that moves without 
being moved, and so the theory is refuted. 

23- 5. En .. . EtVQ.l. This hardly differs from the argument in 
b 20-2 3. It differs from it only by pointing to the fact which neces· 
sitates that there must be either an unmoved or a self-moved mover 
(cf. a 26-7), viz. that this is involved in the eternity of movement 
(which has been proved in ch. I). 

25- 6. in . . . eEp""Q. LI' ETQ.~. It might be supposed that while part 
A moves part B with movement X, part B moves part A with move
ment Y. But this possibility is removed if we reflect that, for 
Aristotle, for A to move B KD.TU ¢VCTtV is to impart to B a character
istic that A has already (b 9-10). If, therefore, there is to be any 
necessary relation between the action of A on B and that of B on A, 
and these are not merely associated per accidens, B's action on A 
must be that or reRecting on to A the characteristic it is at the same 
time getting from A. Thus A and B will bave both to be and not 
to be in possession of the characteristic which they are at the same 
time imparting and receiving j which is absurd. cr. 256b 30-
251&3· 

27. TOU ••• IUVOUVTOS, cf. 256&25n. 
31. TOUT' .•• KlI'OUV, i.e. the part will be what is strictly the self

mover, and the whole will not be a self·mover per se or strictly, but 
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only in virtue of a part of itself. But it is the modus operandi of a 
genuine self-mover that we are inquiring into. 

258B. 1-2. ri1~ o"""1S •. Etl'al , Here, after refuting the other possible 
modl' operandi of a self· mover, ArislOtle states what its modus operandi 
must be-that one part moves without being moved, and the other is 
moved without necessari ly causing motion. 

3- 5. ETI ••. A. Alexander took this as a second refutation of 
the view that a whole moves itself by each of its pans moving itself. 
H e supposed the refutation to proceed as follows; I Each of the 
self-moving parts will also move another part. For if they did not 
do so, the whole would not be self~moved, but a mere aggregate of 
self-moved parts. If each of the parts does move another, each will 
move itself and also be moved by another, and if the movement of 
the whole is a single movement, all the parts wjll be moved and 
moving with the same movement, so that each part will be moved 
by itself and by another with the same movement; which is absurd. 
But if it were moved with different movements by itself and by 
another part, that would be still more absurd; for the whole would 
not then be self-moved with a single movement.' Simplicius rightly 
observes that this meaning cannot be extracted from Aristotle's 
words, and takes the section as directly supporting what Aristotle 
has just said, rij~ ;;AT]~ TO j.L£V KW~UH aKLVT}TOV tw TO O£ I<lVT]fJ~uETat, by 
the consideration that that is necessary El7rEP .;, oAT] aun, (J.VT~V KlVEi. 

Aristotle has now evidently concluded one section of his argument, 
that in which he refutes the views (l) that a self-mover as a whole 
moves itself as a whole (257 b 2- 13), (2) that it has two parts 
moving each other (b 13- 26), (3) that one or more of its parts 
are self-moving (b 26- 2588. I). and has concluded that it must have 
a part which moves and a part which is moved (2588. r- 2). He 
now adds the general reflection that this shows that the notion of a 
self-mQ\'er cannot be strictly correct, since it involves describing the 
motion of the whole both as due to the whole and as due to a 
part (a 3-5). 

In a 4. as often elsewhere, the MSS. are divided between the 
forms ICtV~(T£Ta~ and KtV1'}01}UfT(J.t. It seems to me probable that 
Aristotle uses KW1}UfTat when the meaning is 'will be in movement', 
and KLVTJ8~(HTO-L when there is a distinct reference to an agent. 
I therefore follow HK and Simpiicius in reading Klv,JUETO-L ••• 

KlV1)fJ-,jOUQ.L. 

9- 18. EO'TW ... IHI/ft. This section proves the statement just 
made, that a self· moving whole must consist of a part which moves 
without being moved. and of a part which is moved and mayor 
may not move. The point is proved by showing that while there 
may be a self-moving whole of the type ABr where A moves Band 



B moves r, the removal of r leaves a self-moving whole AB, in 
which B moves nothing. Since the presence of a part which both 
moves and is moved is thus unnecessary to a self·moved whole, the 
plJre type of a self-moved whole is found only in a whole of two 
parts, one moving and not moved, the other moved and not 
moving. 

20- 21. d;rnop.EI'a. .. . e&'TEpOY. Aristotle states both alternatives, 
because he has not yet shown whether the KtvOVII aKt"'JTOII is a mind 
or a body. If mover and moved are both bodies, they must be in 
contact, to allow of the action of one on the other j for Aristotle 
does not believe in action at a distance. He has argued against its 
existence in vii. I, but does not refer to this argument here, but 
treats the point as self·evident. If one of the two things is a mind, 
the two cannot properly be said to be in contact, but to make action 
between them possible he thinks there must be a quasi-contact on 
the part of the mind, though there cannot be even this on the part 
of the body. Cf. De Gen. et Corr. 323$ 3 I tiiun lEt Tt KtV£t aK{Jl7JTOII 

OV, EK(tVO J-I-'£v &11 a7rTOtTO TOl) KU''I1TOl)\ iKIE{VOV of: OUOEV' ¢aJ-l-f:v 'Yap ill{OT£ 

TC)If AlJ7rOVVTa (LrrnuOat ~p.:;JY, aAA' OVK aUTOl iKIE{VOlJ. 

21-5. Er ... K~VOI)/-LEVOV. The vulgate reading, which omits u.l/JETat 
~Kanpoll ~KaTEpov and o~, and has a comma before O~AOV, makes no 
good connexion, and Alexander and Philoponus suppose the words 
£t ••• (1'wEXi'i (ti. 21- 2) to be an anacoluthon, with something like OlnrW 

B~AOV to be understood. But this is quite unsatisfactory, and I think 
that I alone has preserved the right apodosis. The question whether 
the mover and the moved a7rT£TG.t ~KaTfipoll (KaTEpov turns precisely on 
the question whether the mover is a continuum, i.e. a body. That 
the moved isa continuum has been proved already, in vi . 234b 10-20 

(referred to recently in 2573. 3'4). In B1}Aov B~ KTA., Aristotle returns 
to the main point of the present passage. 

26. ~ TO A ... 1) TO B. For these forms cf. Bonitz, Index r09b 

60-11011. 3. 1] TO A = ~ ~cp' Ii K(LTa~ TO A. 

27. TO 5E r . .. d5uva.TOY ya.p. The balance of authority is against 
these words, and they look like a mistaken gloss on /-lavov . TO B 
J-I-t:wOV means I B, and not A' ; the glossator took it to mean ' B, and 
not any third part '. 

27-b 4. C1TI'OpLal' ••• lVElva~. Aristotle here considers an h7ropf.a 
arising from the divisibility of the moved and, it may be, also of the 
mover. For if a part of the former or of both be removed, the reo 
mainder will still presumably move or be moved, so that the original 
whole will not be primarily self-moved, but self.moved in virtue of 
a part of itself. Aristotle replies that the divisibility of the moved, 
or of both moved and mover, does not prevent the whole from being 
self-moved. If one or both were actually divided and the one still 
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acted on th e other, that would make the whole not a primary aln-o
K{vrrrOIl. But so long as they are merely divisible, it is possible that 
if they were divided their parts would no longer have the same 
nature, i.c. in respect of the power of acting or being acted on. 
Thus their mere divisibility does nothing to prevent the whole from 
being a primary self-mover. 

In b 3 c/lvuU' has better authority than OVVQJ.Uv (S. 1246. 16, 25). 
bS-6. fi'n ... '1I'PWTOII, ' whether the series is closed at once by that 

which is moved, and moved by something, being moved by the 
first, unmoved mover '. 

CHAPTER 6 

On three passages in this chapter which Jaeger regards as Ia.ter 
additions, cf. Introduction, pp. 10, 101-2. 

2s8b 10. "E'1I'et . . . S~o.~El1rE"LV . This has been proved in ch. r. 
12- ]3 . ( ko.O'TOlo' .• • AOy0lo'. The reference is to the individ ual souls. 
]4· ncLn)s l UGS j-lno.lJoAils. Bekker's reading 7ra.U7J~ n;~ (I('to~ 

J.LUU/JOAY]f would have to mean C in respect of all outside change', 
i.e. change from outside. But this use of the genitive would be 
difficult, if not impossible; and the first mover must be free not 
merely of all change from outside, but of all change whatever. 
7raO"T}fiO ll('to~ 1l('tapoA7j~ gives the good sense I removed (rom all 
change', and is confirmed by P. 837. 35, S. "Sf. '7. Thesewords 
have the effect of asserting that the prime mover is not merely free 
from 1C{"V'rJrrL~ in the sense in which it is limited to tj>opa, ciAAO{WO't~, and 
QiJ~Utfj-tj>{){,O'L~, but also from 1f."VEO't<; and ¢8opO., i.e. is eternal. 

15. ko.L QnAw§: • •• au .... IJE~T)k6s . For the distinction between that 
which is moved p er se and that which is moved per accit/e11s cf. 
2241\2r- 30' A man walking Kt"VEtTaL &.1TAW~ , a man sailing in a ship 
KW(tTCU ICQTcl UlJIl/JE/1'rJI(O'S. 

16- 22. EO'TW ••• TOUTO. These sentences state two concessions 
Aristotle is ready to make, carrying on the thought expressed in 
h 12- r3, that it need not be maintained that all unmoved movers 
are eternal. The unmoved movers which he is willing to concede 
not to be eternal are presumably animal souls, which in his view 
have a beginning and an end in time. 

Since (UTW introduces the proof looked forward to in w8(, we should 
read 8~ and not 8t after it. 

18- 20. T&XQ ••. TOlOUTOlo'. Aristotle has in 234b ]0-20 shown 
that everything tha t I.t<TQ/J&>"A<t must be divisible. Anything without 
parts, then, cannot, in particular, undergo 1f."V(UL<; or cp()opa, which 
form one species of ""(Taf3oA~, but must pass instantaneously from 
being to not-being or vice versa. 
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22- 259& 6. d)..X· ... KLV~aEws. Though there may be non-eternal 

unmoved movers, the unmoved mover or movers which is or arc the 
cause of the being of self-movers (i.e of living things), when they 
exist, and of their not-being, when they do not exist, must be eternal. 
For, since a self-mover must be an extended thing (though this need 
not be true of every movent), its coming to be or ceasing to be is a 
p.fTaf3oA~J and demands a cause. The ultimate cause of some tbings 
coming into being and others ceasing to be, and of this happening 
continuously, cannot be (r) anyone non-eternal thing (Aristotle 
assumes as self-evident that the cause of continuous, i.e. eternal, 
movement cannot be a single non-eternal thing), nor (2) a number 
of non-eternal things, successively bringing different things into 
being j such a series cannot be the cause of what is eternal and COIl

tinuous, since that which is such a cause must be eternally and 
necessarily so, but the terms of such a series are infinite in number 
and not simultaneous. Hence, even if ( r) many unmoved movers or 
(2) many self-movers perish and are succeeded by others which suc
cessively set different things in motion, there must be, including them 
in its action and apart from each of them, something which causes 
some things to be and others not to be, and change to be con
tinuous; this causes the movement of the successive perishing 
movers, and they cause the movement of all other things. 

!la. TOlS ..• klvoua(vJ d. 256a 25 n. 
24- 6. TO Il~V yap ... €i.p'llllvwv. The point of the sentence must 

be to justify the statement that non-eternal self-movers must have a 
cause of their at one time being and at another not. This is established 
by the fact that qua moved they must have magnitude and there
fore have parts, so that their passing to or from being is a p.f.Ta{3oA~ 
and must have a cause. The clause TO 8E KtVOUV .•. f.i.Pl1p.cvwv is in 
the precise context relatively unimportant, and is added by way of 
setting aside the possible objection that the supposed cause of the 
being and not-being of the self-movers must itself have a further 
cause. The objection fails, because it is only qua moved that self
movers must have magnitude and therefore need a cause to explain 
their corning into being, and it does not follow that a mover pure 
and simple needs a cause beyond itself. 

28- 9. oliS' ... lTEpa. Neither the text of E nor that of A gives a 
good sense. The words must refer to the same possibility as T(i8f. 
p.'€v &'KLV7JTOV ~v T08f. KtVf.L, Enpov 8E Tool 259& 2-3, and I have adopted 
a reading which gives this sense, and is in close agreement with 
T. 223. 25 oll8E -yap iKf.tVO ;CTTtV f.i.1Tf.tV, OTt T(;JY cj>6npop.f.vwv TOtfrWV 

d.pxwv &'f.' T7j~ icj>f.$j~ -Y[Vf.Tat ~ 7rpoAaf3ovua., with P. 838. r 5 oun ciU1J~ 
p.Ev QAAO (Tfpa<; 8E :npov, and with S. 1252_ 26 p.vn otiTw~ w<; TWV jA.£v 
To.Ot KtYOtlVTWV, TWV OE fnpa. The copyists took the genitives to depend 

40U 38 
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on ovo'" instead of on atTwv, and introduced Ki.VOVVTWV to patch up the 
sense. For the corruption .6.I- .6.EI- AEI cr. 246b 19, 2 I6b 26,2590. 16. 
An emendation suggested by Gaye, TWV }J-fll cid, is grammatically 
rather doubtful, and involves amending TOVTuW to TWV, which S. may 
have read. 

30. T~ ••• OUTWS EXEU', I to be the cause of that which is eternal 
and continuous', This must itself be an eternal and necessary 
attribute of that wh ich possesses it, and therefore cannot be 
inherited by a successive series of transient beings. 

32- 2590. 5. 8~~ov . .. I-'-ETa.~oX.~~ . The apodosis begins not with 
Kat. 259:1. I but with I.LU.' ib. 3, which must therefore be preceded by 
a comma, not by a colon. Bekker's (Vlnt dpXa2 nUll ciKUl1JTWV ,...£11 KLVOUfTWV 

8i is not idiomatic Greek; it should be ;1'(0.( TW ... apxw ... KTA. E's read
ings suggest that the text has been tinkered at, and it seems best to 
treat Wtat apxaL as a gloss on 2 ... ta (due to b 20- 21), and to read 
KtJlOVVTWV with El. 

25911.1. Tc7w Cllm\ lauTQ.IHVOth'TWV, cr. 25 611. 25 n. 
9 - 10. TWV a~TWV •.• A'l1iTiov. cr. ISSn. 17- 18 n. 
IS. SlSUkTCl' .. . £!VClL, in ch. r. 
21. To.~ d.PXns [TWV KLVOOVTWV ]. If the received text is right, it 

means I the moving principles in the things that cause movement', 
and the reference must be, as S. 1256. 35 says, to the souls of 
animals (cr. b [- 16). But it would be a very vague way of referring 
to them. It seems to me much more likely that Tl7lV KtVOVVTWV is a 
gloss, and that Tits apXas means' the beginnings of our argument '. 
a. 2 2 _ b 6 is in fact a review of the course of the argument from ch. 3 
onwards. I have found no example of the phrase at apxal. TWV 
KLVOVVTWV elsewhere in Aristotle. 

22- 7. TO p.ev S~ E!VCU . • . Q~TWV. This was proved in ch. 3. 
27. S£{KVUO'lV 1rEPI. Cl~TWV. S. 1257.I9 has EAEYX£t TaiITa Ttl. T~'i 

8tatpEO'"EWS Tp.~fLaTQ . Aristotle's phrase must mean I prove the state 
of the case about the alternatives', viz. that they are not exhaustive. 

27- b II. i1r£l. . . • k(Y'lO'LV. We might suppose the apodosis to 
begin either with TUVTQ 8~ b 3 or with TOVrO 8~ b 6; but lhe latter is 
the only proper apodosis, and Tav-ra. OE should 1.>1:: cl\':ad in b 3. 

28. f.KQTipou. This is the reading to which E's £KclTEpOV obviously 
points. 

30. SivTEs ••. KLvElaSCll. This is the substance of ch. 4. 
31- b I. kQI. TOliT' .•. KLYEL. This is the substance of ch. 5. 2560. 4-

257f1.3r. 
31-2. Kut KLVOUP.£vov •.. d.EC aEL,' at each stage', i.e. if a parti

cular KtVOVV derives its motion from another, that other is either 
self-moved or moved by another, and so on. 

33- h I. T~W kLYouJ.l-ivwv .. . d.K[V'IlTOV. KLVOVP.EI'WV p.iv is at first 



sight difficult, coming after TWV KtVOUfJ-EVWV. Simplicius' paraphrase, 
&.pxa1 TWV IClVolJj.dvwv icJ>rl.VTJrTav Ovo, r.pO(Tf:X~l JLt.v TO ~aUTO KlVOVV KTA. 
(1257.28) lends some colour to the supposition that 7rPOCT£X~'ii: should 
be read for KtVOlJJL£vwv, But the MS. reading is right. The origin 
of the movement of TO. KtVovp.Eva is, among KtVOlJJLEva (i.e. if we go no 
fur ther back than KtVovJLEva), the a-trroKtVT)TOV, but if we go further 
back and take account of all the terms in the causal series, the 
&'K{V'l]TOV. This is the authentic doctrine of ch. 5. For a similar 
expression of it cE. 26!1l. 25 Ka{TOt cJ>aJLf.v TOUrO Etva, TWV KtVOVjJo(VWV Kut 

, ., ,.. .. , "'" ~ 
KWOlJVTWV apx'Y]v Kat r.PWTOV TOt'ii: KWOUfLEVOt'ii:, TO aUTO aUT O KLVOVV. 

b I . 1to.VTWV • • • CiK{V'I')TOV. This is the substance of ch. 5. 2571'031-
2S8b 9. 

3-6. TaiiTa •• • SOKE~. Cf. 252h 17- 28, 2530. 7-20. 

6- 7. ", rav • •• KWE~, 'they move themselves with only one kind of 
motion '. 

7. aUTO.. The sense is much improved by reading this for aim1, 
and the reading is confirmed by S. 1258. 13. 

II. TO 1t'EpU~XOV, the environment, but especially the atmosphere, 
which Aristotle thinks of as initiating respiration. 

12. iv{wv, sc. ICtJl~(1'€WV, e.g. growth, sleep, waking. 
19 . Kat Tn ",ox~£ {q. K~VOUV EauT6. If a lever is to continue to lift 

a weight, it must keep in contact with the weight as the latter moves. 
Aristotle's thought is that similarly the soul as it moves the body 
must keep in contact with the body, and thus by moving the body 
incidentally moves itself. The sense is slightly improved by reading 
Kal. Tij fLOXA£{~t for Kat TO iv rfi fLOxAEt~. Kat TO £V is a scribe's careless 
repetition of Kut TO £V earlier in the line. 

24. &KLVTJ TOV ••• ITU",[3£t3T)Kos. The sense requires the omission of 
Bekker's fL~ ; the phrase means' not movable even per accidens '. Cf. 
258b 14- 15 'TO dKtV'Y]TOV • . • Kat a7rAW<j 1<0.1. Ka'Td. CTVfLf3E{3TfKlk p.~ is due 
to a scribe who thought that Kat meant 'and', and that the words after 
it must express an attribute which could be coupled with aK{V11T OJI. 

Ka.6 ci1t'£p E!"ITOI-'-EV, in ch. r . 
26. I-'- £Vf:~v . From the nature of the argument it is clear that th is 

word depends on JL(AAEt b 24. It must therefore be written fLEVf:'iv. 

Cf. T . 224.2 1 SLanAirTnv. 

30- 31. TWV lv T~ oupav~ . .. i.floPo.s, 'to some actuating principles 
of things in the heavens, viz. the actuating principles of those things 
which are moved with more than one movement '. The reference 
is to the sun, moon, and planets, whi ch (unlike the ' fixed ' stars) have 
a complex orbit. The theory which Aristotle provisionally accepts 
(Ald. A. 8) is that each of these bodies is set in a sphere which is 
the innermost of a set of spheres which form a connected system, 
each having its poles set in the surface of the sphere next outside it, 
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so that the innermost sphere of each set (and therefore the planet) is 
moved per ocddulS by each of the other spheres of its own system, 
as well as by the a.7I"Aa.vlJ~ ucfm"ipa. \\That Aristotle here points out 
is that such incidental movement v4>' trlpov does not disqualify that 
which suffers it from causing a . continuous movement, such as the 
movement of the sun, moon, and planets actually is. Thus the 
effecl of b 28- 3 t is to set aside a possible objection to Aristotle's 
remark in b 20- 2 2, arising from the actual perpetuity of the planetary 
movements. 

It is not quite clear whether by the a.pXa.t T(Ul' EV T~ ovpa.vcft 
Aristotle means the spheres which carry round the planets, or the 
I intelligences' which move these spheres; and perhaps he did not 
ask himself the question. Perhaps, as it is to the souls of animals 
that TO KaTa. UUP./3f/3"1KOS tJCP' atJTOU cp£pfUOat belongs, iL is to the 
intdligences that he thinks of TO KaTa. U'lJP./3f/3YJKO<; vcp' iTlpou <l>lp((r(}(u 
a< belonging. The spheres themselves would probably not be 
called apxa{ (sc. IUvrJ<rfWS). 

260'" 5- 7. TO Sf ICLvoofoLt:VOV ••• ~ST1. There is no trace of lnro TOV 
ICtVOUp.£1I0U P.ClI in Themistius or Simplicius or in Philoponus' lemma, 
but its omission is very easily explained by haplography. Philo· 
ponus adds El 8~ ypo.CPOtTO lnro TOU ICtllOUP.£1I0U P.£1I, lnrO TOV cUct",p-OU 8f: 
KUlOUP.tllOU, and this seems much more likely to be an alternative 
reading known to him than a conjecture of his own. Further, even 
his lemma has 8(, not~, after 4KLvo/OU, and this would be meaningless 
without V7rO TOV KtlIOUP.£1I0V pill. His lemma therefore represents an 
intermediate stage of the tradition, after "lrO TOV KlVOUft(VOU p.£v was lost 
and before the remaining words were patched up by altering 8' to ~. 
I That which is moved by what is moved, indeed, but moved by what 
is unmoved' is the sun, moon, and planetary system, which arc 
moved by the sphere of the fixed stars, which is moved by the 
unmoved first mover. In particular, it is the sun which by being Jv 
Jvavr{otS r67T"ots (II. 8), i.e. by being, owing to the obliqueness of the 
ecliptic to the equator, at one time far removed from any given part 
of the earth and at another relatively near to it, causes the alteration 
of summer and winter, of seed-time and harvest, and the whole 
permanence in change which characterizes the terrestrial regions 
(De Gen. el COrf'. 336& 3I- h r9J Met. r07I& 15, r072& rO- 12). 

7. ~81l. The use of ~SYJ here is idiomatic, and akin to a com mon 
use of olucETt. When A has an attribute M and B has not, B is said 
to be OUK€n characterized by ~1. So when A is not characterized 
by an attribute M and B is, B is said to be ~8'1 characterized by M. 
The first named KUo'OUP.£lIOV is not, but the KWOUftt"Vov by which it is 
moved is, moved directly by the rudV7JTOV. 

If ~Sl'] be read after EXnv, as in E, it can be similarly explained. 
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9. ~ E'L8£o'LV. The suggestion is, I think, that the sun, moon, and 

planets not only come to occupy contrary places but also come to 
form as a whole different configurations, and that these also have an 
effect on terrestrial things. It cannot be meant that these bodies 
acquire contrary qualities, for cpopo. is the only change they are 
subject to. Nor can they, as the Greek commentators suggest, be 
said to be £)1 £vaVT{ol') EL'OWW merely because they cause different 
(tal] (e.g. heat and cold) in terrestrial things. Simplicius may be 
right in thinking that the words are a reminiscence of PI. Phaedr. 
246 b !frox!l r.au(l 1rClV'tO'J (7T't}LEA.£lT(lt 'TOV &.if.rvXOlJ, r.o.VTU Of o-upavoy 
'7I'"£pVn-OA€t, a.\.\oT' (V aA.Am'i Ei8£(TL ytYVOJ.LEVTJ. 

1I-12. O ••• .q1r0POUfLEV, 253ft. 22- 4. 
14-17. To.hou .•. poETQ~cin.En· , ILE'TU/3&.)..) .. HII means 'alternate 

between movement and rest'. Therefore we must read in a IS 8u) 
&.E1 KLJlEtTal, not 810 aEt fLETaf3a..AAEL, which would obscure the opposi. 
tion be ... tween ~he two classes of things (T<l jJ-CIIJ TO. Sl). 

17. WC1"JU:P UP"lTQL, fI. 3- 5. 

CHAPTER 7 

2:6011 21- 3. aKElrTiol' •.. KLvtJaEWI'. The questions whether any 
movement can be continuous, and if 50 what it is, are postponed to 
2618. 27- 2651\ 12; the discussion from here to 26r(\ 26 is concerned 
with the question, I which is the primary movement?' 

23-6. Sij~OI' . •. 1l'pWT"lI'. The argument is : 'if there must 
always be movement, and if a certain kind of movement (~SE) is 
necessarily primary and continuous, the movement which is caused 
by the first mover must be of the kind which alone is necessarily 
single, continuous, and primary '. The words are intended to show 
the importance of the question, 'which is the primary and continuous 
movement?', by reminding the reader that the answer to this question 
is the answer to the question, 'what is the nature of the movement 
imparted to the world by the first mover?' 

For the pleonasm in O~AOV . • • ws ... on cr. 190b I7, 233& 13. 
31- 2:. TpO+~ ••• lYClYTlOl', cr. Dt An. 4 I6a 21. 
b 6. afldYK1'J .. . KL,,~aEWY, I there must, first of all the movements, 

always exist locomotion '. 
JI-I2:. KilO' Its ... oGau711'. This is an incidental reminder that 

uVyI<PlUL" and 8uJ.l<ptut", which obviously involve cpop&., lie at the basis 
of .,.':YEUt'i and cp(}opa, as well as of &AAO{WU{" (b 7-IO). 

24. SELxO~aETQL S' tJOTEpOY, in ch. 8. 
30- 33. &~X . .. Eany. Aristotle here states a possible objection, 

which he answers in 261& I - 12. 

2611\ 2: . ou YLyyOpoEI'OY. Aristotle is not, of course, denying that a 
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parent has itself undergone YEvEne;, 'What he is saying is that it is 
not in and by suffering YEV((TLr:; that it generates its offspring, but in 
and by suffering a movement of locomotion (cf. KWEL<TOat 0.6). 

,. Kat TOlhou ET£POI' "pon:pov. The reference may be either to 
grandparents , &c., or to the sun, or indeed the whole celestial system, 
whose rotation is as much involved in the birth of animals as is the 
cpopa of tbe parent. iIvOpw7ro'i Q.lI()pW7rOV y(VV~ Kat ~AWC; ( T94b 13). 

13. I(o.t f:1I" dpx~Y ~6"'J I and still in movement to the fully developed 
nature which is the originative source of the whole development '. 

16. TOU dpyavou, which is lacking in E2Kand in P. 900. 26-7, seems 
likely to be an intelligent gloss. 

17. Kill . .. t~WI', i.e. zoophytes. These stationary animals all, 
according to Aristotle, lived in water (H.A. 487b 7). He mentions 
(several kinds of oyster I (ib. 9, 14), holothuria (ib. 15), pinnae (ib. 
528" 33, S88b IS), razor-fishes (ib. 5880 IS ), and the whole class of 
testaee.ns (ib. ,6, De Pari. An. 683b 5). 

23- 6. ,.ulALOTa ... ItLYOu.... The argument is :-t:popa is the KlY'r]crt'i> 
of the airroKlvTJTOV; the aUroK{V'1]TOV is the first of KlvovI-'-Eva j therefore 
<popa is the first of KLVyJuH'i>. 

29. vuv, 260b 23 . 7rponpov perhaps refers to 25311. 29. 

33. at luV~crEL~, sc, at tiAAat KLV1}O'H'i> (1\ 3 I). 
L 1- 2. TO Sf f.I.~ atel Kl ... ou~evov ... ~PEJ-LELV . This follows from the 

fact that if that which is moving from state A to state B was not 
previously for some time at rest in state A, it must have been 
simultaneously moving to and from state A. 

3- 4' 6J-LOLWt;; ••. flETapoAwv, 'in the case of the changes '. In 
b 1- 3 Aristotle has been dealing with Kt~O'H'i>, which are from 
contrary to contrary (viz. QAAO{WCTt'i>, aV~'TJUt'i> and ¢f}{Ul'i». He now 
passes to J1-£.To.f3oAa{ which are not KWrJO'H'i> and are from contradictory 
to contradictory, viz. ylV£'O'L'i> and cp()op&.. Cf. 2250. 34- b 9. 

8. To.~ Ka.T· o.VTlcf:!o.OW J-LETo.POAct~ , i.e. ylV£O'Lt;; and cp()opa. 
10. T~ AOy'tI. Bekker's T~ 6A!f! is apparently a mere slip. 
10- 12. oGS' ... Et~ TO f.I.~ 010'. .fJpEJ.11a can, strictly speaking, belong 

only to that to which KlV'T}CTt'i> (as distinguished from J1.era./3oAT]J i.e. 
excluding ylVtUL'i> and ¢()opa.) can belong (2021l. 4, 226b 14, 2301l 15)· 

14. I. ... Toi~ lI'pOTEPOV, i.e. in the case of Klv'1]O'Lt;; (as distinct from 
')'€vt:O't'i> and cp()opa), considered in b 1- 3. 
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CHAPTER 8 

26Ih 30. Et ..• O'UI'EX~!i:. This means not ' if neither of the simple 
movements is continuous " but I if one of the simple movements is 
discontinuous' . 

31. Ka.t 1fElrEpa.U,.,.E'VTJI'. Aristotle assumes that there is no movement 
along an infinite straight line, si nce he has proved in iii. 5, 8 that 
there is no actual infinite JA-iyd)or; . 

36--262[1, 6. T(" ... S~Q~opa.L In order to state definitely the ~v ~ 
of a movement, you must state the termini of the movement. 
Now if one movement is from A to the contrary of A, and another 
from the contrary of A to A, their termini a Ijuibus, being contraries, 
are therefore specifically different, and so are their ter1llitd ad quos; 
the flo' ~ of the one is therefore specifically different from that of the 
other, and the two movements are therefore not continuous; and in 
particular the directions named in 261 b 34-6 are specific differences 
of place, so that two movements in reverse directions are not b, 
&.8taq,0p<{J KaT' t:I8o,> and are therefore not continuous. 

2628. I. ihwp~O'To.~ 1tpOTEpOV, V.4. 
2- 5. Tp(o. . . . fLEyt:8o,>. d. 227 b 24- 6 . 
3. ~ 9.6,. S. '218.34 (c(. P. 901. 25) thinks that this is a reference 

to the primu1fl, mobile, which is certainly in Aristotle's view Bt:LOY, if 
not strictly fh6,>. More probably, God is taken as an illustration of 
a single substance (cf. Mel. 10288. I7 ayBpuJ7rov ~ (UOY, as instances of 
substance), without the suggestion that this particular substance 
could actually be subject to movement-though in the context this 
choice of an example is misleading. 

4- 5. TOUTO . •• ,...lyE8oS'. Torro,>, 7T'ci()o" Et80'>, P.Eyt:Oo<; are the lv ~ of 
<papa., aAAotWCTl'>, 'Y(~·((Jw-.:p()op&., and a:jjf7JCTl~<P(){CTl'i> respectively. 

8-12. ,,0.1 br1 K .. h(}..ou . .. civw. 

A 

B r 

A body moving from A to and through B, and a body moving from 
A to and through r, will in time obstruct each other, even if each of 
the movements singly is a movement that can go on continuously 
round the circle without coming to a point at which it must turn 
back, as a movement along a finite straight line must. As Simplicius 
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says, it is not o.vo.KUfA-Ylt .. but aVTtKiV11(n~ that is the condition of 
contrariety and the cause of mutual obstruction. 

Bekker has a colon after r 0. 10, a full stop after yap a 10, no stop 
after &'vUKuflllJt<; n 1I, and a comma after lfAA7JAU Il. I 1 - 12. The present 
change of punctuation is clearly needed. 

12. o.XA" .. . Q.vw. While the contrariety of the movements referred 
to in 1\ 6-12 is proved by the fact that they obstruct each other, the 
non-contrariety of the movements from B to A and from B to r in 
the figure 

r 

A-----1B 

is proved by the fact that they do not obstruct each other. 
15-17. OU ..• 1f&.k,v. KVKA~ cp€pw'(}at is one case of I(VI(.\OY 

q,fPU,(JUl, viz. that in which movement is not merely along a circle 
but round and round the circle without turning back. 

20. TO p.laov . .. laTLv. I.e. the tt£CTOV is end relatively to the 
beginning, beginning relatively to the end. 

24. TB1hU. the reading of E~, has more point than TClvn;w, and 
derives some support from T. 228. 30 orClv t'TTf7 br' a:VTOV TO CP£pOttOlOIl. 

28-31. ihuv ... OA~. Aristotle rejects the suggestion that when 
a body moves continuously there has been a process of corning to be, 
and another process of ceasing to be, at any point on its ronte, since 
that would (or so he assumes) imply that for a finite time it was at 
that point. It is only at a moment that it is at any point. It is not 
there for a time, though it no doubt is there within the whole time 
of which the moment is a cross-section. 

31. Tiii Asr is evidently a mistaken gloss; it is clear from a 27- 8 
that the time of the movement could not be designated ABT. 

b 6 - 7. ~a"tff:p ... VO~UUEV. In Aristotle's view, the fixing of 
attention on a point in a line actualizes it, and gives it the double 
function of end and beginning, just as a body's stopping at it would. 
cr. 263' 23-b 3. 

8 -21. SLO ... xpov~, The diagram Aristotle has in mind is the 
following: 

A 

~ 
E 
B 

r H 

A moves from the extremity of E, and a from the extremity of Z 
(b 12, I9). The &:rrop{a is, that if, in comparing .two bodies moving 
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with equal velocities over equal distances, we take account of the 
fact that one p3sses through points on the way, and ignore the fact 
that the other does so, we seem to be driven to the conclusion that 
the latter will cover the distance before the former. The solution 
(stated in b 17-2I) consists in pointing out that though the former 
passes through points, it does not pause at them. 

15-16. oG ... ~crrt:prtEt. The vulgate has Olue apa Q.jLu. Dut the 
proposition that A has not reached and left B at the same moment 
is not a conclusion from the proposition that 6 finishes its journey 
before A, but the premiss from which that proposition is reached. 
'Yap, l1at Upa.. is what is wanted, and oine apo. in the MSS. is due to 
anticipation of b 17. 5.1285.31- 3 has KClt T.f]" niTta" o.trro~ EI7TO' 8,0. 
TOV o~X Q.p.a apa .. . aliTov' ou yap dfUL yCyOVE TO A E7Tt T~ B Kat 
tbroyCyov£v a7T' ul'tTov. His quotation here has shared the corruption, 
but TT]v ah{av and the words following the quotation show that he 
had ou yap ;;',.,.a. For confusion in MSS. between y&.p and upa. cr. b 2. 

16-17. Et ••• ,nQaeQL, 'for if it reaches and leaves B simultaneously, 
it ...... ill not fall behind j to fall behind, it must pause at B '. 

17-21. OGK • •• Xp6v'r' To say that when A had got to BI .6. was 
simultaneously moving from the extremity of Z is to imply that there 
was a time during which A was in tbe position of having reached 
B and being at 13, and from this arises the paradox described in 
b to-17. The paradox is avoided by seeing that it is not during 
a time but at a moment that A is at B. 

The sentence is improved by treating £( ••• aJUL as parenthetical. 
22. brl ~S auvEXouS, sc. KU'?jO'(WS". But Gaye's brl TOU O'lIVEXWS", sc. 

KLVOUjJ-EVOV, is not unlikely to be right; it gives a neater opposition to 
TOV &'VUKUP.7TTOVTOS. 

23-4. Et •. . +lPOLTO. 1) TO H, sc. aTLYP.~' has hitherto stood for 
a point, and TO .6. for a moving body. H is now used for a body at 
point H, and .6. for the point from which body .6. started. 

28. d.x.x.a • •• }"EltTiov. The solution offered in b 17-2 1 for the 
problem about continuous movement cannot be applied to movement 
to and fro. 

263a I. KQl ..• i!HruliTwS". As the point.6. is the end of the line re
garded from below, and the beginning of it regarded from above, it is 
the end of the upward and the beginning of the downward movement. 

3. lwt ~s E~eE(US d.t8~ov. Bekker's brl at8toll '"is &8({alO is 
apparently a mere slip. 

4- 6. TAli uchAv 8, TP01fOV .. . 8LE~U.eElV. The reference is to the 
first of Zena's four paradoxes about motion, which has been previously 
discussed in 233" 2[-3 r (cf. 239b ,,- r4)· 

5. Kelt d.~tOUVTel~ is quite out of construction, and there is no trace of 
it in S. 1288.37. It seems to be the result of an emblema from &7· 
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n. iv. " TOi~ "",PI,,JTOLS >"oyo~' J vi. 2338. 21-3I. 

13 . iv d:rrdp't' Xp6v~, i.e. in a time which is infinite in the sense of 
being infinitely divisible. 

14- 15. llJLoLwS ... xpo,,¥. It has sometimes been denied that this 
point was overlooked by Zena; but cf. Intra, 73- 4. 

18- 21. 6... . • • SLcupluELs. The problem, stated in reference to 
time and wi thout reference to a distance to be covered, will take the 
form ' how can it be possible, in a finite time, to get through the 
infinite number of moments which is involved in the infinite 
divisibility of time J? Aristotle's answer consists in stating that in 
any finite continuum, whether it be temporal o r spatial, there is not 
actually an infin ite number or cross-sections (moments or points). 
Cross-sections are brought into being only when movement along 
a line is arrested, or when a line is actually divided, or when a time 
or a line is divided in imagination by the process of counting parts 
of it. But in passing through a time we do none of these things; 
we pass continuously, and the cross-section never emerges into 
actuality. A time or a line is incidentally divisible without limit, 
but its true nature is something different (b 7-9), viz. to be con
tinuous and undivided. To speak of it as if it actually contained an 
infinity of cross-sections is to speak of tbe continuous as if it were 
discontinuous. 

Though the problem Aristotle sets himself in a 18-21 is one about 
time, it is in principle a problem about the nature of any continuum, 
and hence in his solution he takes no pains to isolate the problem 
about time but uses language which refers primarily to the continuity 
of a line, or of a movement (e.g. in (\ 27). Thus the word to be 
supplied with ~v UlJvEX? in 1\ 23 is 'YpafLfL~v. 

22. lv TOllj: a.pn AOyO~SJ 26 21\ 19- b 2 I. 

27. ~ yap aUVEX~S KlVT'JaLS aUVEXOUS ianv,' for continuous movement 
is relative to, i.e. is movement over, a continuum '. 

29- 30. 0& .. . aT~aEL,' he will not make the movement continuous, 
but will arrest it'. 

b 9-26. S~)..OY .. . E!VUl. To avoid the difficulty involved in 
admitting that at one moment a thing may both be and not be 
possessed of a certain quality, Aristotle here states the equally 
difficult view that while a moment belongs both to the time which 
ends at it and to that which begins at it, it 'belongs to the later~ 

i.e. to the later qualification, for the thing' (b 10, IS), i.e. the thing 
is in it quali fied only by the quality which it has in the subsequent 
period. T hus, since there are no consecutive moments, there is no 
last moment at which the thing has its earlier quality, or has not its 
later quality, but there is a first moment at which it has its late r 
quality. 
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15. ArB. Bekkees ABr is apparently a mere slip. 
16- 19. TOUTO • •• d.fL<I>OLV, Aristotle here states the situation as it 

would be on the assumption that a thing which changes quality at 
a moment has its earlier quality during tbe whole time that terminates 
in the moment (d 7raVTa. Tell' XPOYOV 'fOUTOV ~v A(VKOV); in b 20~26 he 
supplies the needed correction. 

21. TOU lJaTlpou. The MS. reading TO V(TT£POV gives no good sense, 
while TOU ~(7TEpOlJ brings the sentence into line with b 10, IS. This 
reading receives some confirmation from P. 845 . 3[ 6JU'TE TO Y ry 
vrTTEpq. otaBECTn SO'rEOV ry KaTe.. TO A£lII(OV, and from S. 1295. 23 TO 8£ r 
&'px.1Jv TOV £V T~ Of.VTEPce XpovCf OY'TOo; TO\! av AWKOV 7rOtTfT£ov. 

22. (TO) AEUKO.... I have inserted TO on the analogy of z64b 3, 5. 
23- 4. WUTE •. . Et-1'I"ELV. Hitherto Aristotle has been supposing 

a case of change from white to not-white. But he might just as well 
have taken a case of change from not-white to white; hence the 
alternatives here stated. 

24- 6. ~ OTE •.• dva.t. Aristotle here states the alternatives of 
which one or other would have to be admitted if the principle he 
lays down in b 23- 4 is not admitted. If we do not admit that at 
the moment of change the thing simply has its later character, we 
must either say that, though it has acquired it, it has it not, or that 
it both has it and has it not. 

26434- 6. 4>a.VEpOV ••. rrQVTl, sc. and therefore TO £V ~ yI.YOVf. 
cannot be a time, but only a moment. 

7- 9. ot'i ..• aUf.L~a.lVEtV . The distinction is that which Aristotle 
often expresses by the antithesis <plJUtKWS-AOYV:W'i. The reference in 
or~ .. . Elmv is to the arguments he has advanced in 26r b 27- 2631\ 3 
to prove that circular <popa. alone can be continuous (the section in 
answer to Zeno, 2638. 4- 26411. 6, being treated as a digression). These 
arguments were drawn frum the specific t:J>VCTt'i of circular and of 
rectilinear motion. The arguments he is now going to use (8. 9-
2658. TO) turn on general logical considerations with regard to 
opposites, and have a bearing not merely on t:J>opa but on every kind 
of KtVY]fIl'i; and they are actually used in b 28- 265& 10 to show that 
no KtV'I](]"t<; except ¢opa can be continuous. 

14. ojJ.o[ws • . • a~~wv, i.e. in the case of cJ.AAotWUl'i and of o.v~Ut~ 
t:J>(JtCTt'i as well as of cpopa. 

14- 19. TO 8"" d:1'I"0 TOU A ... ~(Tnv. Aristotle here traces the absurd 
consequences to which the principle laid down in & 9- II leads, if we 
assume that movement to and fro is continuous. In 8. 19- 21 he 
draws the conclusion, that to-and· fro movement is not continuous. 

14- 16. TO S"" d:rro TOU A .. . KwouflEVOV. 84 seems to suit the argument 
better than 8E, since Aristotle here proceeds to apply to an imaginary 
case the general principle laid down in a 9- 14. 
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18- 19. c1fl'Q. ••• E<TTU', i.e., on the principle just laid down, the 
body is moving from r to A though it is not yet, and has not yet 
been, at r. 

23. TWV ELPYlJlivwv ••. KLvT,U£W"1 viz. c/>opa, &,>"AO{Wo"t.~, o.libJ(Tl~cpBt(Tt'" 
which were in v. 2 shown to be the only possible kinds of K'V't1ULi . 

30. &'11'0 TaU r. Bekker's d:7TO T OV A is apparently a mere slip. 
32- 3. ClUTT) .•. klvTJUEL; cf. 229b 28- 2308. 7. 
b 4. Kal"'1) . .. Xp0I'OV, i.e. if the thing does not remain white for 

some time. 
6- B. En ... f.u::~a"'QS; The time within which to-and-fro motion 

falls is continuous, hut it does not follow that the motion is con
tinuous. It falls into two parts of which the later is not continuous 
with the form er, hut successive to it. There is nothing of the same 
kind, i.e. no motion, between the two, but only an ~P[JJ.,{Q, and they 
therefore conform to the definition of the successive (z26 b 34). They 
could not conform to the definition of the continuous (227 3 ro), viz. 
that two things are continuous when they have the same limit. For in 
order that getting white and getting black, for instance, should have 
the same limit, i.e. that the last phase of the one should be identical 
with the first phase of the other, the £crXQTOII of whiteness would 
have to be identical Wilh the £crXQTOJl of blackness, i.e. the whiteness 
of the thing in its last moment of getting white would have to be 
identical with its blackness in its first moment of getting black; 
which Aristotle assumes to be impossible. 

15- 16. TQ.uTU •• • lI'~EL(TTO"1 {for this has points that are contrary in 
place, e.g. those at the ends of a diameter; for these are at the 
greatest possible distance from each other '. The reading 'To. KaTa 

oul/Lf.TPOV gives the best sense, and seems to have been read by 
Simplicius (t307· 33). 

Aristotle has primarily in mind here circular movement, and that 
suggests to him, as a contrasted example of rectilinear movement, 
movement along the diameter. Pacius thinks the reference is to 
movement along the diagonal of a square, opposi te movements along 
a diagonal being called £vuIIT{at, while those along a side are merely 
&'VTLICf.{/LCVQt because the extreme points are in this case less distant 
from each other ; but this seems less probable. 

]6- 17. d.VTlKEl,...lVT) •.• ,...ijkOS. £lIUVT{Q are of course one special 
kind of &'VTt /(({/L£JIQ . The doctrine laid down seems to be that 
movements in opposite directions along a straight line are £IIQVTtQt 

because the corresponding termini of the two movements are at 
a greater distance from each other than any other two points on the 
line j opposite movements along any line are not necessarily (lIallTlQt 

because if the line is curved the corresponding termini of the two 
movements need not he the most distant from each other, though 



they are furth est from one another along the curve. If the curve is 
an arc of a circle greater than a semicircle its end points are not 
those that are most distant from each other. 

The movement from A and the movement to A involved in round
and-round motion are neither (Val/T{at nor &'I"TtKdp.EVat in the sense 
defined, and therefore there is no reason why they should not occur 
simultaneously (b I 2), and no reason why such motion should not go 
on for ever (b 17). 

18- 19. ~ ,...f:V yo.p kOkh<r klVTJ<7~S . .• o.,ho, 'for circular movement is 
movement of a thing from itself to itself ', i.e. from its original place 
back to its original place. The reading nun) is better attested and 
gives a rather better sense than TO aliTo. 

I9- 2I. ka.L ... a.dTo~s . Circular motion is never repeatedly be
tween the same limits (since it has no definite starting-point or 
finishing-point), while rectilinear motion must, if it is to go on, be 
repeatedly between the same limits. . 

23- 4. dvnykT} . . . dI'TlKU,...ll'a.s. This follows from the fact that 
if a movement is continuous, the moving thing is all the time moving 
towards the goal of the movement (a,9-II). Thus if rectilinear 
movement from A to B and back again were continuous, the moving 
th ing would be at the same time moving to B and to A. 

24- 5 . odS' ..• 1rEpl(t'EpE (~ , i.e. in any arc, as distinguished from 
the complete circle. 

26. Ta.dTcl KLI'EL<7eQ~ . Here and in b30 this phrase is used in the 
sense which is expressed in b 20 by (Y 'Toi: .. awoi: .. , that of movement 
over the same ground or between the same limits. 

27- 8. ~ Sf: TOU IU)khOU ..• TEhELOS. I.e. the fact that the circle 
comes back to its starting-point makes any production of it, such as 
can happen with a straight line, impossible, and renders it a line 
complete in itself. 

28- 2650. 2. TQI'EpOV ..• 1rO~~dKlS . Like all cpopa. except circular 
<popa., the other kinds of Ji-E'Taf3oAfJ do not proceed Without limit in 
the same d irection. A change from white to black, for instance, 
can only be followed by a change from black to while, and this will 
be through the same intermediates as was the change from white to 
black, and cannot be continuous with it any more than to and fro 
cpopO. between A and B can be continuous. 

2650. 2- 7. S~~ov .. . ~iyov<7w. The reference is to Heraclitus 
(cf. Met. 9871\ 32 TilL') ·Hpa.KAH'TEtO~'i soeat .. , W,) o:7raVTWY TWY atuf)7JT[;w 

(h·l P£OVTWI/), and to Anaxagoras (1871\ 30 KaL TO "t{YVf.rrf)(lL Totoy8E 
Ka.f)f.(]'7"7JKOI &"u"owvrrOat, and De Gen. et Corr. 3 14a 13, to the same 
effect). In as (rrTtv is pretty clearly a gloss by a scribe who thought 
the construction was TO KlYEI.u(JaL (lOOTtY) a.AAotOvrr(Jat. In fact 
&,AAol.Ovoof)at depends on o.YcfYK7J. 
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CHAPTER 9 

2658. 14. WUlI'EP .. . el11'o .... EI', 26tb 28. 
16-17. TTjS S' Eu9ELBS •.• p.a~~ov. This is proved as follows: 

motion along an infinite straight line is impossible (a. 17-20); 
circular motion is simplt as compared with to-and-fro rectilinear 
motion (a 20-2 r), and peifect as compared with rectilinear motion in 
one direction (a 21- 2). 

18. TO yap olhws G1t'ELPOI' OUK (anI'. This has been proved in 
iii. 5, 8. 

22- 4 . 1I'pOTEpOV ... ci~ea.pTOV. In 260b I7- Ig we have a threerold 
division of the senses of 1fpOTf.pov: ([) ov p.TJ OY'TOS olue. ECTTBt T~Ua, 
(/(ElI'O Of UlInJ TW., MAwv, (2) 76 T~ xpov't!J (3) TO KaT' ova{av. ~opJ. is 
shown to be prior to other KlVl}UHS in these three respects ib. 19- 29, 
29- 261(1. 12, 26r l\. 13-23. Simplicius holds that ¢vuu here answers 
to the first of tbe three senses in 260b 17-19, and >"oy~ to the third. 
But it is to be noted that in 2610. 14 <pvrrn 7rpOT£pOY is used 
apparently as synonymous with 7rpO·U.pOll KaT' ourr{ay. And the argu· 
ment used there to prove that <pop&. is 7rpOTEpa KaT' OVerLaY, viz. that 
that which emerges later in the order of development is prior in 
nature (2610. I4), has little to do with priority Aoy~. I think there· 
fore that the senses of 7rponpoll here do not exactly answer to those 
in 260b £1-r9. xp6Y~ is common to both classifications, and <puern 
here seems to answer to KaT' ouutUY there. But the first of the 
senses named there is ignored here, and the second of the senses 
named here (>"oy~) is ignored there. The A6y~ 7rpOT£pOY is that 
which is prior in definition j and the argument Aristotle has in 
mind must be this , that the an:>"E'; can only be defined as that which 
is not TO.Eta)' , and is therefore A6y~ VUTEpOY than the TEAnoli. The 
priority of the perfect to the imperfect, of the imperishable to the 
perishable, in <PVCTt';, >"6yo,;, and xpOYO'; corresponds to the priority of 
actuality to potentiality in ovcr[a, AOY0';' and XpOYO'; asserted in Met. 
1049b IO- 12 and proved ib. I2-roSOb 6, as the argument in 2651\ 
24- 7 corresponds to that in IOsob 6-24. 

27- b 8. E~AoywS .•• I1UVEXWS . The contrast between the straight 
line and the circle is put in two ways: (y) the straight line has be· 
ginning, middle, and end, all distinct, the circle has not (8. 29-30, 
32- 4); (2) beginning, middle, and end are Oft the straight line, 
while they are not on the circle but imide it, since the centre plays 
all three parts (n 30, b 2- 8). 

34- b I. WaT' •.• f1'lSE'lrOTE. As in 1\ 30-3I IJJUT' . . • Tf:A£V7'~(Tn 
stated the consequence for a moving body of the fact that tbe 
straight line has a definite beginning, a middle, and an end, so this 
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WCTTE clause states the consequence for a moving body of the fact that 
on the circle all points alike are beginning, middle, and end. The 
consequence is that a body moving along it is in a sense always at 
a beginning and at an end, and in a sense never so: always so, 
because any point on the circle may be treated as the starting.point 
and the finishing-point of a movement round the circle; never so, 
because no point is marked out by its position for this role, and the 
choice is arbitrary. 

There is no difficulty in 'understanding' 'TO KtJfOVP.EVOV (as P . 849. 
2, S. '3'5. 26 do) as the subject of the clause. The ",va of FHIJ 
has all the appearance of a gloss, and there is no trace of it in 
T. 232. 32- 3, nor in S. 1315.26,3°,35. 

b 3- 4. Ka.l .•. bTTlv. The centre is the apx-? of the circle (or 
sphere) in the sense in which a point may be said to be the apx~ of 
a straight line (Iamb1. in Nic. Ar. In!y. 57. 7 Pistelli), a straight line 
of a plane, or a plane of a solid; viz. because the circle (or sphere) 
may be regarded as produced by symmetrical fluxion from it in two 
(or three) dimensions (P. 849. 8); or again because it is that, equi
distance from which is the constitutive principle of the circumference 
(T. 233. I, S. 1316. 13). It is the 'T£)..o~ of the circle in the sense 
that it is that into which the circle would finally contract(P. 849.10), 
or because it is that in which all the radii terminate (T. 233. 2, 
S. 1316.14). 

7- 8. SLa. Sf: TO TOliTO P.iVELV ... auvExw5. The rotating sphere is in 
a way at rest because every part of its surface is moving round its 
stationary centre and not towards it; and for the same reason there 
is no limit to its Q10vement and it can move continuously. Bekker's 
reading OUl. DE 'TOV;O ~'VEt 1(;)... is rather feeble, and has against it the 
fact that TE almost certainly means I both', not I and' (cf. h I as 
amended}. There is much more of an argument if the immobility 
of the rotating sphere is made to depend on the immobility of its 
centrel and T. 233. 3- 61 P. 849.12- 16, S. 1316. 20-23 take the argu
ment so. This points either to the reading SUl. DE TO 'TOVTO j.l.fVEtV or 
to Ston SE 'ToVro fd.VEt, and I have preferred the reading which corre· 
sp~nds the better with SulL TO ~~w EtvaL TOVrO -ri]c; 7fEpt¢£fJt:l.aC; b 4. 

8-11. uu,...Po.{yEt .•• li~X.wv. Aristotle finds a further proof of the 
primacy of circular motion in the fact, obvious in itself and noted 
by him in 223 b 19, that the motions of the heavenly bodies form the 
measure for (i.e. the measure of the time occupied by) all other 
movements; the two characteristics, being primary and being the 
measure, imply each other. 

1I- I6. ~n ... inos. That circular motion alone can have uniform 
velocity is used as a further argument for its primacy. 

In saying that things moving with rectilinear movement move 
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faster as they get farther from the state of rest, It IS unlikely that 
Aristotle was speaking with any empirical knowledge of the accelera
tion of falling bodies. He is reasoning from the a priori assumption 
that the natural movement of bodies will accelerate as they recede 
from the alien influence of the I unnatural' region from which they 
start, and come more under the congenial influence of the I natural' 
region to which they are moving. Unnatural or compulsory move
ments, on the otber hand, have, according to him, a tendency to 
slacken in speed as the initial force wanes (230b 25). ucpLUTY]Tal is 
perhaps used rather than cp{pYJTat to suggest the thing's removing 
itself, not being moved by an external force. 

A body moving round a circle never gets farther from its &.PX~ or 
nearer to its T(AO'i, since the centre, which is equidistant [rom all 
points on the circumference, is both its apXl1 and its T(AOi. 

13- 14. 1rQYTn ... EliiTTOV. The omission of the comparative in the 
oQ'ttJ clause is an idiom of which Aristotle is fond (E. N. II r611 3 J, 

III7t1 24, Poet. I45Ib28), and 1TA£tOV was probably added later to 
complete the more regular construct ion. 

Ig- 22. 8LQKPLO"LS ••• Q,lhw..... The reference is to Empedocles; cf. 
for instance fr. 26. 5- 6. 

22- 3. Kat ••• 1rpbhov. Cf. Anaxagoras, fro I2. 
23- 9 . op.o(G.lS • . . ~nutv. The reference is to Leucippus and 

Democritlls. Democritus ascribed to the atoms only the local 
movement called 1T£pl7T'MatLs, and by this accounted for the genera
tion and destruction and qualitative change of all compounds 
(S. r318. 33-1319. 5. cr. fro 168). 

30- 2. TelV nOTov 8i TP01rOV • •• 8LIl-KOUP.OUULV. The reference is to 
Anaximenes and his school. Cf. I870. I2- I6. 

32- 266& I . ETL . .. K(""I'JULV. The reference is to Plato and the 
Platonists. For the description of the soul as self-mover cf. Phaedr. 
245 C- 246 a. 

26611. 6. OTL ... xpovov, cf. chs. I, 2. 
,. Knt • .• KLV~UEWS, cr. 5. 256"4- 2570. 31, where it is proved that 

the source of movement is something that is not moved by anything 
outside itself. 

En . .. KLV'!'JULS, cr. 7. 260" 20- 261& 28, where it is proved that cpopa. 
is the primary K{II1jULS, and ch. 9, where it has been proved that 
circular ¢opa. is the primary cpopO... 

8. Ko.t ••. EtVo.l, cr. 7. 261& 28- b 26, in which it is shown that cpopa. 
is the only K{V"117t<; that can be eternal, and ch. 8, in which it is 
shown that circular cjJopO.. is the only cpopa. that can be so. 

8- g. Knt TO KLYOUI' ••• d.KlVTlTOV, cf. 5. 2571131- 258bg, 6 . 2598. 20-
b 3I. 
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CHAPTER 10 

266& IO- II. "On ... StOpLanVT€S. As a preliminary to proving that 
the prime mover cannot have magnitude (i .e. must be immaterial), 
Aristotle proves three things : (1) that nothing finite can cause 
movement for an infinite time (a. 12- 24), (2) that no finite magnitude 
can have infinite force (8. 24-b 6), (3) that no infinite magnitude can 
have finite force (b 6- 24). The meaning of the fi rst proposition and 
its relation to the second are not very clear. Simplicius takes its mean
ing to be that no finite force can cause movement for an infinite 
time (1321. 19-2 1). This then, taken with the second proposition, 
that no finite body can have an infinite force, justifies the conclusion 
that no finite body can produce movement for an infinite time. 

This is an attractive interpretation, but against it are the following 
facts: (a) In 1\ 12-24 there is no explicit reference to a finite force. 
That which is proved to be, if finite, incapable of producing move
ment for an infinite time is T(, KWOUV, and this we naturally assume 
to be, like the K~Y01)JL£1IOY, a body, and its finitude to be finitude of 
size. (b) In IL 24 the second proposi tion is represented not as a fresh 
premiss but as a generalization of the first (OAW')' (c) In b 25-6 
only propositions (2) and (3) are mentioned in the summing up, 
which is what might be expected if the second is a generalization of 
the first, but not if it is an independent point. (d) In 267b 22- 4 
propositions (r) and (2) are stated in the form' that that which is 
finite cannot have infinite force (proposition 2) and that a thing 
cannot be moved an infinite time by that which is finite '. Since 
TO 7r£7r£paup,ivol' in the first clause clearly means' a finite magnitude " 
it is natural to suppose that in the second clause too it means that, 
and not C a finite force '. The fact that the two propositions are 
mentioned side by side might seem to confirm Simplicius' view, but 
I take the explanation of this to be that Aristotle first puts the more 
general statement and then adds' and (sc. in particular) that a thing 
cannot be for an infinite time moved by a finite body ( Iy. Since the 
doctrine from which Aristotle starts is that movement is eternal, 
the second clause particularizes the fi rst in the form in which it fits 
in with the doctrine and gives the result that the cause of the move
ment in the world cannot be a finite magnitude, and therefore 
(since there are no infinite magnitudes) cannot be a magnitude 
.t .11. 

I think therefore that SimpJicius' view must be rejected. But, 
since Aristotle in IL 12 does not draw a distinction explicitly between 
a 7r£7T"£paup.ivoY p.£Yf.Bo, and a 7rf.7T"f.paup .. ivf} 8vI'Ctft'''"' it may well be that 
the distinction escaped his notice until he explicitly draws it in u. 25. 

- 39 
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The argument to prove the first proposition is vitiated by a failure 
to distinguish two meanings of KLVElV U1r£tpOV )(1)Ovov:-(r) to cause 
movement to go on for an infinite time, (2) to take an infinite time 
to cause a body to move, sc. a certain distance. The datum which 
the proposition is to be confronted with is that movement goes on 
eternally, and therefore what Aristotle ought to be proving is that 
no finite body can cause such movement. But what he proves is 
that a finite body cannot take an infinite time to cause movement, 
sc. over a given distance. This is quite different from what he 
ought to be proving. But the difference is concealed from him by 
his tacit assumption (supposed to be justified by vii. 2) that one 
body can be in movement as a result of the influence of another 
only so long as the other body is continuing to act on it, and is in 
fact still in contact with it. He has in fact no conception of the 
First Law of Motion, that if a body has once been set in motion it 
will continue to move till it is acted on by some fresh force. If bis 
assumption were right, to prove that a finite body cannot take an 
infinite time to make a finite body move would be equivalent to 
proving that a finite body cannot cause another to move for an 
infini te time. 

The third proposition is not vital to Aristotle's proof that the 
prime mover is immaterial, and hence, though it appears in the 
summary in b 25-7, it does not appear in the summary in 267b 22- 4. 
Indeed, since he is convinced that there cannot be an o.7rEtpOV 

p.i-yEBoc; (267b 20-22), consideration of the question what it could or 
could not do if it existed cannot assist his main purpose. But the 
proposition that a finite P.EYEBoc; cannot have an infinite 8vvap.l<; 
naturally leads him on to consider incidentally whether an infinite 
p.(YEBoc;, if there were one, could have a finite ovvup.tc;. He thus 
gets the result, interesting in itself, though irrelevant to his main 
thesis, that an infinite p.(YEBoc; and a J-LEYEBoc; having infinite ovvap.lc; 
are identical. 

15- 23. £UTW ••• K("!OW. The general nature of the argument is 
plainly this :-Let a finite force A be supposed to move a finite body 
B in an infinite time r. Now a part of A (.6.) will move a part of 
B (E) in a time Z which is less than r and therefore finite. Then, 
A and B being finite, I shall, by going on adding to .6. and E parts 
each equal to .6. and E respectively, exhaust A and B, but I cannot 
exhaust the infinite time r by taking from it finite times each = Z. 
Therefore A will move B not in the infinite time r but in a part 
of it. 

The problem is, how does Aristotle reach the conclusion that 6-
will move E in a time less than r? S. r322 . 8- 14 supposes that it 
must be because A is a larger fraction of A than E is of B, and that 
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ill 1rAaOVl ya.p TO f",:'itov means' for the greater the weight, relatively 
to the force, the longer the force will take to move the weight t. But 
there is nothing in the text to suggest that A. is a greater fraction of 
A than E is of B, and it is contrary to all probability that Aristotle 
should make this assumption, and still more so that he should make 
it silently. Prof. Cornford has shown (Class. Quart. 26 (1932). 53- 4) 
that the assumption is unnecessary. The crucial words mean f 6.., 
then, will not move E in a time = r ; for it would take a longer time 
to move the greater weight B than it takes to move the lesser 
weight E, and therefore the latter time, being less than a certain 
other time, is not infinite '. 

The suggestion in a 19- 22 is that if A moves E in time Z and 
A : a = B : E = n: r, A will move:B not in the infinite time r but 
in the finite time n Z. Actually! on the principle laid down in 
25011. 4- 9, A will move B in the time Z, since the movements of 
parts of B by parts of A are not successive but concurrent. But if 
Aristotle had taken this point, it would only have strengthened his 
general case. 

18. 6 Xpovos 0 TO 2:. The MS. reading b TOl) Z appears to be an }' 
impossible way of saying I the time Z'. I have therefore written /) 
xpovo~ /) TO Z, 'the time indicated in the diagram by the symbol Z '. 
For the idiom cf. TJ TO r (sc. ywv{a) An. Post. 94\1. 31, T.qV TO AB 
(sc. 1rpOTo.uw) A1l. Pro 54& 8, ~v TO a KtY1JCTtV Phys. 231b 27, &c. 
For the full formula see 258110 26 n. 

19- 22. oihw ... r . The feminine articles in a 19, 20, 2 rare 
explained by the fact that the KlVOVv and the KWOVp..€Vov were repre
sented in the diagram by ypafLp..aL 

23--6. on ... 8~~ol' . Aristotle has proved that a finite body can
not cause movement for an infinite time. The proposition he is 
now to prove is a more general one (OAW~); he is to prove that a 
finite body cannot have an infinite power, i.e. cannot move an 
infinite body, or move any body for an infinite distance, any more 
than it can cause movement for an infini te time. 

26- b 6. EI7TW • •• £XEl l'. The argument is :-An infinite force will 
produce a given effect in a shorter time than any finite force wouldJ 

say the time A. A finite force F will produce the same effect in a 
time greater than this, say n A. Then by the principle of virtual 
velocities (vii . 249b 27- 25oB 9) a finite force n F will produce the 
same effect in time AJ i.e. in the same time as the supposed infinite 
force ; which is absurd. Therefore no infinite force can reside in 
a finite body. 

30. K0.1 ••. a.>,,~ou. I follow E! in reading 1l"A,iLOV, which seems to 
be implied by P. 850' 23 Urp08pOT£pOV. 1rAf:{W, however, is just pas· 
sible, with KtVI}(TLV understood. 
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31. &),),0. .•• oGSivut sc. in which the supposed infinite power in 

a finite body will do its work. 
31- 3. t.t ... 1I'f: 1I'EpuO"flt""1 TL~. Aristotle no doubt used the diagram 

A B 

in which B stood for the production of A. 
I n a 33 I have restored Ell T0}j~ AB for the unmeaning EV ~ S' ;, AB . 

S. 1324 31 has iv 7rA(tOVt XJ>01IU2 T~ AB. 
b 6. 00 .•• 1I'"E'ft'EpnCJ'flEI''1v, SC. OVyo.}Ltv £v8'X£Tat lll1at (cf. a 25). 
7- 8. KQtTO~ • •• 1rAE£WJ I true, a greater force may reside in a smaller 

bulk of one kind of body than resides in a greater hulk of another; 
hut then a fortioyi a still greater force will reside in a larger bulk of 
the fi rst kind of body', 

These clauses are meant to forestall an obvious objection. I t 
might be said I there may be a greater fo rce in a smaller body than 
t here is in a larger body, and on the same principle there may 
be less force in an infinite body than there is in a finite '. Aristotle 
answers I in virtue of the different constitutions of two bodies, the 
smaller may have the greater force; but given the same constitution 
the larger the body the greater the force; and therefore if we take 
a large enough quantity of the weaker type of body it will have more 
force than any given quantity of the stronger'. 

8-20. «crrw . •. wpuTfJolvou. Aristotle's object is to prove that if 
there were an infinite body (which he holds to be impossible), it 
could not have a finite force. H e supposes an infinite body AB, 
and a fin ile part of it Br moving body t. in time EZ (which is pre· 
sumably a multiple of the time E in which AB moves t.). He then 
points out that if we multiply Br successively by 2, 2"nr will by the 

pr inciple of virtual velocities move a in time E!. Now we shall 
2 

never exhaust the infinite body AB by taking a finite multiple of a 
fin ite part, but with each doubling of tbe body we take we shall get 
a smaller time (b 12- 14). from which Aristotle silently deduces that, 
since 2" Br is less than AB, but by taking n large enough we can make 
EZ 
- as small as we please, AB does its work in less than any deter-
2n 

minate time. 
At this point the interpretation becomes doubtful. \Vith the 

vulgate reading in b 15- 16 7raa-r,<;}j£ 7iET.'£po.u}J-ivr]<; 8uva,.uw<;, we have 
a complete proofo(the infinity of the force in the words b 14- r 5 Q7I'Ct

po<; d.po. ~ Svvo./U<; ;UT(u' 7I'"Qu"1C; yap 7r£h£po.uP.£VT1<; lnr£p{3UAAU Svvaj.Uw<;. 

I.e., the infinity of the force is proved directly from the fact that by 
taking mulliples ofBr we shall never exhaust AB. And then a second 
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proof of the infinity of the force is offered in b r 5 - 20, viz. that the 
time taken by 2 nBr to move A, however small, is still a definite 
time, and that AB, being greater than 2'/1.Br, wilt move .0.. in a still 
smaller time, and therefore must have a greater force than 2'/1.BI\ i.e. 
than any finite magnitude however great. S. I34I. 40- 1342. 5 takes 
the passage so. 

But the whole passage b 8 - 20 has all the appearance of being 
meant to be a single argument, and an argument turning on the time 
factor. If a second argument were meant to begin in b IS, it should 
be introduced not by ;rclrT1J'i 8£ Tr£Tr£pacrp..£v7ls but by En 8t r.-&.O'"1]c; 
7r£7rf:paup.iY'Js or by words to that effect. I think therefore that K is 
right in reading Et yif 7ra.CT7J<; 7r£7rEpa.ufLf.II."", Then, treating b q - 19 
d ... civuAOyluS" as parenthetical, we get the weU-knit argument : 
I every finite force takes a finite time to do its work; the force of an 
infinite body takes less than any finite time to do its work j therefore 
it exceeds any finite force; therefore it is infinite '. 

El omits b 15- T6 {nrfp(3&) .. .An. _ .7r£7rfpa.U}lEVTJS") so that we have 
the choice between the authority of K and that of A and Simplicius j 

and in such circumstances K is often right. 
18. "UTa. 7~V a.vnaTpo<J:.~v TTjs a.Va.~OyLa.S, I in inverse proportion '. 
19- 20. CLTTHpOS .•• wptaf.l.l~vou. We have here a construrtio ad 

senmm, I Every force that exceeds every definite force, just like any 
number or magnitude that exceeds every definite number or magni
tude, is infinite '. 

20- 24. faTtY ... 8uva~uv. The argument is: if we suppose an 
infinite body A to have a finite force B, we can find a finite body C 
with a force D which is a proper fraction of B, say Bi n. Then n C 
will have force B, i.e. a finite body will have the same force as an 
infinite body i which is absurd. Therefore no infinite body has a 
finite force. 

27- 267a 20. WEpt Sf T~IY <J:.EpofLJ'vwv . • . (uhou. Before using for 
the establishment of his main thesis the results reached in a IZ_ b 24, 
Aristotle considers a problem that confronts his doctrine (held to 
have been proved in ch. 4), that whatever is in movement is being 
moved by something; viz. how it is that movement apparently can 
go on when the moving thing is no longer in contact with, and 
therefore presumably no longer being influenced by, the movent. 
He first considers the suggestion (b 30) that the movent, when it 
moves the moving body, at the same time sets in motion a medium 
sllch as air, which then by being itself in movement keeps the 
moving body in movement j and replies that this does not escape 
the difficulty, since it is equally hard to see how the air, which is 
moving forward and therefore no longer in contact with the original 
movent, can nevertheless continue to be in movement. Even if the 
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original movent imparts to the medium, as a magnet does to iron, 
the power of producing movement in other things, that can be so 
only so long as the medium is itself being acted on by the original 
movent. The solution, he says (2678. 2-7), is to be found in the 
view that while the medium continues to move only so long as the 
original movent moves it, it retains the power of causing movement 
when the original movent has ceased to move it. This power can 
go on through several intermediaries. It begins to cease as the 
transmitted power of causing movement becomes less, and finally 
ceases when only mo\'cment, and not the power of causing move
ment, is transmitted. This movement, and therewith the whole 
movement, ceases when the cause of it ceases to cause it. Cf. 215:~ 
IS-I7 n. 

The view that is criticized is Plato's doctrine of 7f£p/.wcn'>, ex· 
pounded in Tim. 79 a- e as the explanation of breathing and applied 
in 80 a to the movement of projectiles. The instance of the magnet 
(267" 2) is also borrowed from Plato (Tim, 80 e), 

33. &.~~) . •• 1rElra.Ul1eo.~, sc. Q.VclYK'r]. 

2678. 1-2. Ka.l • . . lK(VT)UEV. Bekker's Kat El 7fOtEt WCT1rEp -Yj At()o'>, 
OrOY KLY£t () £KtvY]UEV gives no tolerable sense, and orov TE KWEtV should 
undoubtedly be read, as in a. 3. It . is recorded only in E2, but K 
has 7'£ KlV£t, and Hand Simplicius have KW£tl'. We thus get the 
sense ' even if, as the magnet does to the iron, the first movent 
makes that which it moves capable of imparting movement '. 

3-·5. on ..• K~vEtO"ea.~. Bekker's comma before, and 7'OWVTOV after, 
~ TOY &.£pa. give no good sense. All the MSS. have TOWv.rOV in that 
posi tion ; some of them have it and some omit it after aAAo. In all 
probability it was written above the line in the archetype, and suc· 
ceeding copyists made varying attempts to deal with it. Its true 
place is obviously after llio. 

7. KLYEL n Ii).}..o. Bekker has KWEtTed. TL aAAOU, which gives no 
very good sense. E2K's KLV£t .,., ciAAO gives just what is wanted, 
and the other readings may easily have been derived from it. 

g- Io. OTa.V •.. .-.01'01', i.e. I when the earlier of two consecutive 
lerms in the series makes the later not to be a movent but only to 
be in movement'. 

12- 15. (10Tr) ... d}"}"~}"wv, i.e. though the explanation given in 
a 2-12 explains how there can be temporal continuity between a 
series of movements of different things, tbis is not the continuous 
movement of an eternal mobile by a single mover which Aristotle 
has proved in chs. r-6 to exist, and whose movent he is now seeking 
to prove to be immaterial. For (I) the movement he has been 
explaining is not in an eternally moved mobile, but in things that 
are capable of rest as well as of movement, i.e. the terrestrial 
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elements; and (2) though it has temporal continuity and therefore 
seems to .he continuous, it is not genuinely continuous, since it is 
not movement of one thing but of things that are either successive 
(i.e. with nothing of the same kind between them) or at most con
tiguous (i.e. with nothing at all between them), and again there is 
not one movent but consecutive movents j while continuous move
ment is movement of one thing by one thing (259'" 18). 

15-16. fila ..• k(VT)(1l~, i.e. air and water (cf. 266b 3I, 267'" 3,4) 
are particularly fitted to act as transmitters of such movement be
cause their parts, in contrast with [he parts of solids, are easily 
shaken out of their continuity (OU:Up£1'O~ Wy b 14) and compelled by 
impact from without to impinge one on another in the way described 
in 1'1. 2 -8. 

16- 20. ~Y • •• o.~TOU. Some thinkers (Aristotle is thinking of such 
passages as PI. Tim. 79 b-8o c) say this propagation of motion from 
one thing to another is mutual replacement, but that will not explain 
the facts; only the account given in 8. 2 - 12 witI do so. In mutual 
replacement, A's pushing B into Cs place, B'g pushing C into D's 
place ... V's pushing Z into A's place must all occur, and all cease, 
si multaneously. But the fact to be explained (cr. 266b 28- 30) is the 
continuous movement of a single projectile, when this can no longer 
be explained by reference to a single original movent, since that has 
ceased to be in contact with the moved. 

21-b 2. i1TEt ••• dk~Y1}TOU. Bonitz argues that we should read TO 
8' in '" 24, and a colon after ov in a 25, making the two sentences 
into one, with ulJIIaKOAOlJ{h:iv .•• a~T6 a 26 as its principal clause. 
But TO 8' in n. 24 is the reading not of E, as Bonitl thought, but only 
of E Il, and TO 8~, with the punctuation I have adopted, is quite 
satisfactory . 

21. ~1TEt •.• (TUIIExil. This has been proved in cbs. I, 2. 

23- 4. o~ ... (TUIIEX~S, i.e. 'for otherwise it will not be continuous). 
25-6. E1 ... o.~TO , i.e. if that which causes movement is itself in 

movement, it has to keep pace with that which it moves} in order to 
move it (ef. 2S6b '7), 

b 1- 2. wan . .. &.I(~~TOU, i.e. so that, in order to avoid an infinite 
regress, we must suppose that the series has a limit, viz. in movement 
by what is unmoved. 

3. OUTW, i.e. a.KtV1JTOV all. 
5- 7. SEL ... a.PXaL In order that the movement produced should 

be uniform, not only must the movent be unchanging, but the 
moved must be in an unchanging relation to the movent. The 
movent must therefore be either at the centre or at the circumfer
ence of the moving sphere; for these are the generative principles 
of the sphere; i.e. the sphere may be regarded as produced by 
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uniform expansion from the centre, or by uniform contraction from 
the circumference. 

The centre has been already described in 26Sb 3 as the a.pX'1 of 
the circle or sphere, and it is easy to see that from another point of 
view the circumference may be 50 regarded. 

In b 5 7rpO'> f"CEtYO must be read, not 7rpOr; ;",({vov; for the moved 
clearly suffers change from the mover, though not in respect to it. 
For 7rpCK (~('VO cf. b 17. 

In b 6 Q.Vcly'"1 81 is better attested than avuylO] 8r], but as between 
U and o~ (particularly with >i following) . authority counts for little. 
\Vith the reading 8E, the previous sentence is left completely in the 
air. I think therefore that we should read 8~ and suppose that the 
necessity for the moved to remain in tbe same relation to the mover 
is used as an argument for locating the mover either at the cenlre or 
at the circumference. The outer celestial sphere, the sphere of the 
fixed stars, whose motion it is that is in question, is always sym
metrically si tuated to its circumference, along which it is always 
rotating, and to its centre, round which it is always moving at an 
equal distance; and it is not symmetrically situated to any point 
outside the circumference, or to any point within it save the centre. 

If this interpretation is adopted, aVrat yap at &.pXa{ is rather loose, 
since it gives a different reason for selecting these as the possible 
positions for the mover. (It is possible, though I would not stress 
this, that we should read ntrat yap Kat ripxat. Kat and at are often 
confused.) But this does not appear to he an insuperable objection. 

8- g. TOt&'U'M) .•. KtVT)U1S. The evidence is pretty well divided 
between KVKAOV and o'\ov, but KVKAOV makes the reference of (KEt 
much more intelligible. The reading 0.\0\1 may have arisen from the 
writing of KVKAO\l as Oou. 

g - IS. iXn ... lxolJoivT)v. Aristotle has in 0. 24- b 5 recapitulated 
the proof offered in 257n. 33-2S8b9 to show that the prime mover is 
unmoved. He now confirms this by pointing out that movement 
by a KtlfOv/Ln'ov has not the requisite unity or continuity. 

II. Tc? icfU!tijs frVQ~ UUVEXW'), I continuously only in the (improper) 
sense that the pushes come successively', i.e. without anything else 
of the same kind coming between them (which is the definition of 
C successive' in 226b 34- 22711 I). 

11- 13. ~ y&.p ••• o.).).,ou, I for wherever movement is by a KtVOV/L(' 

VOII, to give it even the appearance of continuity either the movent 
must itself repeatedly push or pull or both, or the causing of move
ment must be laken over by one thing after another:. 

13. ~.p ... ~L1fTOU"'EVWV, 266b 28-267& 8. 
13- 14. EL ••• KLVOUf1EVOs. Bekker makes these words begin a new 

sentence, and reads El 8£ 8LatpEToC; ... Q.,\A' we; ntt KtJo'OUP.£Jo'oc;. A much 
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better sense is got by adopting our punctuation and reading, which 
is that of S. 1356. 12- J3. The sense is' if the explanation of the 
movement of projectiles is that air by virtue of its easy divisibility 
pushes them on, a different part of the medium imparting movement 
at each moment '. Cf. 8. 15-r6. ~ TO vSwp spoils the grammar, and 
is probably a gloss. 

20- 21. Q1ThpOY .•. +uaLKoi:~) iii. 5 j cf. 25 r a 8- 9 n. 

22- 4. an ... VUI', 266& 24-b 6,8. 12- 24. 

Secolld Versioll of V I I . I-} 

CHAPTER I 

241b 26. cl).}..o ••• KLVOUV. Prantl restored these words from EF. 
242" 3- 4. TOlhou ..• YEY0I'EVOU. I have read 8[ for ya.p, as in the 

first version at a 37. 
6. nal' ... ~", This has been proved in vi. 2 40b 8- 241 a 26. 
28.lKclCTT1lv. I have restored thereadingofEj cf. first version, a 62. 
b 5. Tijs o~cr{Qs ~ TOU ylvous. These words could not be allowed 

to stand if we supposed this second version to be by Aristotle. The 
first versio~ has o!o~ ?vcr{u<; ~ 7fOtOn]TO<; (b 35). 

7- 8. TQUTQ ••• 1rpOTEpOV, V. 4. 
17- 19. kut ... KtVElueQt. If the series of movements starts with 

one of maximum size (that of A) and continues with others of pro· 
gressively smaller size, that does not necessarily yield an infinite 
sum; the series may be convergent, and Aristotle is aware of this. 
On the other hand, if the terms of the series are equal or increase 
progressively from a finite initial term (the movement of A), the sum 
must be infinite. Thus the assumption which suits Aristotle's 
purpose is the latter assumption, and I have therefore adopted the 
reading of E in preference to the vulgate reading in b q. This 
corresponds better, too, with the first version (b 47- 50). 

25. KQT(\. TOTrO ... kQL is probably an ernblerna (rom the first version 
(b 59). 

27. ~ au VEX'S. Comparison with the other version (h 62) shows 
that Spengel's conjecture is not improbably right. 

,.0 S~ IvSExof1Evov El~~+eW, I let that which is alleged to be possible 
be assumed to be actual'. 

30. Sta.+lpEl ••. CiTrElpov, sc. E!VUt TO ABrA. Cf. the other version 
b 63- 4. 

30- 31. oflOLWS . .• 1rElfEpa.a,...lvov. The argument seems to require 
the insertion of a.7rElPO~; I for in either case either an infinite or a 
finite body will move an infinite distanct in a finite time '. cr. the 
other version, b 69- 7 [. 
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CHAPTER 2 

243a 22. EV QUTrf. The sense requires this, not the vulgate EV 
£(lVTl~ . 

b ~3 . 1huv ~TO~. Simplicius' reading (1055. 1))5 evidently prefer
able to the vulgate ~TOL orav. 

24. tJ.~ ... EhItOfJoEVOU. p.;' XWPL'OfJ.~V7'} is used in the sense expressed 
in a 27 by p.ij d.7I"OAt:t'r'1rraL. But the phrase probably originates in 
a corruption of the first version, 244(1. 9, 0'1'"0./1 8a.rrwv ~ K{V1](Tl'O i1 r11'O 
XWP L'OV(T'ry,> (or ~ xwpt'ovrru) a.7r' cl'\A~Awv TO. UVl'EX~ . If there the 
alternative reading ~ Xwpr'ovua was corrupted into p.~ xwpl'i o-tcra, 
this might easily have been paraphrased by 1kT] XWpt'ojJ.£vYJ rlj .. T OV 

D .. K Djk£l/OlJ. 

25. Kat a.t homo.l . . . o.t}ra(, SC. KtV~O'£t'i'. The sense requires us to 
excise EA~£t<; and to read a:irra{ instead of the vulgate at aVTQ{. 

29. Kat lraan .. . llYnI'. This seems to be a paraphrase of what 
I take to be the mistaken reading in the other version (b 10) ovS' 
(u'rW JAAO n Y£1I0<; Kt~(HW<; ~ a-6YKpt(n~ Kat OtclKpun<;. 

2448. 27-8. TO yo.p nOLOI' ..• Etl'{l.~. This is an inaccurate and un
Aristotelian paraphrase of what we have in the other version at bSb-
6 an-all • • • £lpTJJ.L£l'wlI. 

b 22. Ka.l T4i Tovn)V n seems to be a dittograph of K{l.T(J. TO TOV-rWI' 

nin b 2I. 
2450. 20. TO Tl)S &').,).,OLWUEWS (cf. b 231 246& 29, b 26, 247a 25,27,30, 

248b27). The only recorded instance of th is idi.om in a genuine 
work of Aristotle is in De Resp. 472b 9, TO T1j<; a.va7rllo~<;. The peri
phrasis is characteristic of the late date of this version. 

2I- 2. TO lTaaxov .•. o.p.o.. This is a bad paraphrase of the first 
version ap.a hrTt TO (UXaTOV &,UOLOUII Kat TO 7rPWTOIl UAAOLOVP.£VOll (n. 4)· 
TO 7rO(OVI1, not TO 7rc5.fJo<;, is what is wanted to balance TO mlaxoy. 

26. tJuQlhw<; ..• dl'aLUe~TWI' is probably an emblema from the first 
version, a. 10. 

b 17. dvo. p.luov . . • KLVOUj.l-£vou has all the appearance of a gloss. 

CHAPTER 3 

245b 21- 5 . Ti:1Y yAp o.~).,wv . .. TtlliTa.. av n<; VTrOAa{30t £Y T£ and 
aAAo{waw tnrapXHv seem to be emblemata from the first version b 6,8. 
These words having been inserted, yap was put in (in b 23) to make 
the construction right. TO rrxr;fJ-a is a gloss which spoils the con
struction or the clause it is in. 

26-7. i~ ou ... p.0p4nfv. The language is un-Aristotelian. The 
phrase in the first version TO ax."p.aTl~bfJ-£JIOY • • • OV AtYOfJ-EV €K£;:110 (~ 
OV (f]TW (b 9- 10) is good Aristotelian language. 
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246b 24. TO . . . &~a.neE", Tt'Ept Ti]v 4>oCJw, r that which places the 

thing in its natural condition '. Without Et, the phrase does not 
seem to be Aristotelian. 

2473.23. ~ . .. &'pETfI. Here the second version departs from the 
firs t, which has ~ £vo.vr{wr; &'7fu(}'r; (246b 20). 

25. TO Tl1'i i)Sovl1s. cr. 2458. 20 n. 
zB_b 20. &.x,>...a. • •• l11'Lo-n; ,.,.,.,V. In the first version (b r-7) two 

theses are maintatned :-( 1) that f~ur; of the noetic part of the soul 
are not aAAmwuus, (2) that there is DO Yfv£fn'i of them; and the fact 
that 'TO Ko.-ra. ouvafJ-w bnurY;JJ.ov ovot:" 0.1)7'0 KlV'1l0f:V cl,\)..a."rtf (1)')..0 lnrap$o.l 
"'I1:yv£7'o.t £mC1"T"itttov is offered as an argument for (2). In the second 
version, by misunderstanding, thesis (2) is omitted, and the words 
answering to those just quoted are given as a second argument for 
thesis (1), and through ignorance of the meaning of 'TO Ka'Ta. llvl'ap.tv 
brwrijftol' these words are paraphrased by Ka'T' ovo£p.{av ovvap.lll 1(7'\', 

28. 008' .. . fl lpu. Spengel's emendation is pretty certainly 
right, especially in view of 248b 27- 8 7'0 ,..r;~ aAAouocr£w~ , .. €v 'T~ 

alcr01}'TlK~ P.fPH 7"1j~ ifrux~~, (V a.\,\1f S' OMEVt 7r'\'~v KU'Ta crvp.f3£f31}K6~. 
30. 'TO ri)~ ilru:rnjfl1"jS. Cf. 2458. 20 n. 
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d'/l'ocpaulS' 2:; I. 19 4vTIKEnol KIII~rrfl 
'ipt.}'ln 2911 25J 61 b IS 'lpf~;al a.VTI
~f;PfVru 301. I IlH08oAol rlvtllCfi
,..fVOI ib. 8,6, b,U Il'I""rrfIS dVT.
Kfip.fVaI 61, b I 3 

dIlTIK," fi" 57 ':Z1, 413 
uVTlld8it1'Taa8cu Qb '5. 11 b27 
aVT'JoIfTaUTaO'lf 811 '1 

rhlTlfrfptC1Tarrn 15&'5,67& 16, IS 
aVTIOTfK'rM 66 b lS 
dvnu t porpwr 65 b 8 
avr['I'aals 87&5. 2",b 29 , 25 1. 12, 271. S, 

35 bI 3,16, 6,h S 
dllTil/'fP0P.fVOV 1 S I. 30 
' AVTltpWV 851.11, 93 I. I 2 (-aAEdt) 
UJIQI S8a24, 51132.121."7, 17& 3, 5Sb21, 

S7&lI 
alllJl6fV631.t 
QvWAfBpoS' 3bl'; 
dllWpMM 2S b 16 
G.vw},aAOJt 381.32, 6S bu (-aA~) 
QIIWvVP.Ot 26& 30 
U[loAo,),OJt 31.1 
ci(loilv 52&24 
dapa'to!i 41. 4• 26 b ll 
o.UptO'TOf 96b lS, 1 b 16, 9 b9 
o:1I0.8flO I 7 b 26 
all'a9~S' 14Ib32, 261.4I9,46b'9,20,551.13 
all'a;\~aYl1l91.24 
cbra..U.aT'Tla9ru. 5 b 9 
a rraVT7]UUr SaS 
dr.avT1]TfoV 63 a 4-
UlI'apTi(flv 5 I. 31 
drraTarr6(U 2~ b 4 
«'I'I'avC1Tof 59 :liS 
ri'lfflpla 3 I. 12 
arrfl ,POJI 2 b 30-8& 23 opiniones philoso

phorum 851.35, bI7, 31.3, 15, 20, 
6 b .,8 ll'''~'II'oufiJS51.33 KaT' 
fl&f )( KOTel "'~'180S' S7 b9 flo' 
,,0/ UWfXfi Ob 17 Toil &7rftPOll OUK 

tUTtvdpx!r 3 b 7 ;, frlaTlf fK 'lflVTE 
3 b 15-25, 81. 5-21 "Ot1aXWf 4-1.3 
KOTa TfpOq8fUIII, 6,alfKu,,, 4&6,61. 15, 
b 16. 331.'9 , 24 XClJp'C1rov fTJlo. ouX 
0(&" 'Tf 4· S-6 &S 6vv&,.." ETJlQI 6& IS 
KaTel uv,..,Bf8'1)KOf inr6pxu 4 & 29 hi 
T~lIa~E'I)al ll'lb3,7b2S def.4 b2o, 
71. 1,7 KUT'(Vfp')'ftaIl6 11 16 tUTl 
To/ Ii.AAo /((11 aMo Aap,B&.vfu8a, ib. 27 
h2 lta80lpfO'li 6bl3 ~ JI JoIq16f1 , 
1(11I7](1f', XPO llo/ 7b 21 aiTlOI' W~ uA'l 

7b35 dr afrl/POII IEIIOt, f30~l(fili . 
" podJlUl 9 &2 5. JO b 27. 56&17. 2S, 29. 
2Sb34, 42&5<4. biB Toil li1rtlpov 
ove.y I{1TI "w(X01i & Ka.tO"'fTp~(1f1 3S& 
141 d'lfflpoy frpor d:7rflPOIi OV~JIIO 
~6-yOIl ~Xfl 52&13 dpxol a"lIPOI 
8+ b IS ClTfflpa T~ Eilifl 5 & 2'l 

&fmpos OOKTVA.IOS 7& 2 Ta d,frUpa 
liu:X9fwetc. 331.412 , 38&33, 6,~1.6. h4• 
65&20 fll Q,1TElfHP XpOYfp ciliuliUTOIi 
1TffrEPOC1I' ~ II'I)lIlm'fi'u8a, 37 b23- 38 bU 
«frEIpai KI.U,..OI 50b 18 'tUw dfl"ftPl»1I 
OU6~1I 'lfpEdToli 561. 18 ovlitll 'lfffrfpaO'-
,..JIIOII KlllfW &:rmpoY x.p6YOIi etc, 66 
I.I o-b 4l4 

d'lfEpaYTl»f 4 b 11 
dfrfpya,f0'90199&16 
Q.7rIt1Tta 13 & 15 
a1l"0,Ba~~flll 30h29. 47 & IR 
u'110')",),lIfO'Oo.l 45 & 14, 641&419. 341, b 16, 20 
a7rOliOTfOIl 9ShS 
0.'lf0Il'E'0'6o.l 92 h i 
Q'lfOltplalS 87 b 29 
a1!'o~flwflll 11&2, 3S b9.43&2S 
awop'lJAU I) &10 
ci'lfopla 8S b l ) , 2&21, 8& 33 
a:rrOTfT,..1/,..fll'l2 h8 
Q.'ffOTV')'X&.vft18ru 99 b 3 
d1l"Ol1(}'ia 9 1 &1 , 95& 13. 7&12 
d1rocpatYfa8al 4 I. 31 
linlo8al )( nfrfptlll8al S & 11 def. 

111.34. 16b 2g , 31&21 "IfTO,..fYD. 
'lfa6'l,ttlcd Kal 'lfOl'l)TI"d d~~~ ~Q.III 12 b 
32 (d. 42 b60) )( iipEE'1'i. t1VllfX'~ 
271.1 8, 21 , 24.3,b 4 5Aoy ilAoVU1M'f-
(160.1 3 t b 3 OIctaphorice 91 b 35, 94 I. 
21 ,3&2 drrToS' 14&' [ I6 b20] 

arrClxm 43&19, b lS 
apCUUT'l7 H 60 b 10 

dpaXJ''I)S' 99&22 
dpQ.XS'IOIi 99 &27 
d.Pf"';' at p~1I dpETa~ a l 15~ KOK(O' TWII 

f(fWV 46& 1 I , 30 TfAf{fl,'(/'lf TIS' 46 & 
13, 20, b 2S, -47 I. 2 TEdV Wp/Jf TI 46 a 
30, b 3-8 '11' 0 1 fi." rhra9h ~ w6~ 
1fa8'1)TlKOIi 46 b 19 (cf. '" 7 I. 3) WEpt 
Jjlh: .... ,h IfU~ AlirraS' 47&S, :14-

apl8,..fill 2:\1. 2:>. 63&25 
apl(Jp.6f liOKfi ii..".flPOf fTva, 3 b 24- fila 

'ff~E(1)> 7 b 7 ~IXEdJ 19b 6 J d:IT~iUs-
)( TIS' 20&27 )( O'UVfX'1f 20b3 ~ 
'T() ;'p48P.q,.. fJlOII ~ TJ a.PI8"''I)T6" 23 I. 24 
d nvTt\~ tl 'taor ~1t(iTfp(Jt 24 I. ~ dp48J1 fP 
~v go&'S (cf. 421.69),621.21, 63bI3 
TO p'l)I5~" :IT"ot apl8p.6" 151113 t V 
ap.8J19J fT"ClI 21 1. 11 , h I I 

o.PIt1TfpOf 5 b33, 29b8, 61 b35 
app.6(fl" 91.9, 14b23 
dpp.oJllidj 9~ & 8 
appv8pICITOf 93 I. r I 
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appW!1Tla 53" 33 
apT! :22 bill 

cipTCOV 3"11 

upxruOI 9' II. 23, 94" I 9, 96"8 
apXfJ cL ai'Tlov,u'I'"O'xO';ov 84·11, 13, 88 

b28 quot84bIS-86"3,S91.1I - 91& 
22 avtAfi'v Tcl ~ apxclS 8Sl.2 (cf. 
:,3h2) TIV~~.qT'vwv85a4 TllVaV-
Tla u.pXa[ 88" 19-89" I 0 OU K(l.e' 
i. 1rOKHf'fllOV 89" 30 TO V1TOKflflf
veil dpx';' ib. 3r apxJ) Toil ""'"WeDI 
92b11 (cf. ib. 28, 94b29, 981.36, "'I) 
T~ T(AOS apx~ T OU AO"(cup.oii 0 &22 
TOU d:ITflpov 00" funll 3 b 7 ov/( ((17"11' 
dpx1) /-,ETal3oAijs 36& 14 au O'vva1TTfI 
T-p ap>.::!] TO 1IffXJ-r 64hZ7 

dPXITfKT{)III~ 94 b:2 
dO"a¢~~ 841. 19 
cla'leOI 13" 26 
dU"-poAo"Yia 93 b 26, 94 "S 
aavA}..0'Y1o"ror 85" 10 [86·8] 
a(I1Jp/3A'1T(l 17" 10 
Q.uvp:rrfpavTos 861. 25 
o.t:1X'1fLclTlU70S 9 t ":2 

«0')(771-'0061171 8S h :20, gob 15 
dO'Wf'dTO> 9 "16 
aTaKTov 52 "II 
d .. ra!ta 90b 15 
d:TEAEla 6 J .. 36 
o..,.O'AUlTI']TOS "" .. 5 
aTEA?]r 11.6, b 32, 57b8, 61" 13,6511023 
a.TOJJOS aToJJ(1 p-~"1f.8rJ 87"3 (cf. 6" J7) 

dTOP.OV vuv n bS, 41"25 (d. 35 b 33) 
tJ60f 27 b 7 J.OVl'aTOV l[ (iT6p.wv 
fivai Tt UVJlEXfS 32.24 TO lq,BapJ,LfJlOIl 
Ha~ TO 'Y{),ovdS iv o.TO,uIP TO J,LfV g<PBap4 
Tat TO Of ..,i"lO);EV 36"6 aTOPOI 
)(pO);OI 631.1 27 aTopa uwpaTa 65 h29 

ail[avflv 9.27, 45.12, 5°"29,3° 
aiJfElv S· I7 , 43.38, 45" r2, J 5, 50" 29 
aof11 6 b 28, 32 
aiJ!11ulS )(.p(J!Ultl"'13,26"3 1,28b 2I, 

"P .31, 33, 43·9 V01]TIH?, 8"'22 
KaTa T61TUV 11·15, 13 b5 OVX OP,(}.4 
}"iJs 23b20 OilN EvaVTta OV,iJUfI 30"' 
25 lTpOU9fUIS TIS 4S"'lj u(nipal 
"YfVfrlfWS 6, "' 10 

aioT6,T6,o.lTAws ,1.32 (d. 2b20) apl(J4 
p.i'ts d OVTOS 2+· 2 

aVTt8Uf 51· 21 

QVTOKi"'1TOf 58· 2 

r:dJTop.aTOt 91 b '5, 16 TO a{1TC5paTOJl 
9~b31-98·13 Ola<pipEI TVX'7i 97" 
36,b:.w,35 CI JAaT'7" 97b22-32 
VUTfpOV VOV Hal q,vuI;wr 98"'10 

lupotpEr" 53 b 20, 66 b 3 
Il.Ipo./pEutS 87 b33, 90h7, 45.29 
acpa"ij 1)3·5 
arM 13"'9, 27. 17 
atp8apTov 91.28, 3b8, 65"'14 

Wp~~~al 16 ·20,26·23, 53·33 
d.p1t1Tau(Jal 91blO, 6S b l4 
atptvptup,fvOV 8"6 
'AXI}"Auls 39b14 
axwpluTa 88"6 
difocpla 44 b I 7 

!3aoi(flJl 8S b29, 97 b24, 2l b lO, 3,b 31 , 
32"5 

fJaoluls 2iblS, 28 11.'7, 49&'7 
{JQ(Jos 9" S 
13apos IS &25 , 50"9 
fJapv NaTW 1TttpVHf <pipH1Sal 0"2, 

1"8, Sb 27 , 121. 25, 5Sbl6 J.tfllfl 

f'lrlTaiip.(uovSbJS 1TVKlI6vl7 bl i 
(cf.60 b9) 

fJaUI}"Evr 10":1 

tHATIOII 59"11 , GOb 22 
fJiq 15"1 , 30&29 
(JialOs 15 &. 2, 30" 30, 54·9 
fJoV1'fVij98b32,~9bS' II 
fJpaM 18 b16, 32'16 
f3pa6vT~r 28 b 29 
(JWAOSS a J2, b 22 

"IEfjpO. 8 b 2t, 54"22 
"IfVEUI~ 4'ITAi} 86&141 93b21, 25&'3 

def. '"'J4, 2S"12~ 17 OUX ~P.a)..~i 
23b11 luoTax~r 49b20 (i"o.l 
Kal p,q t Tllal avfV 1'EllfUEW~ KG~ ",Sopos 
58 b 17 aovvoTo" Et"at 'lTPWT11" 61 I. 8 
TO. lIfP{ -ylVfIJIV f/!IJUIKit 91"'3 (cf. 
60 b 31, 61 I. 15) o.vfAEiv T'I)V "Y');EUIV 

91bI3 "YEV(OEl~ (JIG IOt :\0&3 1 

aV!fjUli KT". \:unpal "jEV/UUJS 6.·, 1 

"IfVfTry 93 I. 7 
"Ifv)'ii" 87"'15, 56&1, f'7 b ,0 
"I(vas 89& 14, b 26, 1 bl9, 9&4, 10&IS, 

27 b 1'2 

"IEWP.fTP1ff 85"' I 
"I~OJ,uETp.NOf 8S& 16, 17 
"jij 14 b 14, 32 
"Y11PQ)' 3°"28 
"I~paVUI<; I I. 1<) 

)'1fp&.UNHV 21&31 

"ji"jvfu(Jal Eit P-f't QvrOS, ;, tVTOS 
87"'28, 91 b9~27 Ta o.lT},,«, Ta 
UII"IJefip-tVa 89 b :p, 90"'9 OEr inTo
Kfio(Jal TO )'1"IVOP.tVOV 90" l:'i, 34 
"11...,,, *u801 p.tTaUX7Jp-aTIUEI etc. 90b 5 
TO "Y1"j ,,6,uo o)' avv(JfT,.)V 90b I I (d. ib. 
20) TO "IEv6p.tvOV d"&'''YIt1f TiAos 
}"a!3fw 3 b 8 (cf. 6, I. I 3) "jl"jI'ETal 
ovo~" aVEIl Toli Ktv~ia(Jat 22b 23 TO 
"IE"jOIlOS fv dT6p.1p 'Yf-yO"fV 36"'6 TO 
"IE'YoVlh o.);o."IK'7 "Y!"Ivf u(Jal '/TpOnpav Ka~ 
TO "I1')"'OPEVOV ),E"YOJl(VIlt 37 b , 0, 15 
8 av !J lTponpov p.,q fSv. £1lla"YN11 "Y.t"Y"EG-
Sal OV 63b26 "I*"11TOS , - If 

)'I"Y"WUKEIV 84 1.'2 
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"IAVKai"fu9al 44b7. 23 
-yvWpOVff :\ .. '4 
'l"flJpl(UII 8.4 &12 
"}'lIwpljAOr 84" 16 
'Y"OJpUfTlltr, 94 b 4 
-yoJA'/Jlor 98 b 26 
'Yop.¢or 27" I 7 
-ypaPJJ.r, ljlVr:TINq, po.91JfU17INr, 94" J O, 

11 ,22&[ 6 aTop.fH. 6& , 8, 33h t6 
oinr EN rTTI'YPwv ISblB,31t.24, 'P&3 
lilQlpflTal '/Jaaa 20&30 aVYfXfS 3 1& 
25 url'Yl/-wlllwra{v -ypaPJAr, 31 b g 

-YPQ f/JIU,V 48bg 

lJalpOVICVTfp<JV 96 b 7 
OOKTuAlor 7" 2 
llwfviJllot 93&4, 59&27 
6f1M'1IC0i48b l l, +lJ &2 
~fll6r Sb 33, 29hS, 6r h36 
AW~6"P<Tvr dpxar Q1fElPOIJr 84 b 2 r 

h-l ptlfp3y Tau ,tllovr tiifaTo 94" 20 

1faVfTlTfp,../a 3" 2f oU6~" ~Tf:PO" l( 
hlpov -yi"Y"fu8at TWV rTpWTO,1I' ib. 33 
KfVO" 8S" ')2, 13"34 dl)uvdrov 
&.aVTQ "Yf"(OIJfval 51 b 16 W!i' oihctl 
/fQl TO ""POTfPOV h lr"n"o 5'&34 

li rari94bI9. 9S&'3 lIui'/Jauwv94b28, 
95&3 ' lh' au 15"29. h I I 6,' 
aurv 56&.. li,a lI''\'I OVQlY ib. 6 

litnlJoX~ 28·28 
liltiOf lH!i' 93 &'5 , 25 
lilalpf;I' 84 b 12, 11·29. 35, ' 5 b 16, 20" 5, 

39 b 19. 23, .14 b 31 
6ia.iPEUIS' a'lff/p0l' Kant &'UiPfUII' .... 7. 

6b4, '7. ~3· 20, 2~ (d . 36b I5, 37 
1>8,63.21) TauTo /Jai /JQTa Ta lrro 
7} IhwPfUU Kat 1) ;I'QJO'lf 22" ] 9 uxft-
IARroS' 24"9 (d. '19&5) TO p:TJ IJII 
TO /Jo,Ta. li,o,iFHuII' '51.21 TO "UV 
XpliJIolJ &.alpEulS 62.3° 

CllolpEToS' 4 &11, 31b16: iph25, 3,, " 11, 
b 10 (cf. 4''''39), 21 - 3S bS 

liI(UT'ln1~ 6&, 3 . 
BlaK"CTf'E;V 6 5 113 2 
lhuKp'I'f'" 57 "27, 59 b '3, 65 b2 1 
BdLI<PICTIf ~7"3" 3·'7, 43 118, II, 28, 

GO b I' , 65 b 19 
ClloAClJ.l86."fll' 13& 33, 28 h6, 54 b29• 

64. 20 
ClmAf"rfCT8w. 85&6, I ~ 
CSla'\fl'ITf,I' 20"8, 26 2S, 28 b" , 8, 58b 10 
lilaAfleroS' 4 ·,G 
limAtlfIIo' 85· I 7. 4 I> 33 
BIClJ.lEVfl" 60",8 
lidlJ.1 fT pOr '1 b 2'1, 22· 5, "" b 15 
lilCll'fJ.lfiV '13 b II 
lilavo1']'Tlleor '17 I. 28 
lid.lI'(HCl 92"16, 96 b:u, 97&', 9S& 4-, 47 

btl,53 a 34 
8lUfI'0Pfiv IOb 3 1, 17bao, ,8"30, 66 b'7 

lXapOpovy ~I> 10 
liuiaToun 2 17, "b 20, 6·6, 8b J.f 
&clO'T'1lAa tv 'JI"pOS' liIIo ,11.,8 t T61foS' 

lilaaTftJ.lQTa 'XU TptU 9·" &6.u'TI'lI.la 
J.lETa[ii TWv iOXdTll1V 11 h7 (cr. ib. 
9. 19,12·3. 13&,8.1 4"5, 20,1 6 b I6. 
32) TO aliTo BuiGT1]lAa '31. 1 (d. 
16 .35,37 U35) 

ISiauToAq 17 b 15 
litacpJpm' 24.8 
&aq.opc1 13118. 26· 28, 49·4 
ouil/>Opor I 5 I. , " 28 b 30 
lilaqJufu8al 50 b 31 
3ilio.[u 21.3~, h2 
816auKaAIKos , h 7 
li,50l'al 63 b 20 
8If(fl\8,;" 4 b 9, 63 . 6, b 4 
BlftlfllOl 6b9. 38"'3, 66 b l3 
lit/foBor 4·:i 
nlfpXfu(JOI 4·3, 32 .4. 63 b 7, 65.19, b6 
6w;"al 41. ... 3'·1, b 19• 38.36 
&IUTQu(Jo,l , b 18, 4b~H 
611''196 . , 6,1''.32 
6C~UIS 431.17 , h 17, "",,·2 
6lDpi(fllI' 84 ·'5, 96 b32, J b l7, 13b24, 

18·9. 3;·'4 
61opl(m 13h ,6 
8IXO'T0lAfil' 39b 19 
BIXOTOjl!a 87·3, 7h11, [ 14.J 39h22 
BIWItOIl 39 b J (j 

. ' b IJIQJO'IS 43 g,.j.7.9 
li6-yJ.lClTa 9 15 
M{a '3&22, 53bX, 54·'9 
8vcis 91"JJ, '0·27 
6UVUJlff T OU lelll'fla(Jal /Jat liPf jlfP< 59 ·,6 

8tWQ.I'H ) ( IJlTlAfXfl/f 86 " 3, 93bS, 
ob,6, 11.10. 20.2· 12, 57 h 7 58.31 
(d. 91 b28. 9S h4' 27) ci. VA'193 10 

31- b8, 7.22, 17 ·23, b~ 3VI'cljlfi 
fll'a.1 TO a.JT(lP0l' 6" 18. 13. 8 .6 TO 
8111'o.Jlfl 'JTA(ol'axw~ Al"rfTo.t 55.31 
= laxvf SO"2, 7, 66 1.'5_h2" 

/iUI'o,a8o.l 9!i"b 4• ''''35.6''24 
OIJJlaTOV S l bl, 56bll 
8vu!tjl''1TOY ,61> 12 
7>lJaleoA{a 11 & 10, 39 b II 

811UTIIXla 97·'7 
lil)"XfP~ 25.30 

fryUTfPOV9Sb2, 97·'''. 60 h3 
f"rfipEufku 53.2°, 59 bl 3 
f(JiAftl' 95" 25 
dlUI'o.l 8 ... 10, 87bII, 94bY8 
E18oS' !taT' f16of)( KUTd ",).:ijOOf 8 71>9 

ci. I'OPf/J~. AO"rO~ 93'" 31. b 'I. '9.94 b 26, 
9&22 ci. o.iTIO"94b,6,9S"2I .98.'4 
lI' TU VAP 10"'1 T9i f i3 u iv. auo 
86&19.90b'4 Tei ill'(lVTla.lilaq>optis 
Ko.~ ( ili'1 87"'0 Kur'lO'flllf ffa-" 1·9 
(cr. 56b31 ) .,.i"rov Ei6r] 5h32 6 
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To.or OUK fl&, 9':u (cf. b 3. 23) 
(j3'1 ci. 70"Ol 60'9 

fIM-rQ/f 88" 5 
fiA'1U1f 97"':\, 
dAIKp'VWS 8] ... 
dJUlPJAIJICU 30· 32 

,Tval .oMaXWr 1I('1ITal dUll S,;l.u. 
86&'5 (d. 6"1 ) Til ,Tvat TIVI 

8~b:u, 25. 86'29. 90"'7, 911.1, 
1'3l,3" 16.+1.:13.13"9,191.21," II, 
19',8 (cf. 2b9,17'24, '9b27, 221. 20, 
29" 29. 63 b 9) ul JA~V TO l(l'Tl ... "41fiAov 
85"27 (cC. ib. 30) aUG Qw.\Ws OllTfJ. 
gob 2 V" ci. aUllia 9"1:1 TO ,TVQI 
Tlvor 21'S, 0, bSI 15, 'J7. 3' TO. 
old 6VTQ 2, 6.3 fT"OI Irai: /Aft (iv(1I 
&1101 ",(fll(O'(Q)S /Cal ¢OpOf SSb '7 1'r, 
15" 86"9. 871.5,25'20 

fip'1fHl ;'; b 11 

tis is 24' 35t "7. 28 b,6, 29'25 
daloVTo 59 12 
,i/T1l'JI(lUI'U 43 b 26 
flarrlloq 43 II 12 
i/C I, au 861.19. 93b18, 94"24, 

95'19,24 b , ou p.ollovToh "I:"111f' 
a9al o.V .. a. /CallK TOUI5E 90'6 

lIfKP'"fW 87':10, 23. b23, '4. 88'r 
tIrKPUI(f 87°3 1 
IICKplTIIt(li 43 b '4. '7 
IlClfpcrUfU' 64' '0 
1/tlfvfut11f "3b26 
InvOlj 43 b 12 
fICTrtIP'1"i(uv 14' 33 
litt1Tat1lf 41b" 46 '17, b" 47'3 
(Kt1TaTIK6! '1' ,6 
bTfi""v 5S b '3 
flt'Tf)..19uv 50 '31 
flnpl.ft16tu 91 ',6, '3' 
flfllJv6~fllQ 53' 1 5 
l)..auhfPlPptt 99 b 12 
tJo..OTTUV 3,b 13 
~Jo..I' 28 b '4 
I)..KI." H '3 
{)..)."!f.r 87 & I 7. 89 b II 

~Jo..[ ' !-43'17, liS. '4.25,44' 8, 16, 20 
'Epn50KJo..Tjr I'Ilpa 87'22 IfUfpa-

t1J.'I.,oJo..aJA/ltWfl88&17.89"5 TOU 
,roour f/'/taTo 94 & 20 OUK ocl TOV 
d.lpa d."IUT,lTlU d.fI'oKplvfa6o.. 96"0 
tV ~Ipfl KIVfw8al /to.1 ~pEPEW 50b26, 
5"10 q».)..[a Ko.l VfileO! 5"7 
verba citantur 96'22, 98b3', 99 b9, 
50b 30 

fJuifI"TotJTa '4' 23 
.J.'",03[C(II' 99'11, b,8, 15'21, 55'7 
fJlIfO&oT.Kor '5 b II 
fp#olfill 5011,6 
lplfPfJaOtv 5b rp, 39bl6 
l/Mllaivfo8ru Obl7 
tJA,tplJTOr 92b 19 

6091 

tP'/NXOV 55'7. 59b2, 6S b34 
EV #ot1axwr JO' 14 I" ~allr~ ib. '5 

lv Xpl.VIU 20'32- 22'9 tv (J -
xp6vor '1'4'35. 36b3, M'14 b'; 
",II(iTal 26b30, 27 b '9, '4, 29, 35' 3~, 
6"4 

~v ol AI"yOYTU fT.,.u t .. Ta "till'Ta 85 ',., 
1I'o.u.axWr Al-yera. 8,:;b6, 27'3 lhwd.-
JlEI )( EIlTCAcxciq. 86' 3 bo Til uwpa 
TO tnroKcip.tl'oll 87'13 dp.6Jl~ 
90' 16. 61'21, 6311 13 (d. 9"', 
"'0) TO b aa.alpnoll 7b6 IS 
apl8Jlor t'"a 'tr)..clw ib. 7 b pijAJo..o" 
,,11'0)..).« liti "opiCc,,, :9'8 

IvavTlo" To."allTia apxaj 88 ' Ig-
89' 10 tilt' d.u.,;)..c,1V 'ltOt1Xf/J>' dau-
lIaTQV gob 33 (cf. 9' '5) TO 11IaJiT[ov 
lJpf"'f£uOal Tijr aurou ~6opiis 9"t9 
q>6apTII,a &.AA~AOIII ib. 2' 'II'&lITa. 
pETa86J.,.A£. ;[ tllallTlou Els ivavTlov 516 
)( d."ri¢aa" '4 b'9. '5' 1' KaTa 
TOll'Oll 26b32, '9b7-9, 64bl5 '11'1· 
rlTf,p.." Taw fllll"TtlU" pta 51 '30 T~ 
o.UTe) lI"ACtOGIV ''''(UlTloII 61' 16 

l"oYTIM'1i 8j"o, ~9"4 
I"QJiTIOJa,r <)Ob 27 , t7"31,6',6, '9"3, 

30b 11, 61 b 36 
f"o.lI'"oAo.J.',BGYfl" 3'11,13"7 
11l3JXf081l. 3b 30 

b&&S"tu 87' I 
1"f/ta ov ~"'E.Ka 94"7, b 33, 9S"4, 

b'h 99'32. b 19• 0'1 .... :n, 34, 43 1 3' 
~IXWr TO o~ (lIEMa. 94' 36 fYllCG Tall 
96b2 1, 98b17. 28,99'11, 12,0'8 
T;"'or t"Clea. 98'20, 0133 

11'1P"'ff,a9Ib28, ::8' 11. 51'9, 55' 3~ 
'''fPl'"'95 bS,17,28,' '6,5 1'9, 55 21 
t..fP"'fl1TIKOs 2' 11 
''''ft1rWr'l2 b J4 
lll6T'}t 2"19 
11lTfA.fXfla TOU aVVaJlEI J"TOt; TOlouTOll 

1 &1 t (cf. ib. 17, ~8) ci. (1",'1 13'7 
ciT()..~r 57b8 iVT(Jo..(Xff~ )( aUlI&'· 
I'fl 86'3,93 b 7,0' ,6, 1'10, '0, ,. 1 t, 
57 b 7, S8 b

2 

f"fl8fval 16' 33 
i"Tor arT/O" 97 b31 
fl'U1JapxCll' 81'32, b15• 9IbI6,9"30, 

9?'I O,94 b '4, 33 b 35. 35 b 3. 38 bl S 
tlllUUU ,,1 10 

([tupf", 18 b 26 
i(aIl/lll'1f "b t 5 
l[f)..l"'f'X£1V 13"3 
t[lt 93 '25.23'19. 45 b7, ".46'10 
1(.aTallal 16'28. "b3, 22bI5,61"0 
t(1U atTlolI 97 b 20, 36 
1(lU6fill 5?b t 6 
l[o,l'TfpIKor 11 b 31 
11I'a"'flU"'fJi 85&1 .... 24b30, 29 b3, 5"24 
11l'4Ko)..ou8ti" 43 ' 19 



INDEX VERBORUM 
f1faxTIKW~ l ob8 

t'IToprpunp'(flv :; -28, 59&15 
frrEH T('"EU8al 16b29. 17 b9 
f 1fI(3)o..fTmv 9O a l.J, 59- 21 
f'lW'!'''YVEU6001 59&2 
f'lrl(fV1'VUJlQt 26":17 
flrl>"avfJaJl fU8at 21 " 32 
f'fl'irr,6a. 93 II 21-
f 1T((J ItE'll"rfOll 95 II 36 
E1I'((lHO'lffi" 18b 9 . 6f a S 
f1riuraa8al .. 7 b I I 

fn fa Tauis 9611. 36 
f1rl{l'r.qp."I 27b13, 47bl0 
fffIUT71J1.OJII 47 "'9, b 2- 1 8, 24, 25, 55 b2 3 
f1r U1T 7]TOr 89&' 3. 91 a8 
(TrlTEAfW 99 a 1 6 
ElI' lIPO:VflQ 9 11. 8 
iTt.Xf1pEtu8al 99 b 2 
E1Ttu(1IS 43" 18, 26 
;paJ' o~ 961131-
(neiCEe'enI3&31 
(nov 1rpO ip"'(ov 5' & 5 
fP,(J TIItOS 8;; a 8 
fPIU'TI KWS 86" 6 
'Epp.fjs 9O h 7 
ffJCJT{;J11 63&'5 
tdXflTOV 94&30, 32, 33 &18,25. 42&66 , 

44 11 4 , 4 5 "4 
hfPOIW(TIr '7 b 26 
~Hp6 T11r I b 20, 49 11 23 
f'viiall'0Jlta. 97 b 4-
fUQlIllpfTO r '5 "31, b l1 
fu~[;a 95&9, +6b5 
fiJEp-yor 94" 34 
finl811CWTfpov,8b8 
(MEja 48 &'3, '9,20, b 5,6, 11 29,62& 12-

63 1. 3,641.28, b ' 9,65I. ' 5 tiSf:idhi 
171. 20 

fVlJ v<popio, 27b18 
EV'\'0-Y0f 56 b 23 
EUA. O-yOX' 971.(2 , 31, 12 b30, 20 b24. 

56bl 3 
[lltTpa[ia 97 b 5 
[upulTnpvos S b 3 I 
E~pwlnl 24 b 2 I 
fUTVXfW 97b2 
lrp4pp.OTTflV 11>14,281125 
itpf[ijr 271. 4, 18, 59&lt,20,671.1 4, b II 

def, 26b341 311.2.\. 8 
f'PET OV 92 I. Ii 
ft/!IITTCUlat 51&22,621.2 4 
fXOP£VOf 271.6, 10, 36hJ2, 37b 8, 671. 

15, b '5 

Zn~t9Sb l 8 
'1iJl 6,1.,6 
Zi"QW 9 1. 23, lob 22 , 33 a 21,39 b 5-40 b 7, 

501. 20, 63 & 5 
'O)~ SOb 1.1-

1/81) 2210 7 
;'80vaI. 47 1.8,24 
~Bu.:6t .. 7 I. 7 
fjA.tot 94bl3 
~A.Otl l l. 2l 
Ijp.Jpa 61. 22, 31, 30bS 
T,J.l.IKUKAIOV 64 b 24 
i1I-'H1l1S 63 I. 5, 23, 26, 28, b 8 
' BpaKAflnwf 851.7 
'HpaKAf:ITOS 85 b 20, 5·3 
'jpf l.aj" def. 21 10 12,26 1> '4, 34.32, 1o :.~ 

391.'3. '5, 26 (cf. hI), 401.>30 7J 
TjpfJ.l.fi" KI)'firtu wav 32.'2, 38b23 
l39 1>sl ou/& E"MXfTOi .qpfpl(fuBaI TQ 
l]p£}A0iiv 381>26 wr 'E,I'71f801eAijs i" 
I-'fp£l K("EIuBell Kal iJpf;HLv 501>27 
~pEP.f:r TlVo, T~W cl."TIKfl}AfllWV ~PEf'iWV 
641. 23 

lJpflJ.'1U1S 261. 7. 301. 4,3' I. 2, 381. , 8, fol I. 26 
TJPf:p(a def. 2 " 5 0 x,x.vor ';'pfl-'iar p.hpo" 

21 b 8 uT/p1}u,r 26 b ' 5. 291025, 
641. 27 KIVJ1ufllvaVT;a ~pf:l-'(a 29b23-
31 I. 4, cr. 64 " 24 Ijpfj.Llal O,VTlKfl
I.I(Vo.l 301. J Tapaxfis tjpf}Aia 47 10 30 

tjPf}A',HI80.t 38 I. 21 , b 25, .. 8 I. 2 
i1pa!H 18 b24 
'Huioaof 8b29 
7)uvXa'fll' 521>19 
ijTTOJl 261>7, 291. 2 

BaTTOV I S1.25, n1>33, 32&25, 331>20 
Bio. 9b20 
Bfl" 40b 19 
Bfror 92. '7 , 96'"'33, b6 
8f:}AfA.totO I. .. , 371>'3 
8fpp.avTov 24" 30 
8fPI-'0V 55&23 . 60 h9 
8fl11f 85&5, 88&23. 5 b34. 5 ... bZ4 
8fOJPfiv ... b IO• 8&33, 5510 2 
8(01""1'lov 93 1>23, 94&14 
8fwpia 0'0 24• 71>28, SOb l 7 
0~/3"1Bw 2 b 13 
O'!I" 2·,. 8 
8pl'YK6'1 .. 6 & I 8 
8f'i-YKovp.I ,,"1 ... 6 I. f 9 
8upat 13b2 

liiu8al 49" 31 
u"Tpf vl1lr9 3bq. 15. 1&18,2 1>28 
lo.Tptw;' 93 b 1.+0 15 
laTpOs 92'024 
lafllt 93b36, 3&8 
iOto'189 b32,9&33 
"lAto" 22&23, bIJ 
1I1a(f:iV 4 b 13 
il101faAfS 71.17 

J 

1 



INDEX VERBORUM 739 
lU01rA.wpOII 24 a 5 
iarrraxT,s 16& :la, 32" lO, b 16, 49· J 3. 

29. b:!O 

iUOTtlXWs S7U2 ?, 38"4 
lUT(ll1Ut 30b26, 31&5. 38b2S-39& la, 

6:a&8 
iUX"uuta. 94 b:\6 
laxvpDs 13&26 
laxvs 50·6, 8, IS 

[ .... a.~os lib 3, 5] 
Ka8atptill 37 b 9 
Ka9aIpfuLs 6b13. 29, 31, 7.23, Sa H 
Ka9uJliflll 18b24. 59bl2 
iCaOlaTGuOal 47 b 17,25. 4S"2, 21 

ICG.9oA.olJ 84&23, 89&5. Ob 22 , ,: 2 b 23, 
47 b 6, 20, 64& :.u 

Na"la (11 J.I~" apfT(U alli~ J(Qltiat 'fUW 
~(fO)1I 461.11, 30 f} KaKla tp9opU. 

46& J6,1I30 Ti7.IJIf1pOiTl46&30,b S-8 
EICU T(lUt S 4 6bl, 47·3 1ffpl TUUTa 

iJrp' WII &'UQIOVTat 'TO EXOII 46b 18 
frOlfi' 11a9'1711C01I iJ fJlo.l'TlwS' a'IJaOif 
46 b 2 0 (Cf. 47 "23) HQlrlasluro#oAq 
4?all 

"aKO'/l"O'O" 92 &15 
"«pm/Ao,, 94" 7 
KctpT6s 99 " 2 5 
KUTUKAIIUJ.U:lS 22&23, 26 

K(lTQJ..(lJ'/3avflll 96& 4. 39 b IS 
K(l'Tap,fTpfiv 21&2,33 11 3, 37b28, 3S " 7, 

12, 'P &13. 66b23 
lCO'TClVa},.{tTKWI 66 & 19 
KaTavoflv II & I 2 

KaTavT{S 2 & 20. 48 & 22 
Ka'TCl'ITaHIV 97 b II 
HaTaa7"Oatf 47b30 
Ka7"a-n7lt"fIV 2 1 & 31 
KtlTa Tp1/Jflv 53 b 1 5 
Ka'T11'Yopia 92bl7, 0°28, I b a7 , 2 S b 5. 

271>5, .pb S• 35 
KaTopmfH/ 93"'13 
NnTw def. 12· 26 OJcH;W~ 6,vw /CnTw 

88·25 (cL 51>~2) lCaTd n)v q>opdv 
n} potV GVQl TO o~ /Cthw 1&7 (cf 29 b 7. 
611>34-) '/)}'IV)(EvTiff/nltTfI Sb 15.18 

KaTQlOfV 62 b 32 
KavaTIKor 51· 16 
K{1vO'n\Y 51.15, b32 
Kiyxpo<; 21·22, 50· 20 
NfK}..aa}'f/l11 2~b 24 
KfV{W 8b~6, I3.12-17b28 

criti SS·23. 13&34, 65b24 
goreorum 131> 2 3 

Kf.VTpOV 40b 16. 65 b3 
ICfpa}'tOov}, i"11 46.28 
KfpOP.WV Jib 4 
ICfpa}'h 46.l7 
KipaJ"o<; 46 & I 8 
ItfpnP.OV}'fVT] 46 & 19 

Demo
Pytba-

KfpKlatr 43 l1 7, 28 
Kftpa}..alClv 16·8 
KTJIXh 4!ib1I 
KII3&JT' OV 7 .10 
ICIVflV deL 2·6 apxi) TOU Klvfia0{11 

92bl! TO Klvijaav npwTov 98.19 
(cf. 43 .32. ' 4, 4S .S, 24. b 1) (iaa 
KIVOUflfva KIVfl 98 a 27 (cL I ·24. 2·3. 
30) TQ /t"tVoUv iVIPYfl OI[fl 2·6 
(cr. 43 .32-451>2, 66b30) lio(lS aft 
Olafnu TI Til KIIIOVV 2·9 KWOUV) 
( K1V117"1KOV ib. 17 KlvouflfVOV /CaO' 
atrro )( lCaTa a V/AI3 EfJT]KGr 11'"17.24 
·27, b 23, 26·19. 41b38, 54b7- 14 
..,.!-tvHal oul.i~v tiVfV TaU K'VfwOaL 
a 2 b a 3 faT' vuv Kfltivija8aL f(al 
o.}..}..o 23 I> I KIVOVV, KIVOUflfVOV. lis & 
Hlvf;Tal 2ib6 ICIVOUV, HI VOV/-If/lOll, 

fV tP.i[ av, fir 0 l4 1L 34 (d. 19"10) 
TI TO KIIIOV/-IfVOV. tV TIV, , 1TOTf 27b2" 
(eL 62·3) KlvEio-Ral ) ( KfKlvTjaBcu 

31 b 29• 36b32- ?7.9 )( ~Pf/-lfi'v 
32 . '2, 38b23 [39b6] (cr. 84b16) 
KlvfiTal n) KWOVP.tvov iv XpJII~ 34 b8, 
'P·15 (cf. 39bl) 81o.IpftTfIS TaU 
Hlvtio8al 35 · 16 til d.rrtlp'fl Xp/;vlf' 
aOVvo.ToV 1Tf 1T fpaap.fJlTJV HIV{la8al KT)... 
3' b 23-3Sb 22 TaU Klllfl(f81J1 oVK 
faTlV 7"1 1TpWTOV 39· 2 TOd./AEP~~ OVK 
;IIUXfTo., KlvEiaBal 401.\ 9, 58b25 
a1Tav TO " 'VOI1/-1fVOII V1TO TWO<; ItlVEiTCU 

41b34-43&3 I,56 ·", TO V~' ~OV
TOU "lVtlUOo.l 41b39 (d. 57.27- 5811 
9,58b24) KUK)..o/, (1Tl Tij~ fUBElar 
Hlv f lo-8a, 48.20 Ta. JCtvOVfI{va 
fiott olacplpfl 49 b I 2 0,/-10. KIVE'i 
"aIKU;vT]KEII ib. 29 TO IttllEiafJai 
-yf-yvfaOw TI Ha~ I/>fJEtPfOOo.l 54· J I 

cpvafl 1t1V{IUOo.t 54 b 17, 21. 55.28 
apx1) OV Toil KtvEIV «}.)..d Toil 1Taaxm' 
55b30 HIVOVP.EVOV, Kwoilv, r;; KIVfi 
56b IS (cr. "]2) T O 'lTpWrov Klvoil" 
S8 b I0-60.19, 66.10-67b26 (cf. 1 0. 

27. 42.53) TO Tf}..UtT<UOV 'TWV 1C14 

VOV/lTCliV 56 a 9 TO KIVOV" 1}~'1 fVfP~ 
-Yff~ fo-TtY 57 b 9 HVplCli~ K'''EiTCU TO 
IC!VOVPf"OV Kaul T61TOV 66·1 oUX 
oT6v Tf ouefv nE1fEpaa/-llvov HI/lEW 
&,mpov XPUVOV ib. 12 

1,,"r,p.aTa 3l"9, 41 .4 
Itl"T]al~ )( aTatTtr, &"IVT]O'ta, /-1011';' 92 b 14, 

28 b6. 3. 29·', b29• 30b J8 Ti 
'tTT! OUI2_lbIS . 2-7 (cf. Ib 31 , 
29.32.5 '.9, 571.18) oUK taTI1fapd 
Ta. rrpa-ypo.Ta 01132 HIvT,U(1JI'; EaTIII 
d81] vaa n,il O"TO~ l ·S (cr. 92b J4, 
25.34- 26. l6, 43.a6, 60·27, 6J·9, 
a l - 6) opinioncs philosophorum 
Ib16- 2aU,50bl:;- 51.5 av}'l3al 4 

vu 8t[f12·7 (ef. 43.32- 45b2) EaT!V 



INDEX VERBORUM 
tv T~ K'"'IT(f 1·'3-1).", 2-4\)25 11 
13lq." KQTIl 'lJllfTiV 15·. (cr. 30b18, 
54 1.9) Klnlaf~f ffp3s 11'1'117](1", 1Faa7Jf 
t(11'1 A6-yor 161.9 (cf. .. 8 1 10-49\)26) 
at/vEX!}' /;ui TO TO P.1"(fBos fT"ru (til. 

"'Xl, 19"1'l (d. 31\)18-32.17, 
3'·13-33b33) ci. x"ovor 19b16, 
201).12- 1 . 1.9.22.31, 31b1 9. 35"11, 
13. 16 i,iaTrJr1'v Ta i.-rrapxoJ' 21 It 3 
dPMl}f 23.2, 28b15- 191.6 f"TIVOS 

Ital ITt 71 ''I b I (d. 19\)19) if 
'1'(1."71011 ~ dr II'QVTtol' 26b3 (d. 611. 
:13) )( J.'fTa8oJ...~ 25"34-b5,291.3I, 
\)14 (d. 251.26,37) olut fl11'l IWI'''. 

aUIS lCiv7]O'If lS b 15 pia .".o,\Aaxw~ 
37b3- 291.6 (el. 411.65, 114 1, 591..8, 
611. . ,67I. n ) Tpia fr,pl & 1) Kt .. "C1/f 
27 b:l3 OGK '1.5'1 KlVqO'IQ,/S TaXOSKat 

fjpo..5IJTt,f 18 b 2~ 1I'Oln "1V1jUlf ~"a"T;a 
KIVt,O'fI 29·7- 12 !t,,,"alllvQVTla 
i'lpfp.la 19b'3- 311.4 b p.!.yY1 T~ 
KQ.Ta TO wou)" Ill1;4Xf-Tal all,a/pETo)' 
,:IIGI 36b 17 oill' l aTI l' Iv T~ o1l'(~i 
39&" z?l'WVOt }..6"}'ul 39b5-40b7 
at TWv J.l.f.ptiw fTfpoI dtTI10li'3 Dill' 
lit Itn''1~TClI'' 1'&3 (cf. 32&8) a1 
ItOTel TO'l'OV QVcl,,},OJfTal fIt Tlrropo. (iB" 
"3 &,8 ~ q>opCi lIp1.n'l TWV Ittn1tTfWV 
43&39. 60&10-6'&26.65"'1--66·5 
(d. S.31) Gfl 1Jv ItOl afl ftTUU 
SOb '1-53.21 otOl' Car? TIS Sob 14 
;,.oIXfTa1 '1'1.-0. ftval avvfxfi ItOl 0.:&0.-
61·30 taTI Tit lI .. ftfJOf. !) ..vItAo/ 
61b27-6S&'2 al lvaJfTlall(1TatTu, 
tL\A~AIU 62 &6- 12 (cr. 64 ·2S, b 12-2S) 

ICW"lTIItO" 2.14- 16, 55.21, 57.'5. 10 
Itlow 55b25 
IC}..fI/tV3po. 13.27 
ItJo.f,,'1 91b 16 
/t01v6r 89b3 1, 01.1 25 • 9.31 
ltoAAa27&I7 
1C0j.U3q 97· I 
l{oplalCoi Ig bll. 27b32 
leoap.olfol,j" SOb 16 
/(001'0'11'01/496. 22 
K6tTp.os 96.25, 3b26, 6b23, sob l8, 

52b16 
/f0~'" ·S, 51.1 27, '2-25, 17 b , 8,S5 b II , 

60 b g 
ItpGuj" 13b2 
K"'.l'fa9al 1~b27 
KpUllJ.l.Of 30 5 
."pla" l I6bI 9] 
ItI1(Jfp"al' 3 b II 

KUKAot 81bll, 22 b2, 46.15, 4-8b6 
ll"uKAIpI '7 .19, 4S.20, 65&'1, 25 
KUKAor Ta dv9~1I'U<1Q 1fpO.'YJA4Ta 23b24 
o ltuKAot "'pfJ.l.fi 40&2g- b 7 KaTl). 
ItUKAol' (Empedocles) 51 I. 3 taTI 
TIS "'l'fIpor Itjt',,(1'lI, 1) /tUKAo/ 61 b27 -

65 I. Jl KUKA«p )( KUKAOl' <p1p(aO(U 
62·'5 

"'I1KAorpopia 23 b '9. 33, 27blS T'WV 
¢opWv 1fpWTfJ 6? '13-b 16 

KvAulIil'18,27 IS 
KVl'cUVftll 16"15, 17·,6 
KV{lT0II 2 2 b 3 
KII(1TtiT'1S 17 b 3 
ItvOJv 99· 2 
/fwA~m' 55 b 7 

Aap./jallfll' 47·18 
MJ..IIl'tU 28·28 
Aawolls 97 b2 " 
Afatllfll' 98 b 26 
Alllr 85 b28 
AflJKalVflv 24 b ,8, 19 b 17 
AuiKOl'O'U 24b15, 17bS-II ,30'23 
luu/tI'l'l"lI'lJs '3·31 
AflJltoll 88b21. I&~, 48b22 
A(VKOT''1r 17 b 7, 24 b1 5 
),fIlKoua8oI8:;1> 29 
A'I_rIMOS 43b14. 27 
Afil/I!'; 29· 25, 15 b8, 16b 13, 17 I. 5 
JJ.9ar 97 b 10, 53 b 16, 67.2 
AI"os 7.17 
AO'YIKur 2·22 

ArrylKWs 4 b .. 

Mrylap/Jr 0·23 
ArryIO'TUC'V" 10.30 
)'6,,),or )( 6,,61laTa 8 ... b 10 Ta )'6'1011 

tVfKa At')'OJ.l.flttl sr6 (cr. ib. 8) 6pl
aTIMtls A6-yos 86 2.. X aia92alf 
88b32, 89· ... -9 TOU TE ~" flval 
94 b '7,2 b l2 )( n1X,,97.19 Ttl 
OU illflto. ill T~ A61l' 0& 15 '-Taos Mal 
Myos 9.21 (d. 93&31, b5, 94b27. 
10·20) TftJ AO"}'qI dA>"o Ig bl0 (c!. 
62&21,63b13) A6"}'01 dp&WI1p.ol 
48b'7 1fpOT'fpOII >.. 6'Y~ 65&13 

A VKflOII 191121 
AIIKIxpPWII 85 b 28 
AVlI"Ql +7.8 
Auult 86·23. 63&1:; 
Mnlloll 85 b 20, 2 b '3 

Jme~J.la'Ta94·8 98·lj,O -I~ 
p.a9'1JillTIK6r 93 b23- 91 & J 2, 3 "'5,8 b 23, 

22·15 
p.a9rJals 1·18, 2-31, 27 b '3 
fUlKpJr 20 b 2 
pa>..aMOl' 17b18. 6ob9 
Jillv8alllEIII S7.S, 29 b1 
fUlVOII 88&22, 16b22, 30,35, 17blO, 12 
I"!"o.,."s 87.15 
p.aVQJUIS 12b3, 17·12. 60 b 11 
JA4f"V~;" 65 b 17 
P.tlprUptOll 13 b 21 
l'aT'alor 97 b, 5 



INDEX VERBORUM 
p.O.TIJV 97bl'l-3l, 3bS 
pa.x(O'Oal 5 ... 8 
pE-yar 87& 17,9'·7,3& 16, 9 bS5. 5,b'7 
",1"'(tOos &'TOIMl PElIS" 87" 3 ville 

faTUI t~.Q.XUJTOV pl-Yf8oi 8S& ' 2 (cr. 
39&21) 11C1811JA4TIKd I-If'1/0'1 3bl5 
P.i-yf8os ala87j'rov o:rru pov 4-" I (cr. 6" 16, 
67b:H) ci. XpOIIOf 19&10-25. 33· 
14 (cf. 33bJ5, 63&15 ) dJcOAOli8EI 
'To/ IWYf8(1 ~ IW I1]UIS 19" I I OUK 

i,,6'XfTClt a:ffupoll E{IIOt 60llap.,,, ill 
1Tf'fTfpa(1P.~'''*J p.f'Yi9U oM' l" Q.1rttprp 
1Tflffpat1p.I""., 66" Io-b 27 dVR-YIf'1 
ri)v play l(i"'1t1IV peylOotIT ,i"al ~"M 
67·:31 

,.d6lpJlos 50.:za 
p.f8i(1TQ!JOol J 6 b " 4- 7 b 14-
,,,'806DS 84 &1 1.0 b 13,5 1" j, 531.1 7. 6 1 .. 30 
pUJtI 85 h 9 
j.lfXollia Hb17, 64-b8 
p.h-avals :zibs, 30.'3 
11oJ iAufuos 84b16, 85&9- 86&22, 7&15, 

13hll , 14.'7 
IHPI'ElJI ,, &34 
p.lpos ri:lI'opla 7U,H TOV it/pOliS Hal TOV 

o.\ou 85 b 11- 16 1} ataO'1O'IfToil Kf.lT/l 
plpos89 &8 (d. 4 7b 20) Tapip'J'TWv 
(q,iaN 92h9 TU plfJ11 Tel b To/ )..o)'tp 

941129 (cr. 10·'9) TOll'O\l /I'P'1 
8 h 1:1 TO pJpM Ell To/ OAf! )( TO 
oAoll III Toir pipitTllI ' 0·,6 pfTpfi 
TO plpor, lCallTo,},IWT(l.I TO oAolIl" TWV 
pfpWII IS"7 i,..{aTaTal Ta. lCa9JAoII 
To/ Ell plpfl 47 h6 

pfatJs '9.27, ::4h33, 29h19' 6:1"19-28, 

6t'3' 
pHI TTff 5' b 20 
pfaITo8fJl j ·17 
ptTa/3/u..)"fIJl Ko.T' ouoEall, "aTa. 1I'OaOIl, 

leTA. 0 11 33 f[ fllo.lITIOII cis (V4VTtOV 
5.6 (cf. 35116) leaTa. tTVp/Jf/J'l/leOS, 
T~ TOUTOII 71 pfTa/3a)"Aflv, TfjJ aUTO 
NIIIEia8at 24":11-30 (cr. ib. 30-34, 
b l 6-26) TfTpaXWs 25·3 TO 
pfTa/JaA}.ov aIlO:.,Ie'1 .5UlIPfTOIl fillat 
34 b ,0, 36.30 (cr. 36"27-35) 
dva),1C7j TO pfTo.!1E!1),,'l/lfOS, aT( TlpWrOIl 

pf.TafJl{3A'1lefll. flll(ll III ~ JJfTa!1l/3)":'1-
leW 35 b6-30 III ~ ,"pb,mp pITa· 
/Jl!1A'1lefll TO pfTa/3f!1A'I]leOr, o.Il471e'l] 
QTOPOV (1110.1 ib. 32-36"7 OUN (ITTIII 
III cp 1rpWTf! pfTo/3aJ..J..fl 36.7- 27 ecL 
h '9- 37b22) Ell Tii lliill OVK 111m' 
J.lfTa/JdA>"fu' 3i·'4 TO dxlll'l]I'Oll 
ov.5tV f/ (Ta/3aAAfI rr~r TO /(IVOOPEIIOV 

60"~ 
J.lfTo.{Ji.TfTOS 51 "15 
p.fTa/3o"" Pf To.l3o>"ijr (ITTIV fi.5'1 Dao. 

TOU j)IITOS , ·8 1I'GIT4 iv XpOilo/ 22 b 3' 
piiAAoII tlr &." ~! ou lelVfLTal ollop.<i'fTCU 

24h8,29.25 fie TtllM ,i, T! 2:;·', 
3411 11, 41"2 7, 52b l0 (cr. 27"i, 
35b ' 3.6ta33) pfTal3o"ijr etymon 
25" I Ulla'}'Itl'} TPfis (jllal PfTo.' 
/Jo1..{u 1S"j_b 3 aUK IlTn pfTal3o"ijr 
pfTal301..q 2511 15-:16.23 .5.o.4'lpfl 
KlllqafOis 29.31 (cr. 25.34- 11 5, 29 11 
13) allTlleflpllll1 30118 (cf. 6 , b 2I ) 
UVllfX~S 35 b 24 au" fOTIII apx}, 
pfTa/3o"ijt 36 . 14 Tpia faT~v 11 
At.,fTol KaTa. TTj ll pfTal3v"~1I 3611:;1: 
OUIe faTIII ou1jfpla aJrflpos 41.26. b I 2 
(cr. 65· JI ) 

ptTaAap/MII(W 1,3·5 
PfTaATf'lfTlIt6J1 9 11,14 
P,fTalV 16b:'3, 27·9. 3 , 118 
pnappII8p:(nil 85 b 28 
pfT4ITTaITIf 161130 
p,fTauX'1,...a.TI(IIS 90b 5 
perotpe>p1]Tor 9b 29 
pfTpfill ,8·6, 6S b l0 
plT[Noil 61 b '9 
P'1SiY ISbl3 
pij"os 91l ~ . :1g b? 63 ·1 4 
p~"'''1'84 b I 4,92''14 
pry}AQ S7 "13 
}.II'}'VOIIQI 87 b I 

JUKpln 87.17, 91"7, 97.28, 30,3"16, 
JO· I , ~lb36 

ptnor 61 29,6:;"15 
Pllfl4 96·17, 6S b 18 
}Ao1..a 17b31, 36b 1l 

}.IOllar Gh 31. 27.38 
pOIIGXOU ;\ 11 27 
PfJll4XWs 85\)31, 40b31, 51.28 
P0n15. 1?, 29"8, \)28-30b :1I 
pofMP~ )( lI7TOlefi.}AfJlOII, iI"'Tf 9Ob20, 

91"'0, ~3"30, 99.31 d. (,60S' 
~3"30, 4, I? ci. tp.Jua 93 "' 30-

1I ci. TL faTIII 9Sb 3 d. TE"'Of 
98b3. 99"3 1 )( ITTEP'IITIS 1·4 ci. 
oxij/.ta 4:. b 7. 22,46.1 

POX)..f;" 59b:.0 
poXAos 55":J2 
pu6oAtryo(,PfllOI I S b 24 
puptOxu !>~b32 
PllptOUTOil IS· 28 
pvpp'1( 99.23 

IIa.urr"7IK~ 991129 
Yf/"os SOb 2X , 52 ·S, 26, 65 ~ J I 
v(QI)"",a 53bl 8 
II(Ql1..Kof 50 b 18 
II;'T'1 24 ti 34, tBb 8 
~1I48"s, 26 
V0l1lTlr93b34, 8·16. 2:;1: Il 16 
II011T& 4\) '. 9 .. , 8 
VOTfTlKOS S·u, 47111 
1I0VI 98. 10, 3'31, 501126, 561125. 65b 

" 



)4' INDEX VERBORUM 
PUll. TO d. XPOI'OS , S&6-20· 416 , 2' · 

13-'7.1". 10-20, 33b3.3-Hb9. 41 . 
1;;.62&30 Db J'fPO'i XpOVOIJ IS'6. 
20" 19 lIfpa'i XPOVO Ii I S'-2 4 (cr. <12 
&33.341. 5• IlS,62&3o) ClI.lIIthrTOVat 

T,J 1fpOn pOII VV" TO vuapov IS b :1 5 
TUI' xpavov opi(u 19" J 2 fO'n ,u~" 
W~ T~ aUTO, Ean 6' W~ OV TO aVTO ib. 
l2-iS alll'fX~'i 0 )(povos TCP vii". Nal 
OIVPT]Tal NaTa TO vvv 20&5,221.'0- 20 

duo sensus 22&20-24 o:ropo/l vv" 
~llb8 TWV vu" aid fLfTCI ,U Xp6vo'i 
31 b 10,37&6,10 o.6wlptTlh. ferTl, 
Hal Iv QrrClVTI Xp!J/lfP (vVlTOPXU 33'" 
33- 34" 24 oMJ~" fll To/ vv" KI"fiTal 

oW ';pf}Lci 34&Z4-b ? 3i"" 4, 39bl, 
41 II. 24 a.6UvaTOv KOI Elvnl Hal yoqucu 
Xp6vov al/fll TOV IIi/V 51 b 20 XPOVOII 
(UO.lPfClI'i 62" 30 

YI:I.>a6v 2S11S 

jj 1'I'0T( ()V ' 911. 20, ll J4! I S, 26 , 20&S, 

2 3"2l 
O"'(KOf 3 28,9"3,13& 17, 16b6, 39h34 
06f' ,.6Bf'T191&I2,14a I2 
liMr 201130 
Mov~ 981124 , o b6 
o/ICEua 12b33, 46"9, 53"34, 64" 7,112 
olICla 88"15 
oilCofi6f'7]trtr I", S, II 9 
0/IC050f'11C01I 96 b 26 
otvOt 85 b~, 48"8 
oj'uTor 39 7 J 30 
iiAov 84"24. 86"2;; . 95 " 21, 7"9,10",6, 

16"2:-, IS"33, 28 b 14-
'O,\vf'lTta 6"24-
of'a}.iJr 23 b l C), 28"16, 28. 67 b 3 
u~a"'vf 23".,28"20,23,29"3 
~ OJ.L'1pos lltl32 
0f'01"Q)f'0ltfl 87 I. ~S 
J I-WElm]S 881.13 , 51.13, " 2 1 
uJ.L6(v, 97" II 
Of'ot lJ}.LfpiJr 3"~1, 12 b5 
0f'0t6TPOIT0 . 51" 31 
OJ.L0Vl»JTlKWf 5 1b1 4 
opoTax~r 37" 1, ,.8" II, 4,)"8 
Ol'ofaXM 36b35 
0,.,.0;; 87"29,3"2';, 50h25 
(,jUlJ~ VjJ;GI 49 · 23, 25 
UpWyvjJOS 2·28, 28"25, 48 1>9, 49 · 4 
OJ.LQ)ylJJ.Lwr 4:; b I 6, 46"22 
OVQJlGTa )( Ao")'or 84 b i ~ 
o,u~ 24"33, 48b8 
OTTEP ov 86 1. 33-87. 11 OTrfP EV 86&34 
lJ7rt/J...INoO"ovv 87 b 13. 7" 32 
07rWOfV SS"25, sb 33 
OTTOlotrOUJI 89"24,53"23. 6,;"33 
UlI'OO'aTT"'aO'loVovI' 4" Ii 

O'll'Otrooovv 13 bS 
oronpoaouv 34 b ' 9, 38 to 3 
i)1rTC,n, 94" 8, II 
o'll'Q)aovv 2".; 
opf[lr 53" I 7 
0p;(fIV93"2,9.S, "4, 19.22, 20b l6 
optap6r 98" 17,01.35 
UplUTI liOr 86 b 2 3 
opjJo.v 39 b J i 
oppiJ 921>18 
opor6 ' '' 34-
GHOUl' 88"34 
ov8~ jJ~v 45" 1 [ 
oulUvOJv 34 b 33 
oUAopvlr 99 b9 
OVpaJlOil TOV oupavoll a'ITo TOU abTojJa-

TOIJ "'(c,vlaOat 96" 33 f ivat TO ~[Q) Toil 
ovpavou a'ITEtpOV 3"7, "lS (cf. 13b23) 
oil ll'ov o'\os 12" 8 tv To/ ovpavip lTaV
Ta io_ 17 NUI-'QVE i J7 " 13 til TV 
Nl,,/XPO/ 21" 22 TOV Ol.pavov "'(E")'OV ~ 
fval (Plato ) $1 b 19 TWV EJI tip OV· 
pavo/ tlltal apxai 59 b 30 

ol.ula )( 7roaa.1Tota8s"23 (cf. ib_ 34) 
ov1j~v ,.@v """\1;.", XOJptO'rov f/o. pO. 71)" 
o~O'lall ib. ~ 1 ~JI 1'1 -Yf~O~ 89" ! 4, b ~ 3 
OV9fVa~ T WV OIlT QJV OVITt/). 7avavna 
89"29 1I'W~ ~~ 1-'1) ouatwv ovrrta 
&.v Ei1j; ib. 33 a'IT.\ws ")'1-yvOVTaI aj 
ovalO-! pOvo"90"33 (cf. 25& J6) cL 
T(J5ETI, OV 9J&1l, 14" 12 Ta<puO'IV 
fXOVTO oual.Cl 9:1 b 33 d. <plJalS 931. 9• 
20 )( aVJ.L8431J1C6s 3 b 33 d. TO 
rivat 2Ib3 1, 63"9 1'6 flOI()V TO ,E V 
T?1 overiq. 26"28 i]IWlTa TJ1S overlas 
1,t.aTa7at TO NtVOIJI-'~VOv TWV Klvljl1fQ)V 
tV Tip q,tpEaOal 61" 20 

6rpOa.\pta 28·2 
ox"at'i 43.17, bl 7 

lTaOiJl-'o.Ta 16 b S, 60 b 8 
TTo.0t/aIS 2"23-b22 
'lT0.0,,7'INOV 2"23, ' 2b3~ , 26 1. 29, 46b20, 

::5 1.35 
TTUOOS )( ovalo. 85' 34 TO. mi8t/ &.Xw~ 

pU1Ta 88" 6, I:' liaO' allYO flaOor 
4 "'9 )( vA" 9 b 10 ci. fTEpolwern 
J7b26 (c£",S"20,46&2, 4S"IS) TO. 
raB". fi ll 11 I(lVOUVTal I' ll KIVOIJI-'Eva, 
uKfv"ra 24 b Jl 61-'0lVUjUlJrTtp .".0.0£1 
rpoao")'opEIJOl'Tfr T.qV il'\'lv 45 b 16, 
46 "22 

1T0.1/i;0.84bI2. 41 bI9 
1Ti:l.\aI 2 2" 14 
'lTaAatiSr 96 . 14 
1ro.'\IVlio.tlTahtV 20 b13, 271.>17, 67bll 
lTo.Jl98"13 , 7" 12 , J2 h16, 18 
f/ava'ITcp,.ua 3" 2 I 

TTavry ISa 24.22 " I; 
TTapa/iEI")'pa 94 b 26 



INDEX VERBORUM 743 
trapcltoA.ov6fiv 21 &24-
"II"apaAo'YfCfa6ol 86& 10, 39 b :, 

'll"opaAO-Y0II 97 a,8 
ftOpa"r,Tf} 48 b Q 

lI"OpalfQII 9'&16 
TopcurAr,alor :8&7 
lfapfJ.lifx!/"fI18ol 12&S, 24-&' 
1rap'JltOJII :2:2 b I J 34" '4-
napp.H'i8'1s dKiY1JTOV fjval.,.~vdpX;'v 

84-b16 1fUfpaC1j.1fl'OV TIl 6" 8~ 
b 18,7.'5 nl &vTQ b (Tlla.86-i, 
22 - 87&11 f.pHIT1ItWr O'u;\'\0'Y1CfTlu 
86&7 (d . 85&9) Bfppdll .. 01 "'ux.~" 
dpX(h 1I'0tfi8S" 20 al''\M'''Il-YVfa8a1 
.,., fit / . .11) 6"Tor 92" I 

ffCpoUt1 /a 91&7. 95&14 
nd.f>'lI" n b 18 
"JtOp&JVlljJQ 7 b 9 
1'!'ClPOJI'lIj.1la(fl" 45 b II, 28 

'lTtlITXfU' :olSb r<t. 4Sh '3 
tr07r,p 84 b '3 
l'I"a.VfU' 48&'7, 61& 8 
rraxUTfpoJl 1~·31 
lrfpai.,wl 3 21, ~·16, S&II, 23"'6 

1fHrfpaap.ivof 8.. 18, 85 b 18, 89& 15. 
5&3', ,S&23. 59&9. 66&r:a - b 17 

"Ipen SSb I8, 9&9. b lO, JS·"li'. 6 ... "'27 
1/'fPIIXfJV 95"32, 3"'11, 7&31, b T, 

I1 b ll - 15,2'&28 11(p11XOII 4 6b6, 

32, Si\& ' i\, 16, 59bll 
TrfptiuTau8al I 7 a '9 
TrEplhap.{36,vflv 6 b 10 

TrEplOlJoS 23 b ~S 
TrtpUtaTfIV 94 b 33 
7npITI9i J'o, ~ a '3 
Wfpuptpfla ;7 b3. 40b1, 64b25 
#fPltpfP.qS 23·3, .. S· 12, 64 b 9• 65.32 
1ffP'CPOpa 6 5 b 9 
WiTTE/V 59 b 12 

'fI'11&l)"IO" 94 b 5 
w'1Mr SS&'4 
wl1{n 53b2S 
wijXllf 2'''3 
wCOor l 3bl7 
'll'1"po'v.u9a, 44 b l3 

Jl'1.\ftu6al '3 b 16, 16 b '4. 30b3 
,,1),,'1UIS 17 & I 5 
lrlJrTtIV 95&15, 13bl6 
lrfOTlS 13 & '5. 24 b 30, 54 loSs. 61&,8 
'ft'UrTOr 54.32 
11'.\0.1'10'" 6:1· r:l 
,,)"o.apa 54 & 5 
#.\aap.cT~'1f ~7·23 
w)"a'TOf 9·S. 29hS 
m «TAW P./7o.NclJmrplwt:!7.'7.3"'S. 

9b ;3 (er. ~&4. 8, 6 h 27) )(PO"OV 
'Y."v9- p.lwrn 5 t b 17 Tilllaeus 9 b , I, 

10&2 a'Ypaot>aM'Y}AOTa9b15 
#.\ij60r 87 b 8 
l!".\t7TTHV 24 & 33 

.,,>.iv80f SS·'5 
'11'.\0''''''' 95"'4. 40bl9 
'll'01'1J.Ul 2·24 
wot'10U 9,h l9• 2&23 
'll'01'1T1"6,, la 13, Ilb 32, 55&34 
'11'01111' 85&23, '&5. ,6"'7 
1TIU6T1jf 85·3.'" 26&,8 
'll'o,\,,\,o'IT'\'aala'fH' ~7b 33 
nO),,~l(h.'Tor 95.34, b I' 
TrupEla '0 b 30 

fr0ppWTfpO" 9;;;b" 60 b .. 
frOO"OIl 85 a '3, 1&6 
1I0TI'2 a '5-9 
."OT;(.III 99· 34 
11011 6 a 2. 8·'9, Ub9- J4 
lIpO.'Y}AaTO. , KIi,,)"os 'Tn o.v8pW'II'lva '3 b 25 
"pa'Y}AoTEla 94 b 18, 9S& 30, 53 & 32 
."pii(1S 0&23 
1TplftV Ob 5 
.,,";OIV 0"'0 
lI'pOO'Yflll 84· 19 
Wpoa[pfOIS 96b IS, 97·7 
"'poa'll'opfill S& 35 
TrpGfj.\'1JU1 I gb 3 
lI'PO.lllfOpflv 8& 35 
Jfpolxov 39 b '7 
'll'p09HIn 64 b I , 
1Tpoj~VCI 84&'4 
lI'p/Js Tt 94 b g• ob,8, '5 b II, 46b4, II 
lI'poaa'Yllofw 91 b 11 
1TPOUQ'YOPfliuv S7 b 3, 8S·21 
wpoaarrTflV 85 b 30 
1fpoa-yi'Y),fa6al 4f1· 13 
1fpoa7/"Yop;CI 1 0 b, 
'II',wa8fv S8·,~, 6 1 b 35 
"'pOU8HIIS 90b6, 4· i. 6"15, b 3. 45 a 37 
frpoa,\,cl'{Javuv 39bl9 
'll'pouopl(fa6at :; ~ & ':.17 
'll'POUTI6/:v«t 66 b, 
rr,wrItpv(fu '7· '7 
1fpOTfPOV 18 b '5, 19&14- b~, b 12 _28, 20 

.9, 25, '3&4, 9, 37&19, SlblO, 60 
b I 8,6'·14 

1fpo)(flpl'E08ot Ob 13 

npwTapxos ~7 b 10 
'll'pWTH1'TO 8 31 
rrpuJTo,> fIlCVTtW(fEt" -rrpt;nal 89 b '3 

TrpWTOII fVU1IapXOII 93&10 (cf. 90blS, 
93"'9) def. 9.1, 3S b33 TOII'O<; 
o ililos ~".p 'Jr"w.,-rp 9" 33. 11·28, 26 b 22 
qu,,~xh olJ/e tC1n ."pQj~o" 39.11 Jrp&
TOV KtIlOVl' 43.31, 14, 45.S, 25, 56&9, 
60·25 lI'p(VrOIl o."\'\'OIOUPEVOII 44 
bS, 4S·5 1rp/iJ~ov lIEKTI,,6J' 4Sb21, 
49&3 .,C;w &'1fftpOJV oi.oli~II rrpiirrov 
56&19 1f'\fOVCXWt 60 b ,6 litoTI 

"IfpWnj, I'ITpov TWV &.\..\0111 65 b 10 
Trp6JTOJ'i KIVOVV 58 b +, S 
'IT'rilan 49· 18 
"If TVOt" 43b1g. 27 



744 INDEX VERBORUM 
nl.l9a'YOpflOf 31. .. . "·33. 13 b'3. '1'1 11 18 
'lfvIOI'6,'1S' 60 h 10 

ntKvovu8ru 13 b 18, I,,· 33 
'II'VKIIQlo.r 6o b 8, II 
wiip 51.",11bI1, 171.1 
7fVfX1l'ls .. 5 b I I 
frllPfTTtIl' 2S·,8 

/J-flll 1S1.9,651.6 
14(°99'28 
/JIrrniv 151.'1.57&3 ,66·28, b30,6711'3 
pif 941.6 
{H.¥IS 4:\'20, 411.:11, ~71l3 
/Jorr, 16'13 
puIJpI,fll/ 45 b 9 

:tapa&" J8 b '1 
aarpianpa 84" '7 
(UI'VOT'1J 7. 19 
aioIJpor 17 b '9 
[a,ol']poiir t6tiJ9] 
alJAin 86 b :u, 9,,·6 
a~J'6nlf ~4 1.13 
alTOS 30 :I: 

CTlCaA'1"lr 24" 5. 11 
UKi-"" 99" 16 
O'KfW(I'TQ. 951.17 
olCCfn 85.20 
ClKArypOII 17 b 't. 60 b 9 
q<XP&naTOs 'U '7 
ulni87}O'Is 43b6, 28 
tT'II"I"Ol}p 5" I2J b :n 
01"Q&051 39 11 33 
(1Ta)..a'Y~f 53bl5 
o"nion 9,b 11• 951.23, 28h6, 6,,·11 
unpflaBai 8b ' 7 
UTfpdJII 93u24 
ClTfP'1CfIf aVJ.l/Jf8'1K6f 90b2 7 ICaB' 

ailro I'T! It,, ~lbl5 ) ( vA.'1 9'·3-6 
(e(.S·,) f,30s'II"M93b'9 )(po#! 
1" 5 (d 9 1& 14) ~ Itf"l'/tTu· OU UTI

PJI(IIS I b 34 TO IIEI/Oli OT fP'1O'lS 15 " 11 
l} lipf~;a. OTfP'101S ~6b1S, 64&~7 

O'Tff111T11(6f 1 b 16 
O''TT]pl,fIV lib:l, 7, 19 
(lTI.,llfJ 11b:l4, IS b l8, ~ O&IO. :10, 

27 &28,3'& 15, bg 
I1T(JIX(ia. 84&1t . '4, 8,"26, 8g b28, 

8g b l6, 95",6, 4 b33 
(lTpt/l"oiiv 13 &:16 
avyy(vis Ilb 31 , 23bl3 
1lf1ry1((i(r8QI ,8" 7 
1lfV"(l(piJlflV 65 b 2:l 

I1Vyltptl1lS 8r3 " 43 b8, II, 28, 29. 
6o b ll , 65 20 

aVYlwpfjl' 96&22 
I1V')'Xfiv 84" 2 2 
""MfJ~ 1Jf.·,6 
(lv">"0.,C'fI10aI86"6 
"1l8alv,," 8S&12, 86" 10,87 &36. 14&2. 

36"16, 41b 1 9.4~b73,6"&9 (lv~8'· 
fj"".I' 20 b24. 56bl4 

I1IJIJfjffjqlt6s KaB' Vwo,wlllpov )..'.,fTal 
86& 34 def. 86 b IS )( Te in ... 
93 b 17 OpoliS Tew Ilfvp.fjf8qlt6TO.!JI 
94 & 3 .,iiw (1111l8f8'fjltlYrOJif &).."a. 
Q.v.OJI' .. opp6JTfPOII 95 b I O'v~8(8q· 
ods uti' oVr6 3 b 33 OVIt "lfO.,If(U()II 
56b '0 Ita.Ta O'v,Jj(8qK6r )( NOO' 

alrT6 glb 23• q6b 23-9, 98&6-~, 11 & 
18, 24b23. 26"'9. 49b13. 54 7- 14, 
(cr. 9:,b 4, 9,"11. 14"27) 

otJp.fj)..qT6s 48" 10--49"8 
uvp.P.tTO/Jcv.)..f'I' 56b " , 6i b :! 
uvp.lJfTpla 46b5. ~I 
I1vp.p.fTpor 2 1 b 2~ 
t1Vp.1npa.lllfI10ru. 86" 2. 
I1v/ontfplll1lJrl 95 " 18 
I1VP.fflAf i'oOOI 16&3 1, b29 
O'vp."l1lTfIIl 98 b :l, 

I1vp._"I"' 116(u 8g b 5.9511 10 
l1ulJ1tTOJJ.W. ~"I 
(11Jp.~Uw, 12 31,27&15 
aVJ«llVlr 55 & 12 
(1v""~Vl1lr 13&9, 27"23,27 
aup.t/lvTo 53 & 1 1 
[UVvti.,fll' 17 b Il] 
[crvlla")'~ 17 b '5] 
O'VVO{T'OS 92. 13 
O"V)I(UCoAovQ(iv 88 b.6 
O'twGlfTfll' J8b1 5. 54&16 
O'IJJIOv(fO'Oru U b 21 
au"al/III 2 7 & 1 S 
I1Vvlifilf 12" 15 
I1VJlf[pfly62&16 
ovvf~I)..l(fIV 44 & II 
tTVJlIXf lO 86".,8,22& 10 
tlllll·XfO'BaI1 j &12 

(I'lIItf~ Elr li-tIPOl' lilalpfTOV TO O'vv-
fXls R5 b 10. Ob 20, 32 b 24. 39122 (cf. 
31&l4, 32&2"" 33 b l 7, 31, 34 &7 . 
6 3&28) '1'1\ rl7rf1pOl' ip.f/!o.ivfTQI fJpW
.,0" il' T40 O'lWf Xfi 0 b 18 lila. TO TO 
p.hdos lTvru. O'vv1xh "ol ~ "{II1JO'lt 

laTty O'uI'fx"r, lila li~ "~I' "["qalv 0 
XpOVOt 19 & 12 Y O'VVfX"'. d xp/Jvot 
J.W.ltplof ItQi8pax:6s 20b2 def,2,& 10-
23, 31 &22 gXov iJXOti dlf'l'6j.1.(I'o" oillc 
tOTal aVVfXft 31 b<j. liIxws o'ffflPOI' 
.,0 (1Vl'fXfS :\3 & 15 .. 4.> .,3 G"VI'fXfr 
TOI'oVTOV dJar ,Ivai ." IlftlJl&ivlI}oIOl' 
PlTcr.fU T WV 1I'fpthOJ" 34&8 1I'wr 
il'liiXfTal rllJ1IfxI, '1'1 aUTO iatl1'O /(II'CW j 

55 & 12 ) ( li'Vpqp.l"ol' 1 I & 30. 34 
(cr. '7&:\, 4·2b61,H&10) 

ITVVfXWr 26 b 17 
cn wBftl" gobR, 91i " 21, 25"21 
aUI'BfTOl' 87b12. 88 b lO, 9oblr, .b lJ 

tTV"OfT~ 65 & 21 
<1t1J19xI8(tv 14 b I 

I 
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UUVlfVCU 13hl6,I6bJ4 

O'WiUTdU9ru. 92 b J 3. 93" 36. 50 b 15. 

54 b 31 
(JlJvopG.v 41 b 32 

rflJJlWvIJPOV 31&9, 51 b [2 

O'uvO)(Ttt 43 b 3- 1 0 
O'tlO"T'Qalf 99 b 5 
O'UUTOI XIa I b:2 5 
uf/HJ.ipa 18bl, 6, 40.]9, 35b28, 65b2 
(1¢a1POfl1i~r 93 b 30 
t1!fJEVUV1j 7" 3 
a!pt-yf S&31 
t1'POlipor 4~·20, 44.22 
O'X'iPd 8S· 24, 24" 5. 45 b 6,22,46. 1, 2, 

'3 
UX'1#ClTICEW 88b19. 89 b91 45 b9 
O'W,I.IU" b:;, 20, 5b3 1, 8b8, 5~ ' 16J 65b29 
O'OJpunntr 9&15, J40.12, ,pb 25,60 
O'wpor 12 b 6 

1'ntiS' 8S·24, 96"28, 5'·12 
Tapo.x~ iib 18, 19. 4S&I, 26 
TaX.h· 18b 15, 32&15 
TlA.flOJ/ /tUTti TO 1'I"0(1J" 1 1.6 (d. 26& ~1 ) 

d. oAov 7"9, 28bl3 aTev AaflfJ 
T~V aUTou d.f*T~v. TEAriOV t ltOaTOJl 
461.14 . b 2 8 ~ TOU ~H'\OU KIV1]fm 
POV1J TIA fior 64 b 28 ."p6TfPOV TO 
.,.JA'1011 TOU aTf.>'.oih' 65 &23 

Tf>'W)'Tl1f ,·21, 6 ' &36 
TEAflouo-Oat 60 b 33, 6 I .. 17 
TfAf(OJPU ",6 1. 17 
TfAflouns 46"26, b 2, 28, 47 &:1 
TiAos ei. o~ ~v£Ka 94"27, 0"34 (ef. 

99"8) J).p~o"ifT/Aof94":lIo1,99"3t 
)( tuxaTov 94 a;U Na~ i)flflS T;AOf 
ib. 35 arTIOv Wi TO TiAoS 94 b 3' 
J) flop41fl TfAos 9Sb3, 991.31 dpXfl 
T OU AO-YIO'flOU 0 a 2 2 

TfJ,lVE t19al 501.18 
'T4paTa 99b4 
TlTpa"(WVIUj.lOS 851.,6 
Tfq.pa 13b21 
TfXV'1 931.16, 31 ,94.21, II 1,99.15-21, 

'30 

Tf)(l'IKt v 93.32 
n,p.£p<Jv I S·:l9 
Ti l aTlv 9.lb27, 94blO, gSb 3 Ti;v 

fival 85b9, 94·:11, b27 , 951.20, 9SbS 
TI9fva i 431.:\1, 5 2. 24, S6 b lI 
TflllI~aTa 85 1.,6 
ToiXOf 55 b 28 
TOil? 6,1 b 20 
T O'll'OS tUTH' TO"OS TIS lHaaTOt/ aiaO'1-

TOtlSa IO (cf.Sb:\I,6.I,12 b29) TO
'!rOti fj~'15b31-6·7, 8 b u (d.6Ib36, 
611. 5) dOClrinD. Aristotelis Sa17-
13·11 OTi taTlv, 6ijAOJol8bI-9.2 
ci.XWpa Sb 7, 91.8, b15 tXfl Twa 
6vvafllV 8b 10 tXfI d ... oplav TI faTI 

91 1.-30 d. tiA'1 ib. 21, ll b7• 19-
t 1· 1 neql1e forma neque maleria 
91. 31- 10. 13 (cr. 1,,1.14) KOlvut)( 
rlllO~9a32 TlfaTlll bS- 12a30 
dKiv7J'To~ /1·18 (d. l"b:;,I2) orf. 
12·11 TO fV TOllo/ ( i Vai ib. 31-13" 
II KtV'1aISKaTcXTlhfOV2Sh9, 6,).28 
d. npa, XOIpis 26 b2l - 3 OiKfioi 
TO'lrOi 53 b 34 

Tptl-YfArupos 8"30 
TpaYo/~fla9al 39 b 25 
'Tpl'Ywvovoali ,30, :14&4. 51b1 
Tpi1n)XY 61. 4 
Tpota 22"26 
Tpotpr, 60.31 
TptlC/>1730b2 
TVX'l Aristolclis doctrina95 b 31 - 98 "13 

def. 96b ~J doplaTa dg,' wv 'TO d.1T~ 
T6X!]f 97·9 TOU aopla'TotJ £Tval 
801UI ib. )( ,\o-yodlJ. 19 d(3Ulalof 
ib.31 )( TCllJTt)l'nTov 9i&37, b21, 33 
GaTfpov vou Kal f/:'UUfOJS 98. 10 TWv 
KaTd OVflfJffJ,?K~ alTEQlv 99 b :l3 

lryla(m· 92b:l5, 95b19, 14":15. :16"22, 
2S"I, 29 b" . S6b32, S7 b S 

irylavO"ls :lS b 3 ' , :lS&:I, 29"26. 3°"22 
v'YICln6v :14 " 30 
v'YlaaTINov 57&17 
vYlaaTov 57"17 
iryifla 94b33, ,,6 b4. 11 
iJSwp 1;\"2 
iifw 98 b 18 
vA,? dpt6j.1,?Tq 90b,:; )( O"T/prJo'lr 9:1· 

3-34 (cf. 8" 1) 1'Y'Yvr Kal ouuia 1I'0IS 
9:1 "6 TO ffpWTOV lnrOK£Ij.lfVOV h'a-
aTqJ92.:V,93" 2g (d.26.lo) ci. 
q.vaIS93"29'~4&1;\,99&31 ci.lltl-
vaj.ttl93"18- M, 7"22,17.2:1-3, b lO 
T{;JV ftpOS TI 94b9 afTiov WS VA!] 
Q5 "8, 9S.14 cLdv.l,},N'?99 b,H- 0 
D8 fTaOS oVN;X~'7"26 ld. 91" ro] 
ci. T(!rros 9" :11, b6- IO a I3. II b 7, :12-
12":1, 14"1;\ ci. TO dOjJ(aTol' 9 9 
)( wJpos, ff68'1 ilJ. II ov XOIpt(fTal 
Toli lI'p4'YpaTof 9b23. Ilb36, ,,,"IS. 
17.2. TO aVTO vAJJ Kat fvnAfxua 
13 "6 ci. NfVOV 14 " 13 pta TWV 
fVClJ'Tlwv 17"22 

vlIapx? .,b29 
illlciT1} 24b34 
1nr'I'WV'5"22 
VITElVai :16· [0 

tlJr£pfJaMflv 6 b IS- 29, 7·34. h3• 33 b3, 
35"7 

vrrfplXflV87b3, I Sb l :l-19, U b30 
vupoxl/87"16,89bIO, 15bI7 
V'lrVOS 53"'9 
1",66,als 95.18, 99 b 34, 53 b 5 
inroKfiuOai 901. 15, 34 vrroK"fllvJj 
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pYal'>" v}.,'1 9,1.8, 931.29 uwp.a 
tJ .. OHHpfVOV 871.'3 vrroKtlpfVotJ 
89'31, 90b" 13,20,24, SI.I, 2:'''3 
HaO' vrro/fElpfVOV 85'32, 89"30, 4" 24 

VTrO).fITlflV 3b19, ;14 ,2 21.29, b6, 36bJ+ 
inrO}lfVflV 90 I. la, 92 ' , 3 
urrol1rro.v 55!,o25 
vrro710~val 89.28, h" 3' 17 
vo-r(pl,flv 62 b ,6 
VC1TfPOV 23 a II Cr. also TrPOTfPOV 
uq)jr1-rapfvov 55 b 24 

¢allN 24 b34, 29 b '7, 34bl8 
qxlPfAClXOV 99"3f1 
¢fpEo8al 26" 34. 43 &11, 6, b 29 
rpOapTlKOr 9:1; I. 2 r 
1>0f[pfuOal lSI. 14-20, 22 b 24 , 36 I. 5, 

371.0 18,59&' 
1>O;"flV 43 " 39. 45 I. 1.4 
cpOiolf ,1.14. 1'&'5, 261.31, 2S b21, 

41bl, 431.10, 451.38, 53bn 
1>0ITOII I · 1 3 
1>0opd 11. 15, 3b9, 221.0 25 , 251.,8.32- 5. 

+6 .16,47" 20,S8 bIS 
¢IM'1 94 b 25 
1>IA;/1 50h28, 6:;b 31 
!/>i}.,noocpla 8S 1.20.91 I. 24, 9:: I. 36,94 I. 36, 

b14,3 a2 
CPI}., /,T1J!i 52 I. 26 
CPAO{ 17 b6 
cpOlTiiv 96 b 36 
cpopa. KaTa T~II cpopO.v 70 PfV al'W 7(, 

Of "aTW I I. 7 def. 1 I. J 5 ,,;v'I}{1/!i 

KaTa TOIrOV 81.32, 36'33. 431.36-9, 
60" 28 (Ii cpopul TWV !/JVG/HWV O'wpa_ 
TOW 8 bg (d ... b13) Klv~afwr 
riis H(ITa TOlTOV TO !-'~v q>0pG., TO O~ 
a{,,'1(fIS "id </,OI(lIS It • '5 -YvWPlj!OV 
->11>opn B,d 73 r[JfpOpEVOII 19h30 E16'1} 
TijS inr' Q)..}.,ov 'f'opiis 43 I. 16 1TpWTIj 

t, </,opa TWv /clvqUfWV 431.39,60 "20-
6 11. 28, 65 hI7-66's Tn EV 70/ 
ovptlVo/ ooa 1T}.,flol}s cpfptTal cpopas 
59b 31 Tis cpopcl lTpWrlj 61"28-
631.3, 641.7-6SbI6 (cf. 41h:l;O) 
.".iil1(I cpopd ~ ,roH}.,o/ ~ fir' fUOEia!> 1j 
II-IHT->1 65" 14 

CPOPljTOV -' I. 1 5 
<{>OPTiHOS 851.10 l86 ' 9} 
q>POJ'EW 4- 7 b II 

¢P1)V1PO$ 47b1S. 24 
.pOE/V 93 b 17.99' la, SOb 30,55 b 15 
tpvA)..a 99"25 
cpl}alKOS, 3 ~4 · 16, b 10, 98"2;1-b g, 0& 32, 

53"'35, 5 0Icpv(Tllco[84 bI 7,86'20, 
87&12, '28,51.5 CPVUIS i'.E-yHal TO 
<pVO'IIlOV 93·33 Tel. cpva'HWTfpa TWV 
pa0'1pa:rwv 94 I. 7 'Ypap!-,~ ,,"valHi] 
ib. 10 TJ q>Vl1tHf] ib. 26, 9sa28 
70. ,/>U(lIICa 94b8, 01l31, 3b3 rpva'lla 

(fWpaTa Sh 8 1/>1}C1IICa~ EVaVTlWC1H~ 
1 7":1 3 a"AOIWC1f!~ rpuC1IICuf 30 b + 
I/>UC1l1tUV 'TO oj!utws fXflV ~v d1TliC1al~ 
61 b 25 PhYJica Dominantur 51"9, 
53bS, 67 b :JI 

I/>VUII(W~ 9S"23, 36,1"24, 4-biO 
¢vatO.\O-yOi 3bI5, 5&26, 6b23) 13bJ, 

651.3 
¢uo,,> ~ 1up1 ¢UUfWS ETrlUr7JWJ 841.15 

01 fffpl ¢uUEwt 87 1. 35, 93b29, 31. 16 
(cr. flab 16) vrroKflpJVTJ cpua,'> 91 a 8 
(cf. b34• 93·9-::\0, 941. 12 , 99.31) 
fffpl CPUUfWS 92 b8- 93 b II apxr, 
'TOU KlvEiaOal Hal ljPfj!f;V 92b :H (cf. 
OhI2,5::\bS.S4 bI7) ~,>lO'7II""'u
pOuOal atlKVUItUI "{fAOiolt 93" 3-9 ci. 
ouula ib. 9, 20 d. !-,opopr, ib. 30-b 21 
(cr. 9+1. 12) flTfl 11 I/>UO'I'> aIX~. 
lTfpllTO'Tfpo.'> 'Toii cplJUIKoii; 94"12-l7 
)( TlXVljib.22.991.18.b30 l)cpVUIS 
Tf}.,IJS 94 &28 )( all1vola 96b2 2, 9M" 4-
TWV fVfKa TOV o./,.-iQW9Sb IO-99 b33 (cf. 
96hU) Tt1 ¢uuu ~ alt~ OliTW ~ W'> 
flTl TO 1TO}.,U 98h3S eCI 52"12, 17) 
TO dva"{Kaiov fV Tois Hani. cpualv-Yl-YvO
P'VOlfO" 16 fVTUq,UUH )( 7J!-,ivg b 
18 al q,V(Tflt (Pythagorei) 13 b 25-
7 1TiUra Kt"ljUn 1i fJiq 1i HaTa ¢UUIII 
1~"2 (cr. 14hJ4, 3CI.18-3 11.17. 5:''' 
29 ) 1} Hlv'I}UIS olov 'on} TI'> o~a Tor,> 
CPU{1f1 r1l1VfOTiiUTI flOb 14 tV TOIS 

CP~qfl IS.; TU 1Tfrrfpaup;'IIoll /Cal TO fJI}.,
TIOII VrrapXflII ~91.11 (cr. 60 b 33) TO 
TV 'Yfvlufl uaTfpov TV rpVr1fl lTpOTEPOV 
61 "14 (cf. 6Sl. u ) 

I/IUTOV 87 h 16, 90b 4, 93 b la, 99· J7, b 10. 
6J &16 

4JalvIJ 41. 4, 13, 17 

XaiPflV 98b 15 
Xaos Sb 3' 
XtipOlljJ.'I}Ta 91 b 30 
Xo"awv 99&26 
Xopaq 52 b33 
xpijaOal 94 b 2 
XpOVOS 17 b 29-24.17 dubitationes 

17l>~9- 18!;20 cl. TO vilv ,8"6-
20" 26, 21 II 13-17, 22 I. JO- 20, 33 b 33-
34 11 9, 4'&15, 62.30, b ZI def. 
lSbll-201.26 OVTE KIV'1a!S OUT' 
ciVElJHtvqafws '9 1. 1 (d. Slb28) ci. 
!-'t-YfOOS 19"10-25. 33D.14 (cr. hiS, 
631.15) aplOp.os wvqufwr 1911 1, 
201124, bS, 231.33,SI b 12 lJapao 
aUT6s 19b10, ZOb St 23b3-12 aHO-
"'OUOf; T V Hlv~afl 19b 16, 20b~:; ql}v_ 

fX~S To/ "vv, lI:al tilVP'1Tal HtlTa 'TO viiv 
20 a. 5 (d. ib. 26, h~, 22 a 10-20, 34 I. 14, 
62"30) ,vtiEXETal XpJvov Elval TaV 
aVTav Tra"',v Kal lTtl'>'IV, olov fVI(UITOV 
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lOb 14 ~II ,,[v1l"'U' T~ XpJVfJJ p.(
"'poiiJU" Ka~ TV /('vf]Uf! TOJ' XpOVOII 
20" 15 (cf. ib. 31, 21"5 ) TO III 
XpC"!fJ (l"al 2J" 4-26 ~6opar /1;1'lOr 
21h2 (cf. 2Zb16-27) urxpWrn-roil 
22 b I 7 1T(lUU P.fTo.fJD}..~ h' XP{;vqJ 
22b31,23aI,5 ci.J/lvX1J 231. 16, 
:! 1-9 ",iva! 50K€; l({mAor 'TIt 23 II 29, 
32 dlivllaTov if d51Qlphwv ftval 
31 "21-33 b32 (d. 37"5, 39b8, 41 "3. 
63" 1 2) fll cP flfTn{JOJ...}"u XpOvIP 
rrpC;rroll aOOJ" (I1T1II361036 J..f-yfTQI 
(II Xp6l1tp p.f'TafJaJ...}..fIV Kal wr fll 1Tp&mp 
Kat wr 1(<<0' ~TfpOII 36b20 XpOllor 
furlv fll ;; 'fTpWTqJ ranlTQI 39"8 
fir afmpa lJ.fpUIrt s ib. 9 (cf. 63bZ? ) 
xp/wor ou" tun 1TPWTOi 39" n fi.fp 
0.'1 XpOvor t(nlV, dva'YK1J Hal "iJlTjOW 
Mow" fival 51 b 10-28 Dill' d "tw(-

x~r 0 Xj)6l1or, K(lj l} /t1"!'Jcm 64 b 7 xp6-
vor 1I"«,",/(WII ( = "I'f)'ollwr 34 It. 12) /£al 
flf}..}..MI 22 b I, 341. 14 

Xpwp.a 88\.12 4. 27\.1 7 
XfXI.IJW.Ti(fU8ul 4f6 
xwpa 8 b 7, 911.8, 12,1.5 
X(Vpl(fIll 44 a 10 X(I}P;(EU()(l! 43 IJ 24 
X(I)pr~ 26 b 12 

X(l)plajA6s 13b25 
X(I}pla-r6v 85&31, 86 b:a8, 9S b4. 34,94 

bI+,13&3 3 

¢o¢fiv :'0 & 20 

7/161(10" 26 b I 1 

7/lvXTJ 23& 17, H, 28.6S b S2 
>{IVXp/JI' 60 b I 0 

W8fj" 15& 141 16, 56&25 
i:oO'lS" 43 &171 24,44&7 



I NDEX TO THE I NTROD U CTI ON AND 
COMMENTARY 1 

Ad.rastus I 

Alcidamas 656 
Alexander of Aphrodisias 16, 18, 19. 

103, 108, 1' 5 
Allan, D. J. 107 
AnaX3goras 20 f., :l6, ~i. 49, 58, 4~9 f., 

51:;.528,531,578,655 (., 671, 615 
An:aximandcr ,,82,547. 549. 588,687. 

69" 
Anaximenes 459. 490, 503. 545 f., 548 , 

55'1,690, 7'10 
School of 483. 49 1, 545 

Andron iclls I, 5 
Anniceris 530 
Al1ti,\benes .. 69 
Apelt, O. 469 
Apollonins of Perga 633 
Arabo-Lat in translation 114 

Baumker, C. 655 
:Hailey, C , 515 
llernays. J 509 
Binary construction 533, 540, 608, 624 
Bjombo. A. A. i65 
Booitz, H. 104,459-61, 48S, 489, 493, 

501. 511, 5'°, 5'3, 5'~ {,' 5;H.558 r., 
562.59'0,593 f .. 599, 605. 61 3, 6 15 f., 
61 9 f" 6:33 f .• 619 r. t 63'J, 6. 0, 646, 
653. i17 

B randis, C . A, ,,68 
Broad , C. D. 78- 80 
Brochard, V. 8 1,84 
Bryson 467 
Burnet, J. 47 1 f., 481, 487. 501 r., 50S, 

:>43.655 r. 
Bywater, I. 640 

Archimedes ,,6i, 556, ;;88, SY' Callippus 10 

ArchytRs 542, 547. 590 Camotius. J. B. 691 
Aristotle, cross-references in his works Cantor, G. 75. 8" 

1- 3. II Carteron, H. 17 
a.nclellt lists of his works 4-6, 18 Categories 47-8 
his natural philosophy: Celestial spheres , and their movers 

the factors of change-malter, 100-- 101 
(orm , privation ' 9- 24 Cbrysippus 60" 

nature as internal source of change Cicero 95 
2,,-6 Coriscus 9 

his dynamics 26-33 Corn ford, F. M. i 95, 500, 520, 531, 
the four causes 33-8, 41-2 544, 563. :'76, 584, 590 f., 6)7,629, 
cbance 38-4 I 684 f. , j ~ 3 
necessity " 2-4 C ross· references : 
change 44-8 i . 191 b29 (to /lttt. e (?». 
the infi ni te 48-53 192.35- 6 (to /It'et . Z, A, 7-9), 
plnce 53-8 192 b 2 (to ii, etc.), 
t he vo id 58-63 ii . 193b2 1 (to v.De Cm, et COrt'. i), 
t ime 63- 9 194.35-6 (to De P hiiosoplu'a), 
COlllill uity 69-7 1 iii. 201· 26 (to viii). 
the parndoxe's of Zeno 71-85 20jb 34 (to ii ). 
the prime mover ~5-94 iv. 213.4- 5 (to De CUI, et Corr. i), 
the development of Aristotle' s 221b13- 14 (to iii). 

theology 94- 102 V. 234b ll (to iii). 
Arnim, H. von 97 vi. 231 ·2 1_2 ( to v). 
AacJepindes Bitbynus 656 239·'3 ( to v), 
Asclepius 5 11 24 t b 12-' 4 ( to viii), 
Aspnsius 537, 568, 572 vii. 24) b 41-2 - vii 8. 2,P b j _8 (to v), 
Atomists 'J7. 58,62. 48of., 5i7, 583. 247 b '3 (to v). 

S86 r'J 589, :'93, 671 , 675 vli.B, 24 z·6 (to vi), 
Averroes 10 •• 592 viii. 25 1.8-9 (to Iii), 

\ 
• 

I ThiS index is merely supplementary to the buux VerllOrlWJ : e,g. under 
• Plato' will be found only "fmnces to passages in which Mistotle does not ex- I 
",." -,~ Mo. 1 
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Cross referencts (con/d.) : 

vi ii. 253 b7-9 (to ii), 
257&31--bl (to vi), 
J63" II (to vi), 
267 b 20-21 (to iii) 

Damas 1,4. 15 
Darius 525 
Dedekind, R. 84 
Deidier, Abi>l!: 83 
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